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HISTORY OF THE PURITANS.
PART
CHAPTER

III.— Continued.

VI.

THE PROGRESS OF THE WAR. DEBATES IN THE
ASSEMBLY ABOUT ORDINATION. THE POWER OF
THE KEYS. THE DIVINE RIGHT OF PRESBYTERIAN GOVERNMENT. COMMITTEES FOR COMPREHENSION AND TOLERATION OF THE INDEPEND-

—

mons, except Lieutenant-general Cromwell,
who, after a few months, was dispensed with,
at the request of the

new

general.

All the regi-

ments were disbanded, and such only listed under the new commanders as were determined

to conquer or die.
Sir Thomas Fairfax was appointed general,* and Oliver Cromwell, after
some time, lieutenant-general the clause for
The king's commissioners had been told at preservation of the king's person was left out
the treaty of Uxbridge that the fate of the Eng- of Sir Thomas's commission nor did it run ia
that the name of the king and Parliament, but of the
lish monarchy depended upon its success
Parliament only. The army consisted of twenif the treaty was broken off abruptly, there was a
set of men in the House who would remove the ty-one thousand resolute soldiers, and was called
in contempt by the Royalists, the new-modEarl of Essex, and constitute such an army as
might force the Parliament and king to consent elled army but their courage quickly revenged
to everything they demanded, or change the the contempt.
Sir Thomas Fairfax was a gentleman of no
government into a commonwealth whereas, if
the king would yield to the necessity of the quick parts or elocution ; but religious, faithful,
times, they might preserve the general, and not valiant, and of a grave, sober, resolved disposineither too great nor too cunning to be
only disappoint the designs of the enemies to tion
monarchy, but soon be in circumstances to en- directed by the Parliament, t Oliver Cromwell
and being a solable his majesty to recover all he should resign. was more bold and aspiring
However, the conmiissioners looked upon this dier of undaunted courage and intrepidity, proas the language of despair, and made his maj- ved, at length, too powerful for his masters. The
esty believe the divisions at Westminster would army was more at his disposal than at Fairfax's,
and the wonders they wrought sprung chiefly
soon replace the sceptre in his own hands.*
The House of Commons had been dissatisfied from his counsels.
When the old regiments were broken, the
with the conduct of the Earls of Essex and
Manchester last summer, as tending to protract chaplains, being discharged of course, returned
the war, lest one party should establish itself to their cures and as new ones were formed,
upon the ruins of the other but the warmer the officers applied to the Parliament and Asbut the Presbyterian
spirits in the House, seeing no period of their sembly for a fresh recruit
calamities this way, apprehended a decisive ministers being possessed of warm benefices,
battle ought to be fought as soon as possible, were unwilling to undergo the fatigues of anfor which purpose, after a solemn fast, it was other campaign, or, it may be, to serve with
moved that all the present officers should be men of such desperate measures. This fatal
discharged, and the army intrusted in such accident proved the ruin of the cause in which
hands as they could confide in. December 9, the Parliament were engaged for the army beit was resolved that no member of either House
ing destitute of chaplains, who might have reshould execute any office, civil or military, du- strained the irregularities of their zeal, the offiring the present war
accordingly, the ordi- cers set up for preachers in their several reginance, commonly called the Self-denying Ordi- ments, depending upon a kind of miraculous asnance, was brought in, and passed the Com- sistance of the Divine Spirit, without any study
mons ten days after, but was laid aside by the or preparation and when their imaginations
Lords till after the treaty of Uxbridge, when it were heated, they gave vent to the most crude
was revived and carried with some little oppo- and undigested absurdities nor did the evil rest
sition.
The Earls of Essex, Manchester, War- there, for, from preaching at the head of their
wick, and Denbigh, the Lord Roberts, Willoughby, and others, were dismissed by this ordi- turity so different are the turns things take, from
nance,! and all members of the House of Com- what men are apt to e.xpect and depend on." Dr.

ENTS.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

* Clarendon, vol. ii., p. 595.
+ " Thus almost all those men by whose interest,
power, and authority the war with the king had been
undertaken, and without whom no opposition, of any
weight, could po.s.sibly have been raised, were in a
short time deprived of their power and influence over
their own army, and obliged, as we shall soon see, to
truckle before them. So little can men see into fu-

Harris's Life cf Oliver Cromwell, p. 118.
* Sir Thomas Fairfax's power extended to the execution of martial law and the nomination of the officers under him.
The army was put solely under
the command of one man. " What was this (it has

been properly asked) but to put it into his power to
give law to the Parliament whenever he thought
fit ?"
Dr. Harris, ut supra.— Ed.
t Baxter's Life, p. 48.
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regiments, they took possession of the country
pulpits where they were quartered, till at length
they spread the infection over the whole nation,
and brought the regular ministry into contempt.
Most of the common soldiers were religious
and orderly, and when released from duty, spent
their time in prayer and religious conferences,
like

men who carried

their lives in their

hands

;

want of prudent and regular instruction,
were swallowed up in the depths of enthusiasm.
but, for

Mr. Baxter, therefore, observes very justly, " It
the ministers that lost all, by forsaking the
to an easier and
quieter way of life.
When the Earl of Essex's
army went out, each regiment had an able chap-

was

army, and betaking themselves

but after Edgehill fight most of them went
left the army to their own conduct."
But, even after the decisive battle of Naseby,
lie admits, great numbers of the officers and soldiers were sober and orthodox and from the
little good which he did while among them, concludes, that if their ministers would have followed his measures, the king, the Parliament,
and religion might have been saved.*
The new-modelled troops were kept under
the severest discipline, commissioners being appointed to take care that the country was not
oppressed that no soldiers were quartered in
any place but by appointment of the quartermaster that ready money be paid for all provisions and ammunition
every soldier had sixpence a day for his diet, and every trooper eightpence.
No inhabitants were compelled to furnish more provisions than they were able and
willing to spare, under the severest penalties
whereas the royal army, having no regular pay,
lived upon the plunder of those places that had
the misfortune to receive them.
May 30, the king took the town of Leicester
by storm, with a very great treasure, which the
country people had brought thither for security,
his soldiers dividing the spoil, and treating the
inhabitants in a most cruel and unmerciful manner after this conquest, his majesty wrote to
the queen that his affairs were never in so hopeful a posture since the Rebellion.!
The Parliament army were preparing to lay siege to the
city of Oxford, but upon news of this disaster,
had orders to follow the king and hazard a battle at all events
whereupon Sir Thomas Fairfax petitioned the two houses to dispense with
their self-denying ordinance with respect to
Lieutenant-general Cromwell, whose courage
and counsels would be of great service in the
present crisis Cromwell was accordingly dispensed with during pleasure, and having joined
the army with six hundred horse and dragoons,
they overtook the king, and gave him battle
June 14, at Naseby, about three miles from
Iain,

home, and

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Harborough

in Leicestershire.
action began about ten in the morning,
and ended about three or four in the afternoon,
in an absolute defeat of the king's forces, which
was owing, in a great measure, to the wise conduct and resolution of Lieutenant-general Cromwell on the one hand, and to the indiscreet fury
and violence of Prince Rupert on the other.
The armies were pretty equal in number, about
twelve or fourteen thousand on a side, but the
Parliament soldiers were better disciplined, and

The

* Baxter's Life, p. 51, 56.
t Whitelocke's Memoirs,

fought with all the bravery and magnanimity
that an enthusiastic zeal could inspire.
General Fairfax, having his helmet beat off, rode

up and down the field bareheaded Major-genSkippon received a wound in the beginning
of the engagement, upon which, being desired
to go off, he answered, he would not stir as long
as a man would stand.
Ireton was run through
the thigh with a pike, had his horse killed
under him, and was made a prisoner, but found
means to escape upon the turn of the battle.
The king showed himself a courageous commander, but his soldiers were struck with such a
panic, that, when they were once disordered, they
;

eral

would never

rally

whereas,

their

if

enemies

main body

;

whereas, when Cromwell had broke

the right wing of the enemy, he pursued them
only a quarter of a mile, and leaving a small
party of horse to prevent their rallying, returned
immediately to the battle, and with his victorious troops charged the royal infantry in flank.

The Parliament army took above
prisoners

all

;

five

thousand

the king's train of artillery, bag

and baggage, with his cabinet of

letters,

some

of which were afterward published to the world ;
not above six or seven hundred of his men being killed, with about one hundred and fifty officers.
The king, with a party of horse, fled
into Wales, and Prince Rupert to Bristol
but
the Parliament forces pursued their victory with
such eagerness, and marched with that rapidity
over the whole west of England, to the very
land's end, that in a few months all the royal
forces were dispersed, and his majesty's garrisons surrendered almost before they were
summoned.! The city of Bristol, into which
Prince Rupert had thrown himself, capitulated
before the besiegers approached the walls,
which provoked the king to that degree that he
commanded him by letter to depart the land, as
did also the Prince of Wales, for the security of
his person so that, by the end of the campaign,
the unhappy king was exposed to the mercy of
his enemies, and shut up all winter, little better
than a prisoner, in his garrison at Oxford.
To return to the affairs of the Church. When
it is recollected what great numbers of clergymen had deserted to the king, or were otherwise dissatisfied with the new terms of conformity, we must conclude it very difficult to
supply the vacant pulpits in the country with a
learned and regular clergy one of the universities was entirely useless, and the young students who adhered to the Parliament could not
obtain ordination in a legal way, because all the
bishops were in the opposition, and would ordain none but those of their own principles,
which was another cause of the increase of unqualified preachers.
To put some stop to the
clamours of the Royalists, and to the mischiefs
of lay preaching, which began to appear in the
army, the Parliament ordained, April 26, " that
;

;

:

no person

shall be permitted to

* Whitelocke,
p. 143, 144.

;

were beaten from their ground, they presently
returned, and kept their ranks till they received
fresh instructions.* When Prince Rupert had
routed Ireton's left wing, he lost his advantage,
first, by following the chase almost three miles,
and then by trying to become master of the train
of artillery, before he knew the success of the

t

Rapin,

p. 145.

preach

Clarendon,

vol. h., p. 517, 518, folio.

vol.

who

ii.,

p.

is

658.

;
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some other
Reformed church, except such as intend the
ministry, who shall bra allowed for the trial of
their gifts, by those that shall be appomted
thereunto hy both houses of Parliament; and
it is earnestly desired that Sir Thomas Fairfax
take care that this ordinance be put in execuIt is farther ordered to be
tion in the army.
sent to the lord-mayor, and committee of the
to the governors and commilitia in London
manders of all forts, garrisons, forces, cities,
and towns, with the like injunction and the
mayor, sheriffs, and justices of the peace are
to commit all otfenders to safe custody, and give
notice to the Parliament, who will take a speedy

-not ordained a minister in this or

;

;

course for their punishment."*

At the same time, the Lords sent to the Asto prepare a new directory for the ordination of ministers of the Church in England,
'Without the presence of a diocesan bishop.
This took them up a great deal of time, by reason of the opposition it met with from the Erastians and Independents, but was at last accomplished, and passed into an ordinance, bearing
sembly!

the
I

lows

Appendix,* and

in

is

substance as

fol-

:

"

The person

be ordained must
apply to the Presbytery, with a testimonial of
his taking the Covenant, of his proficiency in
his studies," &c.
Secondly, " He is then to pass under an examination as to his religion and learning, and
First,

call to

to

the ministry."

Then follow rules for examination, as in the
Appendix.
"After examination he shall receive a public
testimonial from his examiners, which shall be
read publicly before the people, and then fixed
to the door of the church where he preaches
for approbation, with liberty to any person or
persons to make exceptions.
" Upon the day of ordination a solemn fast
shall be kept by the congregation, when, after
a sermon, the person to be ordained shall make
a public confession of his faith,t and declare
his resolutions to be diligent and constant in the

discharge of his pastoral duty. After which
he shall be separated or set apart to the pastoral office with a short prayer, and the laying on
of the hands of the ministers present.
After the
ordination, there is to be an exhortation to
for three years, at the expiration of which term minister and people, and the whole solemnity
to conclude with a psalm and a prayer."
it was made perpetual.
It is farther declared, " that all ordinations,
The ordinance sets forth, " That whereas the
words presbyter and bishop do, in Scripture, according to the former usage of the Church
signify the same function, though the title of of England, as well as those of Scotland and
bishop has been, by corrupt custom, appropria- other Reformed churches, shall be esteemed
ted to one who has assumed to himself, in the valid.
" A register is to be kept by every presbytery
matter of ordination, that which was not meet
which ordmation, notwithstanding being per- of the names of the persons ordained by them,
formed by him, we hold for substance to be of the ministers concerned, and of the time and
valid, and not to be disclaimed by any that have place where they were settled.
No money or
received it and whereas it is manifest that gilt whatsoever shall be received from the perordination, that is, an outward, solemn setting son ordained, or from any on his behalf, for his
apart of persons for the office of the ministry in ordination, or anything relating to it, except
the Church by preaching presbyters, is an in- for the instruments or testimonials, which shall
stitution of Christ, it is therefore ordained by not exceed ten shillings."
the Lords and Commons, with the advice of the
Lastly, it is resolved, " that all persons or.Assembly of Divines at Westminster, that the dained according to this Directory shall be forseveral and respective classical presbyters, with- ever reputed and taken, to all intents and purin their respective bounds, may examine, ap- poses, for lawfully and sufficiently authorized
prove, and ordain presbyters according to the ministers of the Church of England, and as
following Directory,"$ which I have placed in capable of any ministerial employment in the
Church, as any other presbyter already ordained, or hereafter to be ordained."
* Husband's Collections, p. 645.
To give a short specimen of the debates
+ Everything touching this venerable council is
interesting, and I would gladly add all that the light upon this ordinance
when the passage in Timof history can furnish but such has been the indus- othy, of " laying on of the hands of the presbytry, research, and fidelity of Neal, that very little can
tery," was voted a full warrant for presbyters
be added. The Christian Review for December,
1843, while it speaks in commendation of Mr. Heth* Appendix, No. 9.
erington's History of the Assembly, adds, " In many
respects, the account of the Assembly given by Neal
t It deserves to be noticed here, that the advice
in his 'History of the Puritans' is much more satis- and orders of the Westminister Assembly are, on
factory than the work of Hetherington. The latter this point, very general, namely "That the person
seems to have had access to few, if any, sources of to be ordained be asked of his faith in Jesus Christ,
information which were not known to the former. of his persuasion of the truth of the Reformed reliNeal, in his text and appendices, furnishes many gion according to the Scriptures, and of his zeal for
items extremely valuable in themselves and necessa- the truth of the Gospel and unity of the Church,
ry to a complete history of the Westminster Assem- against error and schism." " This, I think, is an evbly, but which Hetherington wholly omits.
Neal, ident presumption," observes a late writer, "that the
being an Independent, gives all diligence that the In- majority of the Assembly were against imposing hudependents should have due honour. The Independ- man tests, and making subscription to their confesents and Presbyterians, however, harmonized in so sion a necessary term of communion, either to min-

November 8, 164.'), and was to continue
on
in force, by way of trial, for twelve months
the 28th of August following, it was prolonged
date

;

;

;

;

:

many

points, both being Nonconformists, that justice
to one is, in most cases, justice to both." In order
to avoid any appearance of undue partiality, I have
added few notes on this portion of the work.— C.

t

Rushworth, part

iv., vol. i., p.

212.

—

" TTie Religious Establishment of Scotland Examined,''' &ic., printed for CaThis is the more remarkable, as,
dell, 1771, p. 105.
in other instances, this synod showed themselves dog-

isters or other Christians."

matical and intolerant.— Ed.
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ordaining without a bishop, Mr. Selden, Lightfoot, and some others, entered their dissent,
declaring that the imposition of hands there
spoken of was only upon ordination of an cider
and though elders might ordain elders, it did not
necessarily follow they might ordain bishops.
The Independents maintained the right of
every particular congregation to ordain its own
and the
this was debated ten days
officers
arguments on both sides were afterward published by consent of the several parlies, in a
;

;

;

book entitled " The Grand Debate between
Presbytery and Independency."* At length the
question being put, that it is requisite no single congregation, that can conveniently associate with others, should assume to itself the
sole right of ordination, it was carried in the
affirmative, the following Independent ministers entering their dissent
:

Sidrach Simpson,
Tho. Goodwin,
William Bridge,
Nye,
Will. GreenhiU.
Jer. Burroughs,
William Carter,
I

Phil.

|

|

It

was next debated whether ordination might

precede election to a particular cure or charge
Dr. Temple, Mr. Herle, Vines, Palmer, Whitaker, and Calamy argued for the affirmative.
1. From the ordination of Timothy, Titus, and
2. BeApollos, without any particular charge.
cause it is a different thing to ordain to an office,
and to appropriate the exercise of that office to
;

declaration that

it

was

not intended as a con-

veyance of office-power.

may seem

absurd to begin the reformation
of the Church with an ordinance appointing
classical presbyters to ordain ministers within
their several districts, when there was not as
yet one classical presbytery in all England ; but
the urgency of affairs required it ; the scarcity
of ministers would not suffer a delay till the
whole fabric of Presbytery was erected ;* there^
fore, to supply this defect for the present, the
whole business was intrusted with the Assembly, who voted, December 24, 1645, that a:
committee lor examination of ministers should
sit every Tuesday and Thursday in the afternoon, at two o'clock, and the members of the
Assembly should attend in their turns, as they
shall be nominated and appointed by the scribe,
according to the order of their names in the
register-book, five at a time, and each to attend
a week.
While the point of ordination was depending^
committees were chosen to prepare materials
for a new form of discipline and church government a measure of the greater consequence,
because the old form was dissolved, and no other as yet established in its room.t
Here the
Independents agreed with the Presbyterians,
that there was a certain form of church governIt

;

ment laid down in the New Testament, which
was of Divine institution but when they came
to the question. What that government was"! and
whether it was binding in all ages of the ChurchT
;

any particular place. 3. If election must precede ordination, then there must be a new ordiboth the Erastians and Independents divided
4. It would
nation upon every new election.
The proposition was this, that
against them.
then follow that a minister was no minister out
the Scripture holds forth that many particular
of his own church or congregation. And, 5.
congregations may, and by Divine institution
Then a minister could not gather or plant church- ought to be under one Presbyterial government.
es, or baptize new converts, because, according
The debate lasted thirty days the Erastians
to the Independents, there must be a church bedid not except against the Presbyterial governfore there can be a minister.t
ment as a political institution, proper to be esMr. Goodwin, Nye, Bridge, and the rest of
the civil magistrate, but they were
;

the Independents, replied to the foregoing reasons, that Timothy and Titus were extraordinary officers that it appeared to them absurd
to ordain an officer without a province to exthat they saw no great inercise the office in
convenience in reordinations, though they did
not admit the consequence that a person regularly ordained to one church must be reordained upon every removal but they asserted
that a pastor of one particular church might preserve his character in all places and if there
was extraordinary service to be done in planting new churches, or baptizing converts, the
churches might send out their officers, or create
new ones for that purpose. The grand difficulty with the Independents lay here, that ordination without election to a particular charge
seemed to imply a conveyance of office-power,
which, in their opinion, was attended with all
the difficulties of a lineal succession. The debates upon this article continued several days,
and issued, at last, in a compromise, in these
words " It is agreeable to the Word of God,
and very expedient, that those who are to be
ordained ministers, be designed to some particular church, or other ministerial charge."
And
with regard to the ceremony of imposition of
hands, the Independents acquiesced in the practice, provided it was attended with an open
;

;

;

;

:

tablished by
Upon this
against the claim of a Divine right.
occasion, Bulstrode Whitelocke, Esq., one of
the lay commissioners, stood up and made the
following speech :%
" Mr. Prolocutor,
" I might blush to speak in this reverend Assembly, upon the question now in debate before you, had I not, by the honour of being one
of your members, seen your candour to others,
and observed you to be most capable to give
satisfaction to any scruple here, and to enable
such as I am to satisfy objections abroad, whereof I have met with some, your question not being under secrecy.
" By government all men understand the prudent and well-ordering of persons and affairs,
and by the
that men may live well and happily
government of the Church, the ordering and
matters
having relation
ruling of persons and
to the worship of God, in spiritual matters.
"The word presbyter was in great honour
among the Jews, being given to the members
of their great sanhedrin, and, therefore, is not
now so properly to be attributed to the rulers
I am none of
of every small congregation.
those, Mr. Prolocutor, who except against the
I think it has &
Presbyterian government
;

;

* Vide Appendix, No.
Grand Debate,

p. 185.

t

MS.

penes me.

t

t Ibid.

9.

Whitelocke's Memorials,

p. 95,

;
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good foundation, and has done much good in still said, they met together with one accord,
and in one place, Acts, ii., 46. When they were
the Church of Christ.
" But, sir, whether this form of government farther increased, multitudes being added to
be jure divino or not, may admit of some dis- them, both men and women, they still met topute and whether it be now requisite for you gether with one accord, and in one place. Acts,
v., 12, 14.
When the number of disciples had
to declare that it is so.
" If the meaning be that it is jure divino eccle- received yet farther addition, so that it became
siastico, then the question will be raised of the necessary to choose deacons to take care of the
magistrates imposing forms upon men's con- poor, the whole multitude were called together,
sciences, for then they will be only the magis- and chose out seven men from among themBut if the meaning be jure selves, and set them before the apostles, Acts,
trates' imposition.
divino absolute, it must then be the precept of vi., 2, 5. And even after the general dispersion
God, and they are in a sad condition who are of the disciples mentioned Acts viii., it is recorded that those who remained met together ia
not under this government.
" But it is objected that no form of govern- one place as a church. Acts, xv., 4, 22, "Then
ment is jure divino, but that, in general, all pleased it the apostles and elders, with the
things must be done decently and in order.
A whole church, to send chosen men of their owa
government is certainly ;urerficjno, but whether company to Antioch." They allowed that there
Presbytery, Episcopacy, Independency, or any was a mention of a Presbytery in Scripture, but
other form of government be jure divino or not, that it was no other than the Presbytery or elthat is, whether there be a prescript, rule, or ders of one particular church or congregation,
command of Scripture for any of those forms, it being nowhere expressed that God has set ia
the Church distinct sorts of Presbyteries, such
will not be admitted by many as a clear thing.
" It may, therefore, not be unworthy your as consistories, classes, provincial synods, and
consideration, whether it be not more prudent general assemblies, one above another.
They
at this time to forbear to declare your judg- objected, also, to the high powers claimed by
ments in this point the truth will, neverthe- the Presbyteries, as the right of admission and
exclusion from the Christian Church, with pains
less, continue the same.
" If this government be not jure divino, no and penalties, which, as they had no foundation
opinion of any council can make it so and if in Scripture, were not very consistent with the
powers of the civil magistrate.
it be jure divmo, it continues so still, though
By way of reply, the Presbyterians mainyou do not declare it to be so.
" I therefore humbly submit it to your judg- tained that the Church of Jerusalem was made
ments, whether it be not better, at this time, up of more congregations than one, as appeared
to avoid giving occasion to disputes of this from the muhitude of disciples mentioned in dinature, and only to present your judgment to vers places ;* from the many apostles and teachthe Parliament, that the government of the ers in the Church of Jerusalem, who could not
Church by Presbyteries is most agreeable to exercise their gifts in one assembly and from
the Word of God, and most fit to be settled in the diversity of languages mentioned, Acts, ii.
this kingdom or in what other expressions you and vi.
Now, it being granted that the discimay thmk fit to clothe your question and I ples were too numerous to assemble in one
hope you may soon have a desired issue."
place, it must follow that they were under one
Mr. Selden and St. John were of this min;l
Presbyterial government, because they are stilL
and the Rev. Mr. Colman was so zealous on called one church. Acts, viii., 1, the elders of
this side that he declaimed against the Divine which are often mentioned in the same history.
right, not only in the Assembly, but in the pul- The ablest critics in the Assembly were divipit, apprehending Presbytery would prove as
ded upon this head, as Dr. Temple, Lightfoot,
arbitrary and tyrannical as Prelacy if it came Selden, Colman, Vines, and others, but it was
in on the foot of a Divine claim.
He therefore carried for the Presbyterians.
proposed that the civd magistrate should have
It was alleged, in favour of the subordination
the sole power of the keys, by way of interim, of synods, that the Scripture speaks of an aptill the nation was settled.
peal from one or two brethren to the whole
But the Independents opposed the proposition church. Matt., xviii., 15, and of the appeal of
of the Divine right of Presbytery, by advancing the church at Antioch to the apostles and elders
counter
a
Divine right of their own scheme
at Jerusalem, Acts, xv., 2.t But the Independfifteen days they took the part of opponents, ents affirmed that a synod of Presbyters is noand fifteen days they were upon the defensive. where called a church, and that the appeal of
To give a short specimen of their debates
the Church of Antioch was only for advice, not
The chief inquiries were concerning the con- for a judicial determination but that, suppostitution and form of the first Church of Jerusa- sing the assembly of the apostles at Jerusalem
lem the subordination of synods and of lay- el- liad been a synod, it could neither have been
ders.*
Upon the first question, the Independ- provincial nor national in respect of the church
ents maintained that the first church at Jerusa- at Antioch, and, consequently, no proof of a
lem was not larger than could meet in one subordination. The masters of Jewish antiquiplace. In support of which allegation they pro- ties displayed all their learning upon this subduced several passages from tlie New Testa- ject, for the Jewish sanhedrin being proposed
ment as. Acts i, 15, The whole- number of dis- as the model of their Christian Presbytery, it
ciples being about one hundred and twenty, met was necessary to inquire what were the retogether with one accord. And Acts ii., 1, They spective powers of the ecclesiastical and civil
were all with one accord in one place. When courts under the law.t Moses having appointed
they were multiplied to three thousand, it is
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

Grand Debate,

p. 13,

&c.

* Grand Debate, p. 41.
t Ibid.,
t Lightfoot's Remarks, p. 17.

p.

115, 128, &c.-

—

;

:
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that he that would not hearken to the priest or
the judge should die, Deut., xvii., 12, it was inferred, in favour of church power, that the priest
held one court and the civil magistrate another
but Mr. Selden observed, that the Vulgar Latin,
" Qui
till within these forty years, reads thus
non obediveret sacerdoti ex decreto judicis
obey
the
priest
will
not
"He
that
morietur"
shall die by the sentence of the judge," and
Mr. Lightfoot added, that when the judges of
inferior courts went up to Jerusalem by way
of appeal, it was only for advice and conbut when the question was put, Desultation
cember 12, for a subordination of synods with
lay-elders, as so many courts of judicature,
with power to dispense church censures, it
:

—

;

carried in the affirmative, and inserted in
their humble advice, with this addition, " So
Christ has furnished some in his Church, besides ministers of the Word, with gifts for government, and with commission to execute the
same when called thereunto, who are to join
with the minister in the government of the
Church, which officers the Reformed churches
generally call elders."*
Thus the main foundations of the Presbyterial government were voted of Divine appointment by a very great majority but the Independents entered their dissent in writing, and
-complained to the world " of the unkind usage
they met with in the Assembly that the papers
they offered were not read that they were not
allowed to state their own questions, being told
they set themselves industriously to puzzle the
cause, and render the clearest propositions obscure, rather than argue the truth or falseness
of them that it was not worth the Assembly's
while to spend so much time in debating with
so inconsiderable a number of men ;t they also
declared that the Assembly refused to debate
their main proposition, viz., whether a Divine
right of church government did not remain with
every particular congregation." To all which
it was replied, that the Assembly were not conscious they had done them any injustice and
as for the rest, they were the proper judges of
their own methods of proceeding.
The Erastians, seeing how things were carried, reserved themselves for the House of Commons, where they were sure to be joined by all
The English
i.he patrons of the Independents.

was

;

;

;

;

;

and Scots commissioners, being no

less solicitous about the event, gave their friends notice to
be early in their places, hoping to carry the

but
question before the House should be full
Mr. Glyn, perceiving their intention, spoke an
hour to the point of jus divinum ; and after him
Mr. Whitelocke stood up and enlarged upon the
same argument till the House was full, when
;

the question being put, it was carried in the
negative, and that the proposition of the Assembly should stand thus " That it is lawful
and agreeable to the Word of God that the
:

Vide Appendix, No. 9.
t This is a specimen of that insolence of spirit,
that pride and haughtiness in numbers, which a conviction of acting with the majority begets.
These
*

men did not recollect that the Christians themselves,
at the beginning, were an inconsiderable number of
men, and the disciples of tiie true and faithful witness a " little flock." They had forgotten the gra-cious promise made to " two or three" only, gathered
together in the name of Christ. Ed.

Chuch be governed by congregational, classical,
and synodical assemblies "*
Thedisappointment of the Scots commissioners and tlieir friends at the loss of this question
in the House is not to be expressed
they
alarmed the citizens with the danger of the
Church, and prevailed with the common council to petition the Parliament [November
15J
that the Presbyterian discipline might be established as the discipline of Jesus Christ
but the
Commons answered, with a frown, " that the
citizens must have been misinformed of the proceedings of the House, or else they would not
have precipitated the judgment of Parliament."
;

;

Not discouraged

at this rebuke, they prevailed
with the city ministers to petition, who, when
they came to the House, were told by the speaker, " they need not wait for an answer, but go
home and look to the charges of their several
congregations," and immediately appointed a
committee to inquire into the rise of these petitions.

The Presbyterian ministers, despairing of
success with the Commons, instead of yielding
to the times, resolved to apply to the House of
Lords, who received them civilly, and promised
to take their request into consideration ; but no
advances being made in two months, they were
out of all patience, and determined to renew
their application
and to give it the greater
weight, prevailed with the lord-mayor and court
of aldermen to join with them in presenting an
address, which they did January 16, " for a
speedy settlement of church government according to the Covenant, and that no toleration
might be given to popery, prelacy, superstition,
heresy, profaneness, or anything contrary to
sound doctrine, and that all private assemblies
might be restrained."!
The Lords thanked
them for their zeal, and recommended it to the
city magistrates to suppress all such unlawful
assemblies
but the houses were not to be
moved as yet by such disagreeable importunity
however, this laid the foundation of those jealousies and misunderstandings between the city
and Parliament which, in the end, proved the
ruin of the Presbyterian cause.
But the fiercest contention between the Assembly and Parliament arose upon the power
of the keys, which the former had voted to be
;

;

;

the eldership or presbytery, in these words
of the kingdom of heaven were committed to the officers of the Church, by virtue
whereof they have power respectively to retain
and remit sins, to shut the kingdom of heaven
against the impenitent both by the Word and
censures, and to open it to the penitent by absolution
and to prevent the profanation of the
holy sacrament by notorious and obstinate offenders, the said officers are to proceed by admonition, suspension from the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper for a season, and by excommunication from the Church, according to the naiure
of the crime and demerit of the person ;"$ all
which power they claimed, not by the laws ol the
land, but;«re divino, or by Divine appointment.
The Independents claimed a like power for
the brotherhood of every particular congregation, but without any civil sanctions or penalin

"

The keys

;

Whitelocke's Memoirs,

p. 106.

Pamp., No. xxxiv., p.
i Vide Appendix, No. 9.
t Vol.

3.

;
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the Erastians were for laying the
comntiunion open, and referring all crimes to
When the question,
the civil magistrate.
therefore, came under consideration in the
House of Commons, the learned Mr. Selden delivered his opinion against all suspensions and

ties

annexed

;

excommunications, tu this effect " Tliat for four
thousand years there was no law to suspend
persons from religious exercises. Strangers,
indeed, were kept from the Passover, but they
were pagans, and not of the Jewish religion.
The question is not now for keeping away pagans in times of Christianity, but Protestants
No divine can show
•from Protestant worship.
that there is any such command as this to suspend from the sacrament. No man is kept from
the sacrament, co nomine, because he is guilty
of any sin, by the constitution of the Reformed
churches, or because he has not made satisfacEvery man is a sinner the difference is
tion.
only, that one is in private and the other in pubDie ecdesitz in St. Matthew were the courts
lic.
of law which then sat at Jerusalem. No man
«an show any excommunication till the Popes
Victor and Zephorinus, two hundred years after
Christ, first began to use them upon private
quarrels, whereby it appears that excommunication is a human invention taken from the hea:

;

thens."*
Mr. Whitelocke spoke on the same side of the
question, and said, "The Assembly of Divines
have petitioned and advised this house, that in
•every presbytery, or Presbyterian congregation,
the pastors and ruling elders may have the power of excommunication, and of suspending such
as they shall judge ignorant or scandalous.!
By pastors, I suppose, they mean themselves,
and others who are or may be preachers, and
•would be bishops or overseers of their congregations.
By ruling elders, they mean a select
number of such in every congregation as shall
be chosen for the execution of government and
discipline therein.
A pastor is one who is to

/eed his sheep and if so, how improper must it
be for such to desire to excommunicate any, or
keep them from food to forbid any to eat, or
whomsoever they shall judge unworthy, when
Christ has said, 'Take, eat, and drink ye all of
it,' though Judas was one of them.
But some
have said it is the duty of a shepherd, when he
sees a sheep feeding upon that which will do
him hurt, to chase him away from that pasture;
and they apply this to suspending those from
the sacrament whom they fear, by eating and
drinking unworthily, may eat and drink their
own damnation. IBut it ought to be observed,
that it is not receiving the sacrament, but the
unworthiness of the receiver, that brings destruction
and this cannot be within the judgment of any but the person himself, who alone
can examine his own heart nor can any one
produce a commission for another to be judge
thereof But it is said that ruling elders are to
be joined with the pastors now, in some country villages and congregations, perhaps, they
may not be very learned, and yet the authority
given them is very great the word elders,
among the Hebrews, signified men of the greatest power and dignity so it was among the Romans, whose Senate was so called from senes,
;

;

;

;

elders.

The

highest

11
title

among

the French,

Spaniards, and Italians, seigneur, and signiori,
but a corruption of the Latin word senior, elThe same may be observed in our English corporations, where the best and most substantial persons are called aldermen, or eldermen. Thus, the title of elders may be given to
the chief men of every presbytery
but if the
power of excommunication be given them, they
may challenge the title of elders in the highest
is

der.

;

signification.

" Power is desired to be given to suspend
from the sacrament two sorts of persons, the
ignorant and scandalous
now it is possible,
that they who are judged to be competent in one
place, may be deemed ignorant in another however, to keep them from the ordinances is no
way to improve their knowledge. Scandalous
persons are likewise to be suspended, and this
is to be left to the discretion of the pastors and
but where have they such a comruling elders
Scandalous sinners should be admission !
monished to forsake their evil ways, and amend
their lives
and how can this be done better
than by allowing them to hear good sermons,
and partake of the holy ordinances'? A man
may be a good physician, though he never cuts
off a member from his patient
and a church
may be a good church, though no member of it
has ever been cut off. I have heard many com;

;

;

;

;

plaints of the jurisdiction of the prelates, who
were but few; now in this ordinance there will

be a great multiplication of spiritual men in
I am of opinion that where the
is sufficient for punishment of
offences, there will be no need of this new dis-

government, but
temporal sword
cipline."

Though the Parliament did not deem it prudent wholly to reject the ordinance for excommunication, because it had been the popular
complaint, in the late times, that pastors of
churches had not power to keep unworthy comyet the
municants from the Lord's Table
speeciies of these learned gentlemen made such
an impression, that they resolved to render it ineffectual to all the purposes of church tyranny
accordingly, they sent to the Assembly to specify in writing what degrees of knowledge in the
Christian religion were necessary to qualify persons for the communion, and what sorts of
scandal deserved suspension or excommunication
which, after much controversy, they presented to the houses, who inserted them in the
body of their ordinance for suspension from the
Lord's Supper, dated October 20, 1645, together
with certain provisoes of their own.
The ordinance sets forth, that the several elderships, within their respective limits, shall
have power to suspend from the sacrament of
the Lord's Supper all ignorant and scandalous
persons, within the rules and directions hereafter mentioned, and no others.*
;

;

;

Rules for Suspending from the Sacrament in case

;

:

;

* Rushworth,
t

Whitelocke,

p.
p.

of Ignorance.
" All that do not know and believe the being
of a God, and the Holy Trinity
They that are
not acquainted with original sin, and the fall of
man They that do not believe Christ to be God
and man, and our only Mediator and Redeemer
that Christ and his benefits are applied only by
:

:

203.
163, 164.

Rushworth, part

iv,, vol.

i.,

p.

211.

;
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faith is the gift of God, and implies
trusting in him, for the remission of sins, and

faith,

a

which

the necessity of sincere repentlife everlasting
the
ance, and a holy life, in order to salvation
nature and importance of the two sacraments,
that the souls
especially of the Lord's Supper
of the faithful do immediately live with Christ
after death, and the souls of the wicked immediately go to hell ; the resurrection of the body,
;

;

;

and a

judgment."

final

Bules for Su$pensio?i hi case of Scandal.
" The elderships shall have power to suspend
from the sacrament all scandalous persons hereafter mentioned, and no others, being duly convicted by the oaths of two witnesses, or their
own confession that is to say,
"All blasphemers against God, his holy Word,
or sacraments.
" Incestuous persons
fornicaadulterers
tors drunkards profane swearers and cursers
murderers.
"Worshippers of images, crosses, crucifixes,
;

;

;

;

;

or relics.
" All that

make images

of the Trinity, or of

any person thereof
" All religious worshippers of saints, angels,
or any mere creature.
" Such as declare themselves not to be in
charity with their neighbours.
" Such as shall challenge others to a duel, or
that shall accept such challenge.
" Such as knowingly shall carry a challenge,
either by word, message, or writmg.
" Such as profane the Lord's Day by dancing,
playing at cards, or dice, or any other game
or that shall on the Lord's Day use masking,
wakes, shooting, bowling, playing at football
or stoolball, wrestling or that shall resort to
plays, interludes, fencing, bull-baiting, or bearbaiting or shall use hawking, hunting, coursing,
fishing, or fowling
or that shall publicly expose any wares to sale, otherwise than is provided by the ordinance of April 6, 1644 or that
shall travel on the Lord's Day without reasonable cause.
" Such as keep known stews, or brothel-housor that shall solicit the chastity of any peres
son for himself, or another.
" Such parents as give their consent to marry
and such as do themtheir children to papists
selves marry a papist.
" Such as consult for advice, witches, wizards, or fortune-tellers.
" Such as assault their parents, or any magistrate, minister, or elder, in the execution of his
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

office.

"Such

as shall be legally attainted of barra-

try, forgery, extortion, or bribery.

"

And

the several elderships shall have power to suspend all ministers who shall be duly
convicted of any of the crimes above mentioned,
from giving or receiving the Lord's Supper.
" Persons suspended by one congregation

sacrament by another, without certificate from that congregation

shall not be admitted to the

But in all cases
of which he was a member.
of suspension, if the party suspended shall manhis repentance before the eldership by
whom he was suspended, he shall be readmitted to the Lord's Supper, and the suspension
ifest

taken

off."

But then follow the provisoes, which stripped
the Presbyteries of that power of the keys
which they were reaching at.
" Provided, always, that if any person find
himself aggrieved with the,,proceedings of the
presbytery to which he belongs, he may appeal
to the classical eldership
from them to the
from them to tiie NationProvincial Assembly
and from them to the Parliament."
al
It is farther provided, " that the cognizance
and examination of all capital offences shall be
reserved entire to the magistrate appointed by
the laws of the kingdom, who, upon his committing the party to prison, shall make a certificate to the eldership of the congregation to
which they belonged, who may thereupon suspend them from the sacrament.
"The presbytery or eldership shall not have
cognizance of anything relating to contracts,
payments, or demands or of any matter of conveyance, title, interest, or property, in lands or
goods.
" No use shall be made of any confession, or
proof made before an eldership, at any trial at
law of any person for any offence.
" And it is farther ordained, that those members of Parliament who are members of the Assembly of Divines, or any seven of them, shall
be a standing committee, to consider of such
other oflTences or scandals, not mentioned in
this ordinance, which may be conceived to be
a sufficient cause of suspension from the sacrament, and shall lay them before the Parlia;

;

;

;

ment."
By an ordinance of June

5,

1646, a discretion-

was lodged in a committee of Lords
and Commons, not less than nine, to adjudge
and determine scandalous offences not formerly
enumerated, and report them to the two houses, that if they concurred with the committee,,
they might be added to the catalogue.
By these provisoes, it is evident the Parliament
were determined not to part with the spiritual
ary power

sword, or subject their civil properties to the
power of the Church, which gave great offence
to the Scots commissioners, and to most of the
English Presbyterians, who declaimed against
the ordinance, as built upon Erastian principles,
and depriving the Church of that which it claimed by a Divine institution. They allowed of
appeals from one spiritual court to another, but
declared openly from the pulpit and press, that
appeals to the Parliament or civil magistrate,
as the dernier resort,

were

insufferable.

The

Parliament, observing their ambition of making
the Church independent of the State, girt the
laws closer about them, and subjected their determinations more immediately to the civil magistrate, by an ordinance dated March 14, 1645-6,
which enacts, " that an appeal shall lie from
the decisions of every classis to the commissioners chosen by Parliament out of every province, and from them to the Parliament itself.
That if any person commit any scandalous offences not mentioned in the ordinance, the minister may forbear to administer the .sacrament
but then he shall, within
to him for that time
eight days, certify the same to the commissioners, who shall send up the case, with their opinions, to the Parhament, by whose determinatioa;

the eldership shall abide."
This ordinance of suspension from the sac-

;
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rament was extorted from the two houses before the time, by the importunate solicitations
for as yet there were no
of the city clergy
classes or presbyteries in any part of England
which ought to have been erected before they
;

had determined their powers. The houses had
voted that there should be a choice of lay-elders
throughout England and Wales, and had laid
down some rules for this purpose August 19,
1645 but it was on the 14th of March fallowing before it passed into a law.
" That there be forthIt was then ordained, 1
with a choice of [ruling] elders throughout the
kingdom of England and dominion of Wales.
2. " That public notice be given of such election in every parish, by the minister of the
church, a fortnight before, and that on the
Lord's Day on which the choice is to be made
a sermon be preached suitable to the occasion.
3. " Elections shall be made by the congregation, or the major part of them then assembled,
being heads of families, and such as have taken
the Covenant.
4. " That certain persons be appointed triers
in every classis, viz., six ministers and three
laymen, whereof seven to be a quorum, to determine the validity of elections. All members
of Parliament, and peers of the realm, to be triers in the parishes wherein they live.
5. " No man to be a ruling elder but for one
congregation, and that in the parish where he
;

.

lives.
6. "The qualifications of a ruling elder are,
that he be of good understanding in religion,
sound in the faith, prudent, discreet, grave, of
unbiameable conversation, wdling to undergo
the office, and in communion with the Church.

"All parishes, privileged places, exempt
jurisdictions, and all other places whatsoever,
shall be brought under the exercise of congregational, classical, provincial, and national assemblies, except chapels within any of the king's
houses, or the House of Peers, which shall con7.

tinue free for the exercise of religion, according
to the Directory, but not otherwise.
8. " The province of London shall be divided
into twelve classical elderships, each to contain
about twelve parishes of the city and parts adjacent, and these to be the boundaries of the
province of London.
9. "The several counties of England and
Wales shall be divided into classical presbyteries by persons to be appointed by Pariiament for
this purpose, who shall settle the boundaries of
each classis, and certify the same to the Parliament for their approbation.
10. "The presbytery or eldership of every
parish shall meet once a week the classical
assemblies of each province once a month, by
adjournment, in such places as rnay be most
convenient
provincial assemblies shall meet
twice a year national assemblies as often as
they shall be summoned by Parliament, and
shall continue sitting as long as the Parliament
shall direct and appoint, and not otherwise.
11. "Every congregational or parochial eldership shall send two elders, or more, not exceeding four, and one minister, to the classical
assembly every classical assembly within the
province shall send two ministers, and four ruling elders at least, but not to exceed nine, to
the provincial assembly.
Every provincial as;

;

;

;
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sembly shall appoint two ministers, and four
ruling elders, which shall constitute a national
assembly, when such a one shall be summoned
by Parliament."*
When this ordinance had passed the Commons, it stuck a considerable time with the
Lords, insomuch that the Presbyterian clergy
thought it necessary to quicken them by a petition. May 29, under the hands of three hundred
ministers of Suffolk and Essex, lamenting the
decay of religion, and the want of church discipline, and beseeching their lordships to put the
finishing hand to the bill so long depending;
which they did, accordingly, June 6, 1646.
Thus the Presbyterian form of church government became the national establishment, by
way of probation, as far as an ordinance of Parliament could make it for the preamble sets
forth, "that if, upon trial, it was not found acceptable, it should be reversed or amended.
It
declares, farther, that the two houses found it
very difficult to make their new settlement
agree with the laws and government of the
kingdom that therefore it could not be expected that a present rule in every particular should
be settled at once, but that there will be need
of supplements and additions, and perhaps alterations, as experience shall bring to light the
necessity thereof"
The Parliament apprehended they had now
established the plan of the Presbyterian discipline, though it proved not to the satisfaction
of any one parly of Christians
so hard is it to
make a good settlement when men dig up all at
once old foundations. The Presbyterian hierarchy was as narrow as the prelatical and as
it did not allow a liberty of conscience, claiming a civil as well as ecclesiastical authority
over men's persons and properties, it was
equally, if not more, insufferable.
Bishop Kennet observes, that the settling Presbytery was
supported by the fear and love of the Scots
army, and that when they were gone home it
was better managed by the English army, who
were for Independency and a principle of toleration but as things stood, nobody was pleased
the Episcopalians and Independents were excluded
and because the Parliament would not
give the several presbyteries an absolute power
over their communicants, but reserved the last
appeal to themselves, neither the Scots nor
English Presbyterians would accept it.
When the scheme was laid before the Scots
Pariiament and General Assembly, as a plan of
uniformity between the two nations, they insisted upon the following amendments
(1.) "That no godly minister be excluded
from being a member of classical, provincial,
or national assemblies.
(2.) " That the ordinary time for the meeting
of the National Assembly may be fixed
with
a reserve of power to the Parliament to convene them when they please, and liberty to the
Church to meetoftener on necessary occasions.
(3.) " That the congregational eldership may
have power to judge in cases of scandal not expressed.
This, they conceive, cannot be construed lodging an arbitrary power in the Church
whereas, on the other hand, the appointing such
provincial commissioners as are settled in the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Rushworth,

p. 226.
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ordinance, will occasion disputes, create a disconformity between this and other churches,
and is a mixture in church government altogether without precedent. This business, therefore, they conceive may be better managed by
assemblies of ministers and ruling elders.
(4.) "That the ordinance for ordination of
ministers may be perpetual.
(5.) "The manner of subjecting church assemblies to the control and decision of Parliament, being very liable to mistakes the exemption, likewise, of persons of distinction from ecclesiastical censures and the administering the
sacrament to some persons, against the con;

;

science of the ministry and elderdhips; these,
and some other particulars, being more than
they can admit, they desire may be altered to
general satisfaction.
(6.) "As to the articles relating to the perpetual officers of the Church, with their respective functions
the order and power of church
assemblies
the directions for public repentance or penance the rules for excommunication and absolution ;"* all these they desire
may be fixed and settled pursuant to the Covenant, and with the joint advice of the divines of
both kingdoms [i. e., the Assembly at Westminster] long since offered to both houses.
After the delivery of these papers by the Scots
commissioners, and before the houses had returned an answer, they were published with a
preface by a private hand, which provoked the
houses to such a degree, that. April 14, they
voted it to be burned by the hands of the com;

;

;

mon hangman, which was done
April 17, the Commons published

tling of church government, let them apply to
those [ministers] who, having sufficient power
and direction from the houses on that behalf,
have not as yet put the same in execution."
The English Presbyterians, having resolved
to stand and fall with the Scots, refused peremptorily to comply with the ordinance, relying upon the assistance and support of that nation.
Mr. Marshal stood up in the Assembly,
March 20, and said, that since an ordinance of

now

Parliament for church government was

published, and speedily to be put in execution ;
and since there were some things in that ordinance which lay very hard upon his conscience,

and upon the consciences of many of his brethren (though he blessed God for the zeal of the

two houses in settling the government of the
Church thus far), yet, being much pressed ire
spirit with some things contained therein, he
moved that a committee might be appointed to
examine what things in the ordinance were
conttary to their consciences, and to prepare a
petition to present them to the two houses.*
A petition was accordingly drawn up, and
presented March 23. by the whole .Assembly,

i
'

with Mr. Marshal at their head. In this petition they assert the Divine right of the Presbyterian government, and complain of a clause in
the late ordinance, which establishes an appeal

from the censures of the Church to a committee of Parliament.
It was a sanguine and daring attempt of these divines, who were called
together only for their advice, to examine and
censure the ordinances of Parliament, and dis-

pute in this manner with their superiors
the
answer Commons, alarmed at this petition, appointed a
to the commissioners' papers, in which they de- committee to take into consideration the matter
clare to the world, "that their real intentions and manner of it, who, after some time, reportare to settle religion accordmg to the Covenant, ed it as their opinion, that the Assembly of Diand to maintain the ancient and fundamental vines, in their late petition, had broken the privigovernment of this kingdom. They think it leges of Parliament, and were guilty of a prestrange that any sober and modest men should munire; and whereas they insisted so perempimagine they are unwdling to settle any gov- torily on the jus divinum of the Presbyteriaa
ernment in the Church, after they have decla- government, the committee had drawn up cerred so fully for the Presbyterian
have taken so tain queries, which they desired the Assemblymuch pains for the settling it have passed might resolve for their satisfaction the House
most of the particulars brought to them by the agreed to the report of the committee, and on
Assembly of Divines, without any material al- the 30th of April sent Sir John Evelin, Mr. Nateration, save in the point of commissioners
thaniel Fiennes, and Mr. Browne, to the Assemand have published so many ordinances for put- bly, to acquaint them with their resolutions.
ting the same in execution
only because they These gentlemen set before them their rash and
cannot consent to the granting an arbitrary and imprudent conduct, and in several speeches
unlimited power and jurisdiction to near ten showed wherein they had exceeded their provthousand judicatories to be erected within this ince, which was to advise the houses in suclv'
kingdom, and this demanded in such a way as is points as they should lay before them, but not:
accordingly.

;

their

;

;

;

;

;

not consistent with the fundamental laws and
government of the same, and by necessary consequence excluding the Parliament of England
from the exercise of all ecclesiastical jurisdiction.
This, say they, has been the great cause
that church government has not been long since
settled
and we have the more reason not to
part with this power out of the hands of the
civil magistrate, since the experience of all
ages will manifest that the reformation and purity of religion, and the preservation and protection of the people of God in this kingdom,
have, under God, been owing to the Parliament's
exercise of this power.
If, then, the minds of
any are disturbed for want of the present set;

Rushworth,

p. 253.

those to whom they owed theirbeing an assembly. Then they read the votes
above mentioned, and delivered in the following
questions, with the orders of the House thereto dictate to

upon

:

Questions propounded to the Assembly of Divines
by the House of Commons, touching the Point of
Jus Divinum in the Matters of Church Government.
1.

"Whether the Congregational and Presby-

terial elderships

appointed by ordinance of Par-

liament, or any other Congregational or Presbyterial elderships, are jure divino, and by the will
and appointment of Jesus Christ 1 and whether

MS.

penes me, sess.

!

;
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them, till they saw^
how they were like to settle with the king. The
houses were afraid of being fettered with the
2. " Whether all the members of the said elderships, as members thereof, or which of them, Scot's discipline, and yet the Scots were not to
are jure divino, and by the will and appointment be disgusted, because they had an army in the
north, to whom the king had committed the
of Jesus Christ]
custody of his person.
3. '• Whether the Classical, Provincial, and
As soon as the Assembly had heard the resoNational Assemblies, all or any of them, and
which of them, are jure divinu, and by the will lutions of the House of Commons above mentioned, and the questions read, first by Sir J.
and appointment of Jesus Christ
4. " Whether appeals from Congregational Evelin, and then by their scribe, they adjourned
elderships to Classical, Provincial, and National in a very great fright till next morning, in order
Assemblies, or any of them, and to which of to consult their brethren in tiie city, and then
them, are jure divino, and by the will and ap- appointed a day of fasting and humiliation for
pointment of Jesus Christ ] and whether their themselves, in reference to their present cikpowers upon such appeals are jure divino, and cumslances, and sent letters to all the members
to give their attendance.
The fast was observby the will and appointment of Jesus Christ 1
ed within their own walls on Wednesday, May
5. " Whether CEcumenical Assemblies are
jure divino 1 and whether there be appeals from 6, from nine in the morning till four in the afany of the former assemblies to the said oecu- ternoon and committees were appointed to conmenical ;ure divino, and by the will and appoint- sider of an answer to the questions, whose report we shall consider under the next year.
ment of Jesus Ciirist 1
In the mean time, we must go back a little to
6. " Whether, by the Word of God, the power
of judging and declaring what are such notorious take a view of the attempts which were making
and scandalous otTences, for which persons to comprehend the Independents, or dissenting
guilty thereof are to be kept from the sacrament brethren in the Assembly, within the new estabof the Lord's Supper, and of convening before lishment, or, at least, to obtain a toleration for
them, trying, and actually suspending from the them ;* the Parliament had ordered, September
sacrament of the Lord's Supper such offenders, 13, 1644, that the "committee of Lords and
Commons appointed to treat with the Scots
is either in the Congregational eldership. Presbytery, or in any other eldership, congregation, commissioners, and the committee of divines,
or persons
and whether such powers are in do take into consideration the differences ot
them only, or any of them, and in which of them, the opinions of the members of the Assembly in
jure divino, and by the will and appointment of point of church government, and endeavour a
union if possible and if that cannot be accomJesus Christ 1
plished, endeavour to find out some way how
7. " Whether there be any certain and particular rules expressed in the Word of God to di- far tender consciences, who cannot in all things
rect the elderships or presbyteries, congrega- submit to the same rule, may be borne with, actions, or persons, or any of them, in the exercise cording to the Word of God, and consistent
and execution of the powers aforesaid, and what with the public peace." This was called the
Grand Committee of Accommodation, which
are those rules 1
met the first time September 20, and chose a
8. " Is there anything contained in the Word
of God that the supreme magistracy in a Chris- sub-committee of six divines of the Assembly, to
tian state may not judge and determine what consider the points of difference, and to prepare
are the aforesaid notorious and scandalous of- materials for the consideration of the grand
the names of these divines were,
fences, and the manner of suspension for the committee
same; and in what particulars concerning the the Reverend Mr. Marshal, Mr. Herle, Mr.
premises is the said supreme magistracy by the Vines, Dr. Temple, Mr. Goodwin, and Mr. Nye,
Word of God excluded
who, after several consultations among themselves, delivered to the committee certain prop9. " Whether the provision of commissioners
to judge of scandals not enumerated (as they ositions [October 15, 1644], which were read
are authorized by the ordinance of Parliament) by Mr. Vines, their chairman the Independents
be contrary to that way of government which would have stated the points in variance beChrist has appointed in iiis Church and where- tween the two parties, and endeavoured a compromise while the discipline of the Church was
in are they so contrary 1"
In the Assembly's answer to these proposi- depending
but the Presbyterians insisted that
tions, the House of Commons ordered the proofs the new form of government should first pass
from Scripture to be set down, with the several into a law as a standard, before the exceptions
texts at large, in the express words of the same
of the Independents be considered
upon which
and that every minister of the Assembly, who they were adjourned, by order of the House of
should be present at the debate of any of these Commons, till the affair should be determined
questions, should subscribe his respective name in the Assembly, who agreed, April 4, 1645,
in the affirmative or negative, according as he that the brethren who had entered their dissent
gave his vote and that those who dissented against the Presbyterian government should be
from the major part should set down their pos- a committee to bring in the whole frame of their
itive opinions, with the express texts of Scrip- government in a body, with their grounds and
ture upon which their opinions are grounded.
reasons.! The Independents desired liberty to
It is easy to discover the masterly hands of bring in their objections by parts, as the PresbyMr. Selden and Whitelocke in these questions
terians had done their advices
but this not bewhich were sent to the Assembly, not with any ing admitted, they desired time to perfect their
prospect of a satisi'actory answer, but to employ,
* Papers of Accommodation, p. 1.
Kushworlh, p. 260.
t Remonstrance, p. 3.

any particular church government be jure
710? and, what that government is !*

divi-

and,

it

be, to divide

;

!

;

:

!

:

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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plan before any other scheme passed into a law
but the Presbyterians, without any regard to the
compromise, by the assistance of their Scots
friends, pushed the affair to a conclusion in

Parliament upon which the Independents laid
own model, and published a remonstrance, complaining of the artful conduct of the
Assembly, and that the discipline of the Church
being fixed, it was too late to think any more of
;

aside their

a comprehension.

The House of Commons

having seen their mistake, resumed this affair
with their own hands, and by an order dated November 6, 1645, revived the Committee of Accommodation, which, besides the Scots commissioners, consisted of the following peers, viz.

:

Earl of Northumberland, Lord Vise. Say and Scale,
Earl of Manchester,
Lord Wharton,
Lord Howard.

These were to be met by the following
bers of the Assembly, viz.

mem-

:

Dr. Burgess,
Mr. Marshal,
Mr. Herle,
Mr. Reynolds,
Dr. Smith,

Dr. Hoyle,

Dr. Temple,

Mr. White,
Mr. Palmer,
Mr. Vines,
Mr. Tuckney,
Mr. Hill,
Mr. Arrowsrnith,
Mr. Newcomen,
Mr. Seaman,
Mr. Young;

with the dissenting brethren of the Assembly,

M. T. Goodwin,
Mr. Simpson,

Mr. Nye,
Mr. Bridge,
Mr. Burroughs, Mr. Drury.

The committee met in the Jerusalem Chamber, November 17, and would have entered upon
a scheme for comprehension, but the Independents moved only for an indulgence or toleration,
observing that, as they had already moved, in
the Assembly and elsewhere, that their scheme
of government might be debated before the
Presbyterian had passed into a law, and for this
purpose had offered to prepare a complete model, if they might have been indulged a few days,*
and that having been overruled, and another
form of government settled, they apprehended
themselves shut out from the establishment,
and precluded from any farther attempts towards a union or comprehension but still they
;

were willing to enter upon the second part of
the Parliament's order, which was to consider
how far tender consciences, who cannot in all
things submit to the established rule, may be
indulged, consistent with the Word of God and
the public peace. Accordingly, in their next
meeting, December 4, they offered the following proposals
Taking for granted that both sides shall agree
in one confession of faith, they humbly crave,
1. That their congregations may have the
power of ordination within themselves.
2. That they may not be brought under the
power of classes, nor forced to communicate in
those parish churches where they dwell, but
that they may have liberty to join with such
congregations as they prefer and that such congregations may have power of all church censures within themselves, subject only to Parliament, and be as so many exempt or privileged
;

places.

To the preamble the Presbyterians replied,
that only such as agreed to their confession of
faith and Directory should have the benefit of
the forbearance to be agreed on, with which the
committee concurred
but the Independents
would admit only of the affirmative, that such
;

* Papers of Accommodation,

p. 14, 24.

with them should be tolerated and
would not consent to the negative, so as to set
bounds or limits of forbearance to tender consciences, nor make such an agreement a neces;

sary qualification (or receiving the sacrament.*
To the request of the Independents, of being

exempted from the jurisdiction of their classes,
and having a liberty of erecting separate congregations, the Presbyterians replied,
1. That this implied a total separation from
the established rule.
2. The lawfulness of gathering churches out
of other true churches.
3. That the Parliament would then destroy

what they had set up.
4. That the members of Independent churches would then have greater privilege than those
of the establishment.
5.

That

this

schism. And,
6. Introduce

would countenance a perpetual
all

manner of confusion

into fam-

ilies.!

They

therefore proposed that such as, after
conference with their parish minister, were not
satisfied with the establishment, should not be
compelled to communicate in the Lord's Supper, nor be liable to censures from classes or
synods, provided they joined with the parish
congregation where they lived, and were under
the government of it in other respects.
The Independents replied, that they did not
intend a total separation, but should agree with
their brethren in the most essential points
as
in worshipping according to the Directory, in
choosing the same officers, pastors, teachers,
ruling elders, with the same qualifications as in
the rule.
That they should require the same
qualifications in their members as the Assembly
had advised, that is, visible saints, professing
faith in Christ, and obedience to the rules of
faith and life taught by Christ and his apostles ;t
that they should practise the same church censures, being accountable for their conduct to
their civil superiors.
They would also hold
occasional communion with the Presbyterian
churches, in baptism and the Lord's Supper,
communicating occasionally with them, and receiving their members to communion as occasion required.
Their ministers should preach
for each other, and, in cases of difficulty, they
would call in their assistance and advice and
when an ordination falls out, they would desire
the presence and approbation of their ministers
with their own.
Now surely, say they, this
does not imply a total separation but if in some
things men cannot comply with the established
rule without sin, we think such persons ought
not to live without communicating in the Lord's
Supper all their days, rather than gather into
;

;

;

churches where they may enjoy all ordinances
without offence to their consciences nor ought
such separation to be accounted schism, which
is a name of reproach we desire not to be branded with, when we are willing to maintain Christian love andcommunion with our neighbours, as
They add,
far as our consciences will permit.^
;

farther, that if the state is pleased to grant them
this liberty, they will refer themselves to the
wisdom of the Legislature to consider of limil* Papers of Accommodation,
t Ibid., p. 20, 21.
^ ibid., p. 35, 36.

I

p. 18, 19, 26,

27.

Ibid., p. 29, 30.

r

.

^

^

;;
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Kig their congregations to a certain number, to
be as so many receptacles for pious persons of
tender consciences.*
The Presbyterians, in their next reply, December 23, after having blamed the Independents for not going upon a comprehension, argue
against the lawfulness of a separation after
this manner " That if a pretence of conscience
be a sufficient ground of separation, men may
gather impure and corrupt churches out of purer, because upon the dictates of an erring conscience they may disallow that which is pure,
and set up that which is agreeable to their erring consciences and we very much doubt, say
they, whether tenderness of conscience in doubtit may oblige
ful points will justify a separation
men to forbear communion, but not to set up a
If a church impose anycontrary practice.
thing that is sinful, we must forbear to comply,
yet without separation, as was the practice of
the Puritans in the late times."! They then
argue, from the concessions of the Independents, that because they agree with them in so
many material points, therefore they should not
" If," say they, " you can commuseparate.
nicate with our church occasionally, once, or a
second and third time, without sin, we know no
reason why you may not do it constantly, and
then separation will be needless as for such a
toleration as our brethren desire, we apprehend
and though the
it will open a door to all sects
Independents now plead for it, their brethren in
New-England do not allow it."+
As to tbe charge of schism, they admit that
difference in judgment in some particular points
nor does an inconformity to
is not schism
some things enjoined deserve that name but
our brethren desire, farther, to set up separate
communions, which is a manifest rupture of our
societies into others, and is therefore a schism in
the body.(J This is setting up altar against altar, allowing our churches (as the Independents
do) to be true churches
for St Austin says,
" Schismaticos facit non diversa fides, sed communionis disrupta societas." And we conceive
it is the cause of the separation that makes
schism, and not the separation itself; if, then,
the cause of our brethren's separation be not
sufficient, by what other name can it be called 1
To all which they add, that this indulgence, if
granted, will be the mother of all contentions,
strifes, heresies, and confusions in the Church,
and contrary to their Covenant, which obliges
them to endeavour to their utmost a uniform-

17

fore they should be obliged to a total

and con-

stant conformity.

The committee met the
when the sub-committee

last time,

March

9,

of Presbyterian divines answered the last paper of the Independents, maintaining all their former positions, and
concluding in this strange and wonderful manner " That whereas their brethren say that uniformity ought to be urged no farther than is
agreeable to all men's consciences, and to their
edification
it seems to them as if their brethren not only desire liberty of conscience for
themselves, but for all men, and would have us
think that we are bound by our Covenant to bring
the churches in the three kingdoms to no nearer a conjunction and uniformity than is consistent with the liberty of all men's consciences
which, whether it be the sense of the Covenant,
we leave with the honourable committee."*
Hereupon the Reverend Mr. Jer. Burroughs,
a divine of great candour and moderation, declared, in the name of the Independents, " that
if their congregations might not be exempted
from that coercive power of the classes if they
might not have liberty to govern themselves in
their own way, as long as they behaved peaceably towards the civil magistrate, they were
resolved to suffer, or go to some other place of
the world, where they might enjoy their liberty.
But while men think there is no way of peace
but by forcing all to be of the same mind," says
he " while they think the civil sword is an ordinance of God to determine all controversies
of divinity, and that it must needs be attended
with fines and imprisonment to the disobedient
while they apprehend there is no medium between a strict uniformity and a general confusion of all things
while these sentiments prevail, there must be a base subjection of men's
consciences to slavery, a suppression of mtich
truth, and great distm-hances in the Christian
world."
Thus ended the last committee of Lords and
Commons, and Assembly of Divines, for accommodation, which adjourned to a certain day,
but, being then diverted by other affairs, never
met again. Little did the Presbyterian divines
imagine that in less than twenty years all their
artillery would be turned against themselves
that they should be excluded the establishment
by an act of prelatical uniformity that they
should be reduced to the necessity of pleading
for that indulgence which they now denied their
brethren
and esteem it their duty to gather
itychurches for separate worship out of others,
When the committee met the next time, Feb- which they allowed to be true ones. If the
ruary 2, 1645-6, the Independents replied chiefly leading Presbyterians in the Assembly and city
to the point of uniformity, and argued that it had carried it with temper towards the Indewas not necessary to tlie peace of the church- pendents, on the foot of a limited toleration,
and ought not to extend beyond people's they had, in all likelihood, prevented the dises
light and measure of understanding, according putes between the army and Parliament, which
to the apostolical canon, "As far as we have were the ruin of both
they might then have
attained, let us walk by the same rule," Phil., saved the Constitution, and inade their own
iii., 15.11
As for a mere exemption from the terms with the king, who was now their prisoncensures of the classes, they declared frankly er but they were enamoured with the charms
they could not acquiesce in it, because it would of Covenant uniformity and the Divine right of
deprive them of the enjoyment of the Lord's their Presbytery, which, after all, the Parliament
Supper and that it was very hard to urge that, would not admit in its full extent. Mr. Baxter,
because they came so near the brethren, there- who was no friend of the Independents, says,
" that the Presbyterian ministers were so little
Papers of Accommodation, p. 40.
sensible of their own infirmities, that they would
:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

t Ibid., p. 51.
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Ibid., p. 65, 73, 74.
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t Ibid.,
II

p. 56.

Ibid., p. 86.

* Papers of Accommodation,

p. 123.
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not agree to tolerate those who were not only
tolerable, but worthy instruments and members
in the churches, prudent men, who were for
union in things necessary, for liberty in things
unnecessary, and for charity in all but they
could not be heard."*
Great was the resort of the city divines to
Sion College at this time, where there was a
kind of synod every Monday, to consult proper
methods to propagate religion, and support the
;

utmost of their power, they will endeavour to>
oppose and as they have all entered into one
Covenant, so to the last man in the kingdom
they will go on in the preservation of it.
And
however the Parliament of England may determine in point of toleration and liberty of conscience, they are resolved not to make the least
start, but to live and die, for the glory of God,,
in the entire preservation of the truth.
;

Most of the sermons before the House of
Commons, at their monthly fasts, spoke the language of severity, and called upon the magistrate to draw his sword against the sectaries.
they wrote them a letter,
164.'J-6, in which they recite the arguments of The press teemed with pamphlets of the same
nature Mr. Prynnc, against .1. Goodwin, says,
with
the committee, and beseech them to oppose
that if the Parliament and synod establish Presall their might the great Diana of the Independents,! and not to suffer their new establishment bytery, the Independents and all others are bound
Another
to be strangled in the birth by a lawless toleration. to submit, under pain of obstinacy.
The whole Scots nation was also command- writes, that to let men serve God according to
Assembly

at

Westminster

in their

of sectaries

the toleration

opposition to

purpose
dated January 15,

;

for

this

;

ed into the service the Parliament of that kingdom wrote to the two houses at Westminster.
February 3, telling them, that " it was expected the honourable houses would add the civil
sanction to what the pious and learned Assemand I am commanded by the
bly have advised
Parliament of this kingdom," says the president,
;

the persuasion of their own consciences, is to
cast out one devil that seven worse may enter.*

* Prynne was foremost in this inglorious contest.
Forgetful of his own sufferings, he transferred to the
cause of intolerance the same zeal, intrepidity, andunwearied diligence, as had distinguished him in a
better service.
His publications were numerous,
" to demand it, and I do in their names demand
and all vvere directed to the one great end of his
is
it.
And the Parliament of this kingdom per- party, the suppression of sects and the triumph of
suaded that the piety and wisdom of the hon- Presbytery. " Up, therefore," said the fiery advoourable houses will never admit toleration of cate of the Covenant, in one of his addresses to Parany sects or schisms contrary to our solemn liament, " and be doing justice to some few chief
League and Covenant. "t At the same time they offenders of this kind, for the present, to prevent
execution upon many others, if not ruin on us all,
appealed to the people, and published a declarafor the future, and God himself, no doubt, will be with
tion against toleration of sectaries and liberty
you and not fear what flesh can do unto you, or secin which, after having taken
of conscience
taries speak or write against you."
A Fresh Discovery
notice of their great services, they observe, that of some Prodigious JVeiu Wandering, Blasting Stars,
there is a party in England who are endeavour- &C., Epistle dedicatory, 1645.
The same course was enforced by the most celeing to supplant the true religion by pleading for
liberty of conscience, which (say they) is the brated Presbyterian divines in their discourses before
They Parliament. "If you do not labour," said Calamy,.
nourisher of all heresies and schisms.
in a sermon preached before the Commons October
then declare against all such notions as are in22, 1644, " according to your duty and power to supconsistent with the truth of religion, and against press the errors thereby that are spread in the kingopening a door to licentiousness, which, to the dom, all those errors are your errors, and those
heresies are your heresies; they are sins, and God
* Baxter's Life, p. 103.
calls for a parliamentary repentance from you for
You are the Anabaptists, you are
+ Their Diana was toleration, of which the minis- them this day.
ters at Sion College expressed their detestation and the Antinomians, and 'tis you that hold that all reabhorrence and the design of their letter was to ligions are to be tolerated." See Crosby, vol. i,, p. 176.
Baillie, speaking of the propositions of the Indeshow the unreasonableness, the sin, and the mischievous consequences of it. " Not," said they, " that pendents, in the Committee for Accommodation,
we can harbour the least jealousy of your zeal, says, "They plead for an accommodation to other
sects as well as to themselves; and with much ado
fidelity, or industry, in the opposing and extirpating
of such a root of gall and bitterness as toleration is could we get them to propose what we desired to>
and will be, both in present and future ages." An- themselves. At last they gave us a paper, requiring
other instance of the same bitter spirit appeared in a expressly a full toleration of congregation in their
piece published by the ministers and el<iers of Lon- way everywhere, separate from ours. In our answer,
don, met together in a provincial assembly, Novem- we flatly denied such a vast liberty, and backed it
ber 2, 1749, entitled " A Vindication of the Presby- with reasons, and, withal, we began to show what interial Government and Ministry," in which they
dulgence we could for peace' sake grant. Here
represent the doctrine of universal toleration as con- Mr. Marshal, the chairman, has been their most dilitrary to godliness, opening a door to libertinism and gent agent to draw too many of us to grant them
profaneness, and a tenet to be rejected as soul poison. much more than my heart can yield to, and which
The ministers of Lancashire published a paper in to my power I oppose. We have had many bicker1648, expressing their harmonious consent with their ings with the Independents about the indulgence for
brethren in London and remonstrate against tolera- their separate congregations; for this point both they
tion, as putting a cup of poison into the hand of a and we contend tanquam pro oris et focis."
Letters,
child, and a sword into that of a madman
as letting vol. ii., p. 172, 174.
loose madmen with firebrands in their hands, and
Dr. Price on this subject remarks, " Had they (the
appointing a city of refuge in men's consciences, for Assembly) yielded to the reasonable request of the
the devil to fly to and instead of providing for ten- Independents, the supremacy of the army might have
der consciences, taking away all conscience. In the been prevented, and the civil liberties of the nation
same year, another paper was published in Warwick- have been established on an imperishable basis. But,
shire, by forty-three ministers, breathing the same by an opposite course, they threw the sectaries, as
spirit, and expressing the like sentiments.
Crosby's ail dissenters from their policy were opprobriously
History of the English Baptists, vol. i., p. 188, 192.— styled, into the arms of the soldiery and thus gave
Ed.
to the latter a moral weight and influence which enabled
t Rushworth, p. 234.
;
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But the cause of liberty was not destitute
the Independents
of advocates at this time
pleaded for a toleration so far as to include
but did
Anabaptists,
themselves and the sober
not put the controversy on the most generous
foundation they were for tolerating all who
agreed in the fundamentals of Christianity, but
when they came to enumerate fundamentals
they were sadly embarrassed, as all must be
who plead the cause of liberty, and yet do not
place the religious and civil rights of mani<ind
on a separate basis a man may be an orthodox believer, and yet deserve death as a traitor
and, on the other hand,
to his king and country
a heretic or errant nonconformist to the establisiied religion may be a loyal and dutiful subject,
and deserve the highest preferment his prince
can bestow.
The letter of the city divines to the Assembly
received a quick reply from a writer of more
generous principles, who complains, " that the
Presbyterians, not content with their own freedom and liberty, nor with having their form of
government made the national establishment,
were grasping at as much power as the prelates
before them had usurped
for this pui-pose they
had obtained the privilege of licensing the press,
that nothing might be written against them but
what they should please to approve ;* they
were continually soliciting the Parliament to
establish their church government, which they
called the government of Christ, with a coercive power
they were always busy in framing
petitions, and engaging the magistrates of the
city to present them to the houses
and not
content with this, they were now moving the
Assembly of Divines, of whom themselves are
a considerable part, to become the patrons of
oppression."
Our author maintains that "liberty of conscience is the natural right of every
man, though, of all parties of men, those deserve
least the countenance of the state who would
persecute others, if it were in their power, because they are enemies of the society in which
they live.
He that will look back on past times,
and examine into the true causes of the subversion and devastation of states and countries,
will find it owing to the tyranny of princes and
the persecution of priests. All governments,
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

or estates no opinions or sentiments of religion being cognizable by the magistrate, any farther than they are inconsistent with the peaceof the civil government.
The way to put an
end to diversity of opinions is not by fines and
;

imprisonments can Bedlam, or the Fleet, open
men's understandings, and reduce them from
No, certainly, nothing but sound reason,
1
and argument can do it, which, it is to be feared,
they are not furnished with, who have recourse
to any other weapons.
Schism and heresy areto be rooted out, not by oppression, but by reason and debate by the sword of the Spirit, not
of the flesh
by argument, not by blows, to
which men have recourse when they are beat
out of the other.
Schism and heresy are words
of terror thrown upon the adversary by all parties of men
and, perhaps, there may need an
infallible judge to determine where the schism
lies, before we venture upon extraordinary methods to extirpate it." He adds, "that persecution will breed more confusion and disturbance
than toleration
and that their solemn League
and Covenant ought to bind them no farther
than it is consistent with the Word of God.
Now that toleration, or liberty of conscience, i&
;

error

;

;

;

;

the doctrine of Scripture, is evident, 1. From
the parable of the tares and wheat growing together till the harvest.
2. From the apostle's
direction, 'Let every man be persuaded in his
own mind.' 3. That of whatsoever is not
faith, is sin.'
4. From our Saviour's golden
'

rule,

'

Whatsoever ye would that men should

do to you, that do ye to them.' "

This pamphlet was answered by another, enAnti-Toleration," in which the author endeavours to vindicate the most unbounded license of persecution but neither the Assembly,
.nor the city divines, nor the whole Scots nation,
could prevail with the Parliament to deliver the
sword into their hands. The high behaviour of
titled "

;

the Presbyterians lost them the affections of
great numbers of people, who began to discover
that the contention between them and the prelates was not for liberty, but power, and that all
the spiritual advantage they were like to reap
from the war was to shift hands, and instead of

Episcopal government, to submit to the yoke of
Presbyterial uniformity.

Lord Clarendon admits* that the king endeavoured to make his advantage of these divisions, by courting the Independents, and promising some of them very valuable compensations
of dominion and persecution, which is the dis- for any services they should do him intimaturber of mankind and the offspring of the devil. ting that it was impossible for them to expect
But the ministers say, if we tolerate one sect relief in their scruples from persons who p,rewe must tolerate all which our author admits, tended they were erecting the kingdom of CTinst;
and adds, that they have as good a right to the but though the Independents were enemies toliberty of their consciences as to their clothes the Presbyterian discipline, they had no confidence in the king's promises. Mr. Whitelockef
them to crush the Parliament. The only alternative agrees with the noble historian, that
the king:
left to the assertors of civil liberty was to counterwas watchful to take advantage of these divispoise the power of the Presbyterians by that of the
ions, and commanded one Ogle to write to Mr,
army. The danger thus incurred has been proved
by the event to be great; but it need not awaken Tho. Goodwin and Phil. Nye, two of the Insurprise that men should have sought relief from a dependent ministers, and make them large
present and previous evil at the hazard of one that overtures, if they would oppose the Presbyteriwas distant and undefined. Nor must it be forgot- an government intended to be imposed upon:
ten, in order to a correct appreciation of their conEngland by the Scots but these two gentleduct, that the army was yet submissive to the Par- men very honestly
acquainted their friends with
liament, and its officers free from those ambitious
the proposal, which put an end to the correviews by which their patriotism was ultimately
spondence
all which might have convinced
eclipsed."
Vol. h., p. 324.— C.
therefore, which understand their true interests,
will endeavour to suppress in every sect, or division of men, whether Papist, Episcopal, Presbyterian, Independent, or Anabaptist, the spirit

;

;

;

—

*

Vol. Pamphlets,

;

No,

52.

Vol.

ii.,

p. 746.

t Ibid., p. 76.
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the Presbyterians of the necessity of coming to
some terms with the dissenters but the king's
affairs were so low, that they were under no
apprehensions of disturbance from that quarter
;

at present.

revenues seized into the hands of the committee of that county.
The dignitaries of the
cathedral churches of Winchester and Carlisle
were ser<'ed in the same manner the latter end
of this year, when the whole frame of the hierarchy was dissolved.
The Parliament, at the request of the Assembly of Divines, gave some marks of their favour
to the University of Cambridge, which was reduced to such necessitous circumstances, by
reason of the failure of their college-rents, that
they could not support their students it was
therefore ordained, April II, 1645, "that nothing contained in any ordinance of Parliament
concerning levying or paying of taxes should
extend to the University of Cambridge, or any
of the colleges or halls within the said university, nor to any of the rents or revenues belonging to the said university or colleges, or any
of them, nor to charge any master, fellow, or
scholar, or any of the said colleges, nor any
reader, officer, or minister of the said university or colleges, for any stipend, wages, or profit,
arising or growing due to them, in respect of
their places and employments in the said university."*
They likewise confirmed all their
ancient rights and privileges, and ordered the
differences between the university and town to
be determined according to law.
On the same
day, the ordinance for regulating the university,
and removing scandalous ministers in the associated counties by the Earl of Manchester, mentioned in the beginning of the last year, was revived and continued.
On the 17th of April, this year, died Dr. Dan.
Featly
he was born at Charlton, in Oxfordshire, 1581, and educated at Corpus-Christi College, of which he was fellow
upon his leaving
the university he went chaplain to Sir Thomas
Symmonds, the king's ambassador to the French
court, where he gained reputation by his sermons and disputations with the papists.! When

The Assembly perfected nothing farther this
however, complaint being made of the
obsolete version of the Psalms by Stcrnhold and
Hopkins, the Parliament desired them to recommend some other to be used in churches accordingly, they read over Mr. Rouse's version,
and after several amendments, sent it up to the
House, Noveinber 14. 1645, with the following
recommendation
"Whereas the honourable
House of Commons, by an order bearing date
November 20, 1643, have recommended the
Psalms published by Mr. Rouse to the consideration of the Assembly of Divines, the Assembly
nas caused them to be carefully perused, and
as they are now altered and amended do approve them, and humbly conceive they may be
useful and profitable to the Church, if they be
permitted to be publicly sung;"* accordingly
they were authorized by the houses. Care was
also taken to prevent the importation of incorrect Bibles printed in Holland.!
To return to the proceedings of Parliament.
The committee for plundered ministers having
reported to the House of Commons, January 28,
1645, certain blasphemies of Paul Best, who denied the Holy Trinity, the House ordered an
ordinance to be brought in [March 28] to punish him with death ;t but several divines being
appointed to confer with him, in order to convince him of his error, he confessed his belief
of that doctrine in general terms before he was
brought to his trial, and tliat he hoped to be
saved thereby, but persisted in denying the personality, as a Jesuitical tenet; upon this confession his trial was put off, and he was at length
discharged.
The government of the Church being now
changed into a Presbyterian form, and the war
almost at an end, the Parliament resolved to
* Husband's Collections, p. 636, 637.
apply the revenues of the cathedrals to other
t There was also a celebrated piece from his pen,
public uses, and accordingly, November 18, it levelled against the Baptists. It originated from a
•was ordained, " That whereas the present Dean disputation which he held with four of that persuaand Prebendaries of Westminster have deserted sion in Southwark, in the month of October, 1C41.
published an account
their charge, and were become delinquents to About two years afterward he
of this debate in a book entitled "The Dippers dipthe Parliament, they did therefore ordain, that
ped; or, the Anabaptists ducked, and plunged over
the Earl of Northumberland, with about ten head and ears, at a Disputation in Southwark." This
other lords, and twenty-two commoners, should title savoured of the taste and spirit of the times, and
be a committee and that any person or more is no favourable omen of the strain of the work. In
of them should have authority to order, direct, his dedication, he tells the reader, "that he could
and dispose of the rents, issues, and profits be- hardly dip his pen in anything but gall." The doctor
longing to the college, or collegiate church, and wrote, indeed, under an irritation of spirits, from being
deprived of two livings, which he enjoyed before the
to do and execute all other acts that did any
unhappy differences between the kmg and Parliaway concern either of them."i^ They ordained, ment. He had the character, however, of an acute
farther, "that the dean, prebendaries, and all as well as vehement disputant. He had for his felother officers belonging either to the college or low-prisoner Mr. Henry Denne, educated at the
Church, who had absented themselves, and were University of Cambridge, and ordained, in 1630, by
become delinquents, or had not taken the Cov- the Bishop of St. David, who signalized himself by
disputing, and suffering for
enant, should be suspended from their several bis preaching, writing,
the baptistical opinion. As soon as he came into
offices and palaces, and from ail manner of benprison, Dr. Featly's book was laid before him in his
efit and profit arising from them, or from the arapartment when he had read it, he offered to disrears of them, Mr. Osbaldeslon only excepted."
pute with the author on the arguments of it. The
When the Cathedral of Hereford fell into the challenge was accepted, and they debated on the
Parliament's hands, the dignitaries of that first ten arguments, when the doctor declined prochurch were dispossessed, and their lands and ceeding, urging that it was not safe for them to dispute on the subject without hcense from govern* MS., sess. 535.
ment; but he bid Mr. Denne write, and said he
t Pari. Chr., p. 319.
would defend his own arguments. Mr. Denne, on
t Whitelocke, p. 196
this, drew up a learned and ingenious answer; but it
^ Husband's Collections, p. 753,
year

;

;

;

:

|

j

1

!

,

j

;

;

'

;

;
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he returned home he became domestic chaplain
to Archbishop Abbot, and was presented by him
to the Rectory of Lambeth, and in the year
In 1643 he was nomi1627, to that of Acton.
nated of the Assembly of Divines, and sat among
them till his correspondence with the court was
discovered, by an intercepted letter to Archbishop Usher relating to their proceedings upon
which he was committed to Lord Peters's house
as a spy, both his livings were sequestered, and
himself expelled the Assembly.* The doctor

model of St. Stephen's, or that of our blessed
Saviour upon the cross.
The writer of the life of Archbishop Usher
says the doctor was both orthodox and loyal
;
but Lord Clarendon and Dr. Heylin cannot forgive his sitting in the Assembly, and being a
witness against Archbishop Laud at his trial.
" Whether he sat in the Assembly," says Hey" to show his parts, or to head a party, or
out of his old love to Calvinism, may best be
gathered from some speeches which he made
and printed but he was there in heart before,

;

was a thorough Calvinist, but very zealous for
so that when in
the hierarchy of the Church
prison he published the following challenge
"Whereas I am certainly informed that divers lecturers and preachers in London do in
their pulpits, in a most insolent manner, demand where they are now that dare stand up
in defence of the Church-hierarchy, or Book of
Common Prayer, or any ways oppose or impugn
the new-intended reformation, both in doctrine
and discipline, of the Church of England I do,
and will maintain, by disputation or writing,
against any of them, these three conclusions
1. " That the Articles of Religion agreed upon
in the year 1562, by both houses of convocation,
and ratified by Queen Elizabeth, need no alteration at all, but only an orthodox explication of
some ambiguous phrases, and a vindication
against false aspersions.
2. " That the discipline of the Church of England, established by many laws and acts of Parliament, that is, the government by bishops
(removing all innovations and abuses in the execution thereof), is agreeable to God's Word, and
a truly ancient and apostolical institution.
3. " That there ought to be a set form of
public prayer
and that the Book of Common
Prayer (the calendar being reformed in point of
apocryphal saints and chapters, some rubrics
explained, and some expressions revised, and
the whole correctly printed with the Psalms,
chapters, and allegations, out of the Old and
New Testament, according to the last translation) is the most complete, perfect, and exact
liturgy now extant in the Christian world."
The doctor was a little man, of warm passions, and exceedingly inflamed against the Parliament for his imprisonment, as appears by his
last prayer a few hours before his death, which
happened at Chelsea, whither he had been removed for the benefit of the air, in the sixtyfifth year of his age.
His prayer had these
words in it " Lord, strike through the reins of
them that rise against the Church and king, and
let them be as chaff before the wind, and as
stubble before the fire
let them be scattered
as partridges on the mountains, and let the
breath of the Lord consume them but upon our
gracious sovereign and his posterity let the
crown flourish." A prayer not formed al'ter the

lin,

;

and therefore might afford them his body now,
though, possibly, he might be excused from taking the Covenant, as others did."*
Soon after died famous old Mr. John Dod,
whose pious and remarkable sayings are remembered to this day ;t he was born at Shotlidge,
in Cheshire, in the year 1550, and educated ia
Jesus College, Cambridge, of which he was fellow.J At thirty years of age he removed to
Hanwell, in Oxfordshire, where he continued
preaching twice on the Lord's Day, and once
on the week days, for above twenty years at
the end of which he was suspended for noncon-

;

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

formity by Dr. Bridges, bishop of the diocess.
Being driven from Hanwell, he removed to Can-

ons Ashby,

in Northamptonshire, and lived quietly several years, till, upon complaint made by-

!

j

Bishop Neal to King James, he commanded
Archbishop Abbot to silence him. After the
death of King James, Mr. Dod was allowed to
preach publicly again, and settled at Faustly ia
the same county, where he remained till his
death.
He was a most humble, pious, and devout man, and universally beloved
an excellent Hebrician, a plain, practical, fervent preacher, a noted casuist, and charitable almost to a
fault
his conversation was heavenly
but being a noted Puritan, though he never meddled
with state affairs, he was severely used by the
king's cavaliers, who plundered his house, and
would have taken away his very sheets, if the
good old man, hardly able to rise out of his
chair, had not put them under him for a cush;

;

;

all which he endured patiently, calling to
mind one of his own maxims,^ Sanctified afflic-

ion

;

* Hist. Fresh., p. 464.
t During the civil wars, when some of the soldiers
to his house and threatened to take away his
life, this heavenly divine with holy confidence replied,
" Jf you do, you will send me to heaven, where I long to
be ; but yon can do nothing except God give you leave."
His enemies called him "Faith and Repentance," because he was constantly recommending these two

came

His last words were, "/ desire to be disand to be with Christ."
Mr. Dod was utterly opposed to the war, and
continued fixed in his allegiance to Charles. Archbishop Usher had the most e.xalted opinion of him,
and said, " I desire that, when I die, my soul may rest
with his." Nothing was ever objected to this meek
Fuller,
and humble man but his being a Puritan
Lloyd, Echard, and Bishop Wilkins, all praise him
for holiness, learning, and great aptness to teach.
He was the author of the well-known little sermon
on the word "m.^lt." Mr. Dod is often styled the
Decalogist, because he and Mr. Cleaver published "An
Exposition of the Ten Commandments," 1635. C.
things.
solved,

!

does not appear that the doctor ever replied. He
was esteemed one of the greatest ornaments of the
Corpus-Christi College, and acquitted himself with
great applause in a funeral oration on the death of
its celebrated master. Dr. Hainnlds, and in a public
exercise with which he entertained the Archbishop
of Spalato. Unwholesome air, bad diet, and worse
treatment, hastened his death.— CVos6j/'s History of
the English Baptists, vol. i., p. 152 and 303; and
Chranger^s History of England, vol. ii., p. 176, 177,
8vo.

Ed.

(

Toulmin).

*

See

before, chap.

ii.

—

Clarke's Martyrol., p. 168 of the annexed lives.
His name has derived celebrity from his maxims, usually called Dod's Sayings: they having been
printed in various forms, many of them on two sheets
of paper, are still to be seen pasted on the walls of
" An old woman in my neighbourhood told
cottages,
I

i)
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tions are spiritual promotions.* He died of the
strangury, in the ninety-six year of his age, and
lies buried in his parish church at Faustly.

lead in point of conversation, I dare say
thou would pity me." The chief officers quarrelled, and became insupportably insolent in the
royal presence
nor was the king himself without blame
for, being deprived of his oracle the
queen, he was like a ship in a storm without
sails or rudder.
Lord Clarendon,* therefore,
draws a veil over his majesty's conduct in these
words " It is not possible to discourse of particulars with the clearness that is necessary to
subject them to common understandings, without opening a door for such reflections upon the
king himself as seem to call both his wisdom
and steadiness in question as if he wanted the
one to apprehend and discover, and the other to
prevent, the mischiefs that were evident and
impending."
And yet nothing could prevail
with him to submit to the times, or deal frankly
with those who alone were capable of retrievlife I

;

;

CHAPTER

Vir

THE CONCLUSIO\ OF THE FIRST

CIVIL

WAR, BY

THE king's surrendering HIS ROVAL PERSON
TO THE SCOTS. PETITIONS OF THE ASSEMBLY
AND CITY DIVINES AGAINST TOLERATION, AND
J-OR THE DIVINE RIGHT OF THE PRESBYTERIAL
GOVERNMENT, WHICH IS ERECTED IN LONDON.
DEBATES BETWEEN THE KING, MR. HENDERHIS MAJSON, AND THE SCOTS CO.MMISSIONERS.
ESTY IS REMOVED FROM NEWCASTLE TO HOLMBY HOUSE. FARTHER ACCOUNT OF THE SECTARIES.

The

king being returned to Oxford,

Novem-

"ber 6, 1646, after an unfortunate campaign, in
which all his armies were beaten out of the field

dispersed, had no other remedy left but to
make peace with his subjects, which his friends
in London encouraged liim to expect he might
be able to accomplish by the help of some advantage from the growing divisions among the
members, the majority of whom were inclined
to an accommodation, provided the king would
consent to abolish Episcopacy, and offer suffi-cient assurances to govern for the future accord-

:

:

ing his afTairs.

The king having

money nor

forces,

and the queen's resources from abroad

failing,

neither

majesty could not take the field in the spring,
which gave the Parliament army an easy conquest over his remaining forts and garrisons.
All the west was reduced before midsummer,
by the victorious army of Sir Thos. Fairfax
the city of Exeter surrendered April 9, in which
one of the king's daughters, Princess Henrietta,
was madeprisoner, but her governess, the Countess of Dalkeith, found means afterward to conDennington
ing to law t But though his majesty was will- vey her privately into France.
ing to yield a little to the times, with regard to Castle surrendered April 1, Barnstaple the 12th,
the security of the civil government, nothing and Woodstock the 26th upon which it was
could prevad with him to give up the Church. resolved to strike the finishing blow, by besiegBesides, as the king's circumstances obliged ing the king in his headquarters at Oxford
him to recede, the Parliament, as conquerors, upon the news of which, like a man in a fright,
advanced in their demands. In the month of he left the city in the night, April 27, and travDecember, his majesty sent several messages to elled as a servant to Dr. Hudson and Mr. Ashthe Parliament, to obtain a personal treaty at burnham, with his hair cut round to his ears,
London, upon the public faith, for himself and a and a cloke bag behind him, to the Scots army
certain number of his friends, residing there before Newark, t His majesty surrendered him"with safety and honour, forty days
but the Par- self to General Leven, May 5, who received
liament would by no means trust their enemies him with respect, but sent an express immedi•within their own bowels, and therefore insist- ately to the two houses, who were displeased at
ed peremptorily upon his signing the bills they his majesty's conduct, apprehending it calculawere preparing to send him, as a preliminary to ted to prolong tiie war, and occasion a difference between the two nations which was cera well-grounded settlement.
The king made some concession on his part tainly intended, as appears by the king's letter
relating to the militia and liberty of conscience, to the Duke of Ormond, in which he says he
but very far short of the demand of the two had good security that he and his adherents
houses, who were so persuaded of his art and should be safe in their persons, honours, and
ability in the choice of ambiguous expressions, consciences in the Scots army, and that they
capable of a different sense from what appeared would join with him, and employ their forces to
af first sight, that they durst not venture to make obtain a happy and well-grounded peace: whereuse of them as the basis of a treaty. t Thus as the Scots commissioners, in their letter to
the winter was wasted in fruitless messages be- the House of Peers, aver, " they had given no
tween London and Oxford, while the unfortu- assurance, nor made any capitulation for joinnate king spent his time musing over his papers ing forces with the king, or combining against
in a most disconsolate manner, forsaken by the two houses, or any other private or public
some of his friends, and rudely treated by others. agreement whatsoever, between the king on
Mr. Locke says, the usage the king met with one part, and the kingdom of Scotland, their
from his followers at Oxford made it a hard, but army, or any in their names, and having power
almost an even choice, to be the Parliament's from them, on the other part ;" and they called
and
prisoner, or their slave.
In his majesty's letter the contrary assertion a damnable untruth
to the queen he writes, " If thou knew what a add, " that they never expect a blessing from
God any longer than they continue faithful to
me," says Mr. Granger, "that she should have gone their Covenant. "t So that this must be the ar.distracted for the loss of her husband, if she had been
* Vol. iv., p. 626.
without Mr. Dod's Sayings in the house."— History
Rushworth, vol. vi., p.
+ Rapin, vol. ii., p. 523.
of England, vol. i., p. 370, 8vo.— Ed.

and

his

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Fuller's Ch. Hist.,

i Rushworth,

vol.

p.

220.
f Rapin, p. 320.
215, 216.

vi., p.

268, 273, 274, 303, 304.
t Dr. Grey, to confute these declarations,

which

—

—

——

—
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of Montreville, the French ambassador,
who undertook to negotiate between the two
parties, and drew the credulous and distressed
king into that snare, out of which he could
never escape.
His majesty surrendered his person to the
•Scots, and sending orders to the governors of
Newark, Oxford, and all his other garrisons
and forces, to surrender and disband, concluded the lirst civil war upon which most of the
officers, with Prince Rupert and Maurice, reso that by the middle of Autired beyond sea
gust all the king's forces and castles were in
»the Parliament's hands, Ragland Castle being
which was four years, wanting three
the last
days, from the setting up the royal standard at
tifice

23

the Roman Catholic religion, since August 7,
1641, be repealed.
4. " That all indictments, attainders, outlawries, &c., against them, or any of them, be vacated and made void.

-queen.
1. "

5. "That all impediments that may hinder
their sitting in Parliament, or being chosen
burgesses, or knights of the shire, be removed.
6. "That all incapacities imposed upon the
nation be taken away, and that they have power to erect one or more inns of court in or near
the city of Dublin
and that all Catholics educated there be capable of taking their degrees
without the oath of supremacy.
7. " That the Roman Catholics shall be erapowered to erect one or more universities, and
keep free-schools for the education of their
youth, any law or statute to the contrary notwithstanding.
8. " That places of command, honour, profit,
and trust, shall be conferred on the Roman
Catholics, without making any difference between them and Protestants, both in the army
and in the civil government.*
9. "That an act of oblivion shall be passed in the next Parliament, to extend to all the
Roman Catholics, and their heirs, absolving
Ihem of all treasons and offences whatsoever,
and particularly of the massacre of 1641, t so
that no person shall be impeached, troubled, or
molested, for anything done on one side or the

dom

other.

;

;

;

Nottingham.

Some time before the king left Oxford,* he
had commissioned the Marquis of Ormond- to
•conclude a peace with the Irish papists, in hopes
of receiving succours from thence, which gave
great offence to the Parliament
but though
his majesty, upon surrendering himself to the
Scots, wrote to the marquis, June 11, t not to
proceed, he ventured to put the finishing hand
to the treaty, July 28, 1646, upon the following
scandalous articles,t among others, which surely
the marquis durst not have consented to, without some private instructions from the king and
;

That the Roman Catholics of that kingshall be discharged from taking the oath of
supremacy.
2. " That all acts of Parliament made against

them

that they be allowed
the freedom of their religion, and not be debarred from any of his majesty's graces or fashall be repealed

vours.
3. " That

all

;

acts reflecting on the honour of

Mr. Neal has brought forward, quotes several affidavits and assertions of Dr. Hudson
the substance of
:

which is, that
and honour of

the Scots agreed to secure the person
the king to press him to nothing contrary to his conscience
to protect Mr. Ashburnham
and himself; and if the Parliament refused to restore the king, upon a message from him, to his rigbts
and prerogatives, to declare for him, and take all his
friends into their protection.
But the doctor omits
to observe, that Hudson spoke on the authority of the
French agent, one Montreville, who negotiated the
business between the king and the Scots and who,
it appears, promised to the king more than he was
empowered, and was recalled and disgraced. Rapin, vol. ii., p. 52.3, 524.
It is more easy to conceive
t hat Montreville exceeded his commission, as, according to Hudson's corifession, quoted by Dr. Grey, the
Scots would not give anything under their hands.
;

;

;

10. " That the Roman Catholics shall continue in possession of all those cities, forts, garrisons, and towns that they are possessed of,
till things are come to a full settlement. "t
Was this the way to establish a good understanding between the king and his two houses'?
or could they believe that his majesty meant
the security of the Protestant religion, and the
extirpation of popery in England, when his general consented to such a peace in Ireland, without any marks of his sovereign's displeasure?
nay, when, after a long treaty with the Parliament commissioners, he refused to deliver up
the forts and garrisons into their hands, insomuch that, after six weeks' attendance, they
were obliged to return to their ships, and carry
back the supplies they had brought for the garrisons, having only published a declaration that
ij

;

Ed.
* It was before leaving Oxford that Charles wrote
to Lord Digby, in which he says, " I desire you to asswre my friends that if I cannot live as a king, I shall die
like a gentleman, without doing that which may make
honest men blush for me." His course with the commissioners hardly accorded with this profession. C.
t Lord Digby wished to have it understood that
this letter was surreptitious, or a forged one from his
majesty, and most contrary to what he knew to be
his free resolution and unconstrained will and pleasure.
Dr. Grey.
Ed.
:t Mr. Neal, as Dr. Grey observes, gives only a very
concise abridgment of these articles, which were
thirty in number, and, as they stand in Rushworth,
take up almost twelve pages in folio. But Mr. Neal's
view of some of them, though the doctor calls it curtailing them, is sufficient to show the tenour and spirit
of the whole. Ed.

—

—

*

Rushworth, part iv., vol. i., p. 402.
t But it was provided that such barbarities as
should be agreed on by the lord-lieutenant and the
Lord-viscount Mountgarret, or any five or more of
them, should be tried by such inditt'erent commissioners as they should appoint.
Dr. Grey. Ed.

—

t

Our author having

called the preceding proposi-

"scandalous articles," Dr. Grey appeals from
bis sentence to the remonstrance of the Protestant
archbishojis, bishops, and inferior clergy of the kingdom of Ireland to the lord-lieutenant, on the llth
and 13th of August, 1646, in which they express a
strong: and grateful sense of obligation for the peace
establishe<l among them.
But it will still remain a
question, whether the sentiment of these prelates
and clergy were disinterested and judicious. En.
Our author incurs here the censure of Dr. Grey
for not " affording us any authority in proof of this
assertion." The editor confesses that he cannot supply the omission.
Dr. Grey confronts Mr. Neal with
large quotations from Lord Clarendon's History of
tions

—

(}

the Rebellion in Ireland, p. 53, 54, 65, 66, 73-75.
But they appear not to the point for which they are
produced. The purport of them is, " That the Mar-

—

—
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the Parliament of England would take all the
Protestants of Ireland into their protection, and
send over an army to carry on the war against
the papists with vigour.
The king being now in the hands of the Scots,
the English Presbyterians at London resumed
their courage, concluding they could not fail of
a full establishment of their discipline, and of
bringing the Parliament at Westminster to their
for this purpose, they
terms of uniformity
framed a bold remonstrance in the name of the
lord-mayor, aldermen, and common council, and
presented it to the House, May 26, complaining,*
"that the reins of discipline were let loose that
particular congregations were allowed to take
up what form of Divme service they pleased,
and that sectaries began to swarm by virtue of a
They
toleration granted to tender consciences.
put the Parliament in mind of their Covenant,
which obliged them to endeavour the extirpation of popery, prelacy, superstition, heresy,
schism, profaneness, and whatsoever else was
found contrary to sound doctrine and, at the
same time, to preserve and defend the person
and authority of the king they therefore desired, since the whole kingdom was now in a
manner reduced to the obedience of the Parliament, that all separate congregations may be
suppressed that all such separatists who conform not to the public discipline may be declared against that no person disaffected to the
Presbyterial government sent forth by Parliament may be employed in any place of public
trust ;t that the House will endeavour to remove all jealousies between them and the Scots,
and hasten their propositions to the king for a
safe and well-grounded peace. "t
This remonstrance was supported by the
•whole Scots nation, who acted in concert with
their English brethren, as appears by a letter
of thanks to the lord-mayor, aldermen, and
common councd, from the General Assembly,
dated June 10, 1646, within a month after the
delivery of the remonstrance :(} the letter commends their courageous appearance against
;

;

;

;

;

;

quis of Ormond resolved not to proceed to any conjunction with the commissioners without his majesty's express directions, for which he privately despatched several expresses; that, in consequence of
this, the commissioners, not obtaining possession of
the garrisons, returned with all their supplies to their
ships that the marquis received his majesty's order
not to deliver up the garrisons, if it were possible to
keep them under the same entire obedience to his
majesty but should there be a necessity, to put them
into the hands of the English, rather than of the
The rest of the quotation describes the difIrish."
ficulties and distresses under which the marquis laboured, which drove him at last to x.'^ke a disadvantageous agreement with the commissioneis. The
reader will judge whether, by these references, Mr.
Neal's assertions are not, instead of being confuted,
established.
See, also, Mrs. Macmday, vol. iv., p. 250,
* Vol.Pamp., No. 34.
note (+).— Ed
+ Presbyterianism thus displayed the same intolerance as Episcopacy had done. " Religious tyranny," observes Mr. Robinson, " subsists in various
degrees, as all civil tyrannies do. Popery is the consummation of it, and Presbyterianism a weak degree
of it.
But the latter has in it the essence of the
former, and differs from it only as a kept-mistress differs from a street-walker, or as a musket differs from a
cannon." Plan of Lectures, 5th edition, p. 38. Ed.
(Toulmin).
X Whitelocke's Memorials, p. 212.
;

;

—

ij

Rushworth,

p.

306.

sects and sectaries

their firm adherence to the
Covenant, and their maintaining the Presbytegovernment to be the government af Jesus
Christ.
It beseeches them to go on boldly in the
work they had begun, till the three kingdoms were
united in one faith and worship.
At the same
time, they directed letters to the Parliament,
beseeching them^ also, in the bowels of Jesus
Christ, to give to him the glory that is due to
his namCr by an immediate establishing of all
his ordinances in their full integrity and power,
according to the Covenant. Nor did they forget to encourage the Assembly at Westminster
to proceed in their zeal against sectaries, and
to stand boldly for the sceptre of Jesus Christ
against the encroachments of eartldy powers.
These letters were printed, and dispersed over
the whole kingdom.
The wise Parliament received the lord-mayor
and his brethren with marks of great respect
and civility for neither the Scots nor English
Presbyterians were to be disgusted while the
prize was in their hands for which both had
been contending but the majority of the Commons were displeased with the remonstrance,
and the high manner of enforcing it, as aiming,
by a united force, to establish a sovereign despotic power in the Church, with a uniformity
to which themselves, and many of their friends,
were unwilling to submit however, they dismissed the petitioners, with a promise to take
;

rial

;

;

;

the particulars into consideration.
But the Independents and sectarians in the
army, being alarmed at the impending storm,
procured a counter petition from the city with
great numbers of hands, " applauding the la-

bours and successes of the Parliament in the
cause of liberty, and praying them to go on
with managing the affairs of the kingdom according to their wisdoms, and not suffer the
freeborn people of England to be enslaved upon
any pretence whatsoever nor to suffer any set
of people to prescribe to them in matters of government or conscience, and the petitioners will
stand by them with their lives and fortunes.'*
Mr. Whitelocke says the hands of the Royalists
were in this affair, who, being beaten out of the
field, resolved now to attempt the ruin of the
Parliament, by sowing discord among their
;

friends.*

The houses were embarrassed between the
contenders for liberty and uniformity, and endeavoured to avoid a decision till they saw the
effect of their treaty with the king.
They kept
the Presbyterians in suspense, by pressing the
Assembly for their answer to the questions relating to the jus divimtm of Presbytery already
mentioned, insinuating that they themselves
were the obstacles to a full settlement, and assuring them, when this point was agreed, they
would concur in such an ordinance as they deUpon this the Assembly appointed three
sired.
comtnittees to take the questions into consideration
but the independents took this opportunity to withdraw, refusing absolutely to be concerned in the affair.
The first committee was appointed to deter;

mine whether any particular church government was jure divmo, and to bring their proofsfrom Scripture. But here they stumbled at the
* Oldmixon's History of the Stuarts, p. 308.
p. 213.

morials,
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Erastians divided them,
and entered their dissent, so that when the answer was laid before the Assembly, it was not
called the answer of the committee, but of
some brethren of the committee and when the
question was put, they withdrew from the Assembly, and left the high Presbyterians to themselves, who agreed, with only one dissenting
voice, that Jesus Christ, as king of the Church,
hath himself appointed a church government
The names
distinct from the civil magistrate.
of those who subscribed this proposition were,

very threshold,

for the

;

Rev. Mr. White.
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The second

classis.

1. St. Antholine.

6.

St.

Mary Magdal., Old

Bennet Sheerhog.
3. St. James, Garlickhithe.
4. St. John Baptist.
5. Martin the Vintry.

7.

St.

Mary, Somerset.

12.

8.

St.

Mary Mounthaw.

13.

2.

St.

Queenhithe.
Michael Royal.

1.

2.

4.

Allhallows the Greater.
Allhallows the Less.
Allhallows, Lombard-street.
St. Edmund, Lombard-street.

6.
7.

8.

The fourth
^

St.
St.

St. Botolph, Billingsgate.

4.

5.

St. Clement, Eastcheap.
Dionis Back-church.

1.

St.

2.

St. Botolph, Aldersgate.

.

Bennet, Grace Church.

2. Allhallows,

St.

Mary

St.

13.

St.

Michael, Crooked Lane
Michael, Cornhill.

14.

St. Peter, Cornhill.

Christ Church.

6.

St.

John Zachary.

7.

St.

Leonard, Foster Lane.

8.

St.

Mary Staynings.

8.

St.

4.

St. Giles, Cripplegate.

9.

St.

St. Botolph, Bishopsgate.
St. Christopher's.
St. Margaret,

1.

5.

St. Helen's.

2.

St. James, Duke Place.
7. St. Katherine, Creechurch.

4.

Bartholomew, Exchange,
Bennet Finck.

The
St. Andrew Undershaft.
St. Botolph, Aldgate.
3. St. Ethelburga.
4. St. John, Hackney.

3.

St. Foster, alias Vedast.

St.

11.

St.

12.

St. Mildred, Poultry.

13.

St. Olave,

Lothbury.

Mary Colechurch.
Michael, Wood-street.
Jewry.

7.

St. Michael,

8.

St.

9.

St.

Allhallows Barking.
Allhallows Steyning.
St. Dunstan in the East.

8.
9.

10.

St. Leonard, Shoreditch.
St. Martin, Outwich.
St.

Mary, Stoke-Newington.

ninth classis.

6.

St. Katherine,

7.

St.

Tower.

10.

Margaret Pattoons.

The
St. Mary Overies.
Newington Butts.

Stepney.
Minories.

11. Trinity,

St. Olive, Hart-street.
9. St. Peter in the Tower.
8.

4. St. Gabriel, Fenchurch.
5. St. Katherine, Coleman.

Bassishaw.
Peter Poor.
Stephen, Coleman-street.

eighth classis.

6.

The
1.

2.

12.

10.

seventh classis.

6.

St.

Corn, vulgo

St. Olave, Silver-street.
11. St. Peter, Cheap.

James's Chapel.

Allhallows in the Wall.
St.

St. Michael in the
in the Querne.

sixth classis.

5.

1.

9.

10.

Lane.
Mary, Aldermanbury.
Mary Magdalen, Milk-street.

The
12.

Hill.

classis.

5.

St.Alphage.

-3.

St. Swithin's.

12.

3.

5. St.

12.

Nicholas Aaron.
Waibrook.

11.

6.

Honey Lane.

St. Stephen's,

8.

St. Lawrence, Jewry.
7. St. Martin, Ironmonger

St. Alban, Wood-street.

St.
St.

11.

7.

The
1.

Mary Woolnoth.

10.

G.

The fifth

3. St. Bride's.
4. Bridewell.

Apostle.

classis.

New

Anne, Aldersgate.

St.

Trinity.

9.

St. George, Botolph Lane.
St. Leonard, Eastcheap.
St. Magnus.
9. St. Margaret,
Fish-street.
10. St. Martin Orgars.

Andrews Hubbert.

2.
3.

Thomas

14.
15.

I

third classis.

Lawrence Pountney.
St. Mary Abchurch.
St. Mary Bothaw.
St. Mary Woolchurch.

5.

St. Nicholas, Old Abby.
St. Nicholas Olives.
Pancras, Soper's Lane.

11.

St. Micnael,

9.

10.

The

3.

Fish-st.

12.

Wapping.

13.

Whitechapel.

tenth classis.

George, Southwark.

1.

St.

2.

Lambeth.

3.

St.

4.
5.

Mary Magdalen, Bermond-

6. St.

1

|

Olave, Southwark.

7.

Rotherhithe.

8.

St.

9.

St.

Thomas's Hospital.
Thomas's, Southwark.

sey.

The
1.

2.
-3.

4.

St.

5.

St.

Knightsbridge.

6.

New

Church.

The
1.

St.

2.

St.

3.

St.

Andrew, Holborn.
Bartholomew the Greater.
Bartholomew the Less.

Thus the Presbyterian
ment began to appear in

eleventh classis.

Margaret, Westminstei.
Martin in the Fields.

St. Clement Danes.
St. Giles in the Fields.

Charter House.
St.

6.

St.

in the West.
James's, Clerkenwell.

Dunstan

proper form but
new obstructions being raised by the ministers
to the choice of representatives, the Provincial
Assembly did not meet till next year, nor did it
ever obtain except in London and Lancashire.
The Parliament never heartily approved it, and
the interest that supported it being quickly disabled, Mr. Echard says, the Presbyterians never
saw their dear presbytery settled in any one
part of England.*
But Mr. Baxter, who is a
much better authority, says the ordinance was
executed in London and Lancashire, though it
Echard,

p.

634.

;

St. Peter,

Westminster.

St. Paul,

Covent Garden.

twelfth classis.

4.
5.

ecclesiastical governits

I

|

Mary, Islington.

7.

St.

8.

St. Sepulchre's.

remained unexecuted in almost all other parts.
However, the Presbyterian ministers had their
voluntary associations for church affairs in most
counties, though^without any authoritative jurisdiction.

To return to the king, who marched with the
Scots army from Newark to Newcastle, where
he continued about eight months, being treated
with some respect, but not with all the duty of
The first sermon that
subjects to a sovereign.
was preached before him gave hopes* that they
* Mr. Whitelocke informs us (Memorials, p. 234),
" that a Scotch minister preached boldly before the
king, December 16, 1646, at Newcastle, and after his

—

;
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The king, in his first paper of May 29, dewould be mediators between him and the Parliament it was from 2 Sam,, xix., 41-43, " And clares his esteem for the English Reformation,
behold, all the men of Israel came to the king, because it was efl^ected without tumult, and was
and said to the king, Why have the men of Ju- directed by those who ought to have had the
dah stolen thee away 1 And all the men of Ju- conduct of such an affair.* He apprehends
dah answered the men of Israel, Because the they kept close to apostolical appointment, and
king is near of kin to us wherefore then be ye the universal custom of the primitive Church
angry for this matter? have we eaten at all of that therefore the adhering to Episcopacy must
;

;

;

or hath he given us any gift 1
And the men of Israel answered the men of
have ten parts in the king
said,
and
Judah,

the king's cost

1

We

and we have

also

more

;

right in

David than ye

why

then did ye despise us, that our advice
should not be first had, in bringing back our
king
And the words of the men of Judah
were fiercer than the words of the men of Israel."
But it quickly appeared that nothing
would be done except upon condition of the
king's taking the Covenant, and establishing
the Presbyterial government in both kingdoms. When the king was pressed upon these
heads, he pleaded his conscience, and declared
that, though he was content the Scots should
!

own discipline, he apprehended his
honour and conscience were concerned to support Episcopacy in England, because it had
been established from the Reformation, and that
he was bound to uphold it by his coronation
oath however, he was willing to enter into a
conference with any person whom they should
-enjoy their

;

appoint, protesting he was not ashamed to
change his judgment or alter his resolution, provided they could satisfy him in two points
1st. That the Episcopacy he contended for
:

was

2dly. That his
not of Divine institution.
coronation oath did not bind him to support and
<Iefend the Church of England as it was then

established.
To satisfy the king in these points, the Scots

sent for Mr. Alexander Henderson from Edinburgh, pastor of a church in that city, rector of
the university, and one of the king's chaplains,
a divine of great learning and abilities, as well
as discretion and prudence. Mr. Rushworth
says that he had more moderation than most of
his way
and Collyer adds, that he was a person of learning, elocution, and judgment, and
seems to have been the top of his party.* The
debate was managed in writing the king drew
up his own papers, and gave them Sir Robert
Murray to transcribe, and deliver to Mr. Henderson ;t and Mr. Henderson's hand not being so
legible as his, Sir Robert, by the king's appointment, transcribed Mr. Henderson's papers for
his majesty's use.j:
;

:

be of the last importance, as without it the
priesthood must sink, and the sacraments be
administered without effect for these reasons
he conceives Episcopacy necessary to the being
of a church, and also, that he is bound to support it by his coronation oath.
Lastly, his majesty desires to know of Mr. Henderson what
warrant there is in the Word of God for subjects
to endeavour to force their king's conscience,
or to make him alter laws against his will.
Mr. Henderson, in his first paper of June 3,
after an introduction of modesty and respect,
wishes, when occasion requires, that religion
might always be reformed by the civil magistrate, and not left either to the prelates or the
people
but when princes or magistrates are
negligent of their duty, God may stir up the
subject to perform this work.t
He observes,
that the Reformation of King Henry VIII. was
very defective in the essentials of doctrine, worship, and government that it proceeded with a
Laodicean lukewarmness that the supremacy
was transferred from one wrong head to another, and the limbs of the anti-Christian hierarchy
were visible in the body. He adds, that the imperfection of the English Reformation had been
the complaint of many religious and godly persons that it had occasioned more schism and
separation than had been heard of elsewhere, and
had been matter of unspeakable grief to other
churches.
As to the king's argument, that the
validity of the priesthood, and the efficacy of the
sacraments, depended upon Episcopacy, he replies, that Episcopacy cannot make out its claim
to apostolical appointment that, when the apostles were living, there was no difl^rence between
a bishop and a presbyter no inequality in power
or degree, but an exact parity in every branch
of their character; that there is no mention in
Scripture of a pastor or bishop superior to other
pastors.
There is a beautiful subordination in
the ministry of the New Testament one kind
of ministers being placed in degree and dignity
above another, as first apostles, then evangelists, then pastors and teachers, but in offices ot
the same rank and kind we do not find any preference no apostle is constituted superior to
other apostles no evangelist is raised above
other evangelists
nor has any pastor or deacon a superiority above others of their order.
Farther, Mr. Henderson humbly desires his
majesty to take notice, that arguing from the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

sermon called
'

for the fifty

second Psalm, which be-

Why dost
Thy

thou, tyrant, boast thyself.
wicked works to praise V

His majesty thereupon stood up and called for the
fifty-si.xth Psalm, which begins,
Have mercy. Lord, on me I pray.
For men would me devour.'
The people waived the minister's psalm, and sung
that which the king called for." Ed.
'

* Collyer, p. 848.
t Duke of Hamilton's Memoirs, 277.
X Dr. Grey blames Mr. Neal here for omitting
Bishop Burnet's account of the king's superiority in
" Had his majesty's arms," says
this controversy.
the bishop, "been as strong as his reason was, he
had been every way unconquerable, since none have
the disingenuity to deny the great advantage his maj-

;

esty had in all these writings and this was when the
help of his chaplains could not be suspected, they being so far from him ; and that the king drew with his
own hand all his papers without the help of any, is
averred by the person who alone was privy to the interchangingof them, that worthy and accomplished gentleman, Robert Murray." The bishop's opinion may
be justly admitted as a testimony to the ability with
which the king handled the question and yet some
allowance should be made for the bias with which
this prelate would naturally review arguments in favour of his own sentiments and rank. En.
* Bibl. Reg., p. 296.
t Ibid., p. 312, &c.
;

;

—
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practice of the primitive Church, and the consent of the Fathers, is fallacious and uncertain,
and that the law and testimony of the Word of
God are the only rule. The practice of the
primitive Church, in many things, cannot certainly be known, as Eusebius confesses that
even in the apostles' time Diotrephes moved for
the pre-eminence, and the mystery of iniquity
began to work and that, afterward, ambition
and weakness quickly made way for a change

sects, and,

kingdoms

without prevention, will bring these
His majesty adds,

into confusion.

Mr. Henderson's part to prove that
presbyters without a bishop may ordain other
presbyters.
As to the administration of the
sacraments, Mr. Henderson himself will not deny a lawfully-ordained presbyter's being necessary to that office
so that the determination
of this latter question will depend in some measure on the former.
With regard to oaths, his
majesty allows Mr. Henderson's general rule,
in church government.
Mr. Henderson hopes his majesty will not de- but thinks he is mistaken in the application
ny the lawfulness of the ministry, and due ad- for the clause touching religion in the coronaministration of the sacraments, in those Re- tion oath was made only for the benefit of the
formed churches where there are no diocesan Church of England that, therefore, it is not
bishops
that it is evident from Scripture, and in the power of the two houses of Parliament
confessed by many champions for Episcopacy, that to discharge the obligation of this oath, without
That this Church never made
presbyters may ordain presbyters ; and to disen- their consent.
gage his majesty from his coronation oath, as any submission to the two houses, nor owned
far as relates to the Church, he conceives, when herself subordinate to them
that the Reformathe formal reason of an oath ceases, the obliga- tion was managed by the king and clergy, and
tion is discharged
when an oath has a special the Parliament assisted only in giving a civil
regard to the benefit of those to whom the en- sanction to the ecclesiastical establishment.
gagement is made, if the parties interested re- These points being clear to his majesty, it follax upon the point, dispense with the promise, lows, by necessary consequence, that it is only
and give up their advantage, the obligation is at the Church of England, in whose favour he took
an end. Thus, when the Parliaments of both this oath, that can release him from it, and that,
kingdoms have agreed to the repealing of a law, therefore, when the Church of England, lawfulthe king's conscience is not tied against signing ly assembled, shall declare his majesty discharthe bill, for then the altering any law would be ged, he shall then, and not till then, reckon
impracticable.
He concludes with observing, himself at liberty.*
that King James never admitted Episcopacy
Mr. Henderson, in his reply to this second par
upon Divine right and that, could his ghost per of June 17, agrees with the king, that the'
now speak, he would not advise your majesty prime reforming power is in kings and pri
to run such hazards, for men [prelates] who but adds, that in case they fail of their duty, this
would pull down your throne with their own, authority devolves upon the inferior magistrate,
and upon their failure, to the body of the people,
rather than that they perish alone.
The king, in his second paper* of June 6, avers upon supposition that a reformation is necessano reformation is lawful, unless under the con- ry, and that people's superiors will by no means
duct of the royal authority
he allows that such a reformathat King Henry give way to it
VIII. 's reformation being imperfect, is no proof tion is more imperfect with respect to the man^
of defects in that of King Edward VT. and ner, but commonly more perfect and refined in
Queen Elizabeth that Mr. Henderson can never the product and issue. He adds, that the govprove God has given the multitude leave to re- ernment of the Church of England is not supform the negligence of princes that his com- posed to be built on the foundation of Christ and
paring our Reformation to the Laodicean luke- his apostles, by those who confess that church
warmness, was an unhandsome way of begging government is mutable and ambulatory, as was
the question, for he should have first made out formerly the opinion of most of the English bishthat the Divine right was not pleaded till
that those men [the Puritans] had reason to ops
complain, and that the schism was chargeable of late by some few that the English Reformaupon the conformists. His majesty is so far tion has not perfectly purged out the Roman
from allowing the Presbyterian government to leven, but rather depraved the discipline of the
be practised in the primitive times, that he af- Church by conforming to the civil polity, and
adding many supplemental officers to those infirms that it was never set up before Calvin
"
and admits that it was his province to show the stituted by the Son of God. To his majesty's
lawfulness, and uninterrupted succession, and, objections, that the Presbyterian government
by consequence, the necessity of Episcopacy
was never practised before Calvin's time, he anbut that he had not then the convenience of swers, that it is to be found in Scripture and
books, nor the assistance of such learned men the Assembly of Divines at Westminster had
as he could trust, and therefore proposes a con- made it evident that the primitive Church at
ference with his divines.
And whereas Mr. Jerusalem was governed by a presbytery that
Henderson excepts to his reasoning from the the church at Jerusalem consisted of more conprimitive Church and consent of the fathers, gregations than one
that all these congregahis majesty conceives his exception indefensi- tions were combined under one Presbyterial
ble; for if the sense of a doubtful place of Scrip- government, and made but one church; that
ture is not to be governed by such an authority, this church was governed by elders of the same
the interpretation of the inspired writings must body, and met together for functions of authoribe left to the direction of every private spirit, ty, and that the apostles acted not in quality of
which is contrary to St. Peter's doctrine, 2 Pet., apostles, but only as elders. Acts, xv. that the
" No prophecy of Scripture is of private same government was settled in the churches of
i., 20,
interpretation ;" it is likewise the source of all Ephesus, Corinth, Thessalonica, and continued
that

it

is

;

;

;:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!
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;

i

'

;

;

i

!

'

;
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* Bib. Reg.,

p.

320, 322,

&c.

I

* Bib. Reg.,

p.

325.

;
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snany years after and at last, when one of the
presbytery presided over the rest with the style
of bishop, even then, as St. Jerome says, churches were governed with the joint consent of the
presbytery, and it was custom, rather than Divine appointment, which raised a bishop above
a presbyter. To his majesty's argument, that

29

has been handed down through all ages and
countries till Calvin's time, as soon as he is furnished with books, or such divines as he shall
make choice of he does not think that Mr. Henderson's arguments to prove the Church of England not built on the foundation of Christ and
his apostles are valid, nor will he admit that
where the meaning of Scripture is doubtful, we most of the prelates, about the lime of the Refmust have recourse to the fathers, Mr. Hender- ormation, did not insist upon the Divine right.
son replies, that notwithstanding the decrees of The king adds, Mr. Henderson would do well to
councils, and the resolutions of the fathers, a lib- show where our Saviour has prohibited the addierty must be left for a judgment of discretion, as tion of more church officers than those named
had been sufficiently shown by Bishop Davenant by him and yet the Church of England has not
and others. To prove presbyters may ordain so much as offijred at this, for an archbishop is
other presbyters without a bishop, he cites St. not a new officer, but only a distinction in the
Paul's advice to Timothy, 1 Tim., iv., 14, not to order of government, like the moderator of asHis majesty denies that
neglect the gift that was given him by the laying semblies in Scotland.
on of the hands of the presbytery; but granting bishops and presbyters always import the same
thing
in
Scripture,
functions,
it
hishopsand presbyters to be distinct
and when they do, it only
will not follow that the authority and force of respects the apostles' times, for it may be prothe presbyter's character were derived from the ved that the order of bishops succeeded that of
bishop for though the evangelists and seventy the apostles, and that the title was altered in
disciples were inferior to the apostles, they re- regard to those who were immediately chosen
ceived not their commission from the apostles, by our Saviour. As for the several congregations in Jerusalem, united in one church, his
but from Christ himself
Concerning the king's coronation oath, Mr. majesty replies. Are there not many parishes in
Henderson apprehends nothing need be added. one diocess 1 And do not the deans and chapAs to the supremacy, he thinks such a headship ters, and sometimes the inferior clergy, assist
So that, unless some positive and
as the kings of England claim, or such a one the bishop 1
as the two houses of Parliament now insist on, direct proof can be brought of an equality bethat is, an authority to receive appeals from the tween the aposiles and other presbyters, all arsupreme ecclesiastical judicatures, in things guments are with him inconclusive. The king
purely spiritual, is not to be justified
nor does confesses, that in case he cannot prove from
he apprehend the consent of the clergy to be antiquity that ordination and jurisdiction are
absolutely necessary to church reformation, for peculiar branches of authority belonging to bishops, he shall begin to suspect the truth of his
if so, what reformation can be expected in
principles.
As for Bishop Davenant's testimoFrance, in Spain, or in Rome itself!
It is not
to be imagined that the pope or prelates will ny, he refuses to be governed by that
nor will
consent to their own ruin. His majesty had he admit of Mr. Henderson's exception against
said, that if his father, King James, had been con- the fathers, till he can find out a better rule of
sulted upon the question of resistance, he would interpreting Scripture.
And whereas Mr. Henhave answered, that prayers and tears are the derson urged the precedent of foreign Reformed
Church's weapons. To which Mr. Henderson churches in favour of presbytery, his majesty
replies, that he could never hear a good reason to does not undertake to censure them, but supprove a necessary defensive war, a war against poses necessity may excuse many things which
unjust violence, unlawful
and that Bishop would otherwise be unlawful the Church of
Jewel and Biison were of this mind. To the England, in his majesty's judgment, has this adquestion. What warrant there was in Scripture vantage, that it comes nearest the primitive docfor subjects to endeavour to force their king's trine and discipline
and that Mr. Henderson
conscience! he replies, that when a man's con- has failed in proving presbyters may ordain withscience is mistaken, it lies imder a necessity of out a bishop, for it is evident St. Paul had a
doing amiss the way, therefore, to disentangle share in Timothy's ordination, 2 Tim., i., 6. As
himself is to get his conscience better informed, to the obligation of the coronation oath, the king
and not to move till he has struck a light and is still of opinion none but the representative
body of the clergy can absolve him and as for
made farther discoveries.*
The king, in his answer of June 22, to Mr. the impracticableness of reformation upon the
Henderson's second paper, still insists that in- king's principles, he cannot answer for that, but
ferior magistrates and people have no authority thinks it sufficient to let him know, that incomIf this point can be proved modum nan solvit argwmmtum.
to reform religion.
His majesty
then declares, that as it is a great sin for a prince
by Scripture, his majesty is ready to submit
but the sacred history in the Book of Numbers, to oppress the Church, so, on the other hand,
chap, xvi., is an evidence of God's disapproving he holds it absolutely unlawful for subjects to
^uch methods. Private men's opinions disjoin- make war (though defensively) against their lawed from the general consent of the Church sig- ful sovereign, upon any pretence whatsoever.
Mr. Henderson, in his third paper of July 2,
nify little, for rebels, says his majesty, never
want writers to maintain their revolt. Though considers chiefly the rules his majesty had "laid
his majesty has a regard for Bishop Jewel and down for determining the controversy of church
Bilson's memories, he never thought them m- government, which are the practice of the primfallible
as for Episcopal government, he is ready itive Church, and the univefeal consent of the
and affirms, there is no such primitive
to prove it an apostolical institution, and that it fathers
testimony, no such universal consent in favour
Bib. Reg p. 337, «Scc.
of modern Episcopacy the fathers very often
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

—

;
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contradicting one another, or at least not conBut to show the uncurring in their testimony.
certainty of his majesty's rule for determining
controversies of faith, Mr. Henderson ohserves,
1. That some critics joined the Word of God
and antiquity together; others make Scripture
the only rule, and antiquity the authentic interNow he thinks the latter a greater mispreter.
take than the former, for the papists bring tradition no farther than to an cquaUty of regard
with the inspired writings, but the others made
antiquity the very ground of their belief of the
sense of Scripture, and by that means exalt it
above the Scripture for the interpretation of the
fathers is made the very formal reason why I
believe the Scripture interpretable in such a
sense and thus, contrary to the apostle's doctrine, our faith must stand in the wisdom of man,
and not in the power of God.
2. He observes, that Scripture can only be authentically interpreted by Scripture itself Thus
the Levites had recourse only to one part of
Scripture for the interpreting another, Neh., viii.,
8.
So, likewise, our Saviour interprets the Old
Testament, by comparing Scripture with Scripture, and not having recourse to the rabbies.
This was likewise the apostles' method. Besides, when persons insist so much upon the necessity of the fathers, they are in danger of
charging the Scriptures with obscurity or im;

;

perfection.
3. The fathers themselves say, that Scripture
is not to he interpreted but by Scripture.
4. Many errors have passed under the shelter
Mr. Henderson cites
of antiquity and tradition
;

many examples under this head.
And, lastly. He insists that the universal consent and practice of the primitive Church are

a great

that many of the faimpossible to be known
thers were no authors that many of their tracts
that many performances which go unare lost
der their names are spurious, especially upon
the subject of Episcopacy, and that therefore
they are an uncertain rule.
The king, in his papers* of July 3 and 16, says,
no man can reverence Scripture more than himself; but when Mr. Henderson and he differ
about the interpretation of a text, there must be
some judge or umpire, otherwise the disputes
can never be ended and when there are no
parallel texts, the surest guide must be the fa;

;

;

;

thers. In answer to Mr. Henderson's particulars,
his majesty answers, that if some people overrate tradition, that can be no argument against
the serviceableness of it but to charge the
primitive Church with error, and to call the cus;

toms and practices of
*

Bill.

Keg.,

p.

it

unlawful, unless the

35J-353.

In addition to the encomium bestowed by Bishop
Burnet on the king's papers, which we have already
quoted, it may be subjoined, that Sir Phihp Warwick
also extolled them, as showing his majesty's " great
ability and knowledge, when he was destitute of all
aids."
Yet it is remarkable, as observes Dr. Harris,
turned over Stillinglleet's Irenicum, and Unreasonableness of Separation, Hoadly's Defence of
Episcopal Ordination, and many other volumes, these
royal " papers have been little read, and are seldom
or never quoted on the subject of Episcopacy."
So
that it is "possible tMse learned churchmen had not so
great an opinion of the arguments made use of by
Charles in these papers as the historians (viz., Burnet and Sir P. Warwick) I have quoted."— it/e of

who had

Charles

I., p.

IOI.-Ed.

charge can be supported from Scripture, is an
unpardonable presumption. Those who object
to the ancient rites and usages of the Church
must prove them unlawful, otherwise the practice of the Church is sufficient to warrant them.
His majesty denies it is impossible to discover
the universal consent, and understand the practice, of the primitive Church
and concludes
with this inaxim, that though he never esteemed any authority equal to the Scriptures, yet he
believes the unanimous consent of the fathers,
and the universal practice of the primitive
Church, the best and most authentic interpreters, and by consequence the best-qualified judges between liimself and Mr. Henderson.
One may learn, from this controversy, some
of the principles in which King Charles I. wa&
;

instructed
( 1

)
.

(2.)

;

as,

The Divine right of Diocesan Episcopacy.
The uninterrupted succession of bishops,

from the time of the apostles
upon which the whole validity of the administration of the Christian sacraments depends.
(3.) The necessity of a judge of controversies, which his majesty lodges with the fathers
of the Christian Church, and by that means
leaves little or no room for private judgment.*
(4.) The independency of the Church upon

rightly ordained,

;

the State.
(5.) That no reformation of religion is lawful
but what arises from the prince or Legislature ;
and this only in cases of necessity, when a general council cannot be obtained.
(0.) That the multitude or common people
may not in any case take upon them to reform
Neither,
the negligence of princes.
(7.) May they take up arms against their
prince, even for self-defence, in cases of extreme necessity.
How far these principles are defensible in
themselves, or consistent with the English
but it is
Constitution, I leave with the reader
very surprising that his majesty should be so
much entangled with that part of his coronation oath which relates to the Church, when
for fifteen years together he broke through all
the bounds of it with relation to the civil liberties of his subjects, without the least remorse.
Upon the close of this debate, and the death
of Mr. Henderson, which followed within six
weeks, the king's friends gave out that his majesty had broke his adversary's heart. t Bishop
Kennet and Mr. Echard have published the following recantation, which they would have the
world believe this divine dictated or signed
;

upon his deathbed
" I do declare before God and the world, that,
since I had the honour and happiness to converse and confer with his majesty with all sorts
* The monarch would have seen little to obiect
:

against in the Oxford Tracts, had they appeared in
his day.— 0.
t This effect was ascribed to his majesty's argu-

ments by Bishop Kennet and Lord Clarendon, who
certainly were a little too hasty in this judgment
as it is well observed by Dr. Harris, "disputants, veteran ones, as Henderson was, have generally too good a conceit of their own abilities to think
themselves overcome and though the awe of majThe
esty may silence, it seldom persuades them."
Some said Mr. HenLife of Charles /., p. 99, 100.
derson died of grief, because he could not persuade
Whitelocke's Methe king to sign the propositions.
morials, p. 225.— Ed.

for,

;

—

—

;

—
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of freedom, especially in matters of religion,
whether in relation to the Kirk or State, that I
found him the most intelligent man that I ever
spoke with, as far beyond my expression as
I profess that I was oftentimes
expectation.
astonished with the solidity and quickness of
his reasons and replies and wondered how he,
spending his time so much in sports and recreations, could have attained to so great knowland must confess ingenuously, that I
edge
was convinced in conscience, and knew not
how to give him any reasonable satisfaction
yet the sweetness of his disposition is such,
;

;

;

I must
that whatsoever I said was well taken.
say, I never met with any disputant of that

mild and calm temper, which convinced me
the more, and made me think that such wisdom and moderation could not be without an
I had
extraordinary measure of Divine grace.
heard much of his carriage towards the priests
in Spain, and that King James told the Duke of
Buckingham, upon his going thither, that he
durst venture his son Charles with all the Jesuits in the world, he knew him to be so well
grounded in the Protestant religion, but could
never believe it before. I observed all his actions, more particularly those of devotion, which
if I
I must truly say are more than ordinary
should speak of his justice, magnanimity, charity, sobriety, chastity, patience, humility, and of
all his other Christian and moral virtues, I should
run myself into a panegyric; no man can say
there is conspicuously any predominant vice in
him never man saw him passionately angry
never man heard him curse, or given to swearing; or heard him complain in the greatest
durance of war or confinement. But I should
seem to flatter him, to such as do not know
him, if the present condition that I lie in did
not exempt me from any suspicion of worldly
ends, when I expect every hour to be called
:

:

;

from all transitory vanities to eternal felicity,
and the discharging of my conscience before
God and man did not oblige me to declare the
truth simply and nakedly, in satisfaction of that
which I have done ignorantly, though not altogether

The

innocently."*

declaration

adds,

that he was heartily sorry for the share lie had
had in the war that the Parliament and Synod
of England had been abused with false asperand that they ought to
sions of his majesty
restore him to his just rights, and his crown
and dignity, lest an indelible character of ingratitude lie upon him.
Mr. Echard confesses! he had been informed
;

;

that this declaration

was

spurious, t but could

find no authority sufficient to support such an
assertion.
It will be proper, therefore, to trace
the history of this imposture, and set it in a
clear and convincing light, from a memorial

sent me from one of the principal Scots divines. Professor Hamilton, of Edinburgh.
The
story was invented by one of the Scots Episcopal writers, who had fled to London, and was
first published in the beginning of the year 1648,
in a small pamphlet in quarto, about two years
after Mr. Henderson's death.
From this pamphlet Dr. Heylin published it as a credible re-

Between thirty and forty years after
Heylin had published it, viz., 1G93, Dr. Hollingsworth. in his character of King Charles I., republished the paper above mentioned, entitled
" Tlie Declaration of Mr. Alexander Henderson,
principal Minister of the Word of God at Edinburgh, and chief Commissioner of the Kirk of
Scotland to the Parliament and Synod of England ;" which paper the doctor says he had from
Mr. Lamplugh, son to the late Archbishop of
York of that name, from whom the historians
above mentioned, and some others, have copied
it ; hut, says the memorial, upon publishing the
aforesaid story to the world, the assembly of
the Kirk of Scotland appointed a committee to
examine into the affair, who, after a full inquiry, by their act of August 7, 1648, declared the
whole to be a forgery, as may be seen in the
printed acts of the General Assembly for that
year, quarto, page 420, &c., in which they signify their satisfaction and assurance that Mr.
Henderson persisted in his former sentiments
to his death ;* that when he left the king at
Newcastle, he was greatly decayed in his natural strength
that he came from thence by sea
in a languishing condition, and died within
eight days after his arrival at Edinburgh ;t that
he was not able to frame such a declaration as
is palmed upon him, and that all he spoke upon
his deathbed showed his judgment was thesaine as it ever had been about church reformport.

;

This was attested before the Assemby several ministers who visited him upon
and particularly by two who constantly attended him from the time he came
home till the time he expired. After this, and
a great deal more to the same purpose, " they
declare the above-mentioned paper, entitled 'A
Declaration of Mr. Alexander Henderson's,' &c.^
to be forged, scandalous, and false,t and the
author and contriver of the same to be void oS
charity and a good conscience a gross liar and
ation.

bly

his deathbed,

;

great advocate for the king, had

not been a forgery, would not have Aiiled to publish it
that it is not
found in King Charles's works, tliough all that passed between the king and Mr. Henderson is there recited that Mr. Henderson was a Scotchman, whereas the words, style, and matter are plainly and elegantly English, and not Scottish
but the great
stress is laid on the inscription on his monument,
and on the Assembly's declaration, to which Mr.
it

;

* Compl.

Bennet's Def. of his
Mem., p. 130.
t Echard, p. 526, ed. 3d.
t Dr. Grey sneers here at Mr. Neal for not referring to the place where Mr. Echard makes this
confession, and for keeping out of view the name of
the memorialist on whose authority he speaks. He
then spends nearly five pages in cavilling at this authority, and in strictures on that of Mr. Burnet
through these I am not properly qualified to follow
the doctor, as 1 have not Mr. Bennet's Defence of
and it is unnecessary, for the queshis Memorial
tion concerning the spuriousness of this piece had
been discussed in 1C93, ere Neal or Burnet had
written, by Lieutenant-general Ludlow, in a tract
against Dr. Hollingworth, entitled "Truth brought
to Light." Ludlow argues against its authenticity
on these grounds that Archbishop Lamphigh, the
Hist,,

;

:

p.

190.

;

;

Neal

and which Dr. Grey treats as spurious.
papers, as Ludlow's tract is scarce, shall be

refers,

These

given in the Appendix, No. 10.

Ed.

* Appendix, No. 10.
t History of the Stuarts, p. 310.
t If this character of Charles, ascribed to Mr.
Henderson, were genuine, " it would (as Ludlow
observes) avail very little; being the single sentiment of a stranger, that could not have had much
e.^perience of him."
Truth brought to Light, p. 6.^

Ed.
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a calumniator, and

by the

spirit of the ac
cuser of the brethren."*
While the king was debating the cause of
Episcopacy, the Parliament were preparing their
propositions for a peace, which were ready for
the royal assent by the 1 1th of July. The Scots
commissioners demurred to them for some

led

time, for not coming up fully to their standard,
but at length acquiescing, tiiey were engrossed,
and carried to the king by the Earl of Pembroke,
and Montgomery and the Earl of Suffolk, of the
House of Peers and by Sir Walter Erie, Sir
John Hippisly, Robert Goodwin, and Luke Robthe
ertson, Esq., of the House of Commons
Earls of Argyle and Loudon were commissioners for Scotland, and the Rev. Mr. Marshal was
ordered to attend as their chaplain. t The commissioners arrived at Newcastle, July 23 next
•day they waited upon his majesty, and having
kissed his hand, Mr. Goodwin delivered the following propositions
Those relating to the civil government were,
(1.) That the king should call in all his declarations against the Parliament.
(2.) That he should put the militia into their
hands for twenty years, with a power to raise
;

;

;

:

money

for their maintenance.
(3.) That all peerages since
should be made void.

May

21, 1642,

to the Parliament.
The propositions relating to religion were,
1. "That his majesty, according to the laudable example of his father, would be pleased to
swear and sign the late solemn League and
Covenant, and give his consent to an act of
Parliament enjoining the taking it throughout
the three kingdoms, under certain penalties, to

be agreed upon in Parliament.
2. " That a bill be passed for the utter abolishing and taking away all archbishops, bishops, their chancellors, commissaries, deans,
sub-deans, deans and chapters, archdeacons,
canons, and prebendaries, and all chanters,

chancellors, treasurers, sub-treasurers, succentors, sacrists, and all vicars and choristers,
old vicars, and new vicars of any cathedral or
collegiate churchj and all other under-officers,
out of the Church of England, and out of the
Church of Ireland, with such alterations as
shall agree with the articles of the late treaty
of Edinburgh, November 29, 1643, and the joint
declaration of both kingdoms.
3. "That the ordinance for the calling and
sitting of the Assembly of Divines be confirmed.
4. "That reformation of religion, according
to the Covenant, be settled by act of Parliament
in such manner as both houses have agreed, or
shall agree, after consultation with the Assembly of Divines.
5. " Forasmuch as both kingdoms are obliged, by covenant, to endeavour such a uniformity of religion as shall be agreed upon by
both houses of Parliament in England, and by
* Vide Bennet's Def. of his Mem.,
t

Rushworth,

vol. vi., p. 309, 311.

;

;

;

;

That the delinquents therein mentioned
should undergo the penalties assigned in the
bill.
And,
(5.) That the cessation with the Irish be disannulled, and the management of the war left
(4.)

p. 524, fol. edit.

the Church and kingdom of Scotland, after consultation had with the divines of both kingdoms
assembled, that this be confirmed by acts of
Parliament of both kingdoms respectively.
6. "That for -the more effectual disabling
Jesuits, priests, papists, and popish recusants
from disturbing the state and eluding the laws,
an oath be established by act of Parliament,
wherein they shall abjure and renounce the
pope's supremacy, the doctrine of transubstan^
tiation, purgatory, worshipping of the consecrated host, crucifixes, and images, and all o^her
popish superstitions and errors
and the refusal of the said oath, legally tendered, shall be a
sufficient conviction of recusancy.
7. " That an act of Parliament be passed for
educating of the children of papists by Protestants, in the Protestant religion.
8. " That an act be passed for the better levying the penalties against papists
and another
for the better preventing their plotting against
the state
and that a stricter course may be
taken to prevent saying or hearing of mass in
the court, or any other part of the kingdom ;
the like for Scotland, if the Parliament of that
kingdom shall think fit.
9. " That his majesty give his royal assent
to an act for the due observation of the Lord's
Day to the bill for the suppression of innovations in churches and chapels in and about the
worship of God to an act for the better advancement of the preaching of God's holy Word
in all parts of the kingdom
to the bill against
plurahtiesof benefices and non-residency; and,
to an act to be framed for the reforming and
regulating both universities, and the colleges of
Westminster, AVinchester, and Eton."
About sixty persons were by name excepted
out of the general pardon ;* besides,
(1.) All papists that had been in the army.
(2.) All persons that had been concerned in
the Irish rebellion.
(3.) Such as had deserted the two houses at
Westminster and went to Oxford.
(4.) Such members of Parliament as had deserted their places, and borne arms against the
two houses. And,
(5.) Such bishops or clergymen, masters or
fellows of colleges, or masters of schools or
hospitals, or any ecclesiastical living, who
had deserted the Parliament, and adhered to
the enemies thereof, were declared incapable
of any preferment or employment in Church ot
Commonwealth all their places, preferments,
and promotions were to be utterly void, as ii
nor might they be
they were naturally dead
permitted to use their function of the ministry,
without advice and consent of both houses ot
Parliament provided that no lapse shall incur by
this vacancy till six months after notice thereof
When Mr. Goodwin had done, the king asked
the commissioners if they had power to treat,
to which they replied, that they were only to
receive his majesty's answer; then said the
king, '• Saving the honour of the business, a
trumpeter might have done as well ;"t the very
same language as at the treaty of Oxford but
the Earl of Pembroke told his majesty they
must receive his peremptory answer in ten
days, or return without it.

p.

;

;

;

;

;

;

134.

Rapin,

vol.

ii.,

* Remonstrance, vol.
t

vi., p.

Whitelocke's Memorials,

315.
p. 223.

—

—

;

:
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Great intercessions were made with the king
comply with these proposals,* particularly in
the point of religion, for without full satisfaction in that nothing would please the Scots nation, nor the city of London, by whom alone his
majesty could hope to be preserved but if this
was yielded, they would interpose for the moderthe Scots general, at the
ating other demands
head of one hundred officers, presented a petibeseeching his majesty
knees,
tion upon their
to

;

;

to give them satisfaction ui the point of religion,
and to take the Covenant. Duke Hamilton, and
the rest of the Scots commissioners, pressed his
majesty, in the most earnest manner, to make
use of the present opportunity for peace.! The
lord-chancellor for that kingdom spoke to this
"

The

differences between your majesty
and your Parliament are grown to such a height,
that after many bloody battles, they have your
majesty, with all your garrisons and strongholds, in their hands, and the whole kingdom at
their disposal
they are now in a capacity to do
what they will in Church and State and some
are so afraid, and others so unwilling, to submit
to your majesty's government, that they desire
not you, nor any of your race, longer to reign
over them but they are unwilling to proceed
to extremities, till they know your majesty's
last resolutions. Now, sir, if your majesty shall
refuse to assent to the propositions, you will
lose all your friends in the houses and in the
city, and all England will join against you as
one man they will depose you, and set up another government they will charge us to deeffect

:

;

;
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pose, as the advice of the King of France, of
the queen, and of his own party, to give the
Presbyterians satisfaction about the Church.*
Bellievre, not being able to prevail, despatched
an express to France, with a desire that some
person of more weight with the king might be
sent.
Upon which Sir William Davenant came
over, with a letter of credit from the queen, beseeching him to part with the Church for his
peace and security. When Sir William had delivered the letter, he ventured to support it with
some arguments of his own, and told his majesty, in a most humble manner, that it was the
advice of Lord Culpeper, Jermyn, and of all his
friends
upon which the king was so transported with indignation, that he forbid him his presence.
When, therefore, the ten days for considering the propositions were expired, instead
of consenting, his majesty gave the commissioners his answer in a paper, directed to the
speaker of the House of Peers, to this effect
" That the propositions contained so great alterations both in Church and State, that his
;

majesty could not give a particular and positive
answer to them ;" but, after some few concessions, hereafter to be mentioned, " he proposes
to come to London, or any of his houses thereabout, and enter upon a personal treaty with
both houses
and he conjures them, as Christians and subjects, and as men that desire to
leave a good name behind them, to accept of
this proposal, that the unhappy distractions of
the nation may be peaceably settled."!
When this answer was reported to the House,
liver your majesty to them, and remove our ar- August 12, it was resolved to settle accounts
mies out of England and, upon your refusal, with the Scots, and to receive the king into
we shall be constrained to settle religion and their own custody but in the mean time his
peace without you, which will ruin your majes- majesty attempted to bring that nation over to
ty and your posterity.
We own the proposi- his mterest by playing the Independents against
tions are higher in some things than we approve them, and telling them the only way to destroy
of, but the only way to establish your majesty's the sectarians was to join with the Episcopalithrone is to consent to them at present, and ans, and admit of the establishment of both reliyour majesty may recover, in a time of peace, gions.]: "I do by no means persuade you,"
all that you have lost in this time of tempest
says the king, " to do anything contrary to your
and trouble. "t
Covenant, but I desire you to consider whether
This was plain dealing: the king's best friends it be not a great step towards your reformation
prayed his majesty to consider his present cir- (which I take to be the chief end of your Covecumstances, and not hazard his crown for a nant), that the Presbyterial government be leform of church government or, if he had no gally settled. It is true, I desire that the liberregard to himself, to consider his royal posteri- ty of my own conscience, and those who are of
ty but the king replied, his conscience was the same opinion with myself, may be preservdearer to him than his crown
that tdl he had ed, which I confess does not as yet totally take
received better satisfaction about the Divine away Episcopal government.
But then considright of Episcopacy, and the obligation of his er, withal, that this will take away all the sucoronation oath, no considerations should pre- perstitious sects and heresies of the papists and
vail with him ;ij he told the officers of the army Independents, to which you are no less obliged
he neither could nor would take the Covenant, by your Covenant than to the taking away ol
till he had heard from the queen.
Which was Episcopacy. And this that I demand is likely
only an excuse to gain time to divide his ene- to be but temporary, for if it be so clear, as you
mies, for the king had then actually heard from believe, that Episcopacy is unlawful, I doubt
his queen by Monsieur Bellievre, the French not but God will so enlighten my eyes that I
ambassador, who pressed his majesty, pursuant shall soon perceive it, and then I promise to conto positive instructions given him for that pur- cur with you fully in matters of religion
but I
* The commissioners of both kingdoms, on their am sure you cannot imagine that there are any
hopes
converting
of
or
silencing
the
Independent
knees, begged of him to do it.
Whitelocke's Memoirs.
party, which undoubtedly will get a toleration in
p. 223.— Ed.
religion from the Parliament of England, unless
t Hamilton's Memoirs, p. 281, 285.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

—

I Rapin, vol.

ii., p. 524
and Rushworth, vol. vi.,
Duke of Hamilton's Memoirs, p. 281.
This clause is not in the Memoirs of the duke
and, as Mr. Neal has not particularly referred to his
auth^rity for it, Dr. Grey expressed his fears that it
is an interpolation.
Ed.

p. 319.

(j

II

Vol. II.—E

;

* Clarendon, vol. iii., p. 29, 31, 32
t Dr. Grey gives the king's answer at length from
collections of Dr. Philip Williams, president of

MS.
St.

X

John's College, Cambridge. Ed.
Duke of Hamilton's Memoirs, p. 286, 287.

t

;
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me

way that

I have proposed for the establishing of my crown or, at
do
this (which
me
to
not
press
you
do
least, that
is yet against my conscience) till I may do it
confident
which,
as
I
am
none
without sinning,
of you will persuade me to do, so I hope you
put
things
to
have so much charity as not to
such a desperate issue as to hazard the loss of
all, because for the present you cannot have
full satisfaction from me in point of religion, not
considering that, besides the other mischiefs that
may happen, it will infallibly set up the innumerable sects of the Independents, nothing being more against your Covenant than the sufferHis majesty
ing those schisms to increase."*
then added, " that he should be content to restrain Episcopal government to the diocesses of
Oxford, Winchester, Bath and Wells, and Exeter, leaving all the rest of England fully to the
Presbyterial discipline, with the strictest clauses that could be thought of in an act of Parliament against the papists and Independents."
But the Scots would abate nothing in the articles of religion, even for the overthrow of the
Duke Hamilton left no methods unsectaries.
attempted to persuade his majesty to comply,
but without effect.
When the king could not gain the commissioners, he applied by his friends to the Kirk,
who laid his proposals before the General Assembly, with his offer to make any declaration
they should desire against the Independents,
and that really, without any reserve or equivobut the Kirk were as peremptory as the
cation
commissioners they said the king's heart was
not with them, nor could they depend upon his
promises any longer than it was not in his pow-

you join with

in that

;

and the liberties of the kingdom, and so far as.
his majesty is for these we will be for him ; but
if his majesty will not satisfy the just desires
of his people, both nations are engaged to pursue the ends thereof, against all lets and impediments we therefore desire that those who are
intrusted with the public affairs of this kingdom
would still insist upon his majesty's settling religion according to the Covenant, as the only
means of preserving himself, his crown, and
posterity."
Upon reading this admonition of
the Kirk, the Scots Parliament resolved that his
majesty be desired to grant the whole propositions that in case of refusal, the kingdom should
be secured without him. They declared, farther, that the kingdom of Scotland could not
;

;

lawfully engage for the king as long as he refused to take the Covenant, and give them satisfaction in point of religion.*
Nor would they
admit him to come into Scotland unless he
gave a satisfactory answer to the proposition
lately presented to him in the name of both

kingdoms.

The resolutions above mentioned were not
in form to the king till the beginging of January, when the Scots commissionerspressing him again in the most humble and importunate manner to give them satisfaction, at
least in the point of religion, his majesty remained immovable ; which being reported back
to Edinburgh, the question was put in that Parliament, whether they should leave the king in
England to his two houses of Parliament 1 and

communicated

was carried in the affirmative. January 16 a
declaration was published in the name of the
whole kingdom of Scotland, wherein they say^
" that when his majesty came to their army before Newark, he professed that he absolutely
er to set them aside.t
In the mean lime, the English Parliament resolved to comply with his Parliaments in evin
were debating with the Scots commissioners at erything for settling of truth and peace
London, the right of disposing of the king's per- confidence whereof the committees of the kingson, the latter claiming an equal right to him dom of Scotland declared to himself, and to thewith the former and the Parliament voted that kingdom of England, that they received him
the kingdom of Scotland had no joint right to into their protection only upon these terms,
dispose of the person of the king in the kingdom since which time propositions of peace have
of England.
To which the Scots would hardly been presented to his majesty for the royal ashave submitted had it not been for fear of en- sent, with earnest supplications to the same
gaging in a new war, and losing all their arrears. purpose, but without effect. The Parliament
His majesty would willingly have retired into of Scotland therefore being now to recall their
Scotland, but the clergy of that nation would army out of England, considering that his majnot receive him, as appears by their solemn esty in several messages has desired to be near
warning to all estates and degrees of persons his two houses of Parliament, and that the Parthroughout the land, dated December 17, 1646, liament has appointed his majesty to reside at
in which they say, " So long as his majesty Holmby House with safety to his royal person ;
does not approve in his heart, and seal with his and in regard of his majesty's not giving a sathand, the League and Covenant, we cannot but isfactory answer to the propositions for peace ;
apprehend that, according to his former princi- and from a desire to preserve a right underples, he will walk contrary to it, and study to standing between the two kingdoms, and for
draw us into the violation of it. Besides, our preventing new troubles, the States of Parliareceiving his majesty into Scotland at this time ment of the kingdom of Scotland do declare
will confirm the suspicion of the English nation their concurrence for the king's majesty's going
of our underhand dealing with him before he to Holmby House, to remain there till he give
came into our army. Nor do we see how it is satisfaction about the propositions for peace ;
consistent with our Covenant and treaties but, and that, in the mean time, there be no harm,
on the contrary, it would involve us in the guilt prejudice, injury, or violence done to his royal
of perjury, and expose us to the hazard of a person; that there be no change of government
bloody war.
are bound by our Covenant to and that his posterity be no way prejudiced in
defend the king's person and authority, in the their lawful succession to the crown and govdefence and preservation of the true religion. ernment of these kingdoms."!
While the Parliament and Kirk of Scotland
* Rushworth, p. 328.
were debating the king's proposals, his majesty
+ Duke of Hamilton's Memoirs, p. 288.
Rushworth, p. 392,
t Ibid., p. 396.
j Hamilton's Memoirs, p. 298. Rushworth, p. 380.
;

it

;

;

;

;
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in the most
pressing terms, for a personal treaty at London
" It is your king," says he in his letter of December 10, " that desires to be heard, the which,
if refused to a subject by a king, he would be
thought a tyrant; wherefore I conjure you, as
you would show yourselves really what you
profess, good Christians and good subjects, that
you accept this offer." But the houses were

wrote to the Parliament of England,

:

afraid to trust his majesty in London, and therefore appointed commissioners to receive him
from the Scots,* and convoy him to Holmby

House in Northamptonshire, where he arrived
February 6, 1 646-7. t The sum of £200,000,
being half the arrears due to the Scots army,
having been paid them by agreement before they
marched out of Newcastle, it has been commonAn unjust and
ly said. They sold their king.
malicious aspersion
It ought to be considered, that the money was their due before the
king delivered himself into their hands for that,
in settling the accounts between the two nations, his majesty's name was not mentioned ,%
that it was impossible to detain him without a
war with England and that the officers of the
army durst not carry the king to Edinburgh, because both Parliament and Kirk had declared
against receiving him.^
!

;

;

* The king happened to be playing at chess when
he was informed of the resolution of the Scots nation
to deliver him up but, such command of temper did
he enjoy, he continued his game without interruption,
and none of the by-standers could perceive that the
letter which he perused had brought him news of
any consequence. He admitted the English commissioners who, some days after, came to take him into
custody, to kiss his hands, and received them with
the same grace and cheerfulness as if they had travelled on no other errand but to pay court to hun.
Hmne's History of England, vol. vii., 8vo, 1763, p. 81,
82.— Ed.
+ Holmby House was one of his nineteen palaces.
When Duke of York, it had been purchased for him
by his mother, Anne of Denmark, who little anticipated that it would ever become the prison of her favourite child. It was soon after pulled down by a
decree of the Parhament. C.
;

—

t Vide Rapin, vol. li., p. 325, folio edition.
^ Mr. Neal is supported in his account of this
transaction by General Ludlow, who farther says,
that the condition on which the money was paid was,
to deliver up (not the king, but) Berwick, Newcastle,
and Carlisle to the Parliament that it was far from
truth that this was the price of the king, for the Parliament freely gi-anted to the Scots that ihey might
carry him, if they pleased, to Edinburgh, but they refused it and that it was the king's desire to be removed into the southern parts of England. The
Scots nation, however, underwent, and still undergo,
the reproach of selling their king, and bargainhig
their prince for money.
It has been argued that the
Parliament would never have parted with so considerable a sum had they not been previously assured
of receiving the king. It is a very evident fact, that
while the Scots were demanding the arrears due to
them, another point of treaty between them and the
Parliament, if it were not the explicit and avowed
condition of complying with that requisition, was the
delivering up the king.
The unhappy monarch was
considered and treated as the prisoner of those to
he fled for protection. Instead of declining to
receive him, or afterward permitting him to take his
own steps, they retained him, and disposed of him as
a captive, as their interest or policy dictated. Was
honour or justice in this cass consulted ? Alas they
are seldom consulted by political parties.
Leittr
from General Ludlow to Dr. Hollivgworth, 4to, 1662, p.
;

;

whom

!

A

But how amazing was his majesty's conduct f
cross and inconsistent proposals did he
make at this time
While he was treating with

What

!

the Scots, and offering to concur in the severest
measures against the Independents, he was list-

ening to the offers of those very Independents toset him upon the throne, without taking the Covenant, or renouncing the liturgy of the Church,
provided they might procure a toleration for
themselves.
This agreeing with the king's inclinations, had too great a hearing from bim^
says Bishop Burnet, till Lauderdale wrote from
London, " that he was infallibly sure they designed the destruction of monarchy, and the ruia
of the king and his posterity
but that if he
would consent to the propositions, all would be
well, in spite of the devil and the Independentstoo."*
If his majesty had in good earnest fallen in with the overtures of the army at this time,
I am of opinion they would have set him uponthe throne, without the shackles of the ScotsCovenant.
While the king was at Holmby House, he was^
attended with great respect, t and suffered to
divert himself at bowls with gentlemen in the
neighbouring villages, under a proper guard.
The Parliament appointed two of their clergy,
viz., Mr. Caryl and Mr. Marshal, to preach in thechapel, morning and afternoon, on the Lord'sDay, and perform the devotions of the chapel
on week-days, but his majesty never gave his
attendance. t He spent his Sundays in private ;
and though they waited at table, he would not so
much as admit them to ask a blessing.
Before the king removed from Newcastle, the
Parliament put the finishing hand to the destruction of the hierarchy, by abolishing the very
names and titles of archbishops, bishops, &c.,
and alienating their revenues for payment of the
public debts.
This was done by two ordinances, bearing date October 9, and November 16,.
1646, entitled " Ordinances for abolishing archbishops and bishops, and providing for the payment of the just and necessary debts of the kingdom, into which the same has been drawn by awar, mainly promoted by and in favour of the
said archbishops, bishops, and other their adherents and dependants." The ordinance appoints,.
" that the name, title, style, and dignity of Arch;

Mrs. Macaulay's History, vol. iv., p. 271, 8vo.
67.
Hume's History of England, vol. vii., 8vo, 1763, p.
79-Sl and Whitelocke's Memorials, 'p. 2^0. Dr. Grey
has bestowed thirteen pages on this point, chiefly to
show that i:400,000 could not be due as arrears to
the Scots, and to advance against them the charge
of selling the king.
He informs us, that the i:200,O0C
immediately paid to them was borrowed of the Gt>l^*
smiths' Company. To Mr. Neal's reflection on the
imputation cast on the Scots of selling their king,
that it is an unjust and malicious aspersion, Bishop>
Warburton retorts, " The historian, before he said
this, should have seen whether he could answerthese two questions in the affirmative. Would theEnglish have paid the arrears without the person of
the king ? Would the Scots have given up the king
if they could have had the arrears without ?"— Ed.
* Hamilton's Memoirs, p. 288.
t But his situation here, independently of confinement, was made unpleasant to him, as his old servants were dismissed, and he was not allowed the attendance of his own chaplains. His majesty remonstrated on this last circumstance in a letter to the
House of Peers, but without effect— Clarendon, vol.
iii., p. 39.— Ed.
% Clarendon, vol, iii., p. 38.
;

•
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bishop of Canterbury, Archbishop of York, Bish.op of Winchester, Bishop of Durham, and all
•other bishops of any bishoprics within the kingdom of England and dominion of Wales, be,
from and after September 5, 1646, wholly aboland all and every person
ished and taken away
and persons are to be thenceforth disabled to
hold the place, function, or style of archbishop
or bishop of any church, see, or diocess, now

I

|

!

j

;

established or erected within the kingdom of
England, dominion of Wales, or town of Berwick-on-Tweed or to use, or put in use, any
archiepiscopal or episcopal jurisdiction or authority whatsoever, any law, statute, usage, or
custom to the contrary notwithstanding."*
By the ordinance of November 16, it is farther ordained, " that all counties palatine, hon;

ours, manors, lordships, styles, circuits, precincts, castles, granges, messuages, mills, lands,
tenements, meadows, pastures, parsonages, ap-

propriate tithes, oblations, obventions, pensions,
portions of tithes, vicarages, churches, chap'<^ advowsons, donations, nominations, rights
,«f patronage and presentations, parks, woods,
rents, reversions, services, annuities, franchises,
liberties, privileges, immunities, rights of action
and of entry, interests, titles of entry, conditions, commons, court-leets and court-barons,
and all other possessions and hereditaments
whatsoever, which now are, or within ten years
before the beginning of the present Parliament
were, belonging to the said archbishops and bishops, archbishoprics or bishoprics, or any of them,
together with all chattels, deeds, books, aceompts, rolls, and other writings and evidences
•».hatsoever, concerning the premises, which did
Taelong to any of the said archbishops, bishops,

&c.,t are vested and settled, adjudged and deemto be, in the real and actual possession and
seizin of the twenty-four trustees mentioned in
the ordinance, their heirs and assigns, upon trust
that they shall dispose of the same, and the rents
and profits thereof, as both houses of Parliament
shall order and appoint, i. c, for payment of the
'public debts, and other necessary charges occa-

ed

sioned by the war, promoted chiefly by and in
favour of the said hierarchy, saving and excepting all tithes appropriate, oblations, obventions,
and portions of tithes, &c., belonging to the said
archbishops, bishops, and others of the said hierarchy all which, together with £30,000 yearly rent belonging to the crown, they reserve for
the maintenance of preaching ministers. The
.trustees are not to avoid any lease made for
ithree lives, or twenty-one years, provided the
said lease or leases were not obtained since the
;

lands were at first mortgaged as a security for
several large sums of money, which the Parliament borrowed at eight per cent, interest. Several members of Parliament, and officers of the
army, afterward purchased them at low rates,

;

;

i

but the bargain proved dear enough in the end.
.\nd surely it was wrong to set them to sale ;
the lands having been originally given for the
service of religion, ought to have been continued for such uses, and the substance of the donors' intentions pursued, unless it appeared that
too great a proportion of the national property
had been settled in mortmain. But herein they
followed the ill examples of the kings and queena
of England at the Reformation.
The Presbyterians were now in the height o(
their power, the hierarchy being destroyed, the
king their prisoner, and the best, if not all, the
livings in the kingdom distributed among them
yet still they were dissatisfied for want of the
top-stone to their new building, which was
church power; the pulpits and conversation of
the city were filled with invectives against the
men in power, because they would not leave
the Church independent on the State the Presbyterian ministers were very troublesome, the
Parliament being teased every week with church
grievances of one kind or another December
19, the lord-mayor and his brethren went up to
Westminster with a representation of some of
them, and a petition for redress. The grievances were,
1. " The contempt that began to be put upon
the Covenant, some refusing to take it, and oththey therefore
ers declaiming loudly against it
pray that it may be imposed upon the whole
houses shall
the
penalties
as
nation, under such
think fit
and that such as refuse it be disqualtrust.
ified from all places of profit and
the
2. " The growth of heresy and schism
pulpits having been often usurped by preaching
soldiers, who infected all places where they
came with dangerous errors they therefore
pray that all such persons may be forbid to
preach as have not taken the Covenant, and
been regularly ordained, and that all separate
congregations, the very nurseries of damnable
that an ordinance
heretics, may be suppressed
be made for the exemplary punishment of hereall godly and or
that
tics and schismatics, and
thodox ministers may have a competent maintenance, many pulpits being vacant of a settled
and here," say they
minister for want of it
" we would lay the stress of our desires, and th;i
urgency of our aflTections." They complain, far
ther, of the " undue practices of country com
mittees, of the threatening power of the army,
and of some breaches in the Constitution all
which they desire may be redressed, and that
his majesty's royal person and authority may be
preserved and defended, together with the liberties of the kingdom, according to the Cove;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of December, 1641. They are empowered to appoint proper officers to survey, and
take a particular estimate of all the bishops'
lands, to receive the rents and profits of them,
and to make a sufficient title to such as shall
purchase them, by order of Parliament. "t By
virtue of this ordinance, the trustees were em- nant."
To satisfy the petitioners, the House of Compowered to pay, or cause to be paid, to the AsDecember 31,
sembly of Divines, their constant salary allowed mons published a declaration,
"
they express their dislike of layall
with
wherein
Parliament,
of
them by a former order
their resolution to proceed against
their arrears, out of the rents, revenues, and prof- preachers, and
as shall take upon them to preach or
its belonging to the late Archbishop of Canter- all such
Scriptures in any church or chapel,
bury, till such time as the said lands and reve- expound the
public place, except they be orother
churchor any
nues shall happen to be sold. These
either here or in some other Reformed
dained
* Husband's Collection, p. 022.
Churches likewise against all such ministers
i Scobel, p. 100, 102, 103.
t Rushworth, p. 377.

month

;

;

;
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and others as shall publish, or maintain by
preaching, writing, printing, or any other way,
anything against or in derogation of the church
government which is now established by authorand also against all and
ity of Parlianient
every person or persons who shall willingly or
purposely interrupt or disturb a preacher in the
public exercise of his functions; and they command all officers of the peace, and officers of
the army, to take notice of this declaration, and
by all lawful means to prevent offences of this
kind, to apprehend offenders, that a course may
be speeddy taken for a due punishment to be
inflicted upon them." The House of Lords published an order, bearing date December 22, requiruig the headboroughs and constables, in the
several parishes of England and Wales, to arrest
the bodies of such persons as shall disturb any
minister in holy orders, in the exercise of his
public calling, by speech or action, and carry
them before some justice of peace, who is required to put the laws in execution against them.
February 4, they published an ordinance to prevent the growth and spreading of errors, heresies, and blasphemies
but these orders not
coming up to their Covenant uniformity, the
lord-mayor and common council presented another petition to the two houses March 17, and
appointed a committee to attend the Parliament
from day to day, tUl their grievances were redressed, of which we shall hear more under the

Church, London, a zealous Presbyterian, who^
became remarkable by a book entitled Gangraemany of the errors, lieresies, blasphemies, and pernicious practices of
this time
in the epistle dedicatory he calls
upon the higher powers to rain down all their
vengeance upon these deluded people, in the
•'
following language
You have done worthily
against papists, prelates, and scandalous ministers, in casting down images, altars, crucifixes,
throwing out ceremonies, &c., but what have
you done," says he, " against heresy, schism,
disorder, against Seekers, Anabaptists, Antinomians, Brownists, Libertines, and other sects'?
You have made a reformation, but with the reformation have we not worse things come upon
us than we had before, as denying the Scriptures, pleading for toleration of all religions and
worships
yea, for blasphemy, and denying
na, or a catalogue of

;

;

:

;

is a God
You have put down the ComPrayer, and there are many among us that
are for putting down the Scriptures.
You have
broken down the images of the Trinity, and we
have those who oppose the Trinity. You havecast out bishops and their officers, and we have
many that cast down to the ground all ministers.
You have cast out ceremonies in the
sacraments, as the cross, kneeling at the Lord's
Supper, and many cast out the sacraments themselves.
You have put down saints' days, and
many make nothing of the Lord's Day. Yoa
have taken away the superfluous maintenance
of bishops and deans, and we have many that
cry down the necessary maintenance of ministers.
In the bishops' days we had singing of

there

;

next year.

We

have already accounted

rise of the sectarians in the

for the

unhappy

army when

it

!

mon

was

new-modelled, who were now grown so extravagant as to call for some proper restraint, the psalms taken away in some places, conceived
mischief being spread not only over the whole prayer, preaching, and in their room anthems^
country, but into the city of London itself: it stinted forms, and reading brought in and nowwas first pleaded in excuse for this practice, singing of psalms is spoken against, publie
that a gifted brother had better preach and pray prayer questioned, and all ministerial preaching
to the people than nobody
but now learning, denied. In the bishops' time popish innovations
good sense, and the rational interpretation of were introduced, as bowing at altars, &c., and
Scripture, began to be cried down, and every now we have anointing the sick with oil
there
bold pretender to inspiration was preferred to we had bishoping of children, now we have bishthe most grave and sober divines of the age
oping of men and women, by laying on of hands.
some advanced themselves into the rank of In the bishops' days we had the fourth comprophets, and others uttered all such crude, un- mandment taken away, and now all ten are tadigested absurdities as came first into their ken away by the Antinomians.
The worst of
minds, calling them the dictates of the Spirit the prelates held many sound doctrines and had
within them
by which the public peace was many commendable practices, but many of our
frequently disturbed, and great numbers of ig- sectaries deny all principles of religion, are ennorant people led into the belief of the most emies to all holy duties, order, learning, overdangerous errors. The Assembly of Divines throwing all, being whirligig spirits, and the
did what they could to stand in the gap, by wri- great opinion of a universal toleration tends to
ting against them, and publishing a Detestation the laying all waste, and dissolution of all reliof the Errors of the Times.
The Parliament gion and good manners. Now," says our aualso appointed a fast on that account February thor, " a connivance at, and suffering without
4, 1645-6, and many books were published punishment, such false doctrines and disorders,
against the Antinomians, Anabaptists, Seekers, provokes God to send judgments.
A toleration
&,c., not forgetting the Independents, whose in- doth eclipse the glory of the most excellent
sisting upon a toleration was reckoned the inlet Reformation, and makes these sins to be the
to all the rest.
sins of the Legislature that countenances them.
The most furious writer against the sectaries A magistrate should use coercive power to
was Mr. Thomas Edwards,* minister of Christ punish and suppress evils, as appears from the
example of Eli. Now, right honourable, though
* He was origiualiy of the University of Cam- you do not own these
heresies, but have put out
bridge, but in 1623 was incorporaled at Oxford.
At several orders against them, yet there is a
the beginning of the civil wars he joined the Parliastrange, unheard-of suffering of them, such a
ment, embarked all that was dear to him in the cause
of the people, whom he excited to pro.secute :he war one as there hardly ever was the like under any
by the strain of his prayers and sermons, and advan- orthodox Christian magistrate and state. Manyced money to carry it on.— Wood's Athena Oxonien- sectaries are countenanced and employed ia
ses, vol. i., p. 846.— Ed.
places of trust
there has not been any exem;

;

;

;

I

:

;

;
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Mr. Herbert Palmer (an anti-Independent to the

plary restraint of the sectaries, by virtue of any

height), being convinced that Mr.

of your ordinances, but they are slighted and
preaching of laymen was never more
scorned
in request than since your ordinance against it
Presbyterial government never more preached
and printed against than since it was establishOur dear brethren of Scotland stand amaed.
the
zed, and are astonished at these things
orthodox ministers and people both in city and
country are grieved and discouraged, and the
;

common enemy

it is
scorns and blasphemes
high time, therefore, for your honours to suffer
no longer these sects and schisms, but to do
something vv-orthy of a Parliament against
.-Ihem, and God will be with you."
After this dedication tliere are one hundred
and seventy-six erroneous passages collected
from sundry pamphlets printed about this time,
and from the reports of friends in all ])arts of the
kingdom, to whom he sent for materials to fill
up his book however, the heretics are at length
reduced under sixteen general heads.
;

;

;

1.

Arminians.
ll.Perfectists.
Libertines.
12. Socinians.
Familists.
13. Arians.
9. Enthusiasts. 14. Antitrinitarians.

Independents.

7.

Millenaries.

4.

Antinomians.

5.

Anabaptists.

;

6.

2. Brovvnists.
-3.

8.

10.

Seekers.
16. Skeptics.

;

15. Antiscripturists.

;

The industrious writer might have enlarged
catalogue with papists and prelates, Deists,
Ranters, Behemenists, &c., &c., or, if he had
pleased, a less number might have served his
turn, for very few of these sectaries were collected into societies
but his business was to
blacken the adversaries of Presbyterian uniformity, that the Parliament might crush thein
by sanguinary methods. Among his heresies
there are some which do not deserve that name
and among his errors, some that never grew
into a sect, but fell occasionally from the pen
or lips of some wild enthusiast, and died with
the author. The Independents are put at the
head of the sectaries, because they were for
toleration of all Christians who agreed in the
fundamentals of religion to prove this, which
they never denied, he has collected several pasone Indesages out of their public prayers
pendent minister (says he) prayed that Presbytery might be removed and the kingdom of
another prayed two or three
Christ set up
times that the Parliament might give liberty to
tender consciences another thanked God for
the liberty of conscience granted in America
and said, Why, Lord, not in England! Another prayed, Since God had delivered both
Presbyterians and Independents from prelatical
bondage, that the former might not be guilty
The
of bringing their brethren into bondage.
reader will judge of the spirit of this writer by
the foregoing specimen of his performance,
which I should not have thought worth remembering, if our church writers had not reported
" I
the state of religion from his writings.
Ivnew Mr. Edwards very well," says Fuller,*
" my contemporary in Queen's College, who
often was transported beyond due bounds with
the keenness and eagerness of his spirit, and
therefore I have just cause in some things to
suspect him."
He adds, farther, "I am most
credibly informed, by such who I am confident
will not abuse me and posterity therein, that

.his

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Appeal,

p. 58.

Edwards had

some falsehoods in one sheet of his
Gangraena, proffered to have the sheet reprinted
at his own charge, but some accident obstructed it." However, our author went on publishing a second and third Gangraena, full of most
bitter invectives and reproaches, till his own
friends were nauseated with his performances.
The Reverend Mr.' Baxter, who attended the
victorious army, mentions the Independents,
Anabaptists, and Antinomians, as the chief separatists, to whom he adds some other names, as
Seekers, Ranters, Behemenists, Vanists, all
which died in their infancy, or united in the people afterward known by the name of Quakers
but when he went into the army he found " almost one half of the religious party among them
orthodox, or but very lightly touched with the
above-mentioned mistakes, and almost another
half honest men, that had stepped farther into
the contending way than they ought, but with
a little help might be recovered a few fiery,
self-conceited men among them, kindled the
rest, and made all the noise and bustle
for the
greatest part of the common soldiers were ignothese would do
rant men, and of little religion
anything to please their officers, and were instruments for the seducers in their great work,
which was to cry down the Covenant, to vilify
parish ministers, and especially the Scots and
the Presbyterians."
Mr. Baxter observes,* that
" these fiery, hot men were hatched among the
old Separatists that they were fierce with pride,
and conceit, and uncharitableness, but many of
the honest soldiers, who were only tainted with
some doubts about liberty of conscience and independency, would discourse of the points of
sanctification and Christian experience very savourily
the seducers above mentioned were
great preachers and fierce disputants, but of no
printed

;

;

;

settled principles of religion

some were of level-

;

ling principles as to the state, but all

were agreed

that the civil magistrate had nothing to do in
matters of religion, any farther than to keep the
The
peace, and protect the Church liberties."
same writer adds, " To speak impartially, some
of the Presbyterian ministers frightened the sectaries into this fury, by the unpeaceablenessand
impatience of their minds they ran from libertinism into the other extreme, and were so
little sensible of their own infirmity, that they
would not have them tolerated who were not
only tolerable, but worthy instruments and memLord Clarendon says,
bers in the churches."
that Cromwell and his officers preached and
prayed publicly with their troops, and admitted
few or no chaplains in the army, e.xcept such as
bitterly inveighed against the Presbyterian government, as more tyrannical than Episcopacy;
and that the common soldiers, as well as the
officers, did not only pray and preach themselves,
but went up mto the pulpits in all churches, and
preached to the people, who quickly became inwomen as well as
spired with the same spirit
men taking upon them to pray and preach
which made as great a noise and confusion in
all opinions concerning religion as there was in
the civil government of the state.
Bishop Bramhall, in one of his letters to Archbishop Usher, writes, that " the papists took
;

;

;

*

Baxter's Life,

p. 53.

;
;
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advantage of these confusions, and sent over
above one hundred of their clergy, that had been
educated in France, Italy, and Spain, by order
from Rome. In these nurseries the scholars
were taught several handicraft trades and callings, according to their ingenuities, besides their
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ter for taking part with the Parliament, which
he says was owing to his pride and vanity.
The earl's countenance appeared stern and sol-

emn, but

to his familiar acquaintance his behaviour was mild and affable. Upon the whole,
he was a truly great and excellent person his
death was an unspeakable loss to the king, for
he was the only nobleman, perhaps, in the
kingdom who had interest enough with both
parties to have put an end to the civil war, at
the very time when Providence called him out
;

they have many yet
functions in the Church
at Paris," says the bishop, " fitting up to be sent
over, who twice in the week oppose one the oth«r one pretending Presbytery, the other Independency some Anabaptism, and others conThe hundred that went over this of the world.
trary tenets.
Among the remarkable divines may be reck3'ear," according to the bishop, " were most of
But oned the reverend and learned Mr. Thomas
the Parliament army."*
in
soldiers
them
Mr. Baxter,! after a most diligent inquiry, de- Colman, rector of St. Peter's Church in Cornhe was born at Oxford, and entered in
clares " that he could not find them out ;" which hill
" The Magdalen College in the seventeenth year of
renders the bishop's account suspected.
most that I could suspect for papists among his age he afterward became so perfect a
Cromwell's soldiers," says he, " were but a few master of the Hebrew language, that he was
that began as strangers among the common sol- commonly called Rabbi Colman. In the begindiers, and by degrees rose up to some inferior of- ning of the civil war he left his rectory of Blypersecuted from
ficers, but none of the superior officers seemed ton in Lincolnshire, being
such." The body of the army had a vast aver- thence by the cavaliers. Upon his coming to
sion to the papists, and the Parliament took all London, he was preferred to the rectory of St.
occasions of treating them with rigour for, Peter's, Cornhill, and made one of the AssemJune 30, Morgan, a priest, was drawn, hanged, bly of Divines. Mr. Wood says he behaved
and quartered, for going out of the kingdom to modestly and learnedly in the Assembly and
receive orders from Rome, and then returning Mr. Fuller gives him the character of a modest
However, without all question, both and learned divine ;* he was equally an enemy
again.
Church and State were in the utmost disor- to Presbytery and prelacy, being of Erastian
he fell sick while the Assembly
der and confusion at the close of this year principles
was debating the jus divinum of Presbytery
[1646].
Among the illustrious men of the Parlia- and when they sent some of their members to
ment's side who died about this time, was Rob- visit him, he desired they would not come to
ert D'Evereux, earl of Essex, son of the famous an absolute determination till they heard what
he was educa- he had to offer upon the question but his disfavourite of Queen Elizabeth
ted to arms in the Netherlands, and afterward temper increased, he died in a few days, and
of
Bohemia
for the
Queen
King
and
served the
* Colman preached a sermon before the House
recovery of the Palatinate. King Charles I.
made him lieutenant of his army in his expedi- of Commons, 30th July, 1645, on the Unity of the
how to promote it. For this he gives
tion against the Scots, and lord-chamberlain of Church and
several directions, of which the following are the
but the earl, being unwilling to
the household
chief: " 1. Estabhsh as few things ^ure divino as can
go into the arbitrary measures of the court in well be. Hold out the practice, but not the ground.
favour of popery and slavery, engaged on the 2. Let all precepts held out as Divine institutions have
side of the Parliament, and accepted of the clear Scriptures an occasional practice, a phrase
commission of captain-general of their forces, upon the by, a thing named, are too weak grounds to
for which the king proclaimed him a traitor. uphold such a building. I could never yet see how
He was a person of great honour, and served two coordinate governments, exempt fiom superiorand in Scripinferiority, can be in one state
the Parhament with fidelity but being of opin- ity and
ture no such thing is found that I know of 3. Lay
ion that the war should be ended rather by no more burden of government upon the shoulders
by
did
always
treaty than
conquest,
not
push of ministers than Christ hath plainly laid upon them
Upon the let them have no more hand therein than the Holy
his successes as far as he might.
new modelling of the army, the cautious gen- Ghost clearly gives them. The ministers will have
eral was dismissed with an honourable pension other work to do, and such as will take up the whole
after which he retired to man. I ingenuously profess I have a heart that knows
for his past services
govern I fear an
his house at Eltham, in Kent, where he died of better how to be governed than to
ambitious ensnarement, and I have cause. I sea
a lethargy, occasioned by overheating himself in
what raised prelacy and papacy to such height, and
the chase of a stag in Windsor Forest, Sep- what their practices were, being so raised. Give us
tember 14, 1646, in the fifty-fifth year of his doctrine; take you the government. Give me leave
He was buried with great funeral solem- to make this request, in the name of the ministry
age.t
nity in Westminster Abbey, October 22, at the give lis two things, and we shall do well give us
public expense, both houses of Parliament at- learning, and give us a competency. 4. A Christian
tending the procession. His effigy was after- magistrate, as a Christian magistrate, is a governor
All magistrates, it is true, are not
ward erected in Westminster Hall, but some of in the Church. th^t
is their fault
all should be and
Christians but
the king's party found means in the night to cut when they are, they are to manage their office under
off the head, and break the sword, arms, and and for Christ. Christ hath placed governments in
escutcheons. Mr. Vines preached his funeral his Church. Of other governments besides magis;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

sermon, and gave him a very high encomium,
though Lord Clarendon has stained his charac-

;

I find all
tracy I find no institution of them I do.
government given to Christ, and to Christ as mediator and Christ, as head of these, given to the Church.
To rob the kingdom of Christ of the magistrate and
his governing power, I cannot excuse, no, not from
;

;

* Parr's Life of Usher, p. 611.
t Baxter's Life, p. 78.
t Ludlow, p. 186, or 4to edition, 1771, p. 79.

a kind of sacrilege,

if

the magistrate be His."

— C.

—

—

.
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the whole Assembly did him the honour to attend his funeral in a body, March 30, 1646.*
About the middle of July died the learned
Doctor William Twisse, vicar of Newbury, and
he was
prolocutor of the Assembly of Divines
;

born at Speenham-Land, near Newbury, in
Berkshire his father was a substantial clothier
in that town, and educated his son at Winchester School, from whence he was translated to
;

New College, in Oxford, of which lie was fellow here he employed himself in the study of
divinity, with the closest application, for sixIn the year 1604 he proteen years together.
jeeded master of arts about the same time he
jntered into holy orders, and became a diligent
and frequent preacher he was admired by the
universities for his subtle wit, exact judgment,
exemplary life and conversation, and many
other valuable qualities which became a man
of his function.
In the year 1604 he proceeded doctor of divinity, after which he travelled into Germany, and became chaplain to the
princess palatine, daughter of King James
I.
After his return to England, he was made
vicar of Newbury, where he gained a vast reputation by his useful preaching and exemplary
living.
His most able adversaries have confessed that there was nothing then extant more
accurate and full, touching the Arminian conand hardly
troversy, than what he published
any who have written upon this argument since
the publishing of Dr. Twisse's works but have
made an honourable mention of him.f The
doctor was offered the prebend of Winchester,
and several preferments in the Church of England the States of Friesland invited him to the
professorship of divinity in their University of
Franeker, but he refused all. In the beginning
of the civil war he was forced from his living
at Newbury by the cavaliers, and upon convening the Assembly of Divines, was appointed
;

;

;

;

thrown, with several others, into a hole in the
churchyard of St. Margaret's, before the back
door of the lodgings of one of the prebendaries.
Towards the end of the year died the reverend and pious Mr. Jeremiah Burroughs
he
was educated in Cambridge, but obliged to quit
the university and kingdom for nonconformity
;

in the late times.*
Upon his leaving England
he was chosen minister of an English congregation at Rotterdam, with which he continued
till the year 1642, when he returned to England,
and became preacher to two of the largest and

most numerous congregations about London,
viz.. Stepney and Cripplegate.
He was one of
the dissenting brethren in the Assembly, but
was a divine of great candour, modesty, and
charity.
He never gathered a separate congregation, nor accepted of a parochial living,
exhausting his strength in continual preaching,
and other services of the Church. He was an
excellent scholar, a good expositor, a popular
preacher he published several treatises while
he lived, and his friends have published many
others since his death, which have met with a.
general acceptance.
It was said the divisions
of the times broke his heart, because one of the
last subjects he preached upon, and printed,
was his Irenicum, or an attempt to heal divisions among Christians. Mr. Baxter used to say,,
if all the Presbyterians had been like Mr. Marshal, and the Independents like Mr. Burroughs,
their differences might easily have been compromised.
He died of a consumptive illness,
November 14, 1646, about the forty-seventli.
year of his age.
;

;

CHAPTER

VIII.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE .\SSEMBLY UPON THEIR
FESSIOX OF

F.'IITH

.\ND C.\TECHISMS.

CON'-

PROVIN-

by Parliament their prolocutor, in which station
THE KING T.AKEN
CIAL .ASSEMBLIES OF LONDON.
he continued to his death, which happened, afOUT OF THE P.\RLIAMENT's CUSTODY, AND CONter a lingering indisposition, about the 20th of
VEYED TO THE ARMY. CONTROVERSY BETWEEN
July, 1646, in the seventy-first year of his age.
THE PARLIAMENT AND ARMY. HIS MAJESTY'S
He died in very necessitous circumstances,
CONDUCT. HE ESCAPES FROM HAMPTON COURT,
having lost all his substance by the king's solAND IS CONFINED IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
diers, insomuch that, when some of the AssemThe Rev. Mr. Charles Herle succeeded to
bly were deputed to visit him in his sickness,
the prolocutor's chair by order of Parliament,
they reported that he was very sick and in great
the lateDr. Twisse,.
straits.
He was allowed to be a person of ex- July 22, 1646, in theroom'of
when the discipline of the Church being pretty
tensive knowledge in school divinity, a subtle
well settled, it was moved to finish their condisputant,^ and, withal, a modest, humble, and

—

He was buried, at the request
of the Assembly, in the collegiate church of St.
Peter's, Westminster, near the upper end of the
poor folks' table, next the vestry, July 24, and
was attended by the whole Assembly of Divines there his body rested till the restoration
of King Charles II., when his hones were dug
up by order of council, September 14, 1661, and
religious person.

fession of faith.

;

—

ii.,

p.

40.— Ed.

,

English divines would

the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England, but the Scots insisting on a system of theit

own, a committee was appointed
terials

for

names were,

to prepare

ma

their
purpose May 9, 1645
Dr. Gouge, Dr. Hoyle, Mr. Herle,

this

:

* Church History, b. ix., p. 213.
Wood's Athen,
Oxon., vol. li., p. 62.
+ Anthenae Oxon., vol. ii., p. 40, 41.
i He distinguished himself by liis writings against
Arminianism. The most learned of that party confessed that there was nothing more accurate, exact,
and full, on that controversy, than his works. His
plain preaching was esteemed good his solid disputations were accounted, by some, better; and his pious way of living was reckoned by others, especially
the Puritans, best of all.
Wood's Alhenm Oxon. vol.

The

have been content with revising and explaining

;

Gataker, Tuckney, Reynolds, and Vines, with
the Scots divines, who, having first settled the
titles of the several chapters, as they now stand
in their confession of faith, in number thirtytwo, distributed them, for greater expedition,
among several sub-committees, which sat two
* He for some time sheltered himself under the
hospitable roof of the Earl of Warwick.— Crra^^er's
History of En;;land, vol. if, p. 193, 8vo. This nobleman was a great patron of the Puritan divines and
not contented with hearing long sermons in their
congregations only, would have them repeated at his
;

own house.

Ibid., 116.

Ed.

;;

;
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gether by them for that Purpose."* The Parliament not thinking it proper to call it a confession of faith, because the sections did not begin with the words I confess ;t nor to annex
matters of church government, about which
they were not agreed, to doctrinal articles
those chapters, therefore, which relate to discipline, as they now stand in the x\ssembly's confession, were not printed by order of the House,
but recommitted, and at last laid aside
as the
whole thirtieth chapter, of church censures, and.
of the power of the keys the thirty-first chapter, of synods and councils, by whom to be called, and of what force in their decrees and determinations
a great part of the twenty-fourth
chapter, of marriage and divorce, which they
referred to the laws of the land
and the fourth
paragraph of the twentieth chapter, which determines what opinions and parties disturb the
red them to insert the proofs of the several arti- peace of the Church, and how such disturbers
cles in their proper places, and then to print six ought to be proceeded against by the censures
hundred copies,* and no more, for the perusal of the Church, and punished by the civil magisof the houses. The Rev. Mr. Wilson, Mr. By- trate. These propositions, in which the very
life and soul of Presbytery consists, never were
field, and Mr. Gower, were appointed, January
approved by the English Parliament, nor had the
6, to be a committee to collect the Scriptures for
which,
but the whole
force of a law in this country
confirmation of the several articles all
confession, as it came from the Assembly, being
after examination by the Assembly, were insertAnd then the whole con- sent into Scotland, was immediately approved
ed in the margin.
fession was committed once more to a review by the General Assembly and Parliament of
of the three committees, who made report to the that kingdom, as the established doctrine and
Assembly of such farther amendments as they discipline of their kirk ;t and thus it has been
which being agreed to by published to the world ever since, though the
thought necessary
the House, it was sent to the press. May 11, chapter above mentioned, relating to discipline,
1647.
Mr. Byfield, by order of the House of received no parliamentary sanction in England ;
Commons, delivered to the members the print- nevertheless, as the entire confession was agreed
ed copies of their confession of faith, with Scrip- to by an assembly of English divines, I have
given it a place in the Appendix.iji
ture notes, signed,
Nor is it to be supposed that the confession
Charles Herle, prolocutor
of faith itself, which determines so many abCorn. Burges, Herbert Palmer, assessors
Henry Roborough, Adoniram Byfield, scribes. struse points of divinity, should have the unaniAnd because no more were to be given out at mous and hearty assent of the whole Assembly
present, every member subscribed his name to or Parliament for though all the divines were in
the anti-Arminian scheme, yet some had a greatthe receipt thereof
The House of Commons began their examina- er latitude than others. I find in my MS. the
tion of this confession May 19, when they con- dissent of several members against some exsidered the whole first chapter article by arti- pressions relating to reprobation, to the imputation of the active as well as passive obedience
cle -,1 but the disturbances which arose between
the Parliament and army interrupted their pro- of Christ, and to several passages in the chapceeding the whole summer but when these ters of liberty of conscience and church disciwere quieted they resumed their work, and Oc-^ pline but the confession, as far as related to
tober 2, ordered a chapter of the confession of articles of faith, passed the Assembly and Parliament by a very great majority.il
faith at least to be debated every Wednesday,
Various censures have been passed by learnby which means they got through the whole befor at a con- ed men upon this loboured performance
some
fore the end of March following
ference with the House of Lords March 22, have loaded it with undeserved reproaches and
1647-8, the Commons presented them with the others, perhaps, have advanced its reputation
confession of faith as passed by their house, too high.
Mr. Collyer condemns it for deterwith some alterations they agreed with the As- mining in favour of the morality of the Sabof
the
confession
doctrinal
part
bath
for pronouncing the pope to be antichrist
sembly in the
and ordered it to be published, June 20, 1648, for and for maintaining the Calvinian rigours of abthe satisfaction of the foreign churches, under solute predestination, irresistible grace, and the
doctrines, in his opinthe title of " Articles of Religion approved and impotency of man's will
passed by both Houses of Parliament, after Ad- ion, inconsistent with Christianity. IT But then,
vice had with an Assembly of Divines called to- he observes very justly, that it falls very short
of the Scots claim in points of discipline it

days every week, and then reported what they
finished to the committee, and so to the
it was debated paragraph by
The disputes about discipline had
paragraph.
occasioned so many interruptions, that it was a
year and a half before this work was finished
but on November 26, 1646, the prolocutor returned thanks to the several committees, in the
name of the Assembly, for their great pains in
At the
perfecting the work committed to them.
same time. Dr. Burges was appointed to get it
transcribed, in order to its bemg presented to
Parliament, which was done December 11, by
the whole Assembly in a body, under the title
of " The Humble Advice of the Assembly of
Divines and others, now, by tiie authority of
Parliament, sitting at Westminster, concerning
a Confession of Faith." The House of Commons having voted the Assembly thanks, desi-

had

Assembly, where

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* The MSS. to which Mr. Neal refers, though
supported by the authority of Rushworth, made a
mistake here for by a copy of the original order,
given by Dr. Grey in his Appendi.x, No. 71, it appears
;

that the order of the House was for printing five
hundred copies, and no more, of " The Humble Advice," &C.
See, also, Whitehcke's Memorials, p. 233.
—Ed.
t Rushworth, part iv., vol. i., p. 482,

—

Vol. II.— F

Rushworth, part iv., voL.i., p. 1035.
t Savoy Coiif Pref p. 18, 19.
Appendix, No. 8.
()
i Savoy Conf., Pref, p. 20.
Hetherington's history of the Assembly may be
con.sulted advantageously upon the events connected
with the preparation and adoption of the confession
,

,

II

of faith. -C.

IT

Eccl. Hist., vol.

ii.,

p. 842.

—

—

t
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a chaos of confusion [the king being now taken
out of the hands of the Parliainent, and in cushe takes notice of what
tody of the army]
distresses the Parliament were in, while the
common enemy was high and strong and adds,
fession, with all its faults, has been ranked by that their extraordinary successes hitherto
very good judges among the most perfect sys- were owing to the prayers of their brethren in
tems of divinity* that have been published upon Scotland, and other Protestants abroad, as well
He then mentions with conthe Calvinistic or anti-Arminian principles in as to their own.
cern some other restraints the Asseinbly lay
the last age.
While the confession was carrying through under, but that this was not a proper season for
the Assembly, committees were appointed to redress."
The commissioners went home under a very
reduce it into the form of catechisms one larger, for the service of a public exposition in heavy concern for the storm that was gathering
the pulpit, according to the custom of foreign over England, and for the hardships the Presbychurches the other smaller, for the instruction terians lay under with respect to their discipline
in both which the articles relating and having obtained the establishment of the
of children
to church discipline are entirely omitted. t The Directory, the Confession of Faith and Catelarger catechism is a comprehensive system of chisms, the Presbyterian Discipline, and Rouse's
-divinity, and the smaller, a very accurate sum- Psalms in Metre, for the service of their Kirk,
mary, though it has by some been thought a lit- they appointed a general fast, to lament their
tle too long, and in some particulars too abstruse own defection from the solemn League and CovThe shorter cat- enant, and the distressed condition of their
for the capacities of children.
echism was presented to the House of Com- brethren in England, who were zealous for carby reason of rying on the work of God, but were now opthe
larger,
but
mons, November 5,
the marginal references to Scripture, which the pressed, under pretence of hberty, when no
was
not ready less was aimed at than tyranny and arbitrary
houses desired might be inserted,
power.
till the 14th of April, 1648, when the House orIf the Parliament had dissolved the Assemdered six hundred copies to be printed for the
service of the members and having examined bly at this time, as they ought to have done,
and approved it, they allowed it to be printed by they had broke up with honour and reputation,
authority, for public use, September 15, 1648. for after this they did little more than examine
The king, after many solicitations, at the treaty candidates for the ministry, and squabble about
of the Isle of Wight, offered to license a short- the jus divinum of Presbytery the grand conbut that sultations concerning public affairs, and practier catechism with a suitable preface
treaty proving unsuccessful, it was not accom- sing upon the new establishment, being translated to the provincial assemblies and weekly
plished.
The chief affairs committed to the Assembly meetings of the London clergy at Sion College.*
being thus finished, Mr. Rutherford, one of the
the magistrate a power of convening
church assemblies, and of superintending their
proceedings it is silent as to tlie independency
of the Church, and the Divine right of presbyUpon the whole, the Assembly's contery, &c.
yields

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Rapin, vol. h., p. 297, note. That the reader
Scots divines, moved, October 24, 1647, that it
may form a judgment of what was intended to be esmight be recorded in the scribes' books, that
tablished in England, it may not be improper to set
the Assembly had enjoyed the assistance of the before him, in one view, the discipline that was then
honourable, reverend, and learned commission- settled in the Kirk of Scotland, and subsists at this
ers of the Church of Scotland, during all the time.
"In Scotland there are eight hundred and
time they had been debating and perfecting ninety parishes, each of which is divided, in proporthese four things mentioned in the Covenant, tion to its extent, into particular districts, and every
own ruhng elders and deacons the
viz., their composing a directory for public wor- district has its
principal quality and ina form of ruling elders are men of the
ship
a uniform confession of faith
terest in the parish, and the deacons are persons of
puband
a
discipline
government
and
church
a good character for manners and understanding.
*

;

;

;

;

catechism, some of their number having A consistory of ministers, elders, and deacons is
been present during the whole of these transac- called a kirk session, the lowest ecclesiastical judiwhich being done, about a week after, catory, which meets once a week, to consider the
tions
he and the rest of the commissioners took their affairs of the parish. The minister is always moderleave and returned home upon which occasion, ator, but without a negative appeals lie from hence
the next higher
Mr. Herle, the prolocutor, rose up, and, in the to their own presbyteries, which are
Scotland is divided into sixty-nine
name of the Assembly, " thanked the honoura- judicatories.
presbyteries, each consisting of from twelve to twenble and reverend commissioners for their as- ty-four contiguous parishes. They meet in the head
he excused, in the best manner he town and choose their moderator, who must be a
sistance
lic

;

;

;

;

could, the Directory's not being so well observed as it ought, and lamented that the Assembly had not power to call offenders to an account he confesses that their affairs were very
much embarrassed, and that they were still in
:

minister, half-yearly from hence appeals lie to provincial synods, which are composed of several adjacent presbyteries; two, three, four, to eight there
The members are a minister and
are fifteen in all.
a ruling elder out of every parish. These synods
meet twice a year at the principal town of their
;

—

* Here may be introduced, as it escaped our rec- bounds. They choose a moderator, who is their
more proper place, the remark made prolocutor. The acts of the synods are subject to
by Mr. Robinson on the Duectory. " The best state the review of the General Assembly, the dernier reIt consists of commisinstructions to preachers were given in the Directory sort of the Kirk of Scotland.
by the Assembly of Divines but even these," he prop- sioners from presbyteries, royal burghs, and univerA presbytery of twelve ministers sends two
erly adds, " include the great, the fatal error, the sub- sities.

ollection in the

;

Translation
jection of God's Word to human laws."
of Claude on the Composition of a Ser7non, vol. ii.. Prefatory Dissertation, p. C3.
Ed.
t Rushworth, p. 888, 1060.
t Ibid., p. 1326.

ministers and one ruling elder ; a presbytery of between twelve and eighteen sends three, and one ruling elder; of between eighteen and twenty-four,
sends four, and two ruling elders; of twenty-four,
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the city and suburbs of London had
been formed into a province, and divided into
twelve classical Presbyteries (as has been remembered under the last year), new complaints
were still made to the Parliament of certain ob-

Though

upon which
structions to their proceedings
the houses published their resolutions of April
;

22d, 1G47, entitled "Remedies for removing
some Obstructions in Church Government ;'"* in
which they ordered letters to be sent from the
speakers of both houses to the several counties
of England, immediately to divide themselves
" they
into distinct presbyteries and classes
;

then appoint the elders and ministers of the
several classes of the province of London, to
hold their provincial assembly in the Convocation House of St. Paul's in London, upon the
first Monday in May next ensuing, and to adjourn their meetings dc die in diem, and conclude them with adjournment to the next opportunity, according to the ordinance of Parliament but that no act shall pass or be valid in
the said province of London, except it be done
by the number of thirty-six present, or the major part of them, whereof twelve to be ministers, and twenty-four ruling elders.
That in
the classical meetings, that which shall be done
by the major part present shall be esteemed
the act of the whole
but no act done by any
classes shall be valid, unless it be done by the
number of fifteen present, or the major part of
them, whereof five be ministers and ten ruhng
;

;

So that the number of lay-elders in
these assemblies was double to the number of
elders."

ministers.

According

appointment, the

first Proat the Convocation House
consisting of three ministers and six ruling elders from the several classes, in all about one hundred and eight persons
at their first session they chose the Rev. Dr.
Gouge prolocutor, who opened the Assembly
with a sermon at his own church in Blackfriars
the Rev. Mr. Thomas Manton, Mr. Ralph
Robinson, and Mr. Cardel, being appointed
scribes.
After their return to the Convocation
House, a committee of seven ministers and fourteen ruling elders were chosen to consider of
ihe business of the province.
The ministers were,

vincial

of

to this

Assembly met

St. Paul's,

May

3,

;

;

Rev. Mr. Whitaker,

Rev. Mr. Spurstow,
Dr. Seaman,
Mr. Tuckney,
Mr. Ed. Calamy,
Mr. Proffet,
Rev. Mr. Jackson.

The

ruling elders were,

Sir Edward
Dr. Clarke,

Popham,

Dr. Bastwicke,
Dr. Brinley,

Mr. Hence,
Mr. Russel,
Mr. Bains,

Any
two

Houghton,
Eyres,

Vaughan,
English,

Col. SowtonstaU,
.

be a quorum, provided there be
ministers and four ruling elders.
Their
six

to

sends five, and two elders every royal burgh sends
one elder, and Edinburgh two
every university
sends one commissioner, usually a minister. The
General Assembly meets once a year, in the month of
May, and is opened and adjourned by the king's
.Toyal commissioner appointed for that purpose."
* Vol. Pamp., No. 4.
;

;

6, at

remove the Assembly from the Convocation
House to some other place and, accordingly,

to

;

they were allowed to adjourn to any place within the city or liberties of London, upon which
they agreed upon Sion College, where they continued to meet twice a week to the end of the
year 1659, as appears by a manuscript of the
late Mr. Grange, now in Sion College library.
Before the adjournment from the Convocation
House at St. Paul's, they came to the following
resolutions
Resolved,
1. That the Provincial Assembly shall meet
twice every week, Mondays and Thursdays.
2. That the moderator for the time being
shall begin and end every session with prayer.
3. When a new moderator is to be chosen,
the senior minister shall preside.
4. The moderator shall be subject to the censure of the majority of the Assembly, in case
of complaint, and shall leave the chair while the
complaint is debating, and the senior minister
:

shall preside.
5. Every one that speaks shall direct his
speech to the moderator, and be uncovered.
6. No man shall speak above three times to
the same question at one sessions.
7. When any business is before the Assembly
relating to any particular member, he shall withdraw, if desired by the majority.
8. After the Assembly is set, no member shall
withdraw without leave.
9. The names of the members present shall
be recorded by the scribes.

Every Provincial Assembly was dissolved

in

course at the end of six months, when notice
was given to the several classes to return new
representatives; but it was an ill omen upon
them, that their meetings were interrupted almost the whole summer, by reason of the distraction of the times.
The second Provincial Assembly met November 8, Dr. Seaman moderator, and presented a
petition to the Parliament in a body, January
11, in which they humbly pray,
1. " That the number of delegates to the Provincial Assembly may be enlarged, because they
found it difficult sometimes to make up the
number of thirty-six.
2. "That the houses would quicken the settlement of those classes [in London] that were
not yet formed, which they say were four.
" That

some more eflTectual encouragement

may

be provided for a learned ministry.
"That eflectual provision may be made
against clandestine marriages, for the punishment of fornication, adultery, and suchuncleaaness as is not fit to be named.
5. " That church censures may be so established that scandalous persons may be effectually excluded from church communion."
The Parliament received them with respect,
and promised to take the matter of the petition
4.

Webbe,

Mr.

May

two in the afternoon.
At the second sessions, it was moved that
application be made to Parliament for liberty

3.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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next meeting to be at Sion College,

into consideration,

which was

all

that

was done

in the affair.

But, besides the Provincial Assembly, it has
been remembered that the London clergy had
their weekly meetings at Sion College, to consult about church affairs, in one of which they

H

—

t t

—

^
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agreed, since they could do no more, to bear
their public testimony against the errors of the
times ; and, accordingly, they published a trea-

A

Testimony to the Truth of
entitled "
Jesus Christ, and to our solemn League and
Covenant as also against the Errors, Heresies,
tise,

;

and Blasphemies of these Times, and the Tolerto which is added, a Catalogue
ation of them
of the said Errors," &c., dated from Sion College, December 14, 1647, and subscribed by fiftyeight of the most eminent pastors in London,
of whom seventeen were of the Assembly of
Divines.
Some time after the ministers of
Gloucestershire published their concurrence
with the London ministers, subscribed by sixty;

"

10.

That the children of believers ought not

to be baptized, nor

Christians

;

baptism continued among
meaning of the Third
shall not forswear

that the

Commandment

is,

Thou

thyself*
"

11.

marry

That persons of the next kindred may

and that indisposition, unfitness, or contrariety of mmd, arising from natural causes,
are a just reason of divorce.!
12. " That the soul of man is mortal ; that
;

it sleeps with the body
and that there is neither heaven nor hell till the day of judgment. "f
The last error they witness against, and ia
which all agree, is called the " error of toleration,^ patronising and promoting all other errors,
four names the ministers of the province of heresies, and blasphemies whatsoever, under
Lancashire, by eighty- four; the Devonshire min- the grossly abused notion of liberty of conand the Somerset min- science ;" and here they complain, as a very
isters, by eighty-three
great grievance, " that men should have liberty
isters, by seventy-one.
ministers,
in their first article, to worship God in that way and manner as
The London
" touching matters of doctrine, declare their as- shall appear to them most agreeable to the
and no man be punished or dissent to the Westminster Assembly's confession Word of God
of faith, and heartily desire it may receive the countenanced by authority for the same and
sanction of authority, as the joint confession of that an enforced uniformity of religion throughfaith of the three kingdoms, in pursuance of the out a nation or state confounds the civil and
religious, and denies the very principles of ChrisCovenant."
Touching heresies and errors, they declare tianity and civility."||
They then bear their testimony to the Covetheir detestation and abhorrence of these folnant, and to the Divine right of Presbytery.
lowing, among others
They lament the imperfect settlement of their
1. "That the Holy Scriptures are not of Didiscipline by the Parliament, and lay the foundvine authority, and the only rule of faith.*
that God ation of all their calamities in the countenan2. " That God hath a bodily shape
and that God is the cing of a public and general toleration, and conis the name of a person
author of sin, having a greater hand in it than clude thus " Upon all these considerations, we,,
the ministers of Jesus Christ, do hereby testify
men themselves.
to our flocks, to all the kingdom, and to the lie3. " That there is not a trinity of persons in
the Godhead that the Son is not coequal with formed world, our great dislike of prelacy, Erasand that the Holy Ghost is only a tianism, Brownism, and Independency and our
the Father
utter abhorrence of anti-Scripturism, popery,.
ministering spirit.
Arianism, Socinianism, Arminianism, Antino4. " That God has not elected some to salvation from eternity, and rejected or reprobated mianism, Anabaptism, Libertinism, and Famothers
and that no man shall perish in hell ilism and that we detest the forementioned
toleration, so much pursued and endeavoured ia
for Adam's sin.ij
this kingdom, accounting it unlawful and perni5. " That Christ died for the sins of all mankind that the benefits of his death were in- cious." What sad work would these divines
tended for all and that natural men may do have made, had the sword of the magistrate
such things as whereunto God has, by way of been at their disposal \%
The principal authors from whom these errors
promise, annexed grace and acceptation.il
6. " That man hath a free will and power in
himself to repent, to believe, to obey the Gos* Tombes.
t Saltmarsh, Ham. Milton, p. 19.
pel, and do everything that God requires to salt P. 20, Man's Mortality, by. R. O.
vation. IT
Mr. Emlyn justly observes, " That the principle
()
of the admired Assembly's larger catechism, under
7. "That faith is not a supernatural grace,
and that faithful actions are the only things by the second commandment, is, that it forbids toleraEmlyn's Works, vol. i.,p.
tion of all false religion."
justified.**
which a man is
Ed.
60, of the narrative edition of 1746.
8. " That the moral law is not the rule of
Bloody Tenet. Five Holland Ministers, p. 22.
life; that believers are as clean from sin as
i[ It deserves to be mentioned here, as a fact reChrist himself; that such have no occasion to markable in itself, and honourable to the Assembly
pray for pardon of sin that God sees no sin in at Westminster, that, notwithstanding the zeal exhis people, nor does he ever chastise them for pressed against toleration, the confes.sion of faith it
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

it.tt
9.

"

That there

is

no church, nor sacraments,

nor Sabbath— the opinion of the Seekers,
called Quakers.

now

* L. Clarkson, Biddle, p. C.
+ Crisp, Eaton, Saltmarsh.
Paul Best, Biddle, p. 8.
Fulness of God's Love to Mankind, by L. S.
(j
Hammond's Pract. Cat., J. Goodwin, p. 149.
t
II

IT J.

Goodwin.

** Ham.

tt Randal, John Simpson.
Saltmarsh, Smoak in the Temple, p. 17.

a

drew up was not made the legal standard of orthodoxy. It was not subscribed by any member of that
Assembly, except by the prolocutor, assessors, and
clerks.
Nor till forty years after was a subscription
or assent to it required of any layman or minister as a
term of Christian communion. And Mr. Nye, a member of the Assembly, informs us, when the Scots commissioners proposed that the answers in the shorter
catechism should be subscribed by all the members,
the motion was rejected, after a considerable number in the Assembly had shown it was an unwarConscientious Nonconformity
rantable imposition.
The Religious Estabprinted for Noon, 1737, p. 77.
lishment in Scotland Examined, 1771, p. 104.— En

—
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were collected are mentioned in the margin, dom appropriated to their order 1 And all othtwo of whom determined to vindicate the cita- ers thrust out of doors to make room for them 1
Dr. Hammond pub- Must they feed with hecatombs every day, or
tions out of their books
Or is Mr.
lished a vindication of three passages in his else complain of short commons
Practical Catechism, from the censures of the Jenkins of Mar. Crassus's mind, who would
London ministers in which he very justly com- have no one accounted rich unless he could
plains of the hard names with which the minis- maintain an army with his revenue^
In what
:

^.

;

ters load the opinions they reject, as " abominable errors, damnable heresies, horrid blasphemies, many of which are destructive of the
fundamentals of Christianity, and all of them
repugnant to the Holy Scriptures, the scandal

and offence of the Reformed churches abroad,
and the unparalleled reproach of this Church
and nation and, in a word, the dregs and
spawn of those old cursed heresies which have
been already condemned." The doctor then
recites his three passages the first, concerning
the second, concerning
universal redemption
faith's being the condition of our justification
and the third, concerning the interpretation of
the third commandment and avers them all to
be true, and agreeable to the doctrine of the
Church of England. In conclusion, the doctor
desires this favour, that either the first subscriber, Mr. J. Downham, who licensed his catechism for the press, or else Dr. Gouge or Mr.
Gataker, who are foremost in the second rank,
or some other persons of learning, Christianity,
and candour, would afford him their patience,
personally and by fair discourse, or any other
Christian way, to debate the truth of these assertions, tor which he will wait their leisure.
Dated from Oxford, January 24, 1647-8, but nobody thought fit to accept the challenge.
Mr. John Goodwin was a learned divine, and
a smart disputant, but of a peculiar mould, being a republican, an Independent, and a thorough
Arminian he had been Vicar of Coleman-street,
vv'hence he was ejected, in the year 1645, by the
committee for plundered ministers, because he
refused to baptize the children of his parishioners promiscuously, and to administer the sacrament to his whole parish. He had published
several large and learned books
as, the Divine
Authority of the Scriptures
Redemption Redeemed A Treatise of Justification and An
Exposition of the Ninth Chapter to the Romans,
out of which the above-mentioned exceptions
were taken. This divine, taking it amiss to be
marked for a heretic, challenged any of the London clergy to a disputation, as thinking it a very
unrighteous method to condemn opinions before
they had been confuted. Mr. William Jenkins,
at that time a warm and zealous Presbyterian,
though afterward softened into more catholic
principles, entered the lists with our author, in
a pamphlet entitled "The Busy Bishop." To
which the other replied, in a book entitled " The
Novice Presbyter Instructed." By some passages in which, one may discover the angry
spirit of the times.
Mr. Jenkins had complained that the orthodox
clergy had short commons, and were under the
cross, whereas the sectaries met with the great;

:

;

;

;

;

sense can he affirm the Presbyterian clergy to
be under the cross]
Are they under the cross
who are scarce under the crown who are carried by authority upon eagles' wings
over
whom the Parliament itself rejoices to do good
heaping ordinance upon ordinance to advance
both them and their livings together.
But certainly there is something that Mr. Jenkins calls
a cross which few men know by that name, but
those who are baptized into the spirit of high
Presbytery for the cross he speaks of is no
other than this, that his orthodox brethren have
not the power to do all the evil that is in their
hearts against a quiet, peaceable, harmless generation of men, of whom they are jealous, lest
they should take their kingdom from them. How
can this writer say that the Independent preachers meet with encouragement, and are under
worldly glory!
Does he account it matter of
worldly glory to be discountenanced by the
State, to be declared incapable of those favours
and privileges which other ministers in the land
enjoy ,to be sequestered from their livings, and
to be thrust into holes and corners
to be represented, both to the magistrate and people, as
sectaries, schismatics, erroneous, heretical, factious, troublesome, dangerous to the State, and
what not
If this be worldly glory, then may
the preachers against whom Mr. Jenkins writes
be truly said to be under worldly glory."
Old
Mr. Vicars and some others carried on the con!

:

;

;

;

;

!

troversy, but their writings are not worth remembering especially since the English Presbyterians of the present age have openly re;

nounced and disavowed

their principles.

To return to more public affairs. Hitherto
the army had acted in perfect subordination
to the Parliament
but the war being over, and
the king a prisoner, the great difficulty was to
settle the nation upon such a foot as might content the several parties, or bring them at least
to acquiesce
this was the rock upon which they
split, and which in the end proved the ruin oi
their cause.
To give light to this affair, it will
be proper to consider the separate views of the
king, the Parliament, and the army.
The royal party being broken, and the king a
prisoner, his majesty had no prospect of recovering his throne but by dividing his enemies, in
order to the making the best terms with therj
he could
the Presbyterians being in league,
with the Scots nation, were most numerous and
powerful but that which rendered their agreement with the king impracticable, was his majesty's zealous attachment to this point, that
Episcopal government was essential to Christianity, and that he was bound by his coronation
whereas the others held
oath to maintain it
est encouragement.
To which Mr. Goodwin themselves equally bound by their solemn League
replies, " If by orthodox ministers he means and Covenant to abolish Episcopacy, and estabthose of the adored order of Presbytery, with lish Presbytery in its room. Both parties were
what face can he say that they are under the immovable, and therefore irreconcilable. His
cross ^
Is not the whole English element of majesty's agreement with the army was more
church-livings offered up by the state to their open and practicable, because they would have
service
Are not all the benefices of the king- set aside the Covenant, and obliged the Parlia;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;
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to tolerate Episcopal government as well
as the sectaries ; but the king could never forgive those officers who had destroyed his ar-

with a toleration, or without one. The army
consented that Presbytery should be the national religion, but insisted upon a toleration of all

mies, and driven him out of the field though
he dreaded their military valour, he had a very
mean opinion of their politics, and therefore affected to play them against the Parliament, hoping to take advantage of their divisions and
for it
establish himself upon the ruins of both
was his majesty's maxim, which he did not
scruple to avow, that neither party could subsist without him, and that those must be ruined

Christians in the enjoyment of all their civil
and religious rights. This, says Lord Clarendon, was their great charter, and till they had
obtained it by a legal settlement, they agreed
not to lay down their arms they had fought
the Parliament's battles, and therefore thought
it unreasonable to be told openly, if they could
not comply with the Presbyterian settlement,
they must expect to be punished as sectaries,
and driven out of the land. To avoid this, they
treated separately with the king, both before

ment

:

;

whom

he abandoned. By which unhappy prinhe lost his interest both in the Parliament
and army, and (as Bishop Kennet observes) laid
the foundation of his ruin.
The Presbyterians were no less unhappy in
an imagination, that as the majority of the House
of Commons, with the city of London, and the
whole Scots nation, were firmly attached to
their interest, no opposition could stand before
them, and therefore would abate nothing of
their demands, nor hearken to any other terms
of accommodation with the king than those of
the Covenant, which were the entire abolishing
of prelacy, and the establishing Presbyterian
uniformity throughout both kingdoms, with an
absolute extirpation of all sectaries whatsoever.
This was not only an effectual bar to their union
with the king (as has been observed), but awakened the jealousy of the army, who were thoroughly convinced that, when the Presbyterians
were in the legal possession of their demands,
they would exercise equal tyranny over the
consciences of men with the bishops and, indeed, nothing less was to be expected, considering their steady adherence to the Covenant in
ail their treaties, their efforts in Parliament to
get the power of the keys into their own hands,
their frequent addresses for the suppressing all
sectaries by the civil authority, and their declarations, both from the pulpit and the press,
against toleration and liberty of conscience. In
all their treaties with the king, even to that in
the Isle of Wight (except when the army was
in possession of the cities of London and Westminster), this was one article of peace, " That
an effectual course be taken by act of Parliament, and all other ways needful or expedient,
for suppressing the opinions of the Independents,
and all other sectaries." To which his majesty had agreed in his private treaty with the
Scots in the Isle of Wight, signed December
27, so that the army was left unsatisfied.
For although there were some few Presbyterians in the army, the greatest part consisted of
Independents, Anabaptists, and men of unsettled principles in religion, who, forwant of regular chaplains to their regiments, had used their
own talents among themselves in religious exThe Scots treaty of the Isle of Wight
ercises.
says the army was made up of Anti-Trinitarians, Arians, Socinians, Anti-Scripturists, Anabaptists, Antinomians, Arminians, Familists,
Brownists, Separatists, Independents, Libertines, Seekers, &c.
Mr. Rapin, contrary to the testimony of all
other writers, calls them all Independents, and
represents the controversy between the Parliament and them as a dispute, Whether Presbytery or Independency should be uppermost
whereas the grand controversy was, Presbytery

ciple

;

:

after they had him in their hands; and
when they apprehended he did not deal sincerewith them, they made proposals to the Par-

and
ly

liament to establish the Presbyterian discipline,
with a toleration to all Protestants, without
him but when they found the Presbyterians,
even in their last treaty with the king, in the
year 1648, insisted upon the Presbyterian uniformity, without making the least provision for
that liberty of conscience they had been contending for, they were exasperated, and grew
outrageous they seized his majesty's person a
second time, and having purged the House of
Commons, in a most arbitrary manner, of all
who were not disposed to their desperate measures, they blew up the whole Constitution, and
buried king, Parliament, and Presbytery in its
ruins.
This was not in their original intention,
nor the result of any set of religious principles
they embraced, as Rapin insinuates, but was a
violence resulting from despair, to which they
had been driven by a series of disappointments,
and a train of mistaken conduct in the Royalists
and Presbyterians.
left the king, the beginning of the spring,,
at his house at Holmby, where he continued
under an easy restraint from the 16th of FebruThe war beary to the 4th of June following.
ing ended, the houses attempted to get rid of
the army, by oflfering six months' pay, and six
weeks' advance to as many as would go over
to Ireland
and by voting that the remainder
should be disbanded, with an act of indemnity
for all hostilities committed by them, in pursuance of the powers vested in them by Parliament but the army, being apprehensive that
the Presbyterians would make peace with the
king, upon the foot of Covenant uniformity, and
without a toleration, resolved to secure this as
for which purposea kind of preliminary point
they chose a council of officers, and a commit'
tee of agitators, consisting of two inferior officers out of each regiment, to manage their affairs
these met in distinct bodies, like the two
houses of Parliament, and came to the following resolutions, which they sent to Westminster by three of their number, who delivered
them in at the bar of the House " That they
would not disband without their arrears, nor
without full provision for liberty of conscience ;
that they did not look upon themselves as a
band of janizaries, but as volunteers that had
been fighting for the liberties of the nation, of
which they were a part, and that they were resolved to see those ends secured."* It was
moved in the House th at the messengers might
;

;

We

;

;

;

;

:

*

Rushworlh,

p. 529, folio ed.

vol. vi.,

p 485, 498.

Rapin,

vol.

ii.,

—

—

;
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be committed to the Tower but, after a long
debate, they were dismissed only with a reprimand for meddling in affairs of state, and for
presuming to offer a petition to Parliament
without their general. Upon this, the officers
sent their petition by the general himself, but
the Parliament, instead of taking it ii^to consideration, ordered. May 31, that all who would not
list for the Irish service should be immediately
paid off and disbanded upon which, the officers,
seeing the snare that was laid for them, bound
themselves and the army by an engagement.
May 29, not to disband till the grievances above
mentioned were redressed. Whereupon the
two houses ordered Lieutenant-general Cromwell, who was then in town, and suspected to
be at the head of these counsels, to be seized
but being advertised of the design, he made his
escape to the army. They then voted the petition seditious, and all those traitors who had
promoted it and having sent a message to the
general to remove the army farther from London, they raised the city train-bands, and determined to put an end to the power of the army by
a speedy conclusion of peace with the king.
His majesty's answer to the propositions at
Newcastle were read in the House, May 18, in
which " he agrees to settle the Presbyterian
government for three years to ratify the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, proposing a
few of his own clergy to consider what government to settle afterward he yields the militia
for ten years
desires ministers of his own to
satisfy him about the Covenant
consents to the
act against papists, and to an act of oblivion
and desired to come to London, in order to give
the Parliament satisfaction upon the other artiTwo days after, the Lords voted that
cles."
the king be removed to his house at Oatlands,
and that it be immediately fitted for his recep;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

tion.

Things being come to this crisis, the agitators considered that, the king being the prize
contended for, whoever had him in their power
must be masters of the peace, and make their

own terms

they therefore resolved, by the advice and direction of Lieutenant-general Cromwell, to get possession of his majesty's person,
which they accomplished by a bold stratagem,
in the night of June 4, with very little opposition from his attendants or guards
Cornet
Joyce, at the head of fifty resolute horse, having secured the avenues to Holmby House, entered with two or three of his company, and
going to the king's chamber, acquainted him
with his design of carrying him to the army at
Newmarket his majesty, being surprised at so
unexpected a visit, and so late at night, asked
for his commission, who pointed to his troops
drawn up before the gates his majesty answered, it was very legible
and finding it in
vain to resist, consented to go with the cornet
next morning,* on promise of safety to his person, and that he should not be forced to anything against his conscience
the chief officers
of the army met his majesty at Childerley, four
miles from Cambridge, and were admitted to
;

;

;

;

;

;

* He was attended in the same coach by three of
the commissioners, the Earls of Pembroke and Denbigh and Lord Montague, the rest on horseback, and,
according to Herbert, who was present, the king was
the merriest person of the party.— Tferier?, p. 26.— C.
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hand from thence he was removed to^
Newmarket, where he took the diversion of the
heath, had the liberty of four of his own chaplains to wait upon him, and was attended with
all due ceremony and respect
Cromwell being
lieard to say among his friends, that " now he
had got the king into his hands, he had the Parkiss his

;

;

liament in his pocket."*

The two houses received the news of the
king's being carried off to the army with the
utmost surprise and astonishment the wholecity was in confusion, and all persons within
the lines of communication ordered to arms
;

the lobby at Westminster was thronged with
the disbanded officers of the Earl of Essex's
army offering their service to the Parliament,
for every one imagined the army would be at
the gates of the city in a few hours when their
panic was a little abated, commissioners were
sent to the general, not to advance within forty
miles of London
but being already at St. Alban's, the general promised not to march his
army nearer without due notice,! and assured
the two houses that they would not oppose the
Presbyterial government, nor set up the Independent but only insisted that some effectual
course might be taken that such who, upoa
conscientious grounds, differed from the establishment, might not be debarred from the common rights, liberties, or benefits belonging equally to all, while they lived soberly and inoffensively towards others, and peaceably and faithfully towards the state. t
June 10, another letter was sent to the lord-mayor, aldermen, and
common council of London, signed by Fairfax,^
Cromwell, and twelve other officers, assuring
them " they intended no alteration of the civil
government nor to interrupt the settlement of
presbytery
nor to introduce a licentious liberty, under colour of obtaining ease for tender
consciences, but that, when the state had made
a settlement, they would submit or suffer. They
wished that every peaceable subject might have
liberty and encouragement, for the obtaining
which," say they, "we are drawing near the
city.
seek the good of all, and shall wait
for a time to see if these things may be settled
;

;

;

;

;

We

without us, and then

we

will

embark

for Ire-

land. "II

The Commons took no

notice of these remonstrances, but declared, in print, that his majesty
was a prisoner, and barbarously used, because
their commissioners could have no access to
him but in the presence of some officers the
army replied, " that all suggestions of that na;

* Rushworth,

p.

Rapin, vol.

545, 549.

—

t

ii.,

p. 530,,

Echard, vol. ii., p. 575. C.
Rushworth, p. 546, 561, 589, &c.

foho ed.

i Rapin, vol.

ii.,

p.

379, 531.

Fairfax was ignorant of the design to seize the
On being informed of it, he sent Col. Whalley,
with two regiments of horse, to recover him from the
custody of Joyce, and to bring him back to Holmby,
but the king positively refused to return. He was
glad to escape from the strict vigilance of the parliamentary commissioners, and hoped to profit by the
The general summoned
distractions of his enemies.
a council of war, " to proceed against Joyce for this
high offence and breach of the articles of war ; but
the officers," he tells us, " whether for fear of the
distempered soldiers, or, rather (as I suspected), a secret allowance of what was done, made all my efforts
ineffectual."
Fairfax's Memoirs, Masere's Tracts, woL
Rushworth, p. 554.
ii., 447, 488.— C.
(j

king.
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—
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pointed commissioners to settle all remaining
differences with the Parliament.*
But the city of London, by the influence of
the impeached members, kindled into a flame
for the Parliament, by an ordinance of May 4,
having put the nomination of the officers of the
militia into the hands of the common council,
these had 'discharged the old ones, and put in
profess," say they, " that we do not see how such as they could confide in for opposing the
army, and establishing uniformity according to
firm
or
kindom
to
this
peace
there can be any
the officers, in order to defeat
lasting, without a due provision for the rights, the Covenant
royal
their design, insisted that the ordinance of May
his
majesty,
quiet, and immunity of his
and herein we 4 be repealed, and the militia put into the hands
family, and his late partakers
think, that tender and equitable dealings (as of those who had conducted it during the course
supposing their cases had been ours), and a of the late war.t The houses, with much reluctance, consented to the repeal July 23, which
spirit of common love and justice diffusing itself to the good and preservation of all, will alarmed the citizens, and occasioned those tumake the most glorious conquest over their mults which brought upon them the very misDenzil Hollis, with
hearts, to make them, and the whole people of chiefs they were afraid of
the other impeached members who were retired
the land, lasting friends."*
with
prevailed
the common counthe
city,
into
Presbyterian
parof
the
members
leading
The
ty in the House of Commons could not contain cil to oppose the repeal, and petition the House
might
4
remain in full
ordinance
of
May
that
the
bounds
at
themselves within any reasonable
they said it was insuffera- force. At the same time some citizens met at
these proceedings
subscribed
solemn
and
a
engagewith
Skinner's
Hall,
ble that the Parliament, instead of treating
the king, should be obliged to treat with their ment to endeavour, with the hazard of their
"
own servants, and therefore advised raising a lives, to procure a personal treaty with the
new army, and opposing force with force, till king that he might return to his two houses
those who had the king in their custody should with honour and safety; that his majesty's consubmit to their superiors, and deliver him back. cessions of May 11 might be confirmed, and the
On the other hand, the officers and agitators militia continue in the hands of the present
How vam was all this bustle,
resolved to get rid of these resolute gentlemen, committee. "t
and therefore impeached eleven of the members when they knew the king was in the custody of
would
those
who
pay no regard to their defor
obstructing
the
June
treason,
16,
of high
The houses, indeed, forbade the signbusiness of Ireland for acting against the army mands
by sound of trumpet
engagement
ing
of
the
liberties
the
subof
and against the laws and
ject, &.C., and desired they might be suspended but such was the misguided zeal of the citizens,
assemblies,
enlisted soldiers, and
from the House till they were legally acquitted ;t that they held
their names were Denzil Hollis, Esq., Sir Phil. gave them orders to be ready on the first notice.
The Parliament was now in great perplexity,
Stapleton, Sir William Lewis, Sir John Clotworthy. Sir William Waller, Sir John Maynard, Ma- considering the impossibility of contenting the
jor-general Massey, Mr. Glyn, recorder, Colonel Presbyterians and the army at the same time
Walter Long, Colonel Edward Hartley, Anthony while the citizens, resolved to carry their point
Nichols, Esq. The Commons not only rejected by one method or another, went up to Westtheir impeachment, but ordered the king to be minster July 26, with such a number of apprenbrought to Richmond, and that four full com- tices and young men, as terrified the houses by
for
panies of the militia should guard the two hous- their tumultuous and insolent behaviour
This quickened the resentments of the they would scarce suffer the door to be shut
es.
into
the
House
with
themselves
some
thrust
army, who sent the following proposals, among
" That the king's coming to their hats on, crying out, Vote, vote
and when
others, June 23
Richmond be suspended that no place be ap- the speaker would have left the chair to put an
pointed for his residence nearer London than end to the confusion, they obliged him to rethe Parliament will allow the quarters of the turn, till the militia was settled to their mind,
This,
army that the impeached members be seques- and the king voted to come to London.
that the multitude of soldiers says Mr. Baxter, looked like a force upon the
tered the House
Parliament and, indeed, both houses were so
that flock together about the city be dispersed
and that no new forces be raised, nor any prep- terrified and pressed between the city PresbyIf these par- terians on one side, and the army on the other,
arations made for a new war."t
ticulars are not complied with in a week's time, that they adjourned immediately from Monday
to
London,
and do to Friday, in which interval the Earl of Manwill
march
they declare they
themselves justice. The houses, being terrified chester, speaker of the House of Lords, with
with the approach of the army, agreed to con- eight peers and the speaker of the House of
tent them for the present, in order to gain Commons, with about a hundred members,!!
time and the impeached members having de- withdrew privately from the city, and joined the
The
a surprising event in their favour
sired leave to withdraw, retired first into the army
city, and after some time left the kingdom. The oflicers received them with the utmost satisfac-

turewere absolutely false, and contrary to their
principles, which are most clearly for a general
right and just freedom to all men, and therefore
upon this occasion they declare to the world,
that they desire the same for the king, and others of his party, so far as can consist with common right and freedom, and with the security
of the same for the future. And we do clearly

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

(J

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

other requests of the army were also complied
with whereupon, after returning thanks to the
houses, they retreated to Wickham, and ap;

* Rushworth,

p. 589, 590.
Rapin, vol.
t Ibid., p. 570, 572.
1 Rushworth. p. 585.

ii.,

p. 531.

* Whitelocke, p. 264.
Rapin, vol.
t Rapin, vol. ii., p. 533.

ii.,

p. 532.

Rapin, vol. ii., p. 533, 534.
t Rushworth, p. 637.
Rapin, vol. ii., p. 534.
4 Rushworth, p. 642.
Dr. Zach. Grey says there were but fifty-nine,
but I do not know his authority. Ed.
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them

imaginable
honours, and assuring them that they would reestablish them in their full power, or die in the
attempt. There must surely have been some
very pressing reasons for this conduct,* otherwise so many zealous Presbyterians, as were
most of the members who quitted the Parliament House, would not have had recourse to
Lord Clarendon
the protection of the army.
believes that they apprehended the army designed to restore the king to all his rights at this
time, and that they were willing to avoid his
majesty's vengeance, by concurring with them
in his restoration, which is not unlikely, if they
could have brought him to their terms.
However, the Presbyterian members that remained in London assembled on Friday according to adjournment, and having chosen a new
speaker, voted that the king should come to
London that the eleven impeached members
should be restored that a committee of safety
should join the city militia and that forces
should be immediately raised under the command of Waller, Massey, and Poyntz in all
which they appeared so resolute, that no man
could imagine but either that they had the king
at their disposal, or intended a brave and valThe common couniant defence of the city.t
cil gave orders for the trained-bands to repair
to the works, and for all capable of bearing
arms to appear at the places of rendezvous.
Massey, Waller, and Poyntz were also busy in
and the
forming regiments and companies
committee of the militia were empowered to
punish such as did not repair to their colours.
At the same time, they wrote to their brethren
in Scotland to return with their army immedibut, alas
ately to their assistance
they were,
however, they pubat too great a distance
lished a declaration in the name of the Kirk
and whole kingdom, August 13, wherein they
engage, by a solemn oath, to establish the
Presbyterian government in England
to redeem his majesty out of the hands of schismatics, and place him at the head of his Parliament with honour to vindicate the honour of
the eleven impeached members, and to settle
the privileges of Parliament against the overtion and transport, paying

all

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

* Rapin, as well as Mr. Neal, expresses his surprise at this secession of these members of Parliament he supposes that it proceeded from a disapprobation of the measures pursued by their brethren
and the Common Council of London, and from an
apprehension that they would be infallibly oppressed
by the army. By joining the army, they sought their
security from the ruin which threatened their own
party and, says Mr. Hume, " paid their court in time
to that authority which began to predominate in the
nation." What Whitelocke reports concerning the
reason which the Earls of Warwick, Manchester,
&c., assigned for their conduct, appears to have escaped the attention of these writers. He says that they
sent to the general to acquaint him '• that they had
quitted the Parliament, for that there was no freesitting for them, and they cast themselves into his
Memorials, p. 2C5.
protection."
Dr. Grey, in his
Appendi.x, No. 72, has confirmed this account of the
matter, by giving at length their letter to Sir Thomas Fairfax, signed by the Speaker of the House of
Lords and eight peers, and by the speaker and fiftyeight of the Commons.
Mr. Neal, and since him
Mrs. Macaulay, says a hundred Commoners seceded.
All, probably, did not sign the letter.
Dr. Grey is
rather severe here upon our author.
Ed.
Rushworth, p. 737.
t Rapin, vol. ii., p. 399, 534.
:

;
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awing power of the army.

A

after they
declared against toleration and liberty of conscience, resolving to the last man to stand by
little

the Covenant, whatever the English Parliament

might submit

to.

Pursuant to the order of the twe houses, the
general had removed his headquarters above
forty miles from the city, till, upon the representation of the meinbers who fled to them for
protection from the outrageous violence of the
city mob, they resolved to push their advantage,
and bring the mutineers to justice accordingly, they resolved to march to London, and rendezvous the whole army on Hounslow Heath,
August 3, to the number of twenty thousand
men, with a suitable train of artillery, accompanied with fourteen peers, and about one hundred members of the House of Commons.*
The citizens were no sooner informed of this,
than their courage sunk at once, and, instead
of defending the city, they ordered the militia
to retire from the lines, and sent their submission to the general, promising to open their
passes, and give all assistance to the replacing
of those fnembers who had withdrawn to the
army. August 6, being appointed for this service, the mayor and aldermen met the general
at Hyde Park with a present of a gold cup, be;

seeching him to excuse what had been amiss

;

but his excellency refused the present, and having dismissed them with very little ceremony,
conducted the members to their seats in Parliament, who immediately voted all proceedings
in their absence void, and gave thanks to the
army for their safe-conduct. t Next day the
army marched through the city without any
disorder, and constituted Colonel Titchburn lieutenant of the Tower, contrary to the request of
the militia was
the lord-mayor and citizens
changed, and put into the hands of the old offithe fortificers who had conducted it before
cations and lines of circumvallation about the
city were levelled, and sundry peers, who had
been at the head of the late tumults, were impeached of high treason, as the Earl of Suffolk,
Middlesex, Lincoln, Lord Willoughby of Parham, Hudson, &c. the lord-mayor and some
of the principal citizens were sent to the Tower
and it was resolved to purge the House of
all who had been active in the late unhappy
which put a full period to the Presbyteririot
an power for the present and the army being
quartered near the city all the next winter, there
was a council of officers at their headquarters
at Putney, whose debates and resolutions had,
no doubt, a very powerful influence upon the
resolutions of the two houses.
The odium of this grand revolution, by which
the army became masters of the city of London,
and of the Parliament itself, fell chiefly on the
;

;

;

;

;

;

Presbyterians themselves, whose intemperate
for Covenant uniformity carried them to
The sermons of their
very impolitic excesses.
ministers were filled with invective against the
their public prayers
in
army while at a distance
they entreated the Almighty to incline the hearts
of the Scots to return to their relief; and the
conversation of their people was riotous and dishowever, lest the weight of this revorderly
olution should fall too heavily on the London
zeal

;

;

Rushworth,

p.

745, 750.

f Ibid., p. 751, 756.
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ministers,* as the chief incendiaries of the people, they wisely prepared a vindication of themselves, and published it four days before the
army entered the city it was dated from Sion
;

College, August 2, 1647, and is to this purpose
" We, the jninisters of London, whose names
are subscribed, do profess, in the presence of the
Searcher of all hearts,
;

1.

"

That we have never done anything pur-

posely and wittingly to engage the city against
the army, or the army against the city, but have
sincerely and faithfully endeavoured to prevent
it.

2.

"

That seeing both the Parliament and city

have declared the necessity of putting the

city

into a present posture of defence, yet protesting against any desires of a new war, and thereto stir up the people
defence we accordingly
have done and shall do our duty therein, that
the people may be encouraged to their own just
and necessary preservation.
3. " But withal, we profess our abhorrence of
and we
the shedding any blood on either side
humbly pray all whom it may concern, that they
Avill be very careful in preventing it by a season-

upon have called upon us
to prepare

for their

;

;

able treaty."

have had some regard to men of piety and vir
tue, who had not equal discernment with themselves could they not be content with being the
established religion, and having most of the livings of the kingdom divided among them, without trampling on the religious rights of mankind,,
by enforcing an absolute uniformity, which can.
never be maintained but on the ruins of a good,
conscience, and, therefore, is no means of promoting the true interest of Christ and salvation
of souls 1
Mr. Baxter had milder sentiments
and it is for the honour of
in his latter days
the present generation of those commonly called Presbyterians, that they have not only abandoned and renounced these servile doctrines,*
but have appeared in defence of the civil and
religious liberties of mankind, upon the most
;

;

and generous principles.
His majesty was obliged, all this time, to attend the removes of the army from Newmarfrom thence
ket he came to Royston, June 24
from thence to Windsor, and two
to Hatfield
days after to Caversham, where he had the
But
pleasure of conversing with his children.
when the city of London threatened a new
war, his majesty was removed to a greater distance
about the middle of July he was at
Maidenhead and towards the end of the month
at Latimer's, in Buckinghamshire; when the
army had got possession of the city they brought
his majesty back to Oatlands, August 14, and
two days after to Hampton Court, where he
appeared in state and splendour about three
months, being attended by the proper officers
of the court, and a vast resort of people both
from city and country.
While the king was with the army, Lieuten-

solid

:

;

;

;

Signed by about twenty of the London minand presented to a committee of both

isters,

;

houses, sitting at Guildhall.
Let the reader now pause a little, and judge
of the authors of this grand revolution, which
brought the Parliament under the power of the
army, and how far the Presbyterian ministers
were concerned in it. Mr. Baxter, in a very
angry style, lays all the blame at the door of the
" A few dissenting members of
Independents.
the Westminster Synod," says he, " began all
* "To know whether the Presbyterians have inAfterward they inthis, and carried it far on.
deed abandoned their persecuting principles," says
creased, and others joined them, who, partly by
Bishop Warburton, " we should see them under an
stiffness, and partly by policy, increased our
It is no wonder that a tolerated sect
establishment.
flames, and kept open our wounds, as if there should espouse those principles of Christian liberty
had been none but they considerable in the which support their toleration. Now the Scottish
world and having an army, and city agents fit Presbyterians are established, and we find they still
to second them, effectually hindered all remedy, adhere to the old prmciple of intolerance." His lordship's reflections are too well founded in fact and extill they had dashed all into pieces as a broken
persecution of Dr. M'GiU for
One would have thought that, if all their perience. The recent
glass.
his valuable and guarded Essay on the Death of
opmions had been certainly true, and their Christ, may be adduced as a new proof of the intolChrist
of
interests
church order good, yet the
But, strictly
erance of Scotch Presbyterianism.
and the souls of men, and of greater truths, speaking, Presbyterianism hath no existence among
should have been so regarded by the dividers in the English Dissenters, who form so many independEngland, as that the safety of all these should ent societies. The name is, indeed, applied to one
have been preferred, and not all ruined, rather part of them but they are invested with no power
management of a fund for
than their way should want its carnal arm and but what arises from the
assistance of small congregations. This they
and that they should not tear the gov- the
liberty
are known to direct on a truly liberal plan, without
ernment of Christ all to pieces rather than it demanding subscription to any articles, or making
should want their lace."t I am far from clear- any inquisition into the sentiments, on doctrine or
ing the Independents from all manner of blame disciphne, of the ministers or churches to whom they
their principles might be too grant exhibitions. And the writings of those whoin their conduct
narrow and mistaken in some points, and their have been called Presbyterians, the bishop could not
vindications of the princizeal for Christian liberty betray them into some but know, were most able
In this cause did a Browne, an Evimprudences. But on which side was the stiff- ples of liberty.
ans, a Grosvenor, a Chandler, and many others, argue
ness^ on theirs who only desired a peaceable
and plead. His lordship's argument, I would add,
toleration
or on theirs who were determined applies to an extent to which it is conceived he did
to make the whole nation stoop to Presbyterian not wish to have it carried it more than implies,
uniformity 1
Were not these the men who kept that toleration and an establishment are incompatiopen the Church's wounds'! Had their disci- ble that when once the tolerated are possessed of
pline been ever so good, yet certainly they might power, they of course become intolerant. If so, an
estabUshment cannot exist without being inimical to
* The Assembly of Divines also, Dr. Grey infornms the interests of truth and the rights of conscience.
us, presented a petition for peace, which he has pre- Could a severer reflection be passed on establishserved, from the MSS. of Dr. Williams, No. 74 of his ments than is here conveyed by an Episcopal pen ?
—Ed.
Appendix. Ed.
t Abridg., p. 97.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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ant-general Cromwell and Ireton took sundry
opportunities to confer with his majesty priThey ofTered to
vately about his restoration.
set him upon the throne with the freedom of his
conscience upon the point of Episcopacy, or
lose their lives in the attempt, if he would consent to their proposals to the Parliament, and

bestow some particular preferments on themselves and a few of their friends, wishing that
God would deal with them and their famihes
according to their sincerity.* Nay, they engaged to indemnify his whole party if they
Sir J. Berkley, the king's
would be quiet. t
agent, entreated his majesty in the most importunate and submissive manner, considering
the state of his affairs, to accept of the said

but the king treated them with a
proposals
haughty reserve, and said, if they intended an
accommodation, they would not impose such
Sir J. Berkley said, he
conditions upon him.
should suspect they designed to abuse him if
they had demanded less and that a crown so
near lost was never recovered on easier terms.
But Mr. Ashburnham, who came with instructions from France, fell in with the king's humour, and encouraged him to stand his ground,
relying upon an ill-judged maxim which his
majesty had imbibed, and which his best friends
;

;

could not

make him

was

power

depart from,

viz.,

that

it

and that the
party must sink which he abandoned.! This
sealed his ruin, and made him play between
both, till neither would trust him.
When the
Parliament brought their propositions, he put
them in mind of the offers of the army and
in his

to turn the scale,

;

when

the proposals of the latter were tendered
most respectful manner, he put on a
frown, and said, " I shall see you glad, ere long,
to accept more equal terms
you cannot be
without me you will fall to ruin if I do not
sustain you
no man shall suffer for my sake
the Church must be established according to
in the

;

;

;

;

law." The officers were confounded at this
" Sir," says Sir J. Berkley, " you
language.
speak as if you had some secret strength, which,
since you have concealed from me, I wish you
had concealed from these men."ij After divers
conferences of this kind to no purpose, Cromwell told him plainly, " Sir, we perceive you
have a design to be arbitrator between the Parliament and us
but we n«w design to be the
same between your majesty and the Parliament." This fluctuating temper (says Bishop
Kennet) was the king's ruin, which he repented
of when it was too late.
Mr. Whitelocke says,
the king's bishops persuaded him against what
he was inclined to in his own judgment, and
thereby ruined him and themselves.
When the officers found they could make no
impression on the king, and had discovered his
secret correspondence with the queen, they
withdrew from court, which raised suspicions
in his majesty's mind of a secret design against
his life, and put him on attempting to escape
;

II

51.

out of their hands.

very certain that
Cromwell withdrew his parole of honour for the
king's safety, and sent him word, a few days,
before he left Hampton Court, that he would,
not be answerable any longer for what mightbefall him, which was owing to a discovery he
had made of the king's insincerity in treating
with him. Mr. Coke says, there was a report
at that time, and he is confident that in time it
will appear, that in the army's treaty with the
king, Cromwell had made a private article of
advantage for himself,* but his majesty not allowing himself to conclude anything without,
the queen, wrote her word, " that if he consented to those proposals, it would be easier totake off Cromwell afterward, than now he was
at the head of the army."t Which letter Cromwell intercepted. t Bishop Kennet says, "that
It

is

* Detect., p. 323.
t Complete History, p. 270.
This very important point in vindication of Cromconduct towards the false-hearted Charles hasbeen too much overlooked, and yet it is a circumstance thoroughly substantiated. Mr. Baron Maseres, in a note to his publication of tracts relative to
these times, referrmg to Cromwell's abandonment of
the treaty with the king, which, he observes, he had
been carrying on for more than five months (from the
beginning of June to the end of November, 1647),.
for restoring him to the exercise of iiis royal authority, observes, that Sir John Berkley's account is so
clear and circumstantial, and supported by the testimony of so many respectable persons who were concerned in the management of it, that it seems highly
deserving of credit without seeking any other motive
for this change of his (Cromwell's) conduct towards
the king, besides the fear of losing his influence over
the army if he should persist in his endeavour to restore him to his authority, after a great part of the
army had resolved to act against him. The baron
then gives the copy of the supposed letter (said to
have been the cause of the death of the king), of
which the writer he mentions gives the following account That Lord Bolingbroke told them (Mr. Pope
and Lord Marchmont), June 12, 1742, that Lord Oxford (the second Earl of O-xford) had often told him.,
that he had seen, and had in his hands an original
letter that the king wrote to the queen, in answer to
one of hers that had been intercepted, and then fort

well's

:

warded to him wherein she had reproached him for
having made those villains too great concessions,,
viz., that Cromwell should be lord-lieutenant for hfe
without account that that kingdom (Ireland) should
be in the hands of the party, with an army there
kept which should have no head but the lieutenant
and that Cromwell should have a garter, &c. that
in this letter of the king's it was said, that she shdiM
leave hirn to manage, who was better informed uL
all circumstances than she could be; but that she
might be entirely easy as to whatever concessions
he should make them for that he should know in
due time how to deal with the rogues, who, instead
of a silken garter, should be fitted wiui a hempencord that so the letter ended which answer, as
they waited for, so they intercepted accordingly and
that it determined his Me; and for which letter
Lord O.xford said he had offered five hundred pouads.
This letter seems to be the same as is referred to
in the following passage from the Memoirs of Lord
Broghell, afterward Earl of Orrery, written by his
chaplain it is related to be the subject of a conversation between his lordship, and Cromwell, and Ireton, respecting and after the king's death
in which
Cromwell is stated to have said, that if the king had
followed his own mind, and had had trusty servants
about him, he had fooled them all; and added, that
once they had a mind to have closed with him but
upon something that happened, they fell off from that
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

* Dr. Grey fills, here, four pages with authorities
to prove the insincerity and hypocrisy of Cromwell
and Ireton ; by which nothing that Mr. Neal had advanced above is invalidated. Ed.
t Dugdale's Troubles of Englandj p. 264.
t Rushworth, p. 807, 810.
^ History of the Stuarts, p. 570.
Memorials, p. 271.
11

;

;

design that, in answer to a queslion of his lordship,
why they once would have closed with the king, and
;

;
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it was reported tliat Cromwell was to liave
^10,000 ami a garter; and that the bargain had
certainly taken effect, if the king had not made
an apology to the queen, an'*" sufficiently implied
that he did it by constraint, and that when he
was at liberty, and in power, he should think
himself discharged from the obligation. This
Jetter was sewed up in the skirt of a saddle to
be sent to France but Cromwell and Ireton,
having information of it, went to an inn in HolDr. Lane, of the
born, and seized the letter."
Commons, frequently declared, "that he had
seen this original letter, that he knew it to be
the king's own hand, and that the contents
were as above." Another writer says, that the
;

mentioned his majesty's being courted by
the Scots Presbyterians as well as the army,
and that they that bid fairest for him should
have him.* Upon the discovery of this letter,
Cromwell went to Mr. Ashburnham, who attended the king's person, and told him that he
was now satisfied the king could not be trusted that he had no confidence in the army, but
was jealous of them and their officers that he
had treaties with the city Presbyterians, and
with the Scots commissioners, to engage the
nation again in blood, and that, therefore, he
could not be answerable if anything fell out contrary to expectation.
Sir Richard Baker, Mr.
Coke, and others, are of opinion that, till this
time, Cromwell and Ireton were hearty and
zealous for restoring the king, and opposing the
Levellers who began to arise in the army, but
that alter this discovery they forsook him, as
did the rest of the chief officers, who seldom
came to coiyt the guards also changed their
language, and said that God had hardened the
king's heart and blinded his eyes.
Under these circumstances the infatuated
king left Hampton Court, November 11, at
night, and having crossed the Thames, took
horse in company with Sir J. Berkley, Mr. Leg,
and Mr. Ashburnham, and next morning arrived
at Titchfield House, where he stayed while Leg
went over to the Isle of Wight, to treat with
letter

;

;

Colonel Hammond, the governor, about the
safety of his person, who, without any treaty,
brought the governor to the house where his
majesty was, upon which the king said he was
betrayed
as, indeed, he M'as in all his affairs.*
Hammond carried him over to the Isle November 13, and after some lime shut him up in Carisbrook Castle, where his majesty remained almost a year with one or two servants only,
having little conversation with the world, and
time sufficient to contemplate on the uncertainty of all human affairs, and on the miserable
circumstances to which Divine Providence had
suffered his own imprudent conduct to reduce
;

him.t

Let us now attend to the projects of the sev-'
eral parties for restoring the public tranquillity.

As soon
city of

as the army had got possession of the
London, they made the following propo-

sals to the two houses.
With regard to religion, " Tliat an act be passed to take away all

coercive power and jurisdiction of bishops extending to any civil penalties upon any. That
there be a repeal of all acts, or clauses of acts,
enjoining the use of the Common Prayer, and
imposing any penalty for neglect thereof, and
for not coming to church, or for meeting elsewhere. That the taking of the Covenant be not
enforced upon any, but that all orders and ordinances tending to that purpose be repealed."
With regard to the state, " That the militia and
great officers be disposed of by Parliament for
ten years, and after that the houses to nominate three, out of which the king to choose one.
That there be acts of indemnity and revocation

:

they did not, Cromwell is stated to have said,
that they would have closed with the king, because
they found that the Scots and the Presbyterians began to be more powerful than themselves, and that,
if they made up matters with the king, they (Cromwell and his party) would have been left in the lurch
t^t, therefore, they thought it best to prevent them,
by olfering, first, to come into any reasonable condition ; but that, while they were busied in these
thoughts, there came a letter from one of their spies,
acquainting them that on that day their final doom
was decreed, referring to a letter sent from the king
up
to the queen, which the spy described as sewed
in the skirt of a saddle, to be taken that night to the

why

;

to be taken from thence
Then follows the particulars of finding
to Dover.
and Ireton, who
Cromwell
saddle
by
in
the
letter
the
attended there for that purpose in the habits of troop-

Blue Boar Inn, in Holborn,

* Rushvvorth, p. 920. 960.
+ A "pretty summer house" was erected for
Charles on the ramparts, whither he often retired
to commune with his own thoughts.
The bowling
green on the barbican at Carisbrook, which was constructed for his amusement, with its turf steps, is as
perfect at the present time as if it had been laid
down but yesterday. When at Carisbrook, Charles
clothed his melancholy feelings in poetry. The verses in question, which extend to a considerable
length, were omitted in the collection of the king's
works, but were printed shortly afterward by his bi
Burnet says, " The mighty
ographer, Perinchief
sense and great piety of them will be found to be

beyond all the sublimities of poetry, which are not
Even Walpole condescends to
yet wanting here."
speak well of them he says, " The poetry is uncouth
and inharmonious; but there are strong thoughts in
them, some good sense, and a strain of majestic piety."
It may be doubted if too high praise has not been
passed upon this production: the following verses
are certainly far from happy
:

:

Tyranny bears the title of taxation,
Revenge and robbery are reformation

,

Oppression gains the name of sequestration
loyal subjects, who in this bad season
Attend (by the law of God and reason).
They dare impeach and punish for high treason.

My

that by this letter they found that the king had
Next at the clergy do their furies frown
acquainted the queen that he was then courted by both
Pious Episcopacy must go down
the factions but that he thought he should close
They will destroy the crosier and the crown
with the Scotch sooner than the other; that upon
went
to
and
horse
took
we
Cromwell,
added
this,
Churchmen are chained and schismatics are freed,
Windsor, and finding we were not likely to have any Mechanics preach, and holy fathers bleed;
tolerable terms from the king, we immediately, from The crown is crucified v/ith the Creed.
that time forward, resolved his ruin.— See Memoirs of
Church of England doth all faction foster,
Oliver Cromwell and of his Sorjs Richard and Henry, by The
pulpit is us\irped by each impostor
Oliver Cromwell, Esq., a descendant of the fainily 2 vols. The
excludes the Pater Noster.
Extempore
vol.
ii.,
82.—
C.
8vo, London, 1822,
p.
Jesse's Court of the Stuarts, vol. ii., p. 146.— C.
* History of the Stuarts, p. 390.

ers

:

;

;

;
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of all declarations against the proceedings of
That the present unequal, and
Parliament.
troublesome, and contentious way of ministers'
maintenance by tithes be considered of, and
some remedy applied. That none may be obliged to accuse themselves or relations in crimand no man's life taken away uninal causes
der two witnesses. That consideration be had
of all statutes, laws, or customs of corporations,
imposing any oaths tending to molest or ensnare
religious and peaceable people merely for nonconformity in religion. That the arbitrary power given to committees and deputy-lieutenants
;

be recalled."*
After several debates upon these proposals
with regard to religion, the Lords agreed, October -13, " that the king be desired to give his
consent to the settling the Presbyterial government for three years, with a provision, that no
person shah be liable to any penalty for nonconformity to the said government, or form of Divine service but such persons shall have liberty to meet for the service and worship of
God, and for exercise of religious duties and
ordinances in any fit and convenient places, so
as nothing be done by them to the disturbance
Provided this
of the peace of the kingdom.
shall not be construed to extend to a toleration
popish reexempt
of the popish religion, nor to
cusants from any penalties imposed upon them
Nor shall it exfor the exercise of the same.
tend to the toleration of anything contrary to
the principles of the Christian religion contained
in the Apostles' Creed, as it is expounded in
the first fifteen articles of the Church of England, as they had been cleared and vindicated
by the Assembly of Divines now sitting at Westaiinster
nor of anything contrary to such
points of faith, for the ignorance whereof men
be
to
kept
from the sacrament, according to
are
Nor shall
the ordinance of October 20, 1645.
it extend to excuse any persons from the penalties of I Elizabeth, cap. ii., for not coming to
hear the Word of God on the Lord's Day in any
parish church or chapel, unless he can show a
reasonable cause for his absence, or that he
was present to hear the Word of God preached
or expounded elsewhere."!
The Commons likewise agreed, "that Presbytery be established till the end of the next
sessions of Parliament, or till the second sessions
that the tenths, and all other maintenance belonging to any church or chapel, shall
be only for the u.se of them who can submit to
the Presbyterial government, and none other.
The liberty of conscience shall extend to none
who shall print, preach, or publish, contrary to
the first fifteen articles of the thirty-nine, except
the eighth, relating to the three creeds.
That
nothing contained in this ordinance shall extend to popish recusants. "t October 14, they
agreed farther, " that such tender consciences
should be freed, by way of indulgence, from
the penalty of the statute for the Presbyterian
government, for their nonconformity, who do
meet in some other congregation for the worship of God on the Lord's Day, and do nothing
against the laws and peace of the kingdom, and
that none others shall be freed from the penalty
of the statute of Eliz., cap. ii."
October 16, the

Commons

;

*
t

Rushworth,
Rushworth,

p.

p.

736.
840.

Rapin,

vol.

t

p. 538, 539.
Ibid., p. 841.

extend to

tol-

erate the use of common prayer in any part of
the kingdom."*
Which was against the sense
of the army, who were for a general indulgence,
as appears from the declaration of the agita-

dated November I, in which they say that
"matters of religion and the ways of God's
worship are not at all intrusted by us to any
human power, because therein we cannot omit
or exceed a tittle of what our consciences dictate to be the mind of God, without wilful
tors,

nevertheless, the public way of instructing the nation, so it be not compulsive, is left
Here was a fair plan of
accommodation, but no ordinance was brought
into the House to confirm these resolutions.
November 8, both houses agreed to the addition of some new propositions.
As,
1. "For the due observation of the Lord's
sin

;

to their discretion. "t

Day.

"Against innovations

2.

;

;

voted, "that the indulgence granted

to tender consciences should not

in religion.

3.

"

A new

4.

"

For the education of the children of pa-

oath for the conviction of papists.

pists in the Protestant religion.
5. "Against pluralities."

The proposals of the Presbyterians were the
same with those of Newcastle already mentionbut whereas the king declined to accept
them without a personal treaty, they determined in the House of Commons to reduce thenx

ed

;

into four bills, which, if his majesty refused to
sign as preliminaries, they resolved to settle the
but before they were pernation without him
fected, the king withdrew from Hampton Court,
and was secured in the Isle of Wight, where
the commissioners from the two houses waited
on him, and tendered him the following bills,
December 24 the first, was settling the militia,
the second, for calling in
as has been related
all his majesty's declarations and proclamations
against the two houses, and those that adhered
the third, to disqualify those peers
to them
from sitting in the House that had been created
after the great seal had been conveyed to Oxthe fourth, to empower the two houses
ford
In matters
to adjourn, as they should think fit.
of religion, they insisted peremptorily on the
establishment of the Presbyterian Church government upon the ruins of the prelatical upon
and upon Covthe extirpation of all sectaries
enant uniformity in both nations, as will appear
more fully hereafter. But the king, instead ot
signing the preliminaries, insisted strenuously
on a personal treaty, which it was hardly reasonable for him to expect, when he had so late;

:

;

;

;

;

;

attempted to escape out of their hands, and
now refused to yield anything in a way of condescension.
It had not been possible to unriddle the mystery of this escape, if it had not appeared, soon
after, that the king was at that very time throwing himself into the hands of the Scots, who,
being offended with the Parliament (now under
the influence of the army) for not acting in concert with them in the present treaty, according
to their Covenant, determined on a separate neand accordingly, by
gotiation for themselves
the mediation of some of their own nation, they
concluded a secret treaty with the king, which
ajesty left Hampton
was begun before his
ly

;

m

ii.,

"^^ushworth,

p. 842.

t

Ibid., p. 160.
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the 27th of December
following, three days after his majesty's refusal
of the Parliament's four bills. " This alliance,"
says Lord Clarendon,* " was most scandalous,
and derogatory to the honour and interest of the

Court, but not signed

till

order, but his majesty and his predecessors, in
their confirmations of the great charter, have

inseparably woven the rights of the Church into
the liberty of the subject
and yet he is willing
that it be provided, that particular bishops perEnglish nation, and would have been abomina- form the several duties of their callings, both by
ted if known and understood by all men."
But their personal residence and frequent preachRapin thinks it not so criminal on the part of ing that in their personal exercise no act of
the Scots as his lordship represents, since they jurisdiction or ordination be without consent of
yielded to the establishment of their beloved their presbyters; and will consent, that in all
Presbytery in England only for three years
things their powers be so limited that they may
however, it laid the foundation of the king's not be grievous to the tender consciences of
.ruin with the army.
others his majesty sees no reason why he
In the preamble his majesty gives "a favour- alone, and those of his judgment, should be
able testimony to the solemn League and Cov- pressed to a violation of theirs.
" Nor can his majesty consent to the alienafnant, and to the good intentions of those that
entered into it."
In the treaty " he obliges him- tion of church lands, because it cannot be deself to confirm the Covenant by act of Par- nied to be the sin of sacrilege
as, also, that it
liament as soon as he can do it with honour and subverts the intentions of so many pious donors,
-freedom in both kingdoms with a proviso, that who have laid a heavy curse upon all such pronone that were unwilling should be obliged to fane violations. And, besides, his majesty betake it for the future. He engages, farther, to lieves it to be a prejudice to the public good,
confirm by act of Parliament the Presbyterial many of his subjects having the benefit of regovernment in England, the Directory for pub- newing leases at much easier rates than if those
lic worship, and the Assembly of Divines, for possessions were in the hands of private men ;
three years only, with liberty for himself and not omitting the discouragement it will be to
'his household to use that form of Divine service learning and industry, when such eminent rethey had formerly practised and that during wards shall be taken away
yet, considering
the three years there should be a consultation the present distempers concerning church diswith the Assembly of Divines, to whom twenty cipline, and that the Presbyterian government
of the king's nomination should be added, and is now in practice, his majesty, to avoid confusome from the Church of Scotland, to deter- sion as much as may be, and for the satisfacmine what form of church government should be tion of his two houses, is content that the
establislied afterward."! Then follows a scourge same government be legally permitted to stand
" That an effectual course should in the same condition it now is for three years,
for the army
be taken to suppress the opinions of the Anti- provided that his majesty, and those of his judgTrinitarians, Arians, Socinians, Arminians, In- ment, or any others who cannot in conscience
dependents, Brovvnists, Antinomians, Anabap- submit thereunto, be not obliged to comply with
tists, Separatists, Seekers
and, in general, all the Presbyterial government, hut have free pracblasphemy, heresy, schism, and other doctrines tice of our own profession, without any prejucontrary to the known principles of Christianity, dice thereby and that free consultation be had
whether concerning faith, worship, conversa- with the divines at Westminster, twenty of his
tion, or the power of godliness, or which may majesty's nomination being added to them, to
be destructive to order and government, or to consider how to settle the Church afterward,
the peace of the Church and kingdom."
with full liberty to all those who shall differ upon
In return for these concessions, " the Scots conscientious grounds from that settlement
•engaged to raise an army to deliver his majesty always provided, that nothing aforesaid be unout of captivity, to assert his right to the mili- derstood to tolerate those of the popish profestia, the great seal, the negative voice in Parliasion, or exempt them from penal laws, or to
ment and, in a word, to restore him to his tolerate the public profession of atheism or blas;"
throne with honour and freedom
which oc- phemy, contrary to the doctrine of the apostles,
casioned a second civil war the next year.
the Nicene and Athanasian Creeds they having
As soon as his majesty arrived in the Isle of been received by, and had in reverence of, all
"Wight from Hampton Court, he sent a letter to Christian churches, and more especially the
the Speaker of the House of Lords, to be com- Church of England since the Reformation."*
municated to the Commons, with the following This was inserted to cajole the array, and was
concessions on his part, very inconsistent with entirely reversed by the Scots treaty five weeks
the treaty last mentioned " For the abolishing after.
archbishops, bishops, &c., his majesty clearly
From these inconsistent views of the conprofesseth, that he cannot consent to it either tending parties, we may easily discern the preas a Christian or a king for the first he avows, carious situation of the public tranquillity, espethat he is satisfied in his judgment that this cially as there was a general distrust on all
•order was placed in the Church by the apostles sides, and each party resolved to carry their
themselves, and ever since their time has con- point without any abatements
the king was
tinued in all Christian churches throughout the held by ties of conscience and honour (as he
world till this last century and in this church, said) to preserve Episcopacy the Scots and
in all times of change and reformation, it has English Presbyterians, though divided at presbeen upheld, by the wisdom of his ancestors, as ent, thought themselves equally bound to stand
the great preserver of doctrine, discipline, and by their solemn League and Covenant and the
order, in the service of God.
As a king, at his army was under a solemn engagement to agree
If the king
-coronation he not only swore to maintain this with neither without a toleration.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;
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non-addresses.
Tdl this very time, says Lord
Clarendon, no man mentioned the king's person
without duty and respect. But now a new scene
was opened, and some of their officers, at their
meetings at Windsor, began to talk of deposing
the king, or prosecuting him as a criminal, of
which his majesty was advertised by Watson
the quartermaster, but it made no impression
upon him.
The two houses having concurred in their
votes for non-addresses, the army agreed to
stand by the Parliament in settling the nation
and that the people might be
but the without the king
sion of the whole legislative authority
sword was in the hands of the army, who were satisfied with the reasons of their proceedings,
determined not to sheath it till they had se- a remonstrance was published by order of Parcured to themselves that liberty for which they liament, February 15, in which they recapitulate
had been fighting this they had in vain soli- all the errors of his majesty's government his
cited from the king, and were next determined insincerity in the several treaties of peace he
had entered into with them and that though
to try their interest with the Parliament.
The houses being informed of the king's de- they had applied to him seven times with propsign to make his escape out of the Isle of Wight, ositions, in all which the Scots had concurred
ordered the governor to put away his servants, except the last, yet he had never complied with
and confine him a close prisoner in the castle, any from whence they conclude, either that
so that no person might be admitted to speak the nation must continue under the present disHis majesty having also tractions, or they must setUe it without him.
to him without leave.
,^eclared, when he rejected the Parliament's In the posthumous works of Lord Clarendon,*
four bills, that nothing which could befall him there is a large reply to this remonstrance, in
could ever prevail with him to consent to any which his lordship endeavours to vindicate the
'.one act till the conditions of the whole peace king and throw all the blame upon the Parliawere concluded, they began to despair of an ac- ment but though there were ill instruments on
commodation. In this juncture, the officers of both- sides, and there might be no real occasion
the army sent a message to tlie houses, assuring to rip up the misdemeanors of the king's govthem that they would live and die with them in ernment from the beginning, yet it is hardly possettling the nation, either with or without the sible for the art of man to justify his majesty's
king, and leave all transactions of state for the conduct before the war, or to vindicate his prudence and sincerity in his treaties afterward
future to them alone.*
However, after the seclusion of the eleven im- the design of commencing a new war being evpeached members, and the quartering the army idently at this time concerted and agreed upon,
in the neighbourhood of the city, the Parliament, with his majesty's allowance, in pursuance of
cither from interest or fear, had a great regard the Scots treaty, while he was amusing both the
to the opinion of those officers who were mem- Parliament and army with overtures of peace.
Among the ordinances that passed this year
hers of the House. Upon a motion that no
more addresses be made to the king from the for reformation of the Church, none occasionParliament, nor any messages received from ed so much noise and disturbance as that of
him, Ireton and Cromwell opened themselves June 8, for abolishing the observation of saints'
very freely Ireton said, " Subjection to the king days, and the three grand festivals of Christ•was but in lieu of protection from him, which mas, Easter, and Whitsuntide
the ordinance
being denied, we may settle the kingdom with- says, " Forasmuch as the feast of the nativiout him. Let us, then, show our resolution," says ty of Christ, Easter, Whitsuntide, and other feshe, " and not desert those valiant men who have tivals, commonly called holydays, have been
engaged for us beyond all possibility of retreat." heretofore superstitiously used and observed
Cromwell said, "That the Parliament should be it ordained, that the said feasts, and all other
^govern by their own power, and not teach the festivals, commonly called holydays, be no longpeople any longer to expect safety from an ob- er observed as festivals any law, statute, cusstinate man, whose heart God had hardened. tom, constitution, or canon, to the contrary in
The army will defend you against all opposition. anywise notwithstanding.!
" And that there may be a convenient time
Teach them not, by neglecting yours and the
Tiingdom's safety, in which their own is involv- allotted for scholars, apprentices, and other sered, to think themselves betrayed, and left here- vants, for their recreation, be it ordained, that
after to the rage and malice of an irreconcila- all scholars, apprentices, and other servants,
ble enemy, whom they have subdued for your shall, with the leave of their masters, have such
sake, lest despair teach them to seek their safe- convenient, reasonable recreation, and relaxaty by some other means than adhering to you tion from labour, every second Tuesday in the
[here he put his hand to his sword] and how month throughout the year, as formerly they
destructive such a resolution will be," says he, used to have upon the festivals
and masters
" I tremble to think, and leave you to judge I" of scholars, apprentices, and servants, shall
The question being then put, it was carried by a grant to them respectively such time for their
majority of fifty voices yeas one hundred and for- recreation, on the aforesaid second Tuesday in
ty-one, noes ninety-one.
January 17, the Lords the month, as they may conveniently spare from
concurred with the Commons in their votes of their extraordinary necessary service and occaand if any difference arise between mas* Rushworth, p. 951, 953, 962. Rapin, vol. ii., p. sions

could have submitted to Covenant uniformity,
he might have been restored by the Presbyterians, or, if either king or Parliament would
have declared heartily for a toleration, they
might have established themselves by the assistance of the miUtary power but his majesty
seems to have been playing an unsteady, if not
a double game. The reader will judge of the
equity of the several proposals, and of the prudential conduct of each party, from the respectthe
ive circumstances in which they stood
king was a prisoner the Parliament in posses;
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and servants concerning the liberty hereby
granted, the next justice of peace shall reconters

cile it."

The king was highly displeased with this ordinance and therefore, while the affair was under debate, he put this query to the Parliament
commissioners at Holmby House, April, 23,
;

1647.
I desire to be out-resolved of this question,
the new reforsners discharge the keeping
reason for this query is, " I conof Easter 1
ceive the celebration of this feast was instituted
by the same authority which changed the Jewish Sabbath into the Lord's Day or Sunday, for it
will not be found in Scripture where Saturday is
discharged to be kept, or turned into the Sunday
wherefore it must be the Church's authority that
changed the one and mstituted the other therefore my opinion is, that those who will not keep
this feast may as well return to the observation
of Saturday, and refuse the weekly Sunday.
When anybody can show me that herein I am
in an error, I shall not be ashamed to confess

Why

My

;

;

and amend it till when you know my mind.*
C. R."
,
Sir James Harrmgton presented his majesty
with an answer to this query, in which he denies that the change of the Sabbath was from
;

the authority of the Church, but derives it from
the authority and example of our Saviour and
his apostles in the New Testament he admits
that, if there was the like mention of the observation of Easter, it would be of Divine or aposbut as the case stands, he aptolical authority
prehends, with great reason, that the observation of the Christian Sabbath, and of Easter,
stands upon a very different footing.
The changing the festival of Christmas into
a fast last winter was not so much taken no;

;

tice of,

because

all

parties

were employed

in

acts of devotion but when it returned this year,
there appeared a strong propensity in the peothe shops were generally
ple to observe it
shut, many Presbyterian ministers preached
in some places the conunon prayer was read,
and one or two of the sequestered clergy getting into pulpits, prayed publicly for the bishops
several of the citizens of London, who opened
in some places there
their shops, were abused
were riots and insurrections, especially in Canterbury, where the mayor, endeavouring to keep
the peace, had his head broke by the populace,
and was dragged about the streets the mob
broke into divers houses of the most religious
in the town, broke their windows, abused their
persons, and threw their goods into the streets,
because they exposed them to sale on Christ;

;

;

;

;

mas Day.t

At length, their numbers being increased to above two thousand, they put themselves into a posture of defence against the
magistrates, kept guard, stopped passes, examined passengers, and seized the magazine and
arms in the town-hall, and were not dispersed
without difficulty. The like disorders were at
Ealing, in Middlesex, and in several other counties.
The Parliament was alarmed at these

vantage of the holydays to try the temper of the
people in favour of his release, for during the
space of the following twelve years, wherein
the festivals were laid aside, there was not the
least tumult on account of the holydays, the observation of Christmas being left as a matter of
indifference.

The war being thought to be at an end, many
of the clergy who had followed the camp returned home, and endeavoured to repossess
themselves of their sequestered livings, to the
prejudice of those whom the Parliament had
put into their places
they petitioned the king
while he was with the army, and in a state of
honour and dignity, to take their poor distressed
condition into his gracious consideration.
His
majesty recommended them to the general, at
the very time when the difference between the
Parliament and army was subsisting, upon which
they represented their grievances to him in a
petition, showing, that " whereas for divers
years they had been outed of their livings, contrary to the fundamental laws of the land, by
the arbitrary power of committees, whose proceedings have usually been by no rule of law,
most of them having
but by their own wills
been turned out for refusing the Covenant, or
adhering to the king, and the religion established, and of those, divers never called to answer,
and scarce one had articles proved by oath, or
other legal process by which means your petitioners are reduced to extreme want and misery
and whereas, those who are put into our
places labour to stir up the people to involve the
kingdom in a new war, and are generally men
ignorant and unable to instruct the people and
many of them scandalous in their practices, if
impartially examined, and divers of them hold
three or four of the best benefices, while divers
other churches are void, and without any constant
;

;

;

;

;

And forasmuch as the main profit
preacher.
of our benefices consists in the harvest which
hand,
which many of the present posnow
at
is
sessors, if they could receive, would presently
be gone, whereby the burden of the cure will
upon your petitioners, having nothing to live
upon the next year. Your petitioners therefore
pray that your excellency would make stay of
lie

the profits of the harvest, that those of us that
are charged with any legal scandal may come
to a just trial, and if we are found innocent, may
enjoy our rights, according to the known laws
of the land."*
By this bold petition, it is evident these
gentlemen were encouraged to hope that the
army would carry their resentments so far as
to unravel all they had been doing for five years ;
that they would not only renounce the Covenant, but disclaim the proceedings of their committees, and even countenance the clergy's adhering to the king and no doubt, if his majesty
had complied with the proposals of the army, he
;

might have made good terms for them for the
general received them with respect, and, having
debated their address in council, proposed it to
the Parliament that the estates of all sequesterdisorders, and therefore commanded all papists ed persons, includmg the clergy, should remain
and delinquent clergymen to retire without the in the hands of the tenants till a general peace.
lines of communication, and punished some of Upon which the old incumbents grew very
the principal rioters as a terror to the rest, it troublesome, forbidding the parishioners to pay
being apparent that the king's party took ad- their tithes, and threatening the present pos* Relig. Car.,

p.

370.

f

Rushworth,

p. 948.

;

* Sufferings of the Clergy, p. 14&.
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the Episcopal clergy before the end of the following year.*
the other hand, the Presbyterian clergy
addressed the general, August 12, a few days
after the Parliament and army were united,
IX.
with a complaint that "divers delinquent ministers, who had been put out of their livings, did
THE VISITATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.
now trouble and seek to turn out those minisSTATE OF RELIGION AT THE END OF THE YEAR
and parters whom the Parliament had put in
1647.
ticularly, that Dr. Layfield, by a counterfeit warendeavoured
to
reSad
and deplorable was the condition of the
general,
had
rant from the
move a minister from his benefice in Surrey." University of Oxford when it fell into the hands
The general and his council declared their dis- of the Parliament the colleges and halls were
like of these proceedings, and promised to write gone to ruin, five of them perfectly deserted,
to the Parliament that such offenders may be and the rest in a very shattered condition.
brought to punishment, which he did according- The public acts had been discontinued for some
ly.
The difference between the Parliament and years, the schools were turned into magazines
army being now in a manner compromised, for the king's army, and the chambers filled,
which cut off the expectations of the clergy, with officers and soldiers, or let out to townsAugust 19, the Lords and Commons acquainted men there was little or no instruction for
the general that they would take care for the youth, nor hardly the face of a university povpunishment of those delinquent ministers and erty, desolation, and plunder, the sad effects of
others, by whose practices ministers put into war, were to be seen in every corner
the burlivings by the Parliament had been disquieted saries were emptied of the public money, the
and turned out and on the 23d of the same plate melted down for the king's service, and
month they passed an ordinance, setting forth the colleges involved in debts which they were
" that whereas divers ministers in the several not able to satisfy
there were few heads
counties had been displaced by authority of Par- of colleges or scholars remaining, except such
liament, for notorious scandals and delinquency, as were strongly prejudiced against the Parand godly, learned, and orthodox ministers had liament, having employed their wits, during
been placed in their room and whereas the the course of the war, in writing weekly mersaid scandalous and delinquent ministers, by curies and satirical pamphlets, in which they
force or otherwise, had entered upon the church- aspersed the proceedings of the two houses,
es, and gained possession of the tithes, &c., the and treated their divines as the most infamous,
Lords and Commons did therefore ordain, that ignorant, and hypocritical traitors
nor were
their tempers in the least softened, though their
all sheriffs, mayors, committees, &c., do forthwith apprehend such ministers, and all such lives and fortunes were in the hands of their
persons as have been aiding and abetting to adversaries. It was therefore thought necesthem, and commit them to prison, there to re- sary to put the education of youth into such
main till those they have thus dispossessed hands as the Parliament could confide in, a
and molested should receive satisfaction for power being reserved for that purpose in the
their damages
and that the said sheriffs, &c., articles of surrender.
do restore those molested ministers to the quiet
But before they proceeded to extremes, the
possession of their respective places, and do, in two houses, about the beginning of September,
case of need, raise the trained-bands to put this 1646, appointed seven of their most popular diordinance in execution and do also take effec- vines to repair to Oxford, with authority to
tual course that the tithes, profits, &c., be for the preach in any pulpits of the university for six
future duly paid to those ministers put in by months, in order to soften the spirits of the peoParhament, &c. And if any such disturbance ple,t and give them a better opinion of their
should hereafter be given, the offender was to cause, viz., the Reverend Mr. Robert Harris, ot
suffer for every such disturbance one month's Hanwell, Oxfordshire
Mr. Edward Reynolds,
imprisonment."
afterward Bishop of Norwich Mr. Henry WilHowever, some small favour was shown, kinson, of Magdalen College Mr. Francis Cheyabout this time, to those bishops and others nel, Mr. Edward Corbet, of Merton College ;
who had lived peaceably, and been little more Mr. Henry Cornish, of New Inn, and Mr. Henry
than spectators of the distracting miseries of Langley, of Pembroke College men of reputathe committee was ordered to tion and character,! sober divines and popular
their country
make payment of the £800 per year granted to preachers, though A. Wood, the Oxford histoBishop.
Durham
the real estate of the rian, is pleased to say, " Their sermons were
the
of
pious Bishop Hall, who had lately published his the contempt and scorn of the university, beHard Measure, was discharged
Archbishop cause they were too long and had too little
Usher had an allowance of £400 per annum, learning because they prayed very coldly for
till he
could be otherwise provided for, and
was soon after allowed to be preacher at Lin* Rushworth, p. 831, 937, 948, 958.
coln's Inn, only upon taking the negative oath.
t Suff. Cler., p. 125.
But the bishops were not much considered in
i Dr. Grey would impeach the truth of this eulothese donations.
The commissioners of the gi'im, and refers to Anthony Wood to support his
invidious reflections on these men.
The names and
great seal were ordered to fill up the vacant
characters of Mr. Robert Harris, Dr. Reynolds, Mr.
livings in the gift of the crown, without obliging
F. Cheynel, and Mr. Corbet, will again come before
the incumbents to take the Covenant
but the the reader in Mr. Neal's next volume and we would
new disturbances which arose in favour of the refer him to Dr. Calamy, or Mr. Palmer's Nonconcaptive king brought down new seventies upon formist's Memorial, for biography.— Ed.
sessors of their livings

with legal prosecu-

tions.
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provided that this shall not extend to
retard any reformation there intended by the
Parliament, or give them any liberty to intermeddle with the government."* But the heads
of colleges did not think themselves obliged by

goods

the king, but were very earnest for a blessing
upon the councils and arms of the Parliament,
and did not always conclude with the Lord's
Prayer because they reflected on some of the
;

heads of the university, calling them dumb dogs,
having a form of religion without the power
and because their manner of delivery was rathnevertheless, their
er theatrical than serious
auditories were crowded, though none of the
attended."
scholars
colleges
or
heads of
senior

nor anything contained in it,
because they were not made parties, nor called
upon to give their separate consent to the articles, though they took advantage of everything

this capitulation,

;

:

that

ministers were very diligent in the discharge of their trust, preaching twice every
Lord's Day and that they might gain the affections of the people, set up a weekly conference
every Thursday, in which they proposed to solve
such objections as should be raised against their
new confession of faith and discipline, and to
answer any other important cases in divinity
the question or case was to be propounded the
week before, that it might be well considered
a moderator also was appointed to keep order,
who began and concluded with a short prayer,
and the whole was conducted with decency and
gravity.*
But several of the scholars ridiculed
their proceedings, and, by way of contempt, call-€d their place of meeting the scruple shop
however, it was frequented by great numbers of
people, some of whom were prevailed with to
renounce the Oxford oath, and others to take

that service, viz.

;

There being no prospect of reforming the
university by these methods, the two houses resolved to proceed upon a visitation, which they
apprehended they might undertake without the
king, by virtue of the fourteenth article of their
recapitulation, which says " that the chancellor, masters, and scholars of the university, and
all heads, governors, masters, fellows, and scholars of the colleges, halls, bodies corporate, and
societies of the said university, and the public
professors, readers, and orators thereof, and all
•other persons belonging to the said university,
shall and may, according to their statutes, charters, and customs, enjoy their ancient form of
government, subordinate to the immediate authority and power of Parliament, and that all
the rights, privileges, franchises, lands, tenements, houses, rents, revenues, libraries, debts,
goods, and chattels, &c., belonging to the said
.university, shall be enjoyed by them respectively as aforesaid, free from sequestrations,
fines, taxes, and all other molestations whatsoever under colour of anything relating to the
present war.
And if any removal shall be made
i»y the Parliament of any head or other members
of the university, that they shall enjoy their
profits for six months after the surrendering of
Oxon, and

them
*

have convenient time allowed
removal of themselves and their

shall

for the

Sufi'. Cler., p. 125.

Pamph., No.

282.

Minist. Account, p. 5. Vol.
t Minist. Account, p. 52.

:%

Mr. George Greenwood.
Mr. John Packer.
William Prynne, of Lin- Mr. William Cope.
coin's Inn, Esq.
Mr.
John Heling, of
Gray's Inn.
John Pulliston, of LinRev. Dr. John Wilkinson.
coin's Inn, Esq.
Mr. Henry WilkinBarth. Hall, of the Middle "
son.
Temple, Esq.
Tho. Knight, of Lincoln's " Mr. Edw^. Reynolds.
"
Mr. Rob. Harris.
Inn, Esq.
"
Mr. Edw. Corbet.
Samuel Dunch, Esq.
William Draper, of Lin- " Mr. Fran. Cheynel.
"
Mr. John Wilkinson.
coin's Inn, Esq.
Mr. John Mills.
Gabriel Beck, of Lincoln's "
"
Inn, Esq.
Mr. Christopher RoJohn Cartwright, Esq.
gers.
Mr. William Tripping.
ordinance
empowers
The
the visiters, or any
five of them, " to hear and determine all crimes,
offences, abuses, and disorders which, by the
laws and statutes of this realm, or by the customs and statutes, rightly established, of that
university, or by the several statutes of the respective colleges or halls, may lawfully be inquired of, heard, or determined, in the course
and way of visitation of the university, or of
the colleges, halls, masters, scholars, fellows,
members, and officers, or any of them, respectThey are more particularly to inquire by
ively.
oath concerning those that neglect to take the
solemn League and Covenant, and the negative
oath, being tendered to them by such as are authorized by Parliament and concerning those
who oppose the execution of the ordinance of
Parliament, concerning the discipline and Directory and those who shall teach or write against
any point of doctrine, the ignorance whereof
doth exclude from the Lord's Supper. They are
likewise to inquire, upon oath, concerning all
such who have taken up arms against the ParAnd they are to certify to a commitliament.
tee of the House of Lords and Commons, mentioned in the ordinance, what masters, scholars,
Sir Nath. Brent.
Sir William Cobb.

;

'them, and believed."!

stipulated in their favour.

following gentlemen, lawyers, and divines, for

;

:

was

May 1, 1647, an ordinance passed both houses
for visiting the university, and nominating the

The

the solemn League and Covenant. They met
with some little disturbance from one Erbury, a
turbulent Antinomian, and chaplain in the garbut upon the whole, when the ministers
rison
returned to London, they declared the citizens
showed them a great deal of respect, although
the university poured all the contempt upon
them imaginable, so that they apprehended themselves to have the same lot as Saint Paul had
" Some mocked
-at Athens, Acts, xvii., 32, 34
them, others slighted them, but certain clave to

;

[

!

j

;

;

members, or officers have committed
any of the offences above mentioned, and the
quality and condition of the offenders, that such
farther proceedings may be had thereupon as
the committee of Lords and Commons shall
The visiters are farther empowered
think fit.
to examine and consider all such oaths as are
enjoined by the statutes of the university, or
any of the halls and colleges, as are not fit to be
taken, and present their opinion to the commitprovided, always, that if
tee above mentioned
any of the masters, scholars, fellows, &c., shall
fellows,

;

themselves aggrieved by any sentence given
by the visiters, it shall be lawful for them to ap-

find

* Rushworth, p. 283.
t Scobel's Collect., part
126.

t Fuller's Appeal, p. 70
Suff. Cler,, p.
p. 116.

i.,

—

—
;
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peal to the committee of Lords and Commons,
who are authorized finally to hear and determine
every such case brought before them."
Before the visitation could take place, the
Tice-cliancellor, Dr. Fell, summoned a convocation [June 1], wherein it was agreed not to
submit to the Parliament visiters. A paper of
reasons against the Covenant,* the negative
oath, and the Directory, drawn up chiefly by Dr.
Sanderson, was also consented to, and ordered
to be published to the world both in Lal^ and
English, against the time the visiters were to
come down, under the title of " Reasons of the
present Judgment of the University of Oxford,
concerning the solemn League and Covenant,
Ihe Negative Oath, and the Ordinances concerning Discipline and Worship, approved by general
consent in a full Convocation, June 1, 1647,"
-an abstract of which I shall now set before the
reader.!

To THE

PREF.4.CE OF

THE COVENANT [transcribed

under the year 1643].t

They declare, "We cannot say the rage,
power, and presumption of the enemies of God
(in the sense there intended) are increased.
Nor that we have consented to any supplica-

remonstrance to the purposes therein
expressed.
We do not think the taking the
Covenant to be a lawful and probable means to
preserve ourselves and our religion from ruin
nor do we believe it to be according to the commendable practice of these kingdoms, or the example of God's people in other nations."
;

To THE Covenant
"

whom

—

+ Bp. Sanderson's Life, Appendix, p. 169.

i Clarendon exults in the intrepidity of the Oxford
" To their eternal renown,"
this occasion.
he says, " being at the same time under a strict and
strong garrison, put over them by the Parliament
the king
prison, and all their hopes desperate—
they passed a public act and declaration against the
Covenant, with such invincible arguments of the illegality, wickedness, and perjury entertained in it, that
no man of the contrary opinion, nor the Assembly of
Divines, ever ventured to make any answer to it
nor is it, indeed, to be answered, but must remain, to
the world's end, as a monument of the learning,
courage, and loyalty of that excellent place, against
the highest malice and tyranny that was ever exercised in or over any nation." History of the RevoluThis language was not unnatution, vol. v., p. 481.
ral from the eulogist of Charles and his party, but it
is due to historical fidelity to state, that there was
no such heroism in the conduct of the Oxford divines

men on

m

Clarendon alleges.
The influence of the Parliament was rapidly declining before that of the army, and its commissioners
might therefore be resisted without the alternative

.as

of martyrdom being chosen. The soldiers within
sight of the university openly resisted the visiters,
and the king's person was seized by a detachment
from the army vithin two days of the Oxford " Reasons" being drawn up. It is only to suppose that the
heads of colleges participated in the hopes of the

monarch, and their conduct will appear much less
marvellous than Clarendon represents.
When the enthusiasm of loyalty was at its height,
subsequent to the restoration of the Stuarts, the
Commons ordered a vote of thanks to be given to the
vice-chancellor, and other members of the university, for their " remarkable loyalty," and " for the illustrious performance they printed" on this occasion.

—

Price's History of Nonconformity, vol.

ii.,

p.

in general.

We

are of opinion that a covenant ought
to be a voluntary contract, and not imposed.
Now we cannot voluntarily consent to this Cov-

enant without betraying our liberties, one of
which is, not to be obliged to take any oath but
what is establshed by act of Parliament; and
without acknowledging in the imposers a greater power than has been challenged in former
time, or can subsist with our former protestation.
But if the Covenant were not imposed,
but only recommended, we apprehend the taking it to be inconsistent with our loyalty to
the king, especially since he has, by proclamation, forbid it."

Objections to the several Articles of the
Covenant.

To
* Dr. Sanderson methodized and put into form
this paper, or manifesto, and added what referred to
reason and conscience. The law part was drawn
But, on the whole,
Tip by Dr. Zouch, a civilian.
twenty delegates, by the appointment of the university, were concerned in this composition ; among
were Dr. Sheldon, afterward Archbishop of
Canterbury, Dr. Hammond, Dr. Sanderson, and Dr.
Walton's
Morley, afterward Bishop of Winchester.
Life of Sanderson, 1678, p. 78, 79.— Ed.
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tion or

"We

the first Article.

cannot swear to preserve the religion

kingdom (Scotland), whereof we

of another

have very

little understanding, which, as far as
are acquainted with it, is much worse than
own in worship, discipline, and government,
and in doctrine not at all better wherein there
are some things so far tending to superstition
and schism, that it seems reasonable to us that
we should call upon them to reform, rather
than we should be bound to preserve it entire.
" Neither are we satisfied in the present reformation of religion in our own kingdom, in
doctrine, worship, and discipline, because, (1.)
It gives a manifest scandal to the papist and
separatist, by giving up the cause for which the
martyrs and bishops have contended since the
Reformation; by justifying the papists in theii
recusancy, who reproach us by saying, we
know not what religion we are of; nor where
to stop, since we have left them and that ours
is a Parliamentary religion.
Besides, this would
be a tacit acknowledgment that there has
been something in the Church of England not
agreeable to the Word of God, and so justify
the separation, and condemn all the penal laws
that have been made to oblige people to conform.* (2.) By the intended reformation we
should wrong ourselves, by swearing to reform
that which we have formerly by our subscriptions approved, and which we do still believe to
be more agreeable to the W^ord of God than
that which by this Covenant we must swear to
preserve and to which, by the laws stiil in being, every clerk, at his admission to a benefice,
is bound to give his consent.
(3.) Besides, we
would be in danger of perjury, because it is
contrary to our former protestation, which obliges us to maintain the doctrine of the Church
of England, which may take in the whole establishment and it is contrary to the oath of
supremacy, which gives the sole power to the
king in matters ecclesiastical."

we

our

;

;

;

;

390.

Bishop Sanderson's Life, Appendix,

p. 179.
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Objeclions to the second Article.

We

"
are very much grieved to see the prelacy of the Church of England ranked with popery, superstition, heresy, schism, and profaneness, with an intimation that it is contrary to
sound doctrine or the power of godliness.*
Nor can we swear to the extirpation of it, be-

We

believe it to be of apostolical inOr, (2.) At least, that Episcopal aristocracy hath a fairer claim to a Divine institution than any other form of church government. (3.) That Episcopal government has continued in the Church, without interruption, for

cause,

(1.)

stitution.

hundred years therefore, to extirpate it,
would give advantage to the papists, who are
wont to charge us with a contempt of antiquity,
and love of novelty, and it would diminish the
just authority due to the consent and practice of
the Catholic Church.
(4.) Besides, we cannot
swear to the extirpating this government, because we have subscribed the Thirty-nine Articles, one of which says, the book containing the form of consecration has nothing in it
contrary to the Word of God.
We have been
ordained by bishops
we have petitioned the
Parliament for the continuance of them and
some of us hold our livelihoods by the titles of
deans, deans and chapters, &c.
(5.) We are
fifteen

;

nant in this article may lay a necessity upon the
son to accuse the father, in case he be a malignant, which is contrary to religion, nature, and
humanity or it may open a way for children
that are sick of their fathers, to effect their unlawful intentions, by accusing them of malignancy besides, the subjecting ourselves to an
arbitrary punishment, at the sole pleasure of
;

;

such uncertain judges as may be deputed for
that effect,
ject."*

is

betraying the liberty of the sub-^

•
Objections to the fifth Article.

"We

cannot acknowledge the happiness of
such a peace as in the article is mentioned, for
no peace can be firm and well grounded, unless
the respective authority, power, and liberty of
king, Parliament, and subject, be preserved full
and entire, according to the known laws and
respective customs of the kingdom before the
beginning of these distractions."!
Objeclions to the sixth Article.

They

say,

"

We

cause of our joining

are not satisfied that the
in covenant for the prose-

;

war was the cause of religion,

cution of the late

;

not satisfied that the inconveniences of the new
government will be less than the old, the House
of Commons having remonstrated [December
15, 1641], that it was far from their ])urpose to
abolish this government, but only to regulate it,
it was a sign of malignancy to infuse
into the people that they had any other meaning.
Lastly, in respect of our obligation to his
majesty, having acknowledged him to be su-

and that

in all causes ecclesiastical, we
cannot endeavour to extirpate this government
without the royal assent, which we are so far
from desiring, that we are continually praying
that the king may not be prevailed with to do
an act so prejudicial to his conscience and honour, and which, by liis coronation oath, he is
bound to preserve.! By the laws of the land,
there are sundry privileges and emoluments
arising to the crown from the ecclesiastical es-

preme governor

which are a considerable part of the revenue, which, by the extirpation of prelacy, will
be cut off; whereas we are bound by the oath
of allegiance to maintain the king's honour and
estate.
And, after all, the prelatical government is best suited to monarchy, insomuch that
King James used to say. No bishop, no king."
tate,

Objections to the third Article.

We

"
are dissatisfied with the limitation of
our loyalty in these words, in the preservation
and defence of the true religion and liberties of
the kingdom ;' because no such limitation is to
he found in the. oath of allegiance, nor in the
Word of God because it leaves the duty of
the subject loose, and the safety of the king uncertain.
The conscience of a papist or sectary
may swallow an oath with such a limitation,
but the conscience of a good Protestant cannot
but strain at it.'"t
'

and peace of the kingdom, or that the
God and the honour of the king were
in it.
And if it was, we are not satisfied that it ought to be supported and carried
on by such means as are destitute of all warrant from the Word of God, or the laws of the

liberty,

glory of

concerned

realm. "t
In conclusion, say they, " Our hearts tremble
to think that we should be required to pray that
other Christian churches may be encouraged by
our example to join in the like covenant to free
themselves from the antichristian yoke, for we
do not know any antichristian yoke we were
under nor do we yet see such good fruits of
this Covenant among ourselves as to invite us
to pray that other churches should follow our
example it is as if we should pray that the
God of love and peace would take away all love
and peace, and set the Christian world in a
combustion that he would render the Reformed religion odious to the world that Christian
princes might be provoked to use more severity
towards those of the Reformed religion, if not to
root it out of their dominions
for the yoke of
antichrist, if laid upon subjects by their lawful
sovereigns, is to be thrown off by Christian
boldness in confessing the truth, and suffering
for it, not by taking up arms, or violent resisting of the higher powers."
After these remarks upon the several articles,
they take notice,
(1.) Of the following seeming contradictions
in that Covenant
as, " The preserving and yet
reforming one and the same reformed religion.
;

;

;

;

;

;

The reforming church government according

Word of God, and yet extirpating that
government which we apprehend agreeable to
it.
The extirpating heresy and schism, and
yet dissolving that government in the Church,
the want of the due exercise of which has been
the occasion of the growth of these evils. The
preserving the liberties of the kingdom, and yet
Objections to the fourth Article.
submitting to a covenant and oath not estabThey reply, "That the imposing the Cove- lished by law/^^
;

* Bishop Sanderson's Life, Appendix,
t Ibid., p. 197,

p. 184.

X Ibid., p. 201.

to the

* Bishop Sanderson's Life, Appendix,
t Ibid., p. 206.

t Ibid., p. 207.

(j

p.

203.

Ibid., p. 243..

t

;
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They observe some dark and
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the votes of both houses the houses need not,
then, desire the royal assent, nor can the king
expressions which they do not well understand
be
Which
common
enemies?
supposed to have a negative voice. Besides,
as, "Who are the
are the best Reformed churches 1 Who are the statute which provides that the king's asmalignants 1 How far the hindering reforma- sent to any bill signified under his great seal
shall be as valid as if he were personally prestion may be extended, &c."*
ent, imports that the king's power is not pres{'.).) By the use that has been made of the
Covenant, they apprehend " the conduct of the ent with his two houses, otherwise than it apParliament to be contrary to- the meaning of it, pears in his person, or under his great seal.
for instead of reforming the worship and ser- As to the analogy of other courts, we conceive
it of no consequence
vice of the Church, they have quite abolished ft
in other courts the judginstead of reforming the discipline of the Church, es are the king's servants, and do all in his
name, and by his authority they sit there not
it is quite destroyed, or put upon such a foot as
by any proper interest of their own, but in right
is not agreeable to the Word of God, or the example of any church since the creation. In- of the king, whose judges they are; but the
stead of extirpating heresy and profaneness, lit- Parliament is the king's council, and have their
tle or nothing has been done towards it, but only
several proper rights and interests distinct from
the extirpation of prelacy, and something else the king's, by virtue of which they are distinct orthat looks so like sacrilege (say they) that we ders and conservators of their several interests.
do not venture upon it. And as for the pres- Besides, the judges of other courts are bounded
ervation of the king's honour and estate in de- by the laws in being, and therefore the king's perfence of the true religion and liberties of the sonal presence is not necessary but the case is
jkingdom, though we apprehend all other things quite different in making new laws, for the mashould be subordinate to it, yet by some bold king new laws is the exercise of a legislative
speeches that have been made we are afraid no- rather than a judicial power
now no act of
thing less is intended."
legislative power can be valid, unless it be confirmed by such person or persons as the sover0/ the Salvoes for taking the Covenant.
eignty of that community resideth in.
Upon
the whole, since all judicial power is radically
(1.) "It has been said that we may take it
But this we apprehend con- in the king, who is therefore called the fountain
in our own sense.
trary to the nature and end of an oath con- of justice, it seems to us, that neither the judgcontrary to the de- es in inferior courts, nor the Lords and' Comtrary to the end of speech
sign of the Covenant, and contrary to the sol- mons assembled in Parliament, may exercise
emn profession at the conclusion of it, viz., any other power over the subjects of this realm
That we shall take it with a true intention to than such as by their respective patents and
perform the same, as we shall answer it to the writs issued from the king, or by the established
Searcher of all hearts at the great day. Be- laws of the land, formerly assented to by the
it would be tasides, this would be Jesuitical
kings of this realm, does appear to be derived
king the name of God in vain and it would from them by which writs, patents, and laws,
strengthen the objection of those who 'say. it does not appear that the two houses of ParThere is no faith to be given to Protestants.
liament have any power without tne king to order, command, or transact
(2.) " It has been said, we may take the Covbut only with him
enant with these salvoes expressed, So far as to treat, consult, and advise concerning the
lawfully I may, so far as it is agreeable to the great affairs of the kingdom."
Word of God, and the laws of the land, saving
Concerning the Negative Oath.
all oaths by me formerly taken, &c., which is
(2.)

doubtful

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

no better than vile hypocrisy for by the same
rule one might subscribe to the Council of Trent,
or the Turkish Alcoran.
(3.) "It is said that we may take the Cove;

nant in our present circumstances, notwithstanding our allegiance to the king, because
protection and subjection are relatives, and the
king, being unable to protect us any longer, we
are free from subjection to him.
But we answer, that the king's inabdity to perform his
duty does not discharge the subject from his,
as long as he is able much less when the nonprotection on the king's part is not from want
of will, but of power.
(4.) " It is said that the Parliament being the
supreme judicatory of the kingdom, wheresoever the king is in person he is always present
with his Parliament in power as what is done
in courts of justice is not done without the
Icing, but by him, though not personally present.
But we deny the king to be always present with
his Parliament in power, for then his actual royal assent would not be necessary to the making
of laws, but only a virtual assent included in
;

;

We

They say, "
cannot take it without giving
up our liberties, without abusing our natural allegiance, and without diminution of his majesty's just power and greatness."*
Concerning the Discipline and Directory.
"

We

are not satisfied to submit to the ordifor establishing the Directory, because it
has not the royal assent, and yet abrogates acts
of Parliament made by the joint consent of king.
Lords, and Commons, especially one which annexes the whole power of ordering all ecclesiastical matters forever to the imperial crown of
this realm
now we are not satisfied that a
less power can have a just right to abrogate a

nance

;

greater.
" If under the title of discipline be comprehended the government of the Church also, we
declare we cannot consent to the eradication of
a government of such reverend antiquity, which
has from time to time been confirmed by the
laws of the kingdom, and which the kings, at
their

successive coronations, have sworn to

preserve.

If the

word

discipline be distinguish-

ed from government, as
* Sanderson's Life, Aopendix,
t Ibid., p. 221, &c.

p.

in

the

first article

213.

* Sanderson's Life, Appendix,

p.
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the Covenant, yet are we not satisfied to place
so much power in the hands of persons (many
of whom may be of mean quahty) for the keeping back thousands of well-meaning Christians
from the blessed Sacrament, when St. Paul, in
a church abounding with sundry errors and corruptions in faith and manners, satisfies himself
with a general declaration of the danger of unworthy communicating, and enjoins every particular person a self-examination, without empowering either ministers or lay-elders to exclude any from the communion upon their examination.
" As to the Directory itself, we cannot, without regret of conscience, and during the continuance of the present laws, consent to the
taking away the Book of Common Prayer, which
we have subscribed, and solemnly promised to
use no other which we believe contains in it
nothing but what is justly defensible and which
we think ourselves able to justify against all
Besides, we look upon
papists and sectaries.
the statute enjoining the use of the Common
Prayer to be still in force, and will always remain so, till it shall be repealed by the same
good and full authority by which it was made
that is, by the free consent of king. Lords, and
;

;

and open attempts to subvert the whole Constiand laws of the country, certainly may
upon what other ground can we justify the late
revolution, and the present happy establishment
When the Oxof the Protestant succession 1
ford divines, at the period of the revolution, had
taken the oath of allegiance to King James IH,
and the corporation oath, which says, " It is not
lawful to resist or take up arms against the king
upon any pretence whatsoever;" what could
absolve them from these engagements, or justify
their joining the Prince of Orange with a foreign force against a king upon the throne T
However, the stand now made by the university was a bold and adventurous attempt, for
which they received the applause of the Oxford,
Parliament in the year 1665, when it was retution

:

solved, " that the thanks of the House of Comto the chancellor, masters,

mons be returned

and scholars of the University of Oxford,

for
their bold opposition to the rebellious visiters ;
for refusing to submit to their League and Covenant and, lastly, for the illustrious performance they printed, entitled The Judgment of
the University,' &c., in which they have learnedly maintained the king's cause." This was
;

'

;

Commons."*
By comparing these reasons with

the fashionable doctrine of King Charles XL's
when the laws were suspended and infringed, and arbitrary power in the prince rose
to such a height as in the next reign issued in
a revolution of government.
The University of
Oxford did all they could to countenance the
triumphs of the prerogative
for in the year
1663 they passed a decree in full convocation,
affirming the necessity of passive obedience
and non-resistance in the strongest terms; but
how soon were the tables turned when within
five years these very gentlemen thought fit to
enter into an association to adhere to the Prince
of Orange against the king upon the throne, and
have since had the mortification to see that same
decree burned by the hands of the common
reign,

those of the
Parliament divines for taking the Covenant,
the reader will be capable of judging how far
they are conclusive. Many of them are unquestionably good, and had the Constitution remained entire, and the laws had their free and ordinary course, as in times of peace, most of them
would have been conclusive but how far the
necessity of the war, and the right of selfdefence, will vindicate the extraordinary proceedings of Parliament, I shall not take upon
me to determine for others. / am no advocate
for the particulars of the Covenant, any more than
for the high and arbitrary principles of governmeiit
contaiyied in the university' s reasons.
The consciences of men are not under the direction of
their wills, but of their judgments, and therefore ougiit not to be constrained by oaths, protestations, or covenants, to attempt those things
in matters of religion for which their own hearts
must condemn them. Religion and civil government stand upon a distinct foundation, and
are designed for very different ends the magistrate may demand security for men's peaceable
submission to the civil government, but ought
not to force them to be active against the light
of their consciences in matters of religion. The
university's reasons are not built upon these
principles
for those gentlemen were as much
for the coercive power of the magistrate in cases of conscience as the Puritans
and whereas they say, the allegiance of the subject, and
the protection of the king, are not relatives
and that the king's inability to discharge his
duty does not absolve the subject from his, I
shall only observe, that upon these principles
the crown can never be forfeited
a coronation
oath is of very little significance nor may a
nation submit to a conqueror even when they
can resist no longer.
Inability alone in the
prince, I grant, may not in all cases absolve us
from our allegiance but tyranny, oppression,

;

;

!

hangman.

To return to the visitation. May 15, a citation was issued in the names of ten of the visiters then in London, to the proctors and heads
of houses, or their vice-principals, requiring
them and all the officers, scholars, &c., to appear in the Convocation House, on Friday, June
4, between the hours of nine and eleven in the
morning, and to bring with them a list of the
several names of those who were absent, and
of the colleges to which they belonged. At the
time appointed the Reverend Mr. Harris, Mr.

;

Reynolds, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Henry Wilkinson,
Mr. Cheynel, Mr. John Wilkinson, Mr. Dunce,
and Mr. Draper, &,c., opened the visitation with.,
prayers and a sermon at St. Mary's Church,
from whence they proceeded to the Convocation House, where the vice-chancellor [Dr. Fell]
and a few of the scholars had been waiting a
but perceiving the visiters
considerable time
were like to outstay the precise hour of summons, he ordered the sexton to set the clock
exactly with the sun, and as soon as it struck
eleven he dismissed the scholars, marching
away with the beadles before him the visiters

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

met them in their return at the proscholium,
where the passage being narrow, the beadle

;

Bishop Sanderson's Life, Appendix,

p. 244.
\

cried out, " Make way for Mr. Vice-chancellor,''
which the visiters did. And the vice-chancellor having moved his hat as he passed by, said.

!
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"

How

do ye, gentlemen 1 it is past eleven
But the visiters went forward, and
consulted
about an hour upon the vicehaving
chancellor's behaviour, resolved to adjourn till
Michaelmas, and return to London, in order to
obtain farther powers from the Parliament.. In
the mean time, Dr. Fell summoned a committee
of the heads of the several colleges, who came
to the following resolutions
1. That no man should appear before the visiters unless the summons had five names.
2. That no one should appear upon a holyo'clock."

:

proceedings, and charge them with assuming:
and acting under a forged authority.
Furnished with these new powers, the visiters returned to Oxford the latter end of September, the mayor, sheriffs, and other magistrates being commanded to aid and assist them

On Michaelmas
as there should be occasion.
Day a paper was lixed to the door of University
would,
giving
notice
that
visitation
Church,
the

now

proceed dc

tion

was issued
them to

quiring

diem* Next day a citaheads of houses, rebring in their statutes, regis-

die in

to all the

ters, accompts, and all their public writings, to
day.
The
the warden's lodgings at Merton College.
3. That he should demand by what authority
he was summoned and, if denied an answer, vice-chancellor was ordered to appear at the
questions
such
as
answer
to
time,
to
same
depart.
presently
should
4. That if they declared their authority, he should be demanded of him, and to send by the
orders
those
who
served
persons
hands
of
the
juribus
regni,
acashould answer with a salvis
all the books and acts belonging to the univerdemic et collegii, &c.
The proctors were likewise enjoined to
5. That he should demand his accusation in sity.
writing, as also time to put in his answer, and bring in their books, keys, and other public
But it is not enough to
should return it in writing, and no otherwise. things in their custody.
Lastly, That he should utterly refuse to an- say, says the Oxford antiquary, that every one
swer on oath, because that would be to accuse of these orders was disobeyed they were also
However, the vicehimself, and would plainly revive the oath ex despised and contemned.
chancellor and heads of colleges condescended
officio.
Such was the stout behaviour of these few to appear at the second summons, October 6,
academics, " who (according to Dr. Walker) when, instead of bringing their books and papoured upon the visiters all manner of contempt pers, they demanded to know by what authority
and scorn, though they knew their very hves they were summoned upon which the visiters
and fortunes were at their disposal. The uni- produced their commission under the broad seal,
versity," says he, "held out a siege of more than at the same time serving them with a third cia year and a half; the Convocation House pro- tation to appear four days after with their books
ved a citadel, and each single college a fort not and papers, or with their reasons in writing why
easy to be reduced ;"* a clear evidence of the they refused so to do. Next day they sent for
humanity of the visiters, and an unanswerable the keys of the Convocation House and school,
demonstration of the necessity of the Parlia- and for the beadles' staves, but they were denied.
The day following the proctors appeared,
ment's acting with greater vigour.
The two houses having resolved to support and delivered a protestation, attested by a pubtheir visiters, and enable them to go through lic notary, in the name of the vice-chancellor,
their work, passed an ordinance, August 26, em- delegates, and all the scholars, to this purpowering them " to administer the Covenant pose, that " they could not own any visiter but
and the negative oath to demand the perusal the king, and that, having sworn to maintain
of the statutes, registers, accompts, &c., and his right, they could not, without perjury, subof all other papers of the university, and of the mit themselves to acquaint the Parliament."t
respective colleges and halls
and to seize and Hereupon Dr. Fell, the vice-chancellor, the very
detain in custody any person who, after a per- same day, was deprived of his vice-chancellorsonal citation, refused to appear and produce ship, and public notice was given to the proctors and other officers of the university, not to
their books and papers after a second citation
but
a jury was also to be empannelled, of members obey him any longer under that character
of the university, abovethe age of twenty-one, the doctor, without regard to his deprivation, or
to inquire by oath on the articles contained in to the prorogation of the term, which the visitthe ordinance of visitation ;"+ and a new com- ers had adjourned from the 10th to the I5th
mission was drawn up by Mr. Attorney-gener- instant, proceeding on the Uth to hold a conal St. John, with the great seal affixed to it, gregation, and open the term as usual, was taSeptember 27, authorizing the persons above ken into custody, and some time after, by ordej
named to visit the university without any far- of Parliament, brought to London immediate
the commission began in the ly upon which. Dr. Potter, president of Trinity
ther warrant
usual form, " Charles, by the grace of God, &c., College, ordered the beadles with their staves
Novemto our trusty and well-beloved Sir Nath. Brent, to attend him as pro-vice-chancellor.
&c. Know ye that we, intendmg the regulation ber 2 and 4, the several heads of colleges thea
and reformation of our University of Oxford, present appeared before the visiters, but without
&c.," which was a very strange style consider- their statute-books and papers, and being called
ing the king was never consulted about the vis- in severally, were asked in their turns. Whether
itation, much less gave any consent
but the they approved of the judicium universilalis, or
houses affected this form, from a mistaken suj)- the reasons of the university above mentioned
position that the king was always present with Whether they owned the power of the visiters?
Or whether they approved of the answer of the
his Parliament, in iiis legislative capacity
though it served no other purpose than giving proctors in the name of the whole university It
the adversary an opportunity to expose their And refusing to give a direct answer, were
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

-^

Sufferiigs of the Clergy,

t Ibid., p. 128.

p. 122, 123, 128,

&c.

*

Wood's

Antiq. Oxon., p.

J Suff. Cler., p. 130.
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served with a citation to appear before the Committee for the Reformation of the University
at Westminster the Uth instant, which they did
accordingly and having owned their approbation of the answer of the proctors in the name
of the university, they tendered a paper to the
committee in the name of all who had been
cited, setting forth, " that what they had done
was not out of obstinacy, but from conscience
and praying that in an affair of so much consequence they might be allowed time to advise
with counsel."
Their request being readily
granted, two gentlemen of the long robe of their
own nomination, viz., Mr. Hale and Mr. Chute,
were appointed their counsel. The day of hearing was December 9 the position they offered
to maintain was, that it was one of the privileges of the university to be subject only to a
royal visitation
the counsel for the university
made a learned argument upon this head but
as Mr. Collyer observes, this question had been
debated before the king in council in the year
1637, when Archbishop Laud claimed a right of
;

;

:

;

two

visiting the

universities jure metripolifico

was then admitted that the king might visit
when he pleased yet, after a full hearing, his
It

;

majesty, with the advice of his council, declared
and adjudged the right of visiting both universities, as universities, to belong to the archbishop and metropolitan church of Canterbury, by
themselves or commissaries, and that the universities should from time to time be obedient
thereunto.
Which determination of his majesty the archbishop moved might be drawn up by
counsel learned in the law, and put under the
broad seal, to prevent disputes for the future.
And the same was accordingly done the university, therefore, lost their question in the committee.
The counsel for the visiters were farther of opinion, that the kingly power was always virtually present with his great council of
Parliament, and that therefore they might visit
but supposing this to be a mistake, they affirmed that the Parliament had an undoubted right
to reform the university by the articles of capitulation, in which they had expressly reserved
this power to themselves.
After a full hearing
on both sides, the committee voted that the answer of the several heads of houses, and of others of the university, was derogatory to the authority of Parliament.
The Oxford divines, not satisfied with this
determination, appealed soon after to the public
in a letter to the learned Mr. Selden, representative for the university, entitled " The Case of
the University of Oxford
or, the Sad Dilemma
that all the Members thereof are put to, to be
perjured or destroyed. "t The letter says, "that
the only question proposed by the visiters to
every single person in the university is, Whether he will submit to the power of the Parliament
in this visitation ]
To which they reply, that
unless they have the personal consent of the
king, they cannot submit to any visitation without danger or perjury, as appears by the words
of the oath, which are, 'You shall swear to observe all the statutes, liberties, privileges, and
customs of the university;' to which the scholar answers, I swear.' Now it being one of our

by none but the king, or
by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the archbishop being dead, it follows we can be visited by
none but the king to submit, therefore, to another visitation, must be a breach of our liberties,
and, consequently, downright perjury.
They
urged, farther, the statutes of their several colleges, which bind them to certain rules in their
electing of proctors, in the calling and meeting
of convocations, in the choice of several officers
in case of a vacancy, all which, instead of being
referred to the members of the university, is
now done by the arbitrary power of the visiters.
Nothing," say they, "can be alleged in answer
to this, but the pr-etended sovereign power of the
two houses to make and abolish laws, which
we absolutely disbelieve. Upon the whole, they
appeal to any divine whether they ought to submit to the visitation as long as they believe their
oaths to be in full force, and are confident that
the two houses cannot dispense with them 1
And, consequently, whether they ought to be
turned out of their freeholds on this account
The committee at London, having waited till
the end of the month of December to see if any
of the heads of colleges would submit, voted
Dr. Fell out of his deanery of Christ Church for
contumacy ;* and passed the same sentence
privileges to be visited

;

V

upon
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Oliver, President of Magdalen College.
"
Potter,
Trinity.

"

Bayly,

St. John's.

Radcliffe, Principal of

Gardner,

i

lies,

>

Morley,

)

Brazen Nose.

Canons of Christ Church.

;

;

'

* Ecclesiastical History, p. 766.
+ Sufferings of the Clergy, p. 133.
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When

these resolutions were sent to Oxford,
the proper officers refused to publish them, and
when they were pasted upon the walls of the
colleges, they were torn down, and trampled
under foot upon which the pro-vice-chancellor and the two proctors were ordered into custody but they absconded, and Dr. Oliver assumed the office of pro-vice-chancellor. The
Parliament, provoked at this usage, passed an
ordinance, January 22, 1647-8, constituting the
Earl of Pembroke chancellor of Oxford, and
March 8, they ordered him to repair thither in
person, to support the visiters, and place the
several persons whom the committee had chosen in the respective chairs of those they had
;

;

ejected, t
April n, the chancellor made his public entrance into the city, attended with a great num-

ber of clergy and gentlemen of the country,
and about one hundred horse out of Oxford itself; the mayor welcomed him at his entrance
into the city with a congratulatory speech and
when he came to his lodgings, Mr. Button, one
of the new proctors, made a speech to him in
Latin, but not one of the heads of colleges came
near him the insignia of the university were
not to be found, and the scholars treated the
chancellor and his retinue with all that rudeness they had been taught to express towards
all who adhered to the Parliament.
;

;

Next morning, the earl, attended with a'
guard of soldiers, went to Christ Church, and
having in vain desired Mrs. Fell, the dean's
*

Sufferings of the Clergy,

t

Whitelocke,

p.

290.

p. 131.

— —

;
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quit the lodgings peaceably, he com- of Dr. Pit
and Mr. Greenwood was put into
the soldiers to break open the doors, possession of Brazen Nose College, in the
room
of
Dr.
middle
of
and carry her out into a chair in the
Radcliffe, allowing those they disthe quadrangle ;* he then put the new-elected placed a month's time to remove their effects.
dean, Mr. Reynolds, afterward Bishop of Nor- But some of the students of Christ Church
wich, into possession from thence his lord- having got the Buttery Book, impudently cut
ship, with the visiters, went to the hall, and out the names of those whom the visiters had
having got the Buttery Book, struck out Dr. inserted so that they were forced to return
the next day, and write over again the names
Pell's name, and inserted that of Mr. Reynolds
the like they did by Dr. Hammond, sub-dean of their new deans and canons.* The heads
and public orator by Dr. Gardner, Dr. Rayne, of colleges being thus fixed in their several staDr. lies, and Dr. Morley.t placing in their stead tions, the chancellor took leave of the univerMr. Corbet, who was made public orator Mr. sity and departed for London and having reRogers, Mr. Mills, Mr. Cornish, Mr. Henry Wil- ported his conduct, April 21, received the
kinson, Sen., and Mr. Langley
Dr. Sanderson thanks of the two houses.
being spared, because he was out of town when
But Dr. Wilkinson, Sen., and Mr. Cheynel,
the last summons was issued.
who returned with the chancellor, having repIn the afternoon they held a convocation, resented to the Parliament that the fellows,
which was opened with an elegant Latin ora- scholars, and under officers still refused to subtion, pronounced by Mr. Corbet, their new ora- mit to their orders, it was resolved " that the
tor.$
When the chancellor had taken the chair visiters should cite all the officers, fellows, and
the Convocation House, he declared Mr. scholars before them, and that such as refused
E.eynolds vice-chancellor, to whom an oath to appear, or upon appearance did not submit,
was administered that he would observe the should be suspended from their places, and their
statutes and p^rivileges of the university, subject names returned to the committee, who were auto the authority of Parliament. Mr. Button and thorized to expel them from the university
Mr. Cross were declared proctors, and all three and the new heads (on signification of such senreturned their thanks to the chancellor in Latin tence from the committee), in conjunction with
speeches.
On this occasion, degrees were con- the visiters, were empowered to put others in
ferred upon divers learned men.
Mr. Cham- their places. They resolved, farther, that the
bers, Mr. Gallicott, and Mr. Harris, were made bursars should make no dividend of money till
doctors of divinity Mr. Palmer, doctor of phys- they had orders from the committee
and that
ic
Mr. J. Wilkins [afterward bishop], Mr. the tenants should pay their rents to none but
Langley, Mr. Cornish, and Mr. Cheynel, bach- the heads appointed by the authority of Parliaelors of divinity the young Earl of Carnarvon, ment."!
But the bursars absconded, and were
the chancellor's two youngest sons, and sever- not to be found.
al other gentlemen, masters of arts. <)
By virtue of these orders, the visiters cited
Next morning, April 13, the chancellor and the fellows, scholars of houses, gentlemen-comvisiters, with a guard of musketeers, went to moners, and servitors to appear before them at
Magdalen College, and having broke open the several times the only question demanded of
doors of the president's lodgings [Dr. Oliver], them was, Wdl you submit to the power of the
who was out of the way, they gave Dr. Wilkin- Parliament in this visitation
To which they
son possession.
In the afternoon they went were to give their answer in writing, and acto All-Souls, where Dr. Sheldon, the warden, cording to it were confirmed or displaced.
appearing, and refusing to submit, returned to Great numbers were absent from the university,
his lodgings, and locked the doors
which be- and did not appear others, who disowned the
kig broke open, the doctor was taken into cus- power of the Parliament at first, afterward subtody for contempt, and Dr. Palmer put in his mitted, but the main body stood it out to the
place
from thence they went to Trinity Col- last
Dr. Walker says that one hundred and
lege, and having broke open the lodgings. Dr. eighty withdrew ;% that of about six hundred
Harris was put into possession in the room of and seventy-six who appeared, five hundred and
In like manner, Dr. Cheynel had forty-eight refused at first to own the authority
Dr. Potter.
possession given him of St. John's, in the of the visitation, but that afterward many subroom of Dr. Bayly Mr. Wilkins was appoint- mitted and made their peace. ^ In another place
ed President of Wadham College, in the room he supposes one fourth submitted, and makes
the whole number of fellows and scholars de* Sufferings of the Clergy, p. 133.
prived three hundred and seventy-five
and
+ Dr. Grey, on the authority of Bishop Sanderthen, by a hst of new elections in some followson's biographer and Mr. Wood, says that Dr. MorBut Dr. Richardson says ing years, reduces them to three hundred and
ley was not turned out.
but considering that some may have
that, being deprived of all his ecclesiastical benefices fifty-six
in 1648, he withdrew from the kingdom, first to the been omitted, he guesses the whole to be about
Hague, and then to Antwerp. De Pr<£sulibus Anglix four hundred. The Oxford historian, Mr. Wood,
Commentarius, p. 214. Dr. Grey appears to have mis- says the number of those that refused to subtaken the passage in Sanderson's Life, which relates mit was about three
hundred and thirty-four,
only the s'eps that a friend would have taken to sebut that they were not presently expelled
for
cure Dr. Morley's continuance in the university, and
though
the
visiters
were
obliged to return their
concludes with his memorable and generous reply,
which shows that he dechned avaihng himself of his names to the committee, and were empowered
friend's kindness, saying, " that when all the rest of to expel them, yet they deferred the execution
the college were turned out except Dr. Wail, he
* Sufferings of the Clergy, p. 134.
should take it to be, if not a sin, yet a shame, to be
left alive with him only."
Ed.
t Ibid., p. 134.
t Life of Mr. Phil. Henry, p. 12.
Rushvvorth, p. 1364.
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of their power, in hopes that time might bring
which it is very hkely it
to a compliance
because it appears by the register, that in the
eight succeeding years, t. e., between the years
1648 and 1656, there were no more than three
hundred and n nety-six new elections, which,
allowing for deaths and removals, must infer
the deprivations at this time could not be very
considerable
however, had their numbers been
much greater than they really were, the Parlia-

them

;

did,

;

ment were

own

obliged, in their

defence, to dis-

possess them.*
The few scholars that remained in the university treated the visiters with insufferable
rudeness
scurrilous and invective satires,
equal if not superior in raillery and ill language
to Martin Mar-Prelate, and the rest of the
Brownistical pamphlets in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, were dispersed in the most public
places of the city every week
as Mercurius
Academicus
Pegasus, or the Flying Horse
from Oxon
Pegasus taught to dance to the
Tune of Lachrymae News from Pembroke and
Montgomery, or Oxford Manchestered the Owl
at Athens, or the Entrance of the Earl of Pembroke into Oxford, April 11
the Oxford Tragicomedy, in heroic Latin verse Lord have mercy upon us
which is the inscription put upon
houses that have the plague and many others,
which the visiters took no farther notice of than
to forbid the booksellers to print or sell the like
for the future. t
If the Puritans had published
such pamphlets against the exorbitances of the
High Commission Court in the late times, the
authors or publishers must have lost their ears,
as the Brownists did their lives towards the latter end of Queen Elizabeth
and surely the university might have evinced their loyalty without offering such unmannerly provocations to
gentlemen, who were disposed to behave towards them with all gentleness and moderation.
The visiters being informed that an insurrection was designed among the scholars in favour
of the king, and in concert with the loyalists in
other parts of the kingdom, acquainted the commanding officers of the garrison, who gave im;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

—

;

;

* Some of the Episcopal clergy were men of learning, and of estimable character, and the sufferings
consequent upon their expulsion were deeply to be
deplored. But the majority of those whom the commissioners drove from the university were distinguished only by their reckless loyalty, and a con-

tumehous resistance

to the will of Parliament.

To

have permitted such to retain stations of authority
and influence, would have been to arm their enemies
against themselves, and to have perpetuated in the
rising gener^ition the same spirit and principles as
actuated the men o£ their day.
The Parliament
was perfectly right in demanding from the university
submission to its authority but was wrong in making a religious creed the test of obedience, and the
badge of patriotism. Having established its own
supremacy, it was entitled to require submission
from all corporate bodies, and to eject from places of
honour and emolument those who refused it. So
far its proceedings coincided with the obvious necessities of the case, and required no apology
but when
the Covenant was enforced as the pledge of civil obedience, a course was ad pted which, however analogous to that of the bishops, admits of no extenuation
or defence.
The rights of conscience were invaded
by the exercise of an authority unsanctioned by the
Christian system.— Price's History of Nonconformity,
;

;

vol.

ii., p. 30.
t Sufferings of the Clergy, p. 135.

mediate orders to search the colleges for arms ;
and on the 26th of May, 1648, the visiters ordered

all

the

members

of the university to de-

liver a peremptory answer in writing within
seven days, whether they would submit to the
authority of the Parliament in this visitation or
not
and that none should depart the university without leave from the pro-vice-chancellor.
The day following both houses of Parliament
passed an order, " that forasmuch as many doctors, and other members of the university, notwithstanding the example that had been made
of some of them, did still persist in their contempt of the authority of Parliament, which
might be of dangerous consequence therefore
the committee for reforming the university
should have power to send for them under
the custody of a guard, and commit them to
prison."
When this order came to Oxford, the
;

;

declared that whosoever should not
and without reserve, declare his submission to the visitation, should be deemed as
flatly denying its authority, and be taken into
custody and that whosoever laid claim to any
place in the university, should within fifteen
days declare his submission, or be deprived ;
accordingly, at the expiration of the time, such
as did not appear were deprived of their fellowships, and expelled the university
but still the
scholars would not remove, being too stubborn
to be evicted by votes at London, or papers and
programmes at Oxford. The visiters, therefore,
after having waited above six months, were
obliged to proceed to the last extreinity
and
July 5, 1649, ordered a sergeant, attended with
some files of musketeers, to publish by beat of
drum before the gates of the several colleges,
that " if any of those who had been expelled by
the visiters should presume to continue any
longer in the universit)', they should be taken
into custody, and be made prisoners by the governor." This not answering the proposed end,
the Oxford historian adds, that four days after
they published a farther order by beat of drum
before the gate of every college, " that if any
one who had been expelled did presume to tarry in the town, or was taken within five miles
of it, he should be deemed as a spy, and punished with death."
And to enforce this order,.
General Fairfax, who was then in the field, gave
public notice that he would proceed accordingly with such as did not depart in four days, unless they obtained leave from the vice-chancellor and visiters to continue longer.
At length
their courage cooled, and the young gentlemen
were prevailed on to retire. Thus the University of Oxford was cleared of the Royalists, and
the visiters at liberty to fill up their vacancies
in all which
in the best manner they could
one cannot tell which most to admire, the unparalleled patience and forbearance of a victorious Parliament for almost two years, or
the stubborn perverseness and provoking behaviour of a few academics, against a power that
could have battered their colleges about their
ears, and buried them in their ruins in a fewvisiters
plainly,

;

:

;

;

days.

About ten of the old heads of colleges and
professors of sciences stibmitted to the visiters,
and kept their places, and about nineteen or
twenty were expelled. Those who submitted

t

——

;
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visiters of the university,

Dr. Langbain, provost of Queen's
Dr. Hood, rector of Lincoln
Dr. Saunders, provost of Oriel
> College.
Dr. Hake well, rector of Exeter
Sir Natli. Brent, warden of Merton
Dr. Zouch, principal of Alban Hall
J
Dr. Lawrence, master of Baliol
Dr. Pocock, Arabic professor.
professor.
Dr. Clayton, anatomy
"^i

and esteemed a very

learned and judicious civilian.
He resigned his
wardenship in the year 1650, and died in London in 1652, after he had lived seventy-nine

|

years.

I

Richard Zouch, LL.D., principal of Alban
Hall, was of noble birth, and sei-ved in Parliament for the borough of Hythe, in Kent. He
was chancellor of the Diocess of Oxon, princi-

|

pal of St. Alban Hall in 1625, and at length
judge of the High Court of Admiralty he was
very able and eminent in his own profession, a
subtle logician, an expert historian, and for the
knowledge and practice of the civil law the chief
person of his time. As his birth was noble,
says Mr. Wood,* so was his behaviour and discourse and as he was personable and handsome, so naturally sweet, pleasing, and affable,
he kept his principalship and professorship till
his death, which happened March 1, 1660-1.
Dr. Thomas Lawrence, master of Baliol College, and Margaret professor of divinity, had
been chaplain to King Charles I. and prebendary of Litchtield, and by the interest of Archbishop Laud, preferred to the mastership of this
college in 1637.
He submitted to the authority of the visiters, and had a certificate under
their hands, dated August 3, 1648, wherein they
attest, that he had engaged to observe the Di-

Mr. Philips, music professor.

;

The

following characters of these gentlemen,
with those of their predecessors and successors,
taken, for the most part, from writers
have
I
not to be suspected of partiality in favour of the
Puritans.
Dr. Gerard Langbain, provost of Queen's Colhe
lege, was a great ornament to his college
was elected keeper of the archives or records
of the university, being in general esteem for
his great learning and honesty. He was an excellent linguist, an able philosopher and divine,
a good common lawyer, a public-spirited man,
a lover of learning and learned men, beloved of
Archbishop Usher, Selden, and the great Goliahts
of literature.
He was also an excellent antiquary, indefatigable in his studies, and of immense undertakings. He died February 10,
1657-8, and was buried in the inner chapel of
Queen's College.*
Dr. Paul Hood, rector of Lincoln College, had
been many years governor of this house, and

;

;

rectory in

all

ecclesiastical administrations, to

preach practical divinity to the people, and to
forbear preaching any of those opinions that the
continued in it through all changes till his death
Reformed church had condemned.! Dr. Walkhe was vice-chancellor of the university in the er says he resigned all his preferments
in the
year 1660, when he conformed to the Establishuniversity in the year 1650, but does not say
ed Church, and died in the year 1668.
upon what occasion only that he grew careDr. John Saunders, provost of Oriel College,
less, and did much degenerate in his life and
disowned the authority of the visiters at first,
manners that he died in the year 1657, but that
but afterward complied
for, as Dr. Walker obif he had lived three years longer, he would,
serves, there was no other provost till after his
notwithstanding, have been consecrated an Irish
death, which was in .the year 1652.i
bishop.t
Dr. George Hakevvell, rector of Exeter ColThe professors of sciences who submitted to
lege, had been chaplain to Prince Charles and
the visiters, and were continued, were.
Archdeacon of Surrey upon the promotion of
Dr. Edward Pocock, professor of the Hebrew
Dr. Prideaux to the See of Worcester, he was
and Arabic languages one of the most learned
chosen rector of this college, but resided little
men of his age, and j ustly celebrated at home and
there, retiring during the war to his Rectory of
abroad for his great skill in the Oriental languaHeanton, in Devon, where he led a recluse life,
ges, and for many works that he published.
He
and died in April, 1649. He was, according to
was afterward ejected from his canonry of
Dr. Walker, a great divine, a very good philosChrist Church for refusing the engagement,
opher, and a noted preacher.
1651,151 but was suffered to enjoy his professorSir Nathaniel Brent, warden of Merton Colship of Arabic and Hebrew
he conformed in
lege, was probationer fellow in the year 1594,
the year 1660, and lived in great reputation till
and proctor of the university in 1607 he afterthe year 1691.11
ward travelled into several parts of the learned
Thomas Clayton, M.D., king's professor of
world, and underwent dangerous adventures in
anatomy, which professorship he resigned to Dr.
Italy to procure the history of the Council of
Trent, which he translated into English, and
* Athen. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 166.
t Ibid., p. 135.
therefore, says Mr. Wood, deserves an honourt Sufferings of the Clergy, p. 100.
able mention. By the favour of Archbishop Ab^ He was very near being ejected from his living of
bot he was made commissary of the Diocess of
Childrey " for ignorance and insufficiency ;" but Dr,
Canterbury, and vicar-general to the archbishop, Owen, the learned Independent, interested liimself
being doctor of laws, and at length judge of the in his behalf, and prevented his ejectment. When
prerogative. In 1629 he was knighted at Wood- he was in the East, into which he made two voyages,
stock, and at the commencement of tiie civil the Mufli of Aleppo laid his hand upon his head, and
war took part with the Parliament, for which rea- said, " This young man speaks and understands A rarson he was ejected his wardenship of this col- bicaswellas the Mufti of Aleppo." He was th* first
Laudcan professor of Arabic. Granger's History of
lege, but restored again when it came into the
England, vol. iii., p. 270, 8vo. Ed. This " ignorance
Parliament's hands in 1646.
He was one of the and insufficiency" sounds strangely, after reading that
he was " one of the most learned men of his age ;" if
* Wood's Athen., vol. ii., p. 140.
his ignorance had been that of theology, that good
t Wood's Fasti, p. 127.
J Walker, p. 131. man, Dr. Owen, would hardly have been his advo;

;

;

,•

;

ij

;

;

II

,

i

j

I

j

I

;

^ Ibid., p. 114.
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Athen. Oxon.,

vol.

ii.,

p. 92.

!

cate.— C.

11

Athen. Oxon.,

p. 866.
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"William Petty in January, 1650.
He was made
warden ofMerton College upon the resignation
of Dr. Reynolds, March 26, 1661, and the next
day was knighted by the interest of his brotherin-law, Sir Charles Cotterel.

Heads of

Colleges turned out.

Dr. Fell, vice-chancellor, from

Mr. Arthur Philips, professor of music, of
I have met with no account.
ejected by the visiters,
with their successors, may be seen in the following table

whom

The heads of colleges
:

Colkges.

Deanery of Christ Church,

i

!

Dr.

Pit,

warden of

Wadham

I

College,

I

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Walker,

University College,

Radclifle,

Brazen Nose College,
AU-Souls College,
Corpus Christi College,

Sheldon,
Nevvlin,

Bayly,

Mr, Wightwick, B.D.,

St. John's College,
Magdalen College,
Trinity College,
Jesus College,
Pembroke College,

Dr. Stringer, Prof Gr. Lang.

New

Oliver,
Potter,

Han.

Mansell,

Professors of Sciences turned out.

College,

Reg. Pr. of Div.,
M. Philos. Prof,

Mr.

Profess. Astron.,

J.

Greaves, A.M.,

Succeeded by.

Camd. Hist. Prof,
Nat. Phil. Prof,
Savil. Prof Geo.,
<

\

Hammond,

Norwich.
Dr. J. Wilkins, afterward Bishop of
Cnester.
Dr. Joshua Hoyle.
Dr. D. Greenwood.
Dr. Palmer, M.D.
Dr. Ed. Staunton.
Dr. Cheynel.
Dr. John Wilkinson.
Dr. Robert Harris.
Dr. Mic. Roberts.
Dr. H. Langley.
Mr. Geo. Marshall.
Mr. Harmar, Prof Gr. Lang.

Professorships.

Dr. Robt. Sanderson,
Mr. Birkenhead, A.M.,
Mr. Rob. Warin,
Dr. Jn. Edwards,
Dr. Turner, M.D.,

Dr. Henry

Succeeded by.
Dr. Reynolds, afterward Bishop of

i

University Orator,
(

Dr. Gilbert Sheldon, warden of All-Souls Col-

was ejected April 3, 1648, and lived retired with his friends in Staffordshire till 1659,
when he was restored to his wardenship upon
the death of Dr. Palmer.
After the Restoration
lege,

he was successively Bishop of London, Chan-

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Crosse.
Hen. Wilkinson, Jun.
L. du Moulin.
Joshua Crosse.
John Wallis.
Ward, afterward Bishop of Sal-

isbiiry.

Mr. Burton, A.M.
Mr. Corbet, who quitted.

Christi College, and pro-vice-chancellor in the
He was restored to his presidentin the year 1660, and died in it 1687.

year 1648.
ship again

But neither Wood nor Walker has given him
any character.*
Dr. Richard Bayly, president of St. John's
College, a kinsman of Archbishop Laud, and
one of his executors he had been president of
this college twenty years when he was ejected
but was restored in 1660, and died at Salisbury

and Archbishop of Canterbury;
and did a
other works of charity,* but never
gave any great specimens of his piety or learning to the world.
He was hospitable and charitable, but
1667. t
Dr. Samuel Fell, vice-chancellor of the uni- very faulty, says Mr. Wood, in using some kind
versity, and dean of Christ Church, dispossess- of oaths in common conversation. +
I do not
ed of his deanery April 12, 1648.$ He gave know that he published anything.
all
president
of
the disturbance he could, and
Magdalen Colthe visiters
Dr. John Oliver,
was therefore taken into custody for a time, but lege, had been domestic chaplain to Archbishop
being quickly released, he retired to his rectory Laud, and was a man, says Dr. Walker,<J of
at Sunningwell, in Berkshire, where he died great learning and sound principles in religion
February 1, 1648-9. He had been a Calvinist, (that is, of the principles of the archbishop) he
4)ut changed his sentiments, and after great was restored to his preferments 1660, but died
creepings and cringings to Archbishop Laud, soon after, October 27, 1661.
says Mr. Wood,<!i he became his creature, and if
Dr. Hannibal Potter, president of Trinity Colthe rebellion had not broke out, would no doubt lege, elected 1643, and turned out with the rest
have been made a bishop. He left no remarka- who disowned the authority of the visiters,
ble traces of his learning behind him.
He afterward accepted of a cuApril 13, 1648.
Dr. Samuel Radcliffe, principal of Brazen racy in Somersetshire, and was ejected for inbut
Dr. Walker saysjl it was besufficiency
headship
1614,
his
to
felected
was
Nose CC"5ge,
service.
He
an infirm cOtldition when he was cause he used part of the church
cellor of Oxford,

he

built the noble theatre at Oxford,

great

;

many

;

;

;

and was

in

ejected for disowning the authority of the visiters, April 13, 1648, and died the June followNeither Mr. Wood nor Walker says anying.
thing of his learning, nor are his works extant.
Dr. Robert Newlin, president of Corpus
II

» His benefactions, public and private, amounted
Much of this money was appropriated
to £66,000.
to ihe relief of the necessitous in the time of the
plague, and to the redemption of Christian slaves.
The building only of the theatre in Oxford cost him
Granger's History of Englajid, vol. iii., p.
£16,000.

8vo.— Ed.
Walker's Sufferings of the Clergy, p. 98.
^ Athen. Oxon., vol. ii.,
X Walker, p. 102.
a Walker, p. 101.

in 1660. and died in 1664.
Dr. John Pit, warden of Wadham College,
elected April 16, 1644, after that city was garrisoned for the king; he behaved very refractorily towards the visiters, and died soon after
his ejectment. IF
Dr. Francis Mansell, principal of Jesus College, elected to this principalship in the ye^r
He was re1630, and ejected May 22, 1648.

was restored

* Walker,

p. 111.

t Ibid., p. 116.

Grey asks, " Where does Wood say this ?
Nor can 1 find
that I can meet with."
Walker, p. 122.
the passage.— Ed.
I Dr.

231,

Nowhere

t

p. 94.

()

II

Ibid., p. 133.

"r
IT

'"'^
'^^''^
Ibid.,
" 136.
p.
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Stored again in 1660, and died 1665, having been
an eminent benefactor to his college.
Dr. Thomas Walker, master of University
College, elected 1632, and dispossessed by the
He vv'as restored in the
visiters July 10, 1648.
year 1660, and died in 1665. He was related to
Archbishop Laud, and was one of his executors,
and, according to Lloyd, a deserving, modest
man, and a great sufferer.*
Mr. Henry Wightvi^ick, B.D., elected to the
mastership of Pembroke College in direct opposition to the order of Parliament, July 13, 1647,
for which reason he was soon after removed.
In the year 1660 he was restored, but turned
out again in 1664, for what reasons Dr. Walker
says he does not know. He died in Lincolnshire

1671.

69

who behaved rudely towards the visiters^
and was therefore not only dispossessed of his

turer,

preferment, but expelled the university ;* but neither Wood nor Walker gives any character of
him.

Peter Turner, M.D., Savilian professor of
he served his majesty as a volunteer
under the command of Sir J. Byron, and being
a zealous Loyalist, was expelled the university
by the visiters, after which he retired to London, and died 1650.
He was a good mathematician, well read in the fathers, an excellent
linguist, and highly esteemed by Archbishop
Laud.t
John Greaves, A.M., professor of astronomy^
was sent by Archbishop Laud to travel into the
eastern parts of the world to make a collectioa
of books in those languages. J After his return
he was preferred to this professorship, but was
ejected by the visiters, and November 9, 1648,,
expelled the university, for sending the college
treasure to the king, and other offences of the
like nature.
He died at London 1652, with the
reputation of a good scholar, having been well
respected by Mr. Selden and others.

geometry

;

Dr. Henry Stringer, elected to the wardenship
New College, after the same manner, in direct opposition to the visiters, November 18,
1647, for which reason he was deprived August
He was professor of the Greek lan1, 1648.
guage, but resigned, and died at London 1657.$
The professors ejected by the v siters were.
Dr. Robert Sanderson, regius professor of
i^
Dr. Henry Hammond, university orator, was
divinity
a very learned man, and an excellent
casuist ;() he was nominated one of tlie Assem- a very learned man and a great divine, highly
bly of Divines, but did not sit among them.
He esteemed by King Charles I. He assisted at
of

;

in drawing up the the Treaty of Uxbridge, and attended the king
reasons of the university against the Covenant as his chaplain when he was permitted. After
and the negative oath. After his ejectment he his ejectment he retired to the house of Sir Joha
retired to his living at Boolhby, where he con- Packington, of Worcestershire, where he emtinued preaching, though not without some dif- ployed his time in writing several valuable and
ficulties, till the Restoration, when he was pre- learned treatises in defence of the hierarchy of
ferred to the Bishopric of Lincoln, and died the Church of England, and in the study of the
New Testament. He died April 25, 1660.11
1662-3.11
The heads of colleges who succeeded those
Mr. John Birkenhead, A.M., moral philosophy
reader he was employed by the court to write that were ejected by authority of Parliament,
the Mercurius Aulicus, a paper filled with most were,
Dr. Edward Reynolds, vice-chancellor of the
bitter invectives against the Parliament, for
which he was rewarded with this lectureship. university, and dean of Christ Church in the
After his ejectment he lived privately till the place of Dr. Fell
he was probationer-fellow of
Restoration, when he was knighted, and chosen Merton College in the year 1620, which he obburgess in Parliament for the borough of Wilton. tained by his uncommon skill in the Greek,
He was also created LL.D. and master of the tongue he was a good disputant and orator, a
faculties, and died in 1679, leaving behind him, popular divine, and in great esteem in the city
of London, being preacher to the honourable soaccording to Wood, a very sorry character. IF
Mr. Robert Waring, Camden history profes- ciety of Lincoln's Inn. Mr. Wood confesseslf
sor
he bore arms for the king in the garrison he was a person of excellent parts and endowat Oxford, and was not elected to this professor- ments, of a very good wit, fancy, and judgment,
ship till after the visitation began.
He was and much esteemed by all parties for his florid
Sir Thomas Brown adds, that he was a
reckoned, says Wood, among the wits of the style.
university, and was a good poet and orator. divine of singular affability, meekness, and humility
of great learning, a frequent preacher,
He died 1658.**
John Edwards, M.D., natural philosophy lec- and a constant resident. He conformed at the
Restoration, and was made Bishop of Norwich,

had a very considerable hand

;

;

;

;

;

*
i)

life,

Walker, p. 114. t Ibid., p. 132. J Ibid., p. 127.
" He was, especially in the former part of his
remarkable for his excessive modesty an in-

my

author, " oftener seen in men
of the quickest sensibility, and of the best understanding, than in the half-witted, the stupid, and the
ignorant."
Granger's History of Englaitd, vol. lii., p.
238,239, 8vo. He disapproved of and wrote against
the usual mode of lending money on interest.
But
he adopted another way of advancing it more advantageous to the lender, and sometimes to the borrower.
He would give £100 for £20, for seven years.
Calamy's Church and Dissenters compared as to Persefirmity," observes

Ed. Bishop Sanderson's most celework is entitled " A Preservative against
Schism and Rebellion," &c., 3 vols. 8vo, 1722.— C.

cution, p. 30.

brated

*Athen.
Walker,
II

and died 1676.
Dr. John Wilkins, promoted

to the

warden-

;

O.xon., vol.
p. 106.

ii.,

p.

%

376.

Athen. Oxen.,

vol.

ii.,

Ibid.
p.

143.

*
t

Walker, p. 118.
t Wood, vol. ii., p. 84.
This he did with indefatigable industry, and at

life.
He also collected for Archbishop Laud many Oriental gems and coins. He took a
more accurate survey of the pyramids than any traveller who went before him.
During his stay at
Rome, on his return from the East, he made a particular inquiry into the true state of the ancient
weights and measures. He was a great man. Granger's History of England, vol. iii., p. 119, 120, Svo.
Ed.
^ Walker, p. 125.

the peril of his

This is the divine whose discourses were so
highly admired by Dr. Johnson that he often gavethem to young clergymen.— C.
If Athen. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 421.
II
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ship of

Wadham College in

He was

educated

in

the place of Dr. Pit.

Magdalen

Hall,

and was

chaplain to Charles, counl-palatine of the Rhine.
little before the Restoration he came to Lon-

A

don, and was minister of St. Lawrence Jewry,
and preacher to the society at Lincohi's Inn.
Mr. Wood admits* that he was a person of rare
gifts, a noted theologist and preacher, a curious
critic, an excellent mathematician, and as well
seen in mechanism and the new philosophy as
any in his time. In the year 1656 he married
the sister of O. Cromwell, then lord-protector
of England, and had the headship of Trinity
College in Cambridge conferred upon him,
which is the best preferment in that university.
He was afterward a member of the Royal Society, to which he was a considerable benefactor.
Dr. Burnet says that Bishop Wilkins was a
man of as great a mind, as true a judgment, of
as eminent virtue, and as good a soul, as any
he ever knew. Archbishop Tillotson gives him
and several members of
an equal character
the Royal Society acknowledge him to have
been an ornament to the university and the
English nation. He was created Bishop of
Chester in the year 1668, and died of the stone,
in the house of Dr. Tillotson, 1672.
Dr. Joshua Hoyle, preferred to the headship
of University College in the room of Dr. Walker ; he was educated at Magdalen Hall, Oxford.
but being invited into Ireland, became fellow of
Trinity College, and professor of divinity in the
In the beginning of the
University of Dublin.
Irish rebellion he came over to England, and
was made vicar of Stepney, a member of the
Assembly of Divines, and at length master of
this college, and king's professor of divinity in
the room of Dr. Sanderson. Mr. Wood sayst
he was a person of great reading and memory,
but of less judgment. He was exactly acquainted with the schoolmen, and so much devoted
to his book that he was in a manner a stranger
;

to the world

;

he was indefatigably industrious,

Athen. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 371.
Mr. Neal's character of Bishop Wilkins it
may be added, that he was a man of an enlarged and
liberal mind, which showed itself in his great moderation on the points agitated beween the Conformists
and Nonconformists, and in his free, generous way
of philosophizing. He disdained to tread in the beaten track, but struck out into the new road pointed
out by the great Lord Bacon, He formed institutions for the encouragement of experimental philosophy, and the application of it to affairs of human
and was the chief means of
life, at each university
His chimeras were
establishing the Royal Society.
those of a man of genius. Such was his attempt to
show the possibility of a voyage to the moon to
*

t

To

;

;

which the Duchess of Newcastle made this objec" Doctor, where am I to find a place for baiting
tion
:

" Madam," said
at in the way up to that planet ?"
he, " of all the people in the world I never expected
that question from you, who have built so many castles in the air, you that may lie every night at one of
your own." Grans:er, ut supra, the note. His character was truly exemplary as well as extraordinary.
His great prudence never failed in any undertaking.
Sincerity was natural to him. With a greatness of
mind, he looked down upon wealth as much as others
admire it. What he yearly received from the Church
he bestowed in its services and made no savings
from his temporal estate, acting up to his frequent
declaration, " I will be no richer." Birch's Life of
Granger^s History of England,
Tillotson, p. 405, 406.
vol. iii., p. 247,248, 8vo; and Lloyd's Funeral Sermon,
;

p.

41-43.— Ed.

t Athen. Oxon., vol.

ii.,

p. 113.

qualified for an academic as any
person of his time. He died 1654.
Dr. Daniel Greenwood, principal of Brazen
Nose College, in the room of Dr. Radcliffe he
had been fellow of the college for a considerable
time, and had the reputation of a profound
Mr. Wood says* he vvas
scholar and divine.
a severe and good governor, as well in his vicehe conchancellorship as in his principalship
tinued in his college with an unspotted character till the Restoration, when he was ejected by
the king's commissioners, after which he lived
privately till 1673, when he died.
Dr. John Wilkinson had been principal of
Magdalen Hall before the civil wars, but when
that university was garrisoned by the king he
fled into the Parliament's quarters, and -was
succeeded by Dr. Thomas Read, who was admitted by the king's mandate, October 16, 1643,
The
but in 1646 Dr. Wilkinson was restored.
year following (1647) he was made president of
Magdalen College in the room of Dr. Oliver he
was a learned and pious man, died January 2,
1649, and was buried in the church of Great
Milton, Oxfordshire.
Dr. Henry Wilkinson, Junior, commonly called
Dean Harry, principal of Magdalen Hall he
was a noted tutor and moderator in his college
before the commencement of the civil wars,
upon the breaking out of which he left Oxford
and came to London, but when that city was
surrendered to the Parliament he returned to
the university, and was created D.D., made
principal of his hall, and moral philosophy proMr.
fessor in the room of Mr. Birkenhead.
Wood sayst that he took all ways imaginable
to make his house flourish with young students
that he was a frequent and active preacher, and
a good disciplinarian for which reason theheads
of the university persuaded him earnestly to
conform at the Restoration, that they might
keep him among them, but he refused. After
his ejectment, he suffered for his nonconformity, by imprisonments, mulcts, and the loss of
though, according to the
his goods and hooks
same author, he was very courteous in speech
and carriage, communicative of his knowledge,
generous, charitable to the poor, and so publicspirited that he always regarded the common
good more than his own private concerns. He
published several learned works, and died 1690,

and as well

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

aged 74.
Dr. Robert Harris, president of Trinity College in the room of Dr. Potter, was educated in
Magdalen Hall, and had been a famous preacher
upon the
in Oxfordshire for about forty years
breaking out of the war he came to London,
;

appointed one of the
visiters of the university, and head of this college, over which he presided ten years, though
he was now seventy. He was a person of great
piety and gravity, an exact master of the Hebrew language, and well versed in chronology,
church history, the councils, and fathers. He
governed his college with great prudence, and
gained the affections of all the students, who
reverenced him as a father, though he had been
stigmatized by the Royalists as a notorious pluTo which the writer of his life replies,
ralist.

where he continued

that

till

whatever benefices he might have been
*

Wood's

t

Athen. Oxon.,

Fasti, vol.

in., p.

770.

vol. ii.,p. 646.

—

—

t

;
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nominated to, he declared he did not receive
The inscription upon his
the profits of them.
tombstone says that he was " prsses sEternum
celebrandus perspicacissimus indolum scrutator, potcstatis arbiter mitissimus, merentium
He died I65S.*
fautor integerrimus," &c.
Dr. Henry Langley, master of Pembroke ColWightwick,
was origiof
Mr.
room
lege in the
nally fellow of his college, and made master of it
till
his
place
the
Restoration,
He kept
in 1647.
after which he set up a private academy among
the Dissenters; having the character of a solid
and judicious divine, and being a frequent
He died 1679.
preacher.
Dr. Francis Cheynel, president of St. John's
College in the room of Dr. Bayly, was probationer-fellow of Merton College in the year 1629,
and afterward rector of Petworih, a member of
the Assembly of Divines, and this year made
president of that college, and Margaret professor in the room of Dr. Lawrence, both which
he quitted after some time for refusing the engagement, and retired to his living at Petworth,
from whence he was ejected at the Restoration.
He was a person of a great deal of indiscreet
zeal, as appears by his behaviour at the funeral
of the great Mr. Chillingworth, already mentioned.
Bishop Hoadly says he was exactly orthodox, and as pious, honest, and charitable as his
bigotry would permit
and Mr. Echard adds,
that he was of considerable learning and great
;

;

abihties.J
Dr. Michael Roberts, principal of Jesus College in the room of Dr. Mansell, was a good
scholar, and would, no doubt, have conformed
at the Restoration, had he been inclined to have

but he had resigned
his principalship into the hands of the protector,
1657, and, being nch, chose a private life.ij He
published a Latin elegy upon General Monk,
duke of Albemarle, and died in Oxford, 1679.
Dr. Edmund Staunton, president of CorpusChristi College in the room of Dr. Newlin, was
admitted fellow of this college 1616, and afterward minister of Kingston-upon-Thames. He
took the degrees in divinity 1634, and was afterward one of the Assembly of Divines. He kept
his principalship till he was ejected by the king's
commissioners at the Restoration he was a
diligent, popular preacher, a good scholar, and
continued his labours among the Nonconformists tdl his death, which happened 1671.11
John Palmer, M.D., warden of All-Souls in
the room of Dr. Sheldon, had been bachelor of
physic of Queen's College, and was now created
M.l). in presence of the chancellor; he was a
learned man, and held his preferment till his
death, which happened March 4, 1659 at which
time, there being a near prospect of the Restoration, Dr. Sheldon was restored to his warden-

accepted any preferment

;

;

;

ship.1'

Upon the death

of Dr. Pink, the visiters nominated old Mr. White, of Dorchester, to succeed
* Clarke's Live.s, p. 314. His works are very valuable they are chiefly sermons in one volume folio.
He must have been one of the best preachers of the
:

age.— C.
+ Wood's

71

him, but

I think he refused it, being very much
in years.*
professors of sciences who succeeded
the ejected ones were,
Dr. Seth Ward, professor of astronomy in the
place of Dr. Greaves, and, according to Mr.
Wood, the most noted mathematiciant and astronomer of his time he was educated in Sidney College, Cambridge, and in the year 1643
ejected for adhering to the king, but having afterward changed his mind, he made friends to
the committee for reforming the University of

advanced

The

;

Oxford, and was nominated to this preferment
he was afterward master of Trinity College, and
upon his majesty's restoration preferred, first to
the bishopric of Exeter, and then to that of
Salisbury, where he died 1668.t
Dr. John Wallis, Savilian professor of geometry in the room of Dr. Turner
the fame of this
;

gentleman's learning is well known to the world
he was of Emanuel College, Cambridge, and afterward fellow of Queen's College, in the same
university, then minister of St. Martin's, Ironmonger Lane, London, one of the scribes in the
Assembly of Divines, and now, by the appointment of the committee, geometry professor ;ij
he conformed at the Restoration, and maintained his post, and was an ornament to the university to a very advanced age.
Lewis du Moulin, M.D., of the University of
Leyden, Camden professor of history in the
place of Mr. Robert Waring, was incorporated
in the same degree at Cambridge, 1634
he was
son of the famous Peter du Moulin, the French
Protestant, and kept his preferment till the Restoration, when he was turned out by his majesty's commissioners, and persisted in his nonconformity till his death. He was a valuable
and learned man, as appears by his writings
but Mr. Wood observesIF he was a violent Independent, and ill-natured
he died in London
II

;

;

;

1680.

Joshua Crosse, LL.D., natural philosophyreader in the room of Dr. Edwards, and one of
the proctors of the university he was fellow of
;

Wood's Fasti, p. 68.
He was the first who brought mathematical

*
t

learning into vogue in the University of Cambridge.
He was a close reasoner and an admirable speaker,
having in the House of Lords been esteemed equal,
at least, to the Earl of Shaftesbury. He was a great
benefactor to both his bishoprics as by his interest
the deanery of Berien, in Cornwall, was annexed to
the former, though it has been since separated from
it, and the chancellorship of the garter to the latter.
He was polite, hospitable, and generous. He founded in his lifetime the College of Salisbury, for the reand the
ception and support of ministers' widows
sumptuous hospital at Buntingford,in Hertfordshire,
Granger's History of Engthe place of his nativity.
land, vol. iii , p. 244, 245, 8vo.— Ed.
;

;

t

Athen. Oxon.,

(j

Wood's

vol.

ii.,

627, 628.

p.

Fasti, p. 72, 106.

Mathematical science is greatly indebted to Dr.
Wallis for several important improvements and invenII

tions. The modern art of deciphering was his discovery and he was the author of the method of teaching
deaf and dumb persons to speak, and to understand
His English grammar, in which many
a language.
things were entirely his own, showed at once the
;

—

Fasti, vol.

ii.,

p.

t Athen. Oxon., vol.

ii.,

p. 245.

grammarian and the philosopher. Granger's History
of England, vol. ui., p. 286, 8vo. He is said to have
applied his art of deciphering to the king's letters ta-

p. 352, 353.

ken

747, 771.

Fasti, vol. h., p. 752.
f)
I

IT

Athen. Oxon.,
Fasti, vol.

ii.,

vol.

ii.,

p. 747.

IT

at

Naseby.

Wood's

Ed.

Fasti, vol.

ii.,

p. 753, 754.
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Magdalen College, and kept his reader's place ejected Loyalists there succeeded an illiterate
rabble, swept up from the plough-tail, from
till the Restoration, after which he lived privately in Oxford till his death, which happened in shops, and grammar-schools, and the dregs of
1676.
He was a gentleman much honoured for the neighbouring university; that the muses
were driven from their ancient seats that all
his becoming conversation.*
Ralph Button, A.M., university orator in the loyalty, learning, and good sense were banished
Hammond,
of
Dr.
and
and
that there succeeded in their room nothing
room
one of the proctors
of the university he was originally of Exeter but barbarism, enthusiasm, and ignorance, till
College, where he made so great a progress in the dawn of the Restoration."*
Lord Clarenphilosophy, and other literature, tliat when he don was a declared enemy to these changes,
was only bachelor of arts he was recommended and has painted them in the most odious colby Dr. Prideaux to stand for a fellowship in ours, yet the force of truth has obliged him to
Merton College, and was accordingly chosen confess that, " though it might have been rea1633.
He was afterward a celebrated tutor in sonably expected that this wild and barbarous
his house, but was obliged to quit O.vford in tlie depopulation," as he calls it, " would have exbeginning of the civil wars, because he would tirpated all the learning, religion, and loyalty
not bear arms for the king.
When the war was which had flourished there, and that the sucover he resumed his employment as tutor, and ceeding ill husbandry and unskilful cultivation
upon the refusal of Edward Corbet was made would have made it fruitful only in ignorance,
canon of Christ Church, and university orator; profaneness, atheism, and rebellion; yet, by God's
he was ejected at the Restoration, and after- wonderful providence, that fruitful soil could not
ward taught academical learning at Islington, be made barren by all that stupidity and neglinear London, till 1680, when he died. He was gence it choked the weeds, and would not sufan excellent scholar, a most humble, upright fer the poisonous seeds, that were sown with
industry enough, to spring up, but after several
man, and a great sufTerer for nonconformity.
Mr. John Harmon, A.M., professor of the tyrannical governors mutually succeeding each
Greek language in the room of Dr. Stringer, was other, and with the same malice and perverseeducated in Magdalen College, and took his de- ness endeavouring to extinguish all good literagrees 1617; he was afterward master of the ture and allegiance, it yielded a harvest of exfree school at St. Alban's, and one of the mas- traordinary good knowledge in all parts of learnters of Westminster school from thence he was ing
and many who were wickedly introduced
removed to the Greek professorship in this uni- applied themselves to the study of good learn.ing,
versity.
He was, says Mr. Wood,1: a great phiand the practice of virtue, and had inclinalologist, a tolerable Latin poet, and one of the tions to that duty and obedience they had never
most excellent Grecians of his time, but other- been taught, that when it pleased God to bring
wise an honest, weak man. He was turned King Charles II. back to his throne he found
out at the Restoration, and afterward lived pri- the university abounding in excellent learning,
vately at Steventon, in Hampshire, till the year and devoted to duty and obedience little inferior
to what it was before its desolation."
Consid1670, when he died.
These were all the changes that were made ering the ill-nature that runs through this paraamong the heads of colleges and professors at this graph, it must be acknowledged to be an mian'
time and, upon the whole, though it must be swerablc testimony to the learning and application
allowed that many of the ejected Loyalists were of the new professors, and with equal justice it
men of learning and great merit, it is certain may be added, that the university was in a much
those that kept their places, and the successors of better state for learning, religion, and good sense
such as were ejected, were men of equal probity at the Restoration than before the civil wars,
and virtue, and no less eminent in their several as all the eminent philosophers and divines of
professions, as appears by the monuments of the establishment, who did so much honour to
their learning, some of which are remaining to their country in the three succeeding reigns,
;

;

;

;

;

;

this day.
The very enemies of the new heads of colleges have confessed that they were strict in
the government of their several houses, that
they kept a more than common watch over the
morals of the students, and obliged them to an

exact compliance with their statutes.

The

pro-

fessors were indefatigable in instructing their
pupils both in public and private drunkenness,
oaths, and profanation of the Lord's Day were
banished strict piety, and a profession of religion, were in fashion
the scholars often met
together for prayer and religious conference
so that, as Mr. Philip Henry, who lived then in
the university, observes, " If those of the old
spirit and way were at first the better scholars,
these were the better men."
Let the reader now judge of the spirit and
candour of those writers who insinuate " that
the new professors could neither pronounce Latin nor write English
that in the room of the
;

;

;

;

* Calainy's Abridg., p. 58.

t Athen. Oxen., vol.

li.,

p, 347, 348,

owed

their education to these professors, viz.,
the Tillotsons, Stillingfleets, Patricks, Souths,
Caves, Sprats, Kidders, Whitbys, Bulls, Boyles,
Newtons, Lockes, and others. The university
was in high reputation in foreign parts, and produced as many learned performances as in any
former period. So that, admitting the new professors were not introduced into their places in
a legal way, accord ing to the statutes, because of
the necessity of the times, yet it is certain they
proved wise and watchful governors, strict observers of their statutes, and industrious promoters of piety and the liberal arts and were
far from deserving the brand of " ignorant, illiterate, hypocritical blockheads, enemies to the
legal Constitution of their country," or of being
pronounced unworthy the high preferments they
enjoyed.
There were, no doubt, at first, very considermany of
able vacancies in the several colleges
the fellows and scholars beirvg dead, or killed in
the king's service, and others having resigned
;

;

f Ibid., p. 60.

Walker's Suff.

Cler., p. 140.

;;

;
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their places in the university for benefices in

the Church, besides those who were expelled by
but to supthe visiters as already mentioned
ply the deficiency of fellows and tutors, the
committee encouraged several learned graduates in the University of Cambridge to translate
;

themselves to Oxford, and accept of preferments according to their merits. Many who
had deserted the university when it became a
garrison for the king returned to their colleges,

and were promoted according to their seniority.
Great numbers of youths, who had been kept at
home because of the public commotions, were
now sent to Oxford by their parents to perfect
and if it be considered, farther,
their education
that there had been no admissions from Westminster, Eton, St. Paul's, Merchant Tailors',
and other public schools, for five or six years
past, it is not to be wondered that there was an
unusual flow of youth to the university at this
time, so that the damage occasioned by this
revolution of affairs was quickly repaired, and
the muses returned to their ancient seats.
The long interruption of education in the
university produced a very great scarcity of orthodox and learned ministers in the counties,
some being silenced for refusing the Covenant,
and others dispersed or killed in the wars.
Many pulpits, also, were vacant by reason of the
scandal or insufficiency of the incumbents,
which was one occasion of the increase of laypreachers, for the country people would go to
hear anybody rather than have no sermons
besides, the Presbyterian clergy would authorize none to preach except such as would take
the Covenant, and consent to their discipline.
To remedy these evils, the northern counties
petitioned the houses to erect a new university
in the city of York, but the confusion of the
times prevented their prosecuting the design.
The Independents, who were less zealous about
clerical orders, encouraged, or, at least, connived at the lay-preachers, apprehending that, in
cases of necessity, pious men of good natural
parts might exercise their gifts publicly to the
till, under this covedification of the Church
er, they saw every bold enthusiast almost begin to usurp the office of a teacher.
To bring
;

;

things, therefore, into a little better order, the
following petition was presented to both houses

of Parliament, October 6, under the title of
" The humble Petition of many Citizens of London, and others."
" Your petitioners are deeply sensible of the
extreme want of preaching the Gospel throughout this kingdom, there being many hundreds
of towns and villages altogether destitute of any
preaching ministers, and many others are not
well supplied
by reason whereof ignorance,
drunkenness, profaneness, disaffection to the
Parliament, and to others in authority, everywhere abound, there being scarce so much as
the face of religion in many places.
There is
a great cry of people, from several counties of
the kingdom, for men to preach to them the
word of eternal life and there are many men
of competent gifts and abihties, of good life and
honest conversation, who, being willing to employ their talents in the Lord's work, and to
submit themselves for approbation to moderate
and judicious men, are yet, by occasion of some
scruples about ordination, discouraged from en;

;

VoL. II.-«^K
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gaging in this work of publishing the Gospel,
wherein they might be helpful to many. And
seeing that in the days of Queen Elizabeth,
upon occasion of people's necessities, many
such men were sent forth to publish the Gospel who had no formal act of ministerial ordination passed upon them, whose endeavours
the Lord blessed to the good of many souls, and
the furthering of the kingdom's peace
and
since also we nothing doubt but the propagation
of the Gospel throughout this kingdom, and the
;

information of men in the things of their peace,
and the peace and safety of the kingdom, are
worthy of your greatest zeal, and are not the
least of your care
:

your petitioners humbly pray,
shall be approved of as men
meet to dispense the mysteries of the Gospel,
by such judicious, moderate, and able men,
" Therefore

that those

who

whom yon in wisdom shall appoint thereunto,
may receive from this honourable House encouragement and protection in preaching the
Gospel in any place in this kingdom, or dominion of Wales, where need requires, that so the
Word of the Lord may have free course and be
glorified
ignorant men may be instructed
drunkenness, profaneness, and disaffection to
the Parliament, and to others in authority, may
be abandoned and both the temporal and spiritual peace and prosperity of all sorts of men be
the more advanced."*
The houses thanked the petitioners for their
good affection, but did nothing upon it.
By an ordinance of February 11, this year,
" all stage-players were declared to be rogues,
punishable by the acts of the 39th of Queen
Elizabeth and 7th of King James, notwithstanding any license they might have from the king
or any other person.
All stage galleries, seats,
and boxes, are ordered to be pulled down by
warrant of two justices of peace all actors in
plays for time to come being convicted shall be
publicly whipped, and find sureties for their not
;

;

;

offending in like manner for the future
and all
spectators of plays for every offence are to pay
;

five shillings."!

The
and

controversies about church government,

liberty of conscience, ran still as high

as

the Presbyterians, who had the government of the city of London in their hands, were
for pressing Covenant uniformity in their sermons, which the Independents, and others of

ever

;

more catholic principles, endeavoured to oppose
with all their might. Lord Clarendon is pleased
" The
to represent this in a ludicrous manner
:

says his lordship, " were
higher than ever, the Presbyterians in
those fields losing nothing of their courage
having a notorious power in the city, notwithstanding the emulation of the Independents,
who were more learned and rational, who,
though they had not so great congregations of
the common people, yet infected and were followed by the most substantial citizens, and by
others of better condition. To these men Cromwell and most of the officers of the army adhered
but the divinity of the times was not to
be judged by the preaching and congregations
in churches, which were now thought not to be
the fit and proper places of devotion and religious exercises, where the bishops had exerpulpit skirmishes,"

now

;

Rushworth,

p. 834.

t Scobel, p. 143^
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cised such unlimited tyranny, and which had
been polluted by their consecrations. Liberty
of conscience w-as now become the great char-

and men who were inspired preached and
prayed when and where they would. Anabaptists grew very numerous, with whom the Independents concurred, so far as to join with
ter,

them

for the abolishing of tithes, as

institution.

at so

much

of Judaical

If any honest man could have been
ease as to have beheld the prospect

never was such a scene of confusion as had spread itself at this time over the
•whole kingdom."*
And yet it is certain that
the laws against vice and immorality were

with

delight,

strictly executed, the Lord's

Day was

duly ob-

served, the churches were crowded with attentive hearers, family devotion was in repute, neither servants nor children being allowed to walk
In
in the fields or frequent the public-houses.
a word, notwithstanding the difference of men's
opinions and political views, there was a zeal
for God, and a much greater appearance of sobriety, virtue, and true religion, than before the
civil war, or after the blessed Restoration.
Among the Puritan divines who died this

year, was the Reverend Mr. Herbert Palmer,
B.D., of whom mention has been made among
the Cambridge professors his father was Sir
Thomas Palmer, of Wingham, in Kent his
mother, the eldest daughter of Herbert Pelham,
;

;

Our divine was born at Wmghe
liam, and baptized there March 29, 1601
bad a polite education in his father's house, and
learned the French language almost as soon as
he could speak. In the year 1615 he was adof Sussex, Esq.t

;

mitted fellow-commoner in St. John's College,
Cambridge. In 1622 he took the degree of M. A.
In 1623 he was chosen fellow of Queen's College
the year following he was
in that university
ordained to the ministry, to which he had devoted himself from his infancy his first exercise
•was at a lecture in the city of Canterbury, where
he preached once a week, till it was put down
with the rest of the afternoon sermons. In the
year 1632 he was presented by Archbishop Laud
to the vicarage of Ashwell, in Hertfordshire,
where he preached twice every Lord's Day, and
catechized the chddren of his parishioners. The
same year he was chosen one of the university
preachers of Cambridge, by which he had authority to preach, as he should have occasion,
in any part of England.
In the year 1640, he
and Dr. Tuckney were chosen clerks of the conIn the
vocation for the diocess of Lincoln.
year 1643 he was called to be a member of the
Assembly of Divines at Westminster, and after
some time chosen one of their assessors, in
which place he behaved with great wisdom and
integrity.
April 11, 1644, he was constituted
master of Queen's College, Cambridge, by the
Earlof Manchester; here he set himself industriously to the promoting of religion and learning,
being very solicitous that none should be admitted to a scholarship or fellowship in his college
but such as were qualified in both these respects,
the good effects of which appeared in the reputation and credit of that society, beyond most
others of the university in his time.
Mr. Palmer was a gentleman of a low stature, and a
;

:

weakly

constitution, but indefatigable in biisi-

* Clarendon, vol. v., p. 115, 116.
t Clarke's Lives in his Martyrology,

ness his leisure was employed in works of devotion and charity, and as he had a competent
estate, and chose a single life, he had an opportunity of doing a great deal of good
he maintained several poor scholars at his own expense
in the college, and when he died left a considerable benefaction to the same purpose.
His
last sickness was not long, his constitution being spent, but his behaviour was uncommon
he looked the king of terrors in the face with an
unshaken resolution, and resigned his life this
summer with a firm expectation of the mercy of
God to eternal life, in the forty -sixth year of his
age, and was buried at the new church at West;

;

:

minster.

Mr. Henry Wilkinson, B.D.,was born in Yorkand educated at Merton College, Oxford.
was chosen probationer-fellow, and proceeded in arts after some time he
was made B.D., and in the year 1601 became
pastor of Waddesdon, in Bucks. He was a person of considerable learning and piety, and being an old Puritan, says Mr. Wood,* was elected one of the Assembly of Divines in 1643, but
he spent the chief of his time and labours among
his parishioners at Waddesdon, by whom he
was greatly beloved here he died in a very
advanced age, March 19, 1647-8, and lies buried
in his own church.
Mr. John Saltmarsh, descendant of an ancient
family in Yorkshire, was educated in Magdalen
College, Cambridge, and graduated there
he
was esteemed a person of a fine, active fancy,
no contemptible poet, and a good preacher he
was first minister at Northampton, afterward
at Braisted, in Kent, and at length chaplain in
Sir Thomas Fairfax's army, where he always
preached up love and unity he meddled not
with Presbytery or Independency, but laboured
to draw souls from sin to Christ. He published
some treatises, by which it appears he was of
Antinomian principles. The manner of his death
was extraordinary December 4th, 1647, being
at his house at Ilford, in Essex, he told his wife
he had been in a trance, and received a message from God which he must immediately deHe went that night to Lonliver to the army.
don, and next day to Windsor being come to
the council of officers, he told them that the Lord
had left them that he would not prosper their
.consultations, but destroy them by divisions
among themselves, because they had sought to
destroy the people of God, those who had stood
He then
by them in their greatest difficulties.
went to the general, and without moving his
hat, told him that God was highly displeased
with him for committing of saints to prison.
The like message he delivered to Cromwell, requiring him to take effectual means for the enlargement of the members of the army, who
were committed for not complying with the genHe then took his leave of the oferal council.
ficers, telling them he had now done his errand,
After
and must never see them any more.
which he went to London, and took leave of his
shire,

In the year 1586 he

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

friends there, telling them his work was done,
and desiring some of them to be careful of his
Thursday, December 9, he returned to
wife.
next day he told his
Ilford in perfect health
;

wife that he had now finished his work, and
to his Father.
Saturday morning, De-

must go
p.

Athen. Oxon.,

vol.

ii.,

p. 59.
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he was taken speechless, and about round about the country, and having quieted all
insurrections in those parts, returned to his
four in the afternoon he died.*
headquarters at St. Alban's about Michaelmas.
While Fairfax was in Kent and Essex, Lieutenant-general Cromwell reduced the Welsh
CHAPTER X.
about the end of June. At the same time, the
Earl of Holland and Duke of Buckingham apTHE CONCLUSION OF
THE SECOND CIVIL WAR.
peared at the head of five hundred horse and
THE PROGRESS
THE ASSEMBLY OF DIVINES.
some foot near Kingston-upon-Thames, but they
THE TREATY OF THE ISLE
OF PRESBYTERY.
were soon dispersed the earl was taken prisOF WIGHT. DEATH AND CHARACTER OF KING
oner at St. Neot's, in Huntingdonshire, by ColCHARLES I. HIS WORKS, AND THE AUTHORS OF
onel Scroop, and the Duke of Buckingham, with
ANNO 1648.
HIS UNHAPPY SUFFERINGS.
great difficulty, escaped into the Low CounThe king was all last winter a close prisoner tries. About the same time, several of the Parin Carisbrook Castle, attended only by two ser- liament's ships revolted to the Prince of Wales,
vants of his own, and debarred of all other con- then in Holland, who went on board, and with
versation, without the knowledge of the gov- Prince Rupert, Lord Hopton, and others, sailed
ernor nevertheless, by the assistance of some to the coast of England, with a design to relieve
particular friends, he sent and received several Colchester; but, although disappointed, he landletters from the queen, though his correspond- ed five hundred men about Deal and Sandwich,
ence was discovered oftener than he was aware. and blocked up the Thames' mouth but when
His majesty made several attempts to escape, the Earl of Warwick came up with the Parliabut was always prevented
Captain Burley at- ment's fleet, he sailed back to Holland, and most
tempted to raise the island for him, but was ap- of the ships returned to the obedience of the
prehended and executed. However, in pursu- Parliament.
ance of the secret treaty with the Scots, already
It was not without great difficulty that the
mentioned, an army was raising in that king- king's friends in Scotland prevailed with the
<lom, to be commanded by Duke Hamilton
but Parliament of that kingdom to consent to the
the English cavaliers, impatient of delay, with- raising an army against England, the commisout concerting proper measures among them- sioners of the Kirk and the whole body of their
selves, or with the Presbyterians, took up arms ministers being vehemently against it
and
in several counties, to deliver the king from his when it was put to the vote, eighteen lords and
confinement, and to restore him without any forty commoners entered their protests, from
treaty with his Parliament. The Welsh appear- a strong suspicion that, by the vast resort of
ed first, under Major-general Langhorn, Colonel Loyalists to Edinburgh, there was a private
Poyer, and Powel, three officers in the Parlia- agreement between Hamilton and that party to
ment army, who had privately accepted com- lay aside the Covenant, and restore the king
missions from the Prince of Wales.! These without any conditions to prevent which, the
were followed by others in Dorsetshire, Devon- Scots Parliament gave express orders that none
shire, Sussex, Surrey, Lincolnshire, Norfolk, should be received into their army, or join with
Kent, Northamptonshire, Essex, and in the city them at their entrance into England, except such
of London itself The insurrection in the city as should take the Covenant but Hamilton, who
began on Sunday, April 9, in Moorfields, by a betrayed their cause, found means to evade the
company of young fellows with clubs and staves order, by which means he ruined himself, and
crying out for God and King Charles.
But af- the party he intended to serve.*
ter they had done some mischief in the night,
and frighted the mayor into the Tower, they claimed against this as an unusual piece of severity
were dispersed next morning by the general at and some historians have censured it as a bloody step.
Mrs. Macaulay represents it as an instance of the huthe head of two regiments. The Kentish men,
manity of the general, that, though he had been prounder the Earl of Norwich, having plundered voked by many irritating circumstances
in the consome houses, were defeated near Maidstone, duct of the besieged, he selected the two chief comand having a promise of pardon, the main body manders only, to avenge the innocent blood they had
laid down their arms
notwithstanding which, caused to be spilt. The fact was, that these two genthe earl, with five hundred resolute men, crossed tlemen had shown themselves most implacable had
the Thames at the Isle of Dogs, and came as prevented the soldiers from accepting terms of indemnity offered by the Parliament in the beginning that
far as Mile End Green, expecting assistance
the besieged had been
from the city but being disappointed, he joined ities of famine and exposed to the utmost extremthat the Independents regarded
under
cavaliers
Sir
the Essex
Charles Lucas the engaging the kingdom in a second war as an un
and Lord Capel, who surprised the Parliament's pardonable crime. When Sir Charles Lucas urged
committee at Chelmsford, and then shut them- that the sentence of the general was unprecedented,
selves up in Colchester, where they maintained a Parliament soldier standing by told him, " that he
themselves against General Fairfax for ten had put to death with his own hand some of the Parweeks, till, being reduced to the last extremity, liament's soldiers in cold blood." At which he was
dismayed. A few days after, a gentleman in mournthey were forced to surrender at discretion,

eember

11,

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

August 28

;t

after

Rushworth,

which the general marched

p. 944.

f

Ibid., p. 1007.

t Dr. Grey is displeased with Mr. Neal that he
does not inform his readers what use General Fairfax
made of the power with which this unconditional
surrender invested him. He seized Sir Charles Lucas and Sir George Lisle, and made them instant

sacrifices to military justice.

All the prisoners ex-

ing for Sii Charles Lucas appearing in his presence,
the king wept.— Mr^. Macautay's History, vol. iv., p.
302, 363.— Whitclockc's Memorials, p. 328-330.— Ed.
* Rapin, vol.

Memoirs,

p.

339.

ii.,

p. 550, 553, folio.
Hamilton's
Bishop Burnet endeavours to ex-

culpate the duke from such a charge, and imputes
the miscarriage of the expedition, in which he was
leader, to his yielding to the counsels of others.
The
bishop sets against the report of his betraying the
army several instances of his generous and disinter-

—

—

t

;
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Scots army entered England, July llth,
to the number of twenty thousand foot* and six
thousand horse, under the command of Duke
Hamilton, and were afterward joined by Sir
Marmaduke Langdale at the head of four thousand foot and seven or eight hundred horse
but these being Englishmen and cavaliers who
had not taken the Covenant, were not incorporated with the Scots forces, but were obliged to
march a day before them, which was Hamilton's
contrivance to evade his orders nevertheless,
they composed one army, Langdale being to receive all his orders from Hamilton, and to act
But though there was
only by his directions.
a private understanding between the generals,
the subalterns and soldiers of both parties were
not acquainted with it, and had the same incufrom
rable jealousy of each other as formerly
the same motive the Presbyterians in the Parliament at Westminster commissioned their
army to oppose the Scots, though they came
into England with an avowed intention of restoring the king upon the terms of the Covenant, which was the supreme object of their
wishes.
It may seem surprising, however, that there
was no good understanding between the two
Parliaments, when those of England sent commissioners to Edinburgh to accomplish it but
the Scots, being strongly persuaded that the Parliament at Westminster was still governed by
an army of Independents, all that Mr. Marshall
and the rest could say was not sufficient to di-

The

;

;

;

vert ihem from their enterprise, which is the
easier accounted for, when the strength of the
Hamiltonian faction, and their obligations to the
king by their secret treaty, are considered.
This engagement appears from the duke's letter
to Lambert, in which he acquaints him, that he
was commanded to enter England with an army,
for maintaining the solemn League and Covefor delivering the
nant
for settling religion
king from his base imprisonment and freeing
the Parliament from the constraint put upon
them.t The state of affairs had undergone a
considerable change by the rising of the English
cavaliers ; the army was in the field, and divided into several di.stant parts of the kingdom,
and the Presbyterians in as full possession of
the government as ever they were renewing
the treaty with the king, and sending propositions to the Scots to join w ith them but the good
understanding between the two nations having
been interrupted last winter, by the growing influence of the army, who were no friends to
Covenant uniformity, the Scots would not be
satisfied with the present diminution of their
power, unless they were entirely disbanded, and

therefore had not changed the instructions io
On the other hand, the Parliatheir general.
ment QDuld not with safety disband their army
while the cavaliers were in the field
nor could
they forbid their opposing the Scots, who had
joined the common enemy, and were marching
into England with an armed force, to deliver
the king from his imprisonment, although they
had concerted no measures with the two houses,
or communicated their secret treaty with his
majesty in the Isle of Wight. Thus the twoParliaments of England and Scotland opposed
each other, when both had the same views, and
were actuated by the same principles. If the
Scots army had been commanded by a general
the Presbyterians could have confided in, and
had marched directly for London without joining the cavaliers, the Parliament of England
would have gladly received them, and the citizens of London have opened their gates for
the English Presbyterians wished them well
but by joining the common enemy, who were in
arms all over the kingdom, they were staggered
and Duke Hamilton, who betrayed their cause
by trifling away a whole month in the north,,
gave the English army, which was distributed
mto various parts, time to reunite and defeat all
their enterprises.*
The Scots, invading England in this hostile
manner, and in the midst of so many insurrec;

;

;.

;,

awakened men's fears, and made them
apprehend the cause was to be fought over
And while the Parliament was alarmed
again.
on every side, the English army gave them
strong assurances they would stand by them,,
and march wheresoever the committee of the
two houses (appointed to manage their motions)
However, General Fairfax, wha
should direct.
engaged heartily against the cavaliers, refusing
to march against the Scots, because they had
openly declared for the Covenant, Colonel Lamtions,

was ordered into the north, with a flying
squadron, to harass them, till Lieutenant-general
Cromwell could come out of Wales to his asThe Scots having been joined by Sir
sistance.
Marmaduke Langdale, who had seized the important town of Berwick, marched through Cumberland and Westmoreland into Lancashire,
without opposition; but upon the 17th of August, Cromwell, having joined Lambert, and refreshed his troops, faced them near Preston with
eight or ten thousand men, and after a sharp
engagement with the cavaliers under Sir Marmaduke Langdale, who were almost a day's
march before the duke, routed the whole Scots
army, and took eight or nine thousand prisoners,
Hamilton
with all their artillery and baggage
fled with three thousand horse, but was so closely pursued by Lambert, that he surrendered
ested conduct, in his care to preserve the army and without striking another stroke, and all his men
Cromwell
to act for the king's advantage, at the risk of his own were dispersed or made prisoners.
Memoirs of the Duke of Hamilton, after this action pursued his victory, marching
liberty and safety.
p. 365.— En.
directly for Edinburgh, which opened its gates ;
* Dr. Grey here censures Mr. Neal for often speakand having entered the city and changed the
ing at random because Bishop Burnet, on the aumagistracy to his mind, he left three regiments
thority of Turner, the adjutant-general, says that
" the forces of the Scots amounted only to ten thou- of horse to keep the country quiet, and returned
sand foot and four thousand horse." Memoirs of into England October 11, laden with martial
Hamilton, p. 356.
But it may afford a sanction to glory and renown.
Mr. Neal's representation, that since he wrote, Mrs.
* Hamilton's Memoirs, p. 337, 345, 353, &c.
Macaulay and Mr. Hume have given the same esti" So he did,"' says Dr. Grey, " but it was in the
mate of the army led by Duke Hamilton into Engt
With these agrees Whitelocke, Memoirs, p. same sense that a company of highwaymen or banland.
ditti would return laden with martial glory and hon327.— Ed.
t Rushworth, p. 1194.
;

;

bert

;

;

;
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Before the army left London, and while their
influence over the Parliament continued, the
Commons, having taken into consideration the
affair of settling the government, voted unanimously, that the government of the kingdom
should be still by king. Lords, and Commons,
and that the propositions at Hampton Court
should be the ground-work for a settlement,
which shows that there was no design, as yet
formed, of changing the government into a commonwealth at least nothing appeared, though
the agitators, who were the chief managers of
the army, began to mutter, that if the king could
not be brought to reason he must be set aside,
and the Duke of Gloucester, or one of his younger children, placed on the throne.*
The army had no sooner left the neighbourhood
of the city but the Presbyterians resumed the
management of public affairs. May 5, the Parliament resolved to maintain the solemn League
and Covenant, and to unite with the kingdom
of Scotland upon the propositions of Hampton
Court. t The militia of the city of London was
restored to the lord-mayor and common council
the eleven impeached members, and the
seven peers, were discharged and, in short, all
that had been done against the Presbyterian
greatness by the influence of the army last winter was reversed
so that, as from August 6,
1647, to the beginning of May, 1648, the Parliament may be supposed to have lain under
some restraint from the army from that time
to the end of the treaty of the Isle of Wight, it
was at full liberty, and entirely under Presby;

;

;

;

;

terian direction. t
Petitions came now from divers counties, and from the city of London itself, for a personal treaty with the king
upon
which the Commons set aside their votes of nonaddresses, and, at the request of the Lords, consented to treat with the king, without his signing any preliminary propositions, hoping, as matters then stood, his majesty would not delay a
moment to grant their demands, that he might
be released from his confinement, and placed
upon his throne, before the army should be at
leisure to throw farther obstacles in the way
but here was the fatal oversight the king and
his friends would not condescend, nor the Presbyterians relax, till both were driven out of the
field, and the army became irresistible.
Let the reader pause a little, and reflect with
grief upon the miserable distractions of this un;

;

;

nant, and the secret treaty in the Isle of Wight,
but two mistakes ruined their enterprise
one
was, their not communicating the contents of
that treaty to the English Presbyterians, which
they might have done by their commissioners
without the knowledge of the English army,
before they had marched into England
the
other was, Duke Hamilton's acting in concert
with the English cavaliers, allowing them to
march in the van, which gave their enemies in
the Pariiament at Westminster a fair opportunity of engaging the whole military power of
England against them for, without all doubt,
if the duke had prevailed, not only the Independent, but the Presbyterian cause had been
betrayed into the hands of the cavaliers, which
must, in the end, have been equally fatal to both
parties, and lost them all the advantages of the
war.
This fatal conjunction broke the strength
of the English Presbyterians, and played the
game into the hands of a third party, who destroyed the other two.
The army, with whom
were the Independents, Anabaptists, and other
sectaries, was governed by the agitators, who
had given up the king, and had an incurable
aversion to the cavaliers, and all who adhered to
them, as their most determined enemies
nor
could they confide in the Presbyterians, because
in all their past treaties they had seen themselves made a sacrifice to Covenant uniformity.
Upon the whole, all parties were stiff in their
demands, disunited in their councils, and infinitely jealous of each other.
Among the Presbyterians, some were for fighting only with the
cavaliers, and others for opposing the Scots as
invaders.
Some of the cavaliers were for restoring the king by their own valour, and others
for availing themselves of the assistance of the
Scots. The army was no less distracted those
who served under General Fairfax were unwilling to march against the Scots Presbyterians
those under Cromwell were for encountering
every power that would not secure them that
liberty of conscience for which they had been
contending and despairing of this, not only
from the king, but from the Scots and English
Presbyterians, they unhappily ran upon those
extravagant measures which ended in the destruction of the king and overthrow of the
whole Constitution.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tantum religio potuit suadere malorum
But to return the Assembly of Divines havwere three or ing finished their main business, was reduced
four powerful parties with separate views strito a small number, most of the country minisving for mastery. The king, a close prisoner
ters having returned home, and those who rein the Isle of Wight, was the prize contended
mained about London were employed chiefly in
for; he had little or no weight to throw into
the examination of such ministers as presented
happy kingdom

!

:

;

in this

crisis

either scale, though, by signing the Scots treaty,
he was reputed the author of that mvasion, and
of the second civil war; the cavaliers were in
arms to preserve the Episcopal Church of England but having concerted no measures among
themselves, were easily dispersed.
The Scots
came into England in pursuance of the Cove;

our, after obtaining a good booty from the lawful
owners of it." This remark shows the strain and
spirit of Dr. Grey's Examination of Mr. Neal.
Lord

Clarendon, speaking of this transaction, with more
truth and candour calls it " this great victory."— Ed.
* Rushworth, p. 1074
+ Rapin, p. 501, 508, 511, 518.
t Rushworth, p. 1127.

themselves for ordination, or induction into
thus they subsisted till February 22,
1648-9, about three weeks after the king's death,
having sat five years, six months, and twentytwo days, in which time they had one thousand
one hundred and sixty-three sessions. They
were afterward changed into a committee for
the purposes last mentioned, and met every
livings

;

Thursday morning

till March 2.'^,
1652, when
Long Parliament being turned out of the
House by Oliver Cromwell, they broke up with-

the

out any formal dissolution.*
The works of the Assembly, besides
* MS., penes me.

some

—
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and occasional ad-

letters to foreign churches,

monitions, were,

Their humble Advice to the Parliament
for Ordination of Ministers and Settling the
Presbyterian Government.
2. A Directory for Public Worship.
3. A Confession of Faith.
4. A Larger and Shorter Catechism.
5. A Review of some of the Thirty-nine Ar1.

ticles.

The annotations on the Bible, which go under their name, were neither undertaken nor
revised by them, but by a committee of Parliament, who named the commentators, and furnor were they all
nished them with books
members of the Assembly, as appears by the
following list.
Those with asterisks were not of the Assem;

bly.

WAS WRITTEN By
The Commentary on

the

five

Books of Moses,
The two Books of Kings,
The two Books of Chronicles.

)
)

Rev. Mr. Ley, subdean of
Chester.

1

> Dr.

Nehemiah,

I

Esther,
The Psahns,
Proverbs,
,

Gouge.

*Mr. Meric Casaubon.
Mr. Francis Taylor.
I

|

Dr. Reynolds.
*Mr.Smal wood, recommend^j ^y Archbishop Usher.

Isaiah,

)

Jeremiah,
Lamentations,
p ...

> Mr. Gataker.
)
f

Daniel, 'and the smaller Pro.j

Pl**^'^-

I

Matthew

*Mr. Pemberton in the

first

^fi'ishop'Richardson in the
second.

"|

\^^-^^y

Lut;
John,

;

J

D.

Featly; but his
fDr.
notes are broken and imperfect, the author dying
{
before
he had revised
them.
L
I

St. Paul's Epistles,

:

;

J

Ecclesiastes,

„
„
Solomon's Song,

I may more fully speak the truth
which I know, even in the face of malice and
envy, that, as far as I am able to judge by the
information of history, and by any other evidences, the Christian world, since the days of the apostles, had never a synod of more excellent divines
than this synod, arid the Synod of Dor t."*
The
Divine right of the Presbyterian government
first threw them into heats, and then divided
them, engaging them first with the Parliament,
and then with the Independents and Erastians
their opposing a toleration raised them a great
many enemies, and caused a secesion in their
own body for after they had carried the question of Divine right, the Independents and Erastians deserted them, after which they found it
very difficult to muster as many as would make
Had the Parliament dissolved them
a house.
at that juncture, they had separated with honour,
but they dwindled by degrees, as has been related, the business of the Church being now
translated to tiie Provincial Assemblies.
have already remembered the two former
the third met May 3, this
of these assemblies
year, and chose the Rev. Mr. Whitaker moderator.
In the fourth session they agreed to present a second petition to the Parliament in the
name of the province, humbly to desire, " I.
That they would renew the consideration of
their former petition.
2. That they would establish the two catechisms of the Assembly of
Divines, and appoint them to be publicly taught
throughout the kingdom. 3. That they would
add their civil sanction to the new confession
of faith.
4. That the Directory for public worand that better
ship may be better observed
care may be taken for the observation of the
Lord's Day." In their twelfth session, October
6, they agreed to the report of their committee concerning the cause of the decay of religion, and of the increase of wickedness, which
they say was chiefly owing to the want of able
and settled ministers, there being above forty
parish churches and congregations within the
province which had no ministers settled among
them by allowance of authority, a catalogue of
which churches were subjoined. The reasoa
of this defect being chiefly want of maintenance,
they pray the houses "to agree upon some
method that the dean and chapter lands, and the
impropriations belonging to bishops, lying within this province, may be applied for the augmentand that
ation of the clergy's maintenance
there may be a fixed maintenance in every parish recoverable by the incumbent."
The fourth Provincial Assembly met November 3, the Rev. Mr. Edmund Calamy moderator.
In their third session, November 23, they ordered that the several ministers of the province
of London do begin the work of catechising
that they use the Assembly's catechism, and no
that the persons to be catechised be chilother
dren and servants not admitted to the Lord's
Table that the time be in the afternoon before
sermon and that they exhort their parishion-

says he, "

We

Ezra,

,

;;

;

1

There were two other persons concerned in
work, who might probably have the other
parts of Scripture allotted them, not here mentioned, viz., Mr. Downham and Mr. Reading.
When posterity shall impartially review the labours of this Assembly of Divines, and consider
the times in which they sat, they will have a
for though
just veneration for their memory
this

;

their sentiments in divinity

were

in

many

stances too narrow and contracted, yet with

inall

their faults, among which their persecuting zeal
for religion was not the least, they were certainly men of real piety and virtue, who meant
well, and had the interest of religion at heart

;

and most of them possessed as much learning
the names of
as any of their contemporaries
Lightfoot, Selden,* Gataker, Greenhill, Arrowsmith, Twisse, Bishop Reynolds, Wallis, &c.,
will always meet with esteem from the learned
world and had they not grasped at coercive
power, or jurisdiction over the consciences of
men, their characters would have been unblemished.
Mr. Baxter, who knew most of them,
says, " They were men of eminent learning, ers to encourage it.
In their fourth session,
godliness, ministerial abilities, and fidelity and November 30, they resolved that the twelve
being not worthy to be one of them myself," classes of the province of London observe their
and that at
course for ordination of ministers
* Bishop Warbunon here asks, with a sneer,
the close of every public ordination notice be
" What had Selden here to do with ministers, PuriBut the
given which classis is to ordain next.
?"
tans, and persecutors
The answer is, he was one
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of the Westminster Assembly.

Ed.

Baxter's Life,

p. "3.

—
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nation being in confusion, and the clouds gathering thick over their heads, they did little more
this winter than keep a weekly fast* among
themselves, to avert the judgment of God, which
threatened the life of the king, and the dissolution of the whole government.
The county of Lancaster being formed into
another Presbyterian province this year, assembled at Preston, February 7, 1G48, and published a kind of pastoral letter, or solemn exhortation to the several churches within their province, to the practice of those duties that were
requisite to the supporting and carrying on the
Presbyterian discipline, subscribed by the rev-

erend

Mr. James Hyatt, Moderator.
Mr. Thomas Johnson, Assessor.
Mr. Edward Gee, Scribe.f

They likewise appointed a committee to examine the paper called The Agreement of the
People [hereafter to be mentioned], and tendered to the consideration of the nation by the
officers of the army, with a desire that they
would by subscription declare their concurrence

The
it ; but it was carried in the negative. J
design of this paper was, to change the form of
into a kind of commonwealth, without a king or House of Lords.
It was published by way of probation, that they might learn
but the article relating
the sense of the nation
to religion being peculiar, and giving great offence to the Presbyterian clergy, shall be tran"
scribed entire
do not empower our representatives," say they, " to continue in force,
or make any laws, oaths, or covenants, whereby
to compel by penalties, or otherwise, any person
to anything, in or about matters of faith, religion, or God's worship
or restrain any person
from professing his faith, or exercise of his religion according to his conscience, in any house
or place, except such as are or shall be set apart
for the public worship.
Nevertheless, the instruction or direction of the nation in a pubhc
way, for matters of faith, worship, or discipline,
so it be not compulsive, or express popery, is
referred to their discretion."
The Agreement
adds, " It is intended that the Christian religion be held forth and recommended as the
public profession in this nation, which we desire
may, by the grace of God, be reformed to the
greatest purity in doctrine, worship, and discipline, according to the Word of God.
The instructing the people thereunto in a public way,
provided it be not compulsive as, also, the
maintaining of able teachers for that end, and
for the confutation and discovery of heresy, error, and whatsoever is contrary to sound doctrine, is allowed to be provided by our reprethe maintenance of teachers may
sentatives
be out of a treasury, and we desire not by
tithes."
But, besides these, " all who profess
to

government

;

We

:

;

faith in

God by Jesus

79'

Christ,

however

differing^

judgment from the doctrine, discipline, and
worship, publicly held forth, shall be protected
in the profession of their faith, and exercise of
their religion according to their consciences, so
as they abuse not this liberty to the civil injury
of others, or the disturbance of the public peace."
These were just and generous sentiments however, the synod forbade their people to subscribe
them, not only because the Agreement imported
a change in the civd government, but because
of the mischiefs that would attend a toleration ;
their reasons for which they published to the
world March 6, 1648, subscribed by fifty-nine
in

;

ministers.
The Provincial Assemblies of London met
regularly every half year, to the year 1655, when,
finding themselves without power, and not being willing to apply* to the protector and his
Parliament for support, they desisted but there
;

were none legally formed in any other counties
of England.
However, the country ministers
entered into voluntary associations, and erected
a sort of classes for ordination of ministers, and
promoting friendship and peace among themselves, many of the Independent ministers joining with them
the associations met once a.
month, at one or other church in the county, and
after prayers and a sermon, conferred upon the
state of religion, and gave their advice upon
such cases as were brought before them in a.
neighbourly and friendly manner.
To return to the Parliament, which was nowrecruited with such Presbyterian members as
had absconded, or deserted their stations, while
;

the army was quartered in the neighbourhood of
the city
these gentlemen, finding they had the
superiority in the House, resumed their courage,
and took the opportunity of discovering their
principles and spirit, in passing such a law
against heretics as is hardly to be paralleled
among Protestants. t It had been laid aside by
the influence of the army for above nine months,
till May 1, when it was voted that all ordinances
concerning church government referred to committees be brought in and debated
and that
the ordinance concerning blasphemy and heresy
be now determined, which was done accordingly.
This was one of the most shocking laws I
have met with in restraint of religious liberty,
and shows that the governing Presbyterians
would have made a terrible use of their power,
had they been supported by the sword of the
civil magistrate. t
The ordinance is dated May
;

;

;

;

* Bishop Warburton's remark on this is: "These
were glorious saints, that fought and preached for the
king's destruction and then fasted and prayed for
his preservation, when they had brought hint to the
foot of the scalfold !"
This remark goes on the supposition that, to oppose the king's arbitrary views and
measures, was to fight and preach for his destrtiction.
;

If it eventually proved so, from whence could it arise
but from his adherence to his designs, till concessions

came
t

too late?

Rushworth,

Ed.
p.

1258.

f Vol.

Pamph., No.

73.

* Bishop Warburton says that they did apply to th&
protector, " and received such an answer as they deserved." A deputation of the London ministers went
to him to complain that the cavalier Episcopal clergy got their congregations from them, and debauched
"Have they so?"
the faithful from their ministers.
said the protector " I will take an order with them ;."
and made a motion, as if he was going to say something to the captain of the guards ; when turning^
short, " But, hold !" said he, " after what manner do
the cavaliers debauch your people?"
"By preach" Then preach back
ing," replied the ministers.
again," said this able statesman; and left them ta
their own reflections.
Ed.
t Scobel's Collect., cap. 114, p. 149.
t Mr. Neal has done himself honour by the stiong'
terms of reprobation in which he speaks of this intolerant, iniquitous, and cruel ordinance.
It cannot
be condemned in too severe terms though Dr. Grey
insinuates that there was occasion for it in the
:

:

—

—

:
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" that all persons who shall
willingly maintain, publish, or defend, by preaching or writing, the following heresies with obstinacy, shall, upon complaint, and proof, by the

said error or errors

oaths of two witnesses, before two justices of
the peace, or confession of the party, be committed to prison, without bail or mainprize, till
and in case the indictthe next jail delivery
ment shall then be found, and the party upon
his trial shall not abjure his said error, and his
defence and maintenance of the same, he shall
suffer the pains of death,* as in case of felony,
without benefit of clergy and if he recant or
abjure, he shall remain in prison till he find
sureties thai he will not maintain the same heresies or errors any more
but if he relapse, and
is convicted a second time, he shall suffer death
as before. The heresies, or errors, are these fol-

turn to God.
3. " That God may be worshipped in or by
pictures or images.
4. " That the soul dies with the body, or after death goes neither to heaven nor hell, but to
purgatory.
5. " That the soul of man sleeps when the
body is dead.
6. " That the revelations or workings cf the
Spirit are a rule of faith, or Christian life, though
diverse from or contrary to the written Word of

and ordains,

2, 1648,

;

;

;

lowing

:

"That

1.

"

2.

there

That God

is
is

no God.
not omnipresent, omni-

scient, almighty, eternal, and perfectly holy.
3. " That the Father is not God, that the Son

not God, that the Holy Ghost is not God, or
that these three are not one eternal God or,
that Christ is not God equal with the Father.
4. " The denial of the manhood of Christ, or
that the Godhead and manhood are distinct naor that the humanity of Christ is pure
tures
and unspotted of all sin.
5. '• The maintaining that Christ did not die,
nor rise again, nor ascend into heaven bodily.
6. " The denying that the death of Christ is
iTieritorious on the behalf of believers, or that
Jesus Christ is the Son of God.
7. '' The denying that the Holy Scriptures of
the Old and New Testament are the Word of
is

;

;

God.
8.

"

The denying of

the resurrection of the

any more.

The

errors are

these following
1.

2.

men shall be saved.
"That man by nature hath free
"

That

all

will to

God.
7.

"That man

is

bound

to believe

no more

than by his reason he can comprehend.
8. " That the moral law contained in the Ten
Commandments is no rule of the Christian life.
9. " That a believer need not repent or pray
for pardon of sin.
10. "That the two sacraments, of baptism
and the Lord's Supper, are not ordinances commanded by the Word of God.
11. " That the baptism of infants is unlawful
and void and that such persons ought to be
baptized again.
12. " That the observation of the Lord's Day,
as enjoined by the ordinances and laws of this
realm, is not according, or is contrary to the
Word of God.
13. " That it is not lawful to join in public or
family prayer, or to teach children to pray.
14. " That the churches of England are no
true churches, nor their ministers and ordinanor,
ces true ministers and true ordinances
that the church government by presbyters is
;

;

antichristian or unlawful.

dead, and a future judgment."
15. " That magistracy, or the power of the
The ordinance proceeds to specify some oth- civil magistrate, by law established in England,
er errors of less demerit, and says, " that who- is unlawful.
soever shall maintain or defend them, shall,
16. "That all use of arms, though for the
upon conviction by the oaths of two witnesses, public defence (and be the cause never so just),
or by his own confession before two justices of is unlawful."
peace, be ordered to renounce the said error or
This black list of heresies was taken from
errors in the public congregation of the parish the speeches or writings of the papists, Arminfrom whence the complaint comes, or where the ians, Antinomians, Arians, Baptists, and Quaand in case of refusal, kers, &c., of these times. The ordinance was
offence was committed
he shall be committed to prison till he find sure- a comprehensive engine of cruelty,* and would
ties that he shall not publish or maintain the have tortured great numbers of good Christians
and good subjects. The Presbyterians of the
present age are not only thankful that the con"monstrous opinions," as he calls them, which pre- fusion of the times did not permit their predevailed in those times and for which he refers to Edcessors to put this law into execution, but wish
" Besides the severity of the
wards's Gangrsena.
also that it could be blotted out of the records
penalties which this ordinance denounced, the mode
impossible to brand it with the
of process which it appointed," as I have observed in of time, as it is
another place, " was arbitrary and repugnant to the censure equal to its demerits.
being still in the field, and
army
June
the
21,
Constitution of this country in particular, as well as
opposite to the general principles of equity and jus- the Parliament at liberty, the ordinance for the
tice
for it allowed neither the privilege of a jury, tier more effectual settling the Presbyterian governthe liberty of an appeal. Such is the operation of re- ment, without limitation of time, was read the
ligious bigotry."
See a Review of the Life, Character,
second time and committed, and on the 29th of
and Writings of the Rev. John Biddle, p. 52. The nait was perfected, and received the sancture of this ordinance is fully considered from p. 48 August
tion of both houses, under the title of " A Form
to 56.— Ed.
* Death, under Conslantius, the son of Constan- of Church Government to be used in the Churchtine, was made the punishment of idolatry
the like
* The indignation which the liberal mind feels at
sentence is here intlicted upon the worshippers of the
only living and true God, the creator and governor of the principles and spirit of those who, themselves
the world. " How fluctuating and convertible," ob- recently suffering under the hard hand of intolerance,
serves an excellent writer, " are all penal laws in re- could frame and pass such a law, is somewhat religion !"
Dr. Disney's Life of Dr. Jorlin, p. 136, 137. lieved by finding that it did not pass without much
Ed.
Whitelocke's Memoirs, p. 302.
opposition.
—Ed.
;

;

;

—

:

—

—

—
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€S England and Ireland."* It is a collection of London, Dr. Duppa, bishop of Salisbury, Dr.
of the several ordinances for establishing tlie Sheldon, Dr. Hammond, Dr. Oldisworth, Dr.
branches of Presbyterial government already Sanderson, Dr. Turner, Dr. Haywood
and tomentioned, and ordains that " all parishes and wards the end of the treaty. Dr. Usher, archbishplaces whatsoever within England and Wales op of Armagh, Dr. Bramhall, Dr. Prideaux, Dr.
shall be under the government of congregation- Warner, Dr. Feme, and Dr. Morely Dr. Brownrigge, bishop of Exter, was also sent for, but he
al, classical, provincial, and national assemblies,
except the houses or chapels of the king and was under restraint and Dr. Sheldon, Dr. Hamhis children, and of the peers of the realm, mond, and Dr. Oldisworth, being also under re;

;

;

which are to continue free for the exercise of
divine duties, according to the Directory, and
not otherwise it gives directions for the choice
of ruling elders in every parish, and for proper
persons to be judges of the qualifications of the
persons chosen it appoints commissioners to
divide the whole kingdom into distinct classical
presbyteries it gives direction about the con
stituting of provincial and national synods, with
it deterthe extent of their several powers
mines the method of ordination of ministers,
of dispensing church censures, and suspension
from the sacrament and, last of all, it gives direction for excommunication and absolution,"
but lays no penalty upon recusants or such- as
do not come to the sacrament, or submit to their
which was tlie utmost length that
discipline
Presbytery obtained in this kingdom.
The Parliament having agreed to treat with
the king without any preliminary conditions,
sent the Earl of Middlesex, Sir John Hippisly,
and Mr. Bulkely, to acquaint his majesty with
their resolutions, and to desire him to appoint
what place he pleased in the Isle of Wight for
the congress his majesty seemed pleased with
the message, and sent a letter to the two houses
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

August 10, desiring them to
which forbade the access of

recall their votes,
his friends, and to

direct that men of necessary use in this affair
be permitted to assist him, and that the
Scots be parties in the treaty.! His majesty
then appointed Newport, in the Isle of Wight,

may

straint,

were not permitted

to stand.

The Parliament appointed^^ve noblemen and
commoners, with four divines, to assist
them in their debates touching religion, viz., Mr.
Vines, Mr. Caryl, Dr. Seaman, and Mr. Marten

The

shall.

and

was

treaty

to continue forty days,

upon the propositions of HampSeptember 12, the Parliament observed a day of public fasting and prayer, for a
blessing
and some days after the king and his
household did the like, when, after the public
service, the following prayer was read, drawn up
by his majesty's direction
" O most merciful Father, Lord God of peace
and truth, we, a people sorely afflicted by the
to proceed

ton Court.*

;

;

scourge of an unnatural war, do earnestly beseech thee to command a blessing from heaven
upon this present treaty, begging for the establishment of a happy peace.
Soften the most
obdurate hearts with a true Christian desire of
saving those men's blood for whom Christ himself hath shed his
or if the guilt of our great
sins cause this treaty to break off in vain. Lord,
let the truth clearly appear who those men are
who, under pretence of the public good, do pursue their own private ends that this people
may be no longer so blindly miserable as not to
;

;

see, at least in this their day, the things that belong to their peace.
Grant this, gracious God,
for his sake,

who

is

our peace

itself,

even Jesus

Amen."
The conferences opened on Monday, Septem-

Christ our Lord.

for the place of conference.
To all which the ber 18, about nine in the morning, at the house
Lords agreed without any restriction but the of Sir William Hodges. The first day the comCommons insisted that no person lately in arms missioners presented the king with a draught of
;

against the Parliament be of the number that
the Scots be not included and that if his majesty be at liberty as at Hampton Court, he pass
his royal word not to go out of the island during the treaty, nor twenty-eight days after,
without consent of Parliament.
Upon these conditions his majesty was con;

;

ducted

to

Newport, and

parole of honour.

men,

left at liberty

upon his

Several noblemen, gentle-

and lawyers were appointed to
assist him in the treaty, who were to stand behind his majesty's chair and hear the debates,
divines,

but not to speak, except when the king withdrew into another room for their advice the
names of his divines were,t Dr. Juxon, bishop
;

three bills
the first to establish the Presbyterian governmentt forever in the Church of England the second to relinquish the militia to the
two houses for thirty years and the third to
recall all his majesty's declarations against the
:

;

;

Parliament.
To the last of these the king
readily consented, but excepted to the preamble,
in which were these words " that the two houses of Parliament had been necessitated to enter
into a war in their just and lawful defence. "t
Instead of which, the king proposed an act of
indemnity but the commissioners insisting peremptorily upon the words as those without
:

;

* Rapin, vol.

li., p. 559.
utter extinction of Episcopacy, and their
their own idol in its stead, was the superior consideration for which, it is plain, the Presbyterians had entered into the hazard of war
this
was the chief cause of their quarrel with their old
associates, the Independents and the not being fully
gratified on this article by the king was, in their eyes,
losing the best fruits of their success.
The Parlia-

t

"

The
up

setting

* Scobel, cap. 117,

p. 175.

t Rushworth, vol. ii., p. 1236.
X According to Dr. P. Wilhams's MS. collections,
to which Dr. Grey pays great deference, the order
was limited to Dr. .luxon and Dr. Duppa; and Dr.
Sheldon, Dr. Hammond, and Dr. Oldsvvorth were
not permitted to go to the king, being under restraint.
But Mr. Neal's list, except as to these three, is con-,
firmed by Whitelocke, with this difference, that Dr.

Usher, Bambridge, Prideaux, Warner, Feme, and
Morely were not included in the first appointment,
but were allowed to attend the king in consequence
of a message from him on the 3d of November.
Memor., p. 341. Ed.

Vol. II.— L

:

;

ment's commissioners with earnestness, and even
tears, assured the king that all his concessions
would be useless, unless he gave up the point of Episcopacy he absolutely refused farther yielding on this
article, and the Parliament voted his concessions unsatisfactory."— Macaulay's History of England, 8vo,
:

366.— Ed.
Rushworth, p. 1263.

vol. iv., p. 365,

X

—

—

;
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which they could not be

safe, his

sented, farther, that legal estates for lives, or
for a term of years not exceeding ninety-nine,
should be made out of the bishop's lands and
revenues, for the satisfaction of them that have
purchased them, provided that the inheritance
may still remain to the Church, and the rest be

His majesty
preserved for their maintenance.
will consent, farther, to an act for the better observation of the Lord's Day for suppressing innovations in churches and chapels for the better advancing of preaching God's Holy Word ;
and against pluralities and nonresidence. To
an act for regulating and reforming the universities and the colleges of Westminster, Winfor the better discovery of
chester, and Eton
papists, and for the educating their children in
the Protestant religion. To an act for better
putting the laws in execution against papists,
and to prevent the hearing and saying mass
but as to the Covenant, his majesty is not as
yet satisfied to sign or swear to it, or consent to
impose it on the consciences of others."*
These concessions about church government
being declared not satisfactory, as amounting
only to a sort of interim, his majesty desired to
confer with the Parliament divines for the satisfaction of his conscience, having been bred,
and instructed (as he said) in the way he stands
for, by his father, the wisest king and best man
in the world, and therefore could not easily
yield.
There is hardly anything to be met with
in this conference hut what has been already
taken notice of in his majesty's debate with
Mr. Henderson, and in the answer of the Smectymnuan divines to Bishop Hall, in the first
volume of this history and therefore it will be
the less necessary to enter into the particulars
His majesty proposed some
of the debate.
scruples in law about the obligation of his coronation oath, which the commissioners undertook to answer themselves; but the papers relating to the unalterable institution of Episcopacy were referred to the divines on both sides,
and were as follow
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

consent to

it.

With regard to religion, his majesty agreed,
October 2d, that " the Assembly of Divines at
Westminster be confirmed for three years that
the Directory and Presbyterian government be
confirmed for the same time, provided that
neither himself nor those of his judgment be
obliged to comply with it that a consultation,
in the mean time, be had with the Assembly,
and twenty divines of his majesty's nomination,
as to what form of church government shall be
established afterward, with a clause for the
;

;

*

The

utter faithlessness of Charles destroyed all

;

confidence in his promises. It was the one quality
which was perpetually evinced in all seasons, and
The day on which he asunder all circumstances.
sented to the Parliament's proposition respecting the
military power, he wrote thus to Sir W. Hopkins
" To deal freely with you, the great concession I
made this day was merely in order to my escape, of
:

had not hope, I would not have done it.
could have returned to my state prison
without reluctance but now I confess it would break
my heart, having done that which only an escape
can justify." Next day he wrote to Ormond, then

which if
For then

I

:

I

The King's first Paper.
"Newport, October

;

in

Ireland,

"Wherefore

I

"

must command you two
"

obey all my wife's commands; then,
not to obey any public commands of mine, until I
am free from restraint. Lastly, be
word
I
you
send
not alarmed at my great concessions concerning Irethings:

first,

His majesty con-

ease of tender consciences.

majesty with

great reluctance consented, having first protested in writing, that no concession of his should
be binding if the treaty broke off without effect.
His majesty yielded the militia to the Parliament for twenty years, and the management of
He conceded to vacate those
the Irish war.*
titles of honour that had been conferred since
the carrying away the great seal, and to confirm
He agreed to the
the Parliament's great seal.
payment of the pftlic debts, provided they were
the charter
to
confirm
stated within two years
of the city of London to empower the Parliament to confer offices, and constitute magisand to take away
trates for twenty years
the Court of Wards, provided he might have
His majesty
£50,000 a year in lieu of it.t
consented, farther, that those of his party whom
they call delinquentst should submit to a fine
or be proscribed the court, if the Parliament
saw fit but he abhorred the thought of charging them with treason who had acted by his
commission, and therefore absolutely refused to

to

Towards the
land, for they will come to nothing."
end of the month he again wrote to Ormond, "Thou gh
you will hear that this treaty is near, or at least most
likely to be, concluded, yet believe it not, but pursue
the way you are in with all possible vigour. Deliver
also that my command to all your friends, but not in
Godwin's Hist, of the Commonwealth,
a public way."
C.
vol. ii., p. 615, 616.
Williams's
t It appears, by Dr. Grey's authority,
MS. collection, whose account is confirmed by the

—

representations which Mr. Hume and Mrs. Macaulay
give of this matter, that Mr. Neal is mistaken about
the sum granted in lieu of the Wards; which was
not £50,000, but £100,000. Since this was written, I
find the matter put out of all doubt by Whiielocke,
p. 341, who says that £100,000 was the sum.— En.
X Dr. Grey has given at length the act proposed by
the Parliament's commissioners relative to delinquents, whom the king absolutely refused to give
" The severe repentance which he had underup.
gone for abandoning Strafford, had no doubt," remarks Mr. Hume, "confirmed him in the resolution
never again to be guilty of the like error." Ed.

I

Charles Rex

2,

1648.

:

conceive that Episcopal government is
most consonant to the Word of God, and of an
apostolical institution, as it appears by the
Scripture to have been practised by the apostles themselves, and by them committed and
derived to particular persons as their substitutes or successors therein (as for ordaining
presbyters and deacons, giving rules concerning Christian discipline, and exercising censures over presbyters and others),t und has
ever since, till these last times, been exercised
by bishops in all the churches of Christ and,
therefore, I cannot in conscience consent to
abolish the said government.
" Notwithstanding this my persuasion, I will
be glad to be informed if our Saviour and his
apostles did so leave the Church at liberty, as
they might totally alter or change the church
1

;

government

make appear
*

at their pleasure,

me, then

to

Rushworth,

p.

I

which

if

you can
one

will confess that

~~

1281.

xiv. and
1 Cor., v., 3
6 xiv., 23.
xvi., 1.
3 John, ix., 10. 1 Tim., v., 19, 22. Titus,,
Rev., ii., 3.
i., 5; iii., 10.

t Acts,

vi.,

;

;

;
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of my great scruples is clean taken away, and
then there only remains,
" That being by my coronation oath obliged
to maintain Episcopal government, as I found
it settled to my hands, whether I may consent
to the abolishing thereof until the same shall be
evidenced to me to be contrary to the Word of

God."*

The Parliament divines, in answer to the
part of his majesty's paper, admit that the
apostles did exercise the extraordinary powers
but deny that they conhis majesty mentions
ferred them upon any particular persons as their
substitutes or successors, and msist that in
Scripture there are only two orders of officers,
Phil., i., 1, "To the
viz., bishops and deacons
saints at Philippi that are in Christ Jesus, with
;"
the bishops and deacons
and that the name,
office, and work of a bishop and presbyter are
" For this
the same, as in Titus, i., 5 and 7
cause I left thee in Crete that thou shouldst
ordaiji presbyters in every city
for a bishop
must be blameless." Acts, xx., 27, 28, Paul
called the presbyters together, and charged
them to "take heed to the flock over which the
Holy Ghost had made them bishops."! 1 Pet.,
v., 1,2: " The presbyters among you, I exhort,
who also am a presbyter, feed the flock of God
among you, performing the office of bishops."!
As the apostles were extraordinary officers, so
were Timothy and Titus, viz., evangelists, but
neither of them are called bishops in Scripture,
much less were they fixed to Ephesus or Crete,
but travelled up and down to settle churches in
several countries.
They observe, farther, that
in the same order of officers there was not any
one superior to another no apostle above an
apostle, no presbyter above a presbyter, nor one
deacon above another. They add, that the angels of the churches in the Revelation are never
called bishops, nor is the word used in any of
St. John's writings, who calls himself a presbyter
from whence they argue the identity of
these offices in Scripture, and the equality of
the officers. They admit that, not long after the
apostles' times, bishops are reported to have
some superiority above presbyters, but this was
not a Divine, but an ecclesiastical institution, as
is evident from the testimony of the most ancient fathers, and the most considerable writers
to which they add the
in the Romish Church
suffrage of the first Reformers in King Henry
The Erudition of a Christian
VIII. 's reign.
Man, printed 1643, says expressly, that the
Scripture mentions but two orders, i. e., bishops or priests, and deacons. They conclude
with observing that the modern Episcopacy is
very different from that which began to obtain
in the second and third ages of the Church, insomuch that the present hierarchy, being a human institution, might be abolished, and the
other remain.
After three days, his majesty, with the assistance of his learned divines, replied to the foregoing paper, and acknowledges, " that the
words bishop and presbyter are sometimes confounded in Scripture he admits that presbyters
are episcopi gregis, bishops of th% flock but
that bishops are episcopi gregis et paslorum within their several precincts, i. e., bishops of the
first

;

.-

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Rel. Carol., vol.
X 'E.THsKO-novvTti.

ii.,

p. 245.

f 'K-^ioKo-Kovi.
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flock and of the pastors too
and that, soon crf^
ter, common usage appropriated bishop to the
ecclesiastical governor, leaving presbyter tosignify the ordinary minister or priest, as appears from the ancient fathers and councils.
He admits the calling of the apostles and their
gifts to be extraordinary, but adds, that their
mission to govern and teach was ordinary and
perpetual ; that the bishop succeeded them in the
;

I

former, and presbyters in the latter function.*
His majesty still insists " that Timothy and
Titus were bishops, as appears from antiquity,,
and by a catalogue of twenty-seven bishops oC
Ephesus hneally descending from Timothy, as
is avouched by Dr. Reynolds against Hart
and
therefore the distinction between an evangelist
and a bishop is without foundation, the work of
an evangelist being no more than diligence in
preaching the Word, notwithstanding all impediments, according to the apostle, 2 Tim., ii.,
His majesty observes, that the Parlia4, 5.
ment divines had said nothing to prove that the
angels of the churches' were not persona singulares, and such as had a prelacy over pastors,.
I. c., bishops, but that t.h^y dealt only in generals, and seemed unwilling to speak their opinions about them."
His majesty affirms " that bishops are the
successors of the apostles in all things not extraordinary, such as teaching and governing
and the reasons why they are not mentioned
as a distinct order in the New Testament, are,
1. Because the apostles reserved to themselves
the government of those churches where they
appointed presbyters, and so it is probable the
Philippians had no bishop when Paul wrote to
them. 2. Because, in the Epistles to Timothy
and Titus, the persons to whom he wrote, being themselves bishops, there was no need towrite about the qualifications of any other officers than those they wanted, which were presbyters and deacons only."
His majesty admits, concerning the ages after the apostles, " that they are but a human,
testimony, and yet may be infallible in matter
of fact, as we infallibly know that Aristotle was
a Greek philosopher, &c.
he avers the genuineness of those epistles of Ignatius, which
gave testimony to the superiority of a bishop
above a presbyter and though his majesty's
royal progenitors had enlarged the power and
privileges of bishops, he conceives the government to be substantially the same."
Eleven days after the Parliament divines replied to the king's second paper, in which they
say that they can find no such partition of the
apostolical office in Scripture as his majesty
mentions, viz., that the governing part should
be committed to bishops, the teaching and administering the sacraments to presbyters
but
that the whole work, per omnia, belongs to presbyters, as appears from the two words used in.
the Acts of the Apostles and St. Peter's Epis;

'

;

;

;

Trotfiaiveiv, and eTncKonelv, under the force
of which words the bishops claim their whole
right of government and jurisdiction and when
the Apostle Paul was taking leave of the Ephesian presbyters and bishops, he commits the
government of the church not to Timothy, whowas then at his elbow, but to the presbyters,,
under the name of bishops made by the Holy
tle,

;

Rel. Carol., p. 260.
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Ghost

:

from whence they conclude that bish-

ops and presbyters must be only two names of
the same order.* They observe, that the obscurity of church history in the times succeeding the apostles made the catalogue-makers
take up then- succession upon report and it is
a blemish to their evidence, that the nearer they
come to the days of the apostles, they are tlie
;

more

doubtful and contradictory.
These divines are therefore of opinion that human testimony on both sides ought to be discharged,
and the point in debate be determined only by
Scripture.
And here they take hold of his majesty's concession, that in Scripture the names
of bishops and presbyters are not distinguished
and that there is no mention but of two orders,
bishops and deacons. They desire his majesty
to show them wiiere the Scripture has assigned
any particular work or duty to a bishop that is
not common to a presbyter, for they apprehend
his majesty's asserting that a bishop is an ecclesiastical governor, and a presbyter an ordinary minister, is without any demonstration or
evidence
a few clear passages of Scripture for
the proof of this (they say) would bring the
;

;

point to an issue. They deny his majesty's
distinction of episcopi grcgis ct pasiorxitn, bishops of sheep and shepherds, as being the point
in question, and affirmed without any evidence.
That the office of teaching and governing was
ordinary in tlie apostles, because continued in
the Church, we crave leave to say, is that great
mistake which runs through the whole tile of
your majesty's discourse for though there be
a succession in the work of teaching and governing, there is no succession in the commission or office, by which the apostles performed
them a succession may be to the same work,
but not to the same commission
and since
your majesty cannot produce any record from
Scripture warranting the division of the office
of teaching and governing into two hands, we
must look upon it as an invention of men to get
the power into therr hands.
These divines go on with a long proof that
Timothy and Titus were evangelists that is,
not fixed to one place, but travelling with the
apostles from one country to another to plant
churches, and accordingly have drawn out an
account of their travels from the Acts of the
Apostles and St. Paul's Epistles. They observe
the weakness of his majesty's reasons, why
bishops are not mentioned as a distinct order
in Scripture, and add a third of their own, viz.,
As for the aposfcecause really they were not.
\Ses reserving in their own hands the power of
governing, they admit that they could no more
;

;

;

over the flock, that there should be no mention,
no markof difTerence, no distinct method of ordination, by which they might be distinguished,
throughout the whole New Testament.
As to the ages after the apostles, they admit
were presbyter-bishops, but not of Divine
institution
that the catalogues of succession
are undoubtedly defective, but if they were not,
it remains still to be proved that the bishops in
the catalogue were vested with the jurisdiction
there

;

which the modern bishops claim.
These divines profess to honour the pious intentions of his majesty's ancestors, and admit
that ornamental accessions to the person make
no substantial change in the office, but that the
primitive episcopacy, and the present hierarchy,
are essentially different.
They acknowledge a
subordination of the exercise of jurisdiction to
the civil power and the laws of the land
and
;

conclude with thanks to his majesty's condescension, in allowing them to examine his learned reply, clothed in such excellence of style,
and pray that a pen in the hand of such abilities
may ever be employed on a subject worthy of it.

Some days

after his

majesty offered his

last

wherein "he acknowledges the great
pains of these divines to inform his judgment,
and takes particular notice of the decency of
their manner, and of their respectful address to
him upon tliis occasion, but says they mistook
him when they spoke of a writ of partition of
tiie episcopal office
whereas his meaning was,
that the office of teaching was common both to
the bishop and presbyter, but that government
was peculiar to the bishop."* His majesty declines answering to all the particulars, because
he would not draw out the dispute into a greater length, but seems unconvinced by anything
paper,

;

that had been offered
he affirms that Timothy
and Titus were episcopi pastorum, bishops over
presbyters
and that Timothy had a distinct
work from presbyters, that is, that he might
know how to behave himself in the exercise of
his episcopal office.
His majesty relies on the
numerous testimonies of ancient and modern
;

;

writers for the Scripture original of bishops,
and adds, that the testimonies of an equal number of equal credit to the contrary will signify
nothing, because one witness for tlie affirmative
ought to be of more value than ten for the negative.
In conclusion, his majesty put them
upon evidencing one of these tliree things (I.)
Either that there is no form of church government prescribed in Scripture. Or, (2.) If there
be, that the civil power may change it as they
see cause.
Or, (3.) If it be unchangeable, that
it was not episcopal, but some other that they
Had will name, for till this is done he shall think himpart with it than with their aposfleship.
they set up bishops in all churches, they had no self excusable for not consenting to the abolislimore parted with their power of governing than ing that government which he found settled at
which is so ancient, has been
presbyters being call- his coronation
in setting up presbyters
nor could so universally received in the Christian world,
ed rulers, governors, and bishops
confirmed
by so many acts of Parliahas
been
to
commit
supposed
the apostles reasonably be
the government of the Church of Ephesus to the ment, and subscribed by all the clergy of the
England.
But the ministers declined
of
Church
presbyters, when he was taking his last farewell
of them, and yet reserve the power of governing, entering into so large a field, which must have
debate
on
a
concerning
the whole ecclebrought
His majesty's other
in ordinary, to himself
reason, they say, is inconclusive, and, in short, siastical polity of the Church.
were
all
These
the papers which passed on
begging the question. They add, that it is very
unaccountable, that if there had been two sorts both sides, and deserve the notice of those
His
of bishops, one over presbyters an d the other who would enter into this controversy.
;

:

;

;

;

*

Rel. Carol., p. 277.

* Rel. Carol.,

p.

324.
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majesty saying that one witness for the affirm- in them would have added to the reputation of
ative that Episcopacy is of Divine institution their ingenuity in the whole undertaking, it not
ought to be of more value than ten for the nega- being probable that they should work much
tive, is, I apprehend, one of the weakest and upon his judgment, while they were fearful to
most frivolous arguments of his letter for it is declare their own or possible to relieve his
only changing the form of the question, and conscience but by a free declaring of theirs.*
making the Presbyterians say that Presbytery is But what was all this to the point? the only
of Divine institution, and then asking his maj- question before them was, whether diocesan
esty, or any Episcopal divine, whether one af- Episcopacy was of Divine institution 1 if they
firmative testimony ought not to be of more had satisfied his majesty in that, they had disto launch out farther was
value than ten negative ones of equal merit. charged their duty
His majesty's style is strong and masculine, and to lose time, and protract the treaty beyond its
If diocesan Episcopacy was not scripthat of the Parliament divines decent aud re- limits.
Sir Philip Warwick read the king's tural, it might be abolished, which was all the
spectful.
papers before the commissioners, and Mr. Vines Parliament contended for at present.! But the
king's divines encouraged him to dispute every
all was managed with
those of the ministers
the greatest propriety, which makes it hard to inch of ground, and instead of yielding any one
behavthe
point to the ministers, to start new difficulties,
account
of
Clarendon's
Lord
excuse
However, towards
iour of these divines, who says,* " They all be- till his ruin was inevitable.
they
meant
to
the close of the treaty, when the victorious arhaved with that rudeness, as if
be no longer subject to a king any more than to my was returning towards London, and things
a bishop that they jnveighed bitterly against almost come to an extremity, his majesty told
that two the commissioners, " that though he could not
the pride and lustre of lord-bishops
of them very plainly and fiercely told the king, with a good conscience consent to the abolishthat if he did not consent to the utter abolishing ing of Episcopacy, because he believed the subthese men stance of it to be of apostolical institution, he
of bishops, he would be damned
were Spurstow and Jenkins, who, after the re- was willing to reduce it to the primitive usage ;
turn of King Charles H., according to the mod- and if his two houses should so advise, he would
esty of that race of people, came to kiss his be content to lessen the extent and multiply the
He still apprehended the
majesty's hand." And yet neither of the divines number of diocesses.
above mentioned was nominated to assist at the entire alienation of the bishop's lands by sale to
Mr. be sacrilege.
He was willing to assent to the
treaty, nor had any share in the debates.
Baxter says, all the Parliament divines came off calling and sitting of the Assembly of Divines,
with great honour. But such is his lordship's, as desired. He would also confirm the public
or his editor's, candour towards anything that use of the Directory in all churches and chapels,
and would repeal so much of all statutes as conlooks like a Presbyterian
The king's second difficulty, relating to his cerned the Book of Common Prayer only procoronation oath, by which he apprehended him- vided the use thereof might be continued in his
self bound to maintain Episcopal government majesty's chapel for himself and his household
as he found it settled when he received the and that the same [t. c, the Directory] should
crown, the commissioners did not think so prop- be confirmed by act of Parliament for three
er for the discussion of divines, because it de- years, provided a consultation be had in the
pended upon the law of the land, and therefore mean time with the Assembly of Divines as
took this part of the debate upon themselves. before mentioned. Touching the articles of reThe king conceived that the consent of the ligion [the Assembly's confession], his majesty
clergy themselves, in convocation assembled, desired farther time to examine them before he
was necessary, before they could be deprived of bound up himself and his subjects in matters of
His majesty will consent
those possessions and privileges of which they faith and doctrine.
were legally possessed. But the commission- to an act for better observation of the Lord's
But as to
ers maintained that the Legislature alone was Day, and to prevent saying of mass.
to determine in this case, as it had done at the the Covenant, his majesty was not satisfied to
Reformation that it was not to be supposed take it, nor to impose it on others."
These concessions being voted unsatisfactory
that any body of men would consent to part
by the two houses at Westminster, his majesty
with their possessions if they could keep them
but if the Legislature judged any part of the consented farther, October 21, " I. That archking's coronation oath hurtful to the public, it bishops, chancellors, deans, and the whole hiewas certainly in their power, with the consent rarchy, be abolished except bishops. 2. That
One may just- none but the Presbyterian government be exerof the king, to alter or annul it.
3. That in case no setly ask how this branch of the coronation oath cised for three years.
should stick so much with the king, when it tlement should be agreed upon within that time,
for
almost
government,
that
future
the power of ordination
that
his
then
for
the
was notorious
fifteen years, had been one continued breach of should not be exercised by bishops without the
Magna Charta, and an encroachment upon the counsel and assistance of presbyters that no
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

civil liberties

of his subjects.

But neither party would accede to the other,
though the article of religion was almost the
only point that hindered the conclusion of the
treaty
his majesty wondered at the shyness
and reluctance of the Parliament divines to debate his three questions, and told them plainly,
that their endeavours to give him satisfaction
:

*

Vol.

lii.,

p. 216.

other Episcopal jurisdiction should be exercised but such as should be agreed upon in Parliament
and if within that time his majesty
should be convinced that Episcopacy is not
agreeable to the Word of God, or that Christ
commanded any other government, he will embrace it, and take Episcopacy quite away." The
houses being still dissatisfied with these con;

Rushworth,

p. 1291.

f Ibid, p. 1301, 1302.
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November 4, "that lands to its o-^n or other uses by act of ParUa^
ment, which was an ordinary parctice in your
he would make no new bshops for three years
and for the farther satisfaction of the Parha- majesty's predecessors, kings and queens of
cessions, his majesty added,

;

Besides, in all ages, even under
jnent, he would not insist upon the use of the this nation.
Common Prayer in his own chapel for that time, the ceremonial law, imminent and urgent ne*ut would make use of some other form of Di- cessity has dispensed with the alienation of conTine service for himself, and forbid mass to be secrated things*
" Your majesty is pleased to say, You canThis was his majsaid in the queen's chapel."
.esty's final answer, which the Commons voted not communicate in a public form of Divine sertjnsatisfactory, and ordered the commissioners vice, where it is uncertain what the minister
will offer to God.'
But we beseech your majto acquaint him with their votes.
The treaty was prolonged three weeks after esty to be informed that the Directory sets
this, in which time the cominissioners did ail down the matter of the prayer which the ministhat was in their power to obtain his majesty's ter is to use, words and expressions for enlargeBut give us
-consent, beseeching him with tears upon their ment being left to his discretion.
bended knees, since matters were brought to so leave to add, that this ought to be no objection
narrow a compass, to yield up the point of re- with your majesty, for then one must not hear
In their last paper of November 20, any prayer before sermon, for every minister
ligion.
they beseech him to consider, " that it is not the has a several form, which he varies according
apostolical bishops which the Parliament desire to occasion.
" Upon the whole, therefore, we humbly hope
.him to abolish, but that Episcopacy which was
-formerly established by law in this kingdom, and that your majesty, after a most serious considhas been found by experience to be a hinder- eration, will discern the just cause which the
ance to piety, a grievance to the subject, an en- two houses have for remaining unsatisfied with
croachment upon the power of the civil magis- your majesty's concessions with relation to the
trate, and so a burden to tlie persons, purses, Church, for they are apprehensive that, after the
and consciences of men. They do not meddle expiration of the three years in which Episcopal
with the apostolical bishop, nor determine what government is to be suspended, a bishop so
that bishop was whom the apostles mention in qualified as your majesty expresses will rise
for if you should not, in the mean time,
the Scripture; but they are for putting him down again
by a law who was set up by a law and certain- agree with your Parliament upon any other form
Jy nothing can be more proper for parliaments of government, which depends wliolly upon your
than to alter, repeal, or make laws, which ap- majesty's pleasure, no other government can be
pear to them for the good of the commonwealth. set up and then this Episcopacy will return
" But admitting apostolical bishops were with- with so great power, that the bishop may choose
in the purport of tliis bill, we humbly conceive whether any minister at all shall be made in the
it does not follow that therefore in conscience Church of England, and those that shall must
be at his devotion, he having the negative voice
it must not be pa-ssed, for we may not grant
that no occasion can make that alterable which in ordination, which we humbly conceive is nohas foundation only in the practice of the apos- where declared in Scripture to be the prerogaSome things have tive of an apostolical bishop.
tles, and not in a precept.*
"
humbly say, farther, that the charging
certainly been altered which the apostles practised,
circumstances many times change the bishops' lands with leases for ninety-nine years
nature of moral actions for the attaining a is not sufficient, because there is a rent reserved
great good, or the avoiding a great evil, that to the bishop, and the property will continue as
which singly considered is not fit to be done, before so that it cannot be expected that the
and perhaps would be a fault if it were, may Presbyterian government should be complied
become a duty, and a man may be bound in con- with, and exercised with profit or comfort to
And if ever circumstances the Church, as long as a door is left open for
science to do it.
could have a more powerful and considerable the return of a superior power upon the first opinfluence than in this juncture, we leave to your portunity.
"
hope your majesty will pardon our
But this is said only
majesty's consideration.
our intention is not to
for argument's sake, admitting, but not granting pressing in this manner
the grounds on which your majesty is pleased offer violence to your majesty's conscience, but
The to endeavour to inform it in a matter that apto go, in refusing to pass this bill."t
strength of the commissioners' reasoning upon pears to the two houses of so great conseagain humbly beseech your majthis head may be seen at once in this short syllo- quence.
gism Whatsoever is not of Divine institution esty to review our former papers call to mind
may be very lawfully altered, changed, or re- those reasons and arguments which in debate
versed.
But the Episcopacy which is establish- have been used upon this subject, with such
ed in the Church of England is not that Epis- others as your own wisdom shall suggest, and
copacy mentioned in Scripture therefore the then be pleased to give your royal consent to
the particulars above specified, that both yourlaws which established it may take it away.
The commissioners go on, " As for the sale self and your people may have cause to re^f bishops' lands, which your majesty conceives joice."
to be sacrilege, we humbly offer that, bishoprics
The committee of states in Scotland joined
being dissolved, their lands revert to the crown, with the Parliament commissioners in beseechwhich is their foundation and patron, and here- ing his majesty to accede to the proposition
tofore held it no sacrilege to dispose of bishops' about religion, which they understood to be the
point his majesty most stuck at, and which
* For the king's answer, see Dr. Grey'a Examina* Dr. Grey, p. 345, has given his majesty's reply.
.;tion, p. 342, &c.— Ed.
Whitelocke, p. 351.
Ed.
t Eushworth, p. 1335.
'
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they in honour and interest were obliged most
to insist upon, and without which, they add, his
throne cannot be established in righteousness.*
They also wrote to the Prince of Wales to meThe General Assembly,
diate with his father.
and the commissioners of the Kirk of Scotland,
sent at the same time two angry letters, for it
was said they would speak more plainly in the
same of their master than the commissioners of
But
estates would venture to do in their own.
his majesty was deaf to all remonstrances and
persuasions, being determined, if his two houses
did not think fit to recede from the rigour of
their demands in these particulars, to cast himself, as he said, on his Saviour's goodness to
support and defend him from all afflictions, how
great soever, which might befall him, rather
than, upon politic considerations, deprive him-

mmd

and thereself of the tranquillity of his
;
fore, excepting his majesty's consent to license
the Assembly's lesser catechism with a proper
preface, in all other matters in difference he resolved to abide by his former answers.!
At the close of the treaty the king made a
short speech to the commissioners, in which he

reminds them how
the sake of peace.

far

he had condescended

He

for

them to put a
vehement expres-

desired

good interpretation on his
sions in some part of the debates, there being
nothing in his intentions but kindness and that,
as they had used a great deal of freedom, and
;

'

87

time, things should be made easy to him afterward.
But the truth is, as the king would not
trust the Parliament, so neither would they the
king, because they observed, (1.) His dilatori-

ness in the treaty, as if he waited for- some advantageous turn of affairs to revoke his concessions.
(2.) His resolute disputing every inch
of ground without yielding a single proposition,
or none of any considerable moment.
(3.) His

majesty's maxim, that what was yielded out of
necessity was not binding when the restraint
was taken off. (4.) They suspected his sincerity, because the Duke of Oimond was at this
very time treating with the Irish rebels by his
majesty's commission, which he would not recall.*
(5.) They remembered his majesty's
* The preceding assertions of Mr. Neal much displease Dr. Grey he contradicts them, and endeavours to confront them with facts. He challenges
Mr. Neal to produce one single well-attested fact to
support his reflection on the king's sincerity. The
appeal for the truth of the charge may be made to
the reader, who has accompanied Charles through
;

his reign,
sions.

and observed his conduct on various occa-

The

appeal

may

be

made

to the facts that

have been collected in Dr. Harris's Historical and
Critical Account of Charles I., p. 72-83, and in An
Essay towards a True Idea of the Character of King
Charles I., p. 93-102. We may also refer to what
has before been advanced on this point. It suffices
to add here the authority of Ludlow only, who says
" that the duplicity of the king's dealings with the
Parliament manifestly appeared in his own papers,
t.aken at the battle of Naseby and elsewhere."
Lud-

showed great abilities in their debates, which
had taken him off from some of his opinions,
low's Memoirs, 4to, 1771, p. 114.
Dr. Grey asserts
that they would use the same freedom with his
" from the MS. treaty it is
against Mr. Neal,
two houses, to press them to an abatement of manifest that therethat
was not the least delay on the
those things in which his conscience was not king's part." But he forgets the
duration of the treayet satisfied, which more time might do, his ty, which was to continue forty days only and, comopinions not being, like the laws of the Medes mencing on the 18th of September, did not close till
and Persians, unalterable or infallible adding towards the end of November; and would not have
;

;

his very hearty thanks for the pains they had
taken to satisfy him, professing that he wanted

eloquence to

commend

their abilities.!

He

de-

sired them candidly to represent all the transactions of the treaty to his two houses, that they
might see nothing of his own interest, how near
or dear soever (but that wherein his conscience
is not satisfied), can hinder, on his part, a happy conclusion of the treaty.
The king's concessions were certainly a sufficient foundation for peace with the Presbyterians, if they could have been relied upon, and
were so voted by the Parliament when it was
too late.
His majesty had given up the main
pillars of the hierarchy, by consenting to abolish archbishops, deans, and chapters, and that
a bishop should not act without his presbyters
which was Archbishop Usher's scheme, and all
that the Puritans at first contended for; but the
Scots and the English Presbyterians, grown
lofty in power, and being less apprehensive of
danger from the army than they ought, concluded they could not fail of their whole establishment in a few weeks, though there was not the
least provision for liberty of conscience for dissenters, which they might have been sensible
would occasion high discontents in the army.
The commissioners were disposed to an accommodation, and took all opportunities to assure
his majesty that, if he would but yield for a
;

* Rushworth, p. 1304.
Rushworth,
t Clarendon, p. 224.
•t Vol. Pam., No. 83.

p. 1326, 1334.

ended then, if the army had not seized his majesty;
for the answers of the king were voted " to be a
ground only for tlie House to proceed on to settle
the peace of the kingAomy—Whitelocke's Meinoirs,
But the length of the treaty could arise only
p. 353.
from the king's not at first yielding to the propositions made by the commissioners.
Mr. Neal's next
assertion, that the king "disputed every inch of
ground" is imphed in the duration of the treaty, and
It is proved by the quotation which Mr. Neal, a little
farther on, makes from Whitelocke.
But Dr. Grey
attempts to disprove it, by bringing forward three
concessions made in one day, the 21st of October, by
the king.
The reader will determine whether an exception drawn from the transactions of one day can
disprove an assertion which applies to a treaty depending more than seventy days; and those concessions, he will consider, were not yielded till the forty
days originally appointed for the continuance of the
treaty were drawing to an end.
In opposition to our
author's fourth reason, Dr. Grey produces from Williams's

MS.

collections a letter of the king, 25th of

November, to the commissioners, in which he informs them (sending, at the same time, the letter itself for their perusal) that he had written to the Marquis of Ormond, " acquainting him with such informations as he had received from the two houses concerning his proceedings in that kingdom, and requiring him to desist from any farther prosecution of the
same. And in case he shall refuse, his majesty will
then make such public declaration against his powers and proceedings as is desired." Notwithstanding this, Mr. Neal spoke on authority; for on the
21st of November, the House received letters from
the Isle of Wight, "that the king refused to pass
anything against the Marquis of Ormond, until the
treaty be wholly ended."
Whitelocke's Mem., p. 350.
See also Lord Clarendon, vol. iii., p. 222.— Ed.
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manner of interpreting away his conces- ought to be considered whether their stiff and
sions.
(6.) They gave out that he was not his imprudent behaviour did not manifestly conown master, but that his conscience was under tribute to that catastrophe.
His majesty being thus entangled, was pleasthe direction of his divines, who would put him
upon all extremes for their support. (7.) They ed, before the breaking up of the treaty, to send
were incensed at the murders and depredations for Archbishop Usher, and asked him this quesof the cavalier soldiers, even after they wero tion, "Whether he found, in all antiquity, that
To which
beaten out of the field, and were afraid of their presbyters alone ordained anyl"
recovering the management of public affairs. the archbishop replied frankly, that " he could,
And, lastly. They were as firmly persuaded of show his majesty more than that, even that presbythe Divme institution of Presbytery, and the ob- ters alone had successively ordained bishops," and
artful

Covenant, as the king and his
divines were of the jus dtvinum of Episcopacy.
Yet, under all these prepossessions. Lord Clarendon* observes, some of the commissioners
found means to advertise the king in private,
" that they were of his majesty's judgment
ligation of the

about church government, which they hoped
might be preserved, but not by the method his
majesty pursued that all the reasonable hope
;

of preserving the crown was in dividing the
Parliament and the army, which could be done
no other way than by giving satisfaction with
This might probably
reference to the Church.
unite the Parliament and the city of London,
and enable them to bring his majesty to London with honour, where he might have an opportunity of gaining more abatements than he
could ever expect by refusing to sign the pre-

Many advertisements came from
liminaries.
his majesty's friends in London, and other places, that it was high time the treaty was at an
end, before the army drew nearer London,
which it would shortly do, as soon as those in
Sir J.
the north had finished their works."
Browning entreated

his majesty, in his closet,

to make all his concessions in one declaration,
The Parliaat one instant, and in one day.

ment commissioners were no less importunate
with the king, but he was inflexible, and usualRemarkable are the words
ly out of humour.
of Mr. Whitelocke, speaking of the above-men" More than this could not
tioned concessions
be obtained, though most earnestly begged of
his majesty by some of the commissioners
(great persons) with tears, and upon their
:

knees, particularly as to the proposition concerning religion, wherein church government,
public worship, and chiefly the revenues of the
Church, swayed more with the king's chaplains
then about him and they more with his majesty (continually whispering matters of conscience to him) than the Parliament, and all
their commissioners, could prevail with him for
an agreement, though possibly his own judgment (which was above all theirs) might not
be so fully convinced by his eager divines about
him."t But these had possession of his majesty's conscience, and directed his answers \X
and though they abhorred the thouglits of deposing the king, or putting him to death, it
;

* Book xi., p. 217. + Whitelocke's Memoirs, p. 325.
X Dr. Grey is displeased with this representation,
and impeaches the truth of it. He says, that when
Mr. Vines look the freedom to observe " that possibly his majesty's scruples were not so much his own
as other men's," the king a little warmly replied,
" that it was a mistake ; for his scruples were really
his own, and contained in his first paper."
The
doctor did not reflect that few men are willing to
have it supposed, and more unwilling to own, that
they are led. But however this was, Mr. Neal is
supported by the authority ofWhitelocke. Ed.

instanced in St. Jerome's words, in his Epist.
ad Evagrium, where he says the presbyters of
Alexandria chose and made their own bishops
from the days of Mark the apostle till Heraclus
and Dionysius.* At the same time the archbishop offered his own scheme for the reduction
of Episcopacy to the form of Presbytery, which
his majesty had formerly rejected, but was now
at length willing to accept, as the archbishop
but the Scots and
himself told Mr. Baxter
English Presbyterians were grown so stubbora
that they would not acquiesce.
Though the commissioners had no power to
recede from their instructions, the treaty was
prolonged from time to time, in hopes that
something or other might gain upon the king ;
but his majesty was frequently out of temper,
and treated the commissioners with no degree
The forty days to which the
of confidence.
treaty was limited being ended October 28, it
was enlarged for fourteen days, and then for
seven, and so on to the 28th of November, for
which, says Lord Clarendon, t his majesty was
nothing glad; nor did his friends in the House
desire the prolongation, it "being moved by those
that wished the treaty might have no good effect, to give the army time to finish their summer's work, and return to London. On the last
day of the treaty, when the commissioners
pressed his majesty to consider that there was
not one whole day to determine the fate of the
kingdom, and that nothing could save his majesty from the growing power of the army but
giving his two houses satisfaction in the particular of the Church, "then," says Lord Clarendon, t " his majesty's own council, and the divines, besought him to consider the safety of
his person, even for the Church's sake, which
had no prospect of being preserved but by his
life, that the unavoidable necessity that lay upon
him obliged him to do anything that was not
And why did they not do this sooner?
sin."
However, it seems they could only prevail for a
suspension of the Episcopal power in point of
ordination and jurisdiction, till he and the two
houses should agree what government should be
established for the future. Which was the substance of all his majesty intended by his conAfter supper the commissioners took
cessions.
their leave, and having kissed his majesty's
hand, began their journey next morning towards
London. It is intrepid language that Mr. Warwick puts into the king's mouth on this occa;

am

his majesty said to him one night, " I
like a captain that has defended a place well,
and his superiors not being able to relieve him,

sion

:

he had leave to surrender it but though they
cannot relieve me in the time, let them relieve
me when they can, else," says he, " I will hold
;

X

Baxter's Lite, p. 206.
xi. or vol. iii., p. 227.

Book

,

t Vol.

iii.,

p. 322-,
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make some

words of Bishop Burnet, in the History of his
tombstone and so I will do by the Church Life and Times " The Duke of York suffered
me
to talk very freely to him about religion, and
of England."
Lord Clarendon is of opinion " that the major he told me, among other things, that the letter
part of both houses, as well as the commission- to the Prince of Wales was never brought to
ers, were at this time so far from desiring the him."
The army had been six months in the field
execution of all their concessions, that if they
had been able to have resisted the wild fury of this summer, engaged against the cavaliers and
the army, they would themselves have been Scots, who, being now reduced and subdued,
suiters to have declined the greatest part of they began to express a high dissatisfaction
them." And were not the king's counsellors with the present treaty, because no provision
Why, then, did had been made for their darling point, liberty of
and divines sensible of this
they trifle away a month m fruitless debates, conscience. Here they had just reason of comevident
to
men
that the king's plaint, but ought not to have relieved themselves
ail
when it was
by the methods and at the expense they did.
condition became more desperate every day
Thus ended the famous treaty at Newport, They were thoroughly incensed against the king
which, like all the former, proved unsuccessful, and his cavaliers on one hand, and the high.
chiefly from an incurable jealousy between the Presbyterians on the other.
It appeared to thera
contending parties, which, how reasonable it was that the king's sentiments in religion and politics were not changed
on either side, must be left with the reader.
that he would alway.=>
out

it

I

till

my

stone in this building

;

:

?

!

;

The noble historian observes,* that the king
sent the Prince of Wales a journal of the proceedings of the treaty, and an exact copy of all
the papers that had passed to the 29th of November, together with a letter of six sheets of
paper written with his majesty's own hand, containing the reasons and motives of all his concessions. The conclusion of the letter, his lordship says, deserves to be preserved in letters of
gold, as it gives the best character of that exbut the copy does not, in my
cellent prince
opinion, resemble the original.
Some passages
"
of it are these
have laboured long in
search of peace, do not you be disheartened to
tread in the same steps.
Prefer the way of
peace conquer your enemies by pardoning rather than by punishing— never affect more greatness, or prerogative, than that which is really
and intrinsically for the good of your subjects,
not the satisfaction of favourites.
You may
perceive that all men intrust their treasure
where it returns them interest. If princes, like
the sea, receive, and repay all the fresh streams
the rivers intrust them with, they will not
grudge, but pride themselves to make them up
an ocean if God restore you to your right,
whatever you promise keep don't think anything in this world worth obtaining by false and
unjust means.'' These are excellent maxims
of government and if his majesty had conducted himself by them, he could not have been reduced to such a low and destitute condition, as
to have hardly a place in the world to hide him" for," says Lord Clarendon,+ " there
self in
was at that time no court in Christendom so
honourably or generously constituted, that it
would have been glad to have seen him, and
they who wished him well did not wish his escape, because they imagined imprisonment was
the worst that could befall him."
I am unwilling to suspect the genuineness of
this letter, though there were so many forgeries
obtruded upon the world about this lime to advance his majesty's piety and virtue, that one
can hardly feel the ground he treads on. If
such a letter was sent to the prince, it is very
strange he should never see it or that his lordship, who lived in the prince's family, and extracted his account of the treaty of Newport
from these papers, as he declares, should never show it his master
and yet these are the
;

:

We

—

:

:

;

;

;

;

Book xi., or
Vol. II.—

*

M

vol.

lii.,

p. 229.

t Vol.

iii.,

p.

231.

be raising new commotions till things returned
to their former channel ; and in the present
treaty, he had yielded nothing but through constraint
and that when he was restored to his
all the blood that had been shed,
they should be safe neither in their lives nor fortunes.
On the other hand, if Presbyterian uniformity should take place by virtue of the present treaty, their condition would be little mended for, said they, if the king himself cannot
obtain liberty to have the Common Prayer read
privately in his own family, what must the Independents and sectaries expect 1 What have
we been contending for, if, after all the hazards
we have run, Presbytery is to be exalted, and
we are to be banished our country or driven
into corners
While the resentments of the army were thus
inflamed, their officers, who were high enthusiasts, though men of unblemished morals,* observed several days of fasting and prayer at
their headquarters at St. Alban's, till at length,
in a kind of despair, and under the influence of
a religious phrensy, they entered upon the most
desperate measures, resolving to assume the
sovereign power into their own hands, to bring
the king to justice, to set aside the Covenant,
and change the government into a commonwealth.
To accomplish these monstrous resolutions, which were founded, as they alleged,
upon self-preservation, though prosecuted by
measures subversive not only of the rights of
Parliament, but of the fundamental laws of society, the officers agreed upon a remonstrance,
which was presented to the Parliament by six of
their council, November 20, eight days before
the expiration of the treaty with the king, together with a letter from General Fairfax to the
House, desiring it might have a present reading.
The remonstrance sets forth the miscarriages
of the king's government,! and his double and
;

throne, after

;

!

* The character of virtuous morals. Bishop Warburton considers as inconsistent with their being, as
Mr. Neal says, "high enthusiasts; when," his lordship adds, " they all acted, as almost all enthusiasts
do, on this ma.xim, that the end sanctifies the means,
and that the elect, of which number they reckoned
themselves chief, are above ordinances." Mr. Neal,
presume, is to be understood as speaking of their
personal virtue, with regard to sensual indulgences,
in opposition to drunkenness and debauchery.— Ed.
t Lieutenant-general Ludlow apprehended that
the dispute between the kuig's party and the Parlia1

—
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dilatory proceedings in treaties, particularly in
that now on foot, and then desires the House
to
to return to their votes of non-addresses
lay aside that bargaining proposition of compounding with delinquents, and bring them to
punishment and among these offenders, they
propose, " (1.) That the king be brought to juslice, as the capital cause of all.
(2 ) That a
day be set for the Prince of Wales and the
Duke of York to surrender tiiemselves, or be
declared incapable of the government and that,
for the future, no king be admitted but by the
free election of the people."*
;

;

;

The Commons, upon

reading this remon-

strance, were struck with surprise, and, being
in the utmost consternation, deferred the debate for ten days, i. e., to the end of the treaty.
But the officers, being apprehensive of what
might happen in that time, sent Colonel Ewer
to the Isle of Wight with a party of horse to secure the person of the king, and ordered Colonel Hammond to leave the island, and attend
the council of officers at their headquarters at
Windsor the king was secured the very day
after the expiration of the treaty, and next
morning [November 30] conveyed by a party
of horse to Hurst Castle, where he continued
;

he was conducted by Colonel Harrison to
Windsor, in order to his trial. The same day

till

the officers sent a declaration to the House to
enforce their late remonstrance, complaining
that they were wholly neglected, and desiring
the majority of the House to exclude from their
councils such as would obstruct justice, or else
withdraw from them.t This occasioned warm
debates among the members, and a motion that
the principal officers who had a share in the remonstrance might be impeached of high treaUpon which the army marched directly
son. J
to London, with General Fairfax at their head,
who wrote to the lord-mayor and common
council that he was marching to Westminster
in pursuance of the late remonstrance, and desired £40,000 of the city, in part of their arrears.
December 2, he quartered his troops
about Whitehall, the Mews, Covent Garden, and
St. James's, assuring the citizens that they
should disturb no man in his property.
Though the houses were now environed with
an armed force, they had the courage to vote
that the seizing of the person of the king, and
carrying him prisoner to Hurst Castle, was
without their advice and consent ; and next
day, after having sat all night [December 5], it
v.'as carried, without a division, that the king's
concessions to the Parliament's propositions
were a sufficient ground for the houses to proceed upon for settling the peace of the king-

dom, two hundred and

forty-four

members

be-

ment turned upon this simple question, " Whether
the king should govern as a god by his will, and the
nation be governed by force like beasts or whether
the people should be governed by laws made by
themselves, and live under a government derived
from their own consent ?" Ludlow's Memoirs, 4lo,
On this point rests the ditference be1771, p. 114.
tween free and despotic governments, and in the degree in which a government deviates from the former, it approximates to the latter state.— Ed.
* Clarendon, vol. iii,, p. 236. Rapin, vol. ii., p.
;

564, folio.
t

;

Rushworth,

j Clarendon,

p.

1341.

vol.

lii.,

Rapin,
p. 237.

vol.

ii.,

p.

565, folio.

I

But the officers being determined
ing present.
to carry their point, discharged the city trainedbands, and placed a regiment of horse and another of foot, the very next day, at the door of
the Parliament House, and Colonel Pride, having a list of the disaffected members in his hand,
took about forty of them into custody, and denied entrance to about a hundred more, which
determined several others to withdraw, insomuch that the House of Commons was left in
the possession of about one hundred and fifty or
two hundred persons, most of them officers of
the army, who conducted everything according
to the plan concerted in their council at St. Alban's.
Oliver Cromwell was not yet come to
London from his northern expedition, but wrote
from Knottingsley, November 20, that the officers of his regiments were deeply sensible of
the miseries of the kingdom, and had a great
zeal for impartial justice to be done on offenders, with whom he concurred.
December 6, he
came to London, and next day had the thanks
of the House thus garbled for his faithful services to the public*
December 1 1, a paper called the Agreement of the People was presented
to the general and council of officers, as a rule
for future government.
It was supposed to be
drawn up by Ireton, and proposed a dissolution
of the present Parliament, and a new one to be
chosen, consisting of three hundred members,!
who were to elect a council of state from
among themselves, for the management of all
public affairs, under certain restrictions
one of
which is, that they do not lay any restraints on
the consciences of men for religious differences
(as has been mentioned), but no proceedings
were had upon it, nor did it ever take place.
In the mean time, the House of Commons (if
they now deserved that name) voted his majesty's concessions at the Isle of Wight not sat;

isfactory,t

and

" that

no member who had been

absent when that vote was passed should sit
again in the House till he had subscribed it ;§
that no more addresses be made to the king for
the future ;ll that no malignant, who had assisted against the Parliament in the first or second
civil war, or that had abetted the late tumults,
should be capable of being chosen lord-mayor
or alderman of the city of London, or be capable of any place of profit or trust, or so much
as of giving his vote for choosing persons into
such offices, for the space of one year."ir The
secluded members published a protestation**
* Dugdale,

p.

363.

t According to the authority, Williams's MS. Collections, on which Dr. Grey relies, it was proposed

that the representatives should be four hundred
and the ground of the motion was, that the people of
England (being very unequally distributed by boroughs for election of their representatives) were inEd.
ditierently proportioned.
t They also reversed the vote of the 5th of December, viz., " that the king's answer was a ground
on which to proceed upon for the settlement of the
peace of the kingdom," as dishonourable to Parliament, destructive to the peace of the kingdon, and
tending to the breach of the public faith of the kingdom.— Z?r. Grey, p. 357.— Ed.
Ibid., 1365.
Rushworth, p. 1300.
II

()

^

Clarendon,

p.

240.

** Ijishop Warburton observes, " that these very
secluded members had voted the bishops guilty of
high treason, for protesting in the same manner, when
under the like force." The reader will turn back to
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against all these proceedings as null and void
but the
till they were restored to their places
lords and commons who remained in the houses voted their protestation false, scandalous, and

their measures, or at least to persuade them to
a neutrality.
Hugh Peters, one of their chaplains, was sent to the remains of the Assembly
of Divines at Westminster for this purpose, but

seditious.

they declared unanimously for the release of
the king.
He then invited several of the London ministers, as Mr. Marshal, Calamy, Whitaker, Sedgwick, Ash, &,c., to a conference with
some officers of the army, upon the subject of

;

The army, having vanquished

all

opposition,

went on with irresistible violence to change the
whole frame of government * and, to make way
;

for it, determined to impeach the king of high
treason, as having been the cause of all the
blood that had been spilt in the late war.t This
unheard-of motion met with some opposition
even in that packed assembly ;t Oliver CromAvell was in doubt, and said, " If any man moved
this of choice or design, he should think him the
but since Provigreatest traitor in the world
;

dence or necessity had cast them upon it, he
Should pray God to bless their councils, though
he was not provided on the sudden to give them
Some said there was no need to bring
advice."
the king to a trial others, that there was no law
to try him, nor any judicatory to call him to account but all this was overruled and because
the Lords rejected the ordinance for the king's
trial. Lord Clarendon tells us, they shut up their
doors; but Mr. Whilelocke says, they entered
their house, and although several ordinances
passed, the Commons would not own them any
;

;

;

longer.

Thus

the Constitution

was

dissolved,

and all that ensued must be considered as effected by the military power.
Though some few petitions had been procured
from divers counties, and even from the common council of London, that justice might be
done upon the authors of our troubles and bloodshed, in an exemplary way, and without respect
ij

the coercive power of the magistrate in matters
of religion, which was foreign to the present
purpose but instead of meeting them, these
divines assembled with their brethren at Sion
College, and published a paper entitled "A serious and faithful Representation of the Jugdment of the Ministers of the Gospel within the
Province of London, whose Names are subscribed, contained in a Letter to the General,
and his Council of War, delivered to his Excellency by some of the Subscribers," January 18,
;

1648.
In this address, after assigning reasons why
they would not consult with the officers upon
matters of religion, they complain of their im"
prisoning the members of Parliament
remember," say they,* " that when the king
with a multitude of armed men demanded but
a small number of the members of Parliament, it
was deemed an unparalleled breach of the privilege of Parliament, and was one reason that
an army was raised by their authority, and for
but that this very army
their preservation
should so far exceed that act, which was then
esteemed without parallel, is what we could
not believe, had not our eyes been witnesses of
:

We

;

it!

" And though both houses of Parliament saw
reason to take up arms in their own defence,
and in defence of the Protestant religion, and
the fundamental laws of their country, yet this
ple.
The prelatical clergy lay still, either because cannot be pleaded in justification of your usurpthey could not assemble in a body, or because ing an authority over king and Parliament, who
they apprehended they could do no service by are but so many private persons, and no part of
appearing but Dr. Gauden, afterward Bishop of the Legislature.
" Moreover, though the Parliament took up
Exter, published " A Protestation against the
declared Purposes and Proceedings of the Army, arms in defence of the laws, it was never their
and others, about trying and destroying our Sov- intention to do violence to the person of the
ereign Lord the King," dated January 5, and king, or divest him of his royal authority, much
sent it to a colonel to be presented to Lord Fair- less to overthrow the whole Constitution.
" We therefore think ourselves bound by our
fax at the council of war. Dr. Hammond sent
an humble address to the general and council protestation, and by our solemn League and
of war, to prevent the horrid design of putting Covenant, to appear for our excellent Constituthe king to death, dated January 15.
Both these tion against arbitrary and tyrannical power in
papers insisted on the Divine right of kingly gov- the king, on the one hand, and against the illeernment, and that to call the king before the gal proceedings of private persons, tending to
tribunal of the people was contrary to the laws subvert the Constitution and introduce anarchy
of the land. The famous Mr. Prynne, one of and confusion, on the other.
" Instead, therefore, of consulting with you,
the secluded members, published " A brief Memento to the pretent unparliamentary Junto, we earnestly entreat you, as the ambassadors
touching their present Intentions and Proceed- of Christ, that you would consider or the evil
ings to depose and execute Charles Stuart, their of your present ways, and turn from them.
lawful King of England," dated from the King's You cannot but know that the Word of God
Head in the Strand, January 1, 1648.
commands obedience to magistrates, and conThe officers of the army attempted by their sonant to this Scripture has been the judgment
creatures to gain over the London ministers to of Protestant divines at home and abroad, with
whom we concur disclaiming, detesting, and
abhorring the practices of Jesuits, concerning
vol. ii., p. 404-407, compare the two cases, and decide whether they were entirely similar.
Not but it the opposing of lawful magistrates by any priis too common for men not to discern the nature of vate persons, and the murdering of kings by
oppression till they come to feel it and to condemn
any, though under the most specious and colin others what they allow m themselves.
Ed.
ourable, pretences. Examine your consciences,
* Rushworth, p. 1363.
t Rapin, vol.ii.,p. 567.
Vol. Pamph., No. 52.
t Dugdale, p. 366.
^ Memor., p. 361.

to persons, yet the general voice of the nation
was against such violence, as appears by the
petitions and protestations of all orders of peo-

;

;

;
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any number of persons of different principles Thomas Manton, Stoke Newington.
from yourselves had invaded the rights of Par- Thomas Gouge, St. Sepulchre's.
Thomas Watson, Walbrook.
liament, imprisoned the king, and carried him
Nathaniel Staniforth, St. Mary Bothaw
about from place to place, and attempted the John Halk, Alhallows-on-the-Wall.
dissolution of the whole government, whether John Glascock, St. Andrew Undershaft.
you would not have charged them with the Thomas Whately, St. Mary Woolchurch.
if

highest crimes.
" We desire you not to infer the justice of
your proceedings from the success, but to distinguish between God's permission and approbation, and that God's suffering men to prosper
in their evil courses is one of the severest judgments the providence of God, therefore, which
is so often pleaded in justification of your actions, is no safe rule to walk by, in such actions
;

Jacob Tice, Billingsgate.
Jonathan Lloyd, Garlickhithe.
John Morton, Newington Butts.
Joshua Kirby.

|

Arther Barham, St. Helen's.
Benjamin Needier, St. Margaret Moses.
John Wells, St. Olave Jury.
Robert Matthew, St. Andrew Wardrobe."

Notwithstanding their seasonable and explicit

remonstrance, the Episcopal divines, in order to
which the Word of God condemns.
" Nor is it safe to be guided by the impulses throw off the guilt of the kij)g's misfortunes from
of the spirit, when they are contrary to the
written Word of God we are to try the spirits,
and to have recourse to the law and the testimony if they speak not according to them,
there is no light in them.
" If you plead necessity for doing that which
yourselves confess to be irregular, we answer,
no necessity can oblige men to sin besides, it
is apparent you were under no necessity, the
Parliament (till forced by you) being full and
free
besides, you have engaged by oath to
preserve his majesty's person, and the privileges of Parliament, and no necessity can justify perjury, or dispense with lawful oaths.
"
therefore beseech you to recede from

themselves, who, by their obstinate behaviour, had
in reality reduced him to the last extremity, re-

;

;

;

;

We

this

your

evil w'ay,

and learn John Baptist's

lesson to soldiers. Do violence to no man, neither accuse any man falsely, and be content

with your wages. But if you persist in this
way, be sure your sin will find you out. If our
exhortation prevail not, we have discharged
our duty, and we hope delivered our own souls.
If

it

trust

be our portion to suffer, as we are told,
we shall suffer as Christians but
;

we
we

hope better things of you, and subscribe ourselves your servants in the Lord,
James Nalton,

pastor, Foster Lane.

Thomas Cawton,
John

St.

Bartholomew Exchange.

Fuller, Bishopsgate.

Francis Roberts, St. Austin.
William Jenkins, Christ Church.
Elidad Blackwell, Alhallows Undershaft.
WiUiam Harrison, Grace Church.

John

Sheffield, St. Swithin's.

Matthew Haviland, Trinity.
George Smalwood, Poultry.
WiUiam Taylor, Coleman-street.
Christopher Love, Aldersgate.
Robert Mercer, St. Bride's.
Thomas Gataker, Rotherhithe.

George Walker, St. John Evangelist.
Arthur Jackson, M. Wood-street.
Charles Offspring, St. Antholin's.

Henry Rodborough, Eastcheap.
Nicholas Profet, Foster Lane.

Thomas

Case, Milk-street.
Stanly Gower, Ludgate.

Andrew Janeway, Alhallows-on-the-Wall.
Samuel Clark,

Thomas

St. Bene't Fink.

Clenden, Alhallows Barking.

John Wale, St. M. Cornhill.
James Crawford, St. Christopher.
Ralph Robinson, pastor, St. Mary Woolnoth.
William Blackmore. St. Peter, Cornhill.
Francis Peck, St. Nicholas Acorns.
Stephen Watkins, St. Saviour, Southwark.
St. Andrew Hubbard.
John Walhs, Ironmonger Lane.

WiUiam Wickers,

as their
solved to fix it upon the Presbyterians
It was
successors have done even till this day.
therefore given out among the people, that thePresbyterians had brought the king to the block,
and that the Independents would cut off his
head.* To wipe away this calumny, the Pres;

* The execution of Charles has generally been attributed by Royalist writers to the malecontent religionists of the day.
Court divines and mercenary
scribblers sought, after the Restoration, to inflamethe worst passions of a licentious court by loading
the Nonconformists with the guilt of the king's
death and their representations have been handed
down to the present day. The persecutions of the
son were stimulated and justified by the alleged murder of the father. In that age of reckless profligacy
and fierce intolerance, the most virtuous class of English subjects were exposed to cruel exactions and
protracted imprisonments as the representatives of
a set of tyrannicides.
Their personal virtues, their
ministerial diligence, their services at the Restoration, and their peaceful submission to the new order
of things, pleaded ineffectually on their behalf They
were condemned without a hearing, and pined in solitude and penury, the victims of a revengeful and selfThe calmer judgment of posterity is
ish faction.
now doing them justice, and their faults are, in consequence, partially forgotten in the recollection of
:

many virtues.
The death of Charles was

their

not the work of any reIt was brought about by a rare concurrence of circumstances, and was effected by a:
combination of men of every variety and shade of
religious faith.
It is a palpable violation of the rulesof historic evidence, to attribute it either to the Presbyterians or to the Independents. Rapin affirms that
the Rump Parliament, which passed the ordinance
for the king's trial, was composed exclusively of Independents but no evidence of the fact is adduced.
No one sect possessed the power, or were animated
with the resolution of perpetrating the deed. Individuals belonging to each afforded their sanction, but
the several parties, so far as their sentiments could
be ascertained, were thoroughly hostile to it. This
was emphatically the case with the Presbyterians,,
whose infatuated loyalty towards the House of Stuart was subsequently evinced at the sacrifice of
themselves, and of the kingdom's liberty. So soon
as the purpose of the army to bring the king to trial
was ascertained, the London ministers, to the number of forty-seven, drew up and published an address,
entitled '- A serious and faithful Representation of
the Judgment of the Ministers of the Gospel withia
the Province of London," in which they strongly
condemned the proceedings of the officers, and plead
the cause of the king, contending that they were
bound by their solemn League and Covenant to appear " against arbitrary and tyrannical power in the
king, on the one hand, and against the illegal proligious party.

;

—

:
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byterian clergy published another paper, entitled
" A Vindication of the London JMinisters from
the unjust Aspersions cast upon their former
Actings for the Parliament, as if they had promoted the bringing of the King to Capital Punishment " It was addressed to the people, iind
after they had repeatedly declared their dislike
of the proceedings at Westminster against the
king, they conclude in words to this purpose
" Therefore, according to our Covenant, we do,
in the name of the great God, warn and exhort
all that belong to our respective charges, or to
whom we have administered the said Covenant,
to abide by their vow, and not suffer themselves
to be persuaded to subscribe the Agreement of
the People, which is subversive of the present

Jeremiah Whitaker,

St.

Mary Magdalen, Bermond-

sey.

Daniel Cawdrey, St. Martin in the Fields.
William Spurstow, D.D., Hackney.

Lazarus Seaman, Bread-street.
Simeon Ash, Bassishaw.

Thomas Thoroughgood, of
Edward Corbet, Croydon.

Crayford.

John Viner, Aldgate.
John Crosse, Friday-street.
Peter Witham, St. Alban, Wood-street.
John Stileman, Rotherhithe.
Josias Ball, North Grey.
Jonathan Devereux, late of St. Andrew, Holborn.
Paul Russel, Hackney.

It was not possible for the few Independent
ministers in London to join the Presbyterians
these addresses, (L) Because they were not
possessed of parochial livings, nor members of
the Provincial Assembly of London, nor admitted
to their weekly consultations at Sion College,
but were a sort of dissenters from the public
establishment.
(2.) Because they did not believe themselves so far bound by the Covenant
as to oppose a toleration, nor to support any
constitution that was not consistent with Christian liberty, which the Presbyterians would not
admit.
None of their ministers that I know of
declared their approbation of the proceedings of
the council of officers in the trial of the king,
except Mr. Hugh Peters and Mr. John Goodwin.
Some of the Independent ministers in the
country joined the Presbyterians in protesting
against it
those of Oxford and Northampton
of both denominations published their humble
advice and earnest desire, presented to General
Fairfax and the council of war, January 25,
Cornelius Burges, D.D., at St. Paul's.
subscribed by nineteen or twenty names, in
William Gouge, D.D., Blackfriars.
which they declare their utter disapprobation of
Edmund Stanton, D.D., Kingston.
all proceedings against his majesty's crown and
Thomas Temple, D.D., Battersea.
life, as contrary to Scripture, to the laws of the
Edmund Calamy, B.D., Aldermanbury.
land, the solemn League and Covenant, and
ceedings of private individuals, tending to subvert the tending to destroy the Constitution, and involve
Constitution and introduce anarchy and confusion, on the nation in a war with their
neighbours. They
the other." The document thus published breathes
declare their dissent from the late violence upon
the free spirit which had formerly struggled against
the Parliament but with reference to religion
the usurpations of Charles, and should have served
they say, " Though our souls abhor that grand
to screen its authors from the charge which has been
preferred against them.
"Examine your conscien- design of the devil and his agents to decry all
ces," say the ministers, addressing the men before
religious and zealous professors under the names
whom Parliament had quailed, " if any number of of sectaries and Independents, we willingly
persons, of ditfeient principles from yourselves, had grant, and heartily desire, that the
interest of
invaded the rights of Parliament, imprisoned the
all godly and honest men may be carefully proking, and carried him about from place to place, and
vided for, as far as is consistent with the Word
attempted the dissolution of the whole government,
whether you would not have charged them with the of God, our Covenant, and the public peace ;
and that men of different apprehensions in mathighest crimes."
Another paper was subsequently drawn up by the ters of religion may not be utterly incapable of
Presbyterian ministers, and signed by fifty seven, in- all offices of power and trust, though we cancluding nineteen who had not subscribed the former, not agree to a universal toleration."
They conin which the members of their respective congregaclude with beseeching the general to suspend
tions were entreated, among other things, to pray
" that God would restrain the violence of men, that all farther prosecutions against the king, and to
they may not dare to draw upon themselves and the endeavour a right understanding between the
kingdom the blood of their king." Burnet expressly king. Parliament, and army but if they cannot
excepts the Presbyterians from any share in the prevail, they desire to wash their hands of the
king's death, declaring " that they and the body of the blood of their dread sovereign, and to approve
city were much against it, and were everywhere fasting
themselves innocent of all that confusion and
and praying for the kiiig's preservation." History of his misery in which the deposing and taking away
own Times, i., p. 85. Baxter bears a similar testimo- his majesty's life will involve
them, their posHe says, " They preached and prayed against terity, and all
ny.
men professing godliness in the
disloyalty they drew up a writing to the lord-generthree kingdoms.*
al, declaring their abhorrence of all violence against
It must be confessed the Independents were
the person of the king, and urging him and his army
to take heed of such an unlawful act they present- a sort of malecontents, and had reason to be
ed it to the general when they saw the king in dan- dissatisfied with the treaty of Newport, because
ger, but pride prevailed against their counsels."
Sylvester's Baxter, pt. i., p. 64.— C.
Vol. Pamph., 108.

Constitution, and makes way for the toleration
of all heresies and blasphemies, and will effectually divide the two kingdoms of England and
earnestly beseech them to mourn
Scotland.
for the sins of the Parliament and city, and for
the miscarriages of the king himself in his government, which have cast him down from his
excellency into a horrid pit of misery, almost
beyond example and to pray that God would
give him effectual repentance, and sanctify the
bitter cup of Divine displeasure which Divine
Providence has put into his hands and that God
would restram the violence of men, that they
may not dare to draw upon themselves and the
kingdom the blood of their sovereign."
This was signed by fifty-seven ministers,
among whom were the following nineteen,
whose names were not to the above-mentioned
representation:

in

We

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

——

:

f
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they were not only excluded the new establishment, but debarred of a toleration and yet, as
Mr. Echard and Dr. Bates the physician observe, several of them joined with their brethren in declaring against the design of putting
the king to death, in their sermons from the
pulpit, in conferences, monitory letters, petitions, protestations, and public remonstrances.*
The Scots Kirk, by their commissioners, declared and protested against the puttmg the
king to death, as absolutely inconsistent with
their solemn League and Covenant.
They pub;

lished a protestation, directed to the ministers
of the province of London meeting at Sion College,

January 25, 1648-9, with a letter, exhorting them to courage and constancy in their op-

position to the proceedings of the House of
to a universal toleration.
Sundry foreign princes and states, by their
ambassadors, interceded for the king; some
from their respect to his person, and others
from a regard to the honour that was due to
crowned heads. But it was impossible to stop
the impetuous wildhre of the army, who, having brought the king from Hurst Castle to Windsor, obtained a vote in the Parliament (if we
may so call it) that all ceremonies due to a
crowned head be laid aside and then came to
" First,
the following resolutions, January 4

Commons, and

;

:

that the people, under God, are tjfie original of
all just power.
Secondly, that the House of
Commons are the supreme power of the nation.
Thirdly, that whatever is declared for law by

the Commons in Parliament is valid, though
the consent of the king and the House of Peers
be not had thereto. "t The House of Lords,
which was reduced to. sixteen peers, having
unanimously rejected the ordinance of the Commons for the king's trial, and adjourned for a
fortnight, the Conmions resolved to act without
them, and, having named a committee of thirtyeight persons to receive informations, and draw
up a charge against the king, they constituted
a high court of justice for his trial, t consisting
of one hundred and forty-five persons, of whom
twenty or more might proceed to business; but
* Ech., Hist.,

Elench. Cot. Nar., l"'^-, p.
t Rapin, vol. ii., p. 568, folio.
relation of an
accident which befell the king at Oxford, which appeared to affect his spirits, and may be deemed, by
superstition, a prognostic of the calamities that befell
him, and were now thickening on him. On visiting
the public library, he was showed, among other
books, a Virgil, nobly printed and exquisitely bound.
Lord Falkland, to divert him, would have his majesty make trial of his fortune by the Surtes Virgilianas,
a kind of augury in use for some ages. On the king's
opening the book, the period which presented itself
was Dido's imprecation on ^neas, thus translated
p. 654,

118.

t

—

The

reader

may be amused by the

by Mr. Dryden
" Yet let a race untamed and haughty foes
His peaceful entrance with dire arms oppose
Oppress'd with numbers in th' unequal field,
His men discouraged, and himself expell'd.
Let him for succour sue from place to place.
Torn from his subjects, and his son's embrace.
;

First let

him

see his friends in battle slain.
And their untimely fate lament in vain
And when at length the cruel war shall cease,
On hard conditions may he buy his peace.
Nor let him then enjoy supreme command,
;

But

fall

And

lie

untimely by some hostile hand,
unburied on the barren land."
Welwood's Memoirs, p. 90, 01.— E-D.

not above one half would act under this authorMr. Sergeant Bradshaw was president ;
ity
Mr. Cook, solicitor-general and Mr. Steel, Mr.
Dorislaus, and Mr. Aske were to support the
The form of process being settled by
charge.
the commissioners, the king, who had been
conducted to St. James's, January 15, appeared
before his judges in Westminster Hall the first
time on Saturday, January 20, 1648, when, being seated at the bar in a chair of crimson velvet, and covered, as were all his judges, Mr.
Cook, the solicitor, exhibited a charge of high
treason against him
which being read, the
king, instead of pleading to the charge, excepted to the jurisdiction of the court, which was
overruled, the president replying that they
would not sutler their authority to be disputed,
and therefore required the king to think better
of it against Monday
but his majesty persisting in his refusal to plead both on Monday and
Tuesday, the clerk was ordered to record the
default
Wednesday the court sat in the Painted Chamber, and examined witnesses against
the king ;* Thursday and Friday they consulted how to proceed
and on Saturday his majesty was brought the last time to the bar, vvhen>
persisting to disown the jurisdiction of the
court, he desir.ed to be heard in the Painted
Chamber by the Lords and Commons, but his
request was denied, and the president pronoun^
ced sentence of death against him as a traitor,
fifty-nine being present, and signifying their
concurrence by standing up, as had been agreed.
:

;

;

;

;

;

Sundry indignities and

insults were offered to
the king by the soldiers as he passed along
Westminster Hall, but the far greater number
of people deplored his unhappy condition. Tuesday, January 30, being appointed for his execution, his majesty was ofTered the assistance of
Mr. Calamy, Vines, Caryl, Dell, and Goodwin,
but he refused them, and chose Dr. Juxon, bishop of London, who, according to Bishop Burnet, performed his office with such a dry coldness as could not raise the king's devotion.
On the fatal day he was conducted on foot by
a strong guard through St. James's Park, to a
scaffold erected in the open street before the

banqueting house at Whitehall, where he

made

The

evidence of Henry Goode, on the examination, proved the king's insincerity in the treaty of
Newport for he deposed that, on observing to hia
majesty, to whom he had access, that he had justified the Parliament's taldng up arms, the king replied,
that though he was contented to give the Parliament leave to call their own war what they pleased,
yet he neither did then, nor should, decline the jusRushworth in Macaulay's Histice of his own cause.
Ed.
tory, vol. iv., p. 388, note.
mentioned
that Hugh Peters obto
It
ought
be
t
tained for the king the attendance of Bishop Juxon.
" What a contrast to the treatment of his grandmother, the unfortunate Queen of Scots, by Burleigh and
*

;

Walsingham, whose cruel bigotry, or policy, if possimore inhuman, deprived her of an auxihary so
human infirmity in the agony of the last
moments, religious communion by Fletcher, dean
of Peterborough, who outraged her feelings, and assailed her fortitude with all the terrors which the
ble,

consoling to

;

imagination of a bigot could supply to the hatred of
But Burleigh and Walsingham are
a theologian.
canonized politicians Fletcher was an orthodox dicensure must not approach them
while
vine
Cromwell, Ireton, Harrison, and Peters are to be
named only with reprobation and reviling." Contin.
of Mackintosh's History, vol. vi., p. 122. C.

—

;

;

—

——
—
—
—
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The reader will collect the character of this
a short speech to the people, in which he made
no acknowledgment of the mistakes of his gov- unfortunate prince rather from the preceding
facts,
than from the keen reflections of his defor
the
martyr
declared
himself
a
but
ernment,
laws and liberties of the people after which termined enemies, or the flattering encomiums
was
friends
which
of
his
and admirers, which latter, in their
block,
he laid down his head on the
severed from his body at one blow* by some anniversary sermons,* have almost equalled
bold executioner in a mask, m the forty-ninth his sufferings with those of our blessed Saviour.
year of his age, and twenty-fourth of liis reign. It must be admitted that King Charles I. was
His body was interred privately at Windsor, sober, temperate, chaste, an enemy to debauchFebruary 28 following, without ceremony, and ery and lewdness, and very regular in his devowith no other inscription on the coffin than tions. But these excellent qualities were bal" King Charles, I648."t
anced with some of a very different nature his
temper was distant and reserved to a fault he
* Mr. Philip Henry was a spectator of this event,
was
far from being generous, and when he beand noticed two remarkable circumstances which
attended it. One was, that at the mstant when the stowed any favour, did it in a very disagreeable
blow was given, there was such a dismal, universal and uncourtly manner his judgment in affairs of
groan among the thousands of people that were with- government was weak and unsteady, and gen;

;

;

;

in sight of it (as it were with one consent) as he never heard before, and desired he might never hear the
The other was, that immediately after
like again.
the stroke was struck, there was, according to order,

one troop marching from Charing Cross towards
King-street, and another from King-street towards
Charing Cross, purposely to disperse and scatter the
people, and to divert the dismal thoughts which they
could not but be filled with, by driving them to shift
every one for his own safety. P. Henry's Life, p.

]6.— Ed.

under the direction of a favourite. In his
treaties with the Parliament, he was chargeable
with great insincerity, making use of evasive
and ambiguous terms, the explication of which
he reserved for a proper place and season. He
had lofty notions of the absolute power of princes, and the unlimited obedience of subjects ;
and though he was very scrupulous about his
coronation oath in regard to the Church, he
seems to have paid little attention to it as it
respected the laws and liberties of his subjects,
which he lived in the constant violation of for
fifteen years. t
He was a perfect dupe to his
queen, who had too much the direction of public affairs both in Church and State
no wonder, therefore, that he had a determined aversion to the Puritans, and leaned so much to the
pomp and ceremony of the Church of Rome,
that though a Protestant in judgment, he was
for meeting the papists half way, and for
establishing one motley religion throughout
Great Britain, in which both parties might
unite.
He told Dr. Sanderson, that if God ever
restored him to his crown, he would go barefoot from the Tower of London, or Whitehall,
to St. Paul's, by way of penance for consenting
to the Earl of Strafford's death, and to the abolishing of Episcopacy in Scotland, and desire the
people to mtercede with God for his pardon.
erally

t Had he died a martyr, he could not have maintained a more composed or befitting aspect ; so anomalous are the exhibitions of human character, so complex and ill-assorted the attributes which may perIt is not the province of the
tain to the same man.
historian to pronounce on the future, or to limit the
range of Divine mercy. Charity will hope that the
closing hours of a life distinguished by falsehood,
tyranny, and other crimes, was visited by that benign and purifying power which alone can renovate
the heart, and prepare for everlasting peace. It
would be beside the province of this work to enter
on the several questions to which the execution of
Charles has given rise. It was, undoubtedly, an unconstitutional and disastrous event, in which the genius of the commonwealth's men was signally at
No provision has been made by English law
fault.
for the punishment of a king convicted of an attempt
to subvert the Constitution and annihilate the liberOf this crime, however, Charles
ties of the people.
was guilty and the men whom he had sought to
crush appealed, in justification of his death, to the
first principles of justice, and the acknowledgd purSuch was his majesty's superstition
Upon
poses of human society.
the whole, though King Charles I. had virtues
" Whatever the matter was," says Milton, "wheththat might have rendered him amiable as a prier we consider the magistrates or the body of the
vate gentleman, his foibles were so many as en^
people, no men ever undertook with more courage,
and, which our adversaries themselves confess, in a
king, is what most men in the place of Cromwell and
more sedate temper of mind, so brave an action
an action which might have become those famous his associates would have incurred what there is of
heroes of whom we read in former ages; an action splendour and of magnanimity in it, I mean the pubby which they ennobled not only laws and their licity and solemnity of the act, is what few would b©
execution, which seems for the future equally resto- capable of displaying. It is a degrading fact to hured to high and low against one another, but even man nature, that the sending away of the Duke of
justice, and to have rendered it, after so signal a Gloucester was an instance of generosity almost unjudgment, more illustrious and greater than in its exampled in the history of transactions of this naown self" That the transaction was illegal, is uni- ture." Fox's Hist, of James JI., p. 16. Price's Hist.
Milton's Deversally admitted but it was aii act of substantial jus- of Nonconformity, vol. ii., p. 429-30.
to the crimes which fence of the People of England.— C.
if death can ever be so
tice due
* It is the remark of Bishop Warburton, that
had been perpetrated, and demanded, apparently, by the
necessities of the state. " It is much to be doubted," " blackened characters on the one hand, and impious
says Mr. Fox, "whether this singular proceeding comparisons on the other, equally otfensive to charity
has not, as much as any other circumstance, served and religion, in the early days of this returning solemto raise the character of the English nation in the nity,turned an act of worship into a day of contention.
opinion of Europe in general. He who has read, and, But these," he adds, " were the unruly workings of a
storm just then subsided. Time, which so commonstill more, he who has heard in conversation discussions upon this subject by foreigners, must have per- ly corrupts other religious institutions, hath given a
ceived that, even in the minds of those who condemn sobriety and a purity to the returning celebrations of
the act, the impression made by it has been far more this." Sermon on the 30th of January, 1760, to the
Ed.
that of respect and admiration than that of disgust Howe of Lords, p. 7, 8.
and horror. The truth is, that the guilt of the act Clarendon's Hist., p. 430.
tion, that is to say, the taking away the life of the
t Life of Sanderson, p. 79.
;

;

!

;

—

;

—

—

;
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title him to the character of a very weak and
far from appearing truly great
impolitic prince
in any one scene of his whole life excei)t the
last.
Mr. Coke says,* he was wilful and imhis actions sudden
patient of contradiction
and inconsiderate, and his councils without secrecy.
He would never confess any of his irregularities in government, but justified them
all to his death.
If any gave him advice contrary to his inclination, he would never be
friends with him again.
He was unaffable and
difficult of address, requiring such strained submissions as were not usual to his predecessors.
The sincerity of his promises and declarations
"was suspected by his friends as well as enemies,! so that he fell a sacrifice to his arbitrary
principles, the best friends of the Constitution
"being afraid to trust him.
Bishop Burnett
adds, "that he affected, in his behaviour, the
solemn gravity of the court of Spain, which was
sullen even to moroseness
this led him to a
grave, reserved deportment, in which he forgot
the civilities and affabilities which the nation
naturally loved
nor did he, in his outward deportment, take any pains to oblige any persons
;

;

;

;

whatsoever. He had such an ungracious way
of showing a favour, that the manner of bestowing it wa salmost as mortifying as the favour was obliging. He loved high and rough
measures, but had neither skill to conduct them,
nor height of genius to manage them. He hated all that offered prudent and moderate counsels, and even when it was necessary to follow
such advices, he hated those that gave them.
His whole reign, both in peace and war, was a
continued series of errors, so that it does not
appear that he had a true judgment of things.
He was out of measure set upon following his
humour, but unreasonably feeble to those whom
he trusted, chiefly to the queen, and (it may be
added also) to the clergy. He had a high notion of the regal power, and thought that every

He minded litopposition to it was rebellion.
tle things too much, and was more concerned
in drawing up a paper than in fighting a battle.
He had a firm aversion to popery, but was much
inclined to a middle way between Protestants
and papists, by which he lost one without gaining the other. At his death he showed a calm
and composed firmness which amazed all people, and so much the more, because it was not
natural to him, and was, therefore, by his
friends, imputed to an extraordinary measure
of supernatural assistance."
After his majesty's death, the Episcopal clergy did all they could to canonize him for a martyr
they printed his sayings, his prayers, his
meditations, and forms of devotion under his
sufferings, and drew his portrait in the most devout and heavenly attitude. His works, consisting of sundry declarations, remonstrances,
and other papers, have been published in a most
pompous and elegant form among which one
is of very suspected authority, if not absolutely
spurious, I mean his 'Eikuv BacriTiiK?/, i. e., " Ei;

;

* Detect., p. 336.
+ Bishop Warburton grants that " the king made
his concessions with so ill a grace, that they only
served to remind the public of his former breaches
of faith, and to revive their diffidence in the royal
word." Sermon before the House of Lords, 30th of

January, 1760,

p.

16.— Ed.

t His Life, vol.

i,,

p. 23, 64,

Edin. ed.— Ed.

koon Basilike, or the Portraiture of his sacred
Majesty in his Solitude and Sufferings," said to
be written with the king's own hand
it was
first printed in the year 1649, and passed through
fifty editions in divers languages within twelve
months.* No book ever raised the king's reputation so high as this, which obliged the new
council of state to employ the celebrated Milton
to destroy its credit, which he attempted in a
treatise under the title of 'Eckuvo KXaarrjc [Eikono Clastese], or an answer to a book entitled
Eikoon Basilike, printed by Du Garde, 1652
but the fraud was not fully detected till some
years after.
The grounds and evidences of the spuriousness of this book are these 1 That Lord Clarendon, in his history of the grand rebellion, makes
no mention of it. t 2. Bishop Burnet says,t the
Duke of York, afterward King James II., told
him in the year 1673, that the book called Eikoon Basilike was not of his father's writing,
but that Dr. Gauden wrote it
that after the
Restoration, the doctor brought the Duke of
Somerset to the king and to the Duke of York,
who both affirmed they knew it to be his [the
doctor's] writing, and that it was carried down
by the Earl of Southampton, and showed the
king during the treaty of Newport, who read
and approved it. 3. The Earl of Anglesey gave
it under his hand, that King Charles II. and
the Duke of York declared to him, in the year
1675, that they were very sure the said book
was not written by the king their father, but by
Dr. Gauden, bishop of Exeter.
4. Dr. Gauden
himself, after the Restoration, pleaded the merit
of this performance in a letter to Lord-chancellor Hyde, who returned for answer that the particular he mentioned [i. c, of his being the author of that book] was communicated to him as
a secret
I am sorry, says his lordship, that it
was told me, for when it ceases to be a secret, it
will please nobody but Mr. Milton.
5. Dr. Walker, a clergyman of the Church of England, after
invoking the great God, the searcher of hearts, to
witness to the truth of what he declares, says, in
his treatise entitled " A True Account of the Author of Eikoon Basilike," " I know and believe
the book was written by Dr. Gauden, except
chap. xvi. and xxiv by Dr. Duppa.
Dr. Gauden," says he, " acquainted me with this design,
and showed me the heads of several chapters.
;

:

.

;

;

<J

,

* It has gone through forty-seven impressions in
England. The number of copies are said to have
been forty-eight thousand five hundred. It produced,
at home and abroad, the most favourable impressions
for the king's piety and memory.
Lord Shaftesbury
supposed that it contributed, in a great measure, to
his glorious and never-fadmg titles of saint and martyr.
Dr. Grey is displeased with Mr. Neal for suspecting the authenticity of the book, and has bestowed ten pages to establish the king's right to be conSince Dr. Grey and Mr. Neal
sidered as its author.
wrote, the evidence for and against its spuriousness
has been fully stated by Dr. Harris, in his Critical
Mr. Hume's remark with reHistory, p. 106, 116.
gard to the genuineness of that production is, that
" it is not easy for an historian to fix any opinion

which

will be entirely to his own satisfaction."
He
ad-ds, " Many have not scrupled to ascribe

afterward
to that

book the subsequent restoration of the royal

family."

History of Great Britain, vol.

160.— Ed.
t Vide Bayle's Diet.,
X His Life, p. 51.

vii.,

8vo, 1763,

p. 159,

title

Milton.
^ Crit. Hist., p. 191.

N
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and some of the discourses. Some time after ther the voice of the people, nor of their reprethe king's death, I asked him whether his maj- sentatives in a free Parliament the House of
esty had ever seen the book^
He replied, I Commons vvas purged, and the House of Peers
know it certainly no more than you but I used dispersed, in order to make way for this outrage
my best endeavours that he might, for I deliver- upon the Constitution. Our author was so sen;

;

ed a copy of it to the Marquis of Hertford when sible of this objection, that, in order to evade it,
he went to the treaty of the Isle of Wight."* Dr. he advances this ridiculous conclusion,^ that
Gauden delivered the MS. to this Walker, and "though the erecting a high court of justice by
Walker carried it to the press it was copied by the House of Commons alone be contrary to
Mr. Giftbrd, and both the doctor's son and his the letter, yet, it being for the people's good, it
;

wife affirm that they believe it was written in
the house where they lived.
Notwithstanding all this evidence, Mr. Archdeacon Echard says, the book is incontestably
the king's
and Bishop Kennet adds, that those
Avho pretend Eikoon Basilike was a sham put
upon the world, are a set of men that delight to
judge and execute the royal martyr over again
by murdering his name. Dr. Hollingworth, Dugdale, WagstafT, and others, have endeavoured to
invalidate the above-mentioned authorities, by
showing that Dr. Gauden was not capable of
writing such a book but surely the evidence
already procured is as strong and convincing as
anything of this nature can possibly be.t
The king's trial and execution, in such an
illegal and unheard-of manner, struck the whole
Christian world with astonishment. The Prince
of Wales, then in Holland, encouraged the learned Salmasius to write a Latin treatise, entitled
Defensio Regis, or a Defence of King Charles I.,
dedicated to his son, Charles II., which was answered by Milton, in a book entitled Defensio
pro Populo Anglicano or, A Defence of the People of England, written in an elegant, but severe
style.
This book, says Mr. Bayle, made the author's name famous over all the learned world.
Another performance appeared about the same
time, entitled, Clamor Regii Sanguinis ad Coelum or, The Cry of the King's Blood to Heaven.
It was written in Latin by Peter du Moulin, Junior, and answered by Milton in the same
language.
But to satisfy the English reader,
Mr. John Goodwm published a small treatise,
which he called " A Defence of the Sentence
passed upon the late King by the High Court of
Justice
wherein the Justice and Equity of the
said Sentence are demonstratively asserted, as
well from clear Texts of Scripture as Principles
of Reason, Grounds of Law, Authorities and Precedents, as well Foreign as Domestic ;" a very
weak and inconclusive performance for, admitting our author's principles, that the original
of government is from the people, and that magistrates are accountable to them for administration, they are not applicable to the present
case, because the officers of the army had nei;

;

;

;

;

!

» Grit. Hist, p. 189.

t " There

is full

Hist. Stuarts, p. 283.
as strong evidence on the other

side," says Bishop Warbiirton, " all of which this honest historian conceals evidence of the king's bed;

who swear they saw the progress of it saw
the king write it heard him speak of it as his and
transcribed parts of it for him." It seems that Mr.
Neal considered the evidences of its spuriousness to
be so strong, as to supersede entering into a detail of
the evidences for its authenticity. The bishop, it is
to be remarked, tho;igh he judges the strongest and
most unexceptionable evidence is on that side which
gives it to the king, yet owns that the question " is
the most uncertain matter he ever took the pains to
examine." No such great blame, then, can lie on Mr.
JNeal for taking the other side of the question.— Ed.
VoT,. II.—
chamber,

;

;

;

is sufficient that it is agreeable to the spirit of
the law."*
But who gave a few officers of the
army authority to judge what was for the people's good, or to act according to the spirit of a
law in contradiction to the letter ^ This would
expose every man's life and estate to the will,*
and pleasure of an arbitrary tyrant, and introduce a rule of government, so justly complained
of in the former part of this reign, in opposition
to a rule of law.
The President Bradshaw, in
his speech at pronouncing sentence, goes upon
the same general topics, that the people are the
origin of civil power, which they transfer to
their magistrates under what limitations they
think fit, and that the king himself is accountable to them for the abuse of it
but if this were
true, it is not to the present purpose, because,
as has been observed, the king's judges had not
the consent of the people of England in their
diffusive or collective capacity.
His majesty's
own reasons against this high court of justice,
which he would have given in court if he might
have been heard, are, in my opinion, a sufficient
answer to all that can be said on the other side.
" Admitting, but not granting," says his majesty, "that the people of England's commission
could grant your pretended power, I see nothing
you can show for that, for certainly you never
asked the question of the tenth man of the kingdom; and in this way you manifestly wrong even
the poorest ploughman, if you demand not his
free consent nor can you pretend any colour for
this, your pretended commission, without consent, at least, of the major part of the people of
England, of whatsoever quality or condition,
which I am sure you never went about to seek,
so far are you from having it.
Nor must I forget the privileges of both houses of Parliament,
which this day's proceedings do not only violate,
but likewise occasion the greatest breach of the
public faith that I believe ever was heard of,
with which I am far from charging the two houses.
Then, for anything I can see, the higher
house is totally excluded and for the House of
Commons, it is too well known that the major
part of them are detained, or deterred from sitting.
And, after all, how the House of Com- '^
mons can erect a court of judicature, which'"
was never one itself, as is well known to all
lawyers, I leave to God and the world to judge."
^
King Charles, therefore, died by the hands of^"
violence, or by the mOitary sword, assumed and
'^
managed in an arbitrary manner by a few desperate officers of the army and their depend- ^
ants,t of sundry denominations as to religion, j;

;

'

;

\

* P. 20.
r
t They have been described as " a third party ri- '_
sing out of the ferment of the self-denying ordinance ; *•
a swarm of armed enthusiasts, who outwitted that*
patriots, outprayed the Puritans, and outfought the-;
cavaliers."
Bishop Warburton's Sermon before the
House of Lords, 30th of January, 1760, p. 22.— Ed.

—
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without any regard to the ancient Constitution
of their country, or the fundamental laws of society
for, by the former, the king cannot be
tried for his life before any inferior court of jusnor could they feign any pretence for the
tice
latter, without the express consent of the ma;

;

jority of the nation, in their personal or representative capacities, which these gentlemen

never pretended. But since all parties have
endeavoured to throw off the odium of this fatal
event from themselves, it may not be improper
to set before the reader the sentiments of our
best historians upon this head, leaving every
one to draw what conclusion from them he
,

pleases.
Not to insist

upon the king's servile fondness
for his queen and her friends
his resolute stiffness for his old principles of government in
Church and State his untimely and ungracious
;

;

manner of yielding

to what he could not avoid
and reserved behaviour towards
only were capable of serving him
and his manifest doubling between the Parliament and army, which some very reasonably
apprehend were the principal causes of all
his misfortunes, Mr. Whitelocke and Mr. Coke
lay a good deal of blame upon his majesty's
chaplains the latter reproaches them with insisting peremptorily to the last upon the Divine
right of Episcopacy
and the former for continual whispering in the king's ears the importance
of preserving the revenues of the Church, to
the hazard of his person and kingdom
and,
surely, if these warm and eager divines could
have disentangled his majesty's conscience
(which Mr. Whitelocke apprehends was not fully satisfied), as soon as the cavaliers had been
dispersed, and the Scots beaten out of the field,
the mischief that followed might have been prevented.
I will not take upon me to say how
far their influence might reach, though his majesty's profound deference to their judgment was
notorious but the conviction does not seem
impracticable, when it is remembered the king
was of opinion that what he yielded through the
necessity of his affairs was not binding when he
should be at liberty but neithei his majesty nor
his clergy foresaw the issue.*
Most of the writers on the king's side, as well
as the preachers since the Restoration, in their
anniversary sermons, have with great injustice
charged the Presbyterians with bringing the
king to the block, contrary to the strongest and
most convincing evidence for though their stiffness for the Divine right of Presbytery, and their
antipathy to liberty of conscience, are not to be
vindicated, yet I apprehend enough has been
said in the foregoing pages to clear them from
this unrighteous charge ;t if the zeal of the

his

;

distant

those

who

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

* Whitelocke's

Mem.,

p. 335.

Coke's Detect.,

p.

331, 332.

Bishop Warburton, with Mr. Neal, acquits the
Presbyterians from being parties in the execution of
the king but then he will not allow them merit or
virtue in this instance, but would ascribe it to their
not uniting with the Independents in other matters,
and the opposition which that party made to their two
darling points, the Divine right of Presbytery, and the
use of force in religious matters. The reader will
judge how far this is a candid construction of the
conduct and motives of the Presbyterians and, at
the same time, he will lament that there should have
been any ground for the severe reflection which the
t

;

;

Presbyterians for their discipline and Covenant
were culpable, the behaviour of the king and
his divines in the opposition was no less so,

considering he was a prisoner, and in the hands
of a victorious Parliament
neither side were
sensible of the danger till it was too late, but
when the storm was ready to burst on their
heads, I do not see what men could do more in
their circumstances to divert it than the Presbyterians did
they preached and prayed, and
protested against it in the most public manner ;
many of them resigned their preferments because they would not take the engagement to
the new commonwealth they groaned under all
the preceding changes of government, and had
a principal share in the restoration of the royal
family in the year 1660, without which these
anniversary declaimers would never have had
an opportunity of pelting them with their ecclesiastical artillery, in the unwarrantable mannerthey have done.
The forementioned writers, together with Mr.
Ra;.in, in his late History of England, load the
Independents, as a religious sect, with all the
guilt of cutting off the king's head
and with
being in a plot, from the commencement of the
civil war, to destroy equally king, monarchy,
Episcopacy, and Presbyterianism but this lastnamed writer, not being acquainted with their
religious principles, constantly confounds the
Independents with the army, which was compounded of a number of sectaries, the majority
of whom were not of that denomination. There
were no doubt among the Independents, as well
as among other parties, men of republican principles, who had a large share in the reproach of
this day
but besides what has been observed,
of some of their number joining with the Presbyterians in protesting against the king's execution, the divines of this persuasion had no
difference with the Presbyterians or moderate
Episcopalians about forms of civfl government
the leading officers would have contributed their
part towards restoring his majesty to his throne,
when he was with the army, upon more equal
terms than some other of his adversaries, had
they not discovered his designs to sacrifice them
when it should he in his power. In their last
propositions they consented to the restoring the
king, upon the foot of a toleration for themselves and the Episcopal party, leaving the
Presbyterians in possession of the establishment. Both Whitelocke* and Welvvoodt observe, that at the very time of the king's trial,
the prevailing party were not determined what
form of government to set up, "many having^
thoughts of making the Duke of Gloucester
king ;" which his majesty being informed of,,
forbade the duke, in his last interview, to accept
the crown while his elder brothers were living.
And though Mr. Rapin says, that after the force
put upon the members of Parliament on the 6th
and 7th of December, the House consisted of
none but Independent members, it is certain to a
demonstration, that there were then remaining
in the House men of all parties, Episcopalians,
Presbyterians, Independents, Anabaptists, and
;

;

;

;

;

;

bishop subjoins: " Those who were capable of punishing Arians with death, were capable of doing any
wickedness for the cause of God." Ed.
* Memor., p. 358.
vol. ii., p. 367, folio.
t Ibid., p. 90
;

—
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others so little foundation is there for this wriconclusion, that the Independents, and
these only, put the king to death.
Dr. Lewis du Moulin, history professor in Oxford, who lived through these times, says that
" no parlij of men, as a religious body, were the
actors of this tragedy, but that it was the contrivance of an army, which, like that of King
David's in the wilderness, was a medley or collection of all parties that were discontented
some courtiers, some Presbyterians, some Episfew of any sect, but most of none,
copalians
or else of the religion of Thomas Hobbes and
not to mention the papists,
Dr. Scarborough
who had the greatest hand in it of all."* The
same learned professor, in his book entitled
" The Conformity of the Independent Discipline
with that of the Primitive Christians','' published
in 1680, had a chapter entitled "An Answer to
those who accuse the Independents for having
an immediate hand in the Death of King Charles
I."
But the times were such that the author
was advised not to publish it.f
Mr. Baxter says, " Many that minded no side
:

ter's

;

;

;

Independent, Rome saying the Presbyterians
brought Charles the Firsfs head to the block,
and the Independents cut it off; whereas it is
certain that the members and clergy of Rome,
under dissenting shapes, contrived this murder.
Nay, the good king himself was informed that
the Jesuits in France, at a general meeting, resolved to bring him to justice, and to take ofT
his head by the power of their friends in the
army."* Bishop Bramhall, in a letter to Archbishop Usher, dated July 20, 1654, adds, "Thus
much to my knowledge have I seen and heard
since my leaving your lordship, which I myself
could hardly have credited, had not mine eyes
seen sure evidence of the same, viz., that when
the Romish orders, which were in disguise in
the Parliament army, wrote to their several convents, and especially to the Sorbonists, about
the lawfulness of taking away the king's life, it
was returned by the Sorbonists, that it was
lawful for any Roman Catholic to work a change
in governments for the mother-church's advancement, and chiefly in an heretical kingdom,
and, so lawful to make way with the king."t
Mr. Prynne adds, "that Mr. Henry Spotswood
saw the queen's confessor on horseback among
the crowd in the habit of a trooper, with his
drawn sword, flourishing it over his head in triumph, as others did, when the king's head was
just cut off; and being asked how he could be
present at so sad a spectacle, answered, there
were above forty more priests and Jesuits there
besides hiinself, and when the fatal blow was-

thought it was no policy to trust a
conquered king, a-id therefore were wholly for
a parliamentary government without a king of
these," says he, " some were for an aristocracy, and others for a Democracy, and some
thought they ought to judge the king for all the
blood that had been shed
the Vanists, the Independents, and other sects, with the Democratical party, being left by Cromwell to do the
business under the name of the Parliament of given, he flourished his sword and said. Now
the greatest enemy we have in the world isEngland. "t
Bishop Burnet says, that " Ireton was the per- dead." But this story does not seem to me
son that drove it on, for Cromwell was all the very probable, nor is it easy to believe that
while in suspense about it
Ireton had the prin- the papists should triumph in the death of a
ciples and temper of a Cassius he stuck at no- king who was their friend and protector in prosthing that might turn England into a common- perity, and whose sufferings are, in a great
wealth
Fairfax was much distracted in his measure, chargeable upon his too great attachmind, and changed purposes every day the ment to their interests.
Presbyterians and the body of the city were
But the strongest and most unexceptionable
much against it, and were every day fasting and testimony is the act of attainder of the king's
praying for the king's preservation. There were judges passed upon the restoration of King
not above eight thousand of the army about the Charles II., the preamble to which sets forth,
town, but those were the most engaged in en- that the " execrable murder of his royal father
thusiasm, and were kept at prayer in their way was committed by a party of wretched men,
almost day and night, except when they were desperately wicked, and hardened in their imupon duty, so that they were wrought up to a piety, who, having first plotted and contrived
pitch of fury which struck terror into all peo- the ruin of this excellent monarchy, and with it
in religion

;

;

;

;

;

;

ple."*^

Mr. Echard and some others are of opinion
that great numbers of papists, under hopes of
liberty of conscience, or of destroying Episcopacy, jomed with foreign priests and Jesuits
against the king.
The celebrated author of
Foxes and Firebrands has this remarkable passage :|| "Let all true Protestants, who desire
sincerely to have a happy union, recollect what
a blemish the emissaries of Rome have cast

upon those Protestants named Presbyterian and
* " There is doubtless," says Bishop Warburton,
" a great deal of truth in all this.
No party of mm,
as a religions body, farther than as they were united by
one common enthusiasm, were the actors in this tragedy." See what Burnet says: " But who prepared
the entertainment, and was at the expense of the exhibition, is another question."
Ed.
+ Vind. Prot. Relig., p. 53, 59.
i Baxter's Life, p. 63.
Hist. Life and Times, vol. i., p. 63, Edin. edition.
()
Part iii., p. 188.
II

of the true Protestant religion, which had long:
flourished under it, found it necessary, in order
to carry on their pernicious and traitorous de-signs, to throw down all the bulwarks and fences of law, and to subvert the very being and
constitution of Parliament.
And for the more
easy effecting their attempts on the person of.'
the king himself, they first seduced some parir
of the then army into a compliance, and then
kept the rest in subjection, partly for hopes of
preferment, and chiefly for fear of losing their

employments and arrears, till by these, and other
more odious arts and devices, they had fully
strengthened themselves in power and faction ;;
which being done, they declared against all
manner of treaties with the person of the king,,
while a treaty with him was subsisting thejr
;

remonstrated against the Parliament for their
proceedings they seized upon his royal persoa
;

* Part
X

iii.,

p. 168, 169.

t

Foxes and Firebrands, part

Necess. Vind.,
ii.,

p. 86.

p.
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while the commissioners were returned to Lon- religious party or sect of Christians nor upon
don with his answers, which were voted a suf- the people of England assembled in a free Parficient foundation for peace they then secluded liament, but upon the council of officers and
and imprisoned several members of the House agitators, who, having become desperate by the
of Commons, and then, there being left but a restless behaviour of the cavaliers, and ill consmallnumber of their own creatures (not a tenth duct of the several parties concerned in the
part of the whole), they sheltered themselves treaty of Newport, plotted the overthrow of the
under the name and authority of a Parliament, king and Constitution, and accomplished it by
and in that name prepared an ordinance for the an act of lawless violence that it was only a
trial of his majesty
which, being rejected by small part of the army who were seduced into
the Lords, they passed alone in the name of the a compliance, and these kept the rest in subCommons of England, and pursued it with all jection till the others had executed their despossible force and cruelty till they murdered the perate purposes; so that, though the wisdom of
king before the gates of his own palace. Thus," the nation has thought fit to perpetuate the
say they, " the fanatic rage of a few miscreants, memory of this fatal day by an anniversary fast,
who were neither true Protestants nor good as that which may be instructive both to prinsubjects, stands imputed by our adversaries to ces and subjects, yet, if we may believe the
the whole nation we therefore renounce, abom- declaration of his majesty at his trial, or of the
act of Parliament which restored his family, the
inate, and protest against it."*
If this be a true state of the case, it is evident, king's murder was not the act of the people of
from the highest authority in this kingdom, that England, nor of their legal representatives, and
the king's death was not chargeable upon any thoiefore ought not to be lamented as a nation;

;

;

;

;

12 Cor.

II.,

cap. xxx.
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This volume brings the History of the Sufferings of the Puritans down

to its pefor though the Protestant Dissenters have since complained of several diffihave
penal
laws
been
yet
most
the
suspended
discouragements,
of
and
culties
the
prosecutions of the spiritual courts have been considerably restrained by the kind interposition of the civil powers, and liberty of conscience enjoyed without the hazard
of fines, imprisonments, and other terrors of this world.
The times now in review were stormy and boisterous upon the death of King
Charles I., the Constitution was dissolved the men at the helm had no legal authority to change the government into a commonwealth, the protectorship of Cromwell
was a usurpation, because grafted only on the military power, and so were all the
misshapen forms into which the administration was cast till the restoration of the king.
In order to pass a right judgment upon these extraordinary revolutions, the temper
and circumstances of the nation are to be duly considered for those actions which
in some circumstances are highly criminal, may, in a different situation of affairs,
become necessary. The parties engaged in the civil wars were yet living, and their
resentments against each other so much inflamed as to cut off all hopes of a reconciliation
each dreaded the other's success, well knowing they must fall a sacrifice
to those who should prevail.
All present views of the king's recovering his father's
throne were defeated at the battle of Worcester, the Loyalists being then entirely
broken and dispersed so that if some such extraordinary genius as Cromwell's had
not undertaken to steer the nation through the storm, it had not been possible to hold
the government together till Providence should open a way for restoring the Constitution, and settling it on its legal basis.
The various forms of government (if they deserve that name) which the officers
of the army introduced after the death of Cromwell, made the nation sick of their
phrensies, and turned their eyes towards their banished sovereign, whose restoration,
after all, could not be accomplished without great imprudence on one part, and the
most artful dissimulation on the other. The Presbyterians, like weak politicians,
surrendered at discretion, and parted with their power on no other security than the
royal word, for which they have been sufficiently reproached though I am of opinion, that if the king had been brought in by a treaty, the succeeding Parliament
would have set it aside. On the other hand, nothing can be more notorious than the
deep hypocrisy of General Monk, and the solemn assurances given by the bishops
and other Loyalists, and even by the king himself, of burying all past offences under
the foundation of the Restoration
but when they were lifted into the saddle, the
haste they made to show how little they meant by their promises exceeded the rules
of decency as well as honour. Nothing would satisfy till their adversaries were disarmed, and in a manner deprived of the protection of the governriient the terms of
conformity were made narrower and more exceptionable than before the civil wars,
the penal laws were rigorously executed, and new ones framed almost every sessions of Parliament for several successive years, the Nonconformist ministers were
banished five mile^s from all the corporations in England, and their people sold for
sums of money to carry on the king's unlawful pleasures, and to bribe the nation into
popery and slavery, till the House of Commons, awakened at last with a sense of the

riod

;*

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

* The reader will observe that the period here referred to is the passing the Act of Toleration, with
which Mr. Neal's fourth volume concludes. But the additions to the original work, by notes and supplements in this edition, have necessarily extended it to a fifth volume, which comprehends the author's last
two chapters, the papers that form the Appendix to each of his volumes, and other papers. Ed.
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threatening danger, grew intractable, and was therefore dissolved.
His majesty,
having iu vain attempted several other representatives of the people, determined, some
to
death,
change
the
Constitution,
his
and
govern
before
by
his sovereion will
time
and pleasure, that the mischiefs which could not be brought upon the nation by consent of Parliament, might be introduced under the wing of the prerogative
but the
Roman Catholics, not satisfied with the slow proceedings of a disguised Protestant,
or apprehending that the discontents of the people and his own love of ease might
induce him some time or other to change measures, resolved to have a prince of their
own religion and more sanguine principles on the throne, which hastened the crisis of the nation, and brought forward that glorious revolution of King William and
Queen Mary, which put a final period to all their projects.
The nature of my design does not admit of a large and particular relation of all
1;he civil transactions of these times, but only of such a summary as may give light
to the aflairs of religion and I could have wished that the memory of both had been
entirely blotted out of the records of time, if the animosities of the several parties
and their unchristian principles had been buried with them but as the remembering
them may be a warning to posterity, it ought to give no offence to any denomination
of Christians in the present age, who are noways answerable for the conduct of
their ancestors, nor can otherwise share in a censure of it, than as they maintain the
same principles, and imitate the same unchristian behaviour. At the end of each
year I have added the characters of the principal Nonconformist ministers as they
died, partly from the historians of those times, but chiefly from the writings of the
late Reverend Dr. Calamy, whose integrity, moderation, and industry deserve a peculiar commendation.
My design was to preserve the memory of the reverend assembly of divines at Westminster, as well as the little army of confessors, who afterward suflered so deeply in the cause of nonconformity.
In passing a judgment on the several parties in Church and State, I have carefully
distinguished between those who went into all the arbitrary measures of the court,
and such as stood firm by the Protestant religion and the liberties of their country
for it must be allowed, that in the reign of King Charles II. there were even among
the clergy some of the worst as well as best of men, as will appear to a demonstration in the course of this history
but I desire no greater stress may be laid upon
facts or characters than the quality of the vouchers in the margin will support.
Where these have been differently related, I have relied on the best authorities, and
sometimes reported from both sides, leaving the reader to choose for himself; for if
facts are fairly represented, the historian is discharged.
I am not so vain as to imagine this history free from errors but if any mistakes of consequence are made to
appear, they shall be acknowledged with thankfulness to those who shall point them
out in a civil and friendly manner and as I aim at nothing but truth, I see no reason
to engage in a warm defence of any parties of Christians who pass before us in review, but leave their conduct to the censure of the world. Some few remarks of my
own are here and there interspersed, which the reader will receive according as he
apprehends them to follow from the premises but I flatter myself, that when he has
carefully perused the several volumes of this history, he will agree with me in the
following conclusions
1st. That uniformity of sentiments in religion is not to be attained among Christians
nor will a comprehension within an establishment be of service to the cause
of truth and liberty, without a toleration of all other dutiful subjects. Wise and good
men, after their most diligent searches after truth, have seen things in a different
light, which is not to be avoided as long as they have liberty to judge for themselves.
If Christ had appointed an infallible judge upon earth, or men were to be determined
by an implicit faith in their superiors, there would be an end of such differences but
all the engines of human policy that have been set at work to obtain it have hitherto
failed of success.
Subscriptions, and a variety of oaths and other tests, have occasioned great mischiefs to the Church by these means men of weak morals and ambitious views have been raised to the highest preferments, while others of stricter
virtue and superior talents have been neglected and laid aside ; and power has been
lodged in the hands of those who have used it in an unchristian manner, to force men
to an agreement in sounds and outward appearances, contrary to the true conviction
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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and sense of their minds, and thus a lasting reproach has been brought on the Chrisname, and on the genuine principles of a Protestant Church.
2dly. All parties of Christians, when in power, have been guilty of persecution for
The annals of the Church are a most melancholy demonstration
conscience' sake.
Let the reader call to mind the bloody proceedings of the popish
of this truth.
bishops in Queen Mary's reign, and the accoimt that has been given of the Star
Chamber and High Commission Court in later times what numbers of useful ministers
have been sequestered, imprisoned, and their families reduced to poverty and disgrace, for refusing to wear a white surplice, or to comply with a few indifferent cerWhat havoc did the Presbyterians make with their covenant uniformity,
emonies
their jure divino discipline, and their rigid prohibition of reading the old service-book !
And though the Independents had a better notion of the rights of conscience, how
how arbitrary the
defective was their instrument of government under Cromwell
proceedings of their triers how narrow their list of fundamentals and how severe
And though the rigorous proceedings of the Puritans
their restraints of the press
of this age did by no means rival those of the prelates before and after the civil wars,
yet they are so many species of persecution, and not to be justified even by the confusion of the times in which they were acted.
3dly. It is unsafe and dangerous to intrust any sort of clergy with the power of the
sword for our Saviour's kingdom is not of this world " if it were," says he, " then
would my servants fight, but now is my kingdom not from hence." The Church and
State should stand on a distinct basis, and their jurisdiction be agreeable to the nature of their crimes those of the Church purely spiritual, and those of the State purely
civil
as the king is supreme in the State, he is also head, or guardian, of the Church
in those spiritual rights that Christ has intrusted it with. When the Church in former
first
assumed the secular power, it not only rivalled the State, but in a little time
ages
the
lifted up its head above emperors and kings, and all the potentates of the earth
thunder of its anathemas was heard in all nations, and in her skirts was found
the blood of the prophets and saints, and of all that were slain upon the earth. And
tian

;

!

!

!

!

!
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;

;

;

:

it recovers the wound that was given it at the Reformation, it will unIt is therefore the interest
doubtedly resume the same absolute coercive dominion.
of all sovereign princes to keep their clergy within the limits that Christ has prescribed for them in the New Testament, and not to trust them with the power of inflicting corporeal pains or penalties on their subjects, which have no relation to the
Christian methods of conversion.
4thly. Reformation of religion, or a redress of grievances in the Church, has not,
in fact, arisen from the clergy. I would not be thought to reflect upon that venerable
order, which is of great usefulness and deserved honour, when the ends of its institution are pursued
but so strange has been the infatuation, so enchanting the lust
of dominion and the charms of riches and honour, that the propagation of piety and
virtue has been very much neglected, and little else thought of but how they might
rise higher in the authority and grandeur of this world, and fortify their strongholds
against all that should attack them.
In the dawn of the Reformation the clergy
maintained the pope's supremacy against the king, till they were cast in a praemunire.
In the reign of Queen Elizabeth there was but one of the whole bench who would
join in the consecration of a Protestant bishop
and when the Reformation was
established, how cruelly did those Protestant bishops, who themselves had suffered
for religion, vex the Puritans, because they could not come up to their standard
How unfriendly did they behave at the Hampton Court Conference At the restoration of King Charles II., and at the late revolution of King William and Queen Mary
when the most solemn promises were broken, and the most hopeful opportunity of
accommodating differences among Protestants lost, by the perverseness of the clergy
towards those very men who had saved them from ruin. So little ground is there to
hope for a union among Christians, or the propagation of truth, peace, and charity,
from councils, synods, general assemblies, or convocations of the clergy of any sort
whatsoever.
5thly. Upon these principles, it is evident that freedom of religion, in subordination to the civil power, is for the benefit of society, and noways inconsistent with a
.public establishment.
The king may create dignitaries, and give sufficieut encour-

whenever

;

;
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without invading the liberties of his dissentwere stripped of their judicial processes
and civil jurisdiction, no harm could be feared from them. And as his majesty is
defender of the faith in Scotland as well as England, and equally the guardian of both
churches, he will no doubt hold the balance, and prevent either from rising to such
a pitch of greatness as to act independently on the State, or become formidable and
the former would create imperium in imperio ; and
oppressive to their neighbours
there is but one step between the Church's being independent on the State, and theState becoming dependant on the Church. Besides, as freedom of religion is for the:
true honour and dignity of the crown, it is no less for the service of the community;,
for the example of the neighbouring nations may convince us, that uniformity in the
Church will always be attended with absolute and despotic power in the State. The
meetings of dissenting Protestants were formerly called seditious, because the peace
of the public was falsely supposed to consist in uniformity of worship but long experience has taught us the contrary for though the Nonconformists, in those tiraes^
gave no disturbance to the administration, the nation was far from being at peace
but when things came to a crisis, their joining with the Church, against a corruptIt must therefore
court and ministry, saved the religion and liberties of the nation.
be the interest of a free people to support and encourage liberty of conscience, and
not to suffer any one great and powerful religious body to oppress, devour, and swal-

agement

to those of the public religion,

If religious establishments

ing subjects.

:

;

;

;•

low up the

rest.

When

Protestant Dissenters recollect the sufferings of their fathers in the
freedom of their consciences, let them be thankful that their lot iscast in more settled times.
The liberties of England are the price of a great deal of
blood and treasure
wide breaches were made in the Constitution in the four reigns
of the male line of the Stuarts persecution and arbitrary power went hand in hand ;
the Constitution was often in convulsive agonies, when the patrons of liberty appeared boldly in the noble cause, and sacrificed their estates and lives in its defence..
The Puritans stood firm by the Protestant religion, and by the liberties of their country, in the reigns of King Charles II. and King James II., and received the fire of
the enemy from all their batteries, without moving sedition, or taking advantage of
Some amendments, in my
their persecutors, when it was afterward in their power.
humble opinion, are still wanting to settle the cause of liberty on a more equal basis,
and to deliver wise and good men from the fetters of oaths, subscriptions, and religious tests of all sorts. But whether such desirable blessings are in reserve for this
In the mean
nation, must be left to the determination of an all-wise Providence.
time, may Protestant Dissenters express their gratitude for the protection and ease
they enjoy at present, by an undissembled piety towards God by a firm and unshaken loyalty to his majesty's person and wise administration by avoiding everyFinally.

last

age

for the

;

;

!

!

thing that tends to persecution or censoriousness for mere differences in religion!
And while they think it their
and by the integrity of their own lives and manners
duty to separate from the national establishment, may they distinguish themselves by
the exercise of all social virtues, and stand fast in the liberty wherewith the proviBy such a conduct they will preserve their
dence of God has made them free
characters with all sober persons, and will transmit the blessings of the present
!

!

age to their

latest posterity.

Daniel Neal.
London, March

1,

1737-8.

.
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volume of Mr. Neal's History of the Puritans now presented to the public,,
made to it in the form of notes, is considerably enlarged by
These comprise the continued history of the English Bapsupplemental chapters.
tists and Quakers, and furnish the reader with the substance of Mr. Crosby's history
of the former, and a full abstract of Mr. Gough's work concerning the latter sect.
The editor hopes that in this part of his undertaking he has not only done justice
and showed respect to two denominations who, in the last century, were treated
neither with humanity nor equity, but afforded the reader information and enter-

The

besides the additions

tainment.

Where he has seen

reason to animadvert on and correct Mr. Neal,

it

were

suffi-

But
cient to rest his justification on the plea of impartiality and the love of truth.
to the honour of his author he can add, he has only done what was wished by him,
"
volume,
shall
always
thankful
to
any
first
has
said,*
I
be
who, in his preface to the

me

my

mistakes in a friendly manner ;" and in that to the third
expressed himself in this manner " In historical debates
nothing is to be received upon trust but facts are to be examined, and a judgment
formed upon the authority by which those facts are supported by this method we
and if it shall appear that, in the course of this long history,
shall arrive at truth
there are any considerable mistakes, the world may be assured I will take the first
opportunity to retract or amend them."t
The editor can declare, that it has been his own aim to do full justice to the sects
and characters of those who have, in this work, come before him in review, and he
can boldly appeal to his pen itself to prove the sincerity of his declaration. He
scarcely would have thought of making this appeal, if, in an early stage of his undertaking, it had not been insinuated that it was his design to make this work a vehicle
for conveying particular opinions in theology, and that his own sentiments made him
He has, indeed, sentiments of his own, but he can esan unfit person for the task.
timate goodness and worth wherever they are found. He has sentiments of his own,,
but he rejoices in the consciousness of a disposition to grant to others a full liberty
to avow, defend, and disseminate their sentiments, though opposite to his own, and
can give them the praise due to their abilities and characters.
It is a pleasure to him, that the examination of the writers who have censured Mr^.
Neal with severity has eventually established the authenticity of the history, and the
candour and impartiality of the author in all the main parts of his work. It reflects
high and lasting honour on this ecclesiastical history, that if the author were convicted by a Warburton, a Maddox, and a Grey, of partiality, it could be only such a
The work has,
partiality as might arise from a zeal against tyrants and oppressors.
on the whole, a liberal cast it is on the side of civil and religious liberty it is in
favour of the rights of Englishmen, against unconstitutional prerogative it is in favour of the rights of conscience, against an imperious and persecuting hierarchy,
whether Episcopal or Presbyterian it is in favour of the great interests of mankind,
and, to adopt the words of a most able and liberal writer,^ " A history that is written
without any regard to the chief privileges of human nature, and without feelings,
that will convince

volume he has more

of

fully

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

especially of the moral kind, must lose a considerable part of

its

instruction and.

energy."
* P. X.
i Dr. Kippis

:

Preface to the

first

volume

t P. xiiv.
of the second edition of the Biographia Britannica, p. 21.

—

—

—

PART
CHAPTER

CORONATION OF KING CHARLES
LAND 1648.

II.

I.

TO THE

IN

SCOT-

Upon the death of the late king, the legal
Constitution was dissolved, and all that followed till the restoration of King Charles 11. was
no better than a usurpation, under different
shapes the House of Commons, if it may deserve that name, after it had been purged of a
third part of its members,* relying on the Act
of Continuation, called themselves the supreme
authority of the nation, and began with an act
to disinherit the Prince of Wales, forbidding all
persons to proclaim him King of England, on
pain of high treason. The House of Lords was
voted useless; and the office of a king unnecesThe form
sary, burdensome, and dangerous.
of government for the future was declared to be
the executive power
a free commonwealth
lodged in the hands of a council of state of forty
persons,! with full powers to take care of the
whole administration for one year new keepers of the great seal were appointed, from whom
the judges received their commissions, with the
name, style, and title of cuslodes libertaiis AnglicE aulhoritate Parliamenti, i. e., keepers of the
liberties of England by authority of Parliament.
The coin was stamped on one side with the
arms of England between a laurel and a palm,
with this inscription, " The Commonwealth of
England ;" and on the other, a cross and harp,
-with this motto, *' God with us."t
The oaths
of allegiance and supremacy were abolished,
.and a new one appointed, called the Engagement, which was, to be true and faithful to the
government established, without king or House
of Peers. Such as refused the oath were de•clared incapable of holding any place or office of
trust in the commonwealth
but as many of the
excluded members of the House of Commons
as would take it resumed their places.^
;

;

;

;

*

According

Echard, not above a fifth part of
left.
On account of the reduced
House, they were called
This name was first given to
the Kump Parliament.
them by Walker, the author of the History of Independency, by way of derision, in allusion to a fowl,
all devoured but the rump
and they were compared
to a man " who would never cease to whet and whet
to

Commons were

and mutilated

state of the

;

his knife, till there was no steel left to make it useDr. Grey, and Rapin.—Y.\).
ful."
t According to Whitelocke, who gives their names,
the council consisted of thirty-eight persons only.

—

Ed.
% On which a man of wit observed, "That God
and the coinmonwealth were not both on a side."
Dr. Grey.— Ed.
In one respect the superiority of the new rulers
()
over those whom they displaced was very apparent.

A

new oath of fidelity to the commonwealth was devised, and ordered to be taken by the public func.tionaries of

Such was the foundation of this new Constiwhich had neither the consent of the peo-

I.

FROM THE DEATH OF KING CHARLES

the

IV.

government, and subsequently by

all

tution,

ple of England, nor of their representatives in a
" And if ever there was an
free Parliament.

usurped government mutilated, and founded
only in violence," says Rapin,"^ " it was that of
this Parliament." But though it was unsupported by any other power than that of the army, it
was carried on with the most consummate wisdom, resolution, and success, till the same military

power

that

set

it

up was permitted, by

Divine Providence, with equal violence to pull

down.

it

The new commonwealth in its infant state
met with opposition from divers quarters the
Levellers in the army gave out that the people
had only changed their yoke, not shaken it off;
and that the Rump's little finger (for so the
House of Commons was now called) would be
:

heavier than the king's loins.
The agitators
therefore petitioned the House to dissolve themselves, that new representatives might be chosen. The Commons, alarmed at these proceedings, ordered their general officers to cashier
the petitioners, and break their swords over
their heads, which was done accordingly. But
when the forces passed under a general review
at Ware, their friends in the army agreed to
distinguish themselves by wearing something
white in their hats ;t which Cromwell having
some intelligence of beforehand, commanded
two regiments of horse, who were not in the
secret, to surround one of the regiments of
foot
and having condemned four of the ringleaders in a council of war, he commanded two
of them to be shot to death by their other two
and to
associates, in sight of the whole army
break the combination, eleven regiments were
ordered for Ireland upon which great numbers
but
deserted, and marched into Oxfordshire
Generals Fairfax and Cromwell, having overtaken them at Abingdon, held them in treaty
till Colonel Reynolds came up, and after some
few skirmishes dispersed them.
The Scots threatened the commonwealth
with a formidable invasion, for upon the death
;

;

;

;

members of Parliament, magistrates, military officers,
and clergymen. It was framed in a spirit of liberality hitherto unknown to English statesmen, and presented no bar to the occupation of office by religionists of

complexions and parlies. It provided simply for the
offering no violence to
obedience of the subject
conscience, and presenting no temptation to hypocrisy.
It imposed no religious test as a qualification
for civil office, but left unimpaired the natural right
of every human being to adopt whatever form of religious faith he pleased.
Dr. Walker calls this oath
the "Independent Covenant," but fails to establish
Clarenthe analogy which his language suggests.
don, vol. vi., p. 21.
Parliamentary Hist., vol. iii., p.
1334. Price's Hist. Nonconformity, \o\. ii., p. 440.
C,
* Vol. ii.. p. 573, folio.
all

civil

—

—

t Whitelocke, p. 387, 389.
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of King Charles I, they proclaimed the Prince
of Wales king of Scotland, and sent commissioners to the Hague to invite him into that
kingdom, provided he would renounce popery
and prelacy, and take the solemn League and
Covenant. To prevent the effects of this treaty, and cultivate a good understanding.with the
Dutch, the Parliament sent Dr. Dorislaus,* an
eminent civilian, concerned in the late' king's
but the very
trial, agent to the- States-General
first night after his arrival. May 3, 1649, he was
murdered in his own chamber by twelve desperate cavaliers in disguise, who rushed in upon
him while he was at supper, and with their
drawn swords killed him on the spot.t Both
the Parliament and States of Holland resented
this base actiont so highly, that the young king
thought proper to remove into France, from
whence he went to the Isle of Jersey, and
towards the latter end of the year fixed at
Breda, where the Scots commissioners concluded a treaty with him, upon the foot of which
he ventured his royal person into that kingdom
the ensuing year.
But, to strike terror into the cavaliers, the
Parliament erected another high court of justice, and sentenced to death three illustrious
noblemen, for the part they had acted in the
last civil war
Duke Hamilton, the Earl of Holland, and Lord Capel, who were all executed
March 9, in the Palace-yard at Westminster
Duke Hamilton declared himself a Presbyterian, and the Earl of Holland was attended by
two ministers of the same persuasion
but
Lord Capel was a thorough Loyalist, and went
off the stage with the courage and bravery of
a Roman.
But the chief scene of great exploits this year
was in Ireland, which Cromwell, a bold and
enterprising commander, had been appointed to
reduce
for this purpose he was made lordlieutenant for three year.s, and having taken
;

:

:

;

;

* This person was a native of Holland, and doctor
of the civil law at Leyden.
On his coming to England he was patronised by Fulk, Lord Brook, who
appointed him to read lectures on history in Cambridge.
But as, in the opening of his course, he dehe then resided
cried monarchy, he was silenced
some time near to Maldon, in Essex, where he had
married an English woman. He was afterward a
judge-advocate, first in the king's army, and then in
the army of the Parliament, and, at length, one of
the judge's of the Court of Admiralty. The Parliament ordered £250 for his funeral settled on his son
£200 per annum for his life, and gave £500 apiece
Wood's Athene Oxon., vol. ii., p.
to his daughters.
228 and Whitelocke's Memorials, p. 390.— Ed.
;

;

—

;

t Whitelocke,

p.

386.

t Dr. Grey cannot easily believe that the murder
of Dr. Dorislaus was resented by the States of Holland, because they had bravely remonstrated, by
their two ambassadors, against the king's death he
cannot, therefore, be easily induced to think that,
after this, they could resent the death of one of his
execrable murderers. But Dr. Grey does not consider what was due in this case to the honour of
their own police, and to the reputation and weight
of their own laws. Mr. Neal is justified in his representations by Whitelocke, who says, " that letters
from the Hague reported that the States caused
earnest inquisition to be made after the murderers of
Dr. Dorislaus ; promised one thousand guilders to
him who should bring any of them ; and published
it death to any who should harbour any one of them."
;

—Memorials,

p.

390.— Ed.

leave of the Parliament, sailed from Milford-Haven* about the middle of August, with an army
of fourteen thousand men of resolute principles, who before the embarcation observed a
day of fasting and prayer in which, Mr. Whitelocke remarks, after three ministers had prayed^
Lieutenant-general Cromwell himself, and the
Colonels Gough and Harrison, expounded some
parts of Scripture excellently well, and pertinently to the occasion.
The army was under
a severe discipline
not an oath was to be
heard throughout the whole camp, the soldiers
spending their leisure hours in reading their
Bibles, in singing psalms, and religious confer;

;

ences.

Almost all Ireland was in the hands of the
Royalists and Roman Catholics, except Dublin
and Londonderry the former of these places
had been lately besieged by the Duke of Ormond with twenty thousand men,t but the garrison being recruited with three regiments from
England, the governor, Colonel Jones, surprised
the besiegers, and after a vigorous sally stormed
their camp, and routed the whole army, which
dispersed itself into Drogheda, and other forti^
fied places.
Cromwell, upon his arrival, was;
;

* Neal is at fault, I imagine, both in fact and date,
Cromwell sailed from Milford-Haven.
Jesse says "his departure, and the stateliness of his
cavalcade," are announced in the Moderate Intelli" This evening, about five of
gencer, July 10, 1649
the clock, the Lord-lieutenant of Ireland began his
journey by the way of Windsor, and so to Bristol'.
He went forth in that state and equipage as the like
hath hardly been seen himself in a coach with si.t
gallant Flanders mares, whitish gray, divers coaches
accompanying him, and very many ofl!icers of the
army
his life-guard consisting of eighty gallant
men, the meanest whereof a commander or esquire,
in stately habit, with trumpets sounding almost to>
the shaking of Charing Cross, had it been now standing; of his life-guard many are colonels, and I believe it is such a guard as is hardly to be paralleled
And I find in the city records of
in the world."
Bristol the following entry "July, 1649, Lieut. -gen.
Oliver Cromwel Icame to Bristol, and thence passed
Cromwell entered Dublin the 15th of
to Ireland."
August.— Seder's Memoirs of Bristol, quarto, vol. ii.,
p. 469.— C.
t Dr. Grey controverts Mr. Neal's account of the
number of the Duke of Ormond's army, on the authority of Lord Clarendon and Mr. Carte the former
says that Jones sallied out with a body of six thousand
foot and one thousand nine hundred horse, and that
the army encamped at Rathmines was not so strong
in horse and foot: the latter, that Jones's forces
amounted to only four thousand foot and one thousand two hundred horse, which was a body nearlyequal to the whole Irish army, if it had been all engaged. These authorities are set against Mr. Neal.
On the other hand. Whitelocke informs us that, previously to this defeat, letters from Ireland represented the Duke of Ormond as approaching Dublin with
twelve thousand foot and two thousand four hundred horse; and letters from Chester reported him
Ludlow says
forty thousand strong before Dublin.
that his forces were double in number to those of
Jones.
Borlase says that Jones, with very few forces, comparatively, fell on the besiegers, killed four
thousand, and took two thousand five hundred and
seventeen prisoners. The plunder of the field, wo
are told, was so rich, that the camp was like a fair,
presenting for sale cloth, silk, and all manner of
The Parliament settled £1000 per annum
clothes.
Whitelocke's Mein land on Jones for his services.
morials, p. 393, 401, 404. UuUoio's Memoirs, p. 101,
4t0 ed. and Harris's Life of Cromwell, p. 228.— Ed*.
in stating that

:

;

;

:

;

—

;

—

—

C
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received with the acclamations of a vast concourse of people, to whom he addressed himself from a rising ground, with hat in hand, in
a soldierlike manner, telling them " he was
come to cut down and destroy the barbarous
and bloodthirsty Irish, with all their adherents ;*
but that all who were for the Protestant religion, and the liberties of their country, should
find suitable encouragement from the Parliament of England and himself, in proportion to
Having refreshed his forces,
their merits."
lie

marched

directly to Drogheda,

which was

garrisoned with two thousand five hundred foot
and three hundred horse, and was therefore
but
thought capable of holding out a month
the general, neglecting the common forms of
approach, battered the walls with his cannon,
and having made two accessible breaches, like
an impetuous conqueror entered the town in
person, at the head of Colonel Ewer's regiment
of foot, and put all the garrison to the sword.
From thence he marched to Wexford, which he
took likewise by storm, and, after the example
of Drogheda, put the garrison to the sword
the general declaring that he would sacrifice
all the Irish papists to the ghosts of the English Protestants whom they had massacred in
cold blood. t
The conquest of these places
;

;

* Dr. Grey spends here more than ten pages in
detailing, from Lord Clarendon, various acts of oppression, cruelty, and murder perpetrated by individuals of Cromwell's army, to show that they were
not less barbarous and bloodthirsty than the inhuman wretches concerned in the Irish massacre.
Such deeds, undoubtedly, shock humanity, and
ought to shock every party. But the guilt lieth originally at the door of those who were the first aggressors, whose conduct furnished the precedent, and

provoked

retaliation.

;

:

;

!

:

Ed.

Great reproach, on this account, has fallen on
the name of Cromwell. He reconciled himself to
the execution of such severe orders, for putting to
the sword and giving no quarter, by considering
them as necessary to prevent the effusion of blood
for the future, and as the instrument of the righteous
judgment of God upon those barbarous wretches
who had imbrued their hands
so much innocent
blood. If ever such measures are justifiable, " it is
in such a case as this," observes Dr. Harris, " where
the known disposition and behaviour of the sufferers
are remarkably barbarous, inhuman, and cruel."
Such horror, we are told, had the barbarities committed by the Irish, in the beginning of the rebellion
and during the course of the war, impressed on every English breast, that even the humane and gentle Fairfa.x expressed in warm and severe terms his
disapprobation of granting them quarter.— /farns's
Life of Cromwell, p. 229 and Macnulay's History of
England, vol. v., p. 15, note, 8vo ed. Ed.
" It is worthy of remark, that not a voice was heard
against this tremendous act of oppression, such horror had the Irish massacre excited, and so irreclaimable, in the judgment of all men, was the nature of
the inhabitants even when new settlers established
themselves there, 'through what virtues of the soil,'
says Harrington,
or vice of the air soever it be,
they came still to degenerate ;' and of the descendants of English colonists there it was said, in Elizabeth's time, that tbey were Hibernis ipsis Hibemiores.
So little were their rights, or even their existence,
taken into the account, that Harrington thought the
best thing the commonwealth could do with Ireland
was to farm it to the Jews forever, for the pay of an
army to protect them during the first seven years,
and two millions a year from that time forward
What was to be done with the Irish, whether they
were to be made hewers of wood and drawers of
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struck such a terror into the rest, that they surrendered upon the first summons the name of
Cromwell carrying victory on its wings before
himself appeared, the whole country was reduced by the middle of May, except Limerick,
Galvvay, and one or two other places, which
Ireton took the following summer.
Lord Inchequin deserted the remains of the royal army,
and Ormond fled into France. Lieutenant-general Cromwell being called home to march
against the Scots, arrived at London about the
middle of May, and was received by the Parliament and city with distinguished respect and
honour, as a soldier who had gained more laurels, and done more wonders, in nine months,
than any age or history could parallel.
It is a remarkable account the lieutenantgeneral gives in one of his letters, of the behaviour of the army after their arrival in Ire" Their diligence, courage, and behaviour
land
are such," says he, "through the providence of
God, and strict care of the chief officers, that
never men did obey orders more cheerfully, nor
go upon duty more courageously. Never did
greater harmony and resolution appear to prosecute this cause of God, than in this army.
Such a consent of hearts and hands such a
sympathy of affections, not only in carnal, but
in spiritual bonds, which tie faster than chains
of adamant
I have often observed a wonderful consent of the officers and soldiers upon the
grounds of doing service to God, and how miraculously they have succeeded.
The mind of
man being satisfied, and fixed on God, and that
his undertaking is for God's glory, it gives the
greatest courage to those men, and prosperity
to their actions."*
To put the affairs of Ireland together The
Roman Catholics charged the ill success of
their affairs upon the Duke of Ormond, and
sent him word " that they were determined not
to submit any longer to his commands, it not
being fit that a Catholic army should be under
the direction of a Protestant general
but that
if he would depart the kingdom, they would
undertake of themselves to drive Ireton out of
Dublin." After this they offered the kingdom
to the Duke of Lorrain, a bigoted papist, who
was wise enough to decline the offer,t and then
quarrelling among themselves, they were soon
driven out of all the strongholds of the kingdom, and forced to submit to the mercy of the
conqueror.
All who had borne arms in the late
insurrection were shipped away into France,
Spain, or Flanders, never to return on pain of
Those who had a hand in murdering
death.
the Protestants at the time of the massacre

t

;

m

;

water, or to become Jews by compulsion, he has not
For the sufferings of the Irish, hotvever,
explained.
Cromwell is not responsible, and under the order which
he established, if it had continued for another generation,
the island loould have been in a better state than any
which its authentic history has yet recorded ; for there, as
in Scotland, a more equitable administration ivas introduced than that which had been destroyed."
London

;

'

Qxiarterly, vol. xxv., p. 341.

!

i

—

—

* Whitelocke, p. 434.
f Dr. Grey insinuates here a reflection on Mr.
Neal's veracity, by remarking that he produces no
authority for the assertion. But that Ireland was offered to the guardianship of the Duke of Lorrain has
been since mentioned, as an incontrovertible fact, by
Dr. Harris and Mrs. Macaulay.— Ed.

—

—

t

;
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were brought from several parts of the country,
and after conviction upon a fair trial wer(3 executed.
The rest of the natives, who were called Tories, were shut up in the most inland
counties, and their lands given partly in payto the soldiers who settled there, and the
Lord Clarendon
rest to the first adventurers.*
" Near one hundred thousand of
relates it thus

ment

:

them were transported

into foreign parts, for

the service of the Kings of France and Spain
double that number were consumed by the
plague, famine, and other severities exercised
upon them in their own country the remainder were by Cromwell transplanted into the
most inland, barren, desolate, and mountainous
part of the province of Connaught, and it was
lawful for any man to kill any of the Irish that
were found out of the bounds appointed them
Such a proportion of land
within that circuit.
was allotted to every man as the Protector
;

;

thought competent for them

;

orously prosecuted in

all

The House promised

persons whatsoever."*

to take the petition into

speedy consideration, and after some time passed it into a law.
But to bring the Presbyterian clergy to the
test, the Engagement, which had been appointed
to be taken by all civil and military officers within a limited time, on pain of forfeiting their places, was now required to be sworn and subscribed by all ministers, heads of colleges and halls,
fellows of houses, graduates, and all officers in
the universities
and by the masters, fellows,
schoolmasters, and scholars of Eton College,
Westminster, and Winchester schools no minister was to be admitted to any ecclesiastical
living, no clergyman to sit as member of the Assembly of Divines, nor be capable of enjoying
any preferment in the Church, unless he qualified himself by taking the Engagement within
six months, publicly in the face of the congre;

;

upon which they gation.

were

to give formal releases of all their titles
if they
to their lands in any other provinces
refused to give such releases, they were still
deprived, and left to starve within the limits
prescribed them, out of which they durst not
withdraw so that very few refused to sign
those releases, or other acts, which were demanded. It was a considerable time before
these Irish could raise anything out of their
;

;

lands to support their lives but necessity was
the spring of industry." Thus they lived under
all the infamy of a conquered nation till the
restoration of King Charles II., a just judgment
of God for their barbarous and unheard-of cruelties to the Irish Protestants
To return to England The body of the Presbyterians acted in concert with the Scots, for
restoring the king's family upon the foot of the
Covenant several of their ministers carried on
a private correspondence with the chiefs of that
nation, and instead of taking the engagement to
the present powers, called them usurpers, and
declined praying for them in their churches
they also declared against a general toleration,
for which the army and Parliament contended.
When Lieutenant-general Cromwell was embarking for Ireland, he sent letters to the Parliament, recommending the removal of all the
penal laws relating to religion
upon which the
House ordered a committee to make report concerning a method for the ease of tender consciences, and an act to be brought in to appoint
commissioners in every county, for the approbation of able and well-qualified persons to be made
ministers, who cannot comply with the present
ordinance for ordination of ministers.!
August 16, General Fairfax and his council of
officers presented a petition to the same purpose,
praying " that all penal statutes formerly made,
and ordinances lately made, whereby many conscientious people were molested, and the propagation of the Gospel hindered, might be removed. Not that they desired this liberty should
extend to the setting up popery, or the late hierarchy or to the countenancing any sort of
immorality or profaneness for they earnestly
desired that drunkenness, swearing, uncleanness, and all acts of profaneness, might be vig;

!

:

;

;

;

;

;

November 9, it was referred to a committee,
how the Engagement might be subscribed by all the people of the nation, of eighteen years of age and upward.
Pursuant ta
which a bill was brought in, and passed, January 2, to debar all who should refuse to take and
subscribe it from the benefit of the law and t(y
disable them from suing in any court of law or
equity.
This was a severe test on the Presbyterians,,
occasioned by the apprehended rupture with the
Scots but their clergy inveighed bitterly against
it in their sermons, and refused to observe thedays of humiliation appointed by authority for a
blessing upon their arms.
Mr. Baxter sayst
that he wrote several letters to the soldiers, to
convince them of the unlawfulness of the present expedition
and in his sermons declared it
a sin to force ministers to pray for the success of
those who had violated the Covenant, and were
going to destroy their brethren. That he both
spoke and preached against the Engagement, and
to consider

;

;

;

dissuaded men from taking it. At Exeter, says
Mr. Whitelocke, the ministers went out of town
on the fast-day, and shut up the church doors
and all the magistrates refused the Engagement.
At Taunton, the fast was not kept by the Presbyterian ministers
and at Chester they condemned the Engagementto the pit of hell as did
many of the London ministers, who kept days
of private fasting and prayer, against the present government.
Some of them (says Whitelocke) joined the Royalists, and refused to read
the ordinances of Parliament in their pulpits, as
was usual in those times nay, when the Scots
were beaten, they refused to observe the day of
thanksgiving,!^ but shut up their churches and
went out of town for which they were sum;

;

;

;

moned before the committee and reprimanded ;
but the times being unsettled, no farther notice
was taken of thern at present.
* Whitelocke.
t Life,

p. 404.

t

Clarenp. 405.

p. 146.

Lord Grey,

another county, in this instance and urged the importance of noticing their contempt of the thanksgiving-day, expressed by their non-observance of it.
Dr. Grey's Appendix, No. 8. Ed.
;

* Carrington's Life of Cromwell, p. 155.
don, p. 153.
t Whitelocke,

Walker,

p. 64, 66.

at the desire of some who were zealously attached to the Parliament, complained, in a
letter to the Lord-president of the Council of State,
of the neglect of the ministers, in Leicestershire and
{)

:
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Most of the sectarian party, says Mr. Baxter,* affairs by their assistance for, in the remon-^
and so did the strance of the General Assembly of that Kirk,
swallowed the Engagement
king's old cavaliers, very few of them being sick dated July 27, they declare that "the spirit
of the disease of a scrupulous conscience some which has acted in the councils of those who
wrote for it, but the moderate Episcopal men have obstructed the work of God, despised the
and Presbyterians generally refused it. Those Covenant, corrupted the truth, forced the Parof Lancashire and Cheshire published the fol- liament, murdered the king, changed the gov;

;

:

ernment, and established such an unlimited tollowing reasons against it
(1.) " Because they apprehended the Oath of eration in religion, cannot be the spirit of righThey therefore warn
Allegiance, and the solemn League and Cove- teousness and holiness.
the subjects of Scotland against joining with
nant, were still binding.
them,
powers
were
and
in
case
of
an
invasion,
present
no
to stand up in.
the
"Because
(2.)
their own defence.
The English have no conbetter than usurpers.
"
"
troversy
with
they,
of
was
us,"
say
but
it
a prejuBecause the taking
because the
(3.)
dice to the right heir of the crown, and of the Kirk and State have declared against their unlawful Engagement
because we still adhere to
ancient legal Constitution."
To which it was answered, " that it was ab- our Covenant, and have borne our testimony
surd to suppose the Oath of Allegiance, or the against their toleration, and taking away the
solemn League and Covenant, to be in force king's life."* But they then warn their people
for how could they be also against malignants, "who value themselves
after the king's death
obliged to preserve the king's person, when the upon their attachment to the young king
and
king's person was destroyed, and the kingly of- if any from that quarter should invade the kingfice abolished! and as to his successor, his dom before his majesty has given satisfaction
right had been forfeited and taken away by Par- to the Parliament and Kirk, they exhort their
liament." With regard to the present powers, people to resist them, as abetters of an absolute
and arbitrary government."
it was said, " that it was not for private persons
About two months after this the Parliament
to dispute the rights and titles of their supreme
Here was a government de facto, of England published a declaration on their part,
governors.
under which they lived as long, therefore, as wherein they complain of the revolt of the Engthey enjoyed the protection of the government, lish and Scots Presbyterians, and of their taking
part with the enemy, because their discipline
it was their duty to give all reasonable security
that they would not disturb it, or else to re- was not the exact standard of reformation.
move." The body of the common people, be- " But we are still determined," say they,+ " not
ing weary of war, and willmg to live quiet, un- to De discouraged in our endeavours to promote
der any administration, submitted to the Engage- the purity of religion, and the liberty of the
ment, as being little more than a promise not to commonwealth and for the satisfaction of our
attempt the subversion of the present govern- Presbyterian brethren, we declare that we will
ment, but many of the Presbyterian clergy chose continue all those ordinances which have been
rather to quit their preferments in the Church made for the promoting a reformation of reliand university than comply which made way gion, in doctrine, worship, and discipline, in their
for the promotion of several Independent di- full force
and will uphold the same in order to
vines, and among others, of Dr. Thomas Good- suppress popery, superstition, blasphemy, and
win, one of the dissenting brethren in the As- all kinds of profaneness.
Only we conceive
sembly, who, by order of Parliament, January ourselves obliged to take away all such acts and
8, 1649-50, was appointed president of Magda- ordinances as are penal, and coercive in matters
len College, Oxford, with the privilege of nomi- of conscience.
And because this has given so
nating fellows and demies in such places as great offence, we declare, as in the presence of
should become vacant by death, or by the pos- God, that by whomsoever this liberty shall be
sessors refusing to take the Engagement.!
abused, we will be ready to testify our displeasThe Parliament tried several methods to rec- ure against them by an effectual prosecution of
oncile the Presbyterians to the present admin- such offenders."
persons were appointed to treat with
istration
The Scots commissioners were all this while
them, and assure them of the protection of treating with the king in Holland, and insistingthe government, and of the full enjoyment of on his subscribing the solemn League and Covtheir ecclesiastical preferments according to enant
his establishing the Westminster Conlaw when this could not prevail, an order was fession, the Directory, and the Presbyterian
published, that ministers in their pulpits should government in both kingdoms. The king, being
not meddle with state affairs. After this the under discouraging circumstances, consented
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

celebrated Milton

was appointed

to write for the

demands with regard to Scotland,
to England, referred himself to a free
Parliament but the Scots, not satisfied with
his majesty's exceptions as to England, replied,
that " such an answer as this would grieve the
whole Kirk of Scotland, and all their covenanting brethren in England and Ireland who, under
pain of the most solemn perjury, stand bound to
God and one another, to live and die by their
Covenant, as the chief security of their religion
der these hardships by their alliance with the and liberties against popish and prelatical maScots, and their hope of a speedy alteration of lignants.
Your majesty's father," say they,
" in his last message to our Kirk, offered to rat* Life, p. 64, 65.

government, who rallied the seditious preachers
with his satirical pen in a severe manner; at
length, when all other methods failed, a committee was chosen to receive informations
against such ministers as in their pulpits vilified
and aspersed the authority of Parliament, and an
act was passed that all such should be sequestered from their ecclesiastical preferments.t
The Presbyterians supported themselves un-

t

t Whitelocke,

p. 387.

Whitelocke,

to all their

and as

;

p. 453.

Vol. Paiiiph., No. 34, p.

6.

f Ibid.,

No. 34.
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He ofthe solemn League and Covenant.
fered, likewise, at the Isle of Wight, to confirm
the Directory, and the Presbyterial government
in England and Ireland till he and his Parliament should agree upon a settled order of the
Church. Besides, your majesty having offered
to confirm the abolishing of Episcopacy, and the
service-book in Scotland, it cannot certainly be
against your conscience to do it in England."
But the king would advance no farther till he
had heard from the queen-mother, who sent him
word that it was the opinion of the council of
France that he should agree with the Scots
upon the best terms he was able, which he did
accordingly, as will be related the next year.
The fifth Provincial Assembly of London met
the beginning of May [1649] at Sion College,
the Rev. Mr. Jackson, of St. Michael Woodstreet, moderator.
A committee was appointed
to prepare materials for proof of the Divine
The
right of Presbyterial church government.
proofs were examined and approved by this, and
of
following,
the Assembly that met in November
which Mr. Walker was moderator, Mr. Calamy
and Mr. Jackson assessors, and Mr. Blackwell

.ify

which any cure of souls

is

annexed

;

and

to cer-

the Court of Chancery the names of
the present incumbents who supply the cure,
with their respective salaries how many chapels belong to parish churches, and how the several churches and chapels are supplied with
preaching ministers that so some course may
be taken for providing for a better maintenance
where it is wanting.
Dr. Walker says,* the
value of bishops' lands forfeited and sold amounted to a million of money but though they sold
very cheap, they that bought them had a very
dear bargain in the end.
Upon debate of an ordinance concerning public worship and church government, the House
declared that the Presbyterial government
should be the established government. And
upon the question whether tithes should be continued, it was resolved that they should not be
taken away till another maintenance equally
large and honourable should be substituted in

tify into

;

;

;

its

room.

The

inhabitants of the principality of

Wales

were destitute of the means of Christian knowl-

edge, the language was little understood, their
so that they had
clergy were ignorant and idle
printed, and asserts,
a church government of hardly a sermon from one quarter of a year
to another.
The people had neither Bibles nor
Divine institution.
nor was there a sufficient main(2.) That the civil magistrate is not the ori- catechisms
tenance for such as were capable of instructing
And,
gin or head of church government.
The Parliament taking the case of these
(3.) That the government of the Church by them.
synods and classes is the government that people into consideration, passed an act, FebruChrist appointed. It maintains separation from ary 22, 1649, for the better propagation and
that ministers preaching of the Gospel in Wales, for the ejecttheir churches to be schism
formerly ordained by bishops need not be re- ing scandalous ministers and schoolmasters, and
ordained and for private Christians in partic- redress of some grievances to continue in force
What was done in pursuance
ular churches to assume a right of sending per- for three years.
sons forth to preach, and to administer the sac- of this ordinance will be related hereafter but
the Parliament were so intent upon the affair of
raments, is, in their opinion, insufferable.
The Parliament did all they could to satisfy religion at this time, that, Mr. Whitelocke says,
the malecontent Presbyterians, by securing them they devoted Friday in every week to consult
in their livings, and by ordering the dean and ways and means for promoting it.
Nor did they confine themselves to England,
chapter lands to be sold,* and their names to be
extinct, except the deanery of Christ Church, but as soon as Lieutenant-general Cromwell had
and the foundations of Westminster, Winches- reduced Ireland, the Parliament passed an ordiThe bishops' lands, nance, March 8, 1649, for the encouragement of
ter, and Eton schools.
which had been sequestered since the year 1646, religion and learning in that country; "they
were now, by an ordinance of June 8, 1649, invested all the manors and lands late of the
vested in the hands of new trustees, and ap- Archbishop of Dublin, and of the dean and
propriated to the augmentation of poor livings chapter of St. Patrick, together with the parThe first-fruits and tenths of sonage of Trym, belonging to the bishopric of
in the Church. t
all ecclesiastical livings, formerly payable to the Meath, in the hands of trustees, for the maincrown, were vested in the same hands, free tenance and support of Trinity College, in Duband for the creating, settling, and mainfrom all encumbrances, on trust, that they lin
should pay yearly all such salaries, stipends, al- taining another college in the said city, and of
lowances, and provisions, as have been settled a master, fellows, scholars, and public profesand confirmed by Parliament, for preaching sors and also for erecting a free-school, with
ministers, schoolmasters, or professors in the a master, usher, scholars, and officers, in such
universities provided the assignment to any one manner as any five of the trustees, with the
do not exceed £ 100. It is farther provided that consent of the lord-lieutenant, shall direct and
the maintenance of all incumbents shall not be appoint. The lord-lieutenant to nominate the
less than £100 a year, and the commissioners governor, masters, &c., and to appoint them
and the trustees, with the conof the great seal are empowered to inquire into their salaries
the yearly value of all ecclesiastical livings to sent of the lord-lieutenant, shall draw up statutes
* The money raised by the sale of those lands and ordinances, to be confirmed by the Parliaamounted to a very considerable sum. The return ment of England."
of the value of the lands, contracted for the 29th of
The University of Dublin being thus revived,
August, 1650, made to the committee for the sale of and put upon a new foot, the Parliament sent
them, fixed it at the sum of £948,409 I9s. 2id., of over six of their most acceptable preachers to
which, on the 31st of August, the total of the pur- give it reputation, appointed them ±200 a year
chasers' acquittances amounted to £658,501 2s. 9d.
and till that could be
out of the bishops' lands
Dr. Grey, vol. iii.. Appendix, p. 18.— Ed.
scribe.
(1.)

The

treatise

That there

was

;

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

t Scobel, p. 41, 113.

P. 14.

;

;
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duly raised, to be paid out of the public revenues and for their farther encouragement, if
they died in that service, their families were to
be provided for. By these methods learning began to revive, and in a few years religion appeared with a better face than it had ever done
before in that kingdom.
A prospect being opened for spreading the
Christian religion among the Indians, upon the
borders of New-England, the Parliament allowed a general collection throughout England, and
;

erected a corporation for this service, who purchased an estate in land of between 5 and £600
a year but on the restoration of King Charles
II. the charter became void, and Colonel Bedingfield, a Roman Catholic officer in the king's
army, of whom a considerable part of the land
was purchased, seized it for his own use, pretending he had sold it under the real value, in
hopes of recovering it upon the king's return.
In order to defeat the colonel's design, the society solicited the king for a new charter, which
they obtained by the interest of the lord-chanIt bears date February 7, in the fourcellor.
teenth year of his majesty's reign, and differs
The honourable
but little from the old one.
Robert Boyle, Esq., was the first governor.
They afterward recovered Colonel Bedingfield's
estate, and are at this time in possession of
about £500 a year, which they employ for the
conversion of the Indians in America.
But all that Parliament could do was not sufficient to stop the mouths of the Loyalists and
discontented Presbyterians the pulpit and press
sounded to sedition the latter brought forth invectives every week agamst the government
it was therefore resolved to lay a severe fine
upon offenders of this kind, by an ordinance
bearing date September 20, 1649, the preamble
to which sets forth, that " Whereas divers scandalous and seditious pamphlets are daily print-ed, and dispersed with officious industry, by the
malignant party both at home and abroad, with
a design to subvert the present government, and
to take off the affections of the people from it,
it is therefore ordained,
" That the author of every seditious libel or
pamphlet shall be fined ten pounds, or suffer forty days' imprisonment. The printer five pounds,
and his printing-press to be broken. The bookthe buyer twenty shillings,
seller forty shillings
if he conceals it, and does not deliver it up to
a justice of peace. It is farther ordained, that
no newspaper shall be printed or sold without
license, under the hand of the clerk of the Parliament, or the secretary of the army, or such
other person as the Council of State shall apNo printing-presses are to be allowed
point.
but in London and in the two universities.
All
printers are to enter into bonds of three hundred
pounds, not to print any pamphlet against the
state without license, as aforesaid, unless the
author's or licenser's name, with the place of
All importers of sedihis abode, be prefixed.
tious pamphlets are to forfeit five pounds for
every such book or pamphlet. No books are to
be landed in any other port but that of London,
and to be viewed by the master and wardens of
the Company of Stationers. This act to continue in force for two years."*
But the pulpit was no less dangerous than the
;

;

;

;

Scobel,

Vol. II.— P

p. 88, cap. 60.
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press the Presbyterian ministers, in their pubprayers and sermons, especially on fast-days,
keeping alive the discontents of the people.
The government, therefore, by an ordinance,
abolished the monthly fast, which had subsisted
for about seven years, and had been in a great
measure a fast for strife and debate but declared, at the same time, that they should appoint occasional fasts, from time to time, for the
future, as the providences of God should re;

lic

;

quire.*
In the midst of

all these disorders, there was a
very great appearance of sobriety both in city
and country; the indefatigable pains of the Presbyterian ministers in catechising, instructing,
and visiting their parishioners, can never be
sufficiently commended. The whole nation was
civilized, and considerably improved in sound
knowledge, though Bishop Kennet and Mr. Echard are pleased to say that heresies and blasphemies against Heaven were swelled up to a
most prodigious height. " I know," says Mr.
Baxter,! "you may meet with men who will
confidently affirm, that in these times all religion was trodden under foot, and that heresy
and schism were the only piety but I give warning to all ages, that they take heed how they believe any, while they are speaking for the interest of their factions and opinions against their
However, the
real or supposed adversaries."
Parliament did what they could to suppress and
discountenance all such extravagances and
even the officers of the army, having convicted
one of their quartermasters of blasphemy in a
council of war, sentenced him to have his tongue
bored through with a hot iron, his sword broken
over his head, and to be cashiered the army.
But Bishop Kennet says, even the Turkish
Alcoran was coming in that it was translated
into English, and said to be licensed by one of
Was
Sad times
the ministers of London
his lordship, then, afraid that the Alcoran should
;

;

;

!

!

or that the doctrines
of Christ could not support themselves against
But
the extravagant follies of an impostor 1
the book did no harm, though the Commons
immediately published an order for suppressing
it
and since the restitution of monarchy and
Episcopacy, we have lived to see the life of
prevail against the Bible

1

;

Mohammed and

his Koran published without
mischief or offence.
His lordship adds, that the papists took advantage of the liberty of the times, who were
never more numerous and busy which is not
very probable, because the Parliament had ban;

papists twenty miles from the city oi
London, and excepted them out of their acts ot
indulgence and toleration
the spirit of the
people against popery was kept up to the height
the mob carried the pope's effigy in triumph,
and burned it publicly on Queen Elizabeth's
birthday and the ministers in their pulpits pronounced him antichrist; but such is the zeal
of this right reverend historian !$

ished

all

;

;

* Whitelocke, p. 383.

t Life, p. 86.

i In this place we may notice that Colonel Lilburne,
in the reign of Charles I. felt the severe effects
of regal and episcopal anger, now incurred the displeasure of a republican government. On October
26, 1646, he was tried for transgressing the new statute of treasons enacted by the commonwealth. He
was acquitted by the jury, and Westminster Hall, on
the verdict being given, resounded with the accla-

who

— —

—
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The beginning

of this year, the Marquis of
Montrose was taken in the north of Scotland by
Colonel Straughan* with a small body of troops,
and hanged at Edinburgh on a gallows thirty
his body was buried under the galfeet high
lows, and Lis quarters set upon the gates of the
but his behaviour
principal towns in Scotland
was great and firm to the last. The marquis
appeared openly for the king in the year 1643,
and having routed a small party of Covenanters
in Perthshire, acquired considerable renown
but his little successes were very mischievous
to the king's affairs, being always magnified beyond what they really were ;t his vanity was
the occasion of breaking off the treaty of Uxbridge, and his fears lest King Charles II.
should agree with the Scots, and revoke his
commission before he had executed it, now hur;

;

;

him

ried

to his

own

king being in treaty with the Scots
Covenanters at Breda, was forced to stifle his
mations of the people.

A

was struck on

the
occasion representing him standing at the bar on his
trial
at the top of it was a medal of his head, with
"
this inscriplion,
John Lilburne, saved by the power of the Lord, and the integrity of his jury, who are
judges of law as well as fact, October 6, 1646." On
the reverse were the names of the jury. He was a
very popular character, as appears from the many
petitions presented to the House in his favour during
his imprisonment, one of which came from a num
ber of women. When some were sent to seize his
books, he persuaded them " to look to their own lib
print

;

erties, and let his books alone ;" and on his trial he
behaved with singular intrepidity. After he was diS'
charged by the jury, he was, by the order of Parliament, committed to the Tower. He seems to have
been a bold and consistent oppiigner of tyranny, un
der whatever form of govc<'iment it was practised
He died a Quaker, at Eltham, August 28, 1658. The

following character was given of him by SirThomas
Wortley, in a song, at a feast kept by the prisoners
in the Tower, in August, 1647
:

John Lilburne

And
He neither

is

a stirring blade,

understands the matter

Nor

th'

;

will king, bishops, lords,
of Commons flatter.

House

;

Whitelocke's Mem.,
i.,

p.

1C7,

and

of England, voi.
p.

vol.

iii.,

383, 384, and 405.
iii.,

p. 17.

p. 78, 8vo.
-Dr.

Grey,

Ed.

—Ed.
magnified beyond the
been handed down with
the highest eulogiums. The Marquis of Montrose
(says .Mr. Granger) was comparable to the greatest heroes of antiquity.
meet with many instances of valour in this active reign, but Montrose
is the only instance of heroism.
Among other cirt If his successes were
truth, his character has also

We

cumstances

of indignity which accompanied his execution, the book of his exploits, a small octavo written in elegant Latin, which is now very scarce, was
tied appendant to his neck.
Dr. Grey, and Grangers
il.,

;

Kirk.
(5.) "

That his majesty ratify all that has
been done in the Parliament of Scotland in
some late sessions, and sign the Covenant upon

p.

245, 246,

kingdom,

if

the Kirk desired

it."*

The king arrived in Scotland June 23 but
before his landing, the commissioners insisted
on his signing the Covenant, and upon parting
;

with

which he did, and
way of Aberdeen
house at Faulkland.
his majesty was proclaimed at the
Edinburgh, but the ceremony of his

his old councillors,

all

was then conducted by
and
Jidy

St.

Andrew's

11,

Cross at

the

to his

was deferred to the beginning of the
In the mean time, the English commonwealth was providing for a war which they
saw was unavoidable and General Fairfax re-

coronation
next year.

;

fusing to act against the Scots, his commission,

was immediately given

to

Cromwell, with the

title of captain-general in chief of all the forces
raised and to be raised by authority of Parliament within the commonwealth of England.

June 29, he marched
after, viz
with eleven thousand foot and five thousand
horse towards the borders of Scotland, being
resolved not to wait for the Scots invading
England, but to carry the war into their country.
The Scots complained to the English Parliament of this conduct, as a breach of the Act
of Pacification, and of the Covenant but wereanswered that they had already broken the
peace by their treaty with Charles Stuart, whom
they had not only received as their king, but
promised to assist in recovering the crown of^
England. Their receiving the king was certainly their right as an independent nation but
whether their engaging to assist him in recovering the crown of England was not declaring
war, must be left to the reader.
July 22, the general crossed the Tweed, and
marched bis army almost as far as Edinburgh
without much opposition, the country being deserted by reason of the terror of the name of
Cromwell, and the reports that were spread of

Three days

,

;

* This is not accurate.
Colonel Straughan's forces, in conjunction with others, tell on Lord Montrose's paity, routed them, :ind took six hundred
prisoners; but the marquis himself escaped, though
with difficulty, for his horse, pistols, belt, and scabbard were seized; and two or three days after the
fight he was taken, sixteen miles from the place of
engagement, in a disguise, and sorely wounded, having been betrayed, some say, by Lord Aston, but, according to Bishop Burnet, by Mackland, of Assin.
—Dr. Grey, and Whitelocke's Memorials, p. 438, 439.

History of England, vol.

:

;

John loves no power prerogative.
But that derived from Sion
As for the mitre and the crown,
Those two he looks awry on.

— Granger's History

resentments for the death of the marquis, and
submit to the following hard conditions
(1.) "That all persons excommunicated by
the Kirk should be forbid the court.
(2.) " That the king by his solemn oath, and
under his hand and seal, declare his allowance
of the Covenant.
(3.) '-That he confirm those acts of Parlia
ment which enjoin the Covenant. That he establish the Presbyterian worship and discipline,
and swear never to oppose or endeavour to al
ter them.
(4.) " That all civil matters be determined by
Parliament and all ecclesiastical affairs by the

his arrival in that

ruin.

The young

vol.

;

8vo.— Ed.

* Besides taking the Covenant, it was exacted of
the king also to acknowledge twelve articles of repentance, in which were enumerated the sins of his
father and grandfather, and idolatry of his mother
and in which were declarations, that he sought the
restitution of his rights for the sole advantage of religion, and in subordination to the kingdom of Christ.
Mrs. Macaulay's History of England, vol. v., p. 62,
8vo.
Ed. It is asserted by Jesse, in his " Court of
England under the Stuarts," that the Scotch had the
brutality to af^tix to the house in which Charles
was lodged in Edinburgh one of the quarters of his
Vol iii., p. 227.
adherent, the gallant Montrose.
C.

—

—

—

—

;

—

f
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his cruelty in Ireland.

Not a Scotsman

ap-

peared under sixty, nor a youth above six years
old, to interrupt his march. All provisions were
destroyed or removed to prevent the subsistence of the army, which was supplied from
time to time by sea but the general having
made proclamation that no man should be injured in his person or goods who was not found
in arms, the people took heart, and returned to
;

their dwellings.

The Scots army, under the command of Genand watched the motions of the English all the month of
August the main body being intrenched within six miles of Edinburgh, to the number of
thirty thousand of the best men that ever Scotland saw
General Cromwell did everything
he could to draw them to a battle, till, by the
fall of rain and bad weather, he was obliged to
retreat to Musselborough, and from thence to
Dunbar, where he was reduced to the utmost
straits, having no way left but to conquer or
die.*
In this extremity he summoned the officers to prayer after which he bid all about him
take heart, for God had heard them then walking in the Earl of Roxborough's gardens, that
lay under the hill upon which the Scots army
was encamped, and discovering by perspective
eral Lesley, stood on the defensive,

;

;

;

;

glasses that they were coming down to attack
him, he said God was delivering them into his
hands. That night proving very rainy, the general refreshed his men in the town, and ordered
them to take particular care of their firelocks,
which the Scots neglected, who were all the
night coming down the hill.
Early next morning, September 3, the general, with a strong
party of horse, beat their guards, and then ad-

vancing with his whole army, after about an
hour's dispute, entered their camp and carried
all before him
about four thousand Scots fell in
battle, ten thousand were made prisoners, with
:

hundred arms, and all their artillery and
ammunition the loss of the English amounting
more than about three hundred men.
It is an odd reflection Lord Clarendon t makes
upon this victory " Never was victory obtain-

and preach without any disturbance from him,
for he had no quarrel with the Scots nation oa
the score of religion.*
But the ministers replied that, having no security for their persons,
they thought it their duty to reserve themselves for better times.
Upon which the general wrote to the governor,
" That his kindness offered to the ministers
in the castle was without any fraudulent reserve; that if their Master's service was their
principal concern, they would not be so excessively afraid of suffering for it.
That those divines had misreported the conduct of his party,
when they charged them with persecuting the
ministers of Christ in England
for the ministers in England (says he) are supported, and
have liberty to preach the Gospel, though not
to rail at their superiors at discretion
nor, under a pretended privilege of character, to overtop
the civil powers, or debase them as they please.
No man has been disturbed in England or Ireland for preaching the Gospel
nor has any
minister been molested in Scotland since the
coming of the army hither speaking truth becomes the ministers of Christ but when ministers pretend to a glorious reformation, and
lay the foundation thereof in getting to themselves power, and can make worldly mixtures
to accomplish the same, such as the late agreement with their king, they may know that the
Sion promised is not to be built with such untempered mortar. And for the unjust invasion
they [the ministers] mention, time was when
an army out of Scotland came into England, not
called by the supreme authority
we have said
in our papers with what hearts and upon what
account we came, and the Lord has heard us,
though you would not, upon as solemn an appeal as any experience can parallel.
I have
nothing to say to you but that I am,
" Sir, your humble servant,
;

;

;

;

;

:

"O. Cromwell. "t

fifteen

;

to no

:

ed," says his lordship, " with less lamentation
for as Cromwell had great argument of triumph,
so the king was glad of it, as the greatest happiness that could befall him, in the loss of so
strong a body of his enemies. "J Such was the
encouragement the Scots had to fight for their
;

The Scots

ministers, in their reply to thi&
objected to the general his opening the
pnlpit-doors to all intruders, by which means a
flood of errors was broke in upon the nation.
To which the general replied, "
look on
ministers as helpers of, not lords over, the faith
of God's people
I appeal to their consciences,
whether any denying of their doctrines, or dissenting from them, will not incur the censure of
letter,

We

:

king!

Immediately after this action, the general
took possession of Edinburgh, which was, in a
manner, deserted by the clergy some having
shut themselves up in the castle, and others
:

fled

with their

to deliver

efl^ects to Stirling

them from

;

the general,

their fright, sent a trum-

pet to the castle, to assure the governor that
the ministers might return to their churches,
* Life of Cromwell, p. 178.
Burnet's Hist., vol.
p. 74, Edinb. edit.
t Vol. iii., p. 377.
Dr. Grey adds the reason which Lord Clarendon assigns for the king's rejoicmg in this victory
which was, his apprehension that if the Scots had
prevailed, they would have shut him up in prison the
next day whereas, after this defeat, they looked
upon the king as one they might stand in need of,
gave him more liberty than they had before allowed,
permitted his servants to wait on him, and began to
talk of a Parliament and of a time for his coronation.
i.,

t

:

—Ed.

*

was

proof of this, that while Oliver Cromwell
Edinburgh, he attended Divine worship in

It is a

at

the great church there, when Mr. William Derham
preached, and called Oliver a usurper to his face.
He was so far from resenting this, that he invited
Mr. Derham to visit him in the evening, when thej
supped together in great harmony. Oliver observed,
however, " that it was well known to him how much
he and his brethren disliked him; but they might
assure themselves that, if any of the Stuart line came
to the throne, they would find their little fingers
greater than his loins." Dr. Gibbon's Account of the
Cromwell Family, annexed to his Funeral Sermon for
William Cromwell, Esq., p. 47. Ed.
t

Lifeof Cromwell,

p. 182.

i The Scotch clergy protested against the preaching of laymen, which was allowed by the English
general and claimed for their own order the exclusive right of ordaining to the ministry.
This was
assailing the stronghold of Cromwell's tolerant policy, and he met it with an indignant refutation.—
Price's Hist, of Nonconformity, vol. ii., p. 454.
C.
;

—
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and what is this but to deny Chris- wrought in England. But did you not solemnly
Did not we do so too 1 And
tians their liberty, and assume the infallible appeal and pray
Where do you find in Scripture that ought not we and you to think with fear and
chair?
preaching is included within your function? trembling on the hand of the great God in this
Though an approbation from men has order in mighty and strange appearance of his, and not
Were not your exslightly call it an event?
it, and may be well, yet he tiiat hath not a betpectations and ours renewed from time to time,
ter than tliat, hath none at all.
on
God
to
while
we
waited
see how he would
on
high
may
"I hope He that ascended up
And shall
give his gifts to whom he pleases and if those manifest himself upon our appeals ?
we,
these
our
prayers,
fastings, tears,
after
all
gifts be the seal of mission, are not you envious,
though Eldad and Medad prophesy 1 You know expectations, and solemn appeals, call these
who has bid us covet earnestly the best gifts, bare events? The Lord pity you."
From this correspondence the reader may
but chiefly, that we may prophesy which the
apostle explains to be a speaking to instruction, form a judgment of the governing principles of
the former
edification, and comfort, which the instructed, the Scots and English at this time
edified, and "comforted can best tell the energy were so inviolably attached to their Covenant,
nothing
that
they
would
depart
from
that was
and efTect of
" Now, if this be evidence, take heed you envy inconsistent with it.
The English, after seekGod
prayer,
judged
of
the
goodness
of
ing
in
not for your own sakes, lest you be guilty of a
greater fault than Moses reproved in Joshua, their cause by the appearance of Providence in
when he envied for his sake. Indeed, you err its favour most of the officers and soldiers
through mistake of the Scriptures. Approba- were men of strict devotion, but went upon this
tion is an act of convenience in respect of or- mistaken principle, that God would never apder, not of necessity, to give faculty to preach pear for a bad cause after a solemn appeal to
However, the Scots lost
him for decision.
the Gospel.
" Your pretended fear lest error should step their courage, and surrendered the impregnable
in, is like the man that would keep all the wine Castle of Edinburgh into the hands of the conout of the country, lest men should be drunk. queror, December 24, the garrison having liberIt will be found an unjust and unwise jealousy ty to march out with their baggage to Burnt
and soon after the whole kingto deny a man the liberty he hath by nature, Island in Fife
upon a supposition he may abuse it. When he dom was subdued.
The Provincial Assembly of London met this
.doth abuse it, then judge."*
The governor complained to the general that year, as usual, in the months of May and Nothe Parthe Parliament at Westminster had fallen from vember, but did nothing remarkable
their principles,- not being true to the ends of liament waited to reconcile them to the Engagethe Covenant. And then adds, with the minis- ment, and prolonged the time limited for taking
but when they continued inflexible, and inters, that men of secular employments had it
.usurped the office of the ministry, to the scan- stead of submitting to the present powers, were
plotting with the Scots, it was resolved to clip
dal of the Reformed churches.
In answer to the first part of this expostula- their wings, and make some examples, as a terJune 21, the committee for reglion, General Cromwell desired to know wheth- ror to the rest.
er their bearing witness to themselves was a ulating the universities was ordered to tender
•good evidence of their having prosecuted the the Engagement to all such officers, masters, and
ends of the Covenant 1 " To infer this," says fellows as had neglected to take it, and upon
he, " is to have too favourable an opinion of your their refusal, to displace them. Accordingly, in
own judgment and impartiality. Your doctrines the University of Cambridge, Mr. Vines, Dr.
and practice ought to be tried by the Word of Rainbow, and some others, were displaced, and
Sympson, Mr. Jo.
<jod, and other people must have a liberty of succeeded by Mr. Sydrach
examining them upon these heads, and of giving Sadler, and Mr. Dell. In the University of Oxford. Dr. Reynolds, the vice-chancellor, refused
sentence."!
As to the charge of indulging the use of the the Engagement, but after some time offered to
pulpit to the laity, the general admits it, and take it, in hopes of saving his deanery of Christ
Church but the Parliament resenting the ex.adds, " Are ye troubled that Christ is preached 1
forfeiture, and
-does it scandalize the Reformed churches, and ample, took advantage of his
Owen, an Inde'Scotland in particular? is it against the Cove- gave the deanery to Dr. John
pendent
divine, who took possession of it March
so.
I
it
be
Covenant,
if
the
with
nant 1 away
1650-1.*
thought the Covenant and these men would 18,
Upon the resignation of the vice-chancellor.
have been willing that any should speak good
Dr. Daniel Greenwood, principal of Brazen Nose
of the name of Christ if not, it is no Covenant
and a Presbyterian divine, was appointof God's approving nor the kirk you mention College,
ed his successor, October 12, and on the ISth of
so much the spouse of Christ."
following, Oliver Cromwell, now in
January
The general, in one of his letters, lays conupon the success of their arms, Scotland, was chosen unanimously, in full con-

a sectary

;

I

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

siderable stress
after a

most solemn appeal

God on

to

both

the Scots governor replied,
"
have not so learned Christ, as to hang
the equity of a cause upon events." To which
could wish that blindCromwell answers, "
ness had not been upon your eyes to those mar-

sides.

To which

We

We

vellous

dispensations which

* Whitelocke,
History, p. 863.

p.

458.

God has

Collyer's

lately

Ecclesiastical

t Ibid., p. 864.

vocation, chancellor of the university, in the
of Pembroke, lately deceased.!
When the doctor and masters who were sent to
Edinburgh acquainted him with the choice, he
wrote a letter to the university, in which, after
a modest refusal of their favour, he adds, " If

room of the Earl

*

Baxter's Life,

t

Wood's

p. 64.

Fasti, p. 92

;

or Athen. Oxon., vol.

ii.,
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these arguments prevail not, and that I must
continue this honour till I can personally serve
you, you shall not vi'ant my prayers that piety
and learning may flourish among you, and l)e
rendered useful and subservient to that great
and glorious kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ
of the approach of vvliich so plentiful an effusion
of the Holy Spirit upon those hopeful plants
among you is one of the best presages." When
the general's letter was read in convocation,
the House resounded with cheerful acclamations.
Dr. Greenwood continued vice-chancellor two years, but was then displaced for his
disaffection to the government, and the honour was
conferred on Dr. Owen. Thus by degrees the
Presbyterians lost their influence in the universities, and delivered them up into the hands of
ihe Independents.
To strengthen the hands of the government yet
farther, the Parliament, by an ordinance bearing date September 20, took away all the penal
;

statutes for religion.* The preamble sets forth,
" that divers religious and peaceable people,
well-afl^ected to the commonwealth, having not

only been molested and imprisoned, but brought
into danger of abjuring their country, or, in case
of return, to suflTer death as felons, by sundry
acts made in the times of former kings and
queens of this nation, against recusants not
coming to chuich, &c., they therefore enact and
oidain,
" That
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" that incest and adultery should he made felony and that fornication should be punished
with three months' imprisonment for the first
offence; and the second offence should be
felony without benefit of clergy.
Commoa
bawds, or persons who keep lewd houses, are to
be set in the pillory
to be whipped, and marked in the forehead with the letter B, and then
committed to the House of Correction for three
years for the first offence
and, for the second,
to suffer death, provided the prosecution be
within twelve months."*
June 28, it was ordained " that every nobleman who shall be convicted of profane cursing
and swearing, by the oath of one or more witnesses, or by his own confession, shall pay for
the first offence thirty shillings to the poor of
the parish
a baronet or knight, twenty shil;

;

;

;

lings

six

;

an esquire, ten shillings a gentleman,
and eiglitpence
and all inferior
;

shillings

;

persons, three shillings and fourpence.
For
the second offence they are to pay double, ac-

cording to their qualities above mentioned. And
for the tenth offence they are to be judged common swearers and cursers, and to be bound over
to their good behaviour for three years.
The
like punishment for women, whose fines are to
be determined according to their own or their
husbands' quality."+
August 9, an ordinance was passed for punishing blasphemous and execrable opinions.
The preamble takes notice that, " though several laws had been made for promoting reformation in doctrines and manners, yet there were
divers men and women who had lately discovered monstrous opinions, even such as tended
to the dissolution of human society
the Parliament, therefore, according to their declaration of September 27, 1649, in which they said
they should be ready to testify their displeasure
against such offenders, by strict and effectual
proceedings against them who should abuse and
turn into licentiousness the liberty given in
matters of religion, do therefore ordain and

all the clauses, articles, and provisoes
the ensuing acts of Parliament, viz., I Eliz.,
Eliz., 35 Eliz
and all and every branch,
clause, article, or proviso, in any other act or
ordinance of Parliament, whereby any penalty
or punishment is imposed, or meant to be imposed on any person whatsoever, for not repairing to their respective parish churches, or
for not keeping of holydays, or for not hearing
Common Prayer, &.C., shall be, and are hereby
wholly repealed and made void.
" And to the end that no profane or licentious
persons may take occasion, by the repeal of the
said laws, to neglect the performance of reli- enact,
" That any persons not distempered in their
gious duties, it is farther ordained that all persons not having a reasonable excuse, shall, on
every Lord's Day, and day of public thanksgiv- they were not sufliciently mindful of the dehcate naing or humiliation, resort to some place of pub- ture of their task. Their vocation was high and holy^
lic worship
or be present at some other place, but the mode in which they sought to accompHsh
their object frequently tended to its defeat, rather
in the practice of some religious duty, either of
than its furtherance. Men are not to be drilled into
prayer or preaching, reading or expoundmg the
morality they cannot be made virtuous by laws.
Scriptures."
Vice may be driven from the walks of public life, but
By this law the doors were set open, and the unless the sentiments of a community be improved
state was at liberty to employ all such in their unless its moral judgments be rectified, the same
service as would take the oaths to the civil gov- propensities will be indulged under other forms
ernment, without any regard to their religious forms less obtrusive, but not less fatal. The unnatural restraint under which the people were held duprinciples.
Sundry severe ordinances were made for sup- ring the ascendency of the Parliament, formed an artificial character, and reacted with fearful energy
sorts
of
vice,
error,
and
all
profanepressing of
at the Restoration.
At the same time, it should in
ness and impiety.t May 10, it was ordained fairness be remembered, that the men who now ruled
the nation combined, with laws against specific vices,
* Scobel, p. 131.
a vigorous and effective course of religious training.
t The present rulers of the nation were engaged The result of the two processes was a mi.\ed state of
in an enterprise of unparalleled difliculty, and could things.
There was much of good, and much of evil
only hope to succeed as they invigorated and raised in the existing condition of society. The elements
Having demolished the of hght and darkness were strangely blended rehthe tone of public feelip.g.
ancient landmarks of English sympathy and action, gious principles were gathering strength for the conthey were concerned to generate a new order of sen- flict they subsequently sustained
while hypocrisy
litnenls, nobler in its character, and more ample in
was preparing a large portion of the people for the
its range.
For this purpose, they sought to banish infidelity and licentiousness which flourished under
vice from t ie walks of public life to brand it with the patronage of the Second Charles.
Dr. Price's
infamy to coerce it from society, as its weakness, Hist. Nonconformity, vol. ii., p. 459. C.
no less than its disgrace. In pursuing this object,
* Scobel, p. 121.
t Ibid., p. 123.

in
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;

—
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;

—
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who

any mere creature
to be Got], or to be infinite, almighty, &c., or
that shall deny the holiness of God
or shall
maintain tiiat all acts of wickedness and unrighteousness are not forbidden in Holy Scripture
or that God approves them
any one who
shall maintain that acts of drunkenness, adultery, swearing, &c., are not in themselves
shameful, wicked, sinful, and impious
or that
there is not any real ditference between moral
good and evil, &c., all such persons shall suffer
six months' imprisonment for the lirst offence
and for the second shall be banished and if
they return without license, shall be treated as
felons."*
Though several ordinances had been made
heretofore for the strict observation of the
Lord's Day, the present House of Commons
thought fit to enforce them by another, dated
April 19, 1650, in which they ordain "that all
goods cried or put to sale on the Lord's Day,
or other days of humiliation and thanksgiving
appointed by authority, shall be seized. No
wagoner or drover shall travel on the Lord's
Day, on penalty of 10^. for every offence. No
persons shall travel in boats, coaches, or on
horses, except to church, on penalty of 10s.
The like penalty for being in a tavern. And
where distress is not to be made, the offender
is to be put into the stocks six hours.
All peaceofficers are required to make diligent search for
discovering offenders
and in case of neglect,
the justice of peace is fined £5, and every constable 20s."
Such was the severity of these
times.
The Parliament having ordered the sale of
bishops' lands, and the lands of deans and chapters, and vested the money in the hands of trustees, as has been related, appointed this year,
April 5, part of the money to be appropriated
for the support and maintenance of such late
bishops, deans, prebendaries, singing-men, choristers, and other members, officers, and persons
destitute of maintenance, whose respective ofbrains,

shall maintain

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

fices, places, and livelihoods were taken away
and abolished, distributing and proportioning
the same according to their necessities.
How
well this was executed I cannot determine but
it was a generous act of compassion, and more
than the Church of England would do for the
Nonconformists at the Restoration.
A motion being made in the House about
translating all law-books into the English language, Mr. Whitelocke made a learned speech
on the argument, wherein he observes, that
" Moses read the law to the Jews in the Hebrew language that the laws of all the Eastern
nations were in their mother tongue
the laws
of Constantinople were in Greek at Rome they
were in Latin in France, Spain, Germany,
Sweden, Denmark, and other places, their laws
afe published in their native language.
As for
our own country," says he, " those who can
read the Saxon character may find the laws of
our ancestors in that language.
Pursuant to
this regulation, William, duke of Normandy,
commonly called the Conqueror, commanded
the lavi's to be published in English, that none
might pretend ignorance. He observes farther,
that by 36 Eliz., cap. iii., it was ordered that all
;

;

;

;

;

pleadings should be in English
and even in the
reigns of those princes, wherein our statutes
were enrolled in French, the sheriffs were obliged to proclaim them in English, because the
people were deeply concerned to know the laws
of their country, and not to be kept in ignorance
of the rule by which their interests and duty
were directed."*
;

The arguments in this speech were so forciHouse agreed unanimously to a bill,
wherein they ordain, " that all books of law be
translated into English
and all proceedings ia
any court of justice, except the Court of Admiralty, after Easter term, 1651, shall be in English only
and all writs, &c., shall be in a legible hand, and not in court-hand, on forfeiture of
ble that the

;

;

£20

for the first offence, half to the

wealth, and the other half to
for the

t Ibid., p. 119.

t Ibid., p. 111.

this regulation

ceased at the Restoration, as all other ordinances did that were made in these times, the late
Parliament has thought fit to revive it.
From this time we may date the rise of the
people called Quakers, in whom most of the enthusiasts of these times centred
their first
leader was George Fox, born at Drayton in
Lancashire, 1024 his father, being a poor weaver,t put him apprentice to a country shoemaker,
but having a peculiar turn of mind for religion,
he went away from his master, and wandered
up and down the country like a hermit, in a
leathern doublet
at length his friends, hearing
he was at London, persuaded him to return
home, and settle in some regular course of employment but after he had been some months
in the country, he went from his friends a second time, in the year 1646, and threw off all
farther attendance on the public service in the
churches the reasons he gave for his conduct
were, because it was revealed to him that a
;

;

;

;

:

* Whitelocke, p. 460.
t Scobel, p. 155.
t It is to be wished that Mr. Neal had not used
this epithet, poor.
It is not in the author whom he
quotes, was needless, and has the appearance of contempt. The parents of Fox were truly respectable
his father, Christopher Fox, of such a virtuous life,
that his neighbours called him righteous Christer
his motlier, of the stock of martyrs, and a woman of
qualifications superior to the generality of her circumstances in life they were both members of the
National Church, distinguished by piety, and cherished the religious turn of mind which their son discovered in his earliest years. Virtuous and sober manners, a peculiar staidness of mind, and gravity of demeanour, marked his youth. His chief employment
under his master, who also dealt in wool and cattle,
was to keep sheep, which was well suited to his disposition both for innocence and solitude.
He acquitted himself with a fidelity and diligence that conduced much to the success of his master's affairs.
It was a custom with him to ratify his dealing with
the word rerily, to which he so firmly and conscientiously adhered, that those who knew him would remark, '-If George says verily, there is no altering."
Mr. Neal's expression, " he went away from his
master," may be understood as intmiating a clandestine and dishonourable leaving his master's service,
which was not the case. He did not begin his solitary travels till after his apprenticeship was finished,
and he had returned home to his parents. The
leathern dress was adopted by him on account of its
simplicity and its durableness, as it required little re;

pairing,

which was convenient

to

him

in his

wander-

Sewet's Hist., p.
ing and unsettled course of life.
6-12 and Gough's History of the Quakers, vol. i., p
;

* Scobel, p. 124.

common-

them that will sue

And though

same."t

60.— Ed.
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learned education at the university was no qualification for a minister, but that all depended on
the anointing of the Spirit, and that God, who
made the world, did not dwell in temples made
with hands. In the year 1647 he travelled
into Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire, walking
through divers towns and villages, which way
soever his mind turned, in a solitary manner.
He fasted much (says my author), and walked
often abroad in retired places, with no other

companion but

his Bible.

;:
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supported by such passages of Scripture as
these " Swearnot all ;" " How can ye believe
who receive honour one of another, and seek
not the honour which comes from God only?"
But these marks of distinction which George
Fox and his followers were so tenacious of, unhappily brought them into a great deal of trouble
when they were called to appear before the civil
:

magistrate.
In the year 1649 he grew more troublesome,
to interrupt the public ministers in
time of Divine service his first essay of this
kind was at Nottingham, where the minister,
preaching from these words of St. Peter, "
have a more sure word of prophecy," &c told
the people that they were to try all doctrines,
opinions, and religions by the Holy Scriptures.
Upon which, George Fox stood up in the middle
of the congregation and said, " Oh no it is not

He would sometimes and began

sit in a hollow tree all day, and frequently walked about the fields in the night, like a man possessed with deep melancholy which the writer of his life calls the " time of the first working of the Lord upon him."* Towards the latter end of this year he began first to set up for
a teacher of others, about Duckinfieldand Manchester; the principal argument of his discourse
being, that people should receive the inward Divine teachings of the Lord, and take that for
:

:

We

,

!

the Scripture, but it is the Holy Spirit by which
opinions and religions are to be tried
for it was
the Spirit that led people into all truth, and gave
their rule.
In the year 1648, there being a dissolution of them the knowledge of it."
And continuing
his speech to the disturbance of the congregaall government, both civil and ecclesiastical,
George Fox waxed bold,t and travelled through tion, the officers were obliged to turn him out
the counties of Leicester, Northampton, and of the church, and carry him to the sheriff's
Derby, speaking to the people in market-places, house next day he was committed to the cas&.C., about the inward light of Christ within tle, but was quickly released without any other
them.f At this time, says my author, he ap- punishment.* After this he disturbed the minprehended the Lord had forbid him to put off ister of Mansfield in time of Divine service, for
he was requi- which he was set in the stocks, and turned out
his hat to any one, high or low
red also to speak to the people, without dis- of the town.t The like treatment he met with
He
tinction, in the language of thou and thee.
was not to bid people good-morrow or good* Mr. Neal's account of this imprisonment of
night neither might he bend his knee to the George Fox is censured by a late historian as not
the womenll strictly true, nor supported by his authority, Sewel,
chief magistrate in the nation
that followed him would not make a courtesy to and, through a partial bias, a very palhative narration.
their superiors, nor comply with the common The fact, more exactly and fully stated, is this
forms of speech. Both men and women affect- That Fox was not taken immediately from the church
to the sheriff's house, but to prison, and put into a
ed a plain and simple dress, distinct from the
place so filthy and intolerably
that the
fashion of the times.
They neither gave nor smell thereof was very grievous tonoisome,
be endured. At
accepted any titles of respect or honour, nor night he was carried before the mayor, aldermen,
would they call any man master on earth. They and sheriff's of the town, and after examination
refused to take an oath on the most solemn oc- was recommitted. But one of the sheriffs, whose
These, and the like peculiarities, he name was Reckless, being much affected with the
casion.
sentiments he had advanced, removed him to his
* Sewel's History of the Quakers, p. 6-12.
own house. During his residence there Mr. Fox
t The circumstances of this period, as stated by was visited by persons of considerable condition
Gough, will show the propriety of our author's lan- the sherift", as well as his wife and famiiyj, were
guage here, and preclude the suspicion that has fall- greatly affected with his doctrine, insomuch that he
en on him, of intending to insinuate that the boldness and several others exhorted the people and the maof George Fo.x was criminal, and that the dissolution gistrates to repentance. This provoked the latter to
of government had rendered him licentious. At this remove Fox back to the common prison, where he lay
time the Independents and Republicans had accom- till the assizes. When he was to have been brought
plished their purpose regal dominion, the peculiar before- the judge, the ofiicer was so dilatory in the
privileges of the nobilty, and the office of bishops execution of his business that the court was broken
were abolished. Their professed principles were in up before he was conducted to it. He was, on this,
favour of civil and religious liberty. The places of again ordered into the common jail, and detained
public worship seem, for a season, to have been open there some time longer. As far as appears, he was
to teachers of different denominations, and not un- imprisoned, detained in prison, and released, at the
commonly appropriated to theological discussion and mere will and pleasure of the magistrates of Notdisputation between the teachers or members of va- tingham, without any legal cause assigned. " Such
rious sects.
These propitious circumstances fur- arbitrary exertion of power," well observes my aunished Fox and others with opportunities of dissem- thor, "ill agrees with a regard tor chartered priviinating their opinions, and a fair opportunity natu- leges and equal liberty."
Gonsh's Hist, of the QuaSeweFs Hist., p. 21, 22.— Ed.
rally inspirits and imboldens to any undertaking.— kers, vol. i., p. 8.3, 84.
Gotigh's History, vol. i., p. 72.
Ed.
i Mr. Neal is considered as passing over this
t The words of Sewel are, " that every man was treatment of Fox in too "cursory a manner;" and is
enlightened by the divine light of Christ." The term blamed for placing his conduct in the most invidious
used by this historian for the followers of Fox is light it would bear, disturbing the minister. But,
fellow-believers, without any reference to heir sex
surely, if Mr. Fox spoke while the minister was
nor docs his narrative show that they consisted preaching, without waiting till he had finished his
more of women than men, which Mr. Neal's expres- discourse, it was disturbing him by an unseasonable
sion seems to intimate.
interruption.
But this circumstance is not to be
En.
History of the Quakers, p. 18.
clearly ascertained by Sewel. The treatment which
See note J of this page.
Fox met with was iniquitous and violent to an ex;

;

(J)

;

;

;

;
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Market Bosworth, and several other towns*
At length the magistrates of Derby confined him
six months in prison, for uttering divers blasat

phemous

opinions,! pursuant to a late act of

The hearers of the minister " converted the place of Divine worship into a scene of
lawless riot, and the time set apart for the service of
God into an enormous abuse of a fellow-creature
manifesting their religion to be such," observes Mr.
Gough, with great propriety, " at the time when it
should most atfect their minds, as admitted of injury, revenge, and violating the peace and order of soFor they assaulted Mr. Fox in a furious manciety.
ner, strack him down, and beat him cruelly with
their hands, Bibles, and sticks, whereby he was
grievously bruised. After they had thus vented their
rage, they haled him out, and put him into the stocks,
•where he sat some hours and then they took him
before a magistrate, who, seeing how grossly he had
been abused, after much threatening, set him at liberty. But still the rude multitude, insatiate in abuse,
stoned him out of the town, though hardly able to
go, or well to stand, by reason of their violent usage."
It should be remarked here, that the magistrate's
conduct was extremely culpable in not inflicting a
punishment on these disturbers of the peace, for this
unjust and violent attack on a man who had done
them no harm, but meant to do them good, and in
treme degree.

;

;

Gough' s History,
not affording to him his protection.
* Sewel, p. 22.
vol. i., p. 84-86.— Ed.
t This was the language of the mittimus by which
Fox and another were committed to the House of
Correction; we regret that Mr. Neal should have
adopted it without giving his reader the grounds on
epithet was applied to their opinAfter the service of a lecture, at which Mr.
attended, was finished, he spoke what was
on his mind, and was heard without molestation
when he had done, an officer took him by the hand
and carried him before the magistrates. Being asked, " Why he came thither '." he answered, that
' God had moved him to it ;" and added, " that God
did not dwell in temples made with hands and that
all their preaching, baptism, and sacrifices, would
never sanctify them but that they ought to look unto
Christ in them, and not unto men, for it is Christ
that sanctifies." As they were very full of words,
sometimes disputing and sometimes deriding, he told
them " they were not to dispute of God and Christ,
but to obey him." At last they asked him " if he
was sanctified?" he replied, " Yes :" " if he had no

which the severe
ions.

Fox had

;

;

;

sin?" his answer was, "Christ, my Saviour, hath
taken away my sin, and in him there is no sin." To
the next question, "How he and his friends knew
Christ was in them ?" he replied, " By his Spirit,
which he hath given us." Then they were asked " if
any of them were Christ?" to which insidious query
he answered, "Nay, we are nothing; Christ is all."
He was next interrogated, " If a man steal, is it no
sin?" to which his reply was, "All unrighteousness
With what candour, with what propriety,
is sin."
with what truth, could the charge of blasphemy be
grounded on these declarations, especially by the
magistrates who examined and committed him?
The names to the mittimus were Ger. Bennet and
Nath. Barton both of them were Independents, the
latter an officer and preacher; men whose tenets
implied a supernatural influence, and admitted no
interference of the civil magistrate in spiritual concerns, but were pointed in favour of universal toleration one of whom could himself have no commission to preach but on the ground of God's moving
him to it. These were the men who accused Fox
of blasphemy, and imprisoned him; "a remarkable
instance," observes Mr. Gough, " of the inconsistency of men with themselves in different stations of
life ;" a remarkable instance, it may be added, how
the law may be wrested, and justice perverted by
passion and prejudice. Mr. Neal's manner of relating this transaction unhappily conceals the criminal
conduct of these magistrates, and is too much calcu;

;

Parliament for that purpose. By this time there
began to appear some other visionaries, of the
same make and complexion with George Fox,
who spoke in places of public resort, being
moved, as they said, by the Holy Ghost and
even some women, contrary to the modesty of
their sex, went about streets, and entered into
churches, crying down the teaching of men, and
;

exhorting people to attend to the light within
themselves.
It was in the year 1650 that these wandering
lights first received the denomination of Quakers, upon this ground, that their speaking to
the people was usually attended with convulsive
agitations and shakings of the body.
All their
speakers had these tremblings, which they gloried in, asserting it to be the character of a
good man to tremble before God. When George
Fox appeared before Gervas Bennet, Esq., one
of the justices of Derby, October 30, 1650, he
had one of his agitations, or fits of trembling,
upon him, and with a loud voice and vehement
emotion of body, bid the justice and those about
him tremble at the Word of the Lord whereupon the justice gave him and his friends the
name of Quakers, which being agreeable to their
common behaviour, quickly became the distinguishing denomination of this people.*
At length they disturbed the public worshipby appearing in ridiculous habits, with emblematical ar typical representations of some impending calamity they also took the liberty of
giving ministers the reproachful names of hire;

;.

lated to perpetuate the prejudice which misled and
governed Vaem.—SewtVs History, p. 24, and Gough's
Histori/, vol.

*

i.,

p.

90-Q4.— Ed.

The above paragraph has

given great offence,
severely censured by Mr. Gough, as " an opprobrious description, approaching to scurrility."
l"he plain fact, as it stands in Sewel, has none of
those circumstances of agitations, a loud voice, and
vehement emotions, with which Mr. Neal has described it, and for which he has quoted no authority.
Fox, according to Sewel, having bid the justice and
those about him to " tremble at the Word of the
Lord," Mr. Bennet took hold of this weighty saying
with such an airy mind, that from thence he took
occasion to call him and his friends, scornfully, Quakers.
This name was eagerly taken up and spread
among the people. As to the convulsive emotions
with which it is said the preaching of these Christians was accompanied, it is but fair to hear their
advocate.
readily admit," says Mr. Gough,
"these promulgators of primitive Christianity had
no university education, were not trained in schools
It was plain truth and righteousness
of oratory.
they sought to follow and recommend in a plain,
simple way, without the studied decorations of fine
language, or the engaging attractions of a graceful
motion they spoke not to the head or to the eye,
but to the hearts of their auditors. Being themselves animated, and deeply affected in spirit with
the inward feeling of the power of that truth, to the
knowledge of which they aimed to bring others, that
thereby they might be saved an unaffected warmth
of zeal in recommending righteousness, and testifying against vice and wickedness, might produce a
warmth of expression, and action also, which to an,
invidious eye might appear convulsive ; but their
convulsions did not bereave them of understanding ;
they spake with the spirit and with the understanding also, of things which they knew, and testified of
And their doctrine
things which they had seen.
was often effectual to open the understanding of
their hearers, to see clearly the state of their minds,
both what they were and what they ought to be."-^
Gough's History, vol. i., p. 96, note.— Ed.

and

is

"We

;

;

Q—

—

t

;
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of the people, false prophets,
&c. Some of them went through clivers towns
and villages naked, denouncing judgments and
calamities upon the nation. Some have famished and destroyed themselves by deep melancholy and others have undertaken to raise their
Mr. Ba.\ter says* many
friends from the dead.
Franciscan friars and other papists have been
but litdisguised speakers in their assemblies
tle credit is to be given to such reports.
It cannot be expected that such an unsettled
people should have a uniform system of rational
Their first and chief design, if they
principles.
had any, was to reduce all revealed religion to
and because some had laid too great
allegory
stress upon rites and ceremonies, these would
have neither order nor regularity, nor stated
seasons of worship, but all must arise from the
inward impulse of their spirits. Agreeably to
this rule, they declared against all sorts of clergy or settled ministers against people's assemhhng in steeple-houses against fixed tiniest
of public devotion, and, consequently, against
Their own
the observation of the Sabbath.
meetings were occasional, and when they met,
one or another spake as they were moved from
within, and sometimes they departed without
any one's being moved to speak at all.
The doctrines they delivered were as vague
lings, deceivers

;

;

;

;

;

and

uncertaini!t as

the principles from which

* Baxter's Life, p. 77.
t If but little credit is to be given to such reports,
may be asked, Why are they introduced, when, if
not refuted, they tend to mislead the reader, and to
Is it becomfix a reproach on an innocent people
ing the candour and dignity of an historian, by recording, to appear to give them a sanction ? As to
the case in hand, Mr. Baxter, on whose authority
Mr. Neal speaks, though he was a great and excellent man, was not entirely exempt from the infinence of prejudice and credulity. In general, stories
to the discredit of a new, despised, and hated sect,
are often eagerly adopted and spread with circumSo it happened to the first
stances of aggravation.
Christians. This has befallen the Methodists in our
times.
And the Quakers, being particular objects
of priestly indignation, had reason to complain of
this.
They were often confounded with an ephenieron sect, whose principles were totally incompatible
with theirs, called Ranters, and whose practices outraged all decency and order. An active preacher
among the Quakers, Mr. Edward Burroughs, and
the celebrated Barclay, wrote against the practices
Gough's History, vol. i., p. 128, 129,
of these people.
Ed.
note ; and vol. iii., p. 15,
% This is not accurate, or is appUcable only to the
infancy of the sect. For, though they did not esteem
one house more holy than another, and believed all
times equally the Lord's, and that all days should be
Sabbaths, or times of continual rest and abstinence
from evil, yet, as soon as their numbers were sufficient for the purpose, they held fixed and regular
meetings for worship, particularly on the first day of
the week, which they chose as more convenient, hecause more generally accepted than any other. In
1654, meetings were settled in many places in the
north, and also in the city of Loudon, which were
held in private houses, til! the body growing too
large to be accommodated in them, a house known
by the name of BuU-and-Mouth, in Martin's-leGrand. near Aldersgate-slreet, was hired for a meeting-house. And no body of Christians were more
open, steady, and regular, than they have been in
their public associations for worship or discipline,
it

'.

— SewftVs History,
p,

144 and
I)

p.

80, 84.

Gough's History,

vol.

i,,

509,— En,

The account which Mr. Neal

VoL, II,—

gives of the senti-
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they acted.
They denied the Holy Scriptures
to be the only rule of their faith, calling it a
dead letter, and maintaining that every man
had a light within himself, which was a sufficient rule. They denied the received doctrine
of the Trinity and incarnation. They disowned the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's
Supper nay, some of them proceeded so far as
to deny a Christ without them
or, at least, to
place more of their dependance upon a Christ
within.
They spake little or nothing, says
Mr, Baxter,* about the depravity of nature;,
about the covenant of grace about pardon of
sin, and reconciliation with God
or about moral duties, +
But the disturbance they gave to
the public religion for a course of years was so
insufferable, that the magistrates could not avoid,
punishing them as disturbers of the peace;
though of late they are become a more sober
and inoffensive people and by the wisdom of
their managers, have formed themselves into a
;

;

;

;

;

ments and practices of the Quakers, in this and the
preceding paragraph, is not drawn up with the accuracy and precision, not to say candour, which should,
the historic page.
It has too much the appearance of the loose, desultory representation which,
those who had not investigated their principles, nor
looked into their writings, would exhibit of this
sect.
It is, I think, introduced at an improper

mark

place, in too early a period of their history, when
Mr, Neal himself has related only what concerned
George Fox, and before his followers were formed
into a body.
At that time it was not to be expected
that their principles should be made into a system
and their doctrines being delivered as the assertions
of individuals only, and deriving their complexion
from their diffisrent tastes, capacities, and views,
would, to the public eye, wear the aspect of variety
and uncertainty. But long before Mr, Neal wrote,
their principles had assumed a systematic form.
Penn had pubhshed his Key, and Robert Barclay
his Catechism and Confession of Faith, and that
elaborate yvork, his Apology. The propositions illustrated and defended in this treatise exhibit a concise
view of the chief principles of the Quakers, and, that
they may speak for themselves, we will give them in
* Baxter, p. 77.
the Appendix, No. 12,— Ed,
Mr. Baxter's
t This quotation is not correct.
words, concerning the strain of their preaching, are
these "They speak much for the dwelling and working of the Spirit in us, but little of justification and
the pardon of sin, and our reconciliation with God
through Jesus Christ." Here is nothing said about
their neglecting to insist on "moral duties."
The
great object of Fox's zeal, we are told, was a heavenly temper and a life of righteousness, and his en*
deavours to propagate true religion and righteousness were not confined to public or private meetings,
but exerted in other places, as occasion offered particularly in courts of judicature, to admonish to justice, and caution against oppression
in markets, to
recommend truth, candour, and fair dealings, and to
bear his testimony against fraud and deceitful merchandise
at piblic-houses of entertainment, to
:

;

;

:

warn against indulging intemperance, by supplying
their guests with more liquor than would do them
good

;

at schools

and

in private families, to

exhort

to the training up of children and servants to sobriety, in the fear of their Maker; to testify against
vain sports, plays, and shows, as tending to draw

people into vanity and libertinism, and from that state
of circumspect ion and attentive consideration wherein our salvation is to be wrought out, forewarning
all of the great day of account for all the deeds done
This was certainly insisting on moral
in the body.
duties, and bringing home the principles of righteousness to the various circumstances of human life with
much propriety and energy. Gough's History, vol. i.,,

—

p. 67,

75.— Ed,

—

—
;

;
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sort of body politic, and are in general very worthy members of society.

CHAPTER

II.

IN

SCOTLAND, TO THE PROTECTORSHIP OF OLIVER
1651.

of attain-

He declares his detestaing his own ends.
tion and abhorrence of all popery, superstition,
idolatry, and prelacy, and resolves not to tolerHe acate them in any part of his dominions.
knowledges

II.

fKOM THE C0RON.\TION OF KING CHARLES
CROMWELL.

taken without any sinister intention

making peace with

his great sin in

the Irish rebels, and allowing them the liberty
of their religion, which he makes void, resolving
for the future rather to choose affliction than
sin
and though he judges charitably of those
who have acted against the Covenant, yet he
promises not to employ them for the future till
they have taken it.
In the conclusion, his majesty confesses over again his own guilt ; and
tells the world the state of the question was not
altered, inasmuch as he had obtained mercy to be
on God's side, and therefore hopes the Lord will
be gracious, and countenance his own cause,
since he is determined to do nothing but with
advice of the Kirk.
Our historians, who complain of the prevari
cation of Cromwell, would do well to find a par
the king took the
allel to this in all history
Covenant three times with this tremendous
oath, " By the Eternal and Almighty God, who
liveth and reigneth forever, I will observe and
keep all that is contained herein." Mr. Baxter
admits* that the Scots were in the wrong in
tempting the young king to speak and publish
that which they might easily know was contrary
to the thoughts of his heart
but surely his majesty was no less to blame, to trample upon the
most sacred bonds of religion and society. He
complied with the rigours of the Scots discipline
;

The coronation

of King Charles by the Scots,
which had been deferred hitherto, being now

thought necessary to give life to their cause,
was solemnized at Scone on New- Year's day,
1651, with as much magnificence as their circumstances would admit,* when his majesty
took the following oath: "I, Charles, king of
Great Britain, France, and Ireland, do assure
and declare, by my solemn oath, in the presence
of Almighty God, the .searcher of all hearts, my
allowance and approbation of the national Covenant, and of the solemn League and Covenant
and faithfully oblige myself to prosecute the
ends thereof in my station and calling; and
that I myself and successors shall consent and
agree to all the acts of Parliament enjoining the
national Covenant, and the solemn League and
Covenant, and fully establish Presbyterian government, the Directory of Worship, Confession of
Faith, and Catechisms, in the kingdom of Scotland, as they are approved by the General Assembly of this Kirk, and Parliament of this kingdom and that I will give my royal word and
assent to all acts of Parliament passed, or to be
passed, enjoining the same in my other dominions and that 1 shall observe these in my own
practice and family, and shall never make opposition to any of these, or endeavour any change
thereof "t This oath was annexed to the Covenant itself, drawn up on a fair roll of parchment, and subscribed by him in the pfesence of
the nobility and gentry.f
His majesty also signed a declaration, in
which he acknowledged the sin of his father in
marrying into an idolatrous family and that the
blood shed in the late wars lay at his father's
door.^
He expressed a deep sense of his own
ill education, and of the prejudices he had drunk
in against the cause of God, of which he was
now very sensible. He confessed all the former
parts of his life to have been a course of enmity
to the Word of God.
He repented of his commission to Montrose. He acknowledged his
own sins, and the sins of his father's house,
and says he will account them his enemies
who oppose the covenants both which he had
;

;

;

,

* The ceremonial of this coronation is given at
length by Dr. Grey, vol. in., p. 121-124.
Ed.
t Jesse says his " coronation at Scone, though
conducted with some magnificence, was, after all,
little better than an insult." Dr. Price, with his usual discrimination, observes, " The scene enacted on
this occasion was in perfect keeping with the whole
course of the young prince in Scotland, and was the
most disgracefully hypocritical ever exhibited on the
theatre of human action. * * * * It is needless to
comment on such a farce. It was a worthy commencement of one of the most inglorious careers ever
run by human prince. Had Cromwell been the actor
on this occasion, volumes would have been written
on the depth ot his dissimulation and treachery." C.
t.Oldmixon's History of the Stuarts, p. 391.
{) History of the Stuarts, p. 387.
Burnet, vol. i., p.
.78, Edinb. edit.

—

;

;

he heard many prayers and ser" I remember," says
of great length.
Bishop Burnet, + "in one fast-day, there were six
sermons preached without intermission. He
was not allowed to walk abroad on Sundays
and if at any time there had been any gayety at
court, as dancing or playing at cards, he was
severely reproved for it, which contributed not
a little to beget in him an aversion to all strictness in religion." And the Scots were so jeal-

and worship

:

mons

was from necessity, that they
none of his old friends to come
and councils, nor so much as
to serve in the army.
While the Scots were raising forces for the
king's service, a private correspondence was
carried on with the English Presbyterians letters were also written, and messengers sent,
from London to the king and queen-mother in
France, to hasten an accommodation with the

ous that

would

this

all

suffer

into his presence

;

Scots, assuring them that the English Presbyterians would then declare for him the first opportunity.
Considerable sums of money were
collected privately to forward an expedition into
England
but the vigdance of the commonwealth discovered and defeated their designs.
;

The

gentlemen and ministers concerned in the correspondence were some disbanded
officers who had served the Parliament in the
principal

* " It seemed to me and many others," says Mr.
Baxter, "that the Scots miscarried divers ways: 1.
In imposing laws upon their king, tor which they had
no authority 2. In forcing him to dishonour the memory of his father by such confessions 3. In tempting
him to speak and publish that which they might easily know was contrary to his heart, and so to take
God's name in vain 4. And in giving Cromwell occasion to charge them all with dissimulation."
Baxter's Life, p. 66.— Ed.
t P- 73.
:

:

:

—

—

;
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Major Adams, Alford, and HuntColonel Vaughan, Sowton, Titus, Jackington
son, Bains, Barton Captain Adams, Potter, Far,
Massey, Starks and Mr. Gibbons. The ministers were. Dr. Drake, Mr. Case, Watson, Hey-

late wars, as
;

;

;

rick, Jenkins, Jackson, Jacquel,

Robinson, Caw-

ton, Nalson, Haviland, Blackmore, and Mr. Love.
These had their private assemblies at Major
Adams's, Colonel Barton's, and at Mr. Love's
house, and held a correspondence with the king,
who desired them to send commissioners to Breda to moderate the Scots demands, which service he would reward when God should restore

him

to his kingdoms.

But so numerous a confederacy was hardly
to be concealed from the watchful eyes of the
new government, who had their spies in all

Major
places.
suspicion, was

Adams, being apprehended on

the first who
conspiracy to the Council of State. On his information, warrants were issued out for appreheading most of the gentlemen and ministers
above mentioned but several absconded, and
withdrew from the storm. The ministers who
were apprehended were Dr. Drake, Mr. Jenkins,
Jackson, Robinson, Watson, Blackmore, and
Haviland, who after some time were released
on their petition for mercy, and promising submission to the government for the future but
Mr. Love and Gibbons were made examples,
Mr. Jenkins's petition
as a terror to others.
being expressed in very strong terms,* was ordered to be printed it was entitled, " The humble Petition of William Jenkins, Prisoner, declaring his unfeigned Sorrow for all his late Miscarriages, and promising to be true and faithful
to the present Government with three Queries,
being the Ground of his late Petition, and Submission to the present Powers."
The Reverend Mr. Love was brought before
a new high court of justice erected for this purpose, as was the custom of these times for state
criminals, when Mr. Attorney-general Prideaux,
June 20, exhibited against him the following
charge of high treason '• That at several times
in the years 1649, 1650, and 1651, and in several places, he, with the persons above mentioned, had maliciously combined and contrived
to raise forces against the present government
that they had declared and published Charles
Stuart, eldest son of the late king, to be King of
England, without consent of Parliament that
they had aided the Scots to invade this commonwealth that the said Christopher Love, at
divers times between the 29th of March, 1650,
and the tirst of June, 1651, at London and other places, had traitorously and maliciously maintained correspondence and intelligence by let-

discovered the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

month after his late majesty's death, several oi
them met at a tavern at Dowgate, and other
to concert measures to forward the
agreement with the Scots, for which purpose they applied by letters to the queen, and
sent over Colonel Titus with £100 to defray
The colonel, having delivered
his expenses.
his message, sent back letters by Colonel Alsford, which were read in Mr. Love's house
with the copy of a letter from the king himself,
Mr. Love being present. Upon these and such

places,

king's

;

like facts,

The most remarkable

positions in this petition
were That the Parliament, without the king, were
that God's
the supreme authority of the nation
providences are antecedent declarations of his will
and approbation, and appeared as evidently in removing the king and investing their honours with
the government, as in taking away and bestowing
any government in any history of any age of the
world that the refusal of subjection to their authority was such an opposing the government set up
by the sovereign Lord of heaven and earth, as none
can have peace either in acting or sutfenng for ; and
that it was a duty to yield to this authority all active
:

;

;

and

cheerful obedience, in the Lord, for conscience'
sake.
Dr. Grey's Remarks, vol. iii., p. 127. Ed.

the council for the commonwealth
was a criminal correspond-

insisted, that here

ence to restore the king, contrary to the ordinance of January 30, 1648, which says, "that
whosoever shall proclaim, declare, publish, or
any ways promote Charles Stuart, or any other
person, to be King of England, without consent
of Parliament, shall be adjudged a traitor, and
suffer the pains of death as a traitor."
The other branch of the charge against Mr.
Love was his correspondence with the Scots,
and assisting them in the war against the ParTo support this article. Captain Pot
liament.
ter, Adams, and Mr. Jacquel swore, that letters
came from Scotland to Colonel Bamfield with
the letter L upon them, giving a large narrative
of the fight at Dunbar, and of the Scots affairs
for three

months

after

till

Christmas.

There

from the Earl of Argyle, Loand Loudon, who proposed the raising
£10,000 to buy arms and to hire shipping, in
order to land five thousand men in England.
The letters were read at Mr. Love's house but

came
*
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and messages with Charles Stuart, son of
the late king, and with the queen his mother,
that he did
with
sundry of his council
and
likewise hold correspondence with divers of
the vScots nation, and had assisted them with
money, arms, and other supplies, in the present
war, as well as Colonel Titus and others of the
English nation, in confederacy with them, to
the hazard of the public peace, and in breach
of the laws of the land."
To this charge Mr. Love, after having demurred to the jurisdiction of the court, pleaded
The witnesses against him were
not guilty.
The
eight of the above-mentioned gentlemen.
Reverend Mr. Jackson was summoned, but refused to be sworn or give evidence, because he
looked on Mr. Love to be a good man saying,
he should have a hell in his conscience to his
dying day if he should speak anything that
should be circumstantially prejudicial to Mr.
Love's life. The court put him in mind of his
obligation to the public, and that the very safeBut he
ty of all government depended upon it.
refused to be sworn, for which the court sent
him to the Fleet, aud fined him £500.
But it appeared by the other witnesses that
Mr. Love had carried on a criminal correspondence both with the king and the Scots. With
regard to the king, it was sworn, that about a
ters

also letters

thian,

;

the proposal being disliked, only £40 was raised
At anothfor the expenses of the messenger.
er time a letter was read from General Massey,
in which he desires them to provide arms, and
mentions his own and Colonel Titus's necessiupon which it was agreed to raise 2 or
ties
£300 by way of contribution, and every one
present wrote down what he would lend, among
whom was Mr. Love, who not only contributed
;

;
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about three years before I could obtain so much
as a lecture.
In the year 1640, or 1641, I was
imprisoned in Newcastle, for preaching against
the Service Book, from whence I was removed
hither by habeas corpus, and acquitted.
In the
beginning of the war between the late king and
Parliament, I was accused for preaching treason
and rebellion, merely because I maintained, in
a sermon at Tenderton, in Kent, the lawfulness
England, all such persons shall be deemed and of a defensive war. I was again complained
adjudged guilty of high treason."
of by the commissioners at Uxbridge for preachMr. Love, in his defence, behaved with a little ing a sermon, which I hear is lately reprinted ^
too much freedom and boldness
he set too and if it be printed according to the first copy,
high a value upon his sacred character, which I will own every line of it. After all this, i
the court was inclined to treat with neglect. have been three times in trouble since the late
He objected to the witnesses, as being forced change of government. Once I was committed
into the service to save their lives.
He ob- to custody, and twice cited before the Commitserved, that to several of the facts there was tee for plundered ministers, but for want of
only one witness
and that some of them had proof was discharged. And now, last of all,
sworn falsely, or, at least, their memories had this great trial has come upon me I have been
failed them in some things
which might easi- kept several weeks in close prison, and am now
ly happen at so great a distance of time.
He arraigned for my life, and like to suffer from
called no witnesses to confront the evidence, the hands of those for whom I have done and
but at the close of his defence confessed ingen- suffered so much, and who have lift up their
uously that there had been several meetings hands with me in the same covenant
and
of the above-named persons at his house, that yet I am not conscious of any personal act
a commission was read, but that he had dissent- proved against me, that brings me within any
ed from it. He acknowledged, farther, that he of your laws as to treason.
" Upon the whole, though I never wrote nor
was present at the reading of the letters, or of
some part of them, " but I was ignorant," says sent letters into Scotland, yet I confess their
"
of
the
he,
danger that I now see I am in. The proceedings with the king are agreeable to my
act of August 2, 1650, makes it treason to hold judgment, and for the good of the nation
and
any correspondence with Scotland, or to send though I disown the commission and instrucletters thither, though but in away of commerce, tions mentioned in the indictment, yet I have
the two nations being at war now here my desired an agreement between the king and the
council acquaints me with my danger, that I, Scots, agreeably to the Covenant for they havbeing present when letters were read in my ing declared him to be their king, I have desired
house, am guilty of a concealment, and there- and prayed, as a private man, that they might
fore as to that, I humbly lay myself at your accomplish their ends upon such terms as were
feet and mercy."
consistent with the safety of religion and the
And to move the court to show mercy to Covenant."
him, he endeavoured to set out his own characHe concludes with beseeching the court that
" I have been he may not be put to death for state reasons.
ter in the most favourable light
called a malignant and apostate," says he, " but, He owns he had been guilty of a concealment,,
God is my witness, I never carried on a malig- and begs the mercy of the court for it, promnant interest
I shall retain my covenanting
ising for the future to lead a quiet and peaceaprinciples, from which, by the grace of God, I ble life.
He puts them in mind, that when
will never depart
neither am I an incendiary Abiathar the priest had done an unjustifiable
between the two nations of England and Scot- action. King Solomon said he would not put
land, but I am grieved for their divisions
and him to death at that time, because he bore the
if I had as much blood in my veins as there is ark of the Lord God before David his father
water in the sea, I could account it well spent and because he had been afflicted in all wherein
" Thus," says he,.
to quench the fire that our sins have kindled his father had been afflicted.
between them. I have all along engaged my " I commit myself and my all to God, and to
life and estate in the Parliament's quarrel,
your judgments and consciences, with the words
against the forces raised by the late king, not of Jeremiah to the rulers of Israel, As for me,
from a prospect of advantage, but from con- behold I am in your hands, do with me as
science and duty and I am so far from repent- seemeth good and meet to you but know ye
ing, that were it to do again, upon the same un- for certain, that if ye put me to death, ye shall
questionable authority, and for the same de- surely bring innocent blood upon yourselves.'
clared ends, I should as readily engage in it as But I hope better things of you, though I thus
ever; though I wish from my soul that the speak."
ends of that just war had been better accomThe court allowed Mr. Love the benefit of
plished.
counsel learned in the law. to argue some ex"Nor have my sufferings in this cause been ceptions against the indictment but after all
inconsiderable when I was a scholar in Oxford that Mr. Hales could say for the prisoner, the
and M.A., I was the first who publicly refused court, after six days' hearing, on the 5th of July
to subscribe the canons imposed by the late pronounced sentence of death against him as a
archbishop, for which I was expelled the Convo- traitor.
cation House.
When I first came to London,
Great intercessions* were made for the life
himself, but carried about the paper to encourage others. Tliis was construed, by the council for the commonwealth, sufficient to bring
Mr. Love within the ordinance of July 1, 1649,
which says, "that if any shall procure, invite,
aid, or assist any foreigners or strangers to invade England or Ireland, or shall adhere to any
forces raised by the enemies of the Parliament,
or commonwealth, or keepers of the liberties of

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

which was about twelve years ago, I was opposed by the Bishop of London, and it was

^
sr,

his wile and friends, says Mr. Granbut by several parishes in London, and by fifty-

Not only by

—

—

;

;
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of this reverend person by the chief of the Presbyterian party in London
his wife presented
;

and two were preone of which he acknowledges the justice of his sentence accordin the
ing to the laws of the commonwealth
other, he petitions that, if he may not be pardoned, his sentence may be changed into banishment and that he might do something to deserve his life, he presented with his last petition
a narration of ah that he knew relating to the
plot, which admits almost all that had been obseveral moving petitions

sented from himself,

;

in

;

;

jected to him at his trial.
But the affairs of the commonwealth were
now at a crisis, and King Charles II. having
entered England at the head of sixteen thousand
Scots, it was thought necessary to strike some
terror into the Presbyterian party, by making
an example of one of their favourite clergymen.
Mr. Whitelocke says* that Colonel Fortescue
was sent to General Cromwell with a petition
on behalf of Mr. Love, but that both the general
and the rest of the officers declined meddling
Bishop Kennet and Mr. Echard
in the affair
say the general sent word in a private letter to
one of his confidants, that he was content that
Mr. Love should be reprieved, and upon giving
security for his future good behaviour, pardoned
but that the post-boy being stopped upon the
road by some cavaliers belonging to the late
king's army, they searched his packet, and finding this letter of reprieve for Mr. Love, they tore
it with indignation, as thinking him not worthy
to live, who had been such a firebrand at the
treaty of Uxbridge.t
If this story be true, Mr
Love fell a sacrifice to the ungovernable rage of
the cavaliers, as Ur. Dorislaus and Mr. Ascham
;

;
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quietness of mind as if I was going; to lie down
upon my bed to rest. I see men thirst after my
blood, which will but hasten my happiness and
their ruin
for though I am but of mean parentage, yet my blood is the blood of a Christian, of a minister, of an innocent man, and (I
speak it without vanity) of a martyr. I conclude with the speech of the apostle
I am
now ready to be offered up, and the time of my
departure is at hand, but I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith
henceforth there
is laid up for me a crown of righteousness
;
and not for me only, but for all them that love the
appearance of our Lord Jesus Christ,' through
whose blood I expect salvation and remission
of sins.
And so the Lord bless you all."
After this he prayed with an audible voice for
himself and his fellow-sufferer Mr. Gibbon, for
the prosperity of England, for his covenanting
brethren in Scotland, and for a happy union between the two nations, making no mention of
the king.
He then rose from his knees, and
having taken leave of the ministers, and others
who attended him, he laid his head upon the
block, which the executioner took off at one
blow, before he had attained the age of forty
years.*
Mr. Love was a zealous Presbyterian,
a popular preacher, and highly esteemed by his
;

:

'

;

brethren.
His funeral sermon was preached by
Dr. Manton, and published under the title of
"The Saint's Triumph over Death;" but his
memory has suffered very much by Lord Clarendon's character,! who represents him as
guilty of as much "treason against the late
king as the pulpit could contain and delighting
himself with the recital of it to the last, as dying with false courage, or (as he calls it)
a
;

m

had done

before.
raving fit of satisfaction, for having pursued the
mail arriving from Scotland, and no let- ends of the sanctified obligation, the Covenant,
ter from Cromwell in behalf of Mr. Love, he without praying for the king, any farther than
was ordered to be executed upon Tower Hill, he propagated the Covenant. "J
August 22, the very day the king entered Wor* Mr. Love was born at Cardiff, in Glamorganshire
cester at the head of his Scots army. Mr. Love
became a servitor of JNew Inn, Oxford, 1635. aged
mounted the scaffold with great intrepidity and seventeen. In 1642 he proceeded
master of arts.
resolution, and taking off his hat two several He was, at the beginning of his ministry,
preacher to
times to the people, made a long speech, where- the garrison of Windsor, then under the command of
in he declares the satisfaction of his mind in the Colonel John Venn, and was called by the Royalcause for which he suffered and then adds, " I ists Venn's principal fireman at VV'indsor.
He was
am for a regulated, mixed monarchy, which I afterward successively minister of St. Ann's, near
judge to be one of the best governments in the Aldersgate, and St. Lawrence Jewry, in London.
He was the author of sermons and some pieces of
world.
I opposed in my place the forces of the
practical divinity, which gained him a considerable
late king, because I am against screwing up reputation. He was
buried with great lamentation
monarchy into tyranny as much as against on the north side of the chancel of St. Lawrence
those who would pull it down into anarchy. I ieMvry.
Wood's Athen. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 74; and
was never for putting the king to death, whose Granger's History, vol. ill., p. 48, 8vo.— Ed. Mr.
person I did promise in my covenant to pre- Love was an accomplished divine; his most valuable
serve
and I judge it an ill way of curing the productions are, " The Combat between the Flesh
and Spirit;" "The Christian's Directory;" "A
body politic by cutting off the political head. I
Treatise on Effectual Calling;" "Heaven's Glory;"
die with my judgment against the Engagement
" Hell's Terror." These are well worthy of careful
I pray God forgive them that impose it, and
study.— C.
t Vol. iii., p. 434.
them that take it, and preserve them that refuse
But if Mr. Love was
t These are heavy charges.
it.
Neither would I be looked upon as owning guilty of so " much' treason," it was in behalf of the
this present government; I die with my judg- king, and with a view to promote the royal cause.
ment against it. And lastly, I die cleaving to If Clarendon refers to his preaching at Uxbridge, the
charge is asserted without an atom of evidence.
nil those oaths, vows, covenants, and protestaWith respect to Mr. Love's " speaking with bittertions that were imposed by the two houses of ness
and animosity against both the king and the
Parliament.
I bless God I have not the least
bishops" when ho was on the scaffold, this charge
trouble on my spirit, but I die with as much is entirely without foundation, and stands diametrically opposed to matter of fact, as appears from Love's
four ministers.
History of England, vol. iii., p. 43, speech at length. And as to his laying his head on
* Memorials, p. 474.
8vo.
Ed.
the block "in a raving fit," we are at a loss to underEchard, vol. li., p. 706. stand his lordship's meaning, uniess he undesignedly
t Coinpl. Hist., p. 202.
Kennet's Hist, of Eng., vol. iii., p. 185.— C.
insinuates that Mr. Love died m the enjoyment of

The

;

—

;

—

;

;
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" After the
return to more public affairs.
battle of Dunbar. General Cromwell, through
of
the
weather,
and
his great
inclemency
the
fatigues, was seized with an ague which hung
upon him all the spring, but as the summer advanced he recovered, and in the month of July
marched his army towards the king's at Stirling
but not thinking it advisable to attempt his camp,
he transported part of his forces over the frith
into Fife, who, upon their landing, defeated the
Scots, killing two thousand, and taking twelve
hundred prisoners. After that, without waiting
any longer on the king, he reduced Johnstown,
and almost all the garrisons in the north."
While the general was employed in these
parts, the Scots committee, that directed the
marches of their army, fearing the storm would
quickly fall upon themselves, resolved to march
their army into England, and try the loyalty of
the English Presbyterians for this purpose Colonel Massey was sent before into Lancashire, to
prepare them for a revolt and the king himself
entered England by the way of Carlisle, August
but
6, at the head of sixteen thousand men
when the committee of ministers that attended
the army observed that the king and his friends,
upon their entering England, were for dropping
the Covenant, they sent an express to Massey
without the king's knowledge (says Lord Clarendon*), requiring him to publish a declaration,
to assure the people of their resolution to prosecute the ends of the Covenant.
The king had
no sooner notice of this, but he sent to Massey,
forbidding him to publish the declaration, and to
behave with equal civility towards all men who
were forward to serve him " but before this
inhibition," says his lordship, "the matter had
taken air in all places, and was spread over the

To

;

;

;

;

whole kingdom, which made

all

men

fly

from

the houses, or conceal themselves, who wished
the king well." But his lordship is surely mistaken, for the king's chief hopes under Massey
were from the Presbyterians, who were so far
from being displeased with his majesty's declaring for the Covenant, that it gave them all the
spirit he could wish for
but when it was known
that the Covenant was to be laid aside, Massey's
measures were broken, many of the Scots deserted and returned home
and not one in ten
of the English would hazard his life in the
quarrel. t
Mr. Baxter,t who was a much better
judge of the temper of the people than his lordship, says, " the English knew that the Scots
coming into England was rather a flight than a
march. They considered, likewise, that the implacable cavaliers had made no preparation of
the people's minds, by proposing any terms of a
future reconciliation
that the prelatical divines were gone farther from the Presbyterians
by Dr. Hammond's new way than their prede;

;

;

the most happy and exquisite religious feelings. Dr.
Calamy assures us -thai he died neither timorously nor proudly, but witli great alacrity and cheerfulness, as if he had been going to bed."
Dr. Manton, who attended Mr. Love upon the scafibld, and
who knew hiai better than the historians who have
traduced his character, says " he was a man eminent
in grace, of a singular life and conversation, and a
pattern of piety most worthy of imitation."
Clarendon and Whitelncke compared, p. 303. Dr. Manton's Funeral Sermon for Mr. Love.
Brooks's Lives of the Pu* Vol. iii., p. 400, 406.
ritans, p. 137.— C.
t Rapin, vol. ii., p, 585, foho.
t Life, p. 68.

cessors and that the cause they contended for
being not concord, but government, they had given the Presbyterian clergy and people no hopes
of finding any abatement of their former burdens and it is hard to persuade men to venture
their lives in order to bring themselves into a
prison or banishment."
However, these were
the true reasons, says Mr. Baxter, that no more
came in to the king at present and had the
Presbyterians observed them at the Restoration,
they had made better terms for themselves thaa
they did.
The Parliament at Westminster were quicklyadvised of the king's march, and by way of precaution, expelled all delinquents out of the city
they raised the m.ilitia they mustered the trained-bands, to the number of fourteen thousand ;
and in a few weeks had got together an army of
near sixty thousand brave soldiers. Mr. Echard* represents the Parliament as in a terrible
panic, and projecting means to escape out of
the land
whereas, in reality, the unhappy king
was the pity of his friends, and the contempt of
his enemies.
General Cromwell sent an express to the Parliament to have a watchful eye
over the Presbyterians, who were in confederacy with the Scots, and told them that the reason of his not interposing between the enemy
and England was, because he was resolved to
reduce Scotland effectually before winter. He
desired the House to collect their forces together, and make the best stand they could till he
could come up with the enemy, when he doubted not but to give a good account of them. At
the same time he sent Major-general Lambert
with a strong body of horse to harass the king's
forces, while himself with the body of the army
hastened after, leaving Lieutenant-general Monk
with a sufficient force to secure his conquests,,
and reduce the rest of the country, which he
quickly accomplished.
Bishop Burnet saysf
there was an order and discipline among the English, and a face of gravity and piety, that amazed all people most of them were Independents and Baptists, but all gifted men, and preached as they were moved, but never above once
disturbed the public worship.
The Earl of Derby was the only nobleman ia
;

;

;

;

:

;

England who raised fifteen hundred men for
the young king, who, before he could join the
royal army, was defeated by Colonel Lilburn,
near Wigan, in Lancashire, and his forces enThe earl, being wounded, retired into Cheshire, and from thence got to the
tirely dispersed.

king, who had marched his army as far as Worwhich opened its gates, and gave him
from thence his majan honourable reception
cester,

;

esty sent letters to London, commanding all
subjects between the age of sixteen and
but few
sixty to repair to his royal standard
had the courage to appear, the Parliament havhis

;

ing declared all such rebels, and burned the
king's summons by the hands of the common

hangman. His majesty's affairs were now at
Lambert was in his rear with a great
a crisis.
body of horse, and Cromwell followed with ten
thousand foot, which, together with the forces
that joined him by order of Parliament, made
an army of thirty thousand men. The king,
being unable to keep the field, fortified the city
of Worcester, and encamped almost under the
t P. 80.

—
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The hopes of the Royalists were now expiCromwell attacked Powick Bridge, within two miles of the city, ring, for the islands of Guernsey and Jersey,,
which drew out the king's forces and occasion- with all the British plantations in America, were
ed a general battle, in which his majesty's reduced this summer to the obedience of the
army was entirely destroyed four thousand Parliament, insomuch that his majesty had
September

walls.

3,

;

being slain, seven thousand taken prisoners,
with the king's standard, and one hundred and

neither fort nor castle, nor a foot of land in

all

The liturgy of the Church of
his dominions.
Never was a greater route England was also under a total eclipse, the use
forbid,
not only in England, but even
blow
the
of
it
being
fatal
to
more
and dispersion, nor a
The account which the general to the royal family in France, which had hithroyal cause.
"
battle
apartment
in the Louvre separated ta
erto an
that the
gave to the Parliament was,
was fought with various success for some hours, that purpose but after the battle of Worcester,
but still hopeful on our part, and in the end be- an order was sent from the queen-regent to
came an absolute victory, the enemy's army be- shut up the chapel, it being the king's pleasure
ing totally defeated, and the town in our pos- not to permit the exercise of any religion but
session, our men entering at the enemy's heels, the Roman Catholic in any of his houses nor
and fighting with them m the streets, took could Chancellor Hyde obtain more than a bare
The dispute promise that the Queen of England would use
all their baggage and artillery.

fifty-eight colours.

;

;

long, and very often at push of pike from her endeavours that the Protestants of the
one defence to another. There are about six family should have liberty to exercise their deor seven thousand prisoners, among whom are votions in some private room belonging to the
many officers and persons of quality. This, for lodgings.
Upon the king's arrival in France, he immeaught I know, may be a crowning mercy." All
possible diligence was used to seize the person diately threw off the mask of a Presbyterian,
and never went once to the Protestant church
it was declared high treason to
of the king
conceal him, and a reward of £1000 was set at Charenton, though they invited him in the
upon his head but Providence ordained his most respectful manner but Lord Clarendon
escape,* for after he had travelled up and down dissuaded him, because the Huguenots had not
the country six or seven weeks, under various been hearty in his interest, and because it
disguises, in company with one or two confi- might look disrespectful to the old Church of
In truth, there being no farther prosdants, and escaped a thousand dangers, he got England.
a passage across the Channel at Brighthelm- pect of the king's restoration by the Presbyteristone, in Sussex, and landed at Dieppe, in Nor- ans, the eyes of the court were turned to the
mandy, October 21, the morning after he em- Roman Catholics, and many of his majesty's
barked from whence he travelled by land to retinue changed their religion, as appears by the
Paris, where his mother maintained him out of Legenda Lignea, published about this time, with
a list of fifty-three new converts, among whom
her small pension! from the court of France. J
were the following names in red capitals the
* Hobbes, of Mahnesbi)ry,in his '• Behemoth," at- Countess of
Derby, Lady Kilmichin, Lord Cottributes Charles's escape to there being none of the
tington, Sir Marm. Langdale, Sir Fr. Dodding"
The
enemy's horse in Worcester to follow him
ton.
Gilby, Captain Tho. Cook,
Sir
Theoph.
plundering foot," he says, " kept the gates shut, lest
De Cressy, prebendary of
the horse should enter and have a share of the booty." Tho. Vane, D.D
Windsor,
Dr.
Bayley,
Dr. Cosins, Junior, D.
—Maseru's Tracts, part ii., p. 020.— C.
GofTe, and many others, not to mention the
t This must be understood only of the king's first
arrival for her pension was so small and so ill paid, king himself, of whom Father Huddleston, his
that when Cardinal de Retz visited her on a time in confessor, writes, in his treatise entitled
the month of January, the Princess Henrietta could short and plain Way to the Faith of the Church,"
not rise for want of fire.
When her son arrived, published 1685, that he put it into the king's
she had not money enough to buy him a change of
linen for the next day.
The French court was obli- hands in his retirement, and that when his majged to provide for his necessities, and settled on him esty had read it, he declared he could not see
Thus early, says
Dr. how it could be answered.*
a pension of six thousand livres per month.
Clarendon's History, vol. a learned prelate of the Church of England,
Grey, vol. hi., p. 134, 135.
iii., p. 441.
Ed.
was the king's advance towards popery, of
% The story of the wanderings of the young king, which we shall meet with a fuller demonstraafter the fatal battle of Worcester, his hairbreadth
tion hereafter, t
escapes, and, fventually, his almost miraculous deGeneral Monk, whom Cromwell left in Scotliverance, are perhaps unexampled for their stirring
interest in the annals of real romance.
Attributing land with six thousand men, quickly reduced
to Charles the credit of some slight sympathy with that kingdom, which was soon after united to
the sufferings of others admitting that he could not the commonwealth of England, the deputies of
have reflected without some feelings of pity on the the several counties consenting to be governed
scene of slaughter and devastation which he had just by authority of Parliament, without a king or
quitted, or have heard without a sigh of the death House
of Lords. t The power of the Kirk was
and captivity of his most faithful adherents allowlikewise restrained within a narrow compass ;
ing, even, that he was alive to the common imfor though they had liberty to excommunicate
pressions of fear, suspense, and hunger, and we can
imagine nothing more distressing than the condition offenders, or debar them the communion, they

was

;

;

;

;

:

:

,

:

"A

—

;

;

of the hunted and houseless Charles.
Miracles
have not been wrought openly in our time, nor in
that of our immediate forefathers besides, we are
unwilling to reconcile with the fortunes of a profligate an especial departure of Providence from its
;

settled rules; nevertheless, in reviewing the circumstances of the king's wonderful deliverance, we can

scarcely doubt that Providence

was about

his path

and around his bed that it led him forth from the
land of captivity, and sheltered and preserved him
for the furtherance of its ends.
See Jesse's Court of
England, &c., vol. iii., p. 235.— C,
;

—

Clarendon, vol. iii.. p. 444.
Rapin, vol.
t Kennet, p 200, 210.
X Whitelocke, p. 498, 503, 504.
*

ii,,

p. 586,

foho.

t

;
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their estates, or deprive them
of their civil rights and privileges. No oaths or
covenants were to be imposed but by direction

might not seize

and as all fitting encourageto be given to the ministers of the
established Kirk, so others, not satisfied with
their form of church government, had liberty to
serve God after their own manner and all who
would live peaceably, and yield obedience to the
commonwealth, were protected in their several
persuasions.
This occasioned a great commotion among the clergy, who complained of the
loss of their Covenant and church discipline
and exclaimed against the toleration, as opening
a door to all kinds of error and heresy but the
Engli.sh supported their friends against all oppo-

from Westminster

;

ment was

;

;

sition.

without giving them leave to reply, he commanded them to retire, and conducted them out
of the west gate of the city with a troop of horse
and a company of foot and having taken away
the commissioners from then- several classes,
enjoined them not to assemble any more above
;

three in a company.
But witli all these commotions. Bishop Burnet
observes,* that the country was kept in great
order the garrisons in the Highlands observed
an exact discipline, and were well paid, which
brought so much money into the kingdom, that
it continued all the time of the usurpation in a
flourishing condition
justice was carefully administered, and vice was suppressed and puaished
there was a great appearance of devotion the Sabbath was observed with uncommon
strictness
none might walk the streets in time
of Divine service, nor frequent public-houses
the evenings of the Lord's Days were spent in
catechising their children, singing psalms, and
other acts of family devotion, insomuch that an
acquaintance with the principles of religion, and
the gift of prayer, increased prodigiously among
the common people.
The war being now ended, the Parliament
published an act of indemnity A)r all crimes committed befi)re June 30, 1648, except pirates, Irish
rebels, the murderers of Dr. Dorislaus and Mr.
Ascham, and some others, provided they laid
hold of it and took the Engagement before February 1, 1652.
In the course of the year they
chose a new council of state out of their own
body for the next year, and continued themselves, instead of dissolving and giving way to
a new Parliament
the neglect of which was
;

;

;

;

The Laird of Drum, being threatened with excommunication for speaking against the Kirk,
and for refusing to swear that its discipline was

;

;

cf Divine authority, fled to the English for protection, and then wrote the Assembly word that
their oppression was equal to that of the late
bishops, but that the commonwealth of England
would not permit them to enslave the consciences of men any longer. The Presbytery would
have proceeded to extremities with him, but
Monk brandished his sword over their heads,
and threatened to treat them as enemies to the
state, upon which they desisted for the present.*
Soon after this, commissioners, chiefly of the
Independent persuasion, were sent into Scotland, to visit the universities, and to settle liberty of conscience in that kingdom, against the
coercive claim of the Kirk, by whose influence
a declaration was presented to the Assembly at
Edinburgh, July 26, in favour of the Congregational discipline, and for liberty of conscience
but the stubborn assemblymen, instead of yielding to the declaration, published a paper called
a " Testimony against the present Encroachments of the Civil Power upon the Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction," occasioned by a proclamation
of the English commissioners appointing a committee for visiting their universities, which they
take to be a special flower of the Kirk prerogative.
The Synod of Fife also protested against
the public resolutions of the civil power but
the sword of the English kept them in awe
for when the Synod of Perth cited before them
several persons for slighting the admonitions of
the Kirk, Mr. Whitelocke sayst that, upon the
day of appearance, their wives, to the number
of about one hundred and twenty, with clubs
;

;

;

in their hands,

came and besieged the church

where the synod sat that they abused one of
the ministers who was sent out to treat with
them, and threatened to excommunicate them
and that they heat the clerk and dispersed the
assembly upon which thirteen of the ministers
met at a village about four miles distant, and
having agreed that no more synods should be
held in that place, they pronounced the village
accursed.
When the General Assembly met
again at Edinburgh next summer, and were just
entering upon business. Lieutenant-colonel Cotterel went into the church, and standing up
upon one of the benches,, told them that no
ecclesiastical judicatories were to sit there but
by authority of the Parliament of England and
;

;

;

;

Whitelocke,

p. 500, 505, 515.

t P. 511, 512.

;

their ruin.

On

the 26th of September Lieutenant-general
Ireton died at Limerick in Ireland, after he had
reduced that city to the obedience of the commonwealth. He was bred to the law, and was
a person of great integrity, bold and intrepid in
all his enterprises, and never to be diverted from
what he thought just and right by any arguments or persuasions. He was a thorough commonwealth's man. Bishop Burnet says he had
the principles and temper of a Cassius.t and
was most liberal in employing his purse and
hazarding his person in the service of the pubHe died in the midst of life, of a burning
lic.
fever,^ after ten days' sickness.
His body be* History, vol. i., p. 84, Edin. edition.
+ Speaking of Scotland at this time, an historian
writes, " / verily believe that there were more souls converted to Christ in that short period of time than in any
season since the Reformation, though of triple its duration.
Nor was there ever greater purity and plenty of the
means of grace than was in their time. Ministers
were powerful, people were diligent ; and if a man
had seen one of their solemn communions, where
many congregations met in great multitudes some

—

dozens of ministers used

to preach, and the people
continued, as it were, in a kind of trance (so serious were they in spiritual exercises) for three days
he would have thought it a solemnity unat least
known to the rest of the world. At the king's return every parish had a minister, every village a
school, every family almost a Bible, for in most of
the country all the children could read the ScripKirkton's History of the Church of Scotland,
tures."
p. 54.— C.
t History, vol. i., p. 63, Edin. ed.
Clarendon ascribes the death of Ireton to
Lord
(l
the infection of the plague, which was gotten into
He was of Trinity College in Oxford, and
his army.

—

—

—
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brought over into England, was laid in state
at Somerset House, and buried in Westminster
Abbey with a pomp and magnificence suited to
but after the Restothe dignity of his station
ration of the royal family, his body was taken
out of the grave with Cromwell's, and buried
;

under the gallows.
About the same time died Mr. Francis Woodcock, born in Chester, 1613, and educated in
Brazen Nose College, Oxford, where he took a
-degree in arts, entered into orders, and had a
cure of souls bestowed upon him.* In the beginning of the civil wars he sided with the Parliament, and was one of the Assembly of Divines,
being then lecturer of St. Lawrence Jewry. He
was afterward, by ordinance of Parliament dated July 10, 1646, made parson of St. Olave's,
Southwark, having the esteem of being a good
He died in
scholar and an excellent preacher.
the midst of his days and usefulness, atatis
thirty-eight.

Thomas Wilson was

Mr.

ip.g

born in Cumberland,

1601, and educated in Christ's College, Cambridge, where he proceeded in arts.
He was

minister of Capel in Surrey, and after severother removes, fixed at Maidstone in Kent,
where he was suspended for refusing to read
the Book of Sports, and not absolved till the

first

al

Scots troubles in 1639. In 1643 he was appointed one of the Assembly of Divines, at
Westminster, being reputed a good linguist,
and well read in ancient and modern authors.
He was of a robust constitution, and took vast
pains in preaching and catechising
he had a
great deal of natural courage, and was in every
;

respect a cheerful and active Christian, but he
trespassed too much upon his constitution,
which wore him out when he was little more
than fifty years old. He died comfortably and
cheerfully, towards the end of the year 165L
Sir Edward Deering gave him this character in
the House of Commons
"Mr. Wilson is as
orthodox in doctrine, and laborious in preaching, as any we have, and of an unblemished
:

Mr. George Walker proceeded B.D. in St.
John's College, Cambridge. He was famous for
his skill in the Oriental languages, and was an
excellent logician and theologist; being very
much noted for his disputations with the Jesuit
Fisher, and others of the Romish Church, and
afterward for his strict Sabbatarian principles.
He was a member of the Assembly of Divines,
where he gained great reputation by his munificent and generous behaviour.!

life."*

The terms of conformity in England were
now lower than they had been since the beginning of the civil wars the Covenant was laid
;

and no other civil qualification for a living
required but the Engagement, so that many
Episcopal divines complied with the government for though they might not read the liturgy in form, they might frame their prayers as
on leaving the university he studied at the Middle near it as they pleased. Many Episcopal asTemple. He and Lambert distinguished themselves semblies were connived at, where the liturgy
at the battle of Naseby, and were both concerned in
was read, till they were found plotting against
-drawing up the remonstrance of the army to the Parnor would they have been deliament. Ireton had the greatest hand in preparing the the government
ordinance for the king's trial, and the precept for pro- nied an open toleration, if they would have given
which
he
sat
peaceable
of
Justice,
m
security
for
their
behaviour, and not
claiming the High Court
as a judge. His authority was so great, that he was meddling with politics.
entirely submitted to in all the civil as well as marThe Parliament having voted, in the year
though his parts were considered by some
tial affairs
1649, that tithes should be taken away as soon
as more fitted for modelling a government than for
as another maintenance for the clergy could be
the conduct of an army. The Oxford historian deagreed upon, several petitions came out of the
scribes him as of a turbulent and saucy disposition,
nurtured to mischief, and a profound, thorough-paced country, praying the House to bring this affair
one advised that all the tithes over
dissembler under the mask of religion. His corpse to an issue
was carried from the ship in which it was brought the whole kingdom might be collected into a
to Bristol in a hearse of velvet, attended by the may- treasury, and that the ministers might be paid
or, aldermen, and council, hi their formalities, and
their salaries out of it.
Others, looking upon
the governor and officers, to the castle, from whence
The tithes as unlawful, would have the livings valued,
it was removed to London with great pomp.
Parliament settled on his widow and children £2000 and the parish engaged to pay the minister.
per annum, out of the lands belonging to George, duke This was suspected to come from the sectaries,
His daughter, who married Thomas Ben- and awakened the fears of the established clerof Bucks.
dish, Esq., of Gray's Inn, was a most singular char- gy.
Mr. Baxter printed the Worcester petition
acter, and bore a greater resemblance, in countenance on the behalf of the ministers, t which was preand dispositions, to her grandfather, Oliver Crom- sented to the House by Colonel Bridges and Mr.
A curious Foley and Mr. Boreman, B.D., and fellow oi
well, than did any of his descendants.
sketch of her character, drawn by the Rev. Samuel
Trinity College, Cambridge, published "The
Say, is preserved in the second volume of " Letters"
Dr. Grey, vol. iii., p.
published by Mr. Duncombe.
Lord Clarendon's History, vol. iii., p. 467. clergy his dispute with Smith was published. In
141, &C.
Whitelocke's Mem., 1638 he was prosecuted in the infamous Star ChamWood's Athtn. Oxon., p. 81, 82.
and Granger's History, vol. ii., p. 259, ber, before which he was cited by Laud for the strictp. 491, 494
and vol. iii., p. 16, 17. Ed.
ness of his opinions in favour of the Sabbath, and his
* Alhen. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 81, 82.
Mr. Woodcock declaring Christ's authority to be above that of the
was proctor to the University of Cambridge. His temporal monarch. His punishment was fine and
principal works were upon "The Two Witnesses," imprisonment; after two years, he was liberated by
Rev., h and " Lex talionis," or "God paying every an order of Parliament. Mr. Walker was a witness
Man in his own Coin :" this last was a fast sermon in the trial of Laud. All his writings are valuable,
especially his controversial works, and his treatise
C.
fcefore the House of Commons.
In upon "The Holy Weekly Sabbath," 1641.— Brooks's
+ Mr. Walker was born in Lancashire, 1581.
1014 he became Rector of St. John the Evangelist Lives, &c., vol. iii., p. 140. C.
* Mr. Wilson was a Baptist, and in 1638 joined
in Watling St., London, where he continued 40 years,
At this time Mr. Spilsbury's church. He was author of a serrefusing all preferments offered him.
he was chaplain to Dr. Felton, bisfiop of Ely. He mon entitled " Jenchoe's Downfall," 1643. C.
was often engaged in controversy with the Romish
t Baxter's Life, p. 115.
Vol. II.— R
aside,

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

,

—
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their younger sister, which theParliament resenting, demanded satisfaction fordamages the English had sustained at Amboyna, and other parts of the East Indies and
to cramp them in their trade, passed the famous
Act of Navigation, prohibiting the importing
goods of foreign growth in any but English bottoms, or such as were of the country from
whence they came. Upon this the Dutch sent
over ambassadors, desiring a clause of exception for themselves, who were the carriers of
Europe but the Parliament, in their turn, treated them coldly, and put them in mind of the
murder of their envoy. Dr. Dorislaus. Both
commonwealths being dissatisfied with each
other, prepared for war; and Van Trump, the
Dutch admiral, with a convoy of merchantmen,,
meeting Admiral Blake in the Channel, and refusing him the flag, an engagement ensued May
17, which continued four hours, till the night
parted them.
The Dutch excused the accident,
as done without their knowledge but the Parliament was so enraged, that they resolved to
humble them. In these circumstances, it was
thought reasonable to augment the fleet out of
the land-forces, who had nothing to do, and
would in a little time be a burden to the nation.
Cromwell, who was at the head of the army,^
quickly discovered that the continuance of the
war must he his ruin, by disarming him of his
power, and reducing him from a great general
to the condition of a private gentleman.
Besides, Mr. Rapin observes, that he had secret information of a conspiracy against his life and
without all question, if the army had not agreed
to stand by their general, his ruin would have
been unavoidable the othcers, therefore, deter-

Countryman's Catechism, or the Church's Plea with neglect,* as
for Tithes," dedicated to the nobility, gentry,
and commons of the realm, in which he insists

But the clergy were
their Divine right.
more afraid than hurt for though the Commons
were of opinion, with Mr. Selden, that tithes
were abolished with the old law, yet the comupon

;

mittee not agreeing upon an expedient to satisfy the lay-impropriators, the affair was dropped
for the present.
Upon complaint of the expense and tediousness of lawsuits, it was moved in the House
that courts of justice might be settled in every
county, and maintained at the public charge
and that all controversies between man and man
might be heard and determined free, according
and that clerks of all
to the laws of the land
courts and committees might do their duty without delay, or taking anything more than their
Accordingly, a committee was apsettled fees.
pointed to consider of the inconveniences and
lawsuits,
and how they might be remdelays of
The committee came to several resoluedied.
but the dissolution of the
tions upon this head
Parliament, which happened the next year, prevented their bringing it to perfection.
An act had passed, in the year 1649, for propagating the Gospel in Wales and commissioners were appointed for ejecting ignorant and
scandalous ministers, and placing others in their
pursuant to which, Mr. Whitelocke
room
writes,* " that by this time there were one hundred and fifty good preachers in the thirteen
Welsh counties, most of whom preached three
that in every market
or four times a week
;

;

;

;

;

;

the

;

;

;

;

town there was placed one, and in most towns
two schoolmasters, able, learned, and university
men that the tithes were all employed to the mined
;

uses directed by act of Parliament
the maintenance of godly ministers

ment of taxes and

officers

;

;

;

that is, to
to the pay-

to schoolmasters

;

the wives and children of the
of which we shall meet with
ejected
a more particular relation in its proper place.
The commonwealth was now very powerful,
and the nation in as flourishing a condition, says
The
Mr. Rapin,i as under Queen Elizabeth.
form of government, indeed, was altered contrary to law, and without consent of the people,
the majority of whom were disaffected, preferring a mixed monarchy to an absolute commonwealth but the administration was in the hands
of the ablest men England had beheld for many
years all their enemies were in a manner subdued, and the two kingdoms incorporated into
one commonwealth but still there were two
one was the
things that gave them uneasiness
growing power of the army, who were now at

and the

fifths to
clergy :"

;

;

;

:

leisure,

and expected rewards suitable to

their

successes the other, the necessity they were
under to dissolve themselves in a little time, and
put the power into other hands.
With regard to the army, it was resolved to
reduce the land-forces, and augment the fleet
with (hem, in order to secure the nation against
for the Parliament having a desire
the Dutch
to strengthen their hands, by uniting with the
commonwealth of Holland, sent over Oliver St.
John and Sir Walter Strickland with proposals
but the Dutch treated them
for this purpose
;

;

;

* Memoirs, p. 518.
t Vol. ii., p. 586, folio edition.

;

to combine together, and not suffer their
to be disbanded or sent to sea till the arfor this
rears of the whole army were paid
purpose, they presented a petition to the House,,

men

;

which they resented, and instead of giving them
soft language, and encouragement to hope for
some suitable rewards for their past services,,
ordered them to be reprimanded, for presuming^
to meddle in affairs of state that did not belong
to them.
But the officers proving as resolute
as their masters, instead of submitting, presented another petition, in which, having justified
their behaviour, they boldly strike at the Parlia-

ment's continuance, and put them in mind how
many years they had sat that they had engrossed all preferments and places of profit to
;

* Dr. Grey, evidently with a view to controvert
Mr. Neal's representation, as well as from prejudiceagainst these ambassadors and the power from whom
they received their commission, says, " the States of
Holland treated them with much more regard and
civility than was due to them ;" and gives, as proofsof this, two of their

No. 50 and

51

.

But

own
all

letters, in his

which these

Appendix,^

letters

prove

is,,

that the first reception given to these gentlemen wasboth respectful and pompous. Mr. Neal is to be understood of the atteiitiOTv jibiQ u .<heir proposals,
with respect to which tne conduct of the Dutch was
And even the persons of the amcold and evasive.
bassadors did not escape insults, which the States
Mr. Strickland's life wr.s
did not properly resent.
plot was formed to assassinate Mr.
threatened.
and an affront was offered to him by
St. John
Prince Edward, one of the Palatinate, as he was
Mrs. Macaulay's History, vol.
passing the streets.

A

;

v., p.

p.

83, 84; note;

148 --Ed.

and Ludlow's Memoirs,

4tO,

1771^
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themselves and their friends that it was a manifest injury to the gentlemen of the nation to be
excluded the service of their country, and an

not control." Whitelocke agreed to the general's reasons, but desired him to consider
" whether the title of king would not lose him
invasion of the rights of the people to deprive his best friends in the army, as well as those
gentlemen
who were for settling a free commonthem of the right of frequent choosing new repbut if we must have a king," says he,
resentatives
they therefore insist upon their wealth
settling a new council of state for the adminis- " the question will be, whether it shall be Cromand upon their fixing well or Stuart 1"* The general asking his opintration of public affairs
a peremptory day for the choice of a new Par- ion upon this, Whitelocke proposed a private
treaty with the king of the Scots, with whom
liament.
This was a new and delicate crisis the civil he might make his own terms, and raise his
and miUtary powers being engaged against each family to what pitch of greatness he pleased
other, and resolved to maintain their respective but Cromwell was so apprehensive of the danpretensions if Cromwell, with the sword in his ger of this proposal, that he broke off the conhand, had secured the election of a free repre- versation with some marks of dissatisfaction,,
sentative of the people, and left the settlement and never made use of Whitelocke with confinf the nation to them, all men would have hon- dence afterward.
Thus things remainedt throughout the whole
oured and blessed him, for the people were cerBut when the winter; the army, having little to do after the
tainly weary of the Parliament.
officers had destroyed this form of government, battle of VV^orcester, drew near to London, but
they were not agreed what to establish, whether there was no treaty of accommodation betweena monarchy or a new republic the general, be- them and the Parliament
one would not dising for a mixed monarchy, had, no doubt, some band without their full pay
nor the other disambitious views to himself, and therefore called solve by the direction of their own servants,
together some select friends of several profes- but voted the expediency of filling up their numsions to advise on the affair, when Sir Thomas bers, and that it should be high treason to petiWiddrington, Lord-chief-justice St. John, and tion for their dissolution. When the general,
the rest of the lawyers, declared for monarchy, heard this, he called a councill of officers tO'
as most agreeable to the old Constitution, and Whitehall, who all agreed that it was not fit the
proposed the Duke of Gloucester for king but Parliament should continue any longer. This
the officers of the army then present declared was published in hopes of frightening the House
Cromwell himself, after much to make some advances towards a dissolution ;;
for a republic.
hesitation, gave his opinion for something of a but when Colonel Ingoklsby uiformed the genmonarchical power, a? most agreeable to the ge- eral, next morning, that they were concluding
nius of the English, if it might be accomplished upon an act to prolong the session for another.
with safety to their rights and privileges as Eng- year, he rose up in a iieat, and with a small ret-lishmen and Christians.
inue of officers and soldiers marched to the ParSome time after, Cromwell desired Mr. Wliite- liament House, April 20, and having placed his
locke's opinion upon the present situation of af- men without doors, went into the House, and
"My lord," says he, " it is time to con- heard the debates. After some time he beckonfairs
sider of our present danger, that we may not be ed to Colonel Harrison, on the other side of the
broken in pieces by our particular quarrels after House, and told him in his ear, that he thought
we have gained an entire conquest over the ene- the Parliament was ripe for dissolution, and that
my." Whitelocke replied, "that all their dan- this was the time for doing it. Harrison replied
ger was from the army, who were men of emu- that the work was dangerous, and desired him.
Cromwell to think better of it. Upon this he sat down
lation, and had now nothing to do."
answered, " that the officers thought themselves about a quarter of an hour, and then said, This
not rewarded according to their deserts that is the time, I must do it and, rising up in his
the Parliament had engrossed all places of hon- place, he told the House that he was come to
our and trust among themselves that they de- put an end to their power, of which they had
layed the public business, and designed to per- made so ill a use that some of them were
petuate themselves that the officers thought it whoremasters, looking towards Harry Martin
impossible to keep them within the bounds of and Sir Peter Wentworth
others were drunkjustice, law, or reason, unless there was some ards, and some corrupt and unjust men, who
authority or power to which they might be ac- had not at heart the public good, but were only
Whitelocke said, " he believed the
countable."'
Parliament were honest men, and designed the
* Whitelocke, p. 523, &c.
public good, though some particular persons
t Here may be inserted, from Whitelocke, two'
might be to blame, but that it was absurd for anecdotes, which afford a pleasing specimen of the
the officers, who were private men, and had temper of the Quakers under ill treatment. Februreceived their commissions from the Parlia- aiy 3, 1653, they were assaulted and beaten by somement, to pretend to control them." "But," says people in the north. February 13, lt)54, asinular out-rage was offered to others of them, at Hasington in'
Cromwell, " what if a man should take upon
Northumberland, for speaking to the ministers oa.
him to be king 1" Whitelocke answered, " that the Sabbath Day, so that one or two of them werethe remedy was worse than the disease
and almost killed. The Quakers fell on their knees and.
that the general had already all the power of a prayed God to forgive the people, as those who knew
king, without the envy, danger, and pomp of not what they did and remonstrated with them sothe title."
"But," says he, "the title of king as to convince them of the evil of their conduct, on
would make all acts done by him legal it would which they ceased from their violence, and began to
each oiher with being the occasion of it ;:
indemnify those that should act under him, at all reproach
and, in the last instance, beat one another more than
events, and be of advantage to curb the insothey had before the Quakers. Memorials, p. 564,,
lence of those whom the present powers could 599.—-Ed.
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own power.

Upon the
whole, he thought they had sat long enough, and
for perpetuating their

therefore desired them to retire and go away.
When some of the members began to reply, he
stepped into the middle of the House, and said,
" Gome, come, I will put an end to your prating
you are no Parliament I say you are no Parliament ;" and, stamping with his foot, a lile of
musketeers entered the House, one of whom
he commanded to take away that fool's bawble,
and Major Harrison taking the
the mace
speaker by the arm, conducted him out of the
Cromwell, then seizing upon their pachair.
pers, obliged them to walk out of the House
and having caused the doors to be locked upon
them, returned to Whitehall.*
;

;

;

In the afternoon the general went to the
Council of State, attended by Major-general
Lambert and Harrison, and as he entered the
room, said, "Gentlemen, if you are met here as
private persons you shall not be disturbed, but
if as a Council of State, this is no place for you
and since you cannot but know what was done
the morning, so take notice the Parliament is
dissolved." Sergeant Bradshaw replied, " Sir,
we have heard what you did in the morning, but
you are mistaken to think the Parliament is dis
solved, for no power can dissolve them but them-

m

selves
therefore, take you notice of that."
Butthegeneralnot being terrified with big words,
;

the Council thought
up and go home.

it

their wisest

way

to rise

Thus ended

the commonwealth of England, after it had continued four years, two months, and
twenty days, which, though no better than a
usurpation, had raised the credit of the nation
to a very high pitch of glory and renown
and
with the commonwealth ended the remains of
the Long Parliament for the present an assembly famous throughout all the world for its undertakings, actions, and successes :t " the acts
of this Parliament" says Mr. Coke,t " will hard;

;

* The character of the Long Parliament has been
very difleiently sketched, just as the passions of men
have prompted their pens. Nor is it easy to do jusThe assembly possessed no unitice to the theme.
form character, but changed its complexion with the
progress of events, and the introduction of new memIn the earlier periods of its existence, it was
ealm and dignified an honourable emblem of the
national intellect and heart.
Subsequently it was
torn by factions, and mangled by military violence.
Its deliberations were characterized by passion, and
its votes became indicative of the departure of its
master spirits. It lost the amplitude, and range, and
generosity of its designs, and looked to the triumph
«f a party rather than to the interest of the combers.

;

—

monwealth. v^.
high eulogiums
t Mrs. Macaulay, after qiioting the
made on the government of this Parliament, adds,
" It is to be remembered, that to them is due the singular praise of having pursued the true interest of
,

and to say the
most indefatigaand industrious in business, always seeking
men fit for it, and never preferring any for favour
you hardly ever heard of any
or importunity
revolt from them, no soldiers or seamen being
]y find belief in future ages
truth, they were a race of men
;

ble

:

And as they excelled in civil affairs, so, it must be confessed, they exercised in
matters ecclesiastical no such severities as
others before them did upon such as dissented
from them."
But their foundation was had, and many of
their actions highly criminal
they werea packed assembly, many of their members being excluded by force, before they could be secure of
a vote to put the late king to death
they subverted the Constitution, by setting up themselves, and continuing their sessions after his
majesty's demise
by erecting high courts of
justice of their own nomination for capital offences; by raising taxes, and doing all other
acts of sovereignty without consent of the people
all which they designed to perpetuate
among themselves, without being accountable
ever pressed.

;

;

;

;

to

any superior, or giving place to a new body

of representatives. If, then, it be inquired. What
right or authority General Cromwell and his officers had to offer violence to this Parliament 1 it
may be replied, 1. The right of self-preservation,
the ruin of one or the other being unavoidable.
2. The right that every Englishman has to put
an end to a usurpation when it is in his power,
provided he can substitute something better in
its room
and if Cromwell could by this method have restored the Constitution, and referred
the settlement of the government to a free and
full representative of the people, no wise man
would have blamed him. It was not, therefore,
his turning out tiie old Parliament that was
criminal, but his not summoning a new one, by
a fair and free election of the people
and yet
Mr. Rapin* is of opinion that even this was
impracticable, there being three opposite interests in the nation
the Republicans, who were
the Presbyterifor an absolute commonwealth
ans, who were for restoring things to the condiand the Cavaliers,
tion they were in in 1648
who were for setting the king upon the throne,
it was by no means
as before the civil wars
possible (says het) to reconcile the three parties, and if they had been let loose, they would
have destroyed each other, and thrown^ th«
whole nation into blood and confusion nothing,
therefore, but giving a forcible superiority to on
was capable to hold the other two in subjection.
The king was no way interested in the change,
for it was not Charles Stuart, but a republican
usurpation, that was dispossessed of the supreme power. If the general had failed in his
design, and lost his life in the attempt, the king
would have received no manner of advantage,
for the nation was by no means disposed to re;

;

:

;

;

;

;

their country in attending particularly to its maritime
strength, and carrying on its foreign wars by its naThis example, which raised England to store him at this time. Supposing, then, it was
val power.
so great a height of glory and prosperity, has never not practicable to choose a free Parliament, nor
yet been followed, and in all probability never will, fit to let the old one perpetuate themselves,
by the succeeding monarchs. The aim of princes is Oliver Cromwell had no other choice but to
to make conquests on their subjects, not to enlarge
administration
A standing army is a abandon the state, or to take the
the empire of a free people.
or put it into the hands of some
never-failing instrument of domestic triumph and it upon himself;
far
title.
better
vvho
had
no
he
person
ren- other
is very doubtful whether a naval force could
dered useful in any capacity but that of extending private ambition took place of the public good
His?,
ot
country."—
judgment
prosperity
of
the
of
to
the
and
power
left
must
be
the
in the choice,
;

England,

vol. v., p. 106, note,

X Detect., p. 363.

How

8vo.— Ed.
Vol.

ii.,

p.

289, folio edition.

t Rapin, p. 140

:
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every reader but if it was necessary that there
should be a supreme authority, capable of enforcing obedience, it cannot be denied but that
General Cromwell was more capable of governing the state in such a storm than any man then
No objection can be raised against him,
living.
which might not with more justice have been
urged against any other single person, or body
of men in the nation, except the right heir.

year, and they to provide for a future succes-

all the three parties, of Cavaliers,
Presbyterians, and Republicans, were displeased with his conduct, loaded him with invectives, and formed conspiracies against his person, though they could never agree in any other
scheme which, in the present crisis, was more

ers,

;

sion.

It

was much wondered, says White-

locke,* that these gentlemen, many of whonn
were persons of fortune and estate,t should accept of the supreme authority of the nation

upon such a summons, and from such hands.
Most of them were men of piety, but no great
politicians, and were therefore in contempt called sometimes the Little Parliament and by oth;

Barebones' Parliament, from a leather-seller
who was one of the most active
members. When the general was withdrawn.

However,

of that name,t

*

Memoirs,

p.

534.

Grey, after Lord Clarendon and others, and
have spoken in severe and conpracticable.
temptuous terms of this assembly and their proceedThe Parliament being thus violently dispers- ings. " The major part of them," says his lordship,
ed, the sovereign power devolved on the coun- " consisted of inferior persons, of no quality or name,
cil of officers, of which Cromwell was head,
artificers of the meanest name, known only by their
who published a declaration, justifying his dis- gifts in praying and preaching." But many of Cromsolution of the late Parliament, and promising well's after-councillors, many of the chief officers of
to put the administration into the hands of per- the army, were in this assembly. They were treated
sons of approved fidelity and honesty, and leave as the supreme authority of the nation by sovereign
princes, and had the most humble applications made
them to form it into what shape they pleased. to them by the chief cavaliers, as by the Earls
of
Accordingly, April 30, another declaration was Worcester, Derby, and Shrewsbury, Lord Mansfield,
published, signed by Oliver Cromwell and thir- and the Countess of Derby and they were, during
ty of his officers, nominating a new council of their short session, employed about points of the highstate to take care of the government, till a new est national concernment such as abolishing the
representative body of men could be called to- Court of Chancery on account of its expensiveness
and June 8, the general, by the advice and delays, the forming a new body of the law, the
gether
union of Scotland with England, the regulation of
of his council, sent the following summons to
marriages, and the investing the solemnization and
one hundred and forty select persons, out of the cognizance of them in the civil magistrate, with othseveral counties of England, to meet at West- er matters of moment. Harris's Life of Oliver Crom"
Oliver
I,
minster, in order to settle the nation
well, p. 335-337.— Ed.
Cromwell, captain-general, &c., do hereby sumX There were three brothers of this family, each
being one of the per- of whom had a sentence for his name, viz. " Praise
mons and require you,
sons nominated by myself, with the advice of God, Barebone Christ came into the world to save
my council, personally to appear at the Council Barebone and, if Christ had not died, thou hadst
Chamber at Whitehall, upon the fourth of July been damned, Barebone." In this style were the
Christian names of very many persons formed in the
next ensuing the date hereof, to take upon you times of the civil wars. Itwassaid that the genealogy
the trust of the affairs of the commonwealth
of our Saviour might be learned from the names in
to which you are hereby called and appointed to Cromwell's regiments and that the muster-master
and used no other list than the first chapter of Matthew.
serve as a member for the county of
;
hereof you are not to fail. Given under my A jury was returned in the county of Sussex of the
following names
hand this eighth of June, 1653.
Accepted, Trevor, of Norsham.
"O. Cromwell."
Redeemed, Compton, of Battle.
Faint not, Hewet, of Heathfield.
These were high acts of sovereignty, and not
Make-peace, Heaton, of Hare.
to be justified but upon the supposition of exGod-reward, Smart, of Fivehurst.
treme necessity. The dissolution of the Long
Standfast on high. Stringer, of Crowhurst.
Earth, Adams, of Warblelon.
Parliament was an act of violence, but not unacCalled, Lower, of ditto.
ceptable to the people, as appeared by the numerKill Sin, Pimple, of Witham.
ous addresses from the army, the fleet, and othReturn, Spelman, of Watling.
er places, approving the general's conduct, and
Be faithful, Joyner, of Britling.
promising to stand by him and his council in
Fly Debate, Robert, of ditto.
but then for the general himtheir proceedings
Fight the good Fight of Faith, White, of Emer.
self, and thirty officers, to choose representatives
More Frmt, Fowler, of East-Hadley.
for the whole nation, without interesting any of
Hope for. Bending, of ditto.
Graceful, Harding, of Lewes.
the counties or corporations of England in the
Weep not, Billings, ditto.
choice, would have deserved the highest censure
Meek, Brewer, of Okeham.
under any other circumstances.
Granger's History of England, vol. iii., p. 68, 8vo,
About one hundred and twenty of the new
note and Dr. Grey, p. 280, 287, note. Mr. Hume
representatives appeared at the time and place has also given
this list of the Sussex jury.
But the
appointed, when the general, after a short ridicule which falls on this mode of naming children
speech, delivered them an instrument in parch- belongs not to these times only, for the practice was
ment under his hand and seal, resigning into in use long 'oeiore.— Harris's Life of Oliver CromwelL
their hands, or the hands of any forty of them, p. 342, the note.— Ed. " Praise God" "is scarcelythe supreme authority and government of the more fanatical than that of Deodatus, which is to be
commonwealth, limiting the time of their con- found in the records of most of the countries of Europe." I quote the language of Godwin, and this adtinuance to November 3, 1654, and empowering
mirable historian rejects the account of this same
them, three months before their dissolution, to Sussex jury,
as totally undeserving of credit. —iiis*.
make choice of others to succeed them for a of the Commonwealth, vol. iii., p. 524. C.
t Dr.

Mr.

Hume since them,

;

;

;
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in the church or chapel three several
Lord's Days, after the morning service or else
the market place three several weeks sucselves the Parliament of the commonwealth of cessively, between the hours of eleven and two,
England. Mr. Baxter* places them in a con- on a market day, if the party desire it. The
temptible light, and says, " They intended to registrar shall make out a certificate of the due
.eject all the parish ministers, and to encourage performance of one or the other, at the request
that they of the parties concerned, without which they
•the gathering Independent churches
(Cast out all the ministers in Wales, which, shall not proceed to marriage.
" It is farther enacted, that all persons intendthough bad enough for the most part, were yet
better than none, or the few itinerants they set ing to marry shall come before some justice of
up in their room and that they attempted, and peace within the county, city, or town corporate
had almost accomplished, the same in England." where publication has been made as aforesaid,
^ut nothing of this appears among their acts. with their certificate, and with sufficient proof
'When the city of London petitioned that more of the consent of the parents, if either party be
/earned and approved ministers might be sent under age, and then the marriage shall proceed
into the country to preach the Gospel that their in this manner
" The man to be married shall take the womsettled maintenance bylaw might be confirmed,
and that an by the hand, and distinctly pronounce these
and their just properties preserved
the universities might be zealously countenan- words I, A. B., do here, in the presence of God,
ced and encouraged, the petitioners had the the Searcher of all hearts, take thee, C. D., for
thanks of that House and the committee gave my wedded wife and do also, in the presence
of God, and before these witnesses, promise to
it as their opinion, that commissioners should
he sent into the several counties, who should be to thee a loving and faithful husband.
"Then the woman, taking the man by the
have power to eject scandalous ministers, and
They were to hand, shall plainly and distinctly pronounce
to settle others in their room.
appoint preaching in all vacant places, that none these words
I, C. D., do here, in the presence
might live above three miles from a place of of God, the Searcher of all hearts, take thee, A.
puband do also, in the
worship. That such as were approved for
B., for my wedded husband
presence of God, and before these witnesses,
lic ministers should enjoy the maintenance provided by the laws and that if any scrupled the promise to be to thee a loving, faithful, and
payment of tithes, the neighbouring justices of obedient wife.
" After this, the justice may and shall declare
peace should settle the value, which the owner
of the land should be obliged to pay but as for the said man and woman to be from henceforth
the tithes themselves, they were of opinion husband and wife and from and after such conthat the incumbents and impropriators had a sent so expressed, and such declaration made
right in them, and therefore they could not be of the same (as to the form of marriage), it
and no other
shall be good and effectual in law
taken away till they were satisfied.
July 23, it was referred to a committee, to marriage whatsoever, within the commonwealth
consider of a repeal of such laws as hindered of England, after the 29th of September, 1653,
the progress of the Gospel that is (says Bishop shall be held or accounted a marriage accordKennet), to take away the few remaining rules ing to the law of England."
This ordinance was confirmed by the protectof decency and order or, in other language,
This was done at the instance or's Parliament in the year 1656, except the
the penal laws.
of the Independents, who petitioned for protec- clause, " that no other marriage whatsoever
upon which, it within the commonwealth of England shall be
tion against the presbyteries
was voted that a declaration should be publish- held or accounted a legal marriage ;" and it
ed for giving proper liberty to all that feared was wisely done of the Parliament, at the ResGod, and for preventing their imposing hard- toration, to confirm these marriages, in order to
prevent illegitimacy, and vexatious lawsuits in
ships on one another.
Mr. Echard, and others of his principles, future limes. But the acts of this convention
write, that this Parliament had under delibera- were of little significance, for when they found
tion the taking away the old English laws, as the affairs of the nation too intricate, and the
badges of the Norman conquest, and substitu- several parties too stubborn to yield to their orting the Mosaic laws of government in their dinances, they wisely resigned, and surrenderplace
and that all schools of learning and ti- ed back their sovereignty into the same hands
tles of honour should be extinguished, as not that gave it them, after they had sat five months
agreeing with the Christian simplicity.
But no and twelve days.
such proposals were made to the House, and
The general and his officers finding themtherefore it is unjust to lay them to their charge. selves reinvested with the supreme authority,
The solemnizing of matrimony had hitherto by what they fancied a more parliamentary delebeen engrossed by the clergy but this conven- gation, took upon them to strike out a new form
tion considered it a civil contract, and put it of government, a little tending towards monarinto the hands of justices of peace, by an ordi- chy, contained in a large instrument of fortynance, which enacts "that after the 29th of two articles, entitled " The Government of the
September, 1653, all persons who shall agree to Commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Irebe married within the commonwealth of Eng- land." It appoints the government to be in a
that the single person be the
land, shall deliver in their names and places of single person
abode, with the names of their parents, guardi- General Oliver Cromwell, whose style and title
ans, and overseers, to the registrar of the par- should be his highness, lord-protector of the
ish where each party lives, who shall publish the commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and of the dominions thereunto belonging;
P. 70, 180.

they chose Mr. Rouse, an aged and venerable
man, memher in the late Parlianaent for Truro
in Cornwall, their speaker, and then voted them-
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that the lord-protector should have a council,
consisting of no more than twenty-one persons,
nor less than thirteen, to assist him in the administration.
A Parliament was to be chosen
out of the three kingdoms every three years at
longest, and not to be dissolved, without their
It was to
consent, in less than five months.
consist of four hundred members for England
and Wales thirty for Scotland, and thirty for
whereof sixty were to make a house.
Ireland
The counties of England and Wales were to
choose two hundred and thirty-nine the other
elections to be distributed among the chief cities
and market-towns, without regard to ancient
custom. The county of Dorset was to choose
eleven members Cornwall eight Bedfordshire
the several ridings of Yorkshire fourteen
five
Middlesex four the city of London six Westminster two the whole number of cities and
boroughs which had the privilege of election
were one hundred and ten, and the number of
representatives to be chosen by them one hundred and sixty. If the protector refused to
issue out writs, the commissioners of the great
seal, or the high-sheriff of the county, was to do
none to have votes
it, under pain of treason
but such as were worth £200. This regulation,
being wisely proportioned, met with universal
approbation.
Lord Clarendon says it was fit
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

more warrantably made, and

to be

time

in a better

the great offices of state, as chancellor, treasurer, &c., if they became vacant in
time of Parliament, to be supplied with their
approbation
and in the intervals, with the approbation of the council such bills as were offered to the protector by the Parliament, if not
signed in twenty days, were to be laws without
him, if not contrary to this instrument.
In the
present crisis, the protector and his council
might publish ordinances, which should have
force till the first sessions of Parliament
the
protector was to have power to make war and
peace, to confer titles of honour, to pardon all
crimes except treason and murder the militia
was intrusted with him and his council, except
during the sessions of Parliament, when it was
to be jointly in both. In short, the protector had
almost all the royalties of a king but, then, the
protectorship was to be elective, and no protector after the present to be general of the army.
The articles relating to religion were these
Art. 35. " That the Christian religion contained in the Scriptures be held forth and recommended as the public profession of these nations, and that, as soon as may be, a provision
less subject to contention, and more certain than
the present, be made for the maintenance of
ministers and that, till such provision be made,
the present maintenance continue.
Art. 36. " That none be compelled to conform
to the pubhc religion by penalties or otherwise
but that endeavours be used to win them by
sound doctrine, and the example of a good conversation.
Art. 37. " That such as profess faith in God
;

all

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

by Jesus Christ, though differing in judgment
from the doctrine, worship, or discipline publicly held forth,

shall not be restrained from,

but shall be protected in the profession of their
faith and exercise of their religion, so as they
abuse not this liberty to the civil injury of others, and to the actual disturbauiC of the public
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peace on their parts provided this liberty be
not extended to popery or prelacy, or to such
as, under a profession of Christ, hold forth and
:

practise licentiousness.
Art. 38. " That all laws, statutes, ordinances,
in any law, statute, or ordinance,
to the contrary of the aforesaid liberty, shall be
esteemed null and void."
The protector was installed with great magnificence, December 16, 1653, in the Court of
Chancery, by order of the council of officers, in
presence of the lord-mayor and aldermen of
London, the judges, the commissioners of the
great seal, and other great officers, who were

and clauses,

summoned

to attend on this occasion.
Oliver
Cromwell, standing uncovered on the left hand
of a chair of state set for him, first subscribed
the instrument of government in the face of the
court, and then took the following oath
" Whereas the major part of the last Parliament (judging that their sitting any longer as
then constituted would not be for the good of
the commonwealth) did dissolve the same;
and by a writing under their hands, dated the
12th of this instant December, resigned to me
:

their

powers and authorities.

And whereas

it

was necessary, thereupon, that some speedy
course should be taken for the settlement of
these nations upon such a basis and foundation
as, by the blessing of God, might be lasting, secure property, and answer those great ends of
religion and liberty so long contended for
and
upon full and mature consideration had of the
form of government hereunto annexed, being
satisfied that the same, through Divine assistance, may answer the ends afore-mentioned
and having also been desired and advised, as
well by several persons of interest and fidelity
in the commonwealth as the officers of the
army, to take upon me the protection and government of these nations in the manner expressed in the said form of government, I have accepted thereof, and do hereby declare my acceptance accordingly and do promise, in the presence of God, that I will not violate or infringe
the matters and things contained therein, but
to my power observe the same, and cause them
to be observed
and shall in all other things, to
the best of my understanding, govern these nations according to the laws, statutes, and customs, seeking their peace, and causing justice
and law to be equally administered."
After this he sat down in the chair of state
covered, and the commissioners delivered him
the great seal, and the lord-mayor his sword
and cap of maintenance which he returned in
a very obliging manner. The ceremony being
over, the soldiers, with a shout, cried out, " God
bless the lord-protector of the commonwealth
of England, Scotland, and Ireland !"
In their
return to Whitehall, the lord-mayor carried the
sword before his highness uncovered, and presently after he was proclaimed in the city of
London, and throughout all the British domin;

;

;

;

ions.*
*

Cromwell understood well the intrinsic value of
he was aware that, taken abstractedmonarch is but a ceremony, and so we find him

outward state
ly,

a

;

affecting greater magnificence as he increased ia
years.
full narration of the ceremonial connected
with his inauguration may be seen in Jesse's Court
of the Stuarts.— C.

A
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Thus did this wonderful man, by surprising pulpit. This part of the instrument is, in my
management, supported only by the sword, ad- opinion, so far from being criminal, that it
vance himself to the supreme government of breathes a noble spirit of Christian liberty,
three kingdoms without consent of Parliament though it was undoubtedly faulty, in putting
His birth seemed to promise no- popery, prelacy, and licentiousness of manners
or people.

The open toleration of popery is
thing of this kind nor does it appear that he had upon a level.
formed the project till after the battle of Wor- hardly consistent with the safety of a Protestcester, when he apprehended the Parliament ant government
otherwise, considered merely
had projected his ruin by disbanding the army, as a religious institution, I see not why it should
and perpetuating their authority among them- be crushed by the civil power and licentiousselves
which of the two usurpations was most ness of manners is not to be indulged in any
eligible must be left with the reader
but how he civilized nation
but if the Episcopalians would
brought the officers into his measures, and sup- have given security for their living peaceably
ported his sovereignty by an army of enthusi- under their new masters, they ought undoubtasts, Anabaptists, fifth monarchy men, and Re- edly to have been protected
however, the propublicans, will be the admiration of all posteri- tector did not in every instance adhere strictly
ty
and though by this adventurous act he drew to the instrument.
upon himself the plots and conspiracies of the
But though, in point of policy, the Episcopaliseveral factions in the nation, yet his genius ans were at this time excepted from a legal tolresolution
eration,
and
surmounted all difficulties, his
their assemblies were connived at
and.
short empire being one continued blaze of glory several of their clergy indulged the public exand renown to the British isles, and of terror to ercise of their ministry without the fetters of
oaths, subscriptions, or engagements
the rest of Europe.
as Dr.
The reader will make his own remarks upon Hall, afterward Bishop of Chester, Dr. Wild,
the new instrument of government, and will Pearson, Ball, Hardy, Griffith, Farringdon, and:
necessarily observe that it was a creature of others.
Several of the bishops, who had been
Cromwell's and his council of officers, and not kept from public service by the Covenant and
drawn up by a proper representative of the peo- Engagement, preached again publicly in the city,,
How far the present circumstances of the as Archbishop Usher, Bishop Brownrigge, and
ple.
nation made this necessary, must be concluded others.
Mr. Baxter, who was very far from
from the remarks we have made upon the being a friend of the protector's, says " that all'
change of government but the articles relating men were suffered to live quietly, and enjoy
to religion can hardly be complained of, though their properties under his government
that he
they disgusted all that part of the clergy who removed the terrors and prejudices which hinwere for church power
the Presbyterians dered the success of the Gospel, especially conpreached and wrote against the 36th and 37th sidering that godliness had countenance and
articles, as inconsistent with their establish- reputation as well as liberty, whereas before, if
ment, and sinking it almost to a level with their it did not appear in all the fetters and formalisectaries.
The Republicans were dissatisfied ties of the times, it was the way to common
because the Engagement, by which they had shame and ruin. It is well known that thesworn fidelity to a commonwealth, without a Presbyterians did not approve of the usurpation,
single person, or House of Lords, was set aside. but when they saw that Cromwell's design was
Bishop Rennet is angry with the protector's to do good in the main, and encourage religion
latitude, because there was no test or barrier to as far as his cause would admit, they acqui" How little religion was esced."
the establishment.
A nd then, comparing these times with
the concern, or so much as any longer the pre- those after the Restoration, he adds, *' I shall
tence of Cromwell and his officers," says his for the future think that land happy where the
lordship, " appears from hence, that in the large people have but bare liberty to be as good as
instrument of the government of the common- they are willing and if countenance and mainwealth, which was the Magna Charta of the new tenance be but added to liberty, and toleratedConstitution, there is not a word of churches or errors and sects be but forced to keep the peace,
ministers, nor anything but the Christian reli- 1 shall not hereafter much fear such a tolera;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

gion in general, with liberty to

all

differing in

judgment from the doctrine, worship, or
pline publicly held forth."

disci-

Strange, that this
should displease a Christian bishop
But his
lordship should have remembered, that this liberty was not to extend to any kinds of immoralities, nor to such as injured the civil rights
of others, nor to such as disturbed the public
And do the Scriptures authorize us to
peace.
go farther"! The sixth article provides, " that
the laws in being relating to the Presbyterian
religion were not to be suspended, altered, abnor any new law made,
rogated, or repealed
but by consent of Parliament." The 36th adds,
" that until a better provision can be made for
the encouragement and maintenance of able
and painful teachers, the present maintenance
shall not be taken away nor impeached."
And
triers were appointed soon after for preventing
scandalous and unlearned persons invading the
!

;

tion, nor despair that truth will bear down its
adversaries."*
This was a considerable testimony to the protector's administration from the
pen of an adversary.
The protector's first council were, Major-general Lambert, Lieutenant-general Fleetwood,.
Colonel Montague, afterward Earl of Sandwich
Philip Lord- viscount Lisle, since Earl of Leicester
Colonel Desborough, Sir Gilbert Pickering, Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper, afterward
Earl of Shaftesbury; Sir Charles Woolsley,
Major-general Skippon, Mr. Strictland, Colonel
Sydenham, Colonel Jones, Mr. Rouse, Mr. Lawrence, and Mr. Major: men of great name in
those times, some of whom made a considerThe protectable figure after the Restoration.
;

or's

wise conduct appeared in nothing more
endeavours to make all re-

than his unwearied
ligious parties easy.

He

indulged the army

Life, p. 86, 87.
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their enthusiastic raptures, and sometimes joinHe counteed in their prayers and sermons.

nanced the Presbyterians, by assuring them he
would maintain the public ministry, and give
them all due encouragement. He supported
the Independents, by making them his chaplains; by preferring them to considerable livand by
ings in the Church and universities
joining thern in one commission with the Presdesired
to be
such
as
all
of
triers
as
byterians
admitted to benefices. But he absolutely fordenomination
dealing
every
of
bade the clergy
in politics, as not belonging to their profession
and when he perceived the managing Presbyterians took too much upon them, he always found
;

;

137

cestershire, formed a scheme upon such general
principles as all good men were agreed in, which
he communicated to the Keverend Mr. Vines

and Gataker

;

apd when he had drawn up

arti-

them to the correction of Archbishop Usher, and other Episcopal divines, who agreed with him, that no more
discipline should be practised than the Episcopalian, Presbyterian, and Independent divines
agreed in that they should not meddle with
politics or afiairs of civil government in their
assemblies, nor pretend to exercise the power
of the keys, or any church censures but only
to assist, advise, and encourage each other in
propagating truth and holiness, and in keeping
cles of concord, he submitted

;

;

and would sometimes their churches from profane and scandalous
to mortify them
glory that he had curbed that insolent sect, that communicants.* Their meetings were appointed to be once a month in some market-town,
would suffer none but itself.
where there was a sermon in the morning and'
It was happy for the wise and moderate Presbyterians that the protector disarmed their dis- after dinner the conversation was upon such,
cipline of its coercive power, for he still left points of doctrine or discipline as required adthem all that was sufficient for the purposes of vice or else an hour was spent in disputing
they had their monthly or quarterly upon some theological question which had been>
religion
Doctor Warclassical Presbyteries in every county, for the appointed the preceding month.
ordination of ministers, by imposition of hands, mestry, afterward Dean of Worcester, and Dr.
according to the Directory, to whom they gave Good, one of the prebendaries of Hereford, sent
certificates, or testimonials, in the following Mr. Baxter a letter dated September 20, 1653,
wherein they testify their approbation of the
words
" We, the ministers of the Presbytery of
association above mentioned, and of the artiaccording to the ten- cles of concord.
having examined Mr.
In the west of England, Mr. Hughes, of Plymcur of the ordinance for that purpose, and finding him duly qualified and gifted for that holy outh, and Mr. Good, of Exeter, prevailed with
office and employment (no just exception hav- the ministers of the several persuasions in those
having ap- parts to follow the example of Worcestershire ;
ing been made to his ordination)
proved him, and accordingly, on the day and accordingly, they parcelled themselves into four
year hereafter expressed, have proceeded sol- divisions, which met once a quarter; and all
emnly to set him apart to the office of a preach- four had a general meeting for concord once a
ing presbyter, and work of the ministry, with year: the Reverend Mr. Hughes presided in those
The moderator began and
of 1655 and 1656.
fasting and prayer, and imposition of hands
and do hereby actually admit him (as far as ended with prayer, and several of the Episcopal
concerns us) to perform all the offices and du- divines of the best character, as well as Inde"the chief of the
In pendents, joined with them
ties of a faithful minister of Jesus Christ.
witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed Presbyterian and Independent divines, who were
1653."
weary
of
divisions,
and
willing
to strengthen
day of September,
our names, this
each other's hands, united in these assemblies,.
Other testimonials were in this form
" We, the ministers of Christ, who are called though the exasperated prelatists, the more rito watch over this part of his flock in the city gid Presbyterians, and severer sort of Independwith the assistance of some others, ents, kept at a distance but many remarkable
of
that we might not be wanting to the service of advantages," says Mr. Baxter, " attended these

means

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

:

:

,

the Church in its necessity, having received
credible testimonials, under the hands of divers
ministers of the Gospel, and others, of the sober, righteous, and godly conversation of
as also concerning his gifts for the ministry,
have proceeded to make farther trial of his fitness for so great a work and being in some
,

;

good measure satisfied concerning his piety and
ability, have, upon the
day of
1653,
proceeded solemnly to set him apart to the office of a presbyter, and work of the ministry,
by laying on our hands with fasting and prayer
by virtue whereof we do esteem and declare
him a lawful minister of Christ, and hereby rec,

;

ommend him

to the

ness whereof,

we have

Church of

In witset our hands," &,c.
Presbyterians found that their
.

When the
classes could obtain no power to inflict pains
anil penalties on those who refused to submit to
their discipline, the ministers of the several denominations in the country began to enter into
friendly associations for brotherly counsel and
advice.
Mr. Baxter, and his brethren of WorVOL. II.—

;"

they opened and preserved afriendly correspondence among the ministers ;
they removed a great many prejudices and misunderstandings, insomuch that the controversies and heats of angry men began to be allayed, their spirit bettered, and the ends of religion:
more generally promoted.
But these country associations were not countenanced by the more zealous Presbyterians of
London, who met weekly at Sion College they
could hardly digest a toleration of the sectaries,
much less submit to a coalition, but resolved to
keep close to the ordinances of Parliament, and
they
to the acts of their provincial assembly
wanted the sword of discipline, and were impatient under the present restraint
and nothing
but the piercing eye of the protector, whose spies
were in every corner, kept them from preaching, praying, and plotting against the government. However, the country ministers being
easy in their possessions, cultivated good neighassociations

;

:

;

* Baxter's Life, part
t Ibid., p. 149.

ii.,

p. 147,

&c.,

p. 167.,

&c.
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bourhood, and spread the associations through
Hampshire, Dorsetshire, Cumthat if
berland, Westmoreland, and other parts
I am not misinformed, there are the like brotherly associations among the Dissenters in sever-

"Wiltshire, Essex,

CHAPTER

al counties to this day.
This year died old Dr.

William Gouge, born
at Stratford-le-Bow in the year 1575, and educated at King's College, Cambridge, of which
he was fellow. He entered into orders 1607,
and the very next year was settled at Blackfriars, London, where he continued to his death.
He commenced doctor of divinity in the year
1628, about which time he became one of the
feoffees for buying up impropriations, for which
he was ordered to be prosecuted in the Star
Chamber. In the year 1643 he was nominated
one of the Assembly of Divines, and was in such
reputation, that he often filled the moderator's
He was a modest, humchair in his absence.
ble, and affable person, of strict and exemplary
piety, a universal scholar, and a most constant
preacher, as long as he was able to get up into
For many years he was esteemed
the pulpit.
the father of the London ministers, and died
comfortably and piously December 12, 1653, in
the seventy-ninth year of his age, having been
minister of Blackfriars almost forty-six years.*
Doctor Thomas Hill, of whom mention has
been made before, was born in Worcestershire,
and educated in Emanuel College, Cambridge,
of which he was a fellow, and tutor to young
He was afterward
scholars for many years.
preferred to the living of Tichmarsh in Northamptonshire, and was chosen into the Assembly
of Divines for that county. While he was at
London he preached every day at St. Martin's-inthe-Fields, and was one of the morning lectuHe was afterward
rers at Westminster Abbey.
chosen to be master of Emanuel College, Cambridge, and from thence removed to Trinity College
in which stations he behaved with geat
prudence and circumspection. He was a good
scholar, and very careful of the antiquities and
privileges of the university; a strict Calvinist,
a plain, powerful, and practical preacher, and of
a holy and unblamable conversation. He died
of a quartan ague December 18, 1653, at an advanced age, very much lamented by his acquaintance and brethren.!
;

in.

FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE PROTECTORSHIP OF
OLIVER CROMWELL TO HIS DEATH.

;

If the reader will carefully review the divided state of the nation at this time, the strength
of the several parties in opposite interests, and

almost equal

in

power, each sanguine for his

own scheme

of settlement, and all conspiring
against the present, he will be surprised that
any wise man should be prevailed with to put
himself at the head of such a distracted body ;
and yet more, that such a genius should arise,
who, without any foreign alliances, should be capable of guarding against so many foreign and
domestic enemies, and of steering the commonwealth through such a hurricane, clear of the
rocks and quicksands which threatened its ruin.
This was the province that the enterprising
Oliver undertook, with the style and title of
lord-protector of the commonwealth of England,
Scotland, and Ireland. He assumed all the state
and ceremony of a. crowned head; his household officers and guards attended in their places,
and his court appeared in as great splendour,
and more order, than had been seen at WhiteHis first
hall since Queen Elizabeth's reign.
concern was' to fill the courts of justice with
the ablest lawyers Sir Matthew Hale was made
Lord-chief-justice of the Common Pleas; Mr.
;

Maynard, Twisden, Newdigate, and Windham,
sergeants at law Mr. Thurloe, secretary of
state; and Monk, governor of Scotland. His
next care was to deliver himself from his foreiga
enemies for this purpose he gave peace to the
Dutch, which the fame of his power enabled
him to accomplish without the ceremony of a
formal treaty he therefore sent his Secretary
Thurloe, with the conditions to which they were
to submit
the Dutch pleaded for abatements,
but his highness was at a point, and obliged
them to deliver up the island of Polerone in the
East Indies to pay .£300,000 for the affair of
Amboyna; to abandon the interests of King
Charles II. to exclude the Prince of Orange
from being stadtholder, and to yield up the sov;

;

;

;

;

;

ereignty of the seas.

When this was accomplished, most of the
sovereign princes in Europe sent to compliment
his highness upon his advancement, and to cultivate his friendship the King of Portugal asked
pardon for receiving Prince Rupert into his
the Danes got themselves included in
ports
:

* He spent nine years at King's College, and was
never absent from public prayers at the chapel, and
constantly read fifteen chapters in the Bible every
day. He was the laborious, exemplary, and muchloved minister, of whom none thought or spoke ill,
says Mr. Granger, " but such as were inclined to
think or speak ill of religion itself." He refused the
provostship of King's College in Cambridge
and
had eight children, who lived to man's and woman's
Clarke's Lives in his General Martyrology, p.
estate.
234 and Granger's History of England, vol. ii., p. 179,
8vo.— Ed. Dr. Gouge's great effort seems to have
been usefulness ; he used to say, " It is my highest
He
ambition to go from Blackfriars to heaven."
regularly read fifteen chapters of the Bible a day.
Laud and Neile both persecuted him for his opposi;

—

;

tion to Arminianism and ceremonies Dr. Gouge was
regarded as the oracle of his time. Wood and Granger both testify to his worth and learning. Bishop
;

Wilkins classes Dr. Gouge's sermons as among the
best of his time, and Wood styles his Commentary
on Hebrews a learned and useful work.— C.
t Dr. Hill used to lay his hand upon his breast,
and say, " Every true Christian hath something here

;

Dutch treaty, and became security for
£140,000 damages done to the English shipping
the Swedes sued for an alliance, which was concluded with their ambassador the crown of
Spain made offers which the protector rejected ;
but the address of the French ambassador was
most extraordinary the protector received him
in the Banqueting House at Whitehall, with all
the state and magnificence of a crowned head ;
and the ambassador, having made his obeisance,
acquainted his highness with the king his master's desire to establish a correspondence between his dominions and England. He mentioned the value of the friendship of France,
and how much it was courted by the greatest
the

;

;

potentates of the earth

;

" but," says the

am-

that will frame an argument against Arminianism."
Dr. Grey railed against this good man, yet I can see
nothing but his piety to which he could object. C.

—
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bassador, " the king my master communicates
his resolutions to none with so much joy and
•cheerfulness, as to those whose virtuous actions
and extraordinary merits render them more
conspicuously famous than the largeness of
His majesty is sensible that
their dominions.
all these advantages do wholly reside in your
highness, and that the Divine Providence, after
so many calamities, could not deal more favourably with these three nations, nor cause them
to forget their past miseries with greater satisfaction, than by subjecting them to so just a

government."

The protector's most dangerous enemies were
the Royalists, Presbyterians, and Republicans,
at home the former menaced him with an assassination, upon which he declared openly, that
though he would never begin so detestable a
practice, yet, if any of the king's party should
attempt it and fail, he would make an assassinating war of it, and exterminate the whole
family, which his servants were ready to exe-cute
the terror of this threatening was a greater security to him than his coat of mail or
guards. The protector had the skill always to
tdiscover the most secret designs of the Royalists by some of their own number, whom he
spared no cost to gain over to his interests.
Sir Richard Willis was Chancellor Hyde's chief
confidant, to whom he wrote often, and in whom
all the party confided, as in an able and wise
statesman but the protector gained him with
^200 a year, by which means he had all the
king's party in a net, and let them dance in it
He had another correspondent in
at pleasure.*
the king's little family, one Manning, a Roman
•Catholic, who gave Secretary Thurloe intelligence of all his majesty's councils and proceed;

;

;

But though the king's friends were alone plot or other against the protector's
person and government, he always behaved
with decency towards them, as long as they
kept within tolerable bounds
and without all
question, the severe laws that were made against
the Episcopal party were not on the account of
ings.

ways

in

;

religion, but of their irreconcilable aversion to

the government.

The whole body

of the Presbyterians were

in principle for the king and the Covenant, but
after the battle of Worcester, and the execution
-of Mr. Love, they were terrified into a compliance with the commonwealth, though they disallowed their proceedings, and were pleased to

see them broken

in pieces

;

but the surprising

advancement of Cromwell to the protectorship
filled them with new terrors, and threatened the
overthrow of their church power, for they considered him not only as a usurper, but a sectarian, who would countenance the free exer•cise of religion to all that would live peaceably
under his government and though he assured
them he would continue religion upon the foot;

ing of the present establishment, yet nothing
would satisfy them as long as their discipline
was disarmed of its coercive power.
But the protector's most determined adversaries were the commonwealth party
these
were divided into two branches one had little
or no religion, but were for a democracy in the
state, and universal liberty of conscience in religion the heads of them were Deists, or, in the
;

;

;

Burnet,

p. 91, vol.

i.,

Edin.

edit.
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language of the protector. Heathens, as Algernon Sidney, Henry Neville, Martin, Wildnian,

and Harrington. It was impossible to work
upon these men, or reconcile them to the government of a single person, and therefore he dis-

armed them of their power. The others were
high enthusiasts, and fifth monarchy men, who
were in expectation of King Jesus, and of a
glorious thousand years' reign of Christ upon

They were fur pulling down churches,
says Bishop Burnet,* for discharging tithes,
and leaving religion free (as they called it), without either encouragement or restraint.
Most
of them were for destroying the clergy, and for
breaking everything that looked like a national
establishment. These the protector endeavoured to gain, by assuring them, in private conversation, "that he had no manner of inclination
to assume the government, but had rather have
been content with a shepherd's staff, were it
not absolutely necessary to keep the nation
from falling to pieces, and becoming a prey to
the common enemy
that he only stepped in
between the living and the dead, as he expressed it, and this only till God should direct them
earth.

;

to settle, when he would surrender his dignity with a joy equal to the sorit up."
With the
chiefs of this party he affected to converse upon
terms of great familiarity, shutting the door,
and making them sit down covered in his presence, to let them see how little he valued those
distances he was bound to observe for form's
sake with others he talked with them in their
own language, and the conversation commonly
ended with a long prayer.
The protector's chief support against these
powerful adversaries were the Independents,
the city of London, and the army the former
looked upon him as the head of their party,
though he was no more theirs than as he was
averse to church power, and for a universal toleration.
He courted the city of London with a
decent respect, declaring, upon all occasions,
his resolution to confirm their privileges, and
consult measures for promoting trade and commerce. These, in return, after his instalment,
entertained him at dinner in a most magnificent
and princelike manner, and by degrees modelled their magistrates to his mind.
But his chief
dependance was upon the army, which, being
made up of different parties, he took care to reform by degrees, till they were in a manner en-

on what bottom

row with which he had taken

;

;

tirely at

He

his devotion.

paid the soldiers

and advanced them according to their
merits and zeal for his government, without
well,

regard to their birth or seniority.
It was the protector's felicity that the parabove mentioned had as great an enmity to
each other as to him the Cavaliers hated the
Presbyterians and Republicans, as these did
the Royalists fancied that all
the Cavaliers
who were against the protector must join with
them in restoring the king while the Presbyterians were pushing for their Covenant uniformity, and the Republicans for a commonwealth.
Cromwell had the skill not only to keep them
divided, but to increase their jealousies of each
other, and by that means to disconcert all their
measures against himself. Let the reader recollect what a difficult situation this was
and
ties

;

;

;

;

* Vol.

i.,

p. 93.

;
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what a genius

must require

to maintain so excuse
and therefore, being forced to deliver
high a reputation abroad, in the midst of so them up, they were all tried and convicted, by
many domestic enemies, who were continually a jury half English and half foreigners the
servants (says Whitelocke*) were reprieved'
plotting his destruction.
In pursuance of the instrument of government, and pardoned; but the ambassador's brother^
the protector published an ordinance, April 12, v.'ho was the principal, notwithstanding all the
to incorporate the two kingdoms of Scotland intercession that could be made for his life, was
and England. The ordinance sets forth, " that carried in a mourning coach to Tower Hill, and
whereas the Parliament in 1651 had sent com- beheaded. This remarkable act of justice raised
missioners into Scotland to invite that nation the people's esteem of the protector's resolu'
to a union with England under one government
tion, and of the justice of his government.
and whereas the consent of the shires and borIn order to a farther settlement of the nation;
oughs was then obtained, therefore, for comple- the protector summoned a Parliament to meet
ting that work, he ordains that the people of at Westminster, September 3
which being
Scotland, and all the territories thereunto be- reckoned one of his auspicious days, he would
longing, shall be incorporated into one common- not alter, though it fell on a Sunday
the House
wealth with England, and that in every Parlia- met accordingly, and having waited upon the
ment to be held successively for the said com- protector in the Painted Chamber, adjourned to
monwealth, thirty members shall be called from the next day, September 4, when his highness
thence to serve for Scotland." Shortly after, rode from Whitehall to Westminster with all
Ireland was incorporated after the same man- the pomp and state of the greatest monarch
ner and from this time the arms of Scotland some hundreds of gentlemen went before him
and Ireland were quartered with those of Eng- uncovered his pages and lackeys in the richest
land.
liveries
the captains of his guards on each
But the protector was hardly fixed in his side of his coach, with their attendants, all unchair before an assassination-plot of the Royal- covered
then followed the commissioners of
ists was discovered, and three of the con- the treasury, master of ceremonies, and other
spirators, viz., Mr. Fox, Mr. Gerhard, and Mr. officers.
The sword, the great seal, the purse,
Vowel, were apprehended, and tried before a and four maces, were carried before him by
high court of justice, for conspiring to murder their proper officers.
the lord-protector as he was going to Hampton
After a sermon preached by Dr. Thomas
Court, to seize the guards, and the Tower of Goodwin, his highnesst repaired to the Painted
London, and to proclaim the king. Mr. Fox, Chamber,^ and being seated in a chair of state,
who confessed most of what was alleged against raised by simdry steps, he made a speech to the
him, pleaded guilty, and was reprieved but the members, in which he complained of the levelother two, putting themselves on their trial, lers and fifth monarchy men, who were for subthough they denied the jurisdiction of the court, verting the established laws, and for throwing
were convicted, and executed July 10. Ger- all things back into confusion. He put them
hard, a young, hot-headed ensign in the late in mind of the difficulties in which the nationt
king's army, was beheaded
and Vowel, a was involved at the time he assumed the govschoolmaster at Islington, hanged at Charing ernment. " That it was at war with Portugal,.
Cross Gerhard confessed he knew of the plot, Holland, and France which, together with the
but Vowel was silent.* These commotions divisions among ourselves," says he, " begat a
were the occasion of the hardships the Royal- confidence in the enemy that we could not hold*
ists underwent some time after.
out long.
In this heap of confusion, it was
Don Pantaleon Sa, brother of the Portuguese necessary to apply some remedy, that the nation
ambassador, was beheaded the same day, upon might not sink and the remedy," says he, "is
account of a riot and murder in the New Ex- this government, which is calculated for the
Pantaleon had quarrelled with the interest of the people alone, without regard to
change.
above-mentioned Gerhard, and to revenge him- any other, let men say what they will I can
self, brought his servants next day, armed with speak with comfort before a greater than you
swords and pistols, to kill him but instead of all as to my own intention. Since this governGerhard, they killed another man, and wounded ment has been erected, men of the most known
several others.
The Portuguese knight and integrity and ability have been put into seats o1
his associates fled to his brother the ambassa- justice.
The Chancery has been reformed. It
dor's house for sanctuary, but the mob follow- has put a stop to that heady way for every man
ed them, and threatened to pull down the house, that will to make himself a preacher, by settling
unless they were delivered up to justice. The a way for approbation of men of piety and fitprotector, being informed of the tumult, sent an ness for the work.
It hath taken care to exofficer with a party of soldiers to demand the punge men unfit for that work
and now, at
murderers. The ambassador pleaded his public length, it has been instrumental of calling a free
character, but the protector would admit of no Parliament.
" A peace is now made with Sweden and with* Mr. Neal's account, as Dr. Grey remarks, does
a peace honourable to the nation
not agree with Lord Clarendon, who represents the Danes
Vowel as earnestly and pathetically addressing the and satisfactory to the merchants. A peace is
made with the Dutch and with Portugal and
people and the soldiers, exhorting them to loyalty
and Gerhard as declaring " that he was innocent, and
* Mem., p. 577.
had not entered into or consented to any plot, nor
t Whitelocke, p. 582.
given any countenance to any discourse to that pur% This is, I think, Cromwell's best speech, and has
pose."
Whitelocke savs, that when they were strong marks of the ability which he possessed as a
brought before the high court, they both denied all the statesman. No royal address ever delivered to Parcharges alleged against thein.— Clarendon's History, liament has the force and power of this production-.
vol. iii., p. 492.
Whitelocke calls it " a large and subtle speech."— C»
Whitelocke's Memoirs, p. 575.— Ed.
it
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such a one that the people that trade thither not first sign the following engagement: "T,
have liberty of conscience, without being sub- A. B., do hereby freely promise and engage to
ject to the bloody Inquisition." He then advises be true and faithful to the lord-protector of the
them to concert measures for the support of the commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Irepresent government, and desires them to believe land, and will not propose or give my consent
that lie spoke to them not as one that intended to alter the government, as it is settled in one
to be a lord over them, but as one that was re- single person and a Parliament." About three
solved to be a fellow-servant with them for the hundred of the members signed the recognition,
interest of their country; and then, having ex- and having taken their places in the House,
horted them to unanimity, he dismissed them with some difliculty confirmed the instrument
to their house to choose a speaker.
of government almost in everything but the
William Lenthal, Esq., master of the rolls, right of nominating a successor to the present
and speaker of the Long Parliament, was chosen protector, which they reserved to the Parliawithout opposition. The first point the House
/entered on was the instrument of government,
which occasioned many warm debates, and was
like to have occasioned a fatal breach among

To prevent this, the protector gave orders, September 12, that as the members came
to the House, they should be directed to attend
ills highness in the Painted Chamber, where he
!made the following remarkable speech, which is
deserving the reader's careful attention " Gentlemen, I am surprised at your conduct, in debating so freely the instrument of government
for the same power that has made you a Parliament has appointed me protector, so that if
you dispute the one, you must disown the other."*
He added, •' that he was a gentleman by
birth, and had been called to several employthem.

:

ments

in Parliament, and in the wars, which
at an end, he was willing to retire to private life, and prayed to be dismissed, but could
not obtain it.
That he had pressed the Long
Parliament, as a member, to dissolve thembut finding they intended to continue
selves
their sessions, he thought himself obliged to dismiss them, and to call some persons together
from the several parts of the nation, to see if
they could fall upon a better settlement. Accordingly, he resigned up all his power into their
hands, but they, after some time, returned it back
to him. After this," says he, " divers gentlemen
having consulted together, framed the present
model without my privity, and told me that, unJess I would undertake the same, blood and confusion would break in upon them
but I refused
again and again, till, considering that it did not
.put me into a higher capacity than I was in be.fore, I consented
since which time I have had
the thanks of the army, the fleet, the city of London, and of great numbers of gentry in the three
Now the government being thus setnations.
tled, I apprehend there are four fundamentals
which may not be examined into or altered.
(1.) That the government be in a single person
and a Parhament. (2.) That Parliaments be not
perpetual.
(3.) The article relating to the militia.
And, (4 ) A due liberty of conscience in
matters of religion. Other things in the government may he changed as occasion requires.
Forasmuch, therefore, as you have gone about to
subvert the fundamentals of this government,
and throw all things back into confusion, to
prevent the like for the future, I am necessita-ted to appoint you a test or recognition of the
.government, by which you are made a Parliament, before you go any more into the House. "t
Accordingly, at their return, they fimnd a guard
at the door denying entrance to any who would

being

;

;

;

* Dugdale's Late Troubles, p. 426,
t Whitelocke, p. 587.

&c.

ment. They voted the present lord-protector to
continue for life. They continued the standing
army of ten thousand horse and twenty thousand foot, and £60,000 a month for their maintenance.
They gave the protector £200,000 a
year for his civil list, and assigned Whitehall,
St. James's, and the rest of the late king's houses for his use
but they were out of humour,
and were so far from showing respect to the
court, that they held no manner of correspondence with it which, together with their voting
that no one clause of what they had agreed upon
should be binding unless the whole were consented to, provoked the protector,* as derogating from his power of consenting to or refusing
particular bills, and therefore, having discovered several plots against his government ready
to break out, in which some of the members
were concerned, he sent for them into the Painted Chamber, January 22 and after a long and
intricate speech, in which, after some strong expressions in favour of liberty to men of the
same faith, though of different judgments in
lesser matters, he complained that they had
taken no more notice of him, either by message
or address, than if there had been no such person in being; that they had done nothing for
the honour and support of the government, but
spent their time in fruitless debates of little consequence, while the nation was bleeding to
death
and instead of making things easy, that
they had laid a foundation for future dissatisfactions
he therefore dissolved them, without
confirming any of their acts, after they had sat
five months, according to the instrument of
government, reckoning twenty-eight days to a
month. This was deemed an unpopular action,
and a renouncing the additional title the Parliament would have given him but this great man,
with the sword in his hand, was not to be jostled out of the saddle with votes ai.d resolutions
and if one may credit his speech, his assuming the government was not so much the
effect of his own ambition, as of a bold resolution to prevent the nation's falling back into
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

anarchy and blood.

Upon the rising of the Parliament, Majorgeneral Harrison, one of the chiefs of the Republicans, was taken into custody ;t and Mr.
*

Life of Cromwell, p. 291.

t The Republicans were divided into two branches, the political and the religious, the former headed

by Vane, Bradshavv, and ScoU the latter, by Harrison and others. Some of these leaders partook of
the qualities which distinguished both parties. Vane
was at once a statesman and mystic while Harrison combined military qualities of a high order with
an enthusiasm as ardent and visionary as any of his
soldiers.
Few men have had more reason to complain of the judgment of posterity than Harrison.
;

;

;
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John Wildman, who had been expelled the
House, was apprehended as he was drawing
up a paper, entitled " A Declaration of the free
and vvell-afTected People of England now in
Arms against the Tyrant Oliver Cromwell ;"
•which prevented the rising of that party.*
The Royalists were buying up arms at the
same time, and preparing to rise in several parts
of the kingdom. t They had procured commissions from the young king at Cologne, and desired his majesty to be ready on the seacoast
by the Uth of March, when there would be a
revolt in the army, and when Dover Castle
would be delivered into their hands. The king,
accordingly, removed to Middleburgh in Zealand
but the protector had intelligence of it
from his spies, and declared it openly as soon
as he was arrived, which intimidated the conspirators, and made them fear they were discovered
however, about the time appointed,
some small parties of Royalists got together in Shropshire with an intent to surprise
;

:

Shrewsbury and Chirk Castle. A cart-load of
arms was brought to a place of rendezvous for
the northern parts, where they were to be headed by Wilmot, earl of Rochester but they no
sooner met but they dispersed, for fear of being:
fallen upon by the regular troops.
In the west.
Sir Joseph WagstafTe, Colonel Penruddock, Captain Hugh Grove, Mr. Jones, and others, entered
the city of Salisbury, with two hundred horse
well armed, in the time of the assizes, and
seized the Judges Rolls and Nichols, with the
;

whom they resolved to
hang. They proclaimed the king, and threatened violence to such as would not join them but
the country not coming in according to their
expectations, they were intimidated, and after
five or six hours marched away into Dorsetshire^
and from thence to Devonshire, where Captain
Crook overtook them, and with one single troop,
of horse defeated and took most of them prisoners
Penruddock and Grove were beheaded
sheriff of the county,

;

;

at

Exeter

;

and some few others were executed
where they had so lately

at Salisbury, the place

He

and who that has acted
a prominent part in times of revolution has done otherwise ? But take him as a whole, he was a man of
whom England may well be proud. Honest, undaunted, and of acknowledged military genius, he was inferior only to Cromwell in the army.
His character is
ably vindicated by Mr. Godwin, in his History of the

committed some

errors,

Commonwealth, vol. iv., p. 379-387. The policy of
Vane and his associates was decided, yet cautious.
They bore a public testimony against the usurper by
from his councils, &c., while they prudently
refused to mix themselves up with the conspiracies
that were afloat. But the party which Harrison represented was not to be thus restrained.
His own
conduct was unexceptionable— frank, but prudent
true to his avowed principles, yet tempered by a just
sense of the evil which another revolution would
bring on the country.
But the fifth monarchy men
were in the calm spirit, and on the prudential considerations of Vane and Bradshaw.
They saw in
the protector a second Antichrist a power opposed
to the setting up of that kingdom in the triumphs
of which they were to share. With them it was
a question of conscience, and admitted of no delay.
They were the chosen heralds of Messiah, the
liege subjects of the Prince of Heaven. The voice of
the eternal God summoned them to bear witness on
his behalf before an apostate generation.
Faithful
among the faithless, they stood alone to achieve the
mighty enterprise of stemming the torrent of a nation's corruption— of throwing back the polluted
waters which threatened to deluge their Zion and
on the fair face of a renovated creation, to stamp
the characters of paradise. Such was their faith
ethereal, yet earthly
high-minded, but visionary
having its origin in some of the noblest aspirations
of the human mind, yet incrusted with the prejudices and passions of the channel through which it
passed.
Their proceedings were, consequently, a
strange mixture of wisdom and folly, of power and
weakness. Some of the fifth monarchy men were
distinguished by an exalted and blameless piety.
Their visionary scheme arose out of the stimulating
events of the day.
Applying the splendid visions of
prophecy to the passing circumstances of their times,
they looked for the speedy annihilation of all antiChristian powers, and the establishment of a universal monarchy, under the immediate auspices and personal superintendence of the Messiah. The extravagances of the more violent members of the sect
have, with glaring injustice, been attributed by our
historians to the whole, and infidelity and a "coldhearted formalism have thus sought to throw discredit upon religion.— Dr. Price's Historic
of Nonconformity, vol. ii., p. 556-7.— C.
* Whitelocke, p. COO.
retiring

;

;

:

;

;

t

Clarendon,

vol. hi., p. 551.

triumphed.

The

vigilance of the protector on this occaalmost incredible
he caused a great
suspected lords and gentlemen to be secured
he sent letters to the justices of peace
in every county, whom he had already changedto his mind, commanding them to look out, and
secure all persons who should make the least
disturbance.
And his private intelligence of
people's discourse and behaviour, in every corner of the land, never failed.*
If the reader will duly consider the danger
arising from these commotions, and the necessity of striking some terror into the authors of"
them, he will easily account for the j)rotector's
severity against the Royalists when, therefore,
the insurrection was quashed, he resolved to
make the whole party pay the expense and accordingly, with the consent of his council, published an order, " that all who had been in arms
for the king, or had declared themselves of the
Royal parly, should be decimated that is, pay
a tenth part of their estates to support the
charge of such extraordinary forces as their tur-

sion

is

;

many

;

:

;

;

bulent and seditious practices obliged him to
keep up for which purpose commissioners were
appointed in every county, and considerable
sums were brought into the treasury." To jus;

extraordinary procedure, the protector
published another declaration
in which he
complains of the irreconcilableness of those
who had adhered to the king, towards all those
who had served their country on the side of the
Parliament
that they were now to be looked
upon as public enemies, and to be kept from being able to do mischief, since it sufficiently appeared that they were always disposed to do all
they could. Upon these accounts, he thought it
highly reasonable, and declares it to be his resolution, that if any desperate attempts were undertaken by them for the future, the whole party should suffer for it.
To return to the affairs of religion though
the Presbyterian discipline was at a low ebb, it
was still the established religion of the nation.
The Provincial Assembly of London continued
their sessions at Sion College every half year,
and endeavoured to support the dig nity of the
tify this

;

;

:

*

Whitelocke,

p. 002.

—

—
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ministerial office. Complaint having been made
that the pulpit doors were set open to laymen
and gifted brethren, they appointed a committee
to collect materials for the vindication of the
ministerial character,^ which, being revised by the
synod, was published this summer, under the tior,
tle of " Jus Divinum Ministerii Evangelici
the Divine Right of an Evangelical Ministry, in
two Parts. By the Provincial Assembly of LonWith an Appendix, of the Judgment and
don.
Practice of Antiquity."
In the debates of Parliament upon the instrument of government, it was observed that, by the

thirty-seventh article, all who professed faith in
Christ should be protected in their
This was interpreted to imply an
religion.*
in fundamentals. Upon which it was
all should be tolerated or indulged
professed the fundamentals of Christianiand a committee was appointed to nominate
ty
certain divines to draw up a catalogue of funthe
damentals to be presented to the House
committee being above fourteen, named each of
them a divine among others, Archbishop Usher was nominated, but he declining the affair,
Mr. Baxter was appointed in his room the rest
who acted were,

agreement

voted, that

who
;

:

;

;

Dr. Owen.
Dr. Goodwin.
Dr. Cheynel.

Mr. Marshal.
Mr. Reyner.

I

|

|

|

Mr. Nye.
Mr. Sydrach Simpson.
Mr. Vines.
Mr. Manton.
Mr. Jacomb.

Mr. Baxlert would have persuaded his brethren to offer the committee the Apostles' Creed,
the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments
alone, as containing the fundamentals of relibut it was objected, that this would ingion
Mr. Baxter reclude Socinians and papists.
plied that it was so much fitter for a centre of
unity or concord, because it was impossible, in
his opinion, to devise a form of words which
heretics would not subscribe, when they had
perverted them to their own sense. These arguments not prevailing, the following articles
were presented to the committee, but not
brought into the House,! under the title of
" The Principles of Faith, presented by Mr.
;

Thomas Goodwin, Mr. Nye, Mr. Sydrach Simpson, and other Ministers, to the Committee of
Parliament for Religion, by way of Explanation
to the Proposals for propagating the Gospel."
1st. That the Holy Scripture is that rule of
knowing God and living unto him, which whoso
does not believe, cannot be saved. 2 Thes., ii.,
10-12, 15.
1 Cor., XV., 1-3.
2 Cor., i., 13.
John, v., 39. 2 Peter, ii., 1.
2dly. That there is a God, who is the creator, governor, and judge of the world, which is
to be received by faith, and every other way of

—

the knowledge of him

is insufficient.

— Heb.,

xi.,

143-

19-22.

i.,

1

Cor.,

i.,

2Thess.,

21.

8,

i.,

3dly. That this God, who is the creator, is
eternally distinct from all creatures in his being
and blessedness. Rom., i., 18, 25.
1 Cor.,

—

viii., 5, 6.

That

4thly.

;

God by Jesus

Rom.,

3, 6.

this

subsistences.

or

—

God

is

one

John,

1

compared

5-9,

xxviii., 19,

—

John,

1

2 John, 9, 10.
22, 23.
5thly. That Jesus Christ is the only

ii.,

mediator

between God and man, without the knowledge

whom

of

there

is

no salvation.

—

1

Tim.,

ii.,

4-6.

iii., 15.
1 John, ii., 22.
Acts, iv., 10,
Cor., iii., 10, 11.
6thly. That this Jesus Christ is the true God.
Isaiah, xlv., 21-25.
1 John, v., 29.
7thly. That this Jesus Christ is also true man.

2 Tim.,
12.

—
—

1

1

John,

2 John,

iv., 2, 3.

7.

That this Jesus Christ is God and man
inoneperson.— iTim., iii., 16. Matt., xvi., 13-18.
9thly. That this Jesus Christ is our Redeemer,
who, by paying a ransom and bearing our sins,
8thly.

has made satisfaction for them.
11.

Pet.,

1

Tim.,

ii.,

24, 25.

ii.,

1

—

Isaiah, liii.,
Cor., xv., 2, 3.
1

4-6.

lOthly. That this same Lord Jesus Christ is
he that was crucified at Jerusalem, and rose
John, viii.,
again, and ascended into heaven.

—

Acts, x., 38-43.
1 Cor.,
Acts, iv, 10-12.
Acts, ii., 36.
Acts, xxii., 2.
llthly. That this same Jesus Christ, being
the only God and man in one person, remains
forever a distinct person from all saints and
angels, notwithstanding their union and communion with him. Col., ii., 8-10, 19. 1 Tim.,
24.

XV., 2-8.

—

iii.,

16.

men by nature are dead in
sins and trespasses ; and no man can be saved
unless he be born again, repent and believe.
Acts,
Acts, xvii., 30, 31.
John, iii., 3, 5-7, 10.
xxvi, 17-20. Luke, xxiv., 47. Acts, xx., 20, 21.
John, v., 24, 25.
13thly. That we are justified and saved bygrace and faith in Jesus Christ, and not by
works. Acts, xv., 24, compared with Gal., i.,
6-9. Gal, v., 2,4, 5. Rom, ix, 31-33. Rom.,
Rom., i., 16, 17. Gal, iii., 11. Ephes.,
X., 3,4.
ii., 8-10.
14thly. That to continue in any known sin,
upon what pretence or principle soever, is damThat

12thly.

all

—

nable.— Rom.,
John,

i

Rom.,

,

6, 8,

viii.,

15thly.

ing to his

i.,

Rom.,

32.

and

vi., 1, 2, 15, 16.

3-8.

iii.,

2 Pet.,

ii

,

1

19, 20.

13.

That God

own

will

to be worshipped accordand whosoever shall for-

is
;

sake and despise all the duties of his worship,
cannot be saved.— Jer., x., 15. Psalm xiv., 4.
Jude, 18-21.

Rom.,

x., 13.

and that
lethly. That the dead shall rise
there is a day of judgment, wherein all shall
appear, some to go into everlasting life, and
some into everlasting condemnation— 1 Tim.,
Acts,
i., 19, 20, compared with 2 Tim., ii., 17, 18.
1 Cor., xv., 19.
John, v., 28, 29.
xvii., 30. 31.
Mr. Baxter* says Dr. Owen worded these arthat Dr. Goodwin, Mr. Nye, and Mr.
ticles
Simpson, were his assistants that Dr. Cheyand that Mr. Marshal, a sober,
nel was scribe
worthy man, did something but th at the rest
;

* Baxter's Life, part ii., p. 197.
+ Life, part h., p. 198.
t Neal represents these articles as consisting of
only si.icteen, and says they were not brought into the
House ; but the testimony of Baxter, and the following entry on the journals, proves him to be inaccurate on both these points: "Sir William Marsham
reports from the committee empowered to confer
with divines touching articles of faith, twenty articles, with the proofs thereof from Scripture.
Resolved, that three hundred copies of these articles
be printed, only for the service of the House," &.c.
Burton's Diary, Introduction, p. 119.

persons

in three

v.,

with John, viii., 17-19, 21. Matt.,
compared with Ephesians, iv., 4-6.

;

;

;

;

* Life,

p. 205.
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He adds, that
better than passive.
twenty of their propositions were printed,
though in my copy, licensed by Scobel, there
are only sixteen however, the Parliament being abruptly dissolved, they were all buried in

greater hypocrisy, than for those who were oppressed by the bishops to become the greatest
oppressors themselves, so soon as their yoke is
removed ! I could wish that they who call for
liberty now also, had not too much of that spirit,
if the power were in their hands.
oblivion.
As for profane persons, blasphemers, such as preach sediIt appears by these articles, that these divines
intended to exclude, not only Deists, Socinians, tion, contentious railers, evil-speakers, who
and papists, but Arians, Antinomians, Quakers, seek by evil words to corrupt good manners,
and others. Into such difficulties do wise and and persons of loose conversation, punishment
good men fall when they usurp the kingly of- from the civil magistrate ought to meet with
because, if these pretend conscience, yet
fice of Christ, and pretend to restrain that lib- them
erty which is the birthright of every reasonable walking disorderly, and not accordmg, but concreature
It is an unwarrantable presujiiptton trary, to the Gospel and natural light, they are
for any number of men to declare what is funda- judged of all, and their sins being open, make
mental in the Christian religion, any farther than them the subject of the magistrates' sword,
who ought not to bear it in vain."
It is
the Scriptures have expressly declared it.*
Agreeably to these principles, Dr. George
one thing to maintain a doctrine to be true, and
another to declare that without the belief of it Bates, an eminent Royalist, and a great enemy
no man can be saved none may say this but God of Cromwell's, writes, " that the protector inBesides, why should the civil magis- dulged the use of the Common Prayer in famihimself.
trate protect none but those who profess faith lies, and in private conventicles
and though
If a colony of Eng- the condition of the Church of England was
in God by Jesus Christ^
lish merchants should settle among the Moham- but melancholy, yet," says the doctor, " it canmedans or Chinese, should we not think that the not be denied but they had a great deal more
government of those countries ought to protect favour and indulgence than under the Parliathem in their religion as long as they invaded no ment which would never have been interruptman's property, and paid obedience and sub- ed had they not insulted the protector, and formission to the government under which they feited their liberty by their seditious practices
lived 1
Why, then, should Christians deny oth- and plottings against his person and government."'
ers the same liberty ?
The approbation of public ministers had been
The protector and his council were in more
generous sentiments of liberty, as will appear hitherto reserved to the several presbyteries
hereafter.!
Mr. Baxter saysj the protector in city and country but the protector observand his friends gave out that they could not ing some inconvenience in this method, and not
understand what the magistrates had to do in being willing to intrust the qualification of canmatters of religion they thought that all men didates all over England to a number of Presshould be left to the liberty of their own con- byterians only, who might admit none but those
sciences, and that the magistrate could not in- of their own persuasion, contrived a middle way
terpose without ensnaring himself in the guilt of joining the several parties together, and inof persecution. And were not these just and trusting the affair with certain commissioners
noble sentiments, though the Parliament would of each denomination, men of as known abilinot accept them!
His highness, therefore, in ties and integrity as any the nation had.* This
his speech at their dissolution, reproaches them was done by an ordinance of council, bearing
"
in these words :^
How proper is it to labour date March 20, 1653-4 the preamble to which
for liberty, that men should not be trampled upon sets forth, " that whereas for some time past
for their consciences
Have we not lately la- there had not been any certain course establishboured under the weight of persecution and is ed for supplying vacant places with able and ht
it fit, then, to sit heavy upon others'!
Is it ingen- persons to preach the Gospel, by reason wherenous to ask liberty, and not to give if! What of the rights and titles of patrons were prejudiced, and many weak, scandalous, popish, and
* Mr. Orme urges in vindication of the divines, ill-affected persons had intruded themselves, or
that " they were called together to state what in been brought in
for remedy of which it is ortheir opinion was fundamental in Christianity. With dained by his highness the lord-protector, by
the propriety," he adds, " of tolerating those who dif- and with the consent of his council, that every
fered from them on the points of their declaration,
person who shall, after the 25th of March, 1654,
they had nothing to do. The use to be made of these
papers was no concern of theirs, and to the question be presented, nominated, chosen, ar appointed
to
any benefice with care of souls, or to any
proposed to them they religiously adhered, as they
gave no opinion of any kind on the subject of reli- public settled lecture in England or Wales, shall,
gious liberty." " This defence," says Dr. Price, " is before he be admitted, be examined and appromore specious than just. The divines were well in- ved by the persons hereafter named, to be a performed of the temper which originated their appoint- son, for the grace of God in him, his holy and
ment, and of the use which would be made of their
unblamable conversation, as also for his knowllabours.
They ought to have declined the invidious
edge and utterance, able and fit to preach the
task, and to have enforced a more enlarged and tolAmong the commissioners were
erant policy
advocates of toleration themselves, Gospel, "t
their
they were placed in the disreputable position of aiti- eight or nine laymen, the rest ministers
i/tg the intolerance of others."
Orme's Life of Owen, names were,

were

little

:

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

C.
t "Bigotry," says Dr. Harris, "made no part of
Cromwell's character ;" and he proves the truth of
his assertion by a full elucidation and a minute detail.
Cromwell, p. 37-45.— En.
—Life
-Life of Cr
X Life, p. 193.
^ Life of Cromwell, p. 307.
p. 115.

Aldermnn Ticlibounie.

John Sadler. Esq.
William Goffe, Esq.

Mark Hililesly,
Thomas Wood,

William Packer, Esq.

Francis Rouse, Esq.
Esq.
Esq.

Baxter's Life, p. 72.

Thomas

St.

Nicholas. Esq.

t Scobel,

p.

279.

T

;
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Edward

Cresset, Esq.

Rev. Dr. John Owen.
" Dr. Thomas Goodwin.
" Dr. Arrowsraith.

"
"

Dr. Tuckney.
Dr. Horton.

"

Thankful Owen, M.A.
Mr. Joseph Caryl.
Mr. Philip Nye.
Mr. William Carter.
Mr. Sydrach Simpson.
Mr. WiUiam Greenhill.
Mr. William Strong.
Mr. Thomas Manton.
Mr. Samuel Slater.
Mr. William Cooper.

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

"

Rev.
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

Thomas

Valentine, of
Chaford, B.D.

"
"

"
"
"
"

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Henry

;

Jesse.

Obadiah Sedgwick.
Nicholas Lockyer.
Dan. Dike.
James Russel.
Nath. Campfield.

These were commonly called triers in all,
of whom some were Presbyterithirty-eight
ans, others Independents, and two or three were
Any five were sufficient to approve
Baptists.
but no number under nine had power to reject
a person as unqualified. In case of death, or
removal of any of the commissioners, their numbers were to be filled up by the protector and
;

;

;

;

;

or by the Parliament, if sitting.
his council
But some of the Presbyterian divmes declined
or beacting, for want of a better authority
cause they did not like the company though
the authority was as good as any these times
could produce till the next sessions of Parliament.* By an ordinance of September 2, 1654,
;

,

,

;

;

,

duction.

was

farther provided, that all

whq

present-

ed themselves for approbation should produce a
certificate signed by three persons at least, of
known integrity, one of whom to be a preacher
of the Gospel in some settled place, testifying

on their personal knowledge the holy and good
conversation of the person to be admitted
which certificate was to be registered and filed.
And all penalties for not subscribing or reading
the articles of religion, according to the act of
13 Eliz., were to cease and be void.
And forasmuch as some persons might have
been preferred to livings within the last twelvemonth, when there was no settled method of
approbation, the ordinance looks back, and ordains " that no person who had been placed in
any benefice or lecture since April 1, 1653, should
be allowed to continue in it, unless he got himself approved by the 24th of June, or at farthest the 23d of July, 1654."
It is observable that this ordinance provides
no security for the civil government, the commissioners not being empowered to administer
an oath of allegiance or fidelity to the protector.
By this means, some of the sequestered clergy,
taking advantage of the Act of Oblivion in 1651,
passed their trials before the commissioners, and
returned to their livings. The protector being
advised of this defect, by advice of his council,
published an additional ordinance, September 2,
1654, requiring the commissioners not to give
admission to any who had been sequestered

,

,

I find the Rev. Mr. John Rowe, Mr. John Bond,
Mr. George Griffith of the Charter House, Mr.
John Turner, and Godfrey Bosville, Esq., added
to the commissioners above mentioned.
To such as were approved, the commissioners gave an instrument in writing under a comm&n seal for that purpose, by virtue of which
they were put into as full possession of the living to which they were nominated or chosen as
if they had been admitted by institution and in-
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from their ecclesiastical Denences for delinquency, till, by experience of their conformity, and
submission to the present government, his highness and his council should be satisfied of their
fitness to be admitted into ecclesiastical promoand the same to be signified to the said
tions
commissioners.' Both these ordinances were
confirmed by Parliament in the year 1656,
with this proviso, "that the commissioners appointed by his highness in the intervals of Parliament should atterward be confirmed by the
succeeding Parliament." Another defect in the
ordinance was, that it did not appoint some
standard or rule for the triers to go by this
would have taken off all odium from themselves,
and prevented a great many needless disputes
but, as matters now stood, men's qualifications
were perhaps left too much to the arbitrary opinAfter
ions and votes of the commissioners.
examination, they gave the candidate a copy of
words:!
"Know all
the presentation in these
day of
men by these, presents, that the
there was exhibited to the
in the year
commissioners for examination of public ministo the rectory
ters a presentation of Mr.
made to him by
of
in the county of
the patron thereof, under his hand and
Mr.
seal, together with a testimony of his holy and
godly conversation. Upon perusal, and due consideration of the premises, and finding him to
be a person qualified, as in and by the ordinance
for such qualifications is required, the commissioners above mentioned have adjudged and apto be a fit person to
proved the said Mr.
preach the Gospel, and have granted him admisto the recsion, and do admit the said Mr.
aforesaid, to be full and perfect postory of
sessor and incumbent thereof; and do hereby
signify to all persons concerned therein, that he
is hereby entitled to all the profits and perquisites, and to all rights and dues incident and belonging to the said rectory, as fully and effectually as if he had been instituted and inducted
according to any such laws and customs as have
in this case formerly been made or used in this
In witness vi^hereof, they have caused
realm.
the com.mon seal to be hereunto affixed, and the
same to be attested by the hand of the registrar,
by his highness in that behalf appointed. Dathe
day of
ted at
^, in the year

Mr. Stephen Marshall.
John Tombes, B.D.
Mr. Walter Craddock.
Mr. Samuel Fairelough.
Mr. Hugh Peters.
Mr. Peter Sterry.
Mr. Samuel Bamford.

—

,

"(L.S.)
John Nye, Reg."
Loud complaints have been made against
these triers
Mr. CoUyer objects to there being
eight laymen among the commissioners, and
;

that any five having power to act, it might sometimes happen that none but secular men might
determine the qualifications of such who were
to preach and administer the sacraments.
Mr. John Goodwin, an Independent divine of
Arminian principles, observes, the triers made
their own narrow Calvinian sentiments in divinity the door of admission to all church preferments and that their power was greater than
the bishops', because the laws had provided a
remedy against their arbitrary proceedings, by
a quare impedit ; or if the bishop might determine absolutely of the qualifications of the candidate or clerk to be admitted into a living, yet
these qualifications were sufficiently specified,
;

]

I

I

Scobel,

Vot. II.—

p.

366.

Scobel,

p. 3C6.

t

Calamy,

vol.

ii.,

p.
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and particularized in the ecclesiastical laws or
canons, and the bishop might be obliged, by due
course of law, to assign the reasons of his refusal; whereas the determinations of these
commissioners for approbation were final nor
were they obliged so much as to specify any
reason for their rejecting any person, but only
;

their vote, not approved.
It was farther complained of as a very great
hardship, that " there was but one set of triers
for the wliole nation, who resided always at Lon-

sons of known learning, sobriety, reputed or
thodoxy, and a peaceable behaviour, they made
but little inquiry into the marks of their converas appears from the example of Mr. Fulsation
ler the historian, who, being presented to a livapproved by the triers, without giving
was
ing,
any other evidence of the grace of God in him
than this, that he made conscience of his
;

thoughts.
Dr. Walker has published the examinations of
two or three clergymen, who were notorious for
their malignity and disaffection to the government, whom the commissioners puzzled with
dark and abstruse questions in divinity, that

don, which must occasion great expense and
long journeys to such as lived in the remoter
counties."
But to remedy this inconvenience.
Dr. Walker says* they appointed sub-commis- they might set them aside, without encounterAnd, accord- ing their political principles for when they had
sioners in the remoter counties.
ing to Mr. Baxter, if any were unable to coaie private intimations of notorious malignants to
to London, or were of doubtful qualifications, come before them, they frequently had recourse
the commissioners of London used to refer to this method though it is not unlikely that,,
them to some ministers in the county where upon some other occasions, they might lay too
they lived and under their testimonial they ap- great stress upon the internal characters of reproved or rejected them. Amid such variety generation, the truth of which depends entirely
of sentiments, it was next to impossible to please upon the integrity of the respondent. But I bewhen there were no triers, the com- lieve not a single instance can be produced of
all parties
any who were rejected for insufficiency withplaint was, that the pulpit doors were left open
to all intruders, and " now they cannot agree out being first convicted either of immorality,
upon any one method of examination." And of obnoxious sentiments in the Socinian or Pelagian controversy, or of disaffection to the presit must be left to every one's judgment, whethMr. Sadler, who was preer a bishop and his chaplain, or a classis of ent government.
presbyters, or the present mixture of laity and sented to a living in Dorsetshire, but rejected
by the triers, published his examination in a
clergy, be most eligible.
The chief objections against these triers has pamphlet, which he calls Inquisitio Anglicana,
been to the manner of executing their powers. wherein he endeavours to expose the commisBishop Kermet sayst "that this holy inquisi- sioners in a very contemptuous manner but
tion was turned into a snare to catch men of Mr. John Nye, clerk to the commissioners, folprobity, and sense, and sound divinity, and to lowed him with an answer, entitled " Sadler examined or, his Disguise discovered ;" showlet none escape but ignorant, bold, canting fellows ; for these triers," says the bishop, " asked ing the gross mistakes and most notorious falsefew or no questions in knowledge or learning, hoods in his dealings with the commissioners
but only about conversation, and the grace of for approbation of public preachers,* in his InGod in the heart, to which the readiest answers quisitio Anglicana. To which Mr. Sadler never
would arise from infatuation in some, and the replied.
By this means
Dr. George Bates and Dr. Walker have chartrade of hypocrisy in others.
the rights of patronage were at their pleasure, ged the triers with simony, upon no other proof,
and the character and abilities of divines what- but that Hugh Peters said once to Mr. Camplin,
ever they pleased to make them, and churches a clergyman of Somersetshire, upon his applywere filled with little creatures of the state. "t ing to him, by a friend, for despatch, " Has thy
But the bishop has produced no examples of friend any money 1" a slender proof of so heavy
nor were any of these canting little crea- a charge. They who are acquainted with the
this
tures turned out for insufficiency at the Restora- jocose conversation of Hugh Peters, will not
But I refer the
Dr. George Bates, an eminent Royalist, wonder at such an expression.
tion.
with a little more temper and truth, says, " that reader back to the names and characters of the
were
men of unalfection
whom
their
most
of
into
narrowly
commissioners,
more
they inquired
to the present government, and into the eter- questionable probity, for a sufficient answer to
of
God
in
the
grace
this calumny.
nal marks and character of
by which
No doubt the triers did commit sundry mistheir heart, than into their learning
means many ignorant laics, mechanics, and ped- takes, which it was hardly possible to avoid
I am far from vindicating all
lers were admitted to livings, when persons of in their station.
But it may be their proceedings they had a difficult work oa
greater merit were rejected."
observed again, that, ignorant as they were, not their hands, lived in times when the extent of
one of the mechanics or pedlers who conformed Christian liberty was not well understood, had
to deal with men of different principles in reliat the Restoration was ejected for insufficiency.
AVhen the c ommissioners had to do with per- gion and politics and those who were not approved would, of course, complain. Had this
^ Walker,
p. 172.
t Complete History, p. 209.
power been lodged with the bishops of these
% After reading the catalogue of worthies who
or with the high Presconvposed the commission, embracing many of the times or their chaplains,
strongest names in theology that England claims, byterians, would they not have had their shibwhat can we think of the matchless impudence of boleth, for which ill-natured men might have
Bishop Kennet ? No doubt they made mistakes, but called them a holy inquisition 1 But Mr. Baxthe general tendericy of their labours was most saluta- ter has given a very fair and candid account of
Owen, Goodwin, Caryl, Simpson, Manton, and
ry.
Strong, had no greater affinity for vice and ignorance
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

than their right reverend slanderer.

—

* Athen. Oxon,,

vol.

ii.,

p. 370.
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them; his words are-these: "Because this as- of such offences, accoramg to the following
sembly of triers is most heavily accused and re- rules :*•
" Such ministers and schoolmasters shall be
proached by some men, I shall speak the truth
of them, and suppose my word will be taken, accounted scandalous in their lives and convertheir
sations,
for
one
of
as shall hold or maintain such blasphetook
me
because most of them
is, though their
some few overand over-busy Independents among them
were too severe against all that were Arminians, and too particular in inquiring after evidences of sanctification in those whom they
examined, and somewhat too lax in admitting
of unlearned and erroneous men, that favoured
Antinomianism and Anabaptism, yet, ip give
them their due, they did abundance of good to
the Church. They saved many a congregation
from ignorant, ungodly, drunken teachers, that
sort of men who intend no more in the ministry than to say a sermon, as readers say their
common prayers on a Sunday, and all the rest
of the week go with the people to the ale-house,
and harden them in sin and that sort of ministers who either preached against a holy life,
or preached as men that were never acquainted
with it; these they usually rejected, and in
their stead admitted of any that were able, serious preachers, and lived a godly life, of what
so that
tolerable opinion soever they were
though many of them were a little partial for

the truth
boldest adversaries
authority was null, and though
:

rigid

;

;

the Independents, separatists, fifth monarchy
men, and Anabaptists, and against the prelatists and Arminians, yet so great was tlie benefit above the hurt which they brought to the
Church, that many thousands of souls blessed
God for the faithful ministers whom they let in,
and grieved when the prelatists afterward cast
them out again."*
The commissioners were not empowered to
look farther back than one year before the date
of the ordinance which constituted them.t All
who were in possession of their livings before
that time were out of their reach
nor would
the protector have given these any disturbance
had he not received certain information of their
stirring up the people to join the insurrection
that was now on foot for the restoration of the
king.
They continued sitting at Whitehall till
the protector's death, or the year 1659, and
were then discontinued.
But to humble the clergy yet farther, and
keep them within the bounds of their spiritual
function, his highness, by the advice of his
council, published an ordinance, bearing date
;

28, 1G54, entitled " An Ordinance for
ejecting scandalous, ignorant, and insufficient

August

Ministers and Schoolmasters." The ordinance
appoints and nominates certain lay-commissioners for every county, and joins with them
ten or more of the gravest and most noted min-

mous or atheistical opinions as are punishable
by the act entitled An Act against several
Blasphemous and Atheistical Opinions,' &c.. or
that shall be guilty of profane swearing and
cursing, perjury, and subornation of perjury;
such as maintain any popish opinions required
to be abjured by the oath of abjuration
or
are guilty of adultery, fornication, drunkenness,
common haunting of taverns or ale-houses frequent quarrellings or fightings frequent p!aymg at cards or dice profaning the Sabbath
or that do allow and countenance the same in
'

;

;

;

;

;

their families, or in their parishes.
Such as
have frequently read or used the Common Prayer Book in public since the first of .Tanuary last,
or shall at any time hereafter do the same.

Such as publicly and profanely scoff at the strict
profession or professors of godliness.
Such as
encourage or countenance Whitsun-ales, wakes,
morrice-dancing, May-poles, stage plays, or such
like licentious practices.
Such as have declared, or shall declare, by writing, preaching, or
otherwise publishing, their disaffection to the
present government.
" Such ministers shall be accounted negligent as omit the public exercise of preaching
and praying on the Lord's Day (not being hindered by necessary absence or infirmity of
body), or that are or shall be nonresidents.
Such schoolmasters shall be accounted negligent as absent themselves from their schools,
and wilfully neglect to teach their scholars.
" Such ministers or schoolmasters shall be
accounted ignorant and insufficient aS shall be
so declared and adjudged by the commissioners in every county, or any five of them, together with five of the ministers mentioned in
the ordinance."

The lay-commissioners were

to

proceed upon

oath, both for and against the person accused ;
but in cases of ignorance or insufficiency, they
were to be joined by five of the assistant clergy at least and if ten of the commissioners,
;

whereof five to be ministers, gave it under their
hands that the party was ignorant or insufficient, then the said minister or schoolmaster
was to be ejected, and the said judgment entered in a register book, with the reason thereof After ejectment, the party might not preach
or teach school in the parish from whence he
was ejected but convenient time was to be
allowed for his removal, and the fifths reserved
;

support of his family. The rightful patron was to present to the vacant living an apisters, their assistants, and empowers any five proved preacher
and in case of lapse, it fell to
or more of them to call before them any public the protector and his council.
preacher, lecturer, parson, vicar, curate, or
This ordinance being confirmed by the Parschoolmaster, who is or shah be reputed igno- liament of 1656, gave great offence to the old
rant, scandalous, insufficient, or negligent
and clergy Mr. Gatford, the sequestered rector of
to receive all articles or charges that shall be Denington, published a pamphlet, entitled "
exhibited against them on this account and to Petition for the Vindication of the Use of Comproceed to the examination and determination mon Prayer," &c., occasioned by the late ordinance for ejecting scandalous ministers
as
* Baxter's Life, part i., p. 72.
also thirty-seven queries concerning the said
It respected the
t Their duty was prospective.
ordinance, which he presented to the Parliafuture rather than the past, and was designed for
for the

;

;

;

A

;

;

the prevention, and not for the cure of evils.— Price,
vol.

11.,

p.

535.— C.

Scobel, p. 335, 340.
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which met September

but they and pretended to converse with the world of
3, 1654
After his ejectment he wrote against
spirits.
took no notice of it.
the commissioners a pamphlet, entitled " Inno]\Ir. Gatford observes, that the protector and
which was answered by Mr.
no
legal
authority
to
Appearing,"
make this cency
his council had
or any otlicr ordinance without consent of a Christopher Fowler, vicar of St. Mary, Reading,
Parliament; whereas the instrument of govern- in his Dominium Meridianura. However, the
ment empowered them to provide for the safe- doctor was restored to his living at Bradfield, at
ty of the state, by making laws till the Parlia- the Restoration.
The Wiltshire commissioners summoned Mr.
ment should meet. He observes farther, that
such a proceeding must justify his late majesty Walter Bushnel, vicar of Box, near I\Ialmesand council in all their illegal proceedings be- bury, before them, to answer to a charge of
fore the civil wars
that it would justify the drunkenness, profanation of the Sabbath, gamHigh Commission Court and that, by the same ing, and disaffection to the government ;* and,
authority, an ordinance might be published to after a full hearing, and proof upon oath, they
eject freeholders out of their estates.
ejected him.
The vicar prepared for the press
He complains that the power of the commis- "A Narrative of the Proceedings of the Commissioners is final, and admits of no appeal that it sioners appointed by O. Cromwell for ejecting
looks back to crimes antecedent to the law for scandalous and ignorant Ministers, in the case
a tv/elvemonth whereas it ought only to de- of Walter Bushnel," &c. but it was not printclare that for the future such offences shall be ed till the. king's restoration
and even then
punished with deprivation.
the commissioners did themselves justice in a
That the commissioners who were to sit in reply, which they entitled "A Vindication of
judgment upon the clergy were all laymen, the the Marlborough Commissioners, by the Comministers being called in only in cases of igno- missioners themselves." And Dr. Chambers,
rance and insufficiency that the ordinance ad- who was reproached by the said Bushnel, did
mits of the oath of one witness, provided it himself justice in a distinct vindication. Howbe supported with other concurrent evidence, ever, the vicar was restored to his vicarage in
w^hich is contrary to the laws of God and man. a lump with the rest at the Restoration.
That some crimes in the ordinance were none
Upon the whole, the industrious Dr. Walker
at all, and others of a very doubtful nature
as says he can find no footsteps of the numbers
how often a minister omitting to pray and of the clergy that were ejected by the commispreach in his pulpit should render him negli- sioners, though he imagines they might be congent, and what should be deemed nonresi- siderable.! But I am well satisfied there were
dence. Above all, he complains that the pubobserves, this passage is not in the Oxford historian.
lic reading of the Common Prayer should be
It is probable that Rlr. Neal took this charge against
ranked with the sins of swearing and drunken- Dr. Pordage, either from his narrative of the proceedness, and be an evidence of a scandalous life ings of the commissioners, or from Mr. Fowler's anand conversation which observation was un- imadversions though, by not specifying his author,
the reader is led to suppose that the whole paragraph
questionably just.
To give the reader an example or two of the is grounded on the representation of the Oxford historian.
He, it should be also noticed, does not
proceedings of the commissioners
those for
ascribe a skill in astrology to Dr. Pordage, but says
Berkshire summoned Dr. Pordage, rector of
that "Mr.Ashmole commended him for his knowlBradfield, to appear before them at Speenham- edge in, and so great affection to, astronomy."— Ed.
* This last. Dr. Grey supposes, was the main realand, near Newbury, to answer to divers articles of blasphemy and heresy.
After several son for Wood says, " he continued at Box in good
days' hearing, and witnesses produced on both esteem the greatest part of the interrupted times, but
of
sides, the com.missioners determined, Decem- was at length ejected from his living in the reign
Oxon., vol. ii., p. 2.—Ed.
ber 8, 1654, that the said doctor was guilty of 0\i\-er."—Athcn.
t " At the commencement of the civil war, the
denying the Deity of Christ; the merits of his
mass of the clergy were thoroughly secular, and a
precious blood and passion and several other large number of them immoral.
They had been
such like opinions. It is farther declared, un- thinned by successive ejectments, but ignorance and
der the hands of six of the commissioners, and consequent inefficiency, accompanied, in some cases,
a sufficient number of ministers, their assist- by open vice, were still the characteristics of many.
judgments of the
ants, that the said doctor was ignorant, and in- It is easier, therefore, to impugn the
commissioners in particular cases, than to disprove
it is
sufficient for the work of the ministry
the necessity for some such tribunal as they constitherefore ordered, that the said doctor be and
The influence of the least qualified
tuted. * * *
be Iz hereby ejected out of the rectory of Brad- among them was tempered by the better spirit and
com- more enlightened views of their associates. The
field, and the profits thereof; but the said
him time, till the 2d of case of Dr. Pococke, the professor of Arabic at Oxmissiotlc^TS do grant
held the living
his famdy, his ford, may serve as a specimen. He
Suary, to remove himself,
in Berkshire, and bemg summoned beof the said parsonage- of Childrey,
for that county, was in dangoods and chattels, out
commissioners
the
fore
remove his corn out
Dr. Owen was, at the tune,
house and farther time to
ger of being ejectetl.
March.
the vice-chancellor of the university, and though his
of the barns, till the 23d of
%\as
Pordage
greatly from Pococke's. he
this
differed
says
views
historian
political
Tlie Oxford
and had been preach- keenly felt the injustice which was threatened to his
a doctor by Charientismus,
which must accrue from
in Keadmg before associate, and the dishonour
er of St. Lawrence Church
He accordingly wrote to
he was a mystic its being perpetrated.
he came to Bradfield.* That
Thurloerand his letter is, happily, preserved. There
Dei
fiery
the
of
y
talk
to
used
enthusiast, and
in Berkshire,' says the Independent divine,
and mixing itselt are
of Christ dwelling in the soul
some few men of mean quality and condition, rash,
astrology,
heady, enemies of tithes, who are the commissioners
\with our flesh. t He dealt much in
merit,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

'

'

Athen.Oxon.,vol. ii., p.450.
Mr. Meal is not correct here;

\

for,

as Dr.

Orey

* * * they intend next
of as unblamable

for the ejecting

of ministers

;

week

Pococke, a

man

to eject

—

—
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none of any considerable character for there
were not a great many zealous Loyalists in livings at this time and those that were had the
;

;
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The

protector and his council passed another
ordinance, August 30, for the service of Wales,
appointing Sir Hugh Owen, and about eighteen
other commissioners, for the six counties of
South Wales, with the county of Monmouth ;

wisdom to be silent about public affairs, while
saw the eyes of the government were upon
them in every corner of the land. The com- and Matthew Morgan, with about twelve other
missioners continued to act till some time after commissioners, for the six counties of North
any three of which were empowered to
the protector's death, and were a greater ter- Wales
ror to the fanatics and visionaries of those times, call before them all such who, by authority of
they

;

than

to ike

regular clery of any denomination*

conversation as any I know living, of repute for learning throughout the world, being the professor of HeIf anything
brew and Arabic in our university.
could be done to cause them to suspend acting until
this storm be over, I cannot but think it would be
good service to his highness and the commonweallli
to do it.' Not content with this appeal, Owen repaired, in company with Drs. Ward, Wilkins, and Wallace, to the meeting of the commissioners, and warmly expostulated with them on the injustice and abhis appeal was irsurdity of their proceedings, &c.
;

There are many instances, however, which show
that their scrutiny was often less severe, and their
decision more charitable than their enemies allow.
"

instance of this

is

furnished in the case of Fuller,

«he Church historian, whose quaint humour and
ever-flowing wit were happily chastened by the mild
and catholic spirit of Christianity. Having been cited before the commissioners. Fuller was alarmed
for the result, and applied to his friend John Howe
for advice.

'

You may

observe,

sir,'

was

his charac-

teristic remark to Howe, that I am a pretty corpulent
man, and I am to go through a passage that is very
strait
1 beg you will be so kind as to give me a
shove, and help me through.' Howe's advice is not
'

:

recorded, but its soundness is evidenced in the simple reply which his alarmed friend made to the inquiry of the commissioners, Whether he had ever
had any experience of a work of grace on his heart V
Fuller, instead of perplexing himself by a minute
detail of the history and marks of his conversion,
gravely replied,
that he made conscience of his
'

very thoughts and this reply, though vague, was rePrice's
ceived as satisfactory by the examiners."
Hist. Noncon., vol. if, p. 537.
Orme's Owen, p. 118.
Calamy's Life of Howe, p. 20.— C.
* Baxter bears full testimony to the labours of the
commissioners, and was too honest to resist the evidence of facts. " For all the faults that are now
among us, I do not believe that ever England had so
able and faithful a ministry since it was a nation as
it hath at this day
and I fear that few nations on
;

;

earth, if any, have the like.
Sure I am the change
is so great within these twelve years, that it is one
of the greatest joys that ever I had in the world to
behold it. Oh, how many congregations are now
plainly and frequently taught, that lived then in
great obscurity
many able, faithful men are
there now in a county, in comparison of what were
!

then

!

;

;

:

;

resistible.

An

the act for propagating the Gospel in Wales,
had received or disposed of any of the profits of
the rectories, vicarages, &c., in that principality
and to give an account, upon oath, of all
such rents and profits and the surplus money,
in the hands of the commissioners, to be paid
into the exchequer.*
To set this affair before the reader in one
view the principality of Wales, by reason of
the poverty of the people, and the small endowments of church livings, was never well supthe peoplied with a learned or pious clergy
ple were generally very ignorant, and only one
remove from heathens.
In 1641, a petition
was presented to the king and Parliament,
which declares that there were not so many
conscientious and constant preachers in Wales
and that these were
as there were counties
The
either silenced or much persecuted.!
their
condition worse ;
civil wars had made
for as they generally adhered to the king, and
received great numbers of Irish papists into
their country, their preachers went into his majesty's service, or fled from their cures, when
the Parliament forces took possession of it. After the king's death, the Parliament passed the
ordinance already mentioned, for the better
propagating of the preaching of the Gospel in
Wales, and for ejecting scandalous ministers
and schoolmasters, and for redress of some
grievances; it bears date February 22, 1649,
and empowers the commissioners therein mentioned, or any twelve of them, to receive and

How

How

graciously hath

God prospered

the

studies of many young men that were little children
in the beginning of the late troubles, so that now
they cloud the most of their seniors
many
miles would I have gone twenty years ago, and less,
to have heard one of those ancient, reverend divines,
whose congregations are now grown thin, and their
parts esteemed mean by reason of the notable improvement of their juniors
And, in particular,
how mercifully hath the Lord dealt with this poor
county (Worcestershire), in raising up so many of
these that do credit to their sacred office, and selfJenying, and freely, zealously, and unweariedly do
lay out themselves for the good of souls
I bless the
Lord that hath placed me in such a neighbourhood,
where I may have the brotherly fellowship of so

How

!

I

!

many able, humble, unanimous, peaceable, and

faith-

•ul men.
Oh, that the Lord would long continue
this admirable mercy to this unworthy country
I
hope I shall rejoice in God while I have a being for
!

;

the

common change in other parts that I have lived
that so many hundred faithful men are so

to see

;

work for the saving of souls, 'frementibus li;'
and that more are springing up apace. I know there are some men whose
parts I reverence, who being, in point of government,
of another mind from them, will be offended at my
very mention of this happy alteration ; but I must
profess, if I were absolutely prelatical, if I knew my
heart, I could not choose, for all that, but rejoice.
What not rejoice at the prosperity of the Church,
because men differ in opinion about its order! Should
I shut my eyes against the mercies of the Lord?
The souls of men are not so contemptible to me that
I should envy them the Bread of Life because it is
broken to them by a hand that had not the prelatical
approbation. Oh, that every congregation were thus
supplied
But all cannot be done at once. They
had a long time to settle a corrupted ministry and
when the ignorant and scandalous are cast out, we
cannot create abilities in others for the supply ; we
must stay the time of their preparation and growth ;
and then, if England drive not away the Gospel by
their abuse, even by their wilful unreformedness and
hatred of the light, they are likely to be the happiest
nation under heaven.
For, as for all the sects and
heresies that are creeping in daily and troubling us,
I doubt but the free Gospel, managed by an able,
self-denying ministry, will effectually disperse and
shame them all." Ba-xler's Reformed Pastor, Works,
* Scobel, p. 347.
vol. xiv., p. 152.— C.
t Calamy's Com. of Church and Dissenters, p. 47,

hard

at

cet et frcndenlibiis inimicis

!

!

;
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dispose of all and singular rents, issues, and
profits, of all ecclesiastical livings, impropriations, and glebe lands, within the said counties, which then were or afterward should be
under sequestration, or in the disposal of the
Parliament, and out of them to order and appoint a constant yearly maintenance for such
persons as should be recommended, and approved for the work of the ministry, or educaand for such other ministers
tion of children
as were then residing in the said counties.
The ordinance to continue in force for three
years, from March 25, 1650.
By virtue of this ordinance, many clergymen
were ejected, but not all, for in Montgomeryshire eleven or twelve remained, as did several
but all who were ejected
in other counties
were so for manifest scandal.* Afterward,
that the people were
being
m.ade
complaints
turning papists or heathens for want of the
Word of God, several were sent into Montgomeryshire, where there were at least sixteen
preachers, of which ten were university men,
the meanest of whom were approved and setThe comtled in parishes at the Restoration.
missioners were empowered to examine into
the behaviour of such as were reputed ignorant,
insufficient, nonresident, scandalous, or enemies to the present government. And it being
impossible to fill up the vacant livings with
such as could preach in the Welsh language,
the revenues were to be collected and brought
into a common treasury, out of which £100 per
annum was to be given to sundry itinerant
preachers in each county.
Dr. Walker says that, from the account drawn
up by the commissioners themselves in April,
1652, it appears that there had been ejected in
;

;

South Wales and Monmouthshire one hundred
that is, fifty-six
and seventy-five ministers
from the year 1645 to the time when this act
took place, and one hundred and nineteen by
the present commissioners. Mr. Vavasor Powel, who had a chief hand in the sequestrations,
says that, by virtue of this act, between fifty
and sixty of the old clergy were dispossessed
oftheir livings when he wrote. Upon the whole,
;

the conunissioners, who continued to act as
long as tlie protector lived, charged themselves
with between three hundred and twenty and
three hundred and thirty several and distinct
livings
but there could not be an equal number of sequestered clergymen, because in the
compass of seven years a great many must die
some fled or were killed in the wars in many
parishes the tithes were not duly paid by reason of the confusion of the times, and the livings being but from 5 to 10 or £20 a year, most
of the incumbents were pluralists. It is computed that about one half of the Church lands
and revenues in the principality of Wales, by
the several accidents of death, desertion, sequestration, &c., fell into the hands of the government before the expiration of this ordinance
in 1653, the profits of which, if duly collected
and paid, must amount to a very considerable
sum. There were thirteen counties in North
and South Wales within the limits of the commission but the largest sum that the sequestrators and agents charge themselves with for
the county of Brecknock, in any one year, till
;

;

;

;

* Calamy's Com. of Church and Dissenters,

p. 47,

the year 1658, when the propagation had sud
eight years, is £1543, by which the
reader may make a tolerable computation of
the vv-hole and if we may believe Mr. Whitelocke,* who lived through these times, in the
year 1653 there were one hundred and fifty
good preachers in the thirteen Welsh counties,
most of whom preached three or four times a
week that in every market town there was a
schoolmaster, and in most great towns two
and that the
able, learned, and university men
tithes were all employed to the uses directed
by act of Parliament, t there can be no great
reason to complain of the negligence of the
commissioners.
The crimes for which the old clergy were
ejected were malignanc)', insufficiency, drunkMr.
enness, and negligence of their cures.
Vavasor Powel says, that of all the men they
had put out in North Wales, he knew not any
that had the power of godliness, and very few
the form but that most of them were unpreachThe
ing curates, or scandalous in their morals.
commissioners affirm, that of the sixteen they
had dispossessed in Cardiganshire, there were
but three that were preachers, and those most
scandalous livers.
And Mr. Baxter admits
that they were all weak, and bad enough for the
most part. But the writers on the other side
say that the commissioners had no regard to
ability in preaching or sobriety in conversation.
And Dr. Walker thinks the sequestered Welsh
clergy need no other vindication than to let the
world know that many of them were graduates
in the university
as if every graduate must of
course be possessed of all ministerial qualifications.
There might possibly be some few pious
and industrious preachers among the ejected
Welsh clergy but they who will argue very
strenuously in favour of the body of them, must
know very little of the country, or their manner of life.
It was not in the power of the commissioners to find a succession of pious and learned
preachers in the Welsh language but, to remedy this in the best manner they could, they appointed six initerant preachers of university education for each county, to whom they aUowed
£100 a year besides which, they sent out thirty-two ministers, of whom twenty-four were
university men, and some of the rest good scholars but these were too few for the work, though
they were indefatigable in their labours. To
supply what was farther wanting, they approved of several gifted laymen, members of churclies, to travel into the neighbourhood, and assist
the people's devotions, and to these they allowed from 17 to £20 per annum. In an article of
the sequestrators' accounts, there appears £340
per annum distributed among godly members
sisted

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

* Memor.,

p. 518.

t These uses and the proportions of the appropriaThe tithes were divided
tion were as follows, viz.
into six parts ; one of which went to the ejected
ministers
a second to other settled and itinerant
ministers a third to maintain schools, of some of
which the ejected ministers and their sons were mas:

;

;

a fourth to the widows and children of the
ejected ministers a fifth to under-officers, as treasand a sixth to
urers, solicitors, sequestrators, &c.
Whitelocke's
the widows of deceased ministers.
Mem., p. 518. Calamy's Church and Dissenters Comters

;

;

;

pared, p. 47,

?iote.

— Ed.

—

—

—

;
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Church of Lanvacles, and Mynthists never purchased above £70 a year, which he
Loyn, who had been sent out to exercise their lost at the Restoration.* And if Mr. Powel did
not enrich himself, I apprehend none of his
{lifts among the Welsh mountaineers, and to
Many oth- brethren could. Besides, if this had been true,
help forward the work of the Lord.
ers of the same quality were approved by the the protector's conmiissicineVs would have disor, if they h&tl' escaped the procommissioners, who went through great difR- covered them
Mr. Pow- tector's inquiry, tlicir enemies would have exculties and hardships in their work.
cl says that some hundreds, if not thousands, posed thenr at (he Restoration, when Kin*:
had been converted and reformed by the propaga- Charles ap'poiht'ed a commission to make the
" All
But, after all, it must be confessed that strictest inquiry'lhto their management.
tors.*
at first the number of itinerants, both scholars persons who had acted as commissioners for
were,
the
Gospel
propagating
by
his
equal
to
their
majesty's
was
by
no
means
and others,
work the parishes in that mountainous coun- instructions, to be summoned before his comand all thafhad acted under them
try are large and wide, and there being but one missioners
of the

;

;

;

itinerant to several of those parishes, the people must have been neglected, and their children too much without instruction but this
was owing to the necessity of the times.
;

When

the commissioners had acted about
years, a petition was presented to the Parliament by the inhabitants of South Wales, signed by above a thousand hands, in favour of the
old ejected clergy, setting forth the numbers
that had been dispossessed, and the want of a
competent number of preachers in their places,
upon which account the country was reduced
to a very miserable condition.
They therefore
pray the House to take some course for a future
supply of godly and able preachers, and to call

two

those persons to account who had received all
the profits of church livings into their hands, t
The House received the petition, and referred
it to the committee for plundered ministers, who
were empowered to examine witnesses, and to
authorize other commissioners in the country to
examine witnesses upon oath touching the matters contained in the petition.
The committee
ordered the commissioners to bring in their accounts in a month's time, which they did accordingly.
And the petitioners were ordered to deliver in the particulars on which the desired
witnesses might be examined within two days
but not being provided, they desired liberty to
make their allegations in th^ country, to which
the commissioners willingly agreed.
But this
taking up some time, the Long Parliament was
dissolved, and the prosecution of this inquiry
suspended for the present but as soon as the
protector was fixed in his government, he published an ordinance, August 20, 1654, to bring
the propagators to an account
pursuant to
which, the sequestrators and treasurer for South
Wales delivered in their accounts for the years
1650, 1651, 1652, which was all the time the
ordinance continued in force and the commissioners appointed by the protector having received and examined them, after a full inquiry,
allowed and passed them, August 10, 1655.
It is hard to read with temper t!ie reproaches
cast upon these commissioners by our angry
historians, who have charged them with all manner of corruption, as if they had got great estates out of the revenues of the Church, though
without producing a single example. Mr. Powel, who took more pains among them than any
man of his time, declares that he never received for all his preaching in Wales, by salary,
above 6 or £700 that he never had anything
from the tithes. And whereas it was said that he
had enriched himself by purchasing some thousands a year of crown-lands, he protests that he
;

;

;

;

;

Calamy's Comp.,

p. 48.

t

Walker,

p. 16S.

all that had succeeded
as farmers, tenants, &c
in the sequestered livings, or received any of
the profits
all parishioners who had kept any
the heirs, execuof the tithes in their hands
tors, or administrators of any of the aforesaid,
persons
and all credible persons, who could.
give evidence of any of these matters.
They
were likewise to inquire after books and writings
and to signify to all persons concerned,
that if they would forthwith apply to his majes;

;

;

;

;

commissioners, they might compound for
what they stood charged with, and so avoid the
expense of a lawsuit." But after all this mighty
outcry and scrutiny, nothing of any consequence
appeared, and therefore it was thought proper
to drop the commission, and bury the whole affair in silence.
Mr. Vavasor Powel, above mentioned, was cruelly handled by the Welsh clergy, but he did himself justice in a pamphlet, entitled Examen et Purgamen Vavasoris, published 1653, wherein he vindicates his proceedings
in the propagation.!
And when he was in the
Fleet after the Restoration, he published a brief
narrative concerning the proceedings of the commissioners in Wales against the ejected clergy,
occasioned by a report that he had been thrown
into that prison for some of the revenue, which
was never answered.
By an ordinance of September 2, commissioners were appointed to inquire into the yearly
value of all ecclesiastical livings and benefices
without cure of souls what person or persons
received the profits, and who was the patron
ty's

;

and to certify the same into Chancery and if,
upon a careful consideration of things, it shall
be found convenient and advantageous to unite
two parishes or more into one, and that the
whole ecclesiastical revenues, tithes, and profits
;

belonging to the said parishes so united should
be applied for a provision for one godly and painful minister to preach in the said united parishes, then the trustees or commissioners appointhis character in two pubone entitled E.Kamen et Purgamen Vavawherein he was cleared by the authentic
certificates of persons of great credit, and many of
them gentlemen of good landed property the other
* Mr.

lications

Powel vindicated

:

soris, 1653,

;

called "

The Bird in the Cage chirpmg or, a Brief
Narrative of the former Propagation anel late Restriction of the Gospel in Wales," 12mo, 16G1. The author
of his life, in 1071, says " that he received nothing
from the churches in W'ales but neighbourly and
The Parliament ordered hnn
brotherly kindness.
£100 per annum out of a sinecure, whereof he received about rOO for seven or eight years many
considerable gifts he refused and never did he get
anything by the act for the propagation of the Gos;

:

;

Caluiny's Church and
pel in Wales."
L\fe, p. 112.
Dissenters compared, p. 47, 49, note.
Ed.
t

Walker,

p. 149.
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ed by this act shall represent the same to his
highness and council, upon whose approbation
they shall, by an instrument under the hands
and seals of any five or more of them, declare
that they do thereby unite such parishes into
one; which instrument being enrolled m Chancery, the said parishes from thenceforth shall
be adjudged and taken to be consolidated into
one.
If there happen to be more patrons than
one in the parishes thus united, the patrons shall
present by turns
but the union shall not take
place till the avoidance of one of the livings by
the death of the incumbent.*
On the other hand, where parishes were too
large, the trustees for the augmentation of poor
;

were empowered

livings

to divide

them

into

I

I

I

I

'

1

Mr. Thankful Owen, president of St. Jehu's.
Mr. Stephens, prnicipal of Hart Hall.
Mr. James Baron, of Magdalen College.
Mr. Francis Howel, fellow of Exeter College.
William, viscount Say and Seal.
Nathaniel Fiennes, Esq.
Bulstrode Whitelocke, comm. of the great seal
Samuel Dunch, Esq.
Sir John Dreyden.
Richard Ingoldsly, '\

John Crew,
George Fleetwood,
j^
>^^VS.
John Bright,
|

',

Jenkinson,

|

Greenfield,* J

For

The

the Universihj of

Cambridge.

vice-chancellor for the time being.

Dr. Tuckney, master of St. John's College.
their avoidance by death.
Farther, if, when two or mere parishes were Dr. Arrowsmith, master of Trinity College.
Horton, president of Queen's College.
united into one, the income or salary did not Dr.
Dr. Samuel Bolton, master of Christ's College^
amount to £100 per annum, the trustees for re- Dr. Law. Seaman, master of Peter House.
ceiving impropriations, tithes, first-fruits, and Dr. Lightfoot, master of Katherine Hail.
tenths, &c., were directed to make up the defi- Mr. John Sadler, master of Magdalen College.
ciency and where there was a considerable sur- Dr. Whichcote.
plus, they might take oflT the augmentations for- Dr. Cudworth.
merly granted provided this ordinance be not Mr. Worthington, master of Jesus College.
construed to restrain the said trustees from Mr. Dillingham, master of Emm. College.
Mr. Simpson, master of Pembroke Hall.
granting augmentations to preachers in cities
Mr. Templer, fellow of Trinity College.
and market-tow-ns, where there shall be cause, Mr. Mowbrey, fellow of St. John's College.
to a greater proportion, with the consent of the Mr. William Moses, fellow of Pembroke Hall.
protector and his council.
This was a noble Mr. Wood, fellow of Magdalen College.
and generous design and if the protector had Henry Cromwell.
lived to have seen it executeo, must have been Henry Lawrence, lord-president of his highness'*
council.
of general service to the body of the clergy.
) i7„„„
Though his highness himself was no great J. Lambert,
^^°'^^
J. Desborough, ]
.scholar, he was a patron of learning and learnSir Gilbert Pickering.
ed men.t He settled £100 a };ear on a divinity Col. Ed. Montague.
professor in Oxford
and gave twenty-four rare Francis Rouse, Esq.
manuscripts to the Bodleian Library. He erect- Oliver St. John, lord-chief-justice of the Common
Pleas.
ed and endowed a college in Durham for the
>
benefit of the northern counties, Mr. Falkland, J. Thurloe,
M.A., being one of the first fellows. But these, Robert Castle,
Tho. Bendish, >Esqrs.
and some other designs that he had formed for
Rob. Viner,
the advancement of learning, died with him.t
Griffith Lloyd, )
In order to secure the education of youth, he Sir William Strickland.
took care to regulate both universities, by apAny seven or more of the commissioners
pointing new visiters, the former ceasing with
above named were authorized to visit all colthe dissolution of the Long Parliament, viz.
leges and halls within their respective universities
to examine what statutes were fit to be
For the Universihj of Oxford. §
abrogated, altered, or added, and to exhibit the
The vice-chancellor for the time being.
same to his highness and the Parliament. They
Dr. Harris, president of Trinity College.
are farther authorized to explain such statutes
Dr. Rogers, principal of New Inn Hall.
as are ambiguous and obscure
to determine
Dr. T. Goodwin, president of Magdalen College.
appeals and are to be assisted upon all occaDr. John Owen, dean of Christ Church.
Dr. Henry Wilkinson, 3Iargaret-professor of divinity. sions by the mayor, sheriffs, and justices of
peace.
The said visiters, or any four of them,,
Dr. Peter French, prebend of Christ Church.
are authorized to visit Westminster School,
Dr. John Conant, rector of Exeter College.
Dr. John Goddard, warden of Merton College.
Winchester School, Merchant Tailors' SchooL
and Eton College and to consider of such stat* Sccbel, p. 353.
utes of the said schools as are fit to be abrogat To the proofs which Mr. Neal produces of the ted, and of others that may be proper to be addpatronage Cromwell afforded to learning, may be added, for the well-government of the said schools
ed, that he permitted the paper of Dr. Walton's Poland colleges.
yglot to be imported free of duty and that when,
The visiters discharged their duty with great
through his pre-engagement to another, Dr. Seth
Ward, afterward Bishop of Exeter, lost the principal- fidelity, and the heads of colleges had a watchship of Jesus College in Oxford, 1G57, on being in- ful eye over their several houses drunkenness,
formed of his merit and learning, he promised him an swearing, gaming, and all kinds of immorality,
annuity equal to the value of the principalship. Dr. were severely punished
all students, graduHarris's Life of Oliver Cromwen,p. 429-431
and Cal- ates, and others, were obliged to be at home in
amy's Life of j\[r. Howe, p. 19.— Eu. Manton tells
proper hours the public-houses were searched,
us that his library was well selected, and it is enough
the practice of religion in the several colto say that Thurloe and Milton were his secretaries, and
* Add, from Dr. Grey, Sir Charles Wolseley, Bart..
and Hugh Peters his favourite preacher. C.
and Humphrey Mackworth, Esq.
Scobel, p. 366.
t Whitelocke, p. 588.

two or more, upon

;

:

;

;

j

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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One of the profesleges enforced with rigour.
sors writes, that there was more frequent practical preaching in the colleges than ever had
been known. On the I-ord's Day, at different
hours, there were three or four sermons in several churches
and on the week days, lectures
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, and Satur;

tutors were very diligent in discharge of their duty the public lectures were
well attended, and the students under strict
learning revived, and the Muses rediscipline

days.

The

;

;

turned to their seats, as appears by the number of learned men that flourished in the reign
of King Charles II., who owed their education
to these times.*
The protector's zeal for the welfare of the
Protestant churches abroad deserves a particular notice, and was highly valued by all the reformed in foreign countries. t He took all imaginable care to appear at the head of that interest on all occasions, and to show his power
in protecting them.
The Prince of Tarente
having written a respectful letter to the protector, his highness returned him the following
answer " That it was with extreme pleasure

153

which the queen forbade hira her presence and
the Marquis of Ormond conducted him to his
;

and having

a man of no
devoted his lei-

The king was

brother at Cologne.
religion,

little to

do,

sure hours to the ladies, and other private pleasures.
His majesty had some trial (says Bishop
Kennet*) of his conscience and courage in resisting the little arguments, or, rather, importunities, of popery.
The papists put him in mind
that all his hopes from the Protestant party were
at an end
that the bishops were dead, except
a very few
and the church-lands sold and
that, since the late defeat at Worcester, the Presbyterian power was destroyed all his hopes,
therefore, must be from the Roman Catholics,
from whose assistance only he could now hope
for his restoration.
But the prospect was so
distant, that the king, by advice of Lord Clarendon, was prevailed with not to declare himself openly at present.
On the last of November died the learned Mr.
John Selden, the glory of the English nation :t
he vi-as born in Sussex, December 6, 1584, and
;

;

;

;

educated

in

Hart Hall, Oxford

;

after

which he

was transplanted to the Inner Temple, where
he had learned by letters his inviolable zeal and he became a prodigy in the most uncommon
attachment to the Reformed churches, for which parts of science. He was a great philologist,
his praise was the greater, inasmuch as he antiquary, herald, linguist, statesman, and lawshowed that zeal at a time and in a place where yer, but seldom appeared at the bar. He was
such flattering hopes were given to persons of chosen burgess for several parliaments, where
:

if they would forsake the orthodox
and where those who continued steadfast
are threatened with so many troubles.
He rejoices that his own conduct in religion was so
pleasing to him he calls God to witness, that
he desired nothing so much as an opportunity
to answer the favourable opinion the churches
have of his zeal and piety, by endeavouring to
propagate the true faith, and procure rest and
peace for the Church. He exhorts the prince
to hold out firm to the end in the orthodox religion which he received from his fathers
and
adds, that nothing would bring him greater
glory than to protect it as much as lay in his
power." What projects the protector formed

his rank
faith,

;

;

for this purpose will be seen hereafter.
But the royal interest abroad was inclining

towards popery the Duke of York was already
perverted to the Romish faith -.t no attempts
were unessayed by the queen-mother, the Queen
of France, and others, to gain the young Duke
of Gloucester, who had been under the instruction of parliamentary tutors till the last year ;6
but this young prince was too well established
in his religion to be perverted at present, upon
;

||

* If the

High Church accounts

of the ignorance

and fanaticism of the Puritan party be true, how can
it be accounted for that such an unequalled amount
of talent issued from the universities at this period ?
For a list of the eminent men who tilled the chairs
of O.xford, or were trained in its schools, see Orme's
Life of Owen, p. 133-142 also Dr. Owen's Testimony in Favour of the State of Learning and Piety,
p. 137.— C.
t History of the Stuarts, p. 423.
Kennet's Chron., p. 599.
% Compl. Hist., p. 203.
The manner of expression used by Mr. Neal
may lead the reader, Dr. Grey observes, to thmk
;

<^

Il

that the

Duke

of Gloucester

was

at last perverted,

he displayed his profound erudition in speeches
and debates in favour of the liberties of his
country for which he was imprisoned, and severely fined with Mr. Pym in the Parliament of
1618 and 1628.
He was chosen again in the
Long Parliament, and appeared against the prerogative, as he had formerly done.
He was one
of the lay-members of the Assembly of Divines,
and by his vast skill in the Oriental learning
and Jewish antiquities, frequently silenced the
most able divines. He wrote on various subjects, which gained him the title among foreigners of the dictator of learning in the English
nation. t
Among other remarkable pieces, we
may reckon his History of Tithes, published
1618, in which he proves them not to be due to
the Christian clergy by Divine institution
for
this he was summoned before the High Commission Court, and obliged to make a public recantation.^
But after some time his reputation
;

:

other hand, Oldmixon assures his reaaer, on the authority of a minister of state, a man of known wisprobity, who was a particular favourite with
the Prince of Orange, at the Hague, from whose
mouth he had the information, that the duke was afterward reconciled to the Church of Rome.— Grey,
vol. hi., p. 175.
History of the Stuarts, p. 489.— Ed.
* Compl. Hist.,
213.

dom and

p.

t Athena; O.xon., vol.

ii.,

p. 107, 108.

does honour to Grotius, his antagonist, that he
pronounced .Mr. Selden to be " the glory of the English nation."
Like a man of genius, he was for striking out new paths of learning, and enlarging the terIt

%

The greater part of his works
are on uncommon subjects.
But towards the close
of his life he saw the emptiness of all human learning and owned that, out of the numberless volumes
he had read and digested, nothing stuck so close to
his heart, or gave him such solid satisfaction, as a
single passage of Paul's Epistles: Tit., ii., 11-14.—
Granger's History of England, vol. ii., p. 228, 229, 8vo.
ritories of science.

;

which he apprehends was not the case. For Echard
affirms that the duke was an invincible assertor of
his father's faith and Carte represents him as withstanding the arguments of the Abbot of Pontoise, and
Ed.
rejecting the offers of a cardmal's hat, and even the
It is judiciously remarked by Le Clerc, that it
promise of placirg him on the throne. But, on the was great impohcy in the Church and court party to
Vol. II.—
;

—

()

——

—

—
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so great, that it was tliought worth while
to gain him over to the court and upon the new
civilities he received at Lambeth, he was prevailed with to publish his Mare Clausum against

was

;

was most remarkable,

his exemplary piety
charity, his polite literature, or his humility

modesty

He

in refusing preferments.

and
and

maintain-

valuable treasure, that it was ordered to be laid
up in the Court of Records. The archbishop offered him preferments, but he would accept of
nothing.
Upon the first pressures against the
bishops, he published his Eutychius in Greek
and Latin, with notes, in which he proves that
bishops and presbyters differ only in degree.
He afterward answered his majesty's declaration about the commission of array, and was
made master of the rolls by the Long Parliament. He had a lai^ge and curious library of
books in the frontispiece of each he used to
write this motto, Uepl Tvavrog tlevdepiav Above
all, liberty.
At length, being worn out with age
and hard study, he died at his house in the
Whitefriars, aged seventy years, and was magnificently interred in the Temple Church on the
south side of the round walk, according to the
Directory, in the presence of all the judges,
some Parliament-men, benchers, and great officers.
His funeral sermon was preached by
Archbishop Usher, who acknowledged he was
not worthy to carry his books after him.
His
works are lately collected, and printed together

ed a correspondence with Salmasius, Hornbeck,
and other learned foreigners, and was in high
esteem both at home and in the Low Countries,
where he had travelled. He died of age, and a
complication of infirmities, July 27, 1654, in the
eightieth year of his age.*
Mr. William Strong was educated in Katherine
Hall, Cambridge, of which he was a fellow.
He
was afterward rector of More Crichel in Dorsetshire, where he continued till he was forced
to fly from the Cavaliers ;t he then came to London, and was chosen one of the Assembly of
Divines, and minister of St. Dunstan's in the
West. After some time he became preacher at
Westminster Abbey, where he died suddenly in
the vigour of life, and was buried in the Abbey
Church, July 4, 1654. His funeral sermon was
preached by Mr. Ob. Sedgwick, who says that
he was so plain in heart, so deep in judgment,
so painful in study, so exact in preaching, and,
in a word, so fit for all the parts of the ministerial service, that he did not know his equal.
But after the Restoration his bones were dug
up, and removed to St. Margaret's churchyard,
with, those of other eminent Presbyterian divines.
He published several sermons and the-

in six volumes

ological treatises in his lifetime

Hugo

Grotius,

which was esteemed such an

in-

;

:

Mr.

folio.

Thomas Gataker was born

in London
was educated in St. John's College,
Cambridge, where lie proceeded M.A., and was
afterward removed to Sidney College, where he
became remarkable for his skill in the Hebrew
and Greek languages.* After his ordination he

1574, and

was chosen

minister of Lincoln's Inn, and oc-

cupied that station ten years but in the year
1611 he was presented to the rectory of Rotherhithe, where he continued till his death.
In the
year 1643 he was chosen a member of the Assembly of Divines, and was an ornament and
reputation to it.
When the Earl of Manchester visited and reformed the University of Cambridge, he offered Mr. Gataker the mastership
of Trinity College, but he refused it on account
of his health. Mr. Gataker was a very learned
man, and a considerable critic and linguist, as
appears by his writings, wiiich were very numerous, considering his infirm state of health. He
was a constant preacher, of a most holy and
exemplary deportment, but withal of great modesty.
It is hard, says Mr. Echard, to say which
;

offend and irritate such a man as Selden a man of
deep learning, not in Jewish antiquities only, but in
those of his own country, the laws of which he understood to their first ground.s. Such persons ought
at aU times to be courted and favoured, on account of
the great use which maybe made of them on all occasions but especially in seasons of public discontents, when they can turn the balance on the side
which they join. Whereas it generally happens that
they are ill treated, and the court favours are bestowed on those only who are fit for nothing but to feed
on a great benefice or a good pension. It would have
been more wise to have secured Selden, since he was
by no means a fanatic, as many places in his TableTalk show and even was partial to the old ecclesiastical government, in opposition to those who often
set it at naught.
BMiotheque Ancienne et Moderne,
tom. vi„ p. 253. Ed.
* Clarke's General Martvrology, p. 248, &c., of the
Lives.
:

;

;

;

and

after his

death there was a posthumous one upon the
Covenants, in the preface to which Mr. Theophilus Gale observes, that the author was a
wonder of nature for natural parts, and a miracle of grace for his deep insight into the more
profound mysteries of the Gospel. His thoughts
were sublime, hut clear and penetrating, especially in interpreting difficult texts.t

Mr. Andrew Pern was educated in Cambridge,
and from thence removed to Welby in Northamptonshire, where he maintained the character of a zealous, laborious, and successful preacher for twenty-seven years.

In the year 1643
he was chosen a member of the Assembly of Divines at Westminster.
When he was at London he was offered several considerable preferments, but refused them, resolving to return to
his people at Welby, who honoured him as a
father
for by his awakening sermons, and exemplary life and conversation, he accomplished
;

*

The most

celebrated of his

works

is

a valuable

edition of Marcus Antoninus, with a Latin translation
and commentary, and a preliminary discourse on the
philosophy of the Stoics, which is much esteemed.
His house was a private seminary for divers young
gentlemen of this nation, and many foreigners resorted to him, and lodged at his house in order to receive
from him advice in their studies. British Biography,
Ed. In obedience to his apvol. iv., p. 354, note.
pointment by the General Assembly, he wrote the annotations upon Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Lamentations,

published in the " Assembly's Annotations on the Bible:'— C.
+ Athens Oxon., p. 218.
X Among Mr. Strong's other pubhcations was a
volume of thirty-one sermons published in 1656, with
a preface by Dr. Manton, and one by Dr. Wilkinson,
dean of Christ Church. Dr. Wilkinson says " there
the farther you
is an excellent vein in his sermons
:

search, the richer treasure you are like to find. ** * He
was well studied in the soul's anatomy, and could
dexterously dissect the old man." The careful perusal of Strong's discourses on the two Covenants will
satisfy the judicious reader that the author was one
of the greatest divines of his age.
C.

—

;
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a great reformation of manners in that town.
He was full of spiritual warmth, says the preacher of his funeral sermon, filled with a holy indignation against sin, active in his work, and
never more in his element than in the pulpit.
As his life was fioly, so his death was comfortable.
He blessed God that he was not afraid
to die
nay, he earnestly desired to be gone,
often crying out, in his last sickness, "When
One assault more, and
will that hour come
this earthen vessel will be broken, and I shall
be with God." He died the beginning of December, 1654, before he was arrived to the age
;

!

of

sixty.

Dr. Samuel Bolton was educated in Cambridge, and from thence removed to the living
of St. Martin's, Ludgate. Upon his coming to
the city he was chosen one of the additional
members of the Assembly of Divines, being a
person of great name and character for learning and practical preaching.
He was a burn-

ing and shining light, says Mr. Clarke,* an interpreter one of a thousand, an amiable preacher, and his life was an excellent commentary
upon his sermons. Upon the death of Dr. Bainbrigge he was chosen master of Christ's College, Cambridge, which he governed with great
wisdom and prudence till his death, which happened about the 10th of October, 1654. He was
buried with great solemnity in his parish church
of Ludgate on the 16th of the same month, very
much lamented by the London clergy of those
times, t

mium.
Mr. Richard Vines, of whom mention has
been made already, was born at Blazon in Leicestershire, and educated in Magdalen College.
Cambridge, where he commenced M.A.
He
was first schoolmaster at Hinckley, then minister of Weddington in Warwickshire.
At the
beginning of the civil war he was driven from
his parish, and forced to take shelter in Coventry.
When the Assembly of Divines was convened, he was chosen one of their number and,
as Fuller says,* was the champion of their party.
While he was at London he became minister of
St. Clement's Danes
afterward he removed to
Watton in Hertfordshire, and was chosen master of Pembroke Hall in Cambridge, but resigned that, and his living of St. Lawrence Jewry,
on account of the Engagement. He was a son
of thunder, and therefore compared to Luther
but moderate and charitable to those who differed from him in judgment.
The Parliament
employed him in all their treaties with the king;
and his majesty, though of a different judgment,
valued him for his ingenuity, seldom speaking
to him without touching his hat, which Mr.
Vines returned with most respectful language
and gestures. He was an admirable scholar
holy and pious in his conversation, and indefatigable in his labours, which wasted his strength,
and brought him into a consumption, when" he
had lived but about fifty-six years. He was
buried in his own parish church, February 7,
1655, his funeral sermon being preached by Dr.
Jacomb, who gave him his just commendation.
He was a perfect master of the Greek tongue,
a good philologist, and an admirable disputant.
He was a thorough Calvinist, and a bold, honest
man, without pride or flattery, t Mr. Newcomen
;

;

;

Mr. Jer. Whitaker was born at Wakefield in
Yorkshire, 1599, and educated in Sidney College,

violent and acute pain of tne stone, about the
beginning of November, many days of prayer
and fasting were observed for his recovery, but
the distemper was incurable.
He bore his pains
with uncommon patience, fearing nothing more
than to dishonour God by unreasonable complaints.
When his distemper was most violent
he would desire his friends to withdraw, that
they might not be affected with his roarings.
At length, nature being quite spent, he cheerfully resigned his soul into the hands of his Redeemer, about the fifty-fifth yeaV of his age.
His funeral sermon was preached by Mr. Ca!amy, who gave him a large and deserved enco-

Cambridge, where he proceeded

in arts.

He taught the free-school at Okeham in Rutlandshire seven years, and then became minister of Stretton, in the same county, where he
continued thirteen years. In 1643 he was nominated one of the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, which brought him to London, where
he was chosen to the rectory of St. Mary Magdalen, Bermondsey, in Southwark.
He preached three or four sermons every week two in
;

Southwark, one

at

Westminster, and one

at

Christ Church, London.
He never withdrew
from any opportunity of preaching if he was in
health and though he preached often, his sermons were solid and judicious. He was a universal scholar, both in arts and languages well
acquainted with the fathers and schoolmen, an
acute disputant, and inferior to none in his acquaintance with the Holy Scriptures. J He was
of the Presbyterian persuasion, and had a chief
hand in composing the Defence of the Gospel
Ministry, published this year by the Provincial
Synod of London. He refused the Engagement,
and lamented the wars between England, Scotland, and Holland.
No man was more beloved
by the Presbyterian ministers of London than
Mr. Whitaker. "VMien he w^as seized with the
;

;

* Lives of

Eminent Persons, p. 43.
He gave orders in his last will and testament, to
be interred as a private Christian, and not with the
outward pomp of a doctor; " because," as he observed, "he hoped to rise in the day of judgment,
and appear before God, not as a doctor, but as an humhie Christian."
When he perceived any symptoms of
nis approaching dissolution, he rejoiced exceedingly,
calling them the little crevices through which his
t

—

soul peeped. C.
t Clarke's General Martyrol. in the Lives,

p.

2G4.

* Fuller's Worthies, p. 134.
t Dr. Grey insmuates a reflection on Mr. Vines'?
simplicity and integrity, by a story of his pra>ing in
the morning of an Easter Sunday, before the Marqui.-^
of Hertford, for the king's restoration to his throne
and legal rights; but in the afternoon, when the
marquis was absent, and Lord Fairfax came to
church, praying, in stylo parlinmentario, that God
would turn the heart of the king, and give him grace
to repent of his grievous sins, especially all the blood
shed in those civil, uncivil wars. On which it wa,"
observed, that Mr. Vines was much more altered be
tvveen the forenoon and afternoon than the difference

between an English marquis and an Irish baron
The reader, perhaps, will think that each prayei
might veiy consistently be formed by the same per
son.
Not a week before Mr. Vines's death, as he
was preaching at St. Gregory's, a rude fellow cried
out to him, " Lift up your voice, for I cannot hear
you;" to whom Mr. Vines returned, "Lift up your
ears, for I can speak no louder."— Fuller's Worthies,
p. 446, 8vo edition, 1684.— Ed.

—
;
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him " disputator acutissimus, concionator with a design

calls

felicissiinus, theologus

poems and

al

elegies

eximius." Many funerwere published on his

death.*

The protector having dissolved his second
Parliament without confirming their acts, was
this,
obliged still to rely on the military arm
together with the insurrections in several parts
of the country, induced him, for his greater se
curity, to canton the nation into eleven districts,
and place over them major-generals, whose
commission it was to inspect the behaviour of
the inferior commissioners within their disto commit to prison all suspected pertricts
sons to take care of collecting the public taxes
and to sequester such as did not pay their
decimation.
They were to inquire after all private assemblies of suspected persons, and after
such as bought up arms after vagabonds and
after such as lived at a higher
idle persons
after such as frerate than they could afford
quented taverns and gaming-houses, and after
and
unlearned
scandalous
ministers and schoolmasters and there was no appeal from them
but to the protector and his council.
They were
ordered to list a body of reserves, both horse
and foot, at half pay, who were to be called together upon any sudden emergency, and to attend so many days at their own expense, but if
they were detained longer, to have full pay by
which means the protector had a second army
in view, if any disaster should befall the first
but these officers became so severe and arbitrary,
that his highness found it necessary, after some
time, to reduce their power, and when affairs
were a little more settled, to dissolve them.
Having provided for the security of his government at home, the protector concluded an
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

October 23, in which it is
remarkable that Louis XIV. is not allowed to
himself King of France, but King of the
French, his highness claiming the protectorship
alliance with France,

.style

among his other titles ; and,
surprising, the name of Oliver

of that kingdom

which

is

more

stands in the treaty before that of the French
At the same time, he sent Admiral Blake
fleet into the Mediterranean, who spread
the terror of the English name all over Italy,
even to Rome itself; processions being made,
and the Host exposed for forty hours, to avert
the judgments of Heaven, and preserve the patrimony of the Church. But I31ake's commission was only to demand £60,000 of the Duke
of Tuscany, for damages sustained by the English merchants while he harboured Prince Rupert, which he paid immediately.
The admiral
released all the English slaves on the coast of
Barbary, to the number of four hundred, and
obtained satisfaction for the ships taken by the
Upon the whole,
pirates of Algiers, Tunis, &c.
he brought home sixteen ships laden with booty,
which sailed up the River Thames to the port of
London, as a grateful spectacle of triumph to
the people.
While Blake was in the Mediterranean, Admiral Penn and Venables, with thirty men-of-war
and some land-forces, sailed to the West Indies,
king.

with a

* Clarke's Lives of Eminent Persons, p. 48.
There are few things more to be desired than a judi-

cious biography of these glorious pulpit giants how
few of the present generation know their worth, and
appreciate their claims !— C.
:

ola

;

to surprise the

town of Hispani-

but, miscarrying in the attempt, they re-

embarked and took possession of the island of
Jamaica, which is in possession of the crown
of Great Britain to this day.
The protector did not commission Blake to
assault the Spanish coasts in the Mediterranean,
because there was no open rupture between the
two nations in Europe but the West Indies
not being included in the treaty, he thought
himself at liberty in those parts which occasioned a declaration of war, on the part of Spain,
with all the English dominions upon which,
Blake was ordered to cruise upon the Spanish
coasts, and to wait for the return of the Plate
fleet, of which he gave a very good account the
;

:

;

next summer.
To support these additional expenses, the
protector, by advice of his council, raised some
extraordinary taxes before the Parliament met,
which he knew to be illegal, and did not pretend to justify upon any other foot than "the
absolute necessity of the public safety the distracted condition of the nation that it was impracticable, in the present juncture, to call a
Parliament, or to proceed in the ordinary course
of law and that in extraordinary cases, wherein all was at stake, some extraordinary methods were allowable." How far this reasoning
will excuse the protector, or vindicate his conduct, must be left with the reader.
But it is
agreed on all hands, that in things that did not
affect the very being of his government, he
never interposed, but let the laws have their
free course.
He had a zeal for trade and commerce beyond all his predecessors, and appointed a standing committee of merchants for advancing it, which met for the first time in the
Painted Chamber, November 27, 1655, and continued to his death.
The Provincial Assembly of London, finding
;

;

;

their attempts to establish their discipline ineffectual, employed themselves this year in promoting the religious education of youth ; for

which purpose they published an exhortation to
catechising, with the following directions for
the more orderly carrying it on
1. " That the ministers, on some Lord's Day,
prove in their sermons the necessity and usefulness of such a work, and exhort all parents
and masters of families to prepare their chil:

dren and servants for it, by catechising them
at home, that they may more readily make their

answers

in public.

"That

the catechism to be used be the
lesser catechism of the Assembly of Divines.
This catechism excelling all others in this respect, that every answer is a perfect proposition without the question.
3. " That the persons to he catechised be
children and servants that have not been admitted to the Lord's Supper by the eldership.
4. '• That the time of catechising be on the
Lord's Day in the afternoon, before the sermon,
to the end that the whole congregation may re2.

ceive benefit thereby.
5. "That the catechism may be explained
briefly at the first going over, that the people
may in a short time have a notion of the whole
body of divinity.
6. "That the parish be desired, at the common charge, to provide catechisms for the poor
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er sort, who cannot well provide for themselves,
and that the distribution of them be referred to
the respective ministers.
7. " It is desired that an account in writing,
what progress is made in the premises, may be
returned from the classes to the Provincial
Assembly within forty days after the receipt

hereof
~ " Signed

in the
of the assembly,

"

name and by

the appointment

Edmund Calamy,

Moderator.
" William Harrison,
)
,
„
<j
'^'^""«*" William Blackmore, S
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lenged Mr. Griffin, a Baptist preacher, to dispute with him in St. Paul's Cathedral on this
" Whether Jesus Christ be the Most
question
High, or Almighty God?"
This occasioning
new disturbances, the council committed him to
Newgate but the protector thought it best to
send him out of the way, and accordingly transported him to Scilly. and allowed him one hundred crowns a year for his maintenance. Here
he remained till the year 1653. when, the noise
being over, he was set at liberty his catechisms
having been answered by Dr. Owen, in a learned and elaborate treatise, entitled " Vindicise
Evangelicae," &c.
After the protector's death, Biddle set up a
private conventicle in London, which continued
till the Restoration, when the Church being restored to its coercive power, he was apprehended while preaching, and committed to prison,
where he died in September. 1662, and was buried in the burying-ground in Old Bedlam.
He
had such a prodigious memory (says Wood),
that he could repeat all St. Paul's Epistles in
Greek, and was reckoned by those of his persuasion a sober man, and so devout, that he seldom prayed without lying prostrate on the
ground.
Though it was well known by this, as well as
other examples, that the protector was averse
to all acts of severity on the account of religion, yet such was the turbulent behaviour of
the Royalists, who threatened an assassination,*
published the most daring libels against the
government, and were actually in arms, that he
thought it necessary to crush them, and therefore an order was published November 24,t
" That no persons after January 1, 1655-6, shall
keep in their houses or families, as chaplains or
schoolmasters for the education of their children, any sequestered or ejected minister, fellow of a college, or schoolmaster, nor permit
That no
their children to be taught by such.
such persons shall keep school either publicly
or privately, nor preach in any public place, or
private meeting, of any others than those of his
:

;

;

These instructions were sent to the several
and after their example,
classes of London
the associated ministers in the several counties
of England published the like exhortations to
;

their brethren.

The occasion of this proceeding was the pubtwo catechisms of Mr. John Biddle, a
Socinian, one called a Scripture Catechism, and
the other a Brief Scripture Catechism, for the
Use of Children. Complaints of which being
made to the last Parliament, they were ordered
to be burned by the hands of the common hangman, and the author to be imprisoned in the
Gate-house. Mr. Biddle had been in custody
for his opinions before the late king's death.
While he was there, he had published twelve
questions or arguments against the Deity of
the Holy Spirit, in quarto, 1647, which were
answered by Mr. Pool, and the book ordered to
be burned. Next year, being still in prison, he
published seven articles against the Deity of
Christ, with the testimonies of several of the
fathers on this head upon which, some zealous
in the assembly moved that he might be put to
death as a heretic but he went on, and being
set at liberty, in the year 1651 he composed and
published the catechisms above mentioned, in
which he maintains, "(!•) That God is confined to a certain place.
(2.) That he has a
bodily shape.
(3.) That he has passions.
(4.)
That he is neither omnipotent nor unchangeable.
(5.) That we are not to beheve three
persons in the Godhead. (6.) That Jesus Christ
in this manner of one who thought it his duty, by the
has not the nature of God, but only a Divine fair and peaceable means of preaching and writing,
lordship.
(7.) That he was not a priest while to advance and disseminate sentiments which he
upon earth, nor did reconcile men to God. And, judged to be the truths of Scripture, and only called
Such language fixes a
(8.) That there is no Deity in the Holy Ghost." men to inquire and examine.
These propositions* were condemned by tlio stigma upon the honest advocate for truth, and is the
Parliament, and the author committed to the illiberal cry of those wlio cannot bear to have established opinions attacked.
The first teachers of
Gate-house. But as soon as the protector had
Christianity were reproached as men of restless spirdissolved his Parliament, he gave him his liberty.
its
as men who " would turn the world upside
After this, being of a restless spirit,! he chal- down."— Acts, xvii., 0. In the present case, the term
lishing

;

;

;

was
* Mr. Biddle was a pious, holy, and humble man
a conscientious sufferer for what appeared to him

;

Divine and important truth. The propositions objected to him above do not appear in his catechisms
under the form of principles which he asserts, but of
questions which he proposes, and the answers to
which are numerous te.xts of Scripture, that appear
to speak to the point. E. g.. The first proposition is
this question '• Is not God, according to the current
of the Scripture, in a certain place, namely, in heaven ?" The answer consists of twenty-nine passages
of Scripture, which represent God as " looking from
heaveo, as our Father who art in heaven," and the
like. For a full account of these catechisms, I would
refer the reader to my Review of the Life, Character, and Writings of Mr. John Biddle, section 8.—
;

Ed. (Toulmin).
t It is to be regretted that

Mr. Neal should speak

not deserved; Mr. Neal has misstated the transMr. Biddle was not the first in the business.
challenge c-ime from Mr. Griffin, and Mr. Biddle waived accepting it, and dechned the disputation
for some time ; and when he entered the lists, there
were in the auditory many of his bitter and fiery adversaries.— See Review of his Life, p. 117, 118; or a
modern Collection of Unitarian Tracts, in 12mo, vol.
action.

The

91.— Ed. (Toulmin).
* It is not generally known that a proclamation,
dated Paris, 3d May, 1654, was issued by the exile
king, in which he promised an annuity of £500 to
any person, and his heirs forever, who would take
away the life of the protector. In this proclamation
Charles talks of " a certain mechanic fellow, by name
Oliver Cromwell," &c. Jesse^s Cowrt, &c., vol. in., p.
114.— C.
t The date, as given by Evelyn, is 27th November.
iv., p.

—

— Harteian Miscellany,

vol. vi., p. 420.

— C.

—

J
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own family nor shall administer baptism, or
the Lord's Supper, or marry any persons, or use
the Book of Common Prayer, or the forms of
prayer therein contained, on pain of being prosecuted, according to the orders lately published
by his highness and council, for securing the
peace of the commonwealth. Nevertheless, his
highness declares that towards such of the said
persons as have, since their ejectment or sequestration, given, or hereafter shall give, a real testimony of their godliness, and good affection to
the present government, so much tenderness
shall be used as may consist with the safety and
good of the nation."*
This was a severe and terrible ordert upon
the Episcopalians, and absolutely unjustifiable
in itself; but the title of the act, which is " An
Ordinance for securing the Peace of the Commonwealth," as well as the last clause, shows
it was made for the safety of the government,
against a number of men who were undermining It, and was published chiefly in terrorem, for
no person ivas prosecuted upon it ; and the Parliament which met next year not confi.rming it,
it became absolutely void.
Dr. Gauden presented a petitionary remonstrance to the protector against this order
and
Archbishop Usher was desired to use his interest with his highness in behalf of the Episcopal
clergy ; upon which, says the writer of the archbishop's life,tj the protector promised either to
recall his declaration, or prevent its being put
in execution, provided the clergy were inoffensive in their language and sermons, and stood
clear in meddling with matters of state.
His
highness, accordingly, laid the matter before his
;

;

* Hughes's Exact Abridgment of Public Acts and
Ordinances, 4to, p. 597.
t " It would be useless," says Dr. Harris, " to spend

words in e.xposing the cruelty of this declaration.
Persecution is written on the face of it, nor is it capable of a vindication."— i(/e of Oliver Cromwell, p.

438.— Ed.
X This ordinance was designed to terrify rather
than injure, and was, in point of fact, as Mr. Hallam
remarks, '• so far from being rigorously observed, that
Episcopalian conventicles were openly kept in London." " It was one of the unhappy features of these
times, that religion and politics were so intimately
blended as to admit of no practical disjunction.
Cromwell was desirous of extending toleration to all;
to the Cathohc as well as to the Protestant to the
Episcopalian equally with the Presbyterian and Independent. From this generous policy he was com;

pelled partially to swerve, in the case of the Episcopalians and Catholics. These parties had sunk
into two sections of one political faction, whose imbittered hostihty to his government was the prominent and most practical article of their creed. Their
religion was the rallying-point of disaffection
the
perpetual incentive to revolt; he must have been
more of a philosopher than is usual with statesmen,
if he had not sought to discourage their religious
faith. * * It was not against Episcopacy that Cromwell warred, but against the politics ever restless
and plotting with which its profession was associated."
Hallam says, " It is somewhat bold in Anglican writers to complain, as they do, of the persecution they suffered at this period, when we consider
what had been the conduct of the bishops before, and what
it was afterward.
I do not know that any member of
the Church of England was imprisoned under the
commonwealth, except for some political reason certain it is, the jails were not filled with them," as in prelatical persecutions.— Const. Hist.,vo]. ii., p. 428, note.
C.
^ Parr's Life of Usher, p. 75.
;

—

—

;

—

council, who were of opinion* that it was not
safe for him to recall his declaration, and give
open liberty to men who were declared enemies
to his government, but that he should suspend
the execution of it as far as their behaviour

should deserve

;

so that in the event there

no great cause of complaint

;

for

was

notwithstand-

ing this ordinance, the sober Episcopal clergy
preached publicly in the churches, at London
and in the country, as Dr. Hall, afterward Bishop of Chester, Dr. Ball, Dr. Wild, Dr. Hardy,
Dr. Griffith, Dr. Pearson, bishop of Chester,
and others. Remarkable are the words of Bishop Kennet to this purpose " It is certain," says
his lordship, " that the protector was for liberty,
and the utmost latitude to all parties, so far as
consisted with the peace and safety of his person and government, and therefore he was never jealous of any cause or sect on the account of
heresy and falsehood, but on his wiser accounts
of political peace and quiet
and even the prejudice he had against the Episcopal party v:as
marc for their being Royalists, than for being of
the good old Church.
Dr. Gunning, afterward
Bishop of Ely, kept a conventicle in London, in
as open a manner as Dissenters did after the
toleration
and so did several other Episcopal
Divines. "t
For the same reasons, his highness girt the
laws close upon the papists, not on account
of their religion, but because they were enemies to his government for, in the month of
May, a proclamation was published for the better executing the laws against Jesuits and
priests, and for the conviction of popish recusants the reasons of which the protector gives
in his declaration of October 31, published with
the advice of his council, in these words " Be:

;

;

;

;

:

*

On

when

the lord-primate went to
him a second time to get the promise which the protector on the first application had made of taking off
these restraints ratified and put into writing, he retracted his engagement, which both grieved and irriHe had, indeed, good reason
tated the archbishop.
By this it appears that Mr. Neal's
to be displeased.
statement above is not accurate. The ordinance
this ground,

and though some worthy Episcopawere permitted to officiate, it cannot be doubtmany innocent and worthy men must have

was executed
lians

;

ed but

The ordinance was
received very hard measure.
marked with horrid severity ; and it is " a barbarous
thing to prohibit men the use of those forms of address to the Deity which they imagine are most honourable and acceptable to him." Besides, men ought
not to suffer in their most valuable and inalienable
rights on suspicion; and instead of being amenable
for overt acts, be punished, as it were, for crimes
they have never committed. This is injustice and
cruelty has its origin in fear and the consciousness
of oppressive government and tends to make the
government, which it would protect from danger,
odious anA\\n\,ei\i\.— Grey's Remarks, vol. iii., p. 177,
Harris's Life of O. Cromwell, p. 438. 439.— Ed,
178.
t Conf Plea, part iv., p. 510. Compl. Hist., p. 223.
Baxter, in his True History of Councils, makes a
statement greatly adapted to diminish sympathy with
" In the days of
the Episcopalians of that period.
the usurper," he says, " I moved for a petition that
when they granted liberty of conscience for so many
others, they would grant liberty for the full exercise
of the Episcopal government to all that desired it.
But the Episcopal party that I spake to would not
endure it, as knowing what bare hberty would be to
their cause, unless they could have the sword to suppress those that yielded not to their reason." P.
;

;

131.-C.
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was not only commonly observed, but not only evil in itself, but likewise very scanthere remains with us somewhat of proof, that dalous to other Christian churches.
4. " Their customs and practices concerning
Jesuits have been found among discontented
parties of this nation, who are observed to quar- marriage and divorce are unlawful, and will be
rel and fall out with every form of administra- of very evil example among us.
5. " The principles of not making conscience
The protector
tion in Church and State."*
cause

it

of oaths made, and injuries done to Christians
in life, chastity, goods, or good name, have
been very notoriously charged upon them by
valuable testimony.
6. " Great prejudice is like to arise to the natives of this commonwealth in matters of trade,
which, besides other dangers here mentioned,,
we find very commonly suggested by the inhabtrade in London. Manasseh Ben Israel, one of itants of the city of London."
Other divines were of opinion that the civil
their chief rabbles, with some others, came from
Amsterdam to Whitehall for this purpose, whom magistrate might tolerate them under the fol-

gave notice of the like kind to the Republicans,
fifth monarchy men, Levellers, and to the Pres-

byterians, that they should stand upon the same
foot with Royalists, in case of any future delinquencies.
Such was the protector's latitude, that he
was for indulging the Jews, who petitioned for
liberty of their religion, and for carrying on a

the protector treated with respect, and sumof divines, lawyers, and
merchants to consult upon the affair.t The
divines were to consider it as a case of conthe lawyers to report how far it was
science
and the
consistent with the laws of England
merchants, whether it was for the advantage of
Bishop Burnet appretrade and commerce.
hends that the protector designed the Jews for
howevspies in the several nations of Europe
er, he was of opinion that their admission, under certain limitation, might be for the advantage of commerce and told the divines that,
since there was a promise in Holy Scripture of
the conversion of the Jews, he did not know but
the preaching of the Christian religion, as it
was then in England, without idolatry or superstition, might conduce to it. But the assembly not agreeing in their opinions, the affair
was dropped, and the petitioners returned to
Holland, where Manasseh Ben Israel wrote a
handsome letter, now before me, which he calls
" An Answer to certain Questions propounded
by a noble and learned Gentleman, touching the
Reproaches cast upon the Nation of the Jews,
wherein all Objections are candidly and fully
stated."
The famous Mr. Prynne, and Mr.
Dury, a Presbyterian minister, wrote fiercely
but other
against the admission of the Jews
divines, whom the protector consulted, were

moned an assembly

;

;

;

;

lowing limitations
1. " That they be not admitted to have
public judicatories, civil or ecclesiastical.
:

any

" That they be not permitted to speak or
do anything to the defamation or dishonour of
the names of our Lord Jesus Christ, or of the
Christian religion.
3. " That they be not permitted to do any
work, or anything, to the open profanation of
the Lord's Day, or Christian Sabbath.
4. "That they be not permitted to have any
Christians dwell with them as their servants.
5. " That they have no public office or trust
2.

in this

commonwealth.

6. " That they be not allowed to print anything in our language against the Christain re-

ligion.
7. " That so far as may be, they be not suffered to discourage any of their own from using
any proper means, or applying themselves to
any who may convince them of their error, and
turn them to Christianity. And that some severe penalty be imposed upon them who shall
apostatize from Christianity to Judaism."
Mr. Archdeacon Echard says,* " The Jews

offered the protector £200,000 provided they

might have St. Paul's Cathedral for a settlement." And he adds the following malicious
reflection, that " the money made his highness
look upon it as the cause of God, but that both
I
the clergy and laity so declaimed against them,
for admitting them with some limitations.
shall report their resolution on this point in that the religious juggle would not take place."
This the archdeacon himself could not believe,
their own language.
Question, Whether the Jews, at their desire, as being quite out of character, for he knew that
may be admitted into this nation to traffic and the protector did not enrich his family, nor valdwell among us, as Providence shall give occa- ue money, but for the public service. He concludes that " the Jews could never be permitted
sion
The answer of those who were against it to live long in a well-settled monarchy.'" What,
was, that they could not think it lawful for the then, does he call the monarchy of England,
where the Jews have been indulged in the free
following reasons
exercise of their religion, without doing any
1. " Because the motives on which Manasseh Ben Israel, in his book lately printed, de- damage to the religion or commerce of the nasires their admission into this commonwealth, tion, for above sixty years 1
The protector's zeal for the Reformed religion
are such as we conceive to be very sinful.
2. " The danger of seducing the people of made himi the refuge of persecuted Protestants
The Duke of Savoy,
in all parts of the world.
this nation, by their admission, is very great.
at the instance of his duchess, sister to the
3. " Their having synagogues, or any public
meetings for the exercise of their religion, is Queen of England, determined to oblige his reformed subjects in the valleys of Piedmont to
* Compl. Hist., p. 225, in marg.
embrace the Roman Catholic religion or depart
the country. For this purpose, he quartered an
t It is a proof of the protector's good dispositions
towards this business, and of his respect for the rab- army upon them, which ate up their substance.
bi who came to negotiate it, that, by an order of the The Protestants making some little resistance
24th of March, 1655, he directed £200 to be paid to
to the rudeness of the soldiers, the d uke gave
"
him out of the treasury. Wkitelocke^s Memorials, p.
* P. 716.
C73.— Ed.
;

!

.

—

;

;;
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orders that all the Protestant families in the
valley of Lucerne should go into banishment,
"Which some obeyed, while tlie rest sent deputies to the court of Turin to implore mercy
but the pope and the princes of Italy advised
the duke to improve the present opportunity
for extirpating the Reformed, and making all
his subjects of one religion. The duke accordingly sent express orders to his general to drive
them all out of the country, with their wives
and children, and to put to death such as should
remain.
This was executed with great severity, April 20, 165.5.
Those who escaped the
sword fled into the mountains, from whence,
being ready to perish with hunger and cold, they
sent their agents to the Lord-protector of England, and other Protestant powers, for relief
It was the beginning of May when his highness
was first made acquainted with their distress,
whereupon he appointed a general fast, and
charitable contributions throughout all England
for their present assistance
and such was the
compassion of the people, that the collection
amounted to £37,097 7s. 2d. About £.30,000
was remitted to their deputies at several payments, in this and the next year but the confusions which followed upon the protector's
death prevented the clearing the whole account
till the Convention Parliament at the Restoration, who ordered the remaining £7000 to be
paid. The protector applied to the Protestant
kings of Sweden and Denmark to the States
of Holland, the cantons of Switzerland, and the
Reformed churches of Germany and France
and by his powerful instances procured large
contributions from those parts.
He wrote to
the King of France, and to Cardinal Mazarine
and being glad of an opportunity to strike terror into the Roman Catholic powers, he sent
Samuel Moreland, Esq., with a letter to the
Duke of Savoy, in which, having represented
the cruelty and injustice of his behaviour towards the Protestants in the valleys, he tells
him, " that he was pierced with grief at the
news of the sufferings of the Vaudois, being
united to them not only by the common ties of
humanity, but by the profession of the same
faith, which obliged him to regard them as his
brethren and he should think himself wanting
in his duty to God, to charity, and to his religion, if he should be satisfied with pitying them
only (whose miserable condition was enough to
raise compassion in the most barbarous minds),
unless he also exerted himself to the utmost
of his ability to deliver them out of it." This
awakened the popish powers, insomuch that
Mazarine wrote in the most pressing language
to the court of Turin to give the protector immediate satisfaction with which the duchess
reproached him, because he had made no terms
for the English papists ;* but his eminence replied, "
must leave to God the care of defending the Catholics, whose cause is most just
but that of the heretics needs for its support the
clemency of princes." Upon this the persecution immediately ceased
the duke recalled his
army out of the valleys, and restored their
goods the poor people returned to their houses,
and recovered all their ancient rights and priv;

;

;

;

;

;

;

We

:

;

But to

ileges.

strike

some

farther terror into

the pope and the little princes of Italy, the
protector gave out that, forasmuch as he was
satisfied they had been the promoters of this
persecution, he would keep it in mind, and lay
hold of the first opportunity to send his fleet
into the Mediterranean to visit Civita Vecchia,
and other parts of the ecclesiastical territories
and that the sound of his cannon should be
heard in Rome itself He declared publicly that
he would not suffer the Protestant faith to be
insulted in any part of the world
and therefore procured liberty to the Reformed in Bohemia and France nor was there any potentate
in Europe so hardy as to risk his displeasure by
denying his requests.*
The charitable society for the relief of the
widows and children of clergymen, since known
by the name of the Corporation for the Sons of
the Clergy, had its beginning this year
the
first sermon being preached by the Reverend
Mr. George Hall, son of the famous Joseph
Hall, bishop of Exeter, then minister of Aldersgate, afterward Archdeacon of Canterbury, and
Bishop of Chester. The sermon was entitled
" God's appearing for the Tribe of Levi, improved in a Sermon preached at St. Paul's, November 8, 1655, to the Sons of Ministers then sol,

;

;

;

;

emnly assembled," from Numb., xvii., 8, "The
rod of Aaron budded, and bloomed blossoms,
and yielded almonds." The preacher's design
was to enforce the necessity and usefulness of
a settled ministry and though there were some
passages that discovered him to be a prelatist,
the main part of the sermon breathes modera" Let those ill-invented terms," says he,
tion.
" whereby we have been distinguished from
each other, be swallowed up in that name which
will lead us hand in hand to heaven, the name
of Christians. If my stomach, or any of yours,
rise against the name of brotherly communion,
which may consist with our several principles
retained, not differing in substantials, God take
down that stomach, and make us see how much
we are concerned to keep the unity of the Spirit
in the bond of peace.
Why should some, in
the height of their zeal for a liturgy, suppose
there can be no service of God but where that
is used 1
Why should others, again, think
their piety concerned and trespassed upon, if I
prefer and think fit to use a set form 1
There
must be abatements and allowances of each
other a coming down from our punctilios, or
we shall never give up a good account to God."t
From this time sermons have been preached
annually, and large contributions made for the
service of this charity.
In the reign of King
Charles II. they became a body corporate and
their present grandeur is sufliciently known to
the whole nation.
On the 21st of March, this year, died the most
reverend and learned Archbishop Usher, born
in Dublin, l.'JSO, and educated in Trinity Col;

;

;

* Mr. Neal's statement of
in behalf of the

but

when

houses

Waldenses

CromweU's
is,

interference

in general, correct

he says " the poor people returned to their

a7id recovered all their ancient rights

Burnet,

vol.

i.,

p. 108,

Edin.

edit.

privi-

If

358-398.— C.
t How rarely are these admirable sentiments to
C.
be heard from the advocates of prelacy

vi., p.

*

and

not borne out by facts.
the reader wishes a more detailed and correct account of this tragical affair, he should consult Jones's
History of the Christian Church, vol. if, c. vi., sect,
leges," his representation is

!
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He proceeded M.A. in the year 1600, complexion sanguine, but his presence always
lege.*
and next year was ordained deacon and priest commanded reverence. The protector lid him
by his uncle, Henry Usher, then Archbisirop of the honour of a public funeral, and buried him
Armagh. In the year 1620 lie was made Bish- at his own expense,* in King Henry VII. 's chapop of Meath, and, four years after, Archbishop el.t
Stephen Marshall, B.D., was horn at Godmanin which station he remained till
of Armagh
the dissolution of the hierarchy during the civil chester in Huntingdonshire, and was educawars. In his younger years he was a Caivin- ted in Cambridge, and afterward beneficed at
Finchingrteld in Essex, where he acquired such
ist, hut m his advanced age he embraced the
middle way between Calvin and Arminius. He reputation by his preaching, that he was often
prelates
of
called
to preach before the Long Parliament,
his
moderate
most
the
of
was one
time, and allowed of the ordinations of foreign who consulted him in all affairs relating to reBishop
ligion.
but
he
and
He was one of the Assembly of Divines,
none
Protestants, which
Davenant, and one or two more among the and employed in most, if not all, the treaties bebishops of those times, would admit.! The tween the king and Parliament Mr. Echard, acarchbishop having lost all his revenues by the cording to his usual candour, calls him " a faIrish rebellion, the king conferred upon him the mous incendiary, and assistant to the ParliaIn 1643 mentarians, their trumpet in their fasts, their
bishopric of Carlisle, iii commendam.
he was nominated one of the Assembly of Di- confessor in their sickness, their counsellor in
;

:

vines at Westminster, but did not appear among
them. As long as the king was at Oxford he
continued with him, but, when the war was
ended, he returned to London and lived privateHe assisted at
ly, without any molestation.
the treaty of the Isle of Wight, but could do no
service, the contending parties being then at too
A little hegreat a distance to be reconciled.
lore the king's death, the archbishop was chosen preacher to the honourable society of Lincoln's Inn, preaching constantly all term-time,
till his eyes failing, he quitted that post, about
a year and a half before his death, and retired
with the Countess of Peterborough to her house
The protector had a high esteem
at Ryegate.
for this excellent prelate, and consulted him
about proper measures for advancing the Prothe allowed
estant interest at home and abroad
liim a pension, and promised him a lease of part
of the lands of his archbishopric in Ireland for
twenty-one years but his death prevented the
accomplishment of his design. About the middle of February the archbishop went down to
Ryegate, and on the 20tli of March was seized
with a pleurisy, of which he died the next day,
in the seventy-sixth year of his age, having been
fifty-five years a preacher, four years Bishop of
Meath, and thirty-one years Archbishop of Armagh. The archbishop was one of the most
learned men of his age he had a penetrating
judgment, a tenacious memory above all, he
was a most pious, humble, exemplary ChrisHis body was of the smaller size, his
tian.!
;

;

;

;

+ It is a curious and singular circumstance, that
Archbishop Usher received hisfirst elements of learning from two aunts, who were both born blind, yet
found out a method of teaching him to read English.
These ladies had vast memories, and could repeat
most part of the Scriptures by heart distinctly and
When it was debated whether
without mistake.
Dr. Usher should be nominated one of the assembly
at Westminster, Mr. Selden is reported to have said,
"that they had as good inquire whether they had
best admit Inigo Jones, the king's architect, to the
company of mousetrap-makers." Britisli Biography,

their assemblies, their chaplain in their treaties,
in their disputations ;"! and

and their champion

Passion, pride, self-will, or the love of the world,
to be so much as in his nature.
He had
the innocence of the dove in him.
But no man
is entirely perfect.
He was not made for the governing part of his function.
His soul was too gentle to
manage the rough work of reforming abuses; therefore, he leit things as he found thein.
He saw the
necessity of cutting olT many abuses, and hoped for
a time of reformation, yet he did not exert himself
to correct or remove those corruptions v.-hich he apprehended would bring a curse and rum upon the

seemed not
all

Church.

heavy upon his mind
and with great
forgive his sins of omishis failings in his duty."
Life of Bishop BeIt

seems that

in his last illness

humility, that
sion,

and

del, p. 86,

;

this sat

for he prayed often,

God would

87.— Ed.

* Here Mr. Neal was, it seems, in a mistake. The
protector, though he directed that this prelate should
he buried with great pomp at Westminster Abbey,
bore but half the expense of the funeral the other
half fell very heavily upon his relations. His .'Annals
of the Old and i\ew Testament is esteemed the most
valuable of his numerous works and the first draught
of this work was drawn up by him when he was only fifteen years of age.
The Western world owes its
first acquaintance with the Samaritan Bible to this
prelate.
Four copies were procured for him by a
;

;

and sent to him from Syria, in 1625. He gave
one copy to the library at Oxford a second he lodged in Sir Robert Cotton's library he sent a third to
Leyden, and reserved the fourth to himself The
Old Testament in Syriac was obtained for him not
long after.
Clarke's Martyrology, in the Lines, p. 280
and 292. Granger's Hist. ofEng., vol. iii., p. 27, 8vo.
Crornwell prevented the sale of Archbishop Usher's
valuable library of prints and manuscripts to foreigners; and caused it to be purchased and sent over to
Dublin, witli an intention to bestow it on a new college, or hall, which he proposed to build and endow
there.
The lease, which, as Mr. Neal says, Cromwell promised to the archbishop, was never executed
and it admits a doubt whether the pension was
ever enjoyed.— Dr. Grey, on the authority of Dr.
Parr, the primate's biographer.
Ed.
t Clarke's General Martyrology, p. 277, &c., of the
factor,

;

;

;

Lives.

X The words of Mr. Echard are almost verbatim
borrowed from Fuller.
Dr. Grey, to confute the
character given of Mr. Marshall as an admired
t He was not so severe in his judgment about
Episcopacy as to disown other Reformed churches, preacher, quotes some passages from his sermons,
but declared that he loved and honoured them as which certainly are not in the taste of modern elotrue members of the Church universal, and was ready quence; but they had a point in them, and abounded
for the ministers of Holland, France, &c., to testify in antitheses and comparisons, which, it is easy to
Clarke's Life of Usher, conceive, might gain admiration.
Besides, composihis communion with them.
tions should be, in part at least, judged of by the
edition 1602, p. 239.— C.
X " With his great and vast learning (it is said), no spirit and taste of the age to which they were adaptman had a better soul, and a more apostolical mind. ed.— Ed.
Vol. II.—

vol. IV., p. 330,

350.— Ed.

:
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then adds, " This great Shimei, being taken with
a desperate sickness, departed the world mad
and raving." An unjust aspersion for he was
a person of sober and moderate principles, inasmuch that Mr. Baxter used to say, that if all
the bisliops had been of the spirit and temper
of Archbishop Usher, the Presbyterians of the
temper of Mr. Marshall, and the Independents
like Mr. Jer. Burroughs, the divisions of the
!

Church would have been easily compromised.
When he was taken ill, and obliged to retire
into the country for the air, the Oxford Mercury
said he was distracted, and in his rage constantly cried out, that he was damned for adhering
to the Parliament in their war against their king.

But he lived to confute the calumny, and published a treatise to prove the lawfulness of defensive arms in cases of necessity. He was an
admired preacher, and far from running into the
extremes of the times. In the decline of his
he retired from the city, and spent the last
The Reverhis life in Ipswich.
end Mr. G. Firmin, in a preface to one of Mr.
Marshall's posthumous sermons, writes, that he
had left few labourers like himself behind him
that he was a Christian by practice as well as
profession
that he lived by faith, and died by
I'aith, and was an example to the believers in
word, in conversation, in charity, in faith, and
purity.
That when he and others were talking
with Mr. Marshall about his death, he replied,
" I cannot say, as he, I have not so lived that I
should now be afraid to die but this I can say,
I have so learned Christ, that I am rtot afraid to
die."
He enjoyed the full use of his underbut lost the use of his
standing to the last
hands and appetite, insomuch that he could eat
nothing for some months before he died. Mr.
Fuller says that he performed his exercise for
that
bachelor of divinity with general applause
he was a good preacher, but so supple, that he
brake not a joint in all the alteration of the
tmies
and although some suspected him of
deserting his Presbyterian principles, yet upon
his deathbed he gave them full satisfaction that
he had not.* His remains were solemnly interred in Westminster Abbey, but were dug up
again at the Restoration.!
The protector having as yet no better than a
military title to his high dignity, resolved to obtain a more legal one as soon as the times would
admit. He had now cut his way through a great
many difficulties, and the success of his arms
this summer having raised his reputation to an
life

two years of

;

;

:

;

;

;

imcommon pitch of greatness, he resolved to
summon a new Parliament, to meet at Westminster, September 17, 1656, to confirm his tiand the Republicans
tle to the protectorship
being his most dangerous enemies, the protector
Ludlow,
Major-general
and
sent for Sir H. Vane
to give security not to act against the present
government.^:
He asked Ludlow what made
;

what he would have1 Ludlow
answered. He would have the nation governed
by its own consent. I am, said the protector,
as much for a government by consent as any
man but where shall we find that consent
liim uneasy, or

;

* Fuller's
t

Worthies, book ii., p. 53.
Mr. Marshall was one of the authors of the work
by Smectymnuus, 1641, in reply to Bishop
Humble Remonstrance to Parliament." C.
Life of Cromwell, p. 340.

written
Hall's "
t

—

among

the Prelatical, Presbyterian, IndependAnabaptist, or Levelling parties 1
The
other replied, Among those of all sorts who
have acted with fidelity and afl^ection to the
public.
The protector, apprehending that he
was for throwing all things back into confusion,
told him that all men now enjoyed as much,
liberty and protection as they could desire, and
that he was resolved to keep the nation from
" I desire not,"
being imbrued again in blood.
says he, " to put any more hardships upon you
than upon myself; nor do I aiin at anything by
this proceeding but the public quiet and security.
As to my own circumstances in the world,
I have not much improved them, as these gentlemen (pointing to his council) well know."
But Ludlow, Sir Henry Vane, and Colonel Rich
persisting in 'their refusal to give security, were
taken into custody. Bishop Burnet says that
others solicited him to restore the young king,
and that the Earl of Orrery told him he might
make his own terms but that Cromwell replied,
" that the son could never forgive his father's
blood
and that he was so debauched he would
undo everything."
It was therefore resolved
to set him aside, and proceed upon the present
ent,

;

;

plan.

When the Parliament met according to appointment, the Reverend Dr. Owen preached be" What
fore them
his text was Isa., xiv., 32
:

;

one then answer the messengers of the
nation 1 That the Lord hath founded Zion, and
the poor of his people shall trust in it."
From
the Abbey, the protector went with the members to the Painted Chamber, where he made a
speech, and then dismissed them to their house ;
but to prevent their entering into debates about
his title, a guard was placed at the door, with a
paper of recognition for each member to subscribe, wherein they promised not to act anything prejudicial to the government as it wa&
established under a protector.
Upon their subscribing this, if they were under no disqualification, they had a certificate of their return,
and of their being approved by his highness and
council.*
This measure was certainly inconfor if
sistent with the freedom of Parliaments
the crown has a negative upon the return of the
members, they are tools of the crown, and not
because, though
representatives of the people
they are legally chosen and returned by the proper officer, a superior tribunal may set them aside.
Besides, if the Parliament was to give a sanction to the new government, the recognition was
absurd, because it obliged them to consent to
It
that which they had no liberty to debate.
must therefore be allowed, that Cromwell's protectorship was built solely upon the authority
of the council of officers, this being one of
those fundamentals which his highness would
not suffer any of his Parliaments to debate.
But it is highly probable that these stretches of
power might be absolutely unavoidable, at this,
shall

:

;

time, to maintain government under any form
and that without them the several parties would
have fallen to pieces, and involved the nation
The Parliament,
in confusion and a new war.
in their humble petition and advice, guarded
against the exclusion of their members for the
future, except by a vote of the House, which the
so that this was
protector freely consented to
;.

;

~

*

Whitelocke,

p. 639.

—

;

;
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only a temporary expedient, and not to be made
a precedent of: but at present almost one hundred members refused to subscribe, and were
therefore excluded.
These presented a petition

:i63

the admirals were gone to Portugal for fre.sh
water, discovered, consisting of eight men-of-

war, making directly for Cadiz
Stayner bore
up to them with all the sail he could make, and
and were engaged them within four leagues of their port
answered, that the protector had promised to the Spanish admiral ran his ship ashore with
but the
relieve them if they could show cause of com- six hundred thousand pieces of eight
plaint.
But inst£?ad of this, they appealed to vice-admiral, with twelve hundred thousand pieces
eight,
and
another
remonstrance,
charging
of
galleon,
were fired and.
the people in a severe
the rear-admiral, with two millions of
his highness with invading their fundamental sunk
and, upon the whole,
Tights and liberties, and preventing the free plate in her, was taken
meeting of the representatives of the people in six of the eight ships were destroyed the plate,
To which it was replied, that if to the value of two millions, was brought to
Parliament.
they would not so much as own the protector, Portsmouth, and conveyed in carts to London,
they had no colour or pretence to call themselves and carried through the city to the Tower to be
members of Parliament.
coined.
Admiral Blake, with the rest of the
The sitting members having chosen Sir Thom- fleet, wintered upon the coast of Spain, and dean Widdrington their speaker, approved of the stroyed another fleet of much greater value the
war with Spain, and voted supplies to support next summer.
They reAfter the discovery of Syndercomb's plot, the
his highness in the prosecution of it.
nounced and disannulled the title of Charles Prelatists, Presbyterians, and Levellers, w-ere
Stuart
and passed an act, making it high trea- pretty quiet, but the Quakers began to be very
son to compass or imagine the death of the lord- troublesome. The reader has been informed,
protector.
They reviewed the orders and ordi- under the year 1650, that George Fox travelled
nances of the protector and his council in the the countries, declaiming in the market-places,
intervals of Parliament, and confirmed most of and in churches, against all ordained ministers,
them. They abrogated the authority and pow- and placing the whole of religion in an iner of the major-generals, conceiving it incon- ward light, and an extraordinary impulse of the
sistent with the laws of England and liberties Holy Spirit.
In the year 1652, the Quakers set
of the people. These, and some other acts here- up separate assemblies in Lancashire and the
after mentioned, were presented to his highness, adjacent parts.
In 1654, they opened the first
November 27, for confirmation and as he was separate meeting of the people called Quakers
pleased to confirm them all, he told them, that in the house of Robert Bring, in Watling-street,
These unwary people, by interruptas it had been the custom of the chief govern- London.
ors to acknowledge the care and kindness of the ing public worship, and refusing to pay any reCommons upon such occasions, so he did very spect to the magistrate, frequently exposed themheartily and thankfully acknowledge their kind- selves to sufferings.
One of them, in a letter
ness therein.
But the Parliament continued to the protector, says, " that though there are
sitting till next year, when we shall meet with no penal laws in force obliging men to comply
more important transactions.
with the established religion, yet the Quakers
The act for security of the protector's person are exposed upon other accounts they are fined
was no sooner passed than a plot was discover- and imprisoned for refusing to take an oath for
ed against his life. Miles Syndercomb, a Level- not paying their tithes for disturbing the publer, a bold, resolute man, having been disbanded
lic assemblies, and meeting in the streets, and
in Scotland, combined with one Cecil, and an- places of public resort
some of them have been
other of the protector's lifeguards, to assassi- whipped for vagabonds, and for their plain
nate him as he was going to Hampton Court
speeches to the magistrates." But the Quakers
but being disappointed once and again by some were so far from being discouraged, that they
unexpected accidents, the other conspirators betrayed the design.
Syndercomb put himself on
* Gough says, " that mostly (though not always)
his trial, and was condemned on the statute 25th they waited till the worship was ended."
The
of Edward III., the Chief-justice Glynne decla- Quakers, he observes, were not singular concerning
ring that, by the word king in the statute, any Gospel-liberty of prophesying. The Baptists and Inchief magistrate was understood.
But Synder- dependents adopted the opinion that ordained minishad not, either from the appointment of Christ,
comb prevented the execution for the very ters
or the practice of the primitive Christians, an exclumorning he was to suffer, he was found dead in sive right of speaking in the Church but that all
his bed
whereupon his body was tied to a properly gifted might speak one by one. During the
horse's tail, and dragged naked to the scaffold civil wars it had been usual for laymen, soldiers, and
on Tower Hill, and then buried with a stake driv- others, with the connivance, if not with the approbaen through it. However, a day of public thanks- tion of the ruling powers, to speak or preach in the
giving was appointed for the protector's deliver- public places of worship, or elsewhere. Oliver Cromwell, in his correspondence with the ministers of
ance, February 20, when his highness gave the
Scotland, in 1050, had vindicated the practice. The
speaker and members of Parliament a splendid members of this infant society, who thought
it their
entertainment at the Banqueting House.
duty to declare the burden of the Word on their minds,
The war with Spain this summer was attend- were sanctioned by the opinions and maimers of the
ed with vast success, for no sooner had the King age. They were reprehensible only when the impetof Spain seized the effects of the English mer- uosity of their zeal interrupted the service as it was
chants in his country, than the protector order- proceeding. And then the irregularity and rudeness
of this conduct did not justify the violence and outed his admirals, Blake and Montague, to block
rage with which they were often treated, as contrary
up the harbour of Cadiz, and look out for the to humanity and civilization
as to the professed prinPlate fleet, which Captain Stayner, who was left ciples of religious hherty.— Gough'
s History of the
with seven men-of-war upon the coast, while Qv^kers, vol. i.. p. 87. Ed.
to the sitting

members

;

for redress,

;

;

;

;

;

;

''^

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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opened a

public meeting under favour of the toleration, at the BiilI-and-Mouth Inn, in Aklersgate-street, where women as well as men spake

and when none were moas they were nioveJ
ved, there was no speaking at all.*
The novelty
of this assembly drew great numbers of people
thilher out of curiosity; nor did any give them
disturbance, as long as they continued quiet within themselves
but in several places where they
had nohusiness, the extravagance of their speak;

;

ers was insufferable
one of them interrupted
the minfstcr in Whitechapel Church, and disturbed tlie whole assembly.
A female came
into Whitehall Chapel stark naked, in the midst
of public worship,! the lord-protector himself being present. Another came into the Parliament
House with a trenchard in her hand, which she
broke in pieces, saying. " Thus shall ye be broke
in pieces."
Thomas Aldam, liaving complained
to the protector of the imprisonment of some
friends in the country, and not finding redress,
took off his cap and tore it in pieces, saying, " So
shall thy government be torn from thee and thy
house." Several pretend mg an extraordinary
message from Heaven, went about the streets
of London denouncing the judgments of God
against the protector and his council. One came
to the door of the Parliament House with a
drawn sword, and wounded several who were
present, saying "he was inspired by the Holy
Spirit to kill every man that sat in the House."}
Others, in their prophetic raptures, denounced
iudgments on tlie whole nation, and frequently
disturbed the public assemblies where the chief
;

magistrate himself was present. Many opened
their ahops on the Lord's Day, in defiance of
the laws, and were so very obstinate and intractable, tliat it Was impossible to keep the
peace without some marks of severity.
But the most extravagant Quaker that appeared at tliis ititne was James Naylor,i^ formerly an
vofficer da Major-general Lambert's troops in
* Sewel's History, p. 84.
+ It does not appear on what authority Mr. Neal
brings forward this story. It is not to be met with in
Sewel, who does relate the two following facts, p.
144.
If it were a well-authenticated fact, and if this
female were a Quaker, the impropriety and indecency of her conduct ought not to be imputed to the society, unless it directly arose from their avowed principles, and had been sanctioned by their approbation.
Mr. Neal, farther on, speaks of " other extravagances of this people, recorded by our historians about
The matter of inquiry will be vvhether
itiat time."
those historians wrote on good evidence, and were
candid and fair in their representations. He says
that .the protector was continually teased witli their
viTiportunities :" others may applaud the firmness and
perseverence with which their remonstrances, on the
persecutions they suffered, here called teasing nn" Fox and others." he
portunities, were renewed.
adds, "wrote letters to hmi, filled with denunciaIf we nwy judge by
judgments."
Divine
the
tions of
the specimens of these letters which Sewel and
Gongh have given us. the candid reader will find reason rather to applaud the honest simphcity and undisguised plaindealing in them, than contempt of au'

.thority, or bitter

X VVhitelocke,

invectives.— El).
p.

503.

There is so much of painful interest connected
()
with the delusion and suft'erings of this man, and
nearly all his history being unknown to the largest
part of this cOrnrnnnity, that I shall give his history
and tortures at length in the Appendix, copied from
a rare work. C.

—

Scotland, a man of good natural parts, and an
admired speaker among these people some of
whom had such a veneration for him, that they
styled him, in blasphemous language, the " ever;

Sun of righteousness the Prince of
the only-begotten Son of God
the fairten thousand."
Some of the friends
kissed his feet in the prison af Exeter, and after
his release went before him into the city of Bristol, after the manner of our Saviour's entrance
lasting

peace

est

;

;

;

among

into

Jerusalem

other of the

;

one walked bareheaded

women

led his

horse

;

anothers spread
;

and handkerchiefs before him in the
way, crying continually as they went on, " Holy,
holy, holy is the Lord God of hosts
Hosanna
in the highest
holy, holy is the Lord God of
their scarfs

:

;

Upon this the magistrates of Bristol
caused him to be apprehended, and sent up to the
Israel."*

Parliament, who appointed a committee to examine the witnesses against him, upon a charge
of blasphemy; (1.) For admitting religious worship to he paid to him
and, (2.) For assuming
the names and incommunicable titles and attri;

butes of our blessed Saviour, as the name Jesus,
the fairest among ten thousand, the only-begotten Son of God, the Prophet of the Most High,
the King of Israel, the everlasting Sun of righteousness, the Prince of peace." All which he
confessed,! but alleged in his own defence that
these honours were not paid to him, but to
Christ who dwelt in him.
* The story of James Naylor was too remarkable,
both on account of the extravagant delusions which
misled him and his admirers, and the severe and illegal sentence under which he suffered, not to be recorded.
But to give it as a picture of Quakerism is
not fair or candid; for not only Sewel himself condemns the behaviour of Naylor and his followers,
and resolves it into his being slupitied
his understanding, and beguiled by the wiles of Satan, but mforms us that the Quakers in general spoke against

m

him and his doings. They disowned him and his adGougli, therefore, not without reason, comherents.
plains that this has been passed over unnoticed, while
the enormities of this man, instead of being overlookThe reflection he
ed, have been rather exaggerated.
makes on this is just, and deserves serious attention.
" There seems to be a pride and malignity in human
nature, while unreformed by religion, diametrically
opposite to Christian charity, which, unconscious of
siihlime virtue in itself, and aiming to depress the rest
of mankind below its own level, delights to dwell on
the dark side of characters, to magnify the failings
of men, and draw a suspicious shade over their virtues, or the mitigating circumstances of their defects ;
and this malevolent disposition receives nevv force
from the spirit of party, which peculiarly characterized this age, and raged with unabated violence
against the Quakers." It may be added, though it
should be with deep concern, that even good and liberal minds do not always rise wholly superior to the
Govgh's Hisiory, vol.
influence of these dispositions.
SeweCs HiMory, p. 143, ) 50.— Ed.
i., p. 217. 24S, 251.
reference to the Appendix will show that this is dis-

—

A

and though it is no disgrace to Quakerism
;
now, that Naylor was one, I am well satisfied that
Ne^l did him nor the body any injustice in calling

puted

He was hardly inferior in celebrity to Fox
one.
himself, and both before and offer his mania he was
idcntilied with them.— C.
When the speaker, Widt This is not accurate.
drington, was going to pronounce the sentence, J.
To
Naylor said "he did not know his offence."
which the speaker replied, " he should know his offence by his punishment." The trial was published,
but the' extravagance of the sentence countenances
the suspicion that the account was partially taken

him

—

t

——

— —

;;;
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December 18, James Naylor stood in the pilThe committee asked him why he came in
To lory in the Palace-yard, Westminster, and was
so extraordinary a manner into Bristol.
which he replied, that he might not refuse any whipped to the Old Exchange the remainder
honours whicli others who were moved hy the of the sentence being respited for a week, in
Lord gave him. Being farther asi<ed whether which time the Reverend Mr. Caryl, Manton,
he had reproved the persons who gave him those Nye, Griffith, and Reynolds went to him, in or" If they had der to bring him to some acknowledgment of his
titles and attributes, he answered,
crime ;* but not being able to reclaim him, the
it from the Lord, what had I to do to reprove
to give remainder of his sentence was executed Dethem
moved
has
If the Father
them
cember 27, when some of his followers licked
these honours to Christ, I may not deny them
and paid him other honours, both
if they have given them to any other but to his wounds,
He concluded his de- ridiculous and superstitious. He was afterward
Christ, I disown them."
Bristol,
and whipped from the middle of
"
sent
to
I do abhor that any honours due
fence thus
Thomas-street, over the bridge, to the middle of
to God should be given to me, as I am a creature
From Bristol he was brought
but it pleased the Lord to set me up as a sign Broad-street.
of the coming of the righteous one, and what back to Bridewell, London, where he remained
has been done to me passing through the town, sullen for three days, and would not work, hut
then begged for victuals, and was content lo laI was commanded by the power of the Lord to
bour.
suffer to be done to the outward man, as a sign
At length, after two years' imprisonment, he
creature."
a
but I abhor any honour as
From the committee, he was brought to the recanted his errors so far as to acknowledge
bar of the House, where the report being read, that the honours he received at his entrance
he confessed it upon which the House voted into Bristol were wrong " and all those ranting,
him guilty of blasphemy, and ordered him to wild spirits which gathered about me," says he,
be set in the pillory two hours at Westminster, " at that time of darkness, \vith all their wild
that acts and wicked works, against the honour of
and two hours at the Old Exchange
he should be whipped through the streets from God and his pure Spirit and people, I renounce.
Westminster to the Old Exchange that his And whereas I gave advantage, through want
tongue should be bored through with a hot iron, of judgment, to That evil spirit, I take shame to
myself"
After the protector's death, James
and his forehead stigmatized with the letter B
he was afterward to be sent to Bristol, and to Naylor was released out of prison, and wrote
;

!

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

ride through the city with his face to the horse's
tail, and to be whipped the next market day afLast of all, he was to be
ter he came thither.
committed to Bridewell, in London, to be reand to be put to hard
from
company,
strained

labour till he should be released by Parliament
during which time he was to be debarred from
pen, ink, and paper, and to have no sustenance*
but what he got by his hard labour. A sentence
much too severe for such a wrong-headed, obstinate creature.

and published to justify the cruelty of it. Some of
Ins answers were innocent enough some not clear,
and some wrested and aggravated by his adversaries
they reported the worst, and more than was true
adding and diminishing, it is said, as they were minded, and leaving out much of what was spoken to the
committee. His words were perverted, and ensnar;

:

— Seicct's

ing questions proposed to him.
or Gougk,
139, note, and p. liO
note.

— Ed.

;

vol.

i.,

History, p.
237, 23S,

p.

* It ought to be mentioned, to the honour of humanity, and as a proof that some persons of equity
and moderation existed in those times, that several
persons of ditTerent persuasions had ottered petitions
to Parliament on his behalf, but it was resolved not

them till sentence had been passed when,
by the execution of the first part of it, he was reduced to a state of extreme weakness, many again into read

:

terposed in his favour by a petition, which was presented to the House by more than a hundred on behalf of the subscribers, while the execution of the
remaining part was respited for a week, pleading that
this respite had refreshed the hearts of many thousands altogether unconcerned in his practice, and
praying that it might be wholly remitted. But intolerance and vindictiveness resisted these solicitations.
The protector was then addressed, on which he wrote
a letter to the House but this, though it occasioned
some debate, obtained no resolution in favour of the
On this the petitioners presented a second
prisoner.
address to the protector; but it is said the public
preachers, by their influence, prevented its effect.
;

and Gough, vol. i., p. 240, 241.— Ed.
;
t Mr. Neal's censure of this sentence is too gentle.

Sewel, p. 141

several things in defence of the Quakers, who
owned him as a friend, notwithstanding his extravagant behaviour ;t but he did not long sur-

was repugnant to humanity, equity, and wisdom ;
though the religious extravagances of Naylor
might reasonably shock pious and sober minds, his
criminality ought to have been estimated, not by the
sound of the titles and claims he assumed or which
were given to him, but by the delusion and phrensy
which had seized his brain and on this ground he
was an object of pity, not of indignation and he
should have been assigned over to a physician for a
cure of his madness, and not to the executioner of
public justice to be punished.
His features, we are
told, bore a near resemblance to the common pictures
of Christ; whichiscandidly mentioned by Mr. Granger to account for his imagining that he was transformed into Christ and which circumstance ought
Htstori/
to have had its influence with his judges.
En.
of Engtand, vol. iii., p. 149, 8vo.
It

for

;

;

;

—

* These g:entlemeu, in many respects excellent
characters, did not manage this interview in a manner worthy of themselves, or honourable to their
memory for they would admit no friend of his, nor
any other person, into the room, although requested.
When Naylor insisted that what had passed should
be put in writing, and a copy left with him or the jailer, they consented ; but on his remarking afterward,
in the course of the conversation, on perceiving they
meant to wrest his words, " how soon they forgot the
work of the bishops who were now treading the same
steps, seeking to ensnare the innocent," they rose up
Scwel,
in a rage, and burned what they had written.
Gough, vol. i., p. 242. Ed.
p. 142.
t The reflections insinuated here against the Quaand it would
kers might have been well spared
;

;

have been more handsome

in

our author to have

sta-

ted the matter as Sewel has " James Naylor," sayshe, " came to very great sorrow and deep humiliation
:

of mind ; and therefore, because God forgives the
transgressions of the penitent, and blottelh them out,
and remembereth them no more, so could James Naylor's friends do no otlier than forgive his crime, and
thus take back the lost sheep into their society."'
Jewel's History, p. 153.
Ed.

—

^

— —

—

;

;

:
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It is farther enacted. That all persons not having a reasonable excuse, to be allowed by a justice ofpeace, shall resort to some churchorchapel, where the true worship of God is performed, or to some meeting-place of Christians not
differing in matters of faith from the public profession of the nation, on a penalty of two shillings andsixpence for every offence. It is farther
ordered, that no minister shall be molested or
disturbed in the discharge of his office on the
Lord's Day, or any other day when he is performing his duty, or in going and coming from
the place of public worship.
Nor shall any wilful disturbance be given to the congregation, on
penalty of five pounds, or being sent to the
workhouse for six months, provided the information be within one month after the offence is

vive his enlargement, for, retiring into Huntingdonshire, he died there towards the latter end
of the year 1660, about the forty-fourth year of
Mr. Whitelocke observes, very justhis age.*
ly, that many thought he was too furiously prosecuted by some rigid men.f
Other extravagances of this people about this
time are recorded by our historians. The protector was continually teased with their importunities
they waited for him on the road, and
watched about his palace, till they got an opportunity to speak to him.
George Fox and
others wrote letters filled with denunciations
of Divine judgments, unless he would pull down
the remains of antichrist, by which they understood church ministers and church maintenance to which the protector paid no regard.
As new inroads were made upon the ordinances for observation of the Sabbath, the Parliament took care to amend them. This year they
ordained, that " the Sabbath should be deemed
to extend from twelve of the clock on Saturday
night, to twelve of the clock on the Lord's Day
night
and within that compass of time they
prohibited all kinds of business and diversions,
except works of necessity and mercy. No election of magistrates is to be on the Lord's Day
no holding of courts or return of writs, but if,
according to their charters, they fall upon tlie
Lord's Day, they are to be deferred to Monday.
;

:

committed."*
This ordinance to be read in
every church or chapel of this nation annually,
the first Lord's Day in every March.

The oath of abjuration, for discovering popish
recusants, not being effectual, it was now farther
ordained, '-that all justices of peace, at the
quarter-sessions, should charge the grand juries
to present all persons whom they suspected to
be popishly affected and that every such person should appear at the next quarter-sessions,
and take and subscribe the following oath of abjuration, on penalty of being adjudged popish
recusants convict, to all intents and purposes

;

;

;

whatsoever
* The expressions uttered by James Naylor, about
" I, A. B., do abjure and renounce the pope's sutwo hours before his death, both in justice to his premacy and authority
over the Catholic Church
name, and on account of their own excellence, dein general, and over myself in particular.
And I
"
serve to be preserved here.
There is a spirit which
do believe the Church of Rome is not the true
I feel," he said, " that delights to do no evil, nor to
and that there is not any transubstanrevenge any wrong, but delights to endure all things, Church
in hopes to enjoy its own to the end its hope is to out- tiation in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, or
live all wrath and contention, and to weary out all
in the elements of bread and wine after conseexaltation and cruelty, or whatever is of a nature cration thereol', by any person whatsoever. And
contrary to itself It sees to the end of all tempta- I do also believe that there is not any purgatory
tion
as it bears no evil in itself, so it conceives none
and that consecrated hosts, crucifixes, or images,
in thought to any other if it be betrayed, it bears it
ought not to be worshipped neither that any
for its ground and spring are the mercies and forgiveAnd I also believe
ness of God its crown is meekness, its life is ever- worship is due unto them.
lasting love unfeigned, and takes its kingdom with that salvation cannot be merited by works. And
entreaty, and not with contention, and keeps it by I do sincerely testify and declare, that the pope,
lowliness of mind.
In God alone it can rejoice, neither of himself, nor by any authority of the
though none else can regard it, or can own its life
Church or See of Rome, or by any other means,
it is conceived in sorrow, and brought forth without
with any other, hath any power or authority to
any pity to it nor doth it murmur at grief and opdepose the chief magistrate of these nations, or
pression.
It never rejoiceth but through sufferings,
to dispose of any of the countries or territories
I found it
for with the world's joy it is murdered
alone, being forsaken I have fellowship therein with thereunto belonging or to authorize any foreign
them who lived in dens and desolate places in the prince or state to invade or annoy him or them
earth, who through death obtained this resurrection or to discharge any of the people of these naand eternal life." After his fall James Naylor was a tions from their obedience to the chief magisman of great self-denial, and very diffident and jeal- trate or to give license or leave to any of the
I

I

1

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

ous of himself Sewel, p. 159. Gough's History, vol.
p. 246.— Ed.
t Whitelocke's observation on Naylor's sentence,

i.,

just as it is, is not sufficiently strong and poignant.
In its cruelty, this sentence bore a great resemblance
to that passed on Dr. Leightonby the infamous court

of Star Chamber; and it vied with it in illegality,
for the House of Commons, as Gough remarks, is no
court of judicature, nor hath any power to inflict a
punishment beyond imprisonment during its session.
Hist, of the Quakers, vol. i., p. 239.
It ought not to
be omitted, that many of the members were very
averse to the severity of the measures taken against
this persecuted man, whom a temporary phrensy misThough it may be added here, the recantation
led.
of this bewildered victim was not published till after
his release, yet that and other pieces were written
by him while he was in prison ; during which period
he recovered a sound state of mind, and repented of

—

his errors.

iiewel, p. 144.

Ed.

said people to bear arms, raise tumults, or to
offer any violence or hurt to the person of the
said chief magistrate, or to the state or govern-

ment

of these nations, or to any of the people
And I do farther swear, that I do from
heart abhor, detest, and abjure this damnable doctrine and position, that princes, rulers, or
governors, w'hich be excommunicated or deprived by the pope, may, by virtue of such excommunication or deprivation, be killed, murdered, or deposed from their rule or government or any outrage or violence done to them
by the people that are under them or by any
other whatsoever upon such pretence.
And I
do farther swear, that I do believe that the pope,
or Bishop of Rome, hath no authority, power,
thereof.

my

;

;

Scobel,

p. 438.

—

;

'
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or jurisdiction whatsoever within England, Scotland, and Ireland, or any or either of them, or
the dominions or territories thereunto belonging, or any or either of them. And all doctrines
in affirmation of the same points I do abjure and
renounce, without any equivocation, mental reservation, or secret evasion whatsoever, taking
the words by me spoken according to the common and usual meaning of them. And I do believe no power derived from the pope or Church
of Rome, or any other person, can absolve me

from this mine oath. And I do renounce all
pardons and dispensations 'to the contrary. So
help me God."*
Upon refusal of this oath, the protector and
his successors might, by process in the exchequer, seize upon two thirds of their estates, both
real and personal, for the use of the public, during the time of their recusancy but after their
decease, the same were to return to the right
heir, provided they took the above-mentioned
oath.
It was farther ordained, " that no subject
of this commonwealth shall at any time be present at mass, in the house of any foreign ambassador or agent, or at any other place, on penalty of £100 and imprisonment for six months,
half to the protector, and half to the informer."
How far these severities were needful or justifiable I leave with the judgment of the reader.
The protector had an opportunity this year
;

of appearing for the Protestants of France,t as
he had done last year for those of the Valleys
there happened a quarrel between the burghers
of Nismes, who were mostly Huguenots, and the
magistrates and bishop of the city
the intendant of the province being informed of it, repaired thither to prevent an insurrection but the
burghers, standing in their own defence, raised a
tumult, of which the intendant sent an account
to court.
The burghers, being soon sensible
of their folly, submitted, and begged pardon
but the court, laying hold of the opportunity,
resolved to ruin them. Upon which, they de-

1G7

give credit to what he shall say, having an entire confidence in him.
" Your eminence's most affectionate,
" 0. Cromwell, protector of the
" Commonwealth of England, &c.
" WhitehaU, December 23th, 1656."

The protector added the following postscript
with his own hand " I have been informed of
the tumult at Nismes
I recommend to your
highness the interest of the reformed." And
in his instructions to his ambassador Lockhart,
he commanded him to insist peremptorily that
the tumult of Nismes be forgiven, or else to
leave the court immediately.
Mazarine complained of this usage as too high and imperious but his eminence stood in too much awe
of the protector to quarrel with him, and therefore sent orders to the intendant to make up
the matter as well as he could.
Mr. V/elwood
says, the cardinal would change countenance
whenever he heard the name of the protector,
insomuch that it became a proverb in France,
that Mazarine was not so much afraid of the
devil as of Oliver Cromwell.
Such was the
:

:

;

man's name in the principal
courts of Europe
This year* died the right reverend and pious Dr. Joseph Hall, bishop of Norwich, whose
practical works have been in great esteem
among the Dissenters. He was born at Ashbyde-la-Zouch in Leicestershire, and educated
terror of this great
!

m

;

;

;

spatched a messenger privately to Cromwell, and
begged his interposition. The protector, having
heard the whole account, bid the messenger
stay and refresh himself, and before he could
return to Paris, his business should be done.
Accordingly, an express was immediately despatched with a letter to the King of France,
under cover of the following to Cardinal Mazarine
:

" To his Eminence

the

Lord Cardinal Mazarine.

•'Having thought necessary to despatch this
gentleman to the king with the enclosed letter,
I commanded him to salute your eminence on
my part and having charged him to communicate to you certain affairs which I have intrusted him with, I therefore pray your highness to
;

* Scobel,

p. 444.

The conduct

of Cromwell in this instance does
the more honour, as, unhappily for the sufl'ering
Protestants of France, it is unparalleled. It was not
formed on any precedent nor has his generous example been followed. " When an opportunity," observes an ingenious writer, " offered for doing something for them at the peace of Ryswick, in 1C97;
and again of Utrecht, 1713, at which time four hundred were still groaning on board the galleys, or perishing in dungeons, there was not one stipulation in
their favour."
Bicheno's Signs of the Times, part i.,
+

him

;

p. 40,

note.—Ed.

* In September, this year [1656], there happened
at Abingdon, in Berkshire, a tumult, which was attended with singular circumstances, expressive of the
political as well as religious phrensy of the times.
It
was occasioned by the burial of Mr. Pendarvis, the
pastor of the Baptist church in that town, who died
in London, and was brought down to Abingdon by
water, in a sugar-cask filled up with sand, to be interred.
As he was one of the fifth-monarchy men,
and the people to whom he ministered were of that
stamp, and famous among the party in general, his
interment drew together so vast a concourse of people, even from the remotest parts of the kingdom,
that the governing powers took notice of it, and sent
Major-general Bridges with a party of soldiers to attend on the occasion. Several days were spent by
the people in religious exercises, in which were
thrown out many railing accusations against the existing government, and exhortations to "arise and
At last the major-genfight the Lord's battles," &c.
eral sent an order to dissolve the meeting in these
words " It is the order of the state that you depart
They refused to obey this orto your habitations."
guard was
der, and persisted in their exercises.
then set upon the house where they were assembled.
On this, they repaired to the market-place, and continued in the most insolent manner to rail at the protector and abuse the soldiers, crying out, "Now,
Lord, appear down with the priests," &c., the very
women exciting the men to violence. The soldiers
A
at last pulled down the men from their stools.
fray ensued, and swords and canes were brandished
together in the greatest confusion, and some few
slightly hurt.
The major-general then entered the
town with his whole brigade of horse. The ringleaders were apprehended and brought before him,
:

A

;

whom

he reasoned and expostulated in the most
manner, but without success, for none of
their fault, or acknowledge the existing government, nor even promise to behave peaceably, saying, " they knew not how soon they might
be called forth to do the Lord's work." However,
five only were committed to prison, and they were
Thompsons Collections,
soon afterward released.
under ivord Abingdon MSS.—Ed.
with

friendly

them would own

—

—

—

;
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Emanuel College, Gamliriilge. When he left
the university, he travelled with Sir Edmund
Bacon to the Spa in Germany. Upon his return,
he was taken into the service of Prince Henry,
and preferred to the rectory of Walthain in EsKing
sex, which he held twenty-two years.
James sent him to the Synod of Dort with other
English divines, where he preached a Latin sermon, but was forced to retire to England before
the synod broke up, on the account of his health.
Some time after his return, he was preferred to
the bishopric of Exeter, and from thence translated to Norwich.
At the beginning of the
troubles between the king and Parliament, the
bishop published several treatises in favour of
diocesan Episcopacy, which was answered hy
Smectymnuus, as has heen already related. He
in the Tower with the
rest of the protesting bishops
upon his release
he retired to Norwich, the revenues of which
bishopric being soon sequestered, together with
his own real and personal estate, he was forced
to be content with the fifths.
The soldiers used
him severely, turning him out of his palace, and
threatening to sell his books, if a friend had not
given bond for the money at which they were
appraised.
The bishop complained very justly
of this usage in a pamplilet entitled Hard Measure.
At length the Parliament, to make him
some amends, voted him £40 per annum and
when the war was ended, in the year 1647, they
took off the sequestration from his estate, and
the bishop lived peaceably upon it afterward,
spending his solitude in acts of charity and divine meditation.
He was a learned and pious
man, and of great humility and goodness in conversation
but being the tool of Archbishop
Laud in supporting the Divine right of diocesan
Episcopacy, lessened him in the esteem of the
Parliament.
Mr. Fuller says* he was frequently called our English Seneca, for the pureness,
plainness, and fulness of his style. t
He was
more happy in his practical than polemical writings.
There is one remarkable passage in his
will, which is this
after havmg desired a private funeral, he adds, " I do not hold God's
house a meet repository for the dead bodies of
the greatest saints." In his last sickness he
was afflicted with violent pains of the stone and
strangury, which he bore with wonderful patience, till death put an end to all his troubles,
September 8, 1656, in the eighty-second year of

was afterward imprisoned

;

;

own

county, where he became ceienrated for his
and practical preaching, as well as for
When the Book of Sports
his exemplary life.
came out, 1633, he refused to read it, hut resigned his rectory and commenced physician. la
1641 he closed with the Parliament, and was
cliosen one of the Assembly of Divines, but declined sitting among them, choosing to reside
at his living at Pitchcomb, near Stroud, where
lie was in great reputation as a physician and
divine, preaching gratis to his congregation.
He published several valuable treatises, and^
among others, a celebrated one, Of Temptations,
their Nature, Danger, and Cure.
He was a
good old Puritan, of the stamp of Mr. Dod,
Cleaver, and Hildersham; and died at Pitchcomb, in Gloucestershire, September 21, 1656,.
painful

aged seventy-two years*
* Jlr. Neal has passed over here a name of greatworth and eminence, which ought not to be forgot-

ten in a history of the progress of religious liberty
that of the " ever-memorable" John Hales, of Eaton,
as he has been usually called, who died on the lOth
of May, 1G56, aged seventy-two years: whose writings, though not numerous, especially his Discourse
on Schism, have much contributed to promote just

sentiments and a liberality of
at

Bath

in 1584,

spirit.

He was

born

and made so early a proficiency i«

grammar-learning, that at thirteen years of age he
was sent to Corpus-Christi College in Oxford, and
studied under George Abbot, afterward Archbishop
of Canterbury, under whom he imbibed an attachment to the doctrines of Calvinism. In 1605, by the
interest of Sir Henry Saville, warden of Merton College, whose notice and patronage his merit and learning had attracted, he was chosen fellow of the same ;

and his assistance was engaged in the excellent edition of Chrysostom's work by Sir Henry, which is
the best printed Greek book England can boast, and
cost the learned editor several thousand pounds.
Harwood's Vieiv of the Editions of the Classics, second
edition, p. 143.
Mr. Hales was also appointed to read
the Greek lecture in his college, and in 1612 he was
elected Greek professor to the university.
In 161213 he was called upon to compose and speak the funeral oration for Sir Thomas Bodley, founder of the
Bodleian library, whose corpse the university determined to inter in the most solemn manner. On the
24th of May in that year, he was admitted fellow of
Eton College, being then in holy orders. In 1618
he accompanied Sir Dudley Carleton, King James's
ambassador to the States of Holland, as his chaplain
and was present at many of the sessions of the Synod of Dort, from whence he returned an Arminian :
" There," he said, " I bid John Calvin good-night."
On the 27tb of June, 1639, by the interest of Archbish^
op Laud, he was installed a canon of Windsor but
his age.
Towards the latter end of this year died the he enjoyed this preferment, which he reluctantly acReverend Mr. Richard Capel, born at Glouces- cepted, little more than two years, till the beginning
of the civil wars in 1642.
About the beginning of
ter, 1586, and educated in Magdalen College,
1645 he retired into a private chamber at Eton,
His emiOxon, where he proceeded M.A.J
where he remained a quarter of a year in a very obnence in the university, says the Oxford histo- scure manner, and he is said, during that time, to
rian, was great
he had divers learned men for have lived only upon bread and beer. His fellowship
his pupils, who were afterward famous in the was continued, though he refused to sign the Cove^
Church, as Accepted Frewen, archbishop of naiit but he Was rejected from it on refusing to take,
York, William Pemble, and others. He left the the oath of fidelity to the commonwealth. His neuniversity for the rectory of Eastington in his cessities at length obliged him to sell his admirable
library for £700, which had cost him £2500.
His
* Fuller's Worthies, book ii., p. 130.
love of retirement and study induced him to decline
f In his younger years he composed a book of sat- a generous offer of one of the Seldian family. When
ires, and was the first writer in that kind of our Enghe held the fellowship and bursar's place of his collish poets.
Mr. Pope said high things of this per- lege, he was wont to say, they were worth to him £50
formance.
Granger s History of England, vol. ii., p. a year more than he could spend. His body, it is reEd.
157, 8vo.
Hall's Contemplations are among ported, was well proportioned, and his motion brisk
the best practical works of theology afforded by the and lively. His countenance was sanguine, cheerEnglish Church. All his works (reprinted) are well ful, and full of air. His parts were great his genius
worthy of a place in the library of every Christian acute and piercing, his judgment profound
his
raiiiisterr
C.
% Fuller's Worthies, p. 260. learning various, polite, and universal; so that he
;

:

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

——
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The Parliament which met September 17
coDtinued sitting till ihe next year, having before them an affair of the greatest consequence,
which was confirming the government under
Cromwell as lord-protector, or changing it for
Colonel Jephson, one of the
the title of king.
members from Ireland, moved that the protector might have the crown, with the title of
king, and was seconded by Alderman Pack, one
of the representatives for the city of London
but the Republicans in the House opposed it with
however, upon putting the
great vehemence
question, it was carried for a king, most of the
;

;

lawyers, as Sergeant Glyn, Maynard, Fountain,
April
St. John, and others, bemg on that side.*
4, a petition was presented to the protector, recommending the title and office of a king as best
fitted to the laws and temper of the people of
England and upon his desiring time to consider of it, a committee was appointed to give him
;

satisfaction in any difficulties that might arise,
who urged, that " the name of protector was
unknown to our English Constitution ; that his

highness had already the

office

and power of a

and therefore the dispute was only about
That his person would never be sea name.
cure till he assumed it, because the laws did not
take notice of him as chief magistrate, and juries were backward to find persons guilty of
treason where there was no king. They urged
the advantages of -a mixed monarchy, and insisted on the safety and security of himself and
his friends.
That, by the laws of Edward IV.
king,

was called

" a walking library."

His manners were

He was most exemplameek and humble, and beyond all example char-

most amiable and engaging.
rily

itable

of great candour and moderation

;

;

judging for

himself, but not others none more studious
knowledge of the Gospel, or more curious

of the
in the
of the strictest integrity, and sincerely pious.
He had a great detestation of an imposing, censorious, and intolerant spirit; and would often say, that
" he would renounce the religion of the Church of England to-morrow, if it obliged him to believe that any other
Christians would be damned ; and that nobody ivould
conclude another man to be damned who did not wish
;

search

;

so."
The force, eloquence, and simplicity with
to Archbishop Laud, give a picture
of his mind, as well as convey excellent instruction.
"The pursuit of truth," says he, "has been my only
care ever since I understood the meaning of the
word. For this I have forsaken all hopes, all friends,
all desires which might bias me, and hinder me from
driving right at what I aimed.
For this I have spent
my money, my means, my youth, my age, and all
that I have.
If, with all this cost and pains, my pur-

him

which he wrote

chase is but error, I may safely say, to* err has cost
than it has many to find the truth and
truth shall give me this testimony at last, that if I
have missed of her, it is not my fault, but my misfortune." He was buried, according to his desire,
in Eton College churchyard, on the day after his
death ; and a monument was erected over his grave
by Mr. Peter Curwen. A complete edition of his
work was, for the first time, offered to the public,
from the press of the Foulis at Glasgow, 1765, in
three volumes 12mo, undertaken with" the approbation of Dr. Warburton, the bishop of Gloucester.
" The greatness of his character," observes Mr. Granger, " has stamped a value upon some of his compositions, which are thought to have but little merit
in themselves."
History of England, vol. ii., 8vo, p.
172.
British Biogrxphy, voL iv., p. 3G8-375
and
^Vorks, vol. i.
Testimonies prefixed, and p. 137, 138.

me more

;

;

—En.
* Clarke's
r.cxed Lives.

General Martyrology,

Ed.
Vol. II.— Y

p.

303, of the an-

and Henry VII., whatever was done by a king^
with the consent of a House of
Lords and Commons, was valid, and all that
served under him were exempt from punishment.
That without this title all the grants
and sales that had been made were null and
void
and all who had collected the public monin possession,

;

eys were accountable.
In short, that the inclinations of the nation were for a king.
That
his not accepting the office would occasion the
changing many ancient laws, customs, and formalities.
That there would be no lasting settlement till things reverted to this channel. To
all which they added, that it was the advice and
opinion of the representatives of the three nations
and since the Parliament of England,
Scotland, and Ireland advised and desired him
to accept the title, he ought not, in reason or
;

equity, to decline it."*

The protector attended to these arguments,
and would no doubt have complied if he could
have relied upon the army but the chief officers
remonstrated strongly against it, and many of
;

his old friends,

among whom was

his

own

son-

in-law Fleetwood, threatened to lay down their
commissions. All the Republicans declaimed
loudly against his accepting the crown, and pre-

sented a petition to the House against it, drawn
up by Dr. Owen, and presented by LieutenantMason they said, " they had pulled
down monarchy with the monarch, and should
they now build it up? They had appealed to
(lod in the late war, who had answered in their
favour, and should they now distrust him 1
They had voted to be true to the commonwealth, without king or kingship, and should
they break their vows, and go back to Egypt for
security ]
They thought it rather their happiness to be under a legal danger, which might
make them more cautious and diligent. Some
said, if they must have a king, why not the legal one 1 "t
Upon these grounds they stood out,
and rejected with scorn all limitations of the
prerogative under monarchy.
So that, whatever might be the protector's inclination, t he judged it most prudent to decline the crown at present
and accordingly. May 8, he sent for the
House, and acquainted them that, as the circumstances of affairs then stood, he could not undertake the government with the title of king.^
Some have been of opinion that the protector's great genius forsook him in this affair
but
it is impossible, at
this distance of time, to
judge of the strength of the reasons that determined him the other way. Had he assumed the
title of king, the army would have revolted
the
Cavaliers would have joined the Republicans,
to have pulled him down from the throne, the
general

:

:

;

;

* Whitelocke, p. 646.
t Burnet, vol. i., p. 98, 12mo, Edinb. edition.
t The inclinations of Cromwell were strongly ia
favour of kingship for he used all possible means
to prevail with the officers of the army to concur
with his scheme of royalty. With this view he invited himself to dine with Colonel Desborough, and
carried Lieutenant-general Fleetwood with him, as
he knew the influence of those officers, and their
aversion to his wearing the crown. He then even
stooped to solicit their indulgence " It is but a feather in a man's cap," said he, " and therefore he wondered that men would not please children, and permit them to enjoy their rattle." Ludlovi's Memoirs,
:

:

4to, p.

248.— Ed.

^

Whitelocke,

d.

646.

;
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whole nation would in all probability have been
thrown into confusion, and himself have been
The protector had made large
the sacrifice.
advances in power already, and he might apprehend ]t not worth while at present to risk the
whole for the sake of a name though I make
no question, but if he had lived to see his government established, and the spirits of the people calmed, he would in a proper time have accepted of the style and title, as he had already
done the office, of king. Nay, Mr. Welwood*
says that a crown was actually made, and
;

brought to Whitehall for that purpose.
Upon Cromwell's declining the title of king,
the Parliament concluded upon an humble petition and advice, which was presented to the
protector May 25, containing, among others, the
" That his highness would
following articles
exercise the office of chief magistrate of this
nation under the title of lord-protector
and
that during life he would declare his successor.
That for the future he would be pleased to call
Parliaments, consisting of two houses, to meet
once in three years, and oftener, if there be occasion.
That the ancient liberties of Parliament may be preserved and that none who are
chosen may be excluded but by the judgment
and consent of the house of which they are
members. That no papist, no person that has
borne arms against the Parliament, unless he
has since given proof of his good affection to
the commonwealth no clergyman, no atheist,
or openly profane person, be qualified to be chosen member of Parliament. That the other
House of Parliament be not more than seventy,
nor less than forty, of which twenty-one to make
a house. That they may not vote by proxy.
That as any of them die, no new ones be admitted but by consent of the House itself, but
the nomination to be in the protector and that
they may not proceed in any criminal causes
but by impeachment of the Commons.
That
no laws be abrogated, suspended, or repealed
but by act of Parliament and that no person
be compelled to contribute to any gift, loans,
benevolences, or taxes, without consent of Parliament.
That the number of his highness's
council be not more than twenty-one, of which
seven to be a quorum and that no privy councillor be removed but by consent of Parliament
though, in the intervals of Parliament, they may
be suspended. That the chancellor, or keeper
of the great seal, the commissioners of the
treasury, and other chief officers of state, may
be approved by both houses of Parliament."
The article relating to religion was in these
words " That the Protestant Christian religion
contained in the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testament, and no other, be asserted and
held forth as the public profession of this nation
and that a confession of faith, to be agreed
upon by your highness and this present Parliament, be asserted, and recommended to the people of the nation
and that none shall be permitted by opprobrious words or writings to revile or reproach the said confession.
That such
who profess faith in God the Father, and in
Jesus Christ his eternal Son, the true God, and in
the Holy Ghost, God coequal and coeternal with
the Father and the Son, one God blessed forever,
and do acknowledge the Holy Scriptures of the
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

* Memoirs,

p. 111.

New Testament

Old and

and

may

Word

to be the revealed will
of God, though in other things they

differ in

word and

doctrine, or discipline,

from the public profession held forth, shall not
be compelled by penalties or restraints from
their profession, but shall be protected from all
injuries and molestations in the profession of
their faith, and exercise of their religion, while
they abuse not this liberty to the civil injury of
others, or the disturbance of the public peace
provided this liberty do not extend to popery or
prelacy, or to the countenance of such who publish horrid blasphemies
or who practise or hold
forth licentiousness or profaneness, under the
profession of Christ
and those ministers, or
public preachers, who agree with the public profession aforesaid in matters of faith, though they
differ in matters of worship or discipline, shall
not only have protection in the way of thenchurches or worship, but shall be deemed equally fit and capable (being otherwise qualified) of
any trust, promotion, or employment in this
nation, with those who agree with the public
profession of faith, only they shall not be capable of receiving the public maintenance appointed for the ministry.
And all ministers shall
remain disqualified from holding any civil employment according to the act for disabUng all
persons in holy orders to exercise any temporal
jurisdiction and authority, which is hereby conV
firmed."*
The protector having consented to these, and
some other articles, to the number of eighteen,
an oath was appointed to be taken by all privy
councillors and members of Parliament for the
future, " to maintain the Protestant religion
to
be faithful to the lord-protector
and to preserve the rights and liberties of the people ;"
and a few days after Oliver Cromwell was proclaimed a second time lord-protector in the
cities of London and Westminster, this being
esteemed a new and more parliamentary title
;

;

;

;

;

;

and if the House had been full and free it might
have been so, but the council's assuming a power to approve or disapprove of the members af-

—

their forbidding them
ter they were returned
fundamentals of the new government, and obliging them to sign a recognition
of it before they entered the House, looks like a
force, or taking the election out of their hands.
But, lame and imperfect as the protector's title
may seem, it was as good as that of the Roman
emperors, or the original claims of many of the
royal houses of Europe and, in the present disjointed state of the English nation, not only necessary, but it may be the best thing that could
be done for if the protectorship had been set
aside, there was hardly a man in the House
who would have ventured to vote lor the king
an absolute commonwealth could not have been
supported, and therefore anarchy would inevitably have ensued.
This being the last settlement of government
in the protector's time, the reader will observe
that the four fundamental articles already mento debate the

;

;

;

tioned, viz., (1.) That the government be in a
single person and a Parliament
(2.) that Parliaments be not perpetual (3.) the militia and
;

;

;

of conscience in matters of religion,
were not suffered to be examined or altered,
supposed
as the basis upon which the
but were

(4.) liberty

Whitelocke's Memoirs,

p. 678.

—

;

;
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new government was

founded.

That, though

Oliver's title to the government had the sanction and confirmation of the present Parliament,
it was derived originally from the choice of the
council of officers, and was never suffered to be

That the humin the House afterward.
ble petition and advice approaches nearer the
old legal Constitution, by appointing two houses
of Parliament, and would most likely, in time,
have been converted into it. That the regulations it makes in the Constitution are for the
most part reasonable. That the Presbyterians
were still left in possession of all the ecclesiastical revenues of the kingdom, though an open
and free liberty was granted to all Christians,
except papists and Prelatists, who were excluded for reasons of state and the penal laws
made against the latter were dropped by the
debated

;

RemarkParliamenfs not confirming them.
able are the words of the Lord-commissioner
Fiennes, at the opening of the second session of
this Parliament, in which he "warns the houses
of the rock on which many had split, which was
a spirit of imposing upon men's consciences in
things wherein God leaves them a latitude, and
would have them free. The prelates and their
adherents, nay, and their master and supporter,
with all his posterity, have split upon it. The
bloody rebels in Ireland, who would endure no
religion but their own, have split upon it
and
;
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a table and chair for the speaker,* and on each
side seats for the members of Parliament, for
the judges, for the lord-mayor and aldermen of
London.
The protector was conducted from

House of Lords with all the state and grandeur of a king, and being seated under the canopy of state, the speaker of the Parliament, the
Earl of Warwick, and Commissioner Whitelocke, vested him with a purple velvet robe
lined with ermine
they delivered into one of
his hands a Bible richly gilt, and embossed with
the

;

and into the other a sceptre of massy

gold,

gold

and, lastly, they girt him with a rich
after this they administered an oath to
the protector, to govern according to law.
The
solemnity concluded with a short prayer, pronounced by Dr. Manton and then the herald
having proclaimed his highness's titles, the people shouted, with loud acclamations, " Long live
the lord-protector !" &c., and the day concluded
with feastings, and all other kinds of public re;

sword

;

;

joicing.

The

protector having

waded through all these

supreme government of these

difficulties to the

nations, appeared on a sudden like a comet or
blazmg star.t raised up by Providence to exalt
this nation to a distinguished pitch of glory, and
to strike terror into the rest of Europe. t
His
management for the little time he survived was
the admiration of all mankind
for though he
;

we

doubt not but the prince of those satanical would never suffer his title to the supreme govdue time split upon it, and be ernment to be disputed, yet his greatest enemies
brought to the ground with his bloody inquisi- have confessed that, in all other cases, distribuBut as God is no respecter of persons, tive justice was restored to its ancient splention.
so he is no respecter of forms; but, in what form dour. The judges executed their duty accordsoever the spirit of imposition appears, he would ing to equity, without partiality or bribery the
If men, though otherwise laws had their full and free course without imtestify against it.
good, will turn ceremony into substance, and pediment or delay men's manners were wonmake the kingdom of Christ consist in circum- derfully reformed, and the protector's court kept
and if they under an exact discipline.
stances, in discipline, and in forms
Trade flourished,
carry their animosities to such a height, that if and the arts of peace were cultivated throughSibboleth
instead
of
Shibboleth,
one says
it shall
out the whole nation
the public money was
be accounted ground enough to cut his throat
managed with frugality, and to the best advanif they shall account such devils, or the seed of
tage
the army and navy were well paid, and
the serpent, that are not within such a circle or served accordingly.'^ As the protector proceedof such an opinion, in vain do they protest ed with great steadiness and resolution against
against the persecution of God's people, when the enemies of his government, he was no less
they make the definition of God's people so nar- generous and bountiful to those of all parties
row, that their persecution is as broad as any who submitted to it
for as he would not deother, and usually more fierce, because edged clare himself of any particular sect, he gave
with a sharp temper of spirit. Blessed, there- out that " it was his only wish that all would
fore, be God, who, in mercy to us and them, has gather into one sheepfold, under one shepherd,
placed the power in such hands as make it their Jesus Christ, and love one another."
He rebusiness to preserve peace, and hinder men spected the clergy in their places, but confined
from biting and devouring one another. It is them to their spiritual function. Nor was he
good to hold forth a public profession of the jealous of any who did not meddle in politics,
truth, but not so as to exclude those that can- and endeavour to raise disturbances in the state
not come up to it in all points from the privilege that belongs to them as Christians, much
* Dr. Grey gives at length the speech with which
less from the privilege that belongs to them as the speaker, Lord Widdrington, addressed the protector.
Ed.
men."*
t Echard, p. 719.
His highness having now a more parliamentf Complete Hist., p. 223.
^ Dr. Grey controverts the truth of this repreary title, it was thought proper that he should
sentation of the happy state of things under Cromhave a more solemn inauguration, which was
well's government
though Mr. Neal quotes Echard
accordingly appointed to be celebrated on June and Kennet,
whose authority Dr. Grey does not at26, in Westminster Hall, which was adorned tempt to invalidate. He refers principally
to a speech
and beautified for this purpose as for a corona- of Cromwell, 25th Januarv, 1057, comp'laining that
tion.
At the upper end there was an ascent of the army was unpaid, and that Ireland and Scotland
two degrees covered with carpets, in the midst were suffering by poverty. For a review of the adof which there was a rich canopy, and under it ir.mistration of Cromwell, the reader is referred to
a chair of state. Before the canopy there was Dr. Harris's Life of Cromwell, p. 412-475, and Mrs,
spirits will in

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

^yhitelocke's Memoirs, p.

9.3.

Macaulay's History of England, vol. v., 8vo, p. 194who IS by no means partial to the protector.— Ed.
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even the prejudice he had against the Episcopal
party, says Bishop Kennet, was more for their
being Royahsts than being of the Church of
But when one party of the clergy
England.
began to lift up their heads above their bretliren, or to act out of their sphere, he always
found means to take them down. He iiad a
watchful eye over the Royalists and Republicans, who were always plotting against his person and government
but his erecting a House
of Lords, or upper house, so quickly alter his instalment, roused the malecontenls, and had like
to have subverted his government in its infancy.
;

The

protector

was

m

high reputation abroad,

and carried victory with his armies and navies
wherever they appeared. There had been a
negotiation with France concerning an alliance
against Spain, begun at London, 1655, but not
concluded till Marcli 13, 1657, by which the protector obliged himself to join six thousand men
with the French army, and to furnish fifty menof-war to conquer the maritime towns belongin the Low Countries, on this conDunkirk and Mardyke should be put
and the family of the Stuarts
depart the territories of France.
That which
determined him to join with France rather than
Spain, was the numerous parties that were

ing to Spain
dition, that

into his hands,

against him at home
for if the young king,
assisted by France, should have made a descent
upon England with an army of French Protestants, it might have been of fatal consequence
to his infant government
whereas the Spaniards were at a distance, and having no Pitoestant subjects, were less to be feared. Upon the
conclusion of this treaty, King Charles entered
into an alliance with the Spaniards, who allowed him a small pension, and promised him the
command of six thousand men as soon as he
was possessed of any seaport in England. In
consequence of this treaty, most of the Royalists enlisted in the Spanish service.
But the
protector's six thousand men in Flanders behaved with undaunted bravery, and took St.
Tenant, Mardyke, and some other places from
the Spaniards this summer.*
Admiral Blake was no less successful at
sea; for, having received advice of the return
of the Spanish West India fleet, he sailed to the
Canaries with twenty-five men-of-war, and on
the 20th of April arrived at the Bay of Santa
Cruz, in the island of Tenenffe, where the galleons, to the number of sixteen, richly laden,
lay close under a strong castle, defended by
seven forts mounted with cannon the admiral,
finding it impossible to make them prize, had
the good fortune to burn and destroy them all,
only with the loss of one ship, and one hundred
and sixty men. When the news of this success
arrived in England, a day of thanksgiving was
appointed, and a rich present ordered the admiral upon his return
but this great sea-officer,
having been three years at sea, died as he was
entering Plymouth Sound, August 17, in the
sixty-seventh year of his age.j
He was of the
ancient family of the Blakes, of Planchfield,
Somersetshire, and was educated in Wadham
College, Oxford.t
He was small of stature, but
;

;

;

:

the bravest and boldest sailor that England ever
bred, and consulted the honour of his country
beyond all his predecessors. When some of his
men, being ashore at Malaga, refused to do honour to the host as it passed by, one of the priests
raised the mob upon them.
Upon which Blake
sent a trumpet to the viceroy to demand the
priest, who, saying he had no authority to deliver him up, the admiral answered, that if he did
not send him aboard in three hours, he would
burn the town about their ears upon which he
came, and begged pardon the admiral, after a
;

;

severe reprimand, told him that, if he had complained to him of his sailors, he would have
punished them, but he would have all the world
know that an Englishman was only to be punished by an Englishman, and so dismissed him,
being satisfied with having struck terror into
the priest, and had him at his mercy.
When
Oliver read this passage of Blake's letter in
council, he said, " he hoped to make the name
of an Englishman as great as ever that of a
Roman had been."* The admiral preserved aa
exact discipline in the fleet, and taught his mea
to despise castles on shore as v.'ell as ships at
sea.t
Valour seldom missed its reward with
him, nor cowardice its punishment.
He had a
noble public spirit
for, after all his services for
his country, and opportunities of acquiring immense riches from the Spaniards, he died not
£500 richer than his father left him.. His body
was brought by water to Greenwich, and deposited, in a most magnificent manner, in a vault
made on purpose, in King Henry VII. 's chapel,
at the public expense
but at the Restoration
his body was taken out of the grave, and flung,
with others, into a con\mon pit ;i and his brother, being a Dissenter, sutfered so many hardships
lor religion in King Charles II. 's reign, that he
was obliged to sell the little estate the admiral
left him, and transport himself and children to
;

;

Carolina.
By the second article of the humble advice,
which appoints all future Parliaments to consist of two houses, the form of the present government began to change in favour of the ancient Constitution. The protector, pursuant to
the powers given him, made several promotions
* Burnet, vol.

p. 113, 114.

;

;

distinguished by its constant attachment to liberand many others, too long to be here mentioned.
" Such," observes Dr. Harris, " was the politeness
and humanity introduced bv the Restoration V'^Life
Wood's Allien. Oxm., vol. i., p.
of Cromwell, p. '100.
ily

ty

* 'Burnet, p. 73.
t Other accounts say in the fifty-ninth year of his
ge.— Ed.
$ Echard, p. 725.

i.,

is remarkable that Blake did not take the comof the fleet till he was above fifty years of age.,
" His want of experience," says Mr. Granger, " seems
he followed
to have been of great advantage to him
the light of his own genius only, and was presently
seen to have all the courage, the conduct, and preEd.
cipitancy of a good sea-oflicer."
Grey quotes here, bet Bishop Kennet, whom Dr.
ing ashamed, it is probable, of the base contempt
with which the body of Blake was treated, says, "It
was taken up and buried in the churchyard." But
Wood plainly says that his body, with others, by his.
majesty's express cominand seni to the Dean of Westminster, was taken up and buried in a pit in St. MarThe other bodies treated thus
garet's churchyard.
ignominously were Admiral Dean's, a brave man,
who lost his life in the service of his country Colonel Humphrey Mackworth's ; Sir W. Constable's j
Colonel Boscawen's, a Cornish gentleman of a fam-

t It

mand

;

285, 286.

—

;
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of knights and lords, and in the month of Dewrits, by advice of his council,
to divers lords and gentlemen to sit as members of the other House,* at the next session
of Parliament, January 20. His intention was
to have this house considered as a House of
Peers, though he declined giving it that name
Some detill a more lavourable conjuncture.
clined the honour, and chose to sit in the Lower House, but between fifty and sixty appeared,
among whom were seven or eight of the ancient
peers, divers knights and gentlemen of good
families, and some few chief olficers of the army. They met in the House of Lords, whither his highness came at the time of their meeting, and, according to ancient custom, sent the
usher of the black rod to bring up the Commons, to whom he made a short speech from
the throne, beginning with the usual form, " My
lords, and you the knights, citizens, and burgesses," &c., and then, as our kings used to
«lo, he referred them to the Lord-commissioner

cember issued out

Fiennes, who tired them with a long and perplexed harangue before they entered upon business.
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House and dissolved them, after they had sat
about fifteen days.
The protector's speech upon this occasion will
give the reader the best idea of the state of the
nation: "I had comfortable expectations that
God would make the meeting of this Parliament
a blessing for the improvement of mercy, truth,
righteousness, and peace.
I was drawn into
this office of protector by your petition and adthere is not a man living that can say I
sought it but after I was petitioned and advised
to take the government upon me, I expected
that the same men that made the frame should
make it good to me. I told you at a conference
that I would not accept the government unless
there might be some persons to interpose between me and the House of Commons, and it
was granted I should name another house,
which I did, of men of your own rank and quality, who will shake hands with you while you love
the interest of England and religion.
Again, I
would not have accepted the government unless mutual oaths were taken to make good
what was agreed upon in the petition and advice
and God knows, I took the oath upon the
condition expressed, and thought we had now
been upon a foundation and bottom, otherwise
we iTiust necessarily have been in confusion.
not say what the meaning of the oath
I do
was to you that were to go against my own
principles; but God will judge between us
but
if there had been any intention
in you of a
would
have
settled
settlement, you
on this
vice

:

;

;

This hasty resolution of the protector and his
council had like to have subverted the infant
government, for many of the protector's best
friends being called out of the Lower House to
the Upper, the balance of power among the Com-

mons was changed

whereas, if he had deferred the settling of the Upper House till the present Parliament had been dissolved, they would
have gone through their business without interruption
but the Lower House was now in a
flame, some being disappointed of their expectations, and others envied for their advancement, insomuch that, as soon as they returned
to their house, they called for the third article
of the humble advice, which says, that no
' members legally chosen shall be excluded
from performing their duty but by consent of
the house of which they are members;" and
then, to strengthen their party, they ordered all
those who had been excluded last sessions, because tliey would not recognise the new government, to return to their places
which was
no sooner done, than they began to call in
question the authority and jurisdiction of the
other house, though themselves had advised it,
and though there was almost as good reason
for their being an upper, as for the other being
a lower house
but these gentlemen were de
termined to erect an absolute commonwealth
on the ruins of the present family. Many degrading speeches were made in the Lower House
against the persons who had been thus promoted, who were no less resolute in defending
their honours and characters; so that there
was no prospect of an agreement till the protector himself appeared, and having sent for
them to Whitehall, spoke with such an accent
in favour of the other house, that they returned and acknowledged it but then they went on
to re-examine the validity of the whole instrument of government, as being made when many
members were excluded. Upon which, the protector, being oiit of all patience, went to the
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

basis.

" But there

have been contrivances in the
this settlement by your consent.
speak not this to the gentlemen or lords (pointing to his right hand), whatsoever you will call
them, of the other house, but to you; you advised me to accept of this office, and now you
dispute the thing that was taken for granted, and
are in danger of running the nation back into
more confusion within these fifteen days you
have sat, than it has been in since the rising of
the last session, from an immoderate design of

army against
I

restoring a commonwealth, that some people
might be the men that might rule all, and they
are endeavouring to engage the army in the design, which is hardly consistent with the oath
you have taken to the present government.
Has that man been true to the nation, whosoever he is, that has taken an oath thus to prevaricate
These things are not according to
truth, pretend what you will, but tend to play
the King of Scots' game, which I think myself
bound before God to do what I can to prevent.
There are preparations of force to invade us
the King of Scots has an army at the water-side,
ready to be shipped for England. I have it from
those who have been eyewitnesses of it and
while this is doing, there are endeavours of some,
not far from this place, to stir up the people of
this town into tumulting— what if I had said re!

;

bellion 1 and I hope to make it appear no better,
You have not only endeavif God assist me.
oured to pervert the army while you have been
some
of
you have been listing perbut
sitting,
sons by commission from Charles Stuart to join
with any insurrection that may be made and
what is like to be the end of this but blood and
Now, if this be the case, I think it
confusion
high time to put an end to your sitting, and I do
;

* Dr. Grey gives a catalogue of the names of the
persons whoai the writ summoneU, with degrading
anecdotes of some of them. Ed.

!
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accordingly dissolve this Parliament

;

and

let

God judge between me and you."*
The protector, being now convinced

that the
disturbances in Parliament arose from the chief
officers of the army, who clogged his afiairs in

tributed to the expense of printing this work,

without which it could not have seen the light.*
After the Restoration, the doctor presented King
Charles II. with the six volumes, which his majesty received very graciously, and rewarded the
author with the bishopric of Chester.!
The learned Dr. Owen made some remarks
on the prolegomena of this work but, after a
high commendation of the performance in general, complains that he had weakened the certainty of the sacred text, (1.) By maintaining
that the points or vowels of the Hebrew language were of novel invention. (2.) By producing a great number of various readings from the

order to introduce a commonwealth government, resolved to clear his hands of tiiem at
once Harrison and Ludlow were laid aside
Fleetwood was recalled from his government in
Ireland; Major-general Lambert was ordered to
surrender his commission and the rest were
obliged to take an oath not to oppose the present government.
By such methods he went on
purging tlie army and navy and if he had lived
a little longer, would have had none in power ancient copies of little moment. (3.) By his own
but such as were thoroughly attached to his critical remarks and amendments, not supported
person and government. It was observed, after by ancient authorities. The doctor maintains,
this, that all things succeeded at home and on the other hand, the antiquity of the Hebrew
abroad according to his wish and that his pow- points, and their absolute necessity to fix the
that the varier and greatness were better established than determinate sense of Scripture
ever, though there were a few malecontents who ous readings are of little consequence, and that
were hardy enough to attempt some little dis- conjectural amendments ought not to be admitturbances but the disasters that befell the pro- ted without the authority of ancient copies.
tector's family soon after broke the firmness of The doctor writes with great modesty, but the
validity of his arguments must be submitted to
his constitution, and hastened his end.
It was his highness's ambition not only to the learned reader.
On the 3d of July the protector resigned his
set himself at the head, but to strengthen the
whole body of the Protestant interest, and unite chancellorship of Oxford, and upon the 18lh day
of
might
maintain
the same month his eldest son Richard was
so
that
it
several
members,
its
Bish- chosen his successor, and installed^ at Whiteits ground against the Church of Rome.
op Burnett informs us, that he had projected a hall on the 29th. About six weeks after, the
sort of general council, to be set up in opposi- new chancellor dismissed Dr. Owen, who had
tion to the congregation de Propaganda Fide at been vice-chancellor of the university about five
Rome it was to consist of seven councillors, years, and appointed Dr. John Conant, rector of
and four secretaries for different provinces the Exeter College, to succeed him. This gentleman, says the Oxford historian,iJ was a good.
first was for France, Switzerland, and the Valleys
the second for the Palatinate, and other Latinist and Grecian, a profound theologist, a
Calvinists the third for Germany, for the North, learned, pious, and meek divine, and an exceland for Turkey the fourth for the East and lent preacher. He had been one of the AssemWest Indies. The secretaries were to have bly of Divines, and was elected rector of this
£500 a year each, and to hold a correspondence college upon the death of Dr. Hakewell, in June,,
everywhere, to acquaint themselves with the 1649. In the latter end of the year 1654 he
state of religion all over the world, that so all became king's professor of divinity in the room
good designs for the welfare of the whole, and of Dr. Hoyle. He continued the vice-chancelof the several parts, might by their means be lorship two years with due commendation, keepThey were to have ing a severe discipline in his college, as did all
protected and encouraged.
He was
a fund of £10,000 a year, and to be farther the heads of colleges in these times.
Chelsea ejected out of everything in 1662 for nonconsupplied as occasion should require.
time
after,
being
persuaded
was
a
formity
but
some
them.
This
be
fitted
up
for
College was to
noble project, says the bishop, and must have to comply with the establishment, he became
been attended with extraordinary effects under vicar of All Saints in Northampton, archdeathe protection of a power which was formida- con of Norwich, and prebendary of Worcester,
hle and terrible to all nations to whom it was which places he held till his death, which did
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

known.
About the beginning of

not happen
this year. Dr.

* Rapin, vol.
t Burnet, vol.

ii.,

i.,

598, folio.
p. 109, 12mo.

p.

till

1693.

Bryan

Walton, afterward Bishop of Chester, published
the Biblia Polyglotta, in six volumes in folio,
wherein the sacred text is printed in the Vulgar
Latin, Hebrew, Greek, Syriac, Chaldee, Samaritan, Arabic, Ethiopic, and Persic languages,
each having its peculiar Latin translation, with
an apparatus for the better understandmg those
This laborious performance, by the
tongues.
assistance of several who engaged in it, was
completed in about four years, and was reckoned the most absolute edition of the Bible that
the world had ever seen.
Several learned persons, both Puritans and others, assisted in correcting the press and in collating the copies.
Many noblemen and gentlemen of quality con-

* " This," Mr. Granger says, " was the first book
published in England by subscription. The design
of this great work was formed in 1645. Dr. Walton
died 166L"— Hist, of Eng., vol. iii., p. 29, 8vo.— Ed.
t A seventh volume of the Polyglott was prepared
for the press by Dr. Samuel Clarke, including the
Targum of Rabbi Joseph on the Chronicles, and
several Arabic and other versions of other parts of the
Sacred Scriptures, but it was never printed, owing
It is deposited in
to the death of Bishop Walton.
the Bodleian Library. Cromwell not only suffered
the paper for this great work to be imported duty
free, but contributed £1000 to commence the underFor a full account of Bishop Walton, and
taking.
interesting details respecting the individuals who
aided him in his learned labours, see Lloyd's Me.
C.
moirs of the Worthies of Charles I., folio 1668.
i The ceremonial of the instalment may be seen
in Dr. Grey, vol. iii., p. 200, note.— Ed.
^ Athen. Oxon., vol. ii., p, 785.

—
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24, his highness signed a commission, appointing his younger son Henry to be
Loni-lieutenant of Ireland, with a power of con

noted master of St. Paul's School, London he
was born near Banbury in Oxfordshire, and became a commoner or brother of Magdalen Hall
Henry was about 1612 was also prebendary of Gloucesferring the honour of knighthood.
a wise and discreet governor, and by his prudent ter, where he kept the college-school for twentybehaviour kept the Irish in awe, and brought the years. In the year 1640 he succeeded Dr. Gill,
Upon the chief master of St. Paul's School, where he ednation mto a flourishing condition.
accession of Richard to the protectorship, he ucated many who were afterward eminent in
He was a universal scholadvised him to abide by the Parliament, and Church and State.
have a watchful eye over the army, whom he ar, an excellent linguist, grammarian, historian,
appears
cosmographer,
mischief
(as
designing
a
most
judicious divine, and so
be
suspected to
by his letters now before me). Nay, he offered great an antiquarian, says the Oxford historian,
that
his
delight and acquaintance in antiquityto come over to his assistance, but was forbid
When Richard was depo- deserve greater commendation than can be givtill it was too late.
He was esteemed by learnsed, his brother Henry laid down his charge, and en in a few lines.*
came over to England, and lived privately upon ed men, and particularly by Mr. Selden but
an estate of his own of about £G00 a year, at was not regarded by the clergy, because he was
Spinny Abbey in Cambridgeshire, not far from a Puritan, and a witness against Archbishop
Newmarket, till his death. While he was in Laud at his trial. He was a member of the AsIreland he behaved with such a generous im- sembly of Divines, t and died at his house next
partiality as gained him the esteem even of the adjoining to St. Paul's School, September 13,
Dr. Reynolds preached his funeral serRoyalists themselves, and after his retirement 1657.
King Charles II. did him once the honour of a mon, and gave him a very high encomium.
Mr. Obadiah Sedgwick was born at Marlborvisit
he had a son Henry, who was bred to
arms, and had a major's commission, and died ough in the year 1600, and educated in Magdain the service of the crown about the year 1711, len College, Oxford, where he took the degrees
and left behind him several children some of in arts, and was afterward chaplain to Sir Horathe sons are yet living in good reputation in tlie tio Vere, with whom he travelled into the Lowcity of London, and are the only male descend^ Countries.
After his return he became reader
ants of the Protector Cromwell, the posterity of of the sentences, 1629, and was afterward chobeing
extinct.
sen
Richard
preacher to the inhabitants of St. Mildred,
The Royal Society, which has been the orna- Bread-street, London but being driven from
ment of the English nation, by the vast improve- thence by the severity of the governors of the
ment It has made in natural and experimental Church, he retired to Coggeshall in Essex, where
philosophy, was formed at Oxford in these times, he continued till the breaking out of the civil
which some have represented as covered with wars. In 1643 he was chosen a member of the
ignorance, barbarism, and pedantry
the words Assembly of Divines.
In 1646 he became a
of Bishop Sprat,* their historian, are these " It preacher at St. Paul's, Covent Garden he often
was some space after the end of the civil wars preached before the Parliament, and was esat Oxford, in Dr. Wilkins's lodgings, in Wadham teemed an orthodox, as well as an admired
College, which was then the place of resort for preacher.ij
In the year 1653 he was appointed
virtuous and learned men, that the first meet- one of the triers, and the year after, one of the
mgs were made which laid the foundation of all commissioners, for ejecting scandalous minis-

November

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

The university had, at that time, ters but, finding his health declining, he resignmany members of its own who liad begun a ed his preferments, and retired to his native
free way of reasoning, and was also frequented town of Marlborough, where he died the beginthat followed.

;

by some

gentlemen of philosophical minds,
the misfortune of the kingdom, and the

ning of January. 1657.11
Mr. Edward Corbet was born in Shropshire,
among gowns- and educated in Merton College, Oxford, where
men, had drawn thither. The principal and he took the degrees in arts, and was made promost constant of them were, Dr. Seth Ward, bationer fellow of his college. IT In 1638 he was
Mr. Boyle, Dr. Wilkins, Sir William Petty, Mr.
Matthew Wren, Dr. Wallis, Dr. Goddard, Dr.
* Wood's Athen. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 135.
Willis, Dr. Bathurst, Dr. Christopher Wren, and
t Wood says it was a man of another name who
Mr. Rook, besides several others who joined sat in the Assembly.— A^/sentE, vol. ii., p. 135.— C.
t Dr. Fuller calls him "The able and religious
them on occasions. Their meetings were as
schoolmaster." He had a very awful presence and
frequent as their occasions would permit
their
speech, that struck a mighty respect and fear in his
proceedings were upon some particular trials in
scholars; yet his behaviour towards them was such,
chemistry or mechanics, which they communi- that they both loVed and feared him. When he was
cated to each other.
They continued without buried, all the scholars attended his funeral, walking
any great interruption till the death of the pro- before the corpse, hung with verses instead of estector, when their meetings were transferred to cutcheons, with white gloves, as he died a single
London." Here tliey began to enlarge their de- man, from the school through Cheapside to Mercer's
signs, and formed the platform of a philosophi- Chapel, where he was buried. He was so much in

whom

security and ease of a retirement

;

cal college, to inquire into the works of nature ;
they set up a correspondence with learned foreigners, and admitted such into their numbers
without distinction of names or parties in reli-

and were

incorporated by the
royal patent or charter in the year 1663.
This year [1657] died Mr. John Langley, the

jrion,

at length

favour with the worshipful Company of Mercers, that
they accepted his recommendation of his successor.
—Knitihes Life of Dr. John Colet, p. 379, &c.— Ed.
All the writings of Mr. Sedgwick are valuable,
and deserving of reprint. His " Shepherd of Israel"
and " The Humble Sinner Resolved" are admirable
performances. He ^vas succeeded at St. Paul's by
<J

the celebrated Dr.
II

P. 53, 57

•T

Thomas Manton.— C.

Wood's Athen.
Ibid., p. 749.

O.xon., vol.

ii.,

p. 138.

t
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one of the proctors of the university; but, being a Puritan divine, was denied the rectory of
Chatham by Arclihishop Laud, then in the Towupon which an ordinance of Parliament
er
came out, May 17, 1643, appointing him rector
He was a member of the Assemof Chatiiam.
bly of Divines, a witness against the archbishop at his trial, one of the preachers appointed
to reconcile the Oxford scholars to the Parliament, and afterward one of the visiters, orator, and canon of Christ Church, in the room
ef Dr. Hammond, which he soon after quitted,
and became rector of Great Hasely, in OxfordHe was
shire, where he continued to his death.
a very considerable divine, a valuable preacher,
and a person of remarkable integrity and steadiness of conscience.
Mr. James Cranford was born in Coventry,
and some time master of the freeschool there
he was educated in Baliol College, Oxford, where
he took the degrees in arts, and was at length
rector of St. Chrislopher's-le-Stocks, near the
He was an exact
Old Exchange, London.*
linguist, well acquainted with the fathers and
schoolmen, as well as with the modern divines
a zealous Presbyterian, and a laborious preacher.
Mr. Fuller adds.t that he was a subtle disputant, orthodox in judgment, and a person of
great humility, charity, and moderation towards
all men.
In the beginning of the civil wars he
was appointed licenser of the press- in London,
which gave him an occasion to write several
epistles before books, besides some treatises
He died April
that he published of his own.
27, 1657, aged about fifty-five years.
The protector's arms were no less successful
this summer than they had been the last, for in
the month of June, Marshal Turenne, in conjunction with the English forces, laid siege to
Dunkirk, then in possession of the Spaniards,
which brought on an engagement between the
two armies: the Spanish forces consisted of
thirty thousand men, but Major-general Morgan, who covered the siege, attacked the right
;

:

;

the Spanish army which came to reit with six thousand English, who routed
the whole army, which was followed with the
surrender of the town, June 25. The French
looked on, and said they never saw a more gloCardinal Mazarine
rious action in their lives. <^
intended to keep this important place in French
hands, contrary to tlie late treaty of which his
highness being informed, acquainted the ambasbut his excellency denying any such indor
tended breach of contract, the protector pulled
out of his pocket a copy of the cardinal's pri-

wing of
lieve

;

;

vate order, and desired him to let his eminence
know, that if the keys of Dunkirk were not de«

Wood's Athen. Oxon.,

vol.

ii.,

p. 133.

123.
t Fuller's Worthies, book iii., p.
author of a very interestJ Mr. Cranford was the
ing volume, entitled ''the Tears of Ireland, wherein is represented the unheard-of Cruelties of the
Blood-thirsty Jesuits, and the Popish Faction," 1642.

— C.

Neal had
the merit which he im-

allows that Mr.

Dr. Grey, though he
()
the authority of Echard for
putes to the English forces in the siege of Dunkirk,
yet contends that the French had their share in the
glories cf the day ; and, to prove this, he gives a
full detail of the action from the History of Vise.
Turenne.— Impartial Exanunation, vol. iii., p. 207, 213.

—Ed

livered to Lockhart within an hour after it was
taken, he would come in person, and demand
them at the gates of Paris ;'^ and the cardinal
had too great a dread of the name of Cromwell
to deny anything he required.
By this conquest
the protector gained immortal glory, because it
gave the English a settlement on the Continent,
and made them masters of both sides of the
Channel. t How basely it was sold by Lord
Clarendon to the French, will be seen hereafter.
The enthusiastic Republicans, or fifth-monarchy men, having failed in their design in Parliament, agreed, to the number of three hundred, to attempt a revolution of government by
force, and having killed the protector, to proclaim King Jesus but Secretary Thurloe, who
never spared expense to gain intelligence, had
a spy among them, who discovered their intrigues, and seized their arms and ammunition
in Shoreditch, with their standard, containing
a lion couchant, alluding to the lion of the tribe
;

of Judah, with this motto. Who will rouse him
up 1 The chief of the conspirators, as Venner,
Grey, Hopkins, &c., were imprisoned in the
Gate-house till the protector's death, with their
accomplices. Major-general Harrison, Colonel
Rich, Colonel Danvers, and others, after which
they created new disturbances, which hastened
their own destruction soon after the king's restoration.

But the most formidable conspiracy against
the government was a new one of the Cavaliers, with which the protector acquainted the
lord-mayor and common council of the city in
a speech, wherein he takes notice, that the
Marquis of Ormond had been privately in London three weeks, t to promote the king's affairs.
* Dr. Grey, while he grants that Cromwell was a
vain man, very much questions the truth of what is
it does not agree with what Whitelocke says concerning the surrender of Dunkirk.
The story Mr. Neal relates is the same we find in
Dr. HarWelwood's Memoirs, p. 97, 6lh edition.
ris treats it as all falsehood and invention, and as
authoritatively confuted by Thurloe's State Papers,

said above, as

vii., p. 173, where Lockhart, in his letter to
Thurloe written the day before the surrender of Dunkirk, has these expressions " To-morrow, before five
of the clock at night, his highness's forces under my
command will be possessed of Dunkirk. I have a
great many disputes with the cardinal about several

vol.

:

things

;

nevertheless,

1

must

say,

I

find

him willing

and though the generahty of court
to hear reason
and arms are even mad to see themselves part with
what they call v.n si bon morceau, or so delicate a bit.
yet he is still constant to his promises, and seems to
be as glad, in the general (notwithstanding our differ;

ences in little particulars), to give this place to his
highness, as I can be to receive it. The king is also
exceedingly obliging and civil, and hath more true
worth in him than I could have imagined."— iJ/e of
Cromwell, p. 402, 403.— Ed.
Echard, p. 730.
t Coinpl. Hist., p. 223.
of Cromt A remarkable instance of the accuracy
well's information is related, which shows how almost impossible it was to escape his vigilance. Or-

Cromwell was aware of
visited London.
his presence, and traced him from place to place.
Having learned his business, and who were his accompirces, he- took this magnanimous mode to in" An old Iriend of yours is
duce him to depart.
come to town," said Cromwell, in a jocular strain, to

mond had

Lord Broghill. The hitter asked, " Who?" Cromwell replied, " The Marquis of Ormond." Broghill
protested his ignorance of the fact, which Cromwell
and if you have
admitted, adding, " He lodges at
;

_
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who

lay ready on the coast with an

army of with

eight thousand men and twenty-two ships
that there was a design to seize the Tower and
that several ill-afT'eoted persons were endeavouring to put themselves in arms for that purpose
be therefore desired them to put the city into a
posture of defence, professing a more passion;

;

;

The
ate regard for their safety than his own.
citizens returned his highness thanks, and in
an address, promised to defend his person and
government with their lives and fortunes. The
like addresses came from several of the regiments at home, and from the English army in
Flanders. This was the plot the protector mentioned in his speech to the Parliament, and was
discovered by one Stapley, whose father had
Immediately
been one of the king's judges.
after the dissolution of the Parliament, three of

the conspirators were apprehended, and tried
before a high court of justice, according to the
late act for the security of his highness's perMr. Mordaunt, youngest son and brother
son.
of the Earl of Peterborough, was acquitted by
one vote but the other two, Sir Henry Slingsby and Dr. Hewet, were condemned. The doctor was indicted for holding correspondence
with Charles Stuart, for publishing him to be
King of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and for
He behaved with great
sending him money.
boldness towards his judges, keeping his hat
upon his head while the indictment was reading but an officer being sent to take it off, he
saved him the trouble. The doctor then refused to plead three times, disowning the jurisbut, though they read the
diction of the court
clause in the late act by which they were empowered to be his judges, he continued mute
upon which one of the judges summed up the
charge, and was going to pronounce sentence,
when he offered to put himself upon his trial, but
was told it was then too late, so judgment was
The doctor had
given against him as a mute.
prepared a plea and demurrer to the jurisdiction
and proceedings of the court, and exceptions
to their judgment, drawn up in form by counsel,
and ready to be engrossed, but was not suffered to have them argued. However, he had the
favour of being beheaded on Tower Hill, June
8, 1658, bemg attended by Dr. Wild, Dr. WarHis funeral sermestry, and Dr. Barwick.*
mon was preached the Sunday following, by
Backchurch,
at
St.
Dionis
Mr. Nath. Hardy,
and soon after, both the serin Lime-street
mon and the doctor's intended defence were
published, entitled " Beheaded Dr. John Hewet's Ghost crying for Justice," containing his
legal plea, demurrer, and exceptions to the jurisdiction of the court, &lc., drawn up by his
counsel, Mr. William Prynne. The doctor was
a Cambridge divine, but lived at Oxford and in
the army till the end of the war, when he came
to London, and was permitted to preach in the
Church of St. Gregory's, London, though he
was known to be a malignant. After his conviction, the Lady Claypole and Lady Falconbridge, the protector's daughters, interceded
;

;

;

;

;

to save an old friend, let him know thai, I am
aware where he is and what he is doing."
There svas no thirsting for blood in the heart of
Cromwell he never took the life of an enemy but
from a conviction of absolute necesaity. See Godwin,
* Life of "Barwick, p. 175.
vol. iv., p. 507,— C.
Vol. II.— Z

a mind

;

—

but because he
their father for his life
disputed the authority of the court, which struck
at the very lile of his government, the protector would not pardon him.
He told Dr. Manton, one of his chaplains, that if Dr. Hewet had
shown himself an ingenuous person, and would
have owned what he knew was his share in the
design against him, he would have spared his
life: but he said he would not be trifled with,
and the doctor was of so obstinate a temper
that he was resolved he should die
and the
protector convinced Dr. Manton, before they parted, that he knew, without his confession, how
far he was engaged in the plot.
Three more
of the conspirators were executed in other parts
of the city, but the rest were pardoned.
A little before the protector's death, the Independents petitioned his highness for liberty
to hold a synod, in order to publish to the world
They were
a uniform confession of their faith.
now become a considerable body, their churchcountry,*
both
in
city
and
by
es being increased
the additon of great numbers of rich and subbut they were not agreed upon
stantial persons
any standard of faith or discipline. The Presbyterians in the Assembly of Divines had urged
them to this, and their brethren in New-Engnor were the
land had done it ten years ago
;

;

;

;

*

The number of these churches was,
much greater in the two counties

proportion-

of Norfolk
and Suffolk than in most other parts of the kingdom.
This was owing to the particul.or intercourse which
those counties have with the city of Rotterdam and
ally,

Holland, where the more rigid Puritans, who were
driven out of England by the severities of the times,
before the civil wars began, had taken refuge, and
formed several Congregational churches. On the return of the English exiles to England, at the commencement of those dissensions, they brought with
them their sentiments on church government, and
formed churches on the Independent plan. Of these
the most ancient was the church of Yarmouth, consisting of members resident in that town and at Norwich and the Lord's Supper was administered alThis, after a time, was
ternately at the two places.
found very troublesome, and by a majority of votes
the seat of the church was fixed at Yarmouth. This
new arrangement was attended with great inconveniThey thereence to those who lived at Norwich.
fore, with the consent of the other part who resided at
Yarmouth, formed a separate church, June 10, 1644.
This consent was given with expressions «f the most
tender and endeared affection, as having been, many
of them, "companions together in the patience of
our Lord Jesus in their own and in a strange land,
and having long enjoyed sweet communion togethOn these models other
er in Divine onlinances."
churches were settled through these counties. As
At Tunat Demon, in May or June of the year 655.
;

1

stead,

North Walsham, Wymondham, and Guest-

wick, in 1052. In the same year was laid the foundation of the Congregational Church of Beccles, in
Suffolk, by nine persons joining together in churchfellowship', and by July 29, 1653, their number was
increased to forty. The church at Walpole was setThat of St.
tled into fellowship in the vear 1647.
Edmund's Burv, in 161S. That of Woodbridge, in
That at' Wattesfield, May 2, 1678. That of
1G51.
Wrentham was first gathered February I, 1649, under Mr. John Philip, and one of its first members
was Francis Brewster, Esq., lord of the manor of
Wrentham, who gave the church-plate, which bears
and some considerable legacies were left
his arms
by him and different branches of his family. The
hall was a place of refuge and concealment for the
ministers or any of the people in time of persecution.
Mr. Thompson's MS. Collections, under the words
Norfolk and Suffolk.— Ed.
;

—

;
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English Independents insensible of the defect
for hitherto, say they, there have " been no association of our churches, no meetings of our
ministers to promote the common interest our
churches are like so many ships launched singly,
and sailing apart and alone in the vast ocean of
these tumultuous times, exposed to every wind
of doctrine; under no other conduct than the
Word and Spirit, and their particular elders and
principal brethren, without associations among
themselves, or so much as holding out a com;

mon

light to others,

whereby

to

know where

they were."* To remedy this, some of their
divines and principal brethren in London met
together, and proposed that there might be a

correspondence Binong their churches in city
and country for counsel and mutual edification
and forasmuch as all sects and parties of Christians had published a confession of their faith,
they apprehended the world might reasonably
expect it from them for these reasons, they petitioned the protector for liberty to assemble for
this purpose.
This was opposed by some of the
;

;

court, as tending to establish a separation be-

tween them and the Presbyterians; nor was
it
however, he
gave way to their importunity and, as Mr.
Echard represents that matter, when he was
moved upon his deathbed to discountenance

the protector himself fond of

;

;

their petition, he replied, "They must be satisfied, they must be satisfied, or we shall all run
hack into blood again."
However, the protector did not live to see the
fruits of this asseinbly, which was appointed to
be held at the Savoy, October 12, 1658, where
ministers and messengers from above one hun-

dred Congregational churches met together, of
which the majority were laymen, the rest pastors in churches, and some younger divines
about the court, as the reverend and learned
Mr. John Howe, at that time chaplain to the
young protector, and others.! They opened
their synod with a day of fasting and prayer,
and alter some debate whether they should
adopt the doctrinal articles of the Westminster
Assembly for their own, with some amendments
and additions, it was thought more advisable to
draw up a new confession, but to keep as near
as possible to the method and order of the other.
A committee of the most eminent divines was
chosen for this work, viz., Dr. Thomas Goodwin, Dr. Owen, Mr. Phil. Nye, Mr. William
Bridge, of Yarmouth, Mr. Jos. Caryl, and Mr.
William Greenhill. While these were employed in preparing and putting together the articles
of their confession, the synod heard complaints
and gave advice in several cases which were

brought before them, relating to disputes or difThe particular
ferences in their churches.

heads of doctrine agreed to by the committee
were presented to the synod every morning, and
read by the Reverend Mr. George Griffith, their
scribe.
There were some-speeches and debates
upon words and phrases, but at length all acquiesced, and the whole was soon after published
in quarto, under the title of " A Declaration of
the Faith and Order owned and practised in the
Congregational Churches in England, agreed
upon and consented unto by their Elders and
Messengers, in their Meeting at the Savoy, Oc* Confess., Pref., p. 6.
t Calamy's Abridg., vol.

ii.,

p, 444.

'

tober 12, 1658."
Next year it was translated
into Latin by Professor Hornbeck, and published
at the end of his Epistola ad Duraeum de Independentissimo.
Some imputed their unanimity
to the authority and influence of Dr. Owen, Mr.
Nye, and the rest of the elder divines over the
younger but they themselves, in their preface,
" look upon it as a great and special work of the
Holy Ghost, that so numerous a company of
ministers and other principal brethren should
so readily, speedily, and jointly give up themselves to such a whole body of truths as is there
collected."
They add, farther, " that this agreement of theirs fell out without their having held
any correspondence together or prepared consultation, by which they might be advised of
one another's minds," which I confess is very
extraordinary, considering the confession consists of thirty-tiiree chapters, in which are almost two hundred distinct articles of faith and
discipline, and that the whole time of the synod's sessions or continuance was not aboveeleven or twelve days.
The Savoy confession proceeds upon the plan
of the Westminster Assembly, which made the
work very easy, and in most places retains
their very words.
They tell the world, in their
prelace, that they fully consent to the Westminster confession for the substance of it, but have
taken liberty to add a few things, in order ta
obviate some erroneous opinions that have been
more boldly maintained of late than in former
times.
They have likewise varied the method
in some places, and have here and there expressed themselves more clearly, as they found
occasion.
They have omitted all those chapters in the Assembly's confession which relateto discipline, as the thirtieth and thirty-first,
with part of the twentieth and twenty-fourth,
relating to the power of synods, councils,
church censures, marriage and divorce, and the
power of the civil magistrate in matters of religion.
These (say they) were such doubtful assertions, and so unsuited to a confession of faith,
that the English Parliament would never ratify
them, there being nothing that tends more to
heighten dissensions among brethren than to
place these doubtful speculations under so high
a title as a confession of faith.
After the nineteenth chapter of the Assembly's confession, of
the law, the Savoy divines have added an entire
chapter, of the Gospel, in which what is dispersed up and down the Assembly's confession
Upon the whole,
is collected and put together.
the difference between these two confessions,
in points of doctrine, is so very small, that the
modern Independents have in a manner laid
aside the use of it in their families, and agreed
with the Presbyterians in the use of the Assembly's catechism.
At the end of the Savoy confession there is
a chapter of discipUne, entitled " Of the Institution of Churches, and the Order appointed in
them by Jesus Christ," in which they assert,
" That every particular society of visible professors agreeing to walk together in the faith
and order of the Gospel is a complete church,,
and has full power within itself to elect and ordain all church-officers, to exclude all offenders,
and to do all other acts relating to the edification and well-being of the church.
" That the way of ordaining officers, that is,.
;
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pastors, teachers, or elders, is, after their election, by the suffrage of the church, to set them
apart with fasting and prayer, and imposition of
the hands of the eldership of the church, though,
if there be no imposition of hands, they are

nevertheless rightly constituted ministers of
Christ
but they do not allow that ordination
to the work of the ministry, though it be by
persons rightly ordained, does convey any office power, without a previous election of the
church.
"That no persons may administer the sacrament but such as are ordained and appointed
thereunto.
Nor are the pastors of one church
obliged to administer the sacraments to any
other than to the members of that church to
whom they stand related in that capacity. Nor
may any person be added to the church as a
private member, but* by the consent of the
church, after a confession of his faith, declared
by himself, or otherwise manifested.
" They disallow the power of all stated synods, presbyteries, convocations, and assemblies
of divines, over particular churches
but admit that, in cases of difficulty, or difference relating to doctrine or order, churches may meet
together by their messengers in synods or councils, to consider and give advice, but without
exercising any jurisdiction.
" And, lastly, they agree that cliurches, consisting of persons sound in th^ faith and of good
conversation, ought not to refuse communion
with each other, though they walk not in all
things according to the same rule of church
order; and if they judge other churches to be
true churches, though less pure, they may receive to occasional communion such members
of those churches as are credibly testified to be
godly, and to live without offence.
"These opinions," say they, "may appear new
to a great many people, because they have not
been openly and publicly professed in the English nation
but we are able to trace the footsteps of an Independent congregational way in
the ancienlest practice of the Church, and in
the writings of the soundest Protestant divines." They add, "that their principles do not
in the least interfere with the authority of the
civil magistrate, nor do they concern themselves
upon any occasion with him, any farther than to

j

I

j

I

Christian states and churches, there
ought to be a forbearance and mutual indulgence
to Christians of all persuasions, that keep to
and hold fast the necessary foundations of faith

*

It

was

also a practice of the Independents, at the

the assistance of his Holy Spirit, to walk together
in all the ordinances of the Lord Jesus, as far as the
same are made clear unto us, endeavouring the advancement of the glory of our Father, the subjection
of our will to the will of our Redeemer, and the mutual edification of each other in his most holy faith
and fear."— Mr. Thompson's MS. Collections, under
the

name Wattes field.

— Ed.

all

and holiness.

This principle

we have main-

tained for tiie sake of others, when we ourselves had no need of it."
They conclude with
thankfulness to their present governors for permitting those who coidd not comply with the
Presbyterian establishment to enjoy the liberty
of their consciences, and equal encouragement
and protection with others and that this liberty is established by law, as long as they disturb not the public peace.
This should engage
us (say they) to promote the honour and prosperity of such a government, to be peaceably
disposed one towards anotlier, and to love as
brethren forasmuch as the differences between
Presbyterians and Independents are differences
between fellow-servants, neither of them having authority, from God or man, to impose their
opinions upon one another.*
Mr. Baxter, in the main a very peaceable and
candid divine, loses all temper when he speaks
of this assembly; he finds fault with their definition of justification, and makes these remarks :
" They thought it not enough expressly to contradict St. James, and to say unlimitedly that
we are justified by the righteousness of Christ
only, and not by any works, but they contradicted St. Paul also, who says, that faith is imputed for righteousness ;' and not only so, but
they asserted that we have no other righteousness but that of Christ.
A doctrine abhorred
by all the Reformed and Christian churches, and
which," says he, "would be an utter shame of the
Protestant name, if what such men held and did
were imputable to sober Protestants." But is
it possible that Mr. Baxter could believe that
the Savoy divines denied the necessity of sanctification, or personal holiness 1 when they have
a whole chapter in their Confession upon sanc;

;

first formation of their churches, to sign an agreement, or covenant, which they entered on their
church books. This sometimes ran out into various articles, expressive of their devotedness to the
service of God, their trust in Christ, their determination to study the Scriptures, and to form their faith
and worship by them, of their mutual engagement to
keep the Christian ordinances, to watch over one another in the Lord, to bear one another's burdens, and
to preserve union and love, and of their resoluiions
to persevere in a course of faith and holiness.
Of
these forms of agreement, one of the most simple is
that which was adopted by the church at Wattesfield, in Suffolk.
It was in these words: "We do
covenant or agree, in the presence of God, through

We

among

;

;

implore his protection for the preservation of
the peace and liberty of their churches." They
glory in this, that ever since they appeared in
the world, they have distinguished themselves
"
in the cause of Christian liberty.
have always," say they, " maintained this principle, tliat

;

1

'

|

'

another upon repentance and good
works, and a third upon the moral law, which
they declare does forever bind all men to obedience, both justified and unjustified.
When Mr.
Baxter asked some honest men who joined them
whether they subscribed the Confession, they
said no
he then inquired why they did not
contradict this 1
To which they answered, because the meaning was, that they had no other
righteousness but that of Christ to be justifiiedi
by, which is certainly the doctrine of the Westminster Assembly. What 'does Mr. Ba.xter reply to this
Why nothing, but adds, very uncharitably, " that the Independent confessions
are like such oaths as speak one thing and mean
another so much could two men [Dr. Owen and
Goodwin] do with many honest, tractable young
men, who had more zeal for separating strictness than judgment to understand the Word
tification,

;

!

;

* Dr. Price observes, " The views maintained on
the constitution of the Christian Church are precisely those still held by the whole body of Congregationalists" (in
11.,

p.

621.- C.

England).— i/isf. Nonconformity, voL
.
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interest of the churches

and of themAnd yet there were in tliat assembly
selves."*
divines of as great age and learning as
liimself their design was not to undervalue the
"Westminster Confession, but rather to uiiswer
the (Jcsires of thai assembly, by publishing to the
world such a dcclaralion of their failh and discipline as they had demanded.
And the Confession
was so far from raising any new divisions, that
Mr. Philip Henry observes, upon the death of
Cromwell, that there was a great change in the
tempers of good people throughout the nation,
and a mighty tendency to peace and unity, as if
they were by consent weary of their long clasliings.
However, the Independents lost their best
friend in the protector, who was not only their
patron upon the principle of liberty, but a balance to the Presbyterian pretences to ecclesiasof Odd.

tiie

many

;

tical

power.

The hierarchy of the Church of England was
now at a very low ebb, and in danger of being
lost beyond recovery
for if the bishops, who
were now very ancient, had all died oft" before
;

others had been consecrated, ihe line of succession must have failed
for the Church of Rome
was so far from supporting it, that they published a treatise this year. Of the Nature of the
Catholic Faith, and of Heresy
in wbich they
endeavour to invalidate the English ordinations, and revived the story of the Nag's-head
Club, for the truth of which they appealed to
Dr. Morelon, the ancient Bishopof Durham, who,
;

;

in a soleum speech made in full Parliament (say
they), declared in express words, that our first

In their address they say, " they took up arms
in the late war for liberty and reformation, but
assure his majesty that they were so far from
entertaining any thoughts of casting off their
allegiance, or extirpating the royal family, that
they had not the least intent to abridge him of
his just prerogatives, but only the restraining
those excesses of government, which were nothing but the excrescences of a wanton power,
and were rather a burden than an ornament to
the royal diadem."
They then go on to declaim
against the protector, calling him that grand impostor, that loathsome hypocrite, that detestable
traitor, the prodigy of nature, the opprobrium of
mankind, a landskip of iniquity, a sink of sin, a
compendium of baseness. And then, begging
pardon for their former offences, they promise
to sacrifice their lives and fortunes for his majesty's restoration, provided his majesty would
be so gracious as to restore the remains of the
Long Parliament to ratify the treaty of the Isle
of Wight; to establish liberty of conscience
to
take away tithes, and provide some other maintenance for the national clergy and to pass an
act of oblivion for all who had been in arms
against his father and himself, except those who
should adhere to that ungodly tyrant who calls
himself protector. His lordship adds, that the
messenger that brought these propositions, asking the sum of £2000 to carry on the project,
his majesty dismissed him with civil expressions, telling him he had no design to trouble
any man for his opinion. However, if there
had been such an address from the body of ttie
Anabaptists, it is a little strange that after the
Restoration it was not remembered to their advantage.
But his lordship seems to have had
no great acquaintance with these men, when
he says they always pretended a just esteem
and value for all men who faithfully adhered to
the king
whereas they were of all sects the
most zealous for a conmron wealth, and were
enemies to the protector for no other reason but
because he was for government by a single person.
In truth, this whole affair seems no more
than an artifice to get a little money out of the
poor king's purse.*
The protector's health was now declining,
through his advanced age and excessive toils
and fatigues. The restless spirits of the Royalists and Republicans put him upon his guard,
insomuch that he usually wore under his clothes
'I he loss
a piece of armour, or a coat of mail.
of his beloved daughter Claypole, who died this
sensible
influence
on
summer, had also a very
About the middle of August he was
his health.
seized with a slow fever, which turned to a terbut the distemper appeared so fatian ague
vourable for a while, that he walked abroad in
Ludlow says,
the gardens at Hampton Court.
the protector had a humour in his leg, which he
desired the physicians to disperse, by which
means it was thrown into his blood at length
his pulse began to intermit, and he was adviand his ague fits growing
sed to keep his bed
stronger, it was thought proper to remove him
to Whitehall, where he began to be light-headed ; upon which his physicians declared his life
;

;

;

bishops after the Reformation had been consecrated in a tavern
and that this was so far
from being doubted, that it was a fact most notorious to all the world
adding, that the rest
of the bishops present rather approved than in
the least opposed vvliat he had said.
The bishop, then in the ninety-fourth year of his age,
being advised of tbis calumny, sent for a public
notary from London, and in the presence of proper witnesses, made a soleinn protestation of the
falsehood of this story, and signed it in due
form, July 17, IGSS.
He then sent his chaplain.
Dr. Barwick,t to all the lords spiritual and temporal then alive, who had sat in that Parliament,
desiring that if they believed him undeservedly aspersed, they would attest it by subscribing
their names
which was done by six bishops
and fourteen temporal lords, and by the several
clerks and registrars of the House.
The bishop
died soon after, but his protestation, with the
proofs, was afterward published by Dr. Bramhal,
bishop of Derry, in a treatise entitled " The Consecration and Succession of Protestant Bishops Justified the Bishop of Duresme Vindicaand the Fable, of the Ordination of the
ted
Nag's-head Club clearly Confuted." This awakened the clergy to enter upon measures for the
continuance of a succession of bishops, though
they could not be regularly chosen, lest the validity of the Episcopal ministry should cease;
which will come under consideration in the
transactions of the next year.
Lord Clarendon mentions an address of the
Anabaptists to the king, who, being disappointed
in their expectations of a commonwealth, threw
* Notwithstanding the suspicions which rest upon
themselves at liis majesty's feet, ofliering their this affair, Crosby has seen fit to preserve the adassistance to pull down the present government. dress, propositions, and letter, in the Appendix to his
Ed.
first volume, INo. 5.
t Ibid., p. 40.
*'Uie, p. lOi
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

——

—

;
;
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in danger, and the council being summoned to
desire him to nominate his successor, he appointed his eldest son Richard.
In the intervals of his tits he behaved with great devotion
and piety, hut manifested no remorse for his
public actions
he declared, in genera!, that he
designed the good of the nation, and to preserve
He once asked
it from anarchy and a new war.
Dr. Goodwin, who attended at his bedside, and
is said to have expressed an unbecoming assurance* to Almighty God in prayer of his recovery, vvhetlier a man could fall from grace ? which
the doctor answering in the negative, the protector replied, "Then I am safe, for I am sure
About twelve
I was once in a state of grace."!
hours before he died he lay very quiet, when
Major Butler, being in his chamber, says he
heard him make his last prayer to this purpose
" Lord, I am a poor foolish creature this people would fain have me live
they think it best
for them, and that it will redound much to thy
glory, and all the stir is about this.
Others
would fain have me die Lord, pardon them,
and pardon thy foolish people forgive their sins,
and do not forsake them, but love and bless, and

give them rest, and bring them to a consistency, and give me rest, for Jesus Christ's sake, to
whom, with thee and thy Holy Spirit, be all honour and glory, now and forever, Amen."* The
protector died September 3, 1658, about three
in the afternoon, the day on which he had triumphed in the battles of Marston Moor,t Dun-

The language of Dr. Goodwin was thus extravagant " Lord, we beg not for his recovery, for that

* Thurloe, his secretary, would be more likely to
furnish an accurate form of Cromwell's prayer than
the major, and he sent it to. Henry in Ireland, inscribed, " His Highnesse's Prayer, Sept. 2, being the
night before he departed." " Lord, although I am
a wretched and miserable creature, I am in covenant
with thee through grace, and I may, I will come to
thee for my people: thou hast made me a mean instruinent to doe them some good, and thee sarves,
and many of them have sett too high a vallue upon
me, though others wishe, and would be glad of my
death but. Lord, however thou shall dispose of me,
continue and goe on to doe good for them give them
consistency of judgment, mutual love, and one harte
goe on lo deliver them, and with the work of reformation, and make the name of Christ great and glorious in the world
teach those who looke too much
upon thy instruments to depend more upon thyselfe.
Pardon such as desire to trample upon the dust of a
poore worme, for they are thy people too ; and pardon
the folly of this short prayer, for Jesus Christ his
sake, and give us a good night if it be thy pleasurp ."
CromweWs Memoirs of Oliver Cromwell, vol. ii., p.
366.— C.
t This, as Dr. Grey notices, is an error the battle of Marston Moor was fought on the 2d of July,

;

bar,

:

;

;

;

*

:

:

notice these strange flights. And Sewel the
historian's reflection on this last instance of the flat" Oh,
tery, or phrensy, of these courtiers, was just.
fail to

Thus I call it, though he had been
horrid flattery
the greatest saint on earth which he came much
short of, though he was once endued with some eminent virtues." History of the Quakers, p. 189. Ed.
The abundant knowledge that we possess of Dr.
Goodwin from his works, and the character ascribed
to him by his cotemporaries, furnish conclusive evidence of the falsity of this version of his prayer for
Cromwell. Sir Phillip Warwick's account of Cromwell's last sickness is manifestly unworthy of credit.
The phrensied speeches and prayers attributed to his
chaplains by Echard, and such writers, are gross
caricatures, unworthy of a place in any work pretending to historical lidelity. The language of Dr. Good!

;

win reported by Ludlow, and improved on by

subse-

quent writers, is fairly susceptible of an interpretation against which no valid objection can be urge'd.
Thurloe's letter to Henry Cromwell proves that there
was a period of the protector's illness when his disorder was thought to have yielded to the remedies
which had been employed. Only let it be supposed
that it was at this period and there is nothing
against the supposition that the prayer referred to
was uttered, and what is there in the following sentence to call for the pious horror which has been
" Lord, we beg not for his recovery, for that
e.'ipressed
thou hast already granted and assured us of; but for his
speedy recovery." It requires little but candour and
fair dealing to interpret Goodwin's language by the
The danlight which is thus incidentally obtained.
ger was believed to be past, and speedy restoration
Dr. Owen was
to health was therefore implored.
charged with similar language, but his brief and conclusive reply was, " Mentitur impudentissime, for I saw
him not in his sickness, nor in some long time be-

—

—

'!

fore."

— Owen's Works,

mons abound in
p.

65.— C.

vol. xxi., p. 506.

South's ser-

slanders of this kind see volume i.,
t Baxter's Life, p. 98.
:

lived fifty-nine
:

;

thou hast already granted and assured us of; but for
his speedy recovery." And when news was brought
of his death, Mr. Peter Slerry stood up, and desired
them not to be troubled. " For," said he, " this is
good news because, if he was of great use lo the
people of God when he was among us, now he will
be much more so, being ascended to heaven to sit at
the right baud of Jesus Christ, there to intercede for
Ludus, and to be mindful of us on all occasions."
loiv's Memoirs, 4to, p. 258, 259.
Dr. Grey does not

and Worcester, when he had

years, four months, and eight days
four years
and eight months after he had been declared protector by the instrument of government, and
one year and three months after his confirmation by the humble petition and advice.
As he
had lived most part of his life in a storm, his
was
death
attended with one of the greatest
hurricanes that had been known for many years t
Some have said, that ne.xt night after his death
his body was wrapped up in lead, and buried in
Naseby field, according to his desire. Others,
more probably, that it was deposited privately
in a vault in King Henry VII. 's chapel, some
time before the public funeral, which was performed November 23, with all imaginable grandeur and military pomp,§ from Somerset House,
where he had lain in state, to the Abbey Church

;

I

;

;

;

—

;

1644.- En.

Grey tells us, also, that on the day his coffin
was taken up and hung at Tyburn, almost as remark% Dr.

able a storm rose in the northern parts of the kingSuperstition and a hatred of Cromwell construed these circumstances as appearances of nature
or the God of nature, by physical phenomena, expressing an abhorrence of his character.
But sound
philosophy sees nothing but a singular coincidence
of events, happening together, but without any correspondence in their causes and will reflect how
many storms disturb the elements, when no wicked
tyrant dies in the political world
En.
9 The expenses of Cromwell's funeral amounted
to £60,000.
The body was laid in a more private
apartment till the 1st of November; in imitation of
the solemnities used upon the like occasion for Philip II., king of Spain, who was thus represented to be

dom.

;

!

—

purgatory for two months. It was then removed
great hall of Somerset House; the part
where the bed stood was railed in, and the rails and
ground within covered with crimson velvet. Four or
five hundred candles, set in flat shining candlesticks,
were so placed round near the roof of the hall, that
the light they gave seemed like the rays of the sun
by all which he was represented to be in a state of
glory.
Ludlow's Memoirs, 4tO, p. 2C0. Ed.

in

into the
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Westminster, where a

fine

strong.
He had a masculine
countenance, a sparkling eye, a manly, stern
look, a vigorous constitution, and was an enemy to ease and excess the motto upon his
coat of arms was. Fax quaritur bello.
Upon the breaking out of the civil war he
took arms for the Parliament, and though he
was forty-three years of age before he drew a
sword, he soon became colonel of a regiment of
chosen men, who declared they fought not for
gain, but for the cause of religion and liberty.
He always went to prayer before battle, and returned solemn thanks for his success afterward.
He was careful to promote an exact discipline
in the army, and would not have pardoned his
own brother, says my author,* if he had found
him plundering the country people. The army
had not an officer who faced danger with greater intrepidity, or more eagerly sought occasions
He had a
to distinguish his personal valour.
great presence of mind in the heat of action,
and taught his soldiers to fight in a more des-.
perate manner than usual, not allowing them to
discharge their muskets till they were so near
the enemy as to be sure of doing execution.
His reputation rose so fast, that he quickly became a major-general, then lieutenant-general,
under Fafrfax, and at last supplanted him. His
troops believed themselves invincible under his
conduct
he never lost a battle where he had

mausoleum was compact, and

erected for him, on which his effigy was placed,
and exhibited to the view of all spectators for a
time but after the king's restoration, his coffin
was tal<en out of the vault, and drawn upon a
sledge to Tyburn, where he was hanged up till
sunset, and then buried under the gallows *
Thus died the mighty Oliver Cromwell, the
greatest soldier and statesman of his age, after
he had undergone excessive fatigues and labours
in a long course of warlike actions, and escaped
innumerable dangers from the plots and conspiracies of domestic enemies. Few historians
have spoken of him with temper, though no
other genius, it may be, could have held the
reins, or steered the commonwealth through so
many storms and hurricanes, as the factions of
these times had raised in the nation. He was
born at* Huntingdon, April 25, 1599, and descended of the family of Williams, of Glamorgan in Wales, which assumed the name of Cromwell by marrying with a daughter of Cromwell,
earl of Essex, in the reign of King Henry VIH.
The seat of the eldest branch of the family was
called Hinchinbrook, now belonging to the Earl
of Sandwich, who were reputed to possess an
estate of £30,000 a year.
Oliver, who was descended of a younger branch, was educated in
Cambridge, and from thence became a student
in Lincoln's Inn, being a wild and extravagant
youth till about the thirty-fifth year of his age,
when he quilted his irregular life, and became
remarkably sober.
In the year 1G40 he was
chosen representative in Parliament for the
town of Cambridge, and sat two years undistinguished in the House, as a mere country gentleman, appearing, says Sir Philip Warwick, in
a plain cloth suit of clothes made by a country
tailor, his linen not very clean, his band unfashionable, his hat without a hat-band, and his
sword close by his side his countenance was
swollen and reddish, his voice hoarse and untunable, but his elocution was full of fervour
and warmth, and he was well heard in the
House.
His person somewhat exceeded the
middle stature,! but was well proportioned,
;

;

;

;

command. The victory of Marston
The
chiefly ascribed to his valour.
reduction of Ireland in -less than a year made
him the terror of his enemies and the battles
of Dunbar and Worcester completed'his mar-

the chief

Moor was

;

tial glory.

How far his usurping the protectorship of the
three nations, without the previous consent of
a free Parliament, was the result of ambition
but
or necessity, has been considered already
if we view him as a statesman, he was an
able politician, a steady, resolute governor and
;

;

though he had more numerous and powerful
enemies than any man of the age, he was never intimidated, having a peculiar art of keeping
men quiet, and giving them, by turns, hopes of
his favour.
He had a wonderful knowledge of
* The reader is referred, for very curious and mi- mankind, and an inimitable sagacity and peneIf there was a man in England who
nute information upon this much-disputed subject, tration.
the disposal of the protector's body, to Noble's House excelled in any faculty or science, he would find
him out, and reward him according to his merof Cromwdl, vol. li., p. 288-291.— C.
t Sir John Keresby calls Cromwell " one of the it.
In nothing was his good understanding betgreatest and bravest men, had his cause been good,
ter discovered, says Bishop Burnet, than in seekthe world ever saw. His figure did not come up to
ing out able and worthy men for all employhe was, indeed, a likely person, but
his character
which gave a general satisfaction. By
not handsome, nor had he a very bold look with hiin. ments,
He was plain in his apparel, and rather negligent these methods, in the space of four or five years
than not. Tears he had at will, and was, doubtless, he carried the reputation and glory of the Eng;

the greatest dissembler on earth." Memoirs, p. 2.
Since Mr. Neal wrote, various historians have reviewed the actions and character of Cromwell, among
whom the faithful and judicious Dr. Harris deserves
particular mention. The candid and copious account
of this extraordinary man in the first edition of the
Biographia Britannica has been enriched with new
and curious matter by the learned and accurate pen
which has conducted the second edition. The history of the Cromwell family has been accurately investigated by Mr. Noble, in his Memoirs of the Protectoral House of Cromwell not to mention other
writers who have elucidated this subject. To other particulars with which Dr. Kippis has improved
the article Cromwell in the Biogr. Britan., is added
an ample exhibition of the characters of him drawn
by foreigners and natives.— Ed. Since Dr. Toul;

lish nation as

high as

it

was capable of being

He was

by France,
who condecompliances to obtain his
Charles Gustavus, king of Sweden,
friendship
and
thought himself honoured by his alliance
Cardinal Mazarine said that nothing but the
raised.

Spain, and

scended

equally dreaded
the United Provinces,

to servile
;

;

min wrote
appeared.

this note, other lives of

The best,

Cromwell have

undoubtedly, that has appeared,

Memoirs of Oliver Cromwell and his
Sons, by Oliver Cromwell, Esq.," 3d edition, London,
1822 Russell's Life in the Family Library is a high
church libel upon that great man.— C.
* Carrington's Life of Cromwell, p. 243. Wel*
wbod's Mem., p. 104.
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"
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Xing of France's having

the smallpox could

have hindered him from coming over to England, that he might have the honour of w^aiting
on one of the greatest men.
The protector had an uncommon command
of his passions, and knew how to behave in
character upon all occasions, though in private
life he would be jocose and merry with his infe-

much honesty and
interest
ligion,

—

;
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godliness as his cause and
that he had a zeal for re-

would allow

;

meant honestly in the main, and was pithe main course of his life,* till prosperi-

ous in
ty corrupted him."
But, with all these good qualities,

it is certain
the protector was a strong enthusiast, and did
not take up his religion upon rational or solid
riors
yet no prince was more jealous of his principles, which led him into sundi-y mistakes,
His ambassadors not supported by reason or Scripture. One of
dignity on public occasions.
in foreign courts had all the respects paid them his favourite principles was, a particular faith ;
All Europe trembled that is, if anything was strongly impressed upon
that our kings ever had.
And though he could converse his mind in prayer, he apprehended it came imat his name
with no foreigners but in broken Latin, yet no mediately from God, and was a rule of action
man ever had better intelligence, nor understood but if there were no impressions, but a flatness
Upon this
the views and interest of the several courts of in his devotions, it was a denial.
Europe better than himself He had spies at maxim he is said to have suffered the late king
Madrid and Paris, and was so happy as to fix to be put to death in an arbitrary and illegal
upon persons who never failed him. Mr. Al- manner. Another maxim was, that "in extragernon Sydney, who was not inclined to think ordinary cases, something extraordinary, or beor speak well of kings, commended him to Bish- yond the common rules of justice, may be done ^
op Burnet, as one who had just notions of pub- that the moral laws, which are binding in ordilic liberty
and though he made some severe nary cases, may then be dispensed with; and
and cruel laws against the Episcopal clergy, it that private justice must give way to public neWhich was the protector's govern"was not for their religion, but because they cessity."
were open and declared enemies to his person ing principle in all his unwarrantable stretches
A third principle by which the proand government.
of power.
The protector was a Protestant, but affected tector was misled was, his determining the
An appeal
to go under no denomination or party ; he had goodness of a cause by its success.
and though he to the sword was with him an appeal to God ;
chaplains of all persuasions
was by principle an Independent, he esteemed and as victory inclined, God owned or discountenanced the cause. It is impossible that a
all Reformed churches as part of the Catholic
Church and without aiming to establish any man's conduct could be just or consistent while
tenets by force or violence, he witnessed, on all it was directed by such mistaken principles.
It has been farther objected to the protector's
occasions, an extreme zeal for the Protestant
religion, and a just regard for liberty of con- character, that he was notoriously guilty of hypocrisy and dissimulation both to God and man
science.
As to his moral character, his greatest ene- that he mocked God by the pretence of piety
mies have not charged him with any public vi- and devotion, and by long prayers full of hypoBut who can penetrate the heart,
ces.
Dr. Welwood admits that he was not ad- critical zeal.
dicted to swearing, gluttony, drunkenness, ga- to see whether the outward actions flow from
ming, avarice, or the love of women, but kept an inward principle
With regard to men, it is
Nor is he chargea- certain the protector knew how to address their
close to his marriage-bed.
ble with covetousness, for it has been computed, passions, and talk to them in their own way
says the writer of his life,* that he distributed and if in his devotions he uttered with his
£40,000 a year out of his privy purse to chari- mouth what his heart never meant, no one can
table usest
He promoted virtuous men, and vindicate him but men are not slightly to be
was inflexible in his punishment of ill actions. arraigned, says Ilapin, for the inward motions
His court was regulated according to a most of their heart, which pass all human knowledge.
strict discipline, says Mr. Echard, where every Besides, it is not easy to conceive the watchful
vice was banished or severely punished.
He eyes that were upon him, and the vast difficulmaintained a constant appearance of piety, and ties he had to contend with. Queen Elizabeth's
was regular in his private and public devotions dissimulation has been extolled for the very
he retired constantly everyday to read the Scrip- same reason that the protector's is condemned ;
tures and prayer and some who watched him if therefore, such a conduct was necessary to
narrowly have reported, that after he had read govern the several parties, there is nothing
and expounded a chapter, he prostrated himself
with his face on the ground, and, with tears, theatrical e.^hibitions. There was, indeed, a remarkapoured out his soul to God for a quarter of an ble e.xception, in his permitting, from hatred to the
hour.
He was a strict observer of the Sabbath, Spaniards, the representation of a performance entiand an encouragcr of goodness and austerity of tled " The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru." Roslife.t
Mr. Baxter admits that "he kept as cius Anglicanus, p. 29, in the Literary Museum, 8vO,
;

!

;

;

;

;

!

!

:

;

;

printed in 1792.— Ed.

* Carrington, p. 248.
t An observation of Dr. Gibbons, as just in itself
and doing honour to Cromwell, deserves lo be mentioned here. It is this: "that it does not appear
that, in the height of his power, he ever diverted any
part of the national property to the private emolument of himself or family, as he left them possessed
of the small estates only which he enjoyed before he
arrived to the protectorate." Funeral Sermon for
William Cromwell, p. 48.— Ed.
t To this must be ascribed his prohibition of all

* That his religious character was not originally
it might afterward be abused, to
carry political views, and was prior to his dignity and
power, it has been observed, is evinced from his letters written long before that period, and from what
Milton says of him " that, being arrived to manly
and mature age, wliich he spent as a private person,
and noted for nothing more than the cultivation of
pure religion and integrity of life, he was grown
wealthy in rotirement at home. '"^Gibbon's Funeral
Sermon for William Cromwell, o. 47, 48. Ed.

assumed, however

:

;;
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says the same author,
unless it was a crime in him not to put it into
the power of his enemies to destroy him with
the greater ease.
Ambition and thirst of glory might sometimes
lead the protector aside, lor he niiagined himself
to be a second Phineas, raised up by Providence
to be the scourge of idolatry and superstition
and in climbing up to the pinnacle of supreme
power, he did not always keep within the bounds
of law and etiuity to this passion some have
greatly blameworthy in

it,

;

:

ascribed his assuming the protectorship, and
putting himself at the head of three kingdoms
though others are of opinion it was owing to
hard necessity and self-preservation. I will not
venture to decide in this case; possibly there
might be a mixture of both. When he was in
possession of the sovereign power, no man ever
used it to greater public advantage, for he had
a due veneration for tlie laws of his country in
all things wherein the life of his jurisdiction
vi'as not concerned
and though he kept a stand;

;

ing army, they were under an exact discipline,
and very little burden to the people.
The charge of cruelty, which is brought
against him for having put some men to death
for conspiring against his person and government, deserves no confutation, unless they
would have had him sit still till some conspiraCruelty was not in
cy or other had succeeded.
his nature ;* he was not lor unnecessary effusion of blood.
Lord Clarendon assures us that,
when a general massacre of the Royalists was
proposed by the officers in council, he warmly
opposed and prevented it.
Dr. Welwoodt compares the protector to an
unusual meteor, which with its surprising influence overawed not only three kingdoms, but the
most powerful princes and states about us. A
great man he was, says he, and posterity might
have paid a just homage to his memory, if he
had not imbrued his hands in the blood of his
prince, and trampled upon the liberties of his
country.
Upon the whole, it is not to be wondered that
the character of this great man has been transmitted down to posterity with some disadvantage, by the several factions of Iloyalists, Presbyterians, and Republicans, because each were
disappointed, and enraged to see the supreme
power wrested from them but his management
he
is a convincing proof of his great abilities
was at the helm in tiie most stormy and tempestuous season that England ever saw but,
:

:

;

usurpation, at least till the Constitution couhf
After his death his great achievements were celebrated in verse by the greatest
wits of the age, as Dr. Sprat, afterVvard Bishop
of Rochester, Waller, Dryden, and others, who
in their panegyrics outdid everything which till
that time had been written in the English lan-

be restored.

guage.*

Four divines of the assembly died this year
Dr. John Harris, son of Richard Harris, of J3uckinghamshire, born in the parsonage house of
Hardwick in the same county, educated in Wickham school near Winchester, and in the year
1606 admitted perpetual fellow of New College.
He was so admirable a Grecian and eloquent a
preacher, that Sir Henry Saville called him a
second St. Chrysostom. In 1619 he was chosen Greek professor of the university. He wasafterward prebendary of Winchester, rector of
Meonstoke in Hampshire, and in the year 1630,
warden of Wickham College, near Winchester
in all which places he behaved with great reputation.
In the beginning of the civil wars he
took part with the Parliament, was chosen one
of the Assembly of Divines, took the Covenant,
and other oaths, and kept his wardenship till hisdeath
he published several learned works,t
and then died at Winchester, August 11, 1658,
aged seventy years.
Mr. Sydracli Sympson, a meek and quiet divine of the Independent persuasion, was educated in Cambridge, but forced to fly his country
for nonconformity in the times of Archbishop
Laud. He was one of the dissenting brethren
in the Assembly, and behaved with great tem,-

;

per and moderation. t Bishop Kennet says he
was silenced for some time from preaching, because he differed in judgment from the Assembly in points of church discipline, but was reHe afstored to his liberty October 28, 1646.
terward gathered a congregation in London, after the manner of the Independents, which met
Upon the
in Ab Church, near Cannon-street.
resignation of Mr. V^ines in the year 1650. for
refusing the Engagement, he was by the visiters made master of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge.
He was a divine of considerable learning, and
In his last sickof great piety and devotion.

ness he was under some darkness and melancholy apprehensions upon which account some
of his friends and brethren assembled in his
own house to assist him with their prayers
and in the evening, when they took their leave,
he thanked them, and said he was now satisfied'
;

by his consummate wisdom and valour, he dis* The reader is referred to the Appendix for a
concerted the measures and designs of his ene- view of the character of Oliver Cromwell, drawn,
mies, and preserved both himself and the com- from various works. C.
monwealth from shipwreck. I shall only obt His principal work was " A View of the Life of
serve farther, with Rapin, that the confusions Dr. Arthur Lake, Bishop of Bath and Wells, 1629."
C.
which prevailed in England after the death of
+ Dr. Grey calls Mr. Sympson a celebrated preachCromwell clearly evidence the necessity of this
er of rebellious principles ; which is plain, he says,
* Such was the sensibility of his spirit, that if an from the following extract from one of his discours"Reformation is liable to inhuman treacheries.
account were given him of a distressed case, the nar- es
Pharaoh's dealing was very treacherous. He bade
ration would draw tears from his eyes.
It speaks
strongly in favour of his temper and his domestic de- the people go gave them liberty by proclamation ;
portment, that the daughter of Sir Francis Russel, and when he had got them at an advantage, he brought
married to his second son Henry, who, before her up an army to cut them off. The reforming of the
marriage, had entertained an ill opinion of his father Church will meet with such kind of enemies." If
Oliver, upon her coming into the family felt all her Dr. Grey had not been accustomed to ascribe rebellion
prejudice removed, and changed into a most affec- to alt the Puritan divines, he would have been unable
Brooks
tionate esteem for her father-in-law, as the most ami- to find rebellious doctrine in this passage.
able of parents.— Gt66o?i'.s Funeral Sermon for Will- says it would puzzle both the universities to detect
iam Cromwell, Esq., p. 46.— Ed.
the treason.— C.
t P- 102.

—

—

:

;

—
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in his soul ; and lifting up his hands towards
heaven, said, " He is come, he is come ;" and

that night died.
Dr. Robert Harris was born at Broad Camden
in Gloucestershire, 1578, and educated in MagHe preached for some
dalen College, Oxon.

lime about Oxford, and settled afterward at
Hanweli, in the place of famous Mr. Dodd, then
suspended for nonconformity ;* here he continued till the breaking out of the civil wars, when
by the king's soldiers he was driven to London.
He was appointed one of the Assembly of Divines, and mnister of St. Botolph, Bishopsgate.
In the year 1646 he was one of the six preachers to the University of Oxford, and next year
one of their visiters, when he was created D.D.
and made president of Trinity College, and rector of Garlington. near Oxford, which is always
annexed to it. Here he continued till his death,
governing his college with a paternal affection,
being reverenced by the students as a father.
The inscription over his grave gives him a
great character; but the Royalists charge him,
and I believe justly, with being a notorious plu-

He died December
eightieth year of his age.t-

11,

ralist. t

1658,

in the
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sions of the preceding ten.
Richard Cromwell
being proclaimed protector upon his father's de
cease, received numberless addresses from all
parts,* congratulating his accession to the dignity of protector, with assurances of lives and
fortunes cheerfully devoted to support his title.
He was a young gentleman of a calm and peaceable temper, but had by no means the capacity
or resolution of his father, and was therefore
unfit to be at the helm in such boisterous times.
He was highly caressed by the Presbyterians,
though he set out upon the principles of general toleration, as appears by his declaration of

November

"A

Proclamation for the
25, entitled
better encouraging godly Ministers and others ;" and for their enjoying their dues and liberties, according to law, without being molested with indictments for not using the
Prayer Book.f

Commoa

* Of these addresses Dr. Grey says, "Nothing
ever exceeded them in point of flattery, except those
canting addresses of the Dissenters to King James
upon his indulgence ;" and he gives several at length,,
as specimens of the strain of adulation in which they
were drawn up, from different corporations from
which the reader will see that mayors, recorders,
and aldermen of that day could rival the Independent ministers, whom the doctor reproaches as " most
;

Mr. William Carter was educated in Cambridge, and afterward a very popular preacher foully guilty," in their eifusions of (lattery. In truth,
He was a good scholar, of great all were paying their devoirs to the rising sun.— Ed.
in London.
seriousness, and though a young man, appointt " The Presbyterian discipline and synodical goved one of the Assembly of Divines. After some ernment," says Mr. Hallam, " were very partially inwhole, the church, during
time he joined the Independents, and became troduced; and, upon the
the suspension of the ancient laws, was rather an
one of the dissenting brethren in the Assembly.
assemblage of congregations than a compact body,
He had offers of many livings, but refused them, proving little more unity than resulted from their
being dissatisfied with the parochial discipline common dependancy on the temporal magistrate.
nevertheless, he was indefati- In the time of Cromwell, who favoured the Independof those times
gable in his ministry, preaching twice every ent sectaries, some of that denomination obtained
Lord's Day to two large congregations in the livings but very few, I believe, comparatively, who
this had not received either Episcopal or Presbyteriait
city, besides lectures on the week days
private patronage to benewasted his strength, and put an end to his life ordination. The right of
fices, and that of tithes, though continually menaced
about midsummer, 1658, in the fifty-third year
by the more violent party, subsisted without alteraHis family were afterward great tion." Const. History, vol. ii., p. 427. The anomaof his age.
sufferers by the purchase of bishops' lands.
lous condition of the ecclesiastical atfairs led to the
possession of church livings by a few Independent
and Baptist ministers. The fact is notorious, and
;

;

:

CHAPTER

IV.

THE INTERREGNUM FROM THE DEATH OF OLIVER
CROMWELL TO THE RESTOR.tTlON OF KING
CH.\RLES II. AND THE RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND. 1659.

Upon the death of the protector, all the discontented spirits who had been subdued by his
administration resumed their courage, and within the compass of one year revived the confu* Dr. Harris did not conceive any one external
form to be so essential to a church, but that it might
still deserve that name, though under a Presbyterian,
or Independent, or Episcopal form, so long as it
was kept within the bounds of those general rules
laid

down

in the Scriptures.

Life of Dr. Harris,

p.

318.— C.
Against this charge, if the truth of it should be
admitted, ought to be set his charity, which, we are
told, exceeded the ordinary proportion of his revenues.
Ed. Dr. Walker, that most mendacious of all historians, rests the evidence of this accusation on the
authority of a scurrilous letter published to pour
contempt upon the Puritans. See Brooks's Lives of
+

—

the Puritans, vol.

iii.,

p. 307.

—
— C.

i Clarke's Lives, in his Martyrology, p. 314-339.
Vol. II
A

—A

cannot be reconciled with the principles of the parIndependency is founded on the
ties in question.
voluntary character of religion. This is the element
It
in which it lives, and moves, and has its being.
the simis its universal and all-pervading attribute
ple but majestic doctrine which it lisped in its infancy, and the distinct enunciation of which constitutes
the glory of its manhood. It is, therefore, matter of
surprise that any Congregationalist should so far
have forgotten what was due to their own consistency as to have received the constrained report of their
people.
The violation of their principles in this case
was as real as in the more palpable forms sometimes
assumed by the coercive principle when it had dictated the modes of religious worship, and furnished
the slightest departure from an established creed and
To compel others to support religion is to
ritual.
admit the seminal principle of persecution while it
subjects the recipients of such tribute to a host of
noxious influences, from which no personal excellences can wholly protect them. Nor can the consistency of the parties in question be defended ort
the ground that, though they occupied the edifices,
and received the stipend allotted by the state, they
did not regard themselves as parochial ynitiisters. Thechurches which they formed approximated, it is true,
more nearly to the Congregational than to any other
model but there were incongruous elements in their
constitution, v\'hich, had time permitted, could not
fail to have produced the most lamentable results;
Like the image of Nebuchadnezzar, the system wa»
;

;

;
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protector summoned a Parliament
The
to meet on the 27th of January, 1638-9.
elections were not according to the method
but
fathpr,
according
old
hy
his
to
the
practised
Constitution, because it was apprehended that
the smaller boroughs might he more easily influenced than cities and counties
but it was
ill judged to break in upon the instrument of
government, by which he held his protectorship.
Tlie Parliament met according to appointment,
but did little business, the Lower House not being willmg to own the Upper.
The army was
divided into two grand factions
the Wallingford House party, whicli was for a commonwealth and the Presbyterian, which, with the
majority of the Parhament, was for the protector.
The Wallingford House party, of which
Fleetwood and Desborough were the head, invited Dr. Owen and Dr. Manton to their consultations.
Dr. Owen went to prayer before
they entered on business, but Dr. Manton, being late before he came, heard a loud voice from
within saying. He must down, and he shall
down.
Manton knew the voice to be Dr.
Owen's, and understood him to mean the deposing of Richard, and therefore would not go
in.
But the writer of Dr. Owen's life discredthough, in my opinion, it is very
its this story
probable, for the doctor inclined to a Republican
government he sided with the army, and drew
up their address against Oliver's being king;
upon which, he declined in the protector's favour,, and as soon as Rrichard became chancel-

The young

;

:

;

;

;

partly gold and partly clay, imposing and beautiful
it may be to the eye, but destined speedily to become
" like the chaff of the summer Ihreshing-lloor." Milton's keen vision detected and exposed the inconsist" Independency and state hire in religion,"
ency.
he remarks, " can never consist long or certainly to-

gether for magistrates, at some time or other, will
pay none but such whom, by their committees of
;

examination, they tind conformable to their interests
and opinions. And hirelings will soon frame themselves to that interest, and those opinions which they
see best pleasing to their paymasters and, to seein
right themselves, will force others as to the truth."
Such is the testimony of Dr. Price upon the state of
the Church at this period. Yet the inconsistency
was more apparent than real, in some cases at least.
The Independent or Baptist minister consented to
occupy the vacant pulpit of a parish, but threw himself entirely on the voluntary support of the people.
This appears to have been the case with John Goodwin, who replied in the following language to a violent attack upon his character by the celebrated
Frynne " I am charged with receiving their tithes.
My answer is, that I demand no tithes of any of
them, nor ever had any right to do it. Nor have I
ever received any tithes from them in the nature of
tithes, but as their voluntary contribution.
The
parsonage is impropriate in the parishioners' hands
the vicarage is only endowed with eleven pounds
per annum. For the last half year I have received
little above twenty pounds, e.xcepting only one half
of the yearly rent of a small house, let sometimes
but for twelve pounds, and never for above fourteen
pounds a year. Out of which sum, twelve pounds
ten shillings being deducted for the rent of my house,
the remainder is of as low a proportion as envy herself can desire for the maintenance of a minister,
his wife, and seven children, in such an expensive
place as this city. If Mr. Prynne knew how small
a portion of subsistence I receive, and what ray labour and pains are, I verily believe that, instead of upbraiding me with receiving tithes,' he would pity
me that I received no moie."—Jackson's Life of Good;

:

;

'

.win, p.

68.— C.

Oxford, he turned him out of the viceThe cabinet-council at Wallchancellorship.
ingford House having gained over several to
their party, prevailed with Richard to consent
to their erecting a general council of officers,
though he could not but know they designed his
ruin, being all Republicans
and therefore, instead of supporting the protector, they presented a remonstrance, complaining of the advancement of disaffected persons, and that the good
old cause was ridiculed.
Richard, sensible of
his fatal mistake, by the advice of Lord Broghill dissolved the council, and then the Parliament voted they should meet no more but the
officers bid him defiance, and like a company of
sovereign dictators armed with power, sent the
protector a peremptory message to dissolve the
Parliament, telling him that it was impossible
for him to keep both the army and Parliament
at his devotion, but that he might choose which
he would prefer if he dissolved the Parliament,
he might depend upon the army but if he refused, they would quickly pull him out of Whitehall.
Upon this, the timorous gentleman being
at a plunge, and destitute of his father's courage, submitted to part with the only men who
could support him.
After the dissolution of the Parliament, Richard became a cipher in the government
Lord
Broghill, afterward Earl of Orrery, advised him
to the last to support the Parliament and declare against the council of officers
and if he
had allowed the captain of his guard at the same
lor of

;

;

;

;

;

;

time to have secured Fleetwood and Desborough, as he undertook to do with the hazard of
his life, he might have been established
but
the poor-spirited protector told him that he was
afraid of blood
upon which the captain, Lord
Howard, made his peace with the king.* The
officers at Wallingford House, having carried
their point, published a declaration about twelve
days after, without so much as asking the protector's leave, inviting the remains of the Long
Parliament to resume the government, who immediately declared their resolutions for a commonwealth without a single person, or House
of Peers.
Thus was the grandeur of Cromwell's family destroyed by the pride and resentment of some of its own branches Fleetwood
had married the widow of Ireton. one of Oliver's
daughters, and being disappointed of the protectorship by his last will, was determined that
no single person should be his superior. Desborough, who had married Oliver's sister, joined
in the fatal conspiracy.
Lambert, whom Oliver had dismissed the army, was called from
his retirement to take his place among the
council of officers.
These, with Sir H. Vane,
and one or two more behind the curtain, subverted the government, and were the springs
of all the confusions of this year, as is evident
hy the letters of Mr. Henry Cromwell, lordlieutenant of Ireland, now before me, who saw
farther into their intrigues at that distance, than
;

;

;

the protector, who was upon the spot.
I shall
take the liberty to transcribe some passages out
of them to my present purpose.
Upon the surprising news of Oliver's death,
he writes to his brother, September, 18, 1658,
* See the dialogue between Richard and Howmarked SS.. in Noble's House of Cromwell, vol.

ard,
L, p.

330.— C.
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but pray give me leave to exposso astonished at the news of my dear the officers
How came these two or three
father's sickness and death, tliat I know not tulate with you
hundred
officers
together 1
If they came of
what to say or write on so grievous an occasion
but the happy news of leaving your high- their own heads, their being absent from their
ness his successor gives some rehef, not only charge without license would have flown in
on account of the public, but of our poor fami- their face when they petitioned for a due observance of martial discipline. If they were called
ly, which the goodness of God has preserved
from the contempt of our enemies. I may say, together, were they not also taught what to

"

am

I

;

:

;

without vanity, that your highness has been
proclaimed here with as great joy and general
the best-atfected
and I make no doubt of the
places of England
Now, that the
dutiful compliance of the army.
God of your late father and mine, and your highness's predecessor, would support you, and pour
down a double portion of the same spirit that
was so eminently in him, and would enable you
to walk in his steps, and do worthily for his
name, namesake, and people, and continually
preserve you in so doing, is the prayer of
" Yours, &,c.,
H. C."
satisfaction

(I

believe) as in
;

In another letter of the same date, sent by an
express messenger, he writes, that " he had
caused a very dutiful address to be sent to the
army, which had been already signed by several
of the field officers, and when perfected, should
be sent to him as a witness against any single
officer that should hereafter warp from his obedience so that I may and do assure your highness of the active subjection of this army to
your government, and will answer for it with

;

;

j

!

;

j

;

my

life."

In his letter of October 20, 1658, he says, " If
the account be true which I have received of
the state of affairs in England, I confess it is no
more than I looked for, only I had some hopes

might have been prevented by keeping all ofcharges but, as things
stand, I doubt the flood is so strong you
can neither stem it nor come to an anchor, but
must be content to go adrift and expect the ebb.
I thought those whom my father had raised from
nothing would not so soon have forgot him, and
endeavour to destroy his family before he is in
his grave.
Why do I say I thought, when I
know ambition and affection of empire never
had any bounds 1 I cannot think these men will
ever rest till they are in the saddle and we
have of late years been so used to changes, that
it will be but a nine days' wonder
and yet I
fear there is no remedy, but what must be used
gradually and pedetcntim.
Sometimes I think
of a Parliament, but am doubtful whether sober
men will venture to embark themselves when
things are in so high a distraction
or if they
would, whether the army can be restrained from
forcing elections.
I am almost afraid to come
over to your highness, lest I should be kept
there, and so your highness lose this army,
which, for aught I know, is the only stay you
have, though I cannot but earnestly desire it.
I also think it dangerous to write freely to you,
for I make no question but all the letters will
be opened that pass between us, unless they
come by a trusty messenger. I pray God help
you, and bless your councils.
"I remain yours, &c.
H. C."
it

ficers at their respective

;

now

;

;

;

In a letter of the

same date

to his brother-in-

law Fleetwood, he writes
" Dear Brother,
" I received your account of the petition of
:

say and do 1
If they were called, was it with
his highness's privity 1
If they met without
leave in so great a number, were they told of
their error!
I shall not meddle with the matter of their petition
but, dear brother, I must
tell you, I hear that dirt was thrown upon his
late highness at that great meeting
that they
were exhorted to stand up for that good old
cause which had long ISin asleep. I thought
my father had pursued it to the last. He died
praying for those that desired to trample on his
dust.
Let us, then, not render evil for good,
and make his memory stink before he is under
ground.
Let us remember his last legacy, and
for his sake render his successor considerable,
and not make him vile, a thing of naught, and
a by- word.
\Vhither do these things tendl
What a hurly-burly is there
One hundred Independent ministers called together a council,
as you call it, of two or three hundred officers
of a judgment.
Remember what has always
befallen imposing spirits.
Will not the loins of
an imposing Independent or Anabaptist be as
heavy as the loins of an imposing prelate or
presbytery
And is it a dangerous opinion, that
dominion is founded in grace, when it is held
by the Church of Rome, and a sound principle
when it is held by the fifth-monarchy men"?
Dear brother, let us not fall into the sins of other men, lest we partake of their plagues.
Let
it be so carried, that all the people of God,
though under different forms yea, even those
whom you count without, may enjoy their birthright and civd liberty
and that no one party
may tread upon the neck of another. It does
not become the magistrate to descend into parbut can the things you do tend to this
ties
end? Can these things be done, and the world
not think his highness a knave or a fool, or oppressed with mutinous spirits'!
Dear brother,
my spirit is sorely oppressed with the consideration of the miserable state of the innocent people of these nations
what have these sheep
done that their blood should be the price of our
lust and ambition ?
Let me beg you to remember how his late highness loved you
how he
honoured you with the highest trust, by leaving
the sword in your hand, which must defend or
destroy us.
And his declaring his highness his
successor shows that he left it there to preserve him and his reputation.
brother use
it to curb extravagant spirits and busy-bodies,
hut let not the nations be governed by it.
Let
us take heed of arbitrary power
let us be governed by the known laws of the land
and let
all things he kept in their proper channels
and
let the army be so gorverned, that the world
may never hear of them unless there be occasion to fight.
And truly, brother, you nmst pardon me if I say God and man may require this
duty at your hand, and lay all miscarriages of
the army, in point of discipline, at your door.
You see I deal freely and plainly with you, as
becomes your friend and a good subject and

I

!

;

;

;

:

;

!

;

;

;

;

—

—

;
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the great God, in whose presence I speak, knows
that I do it not to reproach you. but out of my
tender affection and faithluhiess to you. And
you may rest assured that you shall always find
me your true friend and loving brother.

"H. C."
In other letters to Lord Broghill, afterward
Earl of Orrery, with whom he maintained an intimate correspondence, " he complains of his be-

ing forbid to come over into England
and that
the clause in his new commission was left out
namely, the power of appointing a deputy, or juries, in order to prevent his coming over'to England, which he hopes his highness will permit,
there being much more cause to press it now
than ever." " I find,'.' says he, in a letter to the
;

my enemies have sentenced
to an honourable banishment; I am not
conscious of any crime which might deserve it;
but if they can denounce judgment upon my innocence, they will easily be able to make me
criminal.
They have already begot a doubt
among my friends whether all be right but I
will rather submit to any sufferings with a good
name, than be the greatest man upon earth without it." In a letter to Secretary Thurloe, he
writes, " that since he was not allowed to leave
Ireland, he could do no more than sit still and
look on.
The elections for Parliament are like
to be good here," says he, '* though I could wish
the writs had come timely, that the members
might have been there before they had been excluded by a vote, which, it is said, will be the
first thing brought upon the stage."
From
these, and some other of his letters, it is natural to conclude that Lieutenant-general Fleetwood was at the head of the councils which
deposed Richard, which might be owing either
to his Republican principles, or to his disappointment of the protectorship. However, when
he found he could not keep the army within
bounds, who were for new changes, he retired
from public business, and spent the remainder
of his life privately among his friends at Stoke
Newington, where he died soon after the Revolution, being more remarkable for piety and devotion than for coiwage and deep penetration in
protector, "that

me

;

politics.*

To

return

:

After the

Rump

Parliament had

the protector's debts be paid, and an allowance
of .£10,000 per annum bo allowed to Richard
and his heirs forever. 7. That there may be a
representative of the people, consisting of one
house, successively chosen by the people
and
that the government of the nation may he placed in such a representative body, with a select
senate co-ordinate in power; and that the administration of all executive ower of government maybe in a council of stale, consisting ol
a convenient nuinber of persons eminent for
godliness, and who are in principle for the present cause "
;

i

The Parliament thanked the officers for their
but postponed the affair relating to
Richard till he should acquiesce in the change
of government.
The protector, having parted
with the Parliament, who were his chief support, had not the resolution to strike a bold
stroke for three kingdoms, but tamely submitted
petition,

to resign his high dignity,* by a writing under
his hand, after he had enjoyed it eight months.

How little the soul of Oliver survived in his soq
may be seen by this conduct
His
brother Henry,! who was at the head of an arRichard

my

his assistance, but

was

come immediately

forbid,

to

and the timorous

young gentleman returned to a private life with
more seeming satisfaction than he had accepted the sovcreignty.t Upon his quitting White* Richard Cromwell has been reproached as "extremely pusillanimous," as "a lool and a sot," and
" a titinoiise prince," because he yielded to the times,
and relinquished power and royalty. " But, in the
name of common sense," says Dr. flarris, with virtuous animation, "what was there weak and foolish in
laying down a burden too heavy for the shoulders?
What in preferring the peace and welfare of men to
blood and confusion, the necessary consequences of
retaining the government?
Or what, in a word, in
resigning the power to such as, by experience, had
been found fully equal to it, and intent on promoting
the common welfare ? Ambition, glory, fame, sound
well in the ears of the vulgar; and men, excited by
them, have seklom failed to figure in the eyes of the
world but the man who can divest himself of empire for the sake of his fellow-iucn, must, in the eye
of reason, he entitled to a much higher renown than
the purpled hero who leads them on to slaughter,
though provinces or kingdoms are gained to him
thereby."
:

sat about a week, the officers petitioned, " 1.
That the laws might have their free course. 2.
That all public debts unsatisfied might be paid.
3. That all who profess faith in the holy Trinity, and acknowledge the Holy Scriptures to be
the revealed will of God, may have protection
and encouragement in the profession of their
religion, while they give no disturbance to the

!

in Ireland, offered to

Ambition, cease the idle contest end
'Tis but a kingdom thou canst win or lose.
•

;

And why must murder'd myriads lose their all
why desolation lour
(If life be all)
With famish 'd frown on this aflFrighted ball.
;

That thou mayst (lame the meteor of an hour

?

Mason.

—Harris's Life of Charles II., vol. i., p. 211.— En.
t Had Henry been the first-born of his father,
probably Charles II. Vv^ould never have succeeded to

state, except papists, Prelatists, and persons who the throne of his ancestors.
Henry is said to havs
teach licentious doctrines. 4. That the two uni- resembled his father not only in person, but in mind.
C.
versities, and all schools of learning, may be
i For his conduct at this period, Richard has been
countenanced.
5. That those who took part
accused of feebleness and pusillanimity. Mrs. Hutchwith the king in the late wars, or are notoriousinson says in' her Memoirs, " He was a meek, temly disaffected to the Parliament's cause, may
perate, and quiet man, but had not a spirit lit to sucbe removed from all places of trust. 6. That ceed his father or to manage such a perplexed gov-

—

* " He thought that prayers superseded the use of
carnal weapons, and that it was sufficient to trust
in the hand of Providence, without exerting the arm
of flesh.' He would fall on his knees and pray when
he heard of a mutiny among the soldiers; and was
with the utmost difficulty roused to action on several emergencies."
Granger's History of England, vol.
iii., 8vo, p. 17.— Ed
'

ernment." Certainly, had he plunged the nation into
a war! and had he put to death two or three of his
most factious opponents, he might possibly have re-

mained in power for a longer season. He entertainhowever, a strong disinclination to shed blood ;
and rather than owe his aggramlizement to crime, re
turned peaceably to the private station from which
he had sprung, and for the enjoyment of which his
ed,

nature was peculiarly adapted.

By the

Cavaliers-
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and the other royal palaces, the Parliament
voted Iiun a maintenance, but rel'used to concern
themselves with his lather's del)ts,* the payment
vk'hereof swept away the greatest part of liis estate, which was far. from being large, considering the high preferments his faliier had enjoyed
for several years. This was a farther contempt
thrown upon the protector's memory former
obligations were forgotten, and a new council
hall,

;

of state being chosen, the nation seemed to
slide peaceably into a commonwealth govern-

store the king and the old Constitution.
The
particulars of this union (says Rapin) are not
known, because the historians who write of it,
being Royalists, have not tiiought fit to do so
much honour to the Presbyterians. But it is
generally agreed that from this time the Presbyterians appeared no longer among the king's
enemies, but very much promoted his restoration.
Upon the foundation of this union an insurrection was formed in several parts of the
country, vvhich was discovered by Sir Richard

Willis, a correspondent of Secretary Thurloe's,
ment.
Ttie Presbyterians would have been content so that Sir George Booth, a Presbyterian, had
with Richard's government but seeing no like- an opportunity of appearing about Chester, at
lihood of restoring the Covenant, or coming the head of five or six hundred men, declaring
into power, by the Rump Parliament, which for a free Parliainent, without mentioning the
was chieliy made up of enthusiasts and decla- king but he and Sir Thomas Middleton, who
red enemies to monarchy, they entered into a joined him, were defeated by Lambert, and
kind of confederacy with the Royalists to re- made prisoners.* The king and Duke of York
came to Calais, to be in readiness to embark in
and Republicans, the course adopted by Richard case it succeeded, but upon the news of its
was of course ridiculed, and affected to be despised, miscarriage they retired, and his majesty, in
bueh terms as " Queen iJick," " 'I'uinble-dovvn Dick." despair, determined to rely upon the Roman
and " the meek knight," were plenteously bestowed Catholic powers for the future.
Several of the
upon hiin. Heaih styles hnn a "milksop;" Lord
Presbyterian ministers appeared in this insurClarendon, a " poor creature ;" and Bishop Warburton, a " poltroon."'
Of his true character and of the rection, as the Reverend Air. Newcombe, of
-Manchester, Mr. Eaton, of Walton, and Mi".
real motives of his conduct, historians probably will
ever remain divided in opinion. Richard resided on Finch, chaplain to Sir George Booth, all afterthe Couliuenl till 16S0, principally in Fans. On his ward ejected by the Act of Uniformity.
return, he settled, underthe name of Richard Clarke,
The Parliament, to secure the Republican
Here, with the exception of exchan- government, first appointed an oath of abjuraat Clieshuiit.
ging occasional visits Vvith a few friends, he passed tion, whereby
they renounced allegiance to
the remainder of his long hie in peace and seclusion.
Charles Stuart, and the whole race of King
Dr. Watts, who was one of his most favoured intiJames,
and
promised
fidelity to the comiiionmates, used to mention that only on one occasion
had he heard any allusion from the recluse as to his weallli, wihout a single persoti or the House of
They then attempted the reductitm of
former greatness, and then but in an indirect man- Peers.
ner.
the army, which had set them up, depending
Allusion has been made to the many fulsome ad- upon the assurances General Monk had given
dresses which were poured upon the new protector them from Scotland,
of his army's entire subon his hrst accession to power. They Hew to him,
mission to their orders
but the English offisays Anthony Wood,
from all parts of the three na;

;

;

'•

tions to salute and magnify his assumption to the
sovereignty, wherein he was celebrated for the excellence of his wisdom and nobleness of his mind,"
6cc.
On his expulsion from VVIntehall, Richard,
particular anxiety about the safety of two
old trunks, a friend, somewhat surprised, inquired
" They
the reason of this extraordinary interest.
contain," said the ex-protector, "no less than the
lives and fortunes of the people."
The fact is, they
were the addresses which he had received in the
zenith of his glory, in which he was spoken of as
the saviour of his country, and as the person on
whom alone depended the lives and liberties of the
three kingdoms.
Richard died at Cheshunt, 1712, in his 86th year
he seems to have been a religious character, and attended service alternately at the Established Church
and at the Baptist meeting in Romsey. —/eses's Court
of the Stuarts, vol. 111., p. 170-2. Noble, vol. i., p. 183.

showing

;

— C.

The Parliament

however, an inquiry
into the debts of Richard Cromwell, anil a schedule
by vvhich it appeared that
•of them was given in
Richard, even after having reduced his father's debts
from £-28,000 to £23,550, owed .£-20,640. it was resolved to acquit Richard Cromwell from this debt,
*

instituted,

;

to provide for the payment ot it by the sale of the
plate, hangings, goods, and furniture in Whitehall
and Hampton Court, belonging to the state, which
could be conveniently spared. It was also resolved

and

to seitle on him an annuity of £8700, so as to make
to him with his own fortune a yearly income of
£10,00J.
But, through the changes that followed,
Richnrd Cromwell derived no benefit from these reso
lutions.
(jrei/'i- Examination, vol. lii., p. 241.
Dr.
Harris's Life of Charles II., vol. i., p. 108, &c.— Ed.

—

cers, instead of submitting, stood in their

own

defence, and presented another petition to the
fiouse, desiring their former address from Wallingford Mouse might not lie asleep, but that
Fleetwood, whom they had chosen for their general, might be confirmed in his high station,
'i'he House demurred upon the petition, and seeing there was like to be a new contest for dominion, endeavoured to divide the officers, by
cashiering some, and paying others their arrears.
Upon this, the officers presented a third petition
to the same purpose
but the Parliament, being
out of all patience, told them their complaints
were wi^iout just grounds, and cashiered nine
of their chiefs, among whom were Lieutenantgeneral Fleetwood, Lambert, Desborough, Berry, Kelsey, Gobbet, and others of the first rank
by means whereof things were brought to this
crisis, that the army must submit to the Parliament, or instantly dissolve them.
The discarded officers resolved on the latter, for which
purpose, October 13, Lambert with his forces
secured all the avenues to the Parliament House,
and as the speaker passed by Whitehall, he rode
up to his coach, and having told him there was
nothing to l)e done at Westminster, commanded Mrtjor Creed to conduct him hack to his
house. At the same time all the members were
stopped in their passage, and prevented from ta;

:

* The Parliament so much resented this insurrection, that_ they disfranchised the city of Chester.—
Dr. Grey's Exatnination, vol. ill., p. 242. i'^u.

—

—
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king their seats in Parliament, Fleetwood having placed a strong guard at the door of the Parliament House for that purpose. Thus, the remains of the Long Parliament, after they had
sat five months and six days, having no army
to support them, were turned out of their house
a second time hy a company of headstrong officers, who knew how to pull down, hut could
not agree upon any form of government to set

up

in its place.

The general having secured Scotland, and
put garrisons into the fortified places, marched
no more than five thousand
but while Lambert was encamped about

to the borders with

men

;

Newcastle

to oppose his progress, it appeared
that the nation was sick of the phrensies of the
officers, and willing to prefer any government
to the present

anarchy

Portsmouth and part

;

of the fleet revolted, and declared for a free
Parliament, as did several of the detachments
of the army upon which Lambert retired towards London, and made way for Monk's entering England.
The Committee of Safety, seeing all things in confusion, and not knowing
whom to trust, resigned their authority, and restored the Parliament, which met again December 26, and would now have been glad to have
had Monk back again in Scotland for this purpose, they sent letters to acquaint him with their
restoration, and that now he might return to his
government in Scotland but the general, having entered England January 2, continued his
march towards London, designing a new as
When he came to
well as a free Parliament.
York, Lord Fairfax received him into that city,
and declared for a new and free Parliament as
did the London apprentices, and great numbers
of all ranks and orders of men, both in city
and country. The Rump being suspicious that
Monk had some farther design, either of establishing himself after the example of Cromwell,
or of restoring the king, obliged him to take the
oath of abjuration of Charles Stuart, already
mentioned, and to swear that, by the grace and
assistance of Almighty God, he would be true,
faithful, and constant to the Parliament and
commonwealth and that he would oppose the
bringing in or setting up any single person or
House of Lords in this commonwealth. They
also sent Mr. Scot and Robinson to be spies
upon his conduct, who came to him at Leicester, where he received addresses from divers
parts, to restore the secluded Presbyterian members of 1648, which was the first step towards
Thus a few giddy polithe king's restoration.
ticians at the head of an army, through ambition,
envy, lust of power, or because they knew not
what to carve out for themselves, threw the
whole kingdom back into confusion, and made
way for that restoration they were most afraid

There being now a perfect anarchy, the officers, who were masters of the nation, first appointed a council of ten of their own body to
take care of the public, and having restored
their general officers, they concluded upon a select number of men to assume the administration, under the title of a Committee of Safety,
which consisted of twenty-three persons, who
had the same authority and power that the late
council of state had, to manage all public affairs,
till they could agree upon a new settlement.
The people of England were highly disgusted
with these changes, but there was no Parliament or king to fly to many of the gentry, therefore, from several parts, sent letters to General Monk in Scotland, inviting him to march his
army into England to obtain a free Parliament,
and promising him all necessary assistance.
The Committee of Safety, being aware of
this, attempted an accommodation with Monk
by Clarges his brother-in-law, but without sucfor they had not sat above a fortnight becess
fore they received letters from Scotland full of
reproaches for their late violation of faith to the
Parliament, and of the general's resolution to
march his army into England to restore them.
Upon this Lambert was sent immediately to the
frontiers, who, quartering his soldiers about
Newcastle, put a stop to Monk's march for
about a month.
In the mean time, the general,
in order to gain time, sent commissioners to
London, to come to terms with the Committee
of Safety, who were so supple, that a treaty
was concluded November 15, but when it was
brought to Monk he pretended his commissioners had exceeded their instructions, and refused
to ratify it.
The Council of State, therefore,
which sat before the Rump Parliament was interrupted, taking advantage of this, resolved to
gain over Monk to their party, and, being assembled privately, sent him a commission, con- of, and which, without their own quarrels, and
stituting him general Of the armies of England. insulting every form of government that had
Scotland, and Ireland, which was the very thing been set up, could not have been accomplished.
he desired.
When the general came to St. Alban's, he
At this juncture died Sergeant Bradshaw, sent a message to desire the Parliament to rewho sat as judge and pronounced sentence of move the regiments quartered in the city to
death on King Charles at his trial he died with some distance, which they weakly complied
a firm belief of the justice of putting his majes- with, and made way for Monk's entrance with
ty to death in the manner it was done, and said his forces in a sort of triumph, Februarys, 1659that if it were to do again, he would be the first 60.
Being conducted to the Parliament House,
man that should do it he was buried in a very the speaker gave him thanks for his great and
pompous manner in Westminster Abbey, being many services and the general having returned
attended by most of the members of the Long the compliment, acquainted the House " that
Parliament, and other gentlemen of quality, No- several applications had been made to him, in
vember 22, 1659, but his body was not suffered his march from Scotland, for a full and free
to rest long in its grave.*
Parliament for the admission of the secluded
members in 1648, without any previous oath or
* At the Restoration Bradshaw was exhumed, and,
engagement, and that the present Parliament
with Cromwell, hanged on a gallows and on the 30th
would determine their sitting. To all which he
of January, 1660, the anniversary of Charles I.'s death,
that they were now a free Parliatheir heads were set upon poles on the top of West- had replied,
ment, and had voted to fill up their house in orminster Hall, where they remained twenty years
Noble's House of Cromwell, vol. i., p. 290.
der to their being a full Parliament but to reC.
;

:

;

:

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

—

;

;
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store the secluded members without a previous
oath to the present government, is wliat had
but he took the
never been done in England
liberty to add, that he was of opinion that the
fewer oaths the better, provided they took care
that neither the Cavaliers nor fanatics should
have any share in the administration."
The citizens of London being Presbyterians,
fell in with Monk, in hopes of a better establishment, and came to a bold resolution in com;

mon

council,

February

17, to

pay no more taxes

Upon this,
the Parhament was filled up.
the House, to show their resentment, ordered
to seize
the general to march into the city
eleven of the most active common councilmen,
and to pull down their gates, chains, and portThis was bidding them defiance at
cullisses.
a time when they ought to have courted their
Monk, having arrested the comfriendship.
mon councilmen, prayed the Parliament to suspend the execution of the remaining part, but
till

;

they insisting upon his compliance, he obeyed.
The citizens were enraged at this act of violence; and Monk's friends told him that his embroiling himself with the city in this manner
would inevitably be his ruin, for without their
assistance he could neither support himself nor
obtain another Parliament; people being now
generally of opinion with Oliver Cromwell, that
the Rump Parliament was designed to be perpetual, and their government as arbitrary as the
most despotic king. Monk, therefore, convinced of his mistake, resolved to reconcile himself to the magistracy of the city, in order to
which, he sent his brother Clarges to assure
them of his concern for what he had done and
having summoned a council of officers in the
night, he sent a letter to the Parliament, insisting upon their issuing out writs to fill up their
house, and, when filled, to rise at an appointed
time, and give way to a full and free Parliament.
Upon reading this letter, the House voted him
thanks, and sent to acquaint him that they were
taking measures to satisl'y his request but the
general, not willing to trust himself in their
hands, broke up from Whitehall, and having
been invited by the Lord-mayor of London, and
the chief Presbyterian ministers, marched his
whole army into the city and a common council being called, he excused his late conduct,
and acquainted them with the letter he had sent
to the House, assuring them that he would now
stand by them to the utmost of his power.
This appeased the angry citizens, and caused
them to treat him as their friend, notwithstandWhen
ing what had happened the day before.
the news of this reconciliation was spread
through the town, the Parliament were struck
with surprise but there was a perfect triumph
among the people the bells rung, bonfires were
made, and numbers of rumps thrown into them,
in contempt of the Parhament.
The general, being now supported by the citizens, proceeded to restore the secluded members of 1648 who were of the Presbyterian
party :* for this purpose, he appointed a confer;

;

;

;

;

ence between them and some of the
members, which miscarried, because the

members could not undertake that the
ment would stand to their agreement.
* Dr. Grey has given a

bers.—-Ecra^nmoritj/i, vol.

list

iii.,

sitting
sitting
Parlia-

of those secluded
p.

250,— Ed.

Upon
mem-

191

Monk resolved to restore them immediately by force, lest the Parliament and their
army should come to an accommodation, and
vihich,

Accordingly, He
dislodge him from the city.
summoned the secluded members to Whitehall,

February

24,

and having acquainted them with

his design, exhorted them to take care of the
true interest of the nation, and told them " that
the citizens of London were for a commonwealth, the old foundations of monarchy beingso broken that it could not be restored but upon
the ruins of the people, who had engaged for
for if the king should return,"
the Parliament
says he, "he will govern by arbitrary will and
power. Besides, if the government of the State
;

be monarchical, the Church must follow, and
prelacy be brought in, which I know the nation
cannot bear, and have sworn against it and
therefore a moderate, not a rigid Presbyterian
government, with liberty of conscience, will be
the most acceptable way to the Church's settlement."* He then ot)liged them to subscribe
" 1. To settle the armies
the following articles
2. To provide for
so as to preserve the peace.
3. To contheir support, and pay their arrears.
stitute a council of state for Scotland and IreAnd, 4. To call a new Parliament and
land.
And so dismissed thenx
dissolve tlie present."
with a strong party of guards to see them take
This speech was
their places in the House.
very dilTerent from what is pretended the genview, and seems to have been drawneral had
up by some of the more moderate Presbyterians, with whom he kept a close correspodence.
And though he did not turn the members out of
the House as Cromwell did, yet his discharging
the Parliament-guards, and placing a strong
body of his own horse at the door, without
leave of the Parliament, gave them sufficiently
to understand what would be the consequence
of their making opposition.
The House, thus enlarged, became entirelyThey ratified the vote of DePresbyterian.
cember, 1648, viz., that the king's concessions
at the Isle of Wight were a sufficient ground
They annulled the Engagement of
for peace.
They put the militia into new hands,
1649.
with this limitation, that none should be employed in that trust but who would first declare,
under their hands, that they believed the war
raised by both houses of Parliament against
the king was just and lawful, till such time as
force and violence were used upon the Parliament, in 1648. They repealed the oath of abThey appointed a
juration of Charles Stuart.
new council of state, and declared lor a free
commonwealth for a learned and pious ministry
for the continuance of tithes, and for the
augmentation of smaller livings by the tenths
and first-fruits. They resolved to encourage
the two universities, and all other schools of
And, to content the Independents,
learning.
they voted that provision should be made for a
of conscience in matters of religion,
liberty
due
according to the Word of God.
Thus all things seemed to return to the condition they were in at the treaty of the Isle of
Wight. The Presbyterians being now again in
the saddle^ a day of thanksgiving; was kept
after which, the city ministers petitioned lor the
redress of sundry grievances; as, 1. "That a
;

:

m

;

;

Kennet's Chron.,

p. 63, 64.

t
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more

eft'eciual course be taken against the pa2. Tliat the Quakers he prohibited opening their shops on the Sabbath-day. 3. That the
public ministers may not be disturbed in their
public services."
They requested the House to
estabhsh the Assembly's Confession of Faith,
Directory, and Catechisms; to appoint persons
for approbation of ministers, till the next Parliament should take farther order; and to call
another Assembly of Divines, to be chosen by
the ministers of the several counties, to heal
tiie divisions of the nation.*
In answer to these requests, the House agreed
to a bill, March 2, for approbation of public ministers, according to the Directory, and named
Dr Manton, and several others of the Presbyterian persuasion, for that service
which passed into an act March 14. They declared for the
Assembly's Confession of Faith, except the thirtieth and thirty-first chapters of the discipline,
and appointed a committee to prepare an act,
declaring it to be the public confession of faith
of the Church of England. The act passed the
House March 5, and was ordered to be printed
Dr. Reynolds, Dr. Manton, and Mr. Calamy, to
have the care of the press. On the same day
they ordered the solemn League and Covenant
to be reprinted, and set up in every church in
England, and read publicly by the minister once

pists.

;

;

every year.
Thus Presbytery was restored to all the power
it had ever enjoyed
and the ministers of that
;

persuasion were in full possession of all the livings in England.
A reform was made in the
militia
and the chief places of profit, trust, and
honour were put into their hands. The army
was in disgrace, the Independents deprived of
all their infiuence, and all things managed by
the Presbyterians, supported by Monk's forces.
After this the Long Parliament passed an act
;

own dissolution, and for calling a new
Parliament to meet April 25, 1660, the candidates for which were to declare, under their
hands, that the war against the late king was
just and lawful ;t and all who had assisted in
any war against the Parliament since .Tanuary
1, 1641, they and their sons were made incapable of being elected, unless they had since manifested their good affection to the Parliament.
They then appointed a new council of state, confor their

of the forces in Scotland, from whence lie now
marched into England to restore the Parliament.
Lord Clarendon and Echard say " he v\a< of a
reserved nature, of deep thoughts, and of few
words and what he wanted in fine elocution,
he had in sound judgment. That he had a natural secrecy in him, prevalent upon all his qual;

ifications of a soldier
a strong body, a mind
not easily dis(udered, an invincible courage, and'
a sedate and uniform contempt of death, without any phrensy of fanaticism or superstition to
turn his head."
This is the language of flattery.
Others have set him forth in a very different
light
they admit that he was bold and enterprising, but had nothing of the gentleman, nor
had any depth of contrivance that he was perpetually wavering, and betrayed all whom he
served but Cromwell.
Ludlow says he was a
man of covetous temper, and of no principles ;
of a vicious life and scandalous conversation.
Father Orleans says that he was a man of slow
understanding.
And Whitelocke reports that
the French ambassador said lie had neither
sense nor breeding. The truth is, he had a
cloudy head, and in no action of his life discovered a quick or fine genius.
In the latter part
of his life he was sordidly covetous, and sunk
into most of the vices of the times.
No man
ever went beyond hiin in dissimulation and falsehood, as appears in this very affair of the king's
restoration.
He took the abjuration oath once
under Oliver, and again this very year, whereby
he renounced the title of Charles Stuart, and
swore to be true to the commonwealth, without
a single person or House of Lords.*
And yet,
in his first message to the king by Sir John
Grenville, he assures his majesty that his heart
had been ever faithful to him, though he had not
been in a condition to serve him till now.t
;

;

;

Wlien he came with his army tt» London, he
assured the Rump Parliament of his cheerful
obedience to all their commands, and desired
them to be very careful that the Cavalier party
might have no share in the civil or military
power. When he restored the secluded members, he promised the Parliament to take effectual care that they should do no hurt.
When

the commonwealth's men ex[iressed their fears,
and asked the general whether he would join
with them against the king, he replied, " I have
sisting of thirty-one persons, to take care of the often declared my resolution so to do ;" and tagovernment and dissolved themselves March king Sir Arthur Haslerigge by the hand, he said,
16, after they had sat, with sundry intermis- "I do here protest to you, m the presence of
sions, nineteen years, four months, and thirteen all these gentlemen, that I will oppose to the
days.
utmost the setting up of Charles Stuart, a sin;

We

are now come to the dawn of the Restowhich General Monk has had the reputation of being the chief instrun^ent.
This
gentteman was the son of Sir Thomas Monk, of
Potheridge in Devonshire, and served the king
in the wars for some years; but, being taken
prisoner, he changed sides, and acted for the
Parliament.
He afterward served Oliver Cromration, of

well, anil

was by him

left

commander-in-chief

* Keiinet's Ohron., p. 52, 75.
t This was the requisition put to such as sought
a commission in the army, rather than to candidates
for a seat
Parliament though Kennet, in his margin, apjilies it to the eligibility of members.
He says
nothing of the candidates being obliged to sign the
So ihnt .Mr. Neal is not quite accurate
declaralion.
in his statement of this matter.— Ed.

m

% Kennel's Chron.,

;

p.

aS

House of Peers." He then expostulated with them about their suspicions
" What is it I have done in bringing these mem" Are they not
bers into the House 1" says he.
the same that brought the king to the block,
though others cutoff his head, and that justly"!"
And yet this very man, within six months, condemned these persons to the gallows. Nay,
farther, the general sent letters to all the regiments, assuring them that the government
should continue a commonwealth, that they had
no purpose to return to their old bondage, that
and if any made disturbances in
is, monarchy
favour of Charles Stuart, he desired they might
So that, if this gentleman was in
be secured.
gle person, or a

:

;

*

Wehvood's Mem.,

p.

117,

&c.

t History of the Stuarts, p. 459.
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high preferments, and sent over a list of the
names to Dr. Barwick, to be communicated by
him to the Bishops of London, Ely, Sarum, and
others who were to be concerned in the consecration.
It was necessary to carry on this design with a great deal of secrecy, lest the governing powers should secure the bishops, and
by that means put a stop to the work. It was
op Burnet differs from the doctor, and says, no less difficult to provide persons of learning
>that "though he had both the praise and the and character who would accept the charge,
reward, yet a very small share of the restora- when it would expose them to sufferings, as beThe tide ran so strong ing contrary to the laws in being, and whea
tion belonged to him.
that the general only went into it dexterously there was no prospect of restoring the Church.
enough to get much fame and great rewards. But the greatest difficulty of all was, how to
If he had died soon after, he might have been do it in a canonical manner, when there were
more justly admired but he lived long enough no deans and chapters to elect, and, consequentto make it known how false a judgment men ly, no persons to receive a conge d'chrc, according to ancient custom.
are apt to make upon outward appearance."!
Several expedients were proposed for remoBut before we relate the particulars of the
ving this difficulty.
the
will
be
proper
to
consider
Sir Edward Hyde was of
Restoration, it
abject state of the Church of England, and the opinion that the proceeding should be by a manIf Cromwell had date from the king to any three or four bishreligion of the young king.
lived ten or twelve years longer. Episcopacy ops, by way of collation, upon the lapse, for the
might have been lost beyond recovery, for by dean and chapters' non-election. But it was obthat time the whole bench of bishops would jected, that the supposal of a lapse would imhave been dead, and there would have been none pair the king's prerogative more than the collato consecrate or ordain for the future, unless tion would advance it, because it would presupthey could have obtained a new conveyance pose a power of election -pleno jure in the deans
from the Church of Rome, or admitted the va- and chapters, which they have only defacultate
lidity of Presbyterian ordination.
This was the regia ; nor could they petition for such a license,
;ase in view, which induced some of the an- because most of the deans were dead, some
cient bishops to petition the king to fill up the chapters extinguished, and all of them so dis(Tacant sees with all expedition, in which they turbed that they could not meet in the Chapter
were supported by Sir Edward Hyde, chancel- House, where such acts regularly are to be per^r of the exchequer, who prevailed with his formed.
Dr. Barwick,* who was in England, andcormajesty to nominate certain clergymen for those

the secret of restoring the king from his entrance into England, or his first corning to London, I may challenge all history to produce a
scene of hypocrisy and dissimulation equal to
his conduct.
Dr Welwood adds,* that he acted the part of a politician much'better than that
of a Christian, and carried on the thread of
Bishdissimulation with wonderlul dexterity.

;

* Memoirs, p. 117, 120.
I subjoin
T Burnet's History, vol. i., p. 12G, 12mo.
he following from another source "George Monk
was a gentleman by birth, being descended of a very
ancient and respectable family in Devonshire he
:

;

was

related to the blood royal by his great-grandmother, daughter of Arthur Plantagenet, V^iscount

He was at first a Royalist, but happening to
Lisle.
become a prisoner to the Parliamentarians, they converted him to their sentiments he was an able offi;

cer, and as such, rose in their army.
The elder protector trusted him much, though he suspected him
of being inclined to the mterestsof Charles Stuart,
but he was a good subject to both Oliver and Richard after the ruin of the latter, he was at a loss
which side to declare for, and had thoughts of seating himself in the protectorship, as France offered
to support him; but he was ordered to espouse the
royal interest by his wife, who had been his mistress,
and is said to have been the daughter of a blacksmith,
to whom he bore an implicit obedience ; therefore, at
the expense of a thousand perjuries, he was the main
instrument in seating Charles upon the throne of his
ancestors; at least, in causing his return without
any conditions a great misfortune to the royal family, as well as these kingdoms.
He was rewarded
•with the title of Duke of Albemarle, honoured with
the garter, and as many other titles and places as he
would accept. The dukedom became extinct in his
He himself died January 4, IdlO, and was burison.
e<i in Westminster Abbey at the public expense, and
almost in regal style. His duchess died January 23,
She retained that vulgarity
i few days after him.
when duchess which she had early imbibed ; she
was a most turbulent woman, and Monk was more
fearful of her than an army.
It is said she would
even give him manual correction. The duke was
awkward and stupid in a drawing-room, and respectable only in the camp."
Noble's Memoirs of House
of Cromwell, vol. i., p. 389.— C.
:

;

Vol. II.— B

b

* The Dr. Barwick to whom Mr. Neal refers was
a singular and eminent character at this period an
active and zealous adherent to the Kings Charles I.
and 11. He managed with great address and dexterity the correspondence of the first with the city
of London, when he was at Oxford. He corresponded with the second while he was abroad; and was
sent by the bishops, as will afterward api)ear, with
their instructions to him at Breda, where he preached before him. and was made one of his chaplains.
He had the chief hand in the Querela Cantabrigiensis, and wrote against the Covenant.
It was much
:

owing

to his influence that the

Cambridge plate was

presented to the king and he is said to have furnished Lord Clarendon with a great part of the materials for his history.
He was so dexterous in all his
communications as to elude the vigilance of Thurloe.
He wasiborn April 20, 1612, at Wetherslack in
;

Westmorelaii^d, and received his classical learning at

Sedberg SchoM in Yorkshire, where he distinguished himself by acting the part of Hercules in one of
Seneca's tragedies. In the eighteenth year of his
age he was sent to St. John's College, Cambridge ;
where, so eminent were his al)ilities and attainments,
he was chosen, when he was little more than twenty, by the members of his college, to be their advocate in a controverted election of a master, which
was heard before the privy council. He resided
some time in Durliam House in London, as chaplain
to the bishop, Dr. .Morton, who bestowed on him a
prebend in his cathedral, and the rich rectories of
Wolsingham andof Houghton-in-le-Spring. In 16C0,
Charles 1 1, promoted him to the deanery of Durham ;
and before the end of the year he was removed from
that dignity to the deanery of St. Paul's.
On the
18th of February, 1601, he was chosen prolocutor of
the Convocation.
He died in the year 1 664, aged fifty-two.
He united in his character, with his loyalty, sincere devotion with sanctity of manners, and
an undaunted spirit under his sufferings in the royal

—
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responded with the cliancellor, proposed that
his majesty should grant his commissions to the
bishops of each province, respectively assembled in provincial council, or otherwise, as
should be most convenient, to elect and consecrate fit persons for the vacant sees, with such
dispcnsaiive clauses as should be found necessary upon the emergency of the case, his majesty signifying his pleasure concerning the persons and the sees, which commission may bear
date before the action, and then afterward upon
certificate, and petition to have his majesty's
ratification and confirmation of the whole process, and the register to be drawn up accordingly by the chief actuary, who may take his

memorials hence, and make up the record
there.*
Dr. Bramhall, bishop of Derry, was for the
way, where the king has an absolute powand, therefore, no way seemer of nomination
ed to him so safe as consecrating the persons
nominated to void sees in Ireland, and then removing them to others in England, which he
apprehended would clearly elude all these formalities, which seemed to perplex the affair
but this was thought an ill precedent, as it opened a door for destroying the privileges of the
Church of England in their capitular elections.
The old Bishop of Ely was so far from wishing,
with Dr. Bramhall, that the Irish method might
be introduced into England, that he said, if he
should live to see the Church restored, he would
be an humble suiter to his majesty, that the
privileges of the English Church, in their elections of bishops, might be introduced into Ireland.
Dr. Wren, bishop of Ely, and Dr. Cosins, of
Irish

;

Peterborough, were for an expedient something
second, to which the court agreed, and
Mr. Chancellor Hyde wrote to Dr. Barwick for
the form of such a commission as they judged
proper, and urged that it might be despatched
with all possible expedition. The chancellor
had this afTair very much at heart, but the old
bishops were fearful lest it should be discovered, in which case they were sure to be the sufferers.
Dr. Brownrigge, of Exeter, and Dr.
Skinner, of Oxford, declined meddling in the aflike the

the rest declared their willingness to advance the work, but lived in hopes there might
be no occasion for the hazard. The chancellor,
in one of his letters, says the king was much
troubled that no more care was taken of the
Church by those who should be the guardians
of it. He censures the slowness of the clergy,
and says it was very indecent, when their afflicted mother was in extremity, any of her sons
should be timorous and fearful.
Such were the
chancellor's narrow prmciples, who seemed to
hang the essence of Christianity, and the virtue
of all Divine ordinances, upon the conveyance
of ecclesiastical power by an uninterrupted succession from the apostles.
The nonjurors had the like case in view after
fair

;

the Revolution, and provided for it in the best
could.
But is not the Christiaa
world in a sad condition, if the Christian bishop cannot be chosen or consecrated without a
royal mandate, and the suffrage of a dean and,
chapter, when there vjerc no such ojjicers in the
Church for three hundred years after the apostles ?
and if the validity of all sacerdotal ministrations must depend on a regular uninterrupted
succession from St. Peter? especially as Baronius, a popish historian, confesses that, in a succession of fifty popes, not one pious or virtuous
man sat in the chair that there had been no
popes for some years together
and at other
times two or three at once
and when the
same writer admits between twenty and thirty
schisms, one of which continued fifty years, the
Popes of Avignon and Rome excommunicating each other, and yet conferring orders upon
their several clergy.
How impossible is it to
trace the right line through so much confu-

manner they

;

;

;

sion!*

But with regard to the king, his concern for
the regular consecration of Protestant bishops
was a mere farce for if he was not a papist
before this time, it is certain he was reconciled
to the Church of Rome this year, at the Pyrenean treaty concluded between France and
Spain at Fontarabia, whither he had repaired
incognito to engage them in his interest.
Here
the king stayed twenty days, in which time his
majesty, with the Earl of Bristol, and Sir H.
Bennet, embraced the Roman Catholic religion.
The secret of this affair M-as well known ta
Lord Clarendon, though he is pleased to men" It is believed,"
tion it with great tenderness.
says his lordship, " by wise men, that in that
treaty somewhat was agreed to the prejudice
of the Protestant interest
and that in a short
time there would have been much done against
it, both in France and Germany, if the measures they had then taken had not been shortly
broken, chiefly by the surprising revolution in
England, which happened the next year, and also
by the death of the two great favourites of the
;

;

two crowns, Don Lewis de Haro, and Cardinal
Mazarine,

who

both died not long after it."t

But the secret of the king's reconciliation to
the Church of Rome has been more fully acknowledged, of late years, by the eldest son of
Lord Clarendon, and by the Duke of Ormond,

who

declared to several persons of honour, that
" he himself, to his great surprise and concern,
accidentally, in a morning early, saw the king in
the great church on his knees before the high
altar, with several priests and ecclesiastics
about him. That he was soon after confirmed

sentiments by Sir Henry Bennet and the
Earl of Bristol, who both owned the king to be
Catholic
as well as themselves ; but it was
a
agreed that this change should be kept as the
There is another
greatest secret imaginable."'
story, says Bishop Kennet, which I have reason
in his

seems almost impossible that American minr
can be so infatuated as to swallow the absurdof this same Divine apostolical succession'
But Prelacy is one and the same thing in all ages,
and the world over. The claims of the Bishop of
London are not a jot more revolting than those of
*

it

isters

cause, for which he was imprisoned in a dungeon in
the Tower.
He was then far gone in a consumption but living upon gruel and vegetables, he, after
some time, recovered to a miracle. See his Life
and Granger's History of England, vol. iu., p. 257,
;

8vo.— Ed.
* Life of Barwick,
14, 15.

p. 204.

Kennet's Chron.,

p.

ities

our Right Reverend Fathers in God, who forbid laymen to speak in conventions, or dare to question
their apostolic
t

Echard,

movements.

p. 751.

— C.
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man

has or can more manifest his affection to,
and zeal for the Protestant religion, than we
have done. Now, as you cannot but have much
conversation with the ministers of the Dutch
Church, we presume and expect that you will
use your utmost diligence and dexterity to root
doms 1 Well, sir, if ever you and I live to see out those unworthy aspersions so maliciously
England together, I will have your head, or you and groundlessly laid upon us by wicked men
and that you assure all that will give credit to
shall have mine ;' which words struck such terror upon Sir Harry Bennet, that he never durst you, that we value ourselves so much upon that
set his foot in England till after the death of part of our title, of being defender of the faith,
Lord Culpeper, who met with a very surprising that no worldly consideration can ever prevail
with us to swerve from it, and the Protestant
end soon after the king's return."*
But, though the prime ministers of France religion in which we have been bred, the propand Spain were now first witnesses of his maj- agation Whereof we shall endeavour with our
Given at Bruxels, November
esty's abjuring the Protestant religion, there utmost power.
are strong presumptions that he was a papist 7, in the tenth year of our reign."
To carry on the disguise. Dr. Morley, afterlong before, even before his brother James, if
we may credit the testimony of his confessor. ward Bishop of W'inchester, was employed to
Father Iluddleston.t To the proofs of this fact, write an apologetical letter to Dr. Trigland, the
already mentioned under the year 1652, 1 would Dutch minister at the Hague, to assert and
add the testimony of the aujthor of the Myste- prove the king's steadfastness to the Reformed
The letter was dated
faith and communion.
ry of Iniquity, printed 1689, who writes thus
"The king's [Charles II. 's] apostacy is not of June 7, 1659, a little before the king's going to
so late a date as the world is made commonly the Pyrenean treaty, to engage the Roman
to believe, for though it was many years con- Catholic powers for his restoration.*
But to confirm the Presbyterians farther, and
cealed, and the contrary pretended and dissemto put an end to all suspicions of his majesty's
bled, yet it is certain he abjured the Protestant
religion soon after the exilement of the royal being turned papist. Sir Robert Murray and the
family, and was reconciled to the Church of Countess of Balcarras were employed to engage
Rome at St. Germains in France. Nor were the most eminent Reformed ministers in France
several of the then suifering bishops and clergy to write to their Presbyterian brethren in Engignorant of this, though they had neither integ- land, and assure them of the king's steadfastrity nor courage to give the nation warning of ness in the Protestant faith, and to excuse his
Bishop Burnet, in the History of his Life not joining with the church at Charenton. Acit."t
and Times, confirms this testimony from the cordingly, these credulous ministers, nofbeing
cardinal minister, who sent an advertisement acquainted with the secret, wrote to their brethof it to the bishop himself; he says, "that be- ren at London to the following purpose
Monsieur Raymond Caches, pastor of the Refore the king left Paris (which was in June,
1654) he changed his religion, but by whose formed Church at Paris, to the llev. Mr. Baxpersuasion is not yet known only Cardinal de ter, March 23, 1659-60: "I know what odium
Relz was in the secret, and Lord Aubigny had has been cast upon the king some are dissati
a great hand in it.
Chancellor Hyde had some isfied in his constancy to the true religion. I
suspicion of it, but would not sufl'er himself to will not answer what truly may be said, that it
believe it quite."i^
And Sir Allen Broderick de- belongs not to subjects to inquire into the
be he what he will, if the
clared upon his deathbed that King Charles prince's religion
right of reigning belongs to him, obedience in
II. made profession of the popish religion at
But this prince never
Fontainebleau before he was sent out of France civil matters is his due.
departed from the public profession of the true
to Cologne.
The Lutch Protestants suspected the change, religion nor did he disdain to be present at
but the king denied it in the most public man- our religious assemblies at Roan and Rochelle,
ner for when he was at Brussels in the year though he never graced our church at Paris
1658, he wrote the following letter to the Rev- with his presence, which truly grieved us."t
Monsieur Drelincourt, another of the French
erend Mr. Cawton,the Presbyterian minister of
pastors at Paris, writes, March 24, " A report is
the English congregation at Rotterdam
here, that the thing which will hinder the king's
" Charles Res.
restoration is the opinion conceived by some of
" Trusty and well beloved, we greet you well.
his being turned Roman Catholic, and the fear
have received so full testimony of your afthat in time he will ruin the Protestant relifection to our person, and zeal for our service,
gion.
But I see no ground for the report, his
that we are willing to recommend an affair to
majesty making no profession of it, but, on the
you in which we are much concerned.
do contrary has
rejected all the aids and advantanot wonder that the malice of our enemies
ges offered him upon that condition.
Charity
should continue to lay all manner of scandals
is not jealous, and if it forbids us to suspect on
they
should find
upon us, but are concerned that
slight grounds private persons, how can it apcredit with any to make our affection to the
prove jealousies upon persons so sacred
BeProtestant religion suspected, since the world sides,
there are in the king's family, and among
cannot but take notice of our constant and un- his domestics,
some gentlemen of our religion,
interrupted profession of it in all places.
No and my old friends, who at several times
have
given me assurances of the piety of this prince,
* Kennet, p. 238. t Welwood's Memoirs, p. 126.
and his stability in the profession he makes.
J Kennel's Chron., p. 598.

" Sir H. Bennet was soon after
to think true
seen to wait on the king from mass, at which
sight the Lord Culpeper had so much indignation, that he went up to Bennet and spoke to
'
is this the
this eflect
I see what you are at
Avay to hring our master home to his three king:

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

We

We

!

^ Burnet, vol.

i.,

p. 103, 104,

12mo.

Kennel's Chron.,

p. 95.

f Ibid., p. 91, 92.
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Your Presbyterians

are

now

intrusted with the

they recall this
prince without the intervening of any foreign
power, they will acquire to themselves immortal glory, and stop their mouths forever, who
charge us falsely as enemies to royalty, and

honour of our churches;

make

ajipear

king,

is I'alsely

that the

if

maxim, No

bishop, no

imputed to us."

The famous Monsieur

Daille, of Paris, in his

same

letter of April 7, 1660, writes to the

"

know

pur-

reported that the king has
changed his religion but who can believe a
Nothing
thing so contrary to all probability!
on the contrary, we well
of this appears to us
know that, when he has resided in places where
the exercise of his religion is not permitted, he
has always had his chaplains with him, %vho

pose

:

I

it

is

;

;

have regularly performed Divine service. Moreover, all Paris knows the anger the king expressed at the endeavours that were used to
And though
pervert the Duke of Gloucester.
it is objected that he never came to our church
at Charenton, yet, as we are better informed of
this than any one, we can testily that religion
was not thecause of it, but that it was upon

and prudential considerations, which
may be peculiar to our church, for he has gone
to sermon in Caen and some other towns; and
in Holland he heard some sermons from the famous Monsieur More, our present colleague.
Thus, sir, it is moie clear than the day, that
whatsoever has been reported till this time of
the change of this prince's religion, is a mere
calumny."*
Monsieur de I'Angle, minister of the Protestant Church at Rouen, wrote upon the same
subject to his friend in London, more fully to
political

It

is

a surprising reflection of Mr. Baxter*

upon occasion of these

letters

:

'

These divines,"

says he, " knew nothing of the state of affairs in
England. They knew not those men who were
They pray," says
to be restored with the king.
he, "for the success of my labours, when they
are persuading me to put an end to my labours
by setting up those prelates, who will silence me
and many hundreds more. They persuade me
to that which will separate me from my flock,
and then pray that I may be a blessing to them
and yet," says he, " I am for restoring the king,
that when we are silenced, and our ministry at
an end, and some of us lie in prisons, we may
there, and in that condition, have peace of conscience in the discharge of our duty, and the
exercise of faith, patience, and chanty in our
Was there ever such reasoning
sufferings."
But the reader will make his owa
as this!
remarks upon these extraordinary paragraphs.
To return back to General Monk in Scotland.
As long as the army governed afTairs at Westminster, the general was on their side, and entertained Mr. John Collins, an Independent min;

but upon the quarrel beister, for his chaplain
tween the army and Parliament, and Monk's
declaring for the latter, it was apprehended he
had changed sides, and would fall in with the
upon which, Mr. Caryl and BarPresbyterians
ker were sent to Scotland with a letter from Dr.
Owen, expressing their fears of the danger of
;

;

their religious liberties upon a revolution of gov-

The general received them with all
marks of esteem and afier a few days returned the f<dlowing answer, in a letter directed
to Dr. Owen, Mr. Greenhill, and Mr. Hook, to
be communicated to the churches in and about

ernment.
the

;

in the ProtThese letters were printed and
estant religion.
industriously spread over the whole kingdom.
The king himself, in his letter to the House
of Commons, says, " Do you desire the advancehave, by
ment of the Protestant religion
our constant profession and practice, given sufficient testimony to the world that neither un-

London

respecting Charles's religious opinions in Jesse's
Court of the ISluarls. He will probably gather, from
those passages, that Charles, from his earliest exile,
held himself ready to confess himself a convert to
that faith which was the most likely to assist his
The earliest intimation of Charles's
Restoration.
conversion to popery is on the authority of the Duke
of Ormond. At Fontarabia, in 1659, the duke, we
are told, to his great surprise and concern, accidentthe great
ally, one morning early, saw the king
church on his knees before the high altar, with sevthat he was
eral priests and ecclesiastics about him
soon alter confirmed in his sentimenis by Sir Henry
Bennet and the Earl of Bristol, who both owned the
king to be a Catholic as well as themselves ; the former was of opinion that the king ought, in policy, to
declare his religion as the most hopeful method to
recover his dominions. But the latter looked upon
given,
it as the most dangerous advice that could be
such as would be the ruin of the king's cause; and
it was finally agreed by the majority of the little
court there, that this change should be kept as the
greatest secret imaginable. After perusing this pas-

of our inclinations to a peaceable accommodaI do hope that, some differences being
tion.
I
obviated, we shall obtain a fair composure.
do a.ssure you that the great things that have
and
provide
for,
to
secure
heart
been upon my
are our liberties and freedom, as the subjects
and servants of Jesus Christ, which we have
conveyed to us in the covenant of grace, as-

evidence the king's steadfastness

I

We

" Honourable and dear Friends,
received yours, and am very sensible of
your kindness expressed to the army in Scot"

I

land, in sending

persons,

such honourable and reverend
received with thankfulness

whom we

and great joy as the messengers of the churches, and the ministers of Christ in these three
kindness of those of the same faith towards us, nations. I do promise you for myself, and tha
nor the civilities and protestations of those of rest of the officers here, that your interest, liba contrary profession, could in the least degree erty, and encouragement shall be very dear to
startle us, or make us swerve from it."t
And we shall take this as a renewed oblius.
gation to assert to the utmost what we have
* Kennet's Chron., p. 94, 95.
already declared to the churches of Jesus Christ.
t The reader will find very curious information I doubt not but you have received satisfaction

m

;

it is amusing to turn to the pages of the obse" During the king's continuance beyond the seas," says that writer, "great were the prof-

sage,

quious Fuller.

tended to him of forsaking the Protestant reliBut, alas as soon might the impotent waves
remove the most sturdy rocks, as they once unfix
him: s\ich his constancy, whom neither the frowns
fers

gion.

I

of his affliclioM, nor smiles of secular ad vantage, con Id
make to warp from his first principles." " This,"
says Jesse, "is nonsense, and Dr. Fuller probably
knew as much at all events, he could not have been
C.
in ignorance of Charles's character."
• Life, part ii., p. 216.
;

—
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sured in the promises purchased by the blood of
our Saviour for us, and given as his great legacy to his Church and people
in comparison of
which, we esteem all other things as dung and
dross, but as they have a relation to, and dependance upon this noble end. The others are
our laws and rights as men, which must have
;

for which
the second place
of churches have been eminent
and
blood for
in
sweat
instruments to labour
these eighteen years last past, and our ancesthe subtors for many hundred years before
stance of which may be reduced to a parliamentary government, and the people's consentmg to the laws by which they are governed.
That these privileges of the nation may be so
bounded that the churches may have both security and settlement, is my great desire, and
of those with me
so that I hope you will own
these just things, and give us that assistance
that becomes the churches of Christ, in pursuance of this work, .^id we do assure you we
shall comply as far as possible, with respect had
to the security and safety of the nation, and
the preservation of our ancient birthright and
liberties.
And we shall pray that we may be
kept from going out of God's way in doing

their

esteem

in

;

many members

;

;

God's work.
" I do, in the name of the whole army and
myself, give all our affectionate thanks for this
your work of love and though we are not able
to make such returns as are in our hearts and
desires to do, yet we shall endeavour, by all
ways and means, to express our care and love
to the churches, and shall leave the reward to
him who is the God of peace, and has in special
assured all blessings to the peacemakers.
I
conclude with the words of David, 1 Sam,, xxv.,
Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, and
32,
blessed be your advice,' and blessed be you all.
Now the Lord God be a wall of fire round about
you, and let his presence be in his churches,
and they filled with his glory. I have no more,
but to entreat yi)ur prayers for a happy issue of
;

'

unhappy difference which is the prayer of
him who is, reverend sirs and dear friends, your
this

;

very affectionate brother and servant,
" G. Monk.
"Ediuburgli, Nov. 23, 1659."

In one of the general's letters to the Parliament, written about June, 1659, he declares
.strongly for liberty of conscience, and an absolute commonwealth, in language which in another would be called the fumes of fanaticism.
" You are the people,'' says he, " who have filled
the world with wonder, but nothing is difficult
to faith
and the promises of God are sure and
;

We acknowledge that we ourselves
certain.
have very much contributed to the Lord's departing from our Israel, but we see God's hour
is come, and the lime of the people's deliverHe Comance, even the set time, is at hand.
eth skipping over all the mountains of sin and
We humbly beseech you
iinworthiness, &,c.
not to heal the wounds of the daughter of God's
people slightly, but to make so sure and lasting
provision for both Christian and civil rights, as
both this and future generations may have cause
to rise up and call you blessed, and the blackest
of designs may never be able to cast dirt in
your faces any more."* He then desires them
*
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encourage none but godly ministers and
magistrates, that no yoke may be imposed upon
conscience but what is agreeable to the Word
of God, and that they would establish the government in a free state or commonwealth.
Signed by General Monk and twenty-five of his
to

chief officers.
Upon the general's

coming to London, he was
transformed at once into a zealous Presbyteand thought no more of the Independent
churches
he received the sacrament at Mr.
Calamy's church, and would suffer none to
preach before him but whom he approved. He
consulted the Presbyterian ministers, and asked
their advice in all important affairs.
It seems
these were the gentlemen that beat him out of
rian,

;

his commonwealth principles, if we may believe
the Reverend Mr. Sharp, afterward Archbishop
of St. Andrew's, whose words are these, in one
of his letters to the Reverend .Mr. Douglas in

Scotland " Sunday last, March 11. the general
sent his coach for Mr. Calamy, Mr. Ash, and
me we had a long conversation with him in
private, and convinced him that a commonwealth was impracticable
and, to our sense,
beat him off that sconce he has hitherto main;

;

;

We

urged upon him that the Presbyterian interest, which he had espoused, was
much concerned in keeping up this house, and
settling the government upon terms.
But the
subtle general replied, that in regard he had declared so lately against a House of Lords, and
the continumg this House of Commons, he could
not so reputably do it."^
Afterward, when
some gentlemen of quality, suspecting the king
to be at the bottom, were earnest with the general, that if the king must be brought in by the
next Parliament, it might be upon the terms of
his late majesty's concessions at the Isle of
Wight, the general at first recoiled, and declared he would adhere to a commonwealth
but at last, seeming to be conquered into a compliance, he intimated to them that this was the
utmost line he could or would advance in favour of the king and yet, when this was moved
in the Convention Parliament by Sir Matthew
Hale, the general stood up, and declared against
all conditions, and threatened them that should
encourage such a motion with all the mischiefs
that might follow.
Thus the credulous Presbyterians were gradually drawn into a snare,
and made to believe that Presbytery was to be
the established government of the Church of
England under King Charles II.
The Scots were equally concerned in this affair, and much more zealous for their discipline.
The general, therefore, sent letters to the Kirk,
with the strongest assurances that he would
take care of their discipline.!
But the Scots,
not willing to trust him, commissioned Mr.
Sharp to be their agent, and gave him instructions to use his best endeavours that the Kirk
of Scotland might, without interruption or encroachment, enjoy the freedom and liberty of
her established judicatories, and to represent
the sinfulness and offensivene.ss of a toleration
in that kingdom.
Sharp was to concert measures with Mr. Calamy, Ash, Manton, and Covvbut these gentlemen being not very zealper
ous for the discipline, Sharp informed his principals that it was feared the king would come
tained.

;

;

;

Kennel's Chron.,

p. 81.

t Ibid

p. 50.

—

;
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and with him moderate Episcopacy, at least
in England, but that the more zealous party
were doing what tliey could to Iceep on foot the
To wiiich Douglas replied, "It is
Covenant.
in,

best that the Presbyterian government be settled simply, for you know that the judgment of
honest men here is for admitting the king on no
other but covenant terms."
The Independents and Baptists were in such
disgrace, that their leaders had not the honour
of being consulted in this weighty affair.
General Monk and the Presbyterians were united,
and had force sufficient to support their claims
the tide was with them, and the Parliament at
;

mercy.
The Independents offered to
stand by their friends in Parliament, and to
raise four new regiments from among themselves, to force the general back into Scotland.
Dr. Owen and Mr. Nye had frequent consultations with Mr. Whiteiocke and St. John
and
at a private treaty with the officers at Wallingford House, offijred to raise .£100,000 for the
use of the army, provided they would protect
them in their religious liberties, which they
were apprehensive Monk and the Presbyterians
designed to subvert but those officers had lost
their

;

;

their credit

;

their

measures were disconcert-

ed and broken
one party was for a treaty,
and another for the sword, but it was too late
their old veteran regiments were dislodged froin
the city, and Monk in possession.
In this confusion, their general, Fleetwood, who had brought
them into this distress, retired, and left them a
body without a head, after which they became
;

;

insignificant, and in a few months quite contemptible.
Here ended the power of the army
and of the Independents.
Being now to take leave of this people, it may
be proper to observe, that the Independents
sprang up and mightily increased in the time of
the civil wars, and had the reputation of a wise
and politic people they divided from the Presbyterians upon the foot of discipline, and fought
in the Parliament's quarrel, not so much for hire
and reward, as from a real belief that it was
the cause of God
this inspired their soldiers
with courage, and made them face death with
undaunted bravery, insomuch that, when the
;

;

army was new modelled, and

filled up with men
of this principle, they carried all before them.
the war was ended, they boldly seized
the person of the king, and treated him with
honour till they found him unsteady to his promises of a toleration of their principles, and then
they became his most determined enemies
when they were assured afterward, by the treaty
of the Isle of Wight, that they were to be crushed between both parties, and to lose their religious liberty, for which they had been fighting,
they tore up the government by the roots, and
This they
subverted the whole Constitution.
did, not in consequence of their religious principles, but to secure their own safety and liberty.
After the king's death they assumed the chief
management of public affairs, and would not
part with it on any terms, lest they should be
disbanded and called to account by a parliainentary power, and therefore they could never come
to a settlement, though they atteinpted it under
several forms the first was an absolute commonwealth, as most agreeable to their principles ; but when the commonwealth began to

When

:

their military wings, they dispossessed
them, and set up their own general, with the
title of protector, who had skill enough to keep
them in awe, though they were continually plotting against his government.
After his death
they dispossessed his son, and restored the commonwealth. When these again attempted to
disband them, they turned them out a second
time, and set up themselves under the title of a
but they wanted Oliver's
Coinmittee of Safety
head, their new general, Fleetwood, having
neither courage nor conduct enough to keep
them united. Thus they crumbled into factions,
while their wanton sporting with the supreme
power made the nation sickof such distractions,
and yield to the return of the old Constitution.
The officers were made up chiefly of Independents and Anabaptists, most of them of
mean extraction, and far froin being as able
statesmen as they had been fortunate soldiers
they were brave and resolute men, who had the
cause of religion and liberty at heart but they
neglected the old nobility and gentry so much,
that when they fell to pieces, there was hardly
a gentleman of estate or interest in his county
that would stand by them.
As to their moral
character, they seem to have been men of piety
and prayer they called God into all their councils, but were too much governed by the false
notions they had imbibed, and the enthusiastic
impulses of their own minds. I do not find
that they consulted any number of their clergy,
though many of the Independent ministers were
among the most learned and eminent preachers
of the times, as. Dr. Goodwin, Owen, Nye, and
Greenhill, &c., some of whoin had no small
clip

;

;

;

;

but their pulling down
reputation for politics
so many forms of government, without adhering
steadily to any, issued in their ruin.
Thus, as
the army and Independents outwitted the Presbyterians in 1648, the Presbyterians, in conjunction with the Scots, blew up the Independents
at this time
and the next year the Episcopal
party, by dexterous management of the credulous Presbyterians, undermined and deceived
them both.*
This year died Dr. Ralph Brownrigge, bishop
of Exeter, born at Ipswich in the year 1592,
educated at Pembroke Hall, Caiubridge, and at
length chosen master of Katherine Hall in that
university.!
He was also prebendary of Dur;

;

* An admirable testimony has been borne by an
Episcopalian historian to the liberal policy of the
Independents; and I cite the testimony with pleasure, becau.se

it

is

in strong contrast to the bigotry

and ignorance so frequently evinced on the subject.
•'
At the Restoration fell, ultimately, the power of the
Independents. With their management of civil matters I shall not now concern myself; hut all the world
will allow that, in point of religious liberty, their conduct,
whenin power {and would that the same could be averred
of all other religious bodies .') fulfilled the promises made
when they were in obscurity. They exhibited a noble
and memorable example of a sect who, in possessing
the citadel of establishment, forgot and forgave the
injuries Ihcy had sustained, abused not their authority by the oppression of their brethren, and were content to hold the second place, preferring others before
themselves in honour and emoluments." History of
the English Church and Sects, by the Rev. Johnson
Grant, vol. if, p. 435. C.
+ He was esteemed one of the greatest ornaments
He was one of those
of his time to this seminary.
excellent men with whom Archbishop Tiliotson cul-

—

—

—

—
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ham, and rector of Barly in Hertfordshire. In
tiie year 1641 he was nominated to the see of
Exeter, and installed June 1, 1G42, but the wars
between the king and Parliament did not allow
He was
him the enjoyment of his dignity.
nominated one of the Assembly of Divines, and

was vice-chancellor of the University of Cambridge in the year 1644, when the Earl of Manand complied so far as to
ches^ter visited it
keep his mastership till the next year, when he
sermon he preached upon
for
a
was deprived
the anniversary of his majesty's inauguration.
He was no favourer of Archbishop Laud's innovations ;* for while he was vice-chancellor he
sent for one of Mr. Barwick's pupils, and said
;

to him, " I wonder your tutor, no ill man in
other respects, does not yet abstain from that
form of worship [bowing down towards the east]
which he knows is disagreeable to our excellent
Parliament, and not very acceptable to God himself ;t but be you careful to steer your course
clear of the dangerous rock of every error,
whether it savour of the impiety of Arminian-

ism, or of the superstition of popery. "if
He was succeeded by Dr. Spurstow, and sufcommon with the rest of the bishops
but being a Calvinist, and a person of great
temper and moderation, he was allowed by the
Protector Cromwell to be a preacher at the Temfered in

ple, in

;

which employment he

died,

December

7,

1659, about the sixty-seventh year of his age.
Dr. Gauden says he was a person of great candour, sweetness, gravity, and solidity of judgment. He was consulted by Mr. Baxter and
others in several points of controversy, and was
indeed a most humble ("hristian, and very patient under most severe fits of the stone, which
"were very acute and tedious for some time before his death.
The Reverend Mr. Charles Herle, some time
prolocutor of the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, was born of honourable parents at
Prideaux Herle, near Lostwiihyel in Cornwall,
in the year 1598. (^
He was educated in Exeter College, Oxon.
In the year 1618 he took
tivated an acquaintance at his first coming to London, and by whose preaching and example he formed
himself.
His sermons were not exceeded by any
published in that period ; and they derived great advantage, in the dehvery, from the dignity of his person and the justness of his elocution. Grangtr's
History of England, vol. ii., p. 161, 8vo. Ed.
*•
Dr. Grey neglects not to inform the reader, on the
authority of Dr. Gauden, that Bishop Brovvnrigge was
tenacioiLs of the doctrine, worship, devotion, and government of the Church of England, "which," he
said, " he liked better and better as he grew older."

—

He

seems
Cromwell

to
;

have been very free

for

when

in his advice to
the protector, with some show

of respect to him, demanded his judgment in some
public atlairs, then at a nonplus. Bishop Brownrigge,
with his wonted gravity and freedom, replied, "My
lord, the best counsel I can give you is that of our
Saviour, Render unto Csesar the things that are
Caesar's, and unto God the things that are God's :"
with which free answer the protector rested rather
silenced than satisfied. Dr. Grey's Examinalioyi, vol.
p. 258.— Ed.
t This form still exists in the Episcopal Church,
and bowing and courtesying to the east mav be seen
at the present day.
So far from the Church having
thrown off her points of semblance to popery, she
seems at the present day to be studiously keeping

iii.,

them in repair.— C.
} Life of Barwick, p.
Wood's Athenae Oxon. vol. ii., p. 151 152.
1^

17.

was afterward rector of
in Lancashire, one of the richest livings in England, and was always esteemed a
Puritan.
When the wars broke out, he took
part with the Parliament, was elected one of
the members of the Assembly of Divines, and
upon the death of Dr. Tvvisse in 1648, was appointed prolocutor.
After the king's death he

the degrees in arts, and

Winwick

retired to his living at

Winwick, and was

in

very high esteem with all the clergy in. that
country.
In the year 1654 he was appointed
one of the assistant commissioners for ejecting
scandalous ministers, together with Mr. Isaac
Ambrose and Mr. Gee.
He was a moderate
Presbyterian, and left behind him some practical and controversial writings. Mr. Fuller says*
he was so much of a Christian, scholar, itnd
gentleman, that he could agree in atFection with
those who differed from him in judgment.
He
died at his parsonage at Winwick, in the sixtyfirst year of his age, and was buried in his own
church. September 29, 1659.
The Reverend Mr. Thomas Cawton, born at
Raynham in Norfolk, and educated in Queen's
College, Cambridge
he was afterward minister of Wivenhoe in Essex, 1C37, and at last of
St. Bartholomew behind the Exchange.
He
was, says the Oxford historian, t a learned and
religious Puritan, driven into exile for preaching
against the murder of King Charles I., and for
being in the same plot with Mr. Love, for raising money to supply the army of King Charles
II., when he was coming into England to recov;

er his right.
He fled to Rotterdam, and became
preacher to the English church there, where he

died August
his age.t

7,

1659, in the fifty-fourth year of

The new year [1660] began with the Restoration of King Charles II. to the throne of his
ancestors.
'J he
Long Parliament dissolved
themselves March 16, and while the people were
busy in choosing a new one. General Monk was
courted by all parties.
The Republicans endeavoured to fix him for a commonwealth the
French ambassador offered him the assistance
of France if he would assume the government
either as king or protector, which, it is said, he
would have accepted, if Sir Anthony Ashley
Cooper had not prevented it, by summoning him
before the council, and keeping the doors locked till he had taken away the commissions from
some of his most trusty officers, and given them
to others of the council's nomination.
But be
this as it will, it is certain Monk had not yet
given the king any encouragement to rely upon
him, though his majesty had sent him a letter
as long ago as July 21, 1659, by an express messenger, with the largest offers of reward.
;

* Fuller's Worthies, p. 305.
t VVood's Athenae Oxon., vol. ii., p. 432.
X Mr. Cawton had few equals in learning, and
scarcely a superior in piety.
Those great works, the
Polyglot Bible, and Dr. Castle's Polyglot Lexicon,

owed much

to his

encouragement and exertions. It
spirit, though

showed a most deep seriousness of

probably mingled with superstitious notions of the
Lord's Supper, that he fainted when he first received
it
and he ever afterward expressed at that solemnity the profoundest reverence and most elevated
devotion.
Granger's Hislory of England, vol. iii.,8vo,
The learned Mr. "Thomas Cawton ejectp. 47.— En.
ed in 16G2 was his son. In that year he ])ublished
the life of his father, with his sermon, entitled " Good
Rule for a Godly Life," from Phil., i., 27.— C.
;
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Presbyterians were now in "possession
of the whole power of England
the Council
of Slate, the chief officers of the army and
navy, and the governors of the chief forts and
garrisons were theirs the clergy were in possession of both universities, and of the best livings in the kingdom.
There was hardly a Loyalist or professed Episcopalian in any post of
honour or trust ; nor had the king any number
of friends capable of promoting his restoration,
for there was a disabling clause in the Qualification Act, that all who had been in arms against
the Long Parliament should be disqualified from
servmg in the next. The whole government,
therefore, was with the Presbyterians, who were
shy of the Independents, as a body of men more

The

;

openly with them, but desired the Episcopal
clergy to lie still for .("ear of the people, and leave
the conducting this great affair to the hands it

was

in.

Accordingly, the Presbyterian ministers wrote-

;

to their friends in their several counties to be
careful that men of republican principles might

not be returned to serve in the next Parliament,,
so that in some counties the elections fell upon
men void of all religion and in other placesthe people broke through the disabling cause.
Dr. liarwick says they paid no regard lo it, and
Monk declared, that if the people made use of
their natural rights in choosing whom they
thought fit, without reserve, no injury should
be done them.
So that when the houses met,
distant from the Church, and more inclined to it was evident to all wise men it would be a
the commonwealth.
They were no less vigi- court Parliament.
lant to keep out of ParliaincHt the Republicans
But ihe Scots were more steady to the Covof all sorts, some of whom, says Burnet,- ran enant, and sent over the Reverend Mr. James
about everywhere like men that were giddy or Sharp, with the Earls of Crawford and Lauderamazed, but their time was past. On the other dale, to Holland, humbly to put his majesty in
hand, they secretly courted the Episcopalians, mind that the Kirk of Scotland expected prowho dispersed papers among the people, pro- tection upon the footing of the Presbyterian estesting their resolutions to forget all passed in- tablishment, without indulgence to sectaries.
juries, and to i)ury all rancour, malice, and an- Their brethren in th« north of Ireland joined in
imosities, under the foundation of his majesty's the address to the same purpose
and some of
"
restoration.
reflect," say they, " upon the English Presbyterians were of the same
our sufferings as from the hand of God, and mind ten of whom met the Scots commissiontherefore do not cherish any violent thoughts ers at London, and made earnest applications
or inclinations against any j)ersons whatsoever to the general not to restore the king but upon
who have been mstrumental in them and if the concessions made by his father in the Isle
the indiscretion of any particular persons shall of Wight.*
But this was only the resolution
transport them to expressions contrary to this of a few
the majority, says Mr. Sharp, were
general sense, we shall disclaim them."i This for moderate Episcopacy, upon the scheme of
was signed by eighteen noblemen, and about fif- Archbishop Usher, and therefore willing to
ty knights and gentlemen. t
Dr. Morley and hearken to an accommodation with the Church.
some of his brethren met privately with the Dr. Barwick adds,t " What the Presbyterians
Presbyterian ministers, and made large profes- aimed at, who were now superior to the Indesions of lenity and moderation, but without de- pendents, was, that all matters should be setscending to particulars. The king and Chan- tled according to the treaty of the Isle of
cellor Hyde carried on the intrigue. The chan- Wight," which gave the court a fair opportunicellor, in one of his letters from Breda, dated ty of referring all church matters to a conciliaApril 20, 1660, says that " the king very well tory synod, the divines of each party to be sum;ipproved that Dr. Morley and some of his breth- moned when the king should be settled on his
ren should enter into conferences, and have fre- throne.
This was the bait that was laid for the
quent conversation with the Presbyterian party, Presbyterians, and was the ruin of their cause.
in order to reduce them to such a temper as is The Scots Kirk stood to their principles, and
consistent with the good of the Church
and would have bid defiance to the old clergy, but
it may be no ill expedient." says he, " to assure
Mr. Calamy, Manton, and Ash informed them,
;

:

We

;

;

;

;

them of present good preferments

;

but, in

my

opinion, you should rather endeavour to

win over
those who, being recovered, will both have reputation, and desire to merit from the Church,
than be over-solicitous to comply with the pride
and passion of those who propose extravagant
things. "ij
Such was the spirit or professions
of the Church party, while they were decoying
the others into the snare
I'he Presbyterian
ministers did not want for cautions from the
Independents and others not to be too forward
trusting their new allies, but they would
neither hear, see, nor believe, till it was too late.
They valued themselves upon their superior influence and from an ambitious desire of grasping all the merit and glory of the Restoration
to themselves, they would suffer none to act
!

m

;

* History, vol. i., p. 123, 12mo.
t Baxter, p. 21(i, 218.
History of the Stuarts, p.
^
458.
t Kennel's Chronicle, p. 121, 144.
Baxter's Life,
part ii., p. 217.
t)
Life of Barwick, p. 525.

in the name of the London ministers, that the
general stream and current being for the old
prelacy in its pomp and height, it was in vain
lo hope for establishing Presbytery, which
made them lay aside the thoughts of it. and
fly to Archbishop Usher's moderate EpiscopaThus they were beaten from their first
cy. t
works.
But if the tide was so strong against them,
should they have opened their sluices, and let
in the enemy at once, without a single article
of capitulation
It is hard to account for this
conduct of the Presbyterians, without impeachIndeed, the Episcoing their understandings.
pal clergy gave them good words, assuring them
that all things should be to their minds when
and that their relyingthe king was restored
upon the royal word would be a mark of confi!

;

dence which his majesty would always remember, and would do honour to the king, who had
* Kennel's Chron., p. 101, 104, 110.
Life, p. 256.
% Kennel's Chron., p.

t

—

—

;
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been so long neglected. But should this have ted us to come hither." Here is a royal declainduced the ministers to give up a cause that ration, and yet all came to nothing. The reader
had cost so much treasure and blood, and be- will judge hereafter who were most to blame,
come humble petitioners to those who were the Episcopal party, for breaking through so
now ahnost at their mercy ? For they could many solemn vows and protestations or the
not hue be sensible that the old" Constitution Presbyterians, for bringing in the king without
must return with the king, that diocesan epis- a previous treaty, and trusting a set of men
copacy was the only legal establishment, that whom they knew to be their implacable enemies.
all which had been done in favour of presbyI can think of no decent excuse to the former
tery not having had the royal assent, was void in and the best apology that can be made for the
law, therefore they and their friends who had latter is, that most of them lived long enough
notEpiscopal ordination and induction into their to see their error and heartily repent it.
livings, must be looked upon as intruders, and
In the interval between the dissolution of the
not legal ministers of the Church of England.
Long Parliament and the meeting of the conBut, notwithstandingtliis infatuation and vain vention which brought in the king. General
confidence in the court and the clergy, Mr. Monk, seeing which way the tide ran, fell in
Echard would set aside all their merit by say- with the stream, and ventured to correspond
;

ing, "
affair,

Whatever the Presbyterians did in this more freely with the king by Sir J. Grenville,
was principally to relieve themselves from who brought the general a letter, and was sent

the oppression of the Independents, who had
wrested the power out of their hands, and not
out of any affection to the king and Church."
Directly contrary to his majesty's declaration
concerning ecclesiastical affairs, which says,
•'
When we were in Holland we were attended
with many grave and learned ministers of the
Presbyterian persuasion, whom, to our great satisfaction and comfort, we found to be full of affection to us, of zeal for the peace of the Church
and State, and neither enemies (as they have
been given out to be) to episcopacy nor liturgy."
Bishop Burnet acknowledges* that many of the
Presbyterian ministers, chiefly in the city of
London, had gone into the design of the Restoration in so signal a manner, and with such
success, that they had great merit, and a just tiMr. Baxtert gives
tle to very high preferments.
" Tlie
the following reasons of their conduct
Presbyterians," says he, " were influenced by
the Covenant, by which, and by the oaths of allegiance to the king and his heirs, they apprehended themselves bound to do their utmost to
restore the king, let the event be what it will."
But then he adds, " Most of them had great exand because
pectations of favour and respect
the king had taken the Covenant, they hoped he
would remove subscriptions, and leave the Com:

back with an assurance that he would serve his
majesty in the best manner he could. He desired the king to remove out of the Spanish dominions, and promised that, if his majesty wrote
letters to the Parliament, he would deliver them
at the opening of the sessions.
Bishop Burnet
says that he had like to have let the honour slip
through his fingers, and that a very small share
of it really belonged to him.*
The convention met April 25, the Earl of
Manchester being chosen speaker of the House
of Peers, and Sir Harbottle Grimstone of the
Commons. At the opening the sessions. Dr.
Reynolds preached before the houses.
April
30 was appointed for a fast, when Dr. Reynolds
and Mr. Hardy preached before the Lords, and.
Dr. Gauden, Mr. Calamy, and Baxter, before
all except Gauden of the Presthe Commons
Lord Clarendon says the Presbyterian party.
;

byterian party in the House were rather troublesome than powerful but others, with great
probability, affirm that the body of the Commons were at first of that party. Next day
after the fast, the king, by the advice of the
general, having removed privately to Breda, and
addressed letters to both houses, the general
stood up and acquainted the speaker that one
Sir J. Grenville had brought him a letter from
mon Prayer and ceremonies indifferent, that the king, but that he had not presumed to open
they might not be cast out of the churches. it and that the same gentleman attended at
Some, who were less sanguine, depended on the door with another to the House. Sir John
such a liberty as the Protestants had in France
was immediately called in, and having delivered
but others, who were better acquainted with his letter at the bar, withdrew, and carried anthe principles and tempers of the prelates, de- other to the Lords. t The letter contained an
clared that they expected to be silenced, impris- earnest invitation to the Commons to return to
oned, and banished, but yet they would do their their duty, as the only way to a settled peace ;
parts to restore the king, because no foreseen his majesty promising an act of oblivion for
ill consequence ought to hinder them from dowhat was past, and all the security they could
Surely, these were better desire for tiieir liberties and properties, and the
ing their duty."
When the ministers rights of Parliament, for the future.
Christians tiian casuists
Avaited on his majesty in Holland, he gave them
Under the same cover was enclosed his majsuch encouraging promises, says Mr. Baxter, esty's declaration from Breda, granting " a genas raised in some of them high expectations. eral pardon to all his loving subjects who should
When he came to Whitehall he made ten of
^ Burnet, vol. i., p. 123.
them his chaplains and when he went to the
t Two days after Sir John Grenville received the
House to quicken the passing the Act of In- thanks of the House for delivering the king's letter,
demnity, he said, " My lords, if you do not join in a high strain of joy and adulation and the House
with me in extinguishing this fear, which keeps voted him £500 to buy a jewel, as a badge of the
the hearts of men awake, you keep me Irom honour due to the person whom " the king had honperforming my promise, which if I had not made, oured to be the messenger of his gracious message."
The city of London also presented to him and Lord
I pray
neither I nor you had been now here.
Mordaunt, who brought them his majesty s letter,
let us not deceive those who brought or permit£300 to buy thetn rings. Dr. Grey's Examination^
Vol.i., p. 259.
vol. iii., p. 200, 261, and note (o).
Ed.
fTife, p. 216.
;

;

;

;

!

;

;

"^
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lay hold of it within forty days, except such
who should be excepted by Parliament. Those
only excepted," says he, "let all our subjects,
how faulty soever, rely upon the word of a king
solemnly given, that no crime committed against
us or our royal father shall ever be brought
into question to the prejudice of their lives, estates, or reputation.
do also declare a liberty to tender consciences, and that no man
shall be disquieted or called in question for differences of opinion in matters of religion, which
do not disturb the peace of the kingdom. And
we shall be ready to consent to such an act of
Parliament as, upon mature deliberation, shall be
offered to us for the full granting that indulgence." Upon reading these letters, the Commons voted that, according to the ancient Constitution, the government of this kingdom is,
and ought to be, by kings, lords, and commons
and a committee was appointed to draw up a
dutiful letter, inviting his majesty to return to
his dominions
money was voted to defray his
expenses a deputation of lords and commons
was sent to attend his majesty and the fleet

We

;

:

;

;

was ordered to convey him home. Sir Matthew Hale moved that a committee might be
appointed to review the propositions of the Isle
of Wight, and was seconded in the motion
but
.Monk, who was prepared for such a motion,
stood up and said, " The nation was now quiet,
but there were many incendiaries upon the
watch trying where they could first raise a
flame
that he could not answer for the peace
of the kingdom or army, if any delays were put
to the sending for the king.
What need is
there of it," says he, " when he is to bring neither arms nor treasure along with himV
He
then added, "That he should lay the blame of
all the blood and mischief that might follow on
the heads of those who should insist upon any
motion that might retard the present settlement
of the nation,"* which frightened the House
into a compliance.
And this was all the service General Monk did towards the king's restoration, for which he was rewarded with a garter, a dukedom, a great estate in land, and with
one of the highest posts of honour and profit in
the kingdom.
Thus was the king voted home in a hurry,
which was owing to the flattering representations made by Lord Clarendon in his letters of
the king's good nature, virtue, probity, and application to business ;t so that when the Earl
of Southampton saw afterward what the king
was like to prove, he said once, in great wrath,
to the chancellor, " that it was to him they
owed all they either felt or feared for if he
had not possessed them in all his letters with
such an opinion of the king, they would have
taken care to have put it out of his power either
to do himself or them any mischief, which was
like to be the effect of their trusting him so entirely."
To which Hyde answered, that " he
thought the king had so true a judgment, and
so much good nature, that when the age of
pleasure should be over, and the idleness of his
exile, which made him seek new diversions for
want of other employment, was turned to an
obligation to mind affairs, then he would have
;

;

;

* Burnet, vol.

i., p. 123, 124, 12mo.
t Clarendon, p. 88, 89.

shaken off these entanglements."

But here t e
chancellor was mistaken.
When the Lords and Commons sent over a
deputation to the king at Breda, the London
ministers mQved that a pass might be granted
to some of their number, to wait upon his majesty with an address from their brethren
accordingly, Dr. Reynolds, Dr. Spurstovv, Mr. Calamy, Mr. Hall, Mr. Manton, and Mr. Case were
delegated, who went over with three or four
attendants, and had an audience May 17, where;

according to Lord Clarendon, "they magniown, and the affection of their friends,
his majesty's restoration, according to the Covenant, and had lately
informed the people of their duty to invite him
home. They thanked 'God for his majesty's
constancy to the Protestant religion, and declared themselves no enemies to moderate episcopacy, only they desired that such things might
not be pressed upon them in God's worship, which,
in their judgments that used them tvere indifferent,
But
hut by others locrc held to he unlawful."*
the tables were now turned
the king spoke
kindly to them, and acknowledged their services, but told them he would refer all to the wisdom of the Parliament. At another audience
(if we may believe the noble historian) they
met with very different usage; for when they
entreated his majesty at his first landing not to
use the Book of Common Prayer entire and
formally in his chapel, it having been long laid
aside, the king replied with some warmth,
" that while he gave them liberty, he would not
That he had alhave his own taken away.
ways used that form of service, which he thought
the best in the world, and had never discontinued it in places where it was more disliked than
he hoped it was by them. That when he came
into England, he should not severely inquire
how it was used in other churches, but he would
have no other used in his own chapel. "t They
then besought him, with more impunity, that
the use of the surplice might be discontinued by
his chaplains, because it would give offence;
but the king was as inexorable in that point as
the other, and told them that it was a decent
habit, and had been long used in the Church ;
that it had been still retained by him, and that
he would never discountenance that good old
practice of the church in which he had been
bred.
Mr. Baxter says, the king gave them
such encouraging promises of peace, as raised
some of them to high expectations. He never
refused them a private audience when they deand to amuse them farther, while they
sired it
were onco waiting in an antechamber, his majesty said his prayers with such an audible voice
in the room adjoining, that the ministers might
hear him ; " he thanked God that he was a covenanted king: that he hoped the Lord would
give him an humble, meek, forgiving spirit;
that he might have forbearance towards his offending subjects, as he expected forbearance
from offended Heaven." Upon hearing which
old Mr. Case lifted up his hands to heaven,
in,

fied their

who had always wished

:

;

Kennet's Chron., p. 139.
t Kennel's Chron., p. 152.
X Mr. Daniel
tion, voluntarily

Compl.

Hist., p. 247.

Dyke, who, soon

after the Restoraresigned the living of Hadham-Mag-

na in Hertfordshire, showed more discernment and
judgment. For when Mr. Case, to induce him to

—

;
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and blessed God, who had given them a praying
king.

Though

the bishops held a private correspond-

ence with Chancellor Hyde, and by him were
assured of the king's favour, they were not less
forward than the Presbyterians in their application to his majesty himself; for while he remained at Breda, Mr. Barwick was sent over
with the following instructions
1. He was to wait upon the right honourable
the Lord-chancellor of England, and beg his
lordship's assistance to present a most humble
petition to his majesty in the name of the bishops, and then to deliver their lordships' letters

;

:

to the chancellor, to the Lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and to the secretary of state, wherein
they returned those great men their most thankful acknowledgments for their piety and affec-

tion to

;

the Church in the late most afflicted

state.
2. He was then to give his majesty a distinct
account of the present state of the Church in
all the particulars wherein his majesty desired
to be informed
and to bring the bishops back
his majesty's commands, with regard to all that
should be thought proper for them, or any of
them, to do.
3. He was humbly to ask his majesty's pleasure with regard to some of the bishops waiting
on the seacoast to pay their duty to his majesty, when, by God's blessing, he should soon
land in England and whether it was his royal
pleasure that they should attend him there in
their Episcopal habits
and at what time and
place, and how many, and which of them his
majesty pleased should wait his arrival.
4. He was also to inquire concerning the number of his majesty's chaplains whether any of
them, besides those in waiting, should attend
his arrival upon the coast
and to beg that his
majesty would vouchsafe to appoint how many,
and who.
5. He was most humbly to beseech his majesty, that if Dr. Lushington, formerly the king's
;

;

;

;

;

chaplain, should offer to officiate in that capacity, his majesty would be pleased not to indulge
him in that favour till inquiry should be made

concerning his suspected

faith

and

principles.

has been customary for our kings
to celebrate public thanksgivings in St. Paul's
Cathedral, he was humbly to beseech his majSince

The chancellor accordingly, in his
from Breda, April 16, 1660, wrote the
king's sense, and added, that if occasion required, they were to speak to the Bishops of Ely
and Salisbury to interpose their authority to
conjure these men to make a better judgment
of the season, and not to awaken those jealousies and apprehensions which all men should endeavour to extinguish. " And truly I hope,"
says the chancellor, '• if faults of this kind are
not committed, that both the Church and the
kingdom will be better dealt with than is imagined
and I am confident these good men will
be more troubled that the Church should undergo a new suffering by their indiscretion, than
tor all that they have suffered hitherto themselves."
The clouds gathering thus thick over the late
managers, every one began to shift for himself.
Richard Cromwell resigned his chancellorship
of the University of Oxford the very day the
king was invited home, and retired beyond sea
he had offered to relinquish it when he was divested of the protectorship, as appears by his
letter on that occasion, which says, " You
conjuncture.
letter

;

:

[He was a Socinian.]
6.
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Mr. Barwick was most graciously received
by the king and his ministers, and the Sunday
after his arrival at Breda was appointed to
preach before his majesty.* The court was as
yet very much upon their guard with respect to
the Presbyterians
but the flames began to kindle at home, the Episcopal clergy not observing
measures
of
any
prudence in their sermons
Dr. Griffith, having preached an angry sermon
before the general at Mercers' Hall, March 25,
on Prov., xxiv., 21, -'My son, fear thou the
Lord and the- king, and meddle not with them
that are given to change," was for a pretence
confined to Newgate, but in a few days was released, and published his sermon, with a dedication to the general.
Others, in their sermons,
took upon ttiem to threaten those who had hitherto had the power in their hands
of which
the king being advised, commanded Chancellor
Hyde to acjuaint his correspondents that he
was extremely apprehensive of inconvenience
and mischief to the Church and himself from
offences of that kind, and ordered him to desire
Mr. Barwick and Dr. Morley to use their credit
and authority with such men, and to let them
know from his majesty the tenderness of the

it

m

esty to signify what was his royal pleasure
this behalf, considering the ruinous estate of
that church.
7. His last instruction was to give a just and
due account to his majesty why the affair of
tilling up the vacant sees had met with no better success.

should have had fuller experience of my high
esteem for learning and learned men, if Providence had continued me in my high station but
as I accepted of the honour of being your chancellor in order to promote your prosperity, I assure you I will divest myself of the honour
when it will contribute to your advantage."!
Accordingly, as soon as the king's return was
voted, he sent them the following resignation
" Gentlemen,
;

:

continue in

it, related the king's behaviour, and arit gave them, Mr.
wisely answered, "that they did but deceive
and flatter themselves that if the king was sincere
in his show of piety and great respect for them and
their religion, yet, when he caine to be settled, the
party that had formerly adhered to him, and the
creatures that would come over with him, would
have the management of public affairs, and would

gued what a hopeful prospect

Dyke

;

circumvent

all

their designs,

and

in all probability

not only turn them out, but take away their liberty
too."
Crosby's History of the Baptists, vol. i., p. 357
and Palmer's Nonconformists' Memorial vol. ii., p. 43.

always retain a hearty sense of my
former obligations to you, in your free election
of me to the office of your chancellor and it is
no small trouble to my tiioughts, when I consider how little serviceable I have been to you,
in that relation.
But since the all-wise providence of God, which I desire always to adore
and bow down unto, has been pleased to change
"

I

shall

;

my

condition, that

I

am

not in a capacity to an-

;

-Ed

* Life of Barwick,
t Kennet's Chron.,

p.
u.

519, note,
141.

—

—
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swer the ends of the office, I do therefore most
freely resign and give up all my right and interest therein, but shall always retain my affection and esteem for you, with my prayers for
your continual prosperity, that, amid the many
examples of the instability and revolutions of
human affairs, you may still abide flourishing
and

fruitful.

" Gentlemen,
"

Your

" Hursley,

and servant,
"Rich. Cromwell.

affectionate friend

May

8,

1660."

;

Thus Richard went off the stage of public
" As he was innocent of all the evil
tion.

achis

father had done," says Burnet,* " so there was
Upon his adno prejudice laid against him.
vancement to the protectorship, the city of London, and almost all the counties of England,
but
sent him addresses of congratulation
when he found the times too boisterous, he readbecame
private
man
and
a
ily withdrew, and
as he had done no hurt to anybody, so nobody
rare instance of
ever studied to hurt him."
the instability of human greatness, and of the
In his younger years
security of innocence
he had not all that zeal for religion as was the
but those who knew him
fashion of the times
well in the latter part of life have assured me
that he was a perfect gentleman in his behaviour, well acquainted witji public affairs, of
but so very modgreat gravity, and real piety
est, that he would not be distinguished or
known by any name but the feigned one of Mr.
Clarke. t
He died at Theobalds about the year
1712.
;

;

A

!

;

;

The king landed at Dovert May 26, and came
the same night to Canterbury, where he rested
the next day, and on Tuesday, May 29, rode in
triumph, with his two brothers, through the city
of London to Whitehall, amid the acclamations of an innumerable crowd of spectators.
As he passed along, old Mr. Arthur Jackson, an
eminent Presbyterian minister, presented his
majesty with a rich embossed Bil)le, which he
was pleased to receive, and to declare it his
resolution to make that book the rule of his conij

duct.

II

Two

days after the king's arrival at Whitehall, his majesty went to the House of Peers,
and after a short congratulatory speech, passed
* Vol. i., p. 116, 117.
+ Under this name he lived, for some years, privately at Hursley, about seven miles from Romsey,
now the seat of Sir Thomas Heathcote, Bart., and
attended the meeting-house in Romsey. The pew
in which he used to sit is still in being, and preserved
entire at the church's removal to their new house, as
a relic worthy of notice. Mr. Thomsoti's MS. ColEd.
Jectious, under the word Romsey.
% " I conversed," says an anonymous writer, " with
some of our seamen who brought over King Charles
in the Naseby, and they told me that the first tiine
they had ever heard the Common Prayer and God
damn ye, was on board that ship as she came home
with his majesty." Inquiry into the Causes of ov.r Naval Miscarriages, London, 1707.
0.
Dr. Grey gives, from Echard and Heath, a de()
scription of the procession.— Ed.
Baxter's Life, p. 218.
Jesse, in his Court of the
Stuarts, says, "Charles displayed his gratitude to
Heaven for his wonderful restoration, by passing the
night of his return wiih Mrs. Palmer (afterward
the celebrated Duchess of Cleveland), at the house
of Sir Samuel Morland."— Vol. iii., p. 308.— C.

—

—
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an act turning the present convention into a
Parliament.
After which the houses, for themselves and all the commons of Eniiland, laid
hold of his majesty's most gracious pardon, and
appointed a committee to prepare an act of indemnity for all who had been concerned in the
preceding commotions, except the late king's
judges, and two or three others.
Had the directions given for the choice of
this Parliament been observed, no Royalist could
have sat in the House; however, their numbers
were inconsiderable
the convention was a
Presbyterian Parliament, and had the courage
to avow the justice and lawfulness of taking
arms against the late king till the j^ear 1648 :*
for when Mr. I enthall, speaker of the Long
Parliament, in order to show the sincerity of
his repentance, had said, that he that first drew
his sword against the late king, committed as
great an offence as he that cut off his head, he
was brought to the bar, and received the following reprimand from the present speaker, by order of the House
" Sir,
" The House has taken great offence at what
you have said, which, in the judgment of the
House, contains as high a rellection upon the
justice of the proceedings of the lords and com-

mons of the last Parliament, in their actings
before 1648, as could be expressed.
They apprehend there is much poison in the said words,
and that they were spoken out of design to inflame, and to render them who drew the sword
to bring delinquents to punishment, and to vindicate their just liberties, into balance with
them who cut off the king's head
of which
they express their abhorrence and detestation.
;

Therefore I am commanded to let you know,
that had these words fallen out at any other
time in this Parliament but when they had considerations of mercy and indemnity, you might
have expected a sharper and severer sentence.
Nevertheless, I am, according to command, to
give you a sharp reprehension, and I do as
sharply and severely as I can reprehend you for
it."

But it was to little purpose to justify the civil
war, when they were yielding up all they had
been contending for to the court ;t for though
they stopped short of the lengths of the next
Parliament, they increased his majesty's revenues so much, that if he had been a frugal
prince, he might have lived without Parliaments
for the future.
The restoring the king after
this manner without any treaty, or one single
article for the securing men in the enjoyment
of their religious and civil liherhes, was, as Bishop Burnet observes.t the foundation of all the
misfortunes of the nation under this reign.
.And as another right reverend prelate observes,
the restoration of the king in this high and ahsolute manner laid the foundation of all the
king's future miscarriages; so that if the revolution by King William and Queen Mary had
not taken place, the Restoration had been no
blessing to the nation.^
* Echard, p. 705.
t Rapin, p. r.'58.
% Page 126.
Let those who take so much pleasure in casting
blame upon Cromwell and the judges of Charles I.,
remember that all their work had to be done over
How can men who glory in the revagain in 1C88
olution of 1688, or in that of 1770, find fault with the
i)

!

;

;
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But

it

ought

to

be remembered, that this

not a legal Parliament, for the

Rump

was

had no

power to appomt keepers of the liberties of
England nor had the keepers a right to issue
;

out writs for election of a new Parliament
nor could the king's writ, without the subsequent
All the
choice of the people, make them so.
laws, therefore, made by this convention, and all
the punishments inflicted upon offenders in pursuance of them, were not strictly legal which
the court were so apprehensive of, that they
prevailed with the next Parliament to confirm
them. When this convention Parliament had
set about eight months, it was dissolved, December 29, partly because it was not legally
chosen, and because it was too much Presbyterian
the prime minister [Hyde] having now
formed a design, in concert with the bishops,
of evacuating the Church of all the Presbyte;

;

rians.

The managing Presbyterians still buoyed
themselves up with hopes of a comprehension
within the Church, though they had parted with
all their weight and influence
and from directors, were become humble supplicants to
those very men who, a few months before, lay at
their feet.
They had now no other refuge than
the king's clemency, which was directed by
Chancellor Hyde and the bishops but to keep
them quiet, his majesty condescended, at the
instance of the Earl of Manchester, to admit
;

;

ten of their number into the list of his chaplains in ordinary, viz., Dr. Reynolds, Spurstow,
Wallis, Manton, Bates
Mr. Calamy, Ashe,
Case, Baxter, and Woodbridge."*
But none of these divines were called to
preach at court, except Dr. Reynolds, Dr. Spurstow, Mr. Calamy, and Mr. Baxter, each of
them once. Here, again, the Presbyterians were
divided in their politics, some being for going
as far as they could with the court, and oihers
for drawing back.
Of the former sort were,
Mr. Calamy, Dr. Reynolds, and Mr. Ashe, who
were entirely directed by the Earl of Manchester, and had frequent assemblies at his house
to them were joined Dr. Bates, Dr. Manton, and
most of the city ministers
but Dr. Seaman,
Mr. Jenkins, and others, were of another party
these were a little estranged from the rest of
their brethren, and meddled not with politics,
says Mr. Baxter,! because the court gave them
no encouragement, their design being only to
divide them
but the former had more confidence in their superiors, and carried on a treaty,
till, by force and violence, they were beaten out
of the field.
Upon the king's arrival at Whitehall, the liturgy of the Church of England was restored to
his majesty's chapel, and in several churches
both in city and country
for it was justly observed, that all acts and ordinances of the Long
the
Parliament which had not
royal assent were
in themselves null, and, theretbre, prelacy was
still the legal establishment, and the Common
Prayer the only legal form of worship, and that
they were punishable by the laws of the land
who officiated by any other. The king, in his
declaratiim, had desired that the Presbyterians
;

;

;

;

;

;

opposiiion of their forefathers to the pranks of royalty and prelacy in the civil war ?
C.
'
Kennel's Chron., p. 162.
t Baxter's Life, p. 229.

—

would read so much of the liturgy as they
themselves had no exception against, but most
of them declined the proposal.* But, to set an
example to the rest of the nation, the House of
Peers, two days after the king was proclaimed,
appointed Mr. Marston to read Divine service
before them, in his formalities, according to the

Common
ing Dr.

Prayer Book and the Sunday followGauden preached and administered the

sacrament

;

to several of the peers,

who

received

it kneeling.
On the 31st of May they ordered
that the lorm of prayers formerly used should

be constantly read in their House, provided that
no prejudice, penalty, or reflection shall be on
any who are not present. The House of Commons followed the example of the Lords and
before the end of the year many of the paro;

who

scrupled the use of the Service
Book, were prosecuted lor offending against the
statutes made in that behalf; the justices of the
peace and oihers insisting that the laws returned with the king, and that they ought not to be
dispensed with in the neglect of them.
The old sequestered clergy flocked in great
numi)ers about the court, magnifying their suf-

chial clergy,

ferings, and making interest for preferment
every one took possession of the livmg from
which he had been ejected by which means
some hundreds of the Presbyterian clergy were
dispossessed at once.
Upon this, the heads of
that party waited upon the king, and prayed
that, though all who had lost their livings for
malignancy, or disaffection to the late powers,
were restored, yet that those miilisters who
succeeded such as had been ejected for scandal,
might keep their places
but the court paid no
regard to their petitions. However, where the
incumbent was dead, his majesty yielded that
the living should be confirmed to the present
;

;

possessor.

The heads of colleges and fellows who had
been ejected in the late times were no less forward in their applications to be restored upon
which the Parliament appointed a committee to
receive their petitions.
Dr. Goodwin having
resigned his presidentship of Magdalen College,
the Lords ordered " that Dr. Oliver be restored
in as full and ample manner as formerly he enjoyed it, till the pleasure of his majesty be
farther known.
And the three senior fellows
were appointed to put this order in execution"! The ejected fellows of New College,
Oxon, petitioned, at the same time, to be restored
upon which the Lords ordered. May 19,
that " Robert Grove, John Lampshire, 6lc., late
;

;

fellows of

who were

New College, Oxon, and all oihers
unjustly ejected out of their fellow-

and that all such
fellows as have been admitted contrary to the
statute be forthwith ejected
and that no new
fellows be admitted contrary to the statutes."t
And to prevent farther applications of this kind,
the Lords passed this general order, June 4:
" that the chancellors of both universities shall
take care that the several colleges in the said
universities shall be governed according to their
respective statutes
and that such persons who
have been unjustly put out of their headships,
fellowships, or other offices relating to the several colleges or universities, may be restored
ships, be forthwith restored

;

;

;

* Kennet's Chron.,
t Ibid., p. 153.

p.

432.

t Ibid., p.
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according to the said statutes of the university,
and founders of colleges therein."*
Pursuant to this order, there followed a very
considerable change in both universities, commissioners being appointed by the king to hear
and determine all causes relating to this affair,
Heads of

Colleges restored,

August

Dr. Hannibal Potter,
Dr. Richard Bayly,
Dr. Francis Mansel,
i)r. Robert Nevvlin,
Dr. Gilbert Sheldon,
Dr. Thomas Yale,

who, in the months of August and September,
restored all such as were unmarried to their respective places.
In the University of Oxford,
besides Dr. Oliver, already mentioned, the following heads of colleges were restored, and the
present possessors ejected
:

President

3.

In

of.

Trinity College
St. John's College,
Jesus College,
Corpus Christi College,
All Souls College,
Brazen Nose College,
Pembroke College,

Dr. D. Greenwood.
Dr. Henry Langley.

Barlow,

Besides these,

i

Canon

of Christ

Church and Margaret

surviving ejected fellows
of colleges were restored without exceptions,
and such as had been nominated by the commissioners in 1648, or elected in any other manner than according to the statutes, were ejected,
and their places declared vacant.
The like alterations were made in the University of Cambridge.
The Earl of Manchester, chancellor, was obliged to send the following letter to the university, dated August 3, for
restoring Dr. Martin to the mastership of
Queen's College, whom he had ejected for scandal, by letters under his hand, dated March 13,
1643

"

all

tin

Thomas Cole.
Dr. John Conant.
Dr. Josh. Crosse.

Mr.

Dr. Robert Saunderson, Regius Professor in Divinity,
Dr. Thomas Willis,
Natural Philosophy reader.
Dr. John Fell,
< Canon of Christ Church and University orator,
Dr. Robert South,

Thomas

Ward.

Mr. Thank Owen.
Mr. Francis Howel.
Dr. Edward Staunton.
Dr. Meredith, dec.

Mr. Henry Wightwick,
N. B. This Mr. Wightwick was ejected a second time,
Mr. Henry Wightwick, St. Mary's Hall,

Dr.

the place of heads ejected.

Dr. Seth

Whereas

Prof.,

I

Mr. Ralph Button.

H. Wilkinson, Sen.

I Dr.

am

informed that Dr. Ed. Marhas been wrongfully put out of his masterI

ship: these are to signify to all whom it may
concern, that I do, by virtue of an authority
given to me, by the Lords assembled in Parliament, restore him to his said mastership, together with all lodgings, &c., appertaining to
his place,
profits,

from henceforth

rights, privileges,

to have and enjoy aU
and advantages be-

longing thereunto, unless cause be shown to the
contrary within ten days after the date hereof"*
This gentleman was accordingly restored, and
with him several others as,
;

:

Heads of
Dr.

J.

In place of heads

of.

Peter House,

Cosins,

Thomas Paske,

Dr.

Master

Colleges restored.

<

Clare Hall,

(

Dr. Benjamin Laney,
Dr. Robert King,
Dr. Richard Sterne,
Dr. Edw. Rainbowe,

Pembroke

Hall,

Trmity Hall,
Jesus College,

Magdalen College, ejected

All the surviving fellows unmarried were restored, as in the other university, by which
means most of the Presbyterians were dispossessed, and the education of youth taken out of
their hands. t
To make way for the filling up
these and other vacancies in the Church, the
honours of the universities were offered to almost any who would declare their aversion to
Presbytery, and hearty affection for Episcopal
government. t It was his majesty's pleasure,
and the chancellor's, that there should be a creation in all faculties of such as had suffered for
the royal cause, and had been ejected from the
university by the visiters in 1648.
Accordingly,
between seventy and eighty masters of arts
were created this year among whom, says the
Oxford historian, some that had not been sufferers thrust themselves into the crowd for their
money others, yet few, were gentlemen, and
created by the favour of the chancellor's letters
only
eighteen were created bachelors of divin;

;

;

seventy doctors of divinity, twenty-two doctors of physic, besides doctors of laws.
The
creations in the University of Cambridge were
yet more numerous.
On Midsummer-day, a
grace passed in the university in favour of some
ity,

* Rennet's Chron.,
t Kennet's Chron.,

p. 173.
p.

220, 221,

j Fasti,

&c.

120.

for refusing

Eng.,

ejected.

Dr. Lazarus Seaman.
Resigned to Dr. The. Dil-

lingham.

Mr. William Moses.
Mr. Bond.
Mr. J. Worthington.
Mr. John Sadleir.

candidates for degrees.!
August 2, the king
sent letters to Cambridge for creating nine or
ten persons doctors of divinity ;t and on the
5th of September there were created, by virtue
of his majesty's mandamus, no less than seventy-one doctors of divinity, nine doctors of
civil law, five doctors of physic, and five bachelors of divinity.
So that, within the compass
of little more than six months, the universities
conferred one hundred and fifty doctors of divinity degrees, and as many more in the other
faculties.
Some of these were deserving persons, but the names of most of them are nowhere to be found but in the university-registers.
Had the Parliament visiters in 1648, or
Oliver Cromwell in his protectorship, made so
free with the honours of the universities, they
might justly have been supposed to countenance
the illiterate, and prostitute the honour of the
two great luminaries of this kingdom but his
majesty's promoting such numbers in so short
a time by a royal mandamus, without inquiring
into their qualifications, or insisting upon their
performing any academical exercise, must be
covered with a veil, because it was for the serIn the midst of these provice of the Church.
motions, the Marquis of Hertford, chancellor of
;

* Kennet's Chron., p. 221, 222.
t Ibid., p. 188.
t Ibid., p. 220, 251.
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To make way for the election of new bishops
the University of Oxfoid, died, and was succeeded by Sir Edward Hyde, now Lord-chancel- in a regular and canonical manner, it icas first
England, and created ahout this time Earl nccessari/ to restore to every cathedral a dcati and
of Clarendon.
He was installed Novemher 15, chapter ;* which being done.
Dr. Gilbert Sheldon was advanced to the see
and continued in this office till he retired into
of London
he was esteemed a learned man
France in the year 1667.
These promotions made way for filling up the before the civil wars, but had since engaged so
vacancies in cathedrals July 5, Drs. Killigrew, deep in politics, says Bishop Burnet, t that
Jones, Doughty, and Busby, were installed preb- scarce any prints of wliat he had been remainand williin a month ed he was a dexterous man in business, and
endaries of Westminster
In the treated all men in an obliging manner, but few
or six weeks four more were added.*
months of July and August, all the dignities in depended much on his professions of friendship.
the Cathedral of St. Paul's were filled up, being He seemed not to have a deep sense of religion,
upward of twenty. July 13, twelve divines if any at all and spoke of it most commonly
were installed prebendaries in the Cathedral of as an engine of government, and a matter of
Canterbury and before the end of the year, all policy, for which reason the king looked upon
him as a wise and honest clergyman. He was
the dignities in the Cathedrals of Durham, Ches
ter, Litchfield, Bristol, Hereford, Worcester, one of the most powerful and implacable adverGloucester, &c., were supplied with younger saries of the Nonconformists.
Dr. Henchman was consecrated Bishop of
divines, who ran violently in the current of the
times. +
There were only nine bishops alive at Sarum, and Dr. George Morley Bishop of Worcester, October 28.
December 2, seven bishops,
the king's restoration, viz.
were consecrated together in St. Peter's, WestBishop of London.
Dr. William Juxon,
minster, viz.:
"
Bath and Wells.
Dr. Wilham Pierse,
lor of

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Matthew Wren,

Robert Skinner,
William Roberts
John Warner,
Bryan Duppa,
Henry King,
Dr. Accepted Frewen,

"

Ely.

"

Oxford.
Bangor.
Rochester.

"

"
"

Saium.

"

Chichester.

"

Litchfield
entry.t

and Cov-

In order to make way for a new creation,
some of the bishops above mentioned were
translated to better sees
as.
Dr. Juxon, bishop of London, to Canterbury,
who was promoted more out of decency, says
Bishop BurnetjiJ as being the eldest and most
eminent of the surviving bishops he never was
a great divine, but was now superannuated.
Dr. Accepted Frewen was translated to York,
;

;

September

23,

and confirmed October

He

4.

was

the son of a Puritanical minister, and himself inclined that way, till some time after the
beginning of the civil wars, when he became a
great Loyalist, and was promoted in the year
1G44 to the see of Litchfield and Coventry he
made no figure in the learned world, and died
in the year 1664.
Dr. Bryan Duppa was translated to Winches-

Dr. John Cosins,
Dr. William Lawes,
Dr. Benjamin Laney,
Dr. Hugh Lloyd,
Dr. Richard Sierne,
Dr. Bryan Walton,
Dr. John Gauden,

Bishop of Durham.
"
"
"
"

St. David's.

Peterborough.
Landaff.
Carlisle.

Chester.
Exeter.

"

On the 6th of January following four other
bishops were consecrated, viz
:

Dr. Gilbert Ironside,
Dr. Edward Reynolds,
Dr. Nicholas Monk,
Dr. WiUiain Nicholson,

Bishop of Bristol.
"
Norwich.
"
Hereford.
"
Gloucester.

Four or five sees were kept vacant for the
leading divines among the Presbyterians, if
they would conform
but they declined, as will
be seen hereafter.
In Scotland and Ireland
things were not quite so ripe for execution the
Scots Parliament disannulled the Covenant, but
Episcopacy was not established in either of the
kingdoms till next year.
;

;

:

II

and confirmed October 4.
He had been
the king's tutor, though no way equal to the
service.
He was a meek, humble man, and
much beloved for his good temper, says Bishop
ter,

ing of captives, building and endowing almshouses,
wiih other charitable deeds, in benevolences, repairs,
&c., £16,000, and was so good to his tenants as to
abate £30,000 in fines. Richardson says that during
the two years he hved after his translation to the see
of Winchester, he expended great sums in public
services, and was meditating more undertakings.

He built an almshouse at Richmond, and endowed
Burnet,^ and would have been more esteemed it by his will with £1500. He bequeathed £200 to
if he had died before the Restoration, for he the almshouse at Pembridge in Herts
and, to omit
made not that use of the great wealth that private donations, he left to the Church of Salisbury
£500, of Winchester £200, of St. Paul's, London,
flowed in upon him as was expected.**
£300, and of Cirencester 200.— Grey's Examination,
vol. iii., p. 276
and Godwin, de Prasulibus, p. 243.
;

;

+ Rennet's Chron.,

p. 199.

t Ibid., p. 204.

^ Vol. i., p. 257.
t Ibid., p. 252.
Dr. Grey observes, however, on the authority
of Wood, that Dr. Frewen, though he published only
a Latin oration, with some verses on the death of
Prince Henry, was esteemed a general scholar and a
good orator. He was buried in his cathedral church,
and a splendid monument was erected over his grave.
He bequeathed £1000 to Magdalen College, Oxon,
of which he had been president.
Wood's Athenm
Oxon., vol. ii., p. 663, 064.
Godwinus de Praisulibus.
euro. Richardson, p. 714.
Ed.
^ Page 258.
** Dr. Grey censures Mr. Neal for adopting this
mistake of Bishop Burnet, and says that Dr. Duppa's
charities were extraordinary,
ile gave for redeemII

—

—

Ed.
All these are not to be found in the New Testament.
No bishop of the English Church can be made without them. That Church declares no minister can
be scnpturally ordained but by these bishops so unscripturally made.
How long will it be before we
have deans and chapters in this country
Certain
bishops among us have already taken their title.s as
Bishop of States, and applications have been made
to legislatures to incorporate " the Church,'' this, and
the other matter.
Perhaps Episcopacy at first will
be content to be acknowledged as the court religion.
The chaplains of the army and navy are nearly all
appointed from this division of the Christian Chuich.
*

.'

—^-

t

Page 257.

;
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The English nierarchy being restored t9 its
former pre-eminence, except the |)eerage of the
bishops, it remained only to consider what was
the Indeto be done with the malecontents
pendents and Anabaptists petitioned the king
only for a toleration ;* and the English papists,
depending npon tlieir interest at court, offered
his majesty £100,000, before he left Breda, to
lake ofl"lhe penal laws, upon which his majesty

magistrates did their duty in suppressing all
kind of games, stage-plays, and abuses in public houses.
There was not a play acted on any
theatre in England for almost twenty years.
The Lord's Day was observed with unusual
reverence and there were a set of as learned
and pious youths training up in the university
So that if such a
as had ever been known.
reformation of manners had obtained under a
legal administration, they would have deserved
the character of the best of times.

;

;

ordered the chancellor to insert the following
clause in his declaration concerning ecclesiastical affairs
That others also be permitted to
meet lor religious worship, so be it they do it
to
not
the disturl)ance of the peace
and that
no justice of peace offer to disturb them.t
When this was debated in the king's presence
after the Restoration, the bishops wisely held
their peace
but Mr. Baxter, who was more
zealous than prudent, declared plainly his dislike of a toleration of papists and Socinians
which his majesty took so very ill, that he said
the Presbyterians were a set of men who were
only for setting up themselves. These still
flattered themselves with hopes of a comprehension, but the Independents and Baptists

But when the legal constitution was restored,
there returned with it a torrent of debauchery
and wickedness.
The times which followed
the Restoration were the reverse of those that
preceded it; for the laws which had been enacted against vice for the last twenty years being declared null, and the magistrates changed,
men set no bounds to their licentiousness. A

:

;

;

proclamation,

;

were

indeed,

was published

against

those loose and riotous Cavaliers whose loyalty consisted in drinking healths and railing at
those who would not revel with them ; but in
reality the

king was at the head of these disor-

ders, being devoted to his pleasures, and having given himself up to an avowed course of
lewdness; his bishops and chaplains said that

in despair.

And here was an end of those distracted
times, which our historians have loaded with
all the infamy and reproach that the wit of man
could invent. The Puritan ministers have been
decried as ignorant mechanics, canting preachers, enemies to learning, and no better than
public robbers.
The universities were said to
be reduced to a mere Mun.ster
and that if the
Goths and Vandals, and even the Turks, had
overrun the nation, they could not have done
more to introduce barbarism, disloyalty, and ignorance and yet in these times, and by the men
who then filled the university chairs, were educated the most learned divines aiid eloquent preachers of the last age, as the Stillingflects, Tillotsons. Bulls, Barrows, Whtthys, and others, who
retained a high veneration for their learned tutors

he usually came from his mistresses' apartments to church, even on sacrament days.^
There were two play-houses erected in the
neighbourhood of the court. Women-actresses
were introduced into the theatres, which had
not been known till that time
the most lewd
and obscene plays were brought on the stage
and the more obscene, the king was the better
;

;

pleased, who graced every new play with his
royal presence.
Nothing was to be seen at
court but feasting, hard drinking, revelling, and
amorous intrigues, which engendered the most
enormous vices.
From court the contagion
spread like wildfire among the people, insomuch
that men threw off the very profession of virtue and piety, under colour of drinking the
The reli- king's health all kinds of old cavalier rioting
after they were rejected and displaced.
gious part of the common people have been and debauchery revived; the appearances of
religion which remained with some, furnished
stigmatized with the character of hypocrites
their looks, their dress, and behaviour have matters of ridicule to libertines and scoffers :t
some, who had been concerned in the former
been represented in the most odious colours
and yet one may venture to challenge these de- changes, thought they could not redeem their
claimers to produce any period of time since credit belter than by deriding all religion, and
the Reformation wherein there was less open telling or making stories to render their former
profaneness and impiety, and more of the spirit party ridiculous. To appear serious, or make
as well as appearance of religion. Perhaps conscience either of words or actions, was the
there was too much rigour and preciseness in way to De accounted a schismatic, a fanatic, or
though, if there was any real relibut the lusts of men were a sectarian
indifferent matters
laid under a visible restraint; and though the gion during the course of this reign, it was
They who did not
legal constitution was unhappily broken, and chiefly among those people.
men were governed by false politics, yet better applaud the new ceremonies were marked out
laws were never made against vice, or more for Presbyterians, and every Presbyterian was
The dress and conversa- a rebel. The old clergy who had been sequesvigorously executed.
tion of people were sober and virtuous, and tered for scandal, having taken possession of
there their livings, were intoxicated with their new
their manner of living remarkably frugal
was hardly a single bankruptcy to he heard of felicity, and threw off all the restraints of their
and in such a case the bankrupt had order. Every week, says Mr. Baxter.t proin a year
a mark of infamy set upon him that he could duced reports of one or other clergyman who
never wipe off. Drunkenness, fornication, pro- was taken up by the watch drunk at night, and
Some were taken with,
fane swearing, and every kind of debauchery, mobbed in the streets.
and one was reported to be
were justly deemed infamous, and universally lewd women
discountenanced.
The clergy were laborious drunk in the pulpit. (J Such was the general
to excess in preaching and praying, and cate* Kennet's Chron., p. 167.
+ Ibid., p. 493.
chising youth, and visiting their parishes. The
t Life, part ii., p. 2s8.
Kennet's Chron., p. 14-2. f Compl. Hist., p. 258.
^ Dr. Grey questions the truth of the above dharge
;

;

;

;

;

;

I

;

|

j

;

:

i

,

I

;

———

;;
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but the court-bishops, with Lord
it
Clarendon at their head, were absolutely against
Clarendcm was a man of high and arbitrary
principles, and gave himself up to the bishops,
for the service they had done hiin in reconciling
the king to his daughter's clandestine marriage
with the Duke of York. If his lordship had been
a friend to moderate measures, the greatest part
of the Presbyterians might have been gained
but he would not disoblige the bishops the
reasons of whose angry behaviour were, "1.
Their high notions of the Episcopal form of
government, as necessary to the very essence
of a Christian church. 2. The resentments
that remained in their breasts against all who
had engaged with the Long Parliament, and had
been the cause of their sufferings. 3. The Presbyterians being legally possessed of most of the
benefices in Church and State, it was thought
necessary to dispossess them and if there must
he a schism, rather to have it out of the Church
than within it ;" for it had been observed that
the half conformity of the Puritans before the
war had, in most cities and corporations, occasioned a faction between the incumbents and
lecturers, which latter had endeavoured to render themselves popular at the expense of the
4. Besides, they had too much inhierarchy.
to he for

dissoluteness of manners which attended the
deluge of joy which ovei flowed the nation upon
his majesty's restoration
About this time died the Reverend Mr. Francis Taylor, some time rector of Claphaai in Surry, and afterward of Yalden, from whence he
was called to sit in the Assembly of Divines at
Westminster, and had a considerable share in

it

!

the annotations which go under their name.
From Yalden Mr. Taylor removed to Canterbury, and became preacher of Christ Church in
that city, where I presume he died, leaving behind him the character of an able critic in the
Oriental languages, and one of the most considHe published
erable divines of the Assembly.
several valuable works, and among others, a
translation of the Jerusalem Targum on the
Pentateuch out of the Chaldee into Latin, dedicated to the learned Mr. Gataker, of Rotherhithe, with a prefatory epistle of Selden's and
several others, relating to Jewish antiquities.
Among the letters to Archbishop Usher there is
one from Mr. Taylor, dated from Clapham, 1635.
He corresponded also with Boetius, and most
He left behind
of the learned men of his time.
him a son who was blind,* but ejected for nonconformity in the year 1662, from St. Alphage
Church in Canterbury, where he lies buried.

;

:

;

;

the election of representatives to
therefore, instead of using
into the Church, says
Bishop Burnet.* they resolved to seek the most
Here was
efTeetual ones for casting them out.
no generosity or spirit of Catholicism, no remembrance of past services, no compassion for
weak or prejudiced minds, but a fixed resolution
so that
to disarm their opponents at all events
the ensuing conferences with the Presbyterians
fluence in

serve

in

Parliament

;

methods to bring them

CHAPTER

V.

FROM THE RESTORATION OF KING CHARLES II. TO
THE CONFERENCE AT THE SAVOV. 1660.

Before we relate the conference between the
Episcopal and Presbyterian divines in order to
it will be proper to represent
comprehension,
a
the views of the court, and of the bishops, who were no othen than an amusement to keep them
had promised to act with temper, and to bury quiet till they could obtain a law for their utter
all past offences under the foundation of the expulsion.
The king was devoted to his pleasures, and
Restoration. The point in debate was, " Whethhis grand
er concessions should be made, and pains taken, had no principles of real religion
The king seemed design was to lay asleep the former controverto gain the Presbyterians
sies, and to unite both Protestant and papist
But whoever reads Mr. Baxter's account of the mat- under his government with this view he subter, and of the conduct of himself and some of his
mitted to the scheme of the bishops, in hopes
brethren on the report of it, which rang through the of making it subservient to a general toleration
;
But there is force
city, will scarcely doubt the fact.
which nothing could render more necessary
and candour in what Dr. Grey adds concerning the
out of
than
having
shut
great
bodies
of
men
an
alderman
of
Long
Parthe
reply of Mr. Selden to
liament on the subject of episcopacy. The alderman the Church, and put under severe penal laws,
said, " that there were so many clamours against who must then be petitioners for a toleration,
such and such prelates, that they would never be which the Legislature would probably grant
quiet till they had no more bishops." On this Mr. but it was his majesty's resolution that, whatSelden informed the House what grievous com- soever should be granted of that sort, should
plaints there were against such and such aldermen
pass in so limited a manner, that papists as
and therefore, by parity of reasoning, it was his opinwell as other sectaries should be comprehended
ion, he said, that they should have no more aldermen.
Here was the fault transferred to the office, which is within it. The Duke of York and all the Rothey dea dangerous error for not only government, but hu- man Catholics were in this scheme
man society itself may be dissolved by the same ar clared absolutely against a comprehension, but
corruptions of particular were very much for a general toleration, as
gument, if the frailties
men shall be revenged upon the whole body. Grey\ what was necessary for the peace of the nation,
Examination, vol. iii., p. 267. En.
and promoting the Catholic cause.
* He lost his sight by the smallpox, but pursued
The well-meaning Presbyterians were all this
his studies by the aid of others who read to him.
while striving against the stream, and making
His brother, who was also blind, he supported, and
took great pains to instruct and wm over to serious interest with a set of men who were now laugh;

;

V

;

;

;

;

m

—

with all the success he desired he
a man of good abilities, and noted for an elo
quent preacher; and his ministry was much valued
and respected. He did not long survive the treatment he met with in being seized and carried to
Palmprison but was cheerful in all his afflictions.
Ed.
er's Nonconformists' Memorial. \o\. if, p. 57, 58.

religion, but not

was

;

ing in their sleeves at the abject condition to
which their egregious credulity had reduced
them. They offered Archbishop Usher's model
of primitive Episcopacy as a plan of accommodation; that the surplice, the cross in baptism,

;

Vol.

n.— Dd

* Vol.

i.,

p.

259, 2G0, r2mo.

.
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and kneeling at the communion, should be left
They were content to set aside
the Assembly's confession, and let the articles
of tbe Church of England take place vviUi some
few amendments. About the middle of June,
Mr. Calamy, Dr. Reynolds, Mr. Ashe, Mr. Baxter, Dr. Wallis, Dr. Manton, and Dr. Spurstow
waited upon the king, being introduced by tbe
Earl of Manchester, to crave his majesty's interposition for reconciling the differences in the
Church, that the people might not be deprived
of their faithful pastors.
Honest Mr. Baxter
told his majesty that the interest of the late
usurpers with the people arose from the encouragement they had given religion and he hoped
the king would not undo, but rather go beyond,
the good which Cromwell or any other had
done.f They laid a good deal of stress on their
own loyalty, and carefully distinguished between their own behaviour and that of other
;

who had been disloyal and factious.
replied that "he was glad to hear of
inclinations to an agreement
that he
would do his part to bring them together, but
this must not be by bringing one party over to
another, but by abating somewhat on both sides,
and meeting in the midway and that if it were
not accomplished, it should not be his fault nay,
he said, he was resolved to see it brought to
pass."t
Accordingly, his majesty required
them to draw up such proposals as they thought
sectaries,

The king
their

;

;

;

meet

for an agreement about church government, and to set down the most they could
yield
promising them a meeting with some
;

Episcopal divines in his majesty's presence,

when the proposals were ready. Upon this they
summoned the city ministers to meet and consult at Sion College, not excluding such of their
country brethren as would attend, that it might
not be said afterward they took upon themselves the concluding so weighty an affair.i^
After two or three weeks' consultation, they
agreed upon a paper to the following purpose,
drawn up chiefly by Dr. Reynolds, Dr. Worth,
and Mr. Calamy, which, together with Archbishop Usher's reduction of Episcopacy, they offered to the king, with the following address
" May it please your most excellent majesty,
:

"We, your majesty's most loyal subjects,
cannot but acknowledge it is a very great mercy
of God, that immediately after so wonderful and
peaceable restoration to your throne and government (lor which we bless his name), he has
stirred up your royal heart, as to a zealous testimony agamst profaneness, so to endeavour a
happy composing of the differences, and healing the sad breaches which are in the Church.
And we shall, according to our bounden duty,
become humble suiters to the throne of grace,
that the God of peace, who has put such a thing
as this into your majesty's heart, will, by his
heavenly wisdom and Holy Spirit, assist you
herein, that you may bring your resolutions to
a perfect effect and issue.
"In humble conformity to your majesty's
Christian designs, we, taking it for granted that
there is a firm agreement between our brethren
and us in the doctrinal truths of the Reformed
religion, and in the substantial parts of Divine
worship, humbly desire,
* Kennet's Chron.,
t Ibid., p. 183.

p. 173.

t Ibid., p. 182.
^ Baxter, part li., p. 233.

First,

I

indifferent.*

"

That we may be secured of those
practice of which we seem to be

things

in

agreed

in principle

I

;

as,

" That those of our flocks that are serious
matters of their salvation may not be reproachfully handled by words of scorn,^ or any
abusive language, but may be encouraged ia
their duties of exhorting and provoking one another in their most holy faith, and of furthering
one another in the ways of eternal life.
2. " That each congregation may have a learned, orthodox, and godly pastor, that the people
may be publicly instructed by preaching every
Lord's Day, by catechising, by frequent adminand
istering the Lord's Supper and baptisin
that effectual provision by law may be made
that such as are insufficient, negligent, or scandalous, may not officiate.
3. " That none may be admitted to the Loid's
Supper till they personally own their baptismal
covenant by a credible profession of faith and
holiness, not contradicted by a scandalous life.
That to such only confirmation may be administered
and that the approbation of the pastor
to whom the instructing those under his charge
doth appertain, may be produced before any
person receives confirmation.
4 " That an effectual course be taken for the
sanctification of the Lord's Day, appropriating
the same to holy exercises both in public and
private, without any unnecessary divertisements."
" Then for matters in difference, viz., church,
government, liturgy, and ceremonies, we hum1.

in

;

;

bly represent,
" That we do not renounce the true ancient
primitive episcopacy or presidency, as it was
balanced with a due commixtion of presbyters.
If, therefore, your majesty, in your grave wisdom
and moderation, shall constitute such an episcopacy, we shall humbly submit thereunto.
And in order to an accommodation in this
weighty affair, we desire humbly to offer some
particulars which we conceive were amiss ia
the Episcopal government as it was practised

before the year 1G40.
" The great extent of the bishop's diocess,
1
which we apprehend too large for his personal
inspection.
" That, by reason of this disability, the
2.
bishops did depute the administration, in matters of spiritual cognizance, to

commissaries^

chancellors, officials, whereof some are secular
persons, and could not administer that power
that originally belongs to the officers of the

Church.
3. " That the bishops did assume the sole
power of ordination and jurisdiction to them-

selves.
4.

"

That some of the bishops exercised an

arbitrary power, by sending forth articles of
visitation, inquiring unwarrantably into several
things, and swearing church-wardens to preAlso, many innovations and
sent accordingly.
ceremonies were imposed upon ministers and
people not required by law.
" For remedy of these evils we crave leave
to offer,
1. "The late most reverend primate of Ireland, his reduction of episcopacy into the form

of synodical government.
humbly desire that the suffragans,
2. '•

We
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ive synods.

may

I

humb-ly beseech your majesty that such innovations may not be used or imposed for the

I

" That no oaths, or promises of obedience
any unnecessary subscriptions or engagements, be made necessary to or3.

,

future."

When

to the bishops, nor

I

dination, institution, or induction, ministration,
communion, or immunities of ministers, they
being responsible for any transgression of the
law. And that no bishops or ecclesiastical governors may exercise their government by their
private will or pleasure, but only by such rules,
canons, and constitutions as shall be establish-

I

;

I

ed by Parliament.
Secondly, " Concerning liturgy.
1. "We are satisfied in our judgments concerning the lawfulness of a liturgy, or form of
worship, provided it be for matter agreeable to
the Word of God, and suited to the nature of
the several ordinances and necessities of the
Church, neither too tedious, nor composed of
too short prayers or responsals, not dissonant
from the liturgies of other Reformed churches,
nor too rigorously imposed, nor the minister
confined thereunto, but that he may also make
use of his gifts for prayer and exhortation.
2. " Forasmuch as the Book of Common
Prayer is in some things justly offensive, and
needs amendment, we most humbly pray that
some learned, godly, and moderate divines of
both persuasions, may be employed to compile
such a form as is before described, as much as
may be in Scripture words or at least to revise
and reform the old together with an addition
of other various forms in Scripture phrase, to
be used at the minister's choice.
Thirdhj, " Concerning ceremonies.
"
hold ourselves obliged, in every part of
Divine worship, to do all things decently and in
and are willing to be
order, and to edification
determined by authority in such things as, being
;

:

merely circumstantial, or common to human
actions and societies, are to be ordered by the
light of nature and human prudence.
"As to divers ceremonies formerly retained in the Church of England, we do, in all humility, offer to your majesty the following considerations
" That the worship of God is in itself pure
and perfect, and decent, without any such ceremonies. That it is, then, most pure and acceptable when it has least of human mixtures.
That these ceremonies have been imposed and
advanced by some, so as to draw near to the
significancy and moral efficacy of sacraments.
That they have been rejected by many of the
Reformed churches abroad, and have been ever
the subject of contention and endless disputes
and therefore, being in their
in this church
own nature indifferent and mutable, they ought
to be changed, lest in time they should be apprehended as necessary as the substantials of
:

;

worship themselves.
" May it therefore please your majesty graciously to grant that kneeling at the Lord's
Supper, and such holydays as are but of human
institution, may not be imposed on such as
That the use of the surplice and
scruple them.
cross in baptism, and bowing at the name of
And forasmuch as
Jesus, may be abolished.
erecting altars and bowmg towards them, and
such like (having no foundation in the law of

the land), have been introduced and imposed,

the Presbyterian divines

came to court

with these proposals, the king received them
favourably, and promised to bring both parties
together.
His majesty expressed a satisfaction
in hearing they were disposed to a liturgy and
forms of prayer, and that they were willing to
yield to the essence of episcopacy, and therefore doubted not of procuring an accommodation.
The ministers expected to have met the
bishops with their papers of proposals, but none
of them appeared, having been better instructed
in a private conference with Lord-chancellor
Hyde, who told them it was not their business
to offer proposals, because they were in possession of the laws of the land
that the hierarchy
and Service Book, being the only legal establishment, ought to be the standard of agreement and therefore their only concern was to
answer the exceptions of the ministers against
it.
Accordingly, instead of a conference, or
paper of proposals, which the ministers expected, the bishops, having obtained a copy of the
paper of the Presbyterians, drew up an answer
;

;

^

in writing, which was communicated to their
ministers, July 8.
In this answer, the bisTiops take notice of the
ministers' concessions in their preamble, as
that they agree with them in the substantials
of doctrine and worship and infer from thence,
that their particular exceptions are of less importance, and ought not to be stiffly insisted on
to the disturbance of the peace of the Church.*
To the particulars they answer,
;

We

;
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we

be chosen by the respect-

1.

Concerning church government, "That

they never heard any just reasons for a dissent
from the ecclesiastical hierarchy of this kingdom, which they believe in the main to be the
true primitive episcopacy, which was more
than a mere presidency of order. Nor do they
find that it was balanced by an authoritative
commixtion of presbyters, though it has been
in all times exercised with the assistance and
counsel of presbyters in subordination to bishops.
They wonder that they should except
against the government by one single person,
which, if applied to the civil magistrate, is a

most dangerous insinuation."!

As

to the four particular instances of things

amiss.
1.

cess

"We
is

cannot grant the extent of any dioso great but that a bishop may well per-

form his duty, which is not a personal inspection of every man's soul, but the pastoral
charge, or taking care that the ministers, and
other ecclesiastical officers within their diocess,
do their duties and if some diocesses should
be too large, the law allows suffragans.
2. " Concerning lay-chancellors, &c., we confess the bishops did depute part of their ecclesiastical jurisdiction to chancellors, commissaries, officials, &c
as men better skilled in the
civil and canon laws
but as for matters of
mere spiritual concernment, as excommunication, absolution, and other censures of the
Church, we conceive they belong properly to
the bishop himself, or his surrogate, wherein, if
;

,

;

* Kennet's Chron..
ii.,

p. 242.

200.

Baxter's Life, part
t Baxter, p. 243.

;

:
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anything has been clone amiss, we are willing
it should be reformed.
3. " Whether bishops are a distinct order
from presbyters or not, or whether they have
the sole power of ordination, is not now the
but we affirm that the bishops of
question
this realm have constantly ordained with the
assistance of presbyters, and the imposition of
their hands together with the bishops, and for
this purpose the colleges of deans and chapters
;

are instituted.
to Archbishop Usher's model of
4. "As
church government, we decline it, as not con-

sistent with his other learned discourses on the
original of episcopacy, and of metropolitans
nor with the king's supremacy in causes ecclesiastical."

"As

for the three other ceremonies, the surcross after baptism, and bowing at the

plice, the

name of Jesus, though we see not any sufficient
reason why they should be utterly abolished,
nevertheless, how far forth, in regard of tender
consciences, a liberty may be thought fit to be
indulged to any, his majesty is best able to
judge."
are so far from
They conclude thus "
believing that his majesty's condescending to
the ministers' demands will take away not only
our differences, but the roots and causes of them,
that we are confident it will prove the seminary
of new differences, both by giving dissatisfaction to those that are well pleased with what is
already established, who are much the greatest
part of his majesty's subjects
and by encouraging unquiet spirits, when these things shall be
there being
granted, to make farther demands
no assurance by them given what will content
all dissenters, than which nothing is more necessary for settling a firm peace in the Church."
About a week after, the Presbyterian divines
sent the bishops a warm remonstrance and defence of their proposals, drawn up chiefly by
Mr. Baxter, to the following purpose

We

:

;

Concerning Liturgy.
esteem the liturgy of the Church of
England, contained in the Book of Common
Prayer, and by law established, to be such a
one as is by them desired, according to the
the disuse
qualifications which they mention
of which has been the cause of the sad divisions
of the Church, and the restoring it may be, by
God's blessing, a special means of making up
Concerning the Preamble.
Nor can the imposition of it be
the breach.
"
called rigorous, as long as clergymen have the
are not insensible of the danger of the
liberty of using their gifts before and after ser- Church, through the doctrinal errors of those
mon. Nevertheless, we are not against revi- with whom we differ about points of governbut we choose to say nosing the liturgy by such discreet persons as his ment and worsiiip
thing of the party that we are agreed with in
majesty shall think fit to employ therein.
both subscribe the same
we
because
doctrinals,
III. 0/ Ceremomes.
Holy Scriptures, articles of religion, and books
" Lawful authority has already determined
and the contradictions to their
of homilies
the ceremonies in question to be decent and or- own confessions, which too many are guilty of,
<lerly, and for edification, and, consequently, to we did not think just to charge upon the whole."*
''be agreeable to the general rules of the Word.
Concerning Church Government.
allow
worship of
II.

"We

;

;

We

;

;

We

God is in itself perfect
the
still the Church is at liberty
to improve it with circumstantials for decency
and order. Ceremonies were never esteemed
they
to be sacraments, nor imposed as such
are retained by most Protestant churches and
that they have been the subject of contention
is owing to men's weakness, and their unwillingness to submit their private opinions to the

"Had you read Gerson, Bucer, Parker, Baynes,
Salmasius, Blonde), &c., you would have seen
just reason given for our dissent from the ecclesiastical hierarchy, as stated in England."

in essentials, but

;

Instances of Things amiss.

;

"

easily grant that diocesses are
too great, if you had ever conscionably tried
the task which Dr. Hammond describeth as the
or had ever believed Ignatius,
bishop's work
and other ancient descriptions of a bishop's
church. You cannot be ignorant that our bishops have the sole government of pastors and
people that the whole power of the keys is in
their hands, and that their presbyters are but

We

acknowlpublic judgment of the Church.
edge that these things are in their nature mutable, but we can by no means think it expediHowever, as we are no
ent to remove them.
way against such a tender and religious compassion in things of this nature, as his majesty's
piety and wisdom shall think fit to extend, so
we cannot think tiiat the satisfaction of some
private persons is to be laid in the balance

;

;

ciphers."

Concerning Ceremonies.
divines argue for leaving them indifferent for the peace of the Church, as being not
essential to the perfection of Christian worship,
especially when so many looked upon them as

"These

against the public peace and uniformity of the
Cimrcii.
" As for

.

kneelmg

T

,,

r.

at the Lord's Supper,

it is

You would

a

devotion,
gesture of the <rreaiest reverence and
sinful."
and so most agreeable to that holy service.
perceive your
They conclude thus "
" Holydays of human institution havmg been
counsels against peace are not likely to be frusobserved by the people of God in the Old TesYour desires concerning us are likely
trated.
in
himself
Saviour
blessed
tament, and by our
You are like to be gratified
in to be accomplished.
the Gospei, and by all the churches of Christ
and ejection and yet we will
as apt means with our silence
tlie primitive and following times,
are the peace-makers;'
'Blessed
that
myster- believe
to preserve the memorials of the chief
by you in our pursuch holy- and though we are prevented
ies of the Christian religion ; and
are
never like thus publicly
and
peace,
suits of
days also being fit times for the honest recreait more, yet are we resolved, as much.
seek
to
these
tion of the meaner sort of people, for
as poss ible, to live peaceably with all men."
reasons we humbly desire they may be contin* Rennet's Chron., p. 205. Baxter, part ii., p. 248.
ued in the Church.
:

We

j

1

;

:

I

I

I

;
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of the Presbyterians were now
opened, and they began to discern their weakness in expecting an agreement with the bishops, who appeared to be exasperated, and determined to tie them down to the old establishment. The former severities began already to
be revived, and the laws were put in execution
againot some who did not make use of the old
liturgy.
Many were suspended and turned out

decide.

of their livings on this account upon which
the leading Presbyterians applied to the king,

At length the declaration, with such amendments as the king would admit, was published

and humbly requested,

under the foilowmg title
'•
His Majesty's Declaration to

The eyes

;

all

duction, or confirmation.
4. " That his majesty would cause the broad
seal to be revoked, where persons had been put
into the possession of the livings of others not
void by sequestration, but by the death of the

former incumbents.
5. "That a remedy may be provided against
the return of scandalous ministers into the places from whence they had been ejected."*
His majesty gave them a civil audience, and
told them he would put what he thought fit to
grant them into the form of a declaration, which
they should have the liberty of perusing before
it was made public.
A copy of this was accordingly delivered by the chancellor to Mr. Baxter,
and other Presbyterian divines, September 4,
with liberty to make exceptions, and give notice
of what they disliked.! These divines petition-

for some farther amendments and alterations
upon which the king appointed a day to hear
said on both sides, and came to

ed

what could be

the chancellor's house, October 22, attended by
the Dukes of Albemarle and Ormond, the Earls
of Manchester, Anglesea, and Lord HoUis.
On the part of the bishops were.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Bishop of London.
"
Worcester

Sheldon,
Morley,

Salisbury.

Cosins,

"

Durham.

Gauden,

"

Exeter.

Dr. Hacket.

"
}

Dr. Barwick,

On

"

Henchman,

Dean

Litchfield and
entry.
of St. Paul's ; Dr.
ning, &c.

Gun-

p.

Kennet's Chron.,

275, 270.

ii.,

p.

vviiat

he thought proper should stand in
;

;

p. 241.

24G.

all

his loving

Subjects of his Kmgdom of England and
Dominion of Wales, concerning Ecclesiastical Affairs.
Given at our Court at Whitehall, October 25, 16G0, in the twelfth Year
of our Reign."
The declaration being long.t and to be met
with in most of our historians, I shall give the
reader only an abstract of it.
" Charles Rex.
" In our letter from Breda, we promised in due
time to propose something to the world for the
propagation of the Protestant religion; and we
thmk ourself more competent to propose, and,
with God's assistance, determine many things
now in difference, from the experience we have
had in most of the Reformed churches abroad,
where we have had frequent conferences with
the most learned men, who have unanimously
lamented the distempers and too notorious
schisms in matters of religion in England.
" When we were in Holland, we were attended by many grave and learned ministers from
hence of the Presbyterian opinion, and, to our
great satisfaction, we found them full of affection to us, no enemies to Episcopacy or liturgy
(as they have been reported to be), but modestly desiri'ng such alterations as, without shattering foundations, might give ease to the tenderness of some men's consciences. For the doing
of this we intended to have called a synod of
divines, but observing the over- passionate and
turbulent way of proceeding of some persons,
and the impatience of others for a speedy determination of these matters, we have been prevailed with to invert the method we proposed,
and to give some determination ourself to the
matters in difference, till such a synod may be
called as may, without passion or prejudice, give
us such farther assistance towards a perfect
union of affections, as well as submission to
authority, as is necessary.
"
must, for the honour of all with whom
we have conferred, declare, that the professions
and desires of all for the advancement of piety
and true godliness are the same their professions of zeal for the peace of the Church, and
of affection and duty to us, the same they all
approve Episcopacy and a liturgy, and disapprove of sacrilege, and the alienation of the revenues of the Church. "t
His majesty then declares his high esteem
and affection for the Church of England, and

Baxter's Life part

;

;

Dr. Manton,

Mr. Ba.xter,
Mr. Calamy,
Dr. Wallis.
Dr. Spurstow,
Mr. Ashe,
As the chancellor read over the declaration,
each party were to allege their exceptions, and
The chief debates were
the king to determine.
on the high power of the bishops, and the neBishop Morley and Dr.
cessity of reordination.

t

as to

the declaration
and appointed Bishop Morley
and Henchman, Dr. Reynolds and Mr. Calamy,
to express it in proper words
and if they disagreed, the Earl of Anglesea and Lord Hollis to

We

Cov-

the side of the Presbyterians were,

Dr. Reynolds,

* Baxter's Life, part

;

:

"That they might with

convenient
speed see his majesty's conclusions upon the
proposals of mutual condescensions, before they
pass into resolves.
2. " That his majesty would publicly declare
his pleasure for the suspension of all proceedings upon the Act of Uniformity, against nonconformists to the liturgy and ceremonies, till
they saw the issue of their hoped-for agreement.
3. " That, until the said settlement, there may
be no oath of canonical obedience, nor subscription to the liturgy and ceremonies required, nor
renunciation of their ordination by mere presbyters, imposed as necessary to institution, in1.

Gunning spoke most on one side and Mr. Calamy and Baxter on the other.* Upon hearing
the whole, his majesty delivered his judgment

ii.,

*

Baxter's Life, part

ii.,

p.

278.

This declaration was drawn up by Lord-chanHyde, but many of the evasive clauses were
suggested by some of the king's more secret advisers.
'Secret History of the Court and Reign of Charles II.,
vol. i., p. 93.— Ed.
t

cellor

—

X

Dart

Comp.
ii.,

Hist., vol.

p. 259.

iii.,

Baxter's Life,

p. 246.

Kennet's Chron.,

p.

289.

;
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is,

the bishop as heretofore), with three or four
ministers of that deanery chosen by the major
part of all the ministers within the same, shall
meet once a month to receive complaints from
the ministers or church-wardens of parishes,
and to compose such differences as shall be re-

shall provide the best

ferred to them for arbitration, and to reform
such things as are amiss, by their pastoral reproofs and admonitions, and what they cannot
reform are to be presented to the bishop. Moreover, the rural dean and his assistants are to
take care of the catechising children and youth,
and that they can give a good account of their
faith before they are brought to the bishop to be

that his esteem of it is not lessened by his condescending to dispense with some particular

ceremonies, and then proceeds to his concessions.

"We declare our purpose and resolution
and shall he, to promote the power of godliness, to encourage the public and private exercises of religion, to take care of the due observation of the Lord's Day, and that insufficient,
negligent, and scandalous ministers be not perWe shall take care to
mitted in the Church.
prefer none to the Episcopal office and charge
but men of learning, virtue, and piety and we
1.

;

we

can, that the bishops

be frequent preachers, and that they do often
preach in some church or other of their diocess.
2. " Because some diocesses may be of too
large extent, we will appoint such a number of
suffragans as shall be sufficient for the due performance of their work.
3. " No bishop shall ordain or exercise any
part of jurisdiction which appertains to the
censures of the Church, without advice and asNo chancellors,
sistance of the presbyters.
commissaries, or officials shall excommunicate,
absolve, or exercise any act of spiritual jurisdiction, wherein any of the ministry are concerned with reference to their pastoral charge.
Nor shall the archdeacon exercise any jurisdiction without the advice and assistance of six
ministers of his archdeaconry three to be nominated hy the bishop, and three by the suffrage
of the presbyters within the archdeaconry.
wdl take care that the preferment
4.
of deans and chapters shall he given to the most
learned and pious presbyters of the diocess,
and that an equal number (to those of the chapter) of the most learned and pious presbyters of
the same diocess, annually chosen by the major
vote of all the presbyters of that diocess pres;

"We

ent at such elections, shall he always advising
and assisting, together with those of the chapter, in all ordinations, at all church censures,
and other important acts of ecclesiastical jurisdiction wherein any of the ministry are conProvided, that at all such meetings,
cerned.
the number of ministers so elected, and those
and to make
of the chapter present, he equal
the numbers equal, the juniors of the exceeding
number shall withdraw to make way for the
more ancient. Nor shall any suffragan bishop
ordain or exercise any jurisdiction without the
advice and assistance of a sufficient number of
And our
presbyters annually chosen as before.
will is, that ordination be constantly and solaforesaid
and
his
emnly performed by the bishop
l)resbyters at the four set times appointed by
the Church for that purpose.
5. " Confirmation shall be rightly and solemnly performed, by the information and with the
consent of the minister of the place, who shall
admit none to the Lord's Supper till they have
made a credible profession of their faith, and
promised obedience to the will of God, accordand
ing to the rubric before the catechism
all diligence shall be used for the instruction
offenders,
whom
and reformation of scandalous
the minister shall not suffer to partake of the
Lord's Supper till they have openly declared
their repentance, andresolutions of amendment
provided there be place for appeals to superior
powers. Every rural dean to be nominated by
;

;

I

confirmed.
6. " No bishop shall exercise any arbitrary
power, or impose anything upon his clergy or
people, but according to the law of the land.
7. "
will appoint an equal number of divines of both persuasions to review the liturgy
of the Church of England, and to make such,
and
alterations as shall be thought necessary
some additional forms in the Scripture phrase,
as near as may be, suited to the nature of the
several parts of worship, and that it be left to
the minister's choice to use one or the other at
In the mean time, we desire
his discretion.
that the ministers in their several churches will
not wholly lay aside the use of the Common
Prayer, but will read those parts of it against
which they have no exception yet our will and
pleasure is, that none be punished or troubled
for not using it till it be reviewed and effectually reformed.
8. Lastly, " Concerning ceremonies, if any

We

;

;

are practised contrary to law, the same shall
cease.
Every national church has a power to
appoint ceremonies for its members, which,
though before they were indifferent, yet cease
to be so when established by law.
are
therefore content to indulge tender consciences,
so far as to dispense with their using such ceremonies as are an offence to them, but not to
declare, therefore, that none
abolish them.
shall be compelled to receive the sacrament
kneeling, nor to use the cross in baptism, nor to
bow at the name of Jesus, nor to use the surplice, except in the royal chapel, and in catheNor shall subdral and collegiate churches.
scription, nor the oath of canonical obedience,
be required at present, in order to ordination,
institution, or induction, but only the taking the
oaths of allegience and supremacy nor shall
any lose their academical degrees, or forfeit a
presentation, or be deprived of a benefice, for
not declaring his assent to all the Thirty-nine
Articles, provided he read and declare his assent
to all the doctrinal articles, and to the sacraments. And we do again renew our declaration
from Breda, that no man shall be disquieted or
called in question for differences of opinion in
matters of religion which do not disturb the

We

We

;

peace of the kingdom."
His majesty concludes " with conjuring all
his loving subjects to acquiesce and submit to
this declaration, concerning the differences that
have so much disquieted the nation at home,
and given offence to the Protestant churches
abroad."

Though this declaration did not satisfy all the
ministers, yet the greatest numbers were conbut because it proceeded upon the plan
tent
;
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of diocesan Episcopacy whicli they had covenanted against, others were extremely uneasy
some ventured upon a second address to the
king, in which they renew their requests for
Archbishop Usher's sclieme of primitive Episcopacy, as most agreeable to Scripture, most
conducive to good discipline, and as that which
would save the nation from the violation of a
solemn League and Covenant, which, whether it
were lawfully imposed or no, they conceive
;

now

to

but then it grieves
us," say they, " to hear that it is given in charge
to the judges at the assizes to indict men upon
the Act of Uniformity for not using the Common Prayer. That it is not only some obsolete
words and phrases that are offensive, but that
other things need amendment
therefore, we
pray that none may be punished for not using
the book, till it be reformed by the consent of
the divines of both parties."

laration they tender these requests
1. " That as they are persuaded

:

not in
his majesty's thoughts to intimate that they are
guilty of the offences therein mentioned, they
hope it will be a motive to hasten the union.
2. " Though they detest sacrilege, yet they
will not determine whether, in some cases of
superfluities of revenues, and the necessity of
the Church, there may not be an alienation,
it

is

which is no sacrilege.
3. "His majesty having acknowledged

their
still hope they may be received
into the settlement, and continue their stations
in the Church.
4. " Since his majesty has declared that the

;

;

be binding.

Concerning the preamble of his majesty's dec-
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mon Prayer and ceremonies

" Concerning Ceremonies.

"They thank

his majesty for his gracious
concessions, but pray him to leave out of his
declaration these words,
that we do not believe the practice of the particular ceremonies
excepted against unlawful,' because we are not
all of that opinion
but we desire that there
may be no law nor canon for or against them
(being allowed by our opponents as indifferent),
as there is no canon against any particular gesture in singing psalms, and yet there is an uninterrupted unity."
'

;

;

"

jiioderation, they

essence of Episcopacy may be preserved, though
the extent of the jurisdiction be altered, they
his majesty will consent to such an alter-

hope

ation as

may

satisfy their consciences."

"

For particular Ceremonies.

We humbly

crave that there may be liberty to receive the Lord's Supper either kneeling, standing, or sitting.
2. That the observation of hoiydays of human institution may be
1.

We

3.
thank your majesty for
liberty as to the cross in baptism, the surplice,
and bowing at the name of Jesus but we pray
that this liberty may extend to colleges and

left indifferent.

;

They then renew their requests for promoting of piety
of a religious and diligent minisof the requisites of church communion
try
and for the observation of the Sabbath. They
complain that parish discipline is not sufficiently granted in his majesty's declaration, that inferior synods are passed by, and that the bishop
is not cpiscopus presses, but episcopus princeps,
endued with sole power of ordination and jurisdiction.
They therefore pray again that Archbishop Usher's form of church government may
be established, at least in these three points :*
1. "That the pastors of parishes may be allowed to preach, catechise, and deny the communion of the Church to the impenitent, scandalous, or such as do not make a credible
profession of faith and obedience to the commands of Christ.
2. " That the pastors of each rural deanery
may meet once a month, to receive presentments and appeals, to admonish offenders, and,
after due patience, to proceed to excommunication.
3. " That a diocesan synod of the delegates
of rural synods may be called as often as need
that the bishop may not ordain or
requires
exercise spiritual censures without the consent
of the majority and that neither chancellors,
;

;

;

;

;

archdeacons, commissaries, nor officials may
pass censures purely spiritual but for the exercioC of civil government coercively by mulcts,
or corporeal penalties, by power derived from
your majesty, as supreme over all persons and
things ecclesiastical, we presume not at all to
;

interpose."

They

that none

We

concession of the forbearance of subscription ;
though we do not dissent from the doctrinal articles of the Church of England
nor do we
scruple the oaths of allegiance and supremacy,
nor would we have the door left open for papists
and heretics to come in.
" But we take the liberty to represent to your
majesty, that, notwithstanding your gracious
concessions, our ministers cannot procure institution without renouncing their ordination by
presbyters, or being reordained, nor without
subscription and the oaths of canonical obedience.
And we are apprehensive that your
majesty's indulgence does not extend to the
abatement of reordination, or subscription, or
the oath of canonical obedience.
therefore
earnestly crave that your majesty will declare
your pleasure, 1. That ordination, and institution, and induction, may be confirmed without
the said subscription and oath
2. That none
may be urged to be reordained, or denied institution for want of ordination by prelates that
have been ordained by presbyters.
3. That
;

We

none

may

forfeit their

As

to ike

Liturgy.

rejoice that his majesty has declared
should suffer for not using the Com-

Hist, of the Noncon., p. 14.

Baxter, part

ii.,

p.

presentation or benefice

for not reading those articles of the thirty-nine
that relate to government and ceremonies."

However, if the king's declaration, without
any amendments, had passed into a law, it would
have prevented in a great measure the separation that followed
but neither the court nor
ministry intended it, if they could stand their
ground upon the foot of the old establishment.
A reverend prelate of the Church of England
confesses, " that this declaration has in it a
spirit of true wisdom and charity above any one
public confession that was ever made in matters
;

"
"

cathedrals, for the benefit of youth as well as
elder persons, and that the canons which impose these ceremonies may be repealed.
"
thank your majesty for your gracious

—

;

:
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It shows the admirable temper
Upon the terms of this declaration Dr. Reyof religion.
and prudence of the king and his council in tliat nolds accepted of the bishopric of Norwich ^
tender juncture of affairs it proves the charity Mr. Baxter was offered the bishopric of Hereand moderation of the suffering bishops, in ford, but refused upon other reasons and Mr.
thinking such concessions just and reasonable Calamy declined the bishopric of Litchfield
and it shows a disposition and Coventry, till the king's declaration should
for peace and unity
in the other party to have accepted the terms be passed into a law.
Dr. Manton, having
of union consistent with our Episcopacy and been presented to the living of Covent Garden
liturgy.
It condemns the unhappy ferment that
by the Earl of Bedford, accepted it upon the
soon after followed for want of this temper
terms of the declaration, and received Episcoand it may stand for a pattern to posterity, pal institution from Dr. Sheldon, bishop of Lonwhenever they are disposed to restore the dis- don, January 10, 16()0-61.
Having first subcipline and heal the breaches of the Church." scribed the doctrinal articles of the Church of
Another conformist writer adds, "If ever a di- England only, and taken the oaths of allegiance
vine sentence was in the moijtii of any king, and and supremacy, and of canonical obedience in
his mouth erred not in judgment, I verily be- all things lawful and honest, the doctor was
lieve it was thus with our present majesty when also content that the Common Prayer should
he composed that admirable declaration, which, be read in his church. Dr. Bates was offered
next to the Holy Scriptures, I adore, and think the deanery of Litchfield
Dr. Manton the
that the united judgment of the whole nation deanery of Rochester
and Mr. Bowles that of
cannot frame a better or a more unexceptiona- York
but finding how things were going at
ble expedient, for a firm and lasting concord of court, after some time, refused.
these distracted churches."
The Lords and Commons, upon reading the
The Presbyterians about London were so far king's declaration, agreed to wait upon his majpleased, tiiat they drew up the following ad- esty in a body, and return him thanks
and the
dress of thanks, in the name of the city minis- Commons ordered a bill into their house to pass
ters, and presented it to the king November 16, it into a law
but when the bill had been read
by the hands of the Reverend Mr. Samuel the first time, the question being put for a secClarke
ond reading, it passed in the negative one of
the secretaries of state opposing it, which was
" Most dread Sovereign
" We, your majesty's most dutiful and loyal a sufficient indication, says Dr. Bates, of the
Sir Matthew
subjects, ministers of the Gospel in your city of king and court's aversion to it.*
London, having perused your majesty's late Hale, who was zealous for the declaration, at
declaration, and finding it so full of indulgence that very juncture was taken out of the House
and gracious condescension, we cannot but of Commons, and made lord-chief-baron of the
judge ourselves highly obliged, first, to render exchequer, that he might not oppose the resoour unfeigned thanks to God, and, next, our lutions of the ministry. Strange that a House
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

!

most hearty and humble acknowledgments

to
written with his own hand to pages 152, 153, and
your majesty, that we may testify to your royal 154, of the first volume of my Abridgment of Mr.
self, and all the world, our just sentiments of Baxter's Life, where tlie subject of which I was
your majesty's great goodness and clemency treating was King Charles's celebrated declaration
for ecclesiastical affairs, which bore date October
therein expressed. "'<^

The address then recites the several condescensions of his majesty in the declaration, and
concludes thus " We crave leave to profess,
that though all things in this frame of government be not exactly suited to our judgments,
yet your majesty's moderation has so great an
influence on us, that we shall to the utmost endeavour the healing of the breaches, and promoting the peace and union of the Church. We
would beg of your majesty, with all humility,
upon our knees, that reordmation, and the surplice in colleges, might not be imposed
and we
hope God will inchne your majesty's heart to
gratify us in these our desires also."
Signed by
Samuel Clarke,
Jo. Rawlinson,
Thomas Lye,
:

25, 1660.
I had said, that the concessions there made were
so highly pleasing, that an address of thanks was

drawn up and signed by many of the dissenting
members in and about London, &c.

The marginal note before mentioned was in th»
words following
" Both houses of Parliament did also severally
:

deavour to give you all satisfaction, and to
make you as happy as myself "t

present to the king an address of thanks for this declaration ; and in the House of Commons, November
6, 1660, a committee was appointed to bring in a bill
to make the declaration effectual, and the person
first named of the committee was Sergeant Hale,
who was therefore very probably the first mover of
this bill.
And as he was the next day (I think it
was so soon) made chief-lord-baron, it is not unlikely that he was desirous to leave the House of Commons with this mark of his moderation as to the religious differences of that time, and what bethought
would be the proper means to heal them. But bis
endeavours did not succeed for on the 28th of November following, the bill being read the first time,
and a question put that the bill be read a second
time, it passed in the negative the yeas one hundred and fifty-seven, the noes one hundred and
The tellers for the yeas were Sir Aneighty-three.
thony Joby and Sir George Booth ; for the noes, Sir

* Baxter's Life, part
Chron., p. 311.

Note. " Sir
char'^ed being a

;

William Cooper,

Jo. Sheflield,

Thomas

Thomas Gouge,

Jo.

Case,

Gibbon,

Gab. Sanger,

William Whitaker,

Thomas Jacomb,

El. Pledi^er.
Matth. Pool,

John Jackson,
John Meriton,
William Bates,

With many

others.

The king having received the address, returned this answer:! "Gentlemen, I will en-

t

December

11,

ii.,

p.

279, 284.

Rennet's

f Kennel's Chron., p. 315.

1729.— Wailing on Arthur On-

slow, Esq., speaker of the honourable House of Commons, he was pleased to suffer me to peruse, and afterward to transcribe, a marginal note, which he had

;

:

Solomon Swale and Mr. Palmer."
Solomon Swale was afterward dismember of the House of Commons,

being a popish recusant convict." Dr. Calamy'i
History nf his own Life.
I here insert this for the use of posterity.
* Kennet's Chron., p. 358.

for

—

—

—

;

—
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of

Commons, which on

the 9th of

November

had given the king thanks for his declaration
by their speaker nem contradicente, should on
the 28th of the same month reject it before a
second reading. This blasted all the expectaIt
tions of the Presbyterian clergy at once.
was now apparent that the court did not design
into
execucarried
the declaration should be
tion, but only serve as a temporary expedient
to keep them quiet till the Church should he in
circumstances to bid them defiance. While
the diocesan doctors were at Breda (says Mr.
Baxter*), they did not dream that their way to
then they
the highest grandeur was so fair
would have been glad of the terms of the decwhen they came in they prolaration of Breda
ceeded by blow degrees, that they might feel
the ground under them for this purpose they
proposed the declaration, which, being but a
temporary provision, must give place to laws
but when they found the Fadiament and populace ripe for anythii^g they should propose, they
dropped the declaration, and all farther thoughts
of accommodation.!
The court and bishops were now at ease,
and went on briskly with restoring all things to
the old standard the doctrines of passive obemen
dience and non-resistance were revived
of the highest principles, and most inveterate
resentments, were preferred to bishoprics, by
which they were more than compensated for
their sufferings by the large sums of money
they raised on the renewal of leases,t which,
after so long an interval, were almost expired
but what a sad use they made of their riches, I
choose rather to relate in the words of Bishop
Burnet than my own. "What the bishops did
with their great fines was a pattern to all their
lower dignitaries, who generally took more
care of themselves than of the Church
the
men of service were loaded with many livings
and many dignities. With this accession of
wealth, there broke in upon the Church a great
deal of luxury and high living, on pretence of
hospitality
and with this overset of wealth
and pomp that came upon men in the decline
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of their age, they

who were now growing

became lazy and negligent in
true concerns of the Church. "ij
old age

* Life,

all

into

the

From
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Bishop Kennet, the
Presbyterians began to prepare for the cry of
persecution, and not without reason, for March
23, Mr. Zach. Crofton, minister of Aldgate,
this

time, says

was sent to the Tower for writing in favour of
the Covenant
where he lay a considerable
time at great expense, and was at last turned
out of his parish without any consideration^
though he had a wife and seven children, and
had been very zealous for the king's restoraMr. Andrew Parsons, rector of
tion.*
Shropshire, a noted Loyalist, was fetched front
his house in the month of December by six
soldiers, for seditious preaching and nonconfor which he was
formity to the ceremonies
fined £200, and to continue in prison till it was
;

Wem m

;

paid.

Spies were sent into all the congregations of
Presbyterians throughout England, to observe
their behaviour to the bishops
and
if a minister lamented the degeneracy of the
times, or expressed his concern for the ark of
God, if he preached against perfidiousness, or
glanced at the vices of the court, he was
marked for an enemy to the king and govern^
ment. Many eminent and loyal Presbyterians
were sent to prison upon such informations,
among whom was the learned and prudent Mr.
John Howe and when they came to their trials, the court was guarded with soldiers, and
their friends not suffered to attend them.
Many were sequestered from their livings, and
eited into the ecclesiastical courts, for not
using the surplice and other ceremonies, while
the discipline of the Church was under a kind
So eager were the spiritual
of suspension.
courts to renew the exercise of the sword and
so fiercely was it brandished against the falling
Presbyterians
The convention Parliament passed sundry
acts with relation to the late times, of which
An
these following deserve to be remembered
act for the confirming and restoring of ministers, which enacts, among other things, " that

and report

;

;

;

!

:

every sequestered minister, who has not justified the late king's murder, or declared against
infant baptism, shall be restored to his living
before the 25th of December next ensuing, and
the present incumbent shall peaceably quit it.

287.
of York, disbursed in public payments, besides abatevery apostolical and peaceable were these ments to tenants, £15,000. Dr. Cosins's (bishop of
t
successors of the apostles who were on the bench at Durham) expenditures in building and repairing
this period !— C.
public edifices and in charities amounted to .£44,000.
Dr. Warner, bishop of Rochester, though his fines
X The terms on which these leases were renewed
were high and oppressive, and the bishops incurred were small, gave in royal presents, benevolences,
the severe censure of the Presbyterian ministers, and and subsidies, and redeeming captives, £25,000.
raised against themselves the clamour of the subor- The liberalities of various deans and chapters made
dmate and dependant clergy.
The fines raised by the sum of £191,300. These expenditures bespeak
renewing the leases amounted to a million and a munificence and generosity and they appear to
half
In some sees they produced 40 or £50,000, lake off much of the edge of Bishop Burnet's cenwhich were applied to the enriching the bishops, sure. He allows that " some few exceptions are to
Secret History of the Court and Reign of be made
but so few (he adds), that if a new set of
families.
King Charles II., vol. i., p. 350-351 and Bumefs men had not appeared of another stamp, the Church
History of his Own Times, \ol. i., p. 271, 12mo. Ed. had quite lost her esteem over the nation." The
^ Dr. Grey endeavours to show that Bishop Bur- reader will also reflect, that the proportion not of
net's representation, quoted above, was founded in a the number of dignitaries only, who made a display
mistake and with this view he states the benefac- of charity or liberality, but of the sums they extions and charities of some of the bishops, deans, pended to the accession of wealth, is to be taken
and chapters. According to his authorities, besides into the account. The above sums fall more than a
the expenditures of Bishop Duppa, which we have million short of the amount of the fines that were
mentioned before. Dr. Juxon, archbishop of Canter- raised to these must be added the annual incomes
bury, gave to various purposes and })iib!ic works of the ecclesiastical estates to which they were preGrey's Examination, vol. iii., p. 269-274.
£48,000, and abated in fines £16,000.
Dr. Sheldon, ferred.
while Bishop of London, expended £40,000, and aba- Burnet's History, vol. i., p. 271. Ed.
* Rennet's Chron., p. 397.
ted to his tenants £17,000.
Conf Plea, p. 34.
Dr. Frewen, archbishop
p.

How

;

;

;

;

:

Vol.

IL— E

e

—

—

—

—
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and be accountable for dilapidations, and all arBy this act some
rears of fiftiis not paid."
hundreds of Nonconformist ministers were dislivings,
of
before
the Act of Unitheir
possessed
Here was no distinction
formity was penned.
but if the parson had
between good or bad
been Episcopally ordained, and in possession,
he must be restored, though he had beed ejected upon the strongest evidence of immorality
or scandal.
The act for confirmation of marriages was
very expedient for the peace of the kingdom,
and the order and harmony of families. It enacts, " that ail marriages since iVIay 1, 1642,
solemnized before a justice of peace, or reputed
justice ; and all marriages since the said time,
had or solemnized according to the direction of
any ordinance, or reputed act or ordinance of
one or both houses of Parliament, shall be adjudged and esteemed to be of the same force and
effect as if they had been solemnized according to the rites and ceremonies of the Church
of England."
An act for the attainder of several persons
guilty of the horrid murder of his late sacred
majesty King Charles I., and for the perpetual
observation of the 30th of January.* This was
the subject of many conferences between the
two houses, in one of which Chancellor Hyde
declared that ihe king having sent him in embassy to the King of Spain, charged him to
tell that monarch expressly, " that the horrible
murder of his father ought not to be deemed as
the act of the Parliament or people of England,
but of a small crew of wretches and miscreants
who had usurped the sovereign power, and rendered themselves masters of the kingdom ;"t
for which the Commons sent a deputation with
thanks to the king. After the preamble, the act
goes on to attaint the king's judges, dead or
alive, except Colonel Ingoldsbyt and Thompson, who, for their late good services, were pardoned, but in their room were included Colonel
Lambert, Sir Harry Vane, and Hugh Peters,
;

* The service for this day, it has been remarked,
was framed on the jure dtvirto plan, consequently on

prmciples inconsistent with those of the Revolution.
It was drawn up by Archbishop Sancroft, whose influence procured it to be adopted and published by
the king's authority, though another of a more modWhen Sanerate strain was at first preferred to it.
croft himself was laid aside for adopting or adhering
to principles suitable to his style, what had we to do
Letters and Esany longer with Sancroft's office
says ill favour of Public Liberty, vol. i., p. 32. Ed.
t This plea, it has been observed by a late writer,
would have been precluded, had the Parliament of
1641 proceeded against the king by way of attainder,
about the time that Stratford and Laud were impeached. For then they were constitutionally invested with the legislative and judicial powers of a
national representative and they had sufficient overt
acts before them to convict hiin of the blackest treason ag:ainst the majesty of the people of England.
Memoirs of Mollis, vol. li., p. 591. Eo.
t Dr. Grey observes, on the authority of Lord Clarendon, that the case of Colonel Ingoldsby was singular.
He was drawn into the army about the time
when he came first of age by Cromwell, to whom he
was nearly allied. Though appointed to it, he never
sat with the judges of the king and his signature to
the warrant for the king's death was obtained by violence Cromwell seized his hand, put the pen be'!

—

;

—

who were

On

not of the judges.

the 30th of

January this year, the bodies of 0. Cromwell,
Bradshaw, and Ireton were taken out of their
graves, and drawn upon hurdles to Tyburn,
where they were hung up from ten in the morning till sunset of the next day, after which their
heads were cut off, and their trunks buried all
together in one hole under the gallows.* Colonel Lambert was sent to the Isle of Jersey,
where he continued shut up a patient prisoner
almost thirty years ;• nineteen made their escape beyond sea seven were made objects of
nineteen others, who surthe king's clemency
rendered on the king's proclamation of June 6,
had their lives saved after trial, but underwent
other penalties, as imprisonment, banishment,
and forfeiture of estates so that ten only were
executed in the month of October, after the new
sheriffs were entered upon their office, viz Colonel Harrison, Mr. Carew, Cook, Hugh Peters,
Mr. Scot, Clement, Scroop, Jones, Hackerj and
Axtel.t
Bishop Burnet says,+ " The trials and executions of the first that suffered were attended by
;

;

;

,

vast crowds of people.

All

men seemed

pleas-

ed with the sight but the firmness and show
of piety of the sufferers, who went out of the
world with a sort of triumph in the cause for
which they suffered, turned the minds of the
populace, insomuch that the king was advised
The prisoners were
to proceed no farther."
rudely treated in court, the spectators, with
their noise and clamour, endeavouring to put
them out of countenance. None of them denied the fact, but all pleaded "Not guilty to the
treason," because, as they said, they acted by
authority of Parliament
not considering that
the House of Commons is no court of judicature
or if it was, that it was packed and purged before the king was brought to his trial.
Those who guarded the scaffold pleaded that
they acted by command of their superior officers, who would have cashiered or put them to
death if they had not obeyed. They were not
permitted to enter into the merits of the cause
between the king and Parliament, but were condemned upon the statute of the 25th Edward
III., for compassing and imagining the king's
;

;

;

death.
The behaviour of the regicides at their execution was bold and resolute
Colonel Harrison
declared at the gibbet that he was fully persuaded that what he had done was the cause
and work of God, which he was confident God
would own and raise up again, how much soHe went through
ever it suffered at that time.
all the indignities and severities of his sufferings with a calmness, or rather cheerfulness,
he was turned
that astonished the spectators
for, after his body was
off, and cut down alive
and
up,
gave tlie exopened, he raised himself
When Mr. Soliecutioner a box on the ear.^
citor Cook and Hugh Peters went into the
sledge, the head of Major-general Harrison was
put upon it, with the face bare towards them;
but, notwithstanding this, Mr. Cook went out of
xbe world with surprising resolution, blessing
;

;

;

;

;

and with his own hand wrote
Richard Ingoldsby, he making all the resistance he

tween
could.

his

fingers,

Clarendon's History, vol.

iii.,

p.

763.

* This was done, says Dr. Grey, upon a 30th of
a circumstance which Mr. Neal might
January
probably think below his notice.
Ed.
;

t Rennet's Chron., p. 367.
State Trials, p. 404.
(j

t Vol.

i.,

p. 234.
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had a clear conscience. Hugh Peters was more timid; but after he had seen the
execution and quartering of Mr. Cook, he resumed his courage at length (which some said
was arlilicial), and said to the sheriff, " Sir, you
have here slain one of the servants of the Lord,
and made me behold it, on purpose to terrify and

God

that he

discourage

me

;

but

God has made

it

an

ordi-

nance for my strengthening and encouragement."* Mr. Scot was not allowed to speak
to the people, but said in his prayer, " that he

had been engaged in a cause not to be repented of; I say in a cause not to be repented
Carew appeared very cheerful as he went
of."
of the cause for
which he suffered. Clements also said nothing.
Colonel Jones justified the king and court in
but added, that they did not
their proceedings
Colsatisfy him in so great and deep a point.
onel Scroop was drawn in the same sledge,
whose grave and venerable countenance, accompanied with courage and cheerfulness, raised great compassion in some of the spectators,
though the insults and rudeness of others were
cruel and barbarous he said he was born and
bred a gentleman, and appealed to those who
had known him for his behaviour he forgave
the instruments of his sufferings, and died
for that wliich he judged to be the cause of
Christ.
Colonel Axtel and Hacker suffered
Jast
the former behaved with great resolution,
and, holding the Bible in his hand, said, "The
very cause in which I was engaged is contained
in this Book of God and having been fully convinced in my conscience of the justness of the
war, I freely engaged in the Parliament's service, which, as I do believe, was the cause of
the Lord, I ventured my life freely for it, and
now die for it." Hacker read a paper to the
to the gibbet, but said

little

;

:

;

;

;

same purpose

;

and after having expressed

his

charity towards his judges, jury, and witnesses, he said, " I have nothing lies upon my conscience as guilt whereof I am now condemned,
and do not doubt but to have the sentence re-

versed."

Few,

if

any, of these criminals

were

friends

of the Protector Cromwell, but gave him

all

possible disturbance in favour of a commonwealth.
Mr. H. Cromwell, in one of his letters
from Ireland, 1657-8, says, "It is a sad case,
when men, knowing the difficulties we labour
under, seek occasions to quarrel and unsettle
everything again
I hear Harrison, Carew, and
;

Okey, have done new
infatuate

them

in

hope God will
their endeavours to disturb
feats.

1

the peace of the nation their folly shows them
to be no better than abusers of religion, and
such whose hypocrisy the Lord will avenge in
^ue time."
The regicides certainly confounded the cause
of the Parhament, or the necessity of entering
into a war to bring delinquents to justice, with
the king's execution
whereas they fall under
a very distinct consideration; the former might
be necessary, when the latter had neither law
nor equity to support it :t for admitting, with
;

;

them, that the king
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accountable to his Parliament, the House of Commons alone is not
the Parliament
and if it was, it could not be
so after it was under restraint, and one half of
the members forcibly kept from their places
by the military power.
They had no precedent
for their conduct, nor any measure of law to
try and condemn their sovereign
though the
Scripture says, " He that sheds man's blood, by
man shall his blood be shed," yet this is not a
rule of duty for private persons, when there is
a government subsisting. If the king had fallen
in battle, it had been a different case
but how
criminal soever his majesty might be in their
apprehensions, they had no warrant to sit as his
judges, and, therefore, could have no right by
their verdict or sentence to put him to death.
There was another act passed this session
for a perpetual anniversary thanksgiving on the
29th of May, for his majesty's happy restoraupon which occasion the bishops were
tion
commanded to draw up a suitable form of prayer and Mr. Robinson, in the preface to his
Review of the Case of Liturgies, says that in
their first form, which is since altered, there
are these unwarrantable expressions, which I
mention only to show the spirit of the times;
" We beseech thee to give us grace to remember and provide for our latter end, by a careful
and studious imitation of this thy blessed saint
and martyr, and all other thy saints and martyrs that have gone before us
that we may be
made worthy to receive the benefit by their
prayers, which they, in communion with thy
Church catholic, offer up unto thee for that part
of it here militant, and yet in sight with and
danger from the flesh."*
The books of the great Milton, and Mr. John
Goodwin, published in defence of the sentence
of death passed upon his late majesty, were
called in by proclamation.
And upon the 27th
of .'August, Milton's Defensio pro Populo Anglicano contra Salmasium, and his answer to a
book entitled The Portraiture of his sacred
Majesty in his Solitude and Sufferings, were
burned by the hands of the common hangman;
together with Mr. John Goodwin's book, entitled The Obstructers of Justice
but the auis

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

thors absconded till the storm was over.
It
was a surprise to all that they had escaped

king deserves," says he, " to be opposed by force of
arms, he deserves death if he reduces his subjects
to that extremity, the blood spilled in the quarrel lies
on hiin the executing him afterward is a mere formality."
Walpote's Royal and Noble. Authors, vol. ii.,
p. 09, as quoted by Dr. Harris, Life of Charles II.,
vol. i., p. 262.
A sentiment of this last writer, which
carries truth and force in it, may be properly brought
forward in this connexion. "The depriving of the
people of their rights and liberties, or the arguing for
the expediency and justice of so doing, is a crime of
a higher nature than the murdering, or magnifying
the murder, of the wisest and best prince under
heaven. The loss of a good prince is greatly to be
lamented but it is a loss which may be repaired
;

;

—

;

:

whereas the loss of a people's liberties is seldom or
ever to be recovered consequently, the foe to the
latter is much more detestable than the foe to the
former."
HUtorical and Critical Account of Hugh
;

* I propose to afford the reader an opportunity of
understanding Hugh Feters's character, by anne.xing
an historical and critical account of this much-slandered man in the Appendix. 0.
t A distinguished writer, who now ranks a peer,
dehvers a different opinion from our author. " If a

—

—

Peters, p. 49, 50.— Ed.
* Dr. Grey asks, " What is there blameable in all
this ? Here is no praying to saints
and nothing but
;

what was thought warrantable by the
before popery had a being."— Ed.

fathers, long

—

—
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None but Goodwin and Peters
prosecution.
had magnified ilie king's execution in their sermons but Goodwin's being a strenuous Arminian procured him friends * Milton had appeared so boldly, though with much wit, and
so great purity and elegance of style, upon the
argument of the king's death, that it was
thought a strange omission not to except him
out of the Act of Indemnity ;t but he lived many
years after, though blind, to acquire immortal
renown by his celebrated poem of Paradise
;

Lost.t

The tide of joy which overflowed the nation
at the king's restoration i)rought with it the return of popery, which had been at a very low
ebb during the late commotions great numbers
of that religion came over with his majesty, and
crowded about the court, magnifying their sufferings for the late king.
A list of the lords,
gentlemen, and other officers, who were killed
in his service, was printed in red letters, by
which it appeared that several noblemen, ten
knights and baronets, fourteen colonels, seven
lieutenant-colonels, fourteen majors, sixty-six
captains, eighteen lieutenants and cornets, and
thirty-eight gentlemen, lost their lives in the
civil war, besides great numbers wiio were
wounded, and whose estates were sequestered.
The queen-mother came from France, and resided at Somerset House with her Catholic attendants, both religious and secular.
Several
Romish priests who had been confined in Newgate, Lancaster, and other jails, were by order
of council set at liberty. Many popish priests
were sent over from Douay into England, as
missionaries for propagatmg that religion
and
their clergy appeared openly in defiance of the
laws they were busy about the court and city
in dispersing popish books of devotion
and the
king gave open countenance and protection to
such as had been serviceable to him abroad, and
came over with him, or soon followed him,
:

;

;

;

* Burnet, vol. i., p. 236, 237, 12mo edit.
t " And so, indeed, it was," says Dr. Grey, "he being the most pestilent writer that appeared at that
time in defence of the regicides, Peyton and John
Goodwin excepted." Milton's safety, it is said, was
owing to the powerful intercession and interest of
Secretary Morrice, Sir Thomas Clarges, and Andrev/
Marvel but principally to the influence and gratitude of Sir William Davenant, whose release Milton
had procured when he was taken pri.soner in 1650.
Nor was Charles II., says Toland, such an enemy
to the muses as to require his destruction.
British
Biography, vol. v., p. 313, 314 and Dr. Grey's Exam;

:

iii., p. 298.
Ed.
X The only avenue to royal favour at the Restoration was to defame the character of all who had
been active in behalf of the rights of the people.
ought to receive the biography of that period with
many grains of allowance. Take, for an example, the
following life of John Milton, taken literally and without abridgment from William Winstanley's Lives of
the most famous EngUsh Poets, licensed for printing June 16, 1686.
"John Milton was one whose natural parts might
deservedly give him a place among the principal of
our English poets, having written two heroic poems
and a tragedy, viz.. Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained, and Samson Agonistes
but his fame is gone out
like a candle in a snuff, and his memory will always
stink, which might have ever lived in honourable
repute, had he not been a notorious traitor, and most
impiously and viilanously belied that blessed martyr, King Charles 1."— P. 195.— C.

ination, vol.

We

;

which. Bishop Kennet says, bis majesty could
Upon the whole, more Roman Cathappeared openly this year than in all the
twelve years of the interregnum.
In Ireland the papists took possession of their
estates, which had been forfeited by the rebellion
and massacre, and turned out the purchasers which occasioned such commotions in that kingdom, that the king was obliged to issue out a
proclamation, commanding them to wait the determination of the ensuing Parliament.
The
body of their clergy, by an instrument bearing
date January I, 1660, O. S., signed and sealed
by the chief prelates and officials of their religion, ventured to depute a person of their own
communion to congratulate his majesty's restoration, and to present their humble supplications
for the free exercise of their religion, pursuant
to the articles of 1648, whom the king received
very favourably, and encouraged to hope for an
accomplishment of their requests in due time.
Such amazing changes happened within nine
months after the king's arrival at Whitehall.
The only persons who, under pretence of religion, attempted anything against the government, were a small number of enthusiasts, who
said they were for King Jesus
their leader was
Thomas Venner, a wine cooper, who, in his little conventicle in Coleman-street, warmed his
admirers with passionate expectations of a fifth
universal monarchy, under the personal reign of
King Jesus upon earth, and that the saints were
to take the kingdom to themselves.
To introduce this imaginary kingdom, they marched
out of their meeting-house towards St. Paul's
churchyard, on Sunday, January 6, to the number of about fifty men well armed, and with a
resolution to subvert the present government or
die in the attempt.
They published a declaration of the design of their rising, and placed
sentinels at proper places. The lord-mayor sent
the trained-bands to disperse them, whom they
quickly routed, but in the evening retired to
Cane Wood, between Highgate and Hampstead.
On Wednesday morning they returned, and dispersed a party of the king's soldiers in Threadneedle-street.
In Wood-street they repelled
the trained-bands, and some of the horse-guards,
but Venner himself was knocked down, and
some of his company slain from hence the remainder retreated to Cripplegate, and took possession of a house, which they threatened to defend with a desperate resolution, but nobody
appearing to countenance their phrensy, they
surrendered after they had lost about half their
number; Venner and one of his officers were
hanged before their meeting-house door in Coleman-street, January 19, and a few days after
nine more were executed in divers parts of the
not avoid.

olics

;

;

city.*

* It plainly appeared, on the examination of these
insurgents, that they had entered into no plot with
any other conspirators. The whole transaction was
the unquestionable effect of the religious phrensy ot
a few individuals. Yet it was the origin of a nationAt the council,
al burden and evil felt to this day.
on the morning after the insurrection was quelled,
the Duke of York availed himself of the opportunity
On the pretext that
to push his arbitrary measures.
so extravagant an attempt could not have arisen from
the rashness of one man, but was the result of a plot
formed by all the sectaries and fanatics to overthrowr
the present government, he moved " to suspend, at

—

—
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This mad insurrection gave the court a handle (or breaking through the late declaration of
indulgence within three months after it was
for January 2 there was an order of
published
council against the meetings of sectaries in
and on
great numbers, and at unusual times
the 10th of January a proclania'Jon was published, whereby his majesty forbids the Anabaptists, Quakers, and fifth-monarchy men to assemble or meet together under pretence of worshipping God, except it be in some parocliial
churcli or chapel, or in private houses by the
persons there inhabiting.* Ail meetings in
other places are declared to be unlawful and
And his majesty commands all mayriotous.
ors, and other peace-officers, to search for such
conventicles, and cause the persons therein to
be bound over to the next sessions. Upon this,
the Independents, Baptists, and Quakers, who
dissented from the establishment, thought fit
publicly to disown and renounce the late insur;

;

rection.

The Independents, though not named in the
proclamation, were obnoxious to the government, and suspected to concur in all designs
that might change the constitution into a commonweallh to wipe ofT this odium, there was
published " A Renunciation and Declaration of
the Congregational Churches and p'.iblic Preachers of the said Judgment, living in and about
the City of London, against the late horrid
Insurrection and Rebellion acted in the said
In this declarCity."t Dated January, 1660.
:
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ation they disown the principles of a fifth monarchy, or the personal reign of King Jesus on
earth, as dishonourable to Him, and prejudicial
to His Church
and abhor the propagating this
They
or any other opinion by force or blood.
refer to their late meeting of messengers from
one hundred and twenty churches of their way
at the Savoy, in which they declare (chap. xxiv.
of their Confession) that civil magistrates are
of Divine appointment, and that it is the duty
of all subjects to pray for them, to honour their
persons, to pay them tribute, to obey their lawful commands, and to be subject to their auiiiority; and that infidelity, or indifference in religion, does not make void the magistrates' just
and legal authority, nor free the people from
;

Accordingly, they cease not
their obedience.
to pray for all sorts of blessings, spiritual and
temporal, upon the person and government of
his majesty, and by the grace of God will continue to do so themselves, and persuade others
And with regard to the late impious
thereunto.
and prodigiously-daring rebellion, they add,
" Cursed be their anger, for it was fierce
and
my soul come
their wrath, for it was cruel
God
divide
secret,
but
let
into
their
not thou
them in Jacob, and scatter tliem in Israel."
;

!

:

Signed by
•los.

Caryl,

George

Griffiths,

Samuel

William Greenhil,

Slater,

George Cockyan,

Matth. Barker,

Rictiard Keurick,
Robert fBragge,

Thomas Goodwin, Tho. Malory,
John Loder,
Thomas Brooks,

Ralph Venning,
John Oxenbndge,
Philip Nye,
John Rowe,
Thomas Weld,

Corn. Ilelme,

John Yates,

John Hodges,
John Bachiler,
Seth Wood,

Thomas Owen,
Nath. Mather,

Will. Stoughton.
such an alarming crisis, the disbanding of General
Monk's regiment of fool ;" which had the guard of
Whitehall, and was, by order of Parliament, to have
The Baptists published an apology* in behalf
been disbanded the next day. Through diflerent
of themselves and their brethren of the same
causes the motion was adopted, and a letter was sent
judgment, with a protestation against the late
to the king to request him to approve and confirm the
resolution of the council, and to appoint the continu- wicked and most horrid treason and rebellion
ance of the regiment till farther order. To this the in this city of London in which they avow their
king consented and, as the rumours of fresh conspir- loyalty to the king, and promise that their pracacies were industriously kept up, those troops were tice shall be conlbrmable; subscribed by Willcontinued and augmented, and a way was prepared iam Kiffen, Henry Den, John Batty, Thomas
for the gradual establishment of a standing army unLamb, Thomas Cowper, and about twenty-nine
der the name of guards. This should be a memento
or thirty other names. They also addressed the
to future ages how they credit reports of plots and
conspiracies thrown out by a minister, unless the ev- king, that the innocent migiit not suffer with the
;

;

idence of their existence be brought forward. The
cry of conspiracies has been frequently nothing more
than the chimera of fear, or the mvention of a wicked
policy to carry the schemes of ambition and despoSecret History of the Court and Reign of Charles
tism.

—

II., vol.

i.,

p.

346,

347.— Ed.

guilty; protesting in the most solemn manner,
that they had not the least knowledge of the
late insurrection, nor did, directly or indirectly,
contrive, promote, assist, or approve of it.
They offered to give security for their peacea-

*

Kennel's Chron., p. 357.
+ "This proclamation," Mr. Gough well observes,
" appears to be drawn up with more art and fallacy
than sound judgment and equity while it reaches
all the different sects of Dissenters, all who do not
assemble for worship in some parochial church or
chapel, as rioters, it distinguishes only those looked
;

iipon as the most insignificant, and least formidable
The Presbyterians
for their numbers or abilities.
are passed over in silence, for they could not, with
any colour of decency, be pointed at as foes to the
government they had just before been conducive to
The Independents are also unnoticed,
establishing.
probably for fear of awakening the exertion of that
vigour and of those abilities, the effects whereof were
yet recent in the memory of the present administration.
The Anabaptists and Quakers, as new or
weaker sects, are treated with less ceremony, and
are ranked with the wild disturbers of the public
peace wherein justice, the characteristic virtue of
good government, was designedly violated by involving the innocent with the guHty in one confused
mass." Hist, of the Quakers, vol. i., p. 443, 444. Ed.
:

* This was subscribed by thirty ministers and
members of the Baptist congregations. It
was accompanied by another paper, called also an
" Apology," which had been presented to the king
some months before Venner's insurrection, declaratory of their sentiments concerning magistracy, and

principal

of their readiness to obey the king and all in authority in all things lawful.
Mr. Jessey, preaching soon
alter, declared to his congregation, that Venner
should say, " that he believed there was not one
Baptist among his adherents; and that if they succeeded, the Baptists should know that infant baptism
was an ordinance of Jesus Christ." In farther vindication of this people, and to show that they were
unjustly charged with opposing magistracy and government, there was published about this lime a small
treatise entitled " Moderation
or. Arguments and
;

Motives lending thereto
humbly tendered to the
honourable Members of Parliament." Copious extracts from this piece may be seen in Crosby^s History of the English Baptists, vol. ii., p. 42, 83.—-Ed.
;

(Toulmin).

—

—
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The Quakers

ble behaviour, and for their supporting his maj-

But notwithperson and government.
standing this, their rehgious assemblies were
disturbed in all places, and their ministers imprisoned ;* great numbers were crowded into
Newgate and other prisons, where they remained under close confinement till the king's coronation, when the general pardon published on
that occasion set them at liberty.
est3''s

* Divers pious persons were haled out of their
houses four hundred were committed to Newgate
others to Wood-street Compter and many to other
prisons.
The first and most violent persecution was
chiefly levelled against them.
Among others who
suffered on this occasion was Mr. Hanserd KnoUys.
Mr. Vavasor Powel was, early \n the morning, taken
from his house by a company of soldiers, and carried
to prison from whence he was conducted to Salop,
and committed with several others to the custody of
a marshal where they were detained nine weeks,
till they were released by an order of the king and
;

;

;

also addressed the king

this occasion in the following

"Oh King

words

upon

:*

Charles
" Our desire is, that thou mayest live forever
in the fear of God and thy council.
beseech thee and thy council to read these following lines, in tender bowels, and compassion
for our souls, and for our good.
" And this consider
we are about four hundred imprisoned in and about this city, of men
and women from their families besides, in the
country jails above ten hundred.
desire
that our meetings may not be broken up, but that
all may come to a fair trial, that our innocency
may be cleared up.
!

We

:

;

We

"London, 10th day eleventh month,

1660. "t

On the 28th of the same month, they published the declaration referred to in their address,
entitled " A Declaration from the harmless and
innocent People of God called Quakers, against
council.
Mr. John Bunyan was apprehended at a all Sedition, Plotters and Fighters in the World,
meeting and committed to prison, though he offered for removing the Ground of Jealousy and Suspibail, till the next sessions.
He was then indicted cion from both Magistrates and People in the
for " devilishly and perniciously abstaining from com- Kingdom, concerning Wars and Fightings."
ing to church to hear Divine service and as a comPresented to the king the 21st day of the elevmon upholder of several unlawful meetings and conenth month, 1660. t Upon which, his majesty
venticles, to the distraction of the good subjects of
this kingdom, contrary to the laws of our sovereign promised them, on the word of a king, that they
lord the king."
He frankly owned being at the meet- should not suffer for their opinions as long as
ing.
The justices took this for a confession of the they lived peaceably ; but his promises were
indictment and, because he refused to conform, sen- little regarded.
tenced him to perpetual banishment, on an act made
The Presbyterian clergy were in some degree
by the then Parliament. Though the sentence of affected
with these commotions, though envy
banishment was never executed upon him, he was
itself could not charge them with guilt
but it
kept in prison twelve years and a half, and suffered
was
the
wish and desire of the prelatical party
much under cruel and oppressive jailers. Above
sixty Dissenters were imprisoned with him, among that they might discover their uneasiness ia
whom were Mr. Wheeler and Mr. Dun, two eminent such a manner as might expose them to trouble
ministers well known in Bedfordshire.
Mr. Bunyan for their ruin was already determined, only some
was at last liberated, on the importunity of Dr. liar- pretexts were wanting to cover the design, parlow, bishop of Lincoln.
Crosby's History of the Bap- ticularly such as affected the peace of the kingtists, vol. ii., p. 91-93; Vavasor PoweVs Life, p. 129;
dom, and might not reflect on his majesty's decand Robinson's Translation of Claude, vol. ii., p. 228.
laration from Breda, which promised that no
;

;

;

;

;

—Ed.

I cannot resist the desire I have to gratify the reader with Mr. Robinson's remarks on the bill of indictmeni against John Bunyan. "The two facts are
these: Bunyan did not worship Almighty God in the
parish meeting-house.
Bunyan did worship God in
a farmhouse. Now these \.\wo facts are innocent in
themselves, inoffensive to society, and altogether
unconnected with plots of subverting civil government consequently, the citizen who did them ought
not to have been criminated for these actions. But
see what rhetoric can do
Call the parish meeting
house the church ; name the ceremonies performed
;

!

; assert the book that contains them to
the whole of religion to consist in
; make
hearing a priest read it affirm that a devil or a devilkin comes from hell to persuade Bunyan not to hear
it ; say that Bunyan's absence is of so much consequence as to be pernicious or destructive to the Divine
Book ; call the farmer's parlour, held in fee simple,
a conventicle or meeting-place
say if sixteen harvestmen and their wives meet there on the 20th of August and get drunk at harvest home, the parlour is a
lauful conventicle and that if they meet there on
the 21st of August to repent of drunkenness, and
get Bunyan to pray to God there to accept their
repentance, and to tell them out of the book whether
God will accept it, that then it is an unlawful conventicle say that the prayers and teai-s of these poor
wretches disturb and distract all the good subjects of
the kingdom, who may happen to be at the very time
extremely merry at operas, play-houses, taverns, alehouses, and other places, and know nothing about
it ; bedizen all this with the name of our sovereign
lord the king
and lo this rhetorical objection shall
send Bunyan to jail for 12 years and 6 months."— C.

there service

be Divine

;

;

;

;

;

!

* Mr. Neal, a respectable person of the society
informs me, has given two short paragraphs only of
an address containing seven quarto pages of close
letter-press.
It underwent, it seems, several editions, not fewer than eight or ten for, being fraught
witli much pertinent, solid matter, as persecution
continued, it was made very public. Mr. Neal, or
his author Kennet, is charged with having mutilated
the paragraphs which he quotes. For the second
beseech
sentence stands in the original thus "
thee and thy council to read these following lines
and in tender bowels and compassion to read them
over, for we write in love and compassion to your
And after families should
souls, and for your good."
be added, "in close holes and prisons." En.
Ibid., p. 366.
t
t Rennet's Chron., p. 361.
ij
Dr. Grey impeaches here the candour and fidelity of Mr. Neal as an historian; and adds, " Sewel,
a Quaker, speaks more favourably." This writer, as
Dr. Grey quotes him, does say, that at this time the
king showed himself moderate, for, at the solicitation
of some, he set at liberty about seven hundred of the
people called Quakers and that they were acquitted
from any hand in Venner's plot, and that, being continually importuned, the king issued forth a declaration that the Quakers should be set at liberty withBut though Sewel states these
out paying fees.
facts. Dr. Grey either overlooked, or forgot to inform
his reader, that Mr. Neal, in charging the king with
the breach of his promise, speaks on the authority of
Sewel, who says "the king seemed a good-natured
prince, yet he was so misled, that in process of time
he seemed to have forgot what he so solemnly promised on the word of a king." History of the Quakers,
;

:

We

—

;

p.

257.— Ed.

;
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person should be molested purely for religion.*
But they were insulted by the mob in the streets
when their families were singing psalms in their
houses, they were frequently interrupted by
blowing of horns or throwing stones at the
windows.
The Presbyterian ministers made
the best retreat they could, after they had unadvisedly delivered themselves up into the hands
of their enemies; for while they were careful
to maintain an inviolable loyalty to his majesty's
person and government, they contended for their
several newreligious principles in the press
pamphlets were published, and a great many old
ones reprinted, about the magistrates' right of
imposing things indifferent
the worship of
God; against bowing at the name of Jesus the
unlawfulness of the ceremonies of the Church
of England; the Common Prayer Book unmasked grievances and corruptions in church governm.ent, &c., most of which were answered by
divines of the Episcopal party.
But the most remarkable treatise that appeared about this time, and which, if it had taken
place, must have prevented the mischiefs that
followed,! was that of the Reverend Dr. Edward
Stillingfleet, rector of Sutton in Bedfordshire,
and afterward the learned and worthy Bishop of
Worcester, who first made himself known to
the world at this time by his " Irenicum or, A
Weapon Salve for the Church's Wounds," printed 1661, in which he attempts to prove that no
form of church government is of Divine right,
;

m

;

;

;

and that the Church had no power to impose
things indifferent.
I shall beg the reader's attention to a few passages out of his preface.

The design of our Saviour," says he, " was to
ease men of their former burdens, and not to
lay on more
the duties he required were no
other but such as were necessary, and, withal.
"

;

*

Rapin,

vol.

ii.,

p.

624, folio.

t A conciliating and liberal design formed by two
respectable men deserves to be mentioned here.
" Soon after the Restoration, the honourable Mr.
Boyle and Sir Peter Pett were discoursing of the
severities practised by the bi.shops towards the Puritans in the reign of Charles I., and of those which
were returned on the Episcopal divines during the
following usurpations; and being apprehensive that
the restored clergy might be tempted by their late
sufferings to such a vindictive retaliation as would
be contrary to the true measures of Christianity and
pontics, they came, at last, to an agreement that it
would tend to the public good to have something
written and published in defence of liberty of conscience.
Sir Peter Pett engaged to write on the political part of the question.
Mr. Boyle undertook to
engage Dr. Thomas Barlow to treat of the theological part; and he also prevailed on Mr. John Drury,
who had spent many years in his travels, and had taken an active part in a scheme for reconciling the
Lutherans and Calvinists, to state the fact of the allowance of hberty of conscience in foreign parts.
Sir Peter Rett's and Mr. Drury's tracts were printed
in 1C60.
But, for particular reasons, the publication
of Dr. Barlow's piece did not take place but it was
published after his death.
" Dr. Barlow had given offence by writing, just before the Restoration, a letter to Mr. Tombs, and expressing in it some prejudice against the practice of
infant baptism, and by refusing, even after the Restoration, to retract that letter. This refusal was a
noble conduct, for the doctor was in danger by it of
losing his station in the University of Cxford, and
all his hopes of future preferment."
This shows
how obnoxious was the sect of the Baptists.— iJiVc/i's
Life, of Boyle, p. 299, 300.— Ed.
;
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he that came to take
away the insupportable yoke of Jewish ceremonies, certainly did never intend to gall the
necks of his disciples with another instead of it
and it would be strange the Church should require more than Christ himself did, and make
other conditions of her communion than our
Saviour did of discipleship. What possible reason can be assigned or given why such things
;

;.

should not be sufficient for

communion with the

Church which are

sufficient for eternal salvacertainly those things are sufficient
for that which are laid down as the necessary
duties of Christianity by our Lord and Saviour
in his Word.
What ground can there be why
Christians should not stand upon the same terms
now which they did in the time of Christ and
his apostles!
Was not religion sufficiently
guarded and fenced in then 1 Was there ever
more true and cordial reverence in the worship
of God 1
What charter hath Christ given the
Church to bind men up to more than himself
hath done^
Or to exclude those from her society who may be admitted into heaven 1
Will
Christ ever thank men at the great day for keeping such out from communion with his Church

tion

!

who he

And

will vouchsafe, not only

crowns of glorybe aureolm too, if there be any
1
The grand commission the
apostles were sent out with was only to teach
what Christ had commanded them not the least
intimation of any power given them to impose
or require anything beyond what himself had
•spoken to them, or they were directed to by the
immediate guidance of the Spirit of God. It is
not, whether the things commanded and required be lawful or not?
It is not, whether inditferences may be determined or no ?
It is not
how far Christians are bound to submit to a restraint of their Christian liberty, which I now
inquire after, but whether they consult the
Church's peace and unity who suspend it upoa
such things.
never read of the apostles
making laws but of things necessary, as Acts,
XV., 19.
It was not enough with them that the
things would be necessary when they had required them; but they looked upon an antecedent necessity either absolute or for the present
state, which was the only ground of their imposing these commands upon the Gentile Christians.
But the Holy Ghost never thought those
things fit to be made matters of law to whicti
all parties should conform.
All that the apostles required as to this was mutual forbearance
and condescension towards each other in them.
The apostles valued not indifferences at all;
and those things they accounted as such whicl>
were of no concernment to their salvation.
And w-hat reason is there why men should be
tied up so strictly to such things which they
may do or let alone, and yet be very good Christians 1
Without all controversy, the main inlet
of all the distractions, confusions, and divisions
of the Christian world, has been by adding other
conditions of church communion than Christ
has done. Would there ever be the less peace
and unity in a church, if a diversity were allowed as to practices supposed indifferent ! Yea,
there would be so much more, as there was a
mutual forbearance and condescension as to
such things. The unity of the Church is a unity
of love and affection, and not a bare uniformity
too,

but

it

may

such things there

;

We

—

—

"

—
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of practice and opinion. There is nothing in
the primitive Church more deserving our imitation than that admirable temper, moderation,
and condescension, which was used in it towards
It was never thought wortli the
its members.
"while to make any standing laws Tor rites and
customs that had no other original but tradition,
much less to suspend men from her communion for not observing them."*
The doctor's proposals for an accommodation
were, " 1. That nothing be imposed as necessary but what is clearly revealed in the Word of
Clod.
2. That nothing be required or determined but what is sufficiently known to be in-

own nature. 3. That whatever
thus determined be in order only to a due
performance of what is in general required in
the Word of God, and not to be looked upon as
any part of Divine worshiper service. 4. That
no sanctions be made, nor mulcts or penalties
be inflicted, on such who only dissent from the
use of some things whose lawfulness they at
present scruple, till sufficient time and means
be used for their inforination of the nature and

different in its
is

indifferency of these things.
I am sure," says
the doctor, " it is contrary to the primitive pracand the moderation then used, to suspend
or deprive men of their ministerial function for
not conforming in habits and gestures, or the
like.
Lastly, that religion be not clogged with
ceremonies for when they are multiplied too
much, though lawful, they eat out the heart,
heat, life, and vigour of Christianity."!
If the
doctor had steadily adhered to those principles,
he could hardly have subscribed the Act of Uniformity next year, much less have written so
warmly against the Dissenters, as he did twenty
years afterward.! But all he could say or do
at present availed nothing
the Presbyterians
were in disgrace, and nothing could stem the
torrent of popular fury that was now coming
tice,

;

;

in 1629.
The rectory of Penshurst
was bestowed upon him by the Earl of Leices16.33.
In 1640 he was chosen one of
the members of the Convocation
in 1643 made
Archdeacon of Chichester, and the same year
was named one of the Assembly of Divines, but
never sat among them. He was distinguished

holy orders
ter in

;

youth for the sweetness of his carriage,
and, at the times allowed for play, would steal
from his fellows into places of privacy to pray
omens of his future pacific temper and eminent
devotion.
When he was at the university he
generally spent thirteen hours of the day in
study.
Charles I. said " he was the most natural orator he had ever heard."
He was extremely liberal to the poor and was used to
say, that " it was a most unreasonable and unchristian thing to despise any one for his poverty, and it was one of the greatest sensualities
in the world to give."
He gave it as a rule to
his friends of estate and quality, " to treat their
in his

:

;

poor neighbours with such a cheerfulness, that
they might be glad to have met with them."
of lending had an eminent place in

The alms

his practice.

He was accustomed

strongly to

recommend

to others "to be always furnished
with something to do," as the best expedient
both for innocence and pleasure.
Devoted as
he was to his studies, he would never suffer anybody to wait that came to speak to him and
to the poor he came with peculiar alacrity.
Bnlish Biography, vol. v., p. 219, 225.
Ed.]
The Earl of Clarendon, lord-chancellor, was
prime minister, and at the head of the king's
councils.
The year [1661] began with newscenes of pleasure and diversion, occasioned by
the king's marriage with the infanta of Portu;

which was consummated April 30. The
match was promoted by General Monk and Lord

gal,

Clarendon,
the latter

if,

was

according to the Oxford historian,
not the first mover of it.*
And

it was reckoned very strange that a Protestant
upon them.
[In the year 1660, April 25, died, when the chancellor should advise the king to a popish
king designed to advance him to the see of princess, when a Catholic king proposed at the
Worcester, the learned Dr. Henry Hammond. same time a Protestant consort. 13ut his lordIn addition to the short account given of him ship had farther views: for it was generally
by Mr. Neal, in a former volume, some other talked among the merchants that the infanta
particulars may be subjoined here.
He was could have no children, in which case the chancellor's daughter, who had been privately marborn I8th August, 1605, at Chertsey in Surrey
and was the youngest son of Dr. John Ham- ried to the king's brother, must succeed, and
mond, a physician. He received his grammar her issue by the Duke of York become heirs to
learning at Eton School, and in 1618 was sent
* Dr. Grey observes that P*Ir. Neal antedates this
to Magdalen College in Oxford, of which he was
elected fellow in July, 1625, and entered- into marriage somewhat above a year; the king met the
infanta at Portsmouth the 21st of May, 1C62, and
* Irenicum, p. 8-10.
was then privately married to her by Dr. Sheldon,
t Ibid., p. C6, 67.
The doctor, on the authority of
t "If Mr. Neal," says Dr. Grey, "would allow a bishop of London.
;

man

to retract his mistakes upon discovering thern,
find fault with Bishop Stillingfieet

Echard, endeavours to invalidate the imputation
lies on Lord Clarendon of being the promonot the first mover, of this marriage.
Mr.

he would not

which

He

ter, if

then quotes the bishop's apology for his conduct,
from the preface to the Unreasonableness of Separa" If anything in the following treatise be found
tion.
different from the sense of that book, I entreat them
to allow me that which I heartily wish to them, that
in twenty years' time we may arrive to such a maturity of thoughts as to see reason to change our
opinion of some things, and I wish I had not cause
to add, of some persons."
But notwithstanding the
force of the bishop's plea, it will not, I conceive, be
deemed a fortunate or honourable change, il a man's
views and spirit, instead of enlarging and becoining
more liberal, are contracted, and grow narrow and
partial ; if, instead of being the advocate for generous and conciliating measures, he should argue for
oppression and intolerance. Ed.

supported in his representation of the affair
who says, " It
that the lord-chancellor had the blame
of this unfruitful match." He adds, that the queen
was said to have had a constant fluor upon her, which
rendered her incapable of conception. Though, on
this occasion (says Sir John), everything was gay,
and splendid, and profusely joyful, it was easy to discern that the king was not e.vcessivcly charmed with
his new bride, who was a very little woman, with a
pretty tolerable face. She neither in person nor manners had anyone article to stand in competition with
the charms of the Countess of Castlemain, afterward
Duchess of Cleveland, the finest woman of her age.
Tveal

is

by the testimony of Sir John Keresby,
is

well

known

—Memoirs,

p. 9,

10.— Ed.

——

—

t
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does before God and man. Methinks the preaching rebellion and treason out
of the pulpit should be as much worse than advancing it in the market, as poisoning a man
at a communion would be worse than killing
him at a tavern." His lordship concludes thus
" If you do not provide for the thorough quenching these firebrands, king, lords, and commons
shall be the meaner subjects, and the whole
kingdom will be kindled in a general flame."*
This was a home-thrust at the Presbyterians
the chancellor did not explain himself upon the
authors of these seditious sermons, his design
being not to accuse particular persons, but to
obtain a general order which might suppress all
teachers who were not of the Church of England
and the Parliament was prepared to run

no doubt

the throne which happened accordingly, in the
persons of Queen Mary II. and Queen Anne.
Such were the aspiring views of this great
man, which, together with his haughty behaviour, in the end proved his ruin.
The convention Parliament being dissolved,
a new one was elected, and summoned to meet
May 8. The House of Commons, by the interest of the court party,* had a considerable majority of such as were zealous enemies of the
Presbyterians, and abetters o( the principles of
Archbishop Laud many of whom, having im;

it

;

;

;

m

the late wars, became
paired their fortunes
tools of the ministry in all their arbitrary and
The court kept above one
violent measures.
hundred of them in constant pay, who went by
the name of the club of voters, and received
large sums of money out of the exchequer, till
they had almost subverted the Constitution
and then, because they would not put the finishing hand to what they had unadvisedly begun, they were disbanded.
The king acquainted the houses, at the opening of the session,! that "he valued himself

;

blindfold into all the court measures
for in this
session the militia was given absolutely to the
king the solemn League and Covenant was declared void and illegal
the act for disabling
persons in holy orders to exercise temporal juthe bishops were rerisdiction was repealed
stored to their seats in Parliament
the old ecclesiastical jurisdiction was revived by the repeal of the 17th of Charles I., except the oath
;

;

;

;

;

;

much upon

keeping his word, and upon making
good whatsoever he had promised to his sub-

But the chancellor, who commented ex officio ; and it was made a premunire to call
upon the king's speech, spoke a different lan- the king a papist.
The storm was all this while gathering very
guage, and told the House, " that there were a
for when the
sort of patients in the kingdom that deserved black over the Presbyterians
Parliament met a second time, November 20,
their utmost severity, and none of their lenity
these were the seditious preachers, who could the king complimented the bishops, who appearnot be contented to be dispensed with for their ed now again in their places among the peers,
and observed in his speech, that it was a felicity
full obedience to some laws established, without reproaching and inveighing against tliose he had much disired to see, as the only thing
He
laws, how established soever, wbo tell their wanting to restore the old Constitution.
auditories, that when the apostle bid them stand then spoke the language of the chancellor, and
"
that
wicktold
the
Commons
there
were
many
to their liberties, he bid them stand to their
arms, and who, by repeating the very expres- ed instruments who laboured night and day to
That it was worthy
sions and teaching the very doctrines they set disturb the public peace.
on foot in the year 1640, sufficiently declare that of their care to provide proper remedies for the
that if they found new
they have no mind that twenty years should put diseases of that kind
an end to the miseries we have undergone. diseases, they must find new remedies. That
What good Christians can think, without horror, the difficulties which concerned religion were
of these ministers of the Gospel, who by their too hard for him, and therefore he recommendfunction should be messengers of peace, but are ed them to their care and deliberation who could
The tendency of this
in their practice only the trumpets of war, and best provide for them."
And if the per- speech was to make way for breaking through
incendiaries towards rebellion
.sons and place can aggravate their offence, so the Breda declaration, and to furnish the Parliament with a pretence for treating the Non* There were only fifty-six members of the Pres- conformists with rigour, to which they weris
byterian party returned, notwithstanding their great themselves too well inclined.
jects. "t

;

;

;

I

m

But
the
interest in almost all the corporations.
interval between the two Parliaments the court
party had been active, and the hints given at the
dissolution of the late Parliament by the chancellor
He recommended that "such
had great weight.
persons should be returned as were not likely to oppose the king, but had already served him, and were
likely to serve him with their whole heart, and to
Secret History of the
gratify him in all his desires."
Court and Reign of Charles II., vol. i., p. 171 and 406.
Had the people been alive to a just sense of the
design of representation and the nature of the Constitution, they would have received these hints with
indignant contempt. Ed.
t The king went to the House of Lords, to open
the session, with almost as much pomp and splendour as had been displayed on the coronation day
and, says my author, for the same reasons, to dazzle the mob, and to impress on the minds of the people very exalted notions of the dignity of regal government. Secret History of the Court and Reign of
Charles II., vol. i., p. 407, note.
Ed.
X Kennet's Chron., p. 434.
Vol. II.— F F
;

—

* Kennet's Chron., p. 510, 511.
t To Mr. Neal's detail of the acts of this session,
should be added, that the Commons voted that all
their members should receive the sacrament accordit

j

ing to the prescribed liturgy, before a certain day,
This was intended as
a test of their religious sincerity.
Besides repealing
the solemn League and Covenant, they ordered it
to be taken out of all the courts and places where
it was recorded, and to be burned by the common
hangman. To the same sentence were doomed all
acts, ordinances, or engagements which had been
dictated by a republican spirit during the late times.
And they enervated the right of petitioning by various restrictions limiting the number of signatures
to twenty, unless with the sanction of three justices,
or the major part of the grand jury; and of those
who should present a petition to the king or either
House of Parliament to ten persons, under the penalty of a fine of i'lOO and three months' inprisonment.
Secret History of the Court and Reign of Charles II.,

under penalty of expulsion.

;

—

vol.

i.,

p.

412-414.— Ed.

:
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Lord Clarendon, in a conference between the
affirmed positively that there was
a real conspiracy against the peace of the kingdom and though it was disconcerted in the
a
city, it was carried on in divers counties
committee was therefore appointed to inquire
but, after all their
jnto the truth of the report
examinations, not one single person was convicted, or so much as prosecuted for it.'^ Great
pains were taken to fasten some treasonable
designs on the Presbyterians letters were sent
from unknown hands to the chiefs of the party
several parts of the kingdom, intimating the
project of a general insurrection, in which their
friends were concerned, and desiring them to
communicate it to certain persons in their neighbourhood, whom they name in their letters, that
they may be ready at time and place. A letter
of this kind was directed to the Reverend Mr.
Sparry, in Worcestershire, desiring him and
Captain Yarrington to be ready with money,
and to acquaint Mr. Oatland and Mr. Baxter
This, with a packet of the
with the design.
same kind, was said to be left under a hedge by
a Scots pedler
and as soon as they were
found, they were carried to Sir J. Packington,
who immediately committed Sparry, Oatland,
and Yarrington to prison. The militia of the
county was raised, and the city of Worcester
put into a posture of defence
but the sham
was so notorious, that the Earl of Bristol, though
a papist, was ashamed of it
and. after some
time the prisoners, for want of evidence, were
released.
The members for Oxfordshire, Herefordshire, and Staffordshire informed the Commons that they had rumours of the like conspiracies in their counties.
Bishop Burnet says
" that many were taken up, but none tried that
this was done to fasten an odium on the Presbyterians, and to help to carry the penal laws
through the House and there were appearances of foul dealing," says he, '• among the fiercer
sort."
Mr. Locke adds, that the reports of a
general insurrection were spread over the whole
nation, by the very persons who invented them
and though Lord Clarendon could not but be
acquainted with the farce, he kept it on foot to
facilitate passing the severe laws that were now
coming upon the carpet. t
The government
could not with decency attack the Nonconformists purely on account of their religion
the
declaration from Breda was too express on that
article
they were therefore to be charged with
raising disturbances in the state.
But supposing the fact to be true, that some few malecontents had been seditiously disposed, which yet
was never made out, what reason can be assigned why it should be charged upon the principles of a whole body of men, who were unquestionably willing to be quiet 1
It was nevertheless on this base and dishonourable suggestion that the first penal law
which passed against the Nonconformists this
session was founded, t entitled,"An Act for the well-governing and regulating Corporations ;" which enacts, "that withm the several cities, corporations, boroughs,
cinque-ports, and other port-towns within the
kingdom of England, dominion of Wales, and

two houses,
;

;

;

;

m

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Rennet's Chron., p. 602.
t Rapin, vol. ii., p. 627.
t Kennet's Chron., p. 602.

town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, all mayors, a!^
dermen, recorders, bailiffs, town-clerks, common councilmen, and other persons bearing
any office or offices of magistracy, or places, or
trusts, or other employment, relating to or concerning the government of the said respective
cities, corporations, and boroughs, and cinqueports, and their members, and other port-towns,
shall take the oatlis of allegiance and suprema.cy, and this oath followii.g
" 1, A. B., do declare and believe that it
is
not lawful, upon any pretence whatsoever, to
take arms against the king; and that I do abhor that traitorous position of taking arms by
his authority against his person, or against
those that are commissioned by him.'*
" They shall also subscribe the following dec'

laration
" ' I, A. B., do declare that there
lies no obligation upon me from the solemn League and
:

Covenant, and that the same was an unlawful
oath imposed on the subject against the laws
and liberties of the kingdom.'
" Provided, also, and be it enacted by the aothority aforesaid, that no person shall hereafter
be elected or chosen into any of the offices or
places aforesaid, that shall not have, withia
one year next before such election or choice,
taken the sacrament of the Lord's Supper according to the rites of the Church of England ;
and that every person so elected shall take the
aforesaid oaths, and subscribe the said declara^
tion at the same time when the oath for the
due execution of the said places and offices
shall be respectively'administered."
Thus all Nonconformists were turned out of
all the branches of magistracy at once, and rendered incapable of serving their country in the
offices of a common councilman, or a burgess
or bailiff of the smallest corporation.
The
oath imposed in this act robbed them of their
right as subjects.
Mr. Echard confesses that
it seems at once to give up the whole Constitution
and no wonder, says he, if many of the
clergy as well as laity, on the account of this
act, espoused a doctrine which, if rigidly taken,
was hard to be reconciled to the great deliverance afterward. Mr. Rapin adds,t that to say
that it is not lawful on any pretence whatever
to resist the king, is, properly speaking, to deliver up the liberties of the nation into his
hands. The High-churchmen had then elevated
ideas of the royal authority.
But even this
Parliament did not think fit atterward to admit
the dangerous consequences of their own max;

ims.

Commissioners were appointed and employed
during this and the following year to visit the
several corporations in England, and to turn
out of office such as were in the least suspect* " One would suppose (it has been well remarked) that the Parliament wbo prescribsd such an
oath must have been as near-sighted and as stupid
Such a ma.\im
as they were servile and corrupt.
of nonresistance to the king, on any pretence, was
directly subversive of their own consequence, as well
as of civil and religious liberty. The extent to
which this principle might be carried was put to
the proof by James II., but the people of England
rent asunder the chains which had been forged for
them by their perfidious representatives."— .Secref
History of the Court and Reign of Charles II., vol i.,
p. 428, note.— Ed.
f Vol. ii., p. 623.

.

;

;
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who executed their commissions with so
ed
much rigour, that the corporations had not one
member left who was not entirely devoted to
;

the king and the Church.

CHAPTER

1661.

According to his majesty's declaration of
October 25, 1660, concerning ecclesiastical aftwelve bishops* and nine assistants were
appointed on the part of the Episcopal Church
of England, and as many ministers on the side
of the Presbyterians, to assemble at the Bishop
of London's lodgings at the Savoy, " to review
fairs,

the Book of Common Prayer, comparing it
with the most ancient and purest liturgies
and to take into their serious and grave considerations the several directions and rules,
forms of prayer, and things in the said Book of
Common Prayer contained, and to advise and
consult upon the same, and the several objections and exceptions which shall now be raised
against the same
and if occasion be, to make
such reasonable and necessary alterations, corrections, and amendments, as shall be agreed
upon to be needful and expedient for giving
;

satisfaction to tender consciences, and the restoring and continuance of peace and unity in
the churches under his majesty's government
and direction." They were to continue four
months from the 25th of March, 1661, and then
present the result of their conferences to his
majesty under their several hands.
The names of the Episcopal divines on the
side of the Establishment at the Savoy Confer-

ence were,
The Most Rev. Dr. Accepted Frewen, Archbishop of York.
The Right Rev. Dr. Gilbert Sheldon, Bishop of London.
"

"
"

"

"
"

"
"
"

,"-

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Dr. .lohn Cosins, Bishop of Durham.
Dr. John Warner, Bishop of Rochester.
Dr. Henry King, Bishop of Chichester.
Dr. Humph. Henchman, Bishop of Sarum.
Dr. George Mnrley, Bishop of Worcester.
Dr. Robert Sauuderson, Bishop of Lincoln.
Dr. Benj. Laney, Bishop of Peterborough.
Dr. Bryan Walton, Bishop of Chester.
Dr. Richard Sterne, Bishop of Carlisle.
Dr. John Gaudeu, Bishop of Exeter.

of Westminster.

John Pearson, D.D.
Thomas Pierce, D.D.
Anthony Sparrow, D.D
Herbert Thomdike, B.D.

The names of the Presbyterian divines, or
those who were for alterations in the hierarchy
of the Church at the Savoy Conference, were,
The Right Rev. Edward Reynolds, Bishop of Norwich.
The Rev. Anthony Tuckney, D.D.M., St. John's College,
"
"

"
"
"
"

Cambridge.
John Conant, D.D., Regius Professor, Oxon.
William Spurstow, D D., Vicar, Hackney.
John Wallis, D.D., Sav. Professor Geometry
Thomas Manton, D D.,MasterofCovent Garden.
Edmund Calamy, B.D., of Alderm.anbury.
Mr. Richard Baxter, Clerk, late of Kidderminster.

"

Mr. Arthur .Tackson, Clerk, of

St.

Fa

i

th 's

* Dr. Nichols reckons twelve bishops, bm has left
out the Bishop of Chichester, and named Edward,
Bishop of Norwich. Dr. Kennet names thirteen
bishops, among whom are the Bishops of Chichester and Norwich.— />r. Grey's Examination, vol. iii.,
p.

308.— Ed.

Case, Clerk, Rector of St. Giles.
Mr. Samuel Clarke, Clerk, of St. Bene't Fink.
Mr. Matthew Newcomen, Clerk, of Dedham.
'

Their Assistants.

When the commissioners* were assembled
the first time, April 15, the Archbishop of York
stood up and said he knew little of the business
they were met about, and therefore referred it
to Dr. Sheldon, bishop of London, who gave it
as his opinion, that the Presbyterians having
desired this conference, they [the bishops]
should neither say nor do anything till the others had brought in all their exceptions and complaints against the liturgy, in writing, with their
additional forms and amendments. t
The Presbyterians humbly moved for a conference according to the words of the commission, but
the Bishop of London insisting peremptorily
upon his own method, the others consented to
bring in their exceptions at one time, and their
additions at another.
For this purpose, Bishop
Reynolds, Dr. Wallis, and the rest of the Presbyterian party, met from day to day to collect
their exceptions -^ but the additions, or drawing up a new form, was intrusted with Mr. Bax" Bishop Sheldon saw well enough,"
ter alone.
says Burnet, <S " what the effect would be of
obliging them to make all their demands at once
that the number would raise a mighty outcry
against them, as a people that could never be
satisfied."
On the other hand, the Presbyterians were divided in their sentiments some
were for insisting only on a i'ew important
things, reckoning that if they were gained, and
a union followed, it might be easier to obtain
others afterward.
But the majority, by the influence of Mr. Baxter, were for extending their
desires to the utmost, and thought themselves
bound by the words of the commission to offer
everything they thought might conduce to the
peace of the Church, without considering what
an aspect this would have with the world, or
what influence their numerous demands might
have upon the minds of those who were now
their superiors in numbers and strength
hut
;

; II

* "

Their Assistants.

John Earle, D.D., Dean
Peter Heylin, D.D.
John Hacket, D.D.
John Barwick, D.D.
Peter Gunning, D.D.

"

"

Thomas Horton, D.D. Rev. John Colhns, D.D.
" Thomas Jaeomb, D.D.
" Benj. Woodbridge, B.D
" William Bates, D.D.
" Mt. John Rawlinsou,
" William Cooper, D.D.
Clerk.
" John Lightfoot, D.D.
" Mr. Wm. Drake, Clerk.
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Though

the Baptists in England were at this
time very numerous, and as famous men among them
for learning and piety as most in the commission,
yet no regard was had to their case, nor any one of
that persuasion appointed to have any share in it.
They did not design to reform so far for if they
could but bring the Presbyterian party in, which was
the most numerous of the Dissenters, that might be
sufficient to secure their power though, by the consequence of this proceeding, it seems probable there
was no design of reformation, but only to quiet the
minds of the people till they could gain time."-~
Crnsby, vol. ii., p. 84, 85.
En.
t Baxter's Life, part ii., p. 305.
;

;

—

i Ibid., p. 306.
II

^ p. 262.

"This," observes a late writer,

what the advocates

"was

precisely

persecution desired: they
could say that the king had taken every step which
the best pohc-y and the tenderest concern for the
happiness of all his subjects could suggest to gain
over
and compose the jarring sects into a system of
perfect harmony, but that all his wise and
benevolent
endeavours were defeated by the wilful obstinacy
and perverseness of the Nonconformists; and that
he
for

must therefore now pursue such measures as the
safety both of the Church and State required."—
,Se-

;
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when they were

put in

mind

com- ed without a diocesan bishop, nor upon the surplice, the cross in baptism, and other indifferent
ceremonies for this purpose they make use of
various motives and arguments, sufficient, in
my judgment, to influence all who had any concern for the honour of God and the salvation
of souls.
The bishops gave a particular anand Common swer to these exceptions to which the Pres-

that the king's

mission gave them no power to alter the government of the Church, nor to insist upon Archbishop Usher's model, nor so much as to claim
the concessions of his majesty's late declarafor they were
tion, they were quite heartless
now convinced that all they were to expect was
;

a few

amendments

in the liturgy

;

Prayer Book. This was concluded heforeliand
court, and nothing more intended than to
drop the Presbyterians with a show of decency.
The ministers were under this farther hardship, that they were to transact for a body of
men from whom they had no power, and therefore could not be obliged to abide by their decisions
they told the king and the prime minister
that they should be glad to consult their ai)6ent
brethren, and receive from them a commission
in form, but this was denied, and they were required to give in their own sense of tilings, to
which they consented, provided the bishops, at
the same time, would bring in their concessions
but these being content to abide by the liturgy
as it then stood, had nothing to offer, nor would
they admit of any alterations but what the Presbyterians should make appear to be necessary.
With this dark and melancholy prospect the conference was opened.* It would interrupt the
course of this history too much to insert all the
exceptions of the Presbyterians to the present
liturgy, and the papers which passed between
the commissioners, with the letter of the Presbyterian ministers to the archbishop and bishops, and the report they made of the whole to
at

;

the king.
I shall only take notice in this place,
that, instead of drawing up a few supplemental
forms, and

making some amendments

to the

Baxter composed an entire new
one in the language of Scripture, which he called the Reformed Liturgy
not with a design
old liturgy, Mr.

;

entirely to set aside the old one, but to give
men liberty to use either as they approved. It
was drawn up in a short compass of time, and
after it had been examined, and approved by his
brethren, was presented to the bishops in the
conference, together with their exceptions to
the old liturgy.
This gave great offence, as
presuming that a liturgy drawn up by a single
hand in fourteen days was to be preferred, or

stand in competition with one which had been
received in the Church for a whole century.
Besides, it was inconsistent with the commission and the bishops' declaration of varying no
farther fr(mi the old standard than should apand therefore the Repear to be necessary
formed Liturgy, as it was called, was rejected at
once, without being examined.
When the Presbyterians brought in their exceptions to the liturgy, they presented at the
same time a petition for peace, beseeching the
bishops to yield to their amendments; to free
them from the subscriptions and oaths in his
majesty's late declaration, and not to insist upon
the reordination of those who had been ordain;

cret
i.,

p.

History of the Court and Reign of Charles //., vol.

3W, 350.— Ed.

* N.B. All the papers relating to the conference
at the Savoy are collected in a book, entitled " The
History of the Nonconfonniiy," as it was argued and
slated by comm)s^iloners on both sides appointed by
Ochis majesty King Charles II. in the year ICGl.
See, also, Sylvester's Life of
tavo, second edit., 1708.
C.
Baxter, folio.

—

—

;

byterians made such a reply as, in the opinion
of their adversaries, showed them to be men of
learning, and well versed in the practice of the
ancient Church
however, the bishops would
indulge nothing to their prejudices upon which
they sent them a large expostnlatory letter,
wherein, after having repeated their objections,
they lay the wounds of the Church at their door.
The term for the treaty being almost spun
out in a paper controversy,* about ten days before the commission expired, a disputation was
agreed on to argue the necessity of alterations
in the present liturgy. t
Three of each party
were chosen to manage the argument Dr. Pearson, Gunning, and Sparrow, on one side
and
Dr. Bates, Jacomb, and Mr. Baxter, on the other.
;

;

:

;

The

rest were at liberty to withdraw if they
pleased.
Mr. Baxter was opponent, and began
to prove the sinfulness of impositions ; but,
through want of order, frequent interruptions,
anil personal reflections, the dispute issued in
nothing a number of young divines interrupt;

Presbyterian ministers, and laughing
At length Bishop Cosiiis produced a papert containing an expedient to
shorten the debate, which was, to put the ministers on distinguishing between those thmgs
which they charged as sinful, and those which
were only inexpedient. The three disputants
on the ministers' side were desired to draw up
an answer to this paper, which they did, and
charged the rubric and injunctions of the Cnurch
with eight things flatly sinful, and contrary to
the Word of God.i^
1. That no minister be admitted to baptize
without using the sign of the cross
2. That no minister be admitten to officiate
without wearing a surplice.
3. That none be admitted to the Lord's Supper without he receive it kneeling.
4. That ministers be obliged to pronounce all
baptized persons regenerated by the Holy Ghost,
whether they be the children of Christians or
ing the

them

to scorn.

not.
5. That ministers be obliged to deliver the
sacrament of the body and blood of Christ to
the unfit both in health and sickness, and that,

by personal application, putting it into their
hands, even those who are forced to receive it
against their wills, through consciousness of
their impenitency.
* In the course of this controversy, many points
connected with the doctrine and manner of baptism
came into discussion such as, the right of the children of heathens, or of the excommunicated, to bapthe qualtism
the efiicacy of children's baptism
the use of godfather?
ifications of this ordinance
and godmothers, and of the sign of the cross, and
other questions the debate on which, it is said, contributed much to encourage and promote what was
called Anabaptism.— Cras%'s History of the Baptists,
vol. ii., p. 85, 86.— Ed.
:

;

;

;

;

t Baxter's Life, part ii., p. 337.
I Kermet's Chi-omcle, p. 504.
Baxter's Life, part u., p. 341.

{}

;

j
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That ministers are obliged to absolve the enjoining an act per accidens unlawful, nor of
commanding an act under an unjust penalty."
and that in absolute expressions.
That ministers are forced to give thanks This also was denied, because, though it does
for all whom they bury, as brethren whom God not command that which is sinful, it may restrain from that which is lawful, and it may be
has taken to himself
applied to undue subjects.
Other reasons were
8. That none may be preachers who do not
6.

unfit,
7.

subscribe that there is nothing in the Common
Prayer Book, Book of Ordination, and the Thirty-nine Articles, contrary to the Word of God.
After a great deal of loose discourse, it was
agreed to debate the third article, of denying
the communion to such as could not kneel.
The ministers proved their assertion thus, that
It was denying the sacrament to such whom tlie
Holy Ghost commanded us to receive, Rom.,
"Him that is weak in the faith rexiv., 1-3
ceive ye, but not to doubtful disputations one
another, that is
believes he may eat all things
let not him that eateth,
weak, eateth herbs
and
let not him
despise him that eateth not
that eateth not, judge him that eateth, for God
The Episcopal divines
has received him."
would not understand this of the communion.
They also distinguished between things lawful
in themselves, and things both lawful in themIn
selves and required by lawful authority.
the former case they admit a liberty, but the
latter being enjoined by authority, become neThe ministers replied, that things
cessary.
about which there is to be a forbearance ought
not to be enjoined by authority, and made neand for governors to reject men by
cessary
this rule is to defeat the apostle's reasoning,
and so contradict the law of God. But when
Dr. Gunning had read certain citations* and
authorities for the other side of the question.
Bishop Cosins, the moderator, called out to the
rest of the bishops and doctors, and put the
question, " All you that think Dr. Gunning has
proved that Romans xiv. speaketh not of receiving the sacrament, say Ay." Upon which
there was a general cry among the hearers.
Ay, ay, the Episcopal divines having great numwhereas the
bers of their party in the hall
ministers had not above two or three gentlemen
and scholars who had the courage to appear
with them. Nevertheless, they maintained their
point, and, as Bishop Burnet observes, insisted
upon it, that a •' law which excludes all from
the sacrament who dare not kneel, was unlawful, as it was a limitation in point of communion put upon the laws of Christ, which ought
to be the only condition of those that have a

assigned ;* but the dispute broke off with noise
and confusion, and high reflections upon Mr.
Baxter's dark and cloudy imagination, and his
perplexed, scholastic, metaphysical manner of
distinguishing, which tended rather to confound
than to clear up that which was doubtful
and
Bishop Saunderson being then in the chair, pronounced that Dr. Gunning had the better of the
argument.
Bishop Morley said that Mr. Baxter's denying that plain proposition was destructive of all
that it struck the
authority human and Divine
Church out of all its claims for making canons,
and for settling order and discipline nay, that
it took away all legislative power from the king
and Parliament, and even from God himself
for no act can be so good in itself, but may lead
to a sin by accident; and if to command such
an act be a sin, then every command must be
;

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

a sin.

Bishop Burnet adds,t " that Baxter and Gunning spent several days in logical arguing, to
the diversion of the town, who looked upon
them as a couple of fencers engaged in a dispute
The
that could not be brought to any end.
bishops insisted upon the laws being still in
force
to which they would admit of no exception, unless it was proved that the matter of
them was sinful. They charged the Presbyterians with making a schism for that which they
They said there
could not prove to be sinful.
was no reason to gratify such men that one

;

;

;

demand granted would draw on many more
that all authority in Church and State was
;

;

right to it."
At length, the Episcopal divines became opponents upon the same question, and argued
" That command which enjoins only an
thus
:

Which Mr.
act in itself lawful is not sinful."
Baxter denied. They then added, " That comenjoins only an act in itself lawful,
and no other act or circumstance unlawful, is
This, also, Mr. Baxter denied.
not sinful."
They then advanced farther. " That command

mand which

which enjoins only an act in itself lawful, and
no other act whereby an unjust penalty is enjoined, or any circumstance whence directly or
jier accidens any sin is consequent which the

commander ought
all

to provide against, hath in

it

things requisite to the lawfulness of a com-

mand, and

particularly cannot be charged with

* Rennet's Chron.,

p. 506.

struck at by the position they had insisted on,
namely, that it was not lawful to impose things
indifferent, since these seemed to be the only
matters in which authority could interfere."
Thus ended the disputation.
From arguments the ministers descended to
entreaties, and prayed the bishops to have
compassion on scrupulous minds, and not deIf the Nonconspise their weaker brethren.
formists should be ejected, they urged that there
would not be clergymen enough to fill the vacant
pulpits
they put them in mind of their peaceawhat they had
ble behaviour in the late times
suffered for the royal cause, and the great share
they had in restoring the king they pleaded
his majesty's late declaration, and the design
To all which the
of the present conference.
bishops replied, that they were only commissioned to make such alterations in the liturgy
as should be necessary, and such as should be
agreed upon. The ministers replied, that the
word necessary must refer to the satisfying tenbut the bishops insisted that
der consciences
they saw no alterations necessary, and, therefore, were not obliged to make any till they
could prove them so.
The ministers prayed
them to consider the ill consequence that might
follow upon a separation.
But all was to no
purpose their lordships were in the saddle, and,
if we may believe Mr. Baxter, would not abate
the smallest ceremony, nor correct the grossest
;

;

;

I

I

I

j

;

[

|

;

* Rennet's Chron., p. 505.

+ Vol.

i.,

p.

264.
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Thus the
error, for the peace of tlie Church.
commission expired July 25, and the
conferences ended without any prospect of ac-

his manner was vehement, and he
was against all abatements. He frequently interrupted Mr. Baxter i* and when Dr. Bates
said, " Pray, my lord, give him leave to speak,"
he could not obtain it.
Bishop Cosins was there constantly, and
though he was inclined to moderate measures,
said some very severe things.
When the ministers prayed the bishops to have some compassion on their brethren, and not cast such great
numbers unnecessarily out of the ministry, he
replied, " What, do you threaten us with numbers
For my part, I think the king would do
well to make you name them all."
Again,
when the members complained that, after so
many years' calamity, the bishops would not
yield to that which their predecessors offered
them before the war. Bishop Cosins replied,
" Do you threaten us, then, with a new war
It is time for the king to look to you."
Bishop Gauden often took part with the
Presbyterian divines, and was the only moderator among the bishops, except Bishop Reynolds, who spoke much the first day for abatements and moderation but afterward, sitting
among the bishops, he only spoke now and
then a qualifying word, though he was heartily
grieved for the fruitless issue of the conference.
Of the disputants, it is said Dr. Pearson, afterward Bishop of Chester, disputed accurately,
soberly, and calmly.
The Presbyterian ministers had a great regard for him, and believed,
that if he had been an umpire in the controversy, his concessions would have greatly relieved

speaker

king's

commodation.

;

It was agreed, at the conclusion, that each
party might represent to his majesty that they
were all agreed upon the ends of the conference, which were the Church's welfare, unity,
and peace, but still disagreed as to the means
of procuring them.
The bishops thought they
had no occasion to represent their case in writing
but the Presbyterian commissioners met
by themselves, and drew up an account of their
proceedings, with a petition for that relief which
they could not obtain from the bishops.* They
presented it to the king by Bishop Reynolds,
Dr. Bates, Dr. Manton, and Mr. Baxter ;t but
received no answer.
Before we leave this famous conference at
the Savoy, it will not be amiss to remark the
behaviour of the commissioners on both sides,
some of whom seldom or never appeared, as.
Dr. King, bishop of Chichester, Dr. Heylin,
Barwick, and Earle ,t Sheldon, bishop of London, came but seldom, though he, with Henchman and Morley, had the chief management of
affairs ;§ others who were present, but did not
much concern themselves in the debate, as. Dr.
Frewen, archbishop of York Lucy, of St. David's
Warner, of Rochester Saunderson, of
Lincoln Laney, of Peterborough
Walton, of
Chester Sterne, of Carlisle Dr. Racket and
Dr. Sparrow.
On the side of the Presbyterians, Dr. Norton never appeared, nor Dr. Drake,
because of a misnomer in the commission Dr. them.
Lightfoot, Tuckney, and Mr. Woodbridge were
Dr. Gunning was the most forward speaker,
and stuck at nothing.
Bishop Burnet sayst
present only once or twice.
Among the bishops. Dr. Merely was the chief that all the arts of sophistry were used by him
in as confident a manner as if they had beea
* Mr. Crosby says, "he had been informed, that sound reasoning
that he was unweariedly acwhen the Presbyterians were pleading hard for such tive to very little purpose, and being very fond
concessions from his majesty as they thought would
of the popish rituals and ceremonies, he was
bring about a union, the lord-chancellor told them
very much set upon reconciling the Church of
his majesty had received petitions from the Anabap;

!

?

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

England

to

Rome.

who desired nothing more than to have liberty
worship God according to their consciences. At
all struck dumb, and remained in
a long silence." Mr. Baxter places this matter in
another light that petitions having been received
from the Independents and Anabaptists, the chancellor proposed to add a clause to the king's declar-

Manton behaved with great modesty the most
active disputant was Mr. Baxter, who had a

others besides the Presbyterians
to meet, if they did it peaceably, for religious worship, secure from molestation by any civil officer.
On this the bishops and the Presbyterians, seeing it
would operate in favour of the papists, were silent
till Mr. Baxter, judging that consenting to it would
bring on them the charge of speaking for the toleration of papists and sectaries, and that opposing it
would draw on them the resentment of all sects and
parties as the causes of their sufferings, said, " that
as they humbly thanked his majesty for his indulgence to themselves, so they must distinguish the
tolerable parties from the intolerable that for the
former they craved favour and lenity but that they
could not request the toleration of the latter, such as
the papists and Socinians, whom Dr. Gunning,

there

tists,

On

to

which they were

:

very metaphysical head and fertile invention,
and was one of the most ready men of his time
for an argument, but too eager and tenacious
of his own opinions.
Next to him was Mr. Calamy, who had a great interest among the Presl)yterian ministers in city and country, and for
his age and gravity was respected as their fa-

:

ation, permitting

ther.

Among

the auditors, Mr. Baxter observes.t
the bishops a crowd of young
indecently; but mentions
only two or three scholars and laymen who, as
auditors, came in with the Presbyterians, as
Mr. Miles, Mr. Tillotson, &c.
This Mr. Tillotson was afterward the most
reverend and learned Archbishop of Canterbury,
one of the most celebrated divines and preachshall have frequent occaers of the age.
sion to mention him hereafter, and, therefore,
I shall give a short account of him in this place.
He was born in Yorkshire, 1630, and received
and,
his first education among the Puritans
though he had freer notions, he still stuck to

was with

divines,

:

;

speaking against the sects, had then named." To
this his majesty said, " that there were laws enough
against the papists." Mr. Baxter replied, " They understood the question to be, whether those laws
should be executed on them or not." And so his
majesty broke up the meeting of that day.— T-VosAy's
History of the Baptisls, vol. ii., p. 87-89.
Bolster's
Life, part ii., p. 277.— Ed.
t Ba.tter's Life, part ii., p. 366.
9 Rennet's Chronicle, p. 507.

the side of the Presbyterians, Dr. Bates and

who behaved

We

;

•

} Ibid., p. 307.
I

t

Baxter's Life, part ii., p 363.
Baxter's Life, p. 337.

t

Page

263, 264.
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the strictness of life to which he was bred, and
retained a just value and a due tenderness for
men of that persuasion. He was admitted student of Clare Hall, in Cambridge, under the tuition of Mr. David Clarkson, in the year 1647.
He was bachelor of arts 1650, and within the
compass of a year was elected fellow. He had
then a sweetness of temper which he retained
as long as he lived and in those early years
was respected as a person of very great parts
and prudence.* In the year 1661 he continued
a Nonconformist, and has a sermon in the mornHe appeared
ing exercises on Matt., vii., 12.
with the Presbyterians at the Savoy disputation
and though he conformed upon the Afct of
Uniformity in 1662, he was always inclined to
the Puritans, never fond of the ceremonies of the
Church, but would dispense sometimes with
those who could not conscientiously submit to
them. He owned the Dissenters had some plausible objections against the Common Prayer
and, in the opinion of some, persuaded men
rather to bear with the Church, than be zealous
for it.
In the year 1663 he was preferred to
the Rectory of Keddington, in Suffolk, vacant
by the nonsubscription of Mr. Samuel Fairclough.
Next year he was chosen preacher to
Lincoln's Inn, and lecturer of St. Lawrence's
Church, in London, where his excellent sermons, delivered in a most graceful manner,
drew the attention of great numbers of the quality, and most of the divines and gentlemen in
the city.
In 1669 he was made canon of Christ
Church, in Canterbury; and, in 1672, dean of
that church, and residentiary
but rose no higher till the revolution of King William and Queen
Mary, when he was first made clerk of the closet, and then advanced at once to the Archbishopric of Canterbury, in the room of Dr. Sancroft, a nonjuror.
He was a divine of moderate
principles to the last, and always disposed to
promote a toleration, and, if possible, a comprehension of the Dissenters within the Church.
Upon the whole, he was a second Cranmer, and
one of the most valuable prelates that this, or
it may be any other, church ever produced.
Various censures were passed within doors
upon the Savoy Conference the Independents
were disgusted, because none of them were
consulted, though it does not appear to me what
concern they could have in it, their views being
only to a toleration, not a comprehension. Some
blamed their brethren for yielding too much,
and others thought they might have yielded
more but when they saw the fruitless end of
the treaty, and the papers that were published,
most of them were satisfied. Bishop Burnet
sayst the conference did rather hurt than good
it heightened the sharpness which was already
on people's minds to such a degree, that it needed no addition to raise it higher. Mr. Robinson
says,t " It was notorious that the business of
the Episcopal party was not to consult the interest of religion, but to cover a political design,
which was too bad to appear at first nor did
they mean to heal the Church's wounds, so
much as to revenge their own. When they
knew what the Presbyterians scrupled, they
said, now they knew their minds they would
have matters so fixed that not one of that sort
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Athen. 0.xon.,
t

Answer

+ Page 365.
p. 968.
to Bennet, of Liturgies, p. 382.
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should be able to keep his living. They did not
desire, but rather fear, their compliance."*
Nay, so unacceptable was the publishing the
papers relating to the conference, that Bishop
Saunderson and some of his brethren cautioned
their clergy against reading them.
From this
time thePresbyierians were out of the question,
and the settlement of the Church referred entirely to the Convocation and Parliament.
It had been debated in council whether there
should be a convocation while the conference
at the Savoy was depending
but, at the intercession of Dr. Heylin and others, the court was
prevailed with to consent that there should
and such care was taken in the choice of members, as Bishop Burnet observes, that everything went amoiig them as was directed by
Bishop Sheldon and Morley. If a convocation
had been hulden with the convention Parliament, the majority would have been against the
hierarchy
but it is not to be wondered they
were otherwise "now, when some hundreds of
the Presbyterian clergy, who were in possession
of sequestered livings, had been dispossessed
and the necessity of ordination by a bishop being urged upon those who bad been ordained by
presbyters only, great numbers were denied
Nevertheless, the
their votes in elections.
Presbyterian interest carried it in London for
Mr. Baxter and Calamy by three voices but
the Bishop of London, having a power of choosing two out of four, or four out of si.x;, within a
by which
certain circuit, left them both out
means the city of London had no clerks in the
Convocation. The author of the Conformists'
Pleat says, " That to frame a convocation to
their mind, great care and pains were used to
keep out, and to get men in, by very undue proceedings; and that protestations were made
against all incumbents not ordained by bishops."
The Savoy Conference having ended without
success, the king sent a letter to the Convoca;

;

;

;

;

;

tion,

November

20,

commanding them

to

review

the IJook of Common Prayer, and make such additions and amendmentsj as they thought neces* When the lord-chamberlain, Manchester, told
the king (while the Act of Uniformity was under
debate) that he was afraid the terms were so hard
that many of the late ministers could not comply
with them, Bishop Sheldon, being present, replied, I
am afraid they will.' " Dr. Bates's Funeral Sermon
" Hence it is plain the design of the
for Mr. Baxter.
bishops was to shut them out of the Church, and
then to reproach and punish them for not coining in.
It is evident, also, that the ministers were honester
men than the bishops feared they were." Prot. DisC.
senters' Catechism, p. 15.
t Page 35.
+ It was required "that all proposed alterations
should be e.\hibited and presented for his majesty's
this was accordfarther allowance and confirmation
He was finally to pronounce on the proingly done.
All the
priety and truth of the proposed alterations.
debates, investigations, and decisions of the clergy
and bishops, had no efficacy without the sanction of
ihe king. They might be mistaken, but he could
There is an absurdity in ascribing infallibility
not.
to any human being, necessarily liable to imperfect
But, if possible,
views, to prejudices, and to error.
the absurdity is greater in attributing it to the scepThe fortred, rather than to the mitred sovereign.
mer is not educated to a religious profession ; and his
time, from the moment he fills the throne, that is,
from the moment he becomes infallible, must be conbut yet, as the
stantly employed in civil concerns
head of the Church, to him all truth is known ; to
'

—

:

'

:

——

—

—
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sary.
to the

Letters to the

same purpose were sent
to be communicated

Archbishop of York,

to the clergy of his province,

who,

for the great-

er expedition, sent proxies with procuratorial
letters to those of Canterbury, and obliged them-

selves to abide by their votes under forfeiture
of their goods and chattels.
" It is inconceivable," says Dr. Nichols, " what

bishops had to contend with about
making these alterations they were not only
to conquer their own former resentments, and
the unreasonable demands of Presbyterians, but
they had the court to deal with, who pushed
them on to all acts of severity."* Whereas,
on the contrary, the tide was strong on their
side the bishops pushed on the court, who were
willing to give them the reins, that when the
breach was made as wide as possible, a door
might be opened for the toleration of papists.
The review of the Common Prayer Book engaged the Convocation a whole month and on
the 20th of December it was signed, and approved by all the members of both houses.
The alterations were these :t
I. The rubric for singing of lessons, t &c.,
was omitted, the distinct readmg of them being
difficulties the

;

;

;

thought more proper.
3. Several collects for Sundays and holydays
complained of, were omitted, and others substituted in their room.
3. Communicants at the Lord's Supper were
enjoined to signify their names to the curate
some time the day before.
4. The preface to the Ten Commandments

13. It is appointed that the curate of every
parish shall either bring or send in writing, with
his hand subscribed thereunto, the names of all
such persons within his parish as he shall think
fit to be presented to the bishop to be confirmed.
14. The rubric after confirmation was thu*
softened " None shall be admitted to the communion till such time as he be confirmed, or be
ready and desirous to be confirmed."
1.5. In the form of matrimony, instead of, "till
death us depart," it is, " till death us do part."^
:

In the rubrics after the form of matrimo" After which, if there be
thus altered
no sermon declaring the duties of man and wife,
the i^inister shall read as followeth :" and in16.

ny,

it

is

:

stead of the second rubric, it is advised to be
convenient, that the new-married persons should
receive the communion at the time of marriage,
or at the first opportunity afterward.
17. In the order for visitation of the sick it is
thus amended " Here the sick person shall be
moved to make special confession of his sins, if
he feel his conscience troubled with any weighty matter
after which the priest shall absolve
him, if he humbly and heartily desire it, after
:

;

this sort."
18.

In the

communion

for the sick the minis-

ter is not enjoined to administer the

sacrament

to every sick person that shall desire

it, but only
as he shall judge expedient.
19. In tlie order for the burial of the dead it
The priests and clerks meeting
is thus altered
the corpse at the entrance of the churchyard,
and going before it either into the church, or
was restored.^
towards the grave, shall say or sing. In the
5. The exhortations to the holy communion
office itself, these words-, "In sure and certain
were amended.
hope- of resurrection to eternal life," are thus
" in sure and certain hope of the resur6. The general confession in the communion
altered
office was appointed to be read by one of the
rection to eternal life ;" and to lessen the obministers.
jection of "God's taking to himself the soul of
7. In the office for Christmas Day the words
this our dear brother departed," &c., the follow" Here is to be noted, that
" this day" were changed for " as at this time."
ing rubric is added
the office ensuing is not to be used for any that
8. In the prayer of consecration the priest is
directed to break the bread.
die unbaptized or excommunicate, or who have
laid violent hands upon themselves."
9. The rubric for explaining the reason of
20. In the churching of women, the new rukneeling at the sacrament was restored.
administered
bric directs that the woman, at the usual time
10. Private baptism is not to be
after her delivery, shall come into the church
but by a lawful minister.
decently apparelled, and there shall kneel down.'
II. The answer to the question in the catechism, "Why, then, are children baptized?' is in some convenient place, as has been accusthus amended " Because they promise them tomed, or as the ordinary shall direct, and the
both by their sureties
which promise, when hundred and sixteenth or hundred and seventhey come to age, themselves are bound to per- teenth Psalm shall be read.
Dr. Tenison, afterward Archbishop of Canform."
terbury, says, " They made about six hundred
12. In the last rubric before the catechism
these words are expunged, " And that no man small alterations or additions ;" but then adds,.
" If there was reason for these changes, there
shall think that any detriment shall come to
was equal, if not greater reason for some farther
children by deferring of their confirmation," &c.
hun all appeals from the ecclesiastical courts must improvements. If they had foreseen what is
since come to pass, I charitably believe they
be made.' " A Treatise on Heresy, p. 73, 74. Ed.
* Rennet's Chron.. p. 574.
would not have done all they did, and just so
+ Ibid., p. 585.
Review
King
James's
directed,
The
rubric
in
t
much and no more and yet I also believe, if
also, the two lessons to be distictly read, but added,
they had offered to move much farther, a stone
" To the end the people may better hear, in such plawould have been laid under their wheel, by a
ces where they do sing, there shall the lessons be
powerful hand ;' for the mystery of
sung in a plain tune, after the manner of distinct read- secret but
popery did even then work."* Bishop Burnet
ing, and likewise the Epistle and Gospel."
Grey's
no alterations were made in fathat
confesses
Examination, p. 308. Ed.
" So, indeed, says Bishop Kennet," remarks Dr.
vour of the Presbyterians, for it was resolved
()
Grey; "but they are both mistaken.
The com- to gratify them in nothing.
mandments were not in King Edward's first liturgy,
But besides the alterations and amendments
but in King Edward's, 1552, and in the Reviews of already mentioned, there were several addiQueen Elizabeth and King James."— Grei/'s ExamiCompl. Hist., p. 252, in marg.
nation, p. 309.
Ed
:

:

:

:

;

;

'
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the Commons, and inserted in the Act of Uniformity, as will be seen under the next year.
But before this famous act had passed either
house, the Presbyterians were reduced to the
utmost distress.
In the month of March,
1661-2,* the grand jury at Exeter found above
forty bills of indictment against some eminent
Nonconformist ministers for not reading the
Common Prayer according to law. They likewise presented the travelling about of divers
itinerant preachers, ejected out of sequestered,
livings, as dangerous to the peace of the nation.
They complained of their teaching sedition and
rebellion in private houses, and other congregations, tending to foment a new war.
They
also presented such as neglected their own parish churches, and ran abroad to hear factious
ministers and such as walked in the churchwar.
The Common Prayer Book thus altered and yards, or other places, while Divine service was
amended was sent up to the king and council, reading all which were the certain forerunand from thence transmitted to the House of ners of a general persecution.
In Scotland the court carried their measures
That
Peers. February 24, with this message
for, having got a Parliahis majesty had duly considered of the altera- with a high hand
tions, and does, with the advice of his council, ment to their mind,+ the Earl of Middleton, a
most
notorious
debauchee,
opened it, with preallow
the
same
and
doth
approve
and
fully
recommend it to the House of Peers, that "the senting a letter of his majesty's to the House ;
after
which
passed
act, declaring^ alt
of
they
an
the forms
said books of Common Prayer, and
of ordination, and consecration of bishops, leagues not made with the king's authority illeThis struck at the root of the covenant
priests, and deacons, with those additions and gal.
They passed analterations that have been made, and presented made with England in 1643. i
to his majesty by the Convocation, be the book other act rescinding all acts made since the late
which in and by the intended Act of Uniformity troubles, and another empowering the king to
shall be appointed to be used by all that officiate settle the government of the Church as he should
It was a mad, roaring time, says the
in all cathedral and collegiate churches and please.
chapels, &c., and in all parish churches of Eng- bishop, and no wonder it was so, when the men
land and Wales, under such sanctions or pen- of affairs were almost perpetually drunk. The
When king hereupon directed that the Church should
alties as the Parliament shall think fit. "II
the Lords had gone through the book, the Lord- be governed by synods, presbyters, and kirkchanceilor Hyde, by order of the House, gave sessions, till he should appoint another governthe bishops thanks, March 15, for their care in ment, which he did by a letter to his council of
this business,^ and desired their lordships to Scotland, bearing date August 14, 1661, in which
give the like thanks to the lower house of con- he recites the inconveniences which had atvocation, and acquaint them that their amend- tended the Presbyterian government for the
ments were well received and approved, though last twenty-three years, and its inconsistency
some of them met with a considerable opposi- with monarchy. " Therefore," says he, " from
tion.
From the Lords they were sent down to our respect to the glory of God, the good and
interest of the Protestant religion, and the bet* Besides the new forms specified by Mr. Neal,
ter harmony with the government of the Church
there were also added, Dr. Grey says, the prayer for
of England, we declare our firm resolution to
the High Court of Parliament, the prayer for all coninterpose our royal authority for restoring the
ditions of men, and the general thanksgiving.
ExChurch of Scotland to its right government by
amination, p. 310.— Ed.
t This service was added because, on account of bishops, as it was before the late troubles.
the spread of Baptistical sentiments, there were now And our will and pleasure is, that you take efmany grown up too okl to be baptized as infants, fectual care to restore the rents belonging to
whose duty it was to make a profession of their own the several bishoprics
that you prohibit the
faith.— WaZ/'s Hist, of Infant Baptism, vol. ii., p. 215. assembling of
ministers in their synodical meet—Ed.
ings till our farther pleasure
and that you keep
X These two holydays, though then first appointed
by act of Parliament, were not now added to the cal- a watchful eye over those who, by discourse or
preaching,
the affections
endeavour
to
alienate
endar for they stand in the liturgy of Edward VI.
by Whitchurch, 1549 in his Review, 1552 in Queen of our people from us or our government."
in King James's
Elizabeth's Review, 4to, 1601
Pursuant to these directions, the lords of the
Review, 1609; and in the Scotch liturgy at Edin- council ordered the heralds to make public
Grey's Examination, p. 311.
burgh, folio, 1637.
It
proclamation at the market-cross in Edinburgh,
may be added, they are, with suitable collects, in the September 6, of this his majesty's royal will
liturgy printed by Bonham Norton and John Bdl,
and pleasure. In the month of December a
1629, -penes 7?ie.— Ed.
There is one alteration not mentioned by Mr. commission was issued out to the Bishops of
()
Neal. In the second collect, in the visitation of the London and Worcesten^ to ordain and conse" Visite him, O Lord, crate, according to the rites and ceremonies of
sick, these words are omitted
as thou didst Peter's wive's mother, and the captain's the Church of England, Mr. James Sharp, archservant :" which were in King Edward's, Queen
* Kennet's Chronicle, p. 647.
Elizabeth's, and King James's Review.— /d, p. 311.
Ed.
Keimet's Chronicle, p. 633.
t Burnet, vol. i., p. 161.
% Ibid., p. 166.

forms of prayer,* as for the 30th of Janforms of prayer to
uary and the 29lh of May
be used at sea; and a new office for the administration of baptism to grown persons.!
Some corrections were made in the calendar.
Some new holydays were added, as the conversion of St. Paul and St. Barnabas. t More new
lessons were taken out of the Apocrypha, as,
But it
the story of Bel and the Dragon, &c.
was agreed that no Apocryphal lessons should
were
all
the
conbe read on Sundays. These
cessions the Convocation would admit ;<J and
this was all the fruit of the conference at the
Savoy, by which, according to Mr. Baxter and
Bishop Burnet, the Common Prayer Book was
rendered more exceptionable, and the terms of
conformity much harder than before the civil
tional

I

'

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

:

—
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bishop of St. Andrew's, Mr. Andrew Fairfoul,
archbishop of Glasgow, Mr. Robert Leighton,
bishop of Diinblain, and Mr. James Hamilton,
bishop of Galloway.
A very bad choice, says
Bishop Burnet. Sharp was one of the felsost
and vilest dissemblers in the world. Fairfoul
was next akin to a natural. Leighton was an
excellent prelate
but Hamilton's life was
scarce free from scandal.* He had sworn to
the Covenant, and when one objected to him,
that it went against his conscience, he said,
"Such medicines as could not be chewed must
be swallowed whole. "t The English bishop.s
insisted upon their renouncing their Presbyterian orders, which they consented to, and were,
in one and the same day, ordained first deacons, then priests, and last of all bishops, according to the rites of the Church of England.
Bishop Burnet says, that though the king
had a natural hatred to Presbytery, he went
very coldly uito this design nay, that he had
a visible reluctancy against it, because of the
temper of the Scots nation, and his unwillingness to involve his government in new troubles
but the Earl of ClarendonJ pushed it forward with great zeal and the Duke of Ormond
said that Episcopacy could not be established
in Ireland, if Presbytery continued in Scotland.
The Earls of Lauderdale and Crawford, indeed,
opposed it, but the councils of Scotland not protesting, it was determined
but it was a large
strain of the prerogative for a king by a royal
proclamation to alter the government of a
church established by law, without consent of
Parliament, convocation, or synod, of any kind
whatsoever for it was not until May the next
year that this affair was decided in Parliament.
Some of the Scots ministers preached boldly
against this change of government and, among
others, Mr. James Guthrie, minister of Stirling,
for which, and some other things, he was convicted of sedition and treason.
Bishop Burnet, who saw him suffer, says that he expressthat he spoke an hour
ed, a contempt of death
upon the ladder with the composure of a man
that was delivering a sermon rather than his
last words
that he justified all he had done,
exhorting all people to adhere to the Covenant,
which he magnified highly. He was executed
June 14, 1661, and concluded his dying speech
with these words :ll " I take God to record upon
my soul, that I would not exchange this scaffold
with the palace or mitre of the greatest prelate
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

ij

;

;

* Burnet.,

p. 191, 192.

Blessed be God, who hath showed
mercy to such a wretch, and hath revealed his
Son in me, and made me a minister of the everin Britain.

lasting Gospel ; and that he has designed, in
the midst of such contradiction from Satan and
the world, to seal my ministry upon the hearts

of not a few of this people, and especially in
the congregation and presbytery of Stirling."
There was with him on the same scaffold
young Captain Govan, whose last words were
" I bear witness with my blood to the
these
persecuted government of this Church, by synods and presbyteries. I bear witness to the
:

solemn League and Covenant, and seal

it

with

my blood.

I likewise testify against all popery,
prelacy, idolatry, superstition, and the Service
Book, which is no better than a relic of the
Romish idolatry."* Soon after this the rights
of patronages were restored, and all the Presbyterian ministers silenced, though the court
had not a supply of men of any sort to fill up
their vacancies.
The account that Bishop Burnet gives of the
old Scots Presbyterian ministers, who were possessed of the church livings before the Restora-

very remarkable, and deserves a place
" They were," says he, "a brave
and solemn people
their spirits were eager,
and their tempers sour, but they had an appearance that created respect they visited their
parishes much, and were so full of Scripture,
and so ready at extempore prayer, that from that
they grew to practise sermons for the custom
tion, is

in this history.

;

;

;

in Scotland was, after dinner or supper, to read a
chapter in the Bible, and when they happened to
come in, if it was acceptable, they would on a
sudden expound the chapter by this means the
people had such a vast degree of knowledge, that
the poor cottagers could pray extempore. Their
preachers went all in one track in their sermons,
and this was so
of doctrine, reason, and use
methodical, that the people could follow a sermon quite through every branch of it. It can
hardly be imagined to what a degree these ministers were loved and reverenced by their people.
They kept scandalous persons under severe discipline for breach of the Sabbath, for
an oath, or drunkenness, they were cited before
the kirk-sessions, and solemnly rebuked for it;
for fornication they stood on the stool of repentance in the Church, at the time of worship, for
three days, receiving admonition, and making
profession of repentance, which some did with
many tears, and exhortations to others to take
warning by them for adultery they sat in the
same place six months covered with sackcloth.
But with all this," says the bishop, " they had
but a narrow compass of learning, were very
affected in their deportment, and were apt in
their sermons to make themselves popular by
preaching against the sins of princes and courts,
which the people delighted to hear, because they
had no share in them."t
The bishops and clergy who succeeded the
Presbyterians were of a quite different stamp;
most of them were very mean divines, vicious
in their morals, idle and negligent of their cures
by which means they became obnoxious to the
whole nation, and were hardly capable of supporting their authority through the reign of King
even with the assistance of the
Charles II
;

;

;

;

t It is liere, as Dr. Grey remarks, that Mr. Neal
has strangely confounded two characters ascribing
to Bishop Hamilton what Bishop Burnet has applied
to Bishop Fairfoul. It is singular that Dr. Grey has,
in the next paragraph, committed a similar mistake
:

;

quoting Mr. Neal's account of the death of Mr.
authority of Burnet, he
"spoke an hour before his execution with great
composedness," he admits the correctness of this
passage but adds, that Burnet, but two pages before, said that Mr. Guthrie spolie for half an hour
v;it,h great appearance of serenity
and observes,
" so consistent was this great man with himself in
the compass of two ppges." Now the inconsistency
is in Dr. Grey, and not Bishop Burnet, who speaks,
in the first place, not of Mr. Guthrie, but of the Marquis of Argyle, vol. i.. p. 17*.
Ed.
Kennefs Chron., p. 577.
t Hist., p. 130, 131.

for,

James Guthrie, who, on the
says,

:

;

) Hist, of the Stuarts, p. 144.
Kennet's Chron., p. 159. Burnet, p. 181.

II

,

Burnet,

p. 152, 153.

t Ibid., p. 226, 227.
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civil

power.

Bishop Burnet adds,* that they

were mean and despicable in all respects ihc
worst preachers he ever heard; ignorant to a reproach, and many of them openly vicious that
they were a disgrace to their order, and to the
sacred functions, and were, indeed, the dregs
The few
and refuse of the northern parts.
who were above contempt or scandal were men
of such violent tempers, that they were as much
hated as the others were despised.
In Ireland the hierarchy was restored after
ihe king, by
the same manner as in Scotland
his letters patent, in right of his power to appoint bishops to the vacant sees, issued his royal
mandate to Dr. Bramhall, archbishop of Armagh,
and Dr. Taylor, bishop of Down and Connor,
by virtue of which they consecrated two archbishops and ten bishops in one day.t His grace
insisted on the rcordination of those who had
been ordained in the late times without the
hands of a bishop, but with this softening clause
in their orders
"Non annihilantes priores ordines (si quos habuit) nee validitatem aut invaliditatem eorundem determinantes, multo minus
omnes ordines sacros ecclesiarum forinsecarum
condemnantes, quos proprio judicio relinquimus: sed solummodo supplentes quicquid prius
defuit per canones ecclesia Anglicanas requisitum :" i. e., " Not annihilating his former orders
(if he had any), nor determining concerning their
;

;

;

:

validity or invalidity,

much

less

condemning

all

the

sacred ordinations of foreign churches,
leave to their own judge, but only
supplying what was wanting according to the
canons of the Church of England." Without
such an explication as this, few of the clergy of
Ireland would have kept their stations in the
Church, t On the 17th of May, the lords spiritual and temporal, and the commons in Parliament assembled in Ireland, declared their opinion and high esteem of Episcopal government,
and of the Book of Common Prayer, according
to the use of the Church of England
and thus
the old constitution in Church as well as State
was restored in the three kingdoms.
The French ministers, who had been tools to
persuade the English Presbyterians to restore
the king without a treaty, went along with the
torrent, and complimented the Church of England upon her re-establishment they commended the liturgy, which they formerly treated with
contemptuous language. Some few of them
pretended to bemoan the want of Episcopacy
among themselves, and to wonder that any of
the English Presbyterians should scruple conformity.
The French Church at the Savoy
submitted to the rites and ceremonies of the
English hierarchy and M. du Bosc, minister
of Caen, writes to the minister of the Savoy,
that he was as dear to him under the surplice
of England as under the robe of France.
So
complaisant were these mercenary divines towards those who disallowed their orders, disowned their churches, and the validity of all

whom we

;

;

'Ji

;

II

their administrations.

Lord Clarendon and the bishops having got
over the Savoy Conference, and carried the Service Book with the amendments through the
Convocation, were now improving the present
temper of the Parliament to procure it the sanc* Page 229.
t Ibid., p. 449.

t

Kennet's Chron.,

§ Ibid., p. 462.

||

p.

440. 441.

ibid., p. 475.

tion of the Legislature
king, though a papist, is
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purpose the
made to speak the language of a zealous churchman. In his speech
to the Parliament, March 1st, he has these
words " Gentlemen, I hear you are zealous for
the Church, and very solicitous, and even jealous, that there is not expedition enough used in
that affair.
I thank you for it, since I presume
it proceeds from a good root of piety and devotion
but I must tell you, that I have the worst
luck in the world, if, after all the reproaches of
being a papist, while I was abroad, I am suspected of being a Presbyterian now I am come home
I know you will not take it unkindly if I tell you
;

for this

:

;

am as zealous for the Church of England as
any of you can be, and am enough acquainted
with the enemies of it on all sides.
I am as
much in love with the Book of Common Prayer
as you can wish, and have prejudices enough
against those who do not love it
who I hope,
in time, will be belter informed, and change
their minds.
And you may be confident I do

I

;

as

much

desire to see a uniformity settled as

any among you and pray trust me in that affair, I promise you to hasten the despatch of
you may rely upon
it with all convenient speed
me in it. I have transmitted the Book of Common Prayer, with the amendments, to the House
of Lords
but when we have done all we can,
;

;

;

the well settling that affair will require great
prudence and discretion, and the absence of all
passion and precipitation."*
The reason of the king's requiring discretion
in the Parliament, and the absence of passion,
was not in favour of the Presbyterians, but the
papists, who went all the lengths of the prerogative, and published a remonstrance about
this time, " wherein they acknowledge his majesty to be God's vicegerent upon earth in all
temporal affairs that they are bound to obey
him under pain of sin, and that they renounce
all foreign power and authority, as incapable of
absolving them from this obligation."
It was
given out that they were to have forty chapels
in and about the city of London, and much
;

more was understood by them, says Archbishop Tenison, who have penetrated into the designs of a certain paper, commonly called the
Declaration of Somerset House
but the design
miscarried, partly by their divisions among
themselves, and partly by the resoluteness of
the prime minister, who charged them with
principles inconsistent with the peace of the
kingdom.! Father Orleans says, " There were
great debates in this Parliament about liberty
of conscience.
The Catholic party was supported by the Earl of Bristol, a man in great
repute
the Protestant party by Chancellor
Hyde, chief of an opposite faction, and a person of no less consideration, who, putting himself at the head of the prevailing Church of
England party in that Parliament, declared not
only against the Roman Catholics, but against
the Presbyterians, and all those the Church of
;

;

England call Nonconformists. The king, who
was no good Christian in his actions, but a
Catholic in his heart, did all that could be expected from his easy temper vo maintain the
liberty, that so the Catholics might

common

* Rapin. vol. ii., p. 62S, folio.
Kennet's Chron., p. 482,
t Coinpl. Hist., p. 252.
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have a share in it but the Church of England
and Chancellor Hyde were so hot upon that

The body

;

majesty was obliged to yield
rather to the chancellor's importunity than to
However, by the favour of the
his reason."*
queen-mother, swarms of papists came over
mto England, and settled about the court they
set up private seminaries for the education of
youth
and though they could not obtain an
open toleration, they multiplied exceedingly,
and laid the foundation of all the dangers
which threatened the Constitution and Protestant religion in the latter part of this and in the
next reign.
Towards the latter end of this year, the court
and bishops, not content with their triumphs
over the living Presbyterians, descended into
the grave, and dug up the bodies of those who
had been deposited in Westminster Abbey in
the late times, lest their dust should one lime
for besides the
or other mix with the Loyalists
bodies of Cromwell, and others already mentioned, his majesty's warrant to the dean and
point, that

his

;

;

I

ver,
I

of Eliz. Cromwell, mother of Oiidaughter of Sir Richard Stewart, who died
18, 1634, and was buried in Henry

November

VII. "s chapel.

The body of Eliz. Claypole, daughter of Oliwho died August 7, 1658, and was buried
a vault made for her in Henry VII. 's chapel.
The body of Robert Blake, the famous Eng-

ver,
in

who, after his victorious fight at
Santa Cruz, died in Plymouth Sound, August ly
1057, and was buried in Henry VII. 's chapel
a man whose great services to the English nation will be an everlasting monument of his relish admiral,

:

nown.

The body of the famous Mr. John Pym, a
Cornish gentleman, and member of the Long
Parliament, who was buried in the year 1643,
and attended to his grave by most of the Lords
and Commons in Parliament.
The body of Dr. Dorislaus, employed as an
assistant in drawing up the charge against the
king, for which he was murdered by the Royalists, when he was ambassador to the States of
chapter of Westminster was now obtained to Holland in 1649.
The body of Sir William Constable, one of
take up the bodies of such persons who had
been unwarrantably buried in the chapel of the king's judges, governor of Gloucester, and
King Henry VII. and in other chapels and pla- colonel of a regiment of fiiot, who died 1655.
The body of Colonel Edward Popham, one
ces within the collegiate church of Westminster since the year 1641, and to inter them in of the admirals of the fleet, who died 1651.
The body of William Stroud, Esq., one of the
the churchyard adjacent; by which warrant
they might have taken up all the bodies that five members of Parliament demanded by King
had been buried there for twenty years past. Charles I.
Tl.e body of Colonel Humphrey Mackworth,
Pursuant to these orders, on the 12th and 14th
of September they went to work, and took up one cf Oliver Cromwell's colonels, buried in
VII. 's chapel, 1654.
whom
were,
Henry
about twenty,! among
The body of Dennis Bond, Esq., one of the
* Kennel's Chron., p. 498.
Council of State, who died August 8, 1658.
The body of Thomas May, Esq., who comt Among the following names, the reader will
find some who have not been noticed in the prece- piled the history of the Long Parliament with
ding history, or in the notes. The mother of Oliver great integrity, and in a beautiful style.
He
Cromwell was by no means deserving of the malev- died
in the year 1650.
olence and indignity with which her memory was
body
The
of
Colonel
John
Meldrum,
a
ScotsFor, though she lavished the greatest
treated.
;

fondness on her only son, she was averse to his protectorate, seldom troubled him with her advice, and
with reluctance partook of the pageantry of soverShe was an amiable and prudent woman,
eignty.
who, to make up the deficiency of a narrow income,
undertook and managed the brewing trade on her
own account, and from the profits of it provided fortunes for her daughters sufficient to marry them
Her anxiety for her son's safety
into good families.
kept her in such constant alarm, that she was discontented if she did not see him twice a day. The
report of a gun was never heard by her without her
crying out, " My son is shot." It ought to have
softened the resentment of the Royalists against Mrs.
Claypole, though the daughter of Cromwell, that
she had importunately interceded for the life of Dr.
Hewett and the denial of her suit had so afflicted
her, that it was reported to have been one cause of
her death, and was the subject of her exclamations
Thomas May, Esq.,
to her father on her dying bed.
whose name appears in the following list, was a polite and classical scholar, the intimate friend of the
greatest wits of his time, and ranked in the first
class of them.
He was the author of several dramatic pieces, and of two historical ]ioems of the

man, who died in the wars.
The body of Colonel Boscawen, a Cornish

man.

To these may be added several eminent Presbyterian divines
as.
The body of Dr. William Twisse, prolocutor
of the Assembly of Divines, buried in the south
cross of the Abbey Church, July 24, 1645.
The body of Mr. Stephen Marshall, buried in
the south aisle, November 23, 1655.
The body of Mr. William Strong, preacher in
the Abbey Church, and buried there July 4,
1654.
These, with some others of lesser note,
both men and women, were thrown together
;

into

one

pit in St.

Margaret's churchyard, near

;

Henry II. and Edward III. But his prinwork was a " Translation of Lucan's Pharsaand a continuation of it. Colonel, or Sir John
Meldrum, a Scotsman, displayed his military prowess in the west, defeated the Earl of Newcastle before Hull, with the assistance of Sir Thomas Fairfax took the strong town of Gainsborough and the
isle of Axholm, conquered the forces of the Lords
Byron and Molyneux, near Ormskirk, and took the

reigns of
cipal
lia,"

the back door of one of .the prebendaries
but
the work was so indecent, and drew such a general odium on the government, that a stop was
put to any farther proceedings.
Among others who were obnoxious to the
ministry, were the people called Quakers, who,
having declared openly against the lawfulness
of making use of carnal weapons, even in selfdefence, had the courage to petition the House
of Lords for a toleration of their religion, and
for a dispensation from taking the oaths, which
;

town and

castle of Scarborough.

p.

Biogr. Britan. ,\ol.

Ludlow's Memoirs, 4to, p. 257.
GranEngland, vol. iii., p. 94, and vol. ii.,
of
"
* Kennet's Chron., p. 536.
265.—-Ed.

iv., p. 517.
grr's History

—
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they held unlawful, not from any disaffection to
the government, or a belief thut they were less
obliged by an alhrmation, but from a persuasion
that all oaths were unlawful
and that swear;

upon the most solemn occasions, was forThe Loids, in
bidden
the New Testament.
a committee, rejected their petition, and, inthe followpassed
relief,
stead of granting them
ing act* May 2, the preamble to which sets forth,
^' That whereas sundry persons have taken up
an opinion that an oath, even before a magistrate, is unlawful, and contrary to the Word
of God. And whereas, under pretence of reli
gious worship, the said persons do assemble in
great numbers in several parts of the kmgdom,
separatmg themselves from the rest of his majesty's subjects, and from the public congregabe
tions, and usual places of Divine worship
it therefore enacted, that if any such persons
after the 24th of March, 1661-2, shall refuse to
take an oath when lawfully tendered, or persuade others to do it, or maintain, in writing or
otherwise, the unlawfulness of taking an oath
or if they shall assemble for religious worship
to the number of five or more, of the age of fifteen, they shall for the first offence forfeit £5
for the second, £10
and for the third shall abjure the realm, or be transported to the plantations
and the justices of peace, at their open
sessions, may hear and finally determine in the
affair."
The act was passed by commission,
ing,

m

;

;

;

;

;

and had a dreadful influence upon that people,
though it was notorious they were far from sedition or disaffection to the government.
G.
Fox, in his address to the king, acquaints his
majesty, that three thousand and sixty-eight of
their iriends had been imprisoned since his majesty's restoration
that their meetings were
daily broken up by men with clubs and arms,
and their friends thrown into the water, and
;

trampled under foot, till the blood gushed out,
which gave rise to their meeting in the open
streets.

AnoLher narrative was printed, sign-

ed by twelve witnesses, which says that more
than four thousand two hundred Quakers were
and of them five hundred were
imprisoned
in and about London and the suburbs, several
of whom were dead in the jails. t But these
were only the beginning of sorrows.
;

*

Some

of the society, getting early intelligence
of this bill, interfered to stop its progress. Edward

Burrough, Kichard Hubberlhorn, and George Whitehead, attended the Parliament to solicit against passing It into an act; and were admitted, but wiihouL
success, to offer their reasons against it, at the bar of
the House. " But political considerations, party animosity, and bigoted, exasperated zeal lor the church
(so called), were the moving causes of action with
the majority. Appeals to their reason and hun'ianity
were vain." It aggravated the injustice and severity
of this act, that it was framed, notwithstanding a
paper, containing the sentiments of the Quakers respecting oaths, had been lately presented to the king
and cotincil by Edward Burrough, entitled " A Just
and Righteous Plea :" which stated their conscientious scruples, e.xpressed in strong terms their loyalty,
and declared, " that it had ever been with them an
established principle, confirmed by a consonant practice, to enter into no plots, combinations, or rebellions against government, nor to seek deliverance
from injustice or oppression by any such means."
GougJis History of the Quakers, vol. i., p. 499, &C.

Ed.
+ Sewel, p. 34G.

"Some

Kennet's Chron..

p.

651.

were put into such noisome prisons, as

Religion, which had been in vogue in the late
times, was now universally discountenanced ;
the name of it was hardly mentioned but with

contempt, in a health or a play. Those who
observed the Sabbath, and scrupled profane
swearing" and drinking healths, were exposed
under the opprobrious names of Puritans, Fanatics, Presbyterians, Republicans, seditious
persons, iStc. The Presbyterian ministers were
everywhere suspended or deprived, for some
unguarded expressions in their sermons or prayers.
Lord Clarendon was at the head of all this
madness, and declared in Parliament " that the
king could distinguish between tenderness of
conscience and pride of conscience
that he
v.as a pnnce of so excellent a nature, and of so
tender a conscience himself, that he had the
;

highest compassion for all errors of that kind,
and would never sufl^er the weak to undergo the
punishment ordained for the wicked."
Such

was

the deep penetration of the chancellor

and such the reward the Presbyterians received
for their past services

!

The profligate manners of the
same time, spread over the whole

court, at the
land, and oc-

casioned such a general licentiousness, that the
king took notice of it in his speech at the end
" I cannot but
of ttiis session of Parliament.
observe," says his majesty, "that the whole
nation seems to be a little corrupted in their excess of living
sure all men spend much more
in their clothes, in their diet, and all other expenses, than they have been used to do
I hope
It has been only the excess of joy after so long
suffering, that has transported us to these other excesses, but let us take heed that the continuance of them does not indeed corrupt our
natures. I do believe I have been faulty myself;
I promise you I will reform, and if you will join
with me in your several capacities, we shall, by
our examples, do more good both in city and
country than any new laws would do." This
was a frank acknowledgment and a good resolution, but it was not in the king's nature to retrench his expenses, or control his vices, for
the public good.*
;

;

were owned not fit for dogs. Some prisons so
crowded that the prisoners had not room to sit down
altogether.
In Cheshire, sixty-eight persons were
thus locked up in a small room. No age or sex found
any commiseration. Men of sixty, seventy, or more
years of age, were, without pity or remorse, subjected
to all the rigqurs of such imprisonments under the
infirmities of a natural decline
many times they
were forced to lie on the cold ground, without being
;

permitted the use of straw, and kept many days
without victuals. No wonder that many grew sick
and died by such barbarous imprisonments as these."

— Gough,

vol.

i.,

p.

538.— Ed.

* 111 the preceding year died, on the 22d of December, aged seventy-two years, Mr. Thomas Lushington, a scholar of eminence, and a favourer of the
sentiments of Socinus; who translated into English
and published, Crellius's Commentary on the Epistle
to the Galatians, and a commentary on that to the
Hebrews from the Latin of the same' author, or some
other Unitarian v^-riter.
He published, among other
works, two sermons on Matt., x.xviii., 13, and Acts,
ii., 1, entitled "The Resurrection rescued
from the
Soldier's Calumnies."
He was reckoned more ingenious than prudent, and was more apt to display
his fancy than to proceed upon solid reason.
At one
time he personated in his sermon a Jewish Pharisee
and persecutor of Christ, descanting on the whole
life of our Saviour in a way suited to draw scorn and

—

:
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Though the revenues of the crown were augmented above double what they had been at any
and though the
time since the Reformation
king had a vast dowry with his queen, whom he
married this spring, yet all was not suflicient to
;

for bedefray the extravagance of the court
sides the king's own expenses, the queen-mother maintained a splendid court of Roman Cath;

olics at

Somerset House, and might have done

so as long as she ha-d lived, if she could have
but her conduct
kept within moderate bounds
"was so imprudent and profuse, that she was
obliged to return to France after three or four
years, where she died in the year 1669. A lady
of such bigotry in religion,* and intrigue in
;

aversion on him and his attendants he then changed
Lis character, and speaking as a disciple of Christ, he
an.svvered the cavils and invectives before thrown out
with such dexterity, that his hearers broke into such
loud and repeated' applauses, as hindered him for a
:

good space from proceeding in his sermon. He was
a native of Sandwich, and matriculated at Broadgate's Hall, in Oxford, when he was seventeen, in
1606-7.
He graduated, as master of arts, in Lincoln
In 1631, Bishop Corbet gave him
College, in 1618.
the prebendal stall of Bemister Secunda in the church
of Salisbury; and afterward bestowed on him the
In the
rectory of Burnham Westgate, in Norfolk.
rebellion he lost his spiritualities, but on the return
of Charles II. was restored to them. He died and
at Sittingbourne, near Milton, in Kent.
Atheii. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 71, 72.— Ed.
In the year 1 661 or soon after the Restoration, died
also Mr. Henry Denne, whom we have mentioned
He began his ministry in the Church of
before.
England, and in 1641 drew great attention by a sermon which he preached at Baldock, in Hertfordshire; in this discourse he freely exposed the sin of
persecution, and inveighed against the pride and covetousness of the clergy, their pluralities and nonresidences, and the corrupt practices of the spiritual
courts.
He was reckoned by one, who had a great
hand in the public affairs of the age, " to be the ablest
man in the kingdom for prayer, expounding, and
preaching." When the government declared their
design to reform religion, Mr. Denne and many others

was buried
Wood's

,

were led to extend their inquiries after religious
truth to points which before they had only taken for
granted and it appearing to him, in his researches,
that the practice of baptizing children was without
any foundation in Scripture, or the writings of the
Christians for the first two ages, he publicly professed himself a Baptist, and was baptized by immerThis exposed him to the
sion at London in 1643.
resentment of those who sat at the helm of ecclesiastical affairs but notwithstanding this, he obtained
Meetmg
the parish of Elsly in Cambridgeshire.
with opposition and persecution, he quitted his Uving
and went into the army, and gained reputation in the
In 1658 he held a public disputation
military line.
concerning infant baptism with Dr. Gunning, in St.
Clement's Church, Temple Bar, in which he is said
to have afforded strong proofs of his abilities and
learning as a good scholar and complete disputant.
Mr. Edwards gives him the character of "a very
affecting preacher." A clergyman put on his grave
this epitaph
" To tell his wisdom, leamino-, goodness, unto men,
I need say no more, but here lies Henry Denne."
;

;

— Croshxfs History of the English

Baptists, vol.

i.,

p.

297, &c.— Ed.
For a much more full and Satisfactory account of this able divine, consult " Brook's
Lives of the Puritans," vol. iii., p. 376, 380.-C.
* It was the grand argument with the Duke of
York, for his adherence to the tenets of popery, that
his mother had, upon her last blessing, commanded
him to be firm and steadfast thereto. —.Reresfty's Memoirs, p. 16.

her alliance to this nation was litthan a judgment from Heaven.
procure more ready money for these extravagances, it was resolved to sell the town
of Dunkirk to the French, for £500,000. The
Lord-chancellor Clarendon was the projector
of this vile bargain,* as appears by the letters
of Count d'Estrades, published since his death,
in one of which his lordship acknowledges that
the thought came from himselff
Several mercenary pamphlets were dispersed to justify this
but the wars with France, in the reigns
sale
of King William and Queen Anne, have sufficiently convinced us that it was a fatal stab to
our trade and commerce insomuch, that even
the queen's last ministry durst not venture to
make a peace with France, till the fortifications
of it were demolished.
But to divert the people's eyes to other objects, it was resolved to go on with the prosecution of state criminals, and with humbling
and crushing the Nonconformists three of the
late king's judges being apprehended in Holland,
by the forward zeal of Sir G. Downing, viz.,,
Colonel Okey, Corbet, and Berkstead, were
brought over to England by permission of the
.States, and executed on the Act of Attainder,
April 19.
They died with the same resolution
and courage as the former had done, declaring
they had no malice against the late king, but apprehended the authority of Parliament sufficient
to justify their conduct.
Before the Parliament rose, the House addressed the king to bring Colonel Lambert and

politics, that
tle less

To

;

:

:

Sir Henry Vane, prisoners in the Tower, to their
and accordingly, June 4, they were arraigned at the King's Bench bar the former for
levying war against the king, and the latter for
compassing his death. Lambert was convicted, but for his submissive behaviour was pardoned as to life, but confined in the Isle of
Guernsey, where he remained a patient prisoner
till his death, which happened about thirty years
trial

;

;

after.

Sir

Henry Vane had such an

interest in

the Convention Parliament, that both Lords

Commons

petitioned for his

life,

which

his

and

maj-

esty promised
and yet, afterward, at the instigation of the present House of Commons, he
;

* Dr. Grey is much displeased with Mr. Neal for
imputing the sale of Dunkirk to Lord Clarendon;
and remarks on it, that "had the Count d'Estrades
declared positively that the Lord Clarendon had no
concern therein, it is probable that his authority
would have been rejected or passed over in silence.
But liOrd Clarendon was a great friend to monarchy and Episcopacy, and therefore Lord Clarendon's
character must at all adventures be run down."
The reader will determine concerning the candour
and fairness of this censure. The passages in which
D'Estrades ascribes this transaction to Lord Clarendon arc to be seen in Rapin, and in Dr. Harris's Life of
Charles II.,vo]. ii., p. 192-198. Dr. Grey, on the other
hand, refers to Kennet and Roger Coke, Esq., as acquitting his lordship from advising the sale of Dunkirk. Bishop Burnet, it may be added, says, on the information of his lordship's son, " that he kept himself
out of that affair entirely." To reconcile the nation
to the sale of Dunkirk, the king promised to lay up
all the money in the Tower, and that it should not be
touched but upon extraordinary occasions. But in
violation of his word and of decency, it was immediately squandered away among the creatures of his
Burnet's History of his
mistress, Barbara Villiers.
Oum Times, vol. i., p. 251.— Ed.
t Rapin, p. €30, 631.

—

—
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was tried and executed.
Sir Harry made a
brave defence, but it was determined to sacrihim to the ghost of the Earl of Strafford
and when his friends would have had him petition for his life, he refused, saying, if the king
had not a greater regard for his word and honour than he had for his life, he might tai<e it.
Nevertheless, Bishop Burnet says,* " He was
naturally a fearful man, and had a head as dark
in the notions of religion
but when he saw his
death was determined, he composed himself to
it with a resolution that surprised all who knew
how little of that was natural to him. He was
beheaded on Tower Hill, June 14, where a new
and very indecent practice was begun it was
observed that the dying speeches of the regicides had left impressions on the hearers that
were not at all to the advantage of the government and strains of a peculiar nature being
expected from him, drummers were placed under the scaffold, who, as soon as he began to
.speak to the public, upon a sign given, struck
up with their drums. But this put him into no
disorder
he desired they might be stopped, for
he knew what was meant by it. Then he went
to his devotion
and as he was taking leave of
those about him, he happened to say something
again with relation to the times, when the
drums struck up a second time so he gave
over, saying, it was a sorry cause that would
not bear the words of a dying man
and died
with so much composedness, that it was generally thought the government lost more than it
gained by his death."
The Oxford historian
says he appeared on the scaffold like an old
Roman, and died without the least symptoms
of concern or trouble.!
But the grand affair that employed the Parliament this spring was the famous Act of Uniformity of Public Prayers, &c., designed for the
enclosure of the Church, and the only door
of admission to all ecclesiastical preferments.
The review of the Common Prayer had been in
convocation three or four months,! and was
brought into Parliament, with their alterations
lice

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and amendments, before Christmas
"was read the

mons January

first

time

in

the

and passed,

;^

the

bill

House of Com-

sundry debates, but by six voices, yeas 186, noes 180 but
met with greater obstacles among the Lords,
who offered several amendments, which occasioned conferences between the two houses.
The Lords would have exempted schoolmasters,
tutors, and those who had the education of
youth and in the disabling clause, would have
included only livings with cure.ll
But the Commons being supported by the court, would abate
nothing,^ nor consent to any provision for such
14,

after

;

;

* Burnet, p. 237, 238.
t See Upham's admirable Life of Sir Henry Vane.
Sylvester's Life of Baxter, part i., p. 75.
Granger's
Biog. Diet., vol. ii., p. 213 ; vol. iii., p. 109.— C.
i Dr. Grey is at a loss to understand how the Act
of Uniformity could come into the Convocation, and
continue there for three or four months for the two
houses never send their bills thither for their perusal and approbation.
He thinks, therefore, that Mr.
jSeal's mistake must be owing to their review of the
:

Common

Prayer Examination, vol. lii. p. 320. Ed.
Rennet's Chron., p. 604.
Ibid., p. 077.
The reason for extending it to schoolmasters
was, we are told, to guard against the influence and
force of e(\aca.iion.— Examination, p. 321.— Ed.
^

ir

|1

as should be ejected.
They would indulge no
latitude in the surplice or cross in baptism, for
fear of establishing a schism, and weakening
the authority of the Church as to her right

of imposing indifferent rites and ceremonies.*
And the court were willing to shut out as many
as they could from the Establishment, to make
a general toleration more necessary.
When the
Lords urged the king's declaration from Breda,
the Commons replied, that it would be strange
to call a schismatical conscience a tender one
;
but suppose this had been meant (say they), his
majesty can be guilty of no breach of promise,
because the declaration had these two limitations, a reference to Parliament, and so far as
was consistent with the peace of the kingdom.
May 8, the result of the conference with the
House of Commons being reported to the Lords,,
the House laid aside their objections and concurred with the Commons, and the hill passed ;
but, as Bishop Burnet observes, with no great
majority.
May 19 it received the royal assent,
and was to take place from the 24th of August
following.
This act being prefixed to the Book
of Common Prayer, and lying open to public
view, I shall only give the reader an abstract of
It is entitled,

it.

"

An Act

for the Uniformity of Public Prayand Administration of Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies, and for establishing
the Forms of making, ordaining and consecrating Bishops, Priests, and Deacons in the
Church of England."
The preamble sets forth, '• That from the first
of Queen Elizabeth, there had been one uniform
order of common service and prayer enjoined
to be used by act of Parliament, which had
been very comfortable to all good people, until
ers,

a great number of the people in divers parts of
the realm, living without knowledge and the due
fear of God, did wilfully and schismatically refiise to come to their parish churches upon Sundays, and other days appointed to be kept as
holydays.
And whereas, by the scandalous
neglect of ministers in using the liturgy during
the late unhappy troubles, many people have
been led into factions and schisms, to the decay
of religion and the hazard of many souls therefore, for preventing the like for time to come,
the king had granted a commission to review the
Book of Common Prayer to those bishops and
divines who met at the Savoy
and afterward
his majesty required the clergy in convocation to
revise it again
which alterations and amendments having been approved by his majesty and
both houses of Parliament, therefore, for settling the peace of the nation, for the honour of
religion, and to the intent that every person
may know the rule to which he is to conform
in public worship, it is enacted by the king's
most excellent majesty, &c.,
" That all and singular ministers shall be
bound to say and use the morning prayer, evening prayer, and all other common prayers, in
such order and form as is mentioned in the
book
and that every parson, vicar, or other
minister whatsoever, shall before the feast of
St. Bartholomew, which shall be in the year of
our Lord 16G2, openly and publicly, before the
congregation assembled for religious worship,
declare his unfeigned assent and consent to the
;

;

;

;

Rennet's Chron.,

p. 679.

—

—
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all things contained and prescribed in the
said book, in these words, and no other
" I, A. B., do declare my unfeigned assent

bishop, and shall read the Thirty-nine Articles of
Religion, with a declaration of his unfeigned assent and consent to the same
and unless, the
and consent to all and everything contained and first time he preaches any lecture or sermon,
prescribed in and by the book entitled 'The he shall openly read the Common Prayer, and
Book of Common Prayer, and Administration declare his assent to it and shall, on the first
of Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies lecture day of every month afterward, before
of the Church, according to the Use of the lecture or sermon, read the Common Prayer
Church of England, together with the Psalter and service, under pain of being disabled to
or Psalms of David, pointed as they are to be preach
and if he preach while so disabled, to
sung or said in Churches ;' and the form and suffer three months' imprisonment for every ofmanner of making, ordaining, and consecrating fence.
" The several laws and statutes formerly
of bishops, priests, and deacons."*
The penalty for neglecting or refusing to make made for uniformity of prayer, &c., shall be in
this declaration is deprivation, ipso facto, of all force for confirming the present Book of Comhis spiritual promotions.
mon Prayer, and shall be applied for punishing
" And it is farther enacted, that every dean, all offences contrary to the said laws, with recanon, and prebendary all masters, heads, fel- lation to the said book, and no other.
" A true printed copy of the said book is to
lows, chaplains, and tutors, in any college, hall,
house of learning, or ho.spital all public pro- be provided in every parish church, chapel, colfessors, readers in either university, and in ev- lege, and hall, at the cost and charge of the
ery college and elsewhere
and all parsons, vic- parishioners or society, before the feast of St.
ars, curales, lecturers
and every schoolmaster Bartholomew, on pain of forfeiting three pounds
keeping any public or private school
and every a month for so long as they shall be unprovided
person instructing youth in any private fami- of it."*
ly, shall, before the feast of St. Bartholomew,
It was certainly unreasonable in the Legisla1662, subscribe the following declaration, viz.
ture to limit the time of subscription to so short
" I, A. B., do declare that it is not lawful, a period, t it being next to impossible that the
upon any pretence whatsoever, to take arms clergy in all parts of the kingdom should read
against the king
and that I do abhor that trai- and examine the alterations within that time.
torous position of taking arms by his authority, The dean and prebendaries of Peterborough deagainst his person, or against those that are clared that they could not obtain copies before
commissioned by him and that I will conform August 17, the Sunday immediately preceding
to the liturgy of the Church of England, as it is the feast of St. Bariholoinew
so that all the
now by law established. And I do hold that iTiembers of that cathedral did not and could
there lies no obligation upon me. or on any oth- not read the service in manner and form as the
er person, from the oath commonly called the act directs, and therefore they were obliged to
solemn League and Covenant, to endeavour any have recourse to the favour of their ordinary to
change or alteration of government, either in
* "The Act of Uniformity and the Corporation
Church or State, and that the same was in itAct," Mr. Gough observes, "did not in themselves
self an unlawful oath, and imposed upon the
materially affect the Quakets, who aspired to no plasubjects of this realm against the known laws
ces of honour or profit, and who testified against
and liberties of this kingdom."
,
preaching for hire, and sought for no more than a
This declaration is to be subscribed by the toleration and protection in their religious and civil
persons above mentioned, before the archbish- rights, to lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godyet the Corporation Act in its
op, bishop, or ordinary of the diocess, on pain liness and honesty
of deprivation, for those who were possessed consequences did affect them, by filling the city and
of livings
and for schoolmasters or tutors, country with persecuting magistrates." History of
Ed.
the Quakers, vol. i., p. 469.
three months' imprisonment for the first oft Dr. Grey argues that this objection is taken off
fence and for every other offence, three months' by a clause e.^empting from the penalties of the act
imprisonment, and the forfeiture of five pounds those who were prevented subscribing within the
to his majesty.
Provided, that after the 25th limited time by some lawful impediment allowed
of March, 1682, the renouncing of the solemn and approved by the ordinary of the place, and complying with its requisition within a month after such
League and Covenant shall be omitted.
and the doctor adds,
" It is farther enacted, that no person shall impediment was removed
of this clause. Dr. Laney, the
be capable of any benefice, or presume to con- that, in pursuance
Bishop of Peterborough, dispensed with the dean
secrate and administer the holy sacrament of
and chapter of that church. He farther alleges a
the Lord's Supper, before he be ordained a priest public advertisement given in London, 6th of Auby Episcopal ordination, on pain of forfeiting gust, 1G62, declaring that the Book of Common
for every offence one hundred pounds.
Prayer was then perfectly and exactly printed, and
" No form or order of common prayer shall books in folio were provided for all churches and
which left a space of eighchapels
in the kingdom
be used in any church, chapel, or other place of
days for conveying them through the country.
public worship, or in either of the universities, teen
But the doctor did not calculate how many of these
than is here prescribed and appointed.
days would be run out before this notice had circu'•None shall be received as lecturers, or be lated through the nation, and had reached the remopermitted to preach, or read any sermon or ter parts and country parishes lying at a distance
leciure in any church or chapel, unless he be from the great post-roads.
Bishop Burnet says,
approved and licensed by the archbishop or " The vast number of copies, being many thousands,
that were to be vvrouglit off for all the parish church* This form of subscription and solemn declara- es of England, made the impression go on so slowly
tion was inserted by the Lords, with whom this Act that there were few books set out to sale when the
Examivation,
day came." Burnet, vol. i., p. 260.
of Uniformity began. Ed.
Ed. vol. i., p. 420-423 and vol. iii., p. 322, 323.— Ed.
t This clause was also mserted by the Lords.

use of

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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however, their
dispense with their default
preferments were then legally forfeited, as apCharles
II., cap.
pears by the act of the 15Ui of
vi., eiiuiled " An Act lor the Relief of such as, by
disabled
Sickness or other Impediments, were
from subscribing the Declaration of the Act of
!Jniformily ;" which says, that those who did
not subscribe wiihin the time limited were utterly disabled, and jpso fac/o depvived, and Iheir
;

benefices void, as if they were naturally dead.
ii this was the case at Peterborough, what
nmst be the condition of the clergy in the more
In fact, there was not one
northern counties?
divine in ten, that lived at any considerable
distance from London, who did peruse it withbut the matter was driven on
in that lime
with so much precipitancy, says Bishop Burnet,* that it seems implied that the clergy
should subscribe implicitly to a book they had
never seen
and this was done by too many,
as by the bishops themselves confessed.
I'he terms of conformity now were,
(1.) lleordination, if they had not been Episcopally ordained before.!
(2.) A declaration of their unfeigned assent
and consent to all and everything prescribed
and contained in " The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of Sacraments, and other
Kites and Ceremonies of the Church of England,
together with the Psalter," and the form and
manner of making, ordaining, and consecrating of bishops, priests, and deacons.
(3.) To take the oath of canonical obedience.
(4.) To abjure the solemn League and Coverant, which many conscientious ministers could
not disentangle themselves from.
(5.) To abjure the lawfulness of taking arms
against the king, or any commissioned by him,

And

;

;

on any pretence whatsoever.
It appears from hence, that the terms of conformity were higher than before the civil wars,
and the Common Prayer Book rnorc exceptionable
for, instead of striking out the Apocry;

phal lessons, more were inserted, as the story
of Bel and the Dragon and some new holydays
u'ere added, as St. Barnabas, and the conversion of St. Paul
a few alterations and new
collects were itiade by the bishops themselves,
but care was taken, says Burnet, t that nothing
should be altered as was moved by the PresThe validity of Presbyterian ordibyterians.
nation was renounced, by which the ministrations of the foreign churches were disowned.
Lecturers and schoolmasters were put upon
the same foot with incumbents as to oaths and
subscriptions.
A new declaration was invented, which none who understood the Constituand to
tion of England could safely subscribe
terrify the clergy into a compliance, no settled
provision was made for those who should be
deprived of their livings, but all were referred
to the royal clemency.*^
A severity, says Bish;

;

;

:

241

op Burnet, neither practised by Queen Elizabeth in enacting the liturgy, nor by Cromwell
in ejecting the Royalists
in both which a fifth
;

of the benefice
ence.

was reserved

for their subsist-

Mr. Rapin has severaf remarks on this act
if we compare it with the king's declaration
from Breda, says he,* it will easily be seen what
care the ministers about the king, who were the
real authors or promoters of this act, had for
his honour and promise; though some, there-

may look upon this act as the great support and bulwark of the Church, others, no less
attached to its interests, will perhaps look upon.
it as her disgrace and scandal.
His second remark is, for the reader to take notice of the
amount of the promises made to the Presbyterians by the king's party, upon the assurance
of which they had so cheerfully laboured for his
restoration, and followed the directions transmitted by his friends. His third remark is, that
by an artifice, the most gross conspiracies were
invented, which had no manner of reality; or
supposing they had, could no ways be charged
on the Presbyterians, who were not to answer
lor the crimes of other sects.
On the other hand, Bishop Kennet says.t
" The world has reason to admire, not only the
wisdom of this act, but even the moderaticm of
it, as being effectually made for ministerial conformity alone, and leaving the people unable to
complain of any imposition. And it would certainly have had the desired and most happy effect, of unity and peace," says his lordship, ''if
the government had been in earnest in the exeMust the blessings of unity and
cution of it."
peace, then, be built on the foundation of persecution, plunder, perfidy, and the wastes of conscience ]
If his majesty's declaration concerning ecclesiastical affairs breathed the spirit of
wisdom
true
and charity, and ought to stand for
a pattern to posterity, whenever they are disposed to heal the breaches of the Church, as
the bishop has elsewhere declared,^ where could
be the wisdom and moderation of this act, which
turned out two thousand ministers into the
world to beg their bread upon such severe
terms'?
And whereas the hishop says the people had no reason to complain of imposition,
was it no hardship to be obliged to go to church,
and join in a form of worship that went against
Does not the act revive
their consciences?
and confirm all the penal laws of Queen Elizabeth and King James, in these words
"Be it
farther enacted, that the several good laws and
statutes of this realm, which have been formerly made, and are now in force for the uniformity
of prayers and administration of the sacraments
wiihin this realm of England and places aforesaid, shall stand in full force and strength to all
fore,

:

Lords, "that such persons as have been put out of
by virtue of the Act of Unilbrmity, may
have such allowances out of their livings for their
Grey's
subsistence as his majesty shall think fit."

their livings

* Page 269.
+ It IS not only an absurdity, but a profane playing with holy things, for a man to profess to be
moved by the Holy Ghost to take upon hiin the oflice of deacon, who is conscious that he is already
And it is another abin a higher and nobler office.
surdity to ordain a man to the office of a deacon,
who is never intended to do the work of a deacon,
serving tables, but the work of a bishop, to teach and
watch over souls. C.
t Page 267.
^ This was done by a proviso, drawn up by the

—

Vol. II.— H h

A

Exavmwtion,

feeble, inefficient
vol. i., p. 423.
proviso, permitting the king to be kind, but leaving
to his option to be unjust and cruel; tantalizing
En.
distress, rather than relieving it.
it

—

* Vol.

The

ii.,

p.

629, folio.

references are, I apprehend, to the bishop's
Complete History. There is a passage correspondent to the first in the Chronicle, p. 712.— Ed.
X Kennet's Chron., p. 246.
t
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intents and purposes whatsoever, and shall be
applied, practised, and be put in use, for the
punishing all offences contrary to Ihe said law."
Surely this must affect the laity! it is more to
be admired, in my opinion, that the clergy of

ter adds, that as far as

he could perceive,

it

was

some designed it should be so.
Next to Bishop Sheldon was Bishop Morley,
a pious man, says Burnet, but extremely passionate, and very obstinate. Morley was thought
England, and all officers, both civil and milita- the honester man, but Sheldon the abler stalesman. To these may be added. Dr. Gunning,
ry, could subscribe a declaration which gave up
the whole Constitution into the hands of an ar- bishop of Ely Henchman, of London Dolbert,
of Rochester
Stern, of York
Dr. Pierce^
for, if the king had abolished
bitrary' prince
by

;

;

;

;

the use of Parliaments, and commanded his subjects to embrace the popish religion, which way
could they have relieved themselves, when they
had sworn that it was not lawful to take up
arms against the king, or any commissioned by
him, on any pretence whatsoever, on pain of
It is hard to reconcile this dochigh treason 1
trine with the revolution of King William and
I shall only add, that many of
Queen Mary.
the most learned and judicious divines of the
Church have wished, for their own sakes, that
the act might he aimended and altered.
Mr. Collyer, a nonjuring clergyman, who suffered for his principles, speaks more like a gentleman and a Christian than the bishop " The
misfortune of the Presbyterians," says he, "cannot be remembered without regret those who
quit their interest are certainly in earnest, and
deserve a charitable construction. Mistakes in
religion are to be tenderly used, and conscience
ought to be pitied when it cannot be relieved."
It is fit the authors and promoters of this
memorable act, which broke the peace of the
Church and established a separation, should
stand upon record. Among these the Earl of
Clarendon deserves the first place, who was
once for moderate measures, but afterward altered his conduct, says Bishop Burnet,- out of
respect to bishops. " The rhetoric and interest
of this great minister," says Collyer.t " might
possibly make an impression upon both houses,
and occasion the passing the Act of Uniformity
the condition it now stands." He entertained the Presbyterians with hopes, while he was
cutting away the ground from under their feet.
Strange that one and the same hand could,
consistently with conscience and honour, draw
up the king's declaration from Breda, and his
late declaration concerning ecclesiastical affairs,
and this severe Act of Uniformity.
Next to Chancellor Hyde was Dr. Sheldon,
bishop of London, and afterward Archbishop of
Canterbury, of whom notice has been already
he was a facetious man, says Burtaken
When the Earl
net,t but of no great religion.
of Manchester told the king he was afraid the
terms of conforii)ity were so hard that many
ministers would not comply, the bishop replied
he was afraid they would, but now we know
their minds, says he, we will make them all
knaves if they conform. And when Dr. Allen
said, " It is pity the door is so strait," he answered, " It is no pity at all if we had thought
so many of them would have conformed, we
:

;

m

!

;

;

would have made

straiter."<J

it

And Mr. Bax-

;

Sparrow, and Barwick, all creatures of the
court, and tools of the prerogative.
But neither the courtiers nor bishops could
have accomplished their designs without tamCare was therepering with the Parliament.
fore taken of the best speakers, and men of influence among the Cominons.
The Parliament
was undoubtedly actuated by a spirit of revenge, says Rapin,* and being of principles directly opposite to the Presbyterians,
its,

;

;

;

;

;

principles

and practices.

A

continual

Page

^

It reflects

270.

Page 88.
t Page 257.
some honour on the name of Bishop
t

Saunderson, that he spoke of this act in a milder
To a worthy clergyman who was with him the
evening after the king passed it, he said " that more
was imposed on ministers than he wished had been."
On passing the act, he sent to Mr. Matthew Sylves-

strain.

ter,

whose

living

was

in his diocess,

and treating him

inter-

course of letters passed between those in the
city and the rest in the countries, how to prowith great

civility, earnestly

pressed him not to quit

and patiently heard him state his difficuland when he found that he could not obviate
them to his satisfaction, he lamented it, and at last
signified a concern that some things were carried so
high in the ecclesiastical settlement which, he said,
should not have been if he could have prevented it.
Calamy's History of His Own Life, vol. ii., p. Ill,
MS. ; and Church and Dissenters Compared, p. 81,
Page 632, &c.
—Ed.
t Page 471
his living,

*

who were

reducing the royal power within certain limthey resolved to put it out of their power
forever to restrain the prerogative, or altar the
government of the Church and the king, being
in continual want of money, was content ta
sacrifice the Presbyterians for a large supply of
the nation's money, especially when he knew
he was serving the cause of popery at the same
time, by making way for a general toleration.
The Presbyterian ministers had only three
months to consider what to do with themselves
and their families. There were several consultations both in city and country to know
each other's sentiments and it happened here,
as it did afterward about taking the oaths to
some, who
King William and Queen Mary
persuaded their brethren to dissent, complied
themselves, and got the others' livings.
It is
not to be supposed they had all the same scraples.
Bishop Kennet says,t that renouncing
the Covenant was the greatest obstacle of conBut his lordship^
formity to the Presbyterians.
for if abjuring the Covenant had
is mistaken
been omitted, they could not have taken the
Some could not in concorporation oath.
science comply with the very form of the hieGreat numbers scrupled the business
rarchy.
of reordination, which implied a renouncing the
validity of their former ministrations. But that
which the Dissenters of all denominations refused, was giving their assent and consent to
all and everything contained in the Book of
Common Prayer. This they apprehended to be
more than was due to any human composure.
Mr. Echard represents them as under great
" Some," says he, " were positive
difficulties
against any compliance, but great numbers
were doubtful and uncertairr, and had great
struggles between the attractions of conscience
and honour, interest and humour. The act
was strictly penned, and pressed hard upon late

for

ties;

;

—

:
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Sometimes the chief
ceed in this nice affair.
of them were for compliance, as I have heen
"
best hands, and then,
by
the
assured," says he,
upon farther consideration, they changed their
minds. They were under considerable tempta-

Locke

calls

them

icorlhy, learned, pious, orthodox

who did not throw themselves out of
Nor were
service, but were forcibly ejected.
they cast out because there was a supply of
ministers to carry on the work of religion, for
divines,

there was room for the employment of more
hands, if they were to be found.
At the reformation from popery by Queen
sides their consciences, they were much en- Elizabeth, there were not above two hundred
besides, they were
couraged by the greatness of their numbers, deprived of their livings
and were made to believe, that if they unani- treated with great mildness, and had some alof
out
their
livings
to
lowances
whereas these
must
come
Church
the
out,
stood
mously
them, since the people would never bear so were teated with the utmost severity, and cast
Providence
supply.
They
entirely
upon
for
a
had
great
they
Besides,
shocking a change.
expectations from several friends at court, and were driven from their houses, from the society
what
was
affectand,
yet
more
them
of
their
friends,
who
gave
particularly the popish party,
great encouragement, not only by a promise of ing, from all their usefulness, though they had
pensions to some, but also by a toleration, and merited much from the king, and laboured inThe former
a suspension of the act itself, which not long defatigably for his restoration.
No doubt but the were men of another faith, and owned a foreign
after was partly made good.
noncompliance of several proceeded purely head of the Church whereas these were of
from a tender conscience, and in that case the same faith with the Established Church, and
It
ought not only to be pitied, but rather applaud- differed only about rites and ceremonies.
Bishop Burnet adds, had been said that greater numbers were ejected than condemned."
Covethe
foot
of
times
upon
the
took
the
late
ed in
that the leaders of the Presbyterian party
nant ;"" but if this were true, it was in a time
great pains to have them all stick together
they said that if great numbers stood out, it was of vi'ar, when the civil and religious differences
more likely to produce new laws in their fa- between the king and Parliament were so intervour so it was thought, says his lordship, that mixed that it was impossible to separate one
many went out in the crowd to keep their friends from the other the whole nation was in confusion, and those who suffered by the Covenant,
company.
It is possible some noblemen, and others who suffered more for their loyalty than their reliwere in the interest of the Presbyterians, might gion for when the war was ended, the Coveadvise them to adhere to each other but it is nant was relaxed, and such as would live peacehardly credible that men of abilities and good ably returned to their vacant cures, or were adsense should throw up their livings, sacrifice mitted to others.
Besides, the ingratitude of the High-churchtheir usefulness, and beggar their families, for
men upon this occasion ought to be taken nothe sake of good company.
Some of the Nonconformists quitted their tice of " Who can answer for the violence
stations in the Church before the 24th of Au- and injustice of actions in a civil warl" says a
" Those sufgust, as Mr. Baxter and others, with an intent divine of the Church of England.
to let all the ministers in England know their ferings were in a time of general calamity, but
Others about London these were ejected not only in a time of peace,
resolution beforehand.*
preached their farewell sermons the Sunday but a time of joy to all the land, and after an
several of which act of oblivion, when all pretended to be reconbefore Bartholomew Day
were afterward collected into a volume, and ciled and made friends, and to whose common
printed with their effigies in the title-page as rejoicings these suffering ministers had contribthe Reverend Dr. Manton, Bates, Jacomb, Cal- uted their earnest prayers and great endeavAnother divine of the same church
amy, Matth. Mead, and others. The like was ours."!
done in several counties of England and such
* Dr. Grey asserts this and there was a laboured
a passionate zeal for the welfare of their people attempt by Dr. Walker to prove that the clergy
ran through their sermons as dissolved their au- ejected or sutTering in the civil wars exceeded
diences into tears.
numbers those whom the Act of Uniformity ejected
At length the fatal St. Bartholomew came, or silenced; and that the sufferings of the iormer
when about two thousand relinquished their surpassed in nature and severity those of the latter.
preferments in the Church, or refused to accept The publication, which endeavoured to establish
these points, was a folio, in small print, entitled " An
of any upon the terms of the Act of Uniformity
Attempt towards recovering an Account of lh« Numan example hardly to be paralleled in the Chris- bers and Sufferings of the Clergy of the Church of
It raised a grievous cry over the
tian world
England, Heads of Colleges, Fellows, Scholars, &c.,
nation, for here were many men much valued, who were sequestered, harassed, &c., in the late
says Bishop Burnet,t and distinguished by their Times of the Grand Rebellion occasioned by the
abilities and zeal, now cast out ignominiously, ninth Chapter (now the second volume) of Dr. Calareduced to great poverty, provoked by such my's Abridgment of the Life of Mr. Ba.xter; together
with an E.xamination of that Chapter." The public
spiteful usage, and cast upon those popular pracwas at first amused with so large a work, but by detices, which both their principles and their cirgrees began to speak freely of it in conversation,
cumstances seemed to justify, of forming separ- where it had the fate of other performances. It reate congregations, and of diverting men from ceived from the press two able repHes; one by Mr.
This begot esteem, and John Withers, a judicious and worthy dissentingthe public worship.
raised compassion, as having a fair appearance minister in Exeter the other by Dr. Calamy, in a
Mr. tract entitled -'The Church and Dissenters Comoi" suffering persecution for conscience.

on one side their livings
and preferments were no small inducement towards their compliance on the oJier side, be-

tions on both sides:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

!

:

;

* Ba.xter's Life, part
t

Page

270, 280.

ii.,

p. 384.

pared as to Persecution." On this subject we would
refer the reader back to Mr. Neal, vol. i., p. 437.—
Ed.
t Coiif Plea for Nonconformity, p. 12, IS.

;
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writes, "I must own, tliat in my judgment,
however, both sides tiave been excessively to
blame; yet, that the severities used by the
Church to the Dissenters are less excusable
than those used by the Dissenters to the Church.
My reason is, that the former were used in times
of peace and a settled government, whereas the
latter were afflicted in a time of tumult and conso that the plunderings and ravagings
fusion
endured hy the church ministers were owing
of
them, at least) to the rudeness of the
(many
soldiers and the chances of war
they were
plundered, not because they were conformists,
;

;

but Cavaliers, and of the king's party.
The allowmg of the sequestered ministers a fifth part
of their livings was a Christian act,* and what,
I confess, I should have been glad to have seen
imitated at the Restoration.
But no mercy was
to be shown to these unhappy sufferers, though
it was impossible on a sudden to fill up the gap
that was made by their removal."
Bishop Burnet says the old clergy, now much
enriched, were despised, but the young clergy
who came from the university did good service.
But, though all the striplings in both universities were employed, a great many poor livings
in the country had no incumbents lor a considerable titne.
The author of The Five Groans
of the Church, a very strict conformist, complains, with great warmth, of above three thousand ministers admitted into the Church, who
were unfit to teach because of their youth of
of
fifteen hundred debauched men ordained
the ordination of many illiterate men
of one
thousand three hundred forty-two factious minand that, of
isters, a little before ordained
twelve thousand church livings, or thereabout,
three thousand or more being impropriate, and
four thousand one hundred sixty-five sinecures,
there was but a poor remainder left for a painful and honest ministry.
Such were the spoils of uniformity
and,
though Mr. Echard says there was more sense
and sound doctrine preached in one twelvemonth after the Presbyterian ministers were
turned out than in nigh twenty years before;
yet another church writer, who knew them better, calls the young clergy '-florid and genteel
preachers, of a more romantic than true majestic and divine style, who tickled and captivated people at first, but did little service to the
souls of men. and in process of time had fewer
admirers and friends than at first." He adds,
that " in the late times they all spake the same
;

;

;

;

!

* Dr. Grey quotes here, from Dr. Fuller (Church
Hist., book xi., p. 230), a long detail of the evasions

on which many of the sequestered clergy were

re-

fifths.
Dr. Walker has also complained,
that scarcely one in ten ever had them without troub" This is a case in which,"
le, and to the full value.
as Dr. Caiamy observes, " it is no easy thing to make
Supposing it to have been paid ever
calculation."
80 indifferently, it was certainly a better provision
than was made by the Act of Uniformity for those
who were ejected and silenced. It afforded the sufferers, to a degree, a legal remedy for their calamities ; and would doubtless, in many instances, be effiDr. Fuller speaks of it as an instance of '-the
cient.
pitiful and pious intentions of Parliament
which,
no doubt, desired to be like the best ol' beings, who
as closely applieth his lenitive as corrosive plasters,
and that his mercy may lake as true eft'ect as his jusBut this matter has been before stated by Mr.
tice."

fused their

;

NeaL,

vol.

i.,

p.

489.— Ed.

things, and carried on the same work, which
was the instruction, conversion, consolation,

and edification of souls not biting one another,
nor grudging at one another.
I never heard,"
says he, "in many hundreds of sermons, diversities of opinions either set up by some or pull;

down by others we heard, indeed, that
some were Independents, others Presbyterians,
ed

;

and others Episcopal, but we heard no such
things from the pulpits.
Some men think that
the preaching of those days was mere fanaticism, blessing the usurpation, railing against
bishops, or deifying Calvin with an infallibility
but Calvin was preached no farther than Christ
spake in him
Non Calviniim sed Christum
;

'

:

praedicabant.' "*
The truth of this observation will appear far-

mentioning the names of some of thoseministers, whose learning and piety were universally acknowledged, and who were capable
ther, by

of preaching and writing as good sense, and to
as good purpose, as most of their successors
as Dr. Gilpin, Bates, Manton, Jacomb, Owen,
Goodwin, Collins, Conant, Grew, Burgess, and
Annesly Mr. Bowles, Baxter, Claikson, Woodbridge, Newcomen, Caiamy, Jackson, Pool, Caryl, Charnock, Gouge, Jenkins, Gale, Corbet,
Cradock, Matth. Mead, Howe, Kentish, Alsop,
;

Vmcent, Gieenhill, S. Clark, Flavel, Phil. Henry, and others of like character, "whom I have
heard

vilified,

and represented according

to the

fancies, passions, or interests of men," says a
learned Conformist " but I dare not but hejust
;

to them, as to eminent professors of the Christian faith, and think that common Christianity

has suffered
paragement.

much by

their silencing and disgreat part of the world is made
Nonconformists are not fit to
be employed in the Church, nor trusted by the
State
but what they are God knows, and the
world may know, if they please to consult their
writings.
They are not, to thein that know
them, what they are reported by them that

A

to believe that the

;

know them not.
make me bewail

I

know them

sufficiently to

their condition, and the vast
thousands of souls by their exclusion, not only in the outskirts, but in the very
heart of England, who are committed in many
parts to them that neither can nor will promote

damage

to

Upon the whole,
I do not pretend that all the ejected
ministers were equally learned, pious,t and deserving, yet, upon a calm and sedate view of
things, I cannot help concluding that, in the
main, they were a body of as eminent confessors for truth and liberty as this or any other
nation has produced.
Many complied with the terms of conformity,
not because they approved them, but for the
sake of their families, or because they were unwilling to be buried in silence, as Bishop Reynolds, Wilkins, Hopkins, Fowler, &c.
Several
young students, who were designed for the pultheir everlasting interests."!

though

* Conformist Plea, part

i., in pref
and p. 53.
Conform. Plea, in pref, part i.
To suppose that more than two thousand men
could be equal in worth and piety, would be to adbut it deserves notice, that
mit an impossibility
Bishop Kennet is so candid as to limit the charge of
scandalous lives and characters, or of a conduct
which was, at least, no credit to the cause for which
they suffered, to some few only.— Grey's Examination, p. 332.— Ed.

+

t

;

,

—

!
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applied themselves to law or physic, or diBishop
verted to some secular employment.
Kennel, in order to extenuate their calamities,*
the
favours
the
point
out
pains
to
taken
has
ejected ministers received from private per"
"
among
friends
found
Some," says he,
sons.!
the nobility and gentry, who relieved their nepit,

some were taken as chaplains into
cessities
good families, or officiated in hospitals, prisons,
some became tutors or
or chapels of ease
some who went beyond sea
schoolmasters
;

;

;

Bishop Burnet says, they cast themselves on
the providence of God and the charity of friends.
The reverend and pious Mr. Thomas Gouge,
late of St. Sepulchre's, was their advocate, who,
with two or three of his brethren, made frequent application to several worthy citizens,
of whom they received considerable sums of
money for some years, till that charity was diverted into another channel but, nevertheless,
" many hundreds of them," according to Mr.

were well received in foreign parts some became eminent physicians and lawyers some
had good estates of their own, and others mar- Baxter,! "with
;

;

ried great fortunes ;" but how does this extenuate the guilt of the Church or Legislature, who
would have deprived them of tiicse retreats if it
had been in their power T The bishop adds,
" Therefore we do ill to charge the Church
with persecution, when the laws were made by
the civil government with a view to the peace
and safety of the State, rather than to any honour or interest of the Church." It seems, there-

load of persecution must lie wliolly
upon the Legislature but had the bishops and
no
hand
in this affair] did they not push
clergy
the civil government upon these extremities,
and not only conc;:r, but prosecute, the penal
laws with unrelenting rigour throughout the
The Church and
greatest part of this reign!
fore, the

;

State are said lo be so incorporated as to make
but one constitution, and tlie penal laws are
shifted from one to the other till they are quite
lost the Church cannot be charged with persenor can the
cution, because it makes no laws
civil government be charged with it, because it
makes them not against conscience, but with a
view to the safety of the State. With such idle
sophisms are men to be amused, when it is to
cover a reproach
Dr. Bates says, " They (the ministers) fell a
sacrifice to the wrath and revenge of the old
clergy, and to the servile compliance of the
young gentry with the court, and their distaste
That this is no rash imof serious religion.!
putation upon the ruling clergy is evident," says
the doctor, " not only from their concurrence
in passing these laws (for actions have a language as convincing as those of words), but
from Dr. Sheldon, their great leader, who expressed his fears to the Earl of Manchester, lest
the Presbyterians should comply. The act was
passed after the king had engaged his faith and
honour, in his declaration from Breda, to preserve liberty of conscience inviolable, which
promise opened the way for his restoration,
and after the Royalists had given public assurance that all former animosities should be laid
aside as rubbish, under the foundation of universal concord."
Sad were the calamities of far the greater part
of these unhappy sutferers, who, with their
;

;

* Rennet's Chron., p. 888, &c.
t Dr. Grey has given this passage of Bishop Kennet at length, which Mr. Neal has here noticed. But
the amount of the bishop's statement, which runs
out into thirty-one particulars, only shows that some
men were more equitable and kind than was the Legislature and that they who suffered under the operation of an iniquitous law, met with relief from the
kind disposals of Divine Providence. Eo.
;

—

i Baxter, p. 101.
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must have

perished, if private collections in London, and divers places in the country, had not been made for their subsistence.*
families,

;

their wives and children,

had

neither house nor bread ;+ the people they left
were not able to relieve them, nor durst they

they had been able, because it would have
been called a maintenance of schism or faction.
Many of the ministers, being afraid to lay down
their ministry after they had been ordained to
to such as would hear them, in
it. preached
fields and private houses, till they were apprehended and cast into jails, where many of them
The people were no less divided:
perished.
some conformed, and others were driven to a
greater distance from the Church, and resolved
to abide by their faithful pastors at all events
tliey murmured at the government, and called
the bishops and conforming clergy cruel persecutors for which, and for their frequenting the
private assemblies of their ministers, they were
lined and imprisoned, till many families left
their native country and settled in the plantaif

:

;

tions."

The Presbyterian ministers, though men of
gravity and far advanced in years, were rallied
in the pulpits under the opprobrious names of
Schismatics and Fanatics they were exposed
in the playhouse and insulted by the mob, insomuch that they were obliged to lay aside their
" Such magishabits and walk in disguise.
trates were put into commission as executed
InfcJrmers were
the penal laws with severity.
encouraged and rewarded. It is impossible,"
says the Conformist Plea for the Nonconformist,
"to relate the number of the sufferings
both of ministers and people the great trials,
with hardships upon their persons, estates, and
families, by uncomfortable separations, dispersions, unsettlements, and removes
disgraces,
reproaches, imprisonments, chargeable journeys, expenses in law, tedious sicknesses, and
incurable diseases ending in death
great disquietments and frights to the wives and families, and their doleful effects upon them.
Their
congregations had enough to do, besides a small
maintenance, to help them out of prisons, or
maintain them there. Though they were as
frugal as possible, they could hardly live some
lived on little more than brown bread and wa;

<5

;

;

;

:

* Kennet's Chron., p. 838, 192.
t Life, part ii., p. 385.
j The observation made, not long before

he died,
by the excellent Mr. Philip Henry, who survived
these times, deserves to be mentioned here. It was,
that " though many of the ejected ministers were
brought very low, had many children, were greatly
harassed by persecution, and their friends generally
poor and unable to support them, yet, in aU his acquaintance, he never knew, nor could remember to
have heard of, any Nonconformist minister in prison
for debt."
P. Henry's Life, p. 74, second edition. Ed.

—

4 Part

iv., p. 40.
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but £8 or £10 a year to maintain a family, so that a piece of flesh has not
come to one of their tables in six weeks' time
their allowance could scarcely afford them bread
and cheese. One went to plough six days and
preached on the Lord's Day. Another Avas
forced to cut tobacco for a livelihood.
Tne
zealous justices of peace knew the calamities
of the ministers, when they issued out warrants
upon some of the hearers, because of the poverty of the preachers. Out of respect to the worth
and modesty of some of them," says my author,* "I forbear their names."
Upon these
foundations, and with these triumphs, was the
present constitution of the Church of England

and educated in University College,
In the year 1623 he was made rector
of Claverton in Somersetshire, but was afterward silenced by his diocesan. Bishop Piers,
for preaching up the morality of the Sabbath,
and imprisoned for two years. He was created
one of the Assembly of Divines. In the year
1648 he was created D D., and had the rich rectory of Pewsey given him by the Earl of Pembroke.
After the king's restoration he kept his
living till the very day the Act of Uniformity
took place, when, having preached his farewell
sermon on Psal. cxxvi., 6, he went home, fell
sick and died, and was buried in his church at
Pewsey, September 8. without the service of
the church, which had just then taken place.*

many had

ter;

setshire,

Oxon.

;

restored. I shall make no farther remarks upon
it, but leave it to the censure of the reader.
Among the Presbyterian divines who died
this jear was Mr. John Ley, I^I.A., born at
"Warwick, February 4, 1583, and educated in
Christ Church, Oxford, where he took the degrees in arts, and was presented to the living

of Great Budworlh in Cheshire. He was afterward prebendary of Chester, and sub dean and
clerk of the Convocation once or twice.
In the
year 1641 he took part with the Parliament,
was one of the Assembly of Divines, chairman
of the committee for examination of ministers,
and president of Sion College. In the year
1645 he succeeded Dr. Hyde in the rich parsonage of Brighlwell, Berks. In 1653 he was
one of the triers, and at length obtained the
rectory of Solyhull, in Warwickshire, but having broken a vein by overstraining himself in
speaking, he resigned his living, and retired to
Sutton Collield, where he died, May 16, 1662,
He was
in the seventy-ninth year of his age.
a very learned person, well read in the fathers
councils,
popular
preacher,
pious
and
a
a
and
devout Christian, and one of the main pillars
(saj's Mr. Woodt) of the Presbyterian cause.
Mr. Henry Jeanes, M.A., was born in Somersetshire about the year 1611, and educated in
New Inn, and afterward in Hart Hall, Oxon,
where he took the degrees in arts, and entered
into holy orders.
He was an admired preacher
in the university, and was quickly preferred to
the rectory of Beercrocomb, and the vicarage
of Kingston in Somersetshire.
In the year
1641 he closed with the Parliament, and became
rector of Chedsoy, near Bridgewater.
Here he
took into his fainily several young persons, and
instructed them in the liberal arts and sciences
he was a most excellent philosopher, a noted
metaphysician, and well versed in polemical divinity.
With all these qualifications (says Mr.
Wood^), he was a contenmer of the world, gen-

He was a Christian of primitive simplicity, and
a Nonconformist of the old stamp, being eminently sincere, charitable, holy, and of a cheerful spirit.
He had a good paternal estate, and
was very hospitable, his house being much frequented by his brethren, by whom he was highly esteemed.!
He died in an advanced age on
the very evening before Bartholomew Day, in a
cheerful and firm expectation of a future happiness.
Mr. Edward Bowles, M.A., born 1613, and
educated in Katherine Hall, Cainbridge, under
Dr. Sibbes and Dr. Brownrigge.
He was first
chaplain to the Earl of Manchester, and upon
the reduction of York to the Parliament, settled
in that city.
He was a wise and prudent man,
having a clear head and a warm heart an excellent scholar, and a useful preacher.
He attended Lord Fairfax when General Monk passed
through Yorkshire, and presented an address to
the general for a free Parliainent.
He was very
zealous and active in promoting the king's restoration, and waited on his majesty with Lord
Fairfax at Breda.
It is credibly reported that
the deanery of York was offered to him, but
not being satisfied with conformity, he was excluded the minster, though he continued preaching at Allhallows, and afierward at St. Martin's,
;

a^tatis fifty-t\vo.

Humphrey Chambers was born

in

Somer-

* Confonnist Plea, part iv., p. 43.
+ Athen. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 190-4.

t Mr.

Loy was a voluminous

II

One

"Want
total

()

writer.

Athen. Oxon.,

vol.'ii., p. 195.

of his most famous pieces is entitled
of Church Government no Warrant for a
C.
fc" upper."

Omission of the Lard's

* Calamy. vol. ii., p. ~54
or Palmer's Nonconf.
Memorial, vol. ii., p. 509.
t Mr. Ash was a member of the Westminster Assembly, and one of the Corn Hill lecturers. His funeral sermons for Whitaker, Ralph Robinson, Gataker. Vines, and the Countess of Manchester are admirable, and his prefaces have been greatly praised,
especially that to Ball's Covenant of Grace.
0.
or Palmer's NonncoformX Calamy, vol. ii..p 1
ists' Memorial, vol. i., p. 85.
;

There are
twenty-nine pieces of his extant.
His best works
are on the Sabbath, and annotations upon the Pentateuch and four evangelists, in the Assembly's annotations.— C.

Emanuel

;

erous, free-hearted, jolly, witty, and facetious.
He wTote many books,|| and died in the city of
Wells a little before the fatal day of St. Bartholomew, and was buried in the cathedral

Dr.

in

Wroxhall, under the protection of Sir John Burgoign
and elsewhere, under the Lord Brook,
in Warwickshire.
Upon the breaking out of
the civil war he becaine chaplain to the Earl of
Manchester, and had a considerable part in theCambridge visitation. After the king's death
he vigorously opposed the new commonwealth,
and declaimed publicly against the Engagement.
He was concerned in all the designsfor bringing in the king, and went with other London
divines to congratulate his majesty at Breda

;

church there,

Simeon Ash was educated

I\Ir.

College, Cambridge.
His first station in the
Church was in Staffordshire, where he contracted an acquaintance with the most eminent Puritans.
He was displaced from his living for refusing to read ihe Book of Sports, and not conforming to the ceremonies. After some time
he got liberty to preach in an exempt church at

—

|

—

;

C
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as he had opportunity.* When the fatal Bartholomew Day approached he grew sick of the
times, and died m the flower of his life, aged
forty-nine, and was buried on the eve of St. Bar-
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ment, had nothing now in view but a toleration,
which the credulous Presbyterians said they hati
strong assurances of before the Act of Uniformity passed into a law
but in this they wera
disappointed, as well as in everything else for
tholomew, 1662.t
[In the preceding year there passed an act which the Independents told them they might
for regulating the press, enacting " that no pri- thank themselves, because their managers had
vate person or persons should print, or cause to protested against including the papists whereas,
be prmted, any book or pamphlet %vhatsoever, the Legislature and the bishops were concerned
unless the same was first lawfully licensed and to prevent any mischief from that quarter, and
authorized to be printed by certain persons ap- to their care the Prr sbyterians should have left
Some observing how much the court and
pointed by the act to license the same: viz., it.*
law-books by the lord-chancellor, or one of the Parliament were set against them, were for rebooks of moving, with their ministers, to Holland; and
chief-justices, or by the chief baron
history, or concerning state affairs, by one of others proposed New-England
but the papists,
the principal secretaries of state on heraldry, at a meeting at the Earl of Bristol's house,
by the earl-marshal and all other books, i. e., agreed to do whatever they could to keep the
to say all novels, romances, and fairy tales, and Nonconformists in England, and buoy them up
all books about philosophy, mathematics, physic, with hopes of a toleration.
The king was a concealed Roman Catholic,
divinity, or love, by the Lord-archbishop of Canterbury, or the Bishop of London for the time and had swarms of that persuasion about his
being."
'-The framers of this carious act," person and court, who had fought for his father
observes Lord Stanhope, "no doubt, supposing in the wars, or been civil to him in his exile;
that these right reverend prelates were, of all their design was to introduce a toleration of
men in the kingdom, most conversant with all their religion, by the royal indulgence, in comthese subjects." This act commenced in June, mon with other Dissenters from the Establish1662, and passed only for two years.
It was ment; and the king was so far in their rneascontinued by an act of the 16th of Charles II., ures, that he declared openly he would give
and by another act of the 17th of the same liberty to all or none. The court was therefore
reign
and in a few months afterward it ex- content that the Act of Uniformity should pass
pired.
We may form some idea of the private in the severest terms, on purpose to make the
instructions given to the licenser, as well as of number of Dissenters more considerable
and
his excessive caution and ignorant zeal, when when this w-as objected, it was replied, the more
we are assured, that on his taking exception to Dissenters the belter, because it will make a
the following lines in Milton's Paradise Lest, toleration more needful, in which the papists
that admirable poem had like to have been sup- will be included.!
The papists had two maxpressed.
ims from which they never departed one was,
to keep themselves united, and promote a gen" As when the sun, new risen.
eral toleration, or a general prosecution.
Looks through the horizontal misty air
The
Shorn of his beams or from behind the moon
other, to divide the Protestants as much as
In dim eclipse, disastrous twihght sheds
possible among themselves.
For this reason,
On half the nations, and with fear of change
the sword was put into the hands of such maPerplexes monarchs."
gistrates as would inflame the differences, and
Stanhope on the Rights of Juries, p. 64, &c. exasperate their spirits one against the other.
Secret History of the Court and Reign of Charles Nor were there wanting some hot-headed young
II., vol. i., p. 441, note
and Dr. Harris's Life clergymen, who ran greedily into the snare,
and became the tools of popery and arbitrary
of Charles 11, vol. ii., p. 263-274.— Ed.]
power, till the Protestant religion was expiring,
and must inevitably have been lost, had it not
been revived almost by mh-acle. With a like
view, the laws against profaneness and immoCHAPTER VII.
rality were relaxed, men's morals were neglectFROM THE ACT OF UNIFORMITY TO THE BANISH- ed, interludes, masquerades, promiscuous
danMENT OF THE EARL OF CLARENDON, IN THE cing, profane swearing, drunkenness,
and a uniYEAR 1067.
versal dissolution of manners, were connived
1662.
at, and the very name of godliness became a
At this time, says Bishop Burnet, the name reproach.
was
changed
into that of ProtestPuritans
of
The Parliament, being made up of a set of
ant Nonconformists, who were subdivided into pensioners and mercenaries, went into all the
Presbyterians, Independents, .\nabaptists, and court measures, and enacted more penal laws
Quakers these being shut out of the Establish- for religion than, it may he, all the Parliaments
put together since the Reformation.
They
* Calamy, vol. ii., p. 779-782 or Palmer's JNonpressed the Act of L'niformity with inflexible
conformists' Memorial, vol. ii., p. 580.
rigour, and enforced it with so many other pe"One
t A MS. of that day has this anecdote.
evening Mr. Bowles visiting Sir Henr>' V"ane, at his nal laws, that under their wing popery grew to
taking leave. Sir Henry followed with a candle in such a height as to threaten the extirpation
At length, many of the
Mr. Bowles de- of the northern heresy.
his hand to the head of the stairs.
Nay, members being dead, and others grown fat with
sired him not to give himself that trouble.
Indeed, the spoils of the public, they would have retrievsir,' says Sir Henr)%
1 will see you down.'
Sir Henry,' says Mr. Bowles, I believe you will see ed their errors, and distinguished between ProtMerrily intending, that if Sir Henry Vane
tts down.'
estant Nonconformists and popish recusants,
might hold the candle, all ordinances, orders, and
forms of worship shoukl go down."
Burnet, vol. i., p. 282.
t Ibid., p. 285.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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was too late
ways and means lo
but

it

and the king having found
subsist without Parliaments,
;

resolved to adhere Ly his standing maxim, to
give ease to all Dissenters or to none.
It is impossible to excuse the clergy from
their share in the troubles ol'this reign.
If the
Convocation ci( 1662, in tiieir review of the liturgy, had made any amendments for the satisfaction of the Presbyterians, tliey would undoubtedly have passed both houses of Parliament,
and healed, in some measure, the divisions of
the Church
but they were actuated by a spirit
of revenge, and not only promoted such laws
as might deprive the Presbyterians of the power of hurting them for the future, but assisted
putting them in execution. None had a greater share in inflaming the minds of the people,
and in sounding the trumpet to persecution.
But here the reader must distinguish between
those zealots who, from resentment, bigotry, or
;

m

themselves to encourage and
promote all the metiiods of oppression and tyranny, and those who, though they complied
with the terms of conformity themselves, were
disposed to an accommodation with the Protestant Nonconformists upon moderate terms.
The bishops were generally of the former
sort
they were old and exasperated, fond of
their persecuting principles, and fearful of everything that tended to relieve the Presbyterians.
They went with zeal into all the slavish
doctrines of the prerogative, and voted with the
court in everything they required.
But even
some of these bishops, who at first were very
zealous to throw the Presbyterians out of the
Church, afterward grew more temperate. Dr.
Laney, bishop of Peterborough, who made a
great bustle in the Savoy Conference, was willing at length to wipe his hands of the dirty
work, and, to use his own expression, could look
through his fingers and suffer a worthy Nonconformist to preach publicly near him for years
together. Bishop Sauiiderson had a roll of JVonconformist ministers under his angry eye, designed for discipline, but when he was near his
end, he ordered the roll to be burned, and said
he would die in peace. And most remarkable
is the passage in the last will and testament of
sinister viev"5 set

;

Dr. Cosins, bishop of Durham, a zealous enemy
of the Presbyterians, and who had met with ill
" I take it to be my
usage in the late times
duty," says he, " and that of all the bishops and
ministers of the Church, to do our utmost endeavour, that at last an end may be put to the
differences of religion, or, at least, that they may
be lessened." Such was the different temper
of this learned prelate in the vigour of life, and
when he came to review things calmly on his
dying bed. To these may be added Bishop
Gauden, Wilkins, Reynolds, and a few others,
who were always moderate, and are said to
carry the wounds of the Church in their hearts
to the grave
but the far greater majority of
the bench, especially those who frequented the
court, were of different principles.
The like may be observed of the inferior clergy, who were divided, a few years after, into
those of the court and the country the former
were of an angry, superstitious spirit, and far
more strenuous for a few indifferent ceremonies than for the peace of the Church, or its
:

;

;

more important

articles

;

their

sermons were

filled with reverence due to their holy mother,,
with the sacred dignity of their own indelible
characters, with the slavish doctrines of jjassive obedience and nunresistance, and with the
most bitter raillery and invectives against th&
routed Presbyterians; they encouraged the enacting severe laws, and carried them into execution as long as their superiors would permit,,
without any regard to mercy or merit
but took
comparatively little or no care, by their doctrine
morals
or example, of the
of the people, which
were shamefully neglected throughout the nation.
The clergy of this character were by far
the more numerous for twenty years after the
Restoration
the tide of church preferments
running in this channel, and their doctrines being the most fashionable.
The country clergy were of a quite different
;

;

they were determined Protestants and
more disposed to a coaliwith papists
among these were the Tillolsons, SUliiiiifjlects, Whir.hcoles, Wtlkins, Cudworths, &c.,
men of the first rank for learning, sobriety, and
virtue; they were the most emin6nt preachers
of the age, whose sermons and writings did
honour to the Church of England, and supported its character in the worst of times.
They
lamented the corruptions and vices of the people,
and stood in the gap against an inundation of
but their numbers were
popery and tyranny
small, because the road to preferment lay another way
and when the High-church clergy
had betrayed the liberties of their country, and
the cause of the Protestant religion into the
hands of the papists, these appeared boldly in
spirit

;

true churchmen, but

tion with Protestant Dissenters than
:

;

;

disarmed their adversaries, and
saved the nation.
When, therefore, we speak of the furious proceedings of the bishops and clergy, it must not
be understood of the whole body, but only of
those who were tools of a corrupt court and
ministry, and who, out of ignorance or other
their defence,

private and personal motives, went blindfold
into all their destructive measures.
Bishop Burnet, in his book against the author
of Parliamentum Pacificum, has the following
" It is well known that
remarkable passage
those who were secretly papists, and disguised
their religion, as the king himself did, animated
the chief men of the Church to carry the points
of uniformity as high as possible, that there
might he many Nonconformists, and great occasion for a toleration, under which popery
for if the king's declaration
might creep in
from Breda had taken place, of two thousand
ministers that were turned out, about seventeen
but the practice of the
hundred had stayed in
papists had too great an influence on the churchmen, whose spirits were too much soured by
their ill usage during the war; nor were they
without success on the Dissenters, who were
secretly encouraged to stand out, and were told
:

;

;

that the king's temper and principles, and th&
consideration of trade, would certainly procure

them a toleration. Thus they tampered with
liberty of conscience was their
both parties
hut when a session of Parliament
profession
came, and the king wanted money, then a new
severe law against the Dissenters was offered
to the angry men of the Church party as the
and this seldom failed to have itSr
price of it
;

;

;

:
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so that they were like the jewels of the
crown, pawned when the king needed money,
but redeemed at the next prorogation."
Tlie same prelate observes in another performance, " that tiie first spirit of severity was
heightened by the practices of the papists.
That many churchmen, who understood not the
principles of human society, and the rules of
the English government, wrote several extravagant treatises about the measures of submission
that the Dissenters were put to great
hardships in many parts of England." But concludes that "he must have the brow of a Jesuit
that can cast this wholly upon the Church of
England, and free the court of it. Upon the
whole matter," says his lordship, " it is evident
that the passions and infirmities of some of the
Church of England being unhap[iily stirred up
by the Dissenters, they were fatally conducted
by the popish party to be the instruments of
doing a great deal of mischief"
But to go on with the history three days
after the Act of Uniformity took place, the
silenced ministers presented a petition to his
majesty for a toleration, by the hands of Dr.
Manton, Dr. Bates, and Mr. Calamy, to this effect
"That having had former experience of
his majesty's clemency and indulgence, some
of the London ministers, who are like to be deprived of all future usefulness by the late Act
of Uniformity, humbly cast themselves at his
majesty's feet, desiring him of his princely wisdom to take some effectual course that they
may be continued in their ministry, to teach his
people obedience to God and his majesty and
they doubt not but, by their dutiful and peaceable behaviour, they shall render themselves
not altogether unworthy of so great a favour."*
The matter being debated next day in council,
his majesty gave his opinion for an indulgence
effect

:

;

:

:

;

if

it

was

feasible.

Others were for conniving

at the more eminent divines, and putting curates into their churches to read the service
till they should die ofTit this was the opinion
of the Earl of Manchester, who urged it with
a great deal of earnestness but Lord Clarendon was for the strict execution of the law
" Surely," says he, " there cannot be too intent
a care in kings and princes to preserve and
maintain all decent forms and ceremonies both
in Church and State, which keeps up the reverence due to religion, as well as the duty and
dignity due to the government and the majesty
of kings. "t Bishop Sheldon was of the same
side, and declared that if the act was suspended, he could not maintain his Episcopal authority
that this would render the Legislature
ridiculous, and be the occasion of endless dis;

;

tractions. ij

England

is

accustomed

to

obey

laws, says he, so that while we stand on that
ground we are safe and, to answer all objections, he undertook to fill the vacant pulpits
more to the people's satisfaction. By such arguments, delivered with great earnestness and
zeal, they prevailed with the council to let the
law take place for the present.
Nevertheless, about four months after, his
majesty published a declaration to all his loving
subjects, by advice of his privy council, dated
;

Kennet's Chron., p. 753.
t Parker's History, p. 29.
i)
Burnet, vol. i., d. 279.

Vol. II.— I

I

t Ibid., p. 730, 742.
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1662, in which, after reciting
those words of his declaration from Breda relating to his giving liberty to tender consciences, and his readiness to consent to an act ot
Parliament for that purpose, his majesty adds,
"As all these things are fresh in our memory,
so are we still firm in the resolution of performing them to the full. But it must not be
wondered at, since that Parliament to which
those promises were made never thought fit to
offer us an act for that purpose, that we, being
so zealous as we are (and by the grace of God
shall ever be) for the maintenance of the true
Protestant religion, should give its establishment the precedency before matters of indulgence to dissenters from it
but that being
done, we are glad to renew to all our subjects
concerned in those promises of indulgence this
assurance. That, as for what concerns the penallies upon those who, living peaceably, do not
conform to the Church of England through scruple or tenderness of misguided conscience, but
modestly, and without scandal, perform their
26,

;

devotions in their own way, we shall make it
our special care, as far as in us lies, without
invading the freedom of Parliament, to incline
their wisdom at the next approaching sessions,,
to concur with us in making some act for that
purpose, as may enable us to exercise with a
more universal satisfaction that power of disj)ensing which we conceive to be inherent in
us
nor can we doubt of their cheerful co-operating with us in a thing wherein we conceive
ourselves so far engaged, both in honour, and
in what we owe to the peace of our dominions,,
which we profess we can never think secure
while there shall be a colour left to disaffected
persons to inflame the minds of so many multitudes upon the score of conscience, with despair
of ever obtaining any effect of our proinises for
their ease."
His majesty then proceeds to obviate the objection of his favouring papists
and, after having avowed to the world the due sense he had
of their having deserved well from his royal father, and from himself, and even from the Protestant religion, in adhering to them with their
lives and fortunes, for the maintenance of their
crown in the religion established, he declares,
that " it is not in his intention to exclude them
from all benefit from such an act of indulgence,
but that they are not to expect an open tolerabut refers the manner to the approaching
tion
sessions of Parliament, which he doubts not
will concur with him in the performance of his
promises." He concludes " with hoping that
all his subjects, with minds happily composed
by his clemency and indulgence (instead of taking up thoughts of deserting their professions,
or transplanting), will apply themselves comfortably, and with redoubled industry, to their
several vocations, in such manner as the private
interest of every one in particular may encourage him to contribute cheerfully to the general
;

;

;

prosperity.

"Given at our court at Whitehall, this 26th
of December, in the fourteenth year of our
reign."
This declaration was thought to be framed at
Somerset House, where the queen-mother kept
her court, without the knowledge of Lord Clarendon or Bishop Sheldon
and, according tO'
;

—

;
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to frustrate or weaken it, the reasons con3. That it will expose your
tinuing the same.
majesty to the restless importunities of every
sect who shall dissent from the Established.
4. That it will increase sectaries,
Church.

Burnet, was the result of a council of papists
at the Earl of Bristol's (who were under an
oath of secrecy), and of the king himself* It
and, though it carries
is modestly expressed
in it a claim of the dispensing power, and of

law

good-will to popery, yet it refers ail to the Parliament. Accordingly, his majesty, in his speech
at the opening the next sessions, February 28,
1663, supported his declaration in the following
words " That tiiough he was, in his nature, an

whicli will

;

:

-enemy to all severity in religion, he would not
have them infer from thence that he meant to
favour popery, tliough several of that profession, who had served him and his father well,
might justly claim a share in that indulgence
he would willingly afford to other Dissenters
not that I intend them to hold any place in the
;

majesty, " for I will
not yield to any, no, not to the bishops themselves, in my zeal for the Protestant religion,
and my liking the Act of Uniformity and yet,
if the Dissenters will behave themselves peaceably and modestly under the government, 1 could
heartily wish I had such a power of indulgence
to use upon all occasions, as might not neediessly force them out of the kingdom, or, staying here, give them cause to conspire against
the peace of it." This was the first open claim
of a dispensing power, which, the reader will
observe, did not propose a law for liberty of
conscience, but that his majesty might have
a legal power of indulgence vested in himself,
which he might use or recall as he thought tit.
This alarmed the House of Commons, who voted the thanks of the House for his majesty's
resolution to maintain the Act of Uniformity
but that it was the opinion of the House that
no indulgence be granted to dissenters from it
and an address was appointed to be drawn up,
and presented to his majesty, with the following reasons
"
have considered," say they, " your majesty's declaration from Breda, and are of opinion that it was not a promise, but a gracious
declaration to comply with the advice of your
Parliament, whereas no such advice has been
given.! They who pretend a right to the supposed promise, put the right into the hands
of their representatives, who have passed the
Act of Uniformity.! If any shall say a right to
the benefit of the declaration still remains, it
tends to dissolve the very bond of government,
.and to suppose a disability in the whole Legislature to make a law contrary to your majesty's
have also considered the nadeclaration.
ture of the indulgence proposed, and are of opin-

government," says his

;

;

:

We

We

will establish schism by a law,
and make the censures of the Church of no con2. That it is unbecoming the wissideration.
dom of Parliament to pass a law in one session
for uniformity, and in another session to pass a

ion,

1.

That

it

* Burnet, vol.

i., p. 282, 283.
ii., p. 634.
i According to this curious mode of reasoning,
the authority of a trust justifies the abuse of it, and
persons etected for the general welfare are not accountable for acting contrary to the interests of their
constituents.
Such a position is just as absurd, to
use the simile of a late writer, as to imagine '• that
physicians, chosen to superintend and cure the sick
in hospitals, have a right to kill their patients if they
Secret History of the Reign of Charles 21.,
please."

t Rapin, vol.

vol.

ii.,

p. 7, note.

— Eb.

weaken the Protestant

profession,

and be troublesome to the government and, in
time, some prevalent sect may contend for an
5.
establishment, which may end in popery.
That it is unprecedented, and may take away
;

6. That
the means of convicting recusants.
the indulgence proposed will not tend to the
peace, but to the disturbance of the kingdom ;
the best way, therefore, to produce a settled
peace, is to press vigorously the Act of Uniformity."
The reader will judge of the force of these
reasons, which, in my opinion, would justify the
however,
severest persecution in the world
the king was convinced with a sum of monej',
and therefore made no other reply, but that he
had been ill understood. The House then addressed him to put the laws in execution against
papists
and a proclamation was issued out for
However,
that purpose, but little regarded.
opposition
to the king and the Roman
this
Catholics l)y Lord Clarendon, and his friends in
the House of Commons, laid the foundation of
his impeachment the next year, and of his ruin
some time after. Bishop Kennet admits that
the king was inclined to a general indulgence,*
" though, whether it was from his good-nature,
or a secret inclination to introduce popery, is
not very decent to determine ;" but both he
and Echard are of opiniont " that the king's
clemency hardened the Dissenters against the
Church whereas, if they had lost all dependance on a court interest, and had found the
king and his ministry intent upon the strict execution of the Act of Uniformity, most of them,"
say they, "would, at this juncture, have conformed." A notorious mistake the contrary to
this being evident to a demonstration throughTlie conformity
out the course of this reign.
of honest men does not depend up the will, but
;

;

;

!

the understanding, and it is very ungenerous
at this distance to impeach men's integrity,
who underwent a long course of the severest
trials to retain

it.

Some of the ejected Presbyterians, who were
men of piety and learning, complied as far as
they could, and made a distinction between lay
conformity and ministerial they practised the
former, and went sometimes to their parish
churches before or after the exercise of their
and this they
ministry in some private houses
did, not for interest or advantage, but, to all
appearance, to express their Catholicism and
:

;

Here was the rise of occabrotherly love.J
sional conformity, practised by Dr. Bates, Mr.
Baxter, and others, to their death ; but this,
instead of being well taken, was the occasion
for Mr.
of bringing some of them into trouble
;

late minister of Aldermanbury, being
at his parish church, December 28, the preacher happened to disappoint tliem ; upon which,

Calamy,

at the importunity of the parishioners, Mr. Calamy went up into the pulpit, and preached a

sermon upon
*

Page

" Eli's

concern

for the

ark of

t Echard, p. 806.

258.

t Baxter's Life, part

ii.,

p. 436.

Coinpi. Hist., p.

—

t
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a subject much upon their thoughts at
but this was so highly resented at
that time
court, that he was sent to Newgate next week
It
for sedition in breaking the king's laws.*
was done in Icrrorem, says my author, but there
was such a clamour among the people, and such
a resort of persons of distinction to visit the
prisoner, that his majesty thought fit to release
him in a few days which not being done by
due course of law, the Commons resented it,
and presented an address that the laws for the
This disfuture might have their free course.
gusted the king, who was willing to assert his
prerogative, and show some favour to the Presbut
byterians, that he might cover the papists
Lord Clarendon, who was their implacable enemy, and at the head of that parly which meditated their ruin, opposed the court measures,
and encouraged his friends in both houses to
abide by the lavvs.t
The following summer [1663] there was a
fresh discourse of liberty for the silenced ministers
and the court was so far in the design
as to encourage them to petition for a general
•toleration, insinuating this to be the only way
of relief, and that the Legislature would go on
to increase their burdens, and lay them in jails
The Independents went up
till they complied.
to court to speak for themselves, but the Pres
byterians refused
upon which Mr. Baxter
says, the Independent brethren thought it owing to them that they missed of their intended
The court being displeased. Lord
liberty. t
Clarendon and his friends took the opportunity
to awaken their resentments, by fathering upon
the Nonconformists some new plots against
There was said to be a conthe government.
spiracy in the north among the Republicans
and Separatists, to restore the Long Parliament, and put Lambert and Ludlow at their
head, though the former was shut up in prison
in a remote island, and the other gone into banishment. There had been some unadvised and
angry conversation among the meaner sort of
people of republican principles, but it was not
pretended that any gentleman of character,
much less that the body of the English Nonconformists, were acquainted with it
however, about twenty were tried and condemned at
York and Leeds, and several executed. Some
very mean persons were indicted at the Old
Bailey for a branch of the same design, as,
Tongue, Phillips, Stubbes, Hind, Sellars, and
Gibbes they were not tried separately, but set
at the bar together, and condemned in the
lump. It was pretended that the fifth-monarchy men. Anabaptists, Independents, and

God

;"

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

some Quakers, vvere consenting to some desperate designs, but the authors were never discovered however, four of these pretended conspirators were executed, who confessed, at
the place of execution, that they had heard
some treasonable expressions in company, but
denied to the last that they were acquainted
with any conspiracy against the king; and
whoever reads their trials will be inclined to
think that it was a design of those who were
at the head of affairs to inflame the populaceij
;

* Calamy, vol. li., p.
t Baxter's Life, part
p.

6.
ii.,

t Rapin, p. 312, 313.
p. 430, 433.

Rennet's Chron p. 840, 841.
305.
Rapin, p. C35.

<^

,

Calamy,

vol.

i.,

!
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against the Nonconformists, in order to bring
on them greater severities.
An act was passed this summer " for the relief of such persons as by sickness, or other
impediments, were disabled from subscribing
the declaration in the Act of Uniformity, and explanation of the said act." The preamble sets
forth, " that divers persons of eminent loyalty,
and known affection to the liturgy of the
Church of England, were out of the kingdom
and others, by reason of sickness, disability of
body, or otherwise, could not subscribe within
the time limited, and were therefore disabled,
and ipso facto deprived of their prebendaries, or
other livings, therefore farther time is given
them to the feast of the Nativity of our Lord
next ensuing or if out of England, forty days
after their return :'"* which shows that the
time limited by the Act of Uniformity was not
sufficient.
The journal of the House of Lords
mentions a clause inserted by their lordships,
explaining the subscription and declaration to
relate only to practice and obedience to the
law, which passed the Upper House, though
several temporal lords protested against it, as
destructive to the Church of England
however, when it came down to the Commons, the
clause was rejected, and the Lords did not think
fit to insist upon its being restored.
While the Parliament were relieving the
Loyalists, they increased the burdens of the
Nonconformists for under colour of the late
pretended plots, they passed an act for suppressing seditious conventicles
the preamble
to which having set forth, that the sectaries,
under pretence of tender consciences, at their
meetings had contrived insurrections, the act
declares the 35th of Queen Elizabeth to be in
full force, which condemns all persons refusing
peremptorily to come to church, after conviction, to banishment, and in case of return, to
death without benefit of clergy.
It enacts farther,t " that if any person above the age of sixteen, after the first of July, 1G64, shall be present at any meeting, under colour or pretence
of any exercise of religion, in other manner
than is allowed by the liturgy or practice of the
;

;

;

;

;

Church of England, where

shall be five or more
persons than the household, shall for the first
offence suffer three months' imprisonment,
upon record made upon oath under the hand
and seal of a justice of peace, or pay a sum not
exceeding five pounds for the second offence
six months' imprisonment, or ten pounds
and
for the third offence the offender to be banished to some of the Ainerican plantations for seven years, excepting New-England and Virginia,
or pay one hundred pounds; and in case they
return, or make their escape, such persons are
to be adjudged felons, and suffer death without
benefit of clergy.
Sheriffs, or justices of peace,
or others commissioned by them, are empowered to dissolve, dissipate, and break up, all unlawful conventicles, and to take into custody
such of their number as they think fit. They
;

;

[

!

*

15 Car.

II.,

cap. vi.

t " Thus it is the declared sense of the Legislature, that the unfeigned assent and consent relates

not only to the use, but to the inward and entire approbation of all and everything as expressed in the
subscription."
Fowler's French Conslitutinn, p. 352,
note.
X 10 Car. II., cap. iv.
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ged them to prison, till Newgate was filled, and
multitudes died by close confinement in the
several jails. The account published about this
Married women taken at con- lime says, there were six hundred of them in
three months.
venticles are to be imprisoned for twelve prison, merely for religion's sake, of whom sevmonths, unless iheir husbands pay forty shil- eral were banished to the plantations. SomeThis act to contin- times the Quakers met and continued silent,
lings for their redemption.
ue in force for three years after the next ses- upon which it was questioned whether such an
assembly was a conventicle for religious exersion of Parliament."
This was a terrible scourge over the laity, cise and when some were tried for it in order
put into the hands of a single justice of the to banishment, they were acquitted of the banpeace, without the verdict of a jury, the oath ishment, and came off" with a fine, which they
of the informer being sufficient. The design of seldom paid, and were, therefore, continued ia
the Parliament (says Rapin) was to drive them prison.* In short, the Quakers about London
to despair, and to force them into real crimes gave such full employment to the informers,
against the government. By virtue of this act, that they had less leisure to attend the meetthe jails in the several counties were quickly ings of other Dissenters.
So great w'as the severity of these times, and
filled with dissenting Protestants, wliile the
papists had the good fortune to be covered un- the arbitrary proceedings of the justices, that
Some of the many were afraid to pray in their families, if
der the wing of the prerogative.
ministers who went to church in sermon time above four of their acquaintance who came only
were disturbed for preaching to a few of their to visit them were present. Some families scruparishioners after the public service was over; pled asking a blessing on their meat, if five
their houses were broke open, and their hear- strangers were at table. In London, where the
warrants were issued houses join, it was thought the law might be
ers taken into custody
out for levying £20 on the minister, £20 upon evaded if the people met in several houses, and
If the heard the minister through a window or hole in
the house, and 5s. upon each hearer.
money was not iinmediately jjaid, there was a the wall but it seems this was overruled, the
seizure of their effects, the goods and wares determination being (as has been observed) in
were taken out of the shops and in the coun- the breast of a single mercenary justice of the
And while conscientious people were
try, cattle were driven away and sold for hiilf peace.
If the seizure did not answer tlie thus oppressed, the common people gave themtheir value.
selves up to drunkenness, profane swearing,
fine, the minister and people were hurried to
prison, and held under close confinement for gaming, lewdness, and all kinds of debauchery,
The trade of an informer which brought down the judgments of Heaven
three or six months.
began to be very gainful, by the encouragement upon the nation.
At every quarter sesThe first general calamity that befell the kingof the spiritual courts.
sions several were fined for not coming to dom was a war with the Dutch, which the
church, and others excommunicated nay, some king entered into this winter by the instigation
have been sentenced to abjure the realm, and of the young French monarch, Louis .XIV., who,
fined in a sum much larger than all they were being grown rich by a long peace, sought for an
opportunity to make new conquests in the Spanworth in the world.
Before the Conventicle Act took place, the ish Flanders for this purpose, he engaged the
laity were courageous,* and exhorted their min- maritime powers in a war, that, by weakening
but each other's hands, they might not be at leisisters to preach till they went to prison
when it came home to themselves, and they ure to assist the Spaniards, whom he intendhad been once in jail, they began to be more ed to attack. The English made complaints of
cautious, and consulted among themselves how the encroachments of the Dutch upon their
to avoid the edge of the law in the best manner trade, and indignities offered to his majesty's
for this purpose their assemblies subjects in India, Africa, and elsewhere
the
they could
were frequently held at midnight, and in the French promoted these misunderstandings, and
most private places and yet. notwithstanding all promised to supply the king with what sums of
till at length war was protheir caution, they were frequently disturbed but money he wanted
claimed, February 22, 1664-5, in the course of
it is remarkable that, under all their hardships,
they never made the least resistance, but went which sundry bloody engagements iiappened at
sea the two nations were drained of their blood
quietly along with the soldiers or officers when
they could not fly from them. The distress of and their treasure, and the Protestant interest
so many families made some confine themselves almost ruined, while the French were little more
within their own houses, some remove to the than spectators. The war continued about two
plantations, and others have recourse to occa- years and a half, and then ended with no mansional conformity, to avoid the penalty for not ner of advantage to either nation.
coming to church but the Independents, Ana[In the year 1663 there was obtained, by the
baptists, and Quakers declined the practice for interest of Mr. Baxter and Mr. Ashurst witb
they said. If persecution was the mark of a false the Lord-chancellor Hyde, a charter for the inchurch, it must be absolutely unlawful to join corporating " A Society or Company for Propwith one that was so notoriously guilty.
agation of the Gospel in New-England, and the
Indeed, the Quakers gloried in their suffer- Parts adjacent in America."
Such a society
ings, and were so resolute as to assemble open- had been formed under the sanction of an act
ly at the BuU-and-Mouth, near Aldersgate,t of Parliament in 1646; and by a collection made
from whence the soldiers and other officers drag- in all the parishes in England, there had been
suffer such conventicles in their houses or
barns are liable to the sanne forfeitures as other

who

The

offenders.

prosecution

is

to be within

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Baxter's Life, part

ii.,

p.

436.

t

Sewel,

p. 445.
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raised a sum sufficient to purchase an estate in
Upon
land of between i;500 and £600 a year.
the restoration of King Charles II. the charter
became void, and Colonel Beddingfield, a Roman Catholic olTicer in the army, of whom a
considerable part of the land was bought, seized
it for his own use
pretending he had sold it
under the value, in hopes of recovering it upon
the king's return. The society being re-established at great trouble and expense, were again
put
possession of the estate by a decree of
Chancery, which the Honourable Mr. Boyle was
very instrumental in obtaining.* He was appointed the first governor of the company.!
On the 4th of June this year died, aged eighty-one, Dr. William Juxon, archbishop of Canterbury, whose elevation to the post of Lordhigh-treasurer of England, and other early pref;

seventeen years of age he was sent to St. John's
College in Cambridge
he continued six years
at the university, where he commenced first
bachelor, then master of arts.
In 1623 died his
father, who had hitherto supplied him according
to his ability; which event left him in such
strait circumstances that he had not above
threepence a day for his maintenance, yet he
so economically managed this small pittance
;

m

his

grammar

some of it for hiring books. He
pursued his studies with diligence, and, not
contenting himself with the ipse dixit of authority, he investigated science freely.
He left the
university well versed in the Hebrew and the
writings of the rabbles, with a knowledge of
Syriac and Chaldee.
During this period his
mind imbibed a strong sense of religion, and he
determined to devote himself to the ministry.
He spent nine j'ears after leaving the university as chaplain in the family of Mr. Brampton
Gurdon, at Assington in Suffolk, improving his
time, and, among other studies, giving his attention to physic.
In 1627 he received Episcopal ordination, but could not be prevailed upon
to accept any promotion until 1633, when the
living of Aughton, in Yorkshire, was given to
him.
But he was removed the very next year
for not using the ceremonies, and for taking
down a crucifix. On this he was received into
the family of Sir Matthew Bointon, in the same
county, and preached frequently at two parishes
in the neighbourhood.
In 1635, accompanying
his patron to London, he was invited to be pastor of the congregation formed in 1616 by Mr.
Henry Jacob this his modesty led him to decline for some time, but, after many prayers
and much consideration, he accepted the invitation, and continued in this post until his death.
Soon after, the sentiments of the Baptists were
embraced by many of this society. This put
him upon studying the controversy and the result was, that after great deliberation, many
prayers, and frequent conferences with pious
and learned friends, he altered his sentiments,
first concerning the mode, and then the subjects, of baptism.
But he maintained the same
temper of friendship and charity towards other
Christians, not only as to conversation, but
church communion.
When he visited the
churches in the north and west of England, he
laboured to promote the spirit of love and union
among them, and was a principal person in setting up and maintaining for some time a meeting of some eminent men of each denomination
in London.
He divided his labours according
to the liberality of his temper.
In the afternoon
of every Lord's Day he was among his own people.
In the morning he usually preached at St.
George's Church, Southwark, and once in the
week at Ely House, and at the Savoy to the
maimed soldiers. The master study of his life
was a new translation of the Bible in this deas to spare

erments, have been mentioned before, vol. i.,
He was born in Chichester, received
p. 326.
learning at Merchant Tailors'

School, became fellow of St. John's College,
Oxford, in 1598, and bachelor of the civil law
in 1603, being about that time a student in
Grey's Inn. >Soon after he entered into holy
orders, and in 1609 was made vicar of St. Giles,
0x101 d.
In 1626 he executed the office of vice•chancellor.
After the death of Charles I. he
retired to his paternal manor of Little Compton,
in Gloucestcrsliire, and devoted himself to liberal studies.
On the Restoration he was advanced, September 4, 1660, to the see of Canterbury.
He was buried with great funeral
pomp in St. John's College, Oxon. He is said
to have acted, at a very critical time, with a
prudence, moderation, and integrity which enmity could not impeach in his arduous office as
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"gained him universal esteem; and even the
haters of prelacy could never hate Juxon."*
Mr. Henry Jessey, an eminent divine among
the Puritans, died also on the 4th of September,
this year.
He was born on the 3d of September, 1601, at West Rowton, near Cleveland in
Yorkshire, where his father was minister.
At

j

I

|

high-treasurer.
He left many monuments of
" The mildness
his munificence and liberality.
of his temper, the gentleness of his manners,
and the integrity of las lilie," says Mr. Granger,

;

*

The Honourable Robert Boyle was

a

man

dis-

tinguished alike tiy birth, genius, and learning, and
that which infinitely surpassed them all, by unfeigned and fervent piety. He could not, therefore, be
content to live to himself He was a son of the Earl
of Cork, and educated at the University of Oxlord,

where, after his travels, he fixed his residence, on account of the disorders of the times. Here he c:ollected around him a select circle of men devoted, like
himself, to science and philosophy.
This society at
first styled themselves "the Philosophical College,"
and from which arose, after the Restoration, " the
Royal Society of London." Mr. Boyle wrote numerous valuable treatises on philosophical, critical, morHis spirit was truly cathal, and religious subjects.
olic and Christian; leading him to esteem as brethren the excellent Nonconlormists of his day and the
pious Conformists. He was largely imbued with the
missionary spirit. To the labours of John Eliot and
his colleagues among the Indians atRoxbury, Massachusetts, he contributed between £300 and £100
At his expense a translation
sterling per annum.
was made of the New Testament into the Ma-

He procured a translation of the New
Testament also into the Turkish language, contributed largely to an edition of the Welsh Bible, and
gave £700 towards an edition of the Irish Bible. He
founded a Lecture in England in defence of the Gospel, against the daring infidels of tlie reign of Charles
II., and, according to Bishop Burnet, who preached
his funeral sermon, he devoted more than £1000 a
year to advance the interests of pure rehgion. He
layan tongue.

dieil

1691.— C.

t Neal's History of

New-England,

;

i

'

;

Granger's History of England, vol. ii., p. 109,
IS-l.
Wood's A then. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 662, 063 and
Richardson, de Praesulibus, p. 162.
»

;
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the assistance of many persons
of note. It was almost completed, when the
great turn given to public affairs at the RestoThe benevolence
ration rendered it abortive.*
of his exertions formed a most distinguishing
He chose a single life,
trait in his character.
that he might be more at liberty for such laBesides his own alms, he was a conbours.
stant solicitor and agent for the poor, and carabout
with him a list and description of the
ried
most peculiar objects of charity which he knew.
Thirty families had all their subsistence from
him. But his charity was not limited to his
own congregation and where he thought it no
charity to give, he would often lend without in-

si^he engaged

;

One of the most remarkable
terest or security.
instances of his charity, which had scarcely a
precedent, was what he showed to the Jews at
Jerusalem, who, by a war between the Swedes
and Poles, which cut off their subsistence from
their rich brethren in other countries, were reduced to great extremities. Mr. Jessey collected for them £300, artd sent with it letters, with
In
a view to their conversion to Christianity.
the year 1650 he hail written a treatise to remove their prejudices, and convince them of the
Messiahship of Jesus, recommended by several
of the Assembly of Divines, and afterward
translated into Hebrew, to be dispersed among
He was exposed to a
the Jews of all nations.
great number of visiters, which occasioned him
study door,
over
his
written
to have it
AMICE, QUISQUIS HUC ADES
AUT AGITO PAUCIS, AUT ABI,
AUT ME LABORANTEM ADJUVA.
;

vol. i., p. 108-113.
The
Life ami Death nf Mr. Jessey, 1671
where are
the letters written to the Jews, remarks on our
translation of the Bible, and rules for a new version.
Ed.] (Toulmin).
The next judgment which befell the natioft
was the most dreadful plague that had been
known within the memory of man. This was
preceded by an unusual drought the meadows
were parched and burned up like the highways,
insomuch that there was no food for the catile,
which occasioned first a murrain among them,
and then a general contagion among the human
species, which increased in the city and suburbs of London until eight or ten thousand died
The richer inhabitants fled intoin a week.*
but the calamities of
the remoter counties
tiiose who stayed behind, and of the poorer
Trade was at a
sort, are not to be expressed.
all commerce between London and
full stand
the country was entirely cut off, lest the infecNay, the
tion should be propagated thereby.
country housekeepers and farmers durst not
entertain their city friends or relations till they
had performed quarantine in the lields or outhouses.
If a stranger passed through the
neighbourhood, they fled from him as an enemy. In London the shops and houses were
quite shut up, and many of them marked with a
red cross, and an inscription over the door.
Grass grew in the
Lord, have mercy upon us
streets
and every night the bellman went his
rounds with a cart, crying. Bring out your dead.
From London the plague spread into the neigh;

;

;

;

!

;

bouring towns and villages, and continued near
three quarters of a year, till it had swept away
almost one hundred thousand of the inhabi-

WHATEVER FRIEND COMES HITHER,
DESPATCH IN BRIEF, OR GO,
OR HELP ME BUSIED TOO.

formists' Memorial,

tants.!

H.

J.

he went long journeys, he laid down
rules to regulate the conversation for his fellow-travellers, which were enforced by small
pecuniary mulcts on the violation of them. He
was meek and humble, and very plain in speech,

When

demeanour. He was so great a
one began to rehearse any
passage, he could go on with it, and name the
book, chapter, and verse, where it might be
The original languages of the Old and
found.
New Testament were as familiar to him as his
mother tongue. He was several times appre-

Some

of the established clergy, with a comzeal, ventured to continue in their
and preach to their parish ioner.s^
throughout the course of the plague, as Dr.
Walker, Dr. Horton, Dr. Meriton, and a few
others ;t but most of them fled, and deserted

mendable
stations,

dress, and

scripturist, that if

hended

at

meetings

for

religious

worship

the Restoration he was ejected from his
living at St. George's, silenced from his minisAbout five or six
try, and committed to prison.
months after his last release, he died full of
peace and joy lamented by persons of different persuasions, several thousands of whom
Crosbj/'s History of the
attended his funeral.

Upon

;

—

Baptists, vol.

i.,

p.

307-321.

Palmer's Noncon-

* In reference to his translation he would often e.x
!"
claim, " Oh that I may see this done before 1 die
the necessity of amending the common
translation, he observed that (as Dr. Hill declared in
a great assembly) Archbishop Bancroft, who was a
supervisor of this work, altered it in fourteen places to
make it speak the prelatical language. Dr. Smith, also,
who was one of the translators of the Bible, and wrote
the preface, who was afterward made Bishop of Gloucester, complained to a minister of that county of
the archbishop's unwarrantable alterations. " But,"
says he, " he is so potent, there is no contradicting
him."— C.

To show

* Dr. Grey has introduced here a full and affecting narrative of the progress of this calamity, and of
the mortality it produced; drawn up by the pen of
Mr. Vincent, one who charitably gave his assistance
at that time, as copied by Dr. Calamy, in his ContinIt was usual for people, as they went
uation, p. 33.
about their business, to drop down in the street. A
bagpiper, who, excessively overcome with liquor,
had fallen down and lay asleep in the street, was
taken up and thrown into a cart, and betimes the

morning carried away with some dead bodies.
At daybreak he awoke, and, rising, began to play a
tune which so surprised those who drove the cart,
and could see nothing distinctly, that in a fright they
betook them to their heels, and would have it they
had taken up the devil in the disguise of a dead man.
Sir John Reresby's Memoirs, p. JO, 11.— Ed.
t De Foe has recorded this awful visitation in a
most graphic volume. C.
Baxter, in another
X Baxter's Life, part iii., p. 2.
place, says, "It is scarcely possible for people that
live in times of health and security to apprehend the

ne.Kt

:

—

—

How

fearful were
dreadfulne.ss of the pestilence!
people, even a hundred miles from London, of anything bought in a draper's shop there, or of any perthey would
son that came to their houses
shut their doors against their friends, and if men met
one another in the fields, how they would avoid each
Baxter says that only three Nonconformist
other."
minister-s died of the plague.— Baiter's Life, part ii.,
!

p.

448.— C.

How

—

;
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time when their assistance
upon this some of the ejected ministers ventured to preach in the vacant
pulpils, imagining that so extraordinary a case
their parishes at a

was most wanted

;

would justify their disregard to the laws. The
ministers who embarked in tliis service were,
the Reverend Mr. Thomas Vincent, Mr. Chester, Mr. Janeway, Mr. 'J'urner, Grimes, FVani<The face of death, and the
Jin, and others.
arrows that fled among the people in darkness
preachers and
at noonday, awakened both
hearers many who were at church one day
were thrown into their graves the next the
cry of great numbers was, " What shall we do
to be saved 1 " A more awful time England had
never seen.
But it will amaze all posterity, that in a time
both of war and pestilence, and when the Nonconformist ministers were hazarding their lives
in the service of the souls of the distressed and
dying citizens of London, that the prime minister and his creatures,* mstead of mourning for
the nation's sins, and meditating a reformation
of manners, should pour out all their vengeance
upon the Nonconformists, in order to make
their condition more insupportable. One would
have thought such a judgment from Heaven, and
such a generous compassion in the ejected ministers, should have softened the hearts of their
most cruel enemies but the Presbyterians must
be crushed, in defiance of the rebukes of ProvBishop Kennel and Mr. Ecliard would
idence.
excuse the ministry, by alleging that some of
the old Oliverian officers were enlisted in the
Dutch service, t which, if true, was nothing to
the body of the Presbyterians, though Lord
Clarendon did what he could to incense the
Parliament, and make them believe they were
in confederacy with the enemies of the government. In his harangue to the House, he says.
:

;

indulgence to heretics, and the vengeance is returned upon their heads.* Bishop Burnet is of
opinion that the Oxford act was rather owing
to the liberty the Nonconformists took in their
sermons to complain of their own hardships,
and to lament the vices of the court, as the

causes of the present calamities. And supposing this to be true, their complaints were not
without reason.

However, the load was to lie on the dissenting ministers, and therefore an act was brought
into the House to banish them from their friends,
which had the royal assent, October 31, 1665.
It was entitled, "An Act to restrain Nonconfoniusts from inhabiting Corporations ;" the preamble to which sets forth, "that divers parsons, and otliers in holy orders, not having subscribed the Act of Uniformity, have taken upon
them to preach in unlawful assemblies, and to
instil the poisonous principles of schism and

rebellion into the hearts of his majesty's sub-

danger of the Church and
kingdom. Be it therefore enacted, that all such
Nonconformist ministers shall take the following oath I, A. B., do swear that it is not lawful, upon any pretence whatsoever, to take arms
against the king;t and that I do abhor that
traitorous position of taking arms by his authority against his person, or against those that are
commissioned by him, in pursuance of such
commissions and that I will not at any time
endeavour any alteration of government either
in Church or State. And all such Nonconformist ministers shall not, after the 24lh of March,
1665, unless in passing the road, come, or be
within five miles of any city, town corporate, or
borough, that sends burgesses to Parliament
or within five miles of any parish, town, or
place, wherein they have since the Act of Oblivion been parson, vicar, or lecturer, &c., or
"Their countenances were more erect, and more where they have preached in any conventicle,
insolent, since the beginning of the war, than on any pretence whatsoever, before they have
before that they were ready, if any misfortune taken and subscribed the aforesaid oath before
had befallen the king's fleet, to have brought the justices of peace at their quarter sessions
the war into our fields and houses. The horrid for the county, in open court upon forfeiture
murderers of our late royal master have been for every such offence of the sum of forty
received into the most sacred councils in Hol- pounds, one third to the king, another third to
land and other infamous persons of our nation the poor, and a third to him that shall sue for
are admitted to a share in the conduct of their it. And it is farther enacted, that such as shall
Too many of refuse the oath aforesaid shall be incapable of
affairs, with liberal pensions.
his majesty's subjects have been enlisted in leaching any public or private schools, or of taTheir friends king any boarderst or tablers to be taught or
their service for a maintenance.
at home made no doubt of doing the business instructed, under pain of forty pounds, to be
themselves, if they could pitch upon a lucky distributed as above. Any two justices of
day to begin the work. If you carefully pro- peace, upon oath made before them of any ofvide for suppressing your enemies at home, you fence committed against this act, are empowerwill find your enemies abroad more inclined to ed to commit the offender to prison for six
Is it possible that such a speech
peace."
months, without bail or mainprize."
could proceed from the lips of a wise and faithThe Earl of Southampton, Lord Wharton,.
ful counsellor, who was to ask for money to Ashley, Dr. Earl, bishop of Salisbury, and othCould the chancellor think
carry on the warl
* Echard, p. 84G.
that the way to conquer abroad was to divide
t A project was fonned of imposing this clause on
and harass the king's subjects at home, in the
whole nation, by requiring this oath of every
He the
midst of the distress of a terrible plague
subject. The point was so near carried, that the bill
confessed, afterward, that he was most averse brought in for the purpose was rejected by three
to this war, and abhorred it from his very soul
voices only.— Secret History of the Reign of Charles
and yet he makes a handle of it to rain down II., vol. il., p. 172, note.— Ed.
+ " This act seemed (it is justly observed) to be
vengeance on the Presbyterians, who had no
concern in it. But it happened to them as in the last step in the climax of intolerance for to deprive
men of the means of subsistence implies more
popish countries when any general calamity
deliberate cruelty, though it does not excite so much
befalls the people, it is imputed to too great an
jects, to the great

:

;

;

-^

;

;

;

!

'

;

:

Baxter's Life, part

iii.,

p. 3.

t Echard, p. 824.

horror as lire and fagots."
Hecret Hi.tiory of the Reign
of Charles II., vol. U., p. 171, note.— Ed.

;
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vehemently opposed this bill, out of compassion to the Nonconformists, and as it enforced an unlawful and unjustifiable oath, which
(as the Earl of Southampton observed) no honbut the madness of the
est, man could take ;
times prevailed against all reason and humani'J'he promoters of the act were, Lordty.*
Archbishop Sheldon,
chancellor Clarendon,
Ward, the new Bishop of Salisbury, and their
creatures, with all that, were secret favourites
of popery, says Bishop Burnet. It was moved
that the word lci;alli/ might be inserted in the
oath, before the word " commissioned ;" and
ers,

that before the

words "endeavoured

to

change

the government," might he inserted the word
unlnu'fully ; but all amendments were rejected ;t however, Bridgeman. chief justice of the
Common Pleas, declaring that the oath must be
so understood, Dr. Bales and about twenty others took it, to avoid the imputation of sedition
but they had such a lecture afterward from the
bench for their scruples, that they repented of
what they had done before they went out of
court.
Mr. Howe, and about twelve in Devonshire, and a few in Dorsetshire, took the oath,
with a def.'laration in what sense and with what
limitations they understood it.t
But the body of the Nonconformist ministers
refused the oath, choosing rather to forsake their
;

habitations, their relations, and friends, and all
visible support, than destroy the peace of their

the barns and out-houses, and sometimes thrust
their swords up to the hilts in the hay and
straw, where they supposed they might lie concealed
they made havoc of their goods, and
terrified the women and children almost out of
These methods of cruelty reduced
their lives.
many ministers, with their families, to the necessity of living upon brown rye bread and water; but few were reduced to public beggary,
says Mr. Baxter,* the providence of God appearing wonderfully for their relief in their
greatest extremities.
And as if the judgments of Heaven upon this
nation were not heavy enough, nor the Legislature sufficiently severe, the bishops must throw
for in the very
their weight into the scale
midst of the plague. July 7, 1065, Arclibishop
Sheldon sent orders to the several bishops of
his province to return the names of all ejected
Nonconformist ministers, with their places of
abode and manner of life; and the rel urns of the
several bishops are still preserved in the Lambeth library.! The design of this inquiry was
to gird the laws closer upon the Dissenters, and
to know by what means they earned their bread ;
and if this tender hearted archbishop could have
had his will, they must have starved, or sought
a livelihood in foreign countries.
This year put an end to the life of Dr. Cornelius Burgess, a divine of the Puritan stamp,}
;

;

* Page 4
t Compl. Hist., vol. iii., p. 279.
" if all the Puritans," says Dr. Grey, " had been
I
of his rebellious stamp, they had certainly been a
wicked crew but there was a great difference in
Puritans, some very good, and some very bad, as is
In his first volume,
justly observed by Mr. Fuller."
also, p. 2C8, the doctor impeaches the character of
words
Echard,
who calls him
in
the
of
divine,
this
;
" the seditious Dr. Burgess; and one of the greatest
boutefeus of the whole party, being the perpetual
trumpeter to the most violent proceedings, a great
instrument in bringing on the miseries of the nation
who died in great want and poverty, tormented and
eaten up by a cancer in his neck and cheek— a fearTo these
ful instance of rebellion and sacrilege."
and other invectives of the Archdeacon Echard
replied ; but the
what they could afford to give. Great num- against Dr. Burgess, Dr. Calamy
reply goes chiefly to show the archdeacon's partialibers were thus buried in obscurity, while othty, by inveighing in this manner against Burgess,
ers, who had neither money nor friends, went when the characters of some on the other side were
were
sent
on preaching as they could, till they
open to similar charges. The fact, which seems to
to prison, thinking it more eligible to perish in bear hard on the name of this divine, is, that though
a jail than to starve out of one ; especially when he declared it " by no means lawful to alienate the
by this means they had some occasional relief bishops' lands from public and pious uses, or to conyet he
from their hearers, and hopes that their wives vert them to any private person's property,"
as to grow rich by the purchase of
and children might be supported after their gained so much Restoration he lost all. This, Dr.
them. After the
death.
Many who lay concealed in distant Calamy thinks, might be allowed a sufficient punplaces from their flecks in the daytime, rode ishment without branding his memory. What inthirty or forty miles to preach to them in the consistency or faults soever might be chargeable on
night, and retired again before daylight. These Dr. Burgess, the interpretation which the archdeahardships tempted some few to conform, says con puts on his death deserves severe censure, as
method gives a parMr. Baxter, contrary to their former judg- "rash and presuming." This
constructicn to events that arise
ments ; but the body of Dissenters remained ticular and invidious
from general laws, and equally befall the righteous
steadfast to tlieir principles, and the Church
and the wicked and it shows how they who use it
gained neither reputation nor numbers. The would direct, if it were in their power, the evils and
informers were very diligent in hunting after calamities of life. It indicates as much a want of
their game, and the soldiers and officers be- candour and generosity as of sound judgment. It
appears from a MS. history drawn up by Dr. Henry
haved with great rudeness and violence.
they missed of the ministers, they went into Sampson, a noted physician, that Dr. Burgess was
deemed a man of solid parts and great learning that
* Baxter, part iii., p. 3.
Burnet, vol. i., p. 329.
no temptations could induce him to return to the Episcopal side; that in the year 1648 he preached a sert Baxter'.s Life, part iii., p. 15.
mon fuller of loyalty than the boldest at that time
X Howe's Life, p. 41.
would dare to express; that he was against imposing
^ Baxter, part in p. 4. Burnet, p. 331.
Baxter's
Life,
the Covenant, and refused to take it till he was suspart
iii.,
15.
p.
II

Those ministers who had some
estate or substance of their own, retired to
some remote and obscure villages, or such little
market-towns as were not corporations, and
more than five miles from the places where they
had preached but in many counties it was diffifor either
cult to find such places of retirement
there were no houses untenanted, or they were
annexed to farms which the ministers were not
capable of using or the people were afraid to
admit the ministers into their houses, lest they
should be suspected as favourers of nonconformity."^
Some took advantage of the ministers' necessities, and raised their rents beyond
consciences.

little

;

;

;

II

;

When

;

,

—

—

—
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educated
Charles

Oxford,

at

He

I.

chaplain to King
by the Higli

and

suffered

proficiency gained an

Greek and Roman

much

;

:

He appeared at the head
to absolute poverty.*
the London divmes, against bringing the king
to his trial, and was esteemed a very learned
and able divine.t He died at his house at
Watford, June, 1605.
have already remembered Dr. Cheynel
among the Oxford professors, a man of great
abilities, and a member of the Assembly of Divines.
He quitted his preferments in the University for refusing to take the Engagement,
ejected from the living of Petworth at
was
and
the Restoration, without having enriched himIt is reported
self by any of his preferments.!
that he was sometimes disordered in his head,
but he was perfectly recovered some years before his death, which happened at his house near
Brighthelmstone, in Sussex, September, 1665.i^
[There died in prison this year, Mr. Samuel
Fisher, a man of great parts and literature, of

•of

We

eminent piety and virtue, who reflected honour
on each denomination of Christians, with which,
through the change of his sentiments, he became successively connected. His father was
a haberdasher of hats, and Mayor of Northampton.
In 1623, at the age of eighteen, he bea student

in

Trinity

College,

knowledge of
and was particu-

accurate

antiquities,

study of rhetoric and poetry.
When he had finished his academic course, he
became chaplain to Sir Arthur Haslerigge. In
1632 he was presented to the vicarage of Lidd,
Here he had
in Kent, a living of £500 a year.
the character of a very powerful preacher, united with humility and affability of carriage.
While in this situation, in consequence of frequent conversation with a Baptist minister, he
was led into an examination of the questions
concerning baptism, which ended in his embracing the opinions of the Baptists, being baptized by immersion, and taking the pastoral
care of a congregation of that people, having
freely resigned his living and returned his diwhich those who differ
ploma to the bishop
from him must applaud as a singular instance
On this he rented
of sincerity and self-denial.
" by which he
a farm and commenced grazier
procured a decent competency, enhanced," says
"
by the consolation of solid conMr. Gough,
tent, and the internal testimony df an approving
heart."
During his connexion with the Baptists, he baptized some hundreds, and was frequently engaged in public disputes in vindication of thefr sentiments, to the number of nine,
in the course of three years, with several noted,
ministers, sometimes in the presence of two
thousand auditors, and once with Dr. Cheynel.
He published also a treatise, entitled "Babybaplism mere Babism," which is represented
as containing the whole slate of the controversy
He was deemed an
as it was then managed.
ornament to the sect, and was one of the chief
In 1665 he emdefenders of their doctrine.
braced the principles of the Quakers, and became an active and laborious minister among
them. He preached at Dunkirk against the
and, in comidolatry of the priests and friars
pany with another friend, travelled on foot over
the Alps to Rome where they testified against
the superstitions of the place, and distributed
some books among the ecclesiastics, and left
After his return, he
it without molestation.
suffered among Protestants the persecution he
escaped among the Romanists. The great part
of the last four years of his life was spent in
prison
and, after two years' confinement in
the White Lion prison in Southwark, he died
" in perfect peace with God
in good esteem
both with his friends and many others, on account of the eminence of his natural parts and
acquired abilities as a scholar, and of his exemplary humility, social virtues, and circumin meekness
spect conversation as a Christian
instructing those who opposed him, and labouring incessantly, by his discourses and by his
writings, to propagate and promote true ChrisWood's Alhen. Oxon.,
tian practice and piety."
Crosby's Histtny of the Baptists,
vol. ii., p. 243.
and Gough's History of the
vol. i., p. 361, &c.
Quaker.'!, vol. i., p. 163; and vol. ii., p. 141.
Ed.] (Toui.min).
The vices of the nation not being sufficiently
punished by pestilence and war, it pleased Almighty God this year to suffer the city of London to be laid in ashes by a dreadful conflagration, which broke out in Pudding Lane behind
the Monument, September 2, 1666, and within

larly given to the

Commission Court but, takmg part with the
Parliament, was chosen one ol the pacific divines, who met at the Jerusalem Chamber, to
he
accommodate differences in the Church
often preached before the House of Commons,
and was one of the Assembly of Divines, but
refused to take the Covenant till he was suspended. He was ejected at the Restoration
from St. Andrew's, in the city of Wells, in Somersetshire, and having laid out all his money in
the purchase of bishops' lands, he was reduced

came
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Oxford,

where he took the degree of master of arts, and
then removed to New Inn. At the University
he distinguished himself, by his application and

;

;

;

;

He was excellently skilled in the liturgical
controversies, and those of church government, and
of all the books of Common Prayer
that were ever printed in England, and bestowed

pended.

was possessed

them upon Oxford

library.

Dr. Culamy's Letter

Mr. Archdeacon Echard, p. 107-111.
* Wood's Alhen. Oxon., vol. ii.,
vol.

ii.,

p.

— En.

p. 235.

to

Calamy,

586; or Palmer's Nonconformists' Me-

morial, vol.

ii.,

p.

384.

author of many small tracts one of his
works is entitled " The Baptismal Regeneration of
His sermons were numerous
Elect Infants." 1629.
tefore the House of Commons. He was also the
author of a treatise " On the Necessity of Reformat

He was

tion, in

;

Doctrine, Discipline, and

Worship

was published anonymously, but Baxter
his.

— Bojclers Lfe, part

ii.,

p.

says

:"
it

this

was

205.— C.

X For he was remarkable throughout his life for
Dr. Johnson
hospitality and contempt of money.
published an account of this extraordinary man, that
appeared first in the Gentleman's Magazine for
March and April, 1775; which, Mr. Palmer remarks,
is a satire both upon Dr. Cheynel and the times. Dr.
Cheynel, this narrative says, •• had an intrepidity
•which was never to be shaken by any danger, and a
spirit of enterprise not to be discouraged by difficulty
which were supported by an unusual degree of bodWhatever he believed he thought himily strength.
self obliged to profess, and what he professed he was
ready to defend." En.
Wood's Athen. Oxon., vol. ii., p. 245. Calamy,
i)
and Palmer's Nonconformists' Mevol. ii., p. 675
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

morial, vol.

ii.,

p.

467.

Vol. II.— K k

three or

four days

consumed

thirteen thou-

t

t

——

—

—

—
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sand two hundred dwelling-houses, eighty-nine he, with thirty other ministers, was driven out
churches, among which was the Cathedral of of the diocess of Bishop Wren's Visitation Armany public structures, schools, ticle and the Book of Sports. Upon the death of
8t. Paul's
Multitudes lost Dr. Stoughton, 1639, he was chosen to Alderlibraries, and stately edifices.
their goods and merchandise, and the greatest manbury, where he soon gained a vast reputaHe was one of the divines who met in
part of their substance, and some few their tion.
lives ;* the king, the Duke of York, and many of the Jerusalem Chamber for accommodating ecihe nobility, were spectators of the desolation, clesiastical matters in the year 1641.
He vyas
but had not the power to stop its progress, till afterward a member of the Assembly at Westat length it ceased almost as wonderfully as it minster, and an active man in all their proceedMoorfields was filled with household ings.
began.
He was one of the most popular preachgoods, and the people were forced to lodge in ers in the city,* and had a great hand in the
huts and tents many families who were last king's restoration, but soon repented having
week in prosperity, were now reduced to beg- done it without a previous treaty. He refused
gary, and obliged to begin the world again. a bishopric, because he could not have it upoa
The authors of this fire were said to be the pa- the terms of the king's declaration and soon
pists, as appears by the inscription upon the after the Bartholomew Act, was imprisoned in
Monument. The Parliament being of this opin- Newgate for preaching an occasional sermon to
ion, petitioned the king to issue out a procla- his parishioners.!
Pie afterward lived pretty
mation, requiring all popish priests and Jesuits much retired till this year, when, being driven
to depart the kingdom within a month, and ap- in a coach through the ruins of the city of Lonpointed a committee who received evidence of don, it so affected him that he went home and
some papists who were seen to throw fire-balls never came out of his chamber more, dying
into houses, 5nd of others who had materials within a month, in the sixty-seventh year of his
;

:

;

but the men were fled,
it in their pockets
and none suffered but one Hubert, a Frenchman, by his own confession.
In this general confusion, the churches being
burned, and many of the parish ministers withdrawn, for want of habitations or places of worship, the Nonconformists resolved again to supply the necessities of the people, depending upon
it, that in such an extremity they should escape
persecution.
Some churches were erected of
boards, which they called tabernacles, and the
Dissenters fitted up large rooms with pulpits,
seats, and galleries, for the reception of all who
would come. Dr. Manton had his rooms full
in Covent Garden
Mr. Thomas Vincent, Mr.
Doolittle, Dr. Turner, Mr. Grimes, Mr. Jenkyns,
Mr. Nathaniel Vincent, Dr. Jacomb, Mr. Watson, had their separate meetings in other plafor

;

;

The

Independents, also, as Dr. Owen, Dr.
Goodwin, Mr. Griffiths, Brooks, Caryl, Baker,
Nye, and others, began the same practice many
citizens frequented the meetings, where the liturgy was not read though the few parish pulpits that remained were filled with very able
preachers, as Dr. Tillotson, Stillingfleet, Patrick, White, Gifford, Whichcote, Morton, Meriton, &c.
But none of these calamities had any
farther influence upon the court prelates, than
that they durst not prosecute the preachers so
severely for the present.
Among the Nonconformist ministers who died
this year were the Rev. Mr. Edward Calamy,
B.D.,<J the ejected minister of Aldermanbury,
born in London, 1600, and bred in Pembroke
Hall, Cambridge he was first chaplain to Dr.
Felton, bishop of Ely, and afterward settled at
ces.

;

;

;

St.

Edmundsbury, from whence,

after ten years.

age.t

Mr. Arthur Jackson, M.A., the ejected miniswas born about the year 1593,
in Cambridge.
He became minister of St. Michael's, Wood-street, in the year
1625, when the pestilence raged in the city,
and continued with his parish throughout the
whole course of the distemper.i^ He was fined
ter of St. Faith's,

and educated*

* His week-day lecture was constantly attended,,
twenty years together, by persons of the greatest
quality, there being seldom so few as twenty coaches.
He was president in meetings of the city ministers, and qualified, by natural and acquired abihties,
to be the leader of the Presbyterians.
He dared to
censure the conduct of Cromwell to his face, and was
never known to be intimidated, where he thought his
duty was concerned of which his grandson gives a
for

;

He was one of the writers
against the liturgy. The title of one of the answers
to him and his brethren is a curious specimen of the
taste and spirit of the times. It was called ".\ Throat
Hapse for the Frogs and Toads that crept abroad
croaking against the Common Prayer Book."
Grangers History of England, vol. ii., p. 184, Octavo,.
remarkable proof*

and note. Ed.
This
t This case has already been alluded to.
confinement made no small noise, Mr. Calamy was
a man so generally beloved and respected. Dr. Wilde
published a copy of verses on the occasion, which
was spread through all parts of the kingdom. And
the passage through Newgate-street was obstructed
by the coaches of those who visited him in his imprisonment. A popish lady, who had been stopped
by them, finding what alarm and disturbance this
proceeding against Mr. Calamy had produced, took
the first opportunity to wait upon the king at Whitehall, and communicate the whole matter to him, expressing her fear that if such steps as these were taken, he would lose the affections of the city, which
might be of very ill consequence. On this remonstrance, and for some other reasons, Mr. Calamy was
in a little time discharged by the express order of
Memoirs of Dr. Edmund Calamy, MS.
his majesty.
C.
i Nonconformists' Memorial, vol. i., p. 73.
>S
Calamy's Abridgment, vol. ii., p. 3 or Palmer's Nonconformists' Memorial, vol. i., p. 104.

worthy of notice that only six lives were
lost.— See Burnet's Own Times, vol. i., p. 321-326.
Hume, vol. vii., p. 415.— C.
t Hubert was a French Huguenot, of Rouen in
Normandy. Though he confessed the fact, yet, according to Echard, he suffered unjustly for he was
" Preaching before General Monk, soon after tlie Restoa sort of lunatic, and had not landed in England till
having occasion to speak of filthy lucre, he said,
two days after the fire, as appeared by the evidence ration,
" Some men will betray three kingdoms for filthy lucre's
of the master of the ship who had him on board.
sake ;" and immediately threw his handkerchief, which he
Grey's Examination, vol. lii., p. 439.
Ed.
usually waved up and down while he was preaching, to*

It is

—

;

;

—

I

Baxter's Life, part

<^

Calamy's Abridgment,

iii.,

wards the general's pew.

p. 19.

vol.

ii.,

p. 4.

-Ed.

Palmer and Granger, ut supra.

—

— ——
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for corre.£500 for refusing to give evidence against Mr. to his relations, contrary to law
Love, and committed prisoner to the Fleet, sponding with Cromwell in his exile;* for adwhere he remained seventeen vveelvs. At the vising and effecting the sale of Dunkirk for
Restoration he was chosen, by the Provincial issuing out quo warravJos to obtain great sums
Assembly of London, to present a Bible to the of money from the corporations for determinHe was after- ing people's title to their lands at the councilking at his public entrance.*
ward one of the commissioners of the Savoy table, and stopping proceedings at law, &c.
place, being The earl had made himself obnoxious at court
took
Act
Uniformity
and when the
old, he retired to a private life, and died with by his magisterial carriage to the king,t and
August was grown very unpopular by his superb and
nonconformity,
great satisfaction in his
magnilicent palace at St. James's, erected in
5, 1665, in the seventy-fourth year of his age.f
Dr. William Spurstow, the ejected minister the time of war and jjestilence, which cost him
of Hackney, was some time master of Katherine £50,0004 Some called it Dunkirk House, as
Hall, Cambridge, but ejected for refusing the being built with his share of the price of that
Engagement. He was one of the authors of fortress and others Holland House, as if he
Smectymnuus, a member of the Assembly of had received money from the king's enemies in
The king's second marriage,
Divines, and afterward one of the commission- time of war.
ers of the Savoy; a man of great learning, hu- which proved barren, was laid to his charge,
and
said
to
contrived
conversabe.
for the advancement
mility, and charity, and of a cheerful
tion
he lived through the sickness-year, but of his grandchildren by the Duchess of York,
who was the earl's daughter. When his majdied the following, in an advanced age.t
This year was memorable for the fall of the esty inclined to part with his queen, and, if posgreat Earl of Clarendon, lord-high-chancellor of sible, to legitimate his addresses to Miss StewEngland, who attended the king in his e.xile, ard, the chancellor got her married privately to
and upon his majesty's restoration was created the Duke of Richmond, without the king's
a peer, and advanced to the high dignity of knowledge, which his majesty was told was to
Chancellor of England. He governed with a secure the succession of the crown to his own
sovereign and absolute sway as prime minister family. This intriguing, together with his high
but, in the year 1603, he opposition to the Roman Catholics, and to all
for about two years
was impeached of high treason by the Earl of who were not of his principles, procured him
Bristol, and, though the impeachment was drop- many enemies, and struck him quite out of the
ped for want of form, his mterest at court de- king's favour. The earl did not think fit to
clined from that time, and, after the Oxford abide the storm, but withdrew to France, leavParliament of 1665, his lordship was out of all ing a paper behind him, in which he denies alcredit.
This summer the king took the seals most every article of his charge ;ij but the Parfrom him, and, on the 13th of November, Sir
Edward Seymour impeached him of high trea* Dr. Grey supposes that Mr. Neal could not but
san at the bar of the House of Peers, in the know that Lord Clarendon had cleared himself from
name of all the commons of England, for sun- this charge to the king's satisfaction during his exile,
dry arbitrary and tyrannical proceedings con- who declared " that he was sorry that he was not in
trary to law, by which he had acquired a great- a condition to do him more justice than to declare
him innocent, which he did, and commanded the
er estate than could be honestly gotten in that
clerk of the council to draw up a full order for his
time for procuring grants of the king's lands justification, which his majesty himself would sign."
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

—Ed.
There was," Mr. Granger observes, " a particular propriety in assigning this office to him, as
he had written a commentary on several parts of the
He was a man of prodigious application at
Bible."
the university he studied fourteen or si.xteen hours a
day, and to the day of his death constantly rose, summer and winter, at three or four o'clock in the mornGranger's History of Englayid, vol. iii., p. 43, ocing.
Ed.
tavo.
t Not long after his coming to London the Clothworker's Company, of which his father anjl uncle
were members and governors, chose him to be their
he preached once eveiy quarter,
chaplain, to
'^

"

;

—

t Burnet, p. 365, 369, 370.
X Mr. Echard says that this palace was built in
the absence of the chancellor, principally at the expense of the Vintners' Company and that, when he
came to see the case of it, he rather submittal than
consented, and with a sigh said, " Tliis house will
.

:

one day be my \mn."^Grci/s Examination, vol. iii.,
The doctor fills two pages here with
p. 352, note.
quoting Lord Clarendon's vindication of himself

Ed.

stated by Mr. Neal
(j The articles of the charge
were, if you credit Dr. Wei wood, the ostensible causes only of the chancellor's fall. The true reason why
whom
he was abandoned to his enemies was, that he secretwhere, also, he sometimes dispensed the communion ly opposed the design of the Parliament to settle
on a turn-up table, which was used at other times such a revenue upon the king during hfe as would
Laud, then Bishop of Lon- place him beyond the necessity of asking more, exfor different purposes.
don, hearing of this, sent for Mr. Jackson, and ex- cept on some extraordinary occasion and he drew
pressed his dislike of it, saying, "I know ifct what the Earl of Southampton into his views, urging that
you young divines think, but, for my own part, 1 he knew the king so well, that if such a revenue
know no other place of residence that God hath on were once settled upon him for life, neither of them
earth but the high altai ;" forgetting the doctrines of two would be of any farther use and there would be
ScripitiTe, and of the homily concerning the bodies no probability of seeing manv more sessions of Parand souls of true Christians as the special temples liament during that reign. This came to the king's
Palmer's Nonconformists' Memorial, vol. i., ears.
Memoirs, p. 109, 110, si.tth edition. Lord
of God.
His works are Annotations on parts of the Cornbury, in a letter to the Dukc of Ormond, prep. 121.
served by Carte, said that his father never stirred as
Bible, in four volumes, quarto —C.
or Palmer's Noncon- long as he saw any probability of being brought to
t Calamy, vol. ii., p. 471
Dr. Spurstow his trial in Parliament, though all his friends performists' Memorial, vol. ii., p. 173.
was chaplain to the regiment commanded by John suaded him to leave the kingdom, fearing that his
Hampden, and attended that pious patriot on his innocence v/ould not protect him against the malice
Forster's Statesmen of the Commonwealth, of his enemies.
deathbed.
When he found that tuere was a
vol. li., p. 373.— C.
design to prorogue the Parliament on purpose to try
;

;

—

;

——

;
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liatnent voted his defencn scandalous, and ordered it to be burned by the hands of the coinmen hangman. December 18, his lordship was

while the others, whom he had persecuted, were
most moderate in his ease, and many of them
It was a great ease that befell good
for him.
men by his fall," says he, " for his way was to

]

>

banished the king's dominions for life by act of
He spent the remaining seven
Parliament.
years of bis life at Rouen in Normandy, among
papists and Presbyterians, whom he would
hardly suffer to live in his own country, and
employed the chief of his time in writing the
History of the Grand Rebellion,* which is in
every one's hands.
The Earl of Clarendon was a Protestant of
Laudean principles in Church and State, and at
the head of all the penal laws against the Nonconformists to this time. Bishop Burnet says,t
" He was a good chancellor,t but a little too
rough that he meddled too rnucb in foreign afthat he
fairs, which he never understood well

'

!

'

;

[

,

;

decoy men into conspiracies, or pretended plots,
and upon those rumours innocent people were
laid in prison, so that no man knew when he
was safe; whereas, since his time, though the
laws have been made more severe, yet men are
more safe."* His lordship was undoubtedly a
person of very considerable abilities, which have
been sufficiently celebrated by his admirers, but
I have not been able to discover any great or
generous exploits for the service of the public ;
and how far his conduct with regard to the Nonconformists was consistent with humanity, religion, or honour, must be left with the reader.

;

had too much levity in his wit, and did not observe the decorum of his post." Mr. Rapin
CHAPTER VIII.
adds,^ " that from him came all the blows aimed
at the Nonconformists since the beginnmg of this
FROM THE B.\NISHIVIENT OF THE E.\RI. OF CLARENHis immoderate passion against Presreign.
DON TO THE king's DECLARATION OF INDULHe
byterianism was this great man's foible.
GENCE IN THE YEAR 1672.
perII

gloried in bis hatred of that people

;

and,

haps, contributed more than any other person

Dissenters (directly contrary to Mr. Baxter)
who observes a remarkable providence of God,
that he wiio had dealt so cruelly by the Nonconformists should be banished by his own friends.
a jury of peers, by which means he might fall
into the hands of the protesting lords, he resolved to
avail himself of an opportunity of going over to CaEd.
Grey's Examination, \ol. hi., ]). 355, 356.
lais.
* He also read over Livy and Tacitus, and almost
all Tully's works; and "was a much greater, per-

him by

—

haps a happier man, alone and in e.xile," says Mr.
Granger, '-than Charles 11. upon his throne." History of England, vol. ill., p. 360, and vol. iv., p. 64,

— Ed.

note.

Page

t

1667.

to

that excess of animosity which subsists against
them at this day among the followers of his
maxims and principles." Mr. Echard says,
" His removal was a great satisfaction to the

33.

Dr. Grey gives Bishop Burnet's character of the
lord-chancellor more at length, and perti.xes another
character of his lordship drawn by the pen of Mr.
Carte, to "obviate (as he expresses himself) the illnatured reflection cast upon him by Mr. Neal, because he adhered to the interest of his king and
country, and would not give up the Church established into the hands of unreasonable fanatics." Ed.
i A domestic incident, related by Bishop Burnet,
is supposed to have fixed and heightened the chancellor's zeal for the constitutional liberties of his
country, in civil matters. On a visit which he paid
to his father, a gentleman of Wiltshire, when he began to grow eminent in his profession, as they were
ivalking one day in a field, his father observed to
him. " that men of his profession did often stretch
law and prerogative to the prejudice of the liberty

them-

of the subject, to recommend and advance
" never sacselves ;" and charged him, that he should
to his own
rifice the laws and liberties of his country
He repeated
interest, or to the will of a prince."
this twice, and immediately fell into a fit of apoplexy,
of which he died in a few hours.— i3urne/'s History

Upon the fall of the Earl of Clarendon, the
the
discourse of a toleration began to revive
king, in his speech to his Parliament, February
" One thing more I hold
10. has this passage
myself obliged to recommend to you at this
present, that is, that you would senously think
of some course to beget a better union and composure in the minds of my Protestant subjects
in matters of religion, whereby they may be induced not only to submit quietly to the government, but also cheerfully give their assistance
Sundry pamphlets were
to the support of it."t
and the Duke of
published upon this head
Buckingham being now prime minister, the Nonconformists about London were connived at,
and people went openly and boldly to their meet;

:

;

ings.

But the House of Commons, who were yet
influenced by the pernicious maxims of the late
chancellor, petitioned the king to issue out his
proclamation for enforcing the laws against
conventicles, and for preserving the peace of
the kingdom against unlawful assemblies of paAccordingly, his
pists and Nonconformists.
majesty issued out his proclamation, that " upon
consideration of the late petition, and upon information that divers persons in several parts
of the realm (abusing his clemency, even while
it was under consideration to find out a way for
the better union of his Protestant subjects)
have, of late, frequently and openly, in great
numbers, and to the great disturbance of the
peace, held unlawful assemblies and conventicles, hi# majesty declares that he will not suffer
such notorious contempt of the laws to go unpunished, but requires, charges, and commands
officers to be circumspect and vigilant in
their several jurisdictions, to enforce and put
all

the laws in execution against unlawful conventicles, commanding them to take particular care
to preserve the peace."
Clarendon was banished in 1607, and observes
The sufferings of the Dissenters began to exhimself, that his " affairs 7rever prospered after the Oxcite compassion in the minds of the people, inford Act" No one should read his history without
that their numbers visibly increased,
somuch
Nonthe
of
that he was the arch-enemy

of

his Own Times, vol. i., p. 231.
^ Vol. if. p. 050, folio edition.
II

remembering
conformiste, and that

his works afford about as faithful a picture of those good men. as Bonner would

* Baxter, part

have drawn of the Reformers.— C.

t

in., p.

20, 21.

Calamy's Abridgment,

vol.

p. 316.

—

—

;;
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partly through the indulgence of the court, and
the want of churches since the lire in London,
and partly through the poverty of the common
people, who, having little to lose, ventured to go
publicly to meetings in defiance of the laws.

indolence of the established clergy, and the
diligence of the Nonconformist ministers, contributed very much to the increase of NonconBishop Burnet says,* " The king was
formists.
highly offended at the behaviour of most of

The

j

Archbishop Sheldon and Morley,
the bishops
kept close by Lord Clarendon, the great
power, lost the king's fapersecuting
patron of
vour the former never recovered it, and the
latter was sent from court into his diocess.
When complaint was made of some disorders
and conventicles, the king said the clergi/ were
chiefly to blame
for if they had lived wel!,+ and
gone about their parishes, and taken pains to
convince the Nonconformists, the nation might
have been well settled but they thought of nothing but to get good benefices, and keep a good
table."
In another conversation with the bishop, about the ill state of the Church,! his majesty said, " If the clergy had done their parts,
it bad been easy to run down the Nonconformists, but they will do nothing," says the king,
" and will have me do everything
and 7nosC of
;

who

;

;

;

;

ihem do worse than if Ihcij did nothing. I have a
very honest chaplain," says he, " to whom I have
given a living in Suffolk, but he is a very great
blockhead, and yet has brought all his parish to
church I cannot imagine what he could say to
them, for he is a very silly fellow but he has
been about from house to house, and I suppose
and in
his nonsense has suited their nonsense
reward of his diligence I have given him a bishopric in Ireland."
About this time Ralph Wallis, a cobbler of Gloucester, published an account of a great number of scandalous Conform;

;

;

ist ministers, and enumerated their scandals,
to the great displeasure of the clergy ; and I
fear, says Mr. Baxter,iJ to the temptation of

many Nonconformists, who might

be glad of
anything to humble the Prelatists.
The learned Dr. Lazarus Seaman, the ejected mmister of Allhallows, Bread-street, died
this year, of whom we have given some account
among the Cambridge professors he was educated in Emanuel College, and by his indefatigable industry rose to high reputation in the
learned world for liis exact acquaintance with
the Oriental languages
he was an able divine,
an active member of the Assembly at Westminster, and was taken notice of by King Charles I.
at the treaty of the Isle of Wight, for his singular abilities m the debates about church government.
He was also master of Peter House,
Cambridge, but lost all at the Restoration
he
underwent strong pains with admirable patience,
and at length died in peace in the month of
September, 1667.11
;

;

II

;

* Vol. i., p. 371, 379.
t The very charge of the Nonconformists
granted and confessed
C.
!

%
II

Page 380.
Calamy, vol.

—

^ Life, part
ii.,

p.

formists' Memorial, vol.

^ He

is

iii.,

here

p. 23.

17; and Palmer's Nonconii.,

p. 70.

a very valuable library, which yielded
first sold by auction in England.
Ed. The catalogue of this library is preserved in
the Library and Museum of the Baptist College,
Bristol, England.— C.
left
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Mr. George Hughes, B.D., the ejected minister of Plymouth, born in Southwark,* and educated in Corpus Christi College, in Cambridge.
He was called to a lecture in London, but was
silenced for nonconformity by Archbishop Laud.
After some time he went to Tavistock, and, last
of all, settled at Plymouth, having institution
and induction from Dr. Brownrigge, bishop of
Exeter, in the year 1644.
Here he continued
till the year
1662, whence he was ejected a
week before the Act of Uniformity took place.
He was afterward imprisoned in St. Nicholas
Island, where he contracted an incurable scurvy
and dropsy, which at length put an end to his
life.
He was well read in the fathers, an acute
disputant, a most faithful pastor to a large flock
under his care, and a most holy, pious, and exemplary Christian. Pie had the greatest interest and influence of any minister in the west
country, and refused a rich bishopric at the
Restoration.
He was both charitable and hospitable when it was in his power, and died at
length in a most heavenly manner, in the month
of July, 1667. and in the sixty-fourth year of
his age.t
The Reverend Mr. John Howe, liis
son-in-law, composed a Latin epitaph for him,

which is inscribed on his tomb.i:
The kingdom was at this time full of factions
and discontents, arising from the late calamities
of fire and plague, as well as the burden of the
Dutch war trade was at a stand, and great
numbers of his majesty's subjects were both
dispirited and impoverished by the penal laws
but that which struck all considerate men with
a panic, was the danger of the Protestant interest, and the liberties of Europe, from the formidable progress of the French armies, which this
very summer overrun the Spanish Flanders, and
took the strong towns of Charleroy, Bergues,
Ath, Douay, Tournay, Audenard, Lisle, Courtray, Furnes, &c., which, with their dependances, were yielded in full sovereignty to France
;

by the treaty of Aixla-Chapelle. The English
court seemed unconcerned at the French conquests, till they were awakened by the clamours
of the whole nation upon this. Sir William Tem;

ple

was

sent into Holland,

who

in

a few

weeks

concluded a triple alliance between England.
Holland, and Sweden, which strengthened the
Protestant interest while it subsisted
but the
French mistresses and money could dissolve
;

the strongest bonds.
In this critical situation of affairs abroad,
some attempts were made to quiet the minds
of his majesty's Protestant subjects at home,
for men began to think it high time for Protestants to put a stop to the pulling down their
neighbours' houses, when the common enemy
was threatening the destruction of them all
therefore. Lord-keeper Bridgman, Lord-chiefjustice Hales, Bishop Wilkins, Reynolds, Dr.
Burton, Tillotson, Stillingfleet, and others, set
on foot a comprehension of such as could be
brought into the Church by some abatements.
* In 1603, when his mother, who had never had a
child before, though she was now married to her
fourth husband, was fifty-two years of age.
She lived to her ninety-si.xth year. Ed.
t The slanders of Wood against this e.xcellent
minister are amply refuted by Dr. Calamy {Acco-unt,
p.

228-23 1).—C.

t Calamy, vol. ii., p. 222 ; or Palmer's
formists' Memorial, vol. i., p. 387.

Noncon-

;
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and a toleration for the rest. But the project
was blasted by tbe court bishops, and Lord
Clarendon's friends, who took the alarm, and
raised a mighty outcry of the danger of the
Church.* Nobody (say they) knows where the
demands of the Presbyterians will end the
cause of tlie hierarchy will be given up, if any
of those points are yielded which have been so
much contested besides, it is unworthy of the
Church to court or even treat with her enemies,
when there is so little reason to apprehend that
we should gain any considerable numbers thereby.
But to this it was replied, that the prodigious increase of popery and infidelity was a
;

;

of Providence, to attempt everything
that could be done without sin for healing our
loud

call

divisions.
That though the Nonconformists
could not legally meet together to bring in their
concessions in the name of the body, it was
well enough known what they scrupled, and
what would bring most of them into the Church.
That a compliance in some lesser matters of
indifference would be no reproach, but an honour to the Church, how superior soever she
might be in argument or power.t
The proposals were drawn up by Bishop Wilkins and Dr. Burton, and communicated by the
lord-keeper to Dr. Bates, Manton, and Baxter,
and by them to their brethren, under the following particulars
1. That such ministers who in the late times
had been ordained only by presbyters, should
have the imposition of the hands of a bishop,
with this form of words " Take thou authority
to preach the Word of God, and administer the
sacraments in any congregation of the Church
of England, when thou shalt be lawfully appointed thereunto."
2. That instead of all former subscriptions,
after the oaths of allegiance and supremacy,
they subscribe the following declaration I, A.
B., do hereby profess and declare that I approve
the doctrine, worship, and government established in the Church of England, as containmg
all things necessary to salvation
and that I
will not endeavour, by myself or any other, directly or indirectly, to bring in any doctrine
contrary to that which is so established. And
I do hereby promise that I will continue in the
communion of the Church of England, and will
not do anything to disturb the peace thereof
3. That the gesture of kneeling at the sacrament, the cross in baptism, and bowing at the
name of Jesus, be left indifferent, or taken away.
4. That if the liturgy and canons be altered
in favour of Dissenters, then every preacher,
upon his institution, shall declare his assent to
the lawfulness of the use of it, and promise that
it shall be constantly used at the time and place
accustomed.
Tbe alterations proposed to be made in the
liturgy were these
To read the Psalms in the new translation.
To appoint lessons out of the canonical Scripture instead of the Apocrypha.
Not to enjoin godfathers and godmothers,
when either of the parents are ready to answer
for the child m baptism.
To omit that expression in the prayer, " By spiritual regeneration."
To change the question, " Wilt thou be bap:

:

;

:

* Burnet, vol. i., p. S80, &c.
t Baxter's Life, part iii., p. 25.

tized?" into, "Wilt thou have this child baptized?" To omit those words in the thanks"To regenerate this infant by the Holy
.Spirit, and to receive him for thy child by adoption." And the first rubric after baptism, "It
is certain by God's Word," &c.
In the exhortation alter baptism, instead of, "Regenerate
and grafted into the body," to say, " Received
giving,

into the Church of Christ."
No part of the
office of baptism to be repeated in public when
the child has been lawfully baptized in private.
To omit this passage in the office of confirm" After the example of thy holy apostles,
ation
and to certify them by this sign of thy favour
and gracious goodness towards them." And
instead of, " Vouchsafe to regenerate," read,
" Vouchsafe to receive into thy Church by baptism."
To omit the expressions in matrimony,
"With my body I thee worship;" and that in
the Collect, " Thou hast consecrated," &,c.
In the visitation of the sick, ministers to be
allowed to make use of such prayers as they
judge expedient.*
In the burial of the dead, instead of, " Forasmuch as it has pleased Almighty God, of his
great mercy, to take unto himself," &c., read,
" Forasmuch as it hath pleased Almighty God
to take out of this world the soul," &c.
Instead of, " In sure and certain hope," to read,
" In a full assurance of the resurrection by our
Lord Jesus Christ." To omit the following
words "
give thee hearty thanks, for that it
has pleased thee to deliver this our brother out
of the miseries of this sinful world ;" and these
other, " As our hope is this our brother doth."
In the communion service, to change, "That
our sinful bodies may be made clean by his
body," into, " Our sinful souls and bodies may
be cleansed by his precious body and blood."
The commination not to be enjoined.
The liturgy to be abbreviated, especially as
to the morning service, by omitting all the responsal prayers, from " O Lord, open thou,"
&c., to the litany; and the litany, and all the
prayers, from, " Son of God, we beseech thee,"
humbly beseech thee,
&c., to, "
Father."
The liOrd's Prayer not to be enjoined more
than once, viz., after the absolution, except after
the minister's prayer before sermon.
The Gloria Patri to be used but once, after
reading the Psalms.
The Venife exuUemus to be omitted, unless it
be thought fit to put any or all of the first seven
among the sentences at the beginning.
The communion service to be omitted when
there are no communion days, except the Ten
Commandments, which may be read after the
Creed and enjoining the prayer, " Lord, have
mercy upon us, and incline our hearts to keep
these laws," only once, at the end.
:

;

We

We

;

The

Collects,

Epistles,

and Gospels

to

be

omitted, except on particular holydays.
The prayers for the Parliament to be inserted immediately after the prayer for the royal
" That it may
family, in this or the like form
please thee to direct and prosper all the consultof
Parliament, to the
ations of the high court
advantage of thy glory, the good of the Church,
the safely, honour, and welfare of oursovereiga
;

and

his

kingdoms."
Baxter's Life,

p.

34.

:
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be easily suppressed by the civil magistrate.*
When he was provided with this information,
he went to the king, and obtained a proclama"What is thy nameT' it may follow, "When tion to put the laws in execution agamst the
was this name given thee?" After that, "What Nonconformists, and particularly against the
was promised for you in baptism 1" Answer, preachers, according to the statute of I7th King
" Tliree things were promised for me." In the Charles II., which forbids their inhabiting corquestion before the commandments, it may be porations.
" You said it was promised for
Thus the persecution was renewed and the
altered thus
you." To the fourteenth question, " How many Parliament, still bent on severities, appointed a
the answer committee to inquire into the behaviour of the
sacraments hath Christ ordained
may be, "Two only, baptism and the Lord's Nonconformists, who reported to the House
that divers conventicles, and other seditious
Supper."
Mr. Baxter proposed, farther, that the sub- meetings, were held in theirvery neighbourhood,
scription might be only to the doctrinal articles in defiance of the laws, and to the danger of the
That the power of bishops, peace of the kingdom.! General Monk, who
of the Church.
and their courts, to suspend and silence men, was near his end, and sunk almost into conmight be limited. That the baptismal covenant tempt, was employed to disperse them, and remight be explicitly owned by all who come to ceived the thanks of the House for his zeal in
the sacrament. But it was replied, that more that important service, wherein he was sure to
than what was above mentioned would not pass meet with no opposition. They also returned
his majesty thanks for his proclamation for supAvith the Parliament.
The proposals for a toleration were comm.u- pressing conventicles, desiring him to take the
By this means the
nicated by Mr. Baxter to the Presbyterians, to same care for the future.
the Independents by Dr. Owen, and were to the private meetings of the Dissenters, which had
been held by connivance, were broken up again.
following effect
Mr. Baxter was committed to Clerkenwell pris1. That such Protestants who could not accept of the proposals for a comprehension, might on for preaching to his neighbours in his own
have liberty for the exercise of their religion in house at Acton, and for refusing the Oxford
but upon demanding a habeas corpus,
public, and to build or to procure places for their oath
public worship at their own charges, either his mittimus was declared invalid for want
of
naming
the witnesses^.
The justices would
within or near towns, as shall be thought most
have mended their mittimus and sent him to
expedient.
2. That the names of all such persons who Newgate, but Mr. Baxter, being released, wiseare to have this liberty to be registered, togeth- ly kept out of the way. Mr. Taverner, of Uxer with the congregations to which they be- bridge, was sentenced to Newgate for teaching
a few children at Brentford.
Mr. Button, late
long, and the names of their teachers.
3. That every one admitted to this liberty be university orator, was sent to prison for teachand
disabled from bearing any public office, but shall ing two knights' sons in his own house
multitudes in many counties had the like usage,
iine for offices of burden.
suffering
imprisonment for six months.
4. Upon showing a certificate of being listed
But this was contrary to the king's inclinaamong those that are indulged, they shall be
freed from such legal penalties as are to be in- tions, who was only for playing the Dissenters
dicted on those who do not frequent their par- against the Parliament for a sum of money
when the House, therefore, was up, his majesty
ish churches.
5. Such persons so indulged shall not, for their ordered some of the Nonconformists to be told
meeting in conventicles, be punished by confis- that he was desirous to make them easy, and
that if they would petition for relief, they should
cation of estates.
be favourably heardjl
6. Provided they pay all public duties to the
Sir J. Barber, secretary
parish where they inhabit, under penalty of of state, acquainted Dr. Manton with the king's
intention, upon which an address was drawn
7. This indulgence to continue three years.*
up and presented to his majesty at the Earl of
According to these heads of agreement, a bill Arlington's lodgings by Dr. Jacomb, Manton,
was prepared for the Parliament by Lord-chief- and Bates the king received them jealously,
but Bishop Wilkins, an honest and promised to do his utmost to get them
justice Hales
and opened-hearted man, having disclosed the comprehended withint he Establishment. He
affair to Bishop Ward, in hopes of his assist- wished there had been no bars at all, but that
ance, alarmed the bishops, who, instead of pro- he was forced to comply for peace' sake, and
moting the design, concerted measures to de- that he would endeavour to remove them,
for as soon as the Parliament met, no- though it was a work of difficulty.
feat it
He comtice was taken that there were rumours with- plained of the umbrage that their numerous asout doors of an act to be offered for compre- semblies gave to clamorous people, and advised
hension and indulgence, upon which a vote was them to use their liberty with more discretion
When the ministers promised obepassed, that no man should bring such an act hereafter.
And, to crush tiie Noneon- dience, and assured his majesty of their steady
into the House.
ibrmists more eflectually. Archbishop Sheldon loyalty, and constant prayers for the prosperity
wrote a circular letter to the bishops of his of his person and government, he dismissed
province, dated June 8, to send liim a particular them with a smde, and told them that he was
account of the conventicles in their several di- against persecution, and hoped ere long to be
omit the two hymns in the consecration
of bishops and ordination of" priests.
In the catechism, after the first question,

To

:

;

V

;

;

<J

;

;

;

;

ocesses, and of the numbers that frequented
them; and whether they thought they might
* Baxter's Life part

iii.,

p. 25.

* Burnet, vol.

i., p. 382.
t Ibid, vol. i., p. 139.
Ibid., p. 36.
t Ba.xier's Life, part iii., p. 49.
<J
Ibid, part iii., p. 37, S7.
I!

t
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But his majable to stand upon his own legs.
esty's promises were always to be bought off
by a sunn of money to support his pleasures.
The controversy of the reasonableness of
toleration was now warmly debated without
doors many ill-natured books were written to
expose the doctrine of the Presbyterians, as

But such was the complexion of the court,
that they bid defiance to viitue, and even to decency, giving countenance to all manner ot licentiousness.
The play-houses were become
nests of prostitution, says Burnet,* and the
stage was defiled beyond example
the king,
queen, and courtiers went about in masks, and

leading to Antinomianism and licentiousness of
manners.*
Others exposed their characters
and manner of preaching. Among these must
be reckoned the Friendly Debate, which, though
written by a good man, says Bishop Burnet,
had an ill effect in sharpening people's spirits
too much against the Dissenters
the author
was Dr. Simon Patrick, afterward Bishop of
Ely, but now in the heat of his youth, who, by
aggravating some weak and unguarded expressions, endeavoured to expose the whole body
of Nonconformist ministers to contempt.
But
I must do this prelate so much justice as to inform the reader, that in his advanced age he
expressed his dissatisfaction with this part of
liis conduct
and, in a debate in the House of
Lords about the Occasional Bill, declared, " he

came

;

:

;

had been known to write against the Dissenters
with some warmth in his younger years, but
that he had lived long enough to see reason to
alter his opinion of that people, and that way
of writing."
A rare instance of ingenuity and
candour
shall have occasion to mention
Sir Roger I'Estrange hereafter.
But one of the most virulent writers of his
time, imder the form of a clergyman, was Samuel Parker, afterward Bishop of Oxford, a man
of considerable learning and great smartness,
but of no judgment, and as little virtue
and
as to religion, says Bishop Burnet,^: rather impious than otherwise.^
At length, Andrew
Marvel, the liveliest wit of the age, attacked
him in a burlesque strain, and with so peculiar
and entertaining an address, that from the king
down to the tradesman, his books were read
with the highest pleasure. He had all the men
of wit on his side, and not only humbled Parker more than the serious and grave writings
of Dr. Owen, but silenced the whole party
one of whom concludes his letter to Mr. Mar" If thou darest to print
vel with these words
or publisli any lie or libel against Dr. Parker,
by the Eternal God I will cut thy throat."
Subscribed J. G.
All sober men were of opinion that it was
ungenerous and cruel to treat a number of
peaceable men, whom the laws had put almost out of their protection, in so ludicrous
a manner.
Religion itself suffered by it.
Lord-chief-justice Hales,
I remember, says
that when Ben Jonson, in his play of the Alchymist, introduced Anartus in derision of the
Puritans, with many of their phrases taken out
of Scripture, in order to render that people ridiculous, the play was detested and abhorred,
because it seemed to reproach religion itself;
but now, when the Presbyterians were brought
upon the stage in their peculiar habits, and
with their distinguishing phrases of Scripture,
exposed to the laughter of spectators, it met
with approbation and applause.
!

We

;

;

:

1!

* Baxter's Life, part
t Vol.
<)

i.,

iii.,

p. 39.

p. 382.

J

This was no hinderance

apostohcal succession

!

— C.

to his

Page

582.

imparting a holy
Kapin, p. 406.
||

:

into

citizens'

houses unknown, where

they danced with a great deal of wild frolic,,
and committed indecencies not to be mentionThey were carried about in hackneychairs, and none could distinguish them except
those who were in the secret.
Once thequeen's chairman, not knowing who she was,
left her to come home in a hackney-coach,,
some say in a cart.f Buckingham, who gloried in his debaucheries, and Wilmot, earl of
Rochester, the greatest wit and libertine of his
age, were the principal favourites.
To support
these extravagances, the House of Commonssupplied the king with what money he wanted,,
and were themselves so mercenary, that thf>
purchase of every man's vote was known for
as a man rose in credit in the House, he advanced his price, and expected to be treated aced.

;

cordingly.
The university was no less corrupt there
was a general licentiousness of manners among
the students
the sermons of the younger di;

:

vines were

filled with encomiums upon the
Church, and satires against the Nonconform-

ists
the evangelical doctrines of repentance,
faith, charity, and practical religion were unfashionable.
The speeches and panegyrics
pronounced by the orators and terrce fiUi, on
public occasions, were scurrilous, and little
less than blasphemous
as appears by the letler in the margin from Mr. Wallis to the Honourable Robert Boyle, Esq.,t of the proceed?
;

;

Burnet, p. 267, 386. Rapin, p. 652.
t A sad picture of Charles's court, and the general
morals of the courtiers, is furnished by Jesse, in his
Court of the Stuarts. See vol. iii.— C.
X A Letter from Mr. John Wallis to the Honourable Robert Boyle, Esq., dated from Oxford, July 17,
1669.

—

Sir After my humble thanks for the honour of
yours of July 3, I thought it not unfit to give you
some account of our late proceedings here. Friday,
July 9. was the dedication of our new theatre. In
the morning was held a convocation in it, for enterr
ingupon the possession of it wherein was read, first,
the archbishop's instrument of donation (sealed with
his archiepiscopal seal) of the theatre, with all its
furniture, to the end that St. Mary's Church may
not be farther profaned by holding the act in it. Next,
a letter of his, declaring his intention to lay out
.£2000 for a purchase to endow it. Then a letter of
thanks to be sent from the university to him, wherein he is acknowledged to be both our creator and redeemer, for having not only built a theatre for the
act, but, which is more, delivered the Blessed Virgin from being so profaned for the future he doth,,
as the words of the letter are. " nori tantum condere,
hoc est creare, sed etiam redimere." These words,
I confess, stopped my moulh from giving a placet
I have
to that letter when it was put to the vote.
since desired Mr. Vice-chancellor toconsider whether
they were not liable to a just exception. He did at
farther
th(jughts,
I suppose
first excuse it; hut, upon
he will think fit to alter them, before the letter besent and registered. After the voting of this letter,
Dr. South, as university orator, made a long oration ;
;

;

the first part of which consisted of satirical invectives against Cromwell, fanatics, the Royal Society,

and new philosophy.

The

next, of encomiastics, ia

—
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ings at the opening of Archbishop Sheldon's
theatre, which is copied verbatim from the
original under his own hand.
About this time died the Reverend Mr. Matthew Newcomen, M.A., the ejected minister of

Dedham, in Essex he was educated in St.
John's College, Cambridge, and succeeded the
famous Mr. John Rogers. He was a most accomplished scholar and Christian, a member of
the Assembly of Divines, and, together with Dr.
;

Arrowsmith and Tuckney, drew up

their cate-

chism.* He was one of the commissioners of
the Savoy, and had many offers of preferment
in the late times, but would not desert his
church at Dedham, till he was displaced by the
Act of Uniformity after which he retired to
Holland, and became pastor of the English
;

praise of the archbishop, the theatre, the vice-chanThe last, of
cellor, the architect, and the painter.
execrations, against fanatics, conventicles, comprehension, and new philosophy damning them, ad inThe oration being ended, some
feros ad gekeimam.
honorary degrees were conferred, and the convocaThe afternoon was spent in panetion dissolved.
gyric orations, and reciting of poems in several sorts
of verse, composed in praise of the archbishop, the
The whole
theatre, &c., and crying down fanatics.
action began and ended with a noise of trumpets;
and twice was interposed variety of music, vocal and
instrumental, purposely composed for this occasion.
On Saturday and Monday, those exercises appertaining to the act and vespers, which were wout to be
performed in St. Mary's Church, were had in the
theatre; in which, besides the number of proceeding
doctors (nine in divinity, four in law, five in physic,
and one in music), there was little extraordinary
but only that the terrcBJilii for both days were abominably scurrilous ; and "so suffered to proceed without
the least check or interruption from vice-chancellor,
pro-vice chancellors, proctors, curators, or any of
those who were to govern the exercises ; which gave
so general offence to all honest spectators, that I beheve the university hath thereby lost more reputation
than they have gained by all the rest all or most of
the heads of houses, and eminent persons in the university, with their relations, being represented as a
company of whoremasters, whores, and dunces.
And. among the rest, the excellent lady, which your
letter mentions, was, ui the broadest language, represented as guilty of those crimes, of which (if there
were occasion) you might not stick to be her com;

verted, was born at Devizes, in Wiltshire, and
educated in Lincoln College, Oxon. He was
public preacher in the church of Taunton about
seven years, and was universally beloved for
his great piety and devotion.
After his ejectment, he preached as he had opportunity six or
seven times a week. May 26, 1663, he was
committed to Ilchester jail for singing psalms
in his own house, and preaching to his family,
others being present; here he continued a year,
but upon his enlargement he returned again to
his work, which he followed with unwearied
July 10, 1665, he was committed a
diligence.
second time to jail, with several other ministers, and forty private persons
where he contracted such distempers and weaknesses as
brought him to his grave before he was thirtysix years of age. I He was an awakening, lively preacher, zealous and successful in his Master's work, and withal of a peaceable and quieS
spirit.
He died in the year 1668 or 1669.iSi
;

The tide in the House of Commons still run
very strong on the side of persecution, as appears by two extraordinary clauses added to
the Conventicle Act, which, having expired
some time since, was now revived by the Parliament which met October 19. The court wenS
into it with a view of reducing the Presbyterians
to the necessity of petitioning for a general tol-

;

;

purgator; and (if it had been so) she might (yet)
have been called whore in much more civil language.
During this solemnity (and for some days before and
since) have been constantly acted (by the vice-chancellor's allowance) two stage-plays in a day (by those
of the Duke of York's house) at a theatre erected for
that purpose at the town-hall which (for aught I
hear) was much the more innocent theatre of the
two. It hath been here a common fame for divers
weeks (before, at, and since the act) that the vice;

chancellor had given £300 bond (some say £500
bond) to the terra filii, to save them harmless, whatever they should say, provided it were neither blasphemy nor treason. But this I take to be a slander.
A less encouragement would serve the turn with
such persons. Since the act (to satisfy the common
clamour) the vice-chancellor hath imprisoned both
of them ; and it is said he means to expel them.
I am, sir, your honour's very humble and affecJoh\ Wai.lis.
tionate servant,
* I have by me a copy of Mr. Neal's History,
which was formerly the property of the Rev. John
Waldron, a dissenting minister in Exeter, who has
written in the margin, here, this note " I have been
assured by Mr. Edward Parr, an ejected minister,
who lived vvith Dr. Gouge, that he drew up the catechism. J. W.'" Ed.
Vol. II.— L l
;
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church at Leyden, where he died about this
time, universally lamented by the professors for
his humble and pleasant conversation, as well
as his universal learning and piety.*
Mr. Joseph Allein, the ejected ministert of
Taunton, and author of the Call to the Uncon-

eration.

"If we would have opened the door

to let in popery," says Mr. Baxter,!! " that their
toleration might have been charged upon us, as

done for our sakes, and by our procurement,
we might in all likelihood have had our part ia
* Calamy, vol. ii., p. 591. Palmer's NonconformMemorial, vol. i., p. 503. Mr. Newcomen was
work which received great

ists'

the author of Irenicum.a

He was eminent for his gift in
prayer.
Mr. Fairfax preached his funeral sermon,
and entitled it " The Dead Saint Speaking." C.
t To speak with accuracy, Mr. Allein was only
assistant to Mr. George Newton, the minister of

commendation.

—

Taunton.— /)r. Grey.— Ed.
Palmer, vol. ii., p. 377.
X Calamy, vol. ii., p. 574.
Mr. Allein was so covetous of time that he could
scarcely spare any for sleep, so neither for food.
During the time of his health, he rose constantly at
about four o'clock.
He would be much troubled if
he heard any smiths, shoemakers, &c., at work in
their trades before he was in his duties with God,
saying, " Oh ! how the noise shames me. Doth not my
Master deserve more than theirs .'"' He would often say,
" Give me that Christian that accounts his time mors
precious than gold."
When he had left the University
and was married, an intimate friend of his, who had
thoughts of changing his condition, wrote to him
for the inconveniences of marriage, to whom he
merrily returned this answer: " Thou wouldst know
the inconveniences of a wife, and I will tell thee
some of them whereas thou now risest constantly
at about four o'clock in the morning, a wife will keep
whereas thou usest to study
thee till about six
about fourteen hours a day, she will bring thee to
eight or nine and whereas thou art wont to forbear
one meal a day at least for Ihy studies, she will bring
thee to thy meat and if these be not mischiefs enow
to aff'right thee from marriage, I know not what
(j)

:

;

;

;

v/iW— Clark's
II

Part

iii.,

Lives, folio, 1673, p. 138,

p. 36.

157.— C.

—

:
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never shall be one of them who, by
any new pressures, shall consent to petition for
no craft of Jesuits or prelthe papists' liberty
ates shall make me believe that it is necessary
for the Nonconformists to take this odium upon
themselves."* The court bishops were for the
till, but the moderate clergy were against it.
Bishop Wilkins spoke against it in the House
and, when the king desired hiin in private to
be quiet, he replied that he thought it an ill
thing both in conscience and policy therefore,
as he was an Englishman and a bishop, he was
bound to oppose it and since, by the laws and
Constitution of England, and by his majesty's
favour, he had a right to debate and vote, he
w-as neither afraid nor ashamed to own his
it

;

but

I

;

;

;

;

•opinion in that matter.

However, the

bill

pass-

they think necessary, to dissolve, dissipate, and
disperse such unlawful meetings, and take the
persons into custody." Then follow two ex" That if any justice of
traordinary clauses
peace refuse to do his duty in the execution of
this act, he shall forfeit five pounds.
" And be it farther enacted, that all clauses
in this act shall be construed most largely and
beneficially for the suppressing conventicles,
and for the justification and encouragement of
all persons to be employed in the execution
thereof No warrant or mittimus shall be made
:

any default in the form;
from one county or corporagoods and chattels shall be

void, or reversed, for

and

if

a person

fly

tion to another, his

seizable wherever they are found.
If the party
offending be a wife cohabiting with her husband,

ed both houses, and received the royal assent the fine shall be levied on the goods and chattels of the husband, provided the prosecution be
April 1 1, 1670.t It was to the following effect
"That if any persons upward of sixteen years within three months."
The wit of man could hardly invent anyshall be present at any assembly, conventicle,
or meeting, under colour or pretence of any ex- thing, short of capital punishment, more cruel
One would have thought a
ercise of religion, in any other manner than ac- and inhuman.*
cording to the liturgy and practice of the Church prince of so much clemency as Charles II., who
of England, where there are five persons or had often declared against persecution, should
more present, besides those of the said house- not have consented to it, and that no Christian
hold, in such cases the olfender shall pay five
shillings for the first offence, and ten shillings
for the second. And the preachers or teachers
in any such meetings shall forfeit twenty pounds
for the first, and forty for the second offence.
And lastly, those who knowingly suffer any
such conventicles in their houses, barns, yards,
Any justice
<&c., shall forfeit twenty pounds.
of peace, on the oath of two witnesses, or any
other sufficient proof, may record the offence

under his hand and seal, which record shall be
taken in law for a full and perfect conviction,

and

shall be certified at the next quarter sesThe fines above mentioned may be lev-

sions.

ied by distress and sale of the offender's goods
and chattels and, in case of the poverty of
such offender, upon the goods and chattels of
any other person or persons, that shall be convicted of having been present at the said conventicle, at the discretion of the justice of
peace, so as the sum to be levied on any one
person, in case of the poverty of others, do not
amount to above ten pounds for any one meeting the constables, headboroughs, &c., are to
levy the same by warrant from the justice, and
to be divided, one third for the use of the king,
another third for the poor, and the other third
to the informer or his assistants, regard being
had to their diligence and industry in discovering, dispersing, and punishing the said convenThe fines upon ministers for preaching
ticles.
are to be levied also by distress and, in case
poverty,
upon the goods and chattels of any
of
and the like upon the house
other present
where the conventicle is held, and the money
to be divided as above.
" And it is farther enacted, that the justice or
iustices of peace, constables, headboroughs, &c.,
;

:

bishop should have concurred in the passing it.
Men's houses are to be plundered, their persons
imprisoned, their goods and chattels carried
away, and sold to those who would bid for them.
Encouragement is given to a vile set of informers, and others, to live upon the labour and industry of their conscientious neighbours. t Multitudes of these infamous wretches spent their
profits in ill houses, and upon lewd women, and
then went about the streets again to hunt for
farther prey.
The law is to be construed in
their favour, and the power to be lodged in the
hand of every individual justice of peace, who
is to be fined £5 if he refuses his warrant.
Upon this, many honest men, who would not be
the instruments of such severities, quitted the
bench.
Mr. Echard, being ashamed to ascribe
these cruelties to the influence of the bishop,
says, " that this and all the penal laws made
against the Dissenters were the acts of Parliament, and not of the Church, and were mademore on a civil and political, than upon a moral
or religious account
and always upon some
fresh provocation in reality or appearance."
This is the language by which the patrons of
;

High-church cruelty endeavour
selves from

to

excuse them-

the guilt of persecution
but it
and that it may not fall
too heavy upon the Church, it is artfully, and
with great good manners, cast entirely upon
the Legislature, and put upon the score of sedi-

must

fall

somewhere

;

;

;

;

may, by warrant, with what

aid, force,

and

as-

sistance they shall think necessary, break open
into any house or place where they
shall be informed of the conventicle, and take
the persons into custody. And the lieutenants,
or other commissioned officers of the militia,
may get together such force and assistance as

and enter

Burnet, vol.

i.,

p. 400.

t

Rapin,

p. 655.

* This iniquitous law, by the power with which
invested a single justice, destroyed the bulwark of
It punished the
liberty, the trial by jury.
for the guilty, by subjecting the husband to
a penalty for the conduct of the wife, and the goods
of any person present to fines, which other offenders
were incompetent to discharge. The mode of conIts natural tendency was
viction was clandestine.
to influence magistrates to partiality in judgment,
it

English
innocent

and 10 reversfi the scriptural qualification for magistracy to the encouragement uf evildoers, and the
punishment of those who do well; by the fines it
imposed on justices and on oflicer.'?, and by the sancGough's History of the
tion it gave to informers.
Qunkers, vol. ii., p. 298, 299.— Ed.
t Burnet, p. 398.

—

—
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whereas it was well known the Dissenters bishops in his province, dated May 7, 1670, in
behaved peaceably, and were very far from dis- which he directs all ecclesiastical judges and
tion,

Nor does the preamble to
turbing the State.
the act charge them with disloyalty, but only
says, ' That for the providing speedy remedies
against the practice of seditious sectaries, and
others, who, under pretence of tender consciences, have, or may at their meetings contrive inas if it was
surrections,* be it enacted," &c.
possible to do this in the company oi women and
servants, who were always present in their asIt is therefore evident that the act
semblies.
was levelled purely against liLeily of conscience,
and was so severely executed that, as Sir Harry Capel observes, there was hardly a convenThe two
ticle to be heard of all over England.
houses, says our Church historian,! vvere exlaws
the bishthese
execution
of
press for the
ops and clergy were sincerely zealous in it, and
the honest justices and magistrates, as he calls
them, bore the more hard upon them, because
they saw them so bold in despising and evading
the justice of the nation.
Great numbers were prosecuted on this act,
and many industrious families reduced to poverty.
Many ministers were confined in jails
and close prisons and warrants were issued
out against them and their hearers, whereby
In the diogreat sums of money were levied.
cess of Salisbury the persecution was hottest,
by the instigation of Bishop Ward many hundreds being pursued with great industry, and
driven from their families and trades.t The
act was executed with such severity in Starling's mayoralty, that many of the trading men
in the city were removing, with their effects, to
Holland, till the king put a stop to it.<J Informers were everywhere at work, and having crept
into religious assemblies in disguise, levied great
sums of money upon ministers and people. Soldiers broke into the houses of honest farmers,
under pretence of searching for conventicles,
and where ready money was wanting, they
plundered their goods, drove away their cattle,
;

;

;

officers " to take notice of all Nonconformists,
holders, frequenters, maintainers, and abetters
of conventicles, especially of the preachers or
teachers in them, and of the places whereia
ever keeping a more watchful
they are held
eye over the cities and greater towns, from
whence the mischief is for the most part derived, unto the lesser villages and hamlets. And
wheresoever they find such wilful offenders,
that then, with a hearty affection to the worship
of God, the honour of the king and his laws,
and the peace of the king and his laws, and
the peace of the Church and kingdom, they do
address themselves to the civil magistrate, justices, and others concerned, imploring their help
and assistance for preventing and suppressing
the same, according to the late act in that be;

made and set forth. And now, my lord,
what the success will be we must leave to God
Almighty yet, my lord, I have this confidence
under God, that if we do our parts now at first
seriously, by God's help, and the assistance of
the civil power, considering the abundant care
and provision the act contains for our advantage, we shall in a few months see so great an
half

;

alteration in the di.^traction of these times, as
that the seduced people, returning from their seditious and self-seeking teachers to the unity of

the Church, and uniformity of God's worship, it
will be to the glory of God, the welfare of the
Church, the praise of his majesty and government, and the happiness of the whole kingdom."
Can this be the language of a Christian and
or is it not more like a faProtestant bishop
ther of the Inquisition, or the dragooning commission of Lewis XIV. when he revoked the
Edict of Nantz'!*
Copies of this letter were sent by the archdeacons to the officers of the several parishes
within their jurisdictions, earnestly exhorting
them to take especial care to perform whatsoever is therein required, and to give an account
and sold them for half price. Many were plun- at the next visitation. Many of the bishops
dered of their household furniture
the sick chose to lie behind the curtain, and throw off
had their beds taken from under them, and them- the odium from themselves to the civil magisShould I sum up all trate but some of the more zealous could not
selves laid on the floor.
the particulars, and the accounts I have receiv- forbear appearing in person, as Bishop Ward,
ed, says Mr. Sewel,ll it would make a volume of already mentioned, and Bishop Gunning,! who
itself
These vile creatures were not only en- often disturbed the meetings in person once
couraged, but pushed on vehemently by their finding the doors shut, he ordered the constable
another time
for this purpose. Archbishop to break them open with a sledge
spiritual guides
.Sheldon sent another circular letter to all the he sat upon the bench at the quarter sessions,
upon which the chairman desired his lordship to
* "These words, as late experience has shown,
give the charge, which he refusing, received a
were slyly omitted," says Dr. Grey, who adds, " Here
very handsome rebuke it being hardly consisthe (Mr. Neal) injuriously lays the blame upon the
bishops, as if the king and the two houses were ent with one that is an ambassador of the Prince
wholly under their direction and influence and treats of Peace to sit in judgment upon the conscienMr. Archdeacon Echard not over-civilly for being of
* Calamy's Abridg., vol. i., p. 328.
a contrary opinion." The first censure in this paragraph is not very civil in Dr. Grey nor does it apt Henshaw, the bishop of Peterborough, declared
pear well grounded, since Mr. Neal has inserted so publicly in the church at Rov\rel, after he had commuch of the paragraph as charges the sectaries with manded the officers to put this act in execution,
having contrived insurrections. Nor does Mr. Neal " Against all fanatics it hath done its business, exbut when the Parliament sits
lay the whole blame upon the bishops, for he says, cept the Quakers
" the two houses were for the execution of these again, a stronger law will be made, not only to take
laws ;" though it is true, indeed, he is not willing away their lands and goods, but also to sell them for
that the guilt should be cast entirely upon the Legis- bondslaves."
On this, Mr. Gough properly asks,
lature; for " the bishops and clergy ivere siiwerely zeal- " Who can acquit the Church, so called, of their
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

ous

ill

this business

of persecution."

Page 286.
i Calamy's Abridgment,

— Ed.

t

§ Burnet, p. 398.

vol.

i.,

p. 332.
|;

Sevvel, p 493.

share in the persecution,

when

the rulers thereof

were so intemperately warm and active in it. and still
insatiate with all these severities, inhumanly planning
more and greater?" History, \ol. ii., p. 303. Ed.

;
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ces of his poor countrymen and neighbours, in point, the government being weary of contendorder to plunder and tear them to pieces.* The ing against so much perverseness.*
On the 1st of September, 1670, two of their
bishop was so zealous in the cause, that he sunk
his character by giving a public challenge to the principal speakers, Wm. Penn and Wm. Mead,
Presbyterians, Independents, Anabaptists, and were tried at the Old Bailey for an unlawful
Quakers, and appointed three days for the dis- and tumultuous assembly in the open street,
on the first of which his lordship wherein they spake or preached to the people,
putation
went into the pulpit in the church, where was who were assembled in Gracechurch-street, to
a considerable congregation, and charged the the number of three or four hundred, in conformer with sedition and rebellion out of their tempt of the king's laws, and to the disturbance
books, but would hear no reply. +
When the of the peace. The prisoners pleaded Not Guilday came to dispute with the Quakers, they ty, but met with some of the severest usage
summoned their friends, and when the bishop that has been known in an English court of
and fol- justice. They were fined forty marks apiece
railed, they paid him in his own coin
lowed him to his very house, with repeated for coming into court with their hats on, though
it was not done out of contempt, but from a
shouts, "The hireling llicth."
The Nonconformist ministers did what they principle of their religion. It appeared by the
could to keep themselves within the compass witnesses, that there was an assembly in Gracethey preached frequently twice a church-street, but there was neither riot, nor
of the law
day in large families, with only four strangers, tumult, nor force of arms. Mr. Penn confessed
and as many under the age of sixteen as would they were so far from recanting, or declining to
come and at other times, in places where peo- vindicate the assembling themselves to preach,
ple might hear in several adjoining houses but, pray, or worship the eternal, holy, just God.
after all, infinite mischiefs ensued, families that they declared to all the world, they believwere impoverished and divided friendship be- ed it to be their duty, and that all the powerstween neighbours was interrupted there was on earth should not be able to divert them
When it was said they were not ara general distrust and jealousy of each other; from it.
and sometimes, upon little quarrels, servants raigned for worshipping God, but for breaking
would betray their masters, and throw their the law, William Penn affirmed he had broken
Among others that no law, and challenged the recorder to tell him
affairs into distraction.
suffered at this time was Dr. Manton, who was upon what law he was prosecuted.
The reapprehended on a Lord's Day in the afternoon, corder answered, upon the common lavy, but
the door being could not tell where that common law was to
just as he had done sermon
opened to let a gentleman out, the justice and be found. Penn insisted upon his producing
his attendants rushed in, and went up stairs
the law, hut the court overruled him, and called
they staid till the doctor had ended his prayer, him a troublesome fellow. Penn replied, "I
and then wrote down the names of the principal design no affront to the court, but if you deny
persons present, and took the doctor's promise to acquaint me with the law you say I have
to come to them at a house in the piazzas of broken, you deny me the riglit that is due to
Covent Garden, where they tendered him the every Englishman, and evidence to the whole
Oxford oath, upon his refusal of which, he was world that your designs are arbitrary." Upon
committed prisoner to the Gate-house, where which he was haled from the bar into the bailhe continued till he was released by the indul- dock. As he was going out he said to the jury,
At another time his meeting-house in " If these fundamental laws which relate to libgence.
White Hart Yard was broken up the place erty and property must not be indispensably
was fined £40 and the minister £20, which was maintained, who can say he has a right to the
paid by Lord Wharton, who was then present
coat upon his back 1
Certainly, then, our liberthey also took down the names of the hearers, ties are openly to be invaded, our wives to be
for the benefit of the justices of peace and spir- ravished, our children enslaved, and our estates
itual courts.
led away in triumph, by every sturdy beggar
The behaviour of the Quakers was very ex- and malicious informer, as their trophies."
traordinary, and had something in it that lookWilliam Mead being left alone at the bar, said^
ed like the spirit of martyrdom. t They met at " You men of the jury, I am accused of meetthe same place and hour as in times of liberty, ing by force of arms, in a tumultuous manner.
and when the officers came to seize them, none Time was when I had freedom to use a carnal
of them would stir they went all together to weapon, and then I feared no man ; but now I
prison
they staye(l there till they were dismissed, for they would not petition to be set at
* A respectable member of the society of Quakers
liberty, nor pay the fines set upon them, nor so has remarked, with propriety and force, on this lanmuch as the prison fees. When they were dis- guage of Bishop Burnet, " that had he concluded
charged, they went to their meeting-house with the word perseverance instead of perverseness,
again, as before
and when the doors were his description had been less objectionable, as being
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

|

;

;

;

;

shut up by order, they assembled in great numbers in the street before the doors, saying, they
would not be ashamed nor afraid to disown
their meeting together in a peaceable manner to
worship God; but, in imitation of the Prophet
Daniel, they would do it more publicly, because
they were forbid. Some called this obstinacy,
others firmness, but by it they carried their
»

Calamy,

vol.

ii.,

t Burnet, p. 398.

p.

(

i,vol. ii.,p.33t.

nearer the truth. The prejudice discovered by that
dignified prelate against this people tarnished his
reputation as a faithful historian and as a man; as a
true son of the Church, it is not much to be wondered, when it is considered that tliey, rejecting its honours and its revenues, struck at the root of the hierarchy while other Dissenters, in general, contend:

ing chiefly about rites and ceremonies, manifested
little or no objection to that grand support, pecuniary
emolument; as their practice in common, particularly during the interregnum, inconteslably proved."

—A

Letter to the Editor.— Ed.

—
—

;
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fear the living God, and dare not make use thereof, nor hurt any man.
I am a peaceable man,
and therefore demand to know upon what law
my indictment is founded if the recorder will
not tell what makes a riot. Coke will tell him
that it is when three or more are met together
to heat a man, or to enter forcibly into another
man's lands to cut his grass or wood, or break
;

down
I

Upon this the recorder, havpatience, pulled off his hat, and said.
sir, for telling me what the law is.

his pales."

ing lost

all

thank you,

Thou mayest put on thy hat, I
for thee now.
The Mayor Starling

Mead

replied.

have no fee
him he deserved to have his tongue cut out,
and ordered him likewise to be carried to the

told

bail-dock.

When

the prisoners were gone, the recorder
their charge, upon which William
up, and with a loud voice said, " I
appeal to t>.e jury, and this great assembly,
whether it be not contrary to the undoubted
right of every Englishman to give the jury their
charge in the absence of the prisoners 1" The

gave the jury

Penn stood

recorder answered, with a sneer, Ye are present
ye do hear, do ye not 1 Penn answered, '• No
thanks to the court I have ten or twelve material points to offer in order to invalidate the
indictment, but am not heard." The recorder
pull the fellow down."
said, " Pull him down
Mead replied, these were barbarous and unjust
proceedings; and then they were both thrust
into the hole.
After the jury had withdrawn an hour and a
half, the prisoners were brought to the bar to
hear their verdict eight of them came down
agreed, but four remained above, to whom they
;

;

;

having obliged the jury to withdraw again, they
were kept without meat and drink till next morning, when they brought in the prisoners not
guilty; lor which they were fined forty marks
a man, and to be imprisoned till paid.
The prisoners were also remanded to Newgate for their
fines in not pulling off their hats.*
The jury,
after some time, were discharged by habeas corpus returnable in the Common Pleas, where their

commitment was judged illegal. This was a
noble stand for the liberty of the subject in very
dangerous times, when neither law nor equity
availed anything.
The Conventicle Act was
made to encourage prosecutions and a narrative was published next year, of the oppressions
of many honest people in Devonshire, and other
parts, by the informers and justices
but the
courts of justice outran the law itself
Hitherto the king and Parliament had agreed
pretty well by means of the large supplies of
money the Parliament had given to support his
majesty's pleasures but now having assurances of large remittances from France, his majesty resolved to govern by the prerogative, and
stand upon his own legs.t His prime counsellors were Lord Clifford, Anthony Ashley Cooper, afterward Lord Shaftesbury, the Duke of
Buckingham, Earl of Arlington, and Duke Lauderdale, who. from the initial letters of their
names, were called the CABAL. Lord Clifford
was an open papist, and the Earl of Arlington a
concealed one.
Buckingham was a debauchee,
and reputed a downright Atheist he was a man
of great wit and parts, and of sounder principles
in the interests of humanity, says Mr. Baxter,
than the rest of the court.
Shaftesbury had a
;

;

;

;

used many unworthy threats, and in particular
to >;r. Bushel, whom they charged with being
cause of the disagreement. At length, after
withdrawing a second lime, they agreed to bring
them in guilty of speaking in Gracechurchwhich the court would not accept for a
street

vast genius, but, according to Burnet, at best
was a Deist he had great knowledge of men
and things, but would often change sides as his
interest directed.
Lauderdale was a man of
learning, and from an almost Republican was

many menaces told them they
should be locked up without meat, drink, fire, or
tobacco nay, they should starve, unless they
brought in a proper verdict. William Penn being at the bar, said, '-My jury ought not to be
were by force of arms
tlius threatened.
kept out of our meeting-house, and met as near
are
it as the soldiers would give us leave.
a peaceable people, and cannot offer violence to
any man." And looking upon the jury, he said,
" You are Englishmen, mind your privilege, give
To which some of them
jiot away your right."
answered, "Nor will we ever do it." Upon
this they were shut up all night without victuals or fiie, or so much as a chamber-pot, though
Next morning they brought in the
desired.
same verdict upon which they were threatened the utmost resentments. The mayor said he
would cut Bushel's throat as soon as he could.
The recorder said he never knew the benefit of
an inquisition till now and that the next sessions of Parliament, a law would be made,
wherein those that would not conform should
The court
not have the benefits of the law *

would offer at the most desperate councils. He
had scarcely any traces of religion remaining,
though he called himself a Presbyterian, and had

tlie

;

verdict, but after

;

We

We

;

;

*

This speech of the recorder,

tation from the

was

•'

it appears by a quoState Trials" in a late publication,

and stronger than Mr. Ncal's ahridgeil
form represents it. " Till now," said this advocate
for arbitrary power, " I never understood the reason
of the policy and prudence of the Spaniards ia suflcrfuller

;

become a

perfect tool of the prerogative,

and

ing the Inquisition among them, and certainly it will
never be well with us till something like the Spanish
Inquisition be in England."
Stiiurt's Peace aud Reform agiunst War and Corruption, p. 63, note; and
Gough's History of the Quakers, vol. ii., p. 3.36
Ed.
» The prisoners excepted to this
fine, as being arbitrarily imposed, in violation of the great charter of
England, which saith, " No man ought to be amerced but by the oath of good and lawful men of the
vicinage." The name of the judge before whom the
case of the jury was solemnly argued in the Court
of Common Pleas, and by whom it was judged illegal, was Sir John Vaughan, then chief-justice
a

—

:

name which deserves

to be mentioned in this connexion with peculiar respect, and to be perpetuated by

Englishmen with gratitude; for this adjudication
confirmed in the strongest manner the rights of juries,
and secured them from the attack of arbitrary and
unprincipled judges.
Sir John Vaughan was a man
of excellent parts, and not only versed in all the
knowledge requisite to make a figure in his profession, but he was also a very conskierable master of
the pohter kinds of learning.
He was the intimate
friend of the great Selden, and was buried in the
Temple Church, as near as possible to his remains.
He died in 107-1. His son published his Reports, in
which is the above case. Gough, vol. if, p. 336.
British Biography, vol. vii., p. 130, 131
and Granger's
History, vol. iii., p. 309.— Eu.
;

t

Echard,

p. 8frl.

Rapin,

p. 655.

—

—

—

—

{
;
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By
to King Charles I. to the last.
these five ministers of state the king and Duke
of York drove on their designs of introducing
popery and arbitrary power in order to whicli,
a secret treaty was concluded with France Die
triple alliance was broken, and a new war declared with the Dutch to destroy their commonBy this
wealth, as will be seen presently.
means the king had a plausible pretence to keep
up a standing army, which might secure him in
the exercise of an absolute authority over his
subjects, to set aside the use of Parliaments,
and settle the Roman Catholic religion in the
These were the maxims the
three kingdoms.
court pursued throughout the remaining part of
an aversion

;

;

this reign.

About the same time died Mr. Williara
M.A., the ejected minister of Yarhe was student in Cambridge thirteen
and fellow of Emanuel College.
He
afterward settled in Norwich, where he was
silenced by Bishop Wren for nonconformity,
1G37.
He was afterward excommunicated
and when the writ de excommunicato capiendo
came out against him he withdrew to Holland,
and became pastor to the English church at
Rotterdam, where Mr. Jer. Burroughs was
preacher.
In 1642 he returned to England, and
was one of the dissenting brethren in the Assembly of Divines. He was chosen after some
time minister of Great Yarmouth, where he
continued his labours till the Bartholomew Act
Bridge,

mouth

;

years,

He was a
In the beginning of this year died Dr. Antho- ejected him with his brethren.*
in September, 1599, and good scholar, and had a well-furnished library,!
educated in Emanuel College, Cambridge. He was a hard student, and rose every morning,
was afterward Vicar of Boston in Lincolnshire, winter and summer, at four of the clock. He
where he continued till he was called to sit in was also a good preacher, a candid and charitaIn ble man, and did much good by his ministry.
the Assembly of Divines at Westminster.
the year 1645 he was made master of his col- He died at Yarmouth, March 12, 1670, setat.
seventy.
chosen
vicebeing
lege, and in the year 1648,
While the Protestant Dissenters were harchancellor, he removed to Cambridge with his
family. He was afterward master of St. John's assed in all parts of the kingdom, the Roman
and regius professor, which he held to the Catholics were at ease under the wing of the
there were few or no processes
Restoration, when the king sent him a letter, prerogative
desiring him to resign his professorship, which against thein, for they had the liberty of resortif he did, his majesty, in consideration of the ing to mass at the houses of foreign ambassagreat pains and diligence of the said doctor in dors, and other chapels, both in town and counthe discharge of his duty, would oblige his suc- try nor did the bishops complain of thein in
cessor to give him sufficient security in law, to the House of Lords, by which means they bepay him .£100 a year during his natural life. gan in a few years to rival the Protestants both
Upon this notice the doctor immediately resign- in strength and numbers. The Commons reped, and had his annuity paid him by Dr. Gun- resented the causes of this misfortune in an adAfter the coming dress to the king, together with the remedies,,
ning, who succeeded him.
out of the Five-mile Act he shifted about in which, if the reader will carefully consider, he
several counties, and at last died in Spittle- will easily discover the different usage of Protyard, London, February, 1669, in the seventy- estant Nonconformists and popish recusants.il
The causes of the increase of popery were, 1.
first year of his age, leaving behind him the
character of an eminently learned and pious The great number of Jesuits who were all over
man, an indefatigable student, a candid dispu- the kingdoiu. 2. The chapels in great towns
tant, and an earnest promoter of truth and god- for saying mass, besides ambassadors' houses,
whither great numbers of his majesty's subjects
liness.!
resorted without control.
3. The fraternities
or convents of priests and Jesuits at St.
* To what is said concerning Dr. Tuckney by
James's, and in several parts of the kingdom,
Mr. Neal, and before in the note to p. 255, vol. ii., it besides their schools for the educating youth.
is proper to add two facts which are much to his
4. The public sale of popish catechisms, &c.
honour. One is, that in his elections at St. John's,
when the president, according to the language and 5. The general remissness of magistrates, and
spirit of the times, would call upon him to have regard to the godly, his answer was, " No one should swers in the larger Catechism are his, particularly
have a greater regard to the truly godly than him- on the commandments. C.
* Caiamy, vol. ii., p. 478.
Palmer, vol. ii., p. 208.,
self; but he was determined to choose none but
scholars ;" adding very wisely, " They inay deceive
t This library is spoken of by his personal friends
me in their godliness ; they cannot in their scholar- as rich in the fathers and schoolmen. C.
% In Peck's Desiderata Curiosa is a letter of Willship."
The other fact is, that though he is said to
have had a great hand in composing the Confession iam Bridge to Henry Scobel, Esq., clerk of the counand Catechisms of the Assembly at Westminster, and cil, about augmenting the income of preachers, with
m particular drew up the exposition of the command- the names of the Independent ministers of prime
ments in the larger Catechism, yet he voted against note in the county of Norfolk. This shows that he
ny Tuckney,* horn

ij

;

:

—

—

subscribing or swearing to the Confession, &c., set
out by authority. This conduct the more deserves
notice and commendation, because the instances of
a consistent adherence to the principles of religious
liberty among those who were struggling for liberty
were so few and rare in that age. In the year 1753,
Dr. Samuel Salter, prebendary of Norwich, published a correspondence between Dr. Tuckney and Dr.
Benjamin Whichcote, on several very interesting
See Whichcote's Moral and Religious
subjects.
Aphorisms, Preface the second, p. 15. Ed.
or Palmer's Noncont Calaniy, vol. ii., p. 77
Many of the anformists' Memorial, vol. i., p. 205.

—

;

was

a leading

man among the

Independents,

Gran-

Dr. Grey
ger's History of England, vol. iii., p. 44.
imputes to Mr. Bridge a republican spirit, because,,
in a sermon before the Commons, he said, " The-

command according to God'sand if he don't so command,
resistance is not resistance of power, but of will. To
say that such resistance must only be defensive, is
nonsense for so a man may be ever resisting, and
never resist." Grey, vol. i., p. 187. Ed.
of his works, two volumes in 4to, were
i)
published in 1657, and he was author of more than

king must not only
law, but man's laws

;

;

Two

thirty sermons.

— C.

||

Rapin,

vol.

ii.,

p. 658.

—

—

;
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other officers, in not convicting papists accord6. Suspected recusants enjoying
ing to law.
7.
offices by themselves or their deputies.
Presentations to livings by popish recusants, or
by others as they direct. 8. Sending youth beyond sea under tutors, to be educated in the
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another queen, which they would certainly attempt unless he would make an open profession
of the Roman Catholic religion, which he did

accordingly.
The House of Commons was very lavish of
the nation's money this session, foi* though
there
was no danger of an invasion from abroad,
proexchequer
few
The
religion.
9.
popish
cesses that have been issued forth, though they voted the king £2,500,000, with which his
maintained a standing army, and called
majesty
The
10.
thither.
certified
many have been
great insolence of papists in Ireland, where the Parliament no more together for almost two
the houses were up, the Cabal
After
years.
pope's
creation
archbishops and bishops of the
appear publicly, mass being said openly in Dub- began to prosecute their scheme of making the
king absolute in order to which, besides the
lin and other parts of the kingdom.
The remedies which the House proposed £2,500,000 granted by Parliament, they received from France the sum of £700,000 in two
against these growing mischiefs were,
years, which not being sufficient to embark in
1. That a proclamation be issued out to banish all popish priests and Jesuits out of the a war with the Dutch, the king declared in
realm, except such as attend the queen and council, by the advice of Clifford, that he was
2. That the king's sub- resolved to shut up the exchequer, wherein the
foreign ambassadors.
jects he forbid going to hear mass and other ex- bankers of London (who had furnished the king
with money on all occasions at great interest)
3. That no
ercises of the Romish religion.
office or employment of public authority be put had lodged vast sums of other people's cash
By this means the
deposited in their hands.
4. That all
into the hands of popish recusants.
fraternities, convents, and popish schools be bankers were obliged to make a stop, which inabolished, and the Jesuits, priests, friars, and terrupted the course of trade, and raised a great
The king
5. That his majesty clamour over the whole kingdom.
schoolmasters, punished.
require all the officers of the exchequer to issue endeavoured to soften the bankers, by telling
out processes against popish recusants convict, them it should be only for a year, and that he
would pay the arrears out of the next subsidies
6. That Plunket, the pretendcertified thither.
but he was worse than his
ed primate of Ireland, and Talbot, archbishop of of Parliament
word so that great numbers of families and
England,
to
answer
Dublin, be sent for into
such matters as should be objected against orphans were reduced to beggary, while the
king gained about £1,400,000.
them.
A second advance of the Cabal towards arbiThe king promised to consider the address,
but hoped they would allow him to distinguish trary power was to destroy the Dutch combetween new converts, and those who had been monwealth for this purpose the triple alliance
bred up in the popish religion, and served him was to be broken, and pretences to be found out
and his father in the late wars. After some for quarrelling with that trading people. The
time a proclamation was issued, in which his Earl of Shaftesbury used this expression in his
majesty declares that he had always adhered speech to the Parliament for justifying the war:
to the true religion established in this kingdom Delenda est Carthago ; that is, " The Dutch com;

;

;

;

against all temptations whatsoever and that
he would employ his utmost care and zeal in
But the magistrates, knowing his
its defence.
majesty's inclinations, took no care of the exNay, the Duke of York, the
ecution of it.
king's brother, having lately lost his duchess.
Lord Clarendon's daughter, who died a papist,*
;

made

a formal abjuration of the Protestant retime before Father Simon, an Eng-

ligion at this

lish Jesuit, publicly declaring himself a Roman
Catholic ; the reason of which was, that the

present queen having no children, the papists
gave the duke to understand that they were
capable to effect his maje.sty's divorce, and to
set aside his succession, by providing him with

monwealth must be destroyed
sion

was wanting

to justify

:"
it

but an occato the world.

There had been a few scurrilous prints and
medals struck in Holland, reflecting on the
king's amours, below the notice of the English
court, which the Dutch, however, caused to be
Complaints were also revived of
destroyed.
the insolence of the Dutch in the East Indies,
and of the neglect of striking the flag in the
narrow seas to the king's yacht, passing by the
Dutch fleet. The Cabal managed these complaints like men who were afraid of receiving
satisfaction, or of giving the adversary any umbrage to prepare for the storm. The Dutch,
therefore, relying on the faith of treaties, pursued their traffic without fear but when their
rich Smyrna fleet of merchantmen, consisting
of seventy-two sail under convoy of six menof-war, passed by the Isle of Wight, the English
fleet fell upon them and took several of theiiships, without any previous declaration of war
a breach of faith, says Burnet, which Mohammedans and pirates would have been ashamed
;

* This Dr. Grey

is unwilling to admit, though he
Monsieur Mainborough published, i!i
French, her declaration for renouncing the Protestant religion, and he quotes largely from Dr. Richard
Watson, a celebrated English divine, who published
an answer to it. The amount of his defence of the
duchess, as it appears in this quotation, is. that when,
on account of her illness, the worship of her oratory
had been deserted, it was renewed again by her or- of*
Two days after the attempt upon the Smyrna
der, and the doors of her chamber, which were adjoining to it, were opened that she might hear the fleet, the Cabal made the third advance towards
prayers and that the Bishop of 0.xford was sent for popery and absolute power, by advising the king
In opposition to suspend the penal laws against all sorts of
to administer the sacrament to her.
to this, which rises to presumptive evidence only, Nonconformists.
It was now resolved to set
and in support of Mr. Neal, it may bo added, that Sir
John Reresby says that she died with her last breath
Vol.
19.
ii., p. 16, 12mo.
herself
a
papist."
Memoirs,
Ed.
declaring
p.

owns

that

;
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supreme power

the Dissenters against the Churcli, and to offer
the piotec-lion of the crown to make way
for a general toleration. Lord Shaftesbury first
proposed it in council, which the majority readily complied with, provided the Roman Cathobut when the declaralics might be included
tion was prepared, the lord-keeper, Bridgman,
refused to put the seal to it, as judging it contrary to law, for which he was dismissed, and
the seals given to the Earl of Shaftesbury, who
maintained that the indulgence was for the
service of the Church of England.* "As for the
Church," says his lordship, " I conceive the
declaration is extremely for their interest
for
the narrow bottom they have placed themselves
upon, and the measures they have proceeded
by, so contrary to the properties and liberties
of the nation, must needs in a short lime prove
fatal to them
whereas, this leads them into
another way, to live peaceably with the Dissenting and different Protestants, both at home
and abroad ;" which was true if both had not
been undermined by the papists. t Archbishop
Sheldon, Morley, and the rest of their party,
exclaimed loudly against the indulgence, and
alarmed the whole nation, insomuch that many
sober and good men, who had long feared the
growth of popery, began to think their eyes were
open, and that they were in good earnest
but
it appeared afterward that their chief concern
was for the spiritual power; for, though they
murmured against the dispensing power, they
fell in with all their other proceedings; which,
if Providence had not miraculously interposed,
must have been fatal to the Protestant religion

them

;

;

;

;

;

in ecclesiastical matters, which
is not only inherent in us, but hath been declared and recognised to be so by several statutes
and acts of Parliament and therefore we do
now accordingly issue this our declaration, as
well for the quieting of our good subjects ia
these points, as for inviting strangers in this
conjuncture to come and live under us and (or
the better encouragement of all to a cheerful
following of their trades and callings, from
whence we hope, by the blessing of God, to
;

1

have many good and happy advantages to our
government
as, also, for preventing for the
future the danger that might otherwise arise
from private meetings and seditious conventi;

cles.
•'
And, in the first place, we declare our express resolution, meaning, and intention, to be,
that the Church of England be preserved, and.

remain entire in its doctrine, discipline, and
government, as now it stands established by
law and that this be taken to be, as it is, the
basis, rule, and standard of the general and
public worship of God, and that the orthodox
conformable clergy do receive and enjoy the
revenues belonging thereunto, and that no person, though of a different opinion and persuasion, shall be exempt from paying his tithes, or
otherdues whatsoever. And farther we declare,
that no person sliall be capable of holding any
;

benefice, living, or ecclesiastical dignity or preferment of any kind, in this our kingdom of England, who is not exactly conformable.
"
do, in the next place, declare our will

We

and pleasure to he, that the execution of all,
and the liberties of Europe.
and all manner of penal laws in matters eccleAt length, the declaration having been com- siastical, against whatsoever sort of Nonconmunicated to the French king, and received his formists or recusants, be immediately suspendapprobation, was published, bearing date March ed, and they are hereby suspended
and all
;

judges, judges of assize, and jail delivery, sheriffs, justices of peace, mayors, bailiffs, and other officers whatsoever, whether ecclesiastical or
civil, are to take notice of it, and pay due obedience thereto.
" And that there may be no pretence for any
of our subjects to continue their illegal meetings and conventicles, we do declare that we
shall, from time to time, allow a sufficient number of places, as they shall be desired, in all
parts of this our kingdom, for the use of such
as do not conform to the Church of England, to
meet and assemble in order to their public worship and devotion, which places shall be open
and free to all persons.
" But to prevent such disorders and incon* History of the Stuarts, p. 56G.
veniences as may happen by this our indulgence,
t Des Maiz. Col., p. C77, &c.
if not duly regulated, and that they may be the
The bishops took the alarm at this declaration,
and charged their clergy to preach against popery. better protected by the civil magistrate, our
The pulpits were full of a new strain it was every- express will and pleasure is, that none of our
where preached against, and the authority of (he subjects do presume to meet in any place, until
laws was magnified. The king complained to Shel- such places be allowed, and the teacher of that
don that controversy was preached, as if on purpose congregation be approved by us.
to inflame the people, and alienate thein from him
" And lest any should apprehend that this reand his government and Sheldon, apprehensive that
striction should make our said allowance and
the king might again press him on this subject, convened some of the clergy, to consult with them what approbation difficult to be obtained, we do faranswer to make to his majesty. Dr. Tillotson sug- ther declare, that this our indulgence, as to the
gested this reply " That since the king himself pro- allowance of the public places of worship, and
fessed the Protestant religion, it would be a thing approbation of the preachers, shall extend to all
without a precedent that he should forbid his clergy sorts of Nonconformists and recusants except
to preaclr in defence of a religion which they believthe recusants of the Roman Catholic religion, to
ed, while he himself said he was of it."
Burnet's
whom we shall in nowise allow public places
HUtnry, vol. ij., p. 17, 12mo ed. and Birch's Life of
worship, but only indulge them their share in
of
TUlotson, p. 41.— Ed.
15, 1671-2, to the following effect :t

" Charles Rex.
" Our care and endeavours for the preservation of the rights and interests of the Church
have been sufficiently manifested to the world,
by the whole,'course of our government since
our happy restoration, and by the many and
frequent ways of coercion that we have used for
reducing all erring or dissenting persons, and
for composing the unhappy differences in matters of religion, which we found among our subbut it being evident, by
jects upon our return
the sad experience of twelve years, that there
is very little fruit of all these forcible courses,
we thmk ourselves obliged to make use of that
;

;

;

:

;
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common exemption

from the penal laws,
and the exercise of their worship in iheir private houses only.
"And if, after this onr clemency and indulgence, any of our subjects sliall pretend to al)use
this lil)eny, and shall preach seditiously, or to
the derogation of the doctrine, discipline, orgovernmentofthe Established Church, or shall meet
in places not allowed by us, we do hereby give
them warning, and declare we will proceed
against them with all imaginable severity. And
we will let them see we can be as severe
to punish such offenders, when so justly provoked, as we are indulgent to truly tender conthe

sciences.
"

Given at our court at Whitehall, this 15th
day of March, in the four-and-twentieth year of
our reign."
The Protestant Nonconformists had no opinion of the dispensing power, and were not forthey
to accept of liberty in this way
sensible the indulgence was not granted
would
continue
any
out of love to them, nor
longer than it would serve the interest of po"
pery.
The beginning of the Dutch war," says
one of their writers, "made the court think it
necessary to giant them an indulgence, that
there might be peace at home while there was
war abioad, though much to the dissatisfaction
of those who had a hand in framing all the severe laws against them "* Many pamphlets
were written for and against the Dissenters accepting it, because it was grafted on the dispensing power. Some maintained that it was
setting up altar against altar, and that they
should accept of nothing but a comprehension.
Oiliers endeavoured to prove that it was the
duty of the Presbyterians to make use of the
liberty granted them by the king, because it
was their natural right, which no legislative
power upon earth had a right to deprive them of,
as long as they remained dutiful subjects that

ward
were

;

:

meeting

in separate congregations, distinct from
the parochial assemblies, in the present circumstances, was neither schismatical nor sinful.f
Accordingly, most of the ministers, both in London and in the country, took out licenses, a copy
of which J have transcribed from under the
Icing's own hand and seal in the margin. t Great
numbers of people attended the meetings, and

* Baxter, part iii.. p. 99. Welwood's Mem., p. 190.
+ Baxter, part iii., p. 99. Welwood's Mem., p.
102.*

Charles Rex.
I
Charles, by the grace of God, King of England,
Scotland, France, and Ireland, defender of the laiih,
&c., to all mayor.s. bailitls, constables, and others,
officers and ministers, civil and military, whom
may concern, greeting In pursuance of our declaration of the 15th of March, iC71-2, we do hereby
of the Congregational
permit and license G. S
persuasion, to be a teacher of the congregation allowed by us, in a room or rooms of his house in
,
for the use of such as do not conform to the Church
of England, who are of that persuasion commonly
called Congregational, with farther license and permission to him, the said G. S
to teach in any
pla<e licensed and allowed by us, according to our
said declaration.
Given at our court at Whitehall, the second day of
May, in the twenty-fourth year of our reign. 1672.

our
it

:

,

,

By

his majesty's

* T)ie editor cftnnot

meet with

wond's Memoirs, 6ih edition.

Vol. II.—

M
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a cautious and moderate address of thanks was
presented to the king for their liberty, but all
were afraid of the consequences.
It was reported, farther, that the court encouraged the Nonconformists, by some small
pensions of £50 and £100 to the chief of their
parly; that Mr. Baxter returned the money,
but that Mr. Pool acknowledged he had received £50 for two years, and that the rest accepted it.* This was reported to the disadvantage
of the Dissenters, by Dr. Stillingfleet and others, with an insinuation that it was to bribe
them to be silent, and join interest with the
papists
but Dr. Owen, in answer to this part
of the charge, in his preface to a book entitled
" An Inquiry, &c., against Dr. Stillingfleet," declares, that "it is such a fronlless, malicious
lie, as impudence itself would blush at
that,
however the Dissenters may be traduced, they
are ready to give the highest security that can
be of their stability in the Protestant cause;
;

;

for myself," says ho, " never any person
in authority, dignity, or power in the nation, nor
any from them, papist or Protestant, did ever
speak or advise with me about any indulgence
or toleration to be granted to papists, and I
challenge the whole world to prove the contra-

and

ry." From this indulgence Dr. Stillingfleet dates
the beginning of the Presbyterian separation.'
This year died Dr. Edmund Staunton, the
ejected minister of Kingston-upon-Thames, one
of the Assembly of Divines, and some time
president of Corpus Christi College, in Oxford.
He was son of Sir Francis Staunton, born at
Woburn, in Bedfordshire, 1601, and educated
in Wadham College, of which he was a fellow.f
Upon his taking orders, he became minister of
Bushy, in Hertfordshire, but changed it after-

ward for Kingston-upon-Thames. In 1634 he
took the degrees in divinity, and in 1648 was
made president of Corpus Christi College, which
he kept till he was silenced for nonconformity.
He then retired to Rickmansvvorth, in Hertfordshire, and afterward to a village in that
county called Bovingden, where he p.'-eached as
often as he had opportunity. He was a learned,
pious, and peaceable divine.
In his last sickness he said he neither feared death nor desired
life, but was willing to be at God's disposal.
He died July 14, 1671, and w^as buried in the
church belonging to the parish.?
Mr. Vavasor Powell was born in Radnorshire,
and educated in Jesus College, Oxon. When
he left the university, he preached up and down
in Wales, till, being driven from thence for want
of Presbyterial ordination, which he scrupled,
he came to London, and soon after settled at
Dartford, in Kent.
In the year 1646 he obtained a testimonial of his religious and blameless
conversation, and of his abilities for the work
of the ministry, signed by Mr. Herle and seventeen of the Assembly of Divines.
Furnished
with these testimonials, he returned to Wales,
* Burnet, vol.

ii.,

p. lO, 17.

Staunton, in 1615, became a commoner of
on the 4th of October, in the same
year, was admitted scholar of Corpus Christi College;
and afterward fellow, and A.M.
Wood's Atken.
Oxmr, vol. ii.. p. 352 and Dr. Grfy.—Ev.
Palmer's NonX Calamy's Abridg., vol. ii., p. 63.
conformists' Mem., vol. i., p. 173.
Clarke's Lives,
t Dr.

Wadham College

;

—

;

1673, folio, p.

160.— C.
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and became a most indefatigable and active instrument of propagating the Gospel in those
There were few, if any, of the churches
or chapels in Wales in which he did not preach
yea, very often he preached to the poor Welsh
in the mountains, at fairs, and in market-places
for which he had no more than a stipend of
£100 per annum, besides the advantage of some
sequestered livings in North Wales (says my author), which, in those times of confusion, turned
but to a very poor account. Mr. Powell was a
bold man, and of Republican principles, preaching against the protectorship of Cromwell, and
wrote letters to him, for which he was impris-

FROM THE king's DECLARATION OF INDULGENCE
TO THE POPISH PLOT IN THE YEAR 1678.

parts.

;

1672.

The French

;

oned, to prevent his spreading disaffection in
At the dawn of the Restoration, bethe state.
ing known to be a tifth-monarchy man, he was
secured first at Shrewsbury, afterward in Wales,
and at last in the Fleet. In the year 1662 he
was shut up in South-Sea Castle, near Portsmouth, where he continued five years. In 1667
he was released, but venturing to preach again
in his own country, he was imprisoned at Cardiff, and in the year 1669 sent up to London,
and confined a prisoner in the Fleet, where he
died, and was buried in Bunhill Fields, in the
presence of an innumerable crowd of DissentHe was
erg,, who attended him to his grave.
of^an unconquerable resolution, and of a mind

;

The inscrip" a successful teacher of the past, a sincere witness of the present,
and a useful example to the future age who,

unshaken under
tion on his tomb

all

his troubles.

calls

king having prevailed with the
English court to break the triple alliance, and
make war with the Dutch, published a declara^
tion at Paris, signifying that he could not, without diminution of his glory, any longer dissemble the indignation raised in him by the unhandsome carriage of the States-General of the United Provinces, and therefore proclaimed war
against them both by sea and land. In the beginning of May, he drew together an army of one
hundred and twenty thousand men, with which
he took the principal places in Flanders, and
with a rapid fury overran the greatest part of the
Netherlands.
In the beginning of July he took
possession of Utrecht, a city in the heart of the
United Provinces, where he held his court, and
la
threatened to besiege Amsterdam itself
this extremity the Dutch opened their sluices,
and laid a great part of their country under water
the populace rose, and having obliged the
states to elect the young Prince of Orange stadtholder, they fell upon the two brothers Cornelius and John do Wit, their late pensionary, and.
tore them to pieces in a barbarous manner.
The young prince, who was then but twentytwo years old, used all imaginable vigilance and
activity to save the remainder of his country;
and like a true patriot, declared he would die in
the last dike rather than become tributary to
any foreign power. At length, their allies came

him

;

the defection of many, found mercy to be
which, being called to many prisons,
he was there tried, and would not accept delivHe
erance, expecting a better resurrection."
died October 27, 1671, in the fifty-third year of
imprisonof
his
year
his age, and the eleventh
in

faithful, for

to their assistance, when the young prince, like
another Scipio, abandoning his own country,

besieged and took the important town of Bonn,,
which opened a passage for the Germans into
Flanders, and struck such a surprise into the
ment.*
French, whose enemies were now behind them,
* To Mr. Neal's account of Mr. Vavasor Powell that they abandoned all their conquests in Holit may be added, that he was born in 1617, and deland, except Maestricht and Grave, with as
scended from an ancient and honourable stock on
much precipitance as they had made them.
his father's side, from the Powells of Knocklas in
These rapid conquests of the French opened
Radnorshire and on his mother's, from the Vavasors,
a family of great antiquity, that came out of York- people's mouths against the court, and raised
discontents in England, that his majesty
such
to
the
principal
related
Wales,
was
and
shire into
So active and laborious was obliged to issue out his proclamation ta
gentry in North Wales.
was he in the duties of the ministry, that he fre- suppress all unlawful and undutiful conversaquently preached in two or three places in a day, and tion, threatening a severe prosecution of suclv
was seldom two days in the week, throughout the who should spread false news, or intermeddle
He would sometimes ride a
year, out of the pulpit.
with atfairs of state, or promote scandal against
hundred miles in the week, and preach in every
majesty's counsellors, by their common displace where he could gain admittance, either by his
He would often alight from his horse, course in coffee-houses or places of public renight or day.
and set on it any aged person whom he met with on sort. He was obliged, also, to continue the exthe road on foot, and walk by the side for miles to- chequer shut up, contrary to his royal promise,
He was exceedingly hospitable and gener- and to prorogue his Parliament till next year,,
gether.
ous, and would not only entertain and lodge, but which, he foresaw, would be in a flame at their
clothe the poor and aged. He was a man of great
meeting.
humility, very conscientious and exemplary in all relDuring this interval of Parliament, the declaHe
ative duties, and very punctual to his word.
was a scholar, and his general deportment was that ration of Indulgence continued in force, and the
when the Presbyterians
His sentiments were those of a Sab- Dissenters had rest
of a gentleman.
batarian Baptist. In 1642, when he left Wales, there and Independents, to show their agreement
was not then above one or two gathered churches among themselves, as well as to s upport the
but before the Restoration, there were above twenty
would bless God, and say,
distinct societies, consisting of from two to five hun- under the acutest pains
dred members, chiefly planted and formed by his "he would not entertain one hard thought of God
care and industry, in the principles of the Baptists. for all the world," and could scarcely be restrained
They were also for the ordination of elders, singing from acts of devotion, and from expressing his sentiof psalms and hymns in public worship laying on of ments of zeal and piety. Dr. Grey, after Wood, has
hands on the newly baptized, and anointing the sick vilified Mr. Powell by retailing the falsehoods of a
with oil, and did not limit their communion to an piece entitled Strena Vavasoriensis. Crosby's Hisagreement with them in their sentiments on baptism. tory, vol. i., p. 373, &c. Life and Death of Vavasor
He bore his last illness with great patience, and Poivell.—ED. (Toulmin).
:

;

;

;

;
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doctrines of the Reformation against the prevailing errors of popery, Socinianism, and infidehty, set up a weekly lecture at Pinners'
Hall, in Broad-street, on Tuesday mornings,
under the encouragement of the principal merchants and tradesmen of their persuasion in the
Four Presbyterians were joined by two
city.
Independents, to preach by turns, and, to give
it the greater reputation, the principal ministers
for learning and popularity were chosen as lecas Dr. Bates, Dr. Manton, Dr. Owen,
turers
Mr. Baxter, Mr. Collins, Jenkins, Mead, and,
afterward, Mr. Alsop, Howe, Cole, and others

;

;

;

i

and, though there were some little misunderstandings at their first setting out, about some
high points of Calvinism, occasioned by one of
Mr. Baxter's first sermons, yet the lecture continned in this form tdl the year 1695, when it
split upon the same rock, occasioned by the reThe four Presbyprinting Dr. Crisp's works.
terians removed to Salters' Hall, and set up a
The two
lecture on the same day and hour.
Independents remained at Pinners' Hall, and,
when there was no prospect of an accommodation, each party filled up their numbers out of
their respective denominations, and they are
both subsisting to this day.
Among the Puritan divines who died this
year. Bishop Wilkins deserves the first place.
He was born at Fawsley, in Northamptonshire,
in the house of his mother's father, Mr. J. Dod,
the decalogist, in the year 1614, and educated
in Magdalen Hall under Mr. Tombes.* He was
some time warden of Wad ham College, Oxford,
and afterward master of Trinity College, Cambridge, of which he was deprived at the RestoHe married a
ration, though he conformed.
sister of the protector's, Oliver Cromwell, and
complied with all the changes of the late times,
being, as Wood observes, always Puritanically
affected but, for his admirable abilities and extraordinary genius, he had scarce his equal.
and
He was made Bishop of Chester 166
surely, says Mr. Echard, the court could not
have found out a man of greater ingenuity and
capacity, or of more universal knowledge and
understanding in all parts of polite learning.
Archbishop Tillotson and Bishop Burnet, who
were his intimates, give him the highest encomium as, that he was a pious Christian, an
admirable preacher, a rare mathematician, and
mechanical philosopher; and a man of as great
a mind, as true judgment, as eminent virtues,
and of as great a soul, as any they ever knew.
He was a person of universal charity and modand was concerned in all ateration of spirit
tempts for a comprehension with the Dissenters.
He died of the stone, in Dr. Tillotson's
house in Chancery Lane, November 19, 1672, in
the fifty-ninth year of his age.
Mr. Joseph Caryl, M.A., the ejected minister
of St. Magnus, London Bridge, was born of genteel parents in London, 1602, educated in Exeter College, and afterward preacher of Lincoln's
Inn he was a member of the Assembly of Divines, and afterward one of the triers for approbation of ministers in all which stations he
appeared a man of great learning, pety, and
modesty. He was sent by the Parliament to
attend the king at Holmby House, and was one
of their commissioners In the treaty of the Isle

j

j

|

i

<

j

politician,

council,

any

the

it

was debated

in

whether he
,^ and it was

Restoration,

office, ecclesiastical

or

civil,

he should, to

all intents and purposes in law, stand as if he
had been totally excepted. He was ejected
from St. Bartholomew behind the Exchange,
and preached privately, as opportunity offered,

to a congregation of Dissenters tdl the present

when he died in the month of September,
about seventy-six years old, and lies buried in
the church of St. Michael's, Cornhill, leaving
behind him the character of a man of uncommon depth, and of one who was seldom if ever

year,

outreached.il

When the king met his Parliament February 4, 1673, after a recess of a year and nine
naonths, he acquainted them with the reasonableness and necessity of the war with the
Dutch, and having asked a supply, told them,
" he had found the good etTect of his indulgence to Dissenters, but that it was a mistake
in those who said more hberty was given to

;

* This work was printed in two volumes folio,
consisting of upward of si.^ auiidred sheets: and
there was also an edition in twelve volumes 4to.
"One just remark," says Mr. Granger, "has been
made on its utility, that it is a very sufficient exercise for the virtue of patience, which it was chiefly
Grane:er's Hisintended to inculcate and improve."
tory of England, vol. iii., p. 313, 8vo, note.— El). It is
not amiss to add, that very few works of equal magnitude contain so much piety and good sense. This
commentary, for such it may be termed, is highly
prized, and a copy is never to be met with in a London catalogue but at a very high price. It is one of
the scarcest theological books, and, on account of its
size, not likely to meet a reprint.
C.
Palmer's Noncon. Mein.,
t Calamy, vol. ii., p. 7.

;

;

—

vol.

i.,

p. 121.

X Mr. Nye was entered a commoner of Brazen
Nose July, 1615, aged about nineteen years; but
making no long stay there, he removed to Magdalen
Hall, not Magdalen College.— Z>r. Grey; and Wood's
Athen. Oxon., vol. if, p. 308.— Ed.
With John Goodwin and Hugh Peters. Soon
after the Restoration, there was an order of Parliament for lodgmg his papers with the Archbishop of
Canterbury at Lambeth, where they yet remain. Mr.
Nye had drawn up a complete history of the old Pu-

;

(J

;

p. 505.

insomuch that

after

should not be excepted for life
concluded, that if he should accept or exercise

;

Athen. Oxon.,
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After his ejectment in 1662, he lived
privately in London, and preached to his congregation as the times would permit he was a
moderate Independent, and distinguished himself by his learned exposition upon the Book of
Job.*
He died, universally lamented by all his
acquaintance, February 7, 1672-3, and in the
seventy-first year of his age.t
Mr. Philip Nye, M.A., was a divine of a warmHe was born of a genteel family,
er spirit.
1596, and was educated in Magdalen College.i
Oxford, where he took the degrees. In 1630 he
was curate of St. Michael's, Cornhill, and three
years after iled from Bishop Laud's persecution
into Holland, but returned about the beginning
of the Long Parliament, and became minister
of Kimbolton in Huntingdonshire. He was one
of the dissenting brethren in the Assembly, one
of the triers in the protector's time, and a principal manager of the meeting of the Congregational ministers at the Savoy. He was a great
of Wight.

Dissenters, but the MS. was, unfortunately,
burned in the fire of London. C.
Calamy, vol. ii., p. 29. Palmer, vol. i., p. 86.
ritan

i

II

—

—

;
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papists than others, because ihey had only free- sented a second address, insisting upon a full
dom in ilieir own houses, and no pubhc assem- and satisfactory assurance that hjs majesty's
blies
he should therelore lake it ill to receive conduct in this affair might not be drawn into
and to deal example for the future, which at length they
contradiction in wliat lie had done
plainly with you," said his majesty, '' I am re- obtained.
LordThe Parliament was now first disposed to
solved to stick to my declaration."
chancellor Shaftesbury seconded the king's distii'iguish between Protestant Dissenters and
speech, and having vindicated ihe indulgence, Popish recusants, and to give ease to the foriiiagnilied the king's zeal for the Church of mer without including the latter, especially
England and the Protestant religion. But the when the Dissenters in the House disavowed
House of Commons declared against the dis- the dispensing power, though it had been exerpensing power, and argued that though the cised 111 their favour. Alderman I^ove, memking had a power to pardon offenders, he had ber for the city of London, stood up, and in a
not a right to authorize men to break the laws, handsome speech declared, " that he had rather
for this would infer a power to alter the gov- go without his own desired liberty, than have
ernment and if the king could secure offend- It in a way so destructive of the liberties of his
and that
ers by indemnifying them beforehand, it was in country and the Protestant interest
vain to make any laws at all, because, accord- this was the sense of the main body of Dissenting to this maxim, they had no force but at the ers :" which surprised the whole House, and
But it was objected, on the gave a turn to those very men who, for tea
king's discretion.
other side, that a difference was to be made years together, had been loading the Nonconbetween penal laws in spiritual matters and formists with one penal law after anuiher but
that the king's supremacy gave him a things were now at a crisis; Popery and slaothers
peculiar authority over these, as was evident very were at the door; the triple alliance broby his tolerating the Jews, and the churches ol ken; the Protestant powers ravaging one anTo which it was replied, other; the exchequer shut up; the heir presumpforeign Protestants.
and an army
that the intent of the law in asserting the su- tive of the crown an open papist
premacy was only to exclude all foreign juris- encamped near London under popish officers
diction, and to ludge the whole authority vvith ready to be transported into Holland to complete
When the Dissenters, at such a
but that was still bounded and regu- their ruin.
the king
the Jews were still at mercy, time, laid aside their resentments against their
lated by law
and only connived at, but the foreign churches persecutors, and renounced their own liberty
were excepted by a particular clause in the Aci lor the salety of the Protestant religimi and
of Uniioruuiy and therefore, upon the whole, the liberties of their country, all sober men
they came to this resolution February 10, began to think it was high time to put a mark
" 'I'hat penal statutes
matters ecclesiastical of distinct.on between them and the ilwman
Catholics.
cannot be suspended but by act of Parliament
But the king was of another mind; yet, belliat no such power had ever been claimed by
any of his majesty's predecessors, and there- ing in want of money, he was easily persuaded
fore his majesty's indulgence was contrary to by his mistresses to give up his indulgence, conlaw, and tended to subvert the legislative pow- trary to the advice of the Cabdl, who told him,
if he would make a bold stand for his prerogaer, wliich had always been acknowledged to reBut lie came to the
side in the king and his two houses of i^arlia- tive, all would be well.
ment." Pursuant to this resolution, they ad- House March 8, and having pressed the Comdressed the king February 19, to recall liis dec- mons to despatch the money bill, he added, " If
laration.
The king answered, that he was there be any scruple yet remaining with you
sorry they should question his power in eccle- touching the suspension of the penal laws, I
siastics, which had not been done in the reigns here faithfully promise you that what has been
of his ancestors
that he did not pretend to done in that particular shall not for the future be
suspend laws wherein the properties, rights, drawn into example and consequence and as
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

m

;

;

or liberties of his subjects were concerned, nor
to alter anything in the established religion, but
only to take off the penalties inflicted on Dissenters, which he believed they themselves
would not wish executed according to the rigour of the law.* The Commons, perceiving
his majesty was not inclined to desist from his

declaration, stopped the

* Kchard,

money

Burnet, vol.

biU.t

and pre-

p. 72, 73.
t The reuiarks of Mr. Uough here are just and
weighty " The conduct of the Coininoiis in this case
halli procured the general voice of our historians in
and it must be acknowledged that they
their lavour
p. 889.

ii.,

:

;

acted consistently with their duty in opposing the iiiYet, as the king's
fnngeiiieril ot the Constitution.
apparent inclination to bave the Dissenters e.xeinpted from penal laws would have merited praise, it it
had been sincere, and attempted in a legal way, so
the opposition of the Parliament would have been
entitled to the claim of greater merit, if it had not
originated, with many of them, in an aversion to the
principles of the declaraiion (impunity to the Nonconlonnists) as much as the grounds upon which it

daily expect from you a bill for my siipjily, so
assure you shall as willingly receive and pass
any other you shall offer me, that may tend to
the giving you satisfaction in all your just grievances." Accordingly, he called for the declaration, and broke the seal with his own hands,
by which means all the licenses for meetinghouses were called in. Our historian^* observe,
that this proceeding of the king made a surprising alteration in Lord Shaftesbury, who had
been the soul of the Cabal, and the master-builder of the scheme :or making the king absolute
I
I

1

;

they had not laid the foundathe various penal laws,
tions for this contest
which, under the influence of parly pique, they had
and on all occauniversally enacted and received

was published

;

and

if

m

;

sions manifested a determined enmity lo all dissenters from the established religion for if they had not
an aversion to the principles of the declaration, they
had now a fair opportunity of legalizing it. by conHistory of the
verting it into an act of f^arliameiil."
;

QMikn-s, vol.
*

Echard,

ii.,

p.

p.

374.— Ef).

801.

Burnet, vol.

ii.,

p. 75.
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his majesty was so unsteady as
to desert liim in the project of an indulgence
after he had promised to stand by him, he eonchided the king was not to he trusted, and ap-

but that

when

peared afterward

at the

head of the country

party.

The Nonconformists were now in some hopes
of a legal toleration by Parliament, for the

Commons

resolved, ncminc contradicenle, that a

be brought in for the ease of his majesty's
Protestant subjects, who are dissenters in matters of religion from the Church of England.
The substance of the bill was,
" I. That ease be given to his majesty's Protestant subjects dissenting in matters of religion,
who shall subscribe the articles of the doctrine
of the Church of England, and shall take the
2. That
oaths of allegience and supremacy.the said Protestant subjects be eased from all
to
church.
pains and penalties for not coming
3. That the clause in the late Act of Uniformity
fordeclaiing the assent and consent be taken
away by ihis bill. 4. That the said Protestant
subjects be eased from all pains and penalties,
for meeting together for performance of any
religious exercises. 5. That every teacher shall
give notice of the place where he intends to
hold such his meetings to the quarter sessions,
where in open court he shall first make such
subscription, and take such oaths as aforesaid,
and receive from thence a certificate thereof,
where all such proceedings shall remain upon
record.
6. That any such teacher may exercise
as aforesaid, until the next respective quarter
sessions, and no longer, in case he shall not first
take the oaths, and make such subscription before two of the neighbouring justices of the
peace, and shall first give them notice of the
place of his intended meeting, and take a certificate thereof under the said justices' hands, a duplicate whereof they are to return into the next
quarter sessions.
7. The doors and passages
of all houses and places where the said Dissenters do meet shall be always open and free during the time of such exercise.
8. If any Dissenter refuses to take the church-wardens' oath,
he shall then find another fit person, who is not
a Dissenter, to execute that office, and shall pay
him for it." But though all agreed in bringing
In a bill, there was neither time nor unanimity
enough in the House this sessions to agree upon
particulars
for according to Bishop Burnet, it
went no farther than a second reading. Mr.
Echard says it was dropped in the House of
Lords on account of some amendments, till the
Parliament was prorogued but Mr. Coke says,
more truly, that it was because the dead weight
of bishops joined with the king and the caballing party against it.t
While this was depending, the Commons addressed the king against papists and Jesuits,
expressing their great concern to see such persons admitted into employments and places of
great trust and profit, and especially into military commands, and therefore pray that the
laws against them may be put in execution.
Upon which a proclamation was issued, though
to very little purpose, enjoining ail popish priests
and Jesuits to depart the realm, and the laws
to be put in execution against all popish recubill

;

;

sants.

Echard,

p. 889.

t Detect., p. 490.

But his majesty making no mention of removing them from places of profit and trust, the

Commons, knowing where their strength lay,
suspended their money bill, and ordered a bdl
to be brought in to confine all places of profit
and trust to those only who are of the communion of the Church of England
this is commonly called the Test Act, and was levelled
against the Duke of York and the present min:

istry,

who were chiefly of his persuasion. When

it

was brought

it

with

into the House, the court opposed
their might, and endeavoured to divide the church party, by proposing that some
regard might be had to Protestant Dissenters,
hoping by this means to clog the bill, and throw
all

out of the House
upon which Aliierman
Love, a Dissenter, and representative for the
stood up again, and said he hoped the clause
in favour of Protestant Dissenters would occasion no intemperate heats
and moved that
since it was likely to prove so considerable a
barrier against popery, the bill might pass without any alteration, and tliat nothing might interpose till it was finished and then (says tiie alit

;

city,

;

;

derman)

ment

we

[Dissenters] will try

if

the Parlia-

us from popish recuby some marks of their favour but we
are willing to lie under the severity of the laws
will not distinguish

sants,

;

than clog a more necessary
work with our concerns.
These being the
sentiments of the leading Dissenters both in the
House and without doors, the bill passed the
Commons with little opposition but when it
came to be debated in the House of Peers, in
the king's presence, March 15, the whole court
was against it, except the Earl of Bristol and
maintained that it was his majesty's prerogative
to employ whom he pleased in his service.
Some were for having the king stand his ground
against the Parliament.
The Duke of Buckingham and Lord Berkley* proposed bringing
the army to town, and taking out of both houses
for a lime, rather

;

;

the members who made opposition.
Lauderdale offered to bring an army from Scotland ;
and Lord Clifford told the king that the people
now saw through his designs, and therefore he
must resolve to make himself master at once,
or be forever subject to much jealousy and contempt.
But the Earl of Shaftesbury, having
changed sides, pressed the king to give the
Parliament full content, and then they would
undertake to procure him the supply he wanted.
This suited the king's easy temper, who, not
being willing to risk a second civil war, went
into these measures, and, out of mere necessity
for money, gave up the papists, in hopes that he
might afterward recover what in the present
extremity he was forced to resign. This effect,
ually broke the Cabal, and put the Roman
Catholics upon pursuing other measures to introduce their religion, which was the making
way for a popish successor of more resolute
principles
and from hence we may date the
beginning of the popish plot, which did not
break out till 1678, as appears by Mr. Coleman's
letters.
The bill received the royal assent
March 25, together with the money bill of
£1,200,000, and then the Parliament was prorogued to October 20, after a short session of
;

seven weeks.
The Test Act

is

entitled, "

* Burnet, vol.

ii.,

p.

An Act
75, 76.

to prevent

,
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Dangerswhich happen from Popish Recusants."
It requires, " that ail

of trust or

persons bearing any office
oaths of suprem-

profit shall talie the

acy and allegiance

in public

and open court, and

shall also receive the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper, according to the usage of the Church

some

parish church, on some
after Divine service
certificate of having
so received the sacrament, under the hands of
the respective ministers and church-wardens,
proved by two credible witnesses upon oath,
and upon record in court. And that all persons
taking the said oaths of supremacy and allegience shall likewise make and subscribe this
following declaration
I, A.B., do declare that
I believe there is no transubstantiation in the
sacrament of the Lord's Supper, or in the elements of bread and wine, at or after the consecration thereof by any person whatsoever.'
The penalty of breaking through this act is a
disability of suing in any court of law or equity,
being guardian of any child, executor or administrator to any person, or of taking any legacy,
or deed of gift, or of bearing any public office
besides a fine of five hundred pounds."
Mr. Echard observes well, tbat this act was
principally, if not solely, levelled at the Roman
Catholics, as appears from the title
and this
is farther evident from the disposition of the
House of Commons at this time to ease the
Protestant Dissenters of some of their burdens.
If the Dissenters had fallen in with the court
measures, they might have prevented the bill's
But they left their own liberties in a
passing.
state of uncertainty, to secure those of the naHowever, though the intention was good,
tion.
the act itself is, in my opinion, very unjustifiable, because it founds dominion in grace.
A
man cannot be an exciseman, a custom-house
officer, a lieutenant in the army or navy, no, not
so much as a tide-waiter, without putting on the
most distinguishing badge of Christianity, according to the usage of the Church of England.
Is not this a strong temptation to profanation
and hypocrisy \ Does it not pervert one of the
most solemn institutions of religion to purposes

of England,

in

Lord's Day, immediately
and serinon, and deliver a

'

:

;

;

for which it was never intended \
And is it
not easy to find securities of a civil nature sufficient for the preservation both of Church and
State 1
When the act took place, the Duke of
York, lord-high-admiral of England, Lord Clifford, lord-high-treasurer, and a great many other
popish officers, resigned their preferments but
not one Protestant Dissenter, there not being
one such in the administration however, as
the Church party showed a noble zeal for their
religion. Bishop Burnet observes, that the Dissenters got great reputation by their silent deportment though the king and the court bishops resolved to stick in their skirts.*
This being the last penal law made against
the Nonconformists in this reign, it may not be
improper to put them all together, that the reader may have a full view of their distressed circumstances
for besides the penal laws of
Queen Elizabeth, which were confirmed by this
Parliament, one of which was no less than
banishment, and another a mulct on every one
for not coming to church,
;

:

;

:

There were

in force,

Vol.

ii.,

p. 80.

1st. An act for well governing and regulating
corporations, 13 Car. II., c. i. Whereby all who
bear office in any city, corporation, town, or
borough, are required to take the oaths and
subscribe the declaration therein mentioned,
and to receive the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper according to the rites of the Church of
England. This effectually turned the Dissenters out of the government of all corporations.
2d. The Act of Uniformity, 14 Car. II., c. ir.
Whereby all parsons, vicars, and ministers who
enjoyed any preferment in the Church, were
obliged to declare their unfeigned assent and
consent to everything contained in the Book of
Common Prayer, &c., or beipso facto deprived ;
and all schoolmasters and tutors are prohibited
from teaching youth without license from the
archbishoporbishop, under pain of three months'

imprisonment.
3d. An act to prevent and suppress seditious
conventicles, 16 Car. II., c. iv.
Whereby it is
declared unlawful to be present at any meeting
for religious worship, except according to the
usage of the Church of England, where five
besides the family should be assembled
in
which case the first and second offences are
made subject to a certain fine, or three months'
imprisonment, on conviction before a justice of
the peace on the oatli of a single witness
and
the third offence, on conviction at the sessions,
or before the justices of assize, is punishable
by transportation for seven years.
4th. An act for restraining Nonconfcrmists
from inhabiting in corporations, 17 Car. II., c. ii.
Whereby all dissenting ministers, who would
not take an oath therein specified against the
lawfulness of taking up arms against the king on
any pretence whatsoever, and that they would
never attempt any alteration of government in
Church and State, are banished five miles from
all corporation towns, and subject to a fineof £40
in case they should preach in any conventicle.
5th. Another act to prevent and suppress seditious conventicles, 22 Car. II., c. v.
Whereby any persons who teach in such conventicles,
are subject to a penalty of £20 lor the first, and
and anj
£40 for every subsequent offence
person who permits such a conventicle to be
held in their house, is liable to a fine of £20 ;
and justices of peace are empowered to break
open doors where they are informed such conventicles are held, and take the offenders into
custody.
6th. An act for preventing dangers which
may happen from popish recusants, commonly
called the Test Act, whereby (as afore-mentioned) every person is incapacitated from holding
a place of trust under the government, without
taking the sacrament according to the rites of
the Church of England.
By the rigorous execution of these laws, the
Nonconformist ministers were separated frona
their congregations, from their maintenance,
from their houses and families, and their people
reduced to distress and misery, or obliged to
worship God in a manner contrary to the dictates of their consciences, on a penalty of hea\Tr
fines, or of being shut up in a prison among
Great numbers retired to
thieves and robbers.
but Dr. Owen, who was shipthe plantations
;

;

;

;

ping off his effects for New-England, was forbid
to leave the kingdom by express orders from
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Mr. James Janeway, M.A., was born in Hertfordshire, and a student of Christ Church, Oxford.
He was afterward tutor in the house of
Mr. Stringer at Windsor but not being satisfied with conformity, he opened a separate meeting at Rotherhithe, where he preached to a numerous congregation with great success.-* He
was a zealous preacher, and fervent in prayer
but being weakly, his indefatigable labours broke
his constitution, so that he died of a consumption March 16, 1673-4, in the thirty-eighth year

If there had been trea?King Charles himself.
son or rebellion in the case, it had been justifiable
but when it was purely for nonconformity
to certain rites and ceremonies, and a form of
•church government, it can deserve no better
name than that of persecution.
The House of Commons, from their apprehensions of the growth of popery and of a popish successor to the crown, petitioned the king
against the duke's second marriage with the
Princess of Modena, an Italian papist, but his
majesty told them they were too late. Upon
which the Commons stopped their money bill,
voted the standing army a grievance, and were
proceeding to other vigorous resolutions, when
the king sent for them to the House of Peers,
and with a short speech prorogued them to
January 7, after they had sat only nine days.
In the mean time the duke's marriage was consummated, with the consent of the French
king, which raised the expectation of the Roman Catholics higher than ever.
This induced the more zealous Protestants
to think of a firmer union with the Dissenters
accordingly, Mr. Baxter, at the request of the
Earl of Orrery, drew up some proposals for a
comprehension, agreeably to those already mentioned.* " He proposed that the meeting-houses of Dissenters should be allowed as chapels,
till there were vacancies for them in the churches and that those who had no meeting-houses
should be schoolmasters or lecturers till such
time that none should be obliged to read the
Apocrypha that parents might have liberty to
dedicate their own children in baptism
that
ministers might preach where somebody else
who had the room might read the Common
Prayer that ministers be not obliged to give
the sacrament to such as are guilty of scandalous immoralities, nor to refuse it to those who
•scruple kneeling
that persons excommunicated may not be imprisoned and ruined
and
that toleration be given to all conscientious
Dissenters." These proposals being communicated to the Earl of Orrery, were put into the
hands of Bishop Morley,t vvho returned them
without yielding to anything of importance.
The motion was also revived in the House of
Commons, but the shortness of the sessions
put a stop to its progress.
Besides, the court
bishops seemed altogether indisposed to any
concessions.!
This year put an end to the lives of two considerable Nonconformist divines Mr. William
"Whitaker, the ejected minister of St. Mary
Magdalen, Bermondsey, son of Mr. Jer. Whitaker, a divine of great learning in the Oriental
languages.
He was an elegant preacher, and
a good man from his youth. While he was at
Emanuel College, he was imiversally beloved
and when he came to London, generally esteem;

;

;

of his age.t
The revocation of the indulgence, and the
displeasure of the court against the Dissenters
for deserting them in their designs to prevent
the passing the Test Act, let loose the whole
tribe of informers.
The papists being excluded
from places of trust, the court had no tenderness
for Protestant Nonconformists
the judges,
therefore, had orders to quicken the execution
of the laws against them. The estates of those
of the best quality in each county were ordered
to be seized.
The mouths of the High-church
pulpiteers were encouraged to open as loud as
possible
one, in his sermon before the House
of Commons, told them that the Nonconformists ought not to be tolerated, but to be cured by
vengeance. He urged them to set fire to the
fagot, and to teach them by scourges or scorpions, and open their eyes with gall.
The king
himself issued out a proclamation for putting
the penal laws in full execution, which had its
;

;

;

;

effect.!

;

Mr. Baxter was one of the first upon whom
fell, being apprehended as he was
preaching his Thursday lecture at Mr. Turner's.
He went with a constable and Keting the informer to Sir William Pulteney's, who demanding the warrant, found it signed by Henry
Montague, Esq., bailiff of Westminster.
Sir
William told the constable that none but a city
justice could give a warrant to apprehend a man
for preaching in the city, whereupon he was
dismissed.!^ Endeavours were used to surprise
Dr. Manton, and send him to prison upon the
Oxford or Five-mile Act, but Mr. Bedford preaching for him was accidentally apprehended in his
stead
and though he had taken the oath in the
Five-mile Act, was fined £20, and the place
£40, which was paid by the hearers.
The like ravages were made in most parts of
England Mr. Joseph Swafiield, of Salisbury,
was seized preaching in his own house, and
bound over to the assizes, and imprisoned in the
countyjail almost a year. Twenty-five persons,
men and women, were indicted for a riot, that is,
for a conventicle, and suffered the penalty of the
The informers were Roman Catholics,
law.'TT
one of whom was executed for treason in the
At East Salcomb, in Devononpopish plot.
shire, lived one Joan Boston, an old blind wided for his sweet disposition.
He was first ow, who, for a supposed conventicle held at her
preacher at Hornchurch, and then at the place house, was fined £12, and for nonpayment of it
from whence he was ejected. He afterward threatened with a jail. After some weeks, the
preached to a separate congregation, as the times officers broke open her doors, and carried away
would permit, and died in the year 1673.<S>
Calamy, vol. ii., p. 838. Palmer, p. 684.
* Baxter, part iii., p. 110.
+ Page 109.
t Mr. Janeway had four brothers who were ejected in Hertfordshire they were all consumptive, and
t Ibid., part iii., p. 140.
Calamy, vol. ii., p. 25. Palmer, vol. i., p. l.'i". died under forty. C.
—Dr. Annesley preached his funeral sermon, and Dr.
Baxter, part iii.,
t State Tracts, vol. iii., p. 42.
State Tracts, part iii., p. 155.
Jacomb wrote an account of his life. He printed p. 153.
two sermons in the mornin" exercises. C.
Conf. Plea, part iv., p. 75. IT Ibid., part iv., p. 75.
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her goods to above the value of the fine. They
sold as many goods as were worth £\3foro0s.
and pewsix hogsheads valued at 405. for 95.
ter, feather-beds, &c., for 20i-., besides the rent
which they demanded of her tenants. jMr. John
Thompson, minister in Bristol, was apprehended, and refusing to take the Oxford oath, was
committed to prison, where he was seized with
a fever through the noisomeness of the place
a physician being sent for, advised his removal
and a bond of £500 was oflered the sheriff for
;

;

his security

application

:

bishop without success

:

also made to the
so he died in prison,

was

March 4, declaring, that if he had known when
he came to prison that he should die there, he
would have done no otherwise than he did.
Numberless examples of the like kind might be
produced during the recess of the Parliament.
But the king's want of money, and the discontents of his people, obliged him to put an end to
the war with the Dutch, with no other advantage than a sum of 2 or .£3000 for his expenses.
His majesty was unwilling to meet his Parliament, who were now full of zeal against popery, and began to consider the Nonconformists
as auxiliaries .to the Protestant cause; but necessity obliged him to covene them
and as
soon as they met, January 7, 1674, they addressed his majesty to banish all papists, who were
;

as perhaps were never exceeded in any age or
nation of the world. His daughters read to him,
after he was blind, the Greek poets, though they
understood not the language. He died in n\eaa
circumstances, at Bunhill How, London, in the
sixty-seventh year of his age.*
Though the Protestant religion stood in need
of the united strength of all its professors against
the advances of popery, and the Parliament had
moved for a toleration of Protestant Dissenters,
yet the bishops continued to prosecute them in
common with the papists. Archbishop Sheldon
directed circular letters to the bishops of his
province, enjoining them to give directions to
their archdeacons and commissaries to procure
particular information from the church- wardens
of their several parishes on the following inquiries, and transmit them to him after the next
visitation
1. What
number of persons ara
there, by common estimation, inhabiting with
in each parish subject to your jurisdiction 1 2
What number of popish recusants, or persons
suspected of recusancy, are resident among the
inhabitants aforesaid 1 3. What number of other Dissenters are there in each parish, of what
sect soever, which either obstinately refuse or
wholly absent themselves from the communion
of the Church of England, at such times as by
law they are required 1 Some of the clergy
were grieved at these proceedings, and Dr. Tillotson and Stillingfleet met privately with Dr.
Manton, Bates, Pool, and Baxter, to consider
of terms of accommodation, which, when they
had agreed upon and communicated to the bishops, they were disallowed
so that, when Tillotson saw how things were going, lie cautiously withdrew from the odium, and wrote the following letter to Mr. Baxter, April U, 1675:
" That he was unwilling his name should be
made public in the affair, since it was come to
nothing
not but that I do heartily desire an
accommodation," says he, " and shall always
endeavour it but I am sure it will be a prejudice
:

not housekeepers nor menial servants to peers,
ten miles from London
and to appoint a fast
for the calamities of the nation. They attacked
the remaining members of the Cabal, and voted
an address for removing them from his majesty's council
upon which the king prorogued
them for above a year, after they had sat six
weeks, without giving any money, or passing
one single act
which was an indication of ill
blood between the king and Parliament, and a
certain forerunner of vengeance upon the DisBut, to stifle the clamours of the peosenters.
ple, his majesty republished his proclamation,*
forbidding their meddling in state affairs, or
talking seditiously in coffee-houses
and then
* It is but a piece of justice to the memory and
commanded an order to be made public, " that virtues of some of the most distinguished characters
effectual care be taken for the suppressing of of the Conformists and Nonconformists of this periconventicles
and whereas, divers pretend old od, to record here their pious exertions for the relilicenses from his majesty, and would support gious instruction of the Welsh. A subscription was
themselves by that pretence, his majesty de- opened, and an association was formed for the distribution of Bibles, Testaments, and practical treaclares that all his licenses were long since retises, and for opening schools in the principality of
called, and that no conventicle has any author- Wales. At
the head of this institution was Dr. Tility, allowance, or encouragement from him."t
lotson, then Dean of Canterbury.
The gentlemen
This year put an end to the life of that great who were the chief contributors to this design were,
man, John Mdton, born in London, and educa- Whichcote, Ford, Bates, Outram, Patrick, i3u)ham,
ted in Christ College, Cambridge, where he Siillingrteet, Meriton, Burton, Baxter, Gouge, Poole,
discovered an uncommon genius, which was Fowler, Newman, Reading, Griffith, Short, Gape,
the beuelicent Firmin.
From Midsummer, 1674,.
He was and
very much improved by his travels.
to Lady Day, 1675, they had distributed thirty-two
Latin secretary to the Long Parliament, and Welsh Bibles,
which were all that could be procured
wrote in defence of the murder of King Charles L, in Wales or London two hundred and forty New
against Salmasius and others, with great spirit, Testaments, and five hundred Whole Duty of Man,
and in a pure and elegant Latin style. He was in Welsh, in the preceding year eight hundred and
afterward secretary to the Protector Cromwell, twelve poor children had, by the charity of others,
and lost the sight of both his eyes by hard study. been put to school m fifly-one of the chief towns in
At the Restoration some of his books were burn- Wales. The distribution of these books provoked
others to that charitable work, so that the children
ed, and himself in danger
but he was happily
placed at schools by these gentlpmen, and others,
included in the Act of Indemnity, and spent the
from their own purse, amounted to one thousand
remainder of his life in retirement. He was a eight hundred and filty. It appears as if this underman of an unequalled genius, and acquired im- taking gave birth to an edition of the Bible and liturmortal fame by his incomparable poem of Para- gy in the Welsh tongue, in vvrhich Mr. Gouge had a
principal concern, and to which Dr. Tillotson gave
in which he manifc sled such a subdise Lost
limity of thought, and such elegance of diftion. .£50. The im[iression extended to eight thousand
copies.— Life of Mr. Jamfs Owen, p. 10-12 and Life^
Gazette, No. 883
of Mr. Thomas Firmin, p. 50. Ed.
t Ibid., No. 962, 905.
;

;

;

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

;
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to me, and signify nothing to the effecting the
thing, which, as circumstances are, cannot pass
in either House without the concurrence of a
considerable part of the bishops, and the coun-

tenance of his niajpsty, which

at present

I

see

reason to expect."*

little

But the bishops' conduct made them unpopular, and drew on them many mortifications.
People's compassion began to move towards
their dissenting brethren,

whom

they frequently

saw carried iu great numbers to prison, and
spoiled of their goods, for no other crime than
a tender conscience. The very name of an informer became as odious as their behaviour was
infamous The aldermen of London often went
out of their way when they heard of their coming
and some denied them their warrants,
though by the act they forfeited £100. Alderman Forth bound over an informer to his good
behaviour, for breaking into his chamber without leave.! When twelve or thirteen bishops
came into the city to dine with Sir Nathaniel
Heme, one of the sheriffs of London, and exhorted him to put the laws in execution against
the Nonconformists, he told them plainly, they
could not trade with their fellow-citizens one
day and put them in prison the next.
The moderate churchmen showing a disposition to unite with the Nonconformists against
;

popery, the court resolved to take in the old
ranting Cavaliers, to strengthen the opposition
for this purpose, Morley and some other bishops
were sent for to court, and told it was a great
misfortune that ttie Church party and Dissenters
were so disposed to unite, and run into one the
court was therefore willing to make the (church
easy, and to secure to the king the allegiance
of all his subjects at the same time
for this
purpose a bill was brought into the House of
Lords, entitled, " An Act to prevent the Dangers that may arise from Persons disaffected to
the Government ;" by which all such as enjoyed
;

;

;

any

beneficial office or

employment,

ecclesiasti-

iall who voted in elections
of Parliament men
all privy counsellors, and
members of Parliament themselves, were under
a penalty to take the following oath, being the
same as was required by the Five-mile Act
"
do declare that it is not lawful, upon
any pretence whatsoever, to take up arms
against the king and that I do abhor that traitorous position of taking arms by his authority
against his person, or against those that are
commissioned by him in pursuance of such
commission. And I do swear that I will not at
any time endeavour the alteration of the gov-

cal, civil, or military

;

;

;

LAB,

;
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of their birthright to shut them out from the
right of election by an insnaring oath, as well
as destructive of the privilege of Parliament,
which was to vote freely in all cases without
any previous obligation that the peace of the
nation would be best secured by making good
laws and that oaths and tests without these
would be no real security
scrupulous men
might be fettered by them, but that the bulk of
mankind would boldly take any test, and as easily break through it, as had appeared in the late
times.
The bill was committed, and debated
paragraph by paragraph, but the heats occasioned by it were so violent, that the king came
unexpectedly to the House June 9, and prorogued the Parliament ;* so the bill was dropped
but the debates of the Lords upon the intended oath being made public, were ordered to
be burned.
Two proclamations were republished on this occasion
one to prevent seditious
discourses in coffee-houses, the other to put a
stop to the publishing seditious libels.
The court had reason to desire the passing
this bill, because the oath had been already imposed upon the Nonconformists and the court
clergy had been preaching in their churches,
for several years, that passive obedience and
nonresistance were the received doctrines of
the Church of England
the bishops had possessed the king and his brother with the belief
of it, and if it had now passed into a law, the
whole nation had been bound in chains, and
the court might have done as they pleased.
But the Parliament saw through the design;
and Dr. Burnet says,t he opened the reserve
to the Duke of York, by telling him " thai;
there was no trusting to disputable opinions ;
that there were distinctions and reserves ia
those who had maintained these points
and
that when men saw a visible danger of being
first undone, and then burned, they would be inclined to the shortest way of arguing, and save
themselves the best way they could interest
and self preservation being powerful motives."
This might be wholesome advice to the duke,
but implies such a secret reserve as may cover
the most wicked designs, and is not fit for the
lips of a Protestant divine, nor even of an hon;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

est

man.

The daring

insolence of the papists, who had
regular clergy in every corner of the
town, was so great, that they not only challenged the Protestant divines to disputations,
but threatened to assassinate such as preached
openly against their tenets
which confirmed
the Lords and Commons in their persuasion of
their

;

ernment either in Church or State. So help me
* The immediate occasion of the king's breaking
God." The design of the bill was to enable the up the sessions was a dispute concerning privilege
ministry to prosecute their destructive schemes between the two houses, to which another question
against the Constitution and the Protestant re- gave birth, while the bill for the new test was pendOf this bill it was justly said, "No conve)anligion, without fear of opposition even from the ing.
Parliament itself t The chief speakers for the
were, the lord-treasurer and the lord-keepLord Danby and Finch, with Bishop Morley

bill

er.

and Ward but the Earl of Shaftesbury, Duke
of Buckingham, Lord Hollis, and Halifax, laid
open the mischievous designs and consequences
;

of

it

;

it

was considered as

* Baxter, part iii.,
t Compl. History,
130-134.

Vol.

n.—N

men

p. 157, 158.
p.

t Baxter's Life, part
p.

disinheriting

p. 167.

;

I

338.
iii.,

cer could have drawn up a dissettleinent of the whole
birthright of England in more compendious terms."
The debate on it lasted five several days, in the House
of Lords, before the bill was committed to a committee of the whole House, and eleven or twelve days
afterward and the House sat many days till eight
or nine at night, and sometimes till midnight.
But,
through the interruption given to it by the matter
just mentioned, the bill was never reported from the
committee to the House ; a most happy escape
Burnet's History, Vol. ii., p. 133; and Dr. Calamy's

Burnet,

vol.

ii.,

Historical Account of his
t

n

Page

91.

own

Life,

MS.,

p. 63.

—

Ed.
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the absolute necessity of entering into more
moderate and healing measures with Protestant Dissenters, notwithstanding the inflexible
Upon
steadiness of the bishops against it.
this occasion, the Duke of Buci<ingham, lately
commenced patriot, made the following speech
in the House of Lords, which is inserted in
the Commons' Journal: "My lords, there is a
thing called liberty, which, whatsoever some
men, may think, is that the people of England
are fondest of, it is that they will never part
with, and is that his majesty, in his speech, has
promised to take particular care of This, my
lords, in my opinion, can never be done without giving an indulgence to all Protestant Dissenters.
It is certainly a very uneasy kind of
life to any man. that has either Christian charity, humanity, or good-nature, to see his fellowsubjects daily abused, divested of their liberty
and birthrights, and miserably thrown out of
their possessions and freeholds, only because
they cannot agree with others in some opinions and niceties of religion, which their consciences will not give them leave to consent
to, and which, even by the confession of those
who would impose them, are noways necessary to salvation.
" But, my lords, besides this, and all that
may be said upon it, in order to the improvement of our trade and increase of the wealth,
strength, and greatness of this nation (which,
with your leave, I shall presume to discourse
of some other time), there is, methinks. in liiis
notion of persecution, a very gross mistake
both as to the point of government and the
point of religion there is so as to the point of
government, because it makes every man's
safety depend upon the wrong place, not upon
the governors, or man's living well towards
the civil government established by law, but
upon his being transported with zeal for every
opinion that is held by those that have power
and I conin the Church that is in fashion
ceive it is a mistake in religion, because it is
positively against the express doctrine and example of Jesus Christ. Nay, my lords, as to
our Protestant religion, there is something in
for we Protestants maintain
it yet worse
that none of those opinions which Christians
differ about are infallible, and therefore in us it
is somewhat an inexcusable conception, that
men ought to be deprived of their inheritance,
and all the certain conveniences and advantages of life, because they will not agree with us
in our uncertain opinions of religion.
" My humble motion, therefore, to your lordships is, that you will give leave to bring in a
bill of indulgence to all Protestant Dissenters.
I know very well that every peer in this realm
has a right to bring into Parliament any bill he
but I
conceives to be useful to his nation
:

;

;

;

thought it more respectful to your lordships to
ask your leave before and I cannot think the
doing it will be any prejudice to the bill, because I am confident the reason, the prudence,
;

and the charitableness of

be able to
it, will
it to this House, and to the whole world."
Accordingly, the House gave his grace leave to
•bring in a bill to this purpose
but this and
some others were lost by the warm debates
which arose in the House upon the impeachment of the Earl of Danby, and which occajustify

;

sioned the sudden prorogation of the Parliament June 9, without having passed one public
bill
after which his majesty, upon farther discontent, prorogued Ihem for fifteen months,
which gave occasion to a question in the ensuing session, whether they were not legally dis;

solved.

From this time to the discovery of the Popish Plot, Parliaments were called and adjourned, says Mr. Coke, by order from France to
French ministers and pensioners, to carry on
the design of promoting the Catholic cause in
The king himself was a known
pensioner of Louis XIV., who had appropriated a fund of twenty millions of livres for the
service of these kingdoms, out of which the
Duke of York, and the prime ministers and
leaders of parties, received the wages of their
commission, according as the French ambassador represented their merit.
The pensioners
made it their business to raise the cry of the
Church's danger, and of the return of forty-one.
This was spread over the whole nation in a variety of pamphlets and newspapers, &c., written by their own hirelings; and if they met
with opposition from the friends of the country,
the authors and printers were sure to be fined
and imprisoned. A reward of £50 was offered
for the printer of a pamphlet supposed to be
written by Andrew Marvel, entitled " An Acmasquerade.*

count of the Growth of Power, and a seasonable Argument to all Grand Juries ;" and £100
for the persons who conveyed it to the press.
No man could publish anything on the side of
liberty and the Protestant religion but with the
hazard of a prison and a considerable fine
nor is this to be wondered at, considering that
Sir Roger I'Estrange was the sole licenser of
;

the press.

This gentleman was a pensioner of the
and a champion for the prerogative he
a younger son of Sir Hammond I'Estrange,
of Norfolk, who, having conceived hopes of
surprising the town of Lynn for his majesty in
the year 1644, obtained a commission from the
king for that purpose, but being apprehended
and tried by a court-martial, for coming into
the Parliament's quarters as a spy, he was
condemned, and ordered to be executed in
Smitbfield January 2. 1644-5; but by the intercession of some powerful friends he was reprieved, and kept in Newgate several years.
His sufferings made such an impression on his
spirit, that on the king's restoration, he was
resolved to make reprisals on the whole party.
He was master of a fine English style, and of a
great deal of keen wit, which he employed,
without any regard to truth or candour, in the
service of popery and arbitrary power, and in
vilifying the best and most undoubted patriots.

court,

;

was

Never

did

man

fight

so to force the Dissenters

Church, says Coke and when he had
them there, branded them for trimmers,
and would turn them out again. He was a
most mercenary writer, and had a pen at the
service of those who would pay him best.
into the

;

got

Furly-onc

was

his retreat against all

who

durst

contend against him and the prerogative. Sir
Roger observed no measures with his adversaries in his Weekly Observators, Citt and Bump* Detect.,

p. 500.

—
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Foxes and Firebrands,* and other pamphlets
and when the falseness of his reasoning and insolence of his sarcasm were exposed,

kin,

second Don Quixote, he called aloud to
He
the civil magistrate to come in to his aid.
represented the religion of the Dissenters as a
medley of folly and enthusiasm their principles and tempers as turbulent, seditious, and
utterly inconsistent with the peace of the
like a

;

;

;

their pretences as frivolous, and often
state
He excited the government to
hypocritical.
use the utmost severities to extirpate them out
He furnished the clergy
of tlie kingdom.!

;

;

with pulpit materials to rail at them, which
they improved with equal eagerness and indiscretion
so that popery was forgot, and no;

common

thing so

mouths as

in their

forty-one.

;

L'Estrange published some of the incautious

some of

the Dissenters in the
late times, which he picked out of their writings, to excite the populace against the whole
party, as if it had not been easy to make reprisals from the ranting expressions of the Tories
of this reign for these exploits he was maintained by "the court, and knighted; and yet,
when the tide turned in the reign of King
James H., he forgot his raillery against the
principles of the Nonconformists, and wrote as
zealously for liberty of conscience, on the foot
of the dispensing power, as any man in the

expressions of

:

kingdom.
But in answer to the invectives of this venial
tribe, a pamphlet was published with the approbation of several ministers, entitled " The Prinand Practices of several Nonconformists,"
showing that their religion is no other than what
The
is professed in the Church of England.
authors declaret that they heartily own the
Protestant Reformation in doctrine, as contained in the articles of the Church of England
that they are willing to embrace Bishop Usher's model of church government, which King
ciples

;

* Dr. Grey says that Sir Roger I'Estrange was
not the author of this work that the first part was
written by Dr. Nalson, and the other parts, if he
mistook not, by Mr. Ware, the son of Sir James
Ware, the great antiquarian. The most valuable of
Sir Roger I'Estrange's publications is reckoned to
be his translation of Josephus. His style, which
Mr. Neal commends, has been severely censured by
other writers. Mr. Gordon says that "his productions are not fit to be read by any who have taste
and good-breeding they are full of technical terms,
of phrases picked up in the streets from apprentices
and porters, and nothing can be more low and nauseous." Mr. Granger observes, that L'Estrange was
one of the great corrupters of our language, by excluding vowels and other letters commonly prouounced, and introducing "pert and affected phrases."
He was licenser of the press to Charles and
James II., and died 11th of December, 1704, astat.
:

;

eighty-eight.

anagram on

— British

Queen Mary, we are
name
Roger I'Estrange,

his

told,

made

this

:

" Lying Strange Roger."
Granger's Hisvi., p. 317.

Biography, vol.

England,
t Burnet, vol.

tory of

vol. iv., p. 70.

Ed.

Rapin.
ii., p. 252.
discredit Mr. Corbet's piece. Dr. Grey refers
to Anthony Wood's character of him, as a preacher
of sedition, and a vilifier of the king and his party.
But with such writers every sentiment that does not
breathe the spirit of passive obedience is seditious.
i

To

Besides, Mr. Corbet's vindication turned on notorious
facts.

Ed.

Charles I. admitted they hold it unlawful, by
the Constitution and laws of this kingdom, for
subjects to take arms against the king, his office, authority, or person, or those legally commissioned and autiiorized by him
nor will they
endeavour any alteration in Church or State by
any other means than by prayer to God, and by
they acknowledge
petitioning their superiors
the king's supremacy over all persons, &c.,
they declare that their
within his dominions
d
trine tends to no unquietness or confusion,
any more than the doctrine of the Church of
England. And they think it not fair dealing
in their adversaries to repeat and aggravate all
intemperate passages vented in the late times,
wlien impetuous actings hurried men into exand they apprehend it would not tend
tremities
to the advantage of the conforming clergy if
collections should be published of all their imprudences and weaknesses, as has been done
on the other side they abhor seditious conventicles, and affirm that insurrections were
never contrived in their meetings, nor in any
whereof they are conscious. Experience, say
they, hath witnessed our peaceableness, and that
disloyalty or sedition is not to be found among
us, by the most inquisitive of our adversaries.
They desire the Church of England to take notice that they have no mind to promote popish desi°;ns that they are aware of the advantage that
papists make of the divisions of Protestants ;
that the invectives thrown out against them are
made up only of big and swelling words, or of
the indiscretions of the few, with which they
they do not pretend to be
are not chargeable
courtiers or philosophers, but they teach their
people to fear God and honour the king to love
the brotherhood, to bridle their tongues, to be
meek and lowly, and do their own work with
quietness.*
Though the persecution continued very fierce,
the Nonconformists ventured to assemble in
private, and several pamphlets were published
;

;

;

;

;

;

as,
about this time [1676] in their defence
" The Peaceable Design
or, an Account of the
London
Nonconformist Meetings," by some
ministers, designed, says Dr. Stillingfleet, to be
presented to Parliament " Reasons which prevailed with the Dissenters in Bristol to continue
their Meetings, however prosecuted or disturbed ;" " Separation no Schism ;" " A Rebuke to
with a Plea for the Ministers of the
Informers
Gospel called Nonconformists, and their Meetings
with Advice to those to whom the Informers apply for Assistance in their Underta;

;

;

;

;

king."

Informers were now become the terror of the
Nonconformists, and the reproach of a civilized
They went abroad in disguise, and,
nation. t
* On the 15th of January, 1075-6, died Dorothy,
the wife of Richard Cromwell, in the forty-ninth year
of her age, who, it is thought, never saw her husband
She was the daughtei
after he retired into France.
of Richard Major, Esq., of Hursly in Hampshire
where she was married on the 1st of May, 1649
The character given of her is, " that she was a pru
So far, it is ob
dent, godly, practical Christian."
served, this lady has been happy, that, " among the
illiberal things that have been levelled against the
protectoral house of Cromwell, her character is al
most the only one that scandal has left untouched.'
Bingraphia Britan., second edition, vol. iv., p. 538.
t Conform. Plea, part iii., p. 8-10.
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upon the plunder
of industrious lamilies. They are a select comConformists'
Plea
for the Nonthe
(says
pany
conformists), whom the long suffering of God
of
good reputathey
are
no
time
permits for a
they do not so much as know the names
tion
molest,
country
whom
they
or persons in the
but go hy report of their under-servants and
They come from two or three
accomplices.
counties off, to set up this new trade whether
they are papists or nominal Protestants, who
can tell ^ They never go to their parish churches, nor any other, hut lie in wait and amhush
like

wandering

strollers, lived

;

;

;

for their prey

;

their estate

is

invisible, their

country unknown to many, and their morals
these
are as bad as the very dregs of the age
are the men who direct and rule many of the
better
the
spoil
of
upon
magistrates ; who live
Christians and subjects than tliemselves, and
go away with honest men's goods honestly gotten.*
They are generally poor, says another
writer, as are many of the justices, so that they
shared the booty belonging to the king as well
as the poor among themselves by which means
the king and the poor got but little.
Their practice was to insinuate themselves
into an acquaintance with some under-servants
or lodgers in a Nonconformist's family, under
the cloak of religion, in order to d isco ver the place
They walked the streets on
of their meeting.
the Lord's Day, to observe which way any suspected persons went. They frequently sat down
in coffee-houses and places of public resort, to
They could turn themlisten to conversation.
:

;

selves into any shape, and counterfeit any prinWhen they had
ciples, to obtain their ends.
discovered a conventicle, they immediately got

a warrant from some who were called confiding justices to break open the house. If the
minister was in the midst of his sermon or
prayer, they commanded him in the king's name
10 come down from his pulpit and if he did not
immediately obey, a file of musketeers was usually sent up to pull him down by force, and to
the congregation was
take him into custody
broke up, and the people guarded along the
street to a magistrate, and from him to a prison, unless they immediately paid their fines
the goods of the house were rifled, and frequently carried off as a security for the large fine set
upon it.
This was a new way of raising contributions,
that which
but it seldom or never prospered
was ill gotten was as ill spent, upon lewd women, or in taverns and alehouses, in gaming, or
;

;

;

;

An informer was
there was a
but one degree above a beggar
remarkable blast of Providence upon their persons and substance most of them died in povand as they lived in
erty and extreme misery
disgrace, they seemed to die by a remarkable
hand of God. Stroud and Marshal, with all
and
their plunder, could not keepout of prison
when Keting, another informer, was confined
some kind of debauchery.

;

;

;

;

for debt,

his deliverance, confessing he believed God had
sent that calamity upon him for giving him so
much trouble. Another died in the Compter
for debt
and great numbers, by their vices,
came to miserable and untimely ends.
But as some died off others succeeded, who,
by the instigation of the court, disturbed all the
meetings they could find. The king commanded the judges and justices of London to put the
and Sir Jos.
penal laws in strict execution
Sheldon, lord-mayor, and kinsman to the archbishop, did not fail to do his part.
Sir The.
Davies issued a warrant to distrain on Mr. Baxter for £50 on account of his lecture in Newstreet
and when he had built a little chapel in
Oxenden-street, the doors were shut up after
In April this year
he had preached in it once.
[1676] he was disturbed by a company of constables and officers, as he was preaching in
Swallow-street, who beat drums under the windows, to interrupt the service, because they had
not a warrant to break open the house.
The court bishops, as has been observed more
than once, pushed on the informers to do all the
mischief they could to the Nonconformists
"The prelates will not suffer them to be quiet
in their families,"* says a considerable Writer
of these times, " though they have given large
and ample testimonies that they are willing to
''
live quietly by their church neighbours
The
dissenting Protestants have been reputed the
only enemies of the nation, and therefore only
persecuted, says a noble writer, while the papists remain undisturbed, being by the court
thought loyal, and by our great bishops not dangerous.
Mr. Locke, Bishop Burnet, and others
have set a mark upon the names of Arciibisiiop
Sheldon, Bishop Morley, Gunning, Henchman,
Ward, &c., which will not be easily erased;
but I mention no more, because there were
others of a better spirit, who resided in their
diocesses, and had np concern with the court.
Among these we may reckon Dr. Edward
Reynolds, bishop of Norwich, born in Southampton 1599, and educated in Merton College,
Oxford he was preacher to the society of Lincoln's Inn, and reckoned one of the most eloquent preachers of his age, though he had some
hoarseness in his voice. t In the time of the
civil wars he look part with the Parliament,
and was one of the Assembly of Divines. In
the year 1646 he was appointed one of the
preachers to the University of Oxford, and afterward a visiter. Upon the reform of the university, he was made dean of Christ Church, and
vice-chancellor.
After the king's death he lost
his deanery for refusing the Engagement, but
complied with all the other changes till the
king's restoration, when he appeared with the
Presbyterians, but was prevailed with to accept
a bishopric on the terms of the king's declaraHe was a person
tion, which never took place.
of singular affability, meekness, and humility,
and a frequent preacher.^ He was a constant
;

;

;

:

—

;

he wrote to Mr. Baxter to endeavour
* State Tracts, vol. ii., p. 54, 55 vol. iii., p. 42,
&c.
t Wood's Athen. 0.\on., vol. ii., p. 420.
I "He was universally allowed," .says Mr. Gran;

*

Sewel,

p. 493.

Grey

angry with Mr. Neal for not quoting
the remainder of the paragraph from Sewel in whicli
that writer owns that some honest justices discouraged the practices of the informers, and availed themselve.s of any defect or failure in their evidence to
clear those against whom they informed.
Ed.
f

Dr.

is

;

ger, " to be a man of extraordinary parts, and discovers in his writings a richness of fancy as well as a
He was buried in the new
solidity of judgment."
chapel belonging to his palace, which he built at hi»

own expense.— Histori/

of England,

vol.

iii.,

p. 241.

;
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Mr. Tombes,

resident in his diocess, and a good old Puritan,
who never concerned himself with the politics

of the court.
1676,

ffitatis

He died at
seventy-six.

Norwich January

[On May the 22d, 1676.

16,

died,

in

text.

zealous Conform-

all

When

he was

in

London, he consulted

the learned ministers there on the
question, and at a particular conference debated
but it broke up without
the matters with them
obviating his objections. He afterward laid his
reasons for doubling the lawfulness of the common practice in Latin before the Westminster

some of

;

;

;

;

Church

who was a very

points hut in one, infant baptism."
Mr. Tombes was one of the first of his day who
attempted a reformation in the Church, and to
remove all human inventions in the worship of
God: with this view he preached a sermon,
which he was commanded by the House of
Commons to print. So early as the year 1627,
being led, in the course of his lectures, to discuss the subject of baptism, he was brought into
doubts concerning the authority for that of infants, which for some years he continued to
practise only on the ground of the apostle's
words, 1 Cor., vii., xiv. But the answer he
received to that argument from an ingenious
Baptist at Bristol put him to stand as to that
ist

aged seventythree, the pious and learned Mr. John Tonibes,
B.D., ejected from the living of Leominster in
He was born in 1603, at BewdHerefordshire.
ley in Worcestershire. At fifteen years of age,
having made a good proficiency in grammar
learning, he was sent to Magdalen Hall, Oxford,
where he studied under the celebrated Mr. William Pemble, upon whose decease he was chosen, though but twenty-one years of age, such
was the reputaticm of his parts and learning, to
succeed him in the catechetical lecture in that
He held this lecture about seven years,
hall.
and then removed first to Worcester, and then
in both places he had the name
to Leominster
of a very popular preacher and of the latter
and as
living he was, soon after, possessed
tlie emolument of it was small, Lord-viscount
Scudamore, out of respect to Mr. Tombes, made
an addition lo it. In 1641 he was, through the
spirit of the

2S5

Assembly after waiting many months, though
he had been informed that a committee was to
:

party, obliged to leave this

be appointed to consider the jioint, he could
obtain no answer, nor hear that it was so much
as admitted to a debate but his papers were
tossed up and down from one to another to
expose him.
On being dismissed from the
Temple, he printed his Apology; of which Mr.
'•
Batchiler says. Having perused this mild Apology, I conceive that the ingenuity, learning, and
He
piety therein contained deserve the press."
repeatedly took up his pen in this controversy,
of which he was jiuiged to be a perfect master,
and he was often drawn into public disputations
on it, particularly with Mr Baxter, at Bewdley.
"The victory, as usual," says Mr. Nelson, " was
claimed on both sides but some of the learned,
who were far from approving his cause, yielded
the advantage both of learning and argument
He wrote more books on
to Mr. Tombes."*
and,
the subject than any one man in England
the affections of the people at Bewdley were continuing minister of the parish of Bewdley,
he gatliered a separate church of those of his
alienated from him, on account of iiis senti
nients on baptism, he was restored to his living own persuasion; which, though not large, conIn 1653 he was appointed a sisted of some members distinguished for their
at Leom.inster.
and three, who were
After the piety and solid judgment
trier for candidates for the ministry.
Restoration he quitted his places, and laid down afterward eminent ministers of that persuasion,
were trained up in it, viz Mr. Richard .\dams,
the ministry, and went to reside at Salisbury
from whence he had not long before married a Mr. John Eccles, and Captain Boylston. It conrich widow, and conformed to the (church as a tinued till about the time of the king's restoraCrosby's History of the Baptists, vol. i.,
lay -communicant. He was held in great respect tion.
by Lord-chancellor Hyde, Bishop Sanderson, p. 278-293. Palmer's Noneonformisls' MemoriBisiiop Barlow, and Dr. Ward, bishop of Salis- al, vol. ii., p 33-37; and Nd.wn\<t Life of Bishbury, whom, during his residence in the city, he op Ball, p. 249-253.— Ed]. (Toui,min).+
Mr. Wood says " that there were
often visited.
* Nelson's Life of Bishop Bull, p. 251.
few better disputants in his age than he was."
" Christ's Comininat Mr. Tombes's works are,
Mr. Wall speaks of him as " a man of the best
" Fertion against Scandalizers," in two treatises
Dr.
parts in our nation, and perhaps in any."
menliun Pharisaeorum or. The Leaven of Pharisai(Jalamy represents him as one " whom all the cal Worship." a sermon on .Malt., xv., 9 " Jehovah
world must own to have been a very consider- Jireh," a thanksgiving sermon;
Anthropolalria
And it or, The Sin of glorying in Man ;" " Animadversiones
able mail and an excellent scholar."
perpetuates his memory with honour, that the quffiJain in Aphorisinos R. Baxlori de jnstificat;"
" True Old Light exalted above protended Nevif
]-or(ls, in their conference with the Commons,
Light." against the Quakers '-Romanism Discussin 1702, on the bill to prevent occasional coned" (recoinmeiuied by Baxter): "Serious Considerformity, supported their argument, that receivation of the Oath of Supremacy ;" Supplement to
ing the sacrament in church did not necessarily ditto; " Septer Sheba." a treatise on swearing;
import an entire conformity, by an appeal to his "Saints no Smiters," against filth inonarchy men;
example: "There was a very learned and fa- "Theodulia." in defence of hearing ministers in the
mous man," they said, " that lived at Salisbury, Church of England; "Emanuel," against the So-

town, and fled to Bristol, where General Fiennes gave him the living of All Saints. The city
being taken by the king's party, his wife and
children being plundered, and a special warrant
being out to apprehend him, he escaped with
difficulty, and got to London with his family,
September 22, 1643. Here he was some time
minister of Fenchurch. till his stipend was taken
away lor not practising the baptism of infants.
He was then chosen preacher to the honourable
fsocieiies at the Temple, on condition that he
would not touch on the controversy about it in
Here he continued fdur years, and
the pulpit.
was then dismisseil for having publislied a treaHe was, alter this, chosen
tise (tn the subject.
minister in the town of his nativity, and had
also tlie parsonage of Ross given him, but he
gave up his interest in the latter, to accept the
mastership of the hospital at Ledbury. When

;

:

;

;

,

;

—

;

;

;

'

;
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of the people against the govincreased rather than diminished.
When the Parhament met, they addressed the
king to enter into an alliance with the Dutch,
and other confederates, for preserving the
Spanish Netherlands, as the only means to
save Great Britain from popery and slavery.*
But his majesty declared he would not suffer
his prerogative of making war and peace to he
invaded, nor be prescribed to as to his allianHowever, he consented to a separate
ces.
peace with the Dutch, and then prorogued the
Parliament to the middle of July, by which
time the French had almost completed their
conquests of the Spanish Flanders. The chief
thing the Parliament could obtain was the repeal of the popish act de harclko comburmdoA
But when the campaign was over, his majesty did one of the most popular actions of his
reign, which was marrying the Princess Mary,
eldest daughter of the Duke of York, to the
The king imagined he
Prince of Orange.
could oblige the Dutch, by this family alliance,
to submit to a disadvantageous peace with the
French but when the prince declared roundly
that he would not sacrifice his honour, nor the
liberties of Europe, for a wife, his majesty said
he was an honest man, and gave him the princess without any conditions, to the great joy of
all the true friends of their country, who had
now a Protestant heir to the crown in view,

The murmurs

ernment

;

the most inveterate enemies of the Nonconformists, a man of persecuting principles and a
tool of the prerogative, who made a jest of religion, any farther than it was a political engine
of state.*
He was succeeded by Dr. Sancroft,
who was deprived for Jacobitism at the Revolution. t
Dr. ComptOD was promoted to the sec
of London, in the room of Dr. Henchman, a
man of weak but arbitrary principles, till it
came to his turn to be a sufferer.j Many of
* " I scarce believe," says Dr. Grey, " that the
moderate, the impartial, the peaceable Mr. Neal,
could write down so many untruths, in one paragraph, without blushing." The doctor expresses
himself in another place, vol. ii., p. 320, displeased
with Mr. Neal for saying that Dr. Sheldon "never
gave any great specimens of his piety or learning to
the world," vol. iii., p. 388.
In reply to this ho
quotes Bishop Burnet, who allows that Sheldon
"was esteemed a learned man before the wars."
Here the doctor refers to Bishop Kennet, who says
that Sheldon " withdrew from all state affairs some
years before his death ;" and to Echard, who extols
bis learning and piety, as well as his munificent
benefactions, which we have specified, vol. iii., p.
217, note.
Dr. Samuel Parker, who had been his
chaplain, says, " He was a man of undoubted piety ;

but though he was very assiduous at prayers, yet he
did not set so great a value upon them as others did,
nor regarded so much worship as the use of worship, placing the chief point of religion in the practice of a good life."
Mr. Granger represents him as
"meriting, by his benevolent heart, public spirit,
though at some distance. The nuptials were prudent conduct, and exemplary piety, the highest
most conspicuous station in the Church."
solemnized November 4, 1C77, and the royal and
These characters of his grace appear to contradict
pair soon after embarked privately for Holland.
Mr. Neal. On the other hand, he is supported by
This year died Archbishop Sheldon, one of the testimony of Bishop Burnet, who says, " He
seemed not to have a deep sense of religion, if any
cinians; " Animadversiones in librum G. Bulli, cui at all, and spoke of it most commonly as of an entitulum fecit, Harmonia apostolica." The following gine of government, and a matter of policy :" and
upon Baptism "An Exercit. about Infant Baptism," the facts adduced above show his intolerant spirit.
presented to the chairman of committee of Assem- But all agree in describing him as a man whose genbly of Divines at Westminster ; " Examen of Mr. S. erous and munificent deeds displayed a benevolent
"Addi- and liberal mind, and whose pleasantness and affaMarshal's Sermon ;" " Apology" for ditto
" His contion" to ditto, against Baihe " Antidote against a bility of manner were truly ingratiating.
;"
Passage in Dedication of Baxter's Saint's Rest
versation (as Dr. Parker draws his character) was
" Prsecursor ;" " Antipaedobaptism ;" Ditto, part ii.
easy he never sent any man away discontented ;
" A Plea for the Antipaedobaptists;" among his domestics he was both pleasant ami
Ditto, part iii.
"An Answer to the Anabaptists silenced;" "Short grave, and governed his family with authority and
Catechism about Baptism ;" " Felo de se," against courtesy." His advice to young noblemen and genBaxter; "Just Reply to Wills and Blinman." C.
tlemen, who, by the order of their parents, daily re* Notwithstanding this alarm, on a calculation sorted to him, deserves to be mentioned. It was al" Let it be your principal care to become
that was made in tlie preceding year, the Noncon- ways this
formists of all sorts, and papists included, were honest men, and afterward be as devout and relifound to bo in proportion to the members of the gious as you will. No piety will be of any advanChurch of England, as one to twenty " which was tage to yourselves or anybody else, unless you are
a number," says Bishop Sherlock, " too small to honest and moral men." Granger, vol. iii., p. 230.
hurt the Constitution."— ifis Test Act vindicated, as British Biography, vol. v., p. 25, 26, note; and Burquoted by Dr. Calamy, Own Life, p. 63, M.S.— Ed.
net, vol. i., p. 257.— Ed.
t This writ was taken away on the principle of
t " The bare mention of this is sufficient to exthe wisdom of prevention, under the .apprehension pose Mr. Neal's sneer upon one of the greatest, the
of popery, "to preclude the risk of being burned best, and most conscientious prelates." Dr. Grey,
themselves, not to exempt others from the possibili- vol. ui., p. 376.— Ed.
The conduct of administraty of being burned."
X Dr. Grey affects to doubt whether Mr. Neal detion, hi this instance, " was the effect of fear, not of signed this character for Bishop Henchman or Bishgeneral and enlarged principles." Hobhouse's Trea- op Compton
though Henchman is the immediate
tise on. Heresy, p. 29, note.
antecedent whose character more properly follows
Another modern writer observes, that " though the mention of his death. The doctor appeals from
the State, in this instance, showed some modera- Mr. Neal to Mr. Echard, who commends Bishop
tion, neither then, nor at any subsequent time, has
Henchman's wisdom and prudence, and his admiraany alteration been made in the constitution of the ble management of the king's escape after the battle
Church." It still assumes exclusively to itself all of Worcester. Mr. Neal, in. speaking of his arbitratruth, and may persecute some sectaries as heretics, ry principles, till he was pinched, undoubtedly reand punish them by "excommunication, degrada- fers to his conduct when the declaration for liberty
tion, and other ecclesiastical censures, not extend- of conscience was published.
On this occasion he
ing to deuUi." It is not clear that ecclesiastical was much alarmed, and strictly enjoined his clergy
judges may ikjI, even now, doom them to the flames, to preach against popery, though it offended the
though the civil power will not execute the sen- king. This prelate was lord-almoner, and he was
High Church Politics, p. 64. Ed.
tence.
the editor of " Gentleman's Calling," supposed to be
:

;

;

:

;

—
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;

;
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the bishops waited on the king this summer for
his commands to put the penal laws into execution, whicii they did with so much diligence,
that Mr. Baxter says he was so weary of keeping his doors shut against persons who came
to distrain his goods for preaching, tiiat lie was
forced to leave his house, to sell his goods, and
About twelve
part with his very books.*
years, says he, I have been driven one hundred miles from them, and when I had paid
dear for the carriage, after two or three years
This was the case
I was forced to sell them.
of many others, who, being separated from
their families

and friends, and having no

way

of subsistence, were forced to sell their books
and household furniture, to keep them from
starving.

This year [1677] died the Rev. Dr. Tho.
Manton, ejected from Covent Garden he was
born in Somersetshire, 1620, educated at Tiverton School, and from thence placed at Wadham College, Oxon. He was ordained by Dr.
Hall, bishop of Exeter,t when he was not more
than twenty years of age his first settlement
was at Stoke Newington, near London, where
he continued seven years, being generally esteemed an excellent preacher, and a learned
expositor of Scripture.
Upon the death or resignation of Mr. Obadiah Sedgwick, he was presented to the living of Covent Garden by the
Duke of Bedford, and preached to a numerous
congregation.
The doctor was appointed one
of the protector's chaplains, and one of the tri:

:

ers of persons' qualifications for the ministry
which service he constantly attended. In the
year 1660, he was very forward, in concert
with the Presbyterian ministers, to accomplish
the king's restoration, and was one of the commissioners at the Savoy Conference
he was
then created doctor of divinity, and offered the
deanery of Rochester, but declined it. After
he was turned out of his living in 1662, he held
a private meeting in his own house, but was
imprisoned, and met with several disturbances
in his ministerial work.
He was consulted in
all the treaties for a comprehension with the
Established Church, and was high in the esteem of the Duke of Bedford, Earl of Manchester, and other noble persons.
At length, finding his constitution breaking, he resigned himself to God's wise disposal, and being seized
with a kind of lethargy, he died October 18,
1677, in the fifty-seventh year of his age, and
was buried in the chancel of the church of
Stoke Newington. Dr. Bates, in his funeral
sermon, says he was a divine of a rich fancy, a
strong memory, and happy elocution, improved
by diligent study. He was an excellent Christian, a fervent preacher, and every way a
blessing to the Church of God.J
His practical
;

;

works were published

in five

volumes

in folio.

written by the author of the " Whole Duty of Man."
Granger, vol. iii., p. 233. Bishop Compton's character will appear in the succeeding part of this his* Baiter, part iii., p. 171, 172.
tory.
Ed.
f He never took any other than deacon's orders,
and never would submit to any other ordination, for
it was his judgment that he was properly ordained
to the ministerial oflice, and that no earthly power
had any right to divide and parcel that out at their
pleasure.—-Pa/mer, vol. i., p. 17G.— C.
and Palmer's Noncon.
t Calamy, vol. ii., p. 42

—

:

Mem.,

vol.

i.,

p. 138.
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at several times after his death, and are in
great esteem among the Dissenters to this
day.*
About the same time died Mr. John Rowe,
M.A., born in the year 1626, and educated for
some time at Cambridge, but translated to Oxford about the time of the visitation in the year
1648.
Here he was admitted M.A. and fellow
of Corpus Christi College.
He was first lecturer at Witney, in Oxfordshire
afterward
preacher at Tiverton, in Devonshire, and one
of the commissioners for ejecting ignorant and
insufficient ministers in that county.
Upon
the death of Mr. William Strong, in the year
1654, he was called to succeed him in the Abbey Church of Westminster
at which place,
as in all others, his sermons were very much
attended to by persons of all persuasions.! On
the 14th of March, 1659, he was appointed one
of the approvers of ministers by act of Parliament but on the king's restoration he gave
way to the change of the times, and was silenced with his brethren by the Act of Uniformity.
He was a divine of great gravity and piety
his sermons were judicious and well studied, fit for the audience of men of the best quality in those times.
After the Bartholomew
Act, he continued with his people, and preachto them in Bartholomew Close, and elsewhere,
as the times would permit, till his death, which
happened October 12, 1677, in the fifty-second,
year of his age. He lies buried in Bunhill
Fields, under an altar monument of a brick
foundation. J
The words with which he con;

;

;

;

* Dr.

Manton was

also in great estimation for his

and address in the management of public afand was generally in the chair in meetings of
the dissenting ministers in the city.
Dr. Grey questions the truth of Mr. Neal's assertion that he was
ordained at the age of twenty years, especially as he
" Bishop Hall," he says,
gives no authority for it.
'•
was too canonical a man to admit any person intoactivity
fairs,

deacon's orders at that age."

If the fact

be missta-

ted, he must be destitute of all candour who can
impute this to a wilful falsification. Archbishop
Usher used to call Dr. Manton a voluminous preacher, meaning that he had the art of reducing the substance of volumes of divinity into a narrow compass.
But it was true, in the literal sense, he was voluminous as an author: for his sermons run into several
folios, one of which contains one hundred and ninety sermons on the one hundred and nineteenth
Psalm. The task of reading these, when he was a
yo\ith, to his aunt, had an unhappy effect on the
mind of Lord Bolihgbroke. In a letter to Dr. Swift,
he writes, " My next shall be as long as one of Dr.
Manton's sermons, who taught my youth to yawn,
and prepared me to be a High-churchman, that I
might never hear him read, nor read him more."
Granger's History, vol. iii., p. 304, nole.
En. The
works of Dr, Manton are at present in very high reHis five folios arc only to be purchased in
pute.
London at fourteen or fifteen pounds and several of
His
his minor works have lately been republished.
theology is sound, and the preacher who possesses
C.
his works has access to immense treasures.
t Mr. Rowe was a good scholar, and well read in
the fathers; and had such a knowledge of Greet,
that he began very young to keep a diary in that
language, which he continued till his death but he
burned most of it in his last illness. Palmer. His
works are very excellent, especially the "Love of
Christ in his Incarnation," in thirty sermons, and
the " Saint's Triumph." C.
Palmer's Noncon. Merc .,
t Calamy, vol. ii., p. 39.

—

;

—
;

—

vol.

i.,

p. 142.
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"
his last sermon were these
should not desire to continue longer in this
work,
finish
our
world than to glorify God, to
and to be ready to say, Farewell, time welcome, blessed eternity even so ; come, Lord
!"
Jesus

icluded

:

;

;

CHAPTER

X.

FROM THE POPISH PLOT TO THE DEATH OF KING
CHARLES II., IN THE YEAR 1684-5.
1678.

The king having concluded a peace with the
Dutch, became mediator between the French
and the confederates, at the treaty of Nmieguen where the former managed the English
court so dexterously, that the emperor and
Spaniards were obliged to buy their peace,
at the expense of the best part of Flanders.
From this time to the end of the king's reign,
we meet with little else but domestic quarrels
sham
between the king and his Parliament
plots, and furious sallies of rage and revenge,
between the court and country parties. The
Nonconformists were very great sufferers by
the penal laws being in full
these contests
force, and the execution of them in the hands
;

;

;

of their avowed enemies.
No sooner was the nation at peace abroad
but a formidable plot broke out at home, to
take away the king's life, to subvert the Con-

a zealous and active Protestant justice of peace,
increased men's suspiciiuis of a plot, and the
depositions upon oath of the above-mentioned
witnesses seemed to put it beyond all doubt
for

upon their impeachment, Sir

G Wakeman,

the queen's physician, Mr. Ed. Coleman, the
Duke of York's secretary, Mr. Richard Langhorne, and eight other Romish priests and Jesuits, were apprehended and secured.
When
the Parliament met, they voted that there was
a damnable and hellish plot contrived and carried on by popish recusants against the life of
Five pothe king and the Protestant religion.
pish lords were ordered into custody, viz.. Lord
Stafford, Powis, Arundel, Petre, and Bellasys.
A proclamation was issued against papists, and
the king was addressed to remove the Duke of
York froin his person and councils.
Tht)ugh the king gave himself no credit to
the plot, yet finding it impracticable to stem
the tide of the people's zeal, he consented to
the execution of the law upon several of the
condemned criminals Mr. Coleman, and five
of the Jesuits, were executed at Tyburn, who
and a
protested their innocence to the last
year or two forward. Lord Stafford was beheaded on Tower Hill.
But the court party turned
the plot into ridicule
the king told Lord Halifax "that it was not probable that the papists
should conspire to kill him, for have I not been
kind enough to them 1" says his majesty.
" Yes," says his lordship, '-you have been too
but they know you will
kind, indeed, to them
only trot, and they want a prince that will gallop."
The court employed their tool. Sir Roger
;

;

;

;

stituticm, to introduce popery, and to extirpate
It
the Prol stant religion root and branch.
was called the Popish Plot, from the nature of
the design, and the quality of the conspirators,
who were no less than Pope Innocent XL, Car<iinal Howard, his legale, and the generals of
the Jesuits in Spain and at Rome * When the
king was taken off, the Duke of York was to
receive the crown as a gift from the pope, and
If there happened any disturb
hold it in fee.
ance, the city of London was to be fired, and
the infamy of the whole affair to be laid upon
the Presbyterians and fanatics, in hopes that
the churchmen, in the heat of their fury, would
cut them in pieces, which would make way for
the more easy subversion of the Protestant re-

Thus an insurrection, and perhaps a
second massacre of the Protestants, was infor this purpose they had great numtended
bers of popish officers in pay, and some thousands of men secretly listed to-appear as occaBion required, as was deposed by the oaths ol
Bedloe, Tongue, Dr. Gates, and others.

ligion.

;

The discovery

of this plot spread a prodigious

alarm over the nation, and awakened the fears
of ihose who had been lulled into a fatal security.
king's life was the more valuable, as the
popish successor was willing to run all risks
for the introducing of his religion. The murder
of Sir Edmundbury Godfreyt at this juncture,

The

* Echard, p. 934.
t The dealh of this gentlennan, an a'ole magistrate
lair character, was deemed a much stronger
evidence of the reality of the plot than the oath of
Oales. Tt'.e foolish circumstance ol his name being
anagramatized to " find murdered by rogues," helped to confirm the opinion of his being murdered by
papists.
His funeral was celebrated with the ino.st
eolemn pomp. Seventy-two clergymen preceded the
corpse, which was followed by a thousand persons,

and of a

I

most of

whom

gtr's History of

were of eminence and rank.
England,

This shows the

vol.

interest

So great
that posts and chains

iii

,

— Gran-

p. 400, 8vo.

which the public took

was

in

the alarm this plot raised,
in all parts of the
city, and a considerable number of the trained bands
drawn out night after night, well armed, and watching with as much care as if a great insurrection were
expected before the morning. The general topics
of conversation were designed massacres, to be perpetrated by assassins ready for the [lurpose, and by
A sudden darkness at eleven
recruits from abroad.
o'clock, on the Sunday after the murder of Sir Edmundbury Godfrey, so that the ministers could not
read their notes in the pulpit without candles, was
looked upon as awfully ominous. The minds of
peo[ile were kept in agitation and terror by dismal
Young and old
stories and frequent executions.
quaked with fear. Not a house was unprovided with
arms. No one went to rest at night without the apprehension of some tragical event to happen before
the morning. This state of alarm and terror lasted
not for a few weeks only, but months. The pageantry of mock-processions employed on this occasion
heightened the aversion to popery, and inflamed resentment against the conspirators. In one of these,
amid a vast crowd of spectators, who filled the air
with their acclamations, and expressed great satisfaction 111 the show, there were carried on men's
shouldi'rs, through the principal streets, the effigies
of the pope and the representative of the devil behind
him, whispering in his ear and cares.sing him (though
he afterward deserted him, before he was committed
to the flames), together with the likeness of the dead
body of Sir Eilmundbury Godfrey, carried before him
by a man on horseback, to remind the people of his
execrable murder. A great niinil)er of dignit.iries it;
their copes, with crosses of monks, friars, Jesuits,
and popish bishops with their mitres, trinkets, and
appurtenances, formed the rest of the procession.
this event.

JDr. Calamij's

were put up

Oum, Life,

MSS.,

p.

C7,

68.— Eu.

—

—

—
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I'Estrange,* to write a weekly paper against the
plot
and the country party encouraged Mr.
Car to write a weekly packet of advice from
Rome, discovering the frauds and superstitions
of that court
for which he was arraigned,
convicted, and fined in the Court of King's
;

;

Bench, and his papers forbid to be printed. An
admirable order for a Protestant court of judicature
But it was impossible to allay the fears of
the Parliament, who had a quick sense of tiie
dangers of popery, and therefore passed a bill to
disable all persons of that religion from sitting
in either house of Parliament, which is still in
force, being excepted out of the Act of Tolera!

tion. t
The act requires all members of Parliato renounce by oath the doctrine of transubstantiation. and to declare the worship of
the Virgin Mary and of the saints, practised in
the Church of Re ne, to be idolatrous.
Bishop
Gunning argued jgainst charging the Church
of Rome with idolatry
but the House paid him
little regard
and when the bill was passed, he
took the oath in common with the rest.
The Duke of York got himself excepted out
of the bill.l but the fears of his accession to the
crown were so great, that there was a loud
talk of bringing a bill into the House to exclude
him from the succession as a papist upon which
the king came to the House November 9, and
assured them that he would consent to any bills
for securing the Protestant religion, provided
they did not impeach the right of succession,
nor the descent of the crown in the true line,
nor the just rights of any Protestant successor.
But this not giving satisfaction, his majesty,
towards the end of December, first prorogued,
and then dissolved the Parliament, after they
had been chosen almost eighteen years.
It may be proper to observe concerning the
Popish Plot.iJ that though the king's life might
not be immediately struck at, yet there was
such strong evidence to prove the reality of a
plot to subvert the Constitution and introduce
popery, that no disinterested person can doubt
it.
Mr. Rapin, who had carefully considered
the evidence, concludes that there was a medi-

ment

;

;

;

;

tated design, supported by the king and the Duke
of York, to render the king absolute, and introduce the popish religion
for this is precisely
what was meant by the plot the design of killing the king was only an appendage to it, and
an effect of the zeal of some private persons,
who thought the phit would be crowned with
the surer success by speedily setting the Duke
of York upon the throne. Bishop Burnet adds,*
that though the king and he agreed in private
conversation that the greatest part of the evidence was a contrivance, yet he confesses it
appeared, by Coleman's letters, that the design
of converting the nation, and of rooting out the
northern heresy, was very near being executed.!
To which I beg leave to add, that though
the design of killing the king did not take place
at this time, his majesty felt the effects of it,
in his violent death, four or five years afterward.
This year died Mr. Thomas Vincent, M.A.,
the ejected minister of Milk-street, born at Hertford May, 1634, and educated in Christ Church,
Oxford. i He was chaplain to Robert, earl of
Leicester, and afterward minister of Milk-street,
London, till the Act of Uniformity took place.
He was an humble and a zealous preacher, of
moderate principles, and an unspotted life. He
continued in the city throughout the whole
plague, the awfulncss of which gave him a pe;

;

culiar fervency

and zeal

in bis ministerial work.
he published some very awakening treatises as, " A Spiritual Antidote for
a dymg Soul," and " God's terrible Voice in the
City. "(J
He not only preached in public, but
visited all the sick who sent for him in their in-

On

this occasion

;

fected houses, being void of all fear of death.
He continued in health during the whole of that
dreadful calamity, and was afterward useful, as
the times would permit, to a numerous congregation, being generally respected by men of all
persuasions
but his excessive labours put an
end to his life October 15, 1678, in the forty-fiftli
year of his age.
;

II

This corresponds with his declarations to Sir
John Reresby whom at one time he told, in the
presence of the lord-treasurer, at the Duchess of
Portsmouth's lodgings, " he took it to be some arti* This person, of whom we have already spoken,
fice, and that he did not believe one word of the
formerly called " Oliver'.s Fiddler," was now the ad- whole story." At another time his majesty said to
mired " Buffoon of High Church." He called the him, " Bedloe was a rogue, and that he was satisfied
shows, mentioned in our last note, " hobby-horsing he had given some false evidence concerning the
Calamy's MSS., p. 67. Ed.
processions."
death of Sir Edmundbury Godfrey.' Memoirs, p.
t

Burnet, vol.

li.,

p.

211.

next place, have been voted away from
Sir John Reresby's Memoirs, p.
the king's presence.
in the

72.— En.
^ It was a happy

effect of the discovery of this

m

while it raised
the whole body of the
English Protestants alarming apprehensions of the
dangers to which their civil and religious liberties
were exposed, it united them ngainst their common
enemy. Mutual prejudices were softened animosities subsided
the Dissenters were regarded as the
true friends of their country, and their as.semhlies
began to be more public and numerous. At this time
an evening lecture was set up m a large room of a
coffee-house in Exchange Alley it was conducted
by Mr. John Shower, Mr. Lambert, Mr. Dorrington,
and .Mr. Thomas Goodwin and it was supported
and attended by some of the principal merchants,
and by several who afterward filled the most eminent
posts in the city of London.
Tong's Life of Shower,
p. 17, 18.— Ed.
Vol. II.—
o

plot, that

;

67, 72.

i This point was carried in favour of the duke by
no more than two votes. Had it been negatived, he

would,

*

:

.

;

;

—

Dr. Grey refers to Echaid and Bishop Burnet, as
fully discrediting Mr. Neal's accour'it of this plot
and, with this view, gives a long passage from Carte's

Duke of Ormond, vol. ii., p. 517.
may see the evidence both for and
against it fully and fairly stated by Dr. Harris, Life
of Charles 11., vol. ii., p. 137-157.
Eo.
t Page 198-214.
t His father, a pious minister, who died in the ricinity of Durham, was so harassed for his nonconformity, that though he had a large family, not two
of his children were born in the same county I— C.
^ Calamy, vol. ii.,p. 32. Palmer's Noncon. Mem.,
History of the
The reader

—

vol.

i.,

p. 125.

Mr. Thomas Vincent had the whole New Testament and Psalms by heart. He took this pains, as
he often said, " not knowing but they who took from
him his pulpit, might in time demand his Bible also."
Calamy. Besides his publications enumerated by
this writer. Mr. Vnicent, on occasion of an eruption
of Mount .Etna, published a book entitled " Fire and
Brimstone 1. From heaven in the burning of Sodom
ll

—

:

—

—

—
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Mr. Theophilus Gale, M.A., and fellow of
Magdalen College, Oxford, was ejected from

had sat three months.

Wiiicliebier, wliere he had been staled preacher
after which he travelled abroad
for some time
as tutor to the son of Philip, lord Wharton.

number of pamphlets against the government,

;

Upon his return, he settled with Mr. John Rowe
as an assistant, in which station he died. The
Oxford historian allows that he was a man of
great reading, an exact philologist and philosopher, a learned and industrious divine, as appears
by his Court of the Gentiles, and the Vanity of
Pagan Philosophy. He kept a little academy
for the insirucLion of youth, and was well versed
in the fatliers, being, at the same time, a good
metaphysician and school divine.* He died of
a consumption this year [1678], in the fortyninth year of ins age.t
The king having summoned a new Parliament
to meet in March, all parties exerted themselves
the Nonconformists appeared
in the elections
generally for those who were for prosecuting
the Popish Plot and securing a Protestant sucthese being esteemed patriots and
cession
friends of liberty, in opposition to those who
made a loud cry for the Church, and favoured
the arbitrary measures of the court, and the
The
personal interest of the Duke of York.
elections in many places were the occasion of
great heat, but were carried almost everywhere
Mr. Rapin says that the
against the court.
Presbyterians, though long oppressed, were still
numerous in corporations. The semi-conformists, as Mr. Echard calls the moderate churchmen, and the Dissenters were on one side, and
the High-churchmen and papists on the other.
Before the Parliament assembled, the Duke of
York was sent out of the way to Flanders, but
with this positive assurance, that his majesty
would consent to nothing in prejudice of his
;

:

And farther to ingratiate
right of succession.
himself with the people, and make a show of
moderation, a new privy council was chosen
but this not satout of the Low Church party
isfying as long as ihe duke's succession was in
view, the Commons, soon after the opening the
sessions, ordered in a bill to disable the Duke
of York from inheriting the imperial crown of
England, and carried it through the House with
;

Upon which, his majesty came
a high hand.
to the House and dissolved them, before they
and Gomorrah formerly. 2. From earth, in the burning of Mosint iEttia lately. 3. From hell, in burnGranger's
ing of the wicked eternally," 1670, svo.
Eo. Mr. Vincent's
History, vol. 111., p. 339, note.
most popular work, and that by which he is now
best known, is his most excellent explanation of the
Assembly's Catechism. C.
» Mr. Gale was a frequent preacher in the UniverBishop Hopkins was
sity, and a considerable tutor
one of his pupils. He left all his real and personal
estate for the education and benefit of poor students,
and his library to the c(jllege in New-England, except the philosophical part, which b.e reserved for
the use of students in England. The world had like
to have lost his great and learned work. The Court
A friend, to
of the Gentiles, in the fire of London.
whose care he left his desk while he was travelling,
threw It into the cart merely to make the load, when
he was removing his own goods. Brit. Biog., vol.
Kn. No theological library of any
v., p. 18-J-IH6.
pretensions can he without this incomparable work

—

—

;

—

of Gale's.
to

He

left his valualile

Harvard University.
Calamy, vol. n., p.

t

theological library
i., p. 245.
C.

—

Palmer, vol.
04.

Palmer,

vol.

i.,

p 189.

new

into

This threw the nation
convulsions, and produced a great

the act for restraining the press being lately expired.

The Popish

Plot having

fi.xed

a brand of in-

famy and ingratitude on the whole body of

Roman Catholics, the courtiers attempted to
relieve them by setting on foot a sham Protestant plot, and fathering it upon the Presbyterians ;* for this purpose, spies and other mercenaries were employed to bring news from all parts
of the town, which was then full of cabals.
At length a plot was formed by one Dangerfield,
a subtle and dangerous papist, but a very villain,
who had been lately got out of jail by the assistance of one Mrs. Cellier, a midwife, a lewd
woman, who carried him to the Countess of
Powis, whose husband was in the Tower for
the Popish Plot with her he formed his scheme,
and having got a list of the names of the chief
Protestant nobility and gentry, he wrote treasonable letters to them, to be left at the houses
of the Nonconformists and other active Protestants in several parts of England, that search
being made upon some other pretences, when
the letters were found, they inight be apprehended for treason. At the same time, he intruded into the company of some of the most
zealous enemies of popery about town, and
informed the king and the Duke of York that he
had been invited to accept of a commission ;
that a new form of government was to be set
up and that the king and royal family were to
be banished.
The story was received with
pleasure, and Dangerfield had a present, and a
pension of £.3 a week, to carry on his correHaving got some little acquaintspondence.
ance with Colonel Mansel in Westminster, he
made up a bundle of seditious letters, with the
assistance of Mrs. Cellier, and having laid them
in a dark corner of Mansel's room behind the
bed, he sent for officers from the custom-house
to search for prohibited goods while he was out
of town
but none were found except the bundle of letters, which, upon examination of the
parties concerned before the king and council,
were proved to be counterfeit upon which the
court disowned the plot, and having taken away
Dangerfield's pension, sent him to Newgate.
Search being made into Mrs. Cellier's house,
there was found a little book in a meal-tub,
written very fair, and tied up with ribands,
which contained the whole scheme of the fiction.
It was dictated by Lady Powis, and
proved by her maid to be laid there by her order, from whence it obtained the name of the
Meal-tub Plot. Dangerfield, who was a notorious liar, finding himself undone if he persisted
in what he could not support, made an ample
confession, and published a narrative, wherein
he declared that he was employed by the popish
and chiefly by the popish lords in the
party
Tower, with the Countess of Powis, to invent
the Meal-tub Plot, which was to have thrown
the Popish Plot wholly upon the Presbyterians.
It was printed by order of the House of ComDangerfield being parinons in the year 1680.
doned, went out of the way into Flanders; but
returning to England in King James's reign, he
was tried for it, and sentenced to be whipped
;

;

;

;

;

Burnet, vol.

ii.,

p. 272.

Rapin, vol.

ii.,

p.

741,

—

t

t
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Newgate to Tybnrn in lios. He afterward entered on a commentary
his return from whence he was murdered by upon the whole Bible, but proceeded no farther
one Frances in the coach. Mrs. Cellier was than the fifty-eighth chapter of Isaiah
howtried June II, 16S0, before Lurd-chief-justice ever, the design, being valuable, was carried
Scroggs, and acquitted for want of evidence. on, and completed by other hands. Mr. Pool
at the cart's tail from

:

:

But the discovery, instead of relieving the

pa-

from the charge of the Popish Plot, turned
for when the
to their disadvantage
tiext Parliament met, the House of Commons
be
expelled
Car
the
Robert
resolved that Sir
House, and sent to the Tower, for declaring
publicly in the city of Bristol that there was no
Sir Robert
popish, but a Presbyterian plot.*
Yeomans was sent into custody on the same
account and Mr. Richard Thompson, a clergyman, was impeached for decrying the Popish
Plot in his sermon, January 30, 1679, and for
for
turning the same upon the Protestants
which, and for preaching against the liberty and
property of the subject, and the privileges of
pists

very

much

;

;

;

Parliament, the House declared him a scandal

and reproach to his profession.
This year [1679] died the reverend and learned Mr. Matt. Pool, M..\., the ejected minister
of St. Michael's Querne
he was born in the
city of York, and educated in Emanuel College,
Cambridge, a divine of great piety, charity, and
;

literature.

He was

indefatigable in his labours,

and left behind him (says the Oxford historian)
the character of a most celebrated critic and
casuist.
After ten years' close application, he
published his Synopsis Criticorum.t in five fo*

State Tracts, vol. li., p. 217.
plan of this work," says Mr. Granger,
judicious, and the execution more free froiu
errors than seems consistent with so great a work,
finished in so short a time, by one man." It includes
not only an abridgement of the "Crilici Sacri," and
other expositors, but extracts from a great numbei
of treatises and pamphlets that would have been otherwise lost. It was undertaken by the advice of the
learned Bi.shop Lloyd it was encouraged and patronised by Tillotson, and the king granted a patent
for the privilege of printing it. Mr. Pool formed and
completed a scheme for maintaining young men of
eminent parts at the University of Cambridge for the
study of divinity and, by his solicitations, in a short
time raised £900 a year for that purpose.
The
scheme sunk at the Restoration ; but to it the world
is said, in some measure, to owe Dr. Sherlock, aftert

"

"The

was

;

;

ward Dean of St. Paul's. While he was drawing up
his Synopsis, it was his custom to rise at three or
four o'clock, and take a raw egg about eight or nine,
and another about twelve then to continue his studies till the afternoon was far advanced.
He spent
the evening at some friend's house, particularly Alderman Ashurst's, and would be exceedingly, but innocently merry when it was nearly lime to go home,
he would give the conversation a serious turn, saying, " Let us now call for a reckoning."
His "Annotations" were completed by other hands the fiftyninth and sixtieth chapters of Isaiah by Mr. Jackson,
Dr. Coliinges wrote the notes on the
of Moulsey.
remainder of that prophet, on Jeremiah, Lamentations, the four Evangelists, the Epistles to the Corinthians and Galatians, to Timothy, Titus, and
Philemon, and on the Book of Revelations. The
annotations on Ezckiel and the minor prophets
were drawn up by Mr. Hurst, and on Daniel, by Mr.
William Cooper. Mr. Vmke commented on the Acts,
Mr. Mayo on the Romans. The notes on the Ephesians, and the Epistles of Jaines, Peter, and Jude.
were composed by Mr. Viel
on Philippians and
Colossians, by Mr. Thomas Adams; on iheThes
salonians, by Mr. Barker; on the Hebrews, by Mr
Obad. Hughes. Mr. Howe undertook the three Epistles of John.
Caliimy and Palmer, ut supra.
Gran;

,

;

;

;

published several excellent treatises, as "The
Nullity of the Romish Faith," &c., for wliich he
was threatened to be assassinated,* his name
being in Dr. Oates's list he therefore retired
to Holland, but died, as it is thought, by poison
at Amsterdam, in the month of October, 1679,
:

ffitat.

fifty-six.

Dr. Thomas Goodwin, born at Rolisby in
Norfolk, and educated in Catherine Hall, Cam-

He was a great admirer of Dr. Presand afterward himself a famous preacher
Cambridge. In 1G34 he left the university,
being dissatisfied with the terms of conformity.
In 1639 he went into Holland, and became pastor of an Independent congregation at .^rnheim.
He returned to London about the beginning of
the Long Parliament, and was one of the disbridge.

ton,
in

senting brethren in the Assembly of Divines.
After the king's death he was made president
of Magdalen College, and one of the triers of
ministers.
He was in high esteem with Oliver
Cromwell, and attended him on his deathbed.
In the common register of the university he is
said to be " in scriptis theologicis quam plurimis orbi notus," «. c, well known to the world
by many theological writings. After the Restoration he resigned his presidentship, and retired to London, where he continued the exercise of his ministry till his death, which happened February 23, 1679-80, in the eightieth
year of his age. He was a good scholar, an
eminent divine and textuary. His works are
nee printed in five folios.
ger's History, vol.
lotson, p.

vol.

i.,

iii.,

p.

311

;

and Birch's Life of Til-

36.— Ed.

* Calamy, vol.

ii.,

p. 14.

Palmer's Noncon. Mem.,

p. 133.

t On which occasion he was overheard by Dr.
Tillotson to express himself, boldly and enthusiastically, confident of the protector's recovery
and
;

when he found himself mistaken, to exclaim, in a
subsequent address to God, "Thou hast deceived
us, and we were deceived."
He was a man much
addicted to retirement and deep contemplation,
which dispose the mind to enthusiastical confidence.
and Dr. Owen are called by Wood " the two Atand Patriarchs of Independency." In the fire
of London he lost half of his library, to the value of

He

lasses

£500, but he was thankful that the loss fell on the
books of human learning only, those on divinity being preserved. He is supposed to be the Independent minister and head of a college described by the
" Spectator," No. 494.— Ziirc/i'x L)fe of Tillotson, p. 16.
Grey, vol. i., p. 185.
Granger, vol. iii., p. 303.— Ed.
J Calamy's Account, vol. ii., p. 61.
Palmer's
Non. Mem., vol. i., p. 236-241. Goodwin's works are
exceedingly rare. He was a Calvinist of the Supralapsarian cast, but did not put doctrinal sentiment in
place of practical holiness.
1 cannot omit to notice that, in the second volume
of Dr. Goodwin's works, in his exposition on the
Revelations, written in 1639 and printed in 1683,
there is a prophetic description of the Oxford Tract
Heresy (see OGih and 67th pages). It conveys a re-

markable anticipation of the rise, progress, object,
and ultimate fall of this popish device, which we

now

see spreading in the Episcopal Church both in
England and Ameiicn. As very few of the readers
of ihis History can obtain access to Goodwin, 1 subjoin it.
" Now take the times of popery before the Refor-
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The last Parliament being dissolved abruptly, the last, the cry of the people being, No popery,
But
a new one was convened fur October 17, 1680, no pensioners, no arbitrary government.
in which tlie elections went pretty much as in the king prorogued them from time to time for
before the time the Protestant kingbegin to cast off' the pope), and there

Popish Church
they bring in the carcass first,
which may afterward be inspired with the same

were none that were sn tiered to have such a remiss
(no nor any lesser) kind of owning the Beast, but
must all (as they did) receive his mark or his name,
and be professed papists, coming to mass, acknowledging the pope, and worshipping his image, or they
might not buy and sell, they might not live quietly

opinions.
All this, not as popery, or with annexation of popish idolatrous opinions, but upon such
grounds only as Protestards themselves have continued other ceremonies. And as in worship, so in
doctrine, they seek to bring in a presence in the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, beyond that which is
spiritual, to faith, which yet is not popish transubstantiation
a power in priests to forgive sins, beyond that which is declarative, yet not that which
mass-priests arrogate
justification by works, yet
not so grossly as in the way of popish merit, but as
and many
a condition of the Gospel as well as faith
the like to these thus truly setting up an image of
old popery in a Protestant Reformed way, even as
popery is an image of heathenish worship in a Christian way.
Say these men what they will, that they
hold not of the pope, nor any way intend him, or the
introducing of his religion into Ihe.se churches, yet
their actions do (and cannot but) make all men number them as such and therefore we say. They have
gained that esteem at home and abroad in all the
churches and it is no more than what the Holy

mation (that

doms

did

is,

first

as others did.
of his

Therefore, those thai receive the

name must be some generation of
up since, and that also within those kingdoms (some of them) that have renounced the
pope for within the popish dominions (unto this
day) either the Inquisition suffers none to profess

number

men

risen

;

less than the receiving his name at least, or in others, those that are of papists the most moderate, yet
receive the name of the Beast at least, and so, more
than the number of his name. But this number of
his name seems to be a company that proceed not so
far as to receive his character, for they do not pro-

themselves to be papists, and yet are of the
of his name that is, do hold and bring in
such doctrines and opinions, and such rites in worship, as shall make all men reckon or number them
among pajnsts in heart and afl'ecticn; and so they
are of the number of his name, that is, in account
such, they behave themselves to be so as they are,
and deserved to be accounted and esteemed papists,
and to aim at popery, in the judgment of all orthodox and Reformed Protestants, and that justly for
although their profession deny it, yet, wlien their
actions, and their corrupting of doctrine and worship,
shall speak it to all men's minds, they cannot but
judge that the pope, and the fear of him, is before
their eyes (as David speaks of wicked men), and as
those in Titus, that profess they know God, yet in
their works deny him, are justly accounted Athefess

number

;

;

so those that shall profess the Reformed reli;
gion, yet in all their practices, and underhand policies,
depress it, and adva?icc the popish party, are justly to
ists

be accounted papists, and to have received the number of his name.
" The phrase (number of a name) is not only taken for a name consisting of numeral letters, and so,
not only for number arithmetical, but the word
(number) is in many languages put for the account
reckoning or esteem that is commonly had of men
as in Latin we say, He is one nullms numeri, of no
number or account. So, then, number of a name is
a common esteem or account to be such or such a
one and so the number of the Beast's name here is
the common repute or esteem to be a papist, procured
through underhand advancing of the popish cause.
It being, therefore, spoken in a distinct and lower
degree from receiving his name or mark (which
note out an open expression), doth yet necessarily
import so much inclining and cleaving to him
(though secretly) as shall deserve that account and
repute to be so numbered, as being, indeed, tacitly
and in heart, as truly of his company as those that
receive his name. Now if, in opening the meaning
of the Holy Ghost in the phrase here, this description shall see to the life to picture out a generation
of such kind of popish persons as these in any (even
the most famous) of the Reformed churches, 'i. c,
the Church of England: certainly there will not want
good ground for it for though they, with an impudent forehead, renounce the pope's character, and
the name of papists, and will by no means be called
priests nf Baal (though priests they affect to he
called), but boast themselves to be of the Reformation, and opposites to the papal faction, yet with as
much impudence do they bring in image of popish
worship and ceremonies, added to some old limbs,
never cast out, other substantial parts, of altars, crucifixes, second sen'ice, and the like, so as to make
up a full likeness of the public service to that of the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Ghost prophesied

of,

who

hath

fitted

them with a

description so characteristical, as nothing is more
like them, who are said to receive the number of his
name. And they doing this in a way of apostacy
from their former profession and religion in which
they were trained up, and in a church so full of

where God hath more witnesses than in all
the rest of the churches, and with an intention and
conspiracy in the end to make way for the Beast
(this going before, as the twilight doth serve to usher in darkness), therefore the Holy Ghost thought
them worthy of this character (in this prophecy),
and of a discovery of them unto whom they do belong, especially seeing they would so professedly
deny it. And though, happily, but in one of the ten
kingdoms (although the Lutherans look very like
this description also), yet, seeing they were to grow
so potent a faction as to have power to hinder the
{buying and selling) quiet living of others among
them who will not receive this worship and doctrine (which is a new refined popery), and with it
the number of his name that is, those opinions and
practices which do deserve that esteem and farther,
because they were to be the pope's last champions
before his fall, when those that are the true saints
(of whom the greatest number in the last age before
the pope's ruin is in or belonging to that one kingdom) are to encounter and overcome before the ruin
of Rome, therefore the Holy Ghost thought not fit
to leave such a company out of the Beast's number
and followers, and that, also, although they were to
continue but a short time for the doona of these
men we have in another prophecy (as their description also), 2 Tiin., iii., from the 1st verse to the 10th,
the prophecy there being of a generation of men to
arise in the last days (the papists arising is attributed to the latter days, in 1 Tim., chap, iv., but the
rise of these to the last of the last days), who shall
set themselves principally against the power and
spirit of true worship, and set up a form or image instead of it, verse 5; but their doom is (verse 9),
These shall proceed no farther, they shall have a stop ;
and their folly, and madness, and hypocrisy (to attempt to bring in popery with denving it; and when
it is going down, then to b'lild this Babel again)
shall appear to all men; and bpiiv,' discovered, will
be their overthrow; but notwithst.niding, they must
proceed farther than as yet th^y h;ivi> done, even to
the killing of the witnesses in that kin'j;dom, or tenth
part of the city (as chap. xi. will show, when, in
and because these
its due order, it shall be opened)
last champions of the Beast, and healers of the
wound given him, should come in the last days of
light,

;

:

;

;

—

—
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above a twelvemonth, without permitting them ter the example of that in Queen Elizabeth's
to finish any business.
His majesty falling time, for the defence of his majesty's person
sick in the summer, the Duke of i^oik returned and the security of the Protestant religion, and
immediately to court without the king's leave,* to revenge his majesty's death upon the papists,
which alarmed the people, and made them ea- if he should come to any violent death, a model
ger for the silting of the Parliament to regulate of which was said to be found among the Earl
the succession. +
This gave rise to sundry pe- of Shaftesbury's papers. This was resented
titions, t signed by a great number of hands very highly at court, as done without the royal
both in city and country, which the king re- authority, and produced the next year another
ceived with the utmost displeasure, telling the .set of ranting addresses from all parts of the
petitioners that he was sole judge of what was kingdom, in which their lives and fortunes
" You would not take it well,'* were given up to the king, and the associations
fit to be done
says he, " if I should meddle with your affairs, branded with the names of damnable, cursed,
and I desire you will not meddle with mine." execrable, traitorous, seditious, and a bond of
After this the king issued out his proclamation, rebellion, which they detest and abhor from
in most of which the Nondeclaring them to be illegal, and forbidding his their very souls
subjects to promote any subscriptions, or to conformists are marked as enemies of the king
and
government,
his
and their conventicles as
join in any petitions of this kind, upon peril of
Warrants were the encouragement and life of the associations.
the utmost rigour of the law.
issued against several of the petitioners, and They promise to stand by the duke's succesindictments preferred against others. But at sion, and to choose such members for the next
the next sessions of the Common Council of Parliament as shall do the king's business acLondon, January 21, the court agreed that no cording to his mind. But notwithstanding the
utmost efforts of the court, the near approach
such petition should he presented from them
and the king returned them thanks for it.i^ of a popish successor awakened men's fears,
Upon which, addresses were procured from di- and kept them upon their guard.
The petitioners for the sitting of the Parliavers parts of the nation, expressing their detestation and abhorrence of the seditious practice ment, and their adversaries, the Abhorrers of
of the late petitioners, and referring the sitting such petitions, gave rise to the two grand parof the Parliament absolutely to the king's sov- ties which have since divided the nation, under
ereign pleasure, from whence they obtained the the distinsjiiishing names of Whig and Tory.
:

;

;

name

of Abhorrers.

In these addresses, they

and fortunes for the preservation of his majesty's person and government,
and for the succession of the Duke of York.
offer their lives

They renounce the right of the subject's petitioning or interm-eddling in affairs of state, and
lay their liberties at the feet of the prerogative,
promising to stand by it, and to be obedient
without reserve to his majesty's commands
which addresses were printed in the Gazettes,
and dispersed over the kingdom. These proceedings threw the people into a ferment several of the privy council deserted their stations,
and desired to be excused their attendance at
council
some in the admiralty resigned, and
because they might not petition, an association
was formed by sundry persons, and copied af;

:

;

they are therefore last named, and are said to be
overcome by the witnesses and pourers forth of
the vials, as chap, xv., 2."
Who hath ears to hear, let him hear this remarkable prediction.— C.
* If we may credit Sir John Reresby, who says
he had the whole story from Feversham, to whose
intervention the revocation of the duke was principally owing, the king's illness was pretended, and
the duke was sent for with his privity, though not
above four persons knew anything of the matter.
The Duke of Monmouth, who thought he had the
king to himself, knew nothing of it till his highness
actually arrived at Windsor: "So close and reserved," says Sir John, "could the king be, when he
conceived it to be necessary." Memoirs, p. 97, 98.
all,

last

Ed.

t

Echard,

p.

982, 987.

t Dr. Grey, by a quotation from Hornby's " Caveat against the Whigs," brings a charse ajrainst
these petitions, that the signatures were obtained by

bribes and impositions.
Such practices, if truly
stated in this instance, have not been confined to
that occasion or those times but it is not ea.sy to
conceive that a man of integrity, in any party, can
have recourse to them. The proposal of adopting
thfm outrht to be rejected with contempt and indig;

nation.— Ed.

i)

Burnet, vol.

ii.,

p. 276.

The Whigs or Low churchmen were the
more zealous Protestants, declared enemies of
popery, and willing to remove to a farther distance from their superstitions
they were firm
;

to the Constitution and liberties of their country
and for a union, or, at Ipast, a toleration,
;

of dissenting Protestants.
The clergy of this
persuasion were generally men of larger principles, and therefore were distinguished by the
name of Latitudinarian divines; their laity

were remarkable

for their zeal

in

promoting

the Bill of Exclusion, as the only expedient to
secure the Protestant establishment in this
kingdom. They were for confining the royal
prerogative within the limits of the law, for
which reason their adversaries charged them
with Republican principles, and gave them the
reproachful name of Whigs, or sour milk, a
name first given to the most rigid Scots covenanters.
The Tories or High-churchmen stood on the
side of the prerogative, and were for advancing
the king above law
they went into all the arbitrary court measures, and adopted into our
religion, says Dr. Welwood,* a Mohammedan
principle, under the names of passive obedience
and nonresistance, which, since the times of
that iinpostor who first broached it, has been
the means to enslave a great part of the
world.
These gentlemen leaned more to a coalition with the papists than with the PresbyteThry cried up the name and authority
rians.t
of the Church, were for forcing the Dissenters
to conformity, by all kinds of coercive methods but, with all their zeal, they were many
of them persons of lax and dissolute morals,
and would risk the whole Protestant religioa
rather than go into any measures of exclusion,
or limitation of a popish successor.
Most of
;

;

* Memoirs,

p.

125.

t Burnet, Collect. Debates, p. 163.
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the clergy, says a member of Parliament, are
infected vviih the Laudean principles of raising

act of Parliament to enable him to dispose of
the crown by will, under certain restrictions
Parliament one or two bisli- but a foreign popish court offering more money,
ops give measures to the rest, and they to their he opposed it to the last *
The Parliament being inclined to relieve the
clergy, so that all derive their politics from one
or two, and are under the influence of an over- Nonconformists, appointed a committee Noawing power. No men did more to enslave the vember 18, who agreed upon a comprehension
nation, and introduce popery into the esiablish- with the Dissenters, upon much the same terms
ment, than they their adversaries, therefore, with those already mentioned they were to
gave them the name of Tories, a title first given subscribe the doctrinal articles of ihe Church
to Irish robhers, who lived upon plunder, and the surplice was to be omitted, except in cawere prepared for any daring or villanous en- thedrals and the king's chapel the ceremonies
terprise.
to be left indifl'erent.
And as for such ProtThe Nonconformists fell in unanimously with estants as could not be comprehended within
the Whigs or Low-churchmen in all points re- these terms, they were to have a toleration,
lating to liberty and the civil constitution, as and freedom from the penal statutes, upon conthey must always do if they are consistent with dition of subscribing a declaration of allegiance,
themselves but these, with their allies, were &c.. and of assembling with open doors. Bishnot a sufficient balance for the Tories, the road op Burnet says, the bill for a comprehension
to preferment lying through the territories of was offered by the Episcopal party in the House
power but they were kept in heart with some of Commons, but that the friends of the Dissecret hopes that, by a steady adherence to the senters did not seem forward to promote it, beConstitution, they should one time or other ob- cause, as Mr. Baxter observes, they found the
tain a legal toleration.
But the superior influ- bill would not go or if it had passed the Comence of the Tories above the Whigs was the mons, it would have been thrown out by the
occasion of tiie seventies which befell the Non- bishops in the House of Lords
the clergy,
conformists in the latter part of this reign.
says Kennet, being no farther in earnest than as
When Parliament met, October 21, 1680, the they apprehended the knife of the papists at
Commons were very warm in maintaining the their throats.
Protestant religion and the privileges of ParliaWhen the above-mentioned bill was brought
ment.* They asserted the rights of the people in the House December 21, entitled " An Act for
to petition for the sitting of Parliaments, and uniting his Majesty's Protestant Subjects," the
voted the Abhorrers betrayers of the liberties first gentleman of the court party who spoke
of the nation. Among other grievances, they against it observed, " that there were a sort of
complained that the edge of the penal laws was men who would neither be advised nor overturned against Protestant Dissenters, while the ruled, but under the pretence of conscience
papists remained in a manner untouched
that break violently through all laws whatsoever, to
the Test Act had little effect, because the pa- the great disturbance both of Church and State
pists, either by dispensation obtained from therefore he thought it more convenient to have
Rome, submitted to those tests, and held their a law for forcing the Dissenters to yield to the
offices themselves
or those put in their places Church, and not to fi)rce the Church to yield to
were so favourable to the same interest, that them." Another said, "he was afraid, that if
popery itself had rather gained than lost ground once the government should begin to yield to
by that act. They declared for that very asso- the Dissenters, it would be as m forty-one, nociation, to revenge the king's death upon the thing would serve but an utter subversion
the
papists, if his majesty should happen to be as- receiving of one thing would give occasion for
sassinated, which the Tories had abhorred
demanding more and it would be impossible
and in the month of November revived the bill to give them any satisfaction, without laying
to disable the Duke of York from inheriting the all open, and running into confusion."!
This
imperial crown of these realms.
was the common language of the Tories. And
It was introduced by Lord Russel, and passed the Commons there has been a loud cry against the Dissentby a great majority, but was thrown out of the ers, for their obstinacy and perverseness, though
House of Lords by a majority of thirty voices,t not a single concession had been offered since
noes 63, yeas 33, the bench of bishops being in the Restoration, to let the world see how far
the negative, and the king present during the they would yield or, by receiving a denial, to
whole debate. It has been said King Charles get an opportunity to reproach them with greatcame into the bill at first, the favourite mis- er advantage. But in favour of the bill it was
tress having prevailed with him to abandon his urged by others, "that it was intended for the
brother for a large sum of money, and for an preservation of the Church, and the best bill
that could be made in order thereto, all circum* Rapin. vol. ii., p. 714. Echard, p. 995.
stances considered.
If we are to deal with a
+ Lord Halifax, a man of the clearest head, finest
stubborn sort of people, who in many things
wit, and fairest eloquence, who was in judgment
before reason, or their own

money

witlioiit

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

against the bill, appeared as leader in opposition to
and made so powerful a defence, that he alone,
by the confession of all, influenced the House, and
persuaded them to throw out the bill. " One wo-dd
have thought," says Sir John Reresby, " that so signal a piece of service had been of a degree and nature never to be forgotten."
But when the duke afterward came to be king, he removed Lord Halifax
from the privy seal to the presidency of the council,
it,

purely to
jquite laid

make room for another, and in the end
him aside.— Memoirs, p. 104, 105.— Ed.

prefer their

humour

safety, or the public good, this is a very good
time to see whether they will be drawn by the
cords of love or no. The bill will be very
agreeable to the Christian charity which our
Church professes; and it may be hoped, that
in the time of this imminent danger, they will
consider their own safety, and the safety of the

Welwood's Mem.,

p. 127.

t Echard, p.
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Protestant religion, and no longer keep afoot
the unhappy divisions among us, on which the
but when they see
papists ground tlieir hopes
the Church so far condescend as to dispense
with the surplice, and those other things they
scruple, that they will submit to the rest which
are enjoined by law, that so we may unite
But if this bill
against, the common enemy.
should not have the desired effect, but, on the
contrary, the Dissenters should continue their
animosities and disobedience to the Church, I
think still the Church will gain very much
hereby, and leave the party without excuse."
This seems agreeable to reason.
Although the bill for a comprehension was
committed, it did not pass the House, being
changed for another, entitled "An Act to exempt his Majesty's Protestant Subjects, dissenting from the Church of England, from the
Penalties imposed upon the Papists by the Act
of 35th Eliz.'"* By which act Nonconformists
Avere adjudged to perpetual imprisonment, or
obliged to abjure, that is, depart the realm never to return.
This terrible law had lain dormant almost eighty years, hut was now revived,
and threatened to be put in execution by the
Tories. The repeal passed the House of Commons with a high hand, but went heavily through
the House of Lords, the bishops apprehending
that the terror of the law might be of some use
but when it should have been offered to the
king for the royal assent at the close of the
session, it was missing, and never heard of any
more, the clerk of the crown having withdrawn
it from the table by the king's particular order.
The king (says Burnett) had no mind openly to
deny the bill, but less mind to pass it; and
therefore this illegal method was taken, which
was a high offence in the officer of the House,
and would have been severely punished in the
next session, if the Parliament had not been
abruptly dissolved.
Thus the Nonconformists
were sawn to pieces between the king, the bishops, and the Parliament
when one party was
willing to give them relief, the other always
stood in the way.
The Parliament was their
enemy for about twelve years, and now they
are softened, the king and the court bishops
are inflexible and his majesty will rather sacrifice the Constitution to his despotic will, than
exempt them from an old law, which subjected
;

;

;

;

them to banishment and death.
However, the morning before the House was
prorogued, January 10, two votes were passed
of a very extraordinary nature " 1. Resolved
nemine contradkenle, That it is the opinion of
this House, that the acts of Parliament made in
the reigns of Queen Elizabeth and King James
against popish recusants ought not to be extended against Protestant Dissenters. 2. Resolved, That it is the opinon of this House,
that the prosecution of Protestant Dissenters
upon the penal laws is at this time grievous to
the subject, a weakening of the Protestant interest, an encouragement to popery, and dangerous to the peace of the kingdom." Bishop
Burnett says these resolutions were thought
an invasion of the Legislature, when one house
pretended to suspend the execution of the laws,
:

which was to act

like dictators in the state.

Burnet, vol. ii., p. 300.
% Ibid., vol. ii., p. 301.

t Ibid.

i

But, with

all due submission, I should think that
cannot be construed a suspension of those
laws, and that a House of Commons which is
not suffered to sit and repeal laws, or when
they have repealed them, have their bills withdrawn illegally by the crown, may have liberty
to declare their judgment that the continuance
of those laws is burdensome to the state. They
must do so, says Mr. Coke,* in order to a repeal.
If the bill for the repeal of the old popish
act de hcErehco comburendo, for burning heretics,
which the Parliament were afraid might be revived in a popish reign, had been lost in this
manner, might not the Parliament have declared the execution of that law a weakening to
the Protestant interest, or dangerous to the
peace of the kingdom !
While the Parliament was endeavouring to
relieve the Dissenters, and charging the miseries of the kingdom upon the papists, many of
the bishops and clergy of the Church of England were pleased to see the court inclined to
prosecute the Nonconformists. The clergy in
general, says Rapin, t were attached to the
court men of doubtful religion were promoted,
and there was reason to charge them with leanEven some able champions
ing to popery.
against popery went so far into the court measures as to impute the calamities of the times to
the Nonconformists, and to raise the cry of the
populace against them. Dr. Edward Stillingfleet, who had written an Irenicum in favour
of liberty, and against impositions, in his sermon before the lord-mayor. May 2, this year, entitled "The Mischief of Separation," condenmed all the Dissenters as schismatics, and very
gravely advised them not to complain of perseWhen the sermon was published, it
cution.
brought upon the doctor several learned adversaries, as Mr. Baxter, Mr. Alsop, Mr. Howe, Mr.
Barrett, and Dr. Owen, from which last divine,
who wrote with great temper and seriousness,
I will venture to transcribe the following passage, without entering into the argument :t
" After so many of the Nonconformists have
died in common jails," says the doctor, " so
many have endured long imprisonments, not a
few being at this day in the same durance so
many driven from their habitations into a wandering condition, to preserve for a while the
liberty of their persons so many have been reduced to want and penury, by the taking away
tlieir goods, and from some the very instruments of their livelihood after the prosecution that has been against them in all courts of
justice in this nation, on informations, indictments, and suits, to the great charge of all who
have been so persecuted, and the ruin of some
after so many ministers and their families have
been brought into the utmost outward straits
which nature can subsist under; after all their
perpetual fears and dangers wherewith they
have been exercised and disquieted, they think
it hard to be censured for complaining, by them
who are at ease." The doctor endeavoured to
support his charge by the suffrage of the French
Presbyterians and Compton, bishop of London,
applied to Monsieur le Moyne, and several others, ij for their opinions
as if truth were to be
determined by numbers or as if the English

this

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Page 561.
t Page 711.
CoUyer, p. 900.
()

%

Page

53, 54.
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Presbyterians could pay a vast deference to
their judgments, who had so deceived them at
The ministers, bred up in
the Resloralion.
French complaisance and under French slavery, after high strains of compliment to the
English bishops, declared that they were of
opinion their brethren might comply,* and that
they were not for pushing things to extremity
only for a different form of government, which
the doctor and his friends interpreted as a deBut did not the bishops
cision in their favour.
exasperate the spirits of their dissenting brethWere
ren by enforcing the sangumary laws"
these Protestant methods of conversion, or likeThe French minisly to bring them to temper
ters complained sufficiently of this about five
years after, at the revocation of the Edict of
Nantz. Bishop Burnet remarks of Dr. Stillingfleet on this occasion,! that he not only retracted his " Irenicum," but went into the humours
of the high sort of people beyond what became
him, perhaps beyond his own sense of things.
This year [lfi80] died Mr. Stephen Charnock,
B D., first of Emanuel College, Cambridge, and
He
afterward fellow of New College, Oxford.
was chaplain to Henry Cromwell, lieutenant of
Ireland, and was much respected by persons of
the best quality in the city of Dublm for his poAfter the Restoration he relite behaviour.
turned into England, and became pastor of a
separate congregation in London, where he was
admued by the more judicious part of his hearers, though not popular, because of his disadvantageous way of reading with a glass ;t he
was an eminent divine, and had a good judgment, a curious imagination, and a strong manner of reasoning, as appears by his works priiited since his death in two volumes folio, which
were no other than his common sermons transcribed from his notes ;() his style is manly and
his love and
lofty, and his thoughts sublmie
charity were very extensive, and there was no
!

*

}

I

;

part of learning to which he was a stranger.*
He died July 26, 1680, aged fifty-two.
[On December 26, 1680, died at London,
where he came to be cut for the stone, with

which he was many years afflicted, Mr. John
Corbet, ejected from Bramshot in Hants
a
every way great.
He was a native of the
city of Gloucester, and a student in Magdalen
He began his ministry in the place
Hall, Oxon.
of his nativity, and lived many years there, and.
during the civil wars, of which he was a spec;

man

tator.
city,

He wrote
and

is

the history of the siege of the
thought to have given as good an

and springs of the civil war
as can be met with in so narrow a compass.
He removed from thence to Chichester, and
then to the living from which he was ejected.
After this he lived privately in and about London, till King Charles's indulgence in 1671,
when part of his flock invited him to return to
Chichester, where he continued his ministrations with great assiduity and success.
It was
during his residence there that Bishop Gunning
gave a public challenge to the Presbyterians,.
Independents, Baptists, and Quakers.
(See
insight into the rise

chapter viii., part iv.) Mr. Corbet accepted it
on behalf of the first but, after the bishop had
fired his own volley of invectives, Mr. Corbet
was not permitted to enter into a defence nor,
though he proposed to do it at any other time
and waited on the bishop at his palace, could
he afterward obtain a hearing.
He was a man
of great moderation, a lover of peace, an advocate for catholic communion and union of saints,
and of blameless conversation. He saw some
things to approve and some things to dislike in
all parties, and valued not the interest of a party
or faction.
True to his conscience, he had no
worldly designs to carry on, but was eminent
in self-denial, and managed his ministry with
faithfulness and prudence.
He was tender of
the reputation of his brethren, and rejoiced in
the success of their labours as well as of his
own. Nor was he apt to speak against those
* Mr. Neal, it seems, has fallen into a mistake, by
He was very free in acsupposing that the French Presbyterians favoured by whom he suffered.
English Episcopacy. Their answers were complai- knowledging by whom he profited, and preferYet Stillingileet published iheir ring others before himself He was much in
sant, but wary.
letters as suffrages for Episcopacy, and annexed the study of his own heart, had the comfort of
them to his Treatise on Schism. .^Ir. Claude, one sensible improvements in faith and holiness, huof those written to, complained of this treatment
mility and heavenly-mindedness, and died at
but the letters which contained these complaints
conwere concealed till his death, when his son printed last in great serenity and peace. He had a
siderable
hand in compiling Mr. Rushworth's
them. In one of them to Bishop Compton, April,
1681, he freely told him that the bishops were bla- first volume of" Collections," which is reckonmed for their eagerness to persecute others by penal ed by good judges a masterpiece of the kind.
laws for their arbitrary and despotic government
His "Self-employment in Secret," an excellent,
for their rigid attachment to offensive ceremonies
small piece, recommended lately by Mr. Bulkfor requiring foreign Protestant ministers to be reorley in his " Christian Minister," has gone
dained and for not admitting any to the ministry
through various editions. Mr. Howe wrote a
without making an oath that Episcopacy is of Dipreface to it.
Dr. Wright reprinted it in 1741,
vikie right, which Mr. Claude called a cruel rack for
conscience. He solemnly called on the bishops, in and the Rev. William Unwin, rector of Stock
the name of God, to remove these grounds of com- cum Ilamsden Belhouse, Essex, published it
plaint, to give no cause, no pretext, for separation, to again in 1773 with the encomiums of a celebrado all in their power to prevent it, and, instead of ted minister of the Church of England upon it.
chafing and irritating people's minds, by all gentle
* Mr. Johnson, who preached his funeral sermon,
methods to conciliate them. This was excellent advice, but the public were not informed that it had says, "he never knew a man in all his life who had
been given by those to whom it was addressed.
attained near to that skill Mr. Charnock had, in the
JRnbinson's Life of Claude, prefixed to his translation originals of the Old and New Testament, except Mr.
of an Easay on the Composition of Sennons, p. 65-67. Thomas Cawion."— Granger, vol. ill., p. 308.— Ed.
;

;

:

;

;

—Ed.

was

of the ablest preachers of the present century in
the United States usetl to advise his students to be-

Palmer's Non. Mem.,

come masters of Charnock's works, and stated that
he had read them with deeper mterest than those of

t Vol.

i.,

p.

276.

X In his early ministry he used no notes, and
very popular as a preacher. C.

—

^
vol.

Calamy,
i.,

p. 159.

vol.

li.,

p. 56.

One

any other English

divine.

— C.

ilMrpei-&:Rrotlior.^

—

;
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as " the best manual he knew for a Christian
or a minister, furnishing excellent materials for
addressing conscience, and directing men to
judge of Iheir spiritual state." Calamy, vol. ii.,
p.

333.

Palmer's Noncon. Mem.,

vol.

ii.,

—Ed.]
The king having

p. 4.

parted with his last Parliament in displeasure, without being able to obtain any money, resolved once more to try a
new one ;* and apprehending that the maleconlents were encouraged by the neighbourhood of
the city of London, he summoned them to meet
the same representatives being reat Oxford
chosen for London, had a paper put into their
hands by four merchants, in the name of all the
citizens then assembled in the Common Hall,
containing a return of their most hearty thanks
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wire averred to a person of worth many year.i
after
that his majesty had given Fitz-Harri."
money, and promised him more if it met with
success. The libel was to traduce the king and
;

the royal family as papists, and arbitrarily affected from the beginning, and says that King
Charles I. had a hand in the Irish rebellion ;
that the act forbidding to call the king a papist
was only to stop men's months, and that it
was as much in the power of the people to de
pose a popish possessor as a popish successor.
It

was

entitled

"The True Englishman

speak-

ing Plain English ;" and adds, " If James be
conscious and guilty, Charles is so too believe me, these two brothers in iniquity are iit
confederacy with the pope and the French to
introduce popery and arbitrary government, and
for their faithful and unwearied endeavours in to cast off Parliaments, Magna Charta, and the
the last two Parliaments, to search into the liberty of the subject, as heavy yokes, and to
depth of the Popish Plot, to preserve the Prot- be as arbitrary as the King of France. Let the
estant religion, to promote a union among his English move and rise as one man to self deblow the trumpet, stand on your guard,
majesty's Protestant subjects, to repeal the fence
35th of Elizabeth, and the Corporation Act, and and withstand them as bears and tigers. Trust
to promote the Bill of Exclusion, and to request to your swords in defence of your lives, libertheir continuance of the same.
The members ties, and religion, like the stout earl of old, who
being afraid of violence, were attended to Ox- told his king if he could not be defended by
ford with a numerous body of horse, having Magna Charta, he would be relieved by longa,
ribands in their hats with this moito, " No po- spada."
He goes on to reproach the king with
pery no slavery," the citizens having promised the breach of his Scots oaths, Breda promto stand by them with their lives and fortunes. ises, Protestant profession, liberty of conMany other papers of the like nature were pre- science, as designed only to delude Protestsented to the members in the several counties. ants and puts him in mind of all his political
The king, in his speech at the opening of the and moral vices, as intended to debauch the
session, March 21, reflected severely on the last nation, to promote the popish religion and arbiParliament, and said, He was resolved to main- trary government, &c.
Thus were the Nontain the succession of the crown in the right conformists to be exposed again to the resentline, and for quieting people's fears, he was will- ments of the nation
but when the sham was
ing to put the administration into the hands of discovered to the House of Commons by Sir
a Protestant regent
but the Commons rejected William Waller, he received the thanks of the
the proposal, to the inexpressible joy of the House, and Fitz-Harris, though impeached in
duke's party, and ordered the Bill of Exclusion Parliament, was tried by a jury, and executed
to be brought in again.
In the mean time, a with Dr. Plunket, the titular primate of Ireland.
motion was made to consider of the loss of the The Whigs would have saved Fitz-Harris,
bill in favour of the Dissenters last Parliament.
though a papist, in hopes of his being an eviSir William Jones said, " The bill was of great dence in the Popish Plot
but the court was
moment and service to the country, and might resolved to despatch him out of the way, that
be to their lives, in the time of a popish succes- he might tell no more tales.
but be the bill what it will, the precedent
sor
His majesty, hearing that the Bill of Excluwas of the highest consequence the king has sion was to be brought into the House again,
a negative to all bills, but surely the clerk of the went suddenly, and not very decently, says
Parliament has not. If this way be found out, Burnet,* to the House of Lords in a sedan, with
that bills shall be thrown by, it may hereafter the crown between his feet, and having put on
be said they were forgot and laid by, and so we his robes in haste, called up the Commons, and
shall never know whether the king passed them dissolved his fifth and last Parliament, after
or no
if this be suflTered, 'tis in vain to spend
they had sat only seven days. As soon as his
time here." In conclusion, this affair was re- majesty got out of the House, he posted away in
ferred to a conference with the House of Lords, all haste to Windsor, as one that was glad he
which was frustrated by the hasty dissolution had got rid of his Parliament, which was the
of the Parliament.
last that he ever convened, though he lived
The next went upon the libel of one Fitz- three or four years after. \nA here was an
Harris, an Irish papist, which was a second end of the Constitution and liberties of England
Meal-tub Plot, promoted in the name of the for the present all that followed, to the king's
Nonconformists ;t the libel was to be sent by death, was no more than the convulsions and
penny-post letters to the Lords who had pro- struggles of a dying man. The king raised
tested in favour of the Bill of l:^xclusion, and to what money he wanted without Parliaments
the leading men in the House of Commons, he took away all the charters of England, and
who were immediately to be apprehended and governed absolutely by dint of prerogative.
searched. Everard, who was Fiiz Harris's con- April the 8th, the king published a declarationf
fidant, and betrayed the secret, affirmed that
^ Burnet, p. 306.
the king himself was privy to it, as Fitz-Hairis's
:

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

t

* Echard,
t Burnet,

p. 1002.
p.
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720.

It

was observed,

Dr.

Calamy

says, that " this

was known by M. Barillon, the French
ambassador, and by the Duchess of Mazarine, soon-
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him only they are accountable; that it
belongs not to subjects either to create or cenhonour and obey their sovereign,
who comes to be so by a fundamental, 'Sierediin all the churches and chapels throughout EngIt coutams a recital of his majesty's
tary riglit of succession, which no religion, no
Jam).
condescensions for the security of the Protest- law, no fault or forfeiture, can alter or diminant religion, as far as was consistent with the ish
nor will we abate of our well- instructed
succession of the crown in the lineal descent, zeal for the Church of England as by law eslarge
rehearsal
of
the
and a
unsuitable returns tablished. Thus we have learned our own, and
of the (Commons. But notwithstanding all this, thus we teach others their duty to God and the
says his majesty, let not those men who are king." His majesty discovered an unusual satlabouring to poison our people with common- isfaction on this occasion
and, having returnwealth principles persuade any of our subjects ed them thanks, was pleased to add, that no
that we intend to lay aside the use of Parlia- other church in the world taught and practised
ments, for we still declare that no irregularities loyalty so conscientiously as they did.
in Parliaments shall make us out of love with
As such abject and servile flattery could not
them and we are resolved, by the blessing of fail of pleasing the king, it must necessarily
God. to have frequent Parliaments ;" although draw down vengeance on the Nonconformists,
he never called another. Several anonymous who joined in none of their addresses, but were
remarks were made upon this declaration, to doomed to suffer under a double character, as
weaken its influence. But the court used all Whigs and as Dissenters. "This," says Bishits interest among the people to support its op Burnet,* "was set on by the papists, and it
credit
addresses were sent from all parts, was wisely done of them, for they knew how
thanking his majesty for his declaration, prom- much the Nonconformists were set against
ising to support his person and government them.
They made use, also, of the indiscreet
with their lives and fortunes. Most of them zeal of the High Church clergymen to ruin
declared against the Bill of Exclusion, and for them, which they knew would render the clerthe duke's succession,* as has been observed. gy odious, and give the papist great advantage
Some ventured to arraign the late Parliament when opportunity offered." The times were
as guilty of sedition and treason, and to pray boisterous and stormy
sham plots were conhis majesty to put in execution the statute of trived, and warrants issued against the leadS.") Elizabeth against the Nonconformists.
The ers of the Wliig party for seditious language
grand juries, the justices at their sessions, di- Shaftesbury, now called the Protestant earl,
vers boroughs and corporations, the companies was sent to the Tower, and Stephen College,
in towns, and at last the very apprentices, sent
the Protestant joiner, was carried to Oxford,
up addresses. Tliose who presented or pro- and hanged, after the grand jury in London had
cured them were well treated at court, and brought in a bill of indictment against him ignosome of them knighted. Many zealous healths ramus. Witnesses were imported from Ireland,
were drank, and in their cups the swaggerings and employed to swear away men's lives. " The
of the old Cavaliers seemed to be revived. One court intended to set them to swear against all
of the most celebrated addresses was from the the hot party, which was plainly murder in
University of Cambridge, presented by Dr. Cow- them who believed them false witnesses," says
er, master of St. John's, which I shall give the Burnet, t " and yet made use of them to destroy
reader as a specimen of the rest.
It begins
Spies were planted in all coffee-housothers."
thus " Sacred sir
We, your majesty's most es to furnish out evidence for the witnesses.
faithful and obedient subjects, have long, with Mercenary justices were put into commission
the greatest and sincerest joy, beheld the gen- all over the kingdom juries were packed and,
erous emulation of our fellow-subjects, contend- with regard to the Nonconformists, informers
ing who should best express their duly to their of the vilest of the people were countenanced
sovereign at this time, when the seditious en- to a shameful degree, insomuch that the jails
deavours of unreasonable men have made it were quickly filled with prisoners, and large
necessary to assert the ancient loyalty of the suiTis of money extorted from the industrious
English nation. It is at present the great hon- and conscientious, and played into the hands ol
our of this your university, not only to be stead- the most profligate wretches in the nation.
fast and constant in our duty, but to be emiThe justices of Middlesex showed great fornently so, and to suffer for it as much as the wardness, and represented to his majesty in
calumnies and reproaches of factious and mali- December, "that an intimation of his pleasure
cious men can inflict upon us.
And that they was necessary at this time to the putting the
have not proceeded to sequestration and plun- laws in execution against conventicles, because,
der, as heretiifore, next to the overruling provi- when a charge was lately given at the councildence of Almighty God, is only due to the royal hoard to put the laws in execution against pocare and prudence of your most sacred majes- pish recusants, no mention was made of supty, who gave so seasonable a check to their
pressing conventicles." Upon this, his majesty
arbitrary and insolent undertakings.
We still pommanded the lord-mayor, ahlermen, and jusbelieve and maintain that our kings derive not tices to use their utmost endeavour to suppress
their power from the people, but from God
all conventicles and unlawful meetings, upon
pretence of religious worship for it was his exer than by the king's council, and that it was evi- press pleasure that the laws be effectually put
denced to be o( French extraction by the Gallicisms
in execution against them, both in city and
in it; and, withal, it had no broad seal to it, and
Accordingly, the justices of peace, at
was signed only by a clerk of the council."— Ou>rt country.
sessions at Hicks's Hall, January i;}, ortheir
Life, MS., p. 74.— Ed.
* Burnet, vol. ii.. p. 308, 309.
Page 306.
t Page 315.
to all his loving subjects touching the causes
and reasons that moved him to dissolve the
last

two Parliaments, and ordered

it

to be read

that to

sure, but to

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

!

;

;

;

;

;
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dered, " that whereas the constables and church
wardens, &c-., of every parish and precint-t within the said county had been enjoined last ses
sions to make a return the first of this of the
names of the preachers in C()nventicies, and
the most considerable frequenters of the same
within their several limils which order not be;

ing obeyed, but contemned by some, it was
therefore by the justices then assembled desired
that the Lord-bishop of London will please to
direct those officers which are under his jurisdiction to use their utmost diligence that all
such persons may be exconimun icated who commit crimes deserving the ecclesiastical censure
and that the said excommunications may be
published in the parishes where the persons live,
that they may be taken notice of, and be obvious to the penalties that belong to persons excommunicated, viz., not to be admitted for a
•witness, or returned upon juries, or capable of
suing for any debt." They farther ordered, at
the same time, "that the statute of the first of
Elizabeth and third of King James be put in due
execution, for the levying of twelve-pence per
Sunday upon such persons who repaired not to
Divine service and sermons at their parish or
some other public church." All which, says
Mr. Echard, made way for all sorts of prosecutions both in city and country, which in many
places were carried on with great spite and severity, where there never wanted busy agents
and informers, of which a few were sufficient
to put the laws in execution
so that the Dissenters this year, and much longer, says he. met
with cruel and unchristian usage which occasioned great complaints among the people, and
some severe reflections on the king himself.
It was not in the power of the Church Whigs
to relieve the Nonconformists, nor screen them
from the edge of the penal laws, which were in
the hands of their enemies. All that could be
done was to encourage their constancy, and to
write some compassionate treatises to move the
people in their favour, by showing them, that
while they were plundering and destroying their
Protestant dissenting neighbours, they were
cutting the throat of the Reformed religion, and
making way for the triumphs of popery upon its
ruins.
Among other writings of this sort, the
most famous was, " The Conformists' Plea for
the Nonconformists," in four parts, by a beneficed minister and a regular son of the Church
of England. In which the author undertakes
to show, I. The greatness of their sufferings.
2. The hardships of their case.
3. The reasonableness and equity of their proposals for union.
4. The qualifications and worth of their minis5. Their peaceable behaviour.
6. Their
ters.
agreement with the Church of England in the
7. The prejudice to the
articles of her faith.
Church by their exclusion and then concludes
with the infamous lives and lamentable deaths
It was a sensible
of several of the informers.
and moving performance, but had no influence
on the Tory justices and tribe of informers.
There was no stemming the tide every one
who was not a furious Tory, says Rapin, was
reputed a Presbyterian.
Most of the clergy were with the court, and
distmguished themselves on the side of persecution. The pulpits everywhere resounded with
the doctrines of passive obedience and nonre;

;

;

;

|
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which were carried to

the heights
of King Charles I.
No Eastern monarch, according to them, was more absolute than the
Kuig of England.*
They expressed such a
zeal for the duke's succession, as if a popish
king over a Protestant country had been a special blessing from Heaven. They likewise gave
themselves such a loose against Protestant Nonconformists, as if nothing was so formidable as
that party.
In all their sermons popery was
quite lorgot, says Burnet, and the force of their
zeal was turned almost wholly against Protestant Dissenters.
In many country places the
parson of the parish, who could bully, and drink,
and swear, was put into the commission of the
peace, and made a confiding justice, by which
ineans he was both judge and party in his own
cause.
If any of his sober parishioners did not
appear at church, they were sure to be summoned, and instead of the mildness and gentleness of a Christian clergyman, they usually met
with haughty and abusive language, and the
utmost rigour the law could inflict.
There was
also a great change made in the commissions
throughout England. A set of confiding magistrates was appointed
and none were left on
the bench, or in the militia, that did not declare
and
for the arbitrary measures of the court
such of the clergy as were averse to thi.s fury
were declaimed against as betrayers of the
Church, and secret favourers of the Dissenters
but the truth is, says the bishop, the number of
sober, honest clergymen was not great, for where
the carcass is, there will the eagles be gathered
together.
The scent of preferment will draw
Upon the whole, the
aspiring men after it.
present times were very lowering, and the prossuccessor
still more threatpect under a popish
ening.
It would fill a volume to enter into all the particulars of these unchristian proceedings, which
even the black registers of the spiritual courts
sistance,

all

;

;

;

cannot

fully unfold.

The Rev. Mr. Edward

fast, on account of
was apprehended
June 14, and fined £20 and refusing to pay it,
because he did not preach, they took away his
goods, books, and even the bed he lay upon.
The Rev. Mr. Philip Henry was apprehended at
the same time, and fined £40, and for nonpayment, they carried away thirty-three loads of
corn which lay cut upon the ground, together
with hay, coals, and other chattels. The informers took the names of one hundred and fifthey fined
ty more who were at the meeting
the master of the house £20, and £5 more as
being constable that year, and exacted 5s. a
Examples of
head from all who were present.
this usage in London, Middlesex, and most of

Bury, assisting at a private
extraordinary drought,

the

;

:

the counties of England, are innumerable.
The Quakers published a narrative of the sufferings of their friends since the Restoration, by
which it appeared that great numbers had been
fined by the bishops' courts, robbed of their substance, and perished in prison.! Many had been
so beaten and wounded for attending their meetAn acings, that they died of their wounds.
(;ouiit was also published of the unjust proceedings of the informers, showing that at their instance many had been plundered without a jurid« Rapin. p. 725.
Burnet,
t Sewel, p. 574, 581.

p.
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that seven hundred of them were
process
in prison in several parts of England, and
especially about Bristol but remonstrances and
complaints availed nothing.
In tbe midst of this furious persecution, the
famous Mr. Thomas Gouge, son of Dr. Gouge,
of Blackfriars, and the ejected minister of St.
Sepulchre's, was taken out of this world
he
was born at Bow, near Stratford. 1605, bred at
Eton School, and educated in King's College,

ical

;

now

;

While the Tories and High Church clergy
were ravaging the Dissenters, the court was
intent upon subverting the Constitution, and
getting the government of the city into their
hands. June 24, 1682, there was a contest;
about the election of sheriffs, which occasioned

a considerable tumult. And when the election
of a lord-mayor came on at Michaelmas, the
citizens were again in an uproar, the lord-mayor pretending a right to adjourn the court, while
Cambridge.* He settled at St. Sepulchre's in the sheriffs, to whom the right belonged, conthe year 1638, and for twenty-four years dis- tinued the poll till night when the books were
charged all the parts of a vigilant and faithful cast up, each party claimed the majority acpastor.
He was a wonder of piety, charity, cording to their respective books. The contest
humility, and moderation, making it his study rose so high, that Sir William Pritchard, lordto keep a conscience void of offence towards mayor, was afterward arrested at the suit of
God and man. Mr. Baxter says he never heard Mr. Papillon and Dubois, and detained prisoner
any man speak to his dishonour, except that he in Skinners' Hall till midnight. But when the
did not conform.
He was possessed of a good affair came to a trial, the election was vacated,
estate, and devoted the chief of it to charity. Papillon and Dubois were imprisoned, and the
He settled schools to the number of three or leading men of the Whig party, who had disfour hundred, and gave money to teach children tinguished themselves in the contest, were fined
to read in the mountainous parts of Wales, in large sums of money, which made way for
where he travelled annually, and preached, the loss of the charter.
The court would have persuaded the Comtill he was forbid by the bishops, and excommunicated, though he still went as a hearer mon Council to make a voluntary surrender of
to the parish churches.
He printed eight thou- it to the crown, to put an end to all contests
sand Welsh Bibles, t a thousand of which were for the future ;* but not being able to prevail,
given to the poor, and the rest sent to the prin- they resolved to condemn it by law accordingcipal towns of Wales, to be sold at an under ly, a quo loarranto was issued out of the Court
rate.
He printed five hundred of the " Whole of King's Bench, to see whether its charter had
been duly observed, because the Common CounDuty of Man" in Welsh, and gave them away
two hundred and forty New Testaments and cil, in one of their addresses, had petitioned for
kept almost two thousand V\'elsh children at the sitting of the Parliament, and had taxed the
school to learn English. Archbishop Tillolson, prorogation as a delay of justice, and because
in his funeral sermon, says that, all things con- they had laid taxes on their wharfs and marAfter trial upon these
sidered, there has not since the primitive times kets contrary to law.
of Christianity been any among the sons of two points, the chief-justice delivered it as the
men to whom that glorious character of the unanimous opinion of the court, that the liberSon of God might be better applied, that he lies and franchises of the city of London had
went about doing good. J He was a divine of been forfeited, and might be seized into the
a cheerful spirit, and went away quietly in his king's hands, but judgment was not to be ensleep, October 29, 1681, in the seventy-seventh tered till the king's pleasure was farther known.
In the mean time, the lord-mayor and Common
year of his age.<!i
Council, who are the representatives of the
* Tillotson's Works, vol. i., p. 265.
city, agreed to submit to the king's mercy, and
t In these charitable works, as we have seen be- sent a deputation to Windsor, June 18, 1683, to
fore, he was assisted by his friends. The great busibeg pardon
which the king was pleased to
ness of his lil'e was to do good. He annually travgrant on condition that his majesty might have
elled over Wales, inspecting the schools and ina negative in the choice of all the chief magisstructing the people both in public and private, till
he was between sixty and seventy years of age. He trates that if his majesty disapproved of their
sustained great loss by the fire of London, and after choice of a lord-mayor, they should choose anand that if his majestythe death of his wife and the settlement of his chil- other within a week
dren, his fortune was reduced to £150 per annum, disapproved their second choice, he should himout of which he constantly expended £100 in works
of charity.
He had a singular sagacity and pru- for preaching without ordination by diocesan bishdence in devising the most effectual ways of doing ops, at the public hall of Oswestry, on the 27th of
good; ami his example gave the first hint to Mr. T. September of the year 1681. The bishop was atFirmin of that plan of furnishing the poor with em- tended by the learned Mr. Henry Dodwell; Mr.
ployment, which he so extensively and so generous- Owen's supporters were, Mr. Philip Henry, Mr. JonHis funeral sermon was preached by athan Roberts, of Slainvair, in Denbighshire, an exly pursued.
Doctor, afterward Archbishop Tillotson. Palmer.— cellent scholar and warm disputant. The dispute
began at two in the afternoon, and ended between
Ed.
He used often to say, eight and nine. Several points connecied with the
t Calamy, vol. ii., p. 8.
with pleasure, that he had two livings which he main question, " concerning the necessity of ordinawould not exchange for any in England, viz., Christ's tion by diocesan bishops, in uninterrupted succesThe effects
sion from the apostles," were debated.
Hospital, where he used to catechise the children
and Wales, where he travelled to spread knowledge, of this discussion were various, but no converts were
piety, and charity.— C.
made by it. The bishop procured respect by his exThe learned and excellent Dr. William Lloyd, emplary candour and Mr. Philip Henry, by his pru1^
then Bishop of St. Asaph, who endeavoured by ar- dent and primitive temper, and the mildness of his
gument to remove the scruples of the Dissenters, manner, recommended himself to the high esteem of
and to bring them back into the Church by mild and the prelate and the company.— J/r. James Owen's
Christian methods, after some private conferences, Life, p. 2S-35.— En.
Burnet, p. 354-357. Rapin, p. 727.
called on Mr. James Owen to produce his reasons
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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self nominate a mayor for the year ensuing;
and the like as to sheriffs, aldermen, &e.*
When this was reported to the Common Council, it was put to the vote, and upon a division,
the hundred and four were for accepting the
but
king's regulation, and eighty-six against it
even these concessions continued no longer
;

than a year. The charter of London being lost,
the cities and corporations in general were prevailed with to deliver up their charters, and accept of such new ones as the court would grant,
which was the highest degree of perfidy and
baseness in those who were intrusted with
them, especially when they knew that the design was to pack a Parliament, in order to make
way for a popish successor.
the liberties of England were delivered
up to the crown and though the forms of law
remained, men's lives and estates were at the
mercy of a set of profligate creatures, who

Thus

;

would swear anything for hire. Juries, says
Burnet, t were a shame to the nation and a reproach to religion, for they were packed and
prepared to bring in verdicts as they were directed, and not as matters appeared upon the
evidence.
Zeal against popery was decried as
the voice of a faction, who were enemies to the
king and his government. All rejoicings on
the 5lh of November were forbid, and strict orders given to all constables and other officers
to keep the peace
but the populace not being
so orderly as they should have been, several
London apprentices were fined twenty marks for
a riot, and set in the pillory. These were the
triumphs of a Tory and popish administration.
A litile before this died old Mr. Thomas Case,
educated in Christ Church, Oxford, and
one of the Assembly of Divines he was peculiarly zealous in promoting the morning exercises, but was turned out of his living at St. Mary
Magdalen, Milk-street, for refusing the Engagement, and imprisoned for Mr. Love's plot he
was afterward rector of St. Giles's, and waited
on the king at Breda. t He was one of the
commissioners at the Savoy, and silenced with
his brethren in 1662.
He was an open, plainhearted man, an excellent preacher, of a warm
spirit, and a hearty lover of all good men.
He
died May 30, 1682, aged eighty-four.^
Mr. Samuel Clarke, the ejected minister of
;

MA

,

:

;

*

Burnet, vol.

ii.,

t Page 359.
X Calainy, vol.
vol.

i..

p. 403.

ii.,

p. 13.

Gazette, No.
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1835.

Palmer's Non. Mem.,

p. 121.

He

survived every one of the Dissenters that sat
Mr. Baxter styles him
in the Assembly uf Divines.
"a holy, failhtul servant of God." It is painful,
however, to reflect that a man whose character appears in general to have been venerable and amiable,
should be so transported by the heat of the times,
as, in a sermon preached before the court-martial in
1614, to say, " Noble sirs, imitate God, and be merciful to none that have sinned of malicious wickedness ;" meaning the Royalisti;, who were frequently
styled malignants. This, as .Mr. Granger observes,
It may be added, that it conveyed
is sanguinary.
also a false idea of the Divine clemency, which extends its exercise, on repentance, to all characters
Granto sins of malignity as well as of infirmity.
ger's History of England, vol. iii., p. 317, 318.— En.
Walker reflects severely upon this same sermon, but
the cruelties which .Mr. Case and his brethren endured from Bishop Wren ought to plead a little in
his excuse.
Mr. Case took an active part in the attempt to save Charles I. from a trial. C.
^

;

—

;

St. Bene't Fink, was an indefatigable student,
as appears by his " Martyrology," his "Lives
of Enunent Divines," and other historical works

he was a good scholar, and had been a useful
preacher in Cheshire and Warwickshire, before
he came to London
he was one of the commissioners at the Savoy, and presented the
Presbyterian ministers' address of thanks to
the king for his declaration concerning ecclesiastical affairs
and thcmgh he could not conform as a preacher, he frequently attended the
service of the Church as a hearer and communicant. He died December 25, 1682, aetat.
;

;

eighty.*

While the liberties of England lay bleeding,
the fury of the court raged higher than ever
against the Nonconformists, as inflexible enemies of their arbitrary measures.! Mr. Baxter
was surprised in his own house by a company
of constables and other peace-officers, who arrested him for coming within five miles of a corporation, and brought warrants to distrain upon
him forfive sermons, amountingto.£l95. They
took him out of his bed, to which he had been
confined for some time, and were carrying him
to jail; but Dr. Cox, the physician, meeting
him in the way, went and made oath before a
justice of peace that he could not be removed
to prison without danger of his life, so lie was
permitted to go home again to bed
but the
oflScers rifled his house, took away such books
as he had, and sold even the bed from under
Dr. .Annesley, and several other minishim.
ters, had their goods distrained for latent convictions
that is, upon the oaths of persons
they never saw, nor received summons to answer for themselves before a justice of peace.
This was stabbing men in the dark.
Some
were imprisoned on the Corporation Act. The
;

;

Rev. Mr. Vincent was tried and convicted at
the Surrey Assizes on the Soth of Queen Elizabeth, already mentioned
he lay in prison
:

When

Mr. Clarke was ejected, he had been
forty years in the ministry, during which time he
had been seven or eight years a governor, and two
years a president of Sion College. The most valuable of his numerous works are reckoned to be
" Lives of the Puritan Divines and other Persons of
Note." "The author and the bookseller," says Mr.
Granger, " seem to have been thoroughly informed
of this secret, that a taking title-page Ijecoine.s much
more taking with an engraved frontispiece before it,
*

and that little pictures in the body of the book are
great embellishments to style and matter." He was
more a compiler than an author. His name was
anagrammatized to Su{c)kaU Cream, alluding to his
taking the best parts of those books from which he
collected.
One is sorry to find in the list of his pub
lications " A Discourse against Toleration." He en
joyed about nine years the living of Alcesler in War
wicksbire, where his preaching was very useful, and
the town became exemplary for sobriety, which had
borne the character of "drunken Alcester." He
met death with a lively sense of eternity upon his
mind, and a comfortable assurance of his own tiile
to future blessedness.
Palmer's Noncon. Mem., vol.
Granger's History, vol. iii., p. 321.— En.
;., p. 88, &C.
Mr. Clarke was the great-grandfather of Dr. Samuel Clarke, of St. Alban's. the patron of Dr. Doddridge's youthful studies.— Ed. iVlmost all we know
of some of the holiest and greatest men of England
we owe to the painstaking and laborious eftbrts of
this most industrious man. " Clarke's Martyrology"
is deservedly valued, and is now very rare.
C.

—

t

Part

iii.,

p. 191.

——

;

but was at last released by the
Tiie dissentintercession of some great men.
ing laity were harassed everywhere in the
spiritual courts, warrants were signed for distresses, in the village of Hackney alone, to the
sum of £1400, one of which was £500. The
reader will, then, judge what must have been
the case of the interest in general.*
But, in the midst of this oppression and violence, the court found that the spirit of English
there
liberty was not easily to be subdued
were a set of patriots who stood in their way,

many months,

:

and were determined to hazard

their lives

and

fortunes for the Constitution these were, therefore, to be removed or cut off, by bringing them
within the compass of some pretended plot
against the government. Some, who were more
zealous than prudent, met together in clubs at
the taverns and other places, to talk over the
common danger, and what might be done to
secure their religion and liberties in case of the
but there was no formed design
king's death
in any of them against the king or the present
government. The court, however, laid hold of
this occasion, and, as Mr. Coke says, set on
foot three plots
one, to assassinate the king
and duke as they caine from Newmarket anand a third was
other, to seize the guards
called the Blackheath Plot
in all which, for
aught I can find, says he, the fox was the finder.
Dr. Welwood adds,t that the shattered
remains of English liberty were attacked on
every side, and some of the noblest blood in the
nation offered up a sacrifice to the manes of
popish martyrs.
Swearing came into fashion,
and an evidence office was set up at Whitehall
the witnesses were highly encouraged, and, instead of judges and juries that might boggle at
half evidence, care was taken to pick out such
as should stick at nothing to serve a turn. The
plot which the court made use of was called
the Ryehouse Plot,t from the name of the house
where the two royal brothers were to be shot
it was within two miles of Hodsdon in Hertfordshire, and was first discovered by one Keel;

;

:

;

;

;

after him Goodenough,
an Anabaptist
Rumsey, and West made themselves witness-

ing,
es,

;

and framed a story out of their own heads,

of lopping off the two brothers as they came
from Newmarket and having heard of conferences between the Duke of Monmouth, Lord
Russcl, and others, concerning securing the
;

Protestant religion upon the king's decease,
they impeached them to the council, upon which
*

—
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The temper

of the court and

Church

at this

time inclined Mr. John Shower to attend the nephew
of Sir Samuel Barnardiston on his travels, in compliance with the earnest request of his uncle, in company with several other gentlemen, which we mention here to introduce the following passage. When
they were at Geneva, where they continued for some
time, they contracted an acquaintance with Turrelin,
the younger. On their first conversation, they found
tins learned divine and the rest of the city possessed
with very unfavourable sentiments concerning the
English Nonconformists. But when Mr. Shower and
his companions had stated their ca.se, and the terms
required of them, Tnrretm and the others declared
themselves well satisfied with the grounds of their
dissent, and treated them, during the remainder of
their residence in the city, with a very particular respect.— Tofts's Life of Shower, p. 48.— Ed.
t Memoirs, p. 132.
t Burnet, vol. ii., p 368-373.

Lord Russel, Algernon Sidney, the Earl of Essex, and Mr. Houblon, were apprehended and
sent to the Tower.
Warrants were issued out
for several others, who, knowing that innocence was no protection, absconded, and went
out of the way
but several were tried, and executed upon the court evidence
as Mr. Rumbold, the master of the house where the plot
was to take place, who declared, at his execution in King James's reign, that he never knew
of any design against the king; as did Captain
Walcot and Sir Thomas Armstrong, Rouse,
;

;

and the rest. Lord Russel was condemned,
and beheaded, for being within the hearing of

some treasonable words

at Mr. Shepherd's, a
wine-cooper in Abchurch Lane.* The Earl of
Essex's throat was cut in the Towert during
Lord Russel's trial ;t and Algernon Sidney
was executed for having a seditious libel in his
of the injustice of which the Parliament
study
at the Revolution was so sensible, that they reversed the judgments.
A proclamation was issued out against the Duke of Monmouth, though
the king knew where he was and alter the ferment, brought him to court. Mr. Echard observes, that some have called this the Fanatic,
the Protestant, the Whigish, or Presbyterian
plot
others have called it, with more justice,
a piece of state policy, and no better than an
imposture, for it had no other foundation than
;iSi

;

;

•^

P. 392.

t Dr. Grey censures Mr. Neal's account of the
Ryehouse Plot as very faulty, if not false " as appears," he says, "from the very best of our historians, and the confession of several that suffered for
;

it."

The

historians to whon). the doctor refers are

Echard, Kennet, &c., and principally Bishop Sprat's
History of the Ryehouse Plot. As to this work,
the most partial to it must
from its credit that it was

own

it

detracts greatly

drawn up to please the
by one that was wholly in that interest, and
the author, it seems, acknowledges " that King
James II. called for his papers, and having read them,
altered divers passages, and caused them to be printed by his own authority." Calamy's Letter to Archdeacon Echard, p. 55.
Dr. Grey ironically calls Mr.
Neal's account of the Earl of Essex's death a candid
remark and then refers to, and quotes largely.
Carte's and Echard's representations of that event,
to show that the earl was felo de se. This is not the
place to discuss the question concerning his lordship's death, whether he committed an act of suicide
or was murdered by others.
Dr. Harris has fully
and impartially stated the arguments on both sides.—
;

court,

;

History of Charles II., vol. il., p. 371-376. The same
judicious writej- has also investigated the evidence
concerning the Ryehouse Plot, p. 355-370. Ed.
X

Welwood's Memoirs,

p.

161.

ij
This was an answer to Filmer's book, written to prove the absolute and unhmited power of
kings. The leading principle of this MS. was, •• that
power is delegated from the people to the prince, and
that he is accountable to them for the abuse of it."
It was urged that he was not proved to have written
the piece ; that if he were the author, it contained
only his private speculations; that it could not be
admitted as a proof of the plot, for it was written
years before, and that, as it was not a finished piece,
It could not be known how it would end; and no
general conclusion ought to be drawn from any particular chapter of a work. The book was, however,
considered by Jefferies as an overt act, on this prinIt is remarkable that, withciple, Scribere est agere.
in a few years, the energy and truth of the above
principle removed James II from the throne, and
placed on it the Prince of Orange.
So vain is it to
Ed.
fight against just princioles
!

—
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:

the rash and imprudent discourse of some warm'
Wliigs, which, in so critical a conjuncture, was
very hazardous
but no scheme of a plot had
been agreed upon, no preparations made, no
arms nor horses purchased, nor persons appointed to execute any design against the king
or government.*
However, the court had their
ends in striking terror into the whole party.
Great industry was used by the court to bring
it
the body of Nonconformists into this plot
was given out that Dr. Owen, Mr. Mead, and
Mr. Griffith were acquainted with it ;t Mr. Mead
was summoned before the Council, and gave
such satisfactory answers to all questions, that
the king himself ordered him to be discharged.
The Rev. Mr Carstaires, a Scots divine, was put
to the torture of the thummikins in Scotland, to
extort a confession, both his thumbs being bruised between two irons till the marrow was almost
forced out of the bones this he bore for an hour
and a half without making any confession. Next
day they brought him to undergo the torture of
the boot, hut his arms being swelled with the
late torture, and he already in a fever, made a
declaration of all that he knew, which amounted
to no more than some loose discourse of what
might befit to be done to preserve their liberties
and the Protestant religion, if there should be a
crisis ;t but he vindicated himself and his brethren in England from all assassinating designs,
;

;

:
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which, he said, they abhorred.
Dr. South was
desired to write the history of this plot
but
Dr. Sjirat, afterward Bishop of Rochester, performed it, though at the Revojuiidn he disowned
It so far as to declare thai King Jamea had altered several passages in it btfiire it was published.
Bishop Burnet adds, that when the congratulatory addresses fur the discovery ol this
plot had gone all round England, the grand juries
made high presentinenls against all who were
accounted Whigs and Nonconformists. Great
pains were taken to find out more witnesses ;
pardons and rewards were offered very freely to
the guilt}', but none caine in, which made it evident, says his lordship, that nothing was so well
laid, or brought so near execution, as the witnesses had deposed, otherwise the people would
have crowded in for pardons.
Bishop Kennet
says* that the Dissenters bore all the odium,
and were not only branded for express rebels
and villains, in multitudes of congratulatory and
Tory addresses from all parts of the kingdom,
but were severally arraigned by the king himself, in a declaration to all his loving subjects,
read in all the churches im Sunday, September
9, which was appointed as a day of thanksgiving, and solemnized, after an extraordinary
manner, with mighty pomp and magnificence.
;

There was hardly a parish

in

England that was

not at a considerable expense to testify their
joy and satisfaction nay, the papists celebrated
in all their chapels in London an extraordinary
service on that account
so that these had their
places of public worship, though the Protestant
Dissenters were denied them.
The Quakers avowed their innocence of the
plot in an address to the king at Windsor,! presented by G. Whitehead, Parker, and two more,
wherein they appeal to the Searcher of all hearts,
that " their principles do not allow them to take
up defensive arms, much less to avenge themselves for the injuries they receive from others.
That they continually pray for the king's safety
and preservation, and therefore take this occasion humbly to beseech his majesty to compassionate their suffering friends, with vvh(Mn the
jails are so filled that they want air, to the apparent hazard of their lives, and to the endangering an infectiim in divers places.
Besides,
many houses, shops, barns, and fields are ransacked, and the good.s, corn, and cattle swept
away, to the discouraging of trade and husbandry, and impoverishing great numbers of quiet
and industrious people and this lor no other
cause but lor the exercise of a tender conscience in the worship of Almighty God, who is
sovereign Lord and King in men"s consciences."
But this address made no impression, $ all
things proceeding triumphantly on the side of
the prerogative ;<) the court did what they pleased
the king assumed the government of the
:

* "Mr. Neal must think his readers," says Dr.
Grey, " very easy of belief to swallow down such
gross untruths as these, which the smallest dabbler
in the history ofthose limes can easily confute." The
reader who is not a dabbler in the history of those
times IS referred to Dr. Harris, as before quoted, for
materials on which to form his judgment of the truth
of this remark.
In the mean time, he may not be
displeased with the following plain lines on the death
of Sidney
" Algernon Sidney fills this tomb.

An Atheist for disclaiming Rome
A rehel l)old for striving still

;

To keep

the laws aliove the will
Crimes damn'd by Church and government,
Alas where must his ghost be sent ?
Of heaven it cannot but despair,
If holy pope be turakpy there
And hell it ne'er must entertain.
For there is all tyrannic reign.
Where goes it, then
Where 't ought to g^.)
Where pope nor devil have to do."
Beimel's Memorial, p. 359.— Ed.
Dr.
Grey
refers
to
-'copies
of informations," in
t
the appeiidi.K to Sprat's account for a deposition signed by Mr. Carstaires, saying, "The deponent did
communicate the design on foot to Dr. Owen, Mr.
Grilfith, and Mr. Mead, at Stepney, who all concurred in promoting of it, and desired it might take effect."
Dr. Grey, by tliis quotation, means to implicate those gentlemen in the most atrocious part of
this plot.
But the question returns. What was the
design on foot ? what were the nature and extent of
it ?
Mr. Nenl immediately informs us, in his report
of the amount of Carstaire's confession, that it did
not go to any assassination, but only to preserving
their liberties and the Protestant religion.
As to Mr
!

;

.'

—

Mead,

he went into Holland on this ocand after his return to England, he was summoned to appear before King Charles at the privy
council, where he fully vindicated his innocence,
and was perfectly discharged.— PiWcc'-v Vindication
of the Dissent/ r^: part i.. p. 25S.
Mr. .Mead carried
with him into Holland the son (the eleventh of thirteen children), whom he placed under an excellent
master who afterward rose to the first eminence as
a scholnr and physician.— GrMger's History, vol. lii.,
casion

p.

in particular,
;

333.— El).

J

Burnet,

vol.

ii.,

p.

426-430.

;

;

;

Page 402.
f Sewel, p. 585.
t The king was touched, for the moment, with
the exhibition It gave of the unreasonable and unmerited sufferings of the Quakers and said to one of his
courtiers standing by, - What shall wc do for this
people ? the prisons are full of them." The party to
*

whom this query was put, to divert his attention,
into conversation upon some other topic,
so that little or no relaxation of the oppressive measures resulted from this address, nor during the remainder of the king's reign.— Gough's History of the
Qunkers, vol. lii., p. 8, 9.— Eo.
^ Kennet,' p. 4J0.
drew him

t

—

E

London into his own hands, and appointed a mayor, sherifls, and aldermen, witliout the election of tlie people sermons were
filled with the principles of absolute obedience
and nonresistance, which were carried higlier
than ever their forelathers had thought of or
The University of Oxford passed
practised.
a decree,* in full convocation. July 21, 1683,
ugainst certain pernicious books and damnable
doctrines, destructive to the sacred persons of
princes, their state and government, and all human society.-f It consists of twenty-seven
propositions, extracted from the writings of Buchanan, Baxter, Owen, Milton, J. Goodwin,
Hobbs, Cartwright, Travers, and others, who
had maintained that there was an original conand that when
tract between king and people
kmgs subvert the constitution of their country,
forfeit their
tyrants,
they
and become absolute
right to the government, and may be resisted
like
nature,
these, and other propositions of a
they declare to be impious, seditious, scanda-

city of

;

;

:

lous,

—
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damnable, heretical, blasphemous, and

in-

They forbid
to the Ciiristian religion.
their students to read those writers, and ordered
But how well they
their books to be burned.
practised their own doctrines at the Revolution
famous

and one of
the decree
common
of
the
hands
the
itself to be burned by

will be seen in its proper place

;

Queen Anne's Parliaments ordered

hangman.
* This decree was drawn up by Dr. Jane, dean of
Gloucester, and the king's professor of divinity, and
subscribed by the whole convocation. It was presented to the king, with great solemnity, on the 24th
it
of July following, and very graciously received,
was ordered, in perpetual memory of it, to be entered
the registry of the convocation, and to be stuck up
Farther to counin the different colleges and halls.
teract the spread and influence of the propositions
against which it was levelled, all readers, tutors, catechists, and others to whom the instruction and care

m

of youth were committed, were commanded to instruct and ground their scholars in " that most necessary doctrine, which, in a manner, is the badge
and character of the Church of England, of submitting to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake,
whether it be to the king as supreme, or unto governors, as unto them that are sent by him, for the
punishment uf evildoers, and for the praise of them
that do well ; teaching that this submission is to be
clear, absolute, and without any exception of any
High Church Politics, p. 89.
state or order of men."
Another proof of the intolerant spirit which dictated the decrees of the University at this time, offers in its treatment of Dr. Whitby, precentor of the
Church of Sarum. This learned writer published
in this year, 1C83, without his name, his " Protestant Reconciler," humbly pleading for condescension
to dissenting brethren, in things indifferent and unnecessary, for the sake of peace ; and showing how
unreasonable it is to make such things the necessary
This book gave such
conditions of communion.
high offence, that it was condemned by the university on the aboverneiitioned day, and burned by the
hands of the marshal in the schools' quadrangle.
The author was also obliged by Dr. Selli Ward, to
•|-

I

Dr. Benjamin Calamy, rector of St. Lawrence
Jewry, in one of bis printed sermons entitled
".A. Scrupulous Conscience." invited the Nonconformists to examine what each parly iiad to
say for themselves with respect to the ceremonies imposed by the Church, and enforced by
the penal laws, calling upon them modestly to
propose their doubts, and meekly to hearken to
and receive instruction. In compliance with
this invitation, iVlr. Thomas Delaune, an Anabaptist schoolmaster, and a learned man,* printed a " Plea for the Nonconlbrmists," showing
the true state of their case, and justifying theii
separation.
But before it was published, he
was apprehended by a messenger from the
press, and shut up close prisoner in Newgale,
by warrant from the Recorder Jenner, dated
November 30, 1683. Mr. Delaune wrote to Dr.
Calamy to endeavour his enlargement " My
confinement," says he, " is for accepting your
invitation
I look upon you obliged in honour
to procure my sheets, yet unfinished, a public
there is nopassport, t and to me my liberty
thing in them but a fair examination of those
things your sermon invited to, and 1 cannot find
that Christ and his disciples ever lorced scrupulous consciences to conformity by such methods
I beseech you,
as sending them to Newgate
therefore, in the fear of God, as you will answer
it to our great Lord and Master Jesus Christ,
that you would endeavour to convince a stranger by something more like reason and divinity
than a prison." The doctor at first said he
would do him all the kindness that became liiin.t

'

:

;

:

;

* Mr. Delaune was born at Brim in Ireland, about
His parents were pathree miles from Kiggsdale.
pists, and very poor, and rented part of the estate of
Riggs, Esq. This gentleman, observing the
early and forward parts of the young Delaune, placed
him in a friary at Kilcrash, seven miles from Cork,
where he received his education when he was about
fifteen or sixteen years of age, he removed to Kinsale, and met with Mr. Bainpfield, who, discovering
his genius and learning, made hirn clerk of his pilchard fishery there, and was the means of giving his
mind a pious and virtuous turn. After some years,
during which he enjoyed the high esteem and friendship of Major Riggs and Mr. Bampfield, persecution
and troubles induced him to leave Ireland and come
over into England, where he married the daughter
of Mr. Edward Hutcliinson, who had been pastor of
a congregation at Ormond, but was also come to
England on account of the troubles of the times.
After this, Mr. Delaune "went to London, kept a
;

grammar-school there, and fell into an intimacy and
strict friendship with Mr. Benjamin Keach, and
translated the " Philologia Sacra," prefixed to his
celebrated work entitled " A Key to open Scripture
Metaphors." The narrative published with the subsequent editions of his " Plea for the Nonconformists" fully represents the series of sufferings under
which he sunk, and the process of the iniquitous
prosecution to which he, his wife and children, be-

came a

sacrifice.

—

whom

t It is to be observed that, notwithstanding all the
attempts used to suppress Mr. Delaune's tract, to obstruct its reception, and to prevent its el!'ect on the
public mind, by severities against its author, and by

of

committing the piece

he was chaplain, to make a public retractation
on the 9th of the ensuing October. And in the
year, to remove the clamour his piece had
raised, he published a second part, " earnestly persuading the dissenting laity to join in full comnuiiiion with the Church of England, and answering all
the objections of the Nonconformists against the lawfulness of the submission to the riles and constituit

same

Birch's
tions of that church."
Tdlotsoiu p. 103-105.— Ed.

Life of Archhi-<hop
% CoUyer, 902.

itself to the flames,

there

was

demand for it, and before the year 1733 there
An
had been seventeen impressions of it. En.
American edition of this valuable work, now quite

a great

—

C

is a desideratum.
Mr. Neal's account of Dr. Calamy's conduct tois drawn from the injured sufferit must be allowed that it reflects
on the doctor's character and memory. But though.

scarce,
%

wards Mr. Delaune
and
er's narrative
;

—

—
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answer to a second letter, he said he
looked upon himself as unconcerned, because
he was not mentioned in that sheet he saw
with the recorder. Mr. Delaune insisted that
his honour was at stake for his deliverance, and
prayed him at least to perform the office of a
divme, in visiting him in prison, to argue him

But

305

under his sufferings, and died in Newgate, a
martyr to the challenge of this High Church
champion.
Mr. Francis Bampfield suffered the like, or
greater hardships; he had been educated in
Wadham College, Oxford, and was minister of
Sherborne, in Dorsetshire.* After the Act of
Uniformity, he continued preaching, as he had
opportunity, in private, till he was imprisoned
for five days and nights, with twenty-five of his
hearers, in one room, with only one bed, where
they spent their time in religious exercises
but after some time he was released.!
Soon
after he was apprehended again, and lay nine
years in Dorchester jail, though he was a person
of unshaken loyalty to the king, and against the
Parliament war but this availed nothing to his
being a Nonconformist. He afterward retired
to London, where, being again apprehended, he
was shut up in Newgate, and there died February 16, 1683-4.
He was for the seventh-day

in

«ut of his doubts but the doctor, like an ungenerous adversary, deserted him. Mr. Delaune,
therefore, was to be convinced by an indictment
at law
for that, on November 30, he did, by
force of arms, &c., unlawfully, seditiously, and
;
maliciously write, print, and publisli a certain
false, seditious, and scandalous libel, of and
concerning our lord the king, and the Book of
Commcm Prayer, entitled " A Plea for the Nonconformists."
For which offence he was fined
one hundred marks, and to be kept prisoner till
he paid it to find security for his good behaviour for one year, and his books to be burned
The court told
before the Royal Exchange.
him that, in respect of his being a scholar, he Sabbath, but a person of unquestionable seriousshould not be pilloried, though he deserved it. ness and piety.
Mr. Delaune, not being able to pay his fine, lay
With him might be mentioned Mr. Ralphson,
in prison fifteen months, and suffered great a learned man, and a fellow-sufferer with Mr.
hardships by extreme poverty, having no sub- Delaune in Newgate. On the 10th of Decemsistence but on charity.
He had a wife and two ber, a bill was found against him by the grand
small children with him, who all died in the jury of London
on the 13th of the same month
jad, through the length and closeness of the con- he pleaded Not guilty at the Old Bailey.
On the
finement, and other inconveniences they endu- 16th of January he was called to the sessionsred ;* and at length Mr. Delaune himself sunk house, but other trials proving tedious, his did
not come on.
The next day he was brought to
by not replying to his book, nor visiting him, he apthe outer bar
and after an attendance of divers
peared to desert him, yet it appears that the behaviour
hours
in
a
place
not very agreeable, and in the
which Mr. Delaune, in his afflicted situation, felt as
a severe neglect, was tempered with more attention sharpest winter that had been known, he conto his case and kindness than he seems to have tracted a violent cold, which issued in a fever,
known of. For Dr. Edmund Calamy says, " that his that carried him as well as Mr. Bampfield beuncle took pains with Jefi'eries to get him released, yond the reach of tyrants, or the restraint of
but could not prevail, which was no small trouble to bail-docks and press-yards, to the mansions of
him." Dr. Calamy was a man greatly respected
everlasting rest.J
Mr. Philips, partner with
and, though a true son of the Church, averse to perMr. Bampfield, suffered eleven months' imprisonsecution.
was
of great humanity, courte;

;

;

;

;

;

;

He

a

man

and exemplary in
His sermons were reckoned to possess great
books in his study appear to have been
as much used as Mr. Perkins's works, especially his
" Cases of Conscience," which were full of marks

ous and

affable in his deportment,

when this number was ascertained. The sources of
beneficence were also diminished by the effect of the
measures pursued on trade; for the customs paid in
Bristol only arose, in Charles's persecution, not to
and scores. He died when a little turned of forty £30,000 per annum; but in King William's reign
Waldron's Copy
years of age. The treatment which his neighbour they advanced to near £100,000.
and particular friend. Alderman Cornish, received, of Neal, penes me. Ed.
* Mr. Bampfield was descended from an ancient
greatly affected him, and is thought to have hastened
Dr. Calamy's Own Life, MS., and Bio- and honourable family in Devonshire.
The first
his end.
living he held was more valuable than that of SherEd.
graphia Britannica, vol. iii., second edit.
* The story of Mr. Delaune is very affecting, and
borne, being about £100 per annum
and having
cannot but, at this distance of time, move pity and an annuity of £80 per annum settled on him for
resentment. " The fate of himself and family, per- life, he spent all the income of his place in acts of
ishing in Newgate for want of £70," observes the charity, by employing the poor that could work,
candid editor of the " Biographia Britannica," second relieving the necessities of those who were incapaedition, " is not only a disgrace to the general spirit ble of any labour, and distributing Bibles and practiof the times, but casts peculiar dishonour on the cal books. Soon after his ejectment he was imprisNonconformists of that period. Though there was oned for worshipping God in his own family; and
probably something in his disposition which occa- it is remarkable that, notwithstanding he was prosesioned his having but few friends, a man of his cuted with severity, he had been zealous against the
knowledge, learning, and integrity ought not to have Parliament's army and Oliver's usurpation, and albeen so fatally neglected. Perhaps the only apology ways a strenuous advocate for the Royal cause.
which can be made for the Dissenters of King When he resided in London he formed a church on
Charles H.'s reign is, that while so many of their the principles of the Sabbatarian Baptists at Pinners'
ministers were in a persecuted state, it was impossi- Hall, of which principles he was a zealous asserter.
ble for every case of distress to be duly regarded." He was a celebrated preacher, and a man of serious
To this may be added the great number of cases of piety. He bore his long imprisonment with great
distress arising from the prosecution and sufferings courage and patience, and gathered a church even
of the lay Dissenters. Mr Jeremy White told Mr. in the place of confinement. His fellow-prisoners laJohn Waldron, of Exeter, that the computation of mented him, as well as his acquaintance and friends.
Palmer's Noncon. Mem., vol. i., p. 468-472.
those who suffered for nonconformity between the
CrosRestoration and the Revolution amounted to seventy by's History of the Baptists, vol. 1., p. 363-368 vol.
thmisand families ruined, and eight thousand persons il., p. .355-361.— Ed.
f Calamy, vol. if, p. 260.
destroyed; and the computation was not finished
X Calamy's Abridg., vol. ii., p. 259-377.

his life.
merit.

No

—

—

;

—

;

Vol. II.— Q q

—
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in Ilchester jail, in a nasty, stinking hole, he was educated in Queen's College, Oxford,
Mr. French, of but left the university in 1637, being dissatisfied
to the great hazard of his life.
Town Maulin, was confined six months in Maid- with Laud's innovations * He was a strict
stone common jail, in a hard winter, without Calvinist, and published his "Display of Arminianism" in 1642, for which the committee
fire or candle, or any private apartment.
Mr. Salkeld, the ejected mmister of Worling- of religion presented him to the living of Fordton in SufTolk, was fined £100, and committed ham in Essex. In 1643 he removed toCoggesto the common jail of St. Edmundshury,* for hall in the same county, where he first declared
saying popery was coming into the nation apace, himself an Independent, and gathered a church
and no care taken to prevent it. He lay in according to the discipline of that people. He
prison thiee years, and was not discharged till often preached before the Long Parliament, even
about the time the king was beheaded, but althe year 1686.
Mr. Richard Stretton suffered six months' im- ways kept his sentiments in reserve upon such a
prisonment this year for refusing the Oxford subject. Soon after, Lieutenant-general Cromoath, in company with ten ministers more, who well took him into his service as a chaplain in
were also his fellow-prisoners, t Most of the dis- his expedition to Ireland and when the genersenting ministers were forced to shift their pla- al marched to Scotland, he obtained an order
ces of abode to avoid discovery, and travel in of Parliament for the doctor to attend him thithUpon his return, he was preferred to the
long nights and cold weather from one village er.
If at any deanery of Christ Church, and next year to the
to another, to preach to their people.
vice-chancellorship
of Oxford, where he presifamilies
their
in
a
visit
time they ventured to
dark night, they durst not stir abroad, but went ded witli great reputation and prudence for five
always
behaved like a gentleman
their
time
years.
He
away before morning. Some spent
others, being ex- and scholar, and maintained the dignity of his
in woods and solitary places
communicated, removed with their effects into character. The writer of his life says, that
other diocesses great numbers of the common though he was an Independent himself, he gave
people, taken at private meetings, were con- most of the vacant livings in his disposal among
victed as rioters, and fined .£10 apiece and not the Presbyterians, and obliged the Episcopal
being able to pay, were obliged to remove into party, by conniving at an assembly of about
other counties, by which they lost their busi- three hundred of them, almost over against his
The Oxford historian,! after havness, and their families were reduced to want. own doors.
I forbear to mention the rudeness offered to ing treated his memory with the most opprobriyoung women, some of whom were sent to ous language, confesses that he was well skilled
Bridewell, to beat hemp among rogues and in the tongues, in rabbinical learning, and in
thieves: others, that were married and with
* Calamy, vol. ii., p. 58. Palmer's Non. Mem.,
even chil- vol. i., p. 152-158.
child, received irreparable damages
t Mr. Wood represents Dr. Owen as a perjured
dren were terrified with constables and halber-

ment

;

;

:

;

;

deers breaking open houses, of whom I myself,
says Mr. Peirce, being very young, was one example and the writer of this history could men;

tion others.
In the midst of these violent proceedings, the
divines of the Church of England published the
" London Cases against the Nonconformists."
as if the danger of religion arose from that

person, a time-server, a hypocrite, whose godliness
was giiin, and a blasphemer ; and, as if this were not
suflScient, he has also made him a fop. "All which,"
observes Mr. Granger, with equal judgment and candour, " means no more than this that when Dr. Owen entered himself a member of the University of
Oxford, he was of the Established Church, and took
the usual oaths ; that he turned Independent, preached and acted as Independents did, took the oath
called the Engagement, and accepted of preferment
from Cromwell ; that he was a man of good person
and behaviour, and liked to go well dressed." "
:

they were twenty-three in number,
quarter
and have since been abridged by Dr. Bennet.
Wo
These champions of the Church were very se- must be extremely cautious," adds this author, " how
cure from being answered, after Mr. Delaune we form our judgments of characters at this period ;
had so lately lost his life for accepting such a the difference of a few modes or ceremonies in reliThey must, therefore, have the gious worship has been the source of infinite prejuchallenge. t
The practice of some
field to themselves, for if their adversaries wrote, dice and misrepresentation.
they were sure to be rewarded with fines and a of the splenetic writers of this period reminds me of
the painter, well known by the appellation of Helthey
have
of
liberty,
the
return
prison but since
lish Brueghell, who so accustomed himself to paint-r
been answered separately by Mr. Nathaniel Taying of witches, imps, and devils, that he sometimes
lor, Mr. James Peirce, and others.
made but little difference between his human and
Tliis year [1683] died Dr. John Owen, one of infernal figures" To Mr. Neal's delineation of Dr.
the most learned of the Independent divines
Owen's character may be added, that he was hospi;

;

* It aggravated the iniquity as well as severity of
many hundreds of Dr. Salkeld's
hearers could testify that what he said was not said as
Duhis own language, but that of the Parliament.
ring his confinement he was helpful to his fellowprisoaers, both as a minister*aiid a cheerful Christian.
His table was furnished by his friends at Bury, and
But
his fine afterward remitted by King William.
his estate was much weakened, and his health almost mined by his imprisonment. After his liberation he continued his ministry at VValsham in the
Willows, and died December 20, 1699, aged seventy
seven. Palmers Non. Mem., vol. ii., p. 442, 443.—
Ed.
+ Calamy, vol. ii., p. 676.
X Peirce. p, 259.
this sentence, that

table in his house, generous in his favours, and
itable to the poor, especially to poor scholars,

char

some

of whom he took into his own family, maintained at
his own charge, and educated in an academical learnWhen he was at Tunbridge, the Duke of York
ing.
several times sent for him, and conversed with him
concerning the Dissenters. On his return to London,
King Charles himself sent for him, and discoursed
with bim two hours assuring him of his favour and
respect, expressing himself a friend to liberty of conscience, and his sense of the wrong done to the DisAt the same time he gave him a thousand
senters.
guineas to distribute among those who had suffered
Granger's History of England, vol. iii., p. 301,
most.
302, note; and Palmer^s Noncon. Mem., vol. i., p. 154,
;

—

155.— Ed.

—
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the Jewish rites and customs, and that he was
one of the most genteel and fairest writers that
appeared against the Church of England. The
doctor had a great reputation among foreign
Protestants
and when he was ejected by the
Act of Uniformity, was invited to a professorHe was once
ship in the United Provinces.
also determined to settle in New-England, but
"was stopped by express order from the Council
He was pastor of a considerable congregation
in London, and died with great calmness and
composure of mind, on Bartholomew Day, 1683.
His works are very numerous, and still in es;

teem among the Dissenters, though

his style is

death, by the Earl of Shaftesbury, author of the
"Characteristics," in 1698.
Three others by
Dr. John Jeffery, archdeacon of Norwich, ia
1701 and 1702, and a fourth by Dr. Samuel
Clarke.
A collection of his "Aphorisms" was.
printed by Dr. S Salter, in 1753.
See the second preface to which, p. 16-27. Ed ]
This year the king, by the assistance of the
Tories and Roman Catholics, completed the
ruin of the Constitution, and assumed the whole
government into his own hands. The Whigsand Nonconformists were struck with terror by
the severe prosecutions of the heads of their
party.*
Mr. Hampden was fined £40,000, Sir

Samuel Barnardiston £10,000, for defaming the
evidence in the Ryehouse Plot.
Mr. Speke
£2000, and Mr. Braddon £1000, for reporting
He was of an ancient and honourable family in Ihat the Earl of Essex had been murdered iti
Mr. John Duttoncolt £100,000, for"
the county of Salop, and was born at Which- the Tower.
eote Hal!, in the parish of Stoke, March II, scandalum magnalum against the Duke of York,,
who
now
ruled
all at court.
Gates was fined
1609.
He was admitted in Emanuel College,
Cambridge, 1626, and graduated bachelor of for the same crime £100,000, and never releasThirty-two others
arts 162'J, master of arts 163:3, and bachelor in ed till after the Revolution.
divinity 1640.
In the same year that he took were fined or pilloried for libelling the king or
In short, the greatest part
his second degree he was elected fellow of the the Duke of York.
college, and his tutor, Mr. Thomas Hill, leaving of the history of this year consists of proseciK
the university the year after, Mr. Whichcote tions, penalties, and punishments, says Mr.
took pupils, and became very considerable for Echard. At Ihe same time, the Earl of Danby
his learning and worth, his prudence and tem- and the popish lords were released out of the
per, his wisdom and moderation, in those times Tower on bail, the garrison of Tangier was.
of trial
nor was he less famous for the num- brought over into England, and augmented to a.
ber, rank, and character of his pupils, and the standmg army of four or five thousand resolute
care he took of them.
Wallis, Smith, Worth- men, fit for any service the court should emAnd the corporations throughington, Cradock, &c., studied under him.
In ploy them in.
1626 he set up an afternoon lecture in Trinity out England, having been prevailed with, by^
Church at Cambridge, which he served twenty promises or threatenings, to surrender their
years.
In 1643 the master and fellows of his charters, t after the example of London, the
college presented him to the living of North whole kingdom was divested of its privileges,
Cadbury, in Somersetshire. But he was soon and reduced to an absolute monarchy. t Whole
called back to Cambridge, and admitted provost
* Rapin, p. 733, and note. Echard, p. 1043, ]0<4.
of Kmg's College, March 19, 1644.t
In 1649
t .\mong others, the charter of the city of Chester
he was created doctor in divinity. Here he was surrendered, and a new one joyfully accepted^,
employed his credit, weight, and influence to by which a power was reserved to the crown to put
advance and spread a free and generous way out magistrates and put in at pleasure. This is menof thinking, and to promote a spirit of sober tioned to introduce an instance of the conduct of the
piety and rational religion.
Many, whose tal- Dissenters of that day, which reflects honour on their
ents and learning raised them to great eminence integrity, and shows how far they were from the affectation of power
as it was also a proof of a disinas divines after the Restoration, were formed
terested and inviolable attachment to the rights and
by him. To his predecessor in the provostship liberties of their country. About August,
1688, one
he was generous. His spirit was too noble Mr. Trinder was sent to Chester to new model theservilely to follow a party.
At the Restoration corporation according to the power above mentioned.
he was removed from his post, on accepting of He applied to Mr. Henry, in the king's name, and
which he had resigned the living of Cadbury, told him that " his majesty thought the government
and he was elected and licensed to the cure of of the city needed reformation, and if he would say
a

little

[In

and perplexed.*
year died, aged seventy-two, Dr.

intricate

this

Benjamin Whichcote, the

friend of Tillotson.

;

;

St. Anne's Blackfriars. November, 1662.
This
church was burned down in the fire of 1665, and

he

retired for a while to Milton, a living given
his college.
He was after this preby the crown, to the vicarage of St.

him by

to

.sented,

Lawrence Jury, which was his last stage.
Here he continued, in high and general esteem,
preaching twice every week, till his death in
1683.
One volume of his sermons, entitled
" Select Discourses," was published, after his
* Owen's entire works have been republished in
twenty-one volumes, not inclusive of his Notes and
Exercitations on the Hebrews but such has been
;

the
are
t

demand for the writings
again become scarce.

—

See

we have

before, vol.

already

Whichcote.

i.,

483, text and note, where
respectful mention of Dr.

p.

made

of this divine, that they

who

should be put out,

it

should be done."

Mr.

Henry said, "He 'begged his pardon, but it-was noneof his business, nor would he in the least intermeojdle in a thing of that nature." Trinder, /iowever
got instructions from others.
The charter was cancelled, and another of the same import was
madeout and sent down, nominating to the government
all the Dissenters of noie in the city, the
seniors ta
be aldermen, and the juniors common-council-men
When the persons named in it were called together
to have notice of it, and to have the time fi.xed
for
their being sworn, like true Englishmen, they
refused it, and desired that the ancient charter
might
be re-established, though they knew that none
of

them would come into power bv that, but many of
who were their bitter enemies would be reAccordingly, the old charter was renewed
in the same state wherein it was when the
Tories
those

stored.

surrendered \i.— Mr. Thompson's

—

under the word Chester. Ed.
t Welwood's Memoirs, p, 130.

MS.
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peals of anathemas were rung out against those
patriots who stooil in the way against this inundation of power. The Scriptures were wrested
to prove the Divine right of tyrants.
The absolute government of the Jewish kings was
preached up as a pattern for ours.* And Heav-

work the court should put him upon.*
September 23, 1684, Mr. Thomas Rosewel, the
dissenting minister at Rotherhithe, was imprisoned in the Gate-house, Westminster, for high
treason
and a bill was found against him at
the quarter sessions, upon which he was tried
en Itself was ranked on that side, by some who November 8, at the King's Bench bar, by a
pretended to expound its will. Instead of drop- Surrey jury, before Lord-chief-justice Jefferies,
ping a tear over our expiring laws, liberties, and and his brethren, viz., Withins, Holloway, and
Parliaments, fulsome panegyrics were made Walcot.
He was indicted for the following
upon their murderers, and curses denounced on expressions in his sermon, September 14 That
those who would have saved them from destruc- the king could not cure the king's evil, but that
tion.
priests and prophets by their prayers could heal
In this melancholy situation of public affairs, the griefs of the people
that we had had two
the prosecution of the Nonconformists was con- wicked kings (meaning the present king and
tinued, and egged on with an infatuation hard- his father), whom we can resemble to no other
ly to be paralleled in any Protestant nation. person but to the most wicked Jeroboam
and
Dr. Barlow, bishop of Lincoln, published a let- that if they (meaning his hearers) would stand
ter for spiriting up the magistrates against the to their principles, he did not doubt but they
Dissenters, in concurrence with another drawn should overcome their enemies (meaning the
up by the justices of peace of Bedford, bear- king), as in former times, with rams' horns,
ing date January 14, 1684.
Many were cited broken platters, and a stone in a sling. The
into the spiritual courts, excommunicated, and witnesses were three infamous women, who
Two hundred warrants of distress swore to the words without the innuendoes ;
ruined.
were issued out upon private persons and fam- they were laden with the guilt of many perjuilies, in the town and neighbourhood of Uxries already, and such of them as could be
bridge, for frequenting conventicles or not re- found afterward were convicted, and the chief
sorting to church. t An order was made by the of them pilloried before the Exchange.
The
justices of Exeter, promising a reward of 40*. trial lasted seven hours, and Mr. Rosewel beto any one who should apprehend a Noncon- haved with all the decency and respect to the
formist minister, which the bishop of the dio- court that could be expected, and made a decess, Dr. Lamplugh, commanded to be publish- fence that was applauded by most of the heared in all the churches, by his clergy, on the fol- ers.
He said it was impossible the witnesses
lowing Sunday. The Rev. Dr. Bates, Dr. An- should remember, and be able to pronounce so
nesley, and many of their brethren in the min- long a period, when thej' could not so much as
istry, had their goods seized and confiscated. tell the text, nor anything else in the sermon,
Mr.
Mayot, of .Oxford, a moderate Con- besides the words they had sworn
several
formist, having left Mr. Baxter £600 to distrib- who heard the sermon, and wrote it in shortute among sixty poor ejected ministers, the hand, declared they heard no such words. Mr.
Lord-keeper North took it from him, as given Rosewel offered his own notes to prove it, but
The women could
but it lying unappropri- no regard was had to them.
to a superstitious use
ated in the Court of Chancery till after the not prove, says Burnet, by any one circumRevolution, it was restored by the commission- stance, that they were at the meeting, or that
the
ers of the great seal under King William. Soon any person saw them there on that day
after the justices sent warrants to apprehend words they swore were so gross, that it was
M.. Baxter, as being one in a list of a thousand not to be imagined that any man in his wits
names who were to be bound to their good be- would express himself so before a mixed asyet Jefferies urged the matter with
haviour upon latent convictions, that is, with- sembly
He laid it for a foundaout seeing their accusers, or being made ac- his usual vehemence.
Mr. Baxter refu- tion, that all preaching at conventicles was
quainted with their charge. t
treasonable,
that
this
ought to dispose the
and
officers
forced
into
the
doors,
open
his
sing to
his°house, and finding him locked up in his jury to believe any evidence upon that head,
so
guilty
the
jury
brought
him
in
from
thence
;t upon which,
study, they resolved to starve him
by setting six men at the door, to whom he was
*
Burnet,
vol.
ii.,
445.
444,
p.
obliged next day to surrender. They then cart As soon as Mr. Rosewel was convicted. Sir
ried him to the sessions house two or three
dirty

;

.-

;

;

:

;

:

;

so
times, and bound him in a bond of £400
that if his friends had not been sureties for him,
contrary to his desire, he must have died in
prison, as many excellent persons did about
this tune.
Jefferies, now Lord-chief-justice of England,
;

who was

scandalously vicious, and drunk every

day, besides a druni<enness of fury in his temper
thai looked like madness, was prepared for any
* Mr. Waldron, of Exeter, has written here in his
copy of Mr. Neal's work the following note '"The
public orator of Cambridge, in a speech to the king
at Newmarket, told hiin that they hoped to see the
King of England as absolute as the kings of Israel
as Thomas Quicks, Esq., told me, who stood behind
:

:

him."— J. W.
X Baxter, part

t
iii.,

p. 198.

Howe's

Life, p. 80.

John Talbot, who was present at the trial, went to
the king, and urged on his majesty, that if such evidence as had appeared against Mr. Rosewel were
admitted, no one ofhis subjects would be safe. Opon
this,

when

Jefferies

soon after came into the royal

presence, with an air of exultation and triumph, to
congratulate his majesty on the conviction of a traitor, the king gave him a cold reception, which damped his ardour in the business. When the court mer
to hear Mr. Rosevvel's counsel, this corrupt judge,
who on the trial had intermingled with the examination of the witnesses virulent invectives against
him, and with his usual vehemence had endeavoured
to prejudice and inflame the jury, now assumed a
tone of moderation, and strongly recommended to
the king's counsel caution and deliberation, where
the life of a man was depending.— See the Trial.— Ed.
N.B. This trial has been reprinted in the Protestant Dissenters' Magazine.

— —
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says the bishop,* there was a shameful rejoi- he continued preaching, as he could, till this
and it was now thought all conventicles year but September 2, 1684, being at a private
cing
must be suppressed, when such evidence could fast with some of his brethren, the soldiers
be received against such a defence. But when broke in and carried Mr. Jenkyns before two
the words came to be examined by men learned aldermen, who treated him very rudely, and,
;

;

in the law, they
by any statute.

rest of judgment

were found not to be treason
So Mr. Rosewel moved an artill

counsel should be heard

;

upon his refusing the Oxford oath, committed

him to Newgate; while he was there, he petitioned the king for a release, his physicians
declaring that his life was in danger from his

and though it was doubtful whether the motion
but no security would be
proper on this foundation after the verdict, close confinement
yet the king was so out of countenance at the accepted. So that he soon declined in his health,
accounts he heard of the witnesses, that he and died in Newgate in the seventy-third year
gave orders to yield to it and in the end he of his age, January 19, 1684-5, having been a
was pardoned. t The court lost a great deal of prisoner four months and one week. A little
for besides that Rose- before his death he said, a man might be as efreputation by this trial
wel made a strong defence, he proved that he fectually murdered in Newgate as at Tyburn.
had always been a loyal man even in Crom- He was buried by his friends in Bunhill Fields
well's days, that he prayed constantly for the with great honour, many eminent persons, and
king in his family, and that in his sermons he some scores of coaches, attending his funeral*
often insisted upon the obligations to loyalty.
This was the usage the Dissenters met with
Among other sufferers for nonconformity, we from the Church of England at this time, which
must not forget the Rev. Mr. William Jenkyns, has hardly a parallel in the Christian world
M.A., the ejected minister of Christ Church, remarkable are the words of the Earl of Caswho died this year in Newgate he was edu- tlemain, a Roman Catholic, on this occasion :
cated in St. John's College, Cambridge
and •' 'Twas never known," says he, " that Rome
about the year 1641 was chosen minister of this persecuted, as the bishops do, those who adhere
and estabplace, and lecturer of Blackfriars, both which to the same faith with themselves
pulpits he filled with great acceptance till the lished an inquisition against the professors of
destruction of monarchy, after which he was the strictest piety among themselves, and, howsequestered, for refusing to comply with the ever the prelates complain of the bloody perseorders of Parliament. $
He was sent to the cution of Queen Mary, it is manifest that their
Tower for Love's plot, but upon his humble persecution exceeds it
for under her there
petition, and promise of submission to th^ pow- were not more than two or three hundred put
ers in being, he was pardoned, and his seques- to death, whereas, under their persecution,
tration taken off, but he carefully avoided med- above treble that number have been rifled, deHe was summon- stroyed, and ruined in their estates, lives, and
dling in politics afterward.
ed before the Council January 2, 1661, and rep- liberties, being (as is most remarkable) men,
rimanded, because he forgot to pray for the for the most part, of the same spirit with those
king ;ij and being ejected with his brethren in Protestants who suffered under the prelates in
but upon the Queen Mary's time."t
1662, he retired into the country
indulgence in 1671, he had a new meetingThis year died Mr. Benjamin Woodbridge,
house erected for him in Jewin-street, where M.A., the ejected minister of Newbury. He
was
crowded
audience.
He
he preached to a
was bred up in Magdalen Hall, Oxford; from
one of the merchant's lecturers at Pinners' thence he went to New-England, and was the
Hall
and when the indulgence was revoked. first graduate of the college there. On his return to England, he succeeded Dr. Twisse at
» Page 446.
Newbury, where he had a mighty reputation as
Palmer's Non. Mem.,
+ Calamy. vol. ii., p. 756.
a scholar, a preacher, a casuist, and a Christian.
'vol. ii., p. 512.
He was a great instrument of reducing the whole
grandson
the
was,
by
his
mother,
Mr.
Jenkyns
t
of Mr. John Rogers, the protomartyr in the reign of town to sobriety, and to family, as well as pubUpon the Restoration, he was
Queen Mary. The order of Parliament to which he lic religion.
refused obedience was one that enjoined a public made one of the king's chaplains in ordinary,
thanksgiving.
The brethren with whom he was and preached once before him. He was one of
keeping a fast when he was apprehended in 1684, the commissioners at the Savoy, and very dewere Mr. Reynolds, Mr. Keeling, and Mr. Flavel, sirous of an accommodation with the Church
who made their escape, which Mr. Jenkyns might
party.
He was offered a canonry of Windsor,
have done, had it not been for a piece of vanity in a
but refused it, and afterward suffered many
lady, whose long train hindered his going down

was

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

stairs; Mr. Jenkyns, in his great civility, having let
her pass before him. At his funeral, which was attended by many eminent persons, and some scores
of mourning coaches, his son gave rings with this
motto, " William Jenkyns, murdered in Newgat^."

ways

for his

nonconformity, though he

was

his death, a nobleman said to the king, " May
please your majesty, Jenkyns has got his libOn which he asked, with eagerness, "Ay!
who gave it him ?" The nobleman replied, " A

generally respected and beloved by all who
were judges of real worth. He had a sound
judgment, and was a fine preacher, having a
commanding voice and aspect.
His temper
was cheerful, and his behaviour obliging; he
was exemplary for his moderation, and of conWhen the Five-mile Act
siderable learning.

greater than your majesty, the King of kings ;" with
which the king seemed greatly struck, and remainGranger, vol. iii., p. 317. Palmer, vol. i.,
ed silent.
p. 98-100; awl History of the Town of Taunton, p.
157.
Tttrner's History of Providence, chap, cxliii., p.
117.
Ed. Mr. Jenkyns's son suflered in the west on
account of the Duke of Monmouth. His death was
*nost triumphant.
^ Kennet's Chron., p. 001.

* Mr. Jenkyns's chief work is his exposition of
Jude, in two small quartos, one of the best specimens of commentary in the language. It has lately
+ p^irr-o ,, 9c>q
been reprinted.— C.
t Peirce, p. 259,

Upon
it

erty."

—C

took place, he removed from Newbury to a
small distance, where he preached as he had
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He was liberal to the poor, and
opportunity.*
He died
in all respects a good and great man.
at Inglefield, November 1, 1684, in a good old
age, after he had been a minister in those parts
almost

forty years.
sufferings of the Preshyterians in Scot-

The

land run parallel with those of England during
the whole course of this reign, but the people
were not quite so tame and submissive :t the
same, or greater acts of severity than those
which were made against the Nonconformists
in England, were enacted in Scotland. Episco-

pacy was restored May 8, 1662, and the CovAll perlenant declared to be an unlawful oath.
sons in office were to sign a declaration of the
unlawfulness of taking up arms against the
kmg, or any commissioned by him, on any pretence whatsoever.
The English act against
conventicles was copied, and passed almost in
the same terms in Scotland. The bishops were
some ot the worst of men, and hated by the
people as they deserved, for their deportment
was unbecoming their function, says Bishop
Burnet ;t some did not live within their diocess•es, and those who did seemed to take no care
•of them
they showed no zeal against vice
the most eminently vicious in the country were
their peculiar confidants
nor had they any
concern to keep their clergy to their duty, but
•were themselves guilty of levity and great sen:

;

;

suality.

The

people were generally of the Presbyteripersuasion, and stood firm by each other. In
places they were fierce and untractable,
and generally forsook the churches the whole
country complained of the new Episcopal clergy, as imrnoray stupid, ignorant, and greedy of
and treated them with an aversion that
gain
sometimes proceeded to violence. Many were
hrought before the Council and ecclesiastical
commission for not coming to church but the
proofs were generally defective, for the people
would not give evidence one against another.
However, great numbers were cast into prison,
and ill used some were fined, and the younger sort whipped publicly about the streets so
that great numbers transported their families
to Ulster in Ireland, where they were well received.

an

many

;

;

;

;

;

The government observed no measures with
this people ; they exacted exorbitant fines for
their not coming to church, and quartered sol-

diers upon them till they were ruined.
The
truth is, says Burnet.iJ the whole face of the
government looked more like the proceedings of
an inquisition than of legal courts. At length,
in the year 1666, Sir James Turner being sent
into the west to levy fines at discretion, the
people rose up in arms, and published a manifesto that they did not take arms against the
king, but only that they might be delivered from
the tyranny of the bishops, and that Presbytery
and the Covenant might be set up, and their old
ministers restored.
Turner and all his soldiers
were made prisoners, but marching out o( their
own country, they were dispersed by the king's
forces, about forty being killed, and one hun-

dred and thirty taken
» Calamy, vol.
««dl.

i.,

u., p.

;

many

of

whom were

Palmer's Non. Mem.,

956.

p. 229.

t Burnet, vol.

i Page 317.

hanged before their own doors, and died with
great firmness and joy.*
Mr. Maccail, their
minister, underwent the torture, and died with,
his last words were, "Faregreat constancy
well sun, moon, and stars
farewell kindrei
and friends, world and time, and this weak and
and welcome eternity, welcome anfrail body
gels and saints, welcome Saviour of the world,
and God the judge of all !" which he spoke in
such a manner as struck all who heard him.
The commander of the king's forces killed some
in cold blood, and threatened to spit others and
roast them alive.
When the indulgence was published in England the Scots had the benefit of it, but when it
was taken away the persecution revived, with,
inexpressible severity, under the administration
Conventicles abounded
of Duke Lauderdale.
the Presbyterian
in all parts of the country
ministers preached in their own houses to numbers of people that stood without doors to hear
them and when they were dispersed by the
magistrates, they retreated into the fields with
and,
their ministers to hear the Word of God
to prevent being disturbed, carried arms suffiUpon which, a very
cient for their defence.
severe act was passed against house conventicles and field conventicles, declaring them treasonable
and the landlords in whose grounds
they were held were to be severely fined, unless
But still
they discovered the persons present.
this did not terrify the people, who met together
Writs were issued
in defiance of the law.t
against many who were called Cameronians,
who were outlawed, and therefore left their
houses, and travelled about the country, and at
length they collected into a body, and declared,
that the king had forfeited the crown of that
kingdom by renouncing the Covenant but the
Duke of Monmouth, being sent to disperse them,
routed them at Bothwell Bridge, killing four
hundred, and taking twelve hundred prisoners ;
two ministers were hanged, and two hundred
banished to the plantations, who were all lost
at sea.t
Cameron, their preacher, fell in battle, but Hackston and Cargill, the two other
preachers, died with invincible courage
as did
all the rest, who were offered their lives if they
would say, God bless the king
Hackston had
both his hands cut off, which he suffered with a
constancy and rapture that were trulyamazing.
When both his hands were cut off, he asked
whether they would cut off his feet too. And
notwithstanding all his loss of blood, after he
was hanged, and his heart taken out of his body,
it was alive upon the hangman's knife.^
At length, says Bishop Burnet,|| things came
to that extremity, that the people saw they
must come to church or be undone but they
came in so awkward a manner, that it was visible they did not come to serve God, but to save
their substance, for they were talking or sleepThis introduced,
ing during the whole service.
a sort of atheism among the younger people.
But the inquisition was so terrible, that numbers
fled from their native country, and settled in
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

!

;

* Burnet, vol.
+ Burnet, vol.

i.,

ii.,

p.

348.

p 64, 155, 182, 266, 268, 269.

Page 223, 224.
For a minute account, see Dr. Hetherington's
very interesting History of the Church of Scotland,
t
i)

i.,

p.

206-211.
^

Page 307,

309, 310.

page 262 (Carter's edition).— C.

H
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These methods of conversion lawful pleasures reduced him to the necessity
the plantations.
were subversive of Christianity, and a reproach of becoming a pensioner of France. If he had
but oppres- any religion, it was that of a disguised papist,
to a Protestant church and nation
but he was strangely ension and tyranny had overspread the English or, rather, a Deist
dominions the hearts of all good men failed tangled, during his whole life, with the obligathem for fear, and for looking after those things tions he had been brought under by the Roman
the clouds were Catholics. He aimed at being an absolute monthat were coming on the land
gathering thick over their heads, and there was arch, but would be at no farther trouble to acno other defence against an inundation of po- complish it than to give his corrupt ministry
pery and slavery but the thin security of the liberty to do what they pleased. The king had
I

;

;

;

;

king's

life.

To return to England when the king had
made way for a popish successor, by introdu:

cing an arbitrary and tyrannical government, his
majesty began to think himself neglected, all
the court being made to the rising sun; upon
which he was heard to say, in some passion,
that if he lived a month longer, he would find a
way to make himself easy for the remainder of
This was interpreted as a design to
his life.*
change hands, by sending abroad the Duke of
York, and recalling the Duke of Monmouth
which struck terror into the popish party, and
is thought to have hastened his death, for he
was seized with a kind of apoplexy February
2, and died on the Friday following, February
6, 1684-5, in the fifty- fourth year of his age, not
•without violent suspicion of poison, either by
snuff or an infusion in broth, as Bishop Burnet
and others of undoubted credit have assured
us, the body not being suffered to be thoroughly
;

examined.
King Charles

II. was a gentleman of wit and
good-nature,t till his temper was soured in the
latter part of his life by his popish counsellors.
His court was a scene of luxury and all kinds
of lewdness, and his profuse expenses upon un-

a great many vices, says Burnet,* but few virtues to correct themt Religion was with him

no more than an engine of state. He hated the
Nonconformists, because they appeared against
the prerogative, and received the fire of all the

enemies of the Constitution and of the Protestant religion with an unshaken firmness.
His
majesty's chief concern, at last, was for his
brother's succession and when he came to die,
he spoke not a word of religion, nor showed any
remorse for his ill-spent life he expressed no
tenderness for his subjects, nor any concern for
his queen, but only recommended his mistresses and their children to his brother's regard.
So that no Englishman or friend of his country
could weep at his death from any other motive
than his keeping out a successor who was worse
than himself.
;

:

* Vol. ii., p. 165.
To this it may be added, that Charles II. was characterized as having never said a foolish thing nor done
a wise one. A late writer of dramatical history, Mr.
Thomas Davis, is supposed to have contradicted this
by an anecdote he has given. Mrs. Marshall, the
first actress on the king's theatre, and a woman of
virtue, having been tricked into a sham marriage by
II. obhged him to settle
This indicated equity of
mind as well as wisdom. Roscius Anglicanus, p. 19,
24, in the Literary Museum, 8vo, printed 1792.— Ed.

a nobleman, King Charles

an annual income on her.
*

Welwood's Mem.,

t Burnet, vol.

ii.,

p.

p. 123,

sixth ed.

460.

t Charles the Second, " as a gentleman," says
Dr. Warner, " was liked by everybody, but beloved
by nobody and as a prince, though he might be respected for his station, yet his death could not be
lamented by a lover of his country upon any other
motive but that it introduced a much worse monarch
on the throne than he was himself." There was
ground, in this view, for the remark of Dr. Gregory
Sharpe, " that if the English were in tears when the
king died in 1685, it was more to lament the succession than the funeral." Ecclesiastical History, vol.
Sharpens Introduction to Universal History,
ii.,p. 929.
p. 256, second ed.
;

t Long since Mr. Neal's history was published, it
has appeared that there was a design in the reign of
Charles II. to place a bishop in Virginia and that
the letters patent for that purpose were actually made
The design failed, because the
out, and are extant.
whole endowment was fixed on the customs. Seek;

Ed.
Letter to Mr. Horatio Walpole, p. 17.
we have
t Charles had fifteen children of whom
accurate knowledge, but there were probably others
who died in infancy. Charles was father to six
dukes, who were alive at the same time, and each
had a maintenance becoming his dignity.— /esse, vol.

er's

iii.,

p.

382.— C.

;

ADVERTISEMENT
TO VOL.

V.

OF

DR.

TOULMIN'S EDITION.

This edition of Mr. Neal's "History of the Puritans,"

after

many

interrupt"

volume being now presented to
the pubKc, the editor embraces this occasion to make his acknowledgments
to the gentlemen who have assisted and encouraged his design.
He feels his
obligations to those who by their names and subscriptions have patronised it
and he is much indebted to some who, by the communication of books and manuscripts, have aided the execution of it.
Situated, as he is, at a great distance
from the metropolis, and the libraries there open to the studious, he sees not
how he could have enjoyed the means of examining Mr. Neal's authorities, in
any extensive degree, and of ascertaining the accuracy of the statements by
an inspection of the writers of the last century, had not his grace the Duke of
Grafton most handsomely offered, and most readily supplied, a great number
of books necessary to that purpose, from his large and valuable libraries.
Some books of great authority were obligingly handed to him by Henry
Waymouth, Esq., of Exeter. His thanks are also due to the Rev. Josiah
Thompson, of Clapham, and to Edmund Calamy, Esq. To the former, for
tions,

being at length completed, and the

last

the free use of his manuscript collections, relative to the history of the dis-

and to the latter, for the opportunity of perusing a manuworthy and learned ancestor, Dr. Edmund Calamy, entitled "An
Historical Account of my own Life, with some Reflections on the Times I have

senting churches

;

script of his

lived in."

He

has been Hkewise

much

indebted to

a

respectable

mem-

ber of the society of Quakers, Mr. Morris Birkbeck, of Wanborough, Surrey,
for his judicious

remarks on Mr. Neal, and

valuable history of that people.
Taunton, August Ulh, 1796.

for furnisliing

him with Gough's

—

—
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PART
CHAPTER

I.

TBOM THE DEATH OF KING CHARLES
JAMES

II. 's

SCIENCE.

11.

TO KING

DECLARATION FOR LIBERTY OF CON1685.

When the news of King Charles's decease
was spread over the city, a pensive sadness
-was visible in most countenances for the fate
of the kingdom.* His brother James, who succeeded him, told the privy council at his first
meeting them, that " as he would never depart
from any branch of the prerogative, so he would
not invade any man's property, but would preserve the government as by law established in
Church and State ;"1 which gratified the clergy

so much, that the pulpits throughout England
resounded with thanksgivings and a numerous
;

set of addresses flattered his majesty, in the

strongest expressions, with assurances of unshaken loyalty and obedience, without limitaAmong others, was the humtion or reserve.
in
ble address of the University of Oxford
which, after expressing their sorrow for the
death of the late king, they add,i that they can
never swerve from the principles of their institution, and their religion by law established,
;

* Bishop Burnet says that the proclamation of the
king " was a heavy solemnity few tears were shed
for the former, nor were there any shouts of joy for
;

the present king."
-was then abroad,

It appears that the bishop,

who

was misinformed in this matter
Calamy, who heard the king proclaimed, assures us that his heart ached within him at the acclamations made upon the occasion, which, as far as
he could observe, were very general: though he
never saw so universal a concern as was visible in
for great numall men's countenances at that time
bers had very terrifying apprehensions of what was
to be expected. The doctor observes, that it, however, very sensibly discovered the changeableness of
this world, that King James should so quietly succeed his brother without anything like a dispute or
contest when, but five years before, a majority of
three Houses of Commons were so bent upon e.xcluding him, that nothing could satisfy them if this were
not compassed.-^— Ca/amv's Historical Account vf his
for Dr.

;

;

Own

Life, vol.

i..

p. 95,

MS.— Ed.

t "This speech," Bishop Burnet adds, "was magnified as a security far greater than any that laws
have
could give." The common phrase was, "
now the word of a king, and a word never yet broken." Of this Dr. Calamy gives a confirmation on
the authority of a person of character and worth, who
heard Dr. Sharp, afterward Archbishop of York, as
be was preaching at St. Lawrence Jewry at the

We

time, when King James gave this assurance, break
out into language to this effect " As to our rebgion,
we have the word of the king, which (with reverence
be it spoken) is as sacred as my text." This high
flight was much noticed then, and often recollected
afterward. The doctor had cause to reflect on it with
regret, when he was, for preaching against popery at
his own parish church at Sf. Giles, the first of the
clergy that fell under the king's displeasure, and felt
the weight and pressure of his arbitrary power.
Historical Account, p. 96.
Burnet, p. 620.— Ed.
t Gazette. No. 2018.
:

V.

which indispensably binds them to bear faith
and true obedience to their sovereign, without
any limitation or restriction, and that no consideration whatever should shake their loyalty
and allegiance. And the University of Cambridge add, that loyalty [or unlimited obedience]
is a duty flowing from the very principle of their
religion, by which they have been enabled to
breed up as true and steady subjects as the
world can show, as well in doctrine as practice,

from which they can never depart. The Quakers' address was more simple and honest :*
" We are come," say they.t " to testify our sorrow for the death of our good friend Charles,
and our joy for thy being made our governor.

We

are told thou art not of the persuasion of

Church of England no more than we, therefore we hope thou wilt grant us the same liberty which thou alio west thyself; which doing,
we wish thee all manner of happiness. "t
The king began his reign with a frank and
the

open profession of his religion
for, the first
Sunday after his accession, he went publicly to
mass, and obliged Father Huddleston, who attended his brother in his last hours, to declare
to the world that he died a Roman Catholic. His
majesty acted the part of an absolute sovereiga
from the very first and, though he had declared
he would invade no man's property, yet he issued out a proclamation for collecting the duties of tonnage and poundage, &c., which were
given to the late king only for life
and in his
letter to the Scots Parliament, which met March
"
I am resolved to maintain my pow28, he says,
er in its greatest lustre, that I may be better
able to defend your religion against fanatics."
Before the king had been two months on
;

;

;

* Sewel, p. 594.

Echard,

f

p.

1051.

t Mr. JNeal refers, as one authority for giving this
address of the Quakers, to Sewel but it is not to be
found there. A modern historian, who censures it
for the " uncouthness and blunt familiarity of expression," calls it " a fictitious address ;" the members of this society, he observes, " were not in the
custom of paying complimentary addresses to any
man :" if the sufferings of their friends impelled them
to apply to their superiors for relief, " their addresses, though expressed in their plain manner, were comprised in respectful terms void of flattery, but not
indecent unceremonious, but not uncivil." There
is no account of their being in the number of the csmgratulatory addresses on the accession of James.
;

;

;

first application to him was to recommend
their suffering friends to his clemency. At the death
of Charles, notwithstanding that petition upon peti-

Their

had been presented to him for relief one thoufive hundred of this society were in prison on
" So that a people paying a
various prosecutions.
strict regard to truth could hardly term him their
good friend." The above address was first published by Echard, from whom it should seem Mr. Neal
took it, trusting, probably, to the exactness of his
reference if he did quote Sewel for it.
Hume and
others have since published it.
Gough's History of
the Quakers, vol. iii., p. 160, 161.—Ed.
tion

sand

;
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his throne, he discovered severe resentments
against the enemies of his religion, and of his
succession to the crown.*
Dr. Gates was
brought out of prison, and tried for perjury in
the affair of the Popish Plot, for which he was
sentenced to stand in the pillory several times,
to be whipped from Aldgate to Newgate, and

from thence to Tyburn which was exercised
with a severity unknown to the English nation.!
And Dangerfield, who invented the Meal-tub
Plot, for which he declared he had received
money from the Duke of York, was indicted for
a libel, and was fined £500. He was also sentenced to be pilloried, and whipped from Newgate
to Tyburn, and in his return home was murdered in the coach by one Frances, a barrister at
law, who was afterward hanged for it.
The
Whigs, who went to court to pay their duty to
the king, were received but coldly some were
reproached, and others denied access, especially those who had distinguished themselves for
the Bill of Exclusion. t
In the election of a
;

;

* Burnet,

vol.

iii.,

p.

29, Edin. edition.

t Gates was whipped a second time, while his back
was most miserably swelled with his first whipping,
and looked as if it had been flayed. He was a man

of undaunted resolution, and endured what would
have kUled a great many others. He was, in his rehgious profession, a mere Proteus, but appears to
have been uniformly capable of villany. His first
education was at Merchant Tailors' School, from
whence he removed to Cambridge. When he left
that university he gained orders in the Church of
England, and after having officiated for a time as curate to his father, he held a vicarage first in Kent and
then ]n Sussex. But previously to this, he was, in
his youth, a member of a Baptist church in Virginiastreet, Radcliffe Highway.
In 1077 he reconciled
himself to the Church of Rome, and is reported to
have entered into the society of Jesuits. After having left the whole body of Dissenters for thirty years,
he applied to be again admitted into the communion
of the Baptists, having first returned to the Church
of England, and continued in it about sixteen years.
The Baptists, through a prudent jealousy of him,
spent almost three years in trial of his sincerity before they received him again so that he complained
it " was keeping him on the rack
it was worse
than death, in his circumstances, to be so long de:

;

layed."
He was restored to their communion in
1698 or 1699, but in less than a year was again excluded as a disorderly person and a hypocrite. He
then became a Conformist again. " He was a man
of some cunning," says Granger, " more eflrontery,
and the most consummate falsehood." At one time
he was a frequent auditor of Mr. Alsop at Westminster, after the Revolution
and moved for leave to
come to the Lord's Table, but was refused on account of his character. Crosby has detailed a long
story of a villanous transaction, to ruin a gentleman,
to which he was instigated by the spirit of revenge.
Dr. Calamy says, " that he was but a very sorry,
foulmoulhed wretch, I myself can attest from what
I once heard from him. when I was in his company."
The Parliament, after the Revolution, left him under
a brand, and incapacitated him for being a witness
future.
But a pension of £400 a year was given
him by King William. "The era of Oates's Plot,"
remarks Mr. Granger, "was the grand era of Whig
;

m

and Tory." Whatever infamy rests upon his name,
he was, observes Dr. Calamy. the instrument of
Providence of good to this nation by awakening it
out of sleep, and giving a turn to the national affairs
after a lethargy of some years.— Calamy's Historical
Account of k>s Own Life, vol. i., p. 98, 99. Granger's
History of England, vol. iv., p. 201, 349 and Crosby's
History of the Baptists, vol. iii., p. 166-182,— Ed.
i Burnet, vol. iii., p. 12, 13, Edin. edition.
;

new Parliament, all methods of corruption and
violence were used to get such members returned as might be supple to the king's arbitrary designs.*
When the houses met, May 22, the
king repeated what he had declared in council,
that he would preserve the government ia
Church and State as by law established which,
Rapin says, he never intended for he insinuated in his speech, that he would not depend on
the precarious aids of Parliament, nor meet
them often, if they did not u.se him well.t But
the Parliament unanimously settled all the revenues of his late majesty upon the king for life,
which amounted to more than two millions a
year;t and presented an address. May 27, to
desire him to issue forth his royal proclamation,
to cause the penal laws to be put in execution
against dissenters from the Church of England.
This brought down the storm, and revived
the persecution, which had slackened a little
upon the late king's death. His majesty was
now encouraged to pursue his brother's measures.
The Tories, w.ho adhered firmly to the
prerogative, were gratified with full license to
distress the Dissenters, who were to be sacrificed over again to a bigoted clergy and an incensed king, zealous for their destruction, says
Bishop Kennet, in order to unite and. increase
the strength of popery, which he favoured without reserve.
Upon this, all meeting-houses of
Protestant Dissenters were shut up, the old
trade of informing revived and flourished
the
spiritual courts were crowded with business :
private conventicles were disturbed in all parts
of the city and country.
If they surprised the
minister, he was pulled out of his pulpit by
constables or soldiers, and, together with his
people, carried before a confiding justice of
peace, who obliged them, to pay their fines, or
dragged them to prison. If the minister escaped, they ransacked the house from top to
bottom tore down hangings, broke open chambers and closets
entered the rooms of those
who were sick and offered all kinds of rudeness and incivilities to the family, though they
met with no manner of opposition or resistance.
Shopkeepers were separated from their trades
and business, and sometimes wives from their
husbands and children several families were
obliged to remove to distant places, to avoid the
direful effects of an excommunication from the
Commons and great sums of njoney were levied as forfeitures, which had been earned by
honest labour. Dissenting ministers could neither travel the road, nor appear in public but in
disguise
nay, they were afraid to be seen in
the houses of their friends, pursuivants from
the spiritual courts being always abroad upon
the watch.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Dr.
that the

Grey quotes here Echard and Carte, to prove
new Parliament consisted of as many worthy and great, rich, and wise men as ever sat in the
House.— Ed.
t Gazette, No. 2036.
t " The Commons, charmed with these promises,
and bigoted as much to their principles of government as the king was to his religion, in about two
hours voted him such an immense revenue for life as
enabled him to maintain a fleet and army without
the aid of Parliament, and, consequently, to subdue
those who should dare to oppose his will. In this
manner, and without any farther ceremony, did thi.-.
House of Commons deliver up the liberties of the
nation to a popish, arbitrary prince."
Warner's Ecclesiastical History, vol.

ii.,

p.

631.— Ed.

—
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two years, and when the court changed its
measures, his fine was remitted, and he was
released.
The rebellion of the

Duke of Monmouth furin his paraphrase on the
Testament, reflecting on the order of dio- nished the court with a plausible handle to carthe
ry
prosecution
of
resistance
the
Whigs and Dissenters
of
lawfulness
cesan bishops, and the
The passages were in to a farther extremity. There was a considerin some possible cases.
able
number
of
English
Mark,
ix.,
39
fugitives
in Holland at
his paraphrase on Matt., v., 19.
xi 31
and xii., 38-40. Luke, x., 2. John, xi., this time, some on political accounts, and othon
the
score
of
religion.
The king, being
57 and Acts, xv., 2. They were collected by ers
and a certain eminent apprehensive of danger from thence, obliged the
Sir Roger I'Estrange
ceptional passages

New

;

,

;

;

;

ck, put
clergyuian, reported to be Dr. Sh
into the hands of his enemies some accusations
from Rom., xiii., that might touch his life, but
no use was made of them. Mr. Baxter being
but Jefferies
ill, moved by his counsel fur time
said he would not give him a minute's time to
save his life. " Yonder stands Gates in the
pillory," says he, " and if Mr. Baxter stood on
the other side, 1 would say two of the greatest
He was
rogues in England stood there."
brought to his trial May 30, but the chief-justice
would not admit his counsel to plead for their
;

When Mr. Baxter offered to speak for
himself, Jefferies called him a snivelling, canting Presbyterian, and said, "Richard, Richard,
don't thou think we will hear thee poison the
court.
Richard, thou art an old fellow, and an
old knave
thou hast written books enough to
load a cart, every one as full of sedition, I might
say of treason, as an egg is full of meat hadst
thou been whipped out of thy writing trade forty years ago, it had been happy.
Thou pretendest to be a preacher of the Gospel of peace;
as thou hast one foot in the grf.ve, 'tis time for
thee to begin to think what account thou intcndest to give
but leave thee lo thyself, and
I see thou wilt go on as thou hast begun
but,
by the grace of God, I will look after thee. I
know thou hast a mighty party, and I see a
great many of the brotherhood in corners, waiting to see what will become of their mighty
don, and a doctor of the party [Doctor Bates]
at your elbow, but, by the grace of Almighty
God, I will crush you all." The chief-justice
having directed the jury, they found him guilty
without going from the bar, and fined him five
hundred marks, to lay in prison till he paid it,
client.

;

;

,

;

and be bound to his good behaviour for seven
years.
Mr. Baxter continued in prison* about
* Dr. Grey has given us, with apparent approbawhat he calls a cbaracteristical epitaph, drawn
for Mr. Baxter by the Rev. Thomas Long, prebendary of Exeter. It shows what different colours
a character can receive, according to the dispositions
of those who draw the picture
and how ofjnoxious
Mr. Baxter was to some, whose calumnies and censure the reader, perhaps, will think was true praise.
It runs thus " Hie jacet Ricardus Baxter, Iheologus
armatus, Loyolita reformatus, heresiarcha agrianus,
schismaticorum antesignanus cujus pruritus disputandi* peperit, scriptandi cacoethes nutrivit, prsedition,

up

;

;

;

* " These words," says the author of the article Bajc" Biographia Britannica," " are au aUusion to
Sir Henry Wotton's monumental inscription in Eton Chapel, ' Hie jacet hujus sententi^ primus author, disputaudi
pruritus ecclesarum scabies ;' i. e., Here lies the first author of this opinion. The itch of disputing is the leprosy of
tlie churches.' "
This writer has given the above epitaph
" Here lies Richard Baxter, a militant
in English, thus
divine, a reformed Jesuit, a brazen heresiarch, and the
chief of schismatics, whose itch of di.sputing begat, whose
humour of writing nourished, and whose intemperate zeal
in preaching brought to its utmost height, the leprosy of
the Church who dissented from those with whom he most
agreed from himself, as well as all other Nonconformists

ter, in the

'

:

:

;

Prince of Orange to dismiss the Duke of Monmouth from his court, and to break all those
who had waited upon him, and who
were in his service this precipitated the counsels of the malecontents, and made them resolve upon a rash and ill-concerted invasion,
which proved their ruin. The Earl of Argyle,
imagining all the Scots Presbyterians Would revolt, sailed to the north of Scotland with a very
small force, and was defeated with the effusion
of very little blood, before the declaration*
which he brought with him could have any effect.
After him, the Duke of Monmouth, with
the like precipitate rashness, landed June 11,
with an inconsiderable force, at Lyme in Dorsetshire
and though he was joined by great
numbers in the west country, he was defeated
by the king's forces, matle prisoner, and executed on Tower Hill
as was the Earl of Argyle
at Edinburgh.
Though the body of the Dissenters were not
concerned in either of these invasions, they
suffered considerably on this occasion
great
numbers of their chief mercliants and tradesmen in the city being taken up by warrants,
and secured in jails, and in the public halls; as
were many country Whig gentlemen, in \'ork
Castle, Hull, and the prisons in all parts ol
officers

:

;

;

;

England

;

which had

this

good

effect, that

it

kept them out of harm's way, while many of
their friends were ruined by joining the duke

;

candi zelus intemperatus inaturavit, ecclesiae scabiem. Qui dissentit ab iis quibuscum consentil maxturn sibi, cum aliis nonconformis praslerilis,
praesentibus et futuris regum et episcoporum juratus hostis: ipsumq; rebellium solenine fcedus. Qui
natus erat per septuaginii annos, et octoginta libros,
ad perturbandas regni respublicas, et ad bis perdendam ecclesiam Anglicanam; magnis tamen excidit
ausis.
Grey's Examination, yoLu.,
Deo gratias."
p. 281, note.— Ed.
* A full view of the assertions and purport of the
Duke of Monmouth's manifesto is given in my History of the Town of Taunton, p. 133-135.
It was
secretly printed in a private house hired for that purpose at Lambeth by W. C, a man of good sense and
spirit, and a stationer in Paternoster Kow, who imported the paper. His assistant at the press was apprehended and suffered
he himself escaped into

imo

:

:

;

Holland, and absconded into Germany, till he came
over with the Prince of Orange, who, when he was
settled on the throne, appointed him his stationer.
William Disney, Esq., was tried by a special commission upon an indictment of high treason for printing and publishing ihis declaration, and was convicted, and sentenced to be drawn, hanged, and quartered.
Dr. Grey's Examination, vol. iii., p. 403, 404.

—

—En.
and to come ; the sworn enemy of liings and
bishops, and in himself the very bond of rebels ; who was
boni, through seventy years and eighty books, to disturb
the peace of the kingdom, and twice to attempt the ruin of
the Church of England in the endeavour of which mighty
mischiefs he fell short. For which thanks be to God."
Biographia Britannica, vol. ii., p. 18, second edition.—Ed.
past, present,

;
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some from a persuasion

that the late king

was

married to his mother, and others in hopes of
a deliverance from popery and arbitrary power.
The king, elated with success, resolved to let
both Whigs and Dissenters feel the weight of
the arm of a conqueror: his army lived upon
free quarters in the west, and treated all who
were supposed to be disaffected with great rudeSome days after Monness and violence.*
mouth's defeat. Colonel Kirk ordered several
of the prisoners to be hung up at Taunton, without any trial or form of law, while he and his
company was dancing, revelling, and drinking
healths at a neighbouring window, with a variety of music, from whence they beheld, with a
more than brutish triumph, the dreadful spec-

The

tacle.

jails

being

full

of prisoners, the

king appointed Lord-chief-justice Jefferies to go
the western circuit, whose cruel behaviour surpassed all that had been ever heard of in a civilized nation
he was always drunk, either with
wine or vengeance. When the juries found
persons not guilty, he threatened and confined
them till they brought in a verdict to his mind
as in the case of the old Lady Lisle, who was
beheaded for admitting Mr. Hicks, a Nonconformist minister, into her house, though the jury
brought her in three times not guilty
and she
solemnly declared that she knew not that he had
been in the duke's army. He persuaded many
of the prisoners to plead guilty, in hopes of favour, and then taking advantage of their confession, ordered their immediate execution,
without giving them a minute's time to say
their prayers.
Mr. Tutchin, who wrote the
" Observator," was sentenced to be imprisoned
seven years, and to be whipped once every year
through all the towns in Dorsetshire
upon
which, he petitioned the king that he might be
hanged. t Bishop Burnet says, that in several
places in the west, there were executed near
six hundred persons, and that the quarters of
two or three hundred were fixed upon gibbets,
and hung upon trees all over the country for
fifty or sixty miles about, to the terror and even
:

;

;

;

After the executions in the west, the king,
being in the height of his power, resolved to be
revenged of his old enemies the Whigs, by making e,\amples of their chief leaders; Alderman
Cornish, who had signalized himself in prosecuting the Popish Plot, and was frequently in company with the late Lord Russel, was taken off
the Exchange October 13, and within little
more than a week tried, condemned, and executed in Cheapside for high treason, without
any tolerable evidence, and his quarters set
upon Guildhall. On the same day, Mrs. Gaunt,
a Dissenter, who spent a great part of her life
in acts of charity, visiting the jails, and looking
after the poor of what persuasion soever, having entertained Burton, one of Monmouth's men,
in her house, he, by an unheard-of baseness,
while she was looking out for an opportunity to
send him out of the kingdom, went out and accused her for harbouring him, and by that means
saved his own life by taking away hers she
was burned alive at Tyburn, and died with
great resolution and devotion.*
Mr. Bateman,
a surgeon, Mr. Rouse, Mr. Fernerley, Colonel
Ayloffe, Mr. Nelthorpe, and others, suffered iri
like manner.
Lord Stamford was admitted to
bail, and Lord Delamere was tried by his peers,
:

and acquitted. Many who had corresponded
with the Duke of Monmouth absconded, and
had proclamations against them, as John
Trenchard, Esq., Mr. Speke, and others. But
all who suffered in this cause expressed such a
zeal for the Protestant religion, which they ap*
prehended in danger, as made great impressions on the spectators.
Some say the king
was hurried on by Jefferies but if his own inclinations had not run strong the same way,
and if his priests had not thought it their inter;

est to take off so many active Protestants who
opposed their measures, they would not have
let that butcher loose, says Burnet, to commit
so many barbarous acts of cruelty, as struck a
universal horror over the body of the nation.
It

for

was

a bloody summer, and a dangerous time
honest men to live in.

When the king met his Parliament Novemannoyance of travellers. The manner in which
he treated the prisoners was barbarous and in- ber 9, he congratulated them on the success of
human and his behaviour towards some of the his arms; but told them, that in order to prenobility and gentry who were well affected, but vent any new disturbances, he was determined
appeared to the character of some of the crim- to keep the present army together and " let
inals, would have amazed one, says Bishop no man," says his majesty, " take exceptions
Burnet, if done by a bashaw in Turkey. The that some officers are not qualified, for they are
king had advice of his proceedings every day, most of them known to me for the loyalty of
and spoke of them in a style neither becoming their principles and practices and therefore,
the majesty nor mercy of a great prince. t And to deal plainly with you, after having had the
Jefferies, besides satiating himself with blood, benefit of their services in a time of need and
got great sums of money by selling pardons to danger, I will neither expose them to disgrace,
such as were able to purchase them, from £10 nor myself to the want of them."t Thus we
were to have a standing army under popish ofto fourteen thousand guineas apiece.^
ficers, in defiance of the penal laws and test.
* Burnet, vol. iii., p. 43. Edin. edition.
The Commons would have given them an act
+ Bennel's Memoirs, p. 374, 375, second edit.
of indemnity for what was past, but the king
t Ibid., p. 44, second edit.
would not accept it and because the House
^ The reader is referred to the " History of the was not disposed to his dispensing power, he
Town of Taunton" for an ample account of the progprorogued them November 20, when they had
•Tess and defeat of the Duke of Monmouth, and a miand after many succesnute detail of the subsequent severities of Kirk and sat only eleven days
Jelferies, p. 135-170; and to "The Bloody Assizes, sive prorogations in the space of two years, discomprehending a complete History of the Lives, Ac- solved them t
tions, Trials, Sufferings, dying Speeches, Letters,
The prosecution of the Dissenters, which
;

;

;

;

;

and Prayers of all those eminent Martyrs who fell in
the West of England from 1678 to 1688. London,
1689." This is a deeply interesting volume, and full
of important facts casting light upon this period.
C.

—

was

carried on with
*

Burnet,
t Ba.nei,

all

p. 4,5.
p.

70, 71.

imaginable severity this
Gazette, 2085.
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and the

last year, forced

some of

their minis-

31d

prudent measures to cover their private meet-

They assembled
ters into the Church but it had a different and ings from their adversaries.
surprising influence upon others, who had in small numbers; they frequently shifted their
the courage in tliese difficult times to renounce places of worship, and met together late in the
the Church as a persecuting establishment, and evenings, or early in the mornings there were
to take their lot among the Nonconformists ;* friends without doors, always on the watch to
as the Rev. Mr. John Spademan, M.A., of Sway- give notice of approaching danger; when the
ton in Lincolnshire Mr. John Rastrick, vicar dwellings of Dissenters joined, they made winof Kirton, near Boston;! Mr. Burroughs, of dows or holes in the walls, that the preacher's
Mr. voice might be heard in two or three houses ;
Mr. Scoffin, of Brotherton
Frampton
Quip, of Moreton and a few others, who could they had sometimes private passages from one
house to another, and trap doors for the escape
principle
but
conother
by
no
influenced
be
science in a cause which had nothing in this of the minister, who went always in disguise,
with
except when he was discharging his office; in
truth,
attended
but
world to recommend it
bonds and imprisonment, and the loss of all country towns and villages, they were admitted
through hack yards and gardens into the house,
things.
Great were the oppressions of those who fre- to avoid the observation of neighbours and pasquented the separate meetings in several coun- sengers for the same reason, they never sung
the informers broke in upon Sir John psalms, and the minister was placed in such an
ties
Hartoppe, Mr. Fleetwood, and others, at Stoke inward part of the house, that his voice might
Newington, to levy distresses for conventicles, not be heard in the streets the doors were
the like at En- always locked, and a sentinel placed near them
to the value of £6000 or £7000
field, Hackney, and all the neighbouring villages to give the alarm, that the preacher might esThe justices and confiding cape by some private passage, with as many of
near London. J
clergy were equally diligent in their several par- the congregation as could avoid the informers.
Injunctions were sent out from several But notwithstanding all their precautions, spies
ishes.
of the bishops, under the seal of their offices, and false brethren crept in among them in disrequiring all church-wardens to present such guise, their assemblies were frequently interas did not repair to church, nor receive the sac- rupted, and great sums of money raised by fines
which were read publicly or compositions, to the discouragement of trade
rament at Easter
in the churches of Hertfordshire, Essex, &c. and industry, and enriching the officers of the
And the juries at the assizes gave it as their spiritual courts.
Thus were the Nonconformists ground beopinion that the Dissenters should be effectubut the scandalous villanies tween the papists on the one hand, and the
ally prosecuted
and perjuries of the informers made wise men High Church clergy on the other; while the
abhor the trade however, so terrible were the former made their advantage of the latter, contimes, that many families and ministers remo- cluding that when the Dissenters were destroyved with their effects to New-England, and oth- ed, or thoroughly exasperated, and the clergy
among whom we divided among themselves, they should be a
er plantations in America
may reckon the reverend and worthy Mr. Sam- match for the hierarchy, and capable of estabuel Lee, the ejected minister of Bishopgate, lishing that religion they had been so long aimwho, in his return to his flock after the Revolu- ing to introduce. With this view, swarms of
tion, was made prisoner by the French, and Jesuits and regular priests were sent for from
Jesuits' schools and other seminaries
carried to St. Maloes, where he perished in a abroad
dungeon, under the hands of those whose were opened in London and the country masstender mercies are cruel.
Many ministers houses were erected in the most considerable
were fined and imprisoned, and great numbers towns four Roman Catholic bishops were conof their most substantial hearers cited into the secrated in the royal chapel, and exercised their
Commons, their names being fixed upon the functions under the character of vicars apostoldoors of their parish churches and if they did ical their regular clergy appeared at Whitenot appear, an excomnmnication and a capias hall and St. James's in their habits, and were
followed, unless they found means, by presents unwearied in their attempts to seduce the comof wine, by gold in the fingers of a pair of gloves, mon people. The way to preferment was to be
or some eflectual bribe, to get themselves ex- a Catholic, or to declare for the prerogative, all
cused for which, among others, the name of state affairs being managed by such men. Aa
open correspondence was held with Rome, and
Dr. Pinfoldll is famous to this day.
The Dissenters continued to take the most many pamphlets were dispersed, to make pros;

more

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

i^

:

;

;

;

elytes to the
* Calamy's Abridgment, p. 460, &c.
t Mr. Rastrick published his reasons for this step
in a volume entitled " An Account of the Nonconformity of John Rastrick, M.A., some time Vicar of
Kirton, Lincolnshire, &c., in a Letter to a Friend,"
1705.
This friend was Mr. Edmund Calamy. it is
an able and satisfactory performance. C.
X Calamy, p. 372, 373 ; or Palmer's Nonconform-

Romish

faith, or, at least, to effect

a coalition. Multitudes of the king's subjects
frequented the popish chapels some changed
their profession
and all men were forbid to
speak disrespectfully of the king's religion.
At length the e^^es of many of tiie clergy began to be opened, and they judged it necessarj
to preach against the popish doctrines, that
ists' Memorial, vol. ii., p. 163-168.
they might recover the people, who were dePalmer's Noncon. Mem., vol. i., p. 95, 90.
serting in numbers, and rescue the Protestant
Dr. Pinfold was a gentleman of the long robe,
religion from the danger into which their own
and was the king's advocate in the prosecution of
follies had brought it. The king being acquaintBishop Compton. But though he stood at the chanwith this, by the advice of his priests sent
cellor's elbow and took notes while the bishop's ed
counsel were pleading, he said nothing by way of circular letters to the bishops, with an order
reply.— jB(sAop ComptorCs Life, p. 37.— Ed.
prohibiting the inferior clergy from preaching

—

1^
II

;

;

;
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which
controverted points of religion
of, though it was no more
than King James and Charles I. had done beOil the

;

many complained
fore.

However, when

ped

the pulpit,

in

their mouths were stopsome of the most learned and

zealous agreed to fight the Catholics with their
own weapons, and to publish small pamphlets
for the benefit of the vulgar, in defence of the
Protestant doctrines. M^lien a popish pamphlet
was in the press, they made interest with the

if we may believe Dr. Calamy, Mr. Baxter,
and others, their tracts being thought too warm,
were refused to be licensed * Upon the whole^
Bishop Burnet wisely observes, + that as the
Dissenters would not engage on the side of popery and the prerogative, nor appear for taking

and,

off the tests in the present circumstances; so,
on Ihe other hand, they were unwilling to provoke the king, who had lately given them hopes
of liberty, lest he should make up matters upon
workmen, and got the sheets as they were any terms with the Church party, at their exwrought off, so that an answer was ready as pense; nor would they provoke the Church parsoon as the pamphlet was published. There ty, or by any ill behaviour drive them into a
was hardly a week in which some sermon or reconciliation with the court therefore they resmall treatise against popery was not printed solved to let the points of controversy alone,
and leave them to the management of the clerand dispersed among the common people
which, in the compass of a year or two, pro- gy, who had a legal bottom to support them.
The clergy's writing thus warndy .'igainst
duced a valuable set of controversial writings
against the errors of that church.* The chief popery broke all measures between the king and
writers were. Dr. Tillotson, Stillingfleet, Teni- the Church of England, and made each party
son, Patrick, Wake. Whitby, Sharp, Atterbury, court that body of men for their auxiliaries,
Williams, Aldrich, Burnet, Fowler, &c.,t men of whom they had been persecuting and destroying
His majesty now resolved
great name and renown, who gained immortal for so many years.
honour, and were afterward advanced to the to introduce a universal toleration in despite of
Never was a the Church, and at their expense. J The cruelhighest dignities in the Church.
bad cause more weakly managed by the papists, ty of the Church of England was his common
nor a more complete victory obtained by the subject of discourse he reproached them for
their violent persecutions of the Dissenters, and
Protestants.
But the Church party, not content with their said he had intended to set on foot a toleration
triumph, have of late censured the Nonconform- sooner, but that he was restrained by some of
ists for appearing only as spectators, and not them who had treated with him, and had unBut how could dertaken to show favour to the papists, provijoining them in the combat. t
the clergy expect this from a set of men whom ded they might be still suffered to vex the Disthey had been persecuting for above twenty
* A license was refused to a discourse against the
years, and who had the yoke of oppression stUI
iyingon their necks'! Had not the Nonconform- whole system of popery, drawn up by the learned
Jonathan Hanmer, who was ejected from BishMr.
ists been beforehand, loith them in their ''Morning
And did not Dr. ops Tawton, in Devon. A discourse against tranExercises against Popery ?"<J
substantiation, written by Mr Henry Pendlebury,
Owen, Mr. Pool, Baxter, Clarkson, and others, ejected from Holcomb Chapel in Lancashire, and afwrite against the errors of the Church of Rome, terward published by Archbishop Tillotson, met with
throughout the whole reign of King Charles II. 1 the like refusal. An offer that Mr. Baxter would
Had not the Nonconformists stood in the gap. and produce a piece against popery every month, if a liexposed themselves sufficiently to the resent- cense might be had, was rejected with scorn. And
ments of the papists, for refusing to come into Mr. Jane, the Bishop of London's chaplain, denied
sanction to a piece he actually drew up on the
their measures for a universal toleration, in his
Church's visibility. But in opposition to what Mr.
which they might have been included? BeNeal says above concerning this point. Dr. Grey, it
sides, the poor ministers were hardly crept out is but justice to observe, gives us letters from Dr.
of corners, their papers had been rifled, and their Isham, Dr. Alstiin, Dr. Batteley, and Mr. Needham,
they had licensers of the press, declaring that they never rebooks sold or secreted, to avoid seizure
fused to license a book because written by a Dissentlittle time to study, and therefore might not be
so well prepared for the argument as those who er and that they did not recollect that any tract
had lived in ease and security. Farther, the of which a Dissenter was the author was brought to
As to Mr. Baxter in particfor their sanction.
Church party was most nearly concerned, the them
ular. Dr. Isham avers that he never obstructed his
Nonconformists having nothing to lose, whereas writing against popery, but licensed one of his books
stake
at
were
all the emoluments of the Church
" and if he had prepared anything against the consand, after all, some of the Dissenters did write
mon enemy," says Dr. Isham, " without striking obliquely at our Church, I would certainly have for* A vast collection of these pieces was published warded them from the press." It is to be added,
about fifty years ago, in three volumes folio, under that one piece from the pen of Mr. Hanmer had the
authorities appear to
the direction of Dr. Gibson, bishop of London. But imprimatur of Dr. Jane. These
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

this contained only a part of the tracts written by
the Protestants; and even the catalogues of them

Dr. Wake, Dr. Gee, and Mr. Francis
defective in the titles of ihem..— Birch's

drawn up by
Peck, were

Life of Archbishop Tillotson, p. 127.— Eo. This collection is very rarely to be met with and as it may
be useful for purposes of reference, I would state that
a copy is to be found in the excellent library of the
Methodist Book Concern, 192 Mulberry-street, New;

York.— C.
t Burnet, vol,

iii.,

p. 79, 80,

Edinb. edit.

Calamy, p. 373 and Peirce's Vindication, p. 266.
A volume which has never yet been surpassed
G.
for point and force of argument.
X

{)

;

—

contradict each other; but it is, probably, not only a
candid, but just method of reconciling them, and preserving our opinion of the veracity of both parties, to
suppose that the tracts to which a license was refused
were not offered to the gentlemen whose letters Dr.
Grey quotes but to Dr. Jane or other licensers, with
whose declaration we are not furnished.— Benrati's
Baxter's HisMemorial, p. 399, 400, second edition.
Palmer's
tory of his Own Life, part iii., p. 183, folio.
Nonconformists' Memorial, vol. i., p. 342. Dr. Grey,
The matter was, I understand,
vol. ii., p. 424-432.
discussed by Mr. Tong, in his defence of Mr. Henry's
" Notion of Schism."— Ed.
f Page 121, 122,
X Burnet, p. 140.
;

—

—

;

;
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senters
and he named the very men, though
they thought fit afterward to deny it how far
the fact id probable must be left with the reader.
It being thought impracticable to obtain a legal toleration in thepresent circumstances of the
nation, his majesty determined to attempt it by
the dispensing power for this purpose, Sir Edward Hales, a popish gentleman of Kent, was
brought to trial for breaking through the Test
Act, when Sir Edward Herbert, lord-chief-justice, gave judgment in his favour, and declared
the powers of the crown to be absolute.* The
other judges were closeted, and such displaced
as were of a different sentiment and the king
being resolved to have twelve judges of his own
opinion, t four had their quietus, and as many
new ones were advanced, from whom the king
exacted a promise to support the prerogative
There was a new call of serall its branches.
geants, who gave rings with this motto, Deus,
REX, LEX, "God, the king, and the law;" the
king being placed before the law. The privy
council was new modelled, and several declared
two confiding clergypapists admitted into it
men were promoted to bishoprics Parker to
Oxford, and Cartwright to Chester. Many pamphlets were written and dispersed in favour of
liberty of conscience and Sir Roger TEstrange,
with other mercenary writers, were employed
to maintain that a power in the king to dispense
•with the laws, is law.J
But the opinion of private writers not being thought sufficient, it was
resolved to have the determmaiion of the judges, who all, except one, gave it as their opmion,
1. That the laws of England were the king's
laws. 2. That it is an inseparable branch of
the prerogative of the kings of England, as of all
other sovereign princes, to dispense with all penal laws in particular cases, and on particular
occasions. 3. That of these reasons and neces4. That this is not
sity the king is sole judge.
a trust now invested in, and granted to, the
present king, but the ancient remains of the
sovereign power of the kings of England, which
was never yet taken from them, nor can be.
Thus the laws of England were given up at
once into the hands of the king, by a solemn
determination of the judges.
This point being secured, his majesty began
"All on a sudto caress the Nonconformists.
den," says Bishop Burnet,^ "the churchmen
were disgraced, and the Dissenters in high
Lord-eliief-justice Herbert went the
favour.
;

:

;

;

m

;

:

;

western circuit after

Jefferies,

who was now

all was grace and
former sufferings were
much reflected upon and pitied everything was
offered that might alleviate them; their ministers were encouraged to set up their conventicles, which had been discontinued, or held very

made

lord-chancellor,

favour to them

:

and

* Burnet, p. 73, 74.
t Lord-rhiefjuslice Jones, one of the displaced
judges, upon ins dismission, observed to tbe king,
*•
that he was by no means sorry that he was laid
aside, old and worn out as he was in his service
but concerned that hi.o majesty should expect such
a construction of the law troin him as he could not
honestly give ; and that none but indigent, ignorant,
or ambitious men would give their judgment as he
expected." To this the king replied. •' It was necessary his judges should be all of one miad." Memoirs of Sir John Reresby, p. 233. Ed.
P. 78.
()
t Welwood's MeuQoiis, p. 194.
s

four or five years
intimations
were given everywhere that the king would not
have them or their meetings disturbed."*
dispensation or license-office was set up, where
all who applied might have an indulgence, paying only 50.?. for themselves and their families.
;

A

Many who had been

prosecuted for conventithose licenses, which not only
processes that were commenced, but

cles took out

slopped

ail

gave them

liberty to

go publicly

to meetings for
this," says the same reverend prelate, "some of the Dissenters grevr
insolent, but wiser men among them perceived
the design of the papists was now to set on the
Dissenters against the Church and therefore,
though they returned to their conventicles, yet
they had a just jealousy of the ill designs that
lay hid under all this sudden and unexpected
show of grace and kindness, and they took care
not to provoke the Church party."
But where
then were the understandings of the High
Church clergy, during the whole reign of King
Charles II., while they were pursuing the Nonconformists and their families to destruction,
for a long course of years T
Did they not perceive the design of lie papists
Or were they
not willing rather to court them, at the expense of
the whole body of dissenting Protestants? Bishop Laud's scheme of uniting with the papists,
and meeting them half way, was never out of
however, when the reader calls to
their siglit
mind the oppression and cruelties that the conscientious Nonconformists underwent from the
High Church party for twenty-five years, he
will be ready to conclude they deserved no regard, if the Protestant religion itself had not
been at stake.
Thus the all-wise providence of God put a
period to the prosecution of the Protestant Dissenters from the penal laws, though the laws
themselves were not legally repealed or suspended till after the revolution of King William
and Queen Mary. It may not, therefore, be improper to give the reader a summary view of
their usage in this and the last reign, and of the
damages they sustained in their persons, fami-

"

the future.

Upon

;

i

!

;

and fortunes.
The Quakers, in their petition to King Jamesf
the last year, inform his majesty, that of late
above one thousand five hundred of their friends
were in prison, both men and women and that
now there remain one thousand three hundred
and eighty three, of which two hundred are

lies,

;

women many under sentence of premunire
and more than three hundred near it, for refu;

their

;

Vol. II.— S
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secretly, for

* King .Tames, previously to his adopting these
conciliating measures with the Dissenters, such was
his art and duplicity, had tried all the methods he
could think ofto bring the Church into his designs ;
and twice offered, it was said, to make a sacrifice of
all the Dissenters in the kingdom to them, if they
would but have complied with them ; but, failing in
this attempt, ho faced about to the Nonconformists.
—Calamij's History of his Own Life, vol. i., p. 170,

MS.-Ed.
t It was addressed not to King James only, but to
both houses of f'arliament. They made also an application to the king alone, recommending to hia
princely clemency the case of their suffering friends.
Sewel, p. 592.
This was not so copious a state of
their case as the petition to which Mr. Neal refers,

—

and
p.

called by

is

162

;

Gough

their first address.

— Vol.

iii.,

and the Index, under the word Address.— Ed.

:
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sing the oath of allegiance because they could
Above three hundred and fifty
not swear.*
have died in prison since the year 1660, near
one hundred of which since the year 1680. In
London, the jail of Newgate has been crowded
within these two years, sometimes with near
twenty
a room, whereby several have been
suffocated, and others, who have been taken
out sick, have died of malignant fevers within a
few days great violences, outrageous distresses, and woful havoc and spoil have been made
on people's goods and estates, by a company of
idle, extravagant, and merciless informers, by
prosecutions on the Conventicle Act and others, as may be seen in the margin. t
Also on
gui tarn writs, and on other processes, for £20
a month
and two thirds of their estates seized
for the king
some had not a bed left to rest
upon ; others had no cattle to till the ground,
nor corn for seed or bread, nor tools to work
with the said informers and bailiffs in some
places breaking into houses, and making great
waste and spoil, under pretence of serving the
king and the Church. Our religious assemblies
have been charged at common law with being
riotous routs and disturbances of the peace,
whereby great numbers have been confined in
prisons, without regard to age or sex and many
in holes and dungeons: the seizures for .£20
a month have amounted to several thousand
pounds: sometimes they have seized for eleven
months at once, and made sale of all goods and
chattels both within doors and without, for payment several who have employed some hundreds of poor families in manufacture, are by
those writs and seizures disabled, as well as by
long imprisonment one. in particular, who employed two hundred people in the woollen manufaclure.
Many informers, and especially impudent women, whose husbands are in prison,
swear fi)r tlieir share of the profit of the seizures: the fines upon one justice's warrant have
amounted to many hundred pounds; frequently
£10 a warrant, and five warrants together for

m

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

of sober families; and justices of peace have
been threatened with the forfeiture of £100 if
they do not issue out warrants upon their informations.
With this petition, they presented
to the king and Parliament a list of their friends
in prison in the several counties, amounting to

one thousand four hundred and sixty.
But it is impossible to make an exact compu-

number of sufl'erers, or estimate of
the damages his majesty's dissenting subjects
of the several denominations sustained by the
prosecutions of this and the last reign
how
many families were impoverished, and reduced
to beggary
how many lives were lost in prisons
and noisome jails how many ministers were
divorced from their people, and forced to live as
they could, five miles from a corporation
how
many industrious and laborious tradesmen were
cut off from their trades, and their substance
and household goods plundered by soldiers, or
divided among idle and infamous informers.
The vexatious suits of the Commons, and the
expenses of those courts, were immense.
The writer of the preface of Mr. Delaune's
" Plea for the Nonconformists," says,* that Delaune was one of near eight tiiousand Protestant Dissenters who had perished in prison in
the reign of King Charles II., and that merely
for dissenting from the Church in some points
which they were able to give good reason for;
and yet for no other cause, says he, were they
tation of the

;

;

;

;

stifled,

I

had almost

said,

murdered

in jails.

As for the severe penalties inflicted on them for
seditious and riotous assemblies, designed only
for the worship of God, he adds, that they suffered in their trades and estates, within the compass of three years, at least £2.000,000 and
doubts whether, in all the times since the Reformation, including the reign of Queen Mary,
there can be produced anything tike such a number of Christians who have suffered death, and
;

such numbers

who have

lost

their substance

for religion.
Another writer adds,+ that Mr.
Jeremy White had carefully collected a list of

£.50 to one man
and for nonpayment, all his the dissenting sufferers, and of their sufferings ;
goods carried away in about ten cart-loads and had the names of sixty thousand persons
They spare neither widows, nor fatherless, nor who had suffered on a religious account, bepoor families, nor leave them so much as a bed tween the restoration of King Charles II and
to lie upon: thus the informers are both wit- the revolution of King William, five thousand
nesses and parties, to the ruin of great numbers of whom died in prison. That Mr White told
Lord Dorset that King James had offered him a
* Sewel, p. 588, 593.
thousand guineas for the manuscript, but that
t The acts or penal laws on which they suffered he refused all invitations and rewards, and con"were these
cealed the black record, that it might not appear
Some few suffered on 27 Henry VIFI., cap. xx.
to the disreputation of the Church of England,
Others on 1 Ehz., cap. ii., for twelve-pence a Sunfor which some of the clergy sent him their
day.
thanks, and offered him an acknowledgment,
5 Eliz., cap. xxiii., de excommu. capiendo.
which he generously refused. The reader will
23 Rliz., cap. i., for £20 a month.
29 Eliz., cap. vi., for more speedy and due execu- form his own judgment of the truth of these
;

facts.
It is certain that, besides those who sufon pain of fered in their own country, great numbers redeath
tired to the plantations of New-England, Penn3 King James I., cap. iv.,for better discovering and
Many
sylvania, and other parts of America.
suppressing popish recusants.
transported themselves .and their effects into
13th and 14lh of King Charles II., against QuaEnglish
churches
the
of
filled
Holland,
t
and
kers, &c., transportation.
17 Chailes II., cap. ii., against Nonconformists.
»
22 King Charles II., cap. i., against seditious conPreface to Delaune's Plea, p. 5.
venticles
t History of the Stuarts, p. 715.
Mr. Howe. Mr. Shower, Mr.
N. B. The Qnnk"rs were not much affected with
X Among these were
the Corporaiion and Test Acts, because they would Nat. Tayliir, Mr. Papillon, Sir John Thompson (afnot lake an oaih
terward I ord Havershaiii), Sir John Guise, and Sir
Nor with the Oxford Five-mile Act, which cut the Patience Wan). The Males of Holland treated the
English refugees with particular respect. But as it
others to pieces.

tion of last statute.
35 Eliz., cap. i., for abjuring the realm

;

—
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Amsterdam, the Hague, Utrecht, Leyden, Rotterdam, and other parts. If we admit the dissenting families of the several denominations in
England to be one hundred and fifty thousand,
and that each family suffered no more than the
loss of £3 or £4 per annum from the Act of
Uniformity, the whole will amount to twelve or
fourteen millions
a prodigious sum for those
times! But these are only conjectures; the
damage to the trade and property of the nation
was undoubtedly immense and the wounds
that were made in the estates of private families were deep and large, many of whom, to my
certain knowledge, wear the scars of them to
;

;

this day.
When the Protestant Dissenters rose up into
public view as a distinct body, their long sufferings had not very much diminished th'eir numbers which, though not to be compared with
those of the Establishment, or the Tories and
Roman Catholics, were yet so considerable as
to be capable of turning the scale on either side,
according as they should throw in their weight,
which might possibly be owing, among others,
to the following reasons
1. To their firmness and constancy in a long
course of suffering, which convinced the world
that they were not actuated by humour, but conscience.
2. To their doctrine and manner of preaching,
;

:

which was

plain and practical, accompanied
address to the conTheir doctrines were those of the first
Reformers, which were grown out of fashion in
the Church and their way o{ worship was simple and plain, without the ornament of rites and
ceremonies.
3. To the severity of their morals, at a time
whe-n the nation was sunk mto all kinds of vice
and luxury, from which they preserved themselves, in a great measure, untainted.
Their
conversation was sober and virtuous. They observed the Lord's Day with religous strictness.
and had a universal reputation for justice and

with a

warm and awakening

science.

;

integrity in their dealings.
4. To the careful and strict education of their
children, whom they impressed with an early

sense of scriptural religion, and educated in
their own way, as they nad opportunity, under
private schoolmasters of their own principles.
5. To a concern for a succession of able and
learned ministers for which purpose they encouraged private academies in several parts of
the kingdom; and it is remarkable that many
gentlemen and substantial citizens devoted their
children to the ministry, at a time when they
had nothing in view but worldly discouragements.
6. To the persecuting zeal of the High Church
party, attended with an unconanon licentiousness of manners.
If their zeal against the
Nonconfi)rmists had produced a greater sanctity of life and severity of morals among them;

men
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had been

less offensive: but to sec
destitute of common virtue signing war-

selves,

it

rants of distress upon their neighbours, only
for worshipping God peaceably at a separate
meeting, when they themselves hardly worshipped fiod at all, made some apprehend there
was nothing at all in religion, and others resolve to take their lot with a more sober people.
Finally, To the spirit and principles of Toryism, which began to appear ruinous to the
nation.
The old English Constitution was in
a manner lost, while the Church and prerogative had been trampling on the Dissenters, who
had stood firm to it for twenty years, in the
n)idst of reproaches and sufi'erings.
This vvaa
the consequence of Tory measures
and popery being now coming in at the gap they had
made, the most resolved Protestants saw their
error, entertained a favourable opinion of the
Dissenters, and many of them joined their congregations.
To return to the history. The Dissenters
being now easy, it was resolved to turn the artillery of the prerogative against the Church,
and make them feel a little of the smart they
had given others the king and his priests were
thoroughly enraged with their opposition to the
court, and therefore appointed commissioners
throughout England to inquire what money had
been raised, or what goods had been seized by
distress on Dissenters, on prosecutions for recusancy, and not brought to account in the exchequer. In the Gazette of March 5, 1687, it
was advertised that the commissioners appointed to examine into the losses of the Dissenters
and recusants, within the several counties of
Gloucester, Worcester, and Monmouth, were
to hold their sessions for the said counties at
Others were apthe places therein mentioned.
pointed for the counties of Middlesex, Essex,
&c., to inquire what money or goods had been
taken or received for any matters relating to
religion since Septeinber 29, 1677, in any of the
They
counties for which they were named.
were to return the names of all persons wlio
had seized goods or received money. The parties themselves, if alive, were obliged to appear, and give an account; and if dead, their
representatives were to appear before the cominissioners for them. This struck terror into the
whole tribe of informers, the confiding justices,
and others, who expected now to be ruined
but, says Dr. Calamy. the Protestant Dissenters generously refused to appear against their
enemies, upon assurances given by leading persons, both clergy and laity, that no such methods should be used for the future, Had this
inquiry proceeded, and the Dissenters universally come into it, a black and fraudulent scone
;

;

;

has been pertinently observed,

would have been opened, which now will be
concealed.
Bishop Burnet says, "The king
ordered them to inquire into all the vexatitius
suits into which the Dissenters had been brought
in the spiritual courts, and into all the compositions they had been forced to ni;ike to redeem

found learning, and most sweet, ingenuous, and gen
tie temper, entitled him to the esteem of the greatest
an'1 l)est men in the land of ail persuasions; that
such a one at that time could not have a safe and
quiet habitation in his native country.
T<mg's Ijijt
of Shotver, p. 51. Ed.

themselves from farther trouble, which, as was
would have brought to light a scandalous
discovery of all the ill practices of those courts;
lor the use that many who heh)n!^ to thos<- courts
had made of tlie laws with relation to Dissenters was, to draw presents from such a.s could
make them, threatening them with a process in

it was a reproach to
ibis nation that, in particular, so excellent a person
as Mr. Howe, whose unaffected piety, polite and pro

—

said,

—

—

—
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failed to do that, and, upon doing it,
leaving them at full liberty to neglect the laws
The commission
as much as they pleased.
subsisted till the Ilevolution, and it was hoped,"
says his lordship, " that this would have animated the Dissenters to turn upon the clergy
with some of that fierceness with which they
themselves had been lately treated."* But llicy
took no advantage of the disposition of the court,
nor of the opportunity that was put into their
hands of making reprisals on their adversaries
which shows the truly generous, and Christian
spirit of those confessors for religion, and deserved a more grateful acknowledgment.
To humble the clergy yet farther, his majesty, by the advice of Jefferies, erected a new ecclesiastical commission, though the act which
took away the High Commission in 1641 had
provided that no court of that nature should be
erected for the future
but the king, though a
papist, assumed the supremacy, and directed a
commission to the Archbishop of Canterbury,
Jefferies the chancellor, the Bishops of Durham
and Rochester; to the Earl of Sunderland, president of the Council
Herbert and Wright, lordchief justices, and Jcnncr, recorder of London,
or any three of them, provided the chancellor
was one, "to exercise all manner of jurisdiction and pre-eminence touching any spiritual
or ecclesiastical jurisdictions, to visit, reform,
redress, and amend all abuses, offences, contempts, and enormities which by the spiritual or
ecclesiastical laws might be corrected.
They
were also to inquire into all the misdemeanors
and contempts which might be punished by the
censures of the Church, and to call before them
all ecclesiastical persons of what degree and
tiignity soever, and punish the offenders by excommunications, suspensions, deprivations, or
other ecclesiastical censures," &c.t This was
a terrible rod held out to the clergy, and if the
commissioners had had time to proceed in their
inquiries according to the mandates sent to the
chancellors and archdeacons of the several dio<nesses, they would have felt more of the effects
of that arbitrary power which their indiscreet
conduct had brought on the nation but Providence was kinder to them than they had been

case they

;

;

;

Roman Catholics were in the commission, and,
consequently, the enemies of the Protestant religion were to be its judges.
But his majesty, not being willing to rely altogether on the Oxford decree, nor on the
fashionable doctrines of passive obedience and
nonresistance, which had been preached up for
above twenty years as the unalterable doctrines
of the Church of England, in order to support
his extraordinary proceedings, resolved to augment his standing forces to fifteen thousand
men. He was apprehensive of a snake in the
grass, or a secret reserve, that might break out
when the Church itself came to be pinched
he therefore ordered his army to encamp on
Hounslow Heath, under the command of the
Earl of Feversham, to awe the city, and be at
hand upon any emergency
the officers and
many of the soldiers were Irish papists, and
they had a public chapel in which mass was
said every day, so that it was believed the king
might introduce what religion he pleased.* It
was dangerous to speak or write against his
majesty's proceedings for when the Rev. Mr.
Johnson, a clergyman, ventured to publish a
writing, directed to the Protestant officers of
the army, to dissuade them from being tools of
the court to subvert the Constitution and Protestant religion, diligent search was made for
him, and being apprehended, he was sentenced
to stand three times in the pillory, to be degraded of his orders, to be whipped from Newgate
;

;

;

to
all

Tyburn, and to he fined five hundred marks
which was executed with great severity.!

;

through his ignorance of the laws, having
no objection to the legality of it; with the purpose
of doing as much good, and preventing as much.
this matter,

evil,

as the times

would permit.

In the execution

it, he pleaded that he had studied to moderate
and restrain the violence of others, never giving his
consent to any irregular and arbitrary sentence, but
His
declaring against every extravagant decree.
opinions, he said, were always so contrary to the
humours of the court, that he often thought himself
to be really in as much hazard from the commission
itself, by his non-compliance, as any of his brethren
could be that were out of it. And at last, rather
than concur in the prosecution of such as refused
to read the king's declaration, he solemnly took his
to their brethren t The commission was grant- leave and withdrew from the court.
Grey's Examed the beginning of April, but was not opened ination, vol. iii., p. 405, 406. Ed.
* Gazette, No. 2192.
the Archbishop of
till the beginning of August
t Mr. Johnson, previously to his sufferings, was
Canterbury was afraid to act in it ;<J Durham
was so lifted up, says Burnet, that he said his degraded in the chapter-house of St. Paul's on the
22d of November, 1686. He bore the whipping, on
would
now
in
history
and
name
be recorded
the 1st of December following, with great fortitude.
Sprat, bishop of Rochester, in hopes of farther The Revolution restored him to his liberty the degSome radation was annulled the judgment given against
preferment, swam with the stream.
him was declared illegal and cruel and a pension
* Burnet, vol. iii., p. MO, 141, Edinb. edit.
of £300 a year for his own and son's life was grantea
to him, with £1000 in money, and a place of £100 a
Burnet, p. 82.
t Welwood. p. 198.
iyear for his son. His temper, which was haughty,
J) It is said that he took exception at the lawfulness of the commission itself. But then, on its be- rough, and turbulent, rendered his solicitations for a
ing opened, he did not appear and declare against it, bishopric, and two addresses of the Lords recomunsuccessful. He had
as judging it to be against law, contenting himself mending him to preferment,
with not going to it and it was not at first appre- been chaplain to Lord Russel, and was a man of conhended that he made a matter of conscience of it. siderable learning and abilities, of great firmness and
Hp was of a timorous nature, and cautious of doing fortitude of mind. In 1683-4 he had incurred a
anythins that might eventually be prejudicial to his heavy sentence in the King's Bench, being fined five
Bur- hundred marks, and committed to the prison till it
great ohiect, which was to enrich his nephew.
ner, vol. lii., p. 82, 83.
Grey's Examination, vol iii., was paid, and sureties for his good behaviour for a
year were found. This penalty was incurred by the
p. 405.— Ed.
Though the Bi.^ihop of Rochester might, from publication of a book entitled '• Julian the Apostate,"
views to preferment, be induced to act in a commis- in 1682, intended to expose the doctrines of passire
sion to which he was, without his knowledge, na- obedience and nonresistance; and to show the great
med, yet he is stated to have acted with integrity in diflFerence between the case of the primitive Chris-

of

;

:

;

;

li

;

;

;

II

—

—

—
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Affairs in Scotland were in equal forwardness with those of England the Parliament
which met at Edinburgh in May, 1685, while
the persecution continued, declared their abhorrence of all principles derogatory to the
;

king's absolute power, and offered their lives
and fortunes to defend it against all opposers.
They passed an act, making it death to resort
and
to any conventicles in houses or fields
declared it high treason to give or take the national Covenant, or to write in defence of it.
They also obliged the subjects of Scotland to
take an oath, when required, to maintain the
king's absolute power, on pain of banishment.
Popery made very considerable advances in
that kingdom, and several persons of character
changed their religion with the times.* But
the
the populace were in the other extreme
Earl of Perth, having set up a private chapel
for mass, the mob broke into it with such fury
that they defaced and destroyed the whole furniture, for which one of them was apprehended
When the English court changed
and hanged.
measures, the Scots Parliament agreed to a
suspension of the penal laws during the king's
but his majesty insisting upon an entire
life
repeal, which they declined, he dissolved them.
clergy were obsequious to the
Episcopal
The
court, and in many places so sunk into sloth
and ignorance, that the lower people were quite
indifferent in matters of religion but the Presbyterians, though now freed from the severities they had smarted under so many years,
;

;

;

;

expressed upon all occasions an unconquerable
aversion to popery, and by degrees roused the
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Matters being now ripe for attacking the
Church of England in form, it was resolved
to begin with making an example of some of
their leading divines
Dr. Sharpe, rector of St.
Giles's, having disobeyed the king's order of not
preaching on the controverted points, and spoken disrespectfully of the king's religion in one
of his sermons, the Bishop of London was ordered to suspend him but the bishop, with all
respect and duty to his majesty, sent word that
he could not proceed in such a summary way,
but that when the cause was heard in the Commons, he would pronounce such sentence as
the canons should warrant
and in the mean
:

;

;

would desire the doctor

time,
ing.*

to forbear preachcourt resenting the bishop's denial,
cited himt before the ecclesiastical commission
August 4, where he was treated by Jefferies in
a manner unbecoming his character. The bishop excepted to the authority of the court, as
contrary to law, and added, that he had complied in the doctor's case as far as the ecclesiHowever, notwithastical laws would permit.
standing all that his lordship could say in his
defence, he was suspended ab officio,t and the
Bishops of Durham, Rochester, and Peterborough were appointed commissioners, to exerBut
cise jurisdiction during his suspension.
Dr. Sharpe, after having expressed his sorrow,
in a petition, for falling under the king's displeasure, was dismissed with a gentle reprimand, and suffered to return to the exercise of
his function.
The king's next attempt was upon the uni-

The

versities

;

he began with Cambridge, and com-

whole nation out of

their lethargy.
In Ireland things had still a more favourable
aspect for the court the king had a greater dependance on the Irish Catholicst than upon any
Colonel Talbot, earl of
other of his subjects.
Tyrconnel, was made lord-lieutenant of that
country, a vile and profligate officer, who scrupled no kind of barbarity and wickedness to
he broke several Protestant
serve his cause
:

;

army, and by degrees turned them
out to make room for papists. All officers,
both civil and military, were put into the hands
of the vilest miscreants there was not a Protthe charters
estant sheriff left in that kingdom
were taken away, and new modelled in favour
of papists. The corporations were dissolved,
and all things managed with an arbitrary hand,
so that many, imagining the massacring knife
to be at their throats, left the kingdom ; some
transporting themselves into England, and others into more remote and distant countries.
Thus far the prerogative prevailed withoutany

officers in the
all

;

;

have

who had

the laivs

m

;

:

;

—

repulse.
tians,

* Burnet, p. 83-85.
t Dr. Compton, the Bishop of London, had, by a
conduct worthy of his bn-th and station
the Church,
acquired the love and esteem of all the Protestant
churches at home and abroad and for that reason,
was the mark of the etivy and hatred of the Romish
party at court.
He made a distinguishing figure in
the following reigns.
He was the youngest son of
Spencer, earl of Northampton, who was killed in
the civil wars. After having studied three years at
the university, and made the usual tour of Europe,
he became a cornet in the royal regiment of guards i
which gave occasion to the following bon-mot King
James, discoursing with him on some tender point,
was so little pleased with his answers, that he told
him, '• He talked more like a colonel than a bishop."
To which he replied, " That his majesty did him
honour in taking notice of his having formerly drawn
his sword in defence of the Constitution and that
he should do the same again, if he lived to see it necessary."
Accordingly, he appeared in arms again
a little before the Revolution, and at the head of a
fine troop of gentlemen and their attendants, carried
off the Princess Anne, and marched into NottingWelwood's Memoirs, \t. 175; and Granger's
ham.
History of England, vol. iv., p. 283, 284.— Eo.

the Imrs against them,

on our

Tillolson, p. 216,
* Burnet, vol.

side.

— Birch's Life

and

ours,

who

of Archbishop

&c.— Ed.
iii.,

p. 86, 90.

% Though Bishop Compton was thus deprived of
his Epi.scopal power, he still retained his other capacities, particularly as a governor of Sutton's
pital, and preserved the intrepidity of his spirit.

when an attempt was made, by

HosFor

t So hostile to the cause of liberty were the Irish
Catholics, that, not content with oppressing it in
their own kingdom, they encouraged the emigration
of their own body with a view to check its spread
beyond the Atlantic. For they suggested to King
James, to grant, in heu of lands, money to such of
their countrymen as were willing to transport themselves into New-England to advance the Catholic
faith there, and check the growing independence of
that country.
Life of Dr. Increase Mather, p. 43.

the recommendation
of the king, to introduce a papist as a pensioner, contrary to the statutes of that institution, the bishop, in
conjunction with some other trustees, so firmly opposed the encroachment upon the rights of the foundation, that the court and commissioners saw fit, in
the end, to desist from their design. Life of Bishop
Compton, p. 45 where, from p. 22-39, and Biographia Britamiica, vol. iv., article Compton, p. 55, 56,
second edition, may be seen a full account of his

Ed.

prosecution.— Ed.

;

—

—

—

t
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Dr. Peachel, the vice-chancellor, to admit one Albin Francis, a Benedictine monk, to
the degree of M.A., without administering to
him any oath or oaths whatsoever all which,
his majesty declared, he would dispense with.^
The vice-chancellor, having read the letter to
the congregation of regents, it was agreed to
but,
petition the king to revoke his mandate
instead of complying with their petition, the
king sent for the vice-chancellor before the ecclesiastical commission, by whom he was sus-

manded

;

;

pended ab officio el baicficio, for disobedience
and
and contempt of the king's commands
Dr. Balderston, master of Emanuel College, was
chosen vice-chancellor in his room.
Soon after, the king sent a mandamus to the
vice-president of Magdalen College, Oxford, and
to the fellows, to choose Mr. Farmer, a man
;

ill reputation, their president, in the room of
but, in defiance of the
Dr. Clarke, deceased
king's mandate, they chose Dr. Hough, for
which they were cited before the ecclesiastical
commissioners but having proved Farmer to
be a man of bad character, the king relinquished
him, and ordered them by another mandate to
choose Dr. Parker, bishop of Oxford. The fellows, having agreed to abideby their first choice,
refused to elect the bishop, as contrary to their
Upon which the commissioners were
statutes.
sent to visit them, who, after sundry inquiries
and examinations, deprived Dr. Hough, and inand the
stalled the Bishop of Oxford by proxy
fellows, refusing to sign a submission to their
new president, twenty-five of them were deprived, and made incapable of any benefice.
Parker died soon after, and one of the popish
bishops was by mavdamus chosen president in
his place
which inflamed the Church party so
far, that they sent pressing messages to the
Prince of Orange, desiring him to espouse the
cause of the Church, and break with the king,
Thus
if he would not redress their grievances.
the very first beginnings of resistance to Kini
James came from that very university which
but /our years before, had pronminced this doctrine
damnable by a sokinn decree ; and from those

of

;

;

;

;

men who were

very

most

afterward King William's
enemies.J

bitter

time, prayed and entreated the Dissenters to
appear on their side, and stand by the Estabmaking large promises of favour and

lishment,
brotherly

affection,

if

ever

they

came

into

power.

The

king, notwithstanding the stubbornnesw
of the clergy, called a council, in which he declared bis resolution to issue out a declaratioa
for a general liberty of conscience to all persons, of what persuasion soever;* "which he
was moved to do by having observed, that

though a uniformity of worship had been endeavoured to be established within this kingdom, in the successive reigns of four of his
predecessors, assisted by their respective Parliaments, yet it had proved altogether ineffectual.
That the restraint upon the consciences
of Dissenters had been very prejudicial to the
nation, as was sadly experienced by the horrid
rebellion in the time of his majesty's fatherThat the many penal laws made against Dissenters had rather increased than lessened the
number of them and that nothing could moreconduce to the peace and quiet of this kingdom,
and the increase of the number as well as the
trade of his subjects, than an entire liberty of
conscience, it having always been his opinion,
as most suitable to the principles of Christianity, that no man should be persecuted for confor he thought conscience could
science' sake
not be forced, and that it could never be the
true interest of a king of England to endeavour
;

;

to

do

it."t

This speech meeting with no opposition in
the Council, his majesty, on the 4th of April,
caused his gracious declaration for liberty of
conscience to be published.! In the preamble
to which, his majesty does not scruple to say,
"that he cannot but heartily wish (as it will
easily be believed) that all his subjects were
members of the Catholic Church, yet it is his
opinion that conscience ought not to be forced,
for the reasons mentioned in the foregoing
speech," which he rehearses at large and then
adds, "By virtue of his royal prerogative, he
thinks fit to issue out his declaration of indulgence, making no doubt of the concurrence of
his two houses of Parliament, when he shall
;

The more desperate

the war grew between grant out licenses directed to the bishops and their
the king and the Church, the more necessary officers, to the judges, justices, and all others whom
did both parties find it to show kindness to the it may concern. The licenses were to this effect
" that the king's pleasure is, that the several persons
Dissenters
for tliis purpose, his majesty sent
agents among them, offering them the royal fa- (named in a schedule annexed) be not prosecuted or
molested, 1. For not taking the oaths of allegiance
vour, and all manner of encouragement, if they
and supremacy or, 2. Upon the prerogative writ for
would concur with him in abrogating the penal £20 a month or, 3. Upon outlawries, or excmn. calaws and test he invited some of their minis- piend. for the said causes or, 4. For not receiving
ters to court, and pretended to consult them in the sacrament or, 5. By reason of their conviction
the present crisis.^ The clergy, at the same for recusancy or exercise of their religion, a command
to stay proceedings already begun for any of thf
* Burnet, p. 114,115.
causes aforesaid." The price for any one of these
but if several
t It will be thought but justice to the memory of licenses was £10 for a single person
Bishop Sprat to state what he himself declared was joined, the price was £16, and eight persons might
There were not very
nis conduct on this and the two preceding occasions. join in taking out one license.
It was this
he resolutely persisted in his dissent many Dissenters that took out these licenses.
from every vote that passed against Magdalen Col- Tong's Life of Mr. Matthew Henrxj, p. 45, 46, 12mo.
* Gazette, No. 2226.
lege he opposed to the utmost the violent persecu- —Ed.
tion upon the University of Cambridge; and he
t Under all the pretences of tenderness, liberal
gave his positive vote for the bishop's acquittal both policy, and wisdom, which gilded over the king's
:

;

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

—

;

times, when his suspension came in question.
J)r.
Grey's Examination, p. 406, 407.-— Ed.
X Burnet, p. 701.
^ Among other measures, which e.^cpressed the
disposition of the court towards Dissenters, was the
power with which some gentlemen were invested to

speech, "it was well understood," observes Sir John
Reresby, " that his view was to divide the Protestant churches, divide el impera ; that so the papists
might with the more ease possess themselves of the
Memoirs, p. 243. Ed.
liighest place."
t Gazette, No. 2231.

—

—
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think it convenient for them to meet.
he declares that he will protect and maintain his archbishops, bishops, and clergy, and
all other his subjects of the (;!hurch of England,
in the free exercise of their religion as by law
established, and in the quiet and full enjoyment
of their possessions. Secondly, That it is his
first,

royal will and pleasure that all penal laws for
nonconformity to the religion established, or by
reason of the exercise of religion in any manner
whatsoever, be immediately suspended. And
to the end that, by the liberty hereby granted,
the peace and security of the government in
the practice thereof may not be endangered, he
strictly charges and commands all his subjects,
that as he freely gives them leave to meet and
serve God after their own way, be it in private
houses or places purposely hired and built for
that use, so that they take special care that
nothing be preached or taught among them

which may tend to alienate the hearts of his
people from him or his government
and that
their meetings or assemblies be peaceably,
openly, and publicly held, and all persons freely
admitted to them and that they signify and
make known to some one or more of the next
justices of peace what place or places they set
apart for such uses.
And he is desirous to
have the benefit of the service of all his subjects, which by the law of nature is inseparably
annexed and inherent to his royal person. And
that none of his subjects may be for the future
;

;

under any discouragements or disability, who
are otherwise well inclined, and fit to serve
him, by reason of some oaths or tests that have
usually been administered upon such occasions,
he hereby farther declares, that it is his will
and pleasure that the oaths of supremacy and
allegiance, and the several tests and declarations mentioned in the acts of Parliament made
in the 25th and 30th of his brother's reign, shall
not hereafter be required to be taken, declared,
or subscribed, by any persons whatsoever, who
are or shall be employed in any office, or place
of trust, either civil or military, under him or in
his government.
And it is his intention from
time to time hereafter to grant his royal dispensation to all his subjects, so to be employed,

who

shall not take the said oaths, or subscribe
or declare the said tests or declarations.
And

he does hereby give his free and ample pardon
to all Nonconformist recusants, and other his
subjects, for all crimes and things by them
conmiitted, or done contrary to the penal laws
formerly made relating to religion, and the profession or exercise thereof

And

although the

freedom and assurance he has hereby given in
relation to liberty and property might be sufficient to remove from the minds of his subjects
all fears and jealousies in relation to either, yet
he thinks fit to declare, that he will maintain
them in all their properties and possessions, as
well of church and abbey lands, as in other
their estates and properties whatsoever."*
* The operation of this declaration extended beyond England or Scotland for it proved beneficial
to the people of New-England, whose religious liberties as well as their civil rights were near expiring
and who had been told by some in power, " They
;

;

must not think to have the privileges of Englishmen
follow them to the ends of the earth and they had
nomore privileges left them than to be bought and
;

;
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A declaration of the same nature was sent to
Scotland, in which the king, "by virtue of his
prerogative royal, and absolute authority and.
power over all his subjects, who are bound to
obey him without reserve, repeals all the severe laws made by his grandfather King James
I., and takes off all disabilities from his Roman
Catholic subjects, which rend-^red them incapable of employments and benefices.
He also
slackened the laws against moderate Presbyterians, and promised never to force his subjects by any invincible necessity to change their
religion.
He also repealed all laws imposing
tests on those who held any employments."*
This was strange conduct, says Bishop Burnet, in a Roman Catholic monarch, at a time
when his brother of France had just broke the
Edict of Nantes, and was dragooning his Protestant subjects out of his kingdom.
But the
bishop suspects the king's sincerity in his decfrom his promising to use no invincible necessity to force his subjects to change
their religion, as if there was a reserve, and

laration,

that some degrees of compulsion might be proper one time or other
which seems to have
been a parallel case to the doctrine of the Church
concerning nonresistance. However, by another proclamation, the king granted full liberty to
the Scots Presbyterians to set up conventicles
in their own way, which they thankfully accept;

but when his majesty pressed them to dised
pose their friends to concur with him in taking
off the test and penal laws, which they knew
was only to serve the papists, they answered
only in cold and general terms.
In pursuance of these declarations, the Dissenters of all sorts were not only set at liberty,
but admitted to serve in all offices of profit and
trust.
November 6, the king sent an order to
the Lord-mayor of London to dispense with the
Quakers taking oaths,! or, at least, not to fine
them if they refused to serve, by which means
a door was opened to the Roman Catholics, and
to all others, to bear offices in the state without
Several addresses were
a legal qualification.
presented to the king upon this occasion from
the companies in the city of London, from the
corporations in the country, and even from the
clergy themselves, thanking his majesty for his
;

sold as slaves." Upon the liberty which the declaration afforded them. Dr. Increase Mather was deputed to take a voyage to England, with addresses of
thanks to the king from various towns and churches
though the measure was opposed by the rulers of the
province. When he presented them, he was graciously received, and was admitted to dilferent and repeated audiences with the king, who, on leceiving the
addresses, said, " You shall have Magna Charla for
liberty of conscience:" and on its being intimated to
him by two of his courtiers, at one of the audiences,
that the favour shown to New-England would have
a good mfluence on the body of Dissenters in England, his reply was, " He believed so, and it should be
done." Life nf Dr. Increase Mather, p. 37, &C. Ed.
* Echard, p. 1083.
Burnet, p. 136.
+ Sewel informs us, that the king carried his condescension to the Quakers so far, that a countryman
of that persuasion coming to him with his hat on his
head, the king took off his own hat and held it under his arm which the other seeing, said, " The
:

king needs not keep off his hat for me." To which
his majesty replied, " You do not know the custom
here, for that requires that but one hat must be on

here."— ^^ewer* History,

p.

609.—Ed.

——

—
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declaration for liberty of conscience, and his
promise to support the Church of England as by
law established, assuring him of their endeavours to choose such members for the next
Parliament as should give it a more legal sanction.

The several denominations of Dissenters also
were no less thanidul for their liberty, and addressed his majesty in higher strains than some
of their elder and more cautious ministers apMr. Baxter, Mr. Strelton, and a great
proved
many others, refused to join in them and Bishop Burnet admits* that few concurred in those
addresses,! and that the persons who presented
;

;

them were mean and inconsiderable. When
there was a general meeting of the ministers
to consider of their behaviour in this crisis, and
two messengers from court waited to carry
back the result of the debate, Mr. Howe delivered his opinion against the dispensing power,
and against everything that might contribute
assistance to the papists to enable them to subAnother minisvert the Protestant religion.!
ter stood up, and declared, ij that he apprehended their late sufferings had been occasioned
more by their firm adlierence to the Constitution than their differing from the Establish-

and therefore, if the king expected they
should give up the Constitution and declare for
the dispensing power, he had rather, for his part,
lose his liberty, and return to his former bondIn conclusion, Mr. Howe, in his sumage.
ming up the whole debate, signified to the courtiers that they were, in general, of the same

ment

;

II

opinion.
Mr. Coke adds, that to his knowledge
the Dissenters did both dread and detest the
dispensing power and their steadiness in this
crisis was a noble stand by a number of men
who subsisted only by the royal favour, which
ought not to have been so soon forgotten.
Though the court were a little disappointed
;

*

Page

140.

t Dr. Grey controverts the above assertions of
Bishop Burnet he has given at length eight addresses from different bodies of Dissenters, in different
parts of the kingdom, as specimens of the courtly,
not to say firlsome and flattering strains, which they
on this occasion adopted: and he refers to the Gazettes
of the times, as furnishing about seventy other com:

positions of the same kind ; in which this oppressed
body, emancipated from their sufferings, fears, and
dangers, poured forth the sentiments of loyalty and
Mr. Stretton, mentioned above, who had
gratitude.

been ejected from Petworth in Sussex, and afterward gathered a congregation in London, which assembled at Haberdasher's Hall, was a minister of
great reputation and influence an active and a useHe made use of the liberty granted
ful character.
by the king's proclamation, but never did nor would
join in any address of thanks for it, lest he should
seem to give countenance to the king's assuming a
power above the law and he was instrumental to prevent several addresses.— Hc/mt/'s Funeml Sermon for
Grey's ExaJiiination, vol. iii., p. 410Stretton, p. 45.
416.— Ed.
t Gazette, No. 2234.
gentleman
was Dr. Daniel Williams, who
This
^
pursued the argument with such clearness and
strength, that all present rejected the motion, and
the court agents went away disappointed. There
;

;

was a meeting, at
number of the city

the same time, of a considerable
clergy, waiting the issue of their
greatly animated and encouraged by the bold and patriotic resolution of the
dissenting ministers.
Life of Dr. Williams, prefuxed
to his Practical Discourses, vol. i., p. 10.
Ed.
Howe's Life, p. 134.
deliberations,

who were

—

II

expectations from the Dissenters, they
put the best face they could on the atfair, and
received such addresses as were presented with
high commendation. The first who went up
were the London Anabaptists, who say, that
"the sense of this invaluable favour and benefit
derived to us from your royal clemency compels us to prostrate ourselves at your majesty's
i'eet with the tender of our most humble thanks
for that peace and liberty which both we, and
all other Dissenters from the National Church,,
now enjoy.""
Next came the Presbyterians,! '• who acknowledge his majesty's princely compassion
in rescuing them from their long sufferings, in
restoring to God the empire over conscience,
and publishing to the world his royal Christian
judgment, that conscience may not be forced
and his resolution that such force should not
be attempted in his reign, Avliich they pray may
be long."
Then followed the Independents
" Sir, the great calamity we have been a long
time under, through the severe execution of the
penal laws in matters of religion, has made us
deeply sensible of your majesty's princely clemency towards us your dissenting subjects, especially since, in the indulgence vouchsafed, there
are no limitations hindering the enjoyment of it
with a good conscience, and that your majesty
publisheth to the world that it has been your
constant sense and opinion that conscience
ought not to be constrained, nor people forced
in matters of mere religion. "$ About the same
time was published the humble and thankful,
address of the London Quakers,iJ to this purpose " May it please the king
Though we
are not the first in this way, yet we hope we
are not the least sensible of the great favours
we are come to present the king our humble,
open, and hearty thanks for.
rejoice to
in their

;

!

We

* Gazette, No. 2234. For some very .sensible remarks on this address, see To^dmin's History of ProtDissenters, p. 291.^C.
This address had about

estayit

thirty hands to it; it.
Chester, Mr. SlatMr. Cox, Mr. Roswell, Mr. Turner, Mr. Franklin, Mr. Deal, and Mr. Reynolds.
It is preserved at
length, with the king's answer, in the " Biographia
Britannica," vol. i., article Alsop.
It was supposed
to have been drawn up by Mr. Alsop, whose feelings
and gratitude, on the free pardon which the king had
given to his son, convicted of treasonable practices,
may be reckoned to have had great influence in dictating and promoting it.
After the spirited resolution mentioned above had been carried, some of the
ministers were privately closeted with King James,
and some few received particular and personal favours by these fascinating arts they were brought
over. And their conduct had its weight in producing
similar addresses from the country. Part of the king's
answer deserves to be recorded as a monument of his
insincerity, and a warning that kings can degrade
themselves by recourse to duplicity and falsehood.
" Gentlemen," said Jamesi " I protest before God,
t

was presented by Mr. Hurst Mr.
ter,

:

and

I

desire

yon

to tell all

manner

of jieople, of all

per.suasions, that I have no other design than I have
spoken of. And, gentlemen, 1 hope to live to see the
day when you shall as well have Magna Charta for
the liberty of conscience, as you have had for your
properties." The ministers went away satisfied with
the welcome which they had received from the pleasant countenances of the courtiers, and the courteouswords, looks, and behaviour of his majesty. Palmer's Nonconformists' Memorial, vol. ii., p. 13.
Ed. ^ Sewel, p. 606.
t Gazette, No. 2238.

t
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see the day that a king of England should, from
his royal seat, so universally assert this royal
principle, that conscience ought not to be restrained, nor people forced for matters of religion."*
The several addresses above mention-

Bill, in the first
year of Queen Anne, say, " that in the last and
greatest danger the Church was exposed to,

the restoration of liberty.
And though it must be allovi^ed that some
few Dissenters, from an excess of joy, or, it
may be, from a strong resentment against their
late persecutors, published some severe pam-

should be turned out of their freeholds for not
reading the king's declaration, and that the
Nonconformists would be admitted into their
pulpits
as Dr. Sherlock, master of the Temple,
acknowledged in conversation to Mr. Howe ;*
and that, as the papists had already invaded the
universities, they would in a little time overset
the whole hierarchy.
In this distress, they
turned their eyes all around them for relief:
they applied to the Dissenters, giving them the
strongest assurances of a comprehension and
toleration in better times, if they would but assist in delivering them out of their present
troubles.
Bishop Burnet says that the clergy
here in England wrote to the Prince of Orange,
and desired him to send over some of the dissenting preachers, whom the violence of the
former times had driven into Holland, and to
prevail effectually with them to oppose any false
brethren whom the court might have gained
over and that they sent over very solemn assurances, which passed through his own hands,
that in case they stood firm now to the common
interest, they would in a better time come into
a comprehension of such as could be brought
into conjunction with the Church, and to a toleration of the rest.
Agreeably to these assurances, when the Rev. Mr. Howe, Mr. Mead, and
other refugee ministers, waited on the Prince

the Occasional

the Dissenters joined with her, with all imaginable zeal and sincerity, against the papists,
ed express their humble dependance on his their common enemies, showing no prejudice
to the Church, but the utmost respect to the
rights
their
secure
majesty's royal promise to
and properties, and that he will endeavour to bishops when sent to the Tower."
But as the king and ministry carried all beconcur
engage his two houses of Parliament to
with him in this good work. Here are no flights fore them, the Church party were in despair,
they saw themof expression, nor promises of obedience with- and almost at their wits' end
out reserve, but purely a sense of gratitude for selves on the brink of ruin, imagining that they
;

phlets, and gave too much countenance to the
measures of the court, as Mr. Lobb, Alsop, and
Penn the Quaker, yet the body of them kept at
a distance, and, " as thankful as they were for
their liberty," says Lord Halifax, " they were
neither can any member
fearful of the issue
of consideration among them be charged with
public
safety
by falling in with
hazarding the
the measures of the court, of which they had
;

And
as great a dread as their neighbours."}:
the Lords, in a conference with the House of
* There are, it has been justly observed to the edsome errors in the above e.xtract, viz., the word
royal instead of gloriojis, before principle; and the

itor,

—

omission of 7/iere before religion. Ed.
t Though Mr. Neal's character of the addresses

which he quotes be admitted as just, it will not apply to all which the Dissenters presented on this occasion " Some of them," Dr. Calamy observes, " ran
high." But for the strong language in which they
were expressed, or for tiie numbers to which they
amounted, an apology may be drawn from the excess
of joy with which the royal indulgence, thougli an
insidious measure, naturally inspired those who, for
many years, had groaned under the rod of persecu:

It should also be considered, that but very few,
comparatively, think deeply or look far. Present,
pleasing appearances mislead and captivate the generahty.
There is also a propensity in mankind to
follow those who take the lead, and a readiness to

;

;

tion.

credit and flatter royalty and greatness.
The Dissenters, however, not without reason, mcurred censure for " a vast crowd of congratulatory addresses,

complimenting the king in the highest manner, and
what mighty returns of loyalty they would
make ;" and were called '• the pope's journeymen to
carry on his work." But these censures came with
an ill grace, as Dr. Calamy remarks, " from the
Church party, who had set thein the pattern ;" who
in a most luxuriant manner had thanked King Charles
for dissolving one of the best Parliaments
who were
mighty forward in the surrender of charters and
who, in their fulsome addresses, made no other claim
to their liberties and civil rights than as concessions
from the crown, telling the king, " every one of his
commands was stamped with God's authority." The
University of Oxford, in particular, promised King
James to obey hirn without limitations or restrictions.
—Dr. Grey, and Calamy s Life of Howe, p. 137, 138.
protesting

;

;

—Ed.
X "The churchmen, on

their side," says Dr. Warner, "did all that lay in their power to establish a
union, as the only possible means of their joint security.
They published pamphlets from time to lime,
acknowledging their error in driving the Presbyterians to extremities confessing that they were not
enough upon their guard against the artifices of the
court, and promising a very different behaviour on
the re-establishment of their affairs.
It must be
owned that this conduct was dexterous, and sensible.
;

Vol. II.—T t

and

just.

It

must be

said,

however," observes this

author, " that they had not attained this wisdom till
it was almost too late ; at least, not during the space
of twenty years, and till by their absurd principles of
passive obedience, taught in their pulpits, and acts
of Parliament, they had enabled the king to become
arbitrary

and tyrannical.

It

is

no

less true, that

an

accusation hes against them of having forgotten this
promise alter the Revolution, as they did at the restoration of Charles ll."—Eccles. Hist., vol. ii., p. 639,

640.— Ed.
*

"Who

knows," said Dr. Sherlock, "but Mr.

Howe may be offered to be master of the Temple?"
Mr. Howe replied, " that he should not balk an opportunity of more public service, if offered on terms
he had no just reason to except against." But then
he added, " that he would not meddle with the emolument, otherwise than as a hand to convey it to the
legal proprietor."
Upon this, the doctor, not a little
transported with joy, rose up from his seat and embraced him, saying, "that he had always taken him
for that ingenuous, honest man that he now found
him to be." Mr. Howe afterward told this pass.age
to a dignitary of the Church, to whom the doctor
was well known signifying how little he was prepared to reply to a supposition that had not so much
as once entered into his thoughts before. The gentleman answered, " Sir, you say you had not once
thought of the case, or so much as supposed anything like it; but you must give me leave to tell you,
if you had studied the case seven years together, you
could not have said anything more to the purpose,
or more to the doctor's satisfaction."— Ca;a7«v's Life
of Howe, p. 141, 142.— Ed.
;

;;

;
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to return him thanks for the protecthe country, and to take their leave, his
highness made them some presents to pay their
and havdebts and deli ay their charges home
ing wished ttiem a good voyage, lie advised them
to be very cautious in their addresses, and not
to sutfer themselves to be drawn into the measures of the court so far as to open a door for
the introducing of popery, by desiring the taking off the penal laws and test, as was intended.*
He requested them, also, to use their influence with their brethren to lay them under
His highness sent orders
the same restraints.
likewise to Monsieur Dykvell, his resident, to
press the Dissenters to stand off from the court
and to assure them of a full toleration and comprehension, if possible, when the crown should
devolve on the Princess of Orange. Agents
were sent among the Dissenters to soften their
resentments against the Church, and to assure
them that for the future they would treat them
as brethren, as will he seen in the next chapter.
The Dissenters had it now in their power to
distress the Church party, and, it may be, to
have made reprisals, if they would have given
way to the revenge, and fallen heartily in with
They were strongly sothe king's measures.
the king preferred them
licited on both sides
to places of profit and trust, and gave them all
manner of countenance and encouragement
and the churchmen loaded them with promises
and assurances what great things they would
do for them, as soon as it should be in their
power. But, alas no sooner was the danger
over than the majority of them forgot their
vows in distress for when the Convocation
met the first time after the Revolution, ihty
vould not hear of a comprehension, nor so mucli
^s acknowledge the foreign churches for their
brethren, seeming rather inclined to return to
then old methods of persecution. So little dejendance ought to be placed on High Church

fo( Orange,
>'

..tion ot

;

;

!

;

promises

!

were sons of

now you are angels of light.
the only friend of liberty, and the
of persecution.
have teea

Belial,

Popery is now
known enemy

We

under shameful mistakes

if this

can be either

true or lasting."

The

goes on to insinuate, " that some
ministers had been bribed into the measures of
tliat they were under engagements,
the court
and empowered to give rewards to others, where
letter

;

Now if these or oththey could not persuade.
ers should preach up anger and vengeance
against the Church of England, ought they not
rather to be suspected of corruption, than to act
according to judgment ^ If they who thank the
king for his declaration should be engaged to
justify it in point of law, I am persuaded it is
more than the addressers are capable of doing.
There is a great difference between enjoying
quietly the advantage of an act irregularly done
but
by others, and becoming advocates for it
Take warning by
frailties are to he excused.
the mistake of the Church of England, when,
after the Restoration, they preserved so long
the bitter taste of your rough usage to them,
that it made them forget their interest, and sacIf you had now to do
rifice it to their revenge.
with rigid prelates, the argument might be fair
on your side but since the common danger has
so laid open the mistake, that all former haughtiness towards the Dissenters is forever extinguished, and the spirit of persecution is turned
into a spirit of peace, charity, and condescension, will you not he moved by such an examIf it be said the Church is only humble
ple
when it is out of power, the answer is, that is
uncharitable, and an unseasonable triumph hesides, it is not so in fact, for if she would comply with the court, she could turn all the thunder
upon yourselves, and blow you off the stage
but she will not be rescued by
with a breath
such unjustifiable means. You have formerly
very justly blamed the Church of England for
going too far in her compliance with the court
conclude, therefore, that you must break offyour
;

;

!

;

;

their present circumstances it was
accessary to flatter the Nonconformrsts, and friendship, or set no bounds to it. The Church
weaken the king's hands, by dissuading the is now convinced of its error, in being too sethe next Parliament will be gentle
Dissenters from placing any confidence in their vere to you
the next heir is bred in a country faaevv friends for this purpose, a pamphlet, writ- to you
r.en by the Marquis of Halifax, and published
mous for indulgence there is a general agree-')y advice of some of the most eminent dignitament of thinking men, that we must no more
ries of the Church, was dispersed, entitled " A cut ourselves ofl' from foreign Protestants, but
so that all things conLetter to a Dissenter upon occasion of his Maj- enlarge our foundations
esty's late gracious Declaration of Indulgence." spire to give you ease and satisfaction, if you
"
To conclude, the
it.
with
that
churchmen
are
not
anticipate
saying,
too
much
It begins
do not
surprised nor provoked at the Dissenters ac- short question is, Whether or no you will join
run the same
end
cepting the oifeis of ease from the late hard- with those who must in the
ships they lay under; but desired them to con- fate with you
If the Protestants of all sorts
sider, 1. The cause they have to suspect their have been to blame in their behaviour to each
new friends and, 2. Their duty in Christian- other, they are upon equal terms, and for that
ity, and prudence not to hazard the public safevery reason ought now to be reconciled." Howty by a desire of ease or revenge.
just soever the reasoning of this letter may be,
" With regard to the first, the Church of either the author did not know the spirit of the
Rome," says the author, "does not only dislike Church party (as they were called), or he must
your liberty, but, by its principles, cannot allow blush when he compared it with the facts that
Twenty thousand
It
they are not able to make good their vows
followed the Revolution.
nay, it would be a habit of sin that requires ab- copies were dispersed about the city and couneffect,
the honest, welldesired
solution
you are thereibre hugged now, only try, and had the
that you may be the better squeezed another meaning Dissenters making no advantage of
they
entered into no
juncture
time.
To come so quick from one extreme to the favourable
another is such an unnatural motion, that you alliance with the papists, nor complied with the
than
to accept their
ought to be on your guard
the other day you court measures, any farther
own liberty, which they had a natural right to.
Calamy's Life of Howe, p. 132.

But

in

;

:

;

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

:
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and of which they ought never

to

prived.

The war between the king and the Church
now declared, each party prepared for
their defence
the points in debate were, a
general toleration, and the dispensing power
being

;

;

the latter of which the High Church party had
connived at during the late reign but when the
edge of it was turned against themselves (the
king having used it to break down the fences
of the Church, by abrogating the penal laws and
tests, and making an inroad upon the two universities), they exclaimed against it as subverand, forgetting
sive of the whole Constitution
their late addresses, contested this branch of
the prerogative.
The king had secured the
but this
opinion of the judges in favour of it
not giving satisfaction, he determined to obtain
a parliamentary sanction. For this purpose, he
published the following order in the Gazette
" That whereas his majesty was resolved to use
his utmost endeavours that his declaration of
indulgence might pass into a law, he therefore
thought fit to review the lists of deputy-lieutenants, and justices of peace in the several counties, that those may be continued who would be
ready to contribute what in them lies towards
the accomplishment of so good and necessary a
work, and such others added to them, from
whom his majesty may reasonably expect the
like concurrence and assistance."
Pursuant to
this resolution, the king's first Parliament was
dissolved, and agents were employed to dispose
the people to the choice of such new members
as might facilitate the court measures. The
king himself vvent a progress round the country* to ingratiate himself wiih the people
and
it can hardly be expressed, says Echard, with
;

;

made no reply.
The reason of

;

the Dissenters' backwardness
so nearly concerned them, and
in which they have siiicc expressed so strong a
desire, was their concern for the Protestant reunion, a7id their aversion to popery.
The king
was not only a Roman Catholic, but a bigot;
and it was evident that the plucking up the fences at this time must have made a breach at
which popery would enter.* If the king had
been a Protestant, the case had been different,
because papists could not take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy to a prince who stood
excommunicated by tiie Church of Rome; but
now there would be no obstacle, or, if there
was, the king would dispense with the law ia
their favour
the Dissenters, therefore, were
afraid that if they should give in to his majesty's measures, though they might secure their
liberty for the present, it would stand on a precarious foundation
for if popery came in triumphant, it would not only swallovi' up the
Church of England, but the whole Protestant
interest.
They chose, therefore, to trust their
liberty to the mercy of their Protestant brethren, rather than receive a legal security for it
under a popish government.
in

;

:

;

According to

;

* When he came to Chester (it being intimated
that it would be expected, and the churchmen having led the way, and divers of the Lancashire ministers coming thither on purpose to attend the king),
Mr. Matthew Henry, and Mr. Harvey, minister of
another dissenting congregation in that city, with the
heads of their societies, jomed in an address of thanks
to him, not for assuming a dispensing power, but for
their ease, quiet, and liberty, under his protection.
to

him

Bishop Burnet

;

;

at the bishop's palace in the

abbey court and he told them he wished they had a
Magna Charta for their liberty. They did not prom;

away the tests, but only to live
quiet and peaceable lives. This, however, was seBut the
verely censured by some of their brethren.
expressions of thankfulness for their liberty were
very different from the high flights and promises of
Sir Richard Lieving, the recorder of Chester at that
ise to assist in taking

;
who, in a speech to King James, on his entering into the city, told him " that the corporation was
his majesty's creature, and depended on the will of
its creator
and that the sole intimation of his majesty's pleasure should have with them the force of a
fundamental law."— Mr. Tho7npson's MS. Collections,
under the word " Chester."— Ed.
t Page 143.

this resolution.

observes, t that Sir John Shorter, the new lordmayor, and a Protestant Dissenter, thought fit
to qualify himself for this office according to
law, though the test was suspended, and the
king had signified to the mayor that he was at
liberty, and might use what form of worship
he thought best in Guildhall, which was designed as an experiment to engage the Presbyterians to make the first change from the established worship, concluding, that if a Presbyterian mayor did this one year, it would be easy
but hitfor a popish mayor to do it the next
lordship referred the case to those clergymen
who had the government of the diocess of London during the bishop's suspension, who assured
so that
his lordship it was contrary to law
though the lord-mayor went sometimes to the.
meetings of Dissenters, he went frequently to
church, and behaved with more decency, says
his lordship, than could have been expected.
This disobliged the king to a very high degree,
insomuch that he said the Dissenters were an'
ill-natured sort of people, that could not be
gained.
This opposition to the king heightened his
resentments, and pushed him on to rash and

;

it

affair that

;

joyful acclamations his majesty was received, and what loyal acknowledgments were
paid him in all places
but in the affair of the
tests, says Burnet,t there was a visible coldness
among the nobility and gentry, though the king
behaved in a most obliging manner.
When the king returned from his progress,
he began to change the magistracy in the several corporations in England, according to the
powers reserved to the crown in the new charters
he turned out several of the aldermen of

presentexi

an

:

what

They
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the city of London, and placed new ones in
their room.
He caused the lists of lord-lieutenants and deputy-lieutenants to be reviewed,
and such as would not promise to employ their
interests in the repeal of the penal laws were
discarded.
Many Protestant Dissenters were
put into commission on this occasion, in hopes
that they would procure such members for the
next Parliament as should give them a legal
right to what they now enjoyed only by the
royal favour
but when the king pressed it
upon the Lord-mayor of London, and the new
aldermen, who were chiefly Dissenters, they

have been de-

time

;

I
I

' Nothing can surpass the prudence and fidelity
of the Nonconformists at this juncture.
They preserved their integrity alike inviolably, w-hether the
court frowned or smiled upon them.
C.
t Burnet, p. 145.

—

:
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if he had proceeded by slow
violent measures
degrees, and secured one conquest before he
another,
he might have succeedhad attempted
ed, but he gave himself up to the fury of his
to make haste with
advised
him
who
priests,
what he intended. Tliis v;as discovered by a
letter from the Jesuits from Liege to those of
Friburgh, which says, the king wished they
could furnish him with more priests to assist
him in the conversion of the nation, which his
majesty was resolved to bring about, or die a
martyr in the attempt. He said he must make
haste, that he might accomplish it in his lifetime ;* and when one of them was lamenting
ihat his next heir was a heretic, he answered,
God will provide an heir which argued either
a strong faith, or a formed design of imposing
one on the nation.
Father Petre was the
king's chief minister, and one of his majesty's
privy council, a bold and forward man, who
stuck at nothing to ruin the Church. The king
designed him for the Archbishopric of York,
now vacant, and Ibr a cardinars cap,t if he
for this purpose,
could prevail with the pope
the Earl of Castlemain was sent ambassador to
Rome and a nuncio was sent from thence
into England, to whom his majesty paid all
possible respect, and gave an audience at
Windsor, though it was contrary to law, all
commerce with the court of Rome having been
declared high treason by the statute of King
Henry VIII. but the king said he was above
law and because the Duke of Somerset would
not officiate in his place at the ceremony, he
was dismissed from all his employments.
It was strange infatuation in King James to
put a slight on the ancient nobility, and turn
most of his servants out of their places because
they were Protestants this weakened his interest, and threw a vast weight into the oppo:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Indeed, it was impossible to disguise his majesty's design of introducing popery ;$ and therefore Parker, bishop of Oxford,
was employed to justify it, who published a
book entitled " Reasons for abrogating the Test
imposed on all Members of Parliament ;" which
must refer to the renouncing transuhstantiation,
and the idolatry of the Church of Rome, because the members of Parliament had no other
qualification imposed upon them besides the
oaths of allegiance and supremacy. The bishop said much to excuse the doctrine of transuhstantiation, and to free the Church of Rome
from the charge of idolatry. His reasons were
licensed by the Earl of Sunderland, and the
stationer was commanded not to print any answer to them but Dr. Burnet, then in Holland,
gave them a very smart and satirical reply,
which quite ruined the bishop's reputation.
But his majesty's chief dependance was upon
the army, which he was casting into a popish
mould
Protestant officers were cashiered
Portsmouth and Hull, the two principal seaports of England, were in popish hands
and
the majority of the garrisons were of the same
religion.
Ireland was an incxhaustille seminary,
from whence England was to be supplied with
a Catholic army
an Irish Roman Catholic,
says Welwood, was a most welcome guest at
site scale.

;

;

;

;

;

Whitehall

;

and they came over

* Burnet, p. 135.
\

Ibid., p. 178.

t

in

shoals.

Ibid., p. 168.

Over and above complete regiments of papists,
there was scarce a troop or company in the
army wherein some of that religion were not
inserted, by express orders from court.
Upon
the whole, the affairs of the nation were drawing to a crisis
and it was believed that what
;

the king could not accomplish by the gentler
rnetliods of interest and persuasion, he would
establish by his sovereign power.
The army
at

Hounslow was

to

awe

the city and Parlia-

ment and if they proved refractory, an Irish
massacre, or some other desperate attempt,
might possibly decide the fate of the nation.
About this time died the Rev. David Clarkson, B.D., born at Bradford in Yorkshire. Feb;

ruary, 1621-22, and fellow of Clarehall, Cambridge, where he was tutor to Dr. TiUotson,
afterward Archbishop of Canterbury. Dr. Bates,
in his funeral sermon, gives him the character

of a man of sincere godliness and true holiness
humility and modesty were his distinctive characters
and his learning was superior to most
of his time, as appears by his " Treatise of Liturgies," his " Primitive Episcopacy," his " Practical Divinity of Papists destructive to Men's
Souls," and his volume of Sermons, printed after his death.
He was s,ome time minister of
Mortlake in Surrey, but after his ejectment he
gave himself up to reading and meditation,
shifting from one place of obscurity to another,
till the times suffered him to appear openly
he
was then chosen successor to the Rev. Dr.
John Owen,* in the pastoral office to his congregation.
Mr. Baxter says he was a divine of
solid judgment, of healing, moderate principles,
of great acquaintance with the fathers, of great
ministerial abilities, and of a godly, upright life.
Great was his solemnity and reverence in
prayer and the method of his sermons was
clear, deep, and instructive.
His death was
unexpected, though, as he declared, it was no
surprise to him, for he was entirely resigned to
the will of God, and desired not to outlive his
usefulness.
This good man, says Dr. Bates,
like holy Simeon, had Christ in his arms, and
departed in peace, to see the salvation of God
above, in the sixty-sixth year of his age.
Dr. Thomas Jacomb was born in Leicester;

;

;

sliire,

and educated

first in

Magdalen

Hall,

Oxon,

Emanuel College, Cambridge, from
whence he removed to Trinity College, of which
he was fellow. He came to London in 1647,
and was soon after minister of Ludgate parish,
where he continued till he was turned out in
1663.
He met with some trouble after his
and

after in

* This is an inaccuracy: hewa.s chosen co-pastor
with Dr. Owen, July, 1682, a year before the doctor's
death. To the above account of Mr Clarkson it is
not improper to add, that his excellent pupil, Bishop
Tillotson, always preserved that respect for him
which he had contracted while he was under his tuition.
His book on Diocesan Episcopacy shows
him, says Mr. Granger, to have been a man of great
reading in Church history. In bis conversation, a
comely gravity, mixed with innocent pleasantness,
were attractive of respect and love. He was of a
calm temper, not ruffled with pas.-^ions, but gentle,
and kind, and good ; his breast was the temple of

—

Palmer's No7icnnfor?n>sts' Mannrial, vol. ii.,
Birch's Life of 7\llotson, p. 4 and Granger's
451.
History of England, vol. iii p. 310, 8vo.— En. Mr.
Clarkson's folio volume of Sermons is highly valued, and also his treatise styled " No Evidence for
Diocesan Episcopacy in Primitive Times."— C.
peace.
p.

;

.

—

—

;
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ejectment, but being received into the family
of the countess dowager of Exeter, daughter
oJ the Earl of Bridgewater, he was covered
from his enemies. This honourable and virtuous lady was a comfort and support to the Nonconformist ministers throughout the reign of
Xing Charles 11. Her respects to the doctor
were peculiar, and her favours extraordinary,
for which he made the best returns he was able.
The doctor was a learned man, an able divine,
a serious, affectionate preacher, of unspotted
morals, and a Nonconformist upon moderate
He died of a cancerous humour,
principles.
that put him to the most acute pain, which he
bore with invincible patience and resignation
till the 27th of March, 1687, when he died in
the Countess of Exeter's house, in the sixtysixth year of his age.*
Mr. John Collins was educated at Cambridge,
New-England, and returned from thence in the
times of the civil war, became a celebrated
preacher in London, having a sweet voice, and
a most affectionate manner in the pulpit. He
was chaplain to General Monk when he marched
out of Scotland into England, but was not an
incumbent anywhere when the Act of Uniformity took place.
Being of the Independent denomination, he succeeded Mr. Maliory as pastor
of a very considerable congregation of that persuasion, and was one of the Merchant lecturers
at Pinners' Hall.
He was a man mighty in the
Scriptures
of an excellent natural temper
very charitable to all good men, without regard
to parties
and died universally lamented,! De;

;

cember 3. 1687.
[It seems to have escaped Mr. Neal's attention to notice, at this period, two eminent per-
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eminently read in ecclesiastical history and antiquity, and an exact chronologist.
He united
with his learning clearness of judgment and
strength of reason.
As a preacher, he was
rather instructive than pathetic. The character
of the clergyman was adorned by an excellent
temper, distinguished humility, primitive piety,

and spotless manners
as a
deemed too remiss and easy
:

bishop, he
in

was

his Episcopal

function.
"He was," says Bishop Burnet, "a
striking instance of what a great man could

memory went from him so enhe became a child some years before
he died." His late preferment to the Episcopacy, and the great decay of his faculties, which
it is to be supposed came on gradually, may account for his remissness in that station. His
fall

to

:

for his

tirely, that

works were few, but of great reputation. The
chief were, "A Vindication of St. Ignatius's
Epistles," in Latin
and " -\n Exposition of the
Apostle's Creed," esteemed one of the most
finished pieces in theology in our language.
The substance of it was originally delivered in
sermons to his parishioners. This work has
gone through twelve or thirteen editions. "It
is itself," says Mr. Granger, "a body of divinity, but not a body without a spirit.
The style
of it is just
the periods are for the most part
well turned
the method is very exact
and it
is, in general, free from those errors which are
too often found in theological systems."
Burnet's History, vol iii., 12mo, p. 109, 110.
Granger's History of England, vol. iii., p. 251, 8vo;
and Richardson's Godwin de Prcrsuhbus, p. 779.
Dr. John Fell was the son of Dr. Samuel Fell,
some time the dean of Christ Church, Oxford:
he received his classical education in the freeschool at Thame in Oxfordshire
at eleven
years of age he was made student at Christ
;

;

;

;

sons, who died in the year 1686, Pearson, bishop of Chester, and Fell, bishop of Oxford.
Dr. John Pearson, born in 1612, was succes- Church, in 1636, and in 1643 graduated master
sively master of Jesus and Trinity Colleges, in of arts.
About this time he took arms, within
Cambridge and also Margaret-professor of di- the garrison of Oxford, in the king's cause, and
vinity in that university.
He had the living of was made an ensign. In 1648, when he was
St. Clement's, Eastcheap, and was consecrated in holy orders, he was displaced by the ParliaBishop of Chester February 9, 1672. He was mentarian visiters from that year to the Resa great divine, a profound and various scholar, toration, he spent his time in retirement and
:

;

;

* It is a proof what diflerent colouring a character
derives from the dispositions and prejudices ot those
whose pen draws it, that Dr. Sherlock, who seems
to have received some provocation from Dr. Jacomb,
represents him " as the prettiest, nonsensical, trifling
goose-cap that ever set pen to paper." This description is contradicted by the nature of his library, if
the choice of books indicate the turn of the mind
He left an incomparable collection of the most valuable books in all kmds of learning, and in various
Granger's History
languages, which sold for £1300.
of England, vol. iii., p. 307.— Ed. Dr. Bates preached his funeral sermon from John,xii., 26. This discourse has long been regarded as one of the finest in
our language. It is full of beauty, and possesses
C.
great force of illustration.

—

t When, during his illness, Mr. Mead affectionately prayed for his recovery at the Pinners' Hall
a dry eye was to be seen through
the numerous auditory. Mr. Collins primed one sermon in the Mornmg Exercises, vol. iii., with the sigthe religious
nature N. N., on this question, "
Mather's History
of a nation are the strength of it
lectiire, scarcely

How
V—

New- England, hook iv., p. 200 where may be seen
a Latm epitaph for him.— En. There is also a good
sermon of his, in the London Collection of Farewell
Sermons, on Jude, 3, " Conttnd earnestly for the
Juith."
His father was deacon of the Church at
Cambridge, Massachusetts.— C.
of

;

study, observing the devotions of the Church of
England with other oppressed Royalists. After
the Restoration he was installed canon, and
then dean of Christ Church, November 30, 1660,
being then doctor in divinity, and one of the
king's chaplains in ordinary. In the years 1667,
1668, and 1669, he was vice-chancellor of the
university
and February 6, 1675, he was consecrated Bishop of Oxford. Soon after his preferment he rebuilt the palace of Cusedon, belonging to the see. He was a munificent benefactor
to his college', and raised its reputation by his
;

He

settled on it no less than ten
and the best rectories belonging to
He expended great sums
ill embellishing and adorning the University of
Oxford. Learning was greatly indebted to his
patronage and munificence.
He liberally improved the press of the university
and the
books that came from the Sheldonian theatre
perpetuate, in this respect, his praise.
For
discipline.

exhibitions
it

were

;

his purchase.

;

many years he

annually published a book, gen-

erally a classic author, to which he wrote a
preface and notes, and presented it to the students of his house as a new-year's gift among
.-

these

was an

edition of the

Greek Testament,

—

s
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in 12mo, 1675, which Dr. Harwood pronounces
to be "a very valuable and excellent edition,
that does honour to the bishop, because it is,
upon the whole, a correct book, and exhibits the
various readings very faithfully." His edition
of the works of Cyprian affords also a conspicuous proof of his industry and learning. But
he did not lay out his fortune in public acts of
splendid munificence only the private charities
of life partook of his beneficence. To the widow he was a husband, to the orphan a father,
and to poor children a tender parent, furnishing
them with instruction, and placing them out in
" He was in all respects a most exempla3ife.
ry man, though," says Bishop Burnet, " a little
:

much heated in the matter of our disputes
But, as he was among
the first of our clergy that apprehended the design of bringing in popery, so he was one of the
jnost zealous against it." It is a deduction from
the merit of his character as the patron of learning, that he was not well affected to the Royal
Society
and it is to be regretted that he was
not friendly to that excellent man. Archbishop
Tillotson which was probably owing to a sense
of his own sufferings before the Restoration, for
he was not superior to a party spirit.
Wood's
AchencB Oion., vol ii., p. 602, 605.
Richardson,
too

"with the Dissenters.

;

;

de Prcesutibus. p. 548. BurneCs History, vol. iii.,
Granger's History of England, vol. iii.,
p. 100.
and Birch"
p. 252. British Biogr., vol. v., p. 1 1
;

Life of Tillotson,

p. 100.]

though she acted as if she did,
by persecuting those who differed from her, as
well Protestant Dissenters as papists; but he
could see no reason why Dissenters might not
separate from the Church of England, as well
as the Church of England had done from that
of Rome."
The princess answered the king's letter with
great respect; "she affirmed the right of private judgment, according to the apostle's rule,
of proving all things, and holding fast that
which is good. She saw clearly from the Scriptures that she must not believe by the faith of
another, but according as things appeared to
herself
She confessed, if there was an infallibility in the Church, all other controversies
must fall before it, but that it was not yet agreed
where it was lodged, whether in a pope, or a
general council, or both
and she desired to
know in whom the infallibility rested when there
were two or three popes at a time, acting one
against another
for certainly the succession
must then be disordered. She maintained the
lawfulness and necessity of reading the Holy
Scriptures; for, though faith was above reason,
it proposed nothing contradictory to it.
St. Paul
ordered his epistles to be read in all the churches
and he says in one place, I write as to
wise men, judge ye what I say .' and if they
might judge an apostle, much more any other
teacher.
She excused the Church of England's
persecuting the Dissenters in the best manner
she could and said the Reformers had brought
things to as great perfecticm as those corrupt
ages were capable of; and she did not see how
the Church was to blame, because the laws
were made by the State, and for civil crimes,
and that the grounds of the Dissenters leaving
the Church were different from those for which,
they had separated from the Church of Rome."
It was impossible for the princess to clear up
this objection.
But Bishop Burnet* adds, very
justly, that the severities of the Church against
the Dissenters were urged with a very ill grace,
by one of the Church of Rome, that has delighted herself so often by being, as it were, bathed
with the blood of those they call heretics. Upon
the whole, it appeared that her highness was
immovably fixed in her religion, and that there
was not the least prospect of her departing
(rom it.
At the same time his majesty attempted the
Prince of Orange, fi)r which purpose he employed one Mr. James Steward, a Scotch lawyer, who wrote several letters upon this argument to pensionary Fagel, in whom the prince
placed an entire confidence.!
The pensionary
neglected his letters for some time; but at
length, it being industriously reported that the
silence of the prince was a tacit consent, the
pensionary laid all his letters before his highness, who commissioned the pensionary to drawup such an answer as might discover his true
intentions and sense of things.
The answer was dated from the Hague, November 4, 1687, and begins with assurances of
the prince and princess's duly to the king and,
since Mr. Steward had given him to understand
that his letters were written with the king's
knowleiige and allowance, J the pensionary asto infallibility,

;

;

'

;

;

CHAPTER

II.

PROM KING James's declaration fok liberty
OF CONSCIENCE TO THE ACT OF TOLERATION
IN THE REIGN OF KING WJLLIAM AND QUEEN
MARV.

1668.

the projects of the Roman Catholics
were ripe for execution, there was one circumstance which spread a black cloud over all their
attempts, which was the near prospect of a
Protestant successor to the crown: this was
the only hope of the Protestant cause, and the
terror of the papists.
To remove this impedi.ment, his majesty first attempted to convert his
eldest daughter Mary, princess of Orange, to the
Roman Catholic religion, or, at least, to consent
to the making way for it, by taking off the penal laws.
To accomplish this, his majesty
wrote an obliging letter to his daughter, reciting the motives of his own conversion
which
were, the " great devotion of the Church of
Rome the adorning their churches their acts
of charity, which were greater than the Protestants could boast of; the numbers who retired from the world, an.l devoted themselves to
a religious life.*
He was convinced that Christ
had lefi an infallibility in the Church, which the
apostles acknowledged to be in St. Peter.
Acts,
XV.
It was the authority of the Church," says
lie, " that declared the Scriptures to be canonical
and certainly tiiey who declared them
could only interprrt them; and wherever this
infallibility was, there must be a clear succession, whutli cmild be iiou here but in the Church
of Rome, lh;-Churi-li of Knuland not pretending

Though

;

;

;

—

;

Burnet,

vol.

Edin. ed.,

p. 149, 155.

;

*

Page

X

VVelwood's Memoiis,

156.

f

Burnet,

p. 218.

p.

105, 1C6.
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sures him, in the name of their highnesses,
that it was their opinion that " no Christian
ought to be persecuted for his conscience, or
be ill used because he differs from the established religion ; and therefore they agreed that
the papists in Scotland and Ireland should have
the free exercise of their religion in private as
they had in Holland and as to Protestant Dissenters, they heartily approved of their having
an entire liberty of their religion, without any
and their highnesses
trouble or hinderance
were ready to concur in the settling it, and
giving their guarantee to protect and defend it.
If his majesty desired their concurrence in repealing the penal laws, they were ready to give
it, provided the laws by which Roman Catholics
were excluded from sitting in both houses of
Parliament, and from all employments, ecclesiastical, civil, and military, remained in force;
and lil<ewise those other laws which secure the
Protestant religion against all attempts of the
Roman Catholics but they could not consent
to the repeal of those laws which tended only
to secure the Protestant religion, such as the
tests, because they imported no more than a
deprivation from public employments, which
could do them no great harm.
If the number
of the papists were inconsiderable, it was not
reasonable to insi.st upon it and if those few
that pretend to public employments would do
their party so much injury as not to be content
with the repeal of the penal laws, unless they
could get into offices of trust, their ambition
only was to be blamed."*
This letter was
carried by Mr. Steward to the king, and read
in the cabinet council, but it had no effect
only the king ordered Mr. Steward to write
back that he would have all or nothing. However, the Church party were satisfied with the
prince's resolution to maintain the tests; the
Protestant Dissenters were pleased with their
highnesses' declaration for the repeal of the
penal laws so far as concerned themselves, and
they placed an entire confidence in their word.
Tlie lay-papists and seculars pressed the king
to accept of the repeal of so much of the penal
laws as was offered, and blamed the ambition
of the Jesuits and courtiers, who, rather than
abate anything, would leave them exposed to
the severity of the law when a freedom was
offered.
At length the pensionary's letter was
printed by allowance of the prince, and dispersed over England, which provoked the king to
such a degree, that he spoke indecently of his
highness to all the foreign ministers, and resolved to show him the severest marks of his
displeasure.
The first project of gaining the prince having
failed, his majesty went upon another, which,
had it succeeded, must effectually have defeated the Protestant succession
and that was,
providing the nation with an heir of his own
body by the present queen, though for many
years she had been reckoned incapable of having children. This was first whispered among
the courtiers, but was soon after confirmed by
a proclamation in the Gazette of January 2 and
26, 1687-38, in words to this effect: -That it
had pleased Almighty God to give his majesty
apparent hopes, and good assurance, of having
issue by his royal consort the queen, wlio.
;

;

;

;

;

Burnet,

p. 1G7.
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through God's great goodness, was now with
child ;"* wherefore his majesty appoints, that
on the I5th of .January, in the cities of London
and Westminster; and on the 29th in all other
places of England
and on the 29th of January
and 19th of February in all places in Scotland,
public thanksgiving and solemn prayer be offered up to God on this occasion
and a form
of prayer was drawn up accordingly by the Bishops of Durham, Rochester, and Peterborough ;
" Blessed be
in which were these expressions
that good Providence that has vouchsafed us
fresh hopes of royal issue by our gracious
Queen Mary strengthen her, we beseech thee,
and perfect what thou hast begun. Command
thy holy angels to watch over her continually,
and defend her from all dangers and evil accidents that what she hath conceived may be
happily brought forth, to the joy of our .sovereign lord the king, the farther establishment
of his crown, the happiness and welfare of the
whole kingdom, and the glory of thy great
name," &c.t This struck all the Protestant
part of the nation with consternation, except a
few ranting Tories, whose religion was at the
service of the king, whensoever he should call
for it.
The conception was looked upon by the
Jesuits as miraculous, and as the effect of a
vow the queen had made to the Lady of Loretto
they prophesied it would certainly be a
prince
while the Protestants sighed in secret,
and suspected a fraud the grounds of which,
suspicion the historians of these times have
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

related at large.
The king, imboldened with the prospect of a
popish successor, instead of venturing first upon
a Parliament, published another declaration for
liberty of conscience, April 27, in higher strains,
and more advantageous to the papists, than the

former
"

;

the substance of

it

was as

follows

"James Re.x,
Our conduct has been such

:

in all times as
ought to have persuaded the world that we are
firm and constant to our resolutions; yet, that
easy people may not be abused by the malice
of crafty, wicked men, we think fit 13 declare
that our intentions are not changed since the
4th of April, 1687, when we issued our declaration for liberty of conscience in the following
terms. "t
[Here the declaration is recited at
" Ever since we
large, and then it follows.]
granted the indulgence, we have made it our
care to see it preserved without distincticm, as
we are encouraged to do daily by multitudes of
addresses, and many other assurances we receive from our subjects of all persuasions, as
testimonies of their satisfaction and duty
the
effects of which we doubt not but the next Parliament will show, and that it will not be in vain
that we have resolved to use our utmost endeavours to establish liberty of conscience on such
just and equal foundations as will render it unalterable, and secure to all people the free exercise of their religion forever, by which future
ages may reap the benefit of what is so undoubtedly for the general good of the whole kingdom.
It is such a security wo desire, without the burden and constraint of oaths and tests, whi<;h
have, unhappily, been made by some govern;

* Gazette. Nos. 230G and 231 ti.
f Calamy's Abridstment, p. 382.
i Gazette, No. 2342.

—

;
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ments, but could never support any. Nor could
men he advanced by such means to offices and
employments, which ought to be the reward of
services, fidelity, and merit. We must conclude,
that not only good Christians will join in this,
but whoever is concerned for the wealth and
power of the nation. It would, perhaps, prejudice some of our neighbours, who might lose
part of those vast advantages they now enjoy,
if liberty of conscience were settled in these
kingdoms, which are above all others most capable of improvements, and of commanding the
trade of the world.
In pursuance of this great
work, we have been forced to make many changes, both of civil and military officers, throughour our dominions, not thinking any ought to be
employed in. our service who will not contribute
towards the establishing the peace and greatness
of their country, which we most earnestly desire, as unbiased men may see by the whole
conduct of our government, and by the condition
of our fleet and of our armies, which, with good
management, shall constantly be the same, and
greater, if the safety or honour of the nation re-

We

recommend these considerations
quire it.
to all our subjects, and that they will reflect on
their ease and happiness, now that above three
years it has pleased God to permit us to reign
over these kingdoms, we have not appeared to
be that prince our enemies would make the world
afraid of
our chief aim having been, not to be
the oppressor, but father of our people of which
we can give no better evidence, than by conjuring them to lay aside private animosities, as
Vv'ell as groundless jealousies, and to choose such
members of Parliament as may do their parts to
finish what we have begun, for the advantage
of the monarchy over which Almighty God has
placed us, being resolved to call a Parliament
that shall meet in November next at farthest."
This declaration was published in the usual
manner, and ordered to be read in time of Divine service in all churches and chapels in and
about London, May 20th and 27th and in all
the rest of England and Wales on the 3d and
10th of June following, upon penalty of being
prosecuted in the ecclesiastical commission."
For this purpose, the bishops were required to
cause it to be distributed throughout their respective diocesses
some of them, says Burnet, carried their compliance to a shameful
pitch, offering up their allegiance to the king
without limitation or reserve. Dr. Crew, bishop of Durham, Barlow of Lincoln,! Cartwright
;

;

;

:

* Gazette, No. 2344.
t Dr. Grey thinks that Bishop Barlow could not
be so forward a promoter of such addresses, because

of Chester, Wood of Litchfield and Coventry,
Watson of St. David's, Sprat of Rochester, and
Parker of Oxford, went all the lengths of the
court, and promoted addresses of thanks to his
majesty in the most exalted language, for the
promise he had made in his late declaration, to
maintain the Church of England as by law established;* though nothing was more evident
than his design to subvert it. An address
came from the clergy of Chester, justifying the
declaration, as issuing from the prerogative of
the king's supremacy, and insisting that the
clergy were obliged by what is called statute
law, the rubric of their liberty, to publish what
was required by the king or their bishop, and
therefore they were troubled to hear of the disobedience of some of that bench, who, though
they tenderly promised the Dissenters something, yet refused to do their part about the
declaration, lest they should be parties to it

which reason we, with due modesty, esteem
Herbert Croft, bishop of Herereasons for reading the declaration, from that passage of Scripture, " Submit yourselves to every ordinance of man for
the Lord's sake, whether it be to the king as
supreme," &c. " Now the king commanding
it to be read, without requiring our assent, consent, or allowance, I cannot see," says the
bishop, "how it can be refused.
If it be said
this is to admit of a dispensing power, yet it is
If the king
not contrary to the Word of God.
should aver his dispensing power to be inherent
in the crown, and will use it as he pleases, I
should beseech him not to exert it in so high a
manner but after this, what have bishops to
do but submit, since here is no doctrine affirmed, but only a declaration of matter of fact
However, the majority of the clergy were of
eighteen bishops, and the
different sentiments
insufficient.

ford, published his

;

V

;

chief of their clergy, refused to publish the declaration, so that it was read, says Burnet,t
only in seven churches in London, and in about

two hundred

all

over England. t

The commis-

sioners for ecclesiastical affairs sent out citations by the king's orderij, requiring the chancellors and archdeacons to send in lists of all
who had obeyed, and of those who had not
obeyed, the order of council together with the
Most of
places where it had been neglected.
the bishops disobeyed, and generously undertook to stand in the gap, and screen the inferior clergy from prosecution
seven of them met
at Lambeth, and after consultation signed an
address, in behalf of themselves and several of
;

||

:

_

that, in a letter to orte of his clergy, dated May 29th,
he informed him that the clergy in London general-

and added, " As
ly refused to read the declaration
to myself, I shall neither persuade nor dissuade you,
but leave it to your prudence and conscience whethBut only this I shall ader you will or not read it.
vise, that if, after serious consideration, you find that
you cannot read it but rchiclante vet dubitanle consciciiUa, in that case to read it will be your sin, and
you to blame for doing it." Notwithstanding Bishop Bailow wrote so candidly on the matter, in this
instance, he sent up a letter of thanks to King
James for his first declaration, published reasons for
reading the second, and asserted and vindicated, in
an elaborate tract, the regal power of dispensing
with penal laws. This bishop was not a consistent
character ; he was timid and complying, accommo:

dating himself to the times, and ready to side with
the strongest. At one lime he was a seeming friend
to the papists, then a distinguished writer against
Now an enemy to the Duke of York ; then
popery.
ever expressing his submission to King James; and
afterward taking the oaths to his successors.— BioGodwin
graphia Britannica, vol. i., article Barlow.

Ed.
de PrcBsulibus, p. 305.
* Gazette, No. 2374.
t Page 178.
+ Some who read it on the first Sunday, changetl
Others declared, in
their minds before the second
their sermons, that, though they obeyed the order,
they did not approve the declaration. And one,
niore pleasantly than gravely, told his people, that
though he was obliged to read it, they were not
obliged to hear it; and stopped till they all went out,
and then read it lo the wails.— Burnet's History, vol.
iii.,
<)

p.

178.— Ed.

Burnet,

p. 18-1,

t|

Gazette, No. 2364.
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sprung, and blew up his wliole government at
once.
This was the crisis upon which the fate
of the nation depended.
While the king was deliberating what to do
with the bishops, he was for some time in great
perplexity
several of the popish nobility pressed hiai to retreat
but at length, at the instiParliament but the declaration, being founded gation of Father Petre, Mr. Lob, and some others,
ordered
he
the
at
present
bishops to be prosecuted ;
may
power
as
on such a dispensing
set aside all laws ecclesiastical and civil, ap- and they, refusing to enter into bonds for their
appearance
at
the
King's Bench bar, on account
pears to us illegal, and did so to the Parliament
in 1672
and it is a point of such great conse- of their peerage, were sent to the Tower by
quence, that we cannot make ourselves party water,* June 8, but were discharged within a
to it, so far as the reading of it in the church week, upon entering into bonds for small sums
in time of Divine service will amount to, and to answer to the information that day fortnight.
Signed On the 29th of June they were brought to the
distributing it all over the kingdom."*
by Bancroft, archbishop of Canterbury,! Idoyd, King's Bench bar in Westminster Hall, attendbishop of St. Asaph, Kenn of Bath and Wells, ed by several of the nobility, and a vast crowd
Turner of Ely, Lake of Chichester, White of of common people, and, after a long trial of
ten hours, were acquitted :t upon which there
Peterborough, and Trelawny of Bristol.
The king was startled at the address, and was a general joy, and such loud acclamations
"
as resounded not only in the city, but even in
I have heard
answered, in a very angry tone,
of this before, but did not believe it; I did not the army at Hounslow.t
The bishop's address was printed by authorexpect this from the Church of England, especially from some of you.
If I change my ity, with a sat'rical paraphrase, setting forth>
mind, you shall hear from me if not, I expect
* The bishops, as they took boat, looked all very
my commands shall be obeyed. "$ And added, cheerfully
and the people flocked round them in
that they should be made to feel what it was lo great numbers, to condole with them, and ask their
disobey him.
The six bishops who brought the blessing. When they were confined, ten Nonconaddress replied, "The will of God be done."
formist ministers visited them which the king took
Let the reader now judge whether the slavish very heinously, and sent for four of them, and repridoctrine of nonresistance and unlimited obedi- manded them. Their answer was, " that they could
ence, which the High Church party had been not but adhere to the bishops, as men constant and
their absent brethren, setting forth, "that they
were not averse to the publishing his majesty's
declaration for want of duty to his majesty, or
due tenderness towards Dissenters, in relation
to whom (say they) we are willing to come to
such a temper as shall be thought fit, when the
matter comes to be considered and settled in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

preaching up for above twenty years as the doctrine of the Church of England, had not brought
the nation to the very verge of ruin. A doctrine destructive of all law, and of the safety of
society, and which has been fatal to many
crowned heads. If the king had not relied on
the flattering addresses of these men, under
which it seems there was a reserve, he would
have stopped short, and taken other measures
but he did not perceive the mine till it was
;

Welwood's Memoirs,

* Burnet, p. 176.

p.

184,

sixth edition.
t Archbishop Sancroft, in this instance, acted
contrary to what had been his conduct and avowed
principle in the former reign.
For when, in 1681,
Charles II. published his declaration to satisfy his
people about dissolving his Parliament, Sancroft
moved that an order should be added to it, requiring
the clergy to publish it in all the churches in England.
This was looked on. says Burnet, as a most

pernicious precedent, by which the clergy were made
the heralds to publish the king's declarations, that
might, in some instances, come to be not only indeBut this, whatever was
icent, but mischievous.
.low his judgment, had been his decided opinion.
For, on the present occasion, Dr. Carlwright, the
bishop of Chester, who had been one of the prebendaries of Durham, it appears, from a paper among
the MSS. of Mr. Talents, of Shrewsbury, which fell
into the hands of Mr. Archer, of Tunbridge, could
produce, and did show to the king, a revised copy of
the liturgy in 1661, given by Bishop Cosins to the
in which Sancroft had added
library at Durham
to the rubric, where it was said, " Nothing is to be
read in churches but by the bishop's order or the
king's order " Yet, when King James commanded
a declaration in favour of the Dissenters to be read,
this archbishop was among the first to oppose it, in
contradiction to the clause which he had dictated,
and the example he had given. Calamys History of
his Chun Life, vol. i., p. 173, 176.— Ed.
1 Butnet, p. 177.
;

Vol. II.—U u

firm to the Protestant faith."
Even the soldiers that
kept guard would frequently drink health to the
bishops and when an order was sent to the captain
of the guard to see it was done no more, the reply
was, "that the soldiers were doing it at the very instant, and would, during the imprisonment of the
bishops, drink no other health."
So that, in an early stage of this prosecution, one of the privy council owned, " that had the king known how far the
thing would have gone, he had never enjoined the
reading of the declaration in the churches." Reresby's Memoirs, p. 261, 262.— Ed.
t " There were," Dr. Welwood observes, " two
remarkable things in this trial. King James saw the
illegality of his new-assumed prerogative exposed on
one of the most solemn causes, in Westminster Hall,
before one of the greatest auditories, by the counsel
of the bishops who boldly and learnedly argued
against the dispensing power, and proved it, by invincible arguments, to be an open violation of the
laws and Constitution of the kingdom." Another
remarkable circumstance was, "that they who had
contributed to enslave their country by false notions
of law, now changed their opinion and others who,
through two successive Parliaments, had, at the expense of their own sufferings, stood up for the liberty of their country, did now endeavour to stretch the
prerogative beyond its just limits, as they had before
opposed it. So hard is it for mankind to be, at all
times, and upon all turns, constant to themselves."
Welwand's Memoirs, p. 185, 186.- En.
t The bishops were complimented on their victory, in the highest manner, by all orders of men.
They were ranked with the primitive confessors, and
loaded with praises they were compared to the seven
golden candlesticks, and to the seven stars in Christ's
right hand.
Their pictures were publicly sold in all
pnntsellers' shops, and bought up in vast numbers,
as guardians of the laws, liberties, and religion of their
country. Their conduct affected King James more
than any other opposition he met with. Dr. Grey's
Eramination, vol. iii., p. 420, 421. And on the day
after the trial, he was observed to labour under a
very great disturbance of mind.
Sir John Reresby's
Memoirs, p. 264. Ed.
;

;

;

:
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ding them (if it may be) to a full compliance
with our church ; or, at least, that whereunto
we have already attained, we may all walk by
the same rule, and mind the same things ; and
in order thereunto, that they take opportunities
of assuring and convincing them that the bishops
of this church are really and sincerely irrecon-

that though the bishops had, without any bowels of tenderness, exercised many inhuman cruelties upon the Dissenters, they promise now to
come to a temper, but it is only such a one as

they themselves should settle in convocation
and though they had all along vigorously endeavoured to advance above all law that arbitrary power upon which they suppose his majesty's declaration was founded, when it could
be strained to the oppression of Dissenters, yet
now they oppose it, and are desirous in this
juncture (as in the year 1672) that the laws lor
persecution should retain their force, and the
dispensing power not to be countenanced, though
designed for a general good.
But this was too late the controversy be;

enemies to the errors, superstitions, idoland tyrannies of the Church of Rome
and that the very unkind jealousies which some
have had of us to the contrary were altogether
groundless.
And in the last place, that they
warmly and affectionately join us in daily fervent prayer to the God of peace for a universal
blessed union of all Reformed churches at home
and abroad against our common enemy." Such
was the language of the Church in distress !*
cilable
atries,

;

tween the court and the Church was now no
longer to be decided by the pen and it was apparent, beyond contradiction, that the hearts of
the people were alienated from the king even
the Dissenters (says Echard) showed an unusual readiness to join the Church against their
common enemy and whatever might be in the
hearts of some, the Church party continued to
discover an equal willingness to coalesce with
the Dissenters. When Dr. Lloyd, bishop of St.
Asaph, passed through Oswestry, in Shropshire,
he sent for Mr. James Owen, the dissenting
minister, and ventured to acquaint him with the
secret of the Prince of Orange's invitation by
some great persons, in which he had joined
and added, he hoped the Protestant Dissenters

It

;

liver

;

was often said, that
them out of their

ever God should depresent distress, they
if

would keep up their domestic quarrels no more t
which were so visibly and yet artfully managed
by our adversaries, as to make us devour one
another.
Again, " I do assure you, and I am
certain I have the best grounds in the world for

;

;

;

my

assurance," says one, " that the bishops,
the happy opportunity shall offer itself,
they
will be better than their word given in their famous petition. "t Remarkable are the words
of another reverend divine on the same occa" The bishops have under their hands
sion
declared their dispositions to come to a temper
in matters of conformity, and there seems to be
no doubt of their sincerity. If ever God brings
us into a settled state out of the storms into
which our passions and folly, as well as the
treachery of others, have led us, it cannot be
imagined that the bishops will go off from those
moderate resolutions which they have now declared
and they continuing firm, the weak and
indiscreet passions of any of the inferior clergy
must needs vanish. And I will boldly say, that
if the Church of England, after she has got out
of this storm, will return to hearken to the peevishness of some sour men, she will be abandoned both of God and man, and will set heaven
and earth against her. The nation sees too
clearly how dear the dispute about conformity
has cost us, to stand upon such punctilios and
those in whom our deliverance is wrapped up
judge too right, that ever they will be priestAnd if any argument was
ridden in this point.
wanting to conclude the certainty of this point,
the wise and generous behaviour of the main
body of the Dissenters in this present juncture
has given them so just a title to our friendship,
that we must resolve to set all the world against

when

will let the Protestant Dissenters find that

:

;

would concur in promoting the common interest, for you and we are brethren (says he)
we
have, indeed, been angry brethren, but we have
seen our folly, and are resolved, if ever we have
it in our power, to show that we will treat you
;

as brethren.

Even Archbishop Sancroft,* in the circular
which he sent to tlie clergy of his province,
exhorted them to cultivate a good correspondence with the Dissenters.! The eleventh article of his letter.t dated July 16, has these words
"That they (viz., the clergy) should walk in
wisdom towards them who are not of our communion and if there be in their parishes any
such, that they neglect not frequently to converse with them in the spirit of meekness, seeking by all good ways and means to gain and
win them over to our communion more especially that they have a tender regard to our
brethren the Protestant Dissenters
that upon
occasion offered they visit them at their houses,
and receive them kindly at their own, and treat
them fairly wherever they meet them, persualetter

;

;

;

;

;

"
Sancroft seems to have been a man of integrity.
At the Revolution he refused to take the oaths to
the new government, for which, of course, he was
* It was rather a novel sight for bishops to call the
suspended and deprived he died in retirement, NoNonconformists brethren, and to ask favours of
vember 24, 1693.— Walton's Lives, p. 392.— C.
those
whom they had been trampling under their feet.
vol.
385.
Calamy's
Abridgment,
i.,
p.
t
;

What a change, however, will not adversity effect
a dying profligate, with his crimes staring in his

i One of the articles of this letter enjoined the clergy, four times at least in the year, to teach the people, in their semions, " that the king's power being
in his dominions highest under God, all priests should,
upon all occasions, persuade the people to loyalty
and obedience to his majesty, in all things lawful, and
to patient submission in the rest, promoting, as far as
in them lies, the public peace and quiet of the world."
This was a renewal of certain orders, issued out to
the several bishops of their provinces, with the king's
consent, by the Archbishops of Canterbury and York,
August 4th, 1G22, and repeated in the reign of Charles

U.—Hii^k Church

Potiilcs, p.

84.— Ed.

commonly promises amendment should he be

face,

but as his resolution is built upon
vanishes when that subsides, and he returns
The Church of England
former evil courses
was then in an eclipse, a very proper time to reflect
upon her past crimes but her humility was the ofl^spring of necessity, and therefore forgotten when she
assumed the reins. Is it possible m all this not to
Wilson's Dissenting
discover the vilest hypocrisy I
t Burnet, p. 142.
Churches, vol. iv., p. 528.— C.
t Calamy's Abridgment, vol. i., p. 336.
restored to health
fear,

;

it

to his

,
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and if we do not
ever forget it
make them all the returns of ease and favour
when it is in our power to do it."*
The reader has now seen the various and
strong assurances of favour, given by the Church
party in distress, to the Nonconformists, all
which, in a few months, entirely evaporated.
Nevertheless, I am fully of opinion that the Low
Church clergy meant honestly, and designed to
be as good as their word for which purpose, a
scheme was proposed to review and amend the
liturgy by corrections and additions, and leavbut there
ing some few ceremonies indifferent
was another party which lay behind the curtain,
and meant no more by their protestations and
promises than to deliver themselves out of
who, as they renounced the doctrine
trouble
of nonresistance only to serve their turn, when
that was effected they seemed willing to forget
what they had done, and were desirous of becoming as cruel persecutors as ever they were
us

if

we can

;

;

;

;

;

enemies to revolution principles

;

and when the

Prince of Orange had rescued them, they would
have sent him back from whence he came
these men were afterward distinguished by the
names of Nonjurors, Jacobites, and High-fliers,
whose numbers were greater than the Low
Church clergy imagined. They prevailed in
convocation, intimidated the friends of liberty
and moderation, and put an effectual stop to all
farther attempts of a general comprehension.!
While the bishops were in the Tower, and
the Princess Anne at Bath, the queen was declared to be delivered of a prince on Sunday,
June 10, between the hours of nine and ten in
the morning.
This mysterious birth was conducted with great artifice or great imprudence
no care had been taken to satisfy the Protestant
part of the nation that the queen was with child,
though it was ridiculed in pamphlets dispersed
about Whitehall. None of the Protestant ladies were admitted to be with her when she
changed her linen nor to see the milk in her
breasts, nor to feel the chdd move within her
but all about her were Italian women. The
place where her majesty was to lie in was unknown till a few days before her delivery and
it was oddly circumstanced as to time, most of
the Protestant ladies being out of the v,'ay, and
preparing for church the Dutch ambassador,
then in town, was not called to be a witness,
on behalf of the Princess of Orange, the presumptive heir all being finished in about two
hours.
The birth was attended with great rejoicings of the popish party; a day of public
thanksgiving was appointed, on which occasion
a form of thanksgiving was prepared by the
Bishop of Rochester, and a new set of congratulations sent up from all parts of the kingdom.
Bishop Burnet, Mr. Echard, and others, have
examined into the legitimacy of this birth with
all possible exactness, but they have left the
matter under great uncertainties. Some have
pronounced it supposititious, and no better than
the last desperate effort of the popish party to
Otiiers, who credited
perpetuate their religion.
the birth, have assigned very plausible reasons
to suspect that the present pretender was not
the queen's child, but another's clandestinely
Bishop Burnet is of opinion that
substituted.
;

;

;

;

;

;

* Calamy's Abridgment, vol. i., p. 426.
+ Calany's Abridgment, p. 384, note.

the proofs of its legitimacy were defective.
However, all the hopes of a Protestant successor seemed now at an end, and the joys of the
papists consummated, the Enghsh reformation
was expiring, and nothing short of a total subversion of the civil and ecclesiastical estabhshment to be expected.
The Princess of Orange being thus cut off
from the succession, his highness gave greater
attention to the advices he received from England of the queen's having miscarried some
months before, and that therefore the present
child must be supposititious.
The Church party, being driven to distress from their favourite
doctrine of nonresistance, fled with others to
the Prince of Orange as their last refuge, and
prayed him to come over to their rescue with
this view. Admiral Russel, and several eminent
persons, repaired to the Hague on various plausible pretences, but in reality to invite the prince,
and concert measures with him for his expedition to England who received them favourably,
and discovered a good disposition to espouse
their cause, considering that his own right to
the crown was now lost, and that if popery was
established in England, Holland, and the rest
of the Reformed interests, must be exposed to
Little persuasion was
the utmost hazard.
wanting to prevail with the States-General to
but all the difProtestants
assist the English
ficulty was to keep it secret while they were
The
preparing for so difficult an undertaking.
States made use of the differences about the
election of an Archbishop of Cologne as a reason to form an army for the security of their
own borders and the prince, who had the administration in his hands, set himself under this
cover to prepare all necessaries for his intended
embarcation, while Mr. Zuylestein brought him
from time to time the strongest assurances of
the disposition of the body of the English Protestants to appear for him at his landing, which
fully fixed him in his purpose.
But the French ambassador at the Hague
kept a watchful eye upon the prince's motions,
and gave timely notice of the extraordinary
peparations for war that were making in Hol;

;

;

;

master Louis XIV., from whom
Mr.
King James had the first intelligence.
Skelton, the English envoy at Paris, also wrote
five or six letters to court on the same head
but King James gave little heed to his advices,
because the Prince of Orange carried it in a
most courteous and respectful manner, complimenting his majesty on the birth of the Prince
of Wales, and causing his name to he added to
land, to his

;

the rest of the princes of the royal family to be
prayed for in his chapel. However, the French
king continued to alarm the court of England
with the intended invasion, and offered to send
over fifteen thousand men, or as many more as
should be wanted, to his assistance
hut the
Earl of Sunderland, who had lately compliinented the king with his religion, prevailed with
his majesty not to transport an army of French
papists into his dominions, lest it should confirm the suspicions of the Protestants, that
he
designed the overthrow of their religion and
;

liberties.*

The
Prmce

king, being at length convinced of the
of Orange's design, ordered th e fleet to
*

Burnet,

p. 217.

,
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be fitted out, and the army to be augmented
and despatched orders to Tyrconnel to send
hither several regiments from Ireland, which
put the people under terrible apprehensions of
;

Irish massacre.

an

September

21, his

cult

his

;

licenses and faculties for papists to
to prohibit the four pretended vicats apostolical invading the ecclesiastical jurisdiction
to fill the vacant bishoprics
to restore the charters, and to call a free and regular Parliament, by which the Church of England might be secured according to the Act of
Uniformity and provision made for a due liberty of conscience.
Pursuant to this advice,
the king and court began to tread backward,
concluding, that if they could satisfy the bishops and recover the affection of the Church, all
would do well. The Bishop of London's suspension was taken off, the ecclesiastical commission dissolved, the city charter and the fellows of Magdalen College were restored, and

to recall

all

;

;

;

;

other illegal practices renounced ;t but upon
the news of the Prince of Orange's fleet being
dispersed by a storm, and that they would hardly be able to put to sea again till next spring,
his majesty

withdrew

his

hand from any farther

redress of grievances.
But the prince having repaired the damages
of the storm, sailed a second time, November 1,
and after a remarkable passage, in which the
wind chopped about almost miraculously in his
favour,^ landed at Torbay, November 5, with
about fourteen thousand men, without meeting
* Gazette, No. 23^4.
J Ibid., Nos. 2388, 2301.

t Ibid.,

No. 2386.

Bishop Burnet, who minutely describes the circumstances of the Prince of Orange's landing, says,
that though he was never inclined to superstition,
but rather to be philosophical on all occasions, yet
the strange ordering of the winds and seasons to
change, just as their affairs reqiiired it, made a deep
impression on himself, and on all who observed it.
The famous verses of Claudian seemed to be more
applicable to the prince than to him on whom they
1^

were made

"O

:

nimiu.n dilecte Deo, cui militat aether,
conjurati veniunt ad classica venti."

Et

which was

at sea in order to
prince brought over with
10, divided
into twenty-six articles, but reducible to three
principal heads
1. An enumeration of the public grievances, with regard to religion and civil
fleet,

The

intercept them.

:

majesty issued

proclamation for the meeting of a new Parliament, " intimating his royal purpose to endeavour a legal establishment of a universal toleration, and inviolably to preserve the Church of
England in possession of the several acts of
uniformity, as far as they were consistent with
such a toleration.* And farther to quiet the
minds of his Protestant subjects, he was content that the Roman Catholics should remain
incapable of being members of the House of
Commons, that so the Legislature might continue in the hands of the Protestants."
September 23, the king was farther assured, by letters from the Marquis of Abbeville at the Hague,
that pensionary Fagel had owned the design of
the Prince of Orange to invade England.! Upon
which, the king turned pale and speechless for
a while, and like a distracted man looked round
every way for relief, but was resolute in nothing. He postponed the meeting of the Parliament, and, by advice of his council, applied to
the bishops then in town for advice what was
necessary to be done to make the Church easy.
The bishops moved him to annul the ecclesiastical commission, and the dispensing power

keep schools

the king's

him a declaration, dated October

government. 2. The fruitless attempts which
had been made to redress those grievances
under which mention is made of the suspicious
birth of the pretended Prince of Wales.
3. A
;

protestation that the present expedition

was

in-

tended for no other purpose than to procure a
and lawful Parliament
to which the
prince would refer the redress of all the grievances complained of; and for the obtaining
such a Parliament, his highness declares he had
been most earnestly solicited by a great many
lords, both spiritual* and temporal, and by many
gentlemen, and other subjects oT all ranks, to
come over to England and to encourage the
Protestant Dissenters, his highness adds, that
he would recommend to the Parliament the
free

;

;

making such new laws as might establish a
good agreement between the Church of England and all Protestant Nonconformists, and in
the mean time would suffer such as would live
peaceably to enjoy all due freedom in their consciences.
The king, who had relied too much on the
clergy's professions of unlimited obedience, being surprised at the expressions in the prince's
declaration that he had been invited by the
lords spiritual, sent for the bishops then in
town, and insisted not only upon their disowning the fact, but upon their signing a paper, expressing their abhorrence of the intended invasion
but they excused themselves only with a
general profession of their allegiance and duty.
The Church party, says Burnet, t now showed
their approbation of the prince's expedition in
such terms that many were surprised at it,
they spoke
both then and since that time
;

;

—

" Heaven's favourite, for whom the skies do fight.
And all the winds conspii'e to guide thee right."
Burnet's History, vol. ili., p. 252, Edin. edit., 12mo.

—Ed.
* Dr. Grey, though he cannot deny that the Prince
of Orange averred, in his declaration, that he was invited over by lonis spiritual, yet is not inclined to
admit the fact. He quotes, with a view to invalidate
it, some letters from Sir Jonathan Trelawny, bishop
of Winchester, written to Mr. Echard in the years
1716 and 1718-19, in which this concurrence of the
the invitation to the
bishops, and of themselves,
Prince of Orange, is absolutely denied. To these
assertions is added a memorandum, made by Sir
Jonathan Trelawny, of a conversation which he had
with Mr. Francis Robarts, son to the Earl of Radnor, shortly after the king's coronation, on this point

m

who

said that he had asked Commissary William
Harbord, that came over with the prince, whether it
was true that the bishops had taken a part in that
invitation.
To which Harbord answered, with a
curse, " No. they were not so honest. But I caused
it to be put in to raise a jealousy and hatred on both
sides, that King James believing it, might never forgive them; and they, fearing he did believe it,
might be provoked, for their own safety, to wish and
help on his ruin." Against these authorities, it is to
be observed that Bishop Burnet asserts, that the
Ear! of Danby drew in the Bishop of London to join
in the design of bringing over the Prince of Orange
and that Trelawny, besides going into it. engaged
also his brother, the Bishop of Bristol, into it— Grey's
Examination, vol. iii., p. 422 and Burnet, vol. iii., p.
t Burnet, p. 243, 244
214, 215.— Ed.
;

;

—

:
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that their plate should be at his service.
The
prince intended to have accepted their invitation, but all things being in a ferment at liOndon, he was advised to make all the haste thither that he could.*
So he sent to Oxford to excuse his visit, and to offer them the association, which was signed by almost all the heads
and the chief men of the university even by

openly in favour of it they expressed their
grief to see the wind so cross, and wished for a
Protestant wind that might bring the prince
over.
His majesty, therefore, finding himself
deceived in the Church party, and that he had
no other reliance but his army, used all imaginable ddigence to strengthen it. In obedience
to the orders already given, two thousand five
hundred men [chiefly papists] were landed at
Chester from Ireland. Commissions were given out for raising ten new regiments of horse
and foot. Three thousand Scots were ordered
;

from that country.

All the militia

;

those who, being disappointed in the preferments they aspired to, became afterward his
most implacable enemies. t Archbishop Sancroft also sent his compliments to the prince,
and, with seven or eight otiier bishops, signed
the association, having changed the word revenge into that of punishment. This was a
sudden turn, says the bishop, from those principles which they had carried a few years before.
The Dissenters went cheerfully into all
the prince's measures, and were ready to sign
the " association ;" there were few or no Jacobites or Nonjurors among them
and throughout the whole course of King William's reign,
they were among his most loyal and zealous

were com-

manded to be in readiness to march on the
summons and a proclamation was issued
;

first

out,

requiring all horses and cattle to be removed
twenty miles from those parts of the seacoast
where it was apprehended the prince would
but so great was the people's disaffecland
tion, that they paid little regard to his majesty's
orders.
Soon after his highness's landing, the body
of the nation discovered their inclinations so
evidently, that the king lost both head and
heart at once. The city of London was in confusion
reports were spread that the Irish
would cut the throats of the Protestants throughout the nation in one and the same night, which
awakened the people's fears, and kept them all
night on their guard. When this fright was allayed, the mob rose and pulled down the masshouses, and burned the materials in the streets
Father Pelre, with the swarms of priests and
Jesuits who had flocked about the court, disappeared, and retired into foreign parts and several of the king's arbitrary ministers, who had
brought him under the.se difficulties, forsook
;

;

subjects.
In this critical juncture, the queen

end of the month, having first caused the
writs for calling a new Parliament to be burnand the great seal to be thrown into the
Thames. $ After his majesty's first attempt to
leave the kingdom he was seized at Feversham,i^
and prevailed with to return back to London ;
but when the prince resolved to come to Whitehall, and sent his majesty a message that he
thought it not consistent with the peace of the
city, and of the kingdom, for both of them to be
there together, his majesty retired a second
time to Rochester with the prince's consent,
and after a week's stay in that place went away
privately in a vessel to France, leaving a paper
behind him, in which he declared, that though
he was going to seek foreign assistance, he
would not make use of it to overthrow the established religion or the laws of his country.
Thus ended the short and unhappy reign of
James II., and with him the male line of the
royal house of Stuarts, a race of princes raised
up by Providence to be the scourge of these na-

ter

ed,

;

him and absconded. Jefferies was taken in
Wapping in a sailor's habit, and would have
been torn in pieces by the mob if he had not
been conducted by a strong guard to the Tower,
where he died before he came to his trial. The
unhappy king, being left in a manner alone, retired with a small retinue to his army at Salisbury.

The Prince of Orange, having refreshed his
forces, marched from Torbay to Exeter, where
the nobility and gentry signed an association to
support and assist his highness in pursuing the
ends of his^ieclaration, and that if any attempt
was made on his person, it should be revenged

were all chargeable with tyranny
and oppression, favourers of popery, and invaders of the legal Constitution of their country
in Church and State.
They enfeebled the nation by encouraging licentiousness of manners,
and sunk a bold and brave people into contempt
tions, for they

on all by whom or from whom it should be
made. Great numbers of common people came
in to the prince at Exeter
and as soon as he
marched forvcard towards London, Prince
George of Denmark, the Dukes of Ormond,
Grafton, Lord Wharton, Churchill, and others
;

among

ij

:

!

;

and to complete his unhappiness. Princess
Anne, his younger daughter, withdrew privately from court, with the Bishop of London, who
put on his buff coat and sword, and commanded
a little army for her highness's defence.
Dr. Finch, son to the Earl of Winchelsea, and
warden of All Souls College in Oxford, was sent
to the prince from some of the heads of colleges to invite him to Oxford, and to assure
him they were ready to declare for him, and

p. 257, 258.
f Echard, 1138.
p. 260, 263.
wg.s seized by Mr. Hunt, at that time a custom-house officer, who died so lately as the 24th of
July, 1752, at Feversham.
He boar'led the ship in
which the king was, by virtue of his office ; and taking his majesty for a suspicious person, brought
him ashore without knowing his quality but was
greatly terrified when he found it was the king.
GentltmarCs Magazine for July, 1752, p. .337.— En.
ft is a very common thing for writers of a certain stamp to run down the period of the Commonwealth as an age of enthusiasm and hypocrisy.

Burnet,
t Burnet,

first

his majesty perceived that even the army, which
his last refuge, was not to be relied on

foreign powers.il

*

distinction, deserted the army at
Salisbury, and joined the prince, with a great
many Protestant officers and soldiers so that

was

and the

young Prmce of Wales were sent to France,
December 9, the king himself following the lat-

;

of the

341

I

He

;

II

Those who speak in this manner, however, would
do well to bear in mind the latter times of the Stuarts; and consider if they can be at all equalled for
deep-rooted hypocrisy, for the most unblushing hcentiousness of manners, for the most deliberate cru-
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Nothing could have been more fortunate for tion been so early as to make their more genthe Prince of Orange than the king's flight from eral attendance possible at that time.
ThereRochester to France, which furnished a plausi- fore, though they did now appear in a distinct
ble occasion for the Convention Parliament to company, it was not on a distinct account, but
pass a vote that the king had abdicated the on that only which was common to them, and
crown, and that the throne was vacant though to all Protestants and though there were some
of their brethren of eminent note whom age or
it would have looked more like a voluntary desertion, if his majesty had gone off the first present infirmities hindered from coming witk
time from Feversham, and had not declared in them, yet they concurred in the same grateful
the paper he left behind him that he was going sense of their common deliverance."*
His
it is certain the
to seek for foreign assistance
highness received them very favourably, and
king was frightened away by his priests, who returned them the following answer: "My great
possessed him with an apprehension that he end was the preservation of the Protestant reliwas already a prisoner and by his queen, who gion and, with the Almighty's assistance and
prevailed with him to consult his own and fam- permission, so to defend and support the same, as
ily's safety, by leaving the kingdom for the pres- may give it strength and reputation throughout
ent.
Thus a great and powerful monarch was the world, sufficient to preserve it from the inin a few weeks reduced to a condition little bet- sults and oppression of its most implacable eneter than that of a wandering pilgrim*
mies and that more immediately in these kingThe Prince of Orange arrived at St. James's doms of England, Scotland, and Ireland and
December 18, and on the Slst following, the I will use my utmost endeavours so to settle
Bishop of London, with several of the clergy, and cement all different persuasions of Protestand some dissenting ministers, waited upon his ants in such a bond of love and community, as
highness to congratulate him on the happy suc- may contribute to the lasting security and encess of his glorious expedition
when his lord- joyment of spirituals and temporals to all sin;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

ship acquainted his highness, in the name of the
clergy, that there were some of their dissenting
brethren present who were herein entirely of

the same sentiments with themselves.!
But on
the 2d of January about ninety of the Nonconformist ministers attended the prince at St.
James's in a distinct body, being introduced by
the Earl of Devonshire, and the Lords Wharton
and Wiltshire when the Rev. Mr. Howe, in
the name of the rest, assured his highness " of
their grateful sense of his hazardous and heroical expedition, which the favour of Heaven had
made so surprisingly prosperous. That they
;

a common felicity that the worthy
patriots of the nobility and gentry of this kingdom had unanimously concurred with his highness's designs, by whose most prudent advice
the administration of public affairs was devolved, in this difficult conjuncture, into hands
which the nation and the world knew to be apt
for the greatest undertakings, and so suitable
to the present exigency of our case.
They
promised their utmost endeavours, in their several stations, to promote the excellent and most
desirable ends for which his highness had declared.
They added their continual fervant
prayers to the Almighty for the preservation of
his highness's person, and the success of his
future endeavours for the defence and propagation of the Protestant interest throughout the
Christian world
that they should all most willingly have chosen that time for the season of
paying their duty to his highness, when the
lord-bishop and the clergy of London attended
his highness for the same purpose (which some
of them did, and which his lordship was pleased
condescendingly to make mention of to his highness), had their notice of that intended applica-

esteemed

it

;

committed under a pretence of religion, and
for a barefaced invasion of the civil and religious liberties of Englishmen.
careful examination of this

elties

A

period must excite in every one who makes any pretensions to Christianity or a love of freedom, sentiments of rooted disgust at a political hierarchy usurping the name of a church, and at a race of kings

who

should have been banished at a much earlier
period.
Wilson, vol. iv., p. 529, C.
* Burnet, p. 274.
t Calamy, p. 387.

—

—

cere professors of that holy religion."
In order to settle the government, the prince
published an order, desiring all persons who had
served as knights, citizens, or burgesses, in any
of the Parliaments in the reign of King Charles
II., to meet him at St. James's on Wednesday,
the 26th of December, at ten in the morning ;
and that the lord-mayor and court of aldermen
of the city of London would be present, and fifty
of the Common Council.! This assembly desired the prince to take upon himself the administration of the government for the present
and a Convention Parliament was chosen with
all expedition, in which various methods were
proposed of settling the government some were
for compromising matters with King James,
and others for a regency but after long and
;

:

;

warm

debates, the throne

was declared

vacant,

King James having abdicated the government,
and broken the original contract with his people.
When the question was put whether to
the throne with a king or to appoint a regent,
carried for the former only by two voices,
and forty-nine for a
were twelve or thirteen bishops, two only, viz., the Bishops of London and Bristol, being for a king the reason
of which was, their reluctance to contradict the
doctrine they had been so long preaching, vi/.,
that the regal power was jure divino, and his
majesty's character indelible. They had, indeed, concurred in inviting the Prince of Orange to come to the relief of their religion but,
the storm being appeased, they thought it not
incumbent on them wholly to depart from their
old principles, and therefore voted for a regency but, the question being carried (says Bishop
Burnet), nature was so strong in them, that it
was too hard for their doctrine.! And a declaration being prepared for asserting and vindicating the ancient rights and liberties of the
subject, the crown was offered to the Prince
and Princess of Orange, the latter of whom arand, both
rived from Holland the day before
having declared their acceptance, were proclaimfill

it

was

fifty-one being for a king,
regent, among which latter

;

;

;

;

* Howe's Life, p. 142.
X Burnet, p. 282.

f

Gazette, No. 2414.

—

;
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ed King and Queen of England, &c., February
13, 1688-8fj, and crowned at Vl-'estminster April
1 1 following, amid the joyful acclamations of all
the friends of the Protestant religion and liberties of their country.*
Thus a wonderful revolution was effected
and it is
with little or no effusion of blood
surprising to reflect on the remarkable appearances of Divine Providence in the rise, progress,
and consummation of this important event
how the court of England and the Roman Catholic powers were all infatuated or asleep while
and when it was carthe design was forming
rying into execution, how the winds were subservient, and the hearts of the people united till
and it will amaze
it was brought to maturity
all posterity to read the inconsistent and dishonourable part which the High Church clergy
and their friends acted on this occasion for,
after they had preached their hereditary prince
into a belief of their unlimited loyalty, and assured him in numberless addresses that their
;

;

;

vows and promises to the Nonconformists, all
which were forgot or broken as soon as the
Church was delivered. The Dissenters acted
a more consistent part for, not being entangled
with the same fetters, they went heartily mto
the revolution, and were among King William's
best and steadiest friends, when others forsook
;

and opposed him.*
No sooner were King William and Queen
settled on the throne, than the dissenting
ministers in and about the city of London waited on their majesties with an address of con-

Mary

gratulation,

the

when Dr.

and fortunes were absolutely at his serand after the University of Oxford, by a
solemn decree, had declared all manner of resistance damnable and infamous to the Christian religion, they appeared among the first who
resisted him
and, by opening a reserve which
lay hid under their unbounded professions of
duty and allegiance, let him fall into that pit out
of which he could never escape. As soon as
the jure divino king invaded the properties of the
universities, and threatened to take down the
lives

vice

;

;

Bates, at their head,

two following speeches

made

:

" To the King.

:

;

343

" May it please your majesty,
" The series of successful events which have
attended your glorious enterprise for the saving
of these kingdoms from so imminent and destructive evils has been so eminent and extra-

ordinary, that it may force an acknowledgment
of the Divine Providence from those who deny
it, and cause admiration in all who believe and
reverence it. The beauty and speed of this
happy work are the bright signatures of His
hand, who creates deliverance for his people
the less of human power, the more of Divine
;

wisdom and goodness has been conspicuous

in

If the deliverance had been obtained by
and bloody battles, victory itself had been
dejected and sad, and our joy had been mixed
with afflicting bitterness but as the sun, ascending the horizon, dispels without noise the
darkness of the night, so your serene presence
has, without tumults and disorders, chased away
the darkness that invaded us.
In the sense of
this astonishing deliverance, we desire with all
possible ardency of affection to magnify the
glorious name of God, the author of it, by whose
entire efficacy the means have been successful
and we cannot without a warm rapture of thankfulness recount our obligations to your majesty,
the happy instrument of it.
Your illustrious
greatness of mind, in an undertaking of such
vast expense, your heroic zeal in exposing your
most precious life in such an adventurous exit.

fierce

;

fences of their ecclesiastical preferments, they invited the Prince of Orange with an armed force
to their rescue they signed an association to
support and assist him they offered him their
plate, and declared for him in a body, even while
their sovereign was on the throne.
Nevertheless, the moment they thought their power and
preferments secure, they would have retracted,
and made up matters again with King James
they opposed the motion in the Convention Parliament for declaring the throne vacant
and
when the government came to be settled upon
King William and Queen Mary, great numbers
of them would not submit, and those who did,
acted a treacherous and dishonourable part to
their great deliverer, throughout the course of
his reign.
What inconsistencies are these
What oaths and declarations can hold men who
burst such bands, and cut such sacred cords
asunder ? The like must be observed as to their
;

;

;

;

pedition, your wise conduct and unshaken resolution in prosecuting your great ends, are above

the loftiest flights of language, exceed all praise.
owe to your majesty the two greatest and
most valuable blessings that we can enjoy, the
preservation of the true religion, our most saand the recovery of the falUng
* The Scotch also, in 1689, sent up commission- cred treasure
ers to their majesties at Whitehall, to make a tender state, and the establishing it upon just foundaAccording to our duty, we promise unof their crown. On being introduced, they present- tions.
ed, according to the powers on which they acted, feigned fidelity and true allegiance to your majan address from the estates, the instrument of gov- esty's person and government. We are encourernment, a recital of grievances, and a request that aged by 3'our gracious promise, upon our first
the convention might be converted into a Parhameiit.
address, humbly to desire and hope that your
The king having promised to concur with them in
majesty will be pleased, by your wisdom and
all just measures for the interest of the kingdom, the
coronation oath was tendered to their majesties. His authority, to establish a firm union of your Protestant subjects in matters of religion, by making
conduct on this occasion deserves particular notice
The oath contained a the rule of Christianity to be the rule of conit was cautious and liberal.
clause by which they should engage to root out her- formity.
Our blessed union, in the purity and
!

We

;

:

the king demurred on this, and declared he
oblige himself to act as a persecutor. The
commissioners replying that such was not the meaning or import of the oath, he desired them and others
present to bear witness to the exception he made.
Burnefs History, vol. iv., p. 34, 12mo: and Lindsey's
Historical View of the State of Unitarianism, p. 303,
note.
Ed.

esy

:

would not

—

\

peace of the Gospel, will make this church a fair
and lovely type of heaven, and terrible to our
* A very edifying study is atibrded here to those
who love to dilate upon Puritan and Nonconformist
Truly might Hume say that the precious
hypocrisy
spark of liberty was fanned and kept ahve by the
Puritans.— C.
!

—
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antichristian

enemies

.

this will

make England

the steady centre Irom vvliencc a powerful influence will be derived lor the support of Reformed Clinstianily abroad. This will bring
immortal honour to your name, above the trophies and triumphs of the most renowned condo assure your majesty that we
querors.
shall cordially embrace the terms of union
which the ruling wisdom of our Saviour has
shall not trespass
prescribed in his Word.
farther on your royal patience, but shall offer up
our fervent prayers to the King of kings, that
he will please to direct your majesty by his unerring wisdom, and always incline your heart
to his glory, and encompass your sacred person
with his favour as with a shield, and make your
government a universal blessing to these king-

We

We

doms."
To which

his majesty was graciously pleased
the following answer
and whatI take kindly your good wishes
ever is in my power shall be employed for obI do assure
taining such a union among you.
you of my protection and kindness."
" To the Queen.

to

make

:

"

;

"May
"

it

please your majesty,

arrival into your native counto the crown, has diffused a
It is an
universal joy through this kingdom.
auspicious sign of public felicity, when supreme
same
meet
the
dignity
in
supreme
virtue and
Your inviolable firmness in the properson.
piety,
are
fession of the truth, and exemplary
The
the most radiant jewels in your crown.
lustre of your conversation, unstained in the
midst of templing vanities, and adorned with
every grace, recommends religion as the most
honourable and amiable quality, even to those
who are averse from hearing sermons, and apt
to despise serious instructions and excitations
humbly desire that your
to be religious.
majesty would be pleased, by your wisdom and
goodness, to compose the differences between
your Protestant subjects in things of less mohope those revment concerning religion.
erend persons who conspire. with us in the
main end, the glory of God and the public good,
will consent to the terms of union wherein all
shall sinthe Reformed churches agree.
cerely address our requests to God, that he
will please to pour down in a rich abundance
his blessings upon your majesty's person and
government, and preserve you to his heavenly
try,

Your happy

and accession

We

We

We

kingdom."

Her majesty was graciously pleased to answer,
" I will use all endeavours for the obtaining
a union that is necessary for the edifying of the
Church.* I desire your prayers."
"^
This was in the spirit of a noble answer which
her majesty made to Dr. Increase Mather, who was
introduced to her to solicit a new charter for NewEngland. He represented that her subjects in that
country were generally Nonconformists, but carried
It with all due rc.spect to others
and added, that
this nation had cause to bless God for the indulgence it now enjoyed under the king and her majesty.
The queen answered, " It is what am for. It is
not in the power of men to believe what they -please ; and
therefore, I think, they should not be /urcsd in mat;

Though
tion

the joy that accompanied the revoluhad a considerable influence on the choice

of representatives in Parliament, yet there being
no court to make interest among the people, it
appeared that the late king had a party in both
houses sufficient to perplex the government,
who first proposed the choice of a new Parliament, in order to throw the nation into a ferment ;* but this being overruled, a bill was
brought in, and passed, January 23, to turn the
present Convention into a Parliament, it being
wisely concluded, that those who had set the
king on the throne, would be most zealous to
maintain him there but when the House was
called over, and the members required to take
the oaths, eight bishops absented, viz., Dr. Sancroft, archbishop of Canterbury, Turner of Ely,
Lake of Chichester, Kenn of Bath and Wells,
White of Peterborough, Thomas of Worcester,
Lloyd of Norwich, and Frampton of Glouceshowever, that they might recommend
ter
themselves by a show of moderation, before
they withdrew they moved the House of Lords
for a bill of toleration, and another of comprehension, which were drawn up accordingly by
the Earl of Nottingham, and were much the
same with those prepared for the House of
Commons in King Charles II. 's time, during
the debates about the Bill of Exclusion.
The clergy in general took the oaths, but it
became visible that many among them took
them only as oaths of submission to usurpers,
with this reserve, that it was still lawful to assist King James if he should attempt to recover
the crown, and that he was still their king de
jure, though the Prince of Orange was king de
facto, contrary to the plain meaning of the
words but the clergy broke through all these
fetters, says the bishop,! to the reproach of
and the prevarication of so
their profession
many in so sacred a matter, contributed not a
little to the atheism of the age.
Indeed, they
had embarked so far in their doctrines of absolute submission and the Divine right of monarchy, that they knew not how to disengage
themselves with honour or conscience. Many
suffered the time limited for taking the oaths to
elapse, and yet officiated afterward contrary to
law.
They threatened the Church with a new
;

;

;

;

separation, which terrified the moderate clergy,
and put a stop to all amendments of the liturgy
for the ease of Dissenters, lest the Nonjurors
should gain over great numbers of the laity, by
pretending to abide by the old liturgy, in oppoThus the Nonconsition to the reformed one.
formists were sold to the Jacobites, by the timidity of their real friends for the High Church
party discovered an irreconcilable enmity to aa
accommodation, and seemed only to wish for
an occasion to renew old severities. Those
who had moved for a comprehension, and
brought the bill into the House of Lords, acted
a very disingenuous part, says Burnet ;t for
while they studied to recommend themselves,
by seeming to countenance the bill, they set on
their friends to oppose it, representing the favourers of it as enemies to the Church.
;

s*i

1

ters of religion contrary to their persuasions
conscievces.

however,

I

wish

in the

all

mean

good
time,

men were
I

and

their

of one mind
would have them live
;

peaceably, and love one another."
Life, p. 49.— Ed.
* Burnet, vol.
t Ibid., vol.
^

No

iv., p. 7, 8,

iii.,

p.

Edin.

Increase
ed.,

12mo.

303.

one can study the merits of

MatheT\

tiiis

J Ibid.
history with-

—

—

;
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When

the king came to the House,
16, he made the following speech :*
"

" My Lords and Gentlemen,
Now I have occasion of coming

March passed

hither to
pass these bills, I shall put you in mind of one
thing which will conduce much to our settlement, as a settlement will to the disappointment of our enemies. I am, with all the expedition I can, filling up the vacancies that are in
the offices and places of trust by this late revolution.
I hope you are sensible there is a necessity of some law to settle the oaths to be taken by all persons to be admitted to such plaI recommend it to your care to make a
ces.
speedy provision for it and as I doubt not but
you will sufficiently provide against papists, so
I hope you will leave room for the admission of
all Protestants that are willing and able to
serve.
This conjunction in my service will
tend to the better uniting you among yourselves, and the strengthening you against your
common enemies." It appears, by this, that
King William was for taking off the test, and
abrogating the penal laws, as far as related to
dissenting Protestants, though the Parliament
were of another mind.
When a bill was brought into the House of
Lords for abrogating the oaths of allegiance
and supremacy, and framing other oaths in
their stead, a committee was appointed to insert a ctause to take away the necessity of receiving the sacrament in order to make a man
capable of enjoying any office, employment, or
place of trust
but when the clause was reported to the House, it was rejected by a considerable majority, the Earls of Stamford and
Chesterfield, the Lords Lovelace, Delamere,
North and Grey, Wharton, and Vaughan, en;

;
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Lords Oxford,
Lovelace, Wharton, Mordaunt, Montague, and
Paget entering their protests.*
It was proposed farther, in a committee of
in

the

negative, the

the House of Lords, to dispense with kneeling
at the sacrament
but when the question was
put whether to agree with the committee in
leaving out the clause, the votes were equal,
and so, according to the usage of the House, it
passed in the negative.! The like fate attended the motion about the cross in baptism, and
explaining the words assent and consent ia
Thus the several attempts for
subscript!^.
alterations in the church-service, at a time
when the Legislature was in a" temper for ac;

commodating

lesser differences, were frustrated by a rising party of Jacobites and Tories,
who threatened the new government with a reand, for fear
volt unless they were humoured
of them, all promises of accommodation with,
the Dissenters were of no avail.
Soon after a bill for tolerationt of Protestant
Dissenters was brought into the House, and
;

had an easy passage

;

though some proposed

that the act should be only temporary, as a necessary restraint, that the Dissenters might so
demean themselves as to merit the continuance
of it, when the term of years first granted
Bishop
should expire but this was rejected.
Burnett says that his zeal for this act lost him
his credit with the Church party, by which it
appears they did not much like it. It is entitled " An Act for exempting their Majesties'
Protestant Subjects dissenting from the Church
of England from the Penalties therein mentionBut the Corporation and Test Acts were
ed."
;

* One reason on which the Lords protested was,
" that mysteries of religion and Divine worship are
of Divine original, and of a nature so wholly distinct
After this another clause was offered, by from the secular affairs of public society, that they
which it was provided that such should be suf- cannot be applied to those ends and therefore the
the law of the Gospel, as well as comficiently qualified for any office who, within a Church, by
mon prudence, ought to take care not to
year before or after their admission, did receive
ther tender consciences within itself, or give
the sacrament, either according to the usage of to those without, by mixing their sacred mysteries
the Church of England, or in any other Protest- with secular interests."—
Complete Collection of
ant congregation, and could produce a certifi- Protests, p. 64, 65.— Ed.
t Burnet, p. 155.
cate under the hands of the minister, and two
t " The Act of Toleration," remarks a late writer,
other creditable persons, members of such a " was another interference of the State to check the
congregation.
The question being put wheth- power of ecclesiastics, but without altering the conLaymen had before destitution of the Church.
er this clause should be a part of the bill, it
clared what should be deemed heresy in the spiritual
they now exempted some descriptions of
out carefully perusing the admirable works of Bish- courts
op Burnet. His History of the Reformation and of Dissenters wholly from their jurisdiction, while all
his own Times are indispensable to a full and ade- others, and oppugners of the 1'rinity by name, were
quate perception of the dangers, cruelties, and diffi- expressly reserved for the persecuting spirit of the
The History of the Reforma- Church to operate upon." How truly then might
culties of this period.
tion is reprinted by the Appletons at a very cheap Mr. Locke, writing to Limborch (Locke's Works,
price, and should be widely circulated.
vol. iv., p. 406), soon after the passing of this act,
C.
* Gazette, No. 2436.
say, " Tolerantiam apud nos jam tandem lege stabilNon ea
t The protests of the dissentient peers were itatem, te ante ha?c audiisse, nullus dubito.
grounded on the following reasons " That a hearty forsan latitudine qua tu et tui similes veri, et sine
union among Protestants is a greater security to the ambitione vel invidia, Christian! optarent. Sed aliChurch and State than any test that could be in- qnid est prodire tenus. His initiis jacta spero sunt
vented that this obligation to receive the sacrament libertatis et pacis fundamenta, quibus slabilienda
olim erat Christi ecclesia." High Church Politics, p.
is a test on Protestants rather than on papists ; that
"I doubt not before this you
In English thus
so long as it continued, there could not be that 66.
hearty and thorough union among Protestants as have heard that toleration is at last established here
has always been wished, and is at this time indis- by law. Not, indeed, with that latitude that you,
pensably necessary and, lastly, that a greater cau- and other Christians like you, unambitious and unBut it
tion ought not to be required from such as were ad- prejudiced, and lovers of truth, might wish.
mitted into offices than from the members of the is a great point to proceed so far. In these begintwo houses of Parliament, who were not obliged to nings, I hope, are laid those foundations of liberty
receive the sacrament to enable them to sit in either and peace, on which the Church of Christ will be
house."— Complete Collection of Protests, p. 62, 63
Toulmin's History of Protestfinally established."
i)
and Birch's Life of Tillotson, p. 170, 171.— Ed.
History, p. 14. ant Dissenters, p. 25.— C.

tering their protests.;

;

(

A

;

—

;

;

:

;

A
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not inserted in this act, and therefore remain
there is an exception, likewise,
in full force
of such as deny the doctrine of the Trinity
and Quakers are excused taking the oaths to
the government, upon their making a solemn
This act excudeclaration therein mentioned.
ses all Protestant Dissenters from the penalties
of the laws therein mentioned for not coming
to church, provided they take the oaths, and
subscribe the declarations therein mentioned.
And dissenting ministers are tolerated on the
like conditions, and on their subscribing the
doctrinal articles of the Church &[ England.
But this being the basis and boundary of their
•present liberty, I have inserted the act in the
Appendix, No. XIII.
While the bill for a toleration was depending,
a motion was made in the House of Lords for a
comprehension, which was received, and some
progress made towards effecting it but a proviso being offered, and pressed with great earnestness by some temporal lords, that, in imitation of the acts passed in the reigns of King
Henry VIII. and Edward VI., a number of persons, both of clergy and laity, might be empowered to prepare materials for such a reformation of the Church as might be fit to offer the
king and Parliament, it was warmly debated,
and at length rejected by a small majority.
Bishop Burnet* was against the proviso, for
fear of offending the clergy, who would look
upon it as taking the reformation out of their
hands but adds, " I was convinced soon after
that I had taken wrong measures, and that the
method proposed by the Lords was the only one
Dr. Tillotson, being
like to prove effectual."
of the same mind with Burnet, advised the king
to refer the affair to a synod of divines, whose
determinations he apprehended would stop the
mouths of papists, who reproached our reformation as built chiefly on parliamentary authority,
and would be better received by the body of the
:

;

;

;

clergy, t

was agreed

council that a
select number of learned divines should be appointed by the royal mandate, to meet and consult about the most proper methods of healing
the wounds of the Church that their determinations should be laid before the Convocation,
and from thence receive the sanction of Parliament. Agreeably to this resolution, the king
issued out a commission to thirty divines, of
which ten were bishops, whose names were.

Accordingly,

it

in

;

Dr.

Lampkigh, Archbishop of York.
Coinpton, Bishop of London.
of Winchester.
Lloyd, Bishop of St. Asnph.
Sprat, Bishop of Rochester.
Smith, Bishop of Carlisle.

Mew, Bishop

Sir Jonathan Trelawney, Bishop of Exeter.
Dr. Burnet, Bishop of Sarum.
Humphreys, Bishop of Bangor.
Stratford, Bishop of Chester.

To

these were added the following divines

Dr. Stillingfleet,
Tillotson,

Dr. Alston,
Scot,

Dr.

Beaumont,
Goodman,

Sharp,

Grove,

Battejy,

Aldridge,
Hall,

Patrick,

Montague,

Kidder,
Jane,

Tennison,
Fowler,
Williams.

Beveridge,

* Burnet,

Maggot,

vol.iv., p. 14.

t Birch's Life of Tillotson,

p. 179.

Their commission was as follows

:

" Whereas the particular forms of Divine
worship, and the rites and ceremonies appointed to be used therein, being things in their owa
nature indifferent and alterable, and so acknowledged, it is but reasonable that, upon weighty
and important considerations, according to the
various exigencies of times and occasions, such
changes and alterations should be made therein
as to those that are in place and authority
should from time to time seem either necessary
or expedient.
" And whereas the Book of Canons is fit to be
reviewed, and made more suitable to the state of
the Church
and whereas there are defects and.
abuses in the ecclesiastical courts and jurisdictions and particularly, there is not sufficient
provision made for the removing of scandalous
ministers, and for the reforming of manners,
and whereas it
either in ministers or people
is most fit that there should be a strict method
prescribed for the examination of such persons
as desire to be admitted into holy orders, both
as to their learning and manners
"We, therefore, out of our pious and princely care for the good order, edification, and unity
of the Church of England, committed to our
charge and care, and for the reconciling as
much as is possible of all differences among our
good subjects, and to take away all occasion of
the like for the future, have thought fit to authorize you, &c., or any nine of you, whereof
three to be bishops, to meet from time to time
as often as shall be needful, and to prepare such
alterations of the liturgy and canons, and such
proposals for the reformation of the ecclesiastical courts, and to consider of such other mat;

;

;

:

your judgments may most conduce
above mentioned."*
The committee having assembled in the Jerusalem Chamber, a dispute arose about the leSprat, bishop of Rogality of their commission
chester, one of King James's ecclesiastical commissioners, being of the number, they pretended
to fear a premunire, though there was not so
much as a shadow for such a pretence, the
king's supremacy, if it means anything, empowering him to appoint proper persons to prepare
matters for the Legislature however, upon this
debate. Mew, bishop of Winchester, Sprat of
Rochester, with Dr. Jane and Dr. Aldridge,
withdrew.! Some of them declared plainly they

ters, as in

to the ends

;

:

* Life of Archbishop Tennison, p. 10, &c.
t Aldridge AND Jane.— These men were of much
note in their day, and are deserving of some notice
here.
Dr. Henry Aldridge, born in Westminster in
1647, was a pupil under the famous Dr. Busby, and
was elected a student of Christ Church, Oxford, 1662.
In due time he took orders, and became an eminent
In 1681 he was installed canon of Christ
tutor.
Church, and became its dean in 1689. He presided
over this college with great zeal for its interest, and
being a single man, displayed much munificence in
That beautiful piece of architecture
its patronage.
called Peckwater Quadrangle was designed by him.
He annually published as a new-year's gift to his
students a piece of some ancient ( ireek author. He
wrote a system of logic, which passed through many
editions; and, with Bishop Sprat, he revised Clarendon's History of " The Rebellion." He had a great
share in the popish controversies in the reign of
James II. In 1702 he was chosen prolocutor of the
He died at Christ Church 14th DeConvocation,
cember, 1710, in the sixty-third year of his age. He

—
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whatsoever they her rituals and among ourselves since the Refthought too much would be done for the Dis- ormation, in the reigns of King Edward VI.,
senters in granting them an act of toleration, Queen Elizabeth, King James, and King Charles
and they would do nothing to make conformity II., and it seemed necessary at this time to make
easier.
They said, farther, that altering the the terms of communion as large as might be,
customs and constitutions of the Church, to that so a greater number might be brought over,
gratify a peevish and obstinate party, was likely since, by the Act of Toleration, they might disto have no other effect than to make them more sent with safety.
But while these matters were debating, the
But was it ever tried ^ Did the
insolent.*
Convocation or Parliament make a single abate- Jacobite party took hold of the occasion to inment from the year 1662 to this time 1 If the flame men's minds against the government. It
experiment had been tried, and proved ineffect- was pretended the Church was to be pulled
the univerual, the blame might have been cast upon the down, and Presbytery established
Dissenters; but to call them peevish and obsti- sities took fire, and declared against alterations,
nate, without offering them any, even the small- and against all who promoted them, as men
est concessions, deserves no better a name than who intended to undermine the hierarchy. SeWas there no obstinacy and vere reflections were cast on the king himself,
unjust calumny.
peevishness on the side of the Church in re- as not being in the interest of the Episcopacy,
treating from so many promises without a sin- for the cry of the Church's danger was raised
But it was said, farther, that the by the enemies of the government, as that under
gle offer 1
Church, by proposing these alterations, seemed which they thought they might safely shelter
Great interest was made in
to confess that she had hitherto been in the their evil designs.
wrong, and that the attempt would divide them the choice of Convocation men, to whom the
among themselves, and lessen people's esteem determinations of the committee were to be refor the liturgy, if it appeared that it wanted cor- ferred, so that it was quickly visible that the
rection.
Such were the reasonings of these laudable designs of the king and the ecclesiashigh divines, if they deserve the name, some of tical commissioners would prove abortive.
However, the committee contmued their work
whom but a few months before had made the
till they had finished it
they had before them
warmest pretences to a spirit of moderation
It was alleged on the other side, that if a few all the exceptions that either the Puritans becorrections or explanations were allowed, there fore the war, or the Nonconformists since the
was reason to hope it would bring over many Restoration, had made to the church-service.*
They had also many propositions and advices
of the people, if not the teachers themselves
at least, if the prejudices of the present Dissent- that had been suggested at several times, by
ers were too strong, it might have a good effect many of our bishops and divines, upon these
on the next generation nor could it be any re- heads matters were well considered, and freeproach to the Church, since the offers were ly and calmly debated, and all was digested into
made only in regard to their weakness. Ritual an entire correction of everything that seemed
matters were of an indifferent nature, and be- liable to any just exception. Dr. Nichols says,
came necessary in virtue only of the authority they began with reviewing the liturgy, and first
that enjoined tliem, therefore it was an unrea- in examining the calendar they ordered, in the
sonable stiffness to deny any abatements, in room of the Apocryphal lessons, certain chaporder to heal the Church's divsions. Great chan- ters of canonical Scripture to be read, that were
ges had been made by the Church of Rome in more to the people's advantage Athanasius's
creed being disliked, by reason of the damnato-

were against

all

alterations

;

;

:

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

and to have had
modesty and huBritish Bimility were evident and acknowledged.
ography, book viii., p. 42, note.
Dr. William Jane was the son of Joseph Jane, of
Liskeard, Cornwall, author of " Ikon Iclastos," in
answer to Milton. He was member for Liskeard in
the Long Parliament, and was a great sufferer for his
Dr. Jane was
adherence to the house of Stuart.
born 1644, educated at Westminster, and elected student at Christ Church, 1660. He became lecturer
of Carfax Church, Oxford, chaplain to Bishop Compton, and prebendary of Paul's Cathedral. In 1678 he
was installed canon of Christ Church. In 1679 he
proceeded doctor of divinity. In 1681 he was apIn 1685 he was
pointed regius professor of divinity.
made Dean of Gloucester, and held it with the precentorship of the church at Exeter. He lived some
time after Queen Anne's accession to the throne, but
received no preferment, and died 1707. He published a treatise entitled " The present Separation self
condemned, and proved to be Schism." He was also
•considered to have the chief hand in penning the decree and judgment of the University of Oxford against
certain seditious books and damnable doctrines passed in the Convocation July, 1683, presented to and
approved by Charles II., but burned by the hangman
in pursuance to an order of the House of Lords in
and
1720 !— See Birch's Life of Tillotson, p. 188
is described as a universal scholar,
a fine taste in architecture. His

British Biography, vol.
* Burnet, vol. iv.

ix., p.

p. 44.

32, note.

— C.

;

ry clauses, it was left to the ministers choice to
use it, or change it for the Apostles' Creed.t
New Collects were drawn up, more agreeable
to the Epistles and Gospels, for the whole course
of the year, with that elegance and brightness
of expression, says the doctor, and such a flame
of devotion, that nothing could more affect and
excite the hearts of the hearers, and raise up
their minds towards God
they were first prepared by Dr. Patrick
Dr. Burnet added to
them farther force and spirit Dr. Stillingfleet
afterward examined them with great judgment,
;

;

;

carefully weighing every word in them
and
Dr. Tillotson had the last hand, giving them
some free and masterly strokes of his sweet and
flowing eloquence.
Dr. Kidder made a new
version of the Psalms, more agreeable to the
original.
Dr. Tennison made a collection of
the words and expressions throughout the litur;

gy which had been excepted against, and proposed others in their room that were clear and
plain, and less liable to exception
singing in
cathedrals was to be laid aside
the Apocryphal
lessons were to be omitted, together with the
legendary saints' days thp cross in baptism to
be left to the choice of the parent and kneel-

—

—

Bumet,

p. 44.

—

—

t Apparatus, p. 95, 96.

———

—

——

—
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ing at the sacrament to be indifferent the intention of Lent fasts was declared to consist
only in extraordinary acts of devotion, not in
the word priest was to be
distinction of meats
changed for minister— the use of the surplice is
left to the discretion of the bishop, who may
dispense with it, or appoint another to read the
service godfathers and godmothers in baptism
may be omitted if desired, and children presented in their parents' names reordination of
those wno had been ordained by presbyters was
but these, with some
to be only conditional
other useful alterations in the litany, commuwill not be known tdl
and
canons,
nion-service,
Howthe papers themselves are made public.
ever, these concessions and amendments would,
in all probability, have brought in three parts in
four of the Dissenters.*
While these things were debating in Parliament, and among the commissioners, an address was presented, April 19, praying that, according to the ancient custom and usage of the
kingdom in time of Parliament, his majesty
would issue out his writ for calling a convocation of the clergy to be advised with in ecclesiastical matters, assuring his majesty that it
•was their intention forthwith to proceed to the
consideration of giving ease to the Protestant
Dissenters but when they met, it quickly appeared that the High Church party were superior to the moderate, by their choosing Dr.
Jane,+ who drew up the Oxford decree, proloHis
cutor, in preference to Dr. Tillotson.l

—

—

—

;

;

majesty sent a letter, or message, by the Ear.
of Nottingham, assuring them of his constant
favour and protection, and that he had summoned them, not only because it was usual
upon holding Parliaments, but out of a pious
zeal to do everything that might tend to the
best establishment of the Church of England,
and desiring them to consider of such things as
by his order should be laid before them, with a
due and impartial zeal for the peace and good
But there was no room for his
of the Church.
majesty's interposition, the Lower House of
Convocation quickly coming to a resolution not
to enter into any debates with relation to alterand it was not without difficulty carations
ried to make a decent address to the king,
thanking him for his promise of protection.
And the address which the bishops sent down,
acknowledging the protection which the Protestant religion in general, and the Church of
England in particular, had received from his
majesty, the Lower House would not agree to
it, because it imported their owning some common union with the foreign churches.* They
would thank his majesty for his care to establish the Church of England, whereby the interest of the Protestant churches abroad would be
better secured, but would not insert the words
"this and all other Protestant churches," as
the bishop had desired.
The Bishop of London, in his answer to the
prolocutor's speech, told them that they ought
to endeavour a temper of things not essential to
religion
and that it was their duty to show
the same indulgence and charity to the Dissenters under King William which some of the
bishops and clergy had promised in their adBut all these promdresses to King James. t
ises, says Bishop Burnet, were entirely forgotten.
It was in vain, therefore, to refer the
amendments of the ecclesiastical commissioners to a number of men who had resolved to
admit of no alterations: and it is thought that
if the Act of Toleration had been left to their
;

;

« Calamy's Abridgment, vol. i., p. 452, 4r)4.
See,
There
also. Birch's Life of TiUotson, p. 182, 196.
is little reason to doubt this statement, and the care-

English dissent must be convinced of
the truth of Mr. Neal's remark.— C.
The election of Dr. Jane to be prolocutor, as it
showed the sentiments and spirit of a great majority,
so It was the principal occasion that nothing succeeded. For as soon as he got into the chair, he addressed the Lower House in a speech, which, besides extoUing the Church of England above all other Christian communities, he concluded with these
words " Nolmnus leges Angliee mutare ;" i. e., "
will not change the laws of England ;" and, in the
progress of the session, he opposed everything that
was intended or proposed by the royal commission.
—Bishop Comptoiis Life, p. 52 and Life of Dr. PriThe conclusion of the prolocutor's
deaux, p. 54.
speech, it is excellently observed in a late valuable
publication, was " to be admired from the mouth of
an old English baron consistent, perhaps, with the
declaration of a conclave, if matters of faith and
worship were in agitation there; but ill suited, to
the greatest degree, on such an occasion, to the
character of a Protestant divine." Hints, &c., by a
Layman, p. 27, fourth edition.— En.

ful observer of

-f

We

:

;

;

t

It is

disgraceful to

human

nature, and painful to

the generous mind, that the most liberal and excellent designs are defeated by revenge and disappoint
the attair before
ed ambition. This was the case
The election of Dr. Jane was effected by the inus.
trigues of two noble lords, who, being disappointed
their expectations of advancement to some of the
higher employments, after the Revolution, on ac
count of their relation to the queen, out of resent
ment contrived to have Dr. Jane called to the chair,
that they might baffle what was intended by the

m

m

Convocation, and so embarrass government.

He

also, on the like principles, a man ht for their
purpose for having been refused the see of Exeter
before promised to Bishop Trelawney, which he
asked when he was sent from the University of Ox
ford to make an offer of their plate to the Prince of

was

;

decision,

it

would have miscarried. +

The

king,

observing such a want of temper, broke up the
sessions
and seeing they were in no disposi;

Orange, he was so disgusted, that he became a proLife of Dr. Prifessed enemy to King WiUiam.
Ed.
deaux, p. 54, 55.
* This was the hrst foundation of the differences
in the Convocation, which have ever since been kept
up, to the grief of pious minds, and to the disgrace
For the inferior clergy not agreeing
of the clergy.
to this address, another address was drawn up and
presented to the king by the Bishop of London, six
of his brethren, and several doctors in divinity, who
were solemnly introduced to his majesty, sitting
on his throne
the Banqueting House, by the lordchamberlain. Bishop Complon's Life, p. 54,55. Ed.
t Bishop Compton closed his speech, which
breathed a different spirit from that of Dr. Jane,
with these words of Joseph's to his brethren, " Ne

m

muUi animi in consiliis vestris ;" thereby exhorting
them to unanimity and concord. Bishop Compton's
Lift: p. 53.— Ed.
and the evil of the spirit
t it marks the mischief

of opposition, that among the other instances in
which the design of holding this convocation miscarried, was the failure of an attempt to restore famfor a book, containing directions and
ily devotion
forms for family worship, was provided to be authorIt was left in the hand.ized by this convocation.
of Dr. Williams, bishop of Chichester, but has been
since lost. Dr. Prideaux's Life, p. 61, 65.
En.
;

—

—

t
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were kept from doing mis- Presbyterians were the only friends the king
chief by prorogations for a course of ten years. had in that kingdom.*
There was a convenThis was the last fruitless attempt* for a tion called in Scotland like that in England,
comprehension of Dissenters within the Estab- who on the llth of April, the day on which
lishment and such was the ungrateful return King William and Queen Mary were crowned
that these stubborn churchmen made to those in England, passed judgment 'of forfeiture on
For King James, and voted the crown of Scotland
•who had assisted them in their distress
it ought to stand upon record, that the Church to King William and Queen Mary.
They drew
most
up a claim of rights, by one article of which it
the
been
rescued
from
twice
•of England had
imminent danger by men for whose satisfaction was declared, that the reformation in Scotland
they would not move a pin nor abate a ceremony ; having begun by a party among the clergy, prelfirst in the year 1660, when the Presbyterians acy in the Church was a great and insupportarestored the' king and Constitution without ma- ble grievance to the kingdom.
The bishops
king any terms for themselves; and now again and their adherents having left the convention,
at the Revolution, when the Church fled for because not summoned by writ from King
tion to do good, they

;

!

succour to a Presbyterian prince, and was delivered by an army of fourteen thousand Hollanders, of the same principles with the English
Dissenters ; and how uncivilly those troops were
afterward used, is too ungrateful apiece of history to remember.
But besides the strong disposition of the
High Church clergy and their friends to return
to their allegiance to King James, there was
another incident that sharpened their resentments against the king and the Dissenters,
which was his majesty's consenting to the abolition of Episcopacy in Scotland, which could
not be prevented without putting all his affairs
into the utmost confusion
the bias of that people was strong to presbytery, and the more so,
;

because the Episcopal party went almost universally into King James's interests, so that the

James, the Presbyterians had a majority of
voices
whereupon the abolishing Episcopacy
in Scotland was made a necessary article of
;

the
the

new

The Episcopal

settlement.

party sent

Dean of Glasgow to King William to know
his intentions concerning them, who answered
he would do

all

he could to preserve them con-

sistent with a full toleration to the Presbyterians, provided they concurred in the new estab-

lishment but if they opposed it, he should not
enter into a war for their sakes.
The bishops,
instead of submitting to the Revolution, resolved unanimously to adhere firmly to King James,
and declared in a body with so much zeal against
the new settlement, that it was not possible
for the king to support them.
The clergy sent
for King Jamas into Scotland, and the Earl of
Dundee collected some thousands of Highlanders to make a stand
but General Mackay, who
was sent with a body offerees to disperse them,
routed them at a place called Killicranky, and
killed the Earl of Dundee upon the spot.
So
that Episcopacy in Scotland fell a sacrifice to
the interest of King James.
But though it was impossible to stop the torrent of the Scots people's zeal for Presbytery,
and though the king had only Presbyterians on
his side in that kingdom, yet the suffering it to
take place increased the disaffection of the English clergy.
Reports of the king's dislike of
the hierarchy were spread with great industry;
the leading men of both universities were possessed with it, says Burnet, t though the king
had joined in communion with the Church, and
taken the sacrament according to law but it
was given out that men zealous for the Church
were neglected, and that those w-ho were indifferent to the ceremonies were promoted.
His
majesty promised the Scots clergy to moderate
;

;

* I am tempted to give here the reflections of an
admirable piece, which report ascribes to a 7ioble
pen.
"The prolocutor's veto has hitherto proved
triumphant and we have too much reason to apprehend that, on one pretence or other, these laws,
binding the consciences of men, will become, in
effect, as unalterable as those of the Medes and Persians ever were though probably, in these days, few
will venture to hold a doctrine so thoroughly repugnant to all religious liberty. Such, however, was
the fate of this attempt to render the service of the
Established Church as pure as possible, and to clear
away those parts which, from that day to the present, continue to offend so many respectable and conscientious persons.
Considering the character and
abilities of those who undertook the task, it can never be sufficiently lamented that their endeavours
proved so unsuccessful." For Archbishop Wake,
speaking of them before the Lords, while he was
Bishop of Lincoln, thus expresses himself: " They
were a set of men, than which this church was never, at any one time, blessed with either wiser or better, since it was a church
and a design that, I am
matters in their favour, and Lord Melvil, secrepersuaded, would have been for the interest and
peace of our Church and State, had it been accom- tary of state, engaged very solemnly for the same
purpose
but when the Presbyterians threatplished."
And when we find among them names
vi'hose memory we revere, Compton, Lloyd, Burnet, ened to desert the court if they were deserted by
among the bishops, with Tillotson, Stillingfleet, them, Melvil thought it the king's interest to
Patrick, Sharpe, Kidder, &c., among the others, it secure them in all events, which could not be
is clear that posterity has confirmed the testimony done but by abandoning
the ministers of the
of this learned and sagacious prelate, and regrets
Episcopal persuasion.
Such, therefore, as rethe more the loss of their beneficent intentions.
Hints. &c., by a Layman, p. 27-29.
To the names fubed to read the proclamation of King William
mentioned by this writer we would particularly add and Queen Mary by the prefixed day were dewhich being published
Dr. Humphrey Prideaux, as he was not only a great prived of their livings
;

;

;

;

;

;

friend to the scheme then on foot for a comprehension with the Dissenters, but pnblished a piece in

favour of that design, under the title of " A Letter to
a Friend relating to the present Convocation at
Westminster," which was highly applauded by moderate and candid men, and of which several thousands were sold within a fortnight after its pubUcation.— British Biography, vol. vii., p. 224,225.— Ed.

up and down England, and much aggravated,
raised the aversion of the friends of the
* Burnet, vol.

Church

iv., p. 32.

+ Mr. Mann, in his judicious lectures on Church
History, observes, that the abolition of Episcopacy in
Scotland was called for by the whole nation, p 415.
C.
X Burnet, p. 40

—

—

;
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against the Presbyterians so high, says Bishop
Burnet,* that they began to repent their having
granted a toleration to a party who, where they
prevailed, showed so much fury against those of
It ought, however,
the Episcopal persuasion.
to be remembered, that this was a government
case that the fate of the Revolution in that
kingdom depended upon it: and that the bishops and Episcopal clergy, almost to a man,
were determined Jacobites, and refused to take
the oaths to King William and Queen Mary.
Besides, what reason had the Scots Presbyterians to trust the Episcopal clergy, when it was
in their power to do themselves justice 1
Had
they not deceived them out of their discipline
and
ever
in 1662,
persecuted them cruelly
since 1
Whoever peruses the dreadful sufferings of the Kirk in the reign of Charles II., will
judge how far they had reason to replace them
in the saddle, and deliver the reins into their
hands.
;

But the disaffection of the High Church clergy stopped not short of the king himself, who
•was made uneasy by their malignant spirit, and
restless endeavours to clog the wheels of his

government

-,1 insomuch that his majesty sometimes declared, with more than ordinary vehemence, that he would not stay in England and
hold an empty name that it was not easy to
determine which was best, a commonwealth or
kingly government but he was sure the worst
of all governments was a king without treasure, and without power.
He once resolved to
return to Holland, and leave the government in
the queen's hands, imagining they would treat
her better ;t and he communicated his design
to the Marquis of Carmarthen, the Earl of
Shrewsbury, and others, who besought him,
with tears, to change his resolution, and at last
prevailed
but had his majesty declared this
from the throne, the nation was in a temper to
have done him justice on the incendiaries for
notwithstanding their clamours, they knew their
desperate situation if the king should desert
them, having renounced their allegiance to King
James, and gone such lengths as he could never forgive.
But King William, having a generous mind, imagined they might be gained by
gentleness and kindness, and therefore took up
with a motley ministry, which distressed him
to the last. Thus the Tories and High Church
clergy enjoyed the advantages of this glorious
revolution, while they acted a most ungrateful
part towards their deliverer, and a most unkind
and ungenerous one to their dissenting breth;

;

;

;

ren.^
* Burnet,

p. 42.

t Ibid., p. 49.

i Ibid., p. 55, 56.
^ After having elfected a glorious revolution, and
delivered the country from a most intolerable yoke
and grievous slavery, both civil and religious, William was called to a better world. SmoUet, the his" William
torian, caricatures him in a few words
was a fatalist in religion, indefatigable in war, enterprising in politics, dead to all the warm and generous emotions of the human heart, a cold relation, an
indifferent husband, a disagreeable man, an ungracious prince, and an imperious sovereign." Another
writer of as nice taste, just discrimination, and accurate judgment as Dr. Smollet, has given a very
different account, with this in his favour— that he
personally knew him: he thus speaks: "William
had a mind vast and comprehensive, his imagination
:

Nor have these gentlemen ceased to discover their enmity to the Dissenters since that
time, as often as the power has been in their
hands.
It was impossible to injure them while
King William lived, but no sooner was Queen
Anne advanced to the throne, than they endeavoured to cramp the toleration by the bill against
occasional conformity, which was brought into
the House one session after another, till at
length it obtained the royal assent in the latter
end of the year 1711, under the specious title
of " An Act to preserve the Protestant Religion, and to confirm the Toleration, and farther
to secure the Protestant Succession." It makes
some few concessions

in support of the tolerait enacts, " that if any persons in
by the laws are obliged to qualify
themselves by receiving the sacrament or test,
shall ever resort to a conventicle or meeting of
Dissenters for religious worship during the time
of their continuance in such office, they shall
forfeit twenty pounds for every such offence, and
be disqualified for any office for the future, till
they have made oath that they have entirely
conforined to the Church, and not been at any
conventicle for the space of a whole year."
So
that no person in the least office in the customs,
excise, or Comntion Council, &c. could ever
enter the doors of a meeting-house.
But the
reader may peruse the act at large in the Appendix, No. xiv.
In the last year of Queen Anne the toleration
was farther straitened by an act to prevent the
growth of schism for with these gentlemen
all Dissenters are schismatics
and in order to
prevent their increase, the education of their
children was taken out of the hands of their
friends, and intrusted only with such who were
full and entire Conformists.
And if any schoolmaster or tutor should be
willingly present at any conventicle of Dissenters for religious worship, he shall sufl'er three
months' imprisonment, and be disqualified, as
above, from teaching school for the future. The
act was to take place August 1, 1714, the very
day the queen died but his late majesty King
George I. being fully satisfied that these hardships were brought upon the Dissenters for their
steady adherence to the Protestant succession
in his illustrious house, against a Tory and Jacobite ministry, who were paving the way for a
popish pretender, procured the repeal of them
The last-menin the fifth year of his reign.
tioned act, with the repeal, is inserted in the
Appendix, Nos. xv. and xvi., together with a
clause which forbids the mayor, or other magistrate, to go into any meeting for religious worship with the ensigns of his office.
Many of the ejected ministers of 1662, and
tion,

but then

office,

who

,

;

:

;

and sprightly, his memory large and tenacious ; his thoughts were wise and secret, his words
few but comprehensive, his actions many and brave
fruitful

he was religious without superstition, just without
rigour, merciful without partiality, and, I may add
(though I am sorry to say it), meritorious without
thanks. It is no wonder that such a prince lived
all good men
for he
honoured God, and God hououred him." His love
to his queen and other relatives is described in striking contrast with the picture drawn by the infidel
Hume and Smollet, vol. ix.,
historian above quoted.
Fleming on Death of William, p. 164-5. BuTp. 443.
nefs Own Time$, vol. iii., p. 417-25.— 0.

beloved, and died lamented by

;
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others, survived the Revolution, and made a
considerable figure in the reigns of King Will-

iam and Queen Mary.
.

As,

William Bates, D.D.
Rev. Matth. Mead.
" Jas. Forbes. M.A.
Obad. Grew, D.D.
" Tho. Cole, M.A.
Sam. Annesly, D.D.
" Geo. Griffith, M.A.
.lohn Colli ngs, D.D.
" Nath. Mather.
Richard Baxter.
" Edward Veal.
Vincent Alsop, M.A.
"
John Howe, M.A.
John Quick.
" Nath. Vincent, M.A.
Tho. Doolittle. M.A.
" Rd. Stretton, M.A.
Phil, and Matt. Henry,
" Geo. Hammond, M.A.
M.A.
" Richard Kentish.
John Flavel.
Matthew Barker, M.A. " H. Newcome, M.A.
" Matt. Sylvester.
George Cockayne.
" Christ. Nesse, M.A.
John Faldo.
" John Humphrys, M.A.
W. Lorimer, M.A.
" Richard Mayo.
Tho. Gilbert, B.D,
" Matth. Clarke, Sen.
Jos. Hill, B.D.
" Isaac Chauncey, M.D.
Robert Bragge.
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Rev. Sara. Slater, M.A.
ReT. Nath. Taylor.
" R. Flemming-, M.A.
" Daniel Williams, D.D.
" Daniel Burgess.
" John Spademan, M.A.
" James Owen, <tc.
" Robert Billio.
" Rich. Steele, M.A.

These, and others who deserve an honourable mention, were learned and useful men, and
most of them popular preachers, serviceable to
the societies for reformation of manners, and
eminent confessors in the cause of liberty and
scriptural religion but their deaths not happening within the compass of this work, I must
leave them to be remembered by the historians
of after times.*
;

* Notices of many of these excellent
be found in the Appendix, derived from a variesources.— C.
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was, " that wise men leave that as impertinent
which is not plainly expressed in Scripture ;"*
other v/ords, that nothing should be practised
in the Church of God, as a branch of worship,
which is neither expressly commanded nor
plainly exemplified in the New Testament.
It
is upon this principle that the Baptists make
their stand.
They examine the sacred writings,
and there find, that in their Lord's commission,
baptism stands connected with the preaching of
the everlasting Gospel
that the apostles, who
well understood their Master's will, administered it to none but those who professed to repent
and believe the Gospel; and that thus it was
the first disciples " put on Christ," or were initiated into his visible kingdom
for such as
gladly received the Word were baptized and added to the churches.
All our historians agree in affirming that the
doctrines of Wickliffe spread very extensively
throughout the country insomuch that, according to Knighton, a contem|)orary historian,
" more than half the people of England embraced them and became his followers." Soon
after his death, they began to form distinct societies in various places.
Rapin tells us that,
"in the year 1389. the Wickliffites. or Lollards,
as they were commonly named, began to separate from the Church of Rome, and appoint
priests from among themselves to perform Divine service after their own way.
Though
some were from time to time persecuted by the

I.

SOME ACCOUNT OF THE BAPTISTS, OR ANTIP^TSDOBAPTISTS, FROM THE DAYS OF WICKLIFFE TO
THE KEIGN OF JAMES I., A.D. 1370-1600.

in

Although the Baptist profession does not assume a visible appearance in England, by the
formation of churches in a state of separation
from their brethren of the Paedobaptist persuasion, earlier than the reign of

James

I., it

is

be-

yond

all reasonable doubt that individuals were
to be found maintaining those principles in eve-

;

ry subsequent age from the days of Wickliffe,
that morning star of the Reformation.
It is perhaps impossible for us, after a lapse
of four or five centuries, to decide the question
whether the great English Reformer did or did
not oppose the baptism of infants.
It is a fact,
however, which admits of no dispute, that he
maintained and propagated those principles
which, when carried out into their legitimate
consequences, are wholly subversive of the
practice in question.
And if Wickliffe himself
did not pursue the consequence of his own doctrines so far, yet many of his followers did, and
were made Baptists by it.*
One of the maxims held by this Reformer

* Respecting Wickliffe's sentiments on this submany writers have positively asserted that he
this practice.
Dr. Hurd, in his History of
all Religionn, says, " It is pretty clear, from the writings of many learned men, tliat Dr. John Wickliffe,
the first English Reformer, either considered infant
baptism unlawful, or, at best, not necessary." The
author of a History of Religion, published in London
in 1764, in four volumes octavo, says, "Jt is clear
from many authors that Wicklifte rejected infant
baptism, and that on this doctrine his followers
agreed with the modern Baptists." Thomas Walden and Joseph Vicecomes, who had access to his
writings, have charged him with denying Pajdobaptism, and they brought their charge at a time when
it might have been easily contradicted if it had not
been true. The first of these charges him with
holding the following opinions about baptism " That
baptism doth not confer, but only signifies grace
which wa- given before; that those are fools and
presumptuous who afKrm such infants not to be saved
as die without baptism ; and asserted that the baptism of water profited nothing without the baptism
of the Spirit." A council was held at Blackfriars
June 11, 1382, to condemn Wickliffe and his sect, at
which time, while his enemies were in convocation,
that terrible earthquake happened which is mentioned in the Chronicles of St. Alban's, and of which
Wickliffe also takes notice in his writings. This
greatly alarmed his persecutors, but did not prevent
iheir framing many articles of accusation.
The
eleventh article was, that the children of believers
might be. saved without baptism.
Walden, tom. ii., 93,
108-.
Danvers's Treatise, p. ii., p. 287.
Ivi/ney, vol.
i.,p.72.— C.

;

;

ject,

opposed

bishops, yet their persecutions were not rigorous.
Their aim seemed to be only to hinder
them from pleading prescription.
Besides, a
petition presented to the king by a former Parliament, to revoke the power granted to the

:

—

Vol. II.—Y y

j

bishops to imprison heretics, restrained the most
forward. "t
During the usurpation of Henry IV., A.D.
1400, the clergy, who had been instrumental to
his elevation, obtained from him a law for the
burning of heretics, which they were not long
in carrying into operation.
One of the first victims to their sanguinary edict was William
Sawtre, said to have held the principles of the
Baptists, and who was burned in London in the
He had been some time minister of
year 1400.
the parish of St. Margaret, in the town of Lynn ;
but, adopting the tenets of the Lollards, he was
convicted of heresy by the Bishop of Norwich,
and though by temporizing he for a while averted the dreadt^ul sentence, yet he ultimately fell
a martyr to the cause of truth.
If we may
credit the testimony of those who lived near
the time when this took place, the diocess of
* Fuller's Church History, p. 133.
t Rapin's Hist, of England, vol. i.,

p.
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Norwich, in which Sawtre resided, abounded instructing all that came unto them. They
with persons of similar sentiments; but the seem, however, ultimately to have been apprecruel and ignoininous death of this good man hended and brought to trial, and Fok mentions
struck terror into the followers of Wickliffe, that Swinderby, the friend of Walter Brute, was
and made them more cautious how they expo- burned alive for his profession in Smithrield,
what became of the latter he does
sed themselves to a similar fate by divulgmg A.D. 1401
Yet Fuller relates that, such not particularly say, but from what he relates of
their opinions.
was the craft and diligence of the clergy, they his bold and spirited defence upon his trial, it is
found out means to discover many of them, and probable that he shared the same fate.*
Dr. Wall, the learned author of the " History
by ex officio informations which they now obtained, they persecuted them with great cruel- of Infant Baptism," seems desirous of persuading his readers that there were no Baptists in
ty, so that the prisons were filled with them
many were induced to recant, and such as re- England when Henry VIII. ascended the throne
at the commencement of the sixteenth century,
fused were treated without mercy.*
That the denial of the right of infants to bap- A.D. 1511. But, upon that supposition, it is,
tism was a principle generally maintained not easy to account for the sanguinary statutes
among the Lollards or followers of Wickliffe, is which in the early part of this reign were put
;

:

In the year
abundantly confirmed by the historians of those forth against the Anabaptists.
Thomas Walden, who wrote against 1535, ten persons avowing these sentiments are
times.
"
the
registers
of
the
mentioned
in
metropolis
as
of
the
sevone
Wickliffe, terms this reformer
en heads that rose up out of the bottomless pit having been put to death in different parts of the
number
while
equal
saved
an
themfor denying infant bap/ism, that heresie of the country,
In the following year
Lollards, of whom he was so great a ringleader." selves by recantation.
Waisingham, another writer, says, " It was in the Convocation sat, and after some matters rethe year J 381 that that damnable heretic, John lating to the king's divorce had been debated,
Wickliffe, received the cursed opinions of Be- the lower house presented to the upper a catarengarius," one of which unquestionably was logue of religious tenets which then prevailed
the denial of infant baptism. The Dutch Mar- in the realm, amounting to sixty-seven articles,
tyrology also gives an account of one Sir L. and they are such as respected the Lollards, the
The
Clifford, who had formerly been a Lollard, but new Reformers, and the Anabaptists.
had left them, and who informed the Archbish- latter are most particularly pointed at the inop of Canterbury that the Lollards would not dispensable necessity of baptism for attaining
The fact is, eternal life is most peremptorily insisted on ;
baptize their new-born children.
therefore, put beyond dispute, that the princi- that " infants must needs be christened, beples of the Antipajdobaptists were prevalent du- cause they are born in original sin, which sin
ring the whole of the fifteenth century, though must needs be remitted, and which can only be
we are unable to trace them as imbodied in the done by the sacrament of baptism, whereby
formation of distinct churches under that de- they receive the Holy Ghost, which exerciseth
his grace and efficacy in them, and cleansethnomination.
In the history of the Welsh Baptists compiled and purgeth those from sin by his most secret
by Mr. Joshua Thomas, of Leominster, we have virtue and operation. Item. That children or
some interesting information respecting a Mr. men once baptized, can, nor ought ever to be bapWaller Brute, who is said to have been a gen- tized again. Item. That they ought to repute
tleman of rank, learning, and parts, in the dio- and take all the Anabaptists', and every other
cess of Hereford, about the end of the fourteenth man's opinions agreeable to the said AnabapThis person, though reckoned a lay- tists, for detestable heresies, and utterly to be
century.
man by the popish clergy, was indefatigable in condemned." On the 16th November, 1538, a
propagating the truth himself, " teaching openly proclamation was issued condemning all the
and privately, as well the nobles as the com- books of the Anabaptists, and ordering those to
mons." In this good work he was assisted by be punished who vended them and in the foltwo of his intimate friends, viz Mr. William lowing month a circular letter was addressed to
Swinderby and Mr. Stephen Ball, who were all the justices of peace throughout England,
both of them preachers of note, and all main- solemnly warning them to take care that all the
Fox, the injunctions, laws, and proclamations against
taining the doctrines of Wickliffe.
martyrologist, has given a particular account of the Anabaptists and others, be duly executed.
Mr. Brute, and of his religious sentiments, ex- In the same year an act of grace was passed,
tracted from the register of the Bishop of Here- from the provisions of which all Anabaptists
One of his tenets was, that failh ought were excepted.! If the country did not abound
ford.
to precede baptism, and that baptism was not es- with Baptists at this time, why were those seA commission was grant- vere measures enforced against them 1
sential to salvation.
learn from "Fuller's Church History,"'
ed by Richard II. about the year 1392, addressed to the nobility and gentry of the county of that "at the period when Henry V^III. was marHereford, and to the mayor of the city, author- ried to Anne of Cleves, the Dutch flocked into
;

;

,

We

them to prosecute Brute on a charge of
preaching heresy in the diocess and places adjacent, and also with keeping conventicles.
In
consequence of this, Mr. Brute retired into priizing

vacy, and Swinderby and his friends fled into
Wales, to be out of the county and diocess of
Hereford. Amid the mountains and valleys of
t he principality they continued for some time,
* Fuller's

Church History,

p. 164.

England

in

great numbers, and soon after began

to broach their strange opinions, being

branded

name of Anabaptists." He
adds, that "these Anabaptists, in the main, are
with the general

* The reader should look on to a passage on page
364 in relation to the church at Chesterton, alluded
to by Robinson, and which existed in 1457.— C.
the Reformation, vol. iii.,
t Burnet's History of

book
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He enbut Donatists new dipped. And this year their dently a great blessing to the country.
name first appears in our English Chronicles, couraged the reading of the Scriptures in his
where I read that four Anahaptists, three men own language, received home again such as
and one woman, all Dutch, bare fagots at Paul's had been banished during the former reign, and
Cross and, three days after, a man and a wom- restrained persecution in all its direful forms to
the utmost of his power.
Fox tells us that
an of their sect were burned in Smithfield."*
When the historian says that it was in the " during the whole time of the six years' reign
of
this
young
prince,
much
tranquillity, and, as it
year 1538 that the names of these sectaries first
appeared in an English Chronicle, there is con- were, a breathing-time, was granted to the
siderable obscurity attached to his meaning. whole Church of England so that, the rage of
To suppose him to assert that the Anabaptists persecution ceasing, and the sword taken out
do not appear in the annals of England before of the adversaries' hand, there was now no
that year, is to accuse him of contradicting his danger to the godly, unless it were only by
own writings, and violating the truth of history. wealth and prosperity, which many times bringBishop Burnet says that " in May, 1535, nine- eth more damage in corrupting men's minds
In
teen Hollanders were accused of holding hereti- than any time of persecution or affliction.
cai opinions, among which was a denial that the short, during all this time, neither in Smithfield
sacraments had any effect on those that receiv- nor in any other quarter of this realm was any
ed them fourteen of them remained obstinate, heard to suffer for any matter of religion, either
one
and were burned by pairs in several places. "t papist or Protestant, two only excepted
This denial of the efficacy of the sacraments an English woman, called Joan of Kent and
Goorge."*
named
the
other
Dutchman,
a
who
strenuousBaptists,
evidently points to the
Bishop Burnet informs us that at this time
ly opposed the administration of that ordinance
to infants on the ground of its saving efficacy. In there were many Anabaptists in several parts of
the same year, as has been already stated, the England. These persons laid it down as a
registers of London mention certain Dutch Bap- foundation principle, that the Scripture was to
and in be the only rule of Christians. They denied
tists, ten of whom were put to death
the articles of religion set forth by the king and that the baptism of infants could be fairly de" they held that to be
Convocation, A.D. 1536, the sect of the Ana- duced from Scripture
On the
In fact, it no baptism, and so were rebaptized."
baptists is specified and condemned.
was a complaint
there
12th
of
April,
1549,
is easy to trace the Baptists in England at least
a hundred years prior to the time mentioned by brought to the council that, with the strangers
Puller.
His words must, therefore, be restrict- that were lately come into England, some of that
ed to the punishments first inflicted in England persuasion had come over, who were dissemina]

;

;

i

.

:

;

;

;

:

upon the Mennonites, or Dutch Baptists, who ting their errors, and making proselytes. A commission was accordingly ordered for the Archhad emigrated to this country.
In the year 1539, the thirtieth of the reign of bishop of Canterbury, the Bishops of Ely, WorVIII., we find certain legal enactments cester, Westminster, Lincoln, and Rochester,
&c., &c., to examine and search after all Anabaptists, heretics, or contemners of the Common
Prayer to endeavour to reclaim them, or, if ob-

Henry

promulgated, one of which was, " that those
•who are in any error, as Sacramentaries, Anabaptists, or any others that sell books having
such opinions in them, being once known, both
the books and such persons shall be detected,
and disclosed immediately to the king's majesty, or one of his privy council, to the intent to
have it punished without favour, even with the
extremity of the law^X
From this it appears
that the Baptists not only existed in England,
that
they
were
in
the
habit
of availing thembut
selves of the art of printing, which had not long
been discovered, for the defence of their pecuand to such an
liar and discriminating tenets
extent, too, as to alarm the clergy, and induce
;

them

to call

upon the Legislature

for

measures

of severity, in order to restrain their circulation.
In the same year, it appears, from the Dutch
Martyrology, that sixteen men and fifteen women were banished the country for opposing inThey retired to Delft, in Holfant baptism.
land, where they were pursued and prosecuted
before the magistrates as Anabaptists, and put to
death for their supposed errors, the men being
beheaded and the women drowned. Such were
the sanguinary proceedings against the Baptists
in the reign of Henry VIII., a monarch who
professedly espoused the cause of reformation.
Edward VI. ascended the throne in 1547
and, though only nine years of age, he was evi;

* Fuller's Church History, book iv.
Stowe's
Chronicle, p. 576.
t History of the Reformation, vol. i., book iii., p.
195.
X Fox's Martyrs, vol. ii., p. 440.

;

excommunicate and imprison them,
and deliver them over to the secular power, to
Some tradesmen
be farther proceeded against.
in London were brought before the commissioners, and were persuaded to abjure their former
opinions, one of which was, "that the baptism

stinate, to

of infants was not profitable."
One of those who thus abjured was commanded
to carry a fagot on the following Sunday at St.
Paul's, where a sermon was to be preached setting forth his heresy.
But Joan Boucher, commonly called Joan of Kent, was extremely ob-

"The excuse for thirsting after this
blood," says one of our older historiwhich Cranmer and the other bishops

stinate.

woman's
ans, "

evinced, was, that she
that the Anabaptists in

was an Anabaptist, and
Germany had turned all

religion into allegories, and denied the "principles of the Christian faith ; that th&y had also

broke out into rebellion, and driven the bishops
out of Munster, where they set up John of Leyden, one of their teachers, for king, and called
the city New Jerusalem."
But Joan Boucher
was not charged with rebellion, nor yet with a
breach of peace. And Bishop Burnet himself
acknowledges that there were Anabaptists of
gentle and moderate principles and manners,
whose only crime was that they thought baptism ought not to be given to infants, but to
grown persons alone. If the bishops did not
*

Acts and Monuments,

p. 6S5.
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distinguish this moderate sort of Baptists from says he, " a great disperser of Tyndal's Newthe madmen of Minister, there is reason to Testament, translated by him into English, and
and was, moreover, a
judge the death of Joan Boucher to be no better printed at Cologne
than murder. She was, indeed, eliarged with great reader of Scriptures herself; which book
maintaining, besides adult baptism, " that Christ also she dispersed in the court, and so became
-was not truly incarnate of the Virgin, whose known to certain women of quality, and was
flesh being sinful, he could not partake of it, but particularly acquainted with Mrs. Anne Askew.
the Word, by the consent of the inward man in She used, for greater secrecy, to tie the books
the Virgin, took flesh of her ." a scholastic dis- with strings under her apparel, and so pass
From this it would
tinction, incapable of doing much mischief, and with them into court."*
far from deserving so severe a punishment. appear that she was a person of no ordinary
" The principles of orthodoxy surely ought not rank in life, but one whose sentiments on reliIt is
gious subjects were entitled to respect
to destroy the principles of humanity
and
not in a man's power to believe all that another that, having tasted of the good Word of God
may tell him but is he, therefore, to be burned herself, and knowing its ineffable value to the
Had the souls of her fellow-creatures, she was not afraid
for not effecting an impossibility 1
apostles promulgated any such doctrine among of hazarding her own personal safety, in those
either Jews or Gentiles, when Christ sent them perilous times, to put others in possession of
to preach the Gospel to all nations, and baptize the oracles of eternal truth.
There is a rei-narkable circumstance connectthose that believed, not even the power of miracles would have been sufficient to establish a ed with the burning of this illuslrious female
religion thus founded on cruelty and injustice."* related by Fox, which is worth inserting in
The bishops named in the commission for these pages. I extract it from Crosby's Histosearching after the Baptists were Cranmer, ry, vol. i., p. 59, who tells us that he has taken
Ridley, Goodrich, Heath, Scory, and Holbeach, it from " Peirce's Answer to Nichols." " When
two of whom were, in the following reign, the Protestant bishops," says Fox, "had reWhen this solved to put [this woman] to death, a friend of
themselves burned for heresy.
poor woman had been convicted, and condemn- Mr. John Rogers,! the divinity reader in St.
ed as an obstinate heretic, she was given over Paul's Church, came to him, earnestly entreatto the secular power, and Cranmer was em- ing him to use his interest with the archbishop
ployed to persuade the king to sign the warrant that the poor woman's life might be spared, and
for her execution.
But the young monarch other means used to prevent the spreading of
was so struck with the cruelty and unreasona- her opinions which might be done in time ; urbleness of the sentence passed upon her, that ging, too, that though while she lived she inwhen he was requested to sign the warrant for fected few with her opinions, yet she might bring
her execution, he could not, for some time, be many to think well of them by suffering for
Cranmer argued from them. He therefore pleaded that it was much
prevailed on to do it.
the law of Moses, according to which blasphe- better she should be kept in some prison, where
mers were to be stoned he said he made a she had no opportunity of propagating her nogreat difference between other points of divini- tions among weak people, and thus she would
ty and those which were levelled against the be precluded from injuring others, while she
Rogers,
that there were impieties might live to change her own mind.
Apostles' Creed
against God which a prince, being his deputy, on the other hand, pleaded that she ought to be
then,
friend,
deputies
Well,
said
his
if you
kmg's
death.
the
put
to
just
as
to
punish,
ought
•were obliged to punish offences against the, are resolved to put an end to both her lite and
some
other
death
fuchoose
kind
of
very
were
opinions,
her
These, certainly,
king's person
tile pleas, and Bishop Burnet says they rather more consonant to the gentleness and mercyGospel,
being
no
need
still
the
there
prescribed in
silenced than satisfied the young king, who
thought it a hard thing, as in truth it was, to that such tormenting deaths should be resorted
proceed so severely in such cases. According- to in imitation of the papists. Rogers answerwas not a cruel death, but
ly, he set his hand to the warrant with tears in ed, that hurning alive
On hearing these words, which
his eyes, telling Cranmer that if he did wrong, easy enough
to the poor creature's
regard
authority.
little
so
his
expressed
to
submission
as it was done in
God sufferings, his friend replied with great veheTie (the archbishop) should answer for it to
striking
Rogers's hand,
so
same
time
horror,
the
much
at
mence,
with
This struck the prelate
that he was very unwilling to have the sentence which before he had held fast, Well, perhaps it
yourselves
will one day
made
that
you
now
may so happen
Every effort was
carried into effect.
And
to induce the woman to recant both Cranmer have your hands full of this mild burning
and Ridley took her in custody to their own so it came to pass, for Rogers was the first man
!"
houses, to try if they could prevail upon her to who was burned in Queen Mary's reign
The pious Bishop Latimer lived during the
do so; but, remaining inflexible, she was executed May 2, 1550, Bishop Scory preaching at reign of Edward VI and has borne a very honourable testimony to the Baptists of his day.
her burning.!
In his Lent sermons preached before the king,
It would seem, at first sight, a little remarka;

!

;

;

:

;

!

!

!

'

.''

:

,

much pains should have been taken he says, "The Anabaptists that were burned
with Joan Boucher to make her retract her [during the reign of Henry VIII.] in divers
opinions; but our sui prise will cease when we towns in England, as I heard of credible men,
attend to the account which Strype gives of her for I saw them not myself, went to their death
in his" Annals of the Reformation:" "She was," intrepidly, as ye will say, without any fear in

ble that so

the world, but cheerfully."
* Oldmixon's History of England, p. 187.
t Burnet's Hist. Reformation, vol. ii., part
110.

ii.,

p.

Eccles. Mem., vol. ii., p. 214.
t Supposed by Mr. Peirce to be Fox himself!
*

;

HISTORY OF THE BAPTISTS.
That the Baptists were very numerous

at

and that many
this period is unquestionable
of those who were led to the stake in the reign
of Queen Mary were of that persuasion, is
equally clear
though historians have not been
very careful in recording their opinions on that
Indeed, there is no want of proof conpoint.
cerning the hatred in which they were held by
the ruling party, one instance of which may be
mentioned. In the year 1550, after much cavilling in the state, an act of grace was passed,
extending the king's general pardon to all persons, those confined in the Tower for crimes
against the state, and also all Anabaplists, being
excepted
In the same year, Ridley, who had
recently been raised to the bishopric of London,
held a visitation of his dioeess and among other articles enjoined on his clergy, this was one
" to see whether any Anabaptists or others held
private conventicles, with different opinions and
forms from those established by law." This
excellent young prince, who was of the most
promising expectations, and, in the judgment of
many impartial persons, the very phoenix of his
time, was removed by death in the seventeenth
year of his age, and the seventh of his reign
by some, suspected to be owing to poison. Dr.
Leighton, speaking of his premature death, says,
" This king, a gracious plant, whereof the soil
was not worthy, like another Josiah, setting
himself with all his might to promote the Reformation, abhorred and forbid that any mass
should be permitted to his sister.
Farther, he
was desirous not to leave a hoof of the Romish
beast in his kingdom, as he was taught by some
of the sincerer sort. But, as he wanted instruments to effect this good, so he was mightily
opposed in all his good designs by the prelatists,
Avhich caused him, in his godly jealousy, in the
very anguish of his soul, to pour out his soul in
;

;

!

;

:
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proceedings of this reign, and we shall dismiss
it with a few additional remarks.
In the beginning of June, 1558, a proclamation was issued, of which the following is a

copy

:

'•BY

THE KING AND QUEEX.

"Whereas

divers books, filled with heresy,
sedition, and treason, have of late, and be daily
brought into this realm, out of foreign countries,
and places beyond the seas and some also covertly printed within this realm, and cast abroad
in sundry parts thereof, whereby not only God
is dishonoured, but also encouragement given
to disobey lawful princes and governors
the
king and queen's majesties, for redress hereof,
do, by their own proclamation, declare and publish to all their subjects that whosoever shall,
after the proclaiming hereof, be found to have
any of the said wicked and seditious books, or,
finding them, do not forthwith burn the same,
shall, in that case, be reported and taken for a
rebel, and shall, without delay, be executed for
that offence, according to martial law."
week after the publishing of this proclamation, a meeting of Protestants was detected at
;

:

A

and twenty-two individuals, men and
seized and taken before Sir Roger
who turned them over to the Bishop
of London, who, in the cruelty of his tender
Islington,

women, were
Cholmley,

of the council (November 5, 1555), it was remarked by one of his judges, that " all heretics
boast of the Spirit of God, and every one would
have a church of his own, as Joan of Kent and
the Anabaptists !" A pretty plain indication
that the Baptists of that day were not only contending for the Divine authority of that institution, but also for the necessity of their separating themselves unto the law of the Lord, and
maintaining the importance of their own principles.
It is painful to dwell upon the merciless

mercies, turned thirteen of them over to the executioners, seven of them to be burned in
Smithfield, and six at Brentford !*
Among those who were committed to the
flames in Smithfield, on this occasion, was Mr.
Roger Holland, a gentleman descended from a
very respectable family in Lancashire, where
several of his predecessors are to be found enrolled in the list of sheriffs for the county.
At
a hearing before Bishop Bonner, Lord Strange,
son of the Earl of Derby, Sir Thomas Gerrard,
Mr. Eccleston, of Eccleston, with many other
gentlemen of the county, appeared to speak on
his behalf
In his youthful days, Mr. Holland
had been not only a bigoted papist, but also a
very dissipated and profligate young man. He
was, however, converted from' the error of his
ways by the pious instructions of a servantmaid in the family in which he resided. She
put into his hands some books, both in defence
of the truth of the Gospel and against the errors
of popery. These means were, through the
T)lessing of Heaven, so efficacious, that he became the member of a Congregational church
in London, married the female to whom he was
under such lasting obligations, and sealed the
profession of the Gospel with his blood
his
wife also suffered great affliction for maintaining the same truths.
Two others of the Islington congregation were taken by Bonner, stripped naked, and flogged in his garden at Fulham,
in a most unmanly posture, to such a degree,
that a bundle of rods was worn out in scourging
them
But on the character of this queen, and
the general complexion of her reign, let it suffice in this place to give an extract from an oration, composed by the learned John Hailes,
Esq.,t and delivered to Queen Elizabeth soon
after her accession to the throne.

* For Dr. Toulmin's reflections on the state of
the Baptists during the reign of Edward VI., see vol.
i., p. 57, of this work.

* Oldmixon's England, vol. i., p. 284, folio.
t Mr. Hailes, the writer of this oration, was bred
at Oxford, and deservedly held in high reputation for

tears."*
Of the short and sanguinary reign of Queen
Mary, Mr. Neal has furnished a faithful compendium, vol. i., p. 57-70, and we have little to add
to his narrative.
In the first year of her reign,
a person of the name of Woodman was cited
before the Bishop of Winchester to answer to
certain allegations touching his orthodoxy.
" Hold him a book," said the bishop " if he re:

fuse to swear, he

is an Anabaptist, and shall be
excommunicated." This criterion for ascertaining whether or not the poor man was or

was not infected with heresy, is no farther enthan as it proves two things
namely, the ex^tence of Baptists at that time
in the country, and the severity of the penal
laws against them. On another occasion, when
Mr. Philpot was under examination by the lords
titled to notice

:

:

!
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"

It

was

riot

enough

for these

unnatural Eng-

lish tormentors," says Mr. Hailes, "these tyrants and false Christians, to be lords of the
goods, possessions, and bodies of their brethren
and countrymen but, being very antichrists
and enemies of the cross of Christ, they would
be gods also, and reign in the consciences and
Every man, woman, and child
souls of men.
must deny Christ in word openly, abhor Christ
in tlieir deeds, slander him with word and deed,
worship and honour false gods as they would
have thein, and as themselves did, and so give
body and soul to the devil, their master or secretly flee, or, after inward torments, be burned
openly.
O cruelty, cruelty far exceeding all
the cruelties committed by those famous ancient tyrants, Herod, Caligula, Nero, Domitian, &c., &c., whose names, for their cruel persecution of the people of God, have been, and
ever will be, held in perpetual hatred. If any
;

:

!

was made

treason, but left her subjects to the

freedom of their thoughts, and only made it
penal to extol a foreign jurisdiction.
She also
laid aside the title "supreme head" of the
Church, and those who refused the oath were
only disabled from holding benefices during
their refusal.
But after the twentieth year of
her reign, the political posture of affairs compelled her. we are told, to adopt a different line
" Then, pecuniary punishments
of conduct.
were inflicted on such as withdrew from the
Church and, in conclusion, she was forced to
;

make laws

of greater rigour.
As for the Puritans, as long as they only inveighed against
some abuses, such as pluralities, nonresidents,
or the like, it was not their zeal against those,
but their violence that was condemned.
When
they refused to comply with some ceremonies, and

questioned the snpenority of the hishops, and declared for a democracy in the Church, they
but
undertake to set forth particularly were connived at with great gentleness
they set up a new model of church discipline,
all the acts that have been done these full five
years by this unnatural woman (rather say, this without xoaiting for the civil magistrate, and enmonster covered with the shape of a woman), tered into combination then it appeared that it
as it is necessary for the glory of God, and the was faction, and not zeal, that animated them.
profit of the Church, and of this realin, that it Upon that, the queen found it necessary to reshould be done, he will find it subject sufficient strain them more than she had done formerly."
for a perfect and a great history, and not to be Such is Bishop Burnet's apology for the intolcontained in an oration to be uttered at one erant proceedings of this reign.
The share which the Baptists had in these
time by the voice of man. But, to comprehend
the sum of all their wickedness in few words, severities will appear from the mention of a iew
behold, whatever malice in mischief, covetous- instances.
Dr. Wall relates, that about the sixness in spoil, cruelly in punishing, tyranny in teenth year of Queen Elizabeth, a congregatioa
destruction, could do— that, all this poor Eng- ofDutchAntipajdobaptists was discovered withlish nation, these full five years, either suffered out Aldgate, in London, of whom twenty-sevea
and the following
already, or should have suffered, had not the were taken and imprisoned
great mercy of God prevented it."*
month one man and ten women of them were
Queen Elizabeth ascended the throne in the condemned.* Another writer informs us that
year 1558 and, though a decided enemy to po- it was at Easter, 1575, that this took place, and
pery, or, more properly speaking, to the author- that four of them recanted at Paul's Cross, oa
ity of the pope, yet such was her blind and big- the 25th May, and that the rest were banished
oted determination to enforce a uniformity of the kingdom.! The following is the form of
worship among all her subjects, that the Bap- their abjuration
" Whereas we, being seduced by the devil,
tists were called to no small share of suffering,
for conscience' sake, during the whole of her the spirit of error, and by false teachers, have
reign.
The complexion of her reign, however, fallen into these most damnable and detestable
was very different from that of her sister. The heresies, that Christ took not flesh of the subfires of Smithfield were not lighted up in such stance of the Virgin Mary
that the infants of
profusion
but the same sanguinary laws re- the faithful ought not to be baptized
and that
mained in force and all who disclaimed human a Christian man may not be a magistrate, or
authority in the kingdom of Christ who main- bear the sword and oflice of authority and that
tained the Word of God to be the only rule of it is not lawful for a Christian man to take aa
faith and duty, were either compelled to tem- oath
now, by the grace of God, and by the asporize and conceal their convictions, or were sistance of good and learned ministers of Christ's
subject to great pains and penalties.
The Church, I understand the sam^^to be most damqueen, says Sir Francis Walsingham, when nable and detestable heresies and do ask God,
sketching the features of her government, " laid before his Church, mercy for my raid former erdown two maxims of state one was, not to rors, and do forsake, recant, and renounce them
force consciences
the other was, not to let and I abjure them from the bottom of my heart,
factious practices go unpunished because they protesting I certainly believe the contrary. And,
were covered by pretexts of conscience." The farther, I confess that the whole doctrine estabstrictures which Mr. Neal has passed on these lished and published in the Church of England,
maxims of government, vol. i., p. 74-77, are so and also that which is received in the Dutch
exceedingly pertinent, that it is needless here to church in London, is found true and according
enlarge upon them.
Bishop Burnet tells us to God's Word whereunto in all things I subthat she did not at first revive those severe mit myself, and will be most gladly a member
laws which were passed in her father's time, of the said Dutch church from henceforth ut-,
by which the refusal of the oath of supremacy terly abandoning and forsaking all and every An-

man would

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

:

;

:

;

;

:

;

his learning.
He was highly esteemed by the lordkeeper, Su- Nicholas Bacon, and by Lord Burleigh,
two of the greatest men of that age.

* Oldmixon,

p. 293.

abaptistical error. "t

* History of Infant Baptism, book ii., p. 212.
t D'Assigny's Mystery of Anabaptism, p. 36(
} Crosby, vol.

i.,

p. 68.

a
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HISTORY OF THE BAPTISTS.
This abjuration oath, which was administered by Dr. Delaune, then minister of the Dutch
church, Austin Friars, sufficiently indicates the
Fularbitrary and intolerant spirit of the age.
ler, the historian, mentions the same facts, with
some additional circumstances. " Now began
the Anabaptists," says he, " wonderfully to inand as we are sorry that
crease in the land
any countrymen should be seduced v/ith that
;

opinion, so

we

are glad that the English, as yet,

from that infection." He then goes
on to relate the apprehension of the twentyseven Baptists at Aldgate, and adds, that two
of them were so obstinate, that orders were issued for their being committed to the flames in
This mduced the celebrated John
Smiihfield.
Fox, the martyrologist, to interpose in their behalf, supplicating her majesty to reprieve them.
The letter was written in Latin, but Mr. Crosby has furnished us with the following transla-

were

free

tion of

it

—

" Most serene and happy princess most illustrious queen, the honour of our country, and
ornament of the age. As nothing has been farther from my tlioughts and e.xpectations than
ever to disturb your most excellent majesty by
my troublesome interruption, so it grieves me
very much that I must break that silence which
has hitherto been the result of my mind. But
so it now happens, by I know not what infelicity,
that the present time obliges me, contrary to
my hope and opinion, to that which of all things
and though hithin the world I least desired
erto I have been troublesome to nobody, I am
now, contrary to my inclination, constrained to
be importunate, even with my princess not in
any matter or course of my own, but through
And by how
the calamity brought upon others.
much the more sharp and lamentable that is, by
.so much the more I am spurred on to depre;

:

agreeable to the practice of the Romanists than
custom of the Gospellers yea, it is evidently of the same kind as if it had flowed from
the Romish priests, from the first author of such
to the

:

cruelty. Innocent III.

Oh, that none had ever
brought such a Phalarian bull into the meek
I do not speak these things
because I am pleased with their wickedness, or
favour the errors of any men
but seeing I am
myself a man, I must therefore favour the life
of man
not that he should err, but that he
should repent.
Nay, my pity extends not only
to the life of man, but even to the beasts.
" For it is, perhaps, folly in me
but I speak
the truth, that I can hardly pass by a slaughter-

Church of Christ

!

;

—

;

house where cattle are killing, but my mind revolts with a secret sense of their pains.
And
truly I greatly admire the clemency of God in
this, who had such regard to the mean brute
creatures, formerly prepared for sacrifices, that
they must not be committed to the flames before
their blood had been poured out at the foot of

the altar.

Whence we may

gather, that in af-

punishments, however just, we must not
be over rigorous, but temper the sharpness of
rigour with clemency.
Wherefore, if I may be
so bold with the majesty of so great a princess,
I humbly beg of your royal highness, for the sake
of Christ, who was consecrated to suffer for the
lives of many, this favour at my request, which.
even the Divine clemency would ""Z-^^ you to,
that if it may be, and what cannot your authority do in such cases 1 these miserable wretches
may be spared at least, that a stop may be put
to the horror, by changing their punishment into
flicting

;

some other kind.

There are excommunications

and close imprisonment there are bonds there
is perpetual banishment, burning of the hand,
and whipping, or even slavery itself This one
;

;

thing I most earnestly beg, that the piles and
flames in Smithfield, so long ago extinguished
by your happy government, may not now be
again revived.
That if I may not obtain this, I
pray with the greatest earnestness that, out of
your great pity, you would grant us a month or
two, in which vve may try whether the Lord will
give them grace to turn from their dangerous
ed.
Many others are condemned to exile
opinion.
But
errors
sentence,
in
my
I
hear
there
lest, with the destruction of their bodlight
are one or two of these who are appointed to ies, their souls be in danger of eternal ruin."*
So far the venerable John Fox but what a
the most severe of puni.shments, namely, burnNow in train of reflection does this letter give rise to,
ing, unless your clemency prevent it.
One natthis one affair I consider there are two things were this the place to indulge in it
the one is, the wickedness of ural inference is, that, in his judgment, the powto be considered
the other, the severity of their er of the civil magistrates may very properly be
their errors
punishment. As to their errors, indeed, no man exercised in coercing opinions in matters of religion, and in punishing those who dare to think
of sense can deny that they are most absurd
and I wonder that such monstrous opinions differently from the national standard, provided
These " facould come into the mind of any Christian but the punishment he not excessive
such is the state of human weakness, if we are natical sects are by no means to be countenanbut ought to besuppressleft never so little a while destitute of the Divine ced in a commonwealth
And cd with proper correction ,•" '' there are excomliglit, whither is it that we do not fall 1
we have great reason to give God thanks on munications and close imprisonment ;" " exile
" there are
this account, that I hear not of any Englishman is a light sentence" in his opinion
As to these bonds, perpetual banishment, burning of the
that is inclined to this madness.
fanatical sects, therefore, it is certain they are hand, and whipping, or even slavery itself"
by no means to be countenanced in a common- To any of these the venerable martyrologist
wealth, but, in my opinion, ought to be suppress- could give his consent but the roasting alive of
ed by proper correction. But to roast alive the human beings is a " hard-hearted thing," from
Her
bodies of poor wretches, that offend rather which his compassionate heart revolted.
through blindness of judgment than perverse- majesty's heart, however, it appears, was not
ness of will, in fire aiid flames raging with pitch
* The original of this lettw is given in the Appen*nd brimstone, is a hard-hearted thing, and more dix to this volume, No, III.

cate it.
" I understand there are some here in England, though not English, but come hither from
Holland, I suppose both men and women, who,
having been tried according to law, publicly declared their repentance, and are happily reclaim-

—

:

:

!

:

;

;

!

;

—

;

;

;
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quite so soft for though she had a high respect
for the writer, and constantly called him her
"Father Fox," she was not his dutiful daugh;

ter, but

met

less, after a

his request with a flat denial, " un-

month's reprieve and conference

with divines, they would recant their errors."
" She declared their impieties to be damnable,

and that she was necessitated to this severity,
because, having formerly punished some traitors,
were she now to spare these blasphemers, the
world would condemn her as being more earnest in asserting her own safety than the honour
of her God."
All the difference, then, between
her majesty and the learned martyrologist, in
this instance, merely regarded the quantum of
punishment to be inflited, for on the principle
they were fully agreed
And certainly, where
the point in dispute was so trivial, it was very
proper that the queen should follow her own
judgment.
Accordingly, the writ De hcraico
comburendo, that is, for burning heretics, which
for seventeen years had only hung up wt terrorcm,
was now taken down and put in execution, and
the two Anabaptists, John Wielmaker and Henry Torwoort, were committed to the flames in
Smithfield, July 22, 1575.
I have dwelt the more largely upon this affair, because it presents us with a fair specimen
of the state of the public mind in regard to toleration during the boasted reign of Queen Elizabeth.
And now, before we dismiss the matter
wholly, let us pause and examine a little coolly
" these monstrous opinions," which Fox wonders should ever enter the mind of any Chris" this madness," which " endangered the
tian
eternal ruin of their souls," according to his notion of the matter, and which her majesty considered to be " damnable impieties," implying
Uasphcmy against God, not to be expiated but
by the extremest tortures.
The first article in this dreadful catalogue of
crimes respected the human nature of the Son
of God a speculation indulged by Joan of Kent,
and many other truly pious persons in that day.
They had read, in the writings of the holy Evangelist, that Chrisfs human nature was miraculously formed in the womb of a virgin, by the
power of the Most High coming upon her that
the body of the Saviour was not produced according to the ordinary laws of generation; and
that, consequently, "that holy thing which was
born of her" was not subject to the original taint
!

;

;

;

which descended from

Even admitting

Adam

to his posterity.

that it was improper to indulge
speculation on this sublime mystery, which we
ought to receive as it is delivered to us, without
curiously prying into things quite beyond our
reach, it is not easy to find the monstrous impiety, the damnable heresy, in it which should
entitle its abetters to such condign punishment.
For aught we can see, it was a harmless speculation, which noway affected either the faith or
the obedience of the Gospel. And as to the other articles of their impeachment, it would be
trifling with the reader's time here to enlarge
upon them. That infants ought not to be baptized, must be allowed by all who admit that either precept or example is necessary to authorize us in whatever we practice as a branch of
worship
The unlawfulness of taking an oath,
and of Christians filling the offices of civil magistracy, though to me they both appear unfound-

ed objections, originating in a misapplication of
certain texts of Scripture, were nevertheless
opinions that had been current among the Waldenses, Albigenses, and Wickliflites, and, indeed, have been prevalent in every age of the
Church since the days of the apostles. Now,
to say nothing of the infernal cruelty of roasting alive these individuals, there is something

monstrously wicked even

in

compelling them to

abjure these harmless opinions as "most damnable and detestable heresies ;" to abjure them
" from the bottom of their heart, protesting that
they certainly believed the contrary^
Alas, humanity sickens at such an outrage on the prerogative of the Most High and the rights of mankind
From this period to the end of Queen Elizabeth's reign, the whole body of the Puritans appear to have been treated with great severity,
of which the Baptists certainly came in for their
due share. Many of them quitted the kingdom,
and those who remained in it were perpetually
harassed and tormented by fine and imprisonment. In the county of Norfolk (Mr. Neal says
Suffolk, see vol. i., p. 153), an application was
made to the justices of peace in behalf of some
of the Brownists who had been long and illegally imprisoned by the Bishop of Norwich, entreating that their worships would be pleased to move
His lordship was
that prelate in their favour.
so displeased with them for their interference in
what he considered to be his own prerogative,
that he drew up twelve articles of impeachment
against the justices themselves, and caused,
them to be summoned before the queen and
council to answer for their conduct.
The particulars are given by Mr. Neal, vol. i., p. 153;
and we only refer to it here for the purpose of
remarking, that in the supplication to the justices, the terms Anabaptists and Brownists are
used as synonymous, and also that they were
allowed no quarter in that district.
In the year 1580, when the reign of this queen
drew towards a close, a treatise appeared against
the Puritans from the pen of a clergyman of the
name of Some, in which he undertook to show
the coincidence that existed between the Anabaptists and some of the leading men among the
former.
The sentiments which he charged the
Baptists of that day with holding are, that the
ministers of the Gospel ought to be maintained
by the voluntary contributions of the people
that the civil magistrate has no right to make
and impose laws on the consciences of men ;
that the people ought to have the right of choosthat the High Coming their own ministers
mission Court was an antichristian usurpation ;
that such as are qualified to preach ought not to
be hindered by the civil magistrate from doing
so
that no forms of prayer should be imposed
upon the Church that the baptisms administered in the Church of Rome were invalid and
that a true constitution and discipline are essenSuch were the heterodox
tial to a true church.
principles maintained by the Anabaptists (>f
Queen Elizabeth's limes, according to the testimony of this learned doctor; principles well
supported by the Word of God, and which, therefore, every intelligent and consistent Baptist of
The doctor
the present day is proud to avow.
touches, also, on their opinions of baptizing none
they
hold
that
the worbelievers
but professed
!

;

;

;

;

;

;;

;
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ship of God as conducted in the Church of England to be in many respects defective
and
brings up the rear of their crimes by adding,
that they count it blasphemy for any man to arrogate to himself the title of Doctor in Divinity,
or, as he explains it, to be called Rabbi
that is,
lord and master of other men's faith
He acknowledges that there were several Anabaptistical conventicles, both in the metropolis and
other parts of the kingdom, in his day
a fact
which we shall find abundantly confirmed in the
following chapter.
;

;

!

;

CHAPTER

II.

HISTORY OF THE B.iPTISTS DURING THE REIGXS OF
JAMES I. AND CHARLES I., A.D. 1602-1650.

Hitherto we have been engaged rather in
tracing out obscure notices of the Antipsdobaptists, as of individuals scattered throughout the
country, maintaining their discriminating sentiment, yet mingling with their Pa3dobaptist brethren in church communion, than as forming a
distinct body or denomination contending for
the Divine authority of the baptismal institute,
and its indispensable obligation as a term of
communion but we shall presently find them
separating themselves to the law of their Lord,
avowing their convictions and advocating their
principles through the medium of the press.
In the year 1608 there was a small piece published by Enoch Clapham, representing, in a way
of dialogue, the opinions of the different sects
of Protestants at that period.
He speaks of
some of them as leaving the kingdom to form
churches among people of another language
and others, who remained in England, he censures for withdrawing from the national wor;
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both from the Church and other Dissenters.
Whatever may be thought concerning the truth
and justness of their views on the question relative to baptism, their great seriousness of spirit and diligence in inquiry must be praised by
all candid persons.
They arose out of those
who, being tired with the yoke of superstitious
ceremonies, the traditions of men, and corrupt
mixtures in the worship of God, resolved, by the
grace of God, not to receive or practise any piece
of positive worship which had not precept or example in his Word. On this principle they pursued their researches, which they accompanied
with fasting and prayer.
When, after long
search and many debates, it appeared to them
that infant baptism was a mere innovation, and
even a profanation of a Divine ordinance, they
were not brought to lay it aside without many
fears and tremblings, lest they should be mistaken, considering how many learned and godly
men were of an opposite persuasion and gladly would they have had the concurrence of their
brethren with them.
But since there was no
hope of this, they concluded that a Christian's
faith must not stand in the wisdom of man, and
that every one must give account of himself to
God so they resolved to practise according to
;

;

their own convictions.
They were persuaded
that believers were the only proper subjects of
baptism, and that immersion, or dipping the
whole body into water, was the appointed rite.
But as this was not practised in England, they

were

at a loss for an administrator to begin the
practice.
After often meeting together to pray

and confer about this matter, they agreed to
send over into Holland Mr. Richard Blount, who
understood the Dutch language, to a Baptist
church there
he was kindly received by the
society and their pastor, and upon his return he
baptized Mr. Samuel Blacklock, a minister
these two baptized the rest of the company, to
the number of fifty-three.
Some few others of
this persuasion were among the original plant:

ship, and assembling in woods, stables, and
barns for religious service.
He particularly
(Aistinguishes from Puritans and Brownists, on
the one hand, and from Arians and Socinians, ers of New-England.
They who continued in
on the other, those who, by way of reproach, England, published, in the
year 1615, a small
were called Anabaptists,* and who separated treatise to justify their separation
from the
* In the dialogue of Enoch Clapham, above men- Church of England, and to prove that every
tioned, the Anabaptist is asked what religion he is man has a right to judge for himself in matters
of; and is made to answer, •• Ot the true religion, of religion
and that to persecute any one on
commonly termed Anabaptism, from our baptizing." this account is illegal, antichristian, and contraWhen he is interrogated concerning the church or ry to the laws of God, as well as several declacongregation he was connected with in Holland, he
rations of his majesty.
answers, " There be certain English people of us that
The title of this pamphlet is as follows " Percame out from the Brownists."* When the Arian says,
" I am ot the mind that there is no true baptism upon secution for Religion judged and condemned, in
earth," he replies, " I pray thee say not so the con- a Discourse between a Christian and Antichrisgregation 1 am of can and doth administer true bap- tian
proving, by the Law of God, and by King
tism." When an inouirer after truth offers, on his James's many Declarations, that no Man ought
proving what he has said, to leave his old religion, to be persecuted
for his Religion, so he testify
the Anabaptist answers, " You should say, if God will
his Allegiance by the Oath appointed by Law."
give you grace to
;

:

;

:

leave it for it is a particular favour
to leave Sodom and Egypt, spiritually so called."
When the same person offers to unite with them, the
;

The dew of heaven come upon
to-morrow 1 will bring you into our sacred congregation, that so you may come to be informed of
the faith, and after that be purely baptized." This
representation of the Baptists
the year 1008, though
furnished by one who wrote against them, deserves
regard, especially as he assures his readers that the
characters which he has drawn of each sect had not
been done without several years' experience and
Anabaptist replies,

you

•'

:

m

The

style of this work is easy, correct, and, considering the age when it was composed, very
perspicuous, the reasoning strong and conclusive, and the dialogue well maintained.
It presents a favourable specimen of the principles and
abilities of the authors.
They inveigh against
the pride, luxury, and oppression of the bishops
declare their respect for magistrates
protest
against the political errors of the papists
con;

;

demn

those who, through fear, comply with any
e xterna worship contrary to their own conl

The reader will find some reference to the Baptist division of the Brownists in Holland in Mr. Young's
interest*

»ig volume, the " Chronicles of the Pilgrims."— C.
Vol. II. Z z

—

study of them.—Jvimey's English Baptists,

vol.

i.,

p.

;
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science ; and refer, for evidence of their sentiments, to the confession of faith published in
1611.

But the principal glory of this piece is the
tnaniy and explicit avowal which the authors
make of the true principles of Christian liberty,
at a time when they were either unknown, or
They
opposed, by ahriost every otiier party.
preserve a just distinction between civil and religious concerns and while they fully allow the
magistrate his proper authority in the former,
they boldly maintain every man's right to judge
and act for himself in the latter. In a dedication to all that truly wish Jerusalem's prosperity and Babylon's destruction, they declare, " We
<lo unfeignedly acknowledge the authority of
earthly magistrates, God's blessed ordinance,
and that all earthly rule and command appertain unto them
let them command what they
will, we must obey, either to do or to suffer.
But all men must let God alone with his right,
Tvho is to be Lord and Lawgiver of the soul and
not command obedience for God when he commandeth none." " If I take," says Christian,
in another place, " any authority from the king's
majesty, let me be judged worthy of my desert
but, if I defend the authority of Christ Jesus
overmen's souls, which appertaineth to no mortal man whatsoever, then know you, that whosoever would rob him of that honour which is
not of this world, he will tread them under foot.
Earthly authority belongs to earthly kings but
spiritual authority belongeth to that spiritual
King who is King of kings."* When we con;

:

;

;

sider the state of the times, this intrepid and
<iignified language must excite our just admiration.

In the year 1618, another vindication of their
principles came from the press, entitled "
plain and well-grounded Treatise concerning
Baptism." It was a translation from a Dutch
piece, and is thought to be the first that was published in English against the baptism of infants.
But the vindication of their principles procured
them no security against the power of persecution.
They were inveighed against from the
pulpits, and harassed in the spiritual courts.
were seized, and their persons congoods
Their
fined by long and lingering imprisonments, under which many of them died, leaving widows
and children. This drew from them, in 1620,
during the sitting of Parliament, an humble supplication to King James, representing their mis-

A

eries, avowing their loyal and blameless behaviour, and remonstrating against the cruel proceedings under which they suffered, as unbecoming the charity and goodness of the Christian religion, tempting men to hypocrisy, and
exhibiting the marks of antichrist, and humbly
beseeching his majesty, the nobles, and Parliament to consider their case, and, according to
the direction of God's Word, to let the wheat and
Notwithtares grow together till the harvest.
standing the odium cast upon them, and the severities used against them, they maintained their
separate meetings, had many disciples, and supported an exemplary purity of character, t
Mr. Neal stales that, in the year 1644, there
were forty-seven congregations of this denomi-

* Persecution judged and condemned, passi7n.
t See Crosby's History of the Enghsh Baptists,
i., p. 88-139.

vol.

nation in the country, and seven in London.
It
cannot be doubted that they gradually rose into
such a number. Mr. Crosby says that the Baptists, who had hitherto been intermixed witli
other Nonconformists, began to form themselves into separate societies in 1633.
The
first instance of this secession was that of part
of the Independent congregation, then under
the ministry of Mr. John Lathorp, which had
been gathered in 1616, and of which Mr. Henry
Jacob was the first pastor. The minister of
these Separatists was Mr. John Spilsbury their
number is uncertain, because, after specifying
the number of about twenty men and women,
it is added
with divers others.
In the year
1638, Mr. William Kiflfin, Mr. Thomas Wilson,
and others, adopted the same opinions concerning baptism
and having been, at their own request, dismissed from the Independent church,
joined the new congregation.
Mr. Neal is mistaken when he represents this separation as taking place under Mr. Jessey, who did not settle with it as a pastor till about midsummer,
1637
and did not change his sentiments on
the questions concerning baptism till the summer of 1645, when he was baptized by Mr
Knowles. The division of the people into two
congregations, one continuing with him, and
the other joining themselves to Mr. Praise-God
Barebones, on the 18th of May, 1640, arose not
from any differenceof sentiment about baptism,
but from their becoming so numerous that they
could not meet together in one place without
being discovered.*
In 1639 another congregation of Baptists was
formed, which met in Crutched Friars, the chief
promoters of which were Mr. Green, Mr. Paul
Hobson, and Captain Spencer.
pamphlet
appeared at this time, under the title of " New
Preachers, New," designed to hold up to scorn
and contempt the leading members of this
church.
Among other foolish things, it is remarked that " Green the felt-maker (that is, a
hatter), Spencer the horse-rubber, Quartermine
the brewer's clerk, and some few others, were
mighty sticklers in this new kind of talking
trade, which many ignorant coxcombs call
preaching."
Green appears to have been a very
zealous man, and to have excited no inconsiderable attention by his preaching.
In the pamphlet above mentioned, some account is given
of " a tumult raised in Fleet-street, by the disorderly preachment, pratings, and prattlings of
Mr. Barebones the leather-seller, and Mr. Green
the felt-maker, on Sunday last, the 19th of December (1641). Barebones is called a reverend
unlearned leather-seller, memorable for his fiery
;

—
;

;

A

and both he and his friend Green were apprehended while " preaching or prating among
a hundred persons" on that day.
The following extract from this pamphlet is too good to be
zeal,

lost:

"After

my

(Barebones

I

commendations, Mr. Rawbones
should have said), in acknowledg-

ment of your too much troubling yourself and
molesting others, I have made bold to relate
your last Sunday's afternoon work, lest in time
your meritorious painstaking should be forgotten (for the which, you and your associate, Mr.
Green, do well deserve to have your heads in the
custody of young Gregory, to make buttons for
* Jessey's Life, p. 7, 11, 83,
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hem-pen loops!); you two, having the Spirit so
full, that you must either rent or burst, did on
the Sabbath aforesaid, at your house near Fetter Lane, and in Fleet-street, at the sign of the
Lock and Key, there and then did you and your
consort, by turns, unloclc most dehcate strange
doctrine, where was abotit thousands of people, of
which number the most ignorant applauded your
preaching, and those that understood anything
But, after four
derided your ignorant prating.
hours' long and tedious tattling, the house

where you were was beleaguered with multitudes
that thought it fit to rouse you out of your blind
devotion, so that your walls were battered, your
all fractions, torn into tattling shivers
and worse the hurly-burly might have been, but
that sundry constables came in, with strong
guards of men to keep the peace, in which conflict your sign was beaten down and unhinged,
to make room for the owner to supply the place
all which shows had never been, had Mr. Green
and Mr. Barebones been content, as they should
have done, to have gone to their own parish
churches." The same writer, addressing Green,
asks, " Do not these things come from proud
spirits, that Mr. Spencer, a horse-keeper, and
you, a hat-maker, will take upon you to be ambassadors of God, to teach your teachers, and
take upon you to be ministers of the Gospel in
Consider, I pray you, that
these days of light 1
our Lord would not have had the ass, Matt., xxi.,
3, if he had not stood in need of him.
Now the
truth is, the Church hath no need of such as
you, an unlearned, self-conceited hat-maker. It
is true that, in the beginning of Queen Elizafoeth's reign, the papist priests and friars being
dismissed, there was a scarcity for the present
of learned men, and so some tradesmen were
permitted to leave their trades, and betake themselves to the ministry but it was necessity that
did then constrain them so to do
but, thanks
be to God, we have now no such necessity, and
therefore this practice of you and your comrades
casts an ill aspersion upon our good God, that
doth furnish our church plentifully with learned
men and it doth also scandalize our church,
as if we stood in need of such as you to preach
the Gospel. This you call preaching, or prophesying and thus, as one of them told the lords
of Parliament, that they were all preachers, for
so they practise and exercise themselves as
young players do in private, till they be by their
brethren judged fit for the pulpit, and then up
they go, and, like mountebanks, play their part.
Mr. Green, Mr. Green, leave off these ways
bring home such as you have caused to stray.
It is such as you that vent their venom against
our godly preachers, and the Divine forms of
prayer, yea, against all set forms of prayers
all
is from antichrist, but that which you preach is
most divine that comes from the Spirit, the
other is an old dead sacrifice, composed (I should
have said, killed) so long ago that it now stinks.
It is so that, in the year 1549, it was compiled
by Dr. Cranmer, Dr. Goodricke, Dr. Skip, Dr.
Thirlby, Dr. Day, Dr. Holbecke, Dr. Ridley, Dr.
Cox, Dr. Taylor, Dr. Harris, Dr. Redman, and
Mr. Robinson, archdeacon of Leicester
but
what are all these 1 they are not to be compared to John Green, a hat-maker, for he thinketh
what he bluslereth forth jpon the sudden is far
better than that which these did maturely and
deliberately compose !"

windows

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;
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This extract is interesting on various accounts the pamphlet from which it is taken is
evidently the production of one of those clerical
bigots of the Establishment, of whom abundance are to be found in every age since nation;

establishments of Christianity were introa privileged order of men, who, having
found out the means of making their profession
of religion subservient to their worldly interest,
take it mightily amiss that any persons should
presume to disturb them in their slumbers, or
caution their fellow-creatures against being deceived by them.
Hence all their cant and whining about " learned and godly ministers," as
though amjhody complained of either their learning or their godliness ;* or as though their having been licensed by their fellow-creatures to
al

duced

;

churches were a substantial
reason why another, who obtains his livelihood
by honest industry, should not raise his voice in
defence of the despised truth of the Gospel,
hold forth the Word of Life, and contend for the
laws and institutions of Christ, against all who
would corrupt them by human traditions. It is
interesting, too, as furnishing a pretty correct
officiate in parish

manner in which the earliest Bapchurches in England conducted their public
worship.
Taking the New Testament for their
guide, they seem evidently to have discarded
" the one-man system," as it has been significantly termed, and which obtains so universally in our day.t
may also learn from it the
opposition which the Baptists of that day had
to sustain in yielding obedience to the will of
their God and Saviour.
But there are accounts of some societies existing in the country long before these congregations in London were formed.
There is great
reason to believe that the Baptist society at
Shrewsbury has subsisted, through all the revolutions of time to this day, from the year 1627.t
The congregation at Bickenhall, now at Hatch,
six miles from Taunton, in Somerset, had, according to the opinion of its oldest members,
about twenty years ago, subsisted near two
hundred years and they had a clear tradition
of its assemblies having been held so early as
1630, in the woods and other places of concealment, on account of the severity of the times. (J
Even in M57 there was a congregation of this
sort at Chesterton, near Cambridge
six of
them were accused of heresy, and condemned
to abjure and do penance, half naked, with a
fagot to their backs and a taper in their hands,
in the public market-places of Ely and Camidea of the

tist

We

;

:

bridge.

II

But, notwithstanding this early appearance
of the sect, it laboured under such difficulties,
from the odium with which it was regarded by
the people, and from the severities practised
against it by the ruling powers, that its progress
was for many years impeded. From what Bishop Jewel says, in the "Defence of his Apolo-

—

* This is keenly expressed, but in bad taste. C.
+ The results of the " any-man system" in the
Scotch Baptist churches are not very much in favour
of

its

X

—

C.
adoption.
Letter from the Rev. Josiah

A

Thompson to

the

Editor.

MS.

Collections concerning the History of Protestant Dissenters, communicated by Mr. Thompson.
Robinson's Claude, vol. ii. Dissertation on
(J

II

Preaching,

p. 54.

;
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gy," written about the seventh year of Queen
Elizabeth, it appears that it was then almost tofor, while
suppressed in these kingdoms
he speaks of them as finding harbour in Austria, Silesia, and Moravia, he adds, " they have
no acquaintance with us in England, or any
other place where the Gospel of Christ is clearThis is to be concluded, also,
ly preached."
from a passage in Dr. Featley, who says, " This
fire in the reigns of Queen Elizabeth, King
James, and our gracious sovereign, till now,
was covered in England under the ashes or, if
it broke out at any time, by the care of the ecclesiastical or civil magistrate it was soon put
out."
But in the times of the civil war, so difficult
or so impossible is it to extirpate opinions, this
sect revived, held its weekly assemblies for religious worship, and printed various pieces in
defence of their sentiments and practice
the
number of converts to it rapidly increased, and
it boasted in that prophecy, " that many shall
run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased,"*!
Among the publications in their own Tindication was a piece in 1641, by Edward Barber,
entitled " A Treatise of Baptism, or Dipping
wherein is clearly showed that our Lord Christ
ordained Dipping, and that sprinkling of Children is not according to Christ's Institution
and also the Invalidity of those Arguments that
are commonly brought to justify that Practice."
In the same year appeared a quarto pamphlet of
six pages, relating chiefly, if not wholly, to the
Baptists.
It is entitled " The Brownists' Synagogue or, a late Discovery of their Conventicles, Assemblies, and Places of Meeting, where
they preach, and the Manner of their praying
and preaching, with a Relation of the Names,
Places, and Doctrines of those which do commonly preach; the chief of which are these:
Green, the Felt-maker Marler, the Button-maker
Spencer, the Coachman
Rogers, the
Glover
which Sect is much increased of late
within this City.'"
In this squib, Messrs. Green
and Spencer, who were over the Baptist church
in Crutched Friars, are termed " the two arch
Separatists, demi-gods, who are here, and there,
and everywhere." In the conclusion of the
piece, the writer gives the following account of
" In the house where they meet,
their meeting
one is appointed to keep the door, and to give
notice if there should be any insurrection, that
warning may be given them. Tliey do not flock
together, but come two or three in a company,
and all being gathered together, the man appointed to teach stands in the midst of the room,
and his audience gather about him. He then
prays for the space of about half an hour, and
part of his prayer is, that those who come thither to scoff and laugh, God would be pleased to
turn their hearts.
His sermon is about the
space of an hour, and then another stands up to
make the text more plain and at the latter end
he entreats them all to go home severally, lest
tally

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

at their next meeting they should be interrupted by those who are of the opinion of the wickThey seem very steadfast in their opinions,
and say, rather than turn, they will burn.' "
In the next year came out another treatise,
written by A. R., called "The Vanity of Children's Baptism."
Mr. Francis Cornwell, M.A.,
published, in 1643, a small tract, dedicated to
the House of Commons, with this title
"The
Vindication of the Royal Commi-ssion of Jesus."
It was given to divers members at the door of the
House, which caused it' to make a great noise
and be much circulated. Its design was to show
that the practice of christening children opposes
the commission granted by our Lord and Saved.

'

:

iour

;

that

it

was

a

Romish

or

antichristiaa

custom, and was established by Pope Innocent
HI., who made a decree that the baptism of the
infants of believers should succeed circumcision.
This piece gave great offence. Dr. Featley made several remarks upon it
and a piece
called " A Declaration against Anabaptists" was
;

published in answer to it.*
As they were frequently inveighed against, not only on account
of their peculiar sentiments concerning the subjects and mode of baptism, but were also loaded,
with all the opprobrium which fell on the opinions deemed heretical, and were often reproached, both from the pulpit and the press, with being Pelagians, Socinians, Arminians, Soul-Sleepers, and the like, they published, in 1643, a
" Confession of their Faith," mentioned and quoted by Mr. Neal, to vindicate themselves from
these reflections, and to show their general
agreement with other Protestants in all points
except that of baptism. It was the first that
was ever published by the English Baptists,

and extends to fifty-two

articles,

which we

shall

give in the Appendix, No. xi.
It passed through
several editions in 1644 and 1646, one of which
was licensed by authority, dedicated to the high
court of Parliament, and put into the hands of
several members.
Their greatest adversaries,
and among them Dr. Featley and Mr. Marshall,
one of the Assembly of Divines, acknowledged
that it was an orthodox confession.!
This confession must be understood as expressing the sentiments of those Baptists only
who joined in it, and not as applying to all who
differed from other Christians on the questions
concerning baptism for, from the beginning of
the Reformation, there was a difference between
the Baptists themselves on doctrinal points ;
and they divided, particularly, into two parties ;
one embracing the Calvinistic scheme of doctrines, and from the particular point therein,,
viz., personal election, called Particular Baptists
the others, professing the Arminian or
remonstrant tenets, from their leading principle, viz., universal redemption, were styled Gen;

;

eral Baptists.
It is remarkable that some eminent men, who
did not join their communion, were strongly in
favour of their sentiments. The Right Honourable Lord Robert BrookJ published about this
time
Treatise on Episcopacy, in which he says,
" I must confess that I begin to think there may

A

* Crosby, vol. i., p. 160, 161. Wall's History of
Infant Baptism, vol. ii., p. 212-214.
t More to this effect may be found in " Featley's
Dipper Dipped," in Baxter, and in Lightfoot's Diary,
&c. The person against whom Lightfoot published
a pamphlet, entitled "Hornets' Nests," under the
name of his brother Peter, was a Baptist. C.

—

i., p. 151, 152, and 345.
t Ibid., vol. i., p. 170, 171.
t The friend of Lord Say and Seal, from whose title
and his own our Saybrook in Connecticut received

* Crosby, vol.

its

name.

— C,
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be perhaps something more of God in these them, though in some disconformity to ourselves.
sects, which they call new schisms, than ap- The book itself will tell us more at large, being
I will
not, I cannot, published to the world, and dedicated to the Parpears at first glimpse.
take upon me to defend that which men general- liament by him, who, both for his life and for his
ly call Anahap/ism ; yet I conceive that sect is death, deserves that what advice he left be not
twofold
some of them hold free-will, commu- laid by without perusal."* Such praise from
nity of goods, deny magistracy, and refuse to such a writer as Milton, who would not be proud
Granger informs us that Lord Brook, who
these truly are such of?
baptize their children
heretics, or atheists, that I question whether was a zealous patriot and an avowed advocate
any divine should honour them so much as to for liberty, on account of the arbitrary measures
There is another sort of of Charles L, had determined to seek freedom
dispute with them.
them who only deny baptism to their children in America, and had agreed with Lord Say to
transport themselves to New-England, t but upoa
till they come to years of discretion, and then
they baptize them." He censured the applying the meeting of the Loijg Parliament, and the
to this people the opprobrious name of schismat- sudden change of public affairs, they were preics, and gave it as his judgment, that it was vented from taking the voyage.
He was afterYery easy for those who held that we should go ward commander of the Parliament army, and
310 farther than the Scriptures for doctrine or lost his life at Litchfield in storming a close, to
discipline, to err on this point, since the Scrip- which Lord Chesterfield had retired with a body
tures seem not to have clearly determined it. of the king's troops. He received a musket-shot
He went even so far as to call in question the in the eye, of which he instantly expired, in the
accuracy and conclusiveness of the argument year 1643.
urged against them from circumcision, which
A divine also, of great fame in that age, Mr.
he looked upon as a fine rational argument to Daniel Rogers, candidly declared, in a book on
illustrate a point well proved before, but he the Sacrament, that he was unconvinced by
doubted whether it was proof enough for that any determination of Scripture for infant bapwhich some would prove by it because, besides tism. The learned and eminent Dr. Jeremiah
the difference in the ordinances, the persons to Taylor, bishop of Down and Connor, published,
be circumcised were stated by a positive law in 1647, his treatise on " The Liberty of Prophso expressly as to leave no room for scruple
esying ;"t in which he staled the opinion of the
" but it was otherwise with baptism, where all Antipasdobaptists with such advantages of style
the designation of persons fit to be partakers, and elaborate chain of argument, that he was
for aught I know," said his lordship, "is only thought to have said more for the Baptists than
such as believe
for this is the qualification they were able to offer for themselves. The dewhich, with exactest search, I find the Scrip- sign of this excellent prelate, in exhibiting the
tures require in persons to be baptized
and weight of the arguments they could allege, and
this it seems to require in all such persons. the great probability of truth on their side, was
Now, haw infants can properly be said to be- to abate the fury of their adversaries, and to
lieve, I am not yet fully resolved."
Having show that they were, if in an error, still entitled
mentioned this nobleman, we cannot deny our- to candour and indulgence.tj
selves the pleasure of here introducing some reBut neither their own vindications, nor the
marks on his character from the writings of one pleas of so generous an advocate, could screen
of his contemporaries, namely, the great Milton, them from that spirit of intolerance which actuwho, in his " Speech for the Liberty of unli- ated the predominant parties of those times.
censed Printing," addressed to the Parliament One of the seventeen canons which were passof England [1645,] thus proceeds
ed by the Convocation of 1640, viz., the fifth
" What would be the best advised, then, if it canon, particularly decreed that another canon,
be found so hurtful, and so unequal to suppress which was directed against the papists, should
:

;

;

:

;

;

:

opinions for their newness or their unsiiitableness to a customary acceptance, will not be my
task to say. I shall only repeat what I have
learned from one of your own honourable members, a right noble and pious lord, who, had he
not sacrificed his life and fortunes to the Church
and commonwealth, we had not now missed and
bewailed a worthy and undoubted patron of this
argument. Ye know him, I am sure yet I, for
honour's sake, and may it be eternal to him,
shall name him, the Lord Brook.
He, writing
of Episcopacy, and by the way treating of sects
and schisms, left ye his vote, or, rather, now the
last words of his dying charge, which I know
will ever be of dear and honoured regard with
you, so fidl of meekness and breathing charity,
that next to his last testament who bequeathed
love and peace to his disciples, I cannot call to
mind where I have read or heard words more
mild and peaceful.
He there exhorts us to bear
witli patience and humility those, however they
be miscalled, that desire to live purely, in such
a use of God's ordinances as the best guidance
of their consciences gives them, and to tolerate
;

be in full force against allAnabaptists.il
In the
following years they were inveighed against
from the press and the pulpit. Dr. Featley owned that, in writing against them, he could hardly dip his pen in anything but gall.
The severe
ordinances of the day were aimed at them as
well as the other sectaries.
Edwards, in his
"Gangraena," proposed a public disputation with
them, and that, on their being found in an error, the Parliament would forbid all dipping, and
take some severe course with all dippers, as the
Senate of Zurich did. In this he referred to an
edict published at Zurich in 1530, which made
* Milton's Prose Works, by Burnet, vol. i., p. 320.
t He obtained a patent for Saybrook in Connecticut.— C.
t This part of his treatise was reprinted in a detached form, under the title of " The Baptists justified, Uy Jeremy Taylor," 12mo, edited by the late
learned Rev. Win. Anderson, tutor in the Baptist

College at Bristol, and to whom the editor is indebted as a faithful teacher at Dunstable, where Mr. A.

was
<)
II

settled

many

years.

— C.

Crosby, vol. i., p. 165-169.
Mr. Neal, vol. i., p. 344.
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death for any to baptize by immersion.* On
this law some, called Anabaptists, were tied back
to back, and thrown into the sea others were
burned alive, and many starved to death in prisBut this was not the wish of Edwards
on. +
There was a general cry against toleraalone.
In the petition
tion, especially of these people.
of the lord-mayor, court of aldermen, and Common Council, in 1646, that a speedy course might
be taken to suppress all private and separate
congregations, the Anabaptists were by name
it

:

specified, t

Sentiments against the rights of conscience,
advanced by writers of reputation, and sanctioned by public acts, mus' be supposed to be proIt is propductive of sufferings to individuals.
er to enter inio the detail of these, as Mr. Neal
has been thought to pass them over too generally, or to have represented them too partially.
Among others who felt the rage of bigotry
This eminent Cam-was Mr. Vavasor Powell.
bro-Briton was a native of Radnorshire, born in
the year 1617, and descended from some of the
best families in that county, as well as in those
of Montgomery and Salop. Having received a
liberal education in his native place, he was entered of Jesus College, Oxford, where he made
great proficiency in the learned languages. On
leaving college he took orders in the Established Church about the year 1640, and at first officiated in Wales, as curate to his uncle, Erasmus
Powell.
He had not been long, however, in that
situation when he joined the Puritans, from a
conviction that their principles and proceedings
were more consonant to the Scriptures than
those on which the National Establishment is
founded. In the earlier part of his life he was
a ringleader
remarkably thoughtless and vain
among the votaries of folly and dissipation, insomuch that he was called by his schoolfellows
dux omnium malorum, " a ringleader in all manner of wickedness ;" we must, however, except
the vice of drunkenness, of which he had so
strong an abhorrence, that he used to speak of
it as an unnatural vice, from which even the
beasts were free, and he wondered how any rational being could possibly be addicted to a practice that was so entirely destitute at once of true
pleasure, profit, and honour.
Having given up his connexion with the Es;

tablished Church, and cast his lot among the
Puritans, he began to preach among his countrymen, in the character of an itinerant evangelist, and his zeal and fortitude were soon called
into exercise by the rage of bigotry, and the severe persecution to which he was exposed. He
was often attacked and assaulted by violent
men, and repeatedly exposed to the danger of
his life by those who laid in wait, or bound
themselves by oath, to kill him, or made an attempt on it. In 1640, he, and fifty or sixty of
his hearers, when he was preaching in a house
in Bracknockshire, were seized, about ten o'clock
at night, by fifteen or sixteen men, under the
pretence of a warrant from Justice Williams,
and secured in a church. The next morning
they were conducted to the justice's house, who
committed them to the hands of the constable.
On the following day they were examined before that justice and two or three more, and six

or seven clergymen but, after much conference
and many threats, were at that time dismissed.
;

Mr. Powell, preaching at Launger in
Radnorshire, in the field, because the house was
.\fter this,

not large enough to hold the auditory, was seized and committed by the high sheriff, Mr. Hugh
Lloyd.
The constables, sixteen or seventeen,
who were charged with the execution of the
miltimns, except one, refused it.
This man, taking Mr. Powell to his own house, and permitting him to lodge there that night, because ths
prison was at a great distance, was so affected
with his devotions in the family, that he would
proceed no farther, but absconded himself, leavwho, to prevent
ing Mr. Powell in his house
damage to the man, bound himself with two
sufficient sureties to appear at the next assizes
at Radnorshire.
Accordingly, he delivered himself up at that season, and three bills of indictBut, after
ment were preferred against him.
the traverse, he was acquitted, and invited to
dine with the judges, who, desiring him to give
thanks, one of them said, " It was the best grace
he had ever heard in his life." But the high
sheriff was so offended at the lenity shown to
him, and the impressions made by his conduct
and preaching, that on the commencement of
the war he persecuted him out of the county.*
The public have lately been favoured with a
copious memoir of Vavasor Powell, in the
;

"

Welsh Nonconformists' Memorial," compiled
by the late Rev. Dr. Richards, of Lynn, in NorDr..
folk,t and edited by John Evans, LL.D.
Richards has bestowed much industry in tracing
out the history of this eminent Nonconformist,
and rescuing his character from many false and
malignant aspersions cast upon it by his adversaries.
He seems to think that he embraced^
the sentiments of the Baptists, and was himself baptized towards the end of the year 1655,
which must have been a dozen years after he
had quitted the Church of England. In proof
of this, he quotes a letter from Mr. Secretary
Thurloe to Henry Cromwell, dated January 1,
1656, and preserved in Thurloe's State Papers,
"Among other things," says
vol. iv., p. 373.
Thurloe, " which are daily sent abroad for inflaming the people, your lordship will receive
herewith a paper newly exhibited to the world,
by Vavasor Powell, who is lately rebaptized,
and several others of his party ; whereupon I willmake no observations, though many others do,"
&c.
It appears that, previous to his embracing the
sentiments of the Baptists, Mr. Powell was ia
high estimation with the Presbyterian party.
The situation of Wales in regard to religion was
reported to the Parliament as being most deplorable.
The people were so destitute of the
means of religious information, that they had
Their clergy
Bibles
nor catechisms.
neither
were both ignorant and indolent, so that they
had scarcely a sermon from one quarter of a
year to another, nor was there any suitable provision made for the maintenance of such as were
capable of instructing them. The Parliament
took their case into consideration, and passed an
*

I

* Gangraena, part
t

Crosby,

vol.

i.,

iii„ p.

p. 183.

Crosby,

t Ibid., p. 184.

i.,

217-219.
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Brown

177.

vol.
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125-127.
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University, R.

lections
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It was very rich in its col-
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L
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act, February 22, 1649, " for the better propagating and preaching of the Gospel in Wales,"
and commissioners were appointed for carrying
Mr. Vavasor Powell was at the
it into effect.
head of these commissioners, and exerted himself most indefatigably in this office, the beneficial effects of which soon became apparent.
Whiteloeke, speaking of the year 1653, says,
" By this time there were a hundred and fifty
good preachers in the thirteen Welsh counties,
most of whom preached three or four times a
week they were placed in every market town
and in most great towns two schoolmasters,
able, learned, and university men,"* &c.
Soon after the passing of this act, Mr. Powell, who had for several years taken up his residence in the neighbourhood of London, returned
to Wales, where he continued some years diligently exerting himself in promoting the objects
of it, and especially in preaching the Gospel
throughout the country. There was scarcely a
neighbourhood, a parish, or a village in the
country which was not visited by him, and that
did not hear from his mouth the cheering inviEven to this day places
tations of the Gospel.
are pointed out, in the most obscure and unfrequented parts of the principality, where Vavasor
Powell is said to have preached to numerous
congregations.
In these excursions he was
often accompanied by other ministers of the
active
same
turn and fervent spirit with himself;
and their labours were eminently successful.
Even as early as the year 1654, the Christians
in Wales connected with Vavasor Powell were
calculated to amount to no less than twenty
:

;
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Vavasor Powell was among the first victims'
No
to the tyrannical measures of Charles II.
sooner was the restoration resolved on, than
the busy agents of government marked him out
for their prey.
They had even formed their
plan and executed it before the king's arrival
such was their breathless haste to ruin this worthyman. On the 28th of April, 1660, he was seized
in his own house by a party of soldiers, and
conducted to the county jail
from thence he
was removed to Shrewsbury, where he remained a prisoner nine weeks, but was then disReturning into Montgomeryshire, he
charged.
began to preach as usual, when the sheriff of
the county lodged a complaint aganst him withMr. Secretary Morrice, charging nim with sediand before any retion, rebellion, and treason
turn could be received from the government,
the sheriff issued a warrant to apprehend him,
which was accordingly done, having enjoyed
Soon after,
his liberty only twenty-four days.
he was removed, by a warrant from the secretary of state, to London, and committed to theFleet prison, where he lay two years, so closely
confined, that he was not allowed to go out of
his chamber door, which, added to the offensive
effluvia of a dunghill that lay before his window,,
so much impaired his health that he never perfectly recovered it.
During this period h&
wrote " A brief Narrative of the former Propagation and late Restoration of the Gospel in;
Wales," of which a second edition was published in 1662.
In this piece he challenged his
;

;

adversaries to substantiate the

least of their

calumnious charges against him. But in vain
innocence could
did he justify his character
Having lain in the
It is said that Mr. Powell was much in favour procure him no redress.
with the protector, Cromwell, at one period of Fleet nearly two years, he was removed at an
his life
but when the latter had assumed the hour's notice, on the 30th of September, 1662,
supreme power, he openly opposed his elevation, to South Sea Castle, near Portsmouth, where
and thereby lost his favour.J From that mo- he remained a close prisoner for five years longment he appears to have been continually the er. On the fall of Lord Clarendon, Mr. Powell
object of mistrust, and, consequently, became sued for a habeas corpus, and soon after, by an
All his movements were order from the king in council, obtained his libclosely watched.
scrutinized narrowly, and as everything is yel- erty.
But scarcely had ten months elapsed before
low to the jaundiced eye, the basest motives
were imputed to every part of his conduct. Mr. Powell was again apprehended, as he was
One while Powell was said to he preparing for passing from Bristol to Monmouthshire, over
war, busily engaged in enlisting troops at an- the hills of Glamorgan, in his way to his o-wn
He had
other he was actually up in arms at the head of residence, and committed to prison.
Even preached at different stations, as he came along,
a troop of horse, ready to fight it out
and the people eagerlyhis labours in preaching the Gospel, and the to large congregations
He had
great concourse of people that attended him, flocked to hear him from all parts.
were looked upon with an evil eye, and gener- preached at Newport, in Monmouthshire, and
ally represented in a very unfavourable and sus- from thence proceeded to Merthyr Tidvil, in
picious light
and he often felt the effects of Glamorganshire, a place now become famous
them in the persecutions which he was called for its iron-works, the most celebrated and exto endure.
But though these suspicions and tensive in Britain, as well as for the number of
evil surmises must have proved very painful to its inhabitants, having in a few years, from an
him, and detrimental to his labours in the prop- inconsiderable village, become the most popuagation of the Gospel, yet it does not appear lous place in all the principality of Wales.
that they damped his courage, or cooled his When Mr. Powell arrived at Merthyr, he found
zeal, or slackened his diligence in the prosecu- assembled in and about the churchyard a large
He steadily congregation, waiting to hear the Word of God.
tion of his important undertaking.
persevered in the work of the Lord, till the new He discoursed to them from Jer., xvii., 7, 8.
order of things under Charles II. deprived him For this act of mercy the clergyman of the parish deposed against him, in consequence of
of his liberty, and compelled him to desist.
which he was seized and lodged in his majes* Whitelocke's Memorials, p. 518.
ty's jail of Cardiff; from thence he was, some
t See Thurloe's State Papers, vol. iii.
time afterward, cited before six deputy-lieutent Mr. Powell and Christopher Feake openly de- ants at Cowbridge, where he underwent a long
nounced Ohver Cromwell, in their sermons two
examination, after which be was remanded to
days after his installation as lord-protector. Godthousand.!

;

;

;

!

;

;

wins History Commonwealth,

vol. iv., p. 59.

— C.
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prison and recommitted. His friends in London
now interested themselves in his behalf, and
procured a writ of habeas corpus to remove
him to the Court of Common Pleas, which was
for some time resisted, but at length they succeeded, and on the 16th of October, 1669, he ar-

rived in London, where, after an examination,
he was committed once more to the Fleet.
Here he remained till discharged by death, on
the 27th of October, 1670, in the fifty-third year
of his age, eleven years of which he had passed in
prison ! He was a person of the strictest integrity, the most fervent piety, and the most intrepid courage.
He bore his illness with great
fortitude and resignation to the will of God,
and, in the highest paroxysms of his disorder,
could with difficulty be restrained from breaking
out into acts of devotion, and expressing bis
sentiments of zeal and piety. His remains
were interred in Bunhill Fields, whither they
were followed by an innumerable crowd of the
Dissenters, who attended him to his grave.
The inscription on his tombstone, which was

drawn up by his friend Edward Bradshaw, describes him as "a successful teacher of the
and a

past, a sincere witness of the present,

who, in the
useful example of the future age
defection of many, found mercy to be faithful
for which, being called to many prisons, he was
tried and would not accept deliverance, expecting a better resurrection."* But to return.
In 1641, Mr. Edward Barber, minister to a
small congregation of Baptists in London, was
kept eleven months in prison for denying the
baptism of infants, and that to pay tithes to the
clergy was a Divine ordinance under the Gospel.
In 1643, some pious persons at Coventry,!
who had embraced the opinion of Antipaedobaptism, invited Mr. Benjamin Cox, an aged minister of good reputation for learning and piety,
the son of a bishop, and some time minister at
;

Bedford, to

come

to

them and

assist

them

in

forming themselves into a distinct church. Several Presbyterian ministers, among whom was
Mr. Baxter, had taken refuge in that city who,
being alarmed at the spread of baptistical senti;

ments, Mr. Baxter challenged Mr. Cox to dispute with him about the points in difference between them. This was done viva voce and by
writing
but it was broken off by the interference of the committee, who required Mr. Cox
depart
to
from the city, and to promise not to
return to it.
As he refused this, he was immediately committed to prison, and remained there
for some time
till, in consequence of Mr. Pinson's application to Mr. Baxter, his release was
;

;

prticured.J

Another sufferer on this side was Mr. Henry
Denne, who had been ordained by the Bishop
St. David's, and held the living of Pyrton, in
Hertfordshire, for ten years.
In 1644 he was
in Cambridgeshire by the committee of that county, and sent to jail, for preach-

of

apprehended

* Richards's Cambro-Brilish Biography, p. 141Dr. Toulmin, in a note respecting Vavasor
Powell, says, " His sentiments were those of a A'a6batarian Baptist ;" but Dr. Richards assures us there
is no foundation for considering iiim a Sabbatarian.
Very few men of that age did more for the advancement of true godliness than Mr. Powell. 0.
t The Baptist church at Coventry has continued
to this day.— Bee Ormes's Life of Baxter.— G.
t Crosby, p. 220, 221 and Baxter's Life, p. 46.
186.

—

;

ing against infant baptism, and baptizing those
who had received no other. After he had been
confined some time, his case, through the intercession of some friends, was referred to a committee of Parliament, and he was sent up to
London, and detained in the Lord Petre's house,
in Aldergate-street, till the committee had heard
his cause and released him.
In June, 1646, he
was apprehended a second time at Spalding, in
Lincolnshire.
He was seized on a Lord's Day,
and kept in custody, to prevent his preaching.
Upon hearing the charge against him, which was
for baptizing, as but one witness appeared to
support it, and according to the maxim of law,
NeiTW Icnelur seipsum accusare, he refused to be
his own accuser.
The ceremony had been performed in the night, which indicates the severity of the times against such as held his princijust as the primitive
ples and acted upon them
Christians, under persecution, held their assemblies at that season.*
About the same time, Mr. Coppe, a minister
in Warwickshire, and preacher to the garrison
in Compton House in the said county, for rebaptizing was committed to Coventry jail.
On
publishing the ordinance of Parliament, in 1645,
against unordained ministers, the lord-mayor
sent his officers, on a Sunday, to the Baptist
:

meeting

in

Coleman

street,

London, on an

formation that laymen preached there.

The

in-

of-

conducted
by .Mr Lamb, the elder of the church, and a
young man who was a teacher among them.

ficers found the religious e.xercises

Some of the congregation, incensed at the disturbance given to their worship, used rough,
language to them but Mr. Lamb behaved respectfully, requested leave to finish the religious
service, and engaged to appear before the lord;

mayor
anti

at six o'clock.

withdrew; and

The

officers acquiesced,

at the time appointed Mr.

Lamb and his assistant met at his lordship's
house.
He was interrogated on what authority
he presumed to preach, and was told that he
had transgressed the ordinance of Parliament.
Mr. Lamb replied, " No for that he was called
and appointed to the office by as reformed a
church as any in the world," alluding to the
words of the ordinance. But he acknowledged
that he rejected the baptism of infants as invalid.
After the examination, they were bound
over to answer before the committee of the
Parliament, who, after hearing them, commit;

ted both to jail, where they lay till the intercession of friends procured their liberty.!
In the same year, Mr. Paul Hobson, a Baptist minister, was taken into custody by the governor of Newport Pagnel for preaching against
infant baptism, and reflecting on the order
aganstthe preaching of laymen. Alter a short
cimfiiiement, he was sent prisoner to London.
He was soon cited before the committee and,
having several friends of rank and influence, he
was immediately discharged, and preached publicly at a meeting-house in Moorfields.J
The case of Mr. Hanserd Knollys runs into
more particulars. He was a man of piety and
learning, and had received ordination from the
Bishop of Peterborough, but was afterward a
;

* Crosby, vol. i.. p. 221-224, where are the examinations taken on the occasion,

t Crosby, vol.

i.,

p.

225, 226.
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p. 34, 37.
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zealous opposer of Episcopacy and the liturgy
Preaching one Lord's Day, at the earnest and
repeated request of the church-wardens, when
they wanted a minister, in Bow Ghurc-h, Cheapside, he was led by his subject to speak against
the practice of infant haptistn.
This gave great
offence to some of the auditory
a complaint
was lodged against him with the Parliament
and, by a warrant from the Committee for Plundered Ministers, he was apprehended by the
keeper of Ely House, and kept several days in
At length he was
prison, bail being refused.
brought to a hearmg before the committee, when
about thirty of the Assembly of Divines were
present.
The answers which he gave on his
examination, about his authority to preach, the
occasion of his appearing in the pulpit at Bow
Church, and the doctrine he had there advanced
being satisfactory, he was discharged without
blame or paying fees and the jailer was sharply reproved for refusing bail, and threatened to
be turned out of his post.
Soon after this, Mr. Knollys went into Suffolk, and preached in several places, as opportunity offered, at the request of friends.
But as
he was accounted an Antinomian and Anabaptist, his supposed errors were deemed as criminal as sedition and faction, and the virulence of
the mob was instigated against him by the highconstable.
At one time he was stoned out of
the pulpit at another time the doors of the
church were shut against him and his hearers.
Upon this, he preached in the churchyard, which
"Was considered as a crime too great to be connived at or excused.
At length he was taken
into custody, and was first prosecuted at a petty
sessions in the county, and then sent up a prisoner to London, with articles of complaint
against him to the Parliament.
On his examination, he proved, by witnesses of reputation,
that he had neither sowed sedition nor raised a
tumult, and that all the disorders which had
happened were owing to the violence and malignity of his opposers, who had acted contrary
both to law and common civility.
He produced
copies of the sermons he had preached, and afterward printed them.
His answers were so
satisfactory, that on the report made by the commit tee to the House, he was not only discharged,
but a vote passed that he might have liberty to
preach in any part of Suffolk, when the minister
of the place did not himself preach there.
But,
besides the trouble which this business occasioned to him, it devolved on him an expense
of £60.
Mr. Knollys, finding how much offence was
taken at his preaching in the church, and to what
troubles it exposed him, set up a separate meeting in Great St. Helen's, London, where the
people flocked to hear him, and he had general;

;

;

ly a

thousand auditors

Great umbrage was

ta

the landlord was prevailed upon to
warn him out of the place, and Mr. Knollys was
summoned before a committee of divines, who
used to sit in the room called the Queen's Court,

ken

at this

;

Westminster,

to

answer

for his

conduct

in this

The chairman asked why he presuTo which
he replied, he was in holy orders. The chairon
man,
this, was informed Ihat he had renounrr alter.

med

to preach without holy orders.

ced Episcopal ordination this Mr. Knollys confessed, but pleaded that he was now ordained,
Vol. II
a a
:

—a

in a church of God, according to the order of
the Gospel, and then explained the manner of
ordination among the Baptists.
At last he was
commanded to preach no more but he told
them that he would preach the Gospel, both publicly and from house to house, saying, " It was
more equal to obey Christ who commanded him,
than those who forbade him ;" and so went away.
;

A letter, which Mr. Knollys wrote to Mr. Dutton. of Norwich, in which were some reflections
on the persecuting measures of those times, and
which, coming into the hands of the Suffolk committee, was sent up to London, and presently
published by one of the chief promoters of persecution, is supposed to have inflamed the proceedings against htm.* As it is short, I will
give a copy of it below.f
It was too common a
practice then to seize and publish the letters of
those who were called sectaries.
The unsettled state of the times in which Mr.
KnoHys's lot was cast occasioned a great variation in his circumstances, and obliged him often to change his place of abode. Sometimes
he was possessed of several hundred pounds,
the fruits of his industry in teaching youth
at
others, he had neither home to dwell in, nor food
to eat, nor money to purchase it
And frequently was he hurried from place to place, by the
evil of the times, and the malice of his persecutors.
When the rage of his adversaries would
no longer permit him to remain in Lincolnshire,
he removed to London. Here he opened a school
upon Tower Hill, and took a few young men under his care, to finish their education and fit them
;

!

for the work of the ministry.
He was also chosen master of the Free School m St. Mary Axe
but the oppressive hand of power compelled him
to abandon this employment, and seek an asylum across the Atlantic. There he continued
about five years, preaching the Gospel and building up the churches that had lately been gathered in that wilderness.
In 1641 he returned to
his native country, at the pressing solicitation
of his aged father.
At this time Mr. Knollys
was reduced to great straits in his worldly circumstances, but tiis friends were numerous, and
often interposed with seasonable relief
The
;

* Crosby, vol.
partial

i., p. 226-230
and a very short and
account in Edwards's Gangraena, vol. i., p. 39.
;

" Beloved Brother,
" 1 salute you in the Lord.
Your letter I received
the last day of the week and upon the first day I did
salute the brethren in your name, who resalute you,
and pray for you. The city Presbyterians have sent
a letter to the synod, dated from Sion College, against
any toleration ; and they are fasting and praying at
Sion College this day, about farther conlrivings
against God's poor innocent ones
but God will
doubtless answer them according to the idol of their
own heaits. To-morrow there is a fast kept by both
t

;

;

houses, and the synod at Westminster. They say it
IS to seek G.>--.' about the establishing of worship according to tlii-r covenant. They have first vowed,
now they make inquiry. God will certainly take
'

the crafty in their own snare, and make the wisdom
of the wise foolishness ;' for He chooseth the foolish
things of this world to confound the wise, and weak
things to confound the mighty.'
My wife and family remember their love to you.
Salute the brethren
Farewell.
that are with yon.
" Your brother in the faith and fellowship
of the Gospel,
'

" H.tNSERD Knollys.
" London, the 13th day of the 1th month,
called January, 1645."
1

>
J

;

words of the apostle were, indeed,
filled in

"

.
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literally ful-

the experience of this good man, that
here no continuing city!"
can

We

we have

trace him from this country to America, and
from England into Wales
then back again
from London to Holland, and from thence into
Germany then bade to Rotterdam, and from
the latter place to London once more.
These
wanderings about, too, were not the effects of
choice, but of necessity.
They tended, however, greatly to the exercise of his graces, and furnished him with numerous instances of the providential mercies of God towards him.
Shortly after the Restoration, in 1660, Mr.
Knollys, with many other innocent persons,
was dragged from his own dwelling-house and
committed to Newgate, where he was kept in
close custody for eighteen weeks, until released
by an act of grace, on the king's coronation.
At that time four hundred persons were confined
in the same prison for refusing to take the oaths
of allegiance and supremacy.
A royal proclamation was issued at this time, prohibiting Anabaptists and other sectaries from worshipping
God in public, except at their parish church.
This cruel edict was the signal for persecution,
and the forerunner of those sanguinary laws
which disgraced the reigns of the Stuarts and
to these must be attributed the frequent removals to which Mr. Knollys was compelled to have
recourse.
During his absence in Holland and
Germany, his property was confiscated to the
crown, and when the law did not sanction the
act, a party of soldiers was despatched to take
forcible possession of his property.
When the
Conventicle Act passed in 1760, Mr. Knollys
was apprehended at a place of worship in
George-yard, and committed to prison. But
here he obtained favour of his jailer, who allowed him to preach to the prisoners twice a
week during his confinement.
Mr. Knollys lived to the advance age of
ninety-three, and quitted the world in a trans
port of joy, 19th of September, 1691.
He was
buried in Bunhill Fields.*
Mr. John Sims, who preached at Southampton, was a sufferer among the Baptists during
this period (1646).
He was prevailed on, in a
journey to Taunton, to preach in the parish
church of Middlesey. On this he was seized by
virtue of the act against unordained ministers,
and several letters, which he was to deliver to
some pious friends, were taken from him.
These, with the examination, were sent to London, by way of complaint against him, and printed.
The charges specified in the examination
were for preaching and denying infant baptism.
He admitted the latter, and pleaded against the
former, that " as Peter was called, so was he."t
The next name on the list of sufferers is Mr.
Andrew Wyke. On his examination he refused
to answer to the questions concerning the doctrines he held, or his authority for preaching;
alleging that, as a freeman of England, he was
not bound to answer to any interrogatories,
either to accuse himself or others
but if they
had aught against him, they should lay their
;

;

;

;

;

* Crosby's Baptists, vol. iii., p. 93 and voL iv.,
p.
Brooks's Puritans, vol, iii., p. 491,
t Crosby, voi. i.. u.232, 233
and Edwards's Gangrsena, vol. n., p. 50, &c
where four of the letters
are printed.
;

295.

;

,

charge, and produce their proofs.
This conduct was looked upon as great obstinacy, and
expressive of high contempt of authority and
he was therefore sent to jail, 3d of June, 1646.
The duration of his imprisonment is not known
but while he was under confinement, a pamphlet,
drawn up by himself or some friend, entitled
" The Innocent in Prison complaining," being,
a narrative of the proceedings against him, was
published, in which the committee and some
members of it did not escape severe reflection.*
The last person whom I shall mention as
suffering in this period is Mr. Samuel Oates,.
whose name is brought forward by Mr. Neal in
a manner that has provoked, not wholly without reason, the severe censure of Mr. Crosby;
for it leaves the reader to confound this Oates
with Titus Oates, t so noted in our historians
with a brand of infamy upon him, and uninformed of the issue of the proceedings against him
on the heavy charge of murder.
This Mr, Samuel Oates was a popular preacher and great disputant.
On a journey into Essex in 1646, he preached in several parts of
that country, and' baptized by immersion a great
number of people, especially about Booking,
Braintree, and Tarling.
Among the hundreds
he baptized, one died within a few weeks after,
and her death was imputed to her being dipped,
in cold water.
The magistrate was prevailed
upon to apprehend Mr. Oates on this charge,
and to send him to prison, and to put him ia
irons as a murderer, in order to his trial at the
ensuing assizes. The name of the woman was
Ann Martin, and the report spread against Mr.
Oates was, that in the administration of baptism, " he held her so long in the water, that
she fell presently sick that her belly swelled
with the abundance of water she took in that
within a fortnight or three weeks she died, and
on her deathbed expressed this dipping to be the
cause of her death." He was arraigned for his
life at Chelmsford assizes
but on the trial
several credible witnesses, among them the
mother of the deceased, deposed on oath, that
" Ann Martin was in better health for several
days after her baptism than she had been for
some time before, and that she was seen to
walk abroad afterward very comfortably." So.
that, notwithstanding all the design and malignity which discovered themselves in the trial,
he was brought in Not guilty.
But this verdict'
was not sufficient to disarm the rage of the populace against him
for a little time after, some
who were known to have been baptized going,,
occasionally, to Wethersfield in Essex, on alarm
being given that Mr. Oates and his companions
were come, the mob arose and seized upon
these innocent persons, dragged them to a
pump, and treated them like the worst of villains; though Oates, against whom they were
chiefly enraged, was not of the party.
Not
long after this, the mob, without any provocation, but because he dared to come to the place,
drew him out of a house at Dunmow, and threw
him into a river, boasting that they had thoroughly dipped him,+
;

;

;

;

;

,

*
t

Edwards, vol, ii p. 169, Crosby, vol, i., p. 235,
e fatherof Titue.— C.
believe he was the
and Cros,

I

vol. i,, p. I'J!
t Edwards's Gangrseiia,
In the
by, vol, i,, p, 236-238, and p, 240,
;
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facts show that obloquy attached itself to the principles of the Baptists,
and that they were marked out as objects for
the virulence of the populace and the animadNext to the Quaversion of the magistrate.
Kers, observes a late historian, " they were per-

back as the year 1615, Mr. Helwise and his
church, at London, published a treatise, entitled
" Persecution for Religion Judged and Condemned,"' the dedication to which v.'as subscribed
" By Christ's unworthy witnesses, his
thus
majesty's faithful subjects, commonly, but false-

haps the most hated and persecuted sect."'*
But it should be owned, in mitigation of the
conduct of their persecutors, that at least in
some instances they inflamed the spirits of men
against them, as Mr. Neal suggests, by their
own imprudence and the impetuosity of their
Much enthusiasm appears to have anizeal.
mated the profession of their opinions and it
was the fashion of the times for every party to
advance its peculiar sentiments in coarse and
each assumed this licenirritating language
tiousness of speech, but none took it patiently
from others. The Baptists incurred censure,
and excited jealousy and resentment, by disturbing congregations and dispersing challenges
to dispute with any minister or ministers on the
This was much
questions relative to baptism.
according to the practice of the times. t Mr.
Baxter, we have seen, challenged Mr. Cox and
Dr. Gunning, afterward regius professor of divinity at Cambridge, and Bishop of Ely, in the
year 1656, went into the congregation of Mr.
Biddle, and began a dispute with him.
But
while the members of the dominant parties did
this uncensured, it was considered, and treated,
as insolence in the minority to advance their
opinions, even in their own assemblies only.
When the public peace is broken, men are justly amenable to the civil magistrate
but for the
breach of the peace merely, and not for the sentiments they may at the time avow. Violence,
penalties, and imprisonment on account of religious tenets are in no view justifiable. Against
error they are needless
for that, not being
founded in reason and proof, will of itself die
away against truth they are ineffectual for
that will finally prevail, by its own weight and
evidence, above all opposition.
Every person
against whom they are directed feels them to
be in his own case iniquitous and cruel.
The only good effect which persecution hath
ever produced has been, opening the eyes of men
to see the iniquity of it, and raising in their hearts
an abhorrence of it. The severities of which
the Baptists were the marked objects led them
to be advocates for liberty and toleration.
So

ly,

The preceding

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

man's Place, January 18, 1640, mentioned by Fuller,
because he is mistaken in caUing it an
is omitted
Anabaptistical congregation
and the matter has
been stated before by Mr. Neal, vol. i., p. 361. But
it may be added to what is there said, either in the
text or the notes, concerning this congregation and
its ministers, that Mr. Hubbard, or Herbert, its first
pastor, was a learned man, and had received Episcopal ordination that in his time, the church accompanied him to Ireland, where he died; that it then
returned to England; that Mr. Stephen Moore, its
minister m 1640, who had been a deacon of it, was
possessed of an estate, a man of good reputation, and
;

;

;

endowed with

a considerable share of ministerial
and that it was severely persecuted by the
abilities
Crosby, vol. i.. p.
clergy and the bishops' courts.
163-165.
Gough's History of the Quakers, vol. i., p. 52,
;

t

:

In this piece they asman hath a right to judge
himself in matters of religion, and that to
persecute anyone on that account is illegal and

called Anabaptists."'

serted "that every
for

antichristian."*
In a book called " The Bloody Tenet," printed in 1644, and in another entitled " The Com-

passionate Samaritan," they advanced this prin-

" That it is the will and command of God
that since the coming of his Son, a permission
of the most paganish, Jewish, Turkish, or antichristian consciences and worships, be granted
that the doctrine of
to all men in all nations
ciple,

;

persecution in case of conscience maintained
by Calvin, Beza, Cotton, and the ministers of
New-England, is guilty of all the blood of the
souls crying for vengeance under the altar."
They besought the Parliament " to allow public
protection to private as well as public congregations
to review and repeal the laws against
to permit a freedom of the
the Separatists
press to any man who writes nothing scandato prove themlous or dangerous to the state
selves loving fathers to all good men, and so to
invite equal assistance and affection from all."
These opinions were in those times censured as
most damnable doctrines, and the Parliament
was invoked, by the pen of Dr. Featley, utterly to exterminate and banish out of the king;

;

;

the Baptists, because they avowed and
But the good sense and libpublished them.t
erality of more modern times will not only admit these principles as maxims of good policy
and sound Christianity, but respect the despised
people who brought them forward and stated
them, at a period when they were scarcely received by any others, and were held by the genwhen even
erality as most highly obnoxious
the great and good Mr. Baxter could declare, " I

dom

:

abhor unlimited liberty, or toleration of all. "t
It remains to take notice of some of the more
distinguished preachers among this denomination of Christians,

These disturbances

often occurred by the offiof the officers were Bap-

many

who

died in the period of

which we are speaking.
Mr.

Thomas

Helwise, according to the order
of time, seems to deserve the first mention
a
man of good natural parts, and not without
some acquired ones, though he had not the advantage of a learned education.
He was a
member of the ancient church of the Separatists in the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's
reign, and accompanied them when they transported themselves out of England into Holland
to escape persecution.
He was of great service
to them, and esteemed a man of eminent faith,
charity, and spiritual gifts.
When Mr. Smith,
whose history we have given before.ij raised the
controversy about infant baptism, Mr. Helwise
became a convert to his sentiments, received
baptism from him, and was one of the first in
the constitution of his church, of which, after
his death, he had the pastoral care.
He and his
:

* Crosby, vol.

note.

cers of the army, and
tists.— C.

far

t

note.
ij

i.,

p. 272.

Robinson's Translation of Claude, vol. i., p. 250,
X Plain Scripture Proof, p. 246.
See Young's Chronicles of the Pilgrims.— C.

;
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people, soon after Smith's decease, published a
confession of their faith, entitled " The Confession ol' Faith, puhlished in certain Conclusions,
by the Remainder of Mr. Smith's Company."*
At the end of it there was an appendix, giving

eral representation, without producing any authority, or alleging attested fads to justify it, hath

some account of Mr. Smith's

sisting of fifty-four congregations, according to
his own acknowledgments !"*
It may be sup-

last

sickness and

Three years after, Mr. Robinson, the
death.
pastor of the English congregation of Brovvnists
at Leyden, published remarks upon it.
About
the same time Mr. Hehvise began to reflect
upon his own conduct, and that of the other
English Dissenters, in leaving their friends and
country to avoid persecution whether it did not
proceed from fear and cowardice and whether
they ought not to return to bear their testimony
to the truth, and to countenance and encourage
their suffering brethren.
The result was, that
he and his church quickly left Amsterdam, and
:

;

removed to London, where they continued to
preserve their church state, and to hold their
assemblies for worship, as the times would permit.
He wrote a piece in justification of this
conduct, entitled " A short Declaration," wherein he stated in what cases it was lawful to fly
in times of persecution to which Mr. Robinson
The conduct of Mr. Helwise and his
replied.
friends displeased the Nonconformists in exile,
who censured it as vainglorious, and imputed it
to natural .confidence under the appearance of
religious fortitude.
It is not known when Mr.
Helwise died, but, from the publications of the
day, it appears that he went on with great courage and resolution and the church, under all
the severities they experienced from the civil
powers, increased in numbers.!
Mr. John Morton, another of Mr. Smith's disciples, appears to have been a man of note and
reputation, of considerable learning and abilities
He was conversant with the Oriental languages
and the writings of the fathers, and was a zealous remonstrant. After his return from Holland he settled in the country. These circumstances are inferred from a manuscript written
by J. Morton, supposed to be the same person,
•which was found at the beginning of the civil
wars, on demolishing an old wall near ColchesIt was printed by the General Baptists,
ter.
and passed through several impressions. Its
It discussed
title was "Truth's Champion."
the questions concerning baptism, and the points
disputed between the Arminians and Calvinists.
Tlie piece was written in a good style, and the
argument managed with much art and skill and,
not without reason, held in considerable estimation by the remonstrants.!
A more particular and full account of some,
whose names have been brought forward in the
preceding narrative, will fall under the following periods of this history, the learning and
abilities of whom, it will appear, did credit to
Mr. Neal has
the sect to which they belonged.
asserted that " its advocates were for the most
people
their preachpart of the meanest of the
ers were generally illiterate, and went about the
countries making proselytes of all that would
submit to their immersion, without a due regard
to their acquaintance with the principles of reIt is to be religion or their moral character."
gretted tliat our respectable author, by this gen-

himself open to severe animadversion. Mr.
Crosby exclaims, " What a malicious slander is
upon a whole body of Christians, conlaid

this cast

posed that Mr. Neal has here paid too great a
deference to such writers as the author of the
" GangraMia ;" and, on the other hand, Mr.
Crosby may have been too partial to his own
sect, and not allowed for the operation of a precipitate and injudicious zeal, by which a new
and persecuted sect is generally actuated he
may have forgotten that a great number of its
preachers would of course be unlearned and
ignorant men, when the liberty of prophesying,
as any individual was authorized and qualified
by the gift or influence of the Holy Spirit, was
a received principle
for such gift would, where
it was supposed to exist and display itself, supersede acquired abilities and human literature.
;

;

;

;

;

;

* See Crosby,
1.,

III.

SKETCH OF THK B.\PTISTS DURING THE

COMMONWEALTH,

1649-1658.

A.D.

The

protectorate of Cromwell, though restricted to the short space of ten years, was a
most eventful period in the annals of ecclesiashistory.
Both in our own country and
upon the Continent of Europe, it will ever be
memorable for the collision of parties, and the
extraordinary incidents to which it gave birth.
The sanguinary measures carried on by the instigation of Louis XIV., against the Waldenses
in the valleys of Piedmont
the dispersion of
the Protestant churches in that long and highly
favoured country, and the deep interest which
Cromwell, as the head of the English governtical

;

ment, aided by the pen of his Latin secretary,
our immortal Mdton, took in the melancholy
fate of the meek confessors of Savoy, are events
with which few of the Dissenters of the present
day are unacquainted. But Mr. Neal has already entered pretty fully into the general history of this period, and traced the contest be-

tween the Episcopalians, the Presbyterians, and.
the Independents, which we shall not resume.
Our object is merely to supply a little additioninformation respecting a class of professors
he apppars to have overlooked or neglectunworthy of his notice and to do this, it
may not be amiss to look back a little, and
glance at the aspect which the laws of the country bear towards the Baptists in particular.
The great increase of the Baptists seems to
have provoked the Presbyterians, who were
now the ruling party, to a very high degree
and the same spirit of intolerance which the
Episcopalians had manifested towards the Puritans was now exhibited by them against all Dissenters from what they, who could now prove
the Divine right of Presbytery, were pleased to
decree.
The whole of their conduct, in respect
of those who differed from them, shows what
Milton said to be true, that " New Presbyter is
al

whom
ed as

;

but Old Pr est writ large. "+
vol.

ii..

Appendix, No.

269-275.
t See Crosby, vol. i., p. 27&-278.

+ Ibid., vol.
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ofintolerance may be learned from
the history of those times, and especially from
On May 26,
some acts of the government.
1645, the lord-mayor, Court of Aldermen, and
Common Council, presented a petition to Parliament, commonly called " The City Remonstrance," in which they desired "that some strict
and speedy course might be taken for the suppressing all private and separate congregations
that all Anabaptists, Brownists, heretics, schismatics, blasphemers, and all other sectaries who
conformed not to the public discipline established or to be established by Parliament, might be
fully declared against, and some effectual course
settled for proceeding against such persons and
that no person disaffected to Presbyterial government, set forth or to be set forth by Parliament, might be employed in any place of public

Their

spirit

;

;

trust."*

This remonstrance was supported by the
whole Scotch nation, who acted in concert with
their English brethren, as appears by a letter of

thanks to the lord-mayor, aldermen, and ComCouncil, from the General Assembly, dated

mon

June

month after the delivremonstrance. The letter commends

10, 1646,

ery of the

within a

their courageous appearance against sects and
sectaries their firm adherence to the Covenant,
and their maintaining the Presbyterian govern;
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were smarting under the lash
" To comply with this request
of the prelates.
[of granting toleration J, would open a gap for all
ilege while they

sects to challenge such a litierty as their due
this liberty is denied by the churches in NewEngland, and we have as great right to deny it
as they.
This desired forbearance will make a
perpetual division in the Church, and be a perpetual drawing away from the churches under
the rule.
Upon the same pretence, those who
scruple infant baptism may withdraw from their
churches, and so separate into another congregation
and so in that some practice may be
scrupled, and they separate again.
Are these
divisions and subdivisions as lawful as they are
infinite 1
Or must we give that respect to the
errors of men's consciences, so as to satisfy
their scruples by allowance of this liberty to
theml Scruple of conscience is no cause of
separation, nor doth it lake off causeless separation from being schism, which may arise from
errors of conscience as well as carnal and cortherefore we conceive the causes
rupt reason
of separation must be shown to be such, ex nalura rei, as will bear it out and, therefore, we say
that granting the liberty desired will give a coun:

;

:

;

tenance to schism."
Many instances of this

we

ced, but

spirit

might be addu-

shall only notice the following.

A

government of Jesus Christ. It work was published by the Assembly in 1650,
beseeches them to go on boldly in the work they entitled " A Vindication of the Presbyterial Govhad begun, till the three kingdoms were united ernment and Ministry with an Exhortation to
in one faith and worship.
At the same time all Ministers, Elders, and People within the
Published by the
they directed letters to the Parliament, beseech- Province of London, &c.
ing them also, in the bowels of Jesus Christ, to Ministers and Elders met together in a ProGeorge Walker, Moderagive to Him the glory due to his name, by an vincial Assembly.
immediate establishment of all his ordinances in tor; Arthur Jackson and Edmund Calamy, AsRoger Drake and Elidad Blackwell,
their full integrity and power, according to the sessors
Covenant. Nor did they forget to encourage Scribes."
work
contains the following expressions
This
the Assembly at Westminster to proceed in their
zeal against sectaries, and to stand boldly for " Whatsoever doctrine is contrary to godliness,

ment

to be the

;

;

the sceptre of Jesus Christ against the encroach-

ments of earthly powers.
The arguments which

and opens
you must

a door to libertinism and profaneness,
reject it as soul poison
such is the
;

this grave assembly doctrine of a universal toleration in religion."
used to withhold from others the blessing of The ministers in the different parts of the coun
Christian liberty, came with a bad grace from try seem to have been of the same mind. Those
men who had as earnestly pleaded for the priv- in Lancashire published a paper in 1648, called
" The Harmonious Consent of the Lancashire
the sacraments, commonly so called, is baptism, Ministers with their Brethren in London ;" in
wherein the bodies of believers who engage them- which they say, " A toleration would be putting
selves to newness of life are immersed in running a sword into a madman's hand
a cup of poison
water,* to signify their regeneration by the Holy
into the hand of a child
a letting loose of madSpirit, and their union wilh Christ in his death, buFrom this statement he ar- men with firebrands in their hands, and appointrial, and resurrection."
gues, " Hence it follows that infants are not to be ing a city of refuge to men's consciences for the
;

;

baptized, inasmuch as they are incompetent to receive instruction, or to believe, or enter into a covenant, or answer for themselves, or even to hear the
Word. For how can infants, who understand not the
Word, be purified thereby any more than adults can
receive edification by hearing an unknown language !
For it is not that outward baptism, which purities
only the filth of the flesh, which saves us, but the
answer of a good conscience, as Peter testifies, of
which infants are incapable. Besides, baptism is not
merely a covenant containing a stipulation on one
side, with a corresponding engagement on the other,
which, in the case of an infant, is impossible but it
is also a vow, and as such, can neither be pronounced
by infants nor required of them. It is remarkable to
what fertile arguments those divines have recourse
who maintain the contrary opinion." Ivimey's Mil
* Crosby, voi. i.. p. 148.
ton, p. 261.
C.
;

—

*

Theie were

at that time no baptii
sed the rivers as their fonts. C.

—

;

devil to fly to ; a laying a stumbling-block before the blind
a proclaiming liberty to the
wolves to come into Christ's fold to prey upon
the lambs
neither would it be to provide for
;

:

tender consciences, but to take away all conscience."*
turn away with disgust from these intolerant sentiments, and rejoice that the attempt
has been made, and that none of the predicted
effects have ensued.
It was very common at this time for the enemies of the Baptists to represent the practice
of immersion as indecent and dangerous, and to
argue that it could not be according to Divine
authority, because a breach of the sixth commandment, "Thou shall not kill :" and the Divine declaration, " I will have mercy, and not

We

the Baptists

Crosby,

"(ol. i..

p. 190.

;
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Who

would have thought that Mr.
Ku-hard Baxter could have expressed himself

sacrifice."
in

language

gument

like the following^

'•

My

shall he against the usual

sixth ar-

manner of

it is by dipping over head in
a river, or other cold water. That which is a
plain breach of the sixth commandment, 'Thou
shall not kill,' is no ordinance of God, but a
most heinous sin. But the ordinary practice of
baptizing over head and in cold water, as necessary, is a plain breach of the sixth commandment, therefore it is no ordinance of God, but a
heinous sin.
And, as Mr. Gradock shows in
his book of Gospel Liberty, the magistrate ought
to restrain it, to save the lives of his subjects.

their baptizing, as

That

this is flat murder, and no better, being ordinarily and generally used, is undeniable to any
understanding man and I know not what trick
a covetous landlord can find out to get his tenants to die apace, that he may have new fines
and heriots, likelier than to encourage such
preachers, that he may get them all to turn
Anabaptists.
I wish that this device be not it
which countenanceth these men and covetous physicians, methinks, should not be much
against them. Catarrhs and obstructions, which
are the too great fountains of most mortal diseases in man's body, could scarce have a more
notable means to produce them where they are
;

;

not, or to increase them where they are.
plexies, lethargies, palsies, and all other

Apocoma-

tous diseases, would be promoted by it.
So
would cephalalgies, hemicranies, phthises, debility of the stomach, crudities, and almost all
fevers, dysenteries, diarrha;as, colics, iliac passions, convulsions, spasms, tremours, and so on.

hepatic, splenetic, and pulmonic persons,
and hypochondriacs, would soon have enough
of it.
In a word, it is good for nothing but to

All

despatch men out of the world that are burdensome, and to ranken churchyards. I conclude,
if murder be a sin, then dipping ordinarily over
head in England is a sin and if those who
would make it men's religion to murder themselves, and urge it upon their consciences as
;

their duty, are not to be suffered in a commonwealth, any more than highway murderers
then judge how these Anabaptists, that teach
the necessity of such dipping, are to be suffered.
My seventh argument is also against another
wickedness in their manner of baptizing, which
is their dipping persons naked, which is very
usual with many of them, or next to naked, as
is usual with the modestest that I have heard
of If the minister must go into the water with
the party, it will certainly tend to his death,
though they may escape that go in but once.
Would not vain young men come to a baptizing
to see the nakedness of maids, and make a mere
jest and sport of iti"*
It is with pleasure we give a place to the reflections of the late venerable Abraham Booth
on these remarks, which certainly merited severe animadversion, especially as they were
published at a time when, as the sequel will
show, they were calculated to produce some
serious consequences towards those who were
in the practice of baptizing by immersion.
" Were this representation just," says Mr.
Booth, " we should have no reason to wonder if
his following words expressed a fact
I am
:

'

* Baxter's Plain Scripture Proof, p. 134-137.

more confirmed that a visible judgment of
God doth still follow anabaptizing wherever it
comes.' It was not without reason, I presume,
that Mr. Baxter made the following acknowledgment
I confess
my style is naturally
keen.'
I am a little suspicious, also, that Dr.
Owen had some cause to speak of his writings
I verily believe that if a man who
as follows
had nothing else to do, should gather into a
heap all the expressions which in his late books,
confessions, and apologies, have a lovely aspect
towards himself, as to ability, diligence, sincerity, on the one hand
with all those which are
full of reproach and contempt towards others,
on the other the view of them could not but a
little startle a man of so great modesty, and of
such eminency in the mortification of pride, as
Mr. Baxter is.' Hence we learn that the Baptists are not the only persons who have felt the
weight of Mr. Baxter's hand so that if a recollection of others having suffered under his keen
resentment can afford relief, the poor Baptists
may take some comfort and it is an old saying,
stdl

'

;

'

:

;

;

;

;

Solamen miseris socios habuisse
" Before

doloris.

dismiss this extraordinary language
of Mr. Baxter," adds Mr. Booth, " it is proper
to be observed, that the charge of shocking indecency, which he lays with so much confidence
against the Baptists of those times, was not suffered by them to pass without animadversioi.
No, he was challenged to make it good it was
With a viewdenied, it was confuted by them.
The English Antito which. Dr. Wall says,
peedobaptists need not have made so great an
outcry against Mr. Baxter for his saying that
for if they had, it had
they baptized naked
been no more than the primitive Christians did.'
But surely they had reason to complain of misrepresentation such misrepresentation as tended to bring the greatest odium upon their sentiments and practice. Besides, however ancient
the practice charged upon them was, its antiquity could not have justified their conduct, except it had been derived from Divine command
neither of which apor apostolical example
pears."!
It is a little extraordinary that in the next
year, 1647, considerable favour was manifested
towards the Baptists. Perhaps it arose from
the policy of Cromwell, wishing to check the
overgrown power of the Presbyterians, or from
some of his oflScers and other persons of considerable influence embracing their sentiments,
and using their interest in their behalf.
In a declaration of the Lords and Commons,
published March 4, 1647, it is said, "The name
of Anabaptism hath, indeed, contracted much
odium by reason of the extravagant opinions of
some of that name in Germany, tending to the
disturbance of the government and the peace of
all states, which opinions and practices we abBut their opinion against the
hor and detest.
baptism of infants, it is only a difference about
time in the administration of
of
a circumstance
an ordinance, wherein in former ages, as well
as in this, learned men have differed both ia
And though we could
opinion and practice.
wish that all men would satisfy themselves,
and join with us in our judgment and pratice in
this point, yet herein we hold it fit that men
I

:

'

;

;

;
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should be convinced by the Word of God, with
great gentleness and reason, and not beaten out
of it by force and violence."*
This declaration discovered much of a truly
Christian spirit
and happy would it have been
if all governments had always acted on such
But it is lamentable to observe, that
principles.
the very next year, a more severe law was passed than any that had been made in England
It bore date May 2,
since the Reformation.
1648, and was entitled " An Ordinance of the
Lords and Commons assembled in Parliament
for the Punishment of Blasphemies and Heresies."
One article was, " Whosoever shall say
that the baptism of infants is unlawful, or that
such baptism is void, and that such persons
ought to be baptized again, and in pursuance
thereof shall baptize any person formerly baptized or shall say the church government by
Presbytery is antichristian or unlawful, shall,
upon conviction by the oath of two witnesses,
or by his own confession, be ordered to renounce
his said error in the public Congregation of the
and
parish where the offence was committed
in case of refusal, he shall be committed to prison till he find sureties that he shall not publish
or maintain the said error any more."t
It is likely that the death of the king in this
year, and the confusion which resulted from it,
might prevent this cruel and shameful ordinance
from being carried into effect, as we do not
hear that any were prosecuted upon it.
;

;

;

The government was now

and

in-

;

:

* Crosby, vol.

"
"

"To His
My Lord,

There

is

i.,

p. 196.

Highness

some

was not known

that,

during the contest be-

and the Parliament, any Bap-

I.

them by degrees, as convenient opportunity
presented itself; but before you could do this work,
the Anabaptists must be taken out of the army and
this. you could not do with sharp corrosive medicines,
but it must be done by degrees. From which there
are two things observable
1. The work.
2. The
way you intend to do this work.
" First, to the work and that is church-work. It
seems you intend to follow the steps of them that are
gone before, which could not be content to meddle
with state affairs, and to make laws and statutes,
and impose them upon the people as rules of Divine
worship. And this is the work you intend to be at,
under pretence of correcting error, and so to destroy
rectify

;

:

;

truth.

" But who could have thought, when you made
your last speech to Parliament, when your tongue
was so sweetly tipped for the liberty of conscience,
reproving the Parliament for having a finger on their
who could have imagined that
brother's conscience
then heard you, that you would have been so soon
at the same trade, unless he had supposed a fountain
could have sent forth sweet water and bitter? But,
" Secondly, the way you intend to take to bring
about this design is twofold: 1. To purge the army
But,
of the Anabaptists. 2. To do it by degrees.
And is this the way to be
Oliver, is this thy design ?
;

And is this the reason, beAnabaptists
cause they hinder the things amiss in the Church?
confess they have been enemies to the Presbyterian
church government and so were you at Dunbar in
Scotland or, at least, you seemed to be so by your
words and actions for you spake as pure Independency as any of us all then and made this an argument why we should fight stoutly, because we had
the prayers of the Independents and baptized churches.
So highly did you seem to love the Anabaptists
then, that you did not only invite them into the army,
but entertain them in your family but it seems the
case is altered. But, I pray, do not deceive yourself,
nor let the priests deceive you for the Anabaptists
are men that will not be shufiled out of their birthAnd have
rights, as free-born people of England.
they not filled your towns, your cities, your provinces, your islands, your castles, your navies, your
tents, your armies (except that which went to the
West Indies, which prospers so well), your court?
your very council is not free only we have left your
temples for yourself to worship in. So that I believe
although
it will be a hard thing to root them out
you tell the Scotch lord you will do it by degrees, as
he reports.
" May it please your highness seriously to consider
what hath been said, and answer these ensuing queries to your own conscience
" 1. Whether your highness had come to the
rid of the

''.

I

;

;

;

;

altered,

stead of being in the Parliament, was vested in
a single person. This was the General Oliver
CromweU, whose title was to be His Highness,
Lord-protector of the Commonwealth of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and of the dominions thereunto belonging.
The Baptists in the army seem to have been
apprehensive that he entertained designs against
them, as appears from the following letter, which
we insert, not because we approve of its spirit,
but because it may cast some light upon the history of the times.
It was probably written by
some of his officers, who were envious at his
exaltation, and offended that he had deserted
It is entitled "A
his Republican sentiments.
short Discovery of his Highness the liord-protector's Intentions touching the Anabaptists in
the Army, and all such as are against his reforming Tilings in the Church which was first communicated by a Scotch Lord who is called Twidle, but is now come to the Ear of the Anabaptists
upon which there are propounded thirtyfive Queries for his Highness to answer to his
Conscience. By a Well-wisher to the Anabaptists' Prosperity, and all the rest of the Separatists in England. "t

t

It

tween Charles

+ Ibid., vol.

i.,

p. 203.

the Lord-protector.

intelligence abroad,

which

I

de-

;

;

;

;

:

height of honour and greatness you are now come
to, if the Anabaptists, so called, had been so much
your enemies as they were your friends ?
' 2. Whether the Anabaptists were ever unfaithful,
either to the commonwealth in general, or to your
highness in particular? And if not, then what is the
reason of your intended dismission ?
" 3. Whether the Anabaptists be not as honest now
as in the year 1650, and 51, and 52, &c. ? And if so,
why not as useful now as then ?
" 4. Whether the Anabaptists are not to be commended for their integrity, which had rather keep
faith and a good conscience, although it may lose
them their employments, than to keep their employments with the loss of both ?
" 5. Whether the Anabaptists may not as justly
endeavour to eat out thebfjwelsof your government,
as your highness may endeavour to eat them out of

communicate in a private way, lest I become
a prey to the malice or envy of the roaring lion. But
to the matter intended, and that is this It seems
your highness, being discoursing with a Scotch lord,
who is called the Lord Twidle, you were pleased to
say that there was something amiss in the Church their employments ?
" 6. Whether the Anabaptists did not come more
and State, which you would reform as soon as may
be. Of those that were amiss in the State, some justly into their employments in the army than your
were done and the rest were doing and as for those highness came into the seat of government ?
" 7. Whether, if the Anabaptists bad the power in
things that were amiss in the Church, you hoped to
sire to

:

;

SUPPLEMENT.
tists

to

in the king's army, yet there seem
been some of that persuasion among the

were

have

their hands, and

were as able

you out as you
to you as you do

to cast

were them, and they did intend it
whether, 1 say, your highness would not
to them
call them all Iviiaves ?
" 8. Whether this be fair dealing in the sight of
God and man, to pretend a great deal of love to the
Anabaptists, as to Major Pack and Mr. Kiffin, and a
hundred more that
could name, when at the same
time you intend evil against them ?
;

i

"9. Whether the Anabaptist will not be in a better condition in the day of Christ that keeps his covenant with God and men, than your highness will be
if you break with both?
•'
10. Whether a hundred of the old Anabaptists,
such as marched under your command in 48, 49, 50,
&c., be not as good as two hundred of your new
courtiers, if you were in such a condition as you
were at Dunbar in Scotland
"11. Whether the cause of the army's defeat in
Hispaniola was because there were so many Anabaptists in it ?
And if so, if that be the only reason
why they are so much out of date?
"12. Whether your highness hath not changed
your former intention, to have an equal respect to
the godly, though difi'erent in judgment ? And if so,
whether it be not from the better to the worse ?
" 13. Whether your highness's conscience was not
more at peace, and your mind more set upon things
above, when you loved the Anabaptists, than it is now,
when you hate their principles, or their service, or
'!

both?
" 14. Whether your highness's court is not a greater charge to this nation than the Anabaptists in the
army ? And if so, whether this be the ease which
you promised the people?
" 15. Whether there be any disproportion between
the state of things now and the stale of things in
the days of old ? And if there be, show us where it
lieth,

"

how, and when

16.

Whether

new

the

?

moneys

laid out in the

making

and ponds at Hampton Court might
not have been better bestowed in paying the public
of the

faith, or

rivers

the Anabaptists' arrears before their dismis-

sion?
" 17.

Whether

troops of the Parliament
and it has been assigned as a reason for disbanding one entire
;

"25. Whether this will not prove your highnesss
ruin, if you join wnh such a wicked principle to per,^ecute for conscience, or to turn men out of the army
lor being Anabaptists, or for any such thing as differs
from the Church of England, seeing God hath confounded all such as have done so ?
"26. Whether the old Parliament was not turned
out for leaving undone that which they ought to have
done
And if so, whether those things have been
'.

done since

?

" 27.

Whether the little Parliament was not turned out for doing that which the other left undone, or
taking away of tithes and other grievances ? And if
so, then,

" 28. Whether you did not intend your own ends
more than you did the nation's good, in breaking the
first Parliament, and calling the second, and dissolving them again ?
" 29. Whether the instrument of government was
not preparing eight or nine days before the breaking
up of the little Parliament ? And if so, whether you
did not intend their dissolving?
"30. Whether you did not tell a shameful untruth
to the last Parliament, saying that you did not know
of their dissolving, that is to say, the little Parliament, till they came to deliver up their power to

you?
"31. Whether your highness did not put a slur

upon the Lord Lambert, when he should have gone
lord-deputy to Ireland, in telling the Parliament it
savoured too much of a monarchy, and so sent Fleetwood with a lower title?
" 32. Whether your highness do not intend to put

another slur upon the Lord Lambert, in sending^for
the lord-deputy to come into England, to make him
England, Scotland,
generalissimo of the annies

m

and Ireland

?

Whether

not convenient for the Lord
Lambert to consider of those actions, and to have an
eye to your proceedings, lest by degrees you eat him
out of all, as you intend to do the Anabaptists?
" 34. Whether the excessive pride of your family
do not call for a speedy judgment from heaven, seeing pride never goeth without a fall !
" 35. Whether the six coach-horses did not give
your highness a fair warning of some worse thing to
follow, if you repent not, seeing God often forewarns
"33.

it

is

it is not convenient for the Anabapprovide for their own safety, seeing from you
they can expect none ?
" 18. Whether it will be any more treason to fight before he strikes home ?
for oui liberties and civil properties in these days, if
"THE CONCLUSION.
they be denied us, than it was to fight for them in
"My Lord,
the days of the king?
" My humble request is, that you will seriously
" 19. Whether the instrument of government be as consider of these few lines although you may disthe laws of the Medesand Persians, that alter not? If like the way by which they are communicated, yet
so, how is it that Mr. John Biddle is now a prisoner?
for these
let the matter sink deep into your heart
" 20. Whether your highness may not as well vio- things should have met you in another manner, had
late the whole instrument of government as the 37th not your highness cast off all such friendly commuand 38th articles ? If so, vvhat security have the peo- nication by word of month, and the persons too, if
ple for their liberty ?
they did but tell you plainly their minds. And take
"21. Whether our liberty doth not wholly depend heed of casting away old friends for new acquaintupon your will, and the will of a future protector, ance, as Rehoboam did, who forsook the counsel of
seeing the instrument of government is so little use- his good old friends, and consulted with his young
ful ?
If so, whether our condition be not as bad as courtiers
which caused the ten tribes to revolt from
ever?
him.* And it is a deadly sign of a speedy ruin, when
"22. Whether yon may not as justly suffer all to a prince or a state casts off the interests of the peobe put in prison that differ from the Church of Eng- ple of God as you may see how Joash forsook the
land, as to suffer Mr. Biddle to be imprisoned ?
people and the house of God, and then his house
"23. Whether it will not be more abominable to fell before a few of the Assyrians, and at last his own
the Anabaptists, or Independents, or Mr. Biddle, or servants conspired against him. and slew him.
any other professing faith in God by Jesus Christ,
" And therefore, O Cromwell leave off thy wickand are not disturbers of the civil peace, nor turn ed design of casting off the interest of the people of
their liberty into licentiousness, to suffer for their God
and let my counsel be acceptable to thee and
consciences under your government, that promised break off thy sins by righteousness, and thy iniquity
liberty lo such, than it was to have suffered under by showing mercy to the poor, and it may be a lengththe king, that promised thfem none ?
ening out of thy tranquilHty.' For it is not strength
" 24. Whether your highness will not appear to be
united with policy, but righteousness accompanied
a dreadful apostate and fearful dissembler, if you suf- with strength, that must keep alive your interest with
fer persecution to fall upon the Anabaptists, or Inde- God and the people.
And when both these die, that
pendents, or Ihem of Mr. Biddle's judgment, seeing-'
you promised equal liberty to all ?
-1 Kings, xii., 8.

tists to

;

;

;

;

!

'

;

;
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the primitive pattern in worship and discipline.
About that time and a little after there were
many ministers, some who had been before ordained, and others who had been admitted to parochial and other public charges among whom
of my acquaintance were Mr. Tombes, some
of horse and foot became Baptists, particularly time preacher at the temple; Mr. Christopher
Blackwood in Kent, Mr. Benjamin Cox at Bedand
in
horse,
regiment
of
own
in Cromwell's
that of the Duke of Albemarle's regiment of foot, ford, Mr. Edward Harrison, Mr. Daniel Dyke,
and
some others in or near Hertfordshire Mr.
that
previous
yet it is said, on good information,
to this there were not to be found, at any time, Hansard Knollys, and many others who did
twenty persons of this denomination vested wt/h openly profess, and several of them write and
command of any kind in the whole army. Until publish, their opinions concerning the proper
the year lfi48, two only of this profession. Mr. subject and manner of baptism. Some of them
Lawrence, and Mr. John Fiennes, a son of Lord voluntarily left their parochial charges and benefices, as not approving the baptizing of infants,
Say, were members of the House of Commons
and in that year, before the death of the king, and collected distinct congregations of such as
they withdrew from the Parliament because they agreed with them in this doctrine of baptism
disapproved of its proceedings, and lived in re- which, by a succession of ordained ministers ire
tirement for about six years, when Mr. Law- the places of such as are dead, remain to this
rence was again called into public employment. day.
"In the year 1649 the Baptists greatly inIn 1650, Captain Mildmay, Captain Pack, and
Sir John Harman, who were all Baptists, were creased in the country, and their opinions did
preferred to commands at sea.*t Major-general likewise spread themselves into some of the
Harrison, whom Baxter pronounces " a man of regiments of horse and foot in the army
and
excellent parts for affection and oratory, though that in 1650 and afterward, some professing
not well seen in the principles of his religion, "J this opinion were called from their private employments, and preferred to commands at sea
was the only Baptist among the king's judges
and, indeed, it appears that he himself was not among others. Captain Mildmay to command
actually baptized till 1657, which was several the admiral flag-ship, under the late Duke of
years after that tragical event had taken place. (J Albemarle, when he was one of the generals at
The following extract of a letter from Cap- sea; Captain Pack, to command the flag- ship
tain Richard Deane to Dr. Barlow, bishop of under Sir George Ascue, rear-admiral
Sir John
Lincoln, furnishes considerable information con- Harman, to command the admiral flag-ship uncerning the state of the Baptists at this period, der his royal highness the Duke of York.
" But, notwithstanding some of this sect had
and their conduct in the affairs of the state
that countenance given them as I have men" My Lord,
tioned, by such as had the principal
"The ground of my humbly tendering these ment of affairs, yet this sect in general,manageas they
ensuing pages to your lordship is your declared
have published in their apologies, were the least
condescension to peruse any small treatise that
of any sort of people concerned in any vicissishould be presented to you concerning the proptudes of government that happened among us.
er subject and administration of baptisin.
That
My station within the afore-rnentioned ten years
they may in your lordship's charity, so far as
gave me opportunity to know most persons and
their conversation suits with their doctrine, be
actions of note, in reference as well to civil as
admitted among the number of sincere Chrismartial affairs, and particularly those of this
tians, I intend to bring to your remembrance
sect.
And although in and after the year 1649
some of their leaders, and the occasions which
their numbers did increase, insomuch that the
prepared the way for the increase of their numprincipal officers in divers regiments of horse
bers.
and foot became Anabaptists, particularly in
" About thirty-eight years since, in the heat
Oliver Cromwell's own regiment of horse when
of our late troubles. Episcopacy being laid aside,
he was captain-general of all the Parliament's
and Presbytery only as it were by way of exforces, and in the Duke of Albemarle's own regperiment for a season attempted, but never in a
iment of foot when he was general of all the
national way prosecuted with effect, every man
English forces in Scotland yet, by the best inwas at liberty to pursue the persuasions of his
formation I could have, there were not, at any
own mind as to entering into church-fellowship time
before the year 1649, twenty Anabaptists
in distinct congregations, and therein to join
in any sort of command in the whole army
with such as he conceived came nearest to
and until after the year 1648, there were no
more than two, viz., Mr. Lawrence, and Mr.
is to say, righteousness and sincerity, then adieu to
thy greatness here, and thy eternal happiness here- John Fiennes, one of the Lord Say's sons, who
after.
made profession of this opinion, chosen into the
" From him who wishes your happiness so long as Commons' House of Parliament, and both these
you do well. Printed for the information of all stick did in that year, and in the lifetime of Charles
as prize the liberty of their consciences, for which so much
I., as I have been credibly informed, voluntarily
blood has been spilt."*
* Crosby's History of the Baptists, vol. ii., p. 2-5. depart from that Parliament, as not approving
their
proceedings against the person of the king,
t See Pepy's Diary for proof of the existence of
Baptist influence in the English navy at this period. and sat no more in it, but lived privately until
about
six years afterward.
Baxter
s
C.
Life,
part
A new form of govi., p. 57.
t
ernment being then formed, and in appearance
() The reader is referred to Harrison's life in N oble's
Regicides, Burnet, and Godwin.
C.
settled, Mr. Lawrence was again called inta
the army of the Earl of Essex, that
the colonel himself countenanced the SeparaAlthough
tists, particularly the Anabaptists.
their numbers increased considerably from about
the year 1649, to such a degree, indeed, as that
the principal officers in different regiments both

regiment

in

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

—

* Crosby, vol.
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" I confess to j'our lordship, I never heard of churches, rather than defend a singular opmion
any Anabaptists in the king's army during the of her own, she not being then enlightened in
that great mistake of the national churches.
contest between his majesty and the Parliament
and perhaps, because there were some in the But in this year, she happening to he with child,
Parliament's army and none in the king's army, communicated her doubts to her husband, and
some persons have from thence taken occasion desired him to endeavour her satisfaction and.
;

to affirm that the opinion of Anabaptism in the
Church is opposite to monarchy in the State. It

as before is mentioned, that this opinion
general bar to the continuance of such
as did embrace it in public employments, though
I have cause to believe that one special reason
of disbanding one entire regiment in the Earl of
Essex's army was, because the colonel entertained and gave countenance to Separatists
and some Anabaptists. And that which occasioned Oliver Cromwell, after he usurped the
government of lord-protector, to discharge at
once all the principal officers of his own regiment upon other pretences was, for that they
were all Anabaptists."*h
It belongs to this period, also, to introduce
some account of another distinguished military
officer, who ranks among the denomination of

is true,

was no

Baptists.
I refer to Colonel Hutchinson, who
of Nottingham Castle during the
time of the civil wars. He was one of the king's
judges and, whether in the senate or the field,
uniformly distinguished himself as a person of
great courage, judgment, piety, and liberality.
An interesting narrative of his life and times,
drawn up by his amiable and accomplished wife,
iias been recently issued from the press, in which
the following account is given of the manner in
which he was led to embrace the sentiments of
the Baptists the circumstances are related with
the characteristic simplicity and good sense
which pervade the whole work.
" At Nottingham they had gotten a very able

was governor
;

:

minister into the great church, but a bitter Presbyterian.
Him and his brethren my Lady Fairfax caressed with so much kindness, that they
grew impudent to preach up their faction open-

while he did, he himself became as unsatisfied,
against it. First, therefore,
he diligently searched the Scriptures alone, and
could find in them no ground at all for this practice.
Then he bought and read all the treatises
on both sides, which at that time came thick
from the presses, and still was cleared in the
error of the Psedobaptists.
After this, his wife
being brought to bed, that he might, if possible,
give the religious party no offence, he invited
all the ministers to dinner, and propounded his
doubt and the ground thereof to them. None
of them could defend their practice with any
satisfactory reason, but the tradition of the
Church from the primitive times, and their main
buckler of federal holiness, which Tombes and
Denne had excellently overthrown. He and his
wife then jjrofessing themselves unsatisfied in
the practice, desired their opinions what they
ought to do. Most answered, to conform to the
general practice of other Christians, how dark
soever it were to themselves but Mr. Foxcraft,
one of the assembly, said, that except they were
convinced of the warrant of that practice from
whereupon
tlie Word, they sinned in doing it
that infant was not baptized. And now the governor and his wife, notwithstanding that they
forsook not their assemblies, nor retracted the
benevolences and civilities from them, yet they
were reviled by them, called fanatics and Anabaptists, and often glanced at in their public sermons.
Not only the ministers, but all their
zealous sectaries, conceived implacable malice
against them on that account, which was carried on with a spirit of envy and persecution to
or, rather, satisfied,

;

:

though he, on his side, might well have
the last
said to them, as his Master to the old Pharisees,
Many good works have I done among you for
and to revile the others, and at
Yet the genlength they would not sufTer any of the army which of these do ye hate meV
They then, erality even of that people had a secret convicchaplains to preach in tlie town.
coming to the governor and complaining of their tion upon them that he had been faithful to them,
unkind usage, he invited them to come and and deserved their love and, in spite of their
preach in his house, which, when it was known own bitter zeal, they could not but have a revthey did, there was a great concourse of people erent esteem for him whom they often railed at
came thither to them and the Presbyterians, for not thinking and speaking according to their
when they heard it, were madded witli rage, not opinions."*
Having introduce?! this excellent man to the
only against them, but against the governor,
who accidentally gave them another occasion reader's notice, it possibly may not be altogethabout the same time. When formerly the Pres- er unacceptable to him to be furnished with a
byterian ministers forced him, for quietness' few more particulars of his personal history,
sake, to go and break up a private meeting in and that of his amiable consort.
He was descended of an ancient and honourthe cannoniers' chamber, there were found some
notes concerning Pasdobaptism, which, being able family, and born at Nottingham, in the
brought into the governor's lodgings, his wife month of September. 1616. He was the eldest
having then more leisure to read than he, hav- surviving son of Sir Thomas Hutchinson and
ing perused and compared them v/ith the Scrip- Lady Margaret, his first wife, a daughter of Sir
tures, found not what to say against the truths John Biron, of Newsted,t in the same county.
they asserted concerning the misapplication of As soon as his age permitted, he was placed
that ordinance to infants but, being then young under the tuition of Mr. Theobalds, then master
and modest, she thought it a kind of virtue to of the free school at Nottingham and shortly
submit to the judgment and practice of most afterward he was sent to the free school at Lincoln, which was conducted by a Mr. Clarke.
* Crosby, vol. ii.. Preface, p. 2-5.
This person, though pious, was remarkable for
t Clarendon speaks in high terms of a young Ana* Ed. 2, p. 271, 272.
baptist, without naming him, who, in time of CromNewsted Abbey was
well, brought an application on their part to Charles
t Ancestor of the poet.
ly in the pulpit,

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

II.,

then on the Continent.
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his pedantry

;

inson, that he could never profit under his inWhile at this seminary, he was
structions.
taught the military exercise by an old soldier,
who was kept by the master to give his pupils
some notion of the art of war. He was again
sent to the free school at Nottingham, in which
he made very great proficiency and from this
place went to the University of Cambridge, and

;

;

there

House.

was made a fellow-commoner of Peter
The tutor of his college was Mr. Nor-

wich, a person of great learning, and of an amiUnder this perceptor he made
able disposition.
rapid progress in his studies, received great applause for several public exercises, and obtained
a degree as a testimony of his merits. After
remaining at college five years, he returned to
his father's

house

at

Nottingham.

He was now

about twenty years old, having hitherto resisted
the temptations of youth, and been noted for
the sobriety and consistency of his deportment.
His father iiad been for some time married to
a second wife, and was surrounded by a youthThis circumstance
ful and increasing progeny.
was not altogether agreeable to young Hutchinson, who, however, wishing to avoid any complaints that he might make if he continued at
home, adopted the resolution of visiting London.
There he entered Lincoln's Inn but soon found
the study of the law so irksome and unpleasSoon
ant, that he very shortly abandoned it.
afterward, in 1638, he entered into the marriage
relation with Miss Lucy Apsley, second daughter of Sir Allen Apsley, lieutenant of the Tower.
She was a young lady of great beauty, parts,
and acquirements, and wrote the memoirs of
her husband, which have been lately published
During two
•by a descendant of the family.
-years' leisure that Mr. Hutchinson now enjoyed,
he directed his attention to several branches of
In October, 1641, he retired to his
divinity.
About
seat at Owthorpe, in Nottinghamshire.
ihis time was perpetrated the Irish massacre,
which filled the nation with horror, and preceded those civil commotions and distresses with
which Britain was about to be chastised. This
massacre, and the conversation which it everywhere occasioned, led Mr. Hutchinson to employ his thoughts on the political state of the
and the result of this inquiry was a
country
persuasion that the cause of the Parliamentarians was supported by justice. He, with some
others, was requested by nearly all the freeholders and middle classes in his native county to
present a petition to the king, then at York, to
return to Parliament. Soon afterward he took up
arms, though not till necessity compelled him
for a warrant was issued for his apprehension,
and he, with his wife, was obliged to quit home.
He accepted the commission of lieutenant-colonel among the forces appointed by the Parliament to be raised. He was then engaged, in
conjunction with many Parliamentarians, in the
and when the troops
defence of Nottingham
there quartered were called out to the relief of
General Essex, he was appointed, by the committee of that town, to the government of its

379

onel Hutchinson then seized, by violence, the
rents of his tenants, which he was about to receive; and his estate being sought for by several, promise of it was obtained from the king.
In this extremity, though he had supported the
garrison chiefly at his own expense, and thus
and though,
lessened his pecuniary resources
he was repeatedly tempted with the most flattering promises to desert his party, he remained inflexibly firm. He adopted the most salutary measures for the protection of the castle
and town; but his eflfbrts were frequently rendered abortive by the treachery of some under
By them a party of the Royalhis command.
ists were one night admitted into the town, but
expelled
by the prudence and intrewere soon
A few of the commitpidity of the governor.
tee, wishing to ruin their commander, that they
might obtain authority themselves, endeavoured to excite a spirit of discontent among the
soldiers and townsmen, and had the effrontery
to lay a statement of their pretended grievances
The result
before a committee of both nations.
of this contest was a perfect justification of Colhis infadisgrace
of
and
the
Hutchinson,
onel
mous calumniators. His oflSce had been prealso inwho
had
viously ratified by Parliament,
trusted him with the srovernment of the town,
and presented him with thanks for his services.
While he held these commissions he often disAt the siege
tinguished himself for his bravery.
of Shelford, in which was a garrison under the

which so disgusted young Hutch-

;

of Colonel Philip Stanhope, eldest son
Earl of Chesterfield, he exposed himself

command
to the

to the greatest dangers, and was the first that
He was also at the siege of
scaled the wails.
Newark, which surrendered to him and his men.

Having been chosen a member of Parliament
in the place of his father, he came to London to
The
discharge the duties of his new office.
Parliament were at that time divided by the
factions and animosities of the Independents
Colonel Hutchinson
and the Presbyterians.
was soon marked as a strenuous Independent
and, in the controversy between the army and
the Presbyterians, he ranked himself with the
army. Returning, at the settlement of Parliament, to his garrison at Nottingham, he found
it consisted only of the castle, and that all his
regiment, except two companies, had been disbanded. This being the case, he resigned his
commission, and went, with his family, to live
His house was almost in ruins,
at Owthorpe.
but he then had not money sufficient to repair
it.
He was, however, earnestly entreated to
for his
resume his commission, but in vain
health was now rather delicate, and he wished
to enjoy a little peace and retirement.
Being again summoned to Parliament, he was
nominated one of the commissioners for the triTo this nomination he
al of King Charles I.
at first felt considerable reluctance to accede.
mature deliberation,
after
convinced,
But being
and fervent prayer for direction, that the meashe
no longer hesitated.
ure was fully justifiable,
Whatever were the motives which induced that
assembly to judge and condemn their sovereign,
or whatever opinion may be formed of their
castle.
In 1643 his father died, having left his per- proceedings, the conduct of Colonel H. in that
affair was certainly dictated by conscientious
that
was
unproperty
his
and
all
estate,
sonal
settled at Mr. Hutchinson's marriage, to his principles.
After the dissolution of Parliament, he reCulenemies
of
children.
The
second wife and
;

;

;

;

!
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turned to Owthorpe. and devoted his tinne to
the education of his children (vvlio had, besides,
the ablest masters) to the suppression of disorders in his neighbourhood and to the adminHe was elected a member
istration of justice.
of the Parliament summoned April 25, 1660, but
was soon suspended, on account of the part he
took in the transactions relative to Charles I.
and his punishment was a sentence of dismissal from the present house of Parliament, and
of incapacity to sustain any public office, civil
This sentence must he
or military, forever.
allowed not to have been very severe; but he
was not permitted to live unmolested. He was
accused, without the least shadow of proof, of
treasonable designs and practices.
His house
was pillaged of all his armour, to the value of
£100 and some pictures that had once belonged to the late king, and which he had purchased
in London during the interregnum, to the
amount of £1000 or £1500, were wrested from
him by an order from the secretary of state.
By a warrant from the same secretary, he was
seized one Sunday evening, while expounding
to his family a portion of the Epistle to the RoAfter undergoing very severe treatmans.
ment, he was di.smissed
but in a short time
again apprehended, thrust into a filthy prison,
where he fell sick, and commanded by the king
to be carried to London in custody.
Having
"with much pain arrived there, he was committed to the Tower, and bore several petty examinations.
Sir John Robinson, then keeper, a
worthless character, was as cruel and hardened
as a torturer in the Inquisition, and employed
every method he could devise of insulting and
injuring Colonel H.
Under all these multiplied calamities. Colonel
Hutchinson was patient and submissive. An
order at length came for his removal to Sandown Castle, in Kent, whither he was still pursued by the malice and cruelty of his adversaries.
He was confined to a dreary, damp room,
that was exposed to the piercing air of the sea,
;

the political conduct of Colonel Hutchinson vanone ques-

rious sentiments are entertained, but
tion his integrity or piety.

;

;

;

;

and against the bottom of which the waves
dashed in angry murmurs. In this miserable
condition, his wife, who had attended him in all
his sufferings, brought some books for his entertainment but he declared, that if he were to
remain in prison all his life, he would read nothing but the Bible.
This book, indeed, afforded him divine consolation, so that he said to his
disconsolate partner, what reason she had to
rejoice that God supported him under his trials,
and did not suffer his patience or spirits to fail.
He was even thankful for his afflictions, considering them as tokens of his heavenly Father's
;

love,

who

of disease

chastises

all

now began

his children.
to appear,

Symptoms

and he very

grew weaker.

In his sickness he was
wonderfully cheered by the comforts of religion
rapidly

;

and to a person who asked him how he did, he
replied, " Incomparably well, and full of faith."

He

continued in this happy frame, giving serious advice to those that were around him, and
pouring out his desires in ejaculatory prayers.
When he was questioned as to the ground of his
hope, he said, " There's none but Christ, none
but Christ, in whom I have unspeakable joy,
more than I can express ;" and on the Sabbathday, September 11, 1664, his spirit winged her
flight to the regions of everlastmg repose.
Of

CHAPTER

IV

HISTORY OF THE B.\PTISTS FROM THE RESTORATION
OF KING CHARLES II. TO THE BANISHMENT OF THE
EARL OF CLARENDON, A.D. 1660-1670.

Whatever concern the Baptists may be supposed to have had in national affairs, while the
unhappy contest was pending between Charles
I. and his army, it is sufficiently apparent, from
what has been seen in the foregoing chapter,
that it soon ceased after Cromwell assumed the
reins of government, who, when he thought
himself well settled, and perceived that it would
please the dominant party, began to undermine
the sectarians, and, in particular, to suppress
Mr. Baxter charges them with
the Baptists.
growing insolent both in England and Ireland
after Cromwell's death, and the succession of
and that, joinhis son Richard was set aside
ing their brethren in the army, they were everywhere put in power. He complains of some
personal insults and ungenerous treatment which
lie received from some who resided near to him,
irritated by their remembrance of the opposition
he had made to their sentiments, and who,
though not many more than twenty, " talked,"
as he expresses it, " as if they had been lords
of the world."* This spirit of resentment and
triumph was soon humbled by the disappointment of hope, and a subsequent series of suf;

ferings.

This appears,

in the first instance, from a pepresented to King Charles II., signed by
on
behalf
thirty-five,
of many others in Lincolnshire.
It stated, that not only their meetings
for religious worship were interrupted by the
magistrates, and bonds for good behaviour

tition

were imposed upon them, for the violation of
which, on account of renewing their assemthey were prosecuted a^ peace-breakers ;
but that they were abused in the streets, and
their own houses could not afford them protection
for, if they were heard praying to God in
their families, they were insulted by sounding
of horns, beating against their doors, and
blies,

;

threats that they should be hanged.
If they
appealed to the magistrates, the rage of their
adversaries received a sanction from the odious
terms with which those who sat on the bench
of justice reviled them.
Many of them were
indicted at the sessions for not attending on the
preaching of the Episcopal clergy, and alarmed
with a design of levying from every one of
them a penally of £20 a month.
The petition was graciously received by the
king, who promised that he would take particular care that none should trouble them, on account of their conscience, in things pertainingto religion
and immediately directed a member of Parliament to go to the lord-chancellor
and secretary, that the proper measures for this
end might be taken.
In the same year, another petition and representation of their sufl^erings was presented by
some Bapti sts, inhabitants of Kent, and prison;

* His

own

Life, part

ii.,

p.

206.

t

t
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and detained there, without so much as the
least pretence of any crime laid to their charge,
till the assizes, when they were dismissed.
At
Dover, the magistrates were severe against
them, taking them from their meeting-houses,
and committing them to prison. After fourand-tweiiiy days they were admitted to bail,
for, bethe violence exercised against them
sides being made prisoners, the liouses of some and appearing at the assizes, were forbidden to
had, without any authority from the executive assemble any more in their own place of worship, but were allowed the use of one of the
power, been broken open in the dead of night
and from others their goods and cattle had been churches. This privilege, which they enjoyed
about the space of five months, was afterward
taken away and detained.
Upon meeting again in their
Great, also, were the sufferings of those who denied to them.
own place, their worship was disturbed, and
eminent
most
The
resided in Gloucestershire.
Cavaliers rode about armed with swords and twenty-four of them, under different commitat the Quarter Sessions,
pistols, ransacking their houses, and abusing ments, sent to prison
At the a bill of indictment was found against them;
their families in a violent manner.
house of Mr. Helme, at Winchcombe, the bed some traversed it, others submitted to the court,
whereon his children laid was not spared and and the rest were remitted to prison again.*
A circumstance which much aggravated the
their outrageous conduct so frightened his wife
as to throw her into an illness which threatened proceedings against these people was, that they
her life. Mr. Warren, who possessed the par- were not apprehended by the peace-officers only,
sonage of Rencome, was, with his wife and but by rude, youthful, and mercenary soldiers,
fannly, penned up into an upper room of his who seized them, to the terror of women and
house, and so harassed night and day by the children, with muskets and drawn swords, did
violence of the assailants and the noise of haut- vicdence to their persons, and spoiled their
Mr. Fletcher, goods.
boys, that he died in the place.
In June, 1661, one of these military banditti
wlio bad been put into a vacant place by authority, was so beat and inhumanly treated by went to a meeting-house in Whitechapel, and
a Cavalier of his parish, that he and his family laid hands on more than twenty one of whom
One pious minister was as- refusing to go w.th them unless they produced
fled for their lives.
Another their warrant, they not only pulled him ah)ng by
saulted as he was entering his pulpit.
was violently pulled out of his house; his wife, force, and beat him about the head with their
children, and goods were thrown into the hangers, but lifting him up several times between
none of tlie parish were allowed to give three or four, let him fall with violence, and
street
them entertainment, and he himself was haled drove his breast and stomach against the rails
with such force, that his health was greatly into jail.*
When a suit was
It is less surprising that these people were jured by the blows and falls.
insulted by the ignorant populace, and were commenced against the actors of this tragedy,
abused by the petty officers of power, when the persons at whose complaint the soldiers were
even the Legislature marked them as the ob- arrested were themselves arrested, and sent to
for the Newgate, where they lay about ten or twelve
jects of suspicion, hatred, and severity
Parliament assembled upon the Restoration, days before they could be bailed, and were held
when it passed an act for confirming all minis- bound from sessions to sessions, for a long time,

In this paper they
ers in the jail at Maidstone.
appealed t(i their " Confession of Faiih," as truly representing their principles concerning magistracy and government; and deplored the danger whiL-h threatened their lives, and the ruin
which hung over their wives and little ones, by
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ters in the possession of their benefices, how
heterodox soever they had been, provided they
would conform for the future, excepted such as
had been of the Baptist persuasion.
So far from being encouraged to conform, or
being permitted in peace and security to dissent,

they were pursued with cruelty.

before they could be discharged.
The persons assembling in the same meetinghouse were assaulted by a like body of soldiers,
October the 20th, 1661, and one of them, the
minister objecting to the authority under which
they professed to act, was by a mittimus pretending and asserting great matters, cast into

them were

Newgate, where he

Divers of
cast into Reading prison for conscientiously scrupling to lake some oaths adminisAt Newport in Wales, at the
tered to them.
end of sermon, two were set upon by soldiers
with swords and staves. t At London, Dr. John
Griffith

was committed

to

Newgate, where he

lay seventeen months, for no other crime but
prea(*liing to a congregation of Protestants.
In
liincolnshire, Mr. Thomas Grantham^ and some
others were taken from their meeting at Boston
by some soldiers, and after having been lodged
all night in a public inn, had their rest disturbed,
and their minds grieved, by the incessant curtliey were, on
ses and oaths of their guards
the next morning, conveyed to the common jail.
;

* Crosby, vol. ii., p. 1-30.
+ WalTs History of Infant Baptism, vol.
t Crosby, vol.

—

leased him.
On the 3d of November, in the same year, a
similar outrage was committed, in the same
The
place, with as little show or face of law.
preacher and three more were seized, and thrown
into New Prison, from which, in time of sessions,
one was removed to Newgate, under pretence
which, however,
of being brought to his trial
he could never procure, though he called for it
in the (ace of the court, nor was his name returned in the calendar. Yet he was kept in jail
twelve weeks, till fetched out by a person in
authority.
He suffered in all eighteen, and the
other persons twenty-eight, weeks' imprison;

ment.!:
ii.,

p.

215.

p 94, 97.
The author of " Primitive Christianity," in folio,
(j
a very able performance. Mr. Grantham was a General Baptist.
C.
ii.,

lay thirty weeks, without
anything laid to his charge, and then they re-

In the following year, their religious
blies,

*

in different

Crosby, vol.

t Ibid., p. 161.

ii.,

parts of the town,

assem-

met with

p. 149, 153, 154, 155.

t Ibid., p. 162-165.
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the like violent interruptions from the soldiery, case before the king. His majesty expressed
breal<ing in with their swords and muskets, and great surprise that any of his subjects should be
acting under the authority of Sir John Robinson, put to death for their religion, and inquired
lieutenant of the Tower, as in the former cases. whether any law in force justified such proceedBeing satisfied on this point, he promised
In one instance a child in the cradle was awa- ings.
ked out of its sleep hy their violence, and so ter- his pardon. But, lest any precipitancy in executing the sentence should supersede the benerified, that it fell sick, and died in three days
In other instances, the forms and furniture of fit of his grace, while the pardon was passing
their places of worship were broken and de- through the usual forms, the king, on a renewed
Robinson, being told by them that application, granted an immediate reprieve.
stroyed.
they had broken the pulpit in Brick Lane, re- The condemned persons, however, were conplied, " It was well done," and gave them a tinued close prisoners till the next assizes, and
piece of gold as a reward for their good service. then the judge brought down his majesty's parIn all cases, the persons of those assembled were don, and they were all set at liberty.* This
exposed to their indiscriminating rage neither would undoubtedly check the disposition of the
sex, nor childhood, nor old age, nor women with justices to a similar process.
But the virtuous
child, were spared.
At one place the mob was sufferers, besides their other calamities, owed
let in to act with soldiers, at the direction of
their safety to favour instead of law
and apRobinson. Many of the conscientious sufferers, peared under the ignominious character of parby illegal commitments, were cast into prison.
doned criminals, when they ought to have enEven the walls of the prison did not afford joyed the security and reputation of peaceable
them a secure retreat. In the prison itself they and innocent subjects.
were exposed to outrage and fury. When they
The rage of the people, sanctioned by the
have been engaged together in religious conver- conduct of the magistrates and the clergy tosation and acts of devotion, the felons of the wards the Baptists, rose to such a height as to
jail, the thieves and housebreakers, the pickdeny them the benefit of the common burying
pockets and highwaymen have been let into places. Nay, there wanted not instances of
their rooms, have threatened them, violently their being taken out of their graves.
The inassaulted, and beaten them.*
habitants of Croft in Lincolnshire treated ia
But in the country were usually the greatest this manner the corpse of Mr. Robert Shalder^
injustice and cruelty practised.
The gentlemen in the year 1666. He had suffered much by imin the commission of the peace, near Aylesbury prisonment, and died soon after his release.
in Buckinghamshire, distinguished themselves He was buried among his ancestors
and on
by their virulence in prosecuting the Noncon- the same day his grave was opened, and his
formists, and particularly the Baptists.
They body taken out, dragged on a sledge to his own
filled not the county jail only with prisoners of
gate, and left there.
this description, but hired large houses in AylesIn the year 1670, the Baptists of Lewes, and
bury, and converted them into prisons and not other places in the county of Sussex, suffered
contented with the severities in daily exercise, in their property by the proceedings of Sir
such as confiscation of goods and imprisonment, Thomas Nutt and other justices, on the Conthey attempted to revive the old practice of pun- venticle Act. They were covicted without beishing heretics with banishment and death. ing admitted to plead in their own defence.
They grounded their proceedings on the oppres- They were fined in an arbitrary manner and
sive act of the 35ih of Elizabeth for the punish- those fines were recovered in a way exceedingment of persons obstinately refusing to come to ly oppressive and injurious, by distress and sale
church ;t which went to banish them, if, after of goods. Where the fines amounted, as levied
three months' imprisonment, they refused con- on various persons, to £5, there were enacted,
formity
and if they did not leave the kingdom by distraints, £29 17*.
In some instances,
within a limited time, or should return, to inflict four cheeses were seized to recover 10s., five
death without benefit of clergy.
In 1G64, some pair of shoes for 5s., a cow for £2 15s., and a
of these justices proceeded on this act against horse for 5s. Cattle worth £27 were sold for
ten men and two women, all Baptists, who had £14 5s. as a distress for £11 10s.
One person,
been apprehended at their meeting in or near for a meeting held in his house, was fined £20,
Aylesbury on these persons, because they re- for which were taken from him six cows, two
fused to conform, and to abjure the realm, sen- young bullocks, and a horse, his whole stock.
tence of death was passed, and immediately On entering an appeal, they were returned to
their goods also were seized.
The other Dis- him but, being cast at the sessions, he was
senters, who constituted the majority of inhabi- fined £60, which was at last remitted to £23.
tants in the town, alarmed at these proceedings, For nonpayment of this sum he was committed
and anticipating their own doom, shut up their to the jailer's hands, though the vicar of the
shops this stop to commerce struck the whole parish, touched with remorse for his share in
town with horror and surprise. A son of one the prosecution, offered his bond to pay the
of the condemned persons immediately took whole fine within a quarter of a year.t
horse for London, and was introduced, by Mr.
It was remarked by one who had been bound
William Kiffin, a gentleman of note among the over to several assizes and sessions for having
Baptists,t and of interest at court, to Chancel- religious assemblies held at his house, that the
lor Hyde, who was easily engaged to lay the justices, who in criminal matters were often
silent, and generally cool and disposed to lenity,
* Crosby, vol. ii., p. 172-179.
when any person or accusation came before
+ See Neal, vol. i., p. 198, of this edition.
them concerning Dissenters, were very forward
t The autobiography of this excellent man was
aggravated the charge.
pubhshed by the late Rev. W. Ormp. the biographer speakers, and zealously
~« Crosby^oh ii., p. 1 80-185.
of Richard Baxter.
C.
t Ibid.,p. 244-25a
;
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;
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But nothing more strongly marked the malignant temper of the times against the Baptists
than the publication of a pamphlet, in the year
1673, avowedly designed to raise an abhorrence
of the sect, and to stand " as an eternal memorial of their cruelty and hatred to all orthodox
ministers."
It was entitled " Mr. Baxter bap-

who refused the oath of allegiance were committed to prison.
Mr. James was examined in
the meeting-house
insult and threats accompanied the interrogatories, and he was committed on the charge of speaking treasonable words
against his majesty.
On this charge, he was
tried, condemned, and executed.
Previously to
the execution, his wife delivered to the king a
petition, stating his innocence, and the character of the witnesses against him, signifying who
she was, which the king received with a taunt
" Oh Mr. James
he is a sweet gentleman ;"
and when she attempted to follow for some farther answer, the door was shut against her.
On the next morning she renewed her attendance and suit and his majesty replied, " that
he was a rogue, and should be hanged."
lord in waiting asked who was meant
the king
answered, " Oh, John James, that rogue
he
yea, he shall be hanged."*
shall be hanged
The celebrated Mr. Benjamin Keach had also
no small share in the sufferings of the times.
He was seized when preaching, and committed
sometimes bound, sometimes released
to jail
;

The story it exhibited was,
tized in Blood."
that Mr. Josiah Baxter, a godly minister of NewEngland, for no other reason than because he
had worsted the Baptists in a disputation, had
been murdered in his own house, amid " the
howlings, groans, and screechings of his dear
relations, lying bound by him ;" and it represented this murder as committed with circumstances of peculiar atrocity and cruelty he being first stripped and severely whipped, and then
unbowelled and flayed alive. To give it the air
of authenticity, the pamphlet was pretended to
be published by the mournful brother of the said
minister, an inhabitant of Fenchurch-street,
London and it was actually licensed by Dr.
Samuel Parker. This vile tale had its origin
for the king's
in invention and malice alone
privy council examined the case, and detected upon bail, and sometimes his life was threatIt appeared, on the oaths of the ened.
the forgery.
Troopers, who were sent down into
officers in Fenchurch-street, that no such person Buckinghamshire to suppress the meetings of
as Benjamin Ba.\.ter, the pretended publisher, Dissenters, entered into an assembly, where he
had, in their memory, lived there
and on the was conducting the worship, with great violence^,
affidavits of a master of a vessel, and of a mer- and swearing that they would kill the preacher.
chant who sailed from Boston about twenty He was accordingly seized, and four of them
days after this murder was said to be commit- declared their resolution to trample him to
ted, it also appeared that no such fact had taken death with their horses.
They bound him, laid
place, nor had there been such a person as Mr. him on the ground, and were going to spur all
Josiah Baxter. The whole story was pronoun- their horses at once upon him, when their officed by an order of council "altogether false and cer, seeing their design, rode up towards them
fictitious ;" and Dr. Parker* confessed his mis- and prevented its execution.
Mr. Keach was
take and credulity in licensing the pamphlet, and taken up, tied behind one of the troopers, across
acknowledg;ed, by a testimonial under his hand, his horse, and carried to jail, where he sufferhis conviction that the whole was " both false ed some time great hardships before he was
and groundless." Mr. Andrew Marvel, not with- released.
out intimating a suspicion that Dr. Parker was
In the year 1644, Mr. Keach printed, at the
concerned in the fabrication, says, that " from request of friends, without his name, and with
beginning to end there never was a completer a recommendatory preface by another hand, a
falsehood invented."! It grieves and shocks a little piece entitled " The Child's Instructer ;
good mind to think that, in any age or party, or, a New and Easy Primer." In this book
men can be found to invent and countenance were advanced several principles contrary to
such groundless and malevolent forgeries.
the doctrines and ceremonies of the Church of
Besides this general survey of the persecu- England
viz.. That infants ought not to be
tions to which the Baptists were exposed baptized
that laymen having abilities may
throughout the kingdom, it may be proper brief- preach the Gospel
that Christ should reiga
ly to notice two or three particular cases. One personally upon the earth in the latter day, &c.
is that of Mr. John James, the minister of a
Soon after this tract was printed, and Mr.
congregation of Baptists, who observed the Keach had received some copies of it, his house
seventh day as a Sabbath, and assembled in was searched for it
all the copies of it they
Bulstake Alley. Towards the end of the year found were seized, and he waa bound over to
1661, they were interrupted in their worship by the assizes in a recognisance of £100, and two
a justice and headborough, as Mr. James was sureties with him in £50 each.
On October 8^
preaching, whom they commanded in the king's Mr. Keach was brought to the bar of Aylesbuname to be silent and come down, having spo- ry, where the assizes were held, before Lordken treason against the king. As Mr. James chief-justice Hyde. The judge not only interproceeded in his discourse without noticing his rogated him whether he were the author of the
summons, it was repeated with a threat of Primer, but, by unjust reflections and angry inOn this the disturbance sults, endeavoured to incense the jury against
pulling him down.
grew so great, that Mr. James was obliged to him, and to render him odious. Mr. Keach was
stop
but still refusing to leave the pulpit, he refused a copy of his indictment till he had
was pulled down, and haled away and the pleaded to it. In the course of the trial, abuse
hearers were carried, by sevens, before the jus- and contempt were cast upon him from the
tices sitting at the Half-moon tavern, and those bench.
The jury were intimidated when they
Mr. Keach was
hesitated on their verdict.
* See his character finely drawn in Edinburgh
I
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!

;
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;

;
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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SUPPLEMENT.
convicted and the sentence passed was, that
he should be committed to jail for a fortnight,
stand in the pillory for two hours on the following Saturday at Aylesbury, with a paper on his
head with this inscription ; "For writing, printing, and publishing a schismatical book, entitled 'The Child's Instructer
or, a. New and
Easy Primer ;' " that the same punishment, under like circumstances, should be inflicted on
him on the next Thursday, at Winslow that
there his book should be openly burned before
his face, in disgrace of him and his doctrine;
that he should be fined £20, and that he should
remain in jail until he found sureties for his good
behaviour and appearance at the next assizes
then to renounce his doctrines, and make such
public submission as should be enjoined him. No
pardon could be obtained, nor the least relaxa^
tion of the sentence, which the sheriff took care
should be punctually executed.*
The spirit of persecution thus raged against
this people
but not without a mixture of events
which were adapted seriously to affect the minds
of their persecutors, and to alarm them to reflection.
On the day of the king's proclamation at Waltham, near Theobalds, there was a
man who, at the bonfire in the evening, expressed a rage against the Dissenters, and the Baptists in particular, by violence of language and
oaths and as he threw fagots into the fire,
cried, " Here is a Roundhead
here is an Anabaptist !" he was struck with death that night,
and never saw the morning. A minister at one
place inveighing in his sermon against this fact,
fell into a swoon, and was speechless for two
hours, so that it was apprehended that he would
never recover out of the fit. At Brockingion,
in Gloucestershire, a young woman, who had
bitterly reviled them, giving a sudden shriek as
the preacher was discoursing on Jude, 14, 15,
dropped down in the religious assembly, and
never recovered. The sufferings and character
of the Dissenters were made a jest upon the
stage at Oxford.
In a play acted there by the
scholars, one personated the old Puritan, who
broke a vein and vomited so much blood, that
his immediate death was apprehended, and he
lay some time dangerously ill.
Two of the ac;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and a woman that jomed them in this dramatic exhibition, were cut off by death. t Some
remarkable calamities befell those who were
instruments in the prosecution of Mr. John
James. J One of the actors in the rude and untors,

natural treatment of Mr. Shalder's corpse, after
it was
interred, died suddenly
and another
languished for some time, terrified with the remembrance of the insults he had offered to the
dead.
A woman named Anne Clemens at
Chipping Norton, distinguished by her rage and
malice against the Dissenters, fell into such
circumstances of poverty as to be obliged to sell
her land, and mortgage her house for near its
worth. Not one of her children, who resided
in the neighbourhood, was in a comfortable condition
and she herself was so reduced as to beg
alms of those she had hated and persecuted.
Her affliction was heightened by a diseased appetite, which called for as much as would satisfy two or three persons
and by a disposition to
breed vermin, so that, though her clothes were
;

(J

;

;
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not only washed, but ovened, she could not be
kept clean.
Richard .'Vlleiti, an active informer,
and violent in his conduct towards the Dissenters, fell into afflictions that shortened his days.
His eldest son was killed at London and about
the same time, another was accused and convicted for robbing on the highway, and by great
friends and fees escaped with his life.
An officer in the county troops of Oxford, with an income of £70 per annum, befi)re he could accomplish his design of suppressing the Dissenters,
;

own estate, died greatly in debt, and
children became common beggars.
a forward and active constable, did
not long survive the expiration of his office, and
imputed his death to watching one cold night to
take the Dissenters at their meeting.
Five
persons, who received pensions as spies and informers, were observed not to prosper afterward, and every one of them shortly died.
An
Irish peer, and three Irish justices of title and
rank, bitter persecutors, it was remarked, while
tiiey were directing their whole power to the
ruin of the Dissenters, were themselves ruined, their estates were sold, and their families
became extinct. Whereas Sir Littleton Obaldiston, a justice of peace, who had been heard
to rail at the Dissenters, and acted with others
sunk
his

in his

son's

One Werg.

in

committing them

prison, afterward laid

to

aside his enmity, was instrumental in releasing
several, and conducted himself in a friendly
manner; and it was noticed that his estate continued to his postPiity.
And it was remarked
that
Howard, Esq a justice and oflScer in
the county troops in Oxfordshire, who had from
an enemy become a friend to the Dissenters,
though he adhered to the established worship,
was the only one of those who had molested
and harassed them that was living on the 30th
of December, 1707, being then an old man, lull
of days, wealth, and honour.*
It becomes us, I am sensible, to be very cautious how we construe the events which are
common to all men. " There is usually," says
an excellent writer, " much rashness and presumption in proniiuncing that the calamities of
sinners are particular judgments of God
yet
if, from sacred
and profane, from ancient and
modern historians, a collection were maileof all
the persecuting tyrants who delighted in tormenting their fellow creatures, and who died
not the common death of all men, nor were visited after the visitation of all men, but whose
plagues were horrible and strange, even a skeptic would be moved at the evidence, and would
be apt to suspect that it was Qeiov ti, that the
hand of God was in ii."t
But the history which we are detailing presents objects to our consideration more pleasing
than the sufferings of the persecuted, or calamities that befell persecutors.
It records the virtues which the persecuted displayed, and the
consolations in which, under their heavy trials,
they rejoiced.
see the power of faith and
piety, when we hear the Baptists confined in
Reading jail declaring, "Our Lord and King,
whom we serve, hath brought us under his own
pavilion
and his banner over us hath been and
still is love, and haih been teachinij of us these
,

;

We

;
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HISTORY OF THE BAPTISTS.
Tn the loss of all outward things, having Christ, we enjoy all things,
and are satisfied in the Lord we shall take the
spiiiling of our goods vvilh far niore comfort
than the enemy will do in the spending of them,
for that word. Job, xx., 22, 23, is very much on
hope we
our hearts concerning him. 2dly.
have learned, in whatsoever condition we are,
to be therewith contented
and are persuaded
in our hearts this is given us in answer of many
prayers breathed forth unto the Lord on our be3dly. That whereas formerly we could
haifs.
hardly part witli anything for the Lord, we are
now made willing by him to part with all things
for him, and to say with good old Eli, It is the
Lord, let him do what he pleaseth ;' and that in
Job is set before us for our example, upon whom
the ends of the world are come
The Lord
giveth, and the Lord taketh away
blessed be
the name of the Lord.
In all this Job sinned
not,' &c.
4th!y.
have, since our confinement, tasted a greater sweetness in the promises
of the Lord than formerly
and particularly
these places following, we have sweet experience of, and we can truly say by experience,
'That faithful is he that hath thus promised,
for he hath also done it
it is the Lord's doing,

lessons following

:

1st.

:

We

;

'

'

:

;

We

;

:

and

—

marvellous in our eyes.' Phil., iy., 19.
Deut. xxxiii 25.
are also
brought by the power of his grace to a more
watchful frame over our hearts, thoughts, and
actions, by these trials than formerly. One
thing had almost slipped our memory, the
knowledge of which will, we hope, rejoice our
hearts
that our rflations, that are precious to
the Lord and to us, bear this our suffering with
ncomparable patience, rather singing for joy
than weeping for grief Also our societies, from
whence we were taken, are exceeding cheerful,
and a very lively spirit of faith and prayer is
among them and their meetings rather increase than otherwise. Sure, 'That the Lord
1

it is

Pet., v., 7.

,

We

:

;

near, his wondrous works declare
singing of birds is come, and the turtle
is

;

for the

is heard
our land.' And now, brethren, forasmuch as
the mercies expected and prayed for by us are
to be enjoyed in the way of righteousness, it
greatly concerns us that we cry mightily to the
Loril, as did his servant of old, Isa., Ixii., 1.
Then shall we have that new name which God
will give us, which is expressed in the last verse
of that chapter.
Now the God of all peace fill
you with peace and joy in believing; so pray
your brethren through grace."*
In the spirit of these pious sufferers, one
whose property was seized told those who took
distress, " he never sold anything to so great
advantage, for tills would bring him a hundredfold."
And another, on goods from his shop to
the value of 50*. being seized for a fine of 30*.,
assurred them " that he parted as willingly with
them as with any goods he ever sold."!
When Mr. John James was brought to the
bar to receive sentence, he was asked what he
had to say for him.seif why sentence of death
should not be passed upon him.
In a manner
very expressive of pious submission and fortitude, he answered, " That he had not much to
say, only two or three Scriptures he would leave
with them." The first Scripture was Jer., xxvi.,
" As fur me, do as seemeth good unto
14, 15

in

:
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But know ye

for certain, that if ye put

ye shall surely bring innocent blood

to death,

upon yourselves, and upon

and upon

this city,

the inhabitants thereof"
The second Scripture
was Psalm cxvi., 15 " Precious in the sight of
the Lord is the death of his saints."
He also
reminded them of that good word of the Lord,
" He that toucheth the Lord's people, toucheth
the apple of his eye."
The deportment of Mr. Keach when he stood
in the pillory at Aylesbury was singularly serious, devout, and undaunted.
To his friends
:

who accompanied him, expressing their sense
of his sufferings, he said, with a cheerful countenance, " The cross is the way to the crown."

When his head and hands were fixed, he addressed the spectators to this effect: "Good
people, I am not ashamed to stand here this
day, with this paper on my head.
My Lord Jesus was not ashamed to suffer on the cross for
me, and it is for his cause that I am made a gazing-stock.
Take notice, it is not for any wickedness that I stand here but for writing and
publishing his truths, which the Spirit of the
Lord hath revealed in the Holy Scriptures. It
is no new thing for the servants of the Lord to
suffer and to be made a gazing-stock
and you
that are acquainted with the Stiriptures know
that the way to the crown is by the cross.
The
apostle saith, that through many tribulations,
we must enter into the kingdom of heaven ;' and
;

;

'

He that is ashamed of me and
in an adulterous and sinful generaof him shall the Son of Man be ashamed
before the Father, and before the holy angels.' "
After frequent interruptions from the jailer and
standing some time silent, disengaging one of
his hands, he pulled his Bible out of his pocket,
and held it up to the people, saying, "Take notice that the things which I have written and
published, and for which I stand here this day a
spectacle to men and angels, are all contained
in this book, as I could prove out of the same,
if I had opportunity."
The jailer took it from
him, and fastened up his hand again
but it
was almost impossible to keep him from speaking, saying, " It seems I cannot be suffered to
speak to the cause for which I stand here ;
neither could I be suffered the other day (viz.,
on his trial) but it will plead its own innocency, when the strongest of its opposers shall be
ashamed. I do not speak this out of prejudice
to any person, but do sincerely desire that the
Lord would convert them, and convince theti^
of their errors, that their souls may be saved in
the day of the Lord Jesus.
Good people, the
concernment of souls is very great so great,
that Christ died for them.
And truly, a concernment for souls was that which moved me
to write and publish those things for which I
now suffer, and for which I could suffer far
greater things than these.
It concerns you,
therefore, to be very careful, otherwise it will
be very sad with you at the revelation of the
Lord Jesus from heaven, for we must all appear
before his tribunal."
Here he was interrupted,
but after some time he again ventured to break
" I hope," said he, " the Lord's people
silence.
will not be discouraged at my sufferings.
Oh
did you but experience the great love of God,
and the excellences that are in him, it would
make you willing to go through any sufferings
Christ saith,

my

'

words,

tion,

;

;

;

!

;

'

SUPPLEMENT.
And I do account this the great- taught it in his Word, which they prized above
honour that ever the Lord was pleased to all the world and urging that it might be conHe was not suffered to speak sidered " how disagreeable it is with Christianme."
confer upon
much more after this, and the officers were com- ity to bring tribulation upon any for conscience'
spectators at a greater dis- sake, seeing all things in worship must be done
the
keep
to
manded
He found an opportunity, in faith and love."*
tance from him.
time, " This is one yoke
But the application for redress of their grievat
one
however, to say
of Christ, which I can experience is easy to me, ances, which particularly deserves notice, was
;"
and
an address to the king. Parliament, and people,
and a burden which he doth make light
to utter also this sentence, " Blessed are they in a treatise entitled " Sion's Groans for her
or, Sober Endeavours to prevent
that are persecuted for righteousness' sake, for Distressed
When the Innocent Blood," &c. This was not a petitioa
theirs is the kingdom of heaven."
time for his standing was expired, and his head only for toleration for themselves, but an able,
and hands were at liberty, he blessed God, with and spirited defence of the rights of conscience.
a loud voice, for his great goodness unto him.* Its design was to prove how contrary to the
Such sentiments, such a spirit expressed in Gospel " of the Lord Jesus, and to good reathe moment of suffering, it may he supposed, son, it is for any magistrate, by outward force,
would disarm the rage of some, and possess the to impose anything in the w^orship of God on
minds of many in favour of the pious sufferer. the consciences of those whom they govern
But the Baptists did not leave their principles but that liberty ought to be given to all such as
to the recommendation and support which the disturb not the civil peace, though of different
conduct and temper of those who, in the pro- persuasions in religious matters." The quesfession of them, endured cruel trials, might af- tion is handled on liberal principles, also withford.
They adopted every method of softening copiousness and strength. The spirit and the
prejudice and conciliating regard, by addresses reasoning do honour to the people from whom
from the press, and applications to the throne. it came especially when it is recollected that
With this view, they published, in 1600, a the assembly at Westminster, and the minis" Brief Confession or Declaration," to inform ters of London and other parts, had from the
It pulpit -and the press opposed the principles of
all men of their innocent belief and practice.
was owned and approved by more than twenty toleration.
It is argued that the power of directing conto
majesty,
was
presented
his
thousand. This
and met with his approbation. It was reprint- science by outward force doth not attach itself
to
the office of magistracy itself, because then
ed at London in 169L-f Petitions also, as we
have noticed, were in this year delivered to the all magistrates in all nations have the same
the Mohammedan to enforce the recepking, representing their pacific principles, and power
imploring his protection. t Three persons of tion of the Koran, the Spaniard to enjoy popery,
this denomination, about this time published a and every succeeding magistrate to sanction
declaration of their sentiments concerning op- his own religion, to the overthrow of what his
posing magistracy, in which they advanced predecessor established because the apostles,
principles to which the most zealous advocates who command obedience to magistrates, in
because
for passive obedience and nonresistance could matters of religion refused obedience
rot object professing that, in such instances all the Scriptures of the New Testament enwherein they could not in conscience obey, joining obedience to magistrates, being written
they ought "not to resist them, but patiently when the emperors were idolaters, such injuncsuffer whatever they should inflict for non-obe- tions cannot be understood as applying to relidience to their requirements."^ The persons gion because, if the commands of the magiswho signed this declaration apologize for their trate in religious matters were obligatory, there
paucity, and seemed not pleased with their could be no persecutions, and the way to heaven, so far from being strait and narrow, any
brethren, because they were not of their ju
ment on this point. But their difference in might be a disciple of Christ without taking up
And the conduct of Gallio, who deopinion from other Baptists shows that a uni- the cross.
formity of sentiment concerning the extent of clined interfering in a matter relative to God's
the magistrate's authority, and the right of re- law, and restrained the exercise of his authorisistance, had no necessary and direct connex- ty to civil injuries only, is with great propriety
ion with an agreement on the questions con- appealed to, as a worthy example for the imitafor his sake.

est

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

:

In the year 1661, the hardships under which many of this profesion groaned again excited them to seek mercy from the

cerning baptism.

higher powers. A petition was presented to
the king, on behalf of themselves and others,
from some confined in the prison at Dover, and
another to the Duke of York describing their
great sufferings, protesting that innocence was
found in them, and that against the king and
his government they had done no harm, soliciting with much importunity to be set at liberty,
and that they might not be interrupted in their
worship of the God of heaven as they were
;
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tion of magistrates.

That the Christian magistrate, as such, has
no power over conscience, nor authority to impose anything in religion by outward force, is
argued from the conduct of Christ Jesus, who
never compelled men by force to receive his
doctrine
from the conduct of the apostles, and
the elders of the primitive Church, who disMatt.,
1 Cor., i., 24.
claimed any such power.
;

—

XX., 25.
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say the authors of this piece, " the Christian
religion should be built and supported by violence, when the foundation was laid, and the
work carried on during all the apostles' days,
and some hundred years after, by a quite contrary means, is a question should be resolved by
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those whose strongest arguments for the sup- Jews, all the time they kept to the law of God,
port of their religion is, Take him, jailer; or had a standing oracle among them, the Urini
such is the difference between the way which and Thummim, and the counsels of extraordithe apostles and primitive saints took in carry- nary prophets to assist them to judge righteous
ing on the work of the Gospel, and approving judgments. Besides, the Gospel is a dispensathemselves to be the ministers of God, and the tion far different from the law in all its ordinanway now used by the national clergy, than ces and administrations, under which the Lord
which nothing is more unlike." In the prose- Jesus is the only lawgiver.
Such is the strain of this piece the imporcution of their argument, they reason forcibly
from the parable of the tares and wheat, as for- tance of the subject, the force of the argument,
the liberality of the spirit, entitle it to parand
be
to
violence
bidding any outward force or
used upon false worshippers and heretics as ticular notice and will, it is presumed, make
review of it acceptable.* The authors of
"
this
Hath the magistrate (it is asked) powsuch.
er to remove those out of the world that God it, whose names are subscribed to the prefatory
would have permitted to liveV The fallibility epistle, were, Thomas Monck, Joseph Wright,
of the magistrate furnishes another argument George Hammon, William Jeffery, Francis Stanagainst the exercise of his power in religion a ley, William Reynolds, and Francis Smith.
fallibility which woful experience hath taught While they earnestly recommend their treatise
the world in all ages the magistrate of one to deliberate and serious perusal, our design^
country establishing the principles and practi- they say, "in what we beg may be perused,
ces which that of another country condemns is general good, in setting at liberty that which
nay, the same magistrate, at God made free, even the conscience."
and persecutes
The only particulars I can find concerning
different periods, reversing his own decrees
and now rejecting what he had just before de- these able advocates for liberty are, that Mr.
fended by his pen or supported by his laws as Wright, born in 1623, was a physician he was
was the case of Henry VIII. To this fallibility educated at the university, and was a man of
he is equally liable, whether he confide in his great learning and piety a serious and diligent
own wisdom, or rely on the authority of popes, preacher, and greatly promoted the cause of the
synods, or general councils. This point is il- Baptists. He was confined twenty years in the
:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

lustrated by various examples.
As to national
conventions and synods, so far are they from
any show of infallibility, it is justly observed,
*'
that the same complexion and temper the nation is of, wherein they are called, you shall be
sure to find them of; because they have their
dependancy on the authority that calls them together." Among other arguments, it is stated
that, for the magistrate to inflict temporal punishments upon any for not conforming to those
decrees which enjoin any spiritual worship or
service, is a breach of the royal law, " Whatso-

men should do to you, do ye
to them."
This is a rule which all
sorts of men, while under persecution, are ready
to receive and plead.
Nor would they who are
ever ye would that

even so

forward to persecute be very zealous

in their

in this town he died, aged
jail at Maidstone
Mr. George Hammon, emieighty, in 1703. t
;

nent for the ardour and freedom with which he
vindicated what he judged to be truth on all occasions, and very much persecuted on that account, was pastor of a congregation at Biddendon in Kent, and died at Haseldens-wood, in
Mr. William Jeffery,
the parish of Cranbrook.t
born in 1616, of pious parents, in the parish of
Penshurst, lived at Bradbourn, in Sevenoaks,
Kent, where he and his brother were the great
supporters, if not the founders, of a meeting.
By his diligence, and that of several others,
more than twenty congregations were formed
in that county, on the principles laid down
Heb., vi., 1, 2,() without entering on speculative,
and controverted points. As he was vigorous,
unwearied, and successful in his labours, sa
with great patience and pleasure he suffered
much for his principles these he also oftea
defended in public disputations. He was much
valued for his steady piety and universal virtue,,
and died in a good old age.
His son succeeded him in his church. Mr. Francis Stanley was
man
a
noted for his zeal and piety, and was im.prisoned for preaching, in the jail of Nortliampton.
He bore his sufferings like a Christian,
and died about the year 1696. He was a native of Northamptonshire, and was buried at
East Haddon, in that county.lT Of the other
persons Mr. Crosby gives no particular account.
In the same year in which appeared the piece
on Toleration, there were published a small
piece entitled " A Complaint of the Oppressed
against the Oppressors; or, the unjust and arbitrary Proceedings of some Soldiers and Justi-

m

proceedings, if they were sure that those whom
they persecute should have power on their
sides to " mete the same measure unto them."
It is well observed, that such proceedings may
sometimes prove inconsistent with the very be" For, suppose any nation were
ing of nations.
wholly heathen idolaters, and the Word of God
coming in among them should convert the chief
magistrate, and one twentieth part of the nation
more must he then with that twentieth part
destroy all the other nineteen, if they will not
be converted, but continue in their heathenish
idolatry 1
It cannot possibly be supposed to be
warrantable.
And the reason holds good, likewise, against the rooting up and destroying heretics out of the world."
These just sentiments are followed by a full
answer to the argument in favour of the magistrate's power in religious matters, drawn from
the example of the kings of Israel and Judah.
In reply to this, it is observed, that the power
* Mr. Crosby has preserved it entire in his Histoof those kings to punish idolaters and blasphe- ry, vol. ii., p. 100-114.
mers was given them by God, and written in
T Crosby, vol. iii., p. 116.
% Ibid., p. 103.
^ Among us called "Six Principle Baptists." A
plain precepts in the Mosaical law
but hath
few
of these churche.s only remain, and are chiefly
the Lord Jesus invested magistrates with such
to be found in Rhode Island.— C.
power ? if he have, where is it written
The
;

II

:

:

!

I!

Crosby,

p.

97, 08.

^

Ibid., vol.

iii,,

p. 127.
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ces against some sober, godly Persons, in and
near London, who now lie in stinking Jails, for
the Testimony of a good Conscience with some
Reasons why they cannot swear Allegiance to
obtain their Liberty;" and a tract entitled "A
Plea for Toleration of Opinions and Persuasions
in Matters of Religion differing from the Church
of England
humbly presented to the Kmg's
most excellent Majesty by Mr. John Sturgeon,
a Baptist." The former was written by Dr.
John Grifnth, a worthy man, who suffered a long
imprisonment in Newgate for nonconformity.
Each piece was an affecting remonstrance on
the unjust proceedings liy which many pious
and innocent persons, of unblemished characters, in London, and in almost all the counties
of England, were suffering; being taken out of
their beds at midnight by soldiers, acting without warrant, and with drawn swords, to the
great terror of their wives and children
and
feeing thrust into prisons, in such crowds that
the jailers complained they had too many
guests and detained there to the ruin of their
;

:

:

;

;

families.*

in the morning, and were, it was supposed, carried to the bishop and the judge.
The other
two were permitted to remain tiil the afternoon,
and were read by many, till they were removed

by the clergy,

who

threatened the writers of

them should answer for it before the council-table.
But though the bishop, it was well known,
was not a little moved by these proceedings of
the Baptists, no other step was taken on the occasion than sending to them an angry paper,
drawn up by Mr. William Silverton, the bishop's
chaplain, who called them erroneous, antic Baptists.
To this paper Mr. Grantham replied,
promising Mr. Silverton either to hear and discuss his arguments in a free audience, if he
would fix a convenient time and place for the
purpose
or to reply to him, if he would defend
his sentiments from the press.
Here the mat;

ter ended, as Mr. Silverton

saw

fit

to be silent.*

The only publication which remains to be noticed in this period was, "
Narrative of the
late Proceedings of some Justices and others,
pretending to put in execution the late Act

A

against Conventicles against several peaceable
People in and about the Town of Lewes in Sussex, only for their being quietly met to worship
God together with a brief Account of the like
Proceedings against some at Brighthelmstone,
and others at Chillington, in the same County."
This professed to be a faithful narrative, published with a view to encourage others to suffer
the spoiling of their goods by the example of
many who endured it with patience and joyfulness and with the hope that by it the harsh proceedings against a peaceable people might come
to the knowledge of some in authority, who, out
of pity to the distressed, and justice to theirrighteous cause, would redress their grievances.
Such narratives were, indeed, well adapted to
each purpose, and were an affecting appeal to
the sense of humanity and equity.
;

Mr. James Atkins, one of those who were
harassed by the magistrates of Dover, on his
own behalf, and in the cause of his fellow-sufferers, addressed a letter to the mayor and justices of that town, under the name of" A Poor
Subject ;" acknowledging a submission to the
civil magistrate, except in what concerned the
worship of God, and entreating in the bowels
of love a consideration of the evil of restraining
their liberty.
Jn the year 1662, there

;

came from the

•a small pamphlet, entitled " Behold, a

press

Cry

;

or,

a true Relation of the inhuman and violent Outrages of divers Soldiers, Constables, and others,
practised upon many of the Lord's People, commonly, though falsely, called Anabaptists, at
their several Meetings in and about London."
An incident which took place in Lincolnshire
in 1670, called forth a vindication of their principles from this denomination in a different form
from the preceding publications. Mr. Robert
"Wright, who had been a preacher among them,
but was, on account of his irregular life and conversation, excluded their society, having spent

his estate, applied to Dr. William Fuller, the
bishop of that diocess, for orders and a benefice
;

renounce his sentiments concerning baptism, and to preach against the Baptists.
The bishop accepted his offer he was admitted
in the ministry of the Church of England, and
preached in support of the baptism of infants,

promising

to

;

in opposition to that of believers, with great ardour and confidence. This excited great atten-

the minds of many were much impressed
by it, and it was supposed that most, if not all
the ministers of the Baptist churches, would be

tion

;

easily confuted. They, in their own vindication,
at the assizes, posted up, in different parts of
the city of Lincoln, four papers, addressed to
the citizens and inhabitants, inviting Mr. Wright
to a friendly conference, and offering to maintain the doctrine and baptism of repentance to

be from heaven, and the sprinkling and crossing
of infants lu be man's tradition.
They were
dated the 11th day of the first month (vulg.),
March, 1670. Two of them were taken down
* Crosby, vol.
t Ibid., vol.

ii.,

li.,

p.

144-143

p. 15i, 152.

:

;
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CONTROVERSY arosB among the Baptists,

about this time, respecting the la}'^ing on of
hands, which created not a little altercation and
Hitherto, it appears that this rite was
practised by them as an apostolical ordinance,
and was accompanied with prayer over the
newly-baptized. A treatise, entitled " A Search
trouble.

after Schism," was published in opposition to it.
This was answered by Dr. John Griffith, in a
piece called •' The Searchers after Schism
searched," and it drew from Mr. Grantham his
" Sigh for Peace
or, the Cause of Division discovered." The appearance of this piece occasioned a meeting between Mr. Grantham and
Mr. Ives, when the subject was debated with
temper and good-humour; and Mr. Ives is reported, on finding himself gravelled, to have broken up the meeting in a friendly and peaceable
manner. About three years after, Mr. Danver?
published a treatise against laying on of hands,
which was answered by Mr. Benjamin Keach,
and also by Mr. Grantham, who annexed to his
answer " A Treatise of the Successors of the
;

p. 120.
>

THE

REVOLUTION.

A

Apostles."
vol.

V.

DECL.4R.1TI0N OF INDULGENCE TO

Crosby,

^

vol. u., p.

241-244.

+ ibid., p. 245, 246.
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HISTORY OF THE BAPTISTS.
In 1674 the Baptists were engaged in a con- his friends, appealed to the public, first in a sintroversy with the Quakers, which created a gle sheet, entitled "A fresh Pursuit ;" and then,
noise, and was conducted, as is usual, by mu- in reply to the " Contest," which was written
tual criminations.
Mr. Thomas Hicks, a min- by Mr. Thomas Plant, in a piece entitled " Forister of the former, published several pamphlets gery no Christianity."
The issue of this conin succession, under the title of " A Dialogue troversy is represented, on the one hand, to be,
between a Christian and a Quaker." The title that the Quakers were so cliafed in these disthese pieces bore was certainly invidious, and putes, that they did not only brand the Baptists
held up the Quakers as not deserving to be rank- with infamy, but denounced curses and judged among Christians. It was also complained ments upon them. On the other side it is said,
" that the aim of this unprovoked assault upon
of, that the design of them was not so much to
investigate truth as to represent the Quaker a the principles and reputation of this society was
and these dialogues,
deformed, ridiculous, and erroneous being. The remarkably frustrated
great Penn, on this occasion, became the advo- with their ungenerous and unequitable method
cate of the people to whom he had joined him- of defending them and their author, promoted
the first entitled " Reason what they were designed to prevent
self, in two books
for not a
against Railing ;" and the other, " The Coun- fewof their members, offended at their proceedBut as Mr. Hicks ings, deserted their meetings and society, went
terfeit Christian detected."
had reflected upon some particular members by over to the injured party, and joined them in rename, an appeal was made to the Baptists in ligious fellowship."*
In the year 1677, the Baptists published "
and about London for justice against him. A
meeting was accordingly appointed to hear the Confession of their Faith, set forth by the Elders
charges against him but they are censured for and Brethren of many Congregations of Chrisfixing the time when the complainants, Penn tians, baptized upon Profession of their Faith,
and Whitehead, were absent from the city, at a in London and the Country." Their avowed
distance too remote to be apprized of the intend- design in this publication was, not only to give
ed meeting. It was urged in defence of the Bap- an account of themselves on the points wherein
they differed from other Christians, but also to
tists, that they were informed that Penn was
not far from London several days after the no- instruct and establish others in the great princitice of the meeting was sent, and even at his ples in which there was a mutual agreement beown house, at no great distance from the town, tween them. They aimed to express themthe very day preceding
and that they had in- selves, on the former heads, with a modesty and
vited others of the society, particularly John Os- humility that would render the freedom with
goods, to be present, who declined it.
The which they declared themselves inoffensive to
meeting took place, and Mr. Hicks was exam- those whose sentiments were different from
ined by his own friends only on the charges their own. The general plan of their confession
brought against him by the Quakers and he was after the order and method observed in that
endeavoured to establish the representations he of the Assembly of Westminster, and afterward
had made of their principles and doctrines by adopted by the Congregational churches and in
quotations from their own writers. These were the margin they affixed such texts as, in their
pronounced, by nineteen of his own denomina- opinion, confirmed each article. Two things
tion, to be truly recited, and the church to which they earnestly desired
that full credit might
he belonged, in public print, cleared him from be given to their declaration of contention being
the charge which the Quakers alleged against most remote from their design in all that they
him. This decision was deemed partial.
On did in this matter and that all into whose hands
the face of it, though the business was said to this piece might come " would follow that nevbe conducted with great fairness, it was open to er-enough-commended example of the noble Beobjection.
The Baptists refused to defer the reans, who searched the Scriptures daily, that
meeting, though solicited. No Quaker was pres- ihey might find out whether the things preached to them were so or not." This Confession
ent to be heard on the grounds of the charges
and, though the passages might be quoted with of Faith was reprinted in the year 1689, and
verbal exactness, which Mr. Hicks brought as was approved and recommended by the minishis authorities, yet they were detached from ters and messengers of above a hundred congretheir connexion, and a meaning affixed to them gations, met in London from the third to the
which probably the v.riters, if they had been eleventh day of the seventh month. It was
there to explain themselves, would not have ad- signed by thirty-seven persons, in the name and
mitted as their sense. New complaints were behalf of the whole assembly.
It has continued
brought forward against the Baptists, and jus- to be generally received by those congregations
tice again demanded.
that
hold
doctrine
A meeting for a rehearthe
of persDual election, and
ing was obtained but Mr. Hicks would not at- the certainty of the saints' final perseverance.!
tend it, but sent some others with Mr. Ives
In 1790 it was reprinted by Dr. John llippon,
" who," says Crosby, " so managed the Quakers, with a list of the thirty-seven ministers who
and to this edition were addthat they were obliged to break up without any recommended it
" By clam- ed the places where they all laboured.
farther proceedings in the matter."
In 1791,
ours and rudeness," says Gough, " they divert- there appeared a new edition of the translation
ed the complainants from prosecuting the charge of it in Welsh,t revised by the Rev. Joshua
against Hicks, and carried their point so far as
* Crosby's History of the English Baptists, vol. ii.,
to prevent its being heard, though frequent atCough's Historj' of the Quakers, vol. ii.,
p. 294-310.
tempts were made to read it."
The Baptists published an account of these p. 368-371.
and Apt Crosby, vol. ii., p. 317; vol. iii., p. 258
meetings, under the title of " A Contest for
pendi.^. No. ii.
Christianity."
Mr. Tho. Welwood, in behalf of
X Rippon's Baptist Annual Register, p. 124, 191.
;
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The first edition, beof Leominster.
sides an introductory advertisement to the judicious " and impartial reader," was accompanied by an Appendix a judicious, candid, and
conciliating piece, in which they discuss the
arguments alleged against their distinguishing
sentiment and practice, and give the reasons,
with brevity and plainness, why they could not
Thomas,

—

acquiesce in them.*
This denomination now greatly increased.
their
Their arguments weighed with many
exemplary lives spoke in their favour but the
;

;

their converts excited against them
of jealousy and resentment, and they
were the objects of clamour and defamation.
Many books were published, misrepresenting
them, and their chiefs were reproached as Jesuits and heretics.
This induced them to pubsome in vindilish many confessions of faith
cation of particular churches, others of particuIn 1678 one was agreed to, and
lar persons.
signed by fifty ministers and messengers in the
several counties of Bucks, Hertford, Bedford,
and Oxford, in behalf of themselves and many
It was soon
others, containing fifty articles.
published, under the title of " An Orthodox
Creed or, a Protestant Confession of Faith
being an Essay to unite and confirm all true
Protestants in the fundamental Articles of the
Christian Religion, against the Errors and Heresies of the Church of Rome."t As the Baptists consisted of two parties, distinguished by

number of
a

spirit

;

;

;

the names General and Particular, when one
published a declaration of their principles, the
other soon after did the same.
In this period may be placed several who made
a distinguished figure as ministers among the
Baptists, the time of whose deaths is not ascertained.

The first was Mr. William Dell, A.M., famous
he received his
in the time of the civil wars
education at the University of Cambridge, and
held the living of Yeldon, in the county of Bedford, worth about £200 a year.
About the year
1645 he became chaplain to the army, constantly attending Sir Thomas Fairfax, and preaching at the headquarters.
In 1649, when several
were turned out of the universities for refusing to
take the oaths to the government, he was made
master of Caius College at Cambridge, which
preferment he held, with his living at Yeldon, till
he was ejected by the Act of Uniformity. Party prejudice fixed on his memory the charge of
:

same day they thus were made the heads and
champions of the two contending parties of the
nation.
Mr. Love justified the punishing of
:

heretics and schismatics, and vindicated the
authority of the civil magistrate in imposing articles of faith and a form of worship
in a word,
pleaded for persecution. Mr. Dell was the advocate of liberty he preached against making
he thought that no
a whole kingdom a church
power belonged to the clergy but what is spiritual
he protested against blending the civil and
the ecclesiastical power together, as the constant method of setting up a spiritual tyranny
he pleaded that all persons ought to have liberty
to worship God in the manner they think most
and argued, that the
agreeable to his Word
imposition of uniformity and all compulsion in
matters of religion were antichristian. These
principles created him enemies, who blackened
;

;

;

;

;

;

But, though he
his character by odious names.
was tinctured with the enthusiasm of the times,
he was a man of substantial learning, of real
piety, and a noble defender of the rights of conscience.
Besides several sermons and a tract
written in this cause, he was the author of a
tract in quarto, 1648, entitled "

Baptism reduced from

its

The Doctrine of
Ancient and Modern

Corruptions."*
Another person of note was Mr. Francis
Cornwell, M.A., who was some time student of
College, Cambridge, and commenced
master of arts in that university. When he left
it, he was preferred to a living in the Established Church and, at the beginning of the civil

Emanuel

;

wars, was minister at Orpington, in Kent.
In
the reign of Charles I. he was imprisoned for
nonconformity, refusing to wear the surplice, to
kneel at the sacrament, and to use the sign of
the cross in baptism.
His companion in Maidstone jail was Mr. Wilson, of Otham, near that
town. Among the visiters who came to see
them was a woman, who had some doubts in
her mind whether the baptism of infants could
be proved from Scripture.
Mr. Cornwell endeavoured, by the best scriptural arguments he
could produce, to resolve her doubts, but found
he could not do it so well to her or his own satisfaction as he could wish.
When this visitant
had left him, he conversed on the subject with
his fellow-prisoner, Mr. Wilson,

him he never thought

who

assured

that infant baptism could
be proved from Scripture, but had its authority
from human tradition, being handed down from
glaring contradictions and inconsistencies of primitive times as a practice generally received
conduct, from which more candid posterity has from the Church.
Mr. Cornwell, taking the
vindicated him.
The fact was, that he was at Scriptures to be the only rule of faith, and confirst satisfied with Episcopacy and the ceremo- sidering that on this principle alone all the Protnies
but when the change in the state brought estant churches vindicated their separation from
on a reformation in religion, he was one of the the Church of Rome against all her impositions,
first and most zealous to promote it, and would founded on pretended primitive antiquity, was
have carried it farther than was agreeable to induced to make a more diligent search. The
the principles and views of many others.
He result was, that infant baptism did not appear
was obnoxious to the rigid Presbyterians, whose to him to derive its authority from the Scripattempts to monopolize all power, in civil and tures, but to have had its dependance, in all
ecclesiastical affairs, he opposed.
A sermon at ages, on the decrees, canons, and councils of
Marston occasioned him much trouble, and an- the Church. Entering into these views of the
other on a fast-day, before the House of Com- subject, he relinquished the doctrine of infants'
mons, led him into a controversy with Mr. C. baptism, and adopted the opinion of those who
Love, who opposed him in the afternoon of the think that believers only, making profession of
their faith and repentance, are the proper sub* See ]t at length in Crosby, vol. ii., p. 317-344.
* Crosby, vol. i., p. 323-333.
Palmer's Nonconi Crosby, vol. hi., Appendix, No. i.
formists' Memorial, vol. i., p. 201, and p. 225, note.
X Ibid., vol. ii., p. 344, 34-5.
;
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In 1643 he publicly
avowed this principle, and wrote in defence of
•'
it a tract entitled
The Vindication of the Royal
Commission of Jesus." After the publication
of this book, he went on to preach and propagate his opinion. In 1644, m a visitation sermon preached at Cranbrook in Kent, from Mark,
-vii., 7, before the ministers of those parts, he
took the liberty of freely declaring his sentiments, and asserted that Paedobaptism was an
antichristian innovation, a human tradition, and
a practice for which there was neither precept,
nor example, nor true deduction from the Word
This, as might be expected, much
of God.
startled the clergy who were present, but greatly
offended several of them.
The matter was debated between them, and the argument in support of Antipajdobaptism was strongly pushed
by Mr. William Jeffrey, of Sevenoaks, who had
baptized Mr. Cornwell, and to whom he had referred them, till .Mr. Christopher Blackwood, one
of the ministers, desired them to desist at that
time, for he had taken down the sermon in shorthand, and would return an answer in print,
which he hoped might be to the satisfaction of
them all.t His advice was adopted; it was
agreed to postpone, for the present, the discussion of the question, to re-examine the point,
and to bring their collections together at the
next meeting, which was to be within a fortnight. In the mean time, Mr. Blackwood studied
the question with great diligence and close atThe impression made on his mind was
tention.
jects of this institution.*

S91

which he published on this occasion was entitled
"Two Queries worthy of Consideration."
Q. 1. Whether that ministry that preacheth
freely the Gospel faith, that the Lord Jesus is
the Christ, as the Apostle Peter did, be not truly

orthodox

1

Q. 2. Whether it be agreeable to the Word
of God, contained in the sacred Scriptures, to
silence or inhibit any ministers of Jesus Christ
for preaching this Gospel freely!
He affirmed the former, and maintained it by
several arguments
the latter he denied, and
intimated, that they who were guilty of such
practices acted like the Jews of old," who cast
the blind man out of the temple for confessing
that Jesus was the Christ.*
In close connexion with Mr. Cornwell's history stands, as we have seen, that of Mr. Blackwood, who, in consequence of his visitation sermon, become a proselyte to believers' baptism,
and, with Mr. Richard Kingsnorth, who likewise
;

was convinced by
plehurst in Kent

it,
;

gathered a church at Stabeing

but his sentiments

and contrary to those of the society,
he afterward left it under the pastoral care of
Mr. Kingsnorth, who held universal redemption
and fin;?.l perseverance. t Mr. Blackwood was
Calvinistic,

possessed, at the beginning of the civil wars, of
church in the county of Kent from
whence it is probable that he was educated at
one of the universities. After he changed his
sentiments on the questions concerning baptism,
he did not continue long in the Established
Church for he was as zealous against national
churches as against infant baptism. He was an
advocate for liberty of conscience, and opposed
the establishment of Presbyterianism.
In the
first piece he published, he joined together infant
baptism and compulsion of conscience, and called them " the last two and strongest garrisons
of antichrist."
He was reckoned among " those
worthy guides, well qualified in all respects for
the ministry," who voluntarily left their benefices in the Establishment, by one who lived in
those times.
He appears, in 1653, to have gone
into Ireland with the army under the command
of General Fleetwood and Lieutenant Ludlow.
He lived till after the Restoration, and signed
the apology of the Baptists in 1660, declaring
against Venner's insurrection.
Another, who was reckoned among the wora parochial

;

very different from what was anticipated. He
to suspect that infant baptism was no
a human tradition, and Avas attended
with evil consequences and when they met
he brought in his arguments against it. As no
one produced any defence, one, properly observing that they sought for truth, and not victory,
proposed that ^h. Blackwood's papers should be
to this motion
left with them for examination
he acceded but when, after waiting a long
time, no answer was given to his arguments, he
sent for his papers, and published them with
corrections and enlargements.
Thus the controversy was revived in the county of Kent, and
the sentiments of the Baptists gained ground.
Mr. Cornwell soon after this withdrew from the
National Church, for he disapproved both of national and parochial churches, and taught that
a church was to consist of such only as profess- thies of this denomination at this period, was
ed repentance from dead works, and faith in the Mr. Benjamin Cox, who made no mean figure
Lord Jesus Christ, and were baptized according in his time. He was the son of a bishop,t was
to his commands, after the pattern of the first a man of great learning, and a graduate in one
He quickly gathered a of the universities. He was for some time a
churches in Judea.
church in Kent, formed on this plan, of which minister in the Established Church, had a pahe was pastor to the day of his death, and was rochial charge in the county of Devon, and was
succeeded in that place and office by his son. very zealous for the superstitious ceremonies
But when
It reflects honour on Mr. Cornwell's name and that prevailed in Bishop Laud's time.
memory, that he was a zealous opposer of per- the affairs of state led men to think more freely
secution and an imposed uniformity.
He wrote in matters of religion, Mr. Cox was among the
against the ordinance of Parliament made to first in promoting a reformation, and had before
silence all lay-preachers, that is, such as had him flattering prospects of eminence and prefernot received Episcopal or Presbyterian ordina- ment in this kingdom, when he rejected the
tion, or who should preach anything contrary to baptism of infants, as it appeared to him not
the articles of faith and directory for pubhc
* Crosby, vol. i., p. 334-349; and vol. iii., p. 6-9.
worship set forth by the Assembly. The piece
+ Thompson's Collections, MSS.
X It seems more probable that he was the grand* Mr. Thompson's Collections, MSS., under the son of one, as Dr. Richard Cox, bishop of Ely, who
,
twords Staplehurst and Smarden.
filled that see twenty years, died in \5S0.—Richards(m
de PrcBsulibus.
t Mr. Thompson's Collections, MSS.
;

began

more than

;

;

;

t
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hut this ohstructed
the Scriptures
his advancement in the Established Church, and
prejudiced against him the divines who were at
He preserved,
the head of ecclesiastical affairs.
however, the character of a man of abilities and
After Episcopacy and the Comgreat learning.

founded

in

;

mon

Prayer were laid aside, he was for some
time minister at Bedford. In 1645 he came to
London, and was one of the principal managers
on the part of the Baptists in a public dispute
concerning infant baptism at Aldermanbury
Church, to which a stop was afterward put by
the government.
In the year 1646, when seven
churches in London, called Anabaptists, published a confession of their faith, and presented
it to Parliament, his name, in behalf of one
of those congregations, was subscribed to it.
Though, when the act of Uniformity, in 1662,
took place, he at first conformed, yet his conscience soon after upbraiding him for that step,
he obeyed its dictates by throwing up his living,
and died a Nonconformist and a Baptist, in a
very advanced age for Mr. Baxter, with whom
he had a dispute by word of mouth and by writing, called him, at the beginning of the civil
wars, an ancient minister.
He suffered imprisonment for his opinions concerning baptism
in the city of Coventry.*
Here is a proper place for observing, that at
the Restoration, several parishes were found to
have Baptist ministers fixed in them. The
cause of this was, that in the year 1653, when
a certain number of men called triers were authorized to examine and approve candidates for
the ministry, Mr. Tombs, notwithstanding his
difference in opinion from the rest, such was
the estimation in which his character was held,
was appointed to be one of them. Among other
good effects that followed upon this, one was,
that the commissioners agreed to own Baptists
their brethren
and that if any such applied to
them for probation, and appeared in other respects duly qualified, they should not be rejected for holding their sentiments.
;

;

The history of the Baptists from the accession of James II. to the Revolution is confined
to some brief accounts of the sufferings and
characters of several ministers who were in estimation among them, and died in this period.
But we should first mention one whose name
should have been introduced in the preceding
reign
Mr. Abraham Chear, a native of Plymouth, who, though he did not enjoy a liberal
education, knew the Scriptures from his childhood, and delighted in searching them.
About
1648 he was baptized, and joined the Baptist
:

church

in that

town, and was soon after

invi-

ted to be their pastor, for which character he
was fitted by peculiar gifts and graces. In 1661
he suffered three months' imprisonment in Exeter jail, on the Conventicle Act.
In 1663 he
was again cast into that prison after his release he was imprisoned at the Guildhall in Plymouth; then, after a month's detention, he was
confined, under military guard, in the Isle of
Plymouth, where, after full five years' impris;

onment

church consisted of one hundred and fifty members.
After this the persecution broke out wiili
greater fury, and it suffered much till King
James's declaration for liberty of conscience revived their drooping spirits, and were almost
twenty years destitute of a pastor. Mr. Chear
was a laborious and successlul preacher. In
his cofinement he wrote several religious tracts,
and letters to his friends full of Christian exhortations to constancy and steadfastness. One
of these, an acknowledgment of some provisions
sent to him and his fellow-prisoners, most expressive of cheerfulness in their sufferings and
gratitude to their benefactors, is preserved by
Crosby. During his illness, almost to his last
moment, he continued glorifying God, and exhorting all who visited him to perseverance in
those perilous times
speaking with earnest
concern about the guilt contracted in these nations by persecuting God's faithful servants
and with great joy and assurance concerning
the delight which God takes in his suffering
saints, and the ample recompense he will hereafter render for their present sorrows
particularly on the Lord's Day preceding his dissolution.
About three hours before it, a friend, perceiving him under great pressures, said softly
to him, " They looked unto the Lord, and were
lightened
a right look will bring down relief
;

;

:

under

all difficulties."

"Yea," he

replied,

with

great strength and earnestness, " and their faceswere not ashamed."*
In the reign of James II. died, at Kelby ia
Leicestershire, where he was a minister of a
Bapti.st congregation, Mr. Richard Farmer, the
friend of Mr. Clarke and Mr. Sliuttleworth, emHe
inent ejected ministers in that county.
was a hard student and an affecting preacher,
and frequently officiated among the Independents.
He had a small estate to live upon, ia
which he suffered greatly for his religious principles, as distress was made by virtue of a jus-

warrant upon his goods and they took
from him, in one year, to the value of £110.1
Another, who suffered much in this period for
his nonconformity, and was several times prisoner at York, at Leeds, and at Chester, was
Mr. Thomas Hardcaslle, ejected from Bramham, in the county of York. He was horn at
Barwick-upon-Holm, and received his education
under Mr. Jackson, of that town, a learned divine.
He had not been long in the ministry
when the Act of Uniformity passed he preached afterward at Shadwell Chapel and other places.
He was a man of pregnant parts, eminent
learning and piety, of great moderation and
Catholicism, though of a bold spirit, which feared no danger. In 1G71 he was, on the death of
Mr. Ewins,J invited to be pastor of a congregatice's

;

:

*

Thompson's

Collections,

MSS., and Crosby's

History of the English Baptists, vol.
t

ill.,

p. 11-24.

Ibid., p. 118, 119.

ejected from a living in Bristol
though he was no scholar, and had been a mechanic,
he was esteemed as a judicious, methodical preacher was remarkable for his meekness, patience, and
charity
in bis ministerial duties he was popular,

i Mr. Evvins

was

;

:

and enduring many laborious, and successful, ready to preach on most
inhumanities from merciless jailers, he yield- days when not otherwise employed grave and seed up his spirit without pang or considerable rious everywhere, and full of good discourse. He
maintenance, that he would
groan, the 5th of March, 1668. A t his death the was so scrupulous about
The
salary, but only free gifts.
in

different jails,

;

* Crosby, vol.

i.,

p.

353, 354.

f Ibid., p.

289~

accept no tithes nor

Bishop of Bristol invited him to conform, but he could

—
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tion of Baptists, who had separated from the Establishment early in 1640, though they continued their attendance at sermon, but not at the

prayers,

the parish church on the morning of

in

by no means be satisfied to comply. "When, in 1651,
he was invited by the Separatists at Bristol to become
About 1654
their mnnster, he was a Psedobaptist.
he embraced the opinions of the Baptists, and was
baptized in London. In 1660 the members of his
society were turned out of the churches, and in 1662
he was ordained the"ir pastor. He went through a
variety of persecutions, and was often in prison, once
for a whole year, when he preached twice a day.
There he contracted a lethargic distemper, of which
he died, aged about sixty, in April, 1670, greatly lamented. He was buried in St. .James's churchyard,
April 29, and a vast concourse of people attended his
funeral.
He was sometimes abused in the streets,
but would not attempt to retaliate for he said, "Vengeance is God's; my duty is patience." Palmer's
Noncanformists' Memorial, vol. ii., p. 351 and Thomp;

;

son's Collections,

MSS.

following letter, addressed to Mr. Ewins by
the mayor, aldermen, and steward of Bristol, inviting
him to Bristol from his parish at Lanvaughas, clearly
proves his high reputation as a preacher the church
of which he became pastor still exists, and is known
as the Broadmead Church

The

:

:

—

" Good Sir In pursuance of an act of Parliament
maintenance of ministers to preach the
Gospel, we, the commissioners by the said act appointed, being met together to consider and advise
of able and godly men to preach the Gospel in Bristol, having much assurance of your faithfulness and
sufficiency for that work, do desire you, sir, that you
will please to come unto us, and perform the work
and service of a faithful dispenser of the Word of the
Gospel in this city
and forasmuch as there is a
power given us by the said act to make provision for
a competent number of good ministers, we doubt not
but we shall provide a sufficient and comfortable
shall expect to hear from
maintenance for you.
you, and remain, sir, your loving friends, &c.
" Bristol, the Uth of July, 1651."
for the better

;

We

Thus Mr. Ewins was

settled over the church, and
by the mayor appointed city lecturer. He was to
preach at St. Nicholas's " every third day" (Tuesday).
On Lord's Day morning he preached to his
own people at Christ Church and in the afternoon,
at the desire of the corporation, at the church of St.
Maryleport. In summer he frequently preached at
St. Thomas's and St. Philip's, they being spacious,
and capable of accommodating a large number of
hearers.
On a Friday he preached alternately at St.

the Lord's Day, spending the afternoon and
evening in religious exercises among themselves.
Mr. Cann, the author of the marginal
references to the Bible, preached adult baptism
to them, and settled them in church order, without making baptism a term of communion. On
Mr. Hardcastle's settlement with them, they
took four rooms on the Lamb pavement, Broadmead, and made them into one of sixteen yards
long and fifteen broad.
At Bristol he was sent
to the House of Correction
he died suddenly,
20th of August, 1G78, universally lamented. He
published one practical treatise.* He was succeeded by another ejected minister.
Mr. George Fownes, who settled with this
society September 16, 1679, found the number
of members, which amounted, when Mr. Hardcastle became their pastor, to a hundred, increased to one hundred and sixty-six, of which
thirty-one were Paedobaptists. Mr. Fownes was
born in Shropshire, and received his classical
education at Shrewsbury, where his grandson,
the ingenious and learned Mr. Joseph Fownes,
was for many years a dissenting minister. His
He
father dying, he was sent to Cambridge.
was an able preacher, and a man of great learning, and was conversant in law, physic, and
other branches of science.
He voluntarily quitted the parish church before the Restoration,
though he continued preaching in different plaAbout the time of
ces till he fixed at Bristol.
what was called the Presbyterian Plot, he was
taken in the pulpit, and committed to Newgate
but, by virtue of a flaw in the mittimus, he was
in six weeks removed by a habeas corpus to the
King's Bench, and acquitted. He was afterward apprehended on the highway in Kingswood, on suspicion of only coming from a meeting, and committed to Gloucester jail, for refu;

;

sing the corporation oath, and riding within five
witnesses were subornmiles of a corporation
ed to swear a riot against him, though no other
he pleaded hisrioter was named in the bill
:

;

own cause very pleasantly, telling them "that
he and his horse could not be guilty of a riot
without company;" and the jury brought in
their verdict. Not guilty
yet he was returned
back to prison and refusing to give a bond for
good behaviour, of which he knew preaching;
Philip's and St. Michael's almshouses, besides at- would be interpreted to be a forfeiture, he was
tending the conference meetings of his own church detained there for two years and a half, till God
He
on Thursdays. A sermon which was preached by released him by death in December, 1685.
him on the narrative of Blind Bartimeus was the was afflicted with the stone, and a physician
means of the conversion of many and in those declared "that his confinement was his death
"halcyon days of prosperity, liberty, and peace," it and that it was no less murder than if they had
pleased the Lord to favour his church with a large
run him through the first day he came in, and
increase
light and purity.
Ewins was
;

:

;

;

;.

of
Mr.
remarkable for meekne.ss, patience, and charity
and so
scrupulous about maintenance, that he would accept
neither tithes nor salary, but only free gifts.
This noble feeling cannot be too highly commended.
It was a source of satisfaction to an inspired
apostle.
Not that he thought it wrong to receive remuneration on the contrary, he pleaded for it not as
a favour, but as a right. But he gloried in being able
to decline receiving that to which he and all faithful
ministers are entitled. It is much to be deplored
that, in the present degenerate state of the Church,
" free gifts" would not always be adequate and yet
they should be; and in proportion as we appreciate
the Gospel, and the value of the soul, they will be.
penurious church cannot expect a blessing from a
bountiful Lord.
The Rise and Progress of Dissent in
Bristol, chiefly in relation to Broadmead Church, by J.
G. Fuller, 1840, p. 31, 32.— C.
;

:

more

cruel. "f

Another eminent minister and writer among
the Baptists at this time was Mr. Henry d'Anvers, a worthy man, of unspotted life and conversation, a joint elder of a Baptist congregation at Aldgate, London, and author of
Treatise of Baptism," which drew him into a
controversy with Mr. Wills, Mr. Blinman, and
Mr. Baxter, in -whose writings, if we may credit a letter published by Mr. d'Anvers, and sent

"A

;

A

—

Vol. II.—D d d

*
iii.,

Thompson's Collections, MSS.
p. 27,

28

morial, vol.
+

;

ii.,

Crosby, voL

and Palmer's Nonconformists' Mep.

557.

Palmer's Nonconformists' Memorial, vol.

Crosby, vol. iii., p. 28, 29
243, &c.
son's Collections, MSS.

;

i.,

p.

and Thomp-
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334
to

quality, of krioAvn worth,
moderation, " there were more heat,

him by a person of

and
passion, and personal reflections, than of reason or a sober inquisition of truth." Mr. d'Anvers was descended from honourable parents,
his father being a gentleman who had an estate
of £400 a year he himself was governor of
Stafford, and a justice of peace, some time before Oliver's usurpation, and well beloved by
the people.
He was noted for one who would
At Stafford he first embraced
take no bribes.
ability,

;

the opinions of the Baptists.*
In 1C87, May 14th, died Mr. Thomas Wilcox,
minister of a congregation, which met, previous
to the plague, at his own house in Cannon-street,
but afterward at the Three Cranes in the Borough, Southwark and author of a popular little piece, which has been frequently reprinted,
;

entitled

"

A Drop of Honey from the Rock
He was born at Linden, in the coun-

Christ."
was several times
ty of Rutland, August, 1622
confined in Newgate for nonconformity, and
He was a moderate man,
suffered very much.
and of catholic principles, well beloved by all
denominations, and frequently preached among
the Presbyterians and Independents.
October 3, 1687, died, aged fifty-three, Mr.
John Gosnold, who had been a scholar at the
Charter House, and a student at Pembroke
Hall, Cambridge, a man of great learning nnd
piety, a pious, practical preacher, of singular
modesty and moderation intimately acquaint.ed with Tillotson, whose weekly lecture he used
.to attend, and was much esteemed and valued
by other men of note and dignity in the Establi.slied Church, who kept up a correspondence
wuh him. He was educated for the pulpit in
the Establishment, but, by the Act of UniformiHe
ty, made incapable of any settlement in it.
was chaplain to Lord Grey. Having joined the
Baptists, he was chosen pastor of a congrega-tion at Barbican, in London, and was one of
.the ministers who subscribed the apology presented to Charles II. on occasion of Venner's
Though he was always peaceablyconspiracy.
minded, he was often forced to conceal himself
His flock held him in great respect, and his
preaching was so popular as to draw after him
His audience was
people of all denominations.
usually computed to be near three thousand
or seven clergysix
often
and among them very
men in their gowns, who sat in a convenient
they were
where
place, under a large gallery,
The number of his auditors, and
•seen by few.
»the figure which some of them made, occasioned, after the fire of London, an application from
the officers of the parish of Cripplegate to request a collection for the poor, who abounded
The request was complied with,
in that parish.
upward of £50 was raised, and the church voluntarily continued the collecticm for above twenty years.
His publications were a small treatise entitled "The Doctrine of Baptism ;" and
another concerning " The Laying on of Hands."
He was buried in Bunhill Fields, with this sim;

;

;

ple inscription

"Here

lieth

:

the body of Mr. John Gosnold, a

faithful minister of the Gospel, who departed
this life October the 3d, 1678, and in the fifty-

third year of his age."
* Crosby, vol. iii., p. 90. This individual is
C.
yerely treated in W.iU's History of Baptism.

—

I

i

(I am sure the reader will be pleased to possess an additional record to the memory of men
of whom the world was not worthy
I therefore subjoin a valuable article from Dr. Toulmin's very respectable work entitled " The History of the Protestant Dissenters," London,
;

1814.
Dr. Tonlmin remarks that there were many
individuals particularly esteemed, and regarded
as men of talents and influence, and says,
" Among these was Mr. William Kiffin, who

began his ministry with the Independents, but
afterward taking a part in the conferences that
were held in the congregation of Mr. Henry
Jessey, when the majority of them adopted the
sentiments of the Baptists, Mr. Kiffin at that
time changed his opinion, and joined himself to
the church of Mr. John Spilsbury.
A difference
arose between them about permitting an individual to preach to them who had not been initiated into the Christian Church by immersion,
as if the conscientious omission, on one side, of
a rite considered as an institution of Christ by
the other party, could vitiate the functions of
the minister, or as if a mutual indulgence to the
dictates of conscience could be a criminal connivance at error. On this point these good men
parted, but to their credit they kept up a friendly
correspondence. Mr. Kiffin became the pastor
of a Baptist congregation in Devonshire Square,
London. After tire Restoration he had great influence at court, both with the king and Chancellor Hyde
and possessing opulence, is reported to have supplied his majesty, on pressing
emergencies, with a present of ten tliousaud
pounds.
He improved his interest with the
king to olitain an order for the examination, in
council, of a scurrilous and malignant pamphlet,
meant to defame the Baptists, entitled Baxter
baptized in Blood.' Another effect of his influence was the pardon of twelve Baptists, who
;

'

were condemned

to

death at Aylesbury for refu-

sing to conform to the Established Church, under a clause in the Conventicle Act of the 35th
of Queen Elizabeth, by the justices of the county at a quarter sessions
a proceeding which
surprised the king, who could scarcely believe
that any law to justify putting his subjects to
death for religion only could be in force.* Mr.
Kiffin himself had, in the time of the Commonwealth, been prosecuted under the ordinance of
Parliament, enacted with a designed reference
to Mr. Riddle, for punishing blasphemies and
heresies.
On the 12th of July, 1655, he was
summoned before the lord-mayor, and charged
with a hreach of this ordinance, by preaching
that 'the baptism of infants was unlawful.'
That magistrate being busy, the execution of
the penalty incurred was referred to the followThe influence which he had at
ing Monday. t
court, instead of abashing malignity, provoked
it, and
increased the number of his enemies,
and they formed a design upon his life, which
coining to his knowledge by a letter that was
He
intercepted, he was so happy as to escape.
and Mr. Knollys advocated the principles of the
Baptists against Dr. Grew and Dr. Bryan, in a
in which both
disputation hehl at Coventry
sides claimed the victory, but which was conand
gre
at moderation,
temper
good
ducted with
:

;

Crosby,

vol.

t Ibid., vol.

i.,

ii.,

p.

p. 181,
215.

and

vol.

iii.,

p. 5.

:
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and closed without any diminution of

friendly

commendation and

A

praise.

casual confer-

ence also with four poor women, into whose
fell at Bedford, on the subject of
the new birth, left very serious impressions oa
his mind.
He himself, it appears, ascribed his
conversion principally, or in the first instance,
and political communities, that he was one of to a sudden voice from Heaven, saying, Wilt
the five Baptists who were made aldermen by thou leave thy sins, and go to heaven or have
King James II. when he deprived the city of thy sins, and go to helH' and accosting him
when he was at play with his companions.
London of its charter.*
" Another individual who obtained distinction This excited such an astonishment, that he imamong the Baptists of that day, and was the au- mediately left his sport, and looking up to heavthor of a treatise in 4to on the subject of bap- en, whence the voice seemed to come, he thought
tism, was Mr. Thomas Patient, who began his he saw the Lord Jesus looking down upon him
ministry among the Independents in New-Eng- and threatening him with some grievous punland but, by his own reflections in reading the ishment for his irreligious practices. This supScriptures, was led to conclude that infant bap- posed phenomenon indicated a state of mind
tism had no foundation in them. This change previously much agitated and affected with conof sentiments provoked the resentment of his scious guilt, aided by the force and vivacity of
brethren, and exposed him to much suffering, an imagination strongly tinctured with enthusiand which induced him to emigrate to England, asm, ol- the influence of which his history affords
where he became co-pastor with Mr. William various instances for on other and future ocKiffin.
He accompanied General Fleetwood to casions he conceived that he saw visions and
The turn of his
and after Dr. Winter heard voices from heaven.
Ireland, and settled there
was removed by the general, usually preached thoughts, and the natural power of fancy, preThe interest of the Baptists senting images suitable to his remorse and fears,
in the cathedral.
-was much advanced by his labours in that king- were as really the means which a gracious Provdom, and he is thought to have formed the Bap- idence employed to bring him to repentance,
tist church at Cloughkeating, which, in the and the effect was the same, as if a real superyear 1740, consisted of between two or three natural impression had been made on his ear,
hundred members united in one communion, or a miraculous scene had been presented to his
though some were of the general and others of eye. He became a man of sincere piety and
though the latter did not
This church was im- blameless morals
the particular persuasion.
plicated in the prosecutions which followed the screen him from malicious and groundless calsuppression of Monmouth's insurrection, and umnies, and the former was unhappily accomthe minister and all the members were tried for panied with great bigotry and a censorious spirThe foreman of the jury swore, be- it. When he married, he was extremely poor,
iheir lives.
fore he went into the court, that he would not not having so much furniture as even a dish or
a spoon, and all tire portion his wife brought
leave it till he had brought them all in guilty
a rash and profane way of prejudging a cause. him consisted in two books, The Plain Man's
As soon as he entered the court he died, and Pathway to Heaven,' and The Practice of PiAfter his conversion he was baptized by
ety.'
the rest of the jury acquitted them.t
" There did not arise among this denomination Mr. Gifford, the minister of the Baptist church,
of Christians a more remarkable character, in in Bedford, and admitted a member of it about
many respects, than Mr. John Bunyan, who the year 1655.* His talents, and gifts, and reliwas born of honest but poor parents, at Elstow
* "Long before the year 1650, there were in this
His father was a tinin Bedfordshire, in 1628.
persons, who felt a
ker his education consisted only in being taught town and neighbourhood pious
detestation of Episcopal superstition and tyi'anny,
to read and write and after he was grown up,
and united in searching after Nonconformists, called
he followed his father's occupation. In 1645 in that day Puritans. The chief among these were
he served as a soldier in the Parliament's army the Rev. Mr. Man, Mr. John Grew, Mr. John Eston,
In his youth he was and Mr. Anthony Harrington. They neither were
at the siege of Leicester.
very vicious, and greatly corrupted the manners nor desired to be formed into a church but were
companions.
He became at length zealous to edify each other, and to promote the Gosof his young
keepa thoughtful and pious man. Different incidents pel by their liberality and friendship, always
table furnished, for those minseem to have awakened the principle of con- ing a door open, and awho
evinced a zeal for the puisters and Christians
science in his breast, and to have led him into
About the year iCoO
rity and practice of religion.
The re- came among them Mr. John Giflbrd, a native of Kent,
deep, serious, and penitent reflections.
proof of a woman, a notoriously wicked charac- who had been a great Royalist and a major in the
ter, addressed to him with sharpness, when he king's army, but had recently been under deep reliwas cursing and swearing in a vehement man- gious impressions, and had commenced preacher.
ner, and reproaching him as able to spoil all the His labours in that character were acceptable, and
youth in the town, tilled him with shame, and successful' in awakening in the minds of some a rehMr. Kiffin lived to be very old, and
preached to the last. He was a man of considerable parts, had learning, and was an acute disIt is a sign of his weight, and of the
putant.
estimation in which he was held by the religious
regards.

company he

'

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

:

;

;

gious concern, and in engaging these friends of piety
determined him to refrain from that profane
to form themselves into a church, of which he was
An accidental conversation with a chosen the pastor or elder.
poor man on religion induced him to apply him" The principles on which they entered into felwhich
was
folself to reading the Scriptures
lowship one with another, and on which they received
lowed by such a reformation, both in his words new members into their Christian association, were
and life, that the change in his manners filled faith in Christ and holiness of life, without respect to
his neighbours with astonishment, and convert- this or that circumstance of opinion in outward or
ed their former censures of his conduct into circumstantial points. I3y these means faith and
holiness were encouraged, love and amity were mainCrosby, vol. in., p. 3, 4, 5.
tained, disputing and occasional janglings were avoidf ILiid., vol. iii., p. -i-i.

practice.

;

•
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gious spirit attracted the attention of this congregation, among whom he for some time gave
a word ot exhortation, or led tiieir worship, till
they called him to the character of a public minister, and set him apart to that ofBce by fasting
and prayer. He was a popular preacher, and
generally spoke with much fluency and with
A Cambridge scholar, who aftergreat effect.
Avard became a very eminent minister in the
county, is particularly mentioned as an instance
of the power and success of his preaching.
Mr.
Bunyan was to appear on a week day in the
pulpit of a church in a country village in the
county, and a great number of people was collected together to hear him.
The Cambridge
student riding by at the time inquired, What
meant the concourse of people! He was told
that one Bunyan, a linker, was to preach there
]n a sportive mood he committed his horse to
the care of a boy, saying he was resolved to
hear the tinker prate,' and went into the church.
His attention was fixed he was affected and
impressed he came out serious and thoughtful, and much changed, and would, when he
could gratify his taste, hear none but the tinker
for a long time.*
The learned Dr. Owen, the
;

'

;

;

vice-chancellor of the University of Oxford, countenanced his mimsterial labours, and attended his

sermons.

The

intolerance of the government,

in a few years, put a stop to this course of services.
On the 13th of November, 1660, he was

requested to preach at Gansel, near Harlington,
in Bedfordshire
and there he was apprehended
by virtue of a warrant granted by J'rancis
gate, Esq., a justice of peace, before whom he
Avas taken, and then committed to Bedford jail.
After an imprisonment of seven weeks he was
tried on an indictment at Bedford quarter sessions, charged with -having devilishly and perniciously abstained from coming to church to
hear Divine service and with being a common
upholder of several unlawful meetings and conventicles, to the great disturbance and distraction
of the good sulijects of this kingdom, contrary
to the laws of our sovereign lord the king.'
All,
it has been justly observed, that John Bunyan
had been guilty of, though it was alleged to be
thus devilish and pernicious, and so wickedly
;

Wm-

;

'

calculated to disturb and distract the good people of England,' was merely worshipping God
according to the dictates of his own conscience,
and endeavouring to propagate his own religious
opinions.
But even the facts stated in this ridiculous indictment were not proved, no wit-

nesses were produced against hinr but some
words which came from him in the course of a
conversation with the justices, were taken for
a conviction and recorded he was sent back
to prison, under this sentence, to lie there for
three months
and if he did not then engage to
hear Divine service, and attend in the church,
and desist from preaching, to be banished the
realm and in case of not leaving the realm
on an appointed day, or of returning to it with;

:

;

;

and many that were weak in the faith were confirmed in the principles of eternal life."*
In consistency with the large basis on which this church was
constituted, its next minister, Mr. Bunyan, was an
advocate for the mixed communion of Christians
who differed in opinion on the questions relative to
baptism.
* Crosby, vol. hi., p. 65.
ed,

out a special license from the king, to be hanged.*
" His wife, to whom, at the time of his com-

mitment, he

Thomson's Collections,

vol.

>.,

Bedford

MSS.

married

almost

two

;

;

;

uated as was Mr. Bunyan, if any two persons
would join in a cautionary bond that he should
conform in half a year. Dr. Owen readily consented, on being requested, to give his bond.
The bishop, on application being made to him,
declined availing himself of his Episcopal prebut as the law provided that, in case
rogative
of a bishop's refusal, application should be made
to the lord-chancellor to issue out an order ta
take the cautionary bond and release the prisoner, the bishop proposed this mode of proceeding as more safe for himself at that critical time,
as he had many enemies, and promised a comThis
pliance with the order of the chancellor.
measure, though it was not so direct as the other, and was more expensive, was adopted, and
In the last year of
Mr. Bunyan was released.
his imprisonment, 1671, on the death of Mr..
Gifford, he had been unanimously chosen to succeed him in the pastoral office.
" After his enlargement, he employed himself
in preaching and writing, and made journeys
into various parts of the kingdom to visit pious
persons of his own religious views, which visitations fixed on him the title of Bishop BunWhen James II. published his declarayan.'
tion for the liberty of conscience in 1087, though
he saw it proceeded not from kindness to Protestant Dissenters, and his piercing judgment anticipated the black cloud of slavery which the
sunshine of transient liberty was intended to introduce, yet he thought it right to improve the
and by the contributions of his
present day
followers built a public meeting-house at Bedford, in which he constantly preached to large
It was his constant practice
congregations.
;

'

;

Biographia Britannica.by Kippis and others, vol.
Bunyan, page r2, note 1.
his second wife.
X British Biography, vol. vi., p. 106.
*

iii.,

t

*

been

had

years, t on the following assizes addressed herbut the justices had prejuself to the judges
diced them to the utmost they could against
him.
Sir Matthew Hale, who was one of them,
and appeared to know nothingof his history, indeed, had the mailer come judicially before him,
seemed desirous to afford him relief, and advised his wife to procure a writ of error: but
Bunyan and his friends were either too poor, or
too little acquainted with such matters, to take
the necessary steps to obtain his enlargement.
The sentence of banishment was never execubut he was detained in prison
ted against him
from sessions to sessions, from assizes to assizes, without being brought before the judges,
and obtaining permission to plead his cause, till
He enhis imprisonment lasted twelve years.
dured the evils of this long confinement with perand
patience
learned
to
make
fect resignation
;
long tagged thread-laces, and supported himself
by it and wrote many of his tracts, though his
library is said to have consisted only of his BiHis enlargement
ble and the Book of Martyrs.
at last is ascribed to the compassion and interest of the worthy prelate Dr. Barlow, bishop of
Lincoln, and to the interference of Dr. OwentThere was an existing law, which invested a
bishop with the power to release a prisoner sit-

article

She was
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also, after his liberty, to visit

London once

a
year, where he preached in several places, particularly in Southwark, to numerous auditors,
with great acceptance. At last he fell, not a
victim to the malignant spirit of persecution,
but a sacrifice in the event, to the pacific kindyoung gentleman
ness of his own heart.

A

under the resentment of his faBunyan's reconciliatory ofHe undertook,
fices to make up the breach.
and happily effected this benevolept office. On
journey
which it
the
from
London,
to
return
his
occasioned, he was overtaken with excessive
from
very
cold
being
contracted
a
rains, and
wet, which brought on a violent fever, that in
ten days put a period to his life, at the house of
Mr. Straddocks, a grocer, on Snow Hill, on the
Ac12th of August, in the 60th year of his age.
cording to the description of his person, and the
delineation of his character, drawn by the continuator of his life, he appeared in countenance
to be of a stern and rough temper, but was in
not given to
his conversation mild and affable

having

fallen

ther, requested Mr.

'

;

loquacity or much discourse in company, unless
some urgent occasion required it observing never to boast of himself or his parts, but rather seemed
low in his own eyes, and submitted himself to the
;

abhorring lying and swearthat lay in his power, to
his word, not seeming to revenge injuries, loving to reconcile differences, and making friendship with all
he had an excellent discernment
of persons, being of good judgment and quick
wit.
As for his person, he was tall of stature,
strong-boned, though not corpulent, somewhat
of a ruddy face, with sharp and sparkling eyes,
wearing his hair on his upper lip after the old

judgment of

others

ing, being just, in

;

all

;

British fashion; his hair reddish, but in his lathis
ter days time had sprinkled it with gray
nose well set, but not declining or bending, and
his mouth moderately large, his forehead something high, and his habit always plain and mod;

est.'*

'"When he arrived at the 60th year of his
age, he had written books,' it has been obeerved, 'equal to the number of his years.'
His
works, which had been long printed in detached
pieces on tobacco paper, were collected together and reprinted in 1736 and 1737, in two volumes folio ; and have since been reprinted in
a fairer edition, particularly in one impression
with a recommendation from the pen of Mr.
George Whitfield. The Pilgrim's Progress had,
in the year 1784, passed through upward of fifty editions.
" Bunyan, 'who had been mentioned,' says
among the least and lowest of
Mr. Granger,
our writers, deserves a much higher rank than
His masterpiece is
is commonly imagined.
his " Pilgrim's Progress,"! one of themiost pop'

* Biographia Britannica, ut ante, note Z.
t I have much pleasure in speaking favourably of
Cheever's admirable Lentures upon the Pilgrim's
Progress, published in New-York by Wiley and Putnam and the reader who is curious to know more
about the life of Bunyan will be greatly interested
by consulting his autobiography, published by Dodd
of New-York, and the Life of Bunyan, by the Rev.
this last very interestRobert Philip, of London
ing volume is published by Messrs. Appletonaiid Co.
The beautiful edition of this immortal work published by Martin is familiar to the reader, and the literary man need hardly be told of Southey's memoir,
;

;
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may

add, one of the most ingenious
books in the English language.* It gives us a
clear and distinct idea of Calvinistical divinity.
The allegory is admirably carried on, and the
characters are justly drawn and uniformly supported.
The author's original and poetic genius shines through the coarsness and vulgarity
of his language, and intimates that if he had been
a master of nuinbers, he might have composed a
poem worthy of Spenser himself. As this opinion may be deemed paradoxical, I shall venture
to name two persons of eminence of the same
sentiments one, the late Mr. Merrick, of Reading, who has been heard to say in conversation, "that his invention was like that of Homer ;" the other, Dr. Roberts, fellow of Eton
College.'t
" The mixture of the dramatic and narrative,
enlivening the style. Lord Kaimes remarks, has
rendered the Pilgrim's Progress' and
Robinson Cruso' great favourites of the vulgar, and
has been the cause of their having been translated into several European languages.
Bunular, and, I

;

'

'

yan had such an extraordinory knack in amusing and parabolical compositions under the form
of visions, that some thought there were communications made to him in dreams, and that he
first really dreamed over the matter contained in
his writings of this kind.
This notion was not
a

propagated by his picture prefixed to
his treatises, in which he is represented
a sleeping posture.
An anonymous author
1729, speaking of the 'Pilgrim's Progress,'

little

some of
in

in

remarked that it had infinitely outdone The
Tale of a Tub, which perhaps had not made one
convert to infidelity whereasthe Pilgrim's Progress had converted many sinners to Christ. 'J
"Dr. Kippis, with great deference to the opinions of such judges as Mr. Merrick and Dr. Roberts, doubts whether Bunyan could ever have
been capable of rising to a production worthy a
Spenser. The poverty, not with regard to numbers only, but to fancy, visible in the specimens
of his versification, justifies an apprehension
that, with the best advantages of education, he
would scarcely have attained to complete poetical composition.
'He had the invention, but
'

;

not the other natural qualifications which are
necessary to constitute a great poet. If his genius had intended him to be anything more
than a poet in prose, it would probably, like
Shakspeare's, have broken through every difficulty of birth and station.'
" It may be added, that a learned bishop,^
whose practical writings glow with a devotional spirit, and whose commentaries are still in
high estimation, published also an allegorical
work, entitled 'The Pilgrim,' but not with a
success or reputation that could in any degree
rival Bunyan's performance.
The writer of this

which, however,

is written in a spirit far from doing
Bunyan's Holy
an admirable work, and ought to be better
known than it is. Gould, fvendall, and Lincoln, of
Boston, have issued a cheap and neat edition, edited
by President Malcom of Kentucky. C.
* This observation, Mr. Granger observes in the
margin, is not to be extended to the second part.
t Granger's History of England, vol. iii., p. 348,
8vo ed., 1779.
t The above remarks are taken from Mr. Oldy's
MSS. See Biographia Britannica, ut ante, p. 13,
note L.
() Bishop Patrick.
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recollects that at a classical lesson, when he
was at St. Paul's school, Mr. Allen, the learned

editor of Demosthenes, passed high encomiums
on the latter work, as greatly superior in point

of invention to the former, which has now sunk
into oblivion.
" This article, it may be apprehended, has

been carried to a length beyond the proportion
of room it should occupy in a work not professbut the singularity of the
edly biographical
character will be admitted as an apology.^
" In the list of those who sustained great trials in a conscientious adherence to their religious profession, was Mr. Henry Forty, in his
early years a member of Mr. Jessey's congregation, and afterward pastor of the church at Abingdon.
His own parents, as well as many other persons, received a pious determination of
mind from his preaching. He lay twelve years,
for the testimony of a good conscience, in prison
at Exeter, and died in the 67th year of his age,
in 1692, with the character of a man of great
Mr. Benjapiety and unblamable manners.
min Keach preached his funeral sermon.
" The short history of the next person, Mr.
Isaac Lamb, was marked with many peculiar
circumstances.
He was a native of Colchester,
where he was born in 1650, and for some time
attended his father in Cromwell's army. Fromhis youth he discovered an affectionate attachment to piety, and took great delight in the perusal of the Scriptures.
His progress in that
study surpassed what could be expected from
his years.
The gravity of his aspect and the
seriousness of his deportment gave him so manly and dignified an appearance, that at the age
of 16 he was made chaplain of the Constant
Warwick, a man-of-war in Oliver's navy. He
often preached before Admiral Blake, and once
in the presence of him. Admiral Penn, and another naval officer of the same rank.
He delivered serious, interesting thoughts in an agreeaAt one time six of the ship's crew
ble manner.
were baptized by him in an arm of the sea. After having been on different occasions, not fewer than twenty times, on the French and Spanish shores, and at other places, he returned from
Holland in 1660 in the same fleet which brought
over Charles II. His principles of nonconformity soon exposed him to privations and sufHe was offered a benefice of £100
ferings.
per annum, which, as he could not, consistently with his sentiments, sprinkle the children of
the parish, he declined to accept.
It was proposed to him to do this part of his parochial duty
by another but it was repugnant to his sense
of religious simplicity and integrity to engage
a substitute to perform a service, which in his
view was a misapplication of a Christian institution.
He therefore refused the living. It
heightened the merit of this sacrifice to the delicacy of principle, that he lost by his refusal
£200 due on the living, and ready to be paid to
the next incumbent.
Being fixed by this determination among the Dissenters, he became
pastor of a congregation in East Smithfield.
It
greatly increased under his popular strain of
preaching, and removed to a new building, erect;

;

ed

for

its

accommodation,

*

in

Virginia-street,

Biographia Britannica Granger's History of
England; Bnti.sh Biography, as before, and Crosby,
vol.

;

iii.,

D. C3-7f>.

Ratcliffe

Highway, where the auditory was nu^

merous, and the communicants amounted, at
times, to three hundred.
Their worship was
often disturbed by officers and soldiers in Kiu'v
Charles's reign.
Once an officer with his mili°
tary subalterns came and commanded him to bo
silent.
tle,

'

He answered

Whether

it

in the words of the aposbe right in the sight of God to

hearken unto you more than unto God, judge
ye.'
Upon which the officer with his soldiers
went off. At another time. Sir William Smith,.
Mr. Bury, Mr. Brown, and four other justices,
came in their coaches with a mob, to break the
windows and to tear up the pews and pulpit of
the meeting-house, as they had before done at
the rneeting-house of Mr. Hercules Collins, in.,
the neighbourhood.
But Mr. Lamb, having previously received notice of their intention, had,,
by the advice of a friend, removed all the furniture of the place, except a few loose forms, so
that they were disappointed in their purpose ;
on which one of the justices said that his name
ought to have been Fox, and not Lamb. He
died on the 20th of August, 1691.
He was a.
man of sweet temper and exemplary conversation, and great usefulness marked his course.*
" One of the most distinguished characters
among the Baptists of the time was Mr. Thomas Grantham, descended from a reduced branch
of an ancient family of rank and opulence in
Lincolnshire.
He was born in the year 1634,
in the village of Halton, near Spilsby
and the
house in which he drew his first breath is still
shown to those who venerate his memory. As
his parents were in low circumstances, he was
brought up a tailor, but he afterward directed
his attention to agriculture, and occupied a farm.
From an early period of his life his mind received a serious and religious tincture, and he was
baptized, on the profession of his faith in the
Gospel, about the age of nineteen, and joined
the church at Boston.
In the year 1656, when
he was twenty-two years of age, he was chosen
pastor of a church in the South Marsh parts of
the county, consisting then only of four persons.
He had for several years associated with them,
and been active in assisting their religious improvement by procuring ministers to preach to
them publicly, or exercising his own gifts for
prayer and instruction among them privately.
This small society was a branch of a church
which arose in 1644, formed at first on the principle of rejecting in the administration of baptism, while they retained the practice of sprinkling, the cross and sponsors.
Some of them afterward, as they pursued their religious inquiries, saw reasons to adopt the practice of immersion on a profession of faith. This change
in the sentiments of some did not meet with the
concurrence of all disagreements arose, whicli
terminated in a disunion in 1651.
The few
who embraced the principles of the Baptists,
after Mr. Grantham's connexion with them as
His zeal
a pastor, soon increased in numbers.
and energy animated the rest. As they had an
arose
among
accession of new members, there
them several who became acceptable and useThey drew the attention of their
ful ministers.
neighbours on themselves, and were exposed to
Mr. Grantham and
the malignity of enemies.
several others were summoned before the ma;

:

*~Crosby,

vol, ui., p.

100-103.
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who, as the accusations alleged against
in lies and forged
soon perceived their innocence, and
they were set at liberty, and went on cheerfully,
though often insulted by the mob and opposed
by the clergy.
Even during the protectorate
or interregnum, their preachers were interrupted
in their discourses, and sometimes dragged out
of doors, and pelted and stoned with barbarous
violence.
All this abuse they bore with paTheir meetings were
tience and meekness.
held first, at Halton and other places, in private
houses at length they obtained a grant of Northolem Chapel, near Croft, and not far from
Waynfleet. Here they remained some years,
gistrates,

them had no foundation but
stories,

;

and had many accessions of members to their
communion. Among others, Mr. John Watts,
a person of eminence and reputation in those
parts, who had been educated for the ministry
at the university, but not being able, from a principle of conscience, to conform to the rites and
practices of the National Church, he had obtained no dignity or preferment. He became, after
he had joined himself to Mr. Grantham and his
friends, the worthy pastor of a Baptist church
gathered by his ministry, and which held their
assemblies for Divine worship in his own house.
" Mr. Grantham is supposed to have drawn

up the 'Narrative and Complaint,' stating the
sufferings of the Baptists, which accompanied
the Brief Confession of Faith' and Petition,'
presented to the king, Charles H., on the 26th of
July, 1660.*
About 1662 he was apprehended,
carried before a magistrate, and bound over to
'

'

the assizes, to be holden for the county of Lincoln.
At the same time many of the Baptists
were harassed with prosecutions for absence
from the Established Church, and with the exaction of penalties of £20 per month.
The consequence of the proceedings against Mr. Grantham was an imprisonment for fifteen months.
Obloquy and insult were added to the evils of
confinement.
Several clergymen who visited
him upbraided him with being a Jesuit, and a
rumour was spread that he was a papist. To
confute this calumny, and counteract the impressions which it made, he published a controversy which he maintained with a Roman Cath-
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it recommends itself to our approbation.
It
runs thus
believe, and are very confident,
that there is but one God, the Father, of
are all things from everlasting to everlastings
glorious and unwordable in all his attributes.'
1 Cor., viii., 6.
Isa., xl., 28.
At the assizes, in
the spring of 1663, no one appearing, and na
crime .being alleged against them, Mr. Grant:

'

We

whom

ham, and his virtuous fellow-sufferers who had
been committed with him, were discharged, and
returned to the churches to which ihey belonged, who received them with no small joy.
" Mr. Grantham suffered a second imprisonment under the operation of the Conventicle Act,
which was first passed for seven years, in 1663,
and was revived at the expiration of that term
with additional clauses of heightened severity
under the authority of this act soldiersin 1670
were empowered to disarm those that dissented
from the National Establishment. Though no
arms were found in the possession of the Baptists, yet their houses were rifled, their goods
carried off, and they themselves forced away
;

from their wives and families, without knowing
whither they were to be driven, or whether
they should be prosecuted by law, or fall a sacto military force.
They were dragged
from town to town, and compelled to run like
lackeys by the sides of the soldiers' horses.
Mr. Grantham, Mr. John Gree, and Mr. John:
Green, with several others, were thus the victims of armed insolence and violence.
Mr.
Grantham and his friends were lodged, tied up
during the whole night, at an inn, in a room not
fit for entertainment
their situation drove sleep
from their eyes nor would the soldiers take
any rest, but sat up near them, and with rioting and revellings, oaths and curses, annoyed
and shocked these pious prisoners.
On the
morning they were conducted to Louth, put into
the House of Correction, and afterward brought
before the committee.
At this tribunal, instead
of well-supported charges against them, insidious questions were put, to draw from them
some ground of accusation, and they were asked to pledge themselves on oath to conformity.
Though the times afforded many examples of
those who had been terrified into a dereliction
of their principles, these good men, and the.
Baptists in general, remained firm and unshaken in their religious profession. Mr. Grantham and his two fellow-sufferers were by strict
command sent to jail, where they lay for half a
year.
During their imprisonment the assizes
came on, but their enemies prevented their
cause from being heard. They were afterward,,
at the Quarter Sessions, brought before the jusbut the bench refused to enter into the
tices
case, or proceed against them.
Upon this, the
sheriff pleaded that, as he had produced them
in open court, he was free from his charge
and
so they were set at liberty, but without any compensation for their unjust imprisonment and atrifice

:

;

olic, and entitled it
The Baptist against the
Papist.'
By this prudent conduct he silenced
During his imprisonment he pubthe report.
lished a treatise entitled The Prisoner against
the Prelate
or, a Dialogue between the Common Jail of Lincoln and the Cathedral ;' and
another work under the title of Christianismus
Primitivus.'
In these publications, as the designed brevity of The Brief Confession' had
occasioned some ambiguity, he treated the subject more explicitly and fully.
When we consider the prevaihng sentiments of that age concerning the doctrine of the Trinity, it is a singular circumstance that the first article in this
Confession expresses the doctrine of the Unity
of God with a scriptural simplicity, that is in tendant sufferings.
" Mr. Grantham, soon after his liberation, was
obvious contrast to the received standards, the
Catechism of the Westminster Assembly, and harassed under a different and unsanctioned
the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of Eng- mode of persecuting malignity. He was prosland.
This may justly excite our surprise, while ecuted on action of £100, for with force of arms
beating and uncivilly treating the wife of a cerUniversal Theological Magazine, vol. iii., p. 8.
N.B, The brief Confession is given by Crosby, vol. tain person, merely on the ground of his havii., Appendix, No. iv.
and in the preceding Miscel- ing baptized her. But to the shame of his prosecutors, the cause which threatened his ruia
lany, p. 9, 10 and No. xiv,, p. 57-59.,
'

'

;

'

'

;

;

;

;
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out of court at the next assizes as
a malicious prosecution.
" The malice and violence of their enemies
against Mr. Grantham and his adherents often
carried them to the greatest and most shocking
Defamation and lying accusations
lengths.

was thrown
'

were among

their

most conmion weapons

:

the

men appearing as informers, the worst
of magistrates abetting and encouraging them,
and the worst of priests, who first began to blow
the fire, now seeing how it spread, clapping their
hands, and hallooing them on to this evil work.'In vindication of themselves and their principles against this malicious treatment, Mr. Grantham drew up a small piece, which was never
worst of

The Baptist's Complaint
published, entitled
against the persecuting Priest,' &c. This tract
a remonstrance against the persecuting
spirit, to which this denomination of Christians,
'

was

notwithstanding their friendly deportment, and
faithful endeavours to maintain peace and brotherly concord, had been exposed for more than
thirty years, which stirred up persons in authority to harass them by imprisonment and seizure
of their goods and which expressed itself in
irreligious abuse and invectives even from the
herepulpit, where they were stigmatized as
This malicious
damned fanatics.
tics' and
treatment was provoked only by their 'dissent
from the Church of England in some practices,
which, the most learned confessed, had neither
It was more
jprecR-pl nor precedent in the Word.'
criminal in the clergy to manifest this conduct
towards Baptists, because they had never withheld from them their dues, but had paid them
;

'

'

'

demands as punctually as any others, and,
as they alleged, probably from better principles.
' For
we consider,' they pleaded, that when
we either hire or purchase land, the tenth is extheir

'

cepted, and IS therefore not ours.
also to be considered, that tithes

But yet
were not

it

is

g:iv-

to maintain men in drunkenness, lording
over, persecuting, and ruining such as fear God,
merely because they dissent from them in the

en

ried in his exertions to promote it.
He soon
raised and formed a church in that city, on the

principles of the General Baptists, which met
White Friars'' yard, and which still exHe directed his attention, with similar
ists.*
success, to the populous town of Yarmouth. In
the year 1688, or 1689, he visited, with the same

at the

laudable views, the town of Lynn Regis, at the
other extremity of the county.
He first preached in the town- hall to a numerous and attentive
auditory.
The prospect was so favourable, that
it encouraged a friend, Mr. James Marham, at
whose house he was entertained, to procure and
fit up a convenient place of worship; a church,
was gathered, and Mr. Marham was the first
Though the place was duly regispastor of it.
tered according to the directions and authority
of the Act of Toleration, which passed just as
the building was completed, yet the minister
and hearers were harassed by a prosecution, on
The Revoluthe Conventicle Act, in 1691. t
tion and the Act of Toleration, though great
blessings to the nation, did not immediately effect a change in the views and temper of the
mass of the people. It required time for the
violence of a persecuting spirit to subside, and
for just sentiments on religious liberty to lake
possession of the public mind, and spread their
The mainfluence to any considerable extent.
lignity of old prejudices, against the Baptists
many places at
ill particular, was softened, in
Mr. Grantham
least, very slowly and partially.
continued to feel its effects till the time of his
The envenomed tongue of scandal, in
death.
particular, employed itself in vile calumnies and
Among those
charges of gross immoralities.
who traduced his character were Mr. Toathby,
who had been a magistrate, and took his rank
in society as a gentleman and a clergyman, and
Mr. John WiUet, the rector of Tattershall in
Lincolnshire.
The latter had the effrontery and
baseness to declare, in writing under his own
'that
he saw Mr. Grantham stand in
signature,
the pillory two hours, at Louth, for stealing
sheep and hurdles, and tliat he saw him hold up
This falsehood was cirhis hand at the bar.'
culated both at Norwich and Yarmouth, and

things aforesaid; yet thus goes the business in
these days, by which unreasonable practices
they outdo the false prophets who were of old,
for they prepared war against those that did
not put into their mouths, but these devour those
* A grandson of Mr. Grantham, Grantham Killingthat labour to maintain them.' A concluding worth, Esq., who died about the year 1779, left a
sentiment in this Complaint' deserves, for its considerable pari of his property for the support of
'We be- ihe minister at the While Friars' yard. He was a
justness and force, to be lepeated.
leading character among the Baptists, and the author
lieve,' observes Mr. Grantham, in the name of
theological tracts, written wilb ability and
his feilow-sufferers, and are sure, that to per- of various
judgment. He was particularly on the alert to seize
secute is no mark of the true Church, but to
the opportunities afforded by any controversy of his
and that religion is times, to graft on it arguments in defence of his own
suffer persecution is so
not worth professing in time of peace, which is views on the nature and subjects of baptism. When
not worth owning in the time of the greatest the " Sermons against Popery" were preached at
Sailers' Hall, he pubhshed a tract, entitled -'A Suptrouble.'!
"Mr. Grantham, after this recent discharge plement to the Sermons lately preached at Salters'
Hall againsl Popery, with a view to show that, on the
several
imprisonment
from jail, again suffered
'

'

;

times, and continued to be very sorely harass
ed and oppressed during the remainder of that
infamous reign. About the end of it, or soon
after James II. succeeded to the throne, he removed from Lincolnshire and settled in the city
of Norwich. This change of his residence did
not abate or diminish his activity and labours.
He was still firm to the cause for which he had
so long zrnd severely suffered, and was unwea* Universal Theological Magazine, ut ante,
t Crosby, vol. iii., p. 84-«8.

p. 63.

Reasonings of the Preachers, Infant Sprinkling was
another great Corruption of the Christian Religion."
This pamphlet came to a fifth edition, in which other
points, viz., Mr. Emlyn's Previous Question, &c.,
On occasion of the controversy
were discussed.
with the author of " Christianity not founded on Ar'•
gument," Mr. Killingwortli published Remarks on

the several Answers to it," in which his aim was to
turn the reasonings of the authors, who were PaedoSee Bulkleys Notes
baptisls, against themselves
on the Bible, vol. iii.. Life, p. 15, 16, note.
t Universal Theological Magazine, Ut ante, p. Ill,

—
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Mr. Grantham was induced to refer the matter attainments. His grandson, Mr. Grantham Kilto Thomas Blofield, Esq., mayor of Norwich. iingworth, it appears, spoke of him as able to
The accuser, on being brought before this ma- write the Latin with considerable ease and corHis writings afford proofs of his havgistrate, confessed the absolute falsehood of the rectness.
ing acquired some proficiency in the learned lancharge which he had promulgated and signed
and with cryings, and tears, and wringing of guages his polemical publications were thought
his hands, over and over implored Mr. Grant- to do credit to his abilities, and to hisacuteness
ham's forgiveness. The mayor, on Mr. Grant- in the art of reasoning though he himself, in
ham's readily forgiving him, commanded, with the preface to A Defence of ilie Christian Reexpressions of his strong abhorrence of the rec- ligion against human Invention and pretended
tor's conduct, a record of the confession to be Revelations, dated from the Castle of Lincoln,
made out by the clerk, and to be signed and 10th January, 16f)3,' apologized for the defects
sealed by the calumniating clergyman,* who, which might be discovered in his language and
after this was done, as he had no money, would method, by pleading that
he got his bread by
have been committed to prison for charges, had the labour of his hands, and had never saluted
not Mr. Grantham, on the true Christian princi- the schools to gain a knowledge of their arts.'
ple of rendering good for evil, given the officer That he possessed no small share of literary atof the court ten shillings to set his enemy at tainments, of address, and of weight of character, is reasonably inlerred from his being freliberty.
"Mr. Grantham died on the 17th of January, quently delegated to take an active and leading
1692, at the age of 58. Indecencies were threat- part in the concerns of the Baptists of that day,
ened to his corpse, but they were happily pre- even in their applications to the throne, when
vented.
Soon after his decease, a paper was there was not a want of men of real learning,
published and signed by eight friends, contain- who had been educated at the university.
" Mr. James Marham, whose name occurs in
ing his dying words, addressed to them within
two minutes of his death, mostly in the lan- the preceding memoir, merits more particular
guage of Scripture, expressive of his sense of notice, as a conspicuous and distinguished perhis approaching end, of the testimony of his son among the Baptists in Lincolnshire and
The time and place of his nativity
conscience as to the integrity of his conduct, Norfolk.
and of the disinterested purity of his motives in are not ascertained. He seems to have compreaching the Gospel of his affection to his menced his appearance on the stage of public
friends, leaving with them his last counsels in life at Holbeach in Lincolnshire, in 1681 or 1682.
a strain of apostolic admonitions, casting his He was the first of that class of Dissenters in
eyes back on his sufferings in being made a scoff that place and soon after his settlement in it,
and a gazing-stock to many people, cordially assemblies for religious worship were held in
forgiving his enemies, and soliciting the prayers his house the origmal preachers were Mr. Samof his friends for their forgiveness
the first was
taking a uel Philips and Mr. William Rix
final leave of thern with affection, devotion, and pastor of the church in Deadman's Lane in Wisbeach.
In the reign of King James he was setsacred hope,
Friends,' he began,
I am in a
very weak condition, and as this is the Sabbath tled in Wapool-bell, a town in Norfolk, where
with me, it will be the everlasting Sabbath for the people, having never heard of the name of
now I am going off the stage of this world.' Baptists, called lain an outlandish professor.'
He concluded thus To be short, I must leave Here he laid the foundation of a church of the
you.
Do not grieve or mourn for me though Baptist denomination, which now exists, and
from which originated another church formed in
I die, yet I shall rise to glory, where I desire
we may all meet and see one another's face at Wisbeach. On the death of his wife, Mr. Marthe last day, knowing one another, and rejoicing ham removed to Lynn in this town, also, though
in glory
for I have conquered the infernal en- on his settlement in, it there was not another
emy by this faith, and have made the way plain Baptist there, he hired and furnished a place
and easy to me. And now I commit you to the for religious worship, and engaged the services
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ and the love of of Mr. Grantham and Mr. Long, a messenger
God, and the communion of the Holy Ghost, be from the Baptist churches in London, whom he
entertained at his own house and table without
with you all. Amen.'t
" Mr. Grantham, besides the treatises already any pecuniary compensation for some months
mentioned, wrote The Paedobaptists' Apology and by these means raised a church, of which
for the Baptized Churches.'
The design of the he afterward became himself the pastor.
"The conspicuous activity and zeal of this
tract was to show, by quotations from the writings of Pffidobaptists, that the practice of the excellent man exposed him to various sufferBaptists, as to the mode and subject of baptism, ings.
About three years before the death of
was most ancient and apostolical, and that in- Charles II. he was harassed by prosecutions
fant baptism was a novelty.
The deductions from court to court, and carried from one jusfrom these premises were, that the sufferings tice to another, for four weeks and though by
intlicted on the Baptists were no less a glory to his vigorous interference he procured the liberation of his ministers, Mr. Rix and Mr. Phillips,
them than a shame to their persecutors.
" Report has represented Mr. Grantham as he himself suffered imprisonment, and a fine of
several
score pounds was levied on him, for havacquainted with eight or nine languages. This
ing disturbed and broken the uniformity of the
is most probably an exaggerated account of his
religious profession of the town.
After this his
When he had lived
* A copy of the confession may be seen in Cros- goods were distrained.
three weeks at Wapool-bell, he was commanded
by, vol. iii., p. 263.
;

:

;

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

:

'

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

t Universal Theological
116.

Vol. II.—E e e

Magazine, utante,
t Crosby, vol. iii

p. 115,
,

p. 90.

by the officers of the town to frequent the parish church, or to appear before the justice and
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parson of the parish, Mr. Harbe. He complied
with the latter requisition, and underwent an
examination of four hours in the presence of
This did not terminate to
several gentlemen.
the satislaction of the clerical examiner, and a
but
time for another investigation was tixed
on the proclamation for liberty of conscience,
At Lynn, new troubthis inquiry was declined.
In July, 1691, he, with others,
les awaited him.
as before noticed, were prosecuted on the Conventicle Act, though the place of meeting had
been registered according to the act of Parliament, and their goods were seized by a levy
granted against him. He petitioned the judge.
;

house of one of his daughters in
He was, however, fined with monthly
penalties for non-attendance at ti.e parish church,
till he was exchequered to the amount of £800.
His house was often plundered, and his goods
were seized and carried off. To secure himselt
from these ruinous depredations, on the ground
of his nonconformity, he made his fortune over
to an intimate friend, who, acting on the principles of justice and honour, restored it when
One Hinton, an informer
the danger was past.
against him, often threatened that he would
have him cast into prison, and possess himself
of his furniture; which he promised to give to a

retired to the

Essex.

But Mr. MoreN
at Norwich in September fol- lewd woman who attended him.
was forced to prefer the same com- cock, through a good Providence, always essome of the great council at the ses- caped imprisonment, while many of his brethOn visiting some of them
After Parliament bad ris- ren suffered by it.
sions of Parliament.
en, he was prosecuted on the same grounds, once in Rochester jail, he saw this Hinton conSir

E

,

lowing, and

plaint to

upon which he accosted him, I see,
have got hither before me.' This maa
afterward died miserably, the flesh rotting from
Lord Roper, a Roman Catholic, oa.
his bones.
the accession of James II., offered Mr. Morecock any post that he would accept but he absolutely refused any commission under that king,

in troubles that threatened his ruin.
In the following October, the informers against
him, atfecting great remorse, obtained from him
a discharge from their false information, by enbut
tering into bonds of an amicable tenour
they were base and daring enough after this actually to seize his goods on the former levy.

fined in

On this he was advised to sue the bonds, and
the Baptists at London were solicited to unite
in his support with all possible liberality and en-

assigning to his friends as a reason for his refusal, ' that the favours offered by him to Dissenters were designed only to draw them into a
snare ;' a reason which did credit to his sagaciHisty, judgment, and disinterested principles.
firmness of conduct was at one lime the occaTwo witnesssion of a design against his life.
es were suborned to swear that he had been an
but, by unexcepofficer in Monmouth's army
tionable evidence, he proved that he was in another place at the time that he was charged
with being in the army.*
Mr. John Miller, a native of Hinton Marton,,
in the county of Dorset, descended from parents
who were in affluent circumstances, a man of
great piety, worth, and usefulness, deserves to.
He was educated
be mentioned with respect.
by a Presbyterian minister, but a studious and

and involved

;

ergy.
offer

It IS to

be regretted that no documents
light on the termina-

themselves to throw

tion of this vexatious suit,

and farther to

eluci-

date the history and character of this virtuous
sufferer, to

whose

piety, zeal,

and benevolence
and affect-

this imperfect detail affords pleasing

ing testimonies.*
" Another character among the Baptists of
those times, distinguished by some peculiar circumstances, was Mr. Edward Morecock, a man
of eminence, of great zeal and firmness, and
much courted on Kmg James's accession. He
was born in January, 1626, and died in August,
1693.
He was originally in the naval service,
and in the protectorate was captain of a man-ofwar, when he was shot in an engagement
through the body with a musket-ball. He made
a handsome provision for a family of nearly

twenty children, by his skill in fishing up shipwrecks especially by his recovering, after the
Dutch war in 1672, ships sunk in the River Medway, which had come so close to Chatham as
to throw many of their shot into the town, one
of which was found in Captain Morecock's garden.
After this he engaged in the pastoral care
of a church in that place, and so entirely devoted himself to its duties, that he declined very
advantageous offers made to him if he would
undertake to recover wrecks at sea. His unblamable manners and obliging deportment gained him the esteem and affection of the gentlemen in the neighbourhood, insomuch that
when any warrant was issued for seizing his
person as he was harassed by frequent warrants against his body and goods towards the
end of King Charles the II. 's reign one of the
justices would privately send his servant to apprize him of it before the officers could execute
It.
On receiving the intelligence, he usually
;

—

—

* " A brief Relation of the remarkable Services
and Troubles that went before the present Trouble
of our Brother James Marham," quoted in Universal
Theol. Mag.jUt ante, p. 112, &c., note.

'

it,

friend, }'ou

;

;

diligent inquiry in after life led him to embrace
the opinions of the Baptists, and he was pastor
of a congregation of this denomination at Minchinton, in the county in which he drew his
He died on the 15th of May, 1694.
first breath.
His active labours as a preacher were not lim-

own congregation

ited to his

;

he travelled from

place to place, disseminating the principles of
religion, and planting several churches in agreement with his ideas of Christian truth. His
nonconformity and opinions exposed him to severe sufferings he lay ten years in prison, and
In the
very narrowly escaped a prEemunire.
year preceding the death of Charles II., he was
harassed by vexatious proceedings, and greatly
A disinjured in his property by extortions.
tress was first taken on his goods on the Three
cast
and
Week Act then he was apprehended
at the summer assiinto prison at Dorchester
nonconzes he was indicted for eleven months
forming, and a neighbouring justice, to supply
the deficiency of evidence against him, swore
and though he pleaded that
to the indictment
he had, contrary to the laws of England, sufferfor that offence, he
courts
two
in
already
ed
was fined £220. At Michaelmas, possession
by
the baliffs under the
assets
his
of
was taken
:

;

;

;

* Crosby, vol.

lii.,

p.

109-112.
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warrant of the under-sheriff, who seized and
wasted between 400 and £500, and his eldest
son was obhged to flee, in consequence of a
warrant granted against him for taking an account of the goods that were sold. He petitioned tiie king for redress, not to procure the restoration of his goods, but only to secure the
corn that was left from farther depredation he
obtained, however, no other relief than what
was implied in this imperious and insultory lan;

you must
I have nothing to say to you
go home and conform.' The virtuous sufferer
by
principle
sacrifice
went home, but not to
conformity he sold his estate, retired to a solitary place, rented a small farm, and spent his
remaining days in quiet. There was one occurrence in the life of Mr. Miller, which indicates that though he was the mark of persecuting malignity, his talents and character commanded respect and, in such times, it was peculiarly honourable to the clergymen who were
This was a disputation, after libparties' in it.
guage,

'

:

;

;
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did not perVert the Gospel, overthrow the way
of the new covenant, and give ground for pious
and conscientious men to question the Divine
Dr. Hind, instead of
authority of its worship 1
replying to these queries, instigated the magis-

trates to deprive him of the indulgence which
he had received, and to enjoin an unrelaxed
confinement.
'These proceedings,' Mr. Hobbs
observed, ' bore a great likeness to those beyond

the seas, at Rome, where, if any do but question the truth of their worship, it is a hundred
one if they have not the Inquisition for their
Doubtless such kind of proceedings do
pains.
sound more like the pope's anathemas, than in
the least savour of a Protestant spirit.'*
" It is a just tribute of respect to integrity
and fortitude to mention the names of others
who were great sufferers for nonconformity,
Mr. Tidmarsh, a Baptist minister at Oxford, a
man greatly esteemed Mr. John Ainory, a man
of good literary attainments, of Wrington, in
Somersetshire Mr. Thomas Burgess, pastor of
Mr. James Hind, of Langa church at Taunton
to

;

;

erty of conscience was granted, held with Dr.
Beach and four other ministers of the Estab- port, and minister of Kinsbury Mr. William
Mr. Pelished Church, the time and place having been Richards, who preached at Draycott
The sub- ter Coles, of Downton, near Sarum Mr. Walfirst published in three market-towns.
Mr.
jects of disputation were the consonance of their ter Penn, pastor of a church in Sarum
baptism, church, and ministry, with the Scrip- John Kingman, of Burford, near that city; Mr.
tures, and the charges of schism against Mr. John Sanger, a schoolmaster and minister at
The questions con- Downton Mr. Roger Applin, of Ellerton, and
Miller and his adherents.
Mr.
cerning baptism came first under discussion. pastor of a congregation at Whitechurch
The clerical gentlemen were so impressed with John Tredwell, a serious and useful preacher,
FranMr.
Mr. Miller's arguments, that no reply was made, and a man of unblemished manners
except that Dr. Beach ingenuously confessed cis Stanley, of Northamptonshire, noted for his
Mr. John Grauden, of Cocket,
that the point was difficult, and they waved en- piety and zeal
Mr. John Staunton, of Blisstering into the other questions. On withdrawing near Towcester
Mr. Stephen Curtis, a native of Harringto another house, they sent for their opponent, worth
received him with politeness and respect, apol- worth, in Northamptonshire, and a very useful
ogized for having troubled him, and assured him minister in that place Mr. Joseph Slater, Mr.
that they would never dispute the point with William Stanger, and Mr. Robert Bringhurst,
and thus they separated who fled from the country to escape imprisonthe Baptists again
with expressions of good-will and friendship.*
ment
Mr. Benjamin Morley, of Ramsthorp ;
"With the preceding names of those -who, Mr. John Reas, of East Haddon Mr. William
Mr.
by their abilities, zeal, and characters, did cred- Smith, Mr. WiUiam Blisse, of Welston
it to the denomination of Dissenters of which
John Gilby, of Long Bugby, in Northampshire,
we are speaking, may be enrolled. Mr. George suffered imprisonment, and were despoiled of
Hammon, pastor of a congregation at Bidden- their goods by distresses, or almost ruined by
Mr. James Wilmot,
den, in the county of Kent, the author of several heavy fines and charges.
publications suitable to the theological contro- a minister at Hooknorton, Oxfordshire, besides
He was being confined twice in the prison of Oxford,
versies and religious taste of the age.
active in vindicating what appeared the .truth and sustaining losses by distresses and fines,
to his own mind on all occasions, eminent foi when he was released from the jail in Whitney,
his ministerial exertions, and marked by the was excommunicated, and was obliged to abpersecutions which he suffered.
He died at scond, in order to escape the writs which were
Hasleden's Wood, in the parish of Cranbrook. issued out against him.
In some instances the
In connexion with him may be mentioned Mr. sufferings of these conscientious professors were
Richard Hobbs, pastor of a congregation at Do- aggravated by the fraudulent practices of thcif
ver, distinguished by his piety and worth, and persecutors, who seized their goods under false
by his sufferings for religion. His seriousness warrants. This art was practised, in Novemand piety spoke so strongly in his favour, that ber, 1682, against Mr. Samuel Taverner, who
when he was a prisoner in Dover, he was now was born at Romford, in Essex, in July, 1621.
and then allowed to go from his prison. In his He was originally an officer in the army afterconfinement he addressed a letter to Dr. Hind, ward governor of Deal Castle. He embraced
proposing for solution, in a modest and candid the principles of the Baptists, on being led to
manner, two queries grounded on the Scrip- entertain their views by his conversation with
One was, whether the baptism practised Dr. Present, pastor of the church at Dover, and
tures.
in the Church was not at variance with the di- was baptized at Sandwich, 13th of April, 1663.
rections of the Scriptures, in the administrator, He was ordained elder of the church at Dover
The other was, on the 13th of October, 1681. He suffered much
subject, and administration
whether the Church, by forcing all into it as for adherence to his religious profession, and died
communicants, however sinful and impious, on the 4th of August, 1696, in the 75th year of his
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

Crosby, vol.

ill.,

p.

121-124.

Crosby,

vol.iii., p. 103, 101.
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age, having obtained celebrity for piety and useThe severity of the jailer, at times,
fulness.
denied the imprisoned the consolation of any
at
act of social devotion among themselves
Oxford they were not permitted to pray togethexpression
of
piety
at
usual
er, and even the
their meals was interrupted by the entrance of
the jailer in a rage, and by his taunting inquiry,
What, are you preaching over your mealV
;

'

"

The

history of these pious sufferers affords

examples of the death of persecutors, which
were so circumstanced as to mark a great depravity of character, and the base principles by
which the men were actuated, though it belong
not to men, who are incompetent judges of the
ways of Providence, decidedly to pronounce
them Divine judgments. Mr. Richard Farmer,
minister at Kibley, in Leicestershire, a hard student, and a very affecting preacher, by a warrant
One
to seize his goods, lost in one year £120.
of the informers against him, who boasted on a
Christmas, at Trinity Market, of his proceedings
against him, and declared exultingly that before Candlemas he should by informations make
a good portion for his daughter, was thrown
from his horse as he was riding home over a
boggy place, where there was a little brook, and
drowned in a quantity of water not deep enough

Another informer, soon afhe had sworn against Mr. Farmer, died of

to cover his body.
ter

,

a swollen tongue, without being suspected of
having taken a false oath.*

" If the characters which have passed under
our review be not transmitted down to our times
as having enlarged the bounds of science, nor
as having distinguished themselves in the walks
of criticism or philosophy, yet by their religious
integrity, and by their zeal and fortitude, they
gained the respect of the sect to which they conscientiously adhered, and the interests of which
they were active in promoting.
In the history
of that sect, though it he a circumscribed theatre of fame, they have a claim to honourable
mention. The hardships, losses, and sufferings
which they experienced in the cause that they
espoused, hold forth instructive warnings to
future times of the malignity of an intolerant
and persecuting spirit among Protestants and
show us with what a slow progress, and partial
operation of better principles, that spirit had declined among the mass of those who were dissidents from the Church of Rome, though a
hundred and fifty years had elapsed since the
separation of England from that ecclesiastical
tyranny." C.)
;

—

Crosby, vol.

iii.,

p,

112, 118, 124-128.
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HISTORY OF THE QUAKERS.
CHAPTER

I.

FROM THE PROTECTORSHIP OF CROMWELL TO THE
DECLARATION OF INDULGENCE, 1674.

home to pay
who was, for

a friendly visit to Ann Blakely,
her open testimony against the
sins of the times, imprisoned at Cambridge,
were also committed to prison. Thomas Curtis, a woollen-draper of Reading, going to Plymouth on business, and from thence to West

Mr. Neal has allowed a few pages only to the
History of the Quakers, and they are chiefly
spent on the wild extravagances and sufferings Alvington, accompanied by John Martindale,
But the lot of this people, were both cast, as vagrants, into Exeter jail
of James Naylor.
while Other sectarists breathed a freer air under and at the ensuing assizes brought before the
the protectorship of Cromwell, was peculiarly judge, where nothing was laid to their charge.
hard and afflictive. The change of government, But, fbr not taking off their hats, they were
on his taking the reins, produced no revolution fined £40 each for contempt, and, for nonpayin their favour, but their sufferings continued ment, detained above a year in prison. During
to increase with the increase of their numbers.
The subordinate magistrates were continued in
and the ecclesiastics, their former peroffice
secutors, retained power, to be troublesome to
them. The protector has been represented as
the friend of religious liberty and so, in some
instances, he certainly showed himself; but the
Quakers derived little benefit from his liberal
"views and regard to the rights of conscience
for, though he himself did not openly disturb
them on account of their religious opinions and
practices, yet those who acted under his authority grievously persecuted them, and he gave
little or no check to their intolerance, although
he had the power, and was repeatedly and earnestly solicited to do it.
The dominant parties
had imbibed a spirit of hatred and animosity
against this people and the protector, it is supposed, might be fearful (5f disobliging them, by
animadverting on their oppressive measures
or he might consider the Quakers as too contemptible or too pacific a body to fear any danger from, even under the greatest provocations.*
To give some colour of law to the severities
practised against them, pretexts were drawn
from supposed violations of the regulations of
" A Christian exhortation to an
civil policy.
assembly, after the priest had done and the
;

;

;

;

;

having obtained leave of
the jailer to visit a friend at Ilchester, went to
where he, Humphrey
a meeting at Colyton
Sprague, and Thomas Dyer, lodging at a friend's
house, were apprehended by a warrant, and
carried before the justices at the quarter sesand, though one of them was
sions at Honiton
but two, and another but five miles from home,
were sentenced, as vagrants, to be whipped in
the market-place, and sent with a pass from
which was accordingly done.
tithing to tithing
George Whitehead, a virtuous and learned young
man of a reputable family in Westmoreland,
preaching at Nayland in Suffolk, AprU, 1657,
this term, Martindale,

;

;

;

was sentenced by two

justices to be openly
till his body was bloody.
constable to whom the warrant was given
employed a foolish fellow, void of discretion and

whipped as a vagrant,

The

feeling, to execute it, who laid on his stripes
with unmerciful violence, whereby Whitehead's
back and breasts were grievously cut, his skin
But
torn, and his blood shed in abundance.
the insensible fool went on, unrestrained by the
constable, till his hand was stayed by the cry
of the spectators, who, affected with the cruel-

out to him to stop.
Humphrey Smith
and Samuel Curtis, riding together near Axminster, George Bewley, John Ellis, and Humworship was over, was denominated interrupt- phrey Sprague, after a meeting in Bridport, were
ing public worship, and disturbing the priest in whipped as vagabonds, and sent away withJoan Edmunds, wife of Edward Edhis office
an honest testimony against sin in passes.
the streets or markets was styled a breach of munds, of Totness, about ten miles from home,
the peace and their appearing before the magis- being stopped by a drunken fellow, who took
trates covered, a contempt of authority
hence away her horse, on complaining to a justice,
proceeded fines, imprisonments, and spoiling of was sent to Exeter jail because she had no
goods. Nay, so hot for persecution were some pass
her horse was ordered to be sold, and
magistrates, that, by an unparalleled miscon- part of the money applied to defray the charge
struction of the law against vagrants, they tor- of carrying her to prison.
Her habitation lying
tured with cruel whippings the bodies of both in the direct road, she was taken six miles
men and women of good estate and reputation, about, to prevent this injustice being exposed
merely because they went under the denomina- among her neighbours, who well knew she was
tion of Quakers. "t
no vagrant.*
In 1656, Henry Clifton, omy rioing through
Another pretext on which many of these peoUpwell, in Cambridgeshire, after having been ple suffered, under the form of law, very illegal
carried before two justices, was sent to prison, severities, was that of breaking the Sabbath.
where he lay a considerable time in the dun- Their religious zeal, in frequenting their asgeon among condemned felons. Richard Hub- semblies for public worship, obliged them to
berthorn and Richard Weaver, travelling from travel to the places where they were held,
sometimes at a considerable distance from their
This was called a breach of the
* Cough's Hist, of the Quakers, vol. i., p. 132, 198. habitations.
ty, called

:

:

:

:

t Ibid., p. 139, 140.

Gough's History,

vol.

i.,

p.

225-232.

:
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and it was punished by impounding ring his confinement, the general wish was " that
their horses, by distress of goods, by fines, by he might be hanged ;" and the higli-sheriflT deimprisonment, by whipping, and by sitting in clared, with rancour, that he would guard him
Sabbath

;

;

;

;

;

were
men.

too often led

and encouraged by clergy-

"Many

of these abuses," observes the historian, "being committed on the first day of the
week, the day they called their Sabbath, with
impunity, under a government and by a people
who pretended to make it a point to observe it
with all the pharisaical strictness, and in many

cases beyond the stictness, which the Mosaical
law appointed for observing the seventh day,
furnish an occasion to reflect upon the irrational
inconsistency of superstition in every shape, by
which I understand an over-zealous attachment
to some circumstantials of religion, while the
essential part, viz., the inwardly sanctifying
power thereof, wliereby we are taught to honour
God, and love and do good to mankind, is over-

These men, it is probable, would have
thought it a heinous crime to have been employed on that day in any honest labour, though in
itself lawful, and in some sort necessary, and
yet showed no reluctance or compunction in
committing unlawful actions, as opposite to good
looked.

government as religion, in assaulting persons,
and destroying the property of inoffensive, unresisting neighbours and fellow-citizens whh violence and outrage, whose only crime was the
applying the day to the best purpose, the assembling to worship their Maker in that way

they were persuaded in their consciences was
most acceptable to him."+
So general was the persecution under which
this people suffered, that scarcely

whose

himself At the assizes, it was
found that the charge of blasphemy could not be
made good, and it was concluded not to bring
him to trial, and he was left with the magistrates of the town.
By their order he was put
among the felons and murderers, in a dungeon,
noisome and filthy to the last degree, where
men and women were kept together, one of
whom was almost eaten up with lice and the
deputy of the jailer would often fall on him, and
the friends who visited him, with a cudgel
while the prisoners, vile as they were, behaved
affectionately to him, received his admonitions
with deference, and some embraced his doctrine.
At length, the Parliament, having instituted an
inquiry concerning his situation, and the governor having remonstrated on it, he was releasto execution

the stocivs*
If magistrates could be guilty of such unrighteous severities, it is not surprising that the licentious rabble should attack this people with
violence and abuse.
In numerous instances,
and in various places, the houses in which they
held their assemblies for religious worship were
riotously assaulted.
Their services were interrupted by hallooing, singing, and railing
the
windows were broken by stones and bullets
their persons were buffeted and stoned, their
faces and clothes daubed with filth and excrements some were knocked down, and others
had their teeth beaten out nor did the tenderness of sex protect the women. The rabble

one of them,

travels and services to the society are

preserved on record, escaped personal abuse or
cruel imprisonment, in any quarter of the nation.
George Fox, in 1653, was summoned before
the magistrates at Carlisle, and committed to
prison till the assizes, as a blasphemer, and heretic, and a seducer.
He had exasperated them
by his plain-dealing, in endeavouring to show
them that, although they, being Presbyterians
and Independents, were high in the profession
of religion, they were without the possession of
what they professed. The ground of his being
summoned was his having exhorted the people
to truth and honesty, at the market-cross on a
market-day, and having preached to them on the
Sunday after the service was concluded on
which he had been assaulted by rude people in
the church, and rescued by the governor.
Du;

* Cough's History, vol. i., p. 271, 272, note.
i Ibid., p. 267-271, and the note.

;

ed.

In 1654, at

Whetstone

in Leicestershire,

he was brought before Colonel Hacker, who
gave him liberty to go home, if he would stay
there, and not go abroad to meetings.
To this
Fox replied, " If he should agree thereto, it
would imply that he was guilty of something,
for which his home was made his prison
and
if he went to meeting, they would consider that
as a breach of their order therefore he plainly
told them he should go to meeting, and could
not answer their requirings."
Upon this he
was next day carried prisoner, by Captain Drury, to London.
When Cromwell was informed
of his arrival, he sent to him this message:
" That the protector required of George Fox
that he should promise not to take up the sword
or any other weapon, against him or the government as it then was; that he should write
it in what words he
saw proper, and set his
hand to it." Fox i«turned an answer to this
effect, and was afterward introduced to Cromwell, and they had much discourse about religion, in which the protector carried himself with
great moderation
and Fox had his liberty given him.*
In 1656, Fox, accompanied by William Salt,
of London, and Edward Pyott, of Bristol, travelled through Devonshire into Cornwall, to Market Jew, where he wrote a paper, containing
an exhortation to fear God, and learn of Christ
the light
which fell into the hands of Major
Ceely, a justice of St. Ives, who committed Fox
and his companions to Launceston jail, on the
charge of spreading papers to the disturbance
of the public peace, and having no pass, though
persons unknown, for travelling up and down,
and refusing to take the oath of abjuration, and
to give sureties for their good behaviour.
After nine weeks' confinement they were brought
to their trial, before Judge Glyn, at the assizes
;

:

;

;

:

here they

demanded

justice for their false im-

prisonment and Major Ceely, not adhering to
the charges in the mittimus, brought up new
;

accusations of a treasonable proposal, and an
assault
and they were indicted for coming, by
force and arms, into a court, into which they
were conducted as prisoners. But on no ground
could any illegal criminality be proved against
them. The judge ordered them to be taken
away, and, in their absence, fined them twenty
marks apie ce for coming into court with their
;

* Cough's History, vol.

i.,

p.
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hats on, and commanded that they should be
detained in prison till their fines were paid.
Seeing no prospect of an immediate release from
such a commitment, they discontinued the weekly payment of seven shillings apiece for themselves, and as much for their horses, which the
Upon this, they were turnjailer had extorted.
ed into a dismal and most noisome dungeon,
called Doomsdale, where the excrements of
former prisoners had been accumulating for
many years. They were not allowed beds or
straw to lie on and the filthiness of the place
not allowing them room to sit down, they were
Neither were they
obliged to stand all night.
permitted to cleanse it, or to have any victuals
but what they received with difficulty through
This cruel treatment continued till
the grate.
the sessions at Bodmin, when, on a representation of their case to the justices, an order was
obtained for opening the door of Doomsdale, and
for permission to clean it, and to buy their provisions in the town.
About the end of thirty
weeks they were discharged by an order from
Major-general Desborrow, in consequence of applications made in their favour to Cromwell.
During this imprisonment one of Fox's friends
;

offered himself to the protector to lie in prison,
body for body, in his stead to which proposal
Cromwell answered, he could not grant it, being
:

contrary to law; and turning to some of his
council standing by him, asked, " Which of you
would do as much for me, if I were in the same
condition V* The next places at which we find
Fox are Cardiff, Swansea, and Brecknock. He
visited these towns in 1657
settled a meeting
at Swansea
and at the latter place met with
rude treatment, and was exposed to danger from
the populace, raised and stimulated to riot and
tumult by the magistrates.!
Another sufferer among the Quakers was
Miles Halhead, one of their first zealous preachers, who, at Skipton and Doncaster, was sorely beaten and bruised by the populace, and left
for dead.
Thomas Briggs, in Lancaster, Robert
Widders and William Dewsbury, in Cumberland, were also severely abused in likemanner.J
John Cam and John Audland were assaulted at
Bristol, to the great risk of their lives, by hundreds of the rabble, instigated by Farmer, a cler;

;

gyman.

William Caton and John Stubbs, besides being haled before the magistrates at Dover, were at Maidstone sent to the House of
Correction, stripped, and their necks and arms
put into the stocks, and so cruelly whipped with
cords as to draw tears from the spectators. After this, under the plea that " he that would not

work should not

eat," they

were kept several

days without victuals, only on the allowance of
a little water once a day
and soon after were
sent out of town, by different ways, with a pass,
as vagabonds.!^
At Wymondham in Norfolk, Richard Hubberthorn was committed to bridewell for addressing the congregation after sermon in the parish
church and on the next day removed to a very
;

;

incommodious prison, being a poor hole in a cross
wall of Norwich Castle, where he was detained
till the sessions.
The justices then, waiving
the original ground of the commitment, charged
* Gough's History, vol.
t Ibid., p. 289.
§ Ibid., p. 162, 166, 167.

i.,

p.

210-217.
t Ibid., p. 137.
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him with contempt of authority for appearing
before them with his hat on and under this
pretence recommitted him to prison, where he
lay a long time.*
The sufferings in which the members of this
society were involved by the sentence of magistrates were in many instances heightened by
the severity and injustice of the jailers
James
Lancaster, George Whitehead, and Christopher
Atkinson, for not complying with the jailer's extravagant demands, were obliged to lie in their
clothes on the floor, in the prison of Norwich,
for eight weeks, in the cold winter of 1654.t
At St. Edmundsbury, 1655, the same Whitehead,
John Harwood, George Rose, George Fox the
younger, and Henry Marshall, because they refused to gratify the avaricious demands of the
jailer for lodgings, and required a free prison,
were turned down to the common ward among
the felons, in a low dungeon, with a damp earthen
floor, where they lay upon rye-straw.
In this
situation they were exposed to abuse from the
prisoners, who frequently took away their food
and other necessaries, alleging the jailer's permission one desperate fellow frequently kicked
and smote, and in a drunken fit threatened to
kill them, saying, " If he killed them, he should
:

:

not be hanged for it."
After they had been in
prison thirty weeks, arrears of dues of fourteen
pence a week were demanded from each of them
and on their remonstrating against it, the turnkey was ordered to take away their clothes and
boxes, which was done, with a threat to take
their coats from off their backs
and, for the
space of twenty-four weeks, they were obliged
to lie upon part of their body-clothes on straw.
Some necessaries of linen brought to them by a
friend were seized, and the provisions sent to
them were examined. Their friends were not
admitted in
and, if they attempted to speak to
them at the window or door of the jail, water
was frequently thrown on them to drive them
away. At length, in consequence of an application to the protector, an inquiry into the treat;

;

;

ment they had received was instituted, and the
was restrained from exercising or permit-

jailer

ting the cruel abuse they had hitherto suffered.

After an imprisonment of from twelve to fifteen
months, through repeated applications to Cromwell, seconded by the private solicitations of Mrs.
Mary Sanders, a waiting gentlewoman in his
family, an order for their release was obtained,
directed to Sir Francis Russel, a man of moderation, and averse from persecution, who immediately caused them to be set at full liberty.
But the case of James Parnal, a native of Retford in Nottinghamshire,

who was educated

in

the schools of literature, in the sixteenth year
of his age joined the Quakers, and, though a
youth, was a pathetic preacher and able disputant, and discovered the wisdom and understanding of age and experience, afforded most affecting instances of the severities a cruel jailer could
inflict.
His constitution was tender, and after
ten or eleven months sunk under the multiplied
hardships of his imprisonment, about the age of
nineteen, the consideration of his youth exciting

no commiseration.

ij

Besides the personal injuries these virtuous
people suffered, they were exposed to great dep* Gough's History, vol.
t Ibid., p. 176-180.

i.,

p. 169.

t Ibid., p. 170.
^ Ibid., p. 180-188.
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redations in their property, by unreasonable fines
and exorbitant distraints, especially on account
of tithes, into the details of which we have not
room to descend. Suffice it to say, that in 16.59,
where .£63 13.?. 6d. only could be demanded,
.£138 were exacted.*
To sum up this view of their sufferings, it
may be observed, that when a printed account
of them was presented to the Parliament which
the protector convened, it appeared that one
hundred and forty of them were then in prison
and of one thousand nine hundred who had suffered in the precedmg six years, twenty-one had
died in prison, generally by hardship or by violent abuses, t
It is to be remarked, that they supported
themselves under severe persecution with meekness, patience, and fortitude, " as lambs dumb
hr,fr,re *^':e-'' shearers ;" and there were not want''*'
ing instant,
their being so borne up by inward consolav...
peace, by faith and hope
in their afflictions, as frequently to sing praises
to God, to the astonishment of the spectators
and of their fellow-prisoners.
While they were exposed to hatred, contempt,
and abuse from without, brotherly kindness and
unfeigned charity increased, and connected them
among themselves. While each seemed regardless of his own liberty, they were zealous advocates for that of their brethren, and almost incessant in their representations to those in authority of the sufferings of their friends
going
so far in their charity as to offer themselves
freely, person for person, to lie in prison, instead
of such as they apprehended were in danger of
perishing through the length or extremity of
their confinement.
;

md

;

This mutual and generous attachment was
amiable ; their moral conduct was regular and
their conscientious regard to fidelity in their
commerce begat confidence. They were careful to manufacture or choose such goods as were
substantial, and would answer the expectations
;

of the purchasers
moderate in their profits
sparing in their commendations
punctual in
payments they asked no more for their
ware than the precise sum they were determined to accept and they took no advantage of ignorance.
So that, under all their sufferings,
they prospered, and verified the proverb, that
" Honesty is the best policy. "ij
It was also a distinguishing trait in the character of this people, that they attached themselves to none of the political parties of the day,
nor entered into their ambitious views. It was
with them a principle of rehgion to have no intermeddling with secular factions, and to demean themselves quietly and peaceably under
the existing government. When the nation was
in great commotion and fluctuation on the death
of Cromwell, George Fox addressed an exhortation to his friends " to live in love and peace
with all men, to keep clear of all the commotions
of the world, and not to intermeddle with the
powers of the earth, but to let their conversation be in heaven."
He remarked, that '• all
who pretend to fight for Christ are deceived, for
his kingdom is not of this world, and therefore
his servants do not fight."
When Sir George
Booth rose in arms in favour of the exiled mon;

;

;

their

;

;

arch, the committee of safety invited the Quakers to take up arms, offering considerable posts
and commands to some of them. But they esteemed war and violence to be inconsistent with
pure Christianity, and were not to be corrupted
by the prospects of preferment and honours.*
Unassisted by any alliance with the state,
nay, treated with severity by all the contending

powers in their turn, and everywhere pursued
with contempt and cruel abuse, they increased,
and spread themselves over the kingdom. In
the year 1652, meetings of them were settled in
many of the central and northern parts of the
nation.
Their preachers were zealous and active
not intimidated by sufferings, nor wearied
by journeys and labours. Francis Howgill and
Edward Boroughs, with Anthony Pearson, travelled to London
John Cam and John Audland
to Bristol
Richard Hubberthorn and George
Whitehead to Norwich, and others to other
parts.
And we find George Fox disseminating
their principles, and meeting the severest sufferings in the remotest parts of the kingdom. The
evils which this people endured with singular
meekness and patience had great effect in awakening attention to their preaching, and softening the minds of numbers to the reception of
their doctrine. It was justly remarked by Hugh
Peters to Oliver Cromwell, " that he could not
;

;

;

Fox a better opportunity of spreading his
principles in Cornwall than by imprisoning him
there. "t

give

The instances of the persecution and sufferings they endured, which we have selected, for
not pretend to give their history in a
minute detail, reflect disgrace on the magistracy of the age, and are a reproach to the administration of justice.
But the Mayor of Oxford,
in the year 1654, deserves to be mentioned as
an example of a more equitable and humane

we do

Fletcher,

prehended and sent to Bocardo, a prison usualappropriated to the reception of felons and
murderers, for having exhorted the people, after
service, in one of the churches.
The mayor
being sent for to meet the justices, by whose
order they had been committed, to examine the
Quakers, he replied to the message, " Let them
ly

who committed them

deal with them according
law
for my part, I have nothing against
them if they wanted food, money, or clothes,
I would willingly supply them."
The justices,

to

;

:

however, met, attended by Dr.

t Ibid., p. 274.
i)
Ibid., p. 141.

Owen

the vice-

who was the principal in examining
and the sentence passed on them was,
that they should be whipped out of the city.
This sentence, according to the constitution of
the town, was not valid without the signature'
and seal of the mayor, which, as he judged it
unmerited and unjust, he refused to affix to it.
But, by the order of the vice-chancellor and his
coadjutors, it was severely executed without
chancellor,

them

;

being legalized by his sanction, though the
conviction of their innocence affected even the
heart of the executioner to that degree that he
performed his office with manifest reluctance.
* Cough's History,

p. 273,

t Ibid., p. 217.

274, 277.

few days before, for exhorting the inhabitants and students to repentance,
been pumped on by the scholars of St. John's Coli

* GoTigh's History,
p. 2i
t Ibid., p. 140, 175, 176.
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two north-country women, were ap-
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Another more remarkable and more public the sufferers at their execution, exculpated
from all knowledge of the design. Their meetTheir perings were broken up by soldiers.
sons were abused by the populace. Their houses were ransacked.
They were forced from
their employments, and cast into jails among
felons, who rifled them of their money and
clothes.
And even the sick were dragged out
of their beds to prisons
one of whom, Mr.

instance of protection and justice, which this
people were so happy as once to receive in
those times, reflects honour on the name of GenOn a complaint against some of
eral Monk.
his soldiers for disturbing their meetings, he issued out this order
" St. James's, March 9, 1659.
" I do require all officers and soldiers to forbear to disturb the peaceable meetings of the
Quakers, they doing nothing prejudicial to the
Parliament or commonwealth of England.
"

;

Patchen, a man of considerable estate, being ia
a fever, died there.*
This persecution was not confined to the city
of London, but spread with similar violence over
They were,
all or most parts of the nation.
without conviction, without crimination, without any legal cause, violently haled to prison,
and crowded together in close, damp, or unwholesome rooms, in such numbers as almost
In Bristol, near
to the danger of suffocation.
in
one hundred and ninety were imprisoned

George Monk."*

I am sensible that wild flights of rudeness
and enthusiasm, that violations of decency, decorum, and order, are imputed to the Quakers
Mo.sheim stigmatizes them as
at this period.
" pernicious fanatics," and speaks, as it were
with approbation, of their being " severely chasBut
tised for their extravagance and folly."

:

granting the justness of these imputations,
which I conceive, however, are by no means to
he admitted in all instances and to their full extent, and will scarcely apply to those cases of
suffering which we have stated, every equitable
and humane mind will feel indignant at seeing
folly illegally chastised, and enthusiastic extravagances restrained by acts of cruelty. Extravagance and folly rank almost with wisdom
and virtue, when compared with the injustice
and inhumanity of the magistrates from whom
the Quakers suffered persecution.
The society of those called Quakers considered the restoration of Charles II. as a signal
instance of the interposition of Providence to
restore peace and order to a distracted nation
and soon after he was placed on the throne, Mr.
Richard Hubberthorn obtained access to the
king, and stated the excessive sutTerings which
;

Lancaster were two hundred and seventy prisoners in Westmoreland, one hundred and sixteen in the West Riding of Yorkshire were not
fewer than two hundred and twenty-nine and
the number in the North Riding amounted to a
hundred and twenty-six. And the treatment
which they received in prison was generally as
:

:

;

cruel as the commitment was unjust.
When the members of this society had cleared themselves from the imputation of being parties in Venner's insurrection, they were proceeded against on new grounds and old laws,
made in the reigns of Henry VIII. and Queen
Elizabeth, were revived and made rules for proceeding against them namely, the laws against
the subtraction of tithes, and neglecting to resort to the parish church, or some other, on evThey were also proseery Sunday or holyday.
cuted on an act made in the beginning of Qtieen
Elizabeth's reign, for administering the oath of
supremacy, and on one of the third of James,
When there
enjoining the oath of allegiance.
remained no shadow of reason to detain those
;

;

friends had sustained, and under which
The king entered
they were still smarting.
into free conversation with him on the principles of the Quakers, and promised them his
on account of the riprotection, saying, " Of this you may be as- whom they had imprisoned
was a usual
sured, that you shall none of you suffer for sing of the fifth-monarchy men, it
to tender them the
with
magistrates
the
method
your opinions or religion so long as you live
knew they would
peaceably, and you have the word of a king for oath of allegiance, which they
pretext
and I have also given forth a declaration to not take, that their refusal might be a
it
confinement though
the same purpose, that none shall wrong or for still holding them in
unresisting,
and
peaceable
was
demeanour
their
abuse you."t
they solThis assurance raised in their minds the en- and, by the most explicit declarations,
their allegiance.
couraging expectation of not being molested in emnly expressed and pledged
many
Better By the misapplication of the law of James,
their religious worship and prol'ession.
personal liberty, and
times than they had hitherto experienced ap- of them suffered the loss of
to very
exposed
were
and
substance,
all
their
of
peared to be opening upon them. Their meetNumbers, drawn hard and illicit treatment. The case of Thomas
ings were large and quiet.
Quarter
by curiosity, or better motives, flocked to them, Goodyear and Benjamin Staples, at the
and embraced their sentiments but this calm Sessions at Oxford, is a striking instance of
receiving the
after
Goodyear,
Thomas
this.
was of no long duration and they soon found
brought into court,
that the word of a king could be a delusive sentence of praemunire, was
legs,
ground of dependance. Venner's insurrection like a common malefactor, with bolts on his
and on asking " whether the jailer had orders
brought on them new and severe persecution
"
The
jailer
answered,
he
was
though they were, by the dying testimony of to fetter him,"
may do as he will with you, for you are out of
they v/ere
lege till they were almost suffocated
This man, encouraged
the king's protection."
then tied arm to arm, and dragged up and down the
superior, when he brought
college, and through a pool of water; and Elizabeth by the example of his
Fletcher, a young woman, was thrown over a grave, them back to prison, told the other prisoners,
whereby she received a contusion on her side, from " that if they wanted clothes, they might take
which she never recovered, but soon after died. Yet theirs off their backs, for they can have no law
it does not appear that the magistrates animadverted
against you." But one of the prisoners humaneon this inhuman outrage. Gongh's History, vol. i., p.
* Gough's History, p. 441, 445.
* Cough's History, vol. i., p. 279.
117-149.
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answered, he would rather go naked than stri'i.
honest men of their clothes, who were stripped
of all they had besides.*
It is but candid, however, to remark thai
though the justices and inferior magistrates
ly

were disposed,

in

some

cases, to put the
force, yet the instances

35lh of Elizabeth in full
of enforcing this law, through the intervention
of higher authority, were not many, nor equally
encouraged with other modes of prosecution
as the full enforcing thereof must have terminated in public executions.
But notwithstanding this instance of moderation, violent prejudices against the Quakers were
so universal, that they were left unmolested in
few or no parts of the kingdom. In 1662, Mr.
George Fox represented to the king that, since
his restoration, three thousand and sixty-eight
of their friends had been imprisoned. A narrative signed by twelve witnesses attested that
four thousand two hundred of those called Quakers, both men and women, were in prison.
No
age or sex found commiseration. Men of seventy, or more years old, were subjected to all
the rigours of a jail.
In London and its suburbs, five hundred were, at this time, confined
suffering every severity, their trades ruined, and
their families exposed to ruin.
Tlie treatment
of this people, even in this city, resembled the
French dragoon ings of the Huguenots, rather
than the condition of those who were entitled to
the privileges of a constitution limited to legal
rule.
They were beaten with cudgels, cut with
swords, and dragged into the streets; there they
lay in the kennels, senseless and helpless, besmeared with their blood and the passengers
and spectators, moved by the sight of their condition, would sometimes cry out shame upon
the perpetrators, that such a resemblance of
massacre should be committed in the streets of
London. Some, for these expressions of compassion, had their share of the like treatment.
The soldiers being asked why they could be so
cruel to their neighbours, one of them answered. " Nay, we are more merciful than we ought
to be, for we have orders to kill
and that his
musket was double charged, as most of those of
the party were to his knowledge." Through
this treatment, some who were haled out of the
meeting at BuU-and-Mouth, 31st of August,
1662, were so disabled as to keep their beds for
some time one was so wounded in the head
ihatliis brains were visible, and one died of the
bruises and wounds he received.
The coroner's jury, which was impanelled to view the
body, broke up without giving a verdict alleging
as their reason, that if they pronounced it wilful
murder, and the perpetrator could not be found,
the city would be liable to a fine.
The king,
when an account of these barbarous transactions was presented to him by one of the society, said, " I assure you it was not by my advice
that any of your friends should be slain
you
must tell the magistrates of the city of it, and
prosecute the law against them." The mayor
was, by letter, duly apprized of these proceedings, but offered no redress. The letter, accompanied by a narrative, was printed and published
for which the author was committed to
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

»
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Newgate by Sir Richard Brown, the mayor, on
the charge of dispersing scandalous papers.*
After the murder we have mentioned, the
meetings in the city were generally undisturbed
for six weeks
then similar practices of injustice and cruelty were renewed, under the sanction of the magistrates, and continued nearly to
the end of the year 1662.
By this time no less
than twenty persons had died prisoners in Newgate, and seven more by sickness contracted
there soon after their discharge.!
The king's declaration of indulgence retarded, in 1663, the furious career of the persecuting magistrates
and few instances of sufferings in the metropolis occur in this year compared with the preceding.
Yet the Quakers
did not remain quite unmolested
for Sir John
Robinson, who preceded Sir R. Brown in the
mayoralty, ordered a guard to be placed at the
entrance of the BuU-and-Mouth meeting-house,
to prevent any persons from entering into it.
The meetings, on this, were held in the streets;
but those who preached or prayed were generally haled away to prison, and blows were unmercifully dealt on the heads both of men and
women who did not disperse at the command
of the mayor and his officers.
In this year
there was also a severe persecution of this peo-

I

j
'

;

-,

at Colchester in

ple

Essex.

Their meetings

were interrupted by acts of violence and many
were disabled and bruised, and the lives of others were brought into great danger by blows
;

with clubs, carbines, and swords. One of them,
when a trooper was beating him with a sword,
and the blade fell out of the hilt, took and gave
it to him, saying, " I will give it thee up again
;

I

desire the

Lord may not lay

this day's

work

to thy charge. "t

The operation of the Conventicle Act, passed
in 1664, though levelled at every body of Dissenters, fell with peculiar weight on the Quakers
numbers of them, and of them only,
were condemned to transportation upon this
act
and the proceedings against them were
conducted with peculiar and hostile precipitancy.
For, " as the penalty for the first offence
;

;

was imprisonment for a term not exceeding
three months, and for the second not exceeding
the arbitrary discretion of two justices,"
it was usual for these justices to commit them
for a few days for the first and second offences,
not out of tenderness, but in order to subject
them more speedily to the penalty of transportation fi)r the third offence
for, from their
six, at

;

long-approved constancy, they promised themselves an assurance of finding them again at
their religious assemblies as soon as at liberty.
The privileges of the subject were held at this
time by so precarious a tenure, that the history
of this society furnishes instances of the judges
refusing to accept the verdict of the grand jury
when they have returned the bill ignoramus;
and of his sending them out again with menaThe evidence
ces and fresh instructions.il
produced against them, on their trial, was
sometimes so insufficient, that the jury remonstrated against it, and entreated not to be
When
troubled any more with such evidence.
i^i

*
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neither persuasions nor menaces could induce quries one to add, that some justices, apprized
a jury to alter their verdict to the dictates of of the villany of the informers, had too much
the court, some of them were bound in £100 honour to encourage their vicious disposition to
each to appear at the King's Bench bar the first plunder without mercy, and to swear without
scruple.
The Lord-mayor of London, in particday of the following term.*
The awful visitation of Providence, by a de- ular, sitting in a court of aldermen, in the year
structive pestilence in 1665, had no effect in 1670, when an informer made his appearance
softening the enmity of their persecutors. Per- with such a number of informations as would
secution continued, and the meetings were dis- have wronged the accused of £1500, with abturbed as before. Many who were cast into horrence broke up the court* This year afthe filthy holes of Newgate were released by fords another peculiar instance of the illegal prothis disease, which had infected the jails, from ceedings by which this society were harassed ;
a life worse than death. " But," says my au- which, notwithstanding the king's repeated prothor, " what must fix an indelible stamp of ut- fessions of favour towards them, originated
On the 29th of July, an order
ter insensibility to every motive of humanity, with the court.
of civility, or common decency, on the charac- was issued by the king and council for demolters of the magistrates, to the disgrace of the ishing the meeting-house at Horsley Down,
government, and of that church with which Southwark. It was grounded on a pretence
they were so zealous to enforce conformity, that the persons who assembled in it behaved
was, that during the very height of the conta- in a riotous and tumultuous manner, than which
gion, they continued to crowd the infected oris- charge nothing could be more rupugnant to their
avowed principles and uniform manners. The
ons with fresh prisoners. "t
comparison pulling down of the building was. by express comIn 1668 the Quakers were not,
with former years, much disturbed by the civil mand, committed to Christopher Wren, Esq.,
power their sufferings were mostly by excom- the surveyor-general of his majesty's works.
munications, imprisonments, and distraints, for After this order was affixed to the meeting'their conscientious scruples against paying ec- house, the members of the society continued
clesiastical demands, several of which, however, their assemblies in it till it was demolished
were unreasonably severe.
they then met upon the rubbish.
By this they
The third act against conventicles, which was exposed themselves to repeated outrages and
carried into a law in 1670, opened new scenes cruel abuses from the military, into whose hands
of persecution, in which the Quakers had their was put the despotic treatment of this assembly,
peculiar share.
Many were cruelly spoiled of and who, at one assault, sorely bruised and
their property people of considerable substance wounded twenty, at a second thirty, and at a
were reduced to extreme poverty and the sick third more than fifty persons. When the solhad their beds taken from under them, and were diers were reprehended fi)r their cruelty, some
reduced to lie on the floor. When the sufferers, of them answered, " If you knew what orders
according to the privilege allowed by the act, we have, you would say we dealt mercifully
-appealed against the heavy fines and the exor- with you."
Others being asked. How can you
bitant distraints, they generally obtained little deal thus with a people that have love and goodby the appeal but additional loss. The influ- will to all men, and make no resistance or opence of the convicting justice, the partiality of position replied, "
had rather, and it would
the bench, corrupt juries, or a neglect in putting be better for us, if they did resist and oppose."
into due execution the decrees of the Quarter This was looked upon by the sufferers as if they
Sessions, to which they appealed, left them un- sought occasion to imbrue their hands more
redressed.
A misconstruction of the word con- deeply in blood, and take the lives and estates
venticles, which the act limited to meetings for of honest people for their prey.
At length these
religious worship contrary to the liturgy of the military violations of the peace of the city roused
Church of England, often exposed them to ille- the civil officers to interpose their authority ;
gal fines
for, if they met merely to provide for
but it was too weak to protect this unarmed
their poor, or visited a sick friend, or attended body against the number of armed men let loose
the funerals of the deceased, there were not upon them. These proceedings of the soldiers
wanting informers hardy enough to swear such having been represented to the king and counmeetings conventicles, nor justices prejudiced cil, a temporary cessation of these cruelties
against them to issue their warrants to levy the was procured, but they were not wholly disconlines accordingly
of which Mr. Gough gives tinued.
A building at Ratcliffe, belonging to
various instances.* The penalty on the preach- this society, was subjected to the like violence
er being £20 for the first offence, and £40 for with that of Horsley Down, and on the 2d of
the second, the desire of gain often tempted the September, without any legal process, was deunprincipled informertoswear against a preach- molished.
On that day and the night following,
er when there was not a word spoken in the twelve cart-loads of doors, windows, and floors,
meeting. At other times, a word spoken, though with other materials, were carried away. Some
not on subjects of religion, was termed preach- of the materials were sold on the spot for moning and an answer to an impertinent question, ey and strong drink. Tiius, grievous sufferings,
extorted from some one or other present, bore exorl)itant spoil, and illegal depredation, were
the same construction. The magistrates were the lot of an inoffensive and peaceable class of
as ready to fine as the informer to swear and, subjects.
These evils were inflicted by those
by this iniquitous combination, the innocent whose duty it was to protect the rights and propwere robbed under the cover of an act of Par- erty of the subject, even by the officers under
liament.
It is a pleasure to find, and truth regovernment.!

m

;

;

;

;
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!

;

;

;

;
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While these calamities awaited the general three years.* At Lancaster, he was locked upbody of this people on account of their consci- in a smoky tower, sometimes so filled with
entious profession, it is to be supposed that the smoke that a burning candle was scarcely visimore active and distinguished memhers of the ble, t and so open as to admit the rain in upon
The room allotted to him in Scarborsociety were peculiar marks for prejudice and his bed.
Of this the history of the Quakers ough Castle was little better, if not worse; and
malignity.
furnishes many examples, which we must not when, at his own expense, he had made it tolerpass over unnoticed, though our limits will not able, he was removed into another room, withallow us to go into a minute detail of each case. out chimney or fireplace, and so open to the seaGeorge Fox, eminent for his activity and zeal side, that the rain, violently driven by the wind,
A sentinel was placed
in disseminating his principles, was among the poured into the room.
at his door
few or none of his friends were
first who, after the restoration of Charles II.,
and for some years, felt the rage of bigotry. In permitted to visit him, or even to bring him
1660 he was apprehended by a warrant from food but numbers of others were admitted in
Mr. Henry Porter, the mayor of Lancaster, at to gaze upon him or dispute with him.t His
;

;

the house of Margaret Fell at Swaithmore, and removal from one prison to another, when he
carried to Ulverston, where he was guarded for was in a very weak condition, was attended
the night by fifteen or sixteen men, some of with a treatment in many respects uncivil and
whom kept sentry at the chimney, for fear he rude. To the rigour and hardships of his imshould escape by that passage " so darkened," prisonment were added, to terrify him, the freobserves the historian, "were they by supersti- quent menaces of his keepers. The deputyNext morning he was es- governor once told him, " that the king, knowtious imaginations."
corted, with abusive and contumelious treat- ing that he had a great interest in the people,
ment, to Lancaster, and brought before the may- had sent him thither, that if there should be any
or, who committed him to prison, refused bail, stirring in the nation, they should hang him over
and denied him a copy of the mittimus. Two the wall." He replied to this menace, " If thajt
friends having, however, been permitted to read was what they desired, and it was permitted
them, he was ready, for he never feared death
it, he published an immediate reply to the charges which they reported to him it contained. or sufferings in his life but was known to be
Application was made to the king for a habeas an innocent, peaceable man, free from stirrings
corpus to remove him to London, and was ob- and plottings, and one that sought the good of
In consequence of this writ, though all men."
His patience surmounted the hardtained.
and his innohis persecutors, for two months, obstructed the ships to which he was exposed
operation of it, he presented himself in the cence pleading in his favour, his keepers at
Court of King's Bench the justices, being dis- length relaxed their severity, and treated him
passionate and favourable, caused the sheriff's with favour and respect. When, on obtaining
return of the habeas corpus to be laid before the his release, Mr. Fox offered an acknowledgment
king, who, when Fox had suffered for more than for his late civility and kindness to the governtwenty weeks an unjust and severe imprison- or of Scarborough Castle, he refused it adding,
ment, gave directions for his release. His en- " whatever good he could do him or his friends,
emies, on his obtaining his liberty, were filled he would do it, and never do them any hurt."
with vexation and fear, as they were conscious His consequent conduct made good this promof the illegality of their proceedings
and he ise, for it was ever favourable to the Quakers. i^
Mrs. Margaret Fell, who had been a widow
was advised, by some in authority, to make the
mayor and the rest examples but he meekly about two years, in 1660 was, in a degree, involved in the severe proceedings against Fox.;
replied, " I shall leave them to the Lord
if He
forgive them, I shall trouble myself no farther for, that they might lay hold of him, they forcibly entered and searched her house
of this she
about them."*
On occasion of rumours of a conspiracy set complained in an appeal to the public, as an inoffered
to
herself,
and
violation
of the libjury
a
on foot in the north among the Republicans and
In the year 1663, this lady,
Separatists, warrants were again issued out, in erty of the subject.
as he was on the widow of a judge and a woman of estate,
1663, to apprehend George Fox
his tour through the northern counties, he was was cited before the justices, and questioned
not met with
but at length, finding that they about keeping meetings at her house, and the
on
continued their pursuit, he resolved to stand his oath of allegiance was tendered to her
ground, and was apprehended when no evi- which she expostulated with them, that as
dence could be produced to justify committing " they knew she could not swear, why should
him on the pretended plot, the justices contented they send for her from her own house and her
themselves with his engaging to appear at the lawful affairs to insnare herV adding, "What
sessions
he appeared at it, but finding no have I doneV This remonstrance, for the ingrounds to effect their purpose, either upon the stant, impressed their minds, and they declared
plot or the act against meetings, they commit- they would not urge the oath, if she would not
ted him, for refusing the oath of allegiance, to keep meetings at her house.lF To this proposal
a very incommodious room in Lancaster Castle, she magnanimously replied, " she would not
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

II

;

;

;

;

:

where he was kept

close prisoner till alter the
spring assizes, 1665
after that he was removed
to Scarborough Castle, where he was detained
;

upward of a year longer when, finding means to
have his case laid before the king, he soon after
;

obtained his release, having suffered an arbitrary and very rigoro us imprisonment of more than
* Cough's History, vol.
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p.
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deny her faith and principles for anything they
could do against her, and while it should please
the Lord to let her have a house, she would endeavour to worship Him in it." On this the
oath was tendered, and on her refusal, she was
committed to Lancaster Castle, a prison then
crowded with numbers of the same profession,
and the state of which heightened the evil of
confinement. Here she was detained till next
year.*

When, in the month of August, she was, at
the assizes, brought to her trial on the same account, she persevered in refusing the oath, and
answered the judge with good sense and pious
intrepidity.
Her counsel was admitted to plead
an arrest of judgment, after the jury gave a verdict against her, and found several errors in the
indictment, but they were not admitted by the
judge, and sentence of praemunire was passed
upon her.
She remamed in prison twenty
months before she could obtain liberty to go to
her own house, which she procured for a little
time, and returned to prison again, where she
continued about four years, till released by an
order of the king and council.!
Another of the society of Quakers, whose sufferings are recorded in a distinct narrative, was
their noted preacher, Mr. Francis Hovvgill. This
respectable man, as he was in the market-place
at Kendal on his lawful business, was summoned before the magistrates then sitting in a tavern, who tendered him the oath of allegiance,
and, on his conscientious refusal of it, committed him to prison till the next month.
At the
spring assizes of 1663, the oath was again administered unto him, and on his refusal, an indictment was drawn up against him, which he
traversed.
bond for his good behaviour till
his trial came on being required of him, he suffered himself to be recommitted to prison rather
than give it, as he apprehended it would be a
tacit acknowledgment of past ill-behaviour, and
his attendance at meetings in the mean time,
which a sense of duty would not suffer him to
neglect, would be interpreted as a breach of engagement.t As he was going to the prison he
turned to the people, and uttered this devout
wish, "The fear of God be among you ah."
And the people generally appeared very affectionate to him, and pitied his hard circumstances ;(} while the justices of Westmoreland endeavoured to prepossess the judge and court
against him by invidious reflections on him and
the society, and by the weight of their united influence and enmity.
At the summer assizes he was again brought
to the bar.
Modesty, equanimity, good sense,
sober reasoning, and deep impressions of religion, marked his conduct at both assizes, and
appear to have softened the sternness of his
The sentence, which confiscated his
judges.
lands to the king during his life, and his goods
and chattels forever, and consigned him to prison for the rest of his days, was, however, passed upon him the judge, it was observed, pronounced it with a faint and low voice, as if he
was sensible that this man was greatly wronged, and that himself did not entirely approve of
"In mistaken
the sentence he was passing.

A

;
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zeal for religion," our historian remarks, " the
plainest rules of morality are violated, and in
forcing uniformity in unessential points, the
substantial parts, mercy, justice, and truth, are
obliterated."

The case of Hannah Trigg, on account of the
singular severity of it, deserves particular mention.
She was one of twelve Quakers who received sentence of transportation, being tried
and convicted on a bill of indictment preferred
against them for the third offence. The circumstance which particularly marked the tyranny
and illegality of the treatment of this young
woman was, that she was not sixteen years of
age, and the certificate of her birth was arbiAfter sentence
trarily rejected by the justices.
she sickened in Newgate, and died there. The
unfeeling inhumanity, which was insatiate with
Her relaher life, was extended to her corpse.
tions were deprived of the consolation of interring her as they desired, but she was carried to
the burying-place of the felons
and when the
bearers came to the ground, finding no grave
made, they left the corpse unburied, saying they
would make a grave next morning. The girl's
mother attending the funeral, had the grief and
anguish to behold this treatment of her daughter's remains in silent sorrow, without the power of remedy.*
The sufferings, also, of Joseph Fuce, a man
of patient and meek spirit, and very laborious
as a preacher, who died in the White Lion prison in Southwark in 1665, should not pass unnoticed.
In 1660, being at a meeting at Deal, he,
with twenty-three others, was seized by sever;

al

armed men, and being committed

to

Sandown

Castle, they were kept there several nights and
days, their friends not being allowed to bring
them either food to eat or straw to lie on. He

and another were afterward removed to Dover
Castle, and, with five other of their friends, were
locked up in one room, from which they were
permitted no egress, not even for the necessities
of nature, nor were their friends allowed any access to them
and the servant of the marshal,
;

for

showing them some

little

favour,

was

dis-

missed from his place. Joseph Fuce remonstrating, when an opportunity offered, on the cruel
usage they received, was answered with a volley of oaths and execrations.
His pious ears
being wounded with this profaneness, he bore
his testimony against it by a serious reproof.
The marshal at this, exasperated to rage, caused
him to be dragged headlong down several stone
steps into a dungeon, overrun with filth and with
vermin, into which no light or air could enter
but by some holes cut in the door. He was kept
there two days and two nights, without fire, candle, straw, or anything to lie on but an old blanWhen he had obtained some straw, for
ket.
want of air, through the damp and stench of his
dismal lodging, he fell sick; and after nine days'
confinement, as he seemed at the point of death,
the fear of being questioned for murdering him
moved the marshal to remove him, and to permit him to return to his fellow-prisoners, with
whom he continued several months till released
by the king's proclamation, t
Neither the calamities to which the society
of Quakers were exposed, nor the sufferings
which with peculiar severity were felt by some
»
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much

most eminent and worthy members, could
damptiie ardour of their zeal in defending their

with

cause and disseminating their principles, but
served to call forth their vigorous exertions.
Margaret Fell, on the apprehension of George
Fox, published a brief narrative of that violent
proceedinLS and took a journey to London to lay
the case before the king, requesting his favourable interposition, "to cause him to be removed
to London, and hear his cause himself:" in
which suit she was heard.* When, in consequence of the insurrection of the fifth-monarchy
men, many of the Quakers, without crimination, without conviction, were violently haled to
prison, in addition to the endeavours used for
their relief, by publishing and presenting to the
king a declaration from that people against all

of the Foxes, however, left no permanent impression on the royal mind.
In the year 1662,
the universal rage against the peaceable society
of the Quakers left them unmolested in tew or
no parts of the nation. On this, George Fox
again addressed the king on behalf of the suffering Friends, and stated that since his restoration
three thousand and sixty-eight had been imprisoned, and a narrative signed by twelve witnesses was printed, which represented that the number of men and women then in prison amounted to upward of four thousand and two hundred.
Humanity revolts at the circumstances of cruelty with which the members of this society
were treated at this time when their meetings

same lady
several tiuies waited personally upon the king
to solicit his indulgence and protection for them
at her first admission she signified to him, "they
were an innocent, peaceable people, who did no
injury, and administered no occasion of offence,
except in keeping up their religious meetings,
for no other purpose than worshipping God in
that way they were persuaded was most acceptable to him, and edifying one another in his fear
which being to them a conscientious matter of
duty to God, they could not violate it, in compliance with the ordinances or laws of man,
whatever they suffered." In consequence of her
applications and the declaration above mentioned, the king sent out a proclamation, " forbidding soldiers to search any house without a constable."
At length he was prevailed upon to issue out a declaration, ordering " the Quakers to
be set at liberty without paying the fees."t

were broken up by men with clubs, they themselves were thrown into the water, and trampled under foot till the blood gushed out.t
Among other endeavours that George Fox used
to remove suspicion and soften enmity, was a
paper which he wrote in 1663, as a testimony
against all plots and conspiracies whatever to
admonish his friends to circumspection in their
words and actions, and not to meddle in any
civil commotions
copies of which he dispersed
through the northern counties, and sent one to
the king and council.
Others of this society, besides George Fox,
took up their pens in the cause of their innocent
and oppressed brethren. When the Conventicle Act was passed in 1664, George Whitehead
published a piece to expose the severity of the
persecutors, to exculpate his friends from thecharge of obstinacy, to strengthen their steadfastness, and to remonstrate on the unequal and
arbitrary manner in which the judges enforced
the act.
Another remonstrance was also published about the same time, by Josiah Coale,
against persecution, addressed to the king and
both houses of Parliament.
In the year 1666 the cause of the Quakers began to derive great support and credit from the
abilities and virtues of the celebrated William
Penn, who in that year joined their society, and
became one of its most eminent advocates and

of

its

sedition, plotters, fighters, &c., the

;

Burrough, Hubberthorn, and Whitehead, among
others, were active advocates for their suffering
brethren.
They attended Parliament to solicit
against the bill brought in in 1661 passing into
an act. Burrough presented to the king and
council in the same year a paper entitled
Just and Right Plea," representing their sentiments respecting oaths, and their established
religious principle, " to enter into no plots, combinations, or rebellion against government nor
to seek deliverance from injustice or oppression
by any such means." In this he was seconded

"A

;

by Hubberthorn and Whitehead, who with

abil-

ity and spirit entered into a vindication of the
religious meetings of their society.!
Two letters, about this time, were addressed to the king,

remonstrating on the countenance given to profane shows and sports, and the encouragement
afforded to prosecutors, and boldly reproving his
majesty for his personal conduct. The one was
written by George Fox the elder, so called for
distinction, as the elder brother of the society
the other was drawn up by George Fox the
younger.
They afford a specimen, as the historian observes, " of the honest plaindealing of
men who, with Elihu, knew not to flatter, lest,
in so doing, their Maker should take them away."
;

When

the last of the

two

letters

was

delivered

he seemed considerably affected with
His brother, the Duke of York,
whose temper was more gloomy, reserved, and
vindictive, being greatly exasperated with the
writer, advised the king to punish him
but,

to the king,

the contents.

;
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our

replied, " It

lives.''*

were betThese epistles

;

;

:

ij

ornaments. His pen was soon employed in its
defence.
His first piece was entitled " The:
Sandy Foundation shaken." This gave great
offence to some powerful ecclesiastics, and it
was answered by an accustomed mode of reply,
namely, an order for imprisoning him. He was
closely confined seven months in the Tower,
and denied the visits of his friends. This precluded him from his ministerial labours but
;

several treatises
particularly

were the

fruits

of his solitude,

one of great note, entitled "

No

Cross, no Crown ;" in which. Dr. Henry More
observed, " Mr. Penn has treated the subject of
a future life and the immortality of the soul with
a force and spirit equal to most writers."!!
The first of the above pieces was occasioned
by a particular circumstance, which called on
the Quakers to vindicate themselves in a public
disputation.
Mr. Thomas Vincent, a Presbyterian minister of eminent piety, and who distinguished himself by his ministerial labours in the
time of the plague, but whose zeal in this in* Gough, vol. i., p. 510, 513.
t Ibid., p. 538.
25.
^ Ibid , p. 115.
t Ibid., vol. ii., p.
British Biography, vol. vii., p. 133.
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stance misled him, had, on two of his hearers
going to the Quakers' meetings, indulged himself in invectives from the pulpit against that
people, and in a license of expression beyond
the bounds of Christian moderation and common decency. This reaching the ears of some
of those at whom they were cast, they demand-
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for the greatest part of three years, that

it

waa

with difficulty he could mount his horse or alight,
he went from Yorksliire to London. He saw
it necessary to increase the number of meetmgs
of discipline, as the exigencies and the numbers
of the society were increased.
In 1660 a general meeting for church affairs had been held at
Skipton, in Yorkshire.
The business of it was
confined to the taking an account of their sufferings, and to collections for the relief of the
Quarterly meetings were afterward espoor.
tablished in London, which, in addition to the
former subjects of attention, had the charge of
the reputation of the society, to watch over the
members, and admonish and exhort sucli as
might appear disorderly and uncircumspect in
their conversation, not agreeable to the strictbesides the
ness of their religious profession
women's meetings, which had chiefly the care
During George
of poor widows and orphans.
Fox's stay in London, there were established,
at his recommendation, five monthly meetings
of men and women in that city, to transact the
business which had before employed the quarterly meetings
and a general meeting once in
three months, as hitherto, for mutual counsel,

ed of him a public meeting to vindicate themselves from his severe reflections, or to give him
an opportunity to support them by proof, to
which, after some demur, Mr. Vincent agreed.
Before the hour appointed the house was filled
with his own hearers and partisans and he. was
accompanied by three other Presbyterian ministers as his assistants, Mr. Thomas Dawson,
Mr. Thomas Doolittle, and Mr. William MadGeorge Whitehead and William Penn,
docks.
on the side of their friends, attended to his charges against the Quakers. Instead of bringing
them forward, Mr. Vincent opened the conference with this question, " Whether they owned
one Godhead in three distinct and separate perHe framed on this, according to the
sons
mode of argunlentation then in use, a syllogism.
George Whitehead rejected his terms as unscriptural, and not deducible from the text he
quoted, and desired him to explain them so that advice, and deliberation in relation to the comobserving, " that mon affairs and care of the whole body in the
they might be understood
God did not use to wrap his truths in heathen- city. He afterward procured his plan of months
ish metaphysics, but deliver them in plain lan- ly meetings to be adopted through all the counguage." But Mr. Vincent and his coadjutors ties, in Scotland, Ireland, Holland, and the Conwould neither keep to Scripture terms nor allow tinent of America. The business of the monththem in their antagonists. After many insults ly meetings was, at his advice and admonition,
offered to the Quakers, and opprobrious names after this, extended to the taking cognizance of
cast upon them, the meeting was broken up by the orderly proceedings towards marriage, ta
a prayer from Mr. Vincent, in which these peo- see " that the parties who proposed marriage
Some peo- were clear from other engagements, that their
ple were accused as blasphemers.
ple staying after he and his brethren withdrew, relations were satisfied, that widows had made
exculpa- provision for their first husbands' children beQuakers
found
opportunity
of
the
an
ting themselves from the invectives of their ad- fore they married again, and to institute whatversaries.
Another debate was desired, but ever other inquiries were necessary for keeping
evaded. On this, Penn appealed to the public* all things clean and pure, in good order and
It falls within the period of which we are wri- righteousness, to the glory of God."
ting to notice the remarks on the third ConSome time after monthly and quarterly meetventicle Act, which George Fox, being in Lon- ings were established, viz., in the year 1669, it
don at the time, published in 1670, in order, if was found expedient, and agreed upon, to hold
possible, to move the government to modera- a general meeting in London, representative of
Apprehending an impending storm, he the whole body in England, and all other parts
tion.
wrote also, at the same time, an epistle to his where any of the society were settled which
friends, to exhort them to faithfulness and stead- has, from that time, been held annually, and is
fastness in their testimony to the truth, and to called '• The Yearly Meeting in London." It is
Christian patience, in bearing the sufferings formed of deputies from each quarterly meeting
which might be permitted to try their faith.
in England, and from the half years' meetings
Under a successive train of severe trials, this in Ireland, without restraining from an attendpeople maintained patience, resignation, and a ance any member in unity with the society.
blameless demeanour and, with the powers of Such places in Europe and America as are too
the world against them, their numbers were remote conveniently to send representatives
continually increasing.
In the year 1666 they keep up a correspondence with this meeting by
were become a large body. This gave them epistles.
A committee of correspondence in
courage and resolution to erect in that year a London and several counties and other places,
meeting-house
Whitehart
Court,
new
in
Grace- to be consulted in the intervals between the
church-street, which, from its central situation, yearly meetings, upon any emergency, was alsa
became afterward the place for their yearly established. The members appointed corremeetings t
spondents in London, to meet the sixth day iri
The affairs of this society began now to range every week, to consult upon such matters as
into a regular and systematic form.
George may be laid before them, particularly any sufFox, as soon as he was released from his long fering cases of friends, from whence it is called
" The Meeting for Sufferings," and is a meeting
confinement, proceeded as usual in his labours
and when he was so weak, and stiff, and be- of record.
numbed in his joints, by a cruel imprisonment
From the meetings of discipline no members
;

;

V

;

;

;

;

;
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at the desire of the meeting, voluntarily underThe business of these meettakes the office.
ings is preceded by a solemn meeting of worAn inquiry whether meetings for disciship.
pline and worship are duly attended, the preservation of love and unity, the religious education of youth, are some of the leading objects
Inquiries are also made
of these associations.
whether a faithful and Christian testimony is

borne against the receiving or paying tithes,
priests' demands, or those called church-rates.

Whether

friends are careful to avoid all vain
sports, places of diversion, gaming, and all unnecessary frequenting of ale-houses or taverns, excess in drinking, and intemperance of
every kindl Whether friends are just in their
dealings, and punctual in fulfilling their engagements, and are advised carefully to inspect the
state of their aifairs once in the year 1
Whether early care be taken to advise and deal with
such as appear inclinable to marry contrary to
the rules of the society
and whether any remove from or into monthly or two weekly meetings without certificates 1
And whether two
or more faithful friends are deputed in each
;

particular meeting to have the oversight thereof; and care be taken, when anything appears
amiss, that the rules of their discipline be put in
practice 1

This sketch of the discipline and ecclesiastigovernment of this society cannot fail to
give us a favourable idea of the spirit and principles which actuate it.
It is recommended by
the method and regularity which mark it and
it is a great excellence of it, that it is directed
to the encouragement and promotion of good
morals, of a peaceable, upright, and blameless
conduct in social life. For a more full and accurate view of its nature and design, the reader
may be referred to a long and judicious disquical

;

on it in Mr. Gough's History ;* which
when he has perused, he will determine for
himself whether it rnay not be justly extolled,
as " bearing marks of a peculiar wisdom in the
contrivance and goodness of heart in the ends
in view, realized in the beneficial effects it then
had, and hath since continued to produce."
The Quakers, besides supporting a series of
sutTerings with patience and fortitude, disseminating their principles through England, Wales,
and Scotland with unabating zeal, and forming
their society upon a regular plan of government, traversed the .Atlantic Ocean, carried
their sentiments into America, and established
themselves in the Western Continent. The
undertaking was arduous
new calamities and
persecutions awaited them in new countries.
Their pious efforts, however, were eventually

sition

;

successful in the transatlantic regions.
The
brevity we must observe does not allow us to
go here into particulars. But two instances of
their zeal, at this period, to propagate their doctrine in the foreign parts of Europe, were of so
singular a nature as to call for particular notice.
About the year 1661, two women, Catharine
Evans and Sarah Cheevers, moved with a religious concern to diffuse their principles, took
their passage in a ship bound from London to
Leghorn after various trials and storms, they
arrived at that city
and, during their stay in
:

;

* Gough,

they dispersed books, explaining the docand discoursed with peoall ranks, numbers of whom curiosity
daily drew after them
and here they met with
no molestation. They sailed from thence in a
Dutch ship bound to Alexandria, the master of
which put into Malta. Going on shore the day
after their arrival, they were met by an English
it,

trines of the society,
ple of

;

who

invited

they

continued

were

visited by

ii.,

ii.,

p.

161-

chap.

ix.

about

many,

whom

overcome by

flattery, menaces, and bribery,
gave up his guests to the inquisitors, who would
not venture to take them without his consent or
Having undergone an examinaacquiescence.
tion, which they supported with simplicity and
firmness, they were imprisoned in a close, dark
room, with only two little holes for light and
air, and so extremely hot in that warm climate,
it seemed as if the intention of the inquisThis imprisitors was to stifle them to death.
onment lasted three or four years. They were

that

continually beset and perplexed with the impertinences of monks and friars, to cajole or terriBut neither
fy them into their superstitions.
flattery nor menaces could pervert these innoUpon this,
cent women from their profession
they were put into a room so exceedingly hot,
close, and suffocating, that they were often
forced to rise out of their bed, to lie down at
the chink of the door for air to draw breath ;
their faces were excessively stung by gnats ;
and such was the effect of the heat of the room
and the climate, their skin was parched, their
hair fell off, and they frequently fainted away.
They were tempted at times to wish for death,
Catharine Evans fell
to end their sorrows.
into a fit of sickness, and the physician said,
" they must have air, or else they would die."
On this, the door was ordered to be set open
Soon after they were
six hours in the day.
separated, in hope that an impression might be
made on their minds if they were separately attacked but each was immovable. They not
only resisted every attempt to draw them off
from their religious profession to the superstitions of popery, but, as the house of inquisition
was rebuilding, or repairing in some parts, for
the space of a year and half, they embraced the
opportunities which offered to incite the people
to repentance, both the workmen who were
obliging to them, and the citizens of better
The
quality who came to view the building.
apartment of Catharine being near the street,
she frequently accosted with admonitions those
that passed by, many of whom would stay to
hear as long as they durst, and were much affected.
After enduring the severities of an
imprisonment in the inquisition upward of three
years, and several unsuccessful attempts to
procure their release, George Fox engaged the
friendly and humane interposition of Lord d'Aubigny with the magistrates, whose mediation
was effectual and being liberated, they returned to England. On their passage home, a pas;

;

vol.

t Ibid., vol.

them

to his house, where
three months.
They
they found it their
concern to call to repentance, and were repeatedly summoned before the inquisitors, whose
interrogatories they answered in such a manner
as not to give them the advantage they sought,
nor to resign their own principles by the least
compliance with the superstitious and showy
religion of the country.
The consul, at last,

consul,
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who was

a knight of Malta, and the inquisitor's brother, interested hiinself with the
captain to secure them every accommodation
The merchants at Leg
the ship could afford.
liorn, where the vessel stopped, treated them
with great kindness, and supplied them with
wine and other articles for their refreshment.
At Tangier, the governor courteously received
them, and would have given them money, which
they declined accepting, though they gratefully
acknowledged his kindness. They freely addressed their admonitions to him, and exhortations to amendment of life to the people who
Preflocked to the house where they lodged.
viously to their discharge from Alexandria,
their tried integrity and blameless manners had
made impressions in their favour, both on the
magistrates and the inquisitor, the latter of

sengcr

whom

relaxed in his severity, and granted them
the use of pen, ink, and paper, to write to their
friends.*
The sufferings of these women, in the singular enterprise to which their apprehensions of
duty animated them, fell short of those which
befell two men in a similar undertaking, nameThese perly, John PhiUy and William Moore.
sons, being in Germany with other friends in the

beginning of 1662, felt a concern to proceed into
Hungary, and to visit the Hortesche brethren,
who were a kind of Baptist that lived in a community, hundreds of them together in a family,
having their goods and possessions in common
they also refused to swear or fight. This was
a design attended with peculiar difficulties and
perils, as it would lead them, on a long journey, through a tract of country unknown to
them, and among people differing from them in
But,
language, in sentiments, and in manners.
such were their views of the obligations lying
upon them, they were not intimidated by the
prospect of difficulties, and actually made a prosperous journey to the nearest body of that people, residing at Cushart, near Presburg, where
they were pretty hospitably entertained, and
dispersed some religious books, which they had
From hence they set
taken for that purpose.
off for Pattock, a city three hundred miles farther on in Upper Hungary, and accompanied each
other to Comora in Schut, an island in the Danube, encompassed with dangers on all hands
on the one side, of being killed by the Turks, or
of being put to death at Newhausei, according
to the practice of that garrison towards those
who were found there, it being tributary to the
Turks, without permission. At Gomora, first,
Moore was apprehended, searched and stripped,
and carried to the guards with his hands and feet
shackled, and an insinuation was thrown out
Philly was
that he should be roasted on a spit.
afterward apprehended at his lodgings. They
were committed to separate prisons Moore to
the Stock-house, and Philly to a room appropriated to the inhuman purpose of putting prisoners
On the next day they were brought
to the rack.
before the inquisitor to be examined, by whom,
among other questions, they were asked. If they
did not know that Gatholics had laws to burn
and torment heretics, and such as carried such
books as they had with them 1 To which Moore
warily replied, " I should not have expected
such dealings among good Ghristians." They
;

:

;

* Gough,
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were

for eight days repeatedly brought to examination, and insnaring questions put to them,
as, What they thought of the sacrament 1 to

which Moore

replied, "

The

flesh profiteth little;

the spirit that quickeneth."
This inquisitor was so strangely unacquainted with the
Scriptures, that, in bis surprise, he applied to a
priest present, "Sir father, how is that]" who,
recollecting himself, said, " He did remember
it

is

such an expression." The inquisitor next asked him if he would turn Catholic
to which
" If I should do so
he made this rational reply
for fear of favour of you, the Lord not requiring
it of me, I should not have peace in my conscience, and the displeasure of the Lord would
be more intolerable than yours ;" adding, "that
compulsion might make hypocrites, but not
;

:

it did not change the heart."
first,
After this they were put to the torture
thumbs were screwed to extort the confession of some crime, and then they were racked, with such violence in the case of Moore,
that his chin was close to his breast, and his
mouth so closed that he was almost choked.
They were then threatened with death. Philly, by calling out to the governor, as he was
passing in his coach, obtained some redress of
and they were allovied to earn
their calamities
a trifle, to buy bread, by working at the wheelbarrow, though often their wages were kept
After sixteen weeks they were conveyed
back.
in chains, by a wagon, under a guard, to General Nadash, the emperor's lord-chamberlain.
They were examined before him and several
lords of the kingdom, some of whom seemed affected with their answers, and none objected
They were sentenced, however, to be
thereto.
burned, if they would not embrace the popish
religion
but the sentence was not executed,
and a priest was sent to convert them. These
endeavours proving ineffectual, they were removed to a place within about five German miles
ofVienna, where, fallingintothehandsof priests,
their perils became aggravated they were again
searched, their books and papers taken away,
insnaring questicms were put to them, and they
were threatened with the execution of various
But
tortures, and of the sentence of death.
the frauds and menaces of their persecutors
were frustrated by the steadfastness of these
Manacles were then put on their
confessors.
wrists, so small, as, when locked by main force,
They were thrust
put them to extreme pain.
into a narrow hole with some Turks, that were
prisoners, where they had scarcely room to sit
down. At length they found a friend in the
person who was invested with the chief civil
authority in the place, whose dispositions to

Christians, as

;

their

:

;

:

protect them and afford them relief were much
strengthened by the influence of one .'\dam Bien,
his barber, a religious man, who had been educated among the Hortesche brethren. The priests
were restrained from keeping them any longer
in their hole of a prison, and using them with
Those who
the cruelty they had done before.
had distinguished themselves by promoting mato
ingratiate
themendeavoured
licious insults,
selves
and after the prospects of obtaining
their liberty had been repeatedly clouded over
by the sickness of the governor, or by the attention he had been induced to give to insinuations against them, and by some renewed suf;

;
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ferings from the priests and soldiers, by Adam
Bien's steadfast friendship, and persevering solicitations in their favour, they were released,
September, 16G3.»
Whatever opinion may be entertained of the

prudence of these and other pious persons belonging to the society of Quakers, in exposing
themselves to such perils, without possessing
ordinary or supernatural means of succeeding
in their well-meant efforts, the patience, firmness, and fortitude which they displayed under
the most trying circumstances, must be allowed
singular merit and praise.
Patience and meel<ness, indeed, were general characteristics of this
people.
They met and supported the exertions
of malicious violence and wanton despotism
with resigned acquiescence, and in humble dependance upon Divine protection and support,
without fainting in their minds.
They were also distinguished, from the beginning, by their charitable regard towards each
other.
There were some among them who
were not only examples of steadfastness, but,
by their exhortations, in word and writing, encouraged their brethren to perseverance. In
the time of the plague they were exemplary for
the care and tenderness with which they relieved the affliction of the widows and orphans of

and have left them undisturbed in the exerciseof the laudable object of their meeting. Thepoor of other societies, frequently gathered
crowds upon these occasions, partook of their
liberality; for it was their custom, after the
meeting was over, to send to the bakers for
bread, and distribute a loaf to each, how many
soever they were.*
Our sketch ofthehistoryofihis society will not
be complete if we do not notice some who were
eminent ministers in it, and died at this period.
The first to be mentioned is Richard Hubberthorn, the son of a reputable yeoman in the north
of Lancashire, who, after two months' imprisonment, through the effect of the throng of prisoners and the vitiated air on his tender constitation, died in Newgate on the 17lh of June, 1662.

m

He was from

his youth inclined to piety, sobri-

When he arrived to years of
maturity, he obtained a post in the Parliament's
army, and preached occasionally to the soldiers.
When he joined the society of the Quakers, hequitted, agreeably to their principle of peace,
ety,

and virtue.

his military

He was one

employment.

of the

ministers of this society.
His stature was
low, his constitution infirm, and his voice weak
but he was powerful, able, and successful as a
minister.
In the exercise of this office he travtheir friends whom that calamity carried off. elled, in different parts of the nation, for the
They held occasional meetings in the city to space of nine years. He knew his season, when
provide for the necessities of the poor
and to speak and when to be silent when he spoke,
when the number of objects proved too many he delivered himself with plainness and pertinenfor the men to assist by these meetings, they cy to the subject before him.
He was a man of
called upon the most grave and tender-hearted much meekness, humility, patience, and brothof their female friends to aid them in the offices erly kindness
and of distinguished equanimity,
of humanity, who for this purpose met once a neither easily depressed in adversity, nor elated
week. Not the resident inhabitants only were in prosperity. His life was spent in acts of
exercised in this care but several, as George righteousness and the pursuit of peace, of whicli
Whitehead, Alexander Parker, Josiah Coale, his latter end exhibited the happy effects, the
and others, came out of the country to London, peaceful tenourofhis conscience stripping death
as with their lives in their hands, supported by of all its terrors, and, in the full assurance of
the sentiments of faith and resignation, to suf- faith, he looked forward to the near approach of
fer with their friends there, whatever might be future happiness.
permitted to befall them, to strengthen and enAbout the same time, and in tne same priscourage them to keep up their meetings, to ed- on, died, in the twenty-eighth year of his age,
ify them with their gifts, and to visit and com- having been ten years a zealous and powerful
fort the sick and imprisoned.
And through all preacher, Mr. Edward Burrough. He was born
they were mercifully preserved from the infec- in or near Underbarrow, a village in the barony
tion, and from imprisonment in this season of of Kendal, in Westmoreland, of parents in redanger.t
pute for their honest and virtuous conduct, and
The benevolence of their minds was not con- of competent substance. His puerile years exfined to the acts of fraternal regards to one an- hibited proofs of manly sense and religious
other, in the season of calamity and persecution, thoughtfulness.
He was fond of the conversabut took a wider scope. Their attention to their tion of such as were in esteem for piety, and
poor, that there should be no beggar among placed his satisfaction in perusing the Scripthem, nor any sent to the parish for relief; and tures, in which he was well versed. He was
to afford their children instruction, and put them educated in the Episcopal way of worship; but,
out apprentices to suitable trades, hath deserv- about the age of twelve years, began to frequent
edly attracted notice, and commanded general the meetings of the Prerbyterians, till he was
approbation.
They have, moreover, cheerfully seventeen. He then became possessed with sepaid their quota to the poor of their respective rious apprehensions of great deficiency in the
parishes, and proper objects of any denomina- knowledge of God and internal purity of heart,
and,
tion have been relieved by their private dona- and felt considerable uneasiness and fear
tions. t
It frequently happened that justices
dissatisfied with the doctrine he heard, as reand military officers, on coming to break up sulting, in his view, from mere speculation and
their general meeting at Skipton, when they the experience of others, and not the fruit of
saw their accounts of their collections and dis- t'-eir own experience, he withdrew from the
bursements, and the care taken that one county teachers of it. On George Fox's coming into
should help another, as circumstances might re- the parts where he resided, he went to hear
quire, have been obliged to commend their care. him preach, and afterward entered into reasonTheconing with him upon religious subjects.
first

;

;

;

;

;
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sequence was, that he joined the society of the
Quakers, in which he became a most serviceable member and eminent minister. On forming
this connexion his relations discarded him, his
father expelled him from his house, and he felt
himself exposed to many hardships, all which
evils he bore with exemplary patience. His laborious exertions, both by word and writing,
were indefatigable, and his religious exercises
as a preacher were the whole business of his
life
he allowed himself few hours of repose,
and did not appropriate one week at a time, for
;

many

He

years, to himself or his private concerns.
travelled through England, Scotland, Ireland,

and Flanders; but the principal field of his ministerial labours was London. As he was preaching at the meeting at Bull-and-Mouth, he was
violently taken down by the soldiers, and carried
before Alderman Brown, who committed him
to Newgate. Some weeks after, he was brought
to trial at the Old Bailey, fined by the court
twenty marks, and condemned to lie in prison
till he paid the fine, which amounted to perpetual imprisonment, as the principles of the Quakers led them to consider a voluntary and active compliance with the penalty as a tacit conA special order from the king
fession of guilt.
was sent to the sheriffs for his release, and that

of Amsterdam, he

dying

in prison.
to this city, and
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was discharged

He

for fear of his
returned, upon his release,

supported himself by woolcombing, but so injured in his health that he
never recovered, but died within the current
year, 1662.*Near the close of the year 1662, John Audland, a native of Camsgill, in Westmoreland,
was taken off by a consumption in an early

stage of life.
When a child, he discovered a
quick understanding and retentive memory. As
he approached a state of maturity, he applied
the attention of his mind to religious thought
and to reading the Scriptures, and became an
eminent teacher among the Independents, of
whom he had a very numerous auditory. He
was one of the principal preachers at Firbank
Chapel, at the time when George Fox had a
memorable meeting there, and became a convert to his doctrine, which he afterward zealously and ably exerted himself to disseminate,
travelling through sundry parts of the nation
with this view; foregoing the comforts of domestic life, and separating himself, with her consent, from his wife, who entered into his views,
a virtuous and well-accomplished young woman, of a good family, to whom he was married
about the twentietir year of his age. He was
one of the earliest preachers of this persuasioa
who visited the city of Bristol and the western
counties.
The number of his hearers increased
to such a degree in that place, that, for want of
a house large enough, tlie meetings were frequently held in an orchard.
He was a partaker with his brethren in repeated imprisonments
and abuses of his person. His sufferings and
exertions were beyond his strength, and brought
on a cough, which appeared consumptive, and
finally terminated in a slow fever, that put a period to his life at the age of thirty-four years-.
He was not only preserved in peaceful serenity
of mind at this solemn season, but at times filled
even with joy at the prospect of his approaching
felicity
from the impression whereof his soul,

of some other prisoners, but the magistrates of
the city found means to prevent the execution
of it. He met his dissolution, brought on by
disease and imprisonment, with the consolatory
review of a life spent in the service of his Crea" I have had the testimony of the Lord's
tor.
love unto me," said he, " from my youth and
heart,
O Lord, hath been given up to do thy
my
will.
I have preached the Gospel freely in this
city, and have often given up my life for thy
Lord, rip open my
Gospel's sake
and now,
heart, and see if it be not right before thee."
As his dissolution drew nigh, he said, " Though
this body of clay must turn to dust, yet I have
a testimony that I have served God faithfully in
my generation and that spirit that hath lived,
and acted, and ruled in me, shall yet break forth under extreme bodily weakness, was raised uj>
in praise to the Almighty, and in prayer for the
in thousands."
Another zealous preacher among this people prosperity of his friends in righteousness, t
In 1667, after about fifteen years spent in actwas William Ames, who travelled in the work
of the ministry not in England only, but much ing and suffering for those doctrines he had rein Holland and Germany, where several were ceived for truth, died Richard Farnsworth, exconvinced by him, especially in the palatinate. horting his friends with affecting energy and
These palatines, removing soon after to Penn- strength of spirit, as if he were in full health,
sylvania, escaped the general devastation of and giving evidence of his full assurance of
their country by the French, which happened faith.
He was one of the first who embraced
soon after. Ames was, at first, after his mind the principles of George Fox, soon after his retook a serious turn, a teacher among the Bap- lease from his imprisonment at Derby, while the
tists
he was also a military officer in Crom- name of Quaker was but just known. He joiniwell's army in Ireland, in which post, being ed him in society and ministerial labours, and
strict and regular in his own conduct, he exerted many were converted by him.
For not pulling
himself to introduce and preserve the like regu- off his hat to a justice of peace in the streets of
larity among the soldiers under his command Banbury, in 1656, he was, after the justice had
by a strict discipline. Francis Howgill and Ed- struck it off in passion, sent for and coaimitted
ward Burrough coming into Ireland, he went to prison. Next day, when passion subsided, his
to hear them, and embraced their doctrine. He release was offered him on paying the jailer's
and several others were afterward taken, by fees, and promising to leave the town that night.
two musketeers, out of a private house in Lon- He would promise nothing, knowing that he had
don, forced to St. Paul's churchyard, where they been illegally committed.
The oath of abjurawere derided aud abused by the soldiers, and tion was then tendered to him, and on his refuafterward taken before Alderman Brown, who sing it, he was recommitted to prison, where he
committed them to hard labour in Bridewell. lay about six months.
Here they were so severely treated, that Ames
* Gough, vol. ii., p. a-15.
t Ibid., p. 83-88.
grew dangerously ill ; and being an inhabitant
;

;

;

;

;
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cause of truth, undaunted in danger, and borne
above the fear of man by the supports of a

In the latter part of the year 1668 and the beginning of the next, this society was deprived
of three eminent and serviceable members
Thomas Loe, Josiah Coale, and Francis How-

peaceful conscience.
He not only in his travels
bore his own charges abroad, but was an exemplary pattern of liberality at home, and freely
gill.
Thomas Loe was a man of fine natural tem- spent his estate in the service to which he deHis natural temper was cheerper, easy, affable, and pleasing in conversation, voted himself
benevolent and sympathizing in his disposition. ful, religion tempered it with seriousness his
He travelled on foot through the greatest part of unaffected affability was mixed with a circumthe nation, and visited Ireland several times. spect and exemplary deportment
his whole
His gifts were attractive, and he had generally conversation illustrated the purity of his relicrowded audiences. He was several times im- gion, and was an ornament to his profession.
prisoned for his testimony, and his natural After ministerial services of twelve years, he
strength was impaired by his travels and la
fell into a decline, and departed in the arms of
hours.
His convert, William Penn, visited him his friends, as one falling into a deep sleep, full
of consolation, exhorting others to " be faithful
in his last sickness, whom he addressed thus
" Bear thy cross and stand faithful to God, then to God, and have a single eye to his glory," exHe will give thee an everlasting crown of glory pressing his own confidence that "the majesty
that shall not be taken from thee.
There is no of God was with him, and his crown of life upoa
other way which shall prosper than that which him," at the age of thirty-five years and two
God hath months.*
the holy men of old walked in.
The last person to oe noticed is Francis Howbrought immortality to light, and life immortal
love
heart.
Glory gill, a principal as well as early promulgator
His
overcomes
my
is felt.
He accosted of the doctrine of the Quakers, and a valuable
be to His name for evermore."
and his parting member of their community. He was a native
others with similar sentiments
breath e.xpressed a song of praise to that al- of Westmoreland, and received his education,
mighty Being whose goodness preserved him for the priest's office in the Church, at the university
but, being scrupulous of complying
through life, and deserted him not in his end.*
Josiah Coale was born at Winterborne, Glou- with the ceremonies, he withdrew from the Nacestershire, near Bristol, and received his im- tional Church, and joined the Independents, and
pressions in favour of the Quakers' doctrine un- was an eminent preacher among them, laborider the preaching of John Audland, about the ous and zealous as a minister, and esteemed for
year 1655.
He proved an able and zealous his virtue and exemplary conversation. In 1652
minister his testimony was sharp and piercing he became a proselyte to the doctrines of George
He
against the workers of iniquity, while it flowed Fox, on hearing him at Firbank Chapel.
;

;

;

;

;

:

a stream of

life and encouraging consolation
the pious and virtuous.
In 1656, after having been first grievously abused by the populace, and dragged bareheaded under the spouts
jn a time of rain, he was imprisoned in NewIn the same year, he was,
i^uate, at Bristol.
with three other friends, severely abused and
beiiten by the mob, and then committed to prison
by the mayor, at Melcomb Regis. In 1658, a
sense of duty determined him to pay a religious
As
visit to the English colonies in America.
no master of a ship would take him to Newin
that
penalties
enacted
of
the
for
fear
England,
stale against such as should bring in any Quakers, he got a passage, in company with Thomfrom whence they
as Thirston, to Virginia
made their way on fi)Ot through a wilderness ol
several hundred miles, till then deemed impas-

in

.to

;

By these people,
sable for any but the Indians.
of the Susquehanna tribe, they were treated
with remarkable attention and hospitality, entertained with lodging and provisions, and furnislied with guides to the Dutch plantations.
Their journey was, however, attended with
great hardships and dangers.

They met with

very different treatment from the lofty professors of New-England, whose tempers were imwhose natural tenderness and compassion were eradicated, by false principles of reHere Coale was violently haled out and
ligion.

bittered,

some time after banished to
travelled through this state and
and, in Europe, through most parts

sent to prison, and

He

Maryland.

Barhadoes

;

of England, in Holland, and the Low Countries
going through many perils, imprisonments, and
persecutions, valiant in what he rega rded as the
;
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this, sent, with James Naylor,
In 1654, he and Edward
company with Anthony Pearson,

was, soon after

to the jail at Appleby.

Burrough,

in

travelled to London, and were the first of this
society who held meetings in that city, and by
whose preaching many there were brought over
While he was there,
to the same profession.
he went to court to intercede with Oliver Cromwell, that a stop might be put to the persecution of the members of his society, and he wrote
also to the protector, on the same subject, in a

and bold strain, but without any good efIt does not appear that they met with
any personal molestations in the metropolis
and when they had gathered and settled meetplain

fects.

Multitudes
ings there, they went to Bristol.
flocked to hear them, and many embraced their
doctrine.
The clergy were alarmed, and they
were summoned before the magistrates, and
were commanded to leave the city immediately.
came not in
To this order they answered, "
the will of man, nor stand in the will of man,
but when He shall move us to depart who mor

We

ved us

to

come

hither,

we

shall

obey

we are

;

free-born Englishmen, and have served the commonwealth faithfully, being free in the sight of
God from the transgression of any law to your
commandments we cannot be obedient but if
:

;

by violence you put us out of the city, and have
power to do it, we cannot re.-ist." Having said
this, they went out of the court, but tarried in
the city,' preaching as before, for some time.f
In 1663, Francis Howgill was summoned before
the justices, as he was in the market-place at
Kendal on his business and, for refusing the
;
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oath of allegiance, was committed to prison till
the summer assizes, at which the oath was
again tendered to him, and upon relusal an indictment was drawn up against him, which he
But as he would not enter into bond
traversed.
for his good behaviour, which he considered as
a tacit acquiescence in the charge of ill behaviour, and a bar to attendance on meetings, he
was recommitted to prison. At the spring assizes he was brought to his trial, when. Under a
rigorous sentence of praemunire, he was sent back
to the prison, where he remained, till released
by death, for nearly five years, deprived of every comfort and convenience his persecutors
He died, after a sickness
could take from him.
Duof nine days, the 20th of January, 1668-9.
confinement
he
evidenced the peaceful
ring his
and even tenour of his soul by his patience, and
preserved to the last an amiable equanimity,
which had characterized him through life, the
serenity of his conscience bearing him superior

He
to his sufferings and to the fear of death.
wrote a copious treatise against oaths, wherein
he maintained the unlawfulness of swearing under the Gospel. His virtues, innocence, and integrity of life were conspicuous.
He was genhis
erally respected by those who knew him
sufferings were commiserated, and the unmerited enmity and cruelty of his persecutors condemned. Several of the principal inhabitants
of Appleby, and particularly the mayor, visited
him in his sickness and some of them praying
that God might speak peace to his soul, he answered, " He hath done it." He also expressed
himself thus " That he was content, and ready
to die
praising the Almighty for the many
sweet enjoyments and refreshing seasons he
had been favoured with on his prison bed, wherein he lay, freely forgiving ah who had a hand in
his restraint."
A few hours before he departed,
he said, " I have sought the way of the Lord
from a child, and lived innocently as among
men and if any inquire concerning my latter
;

;

:

;

;

end, let

them know

that

I

die in the faith in

which

I lived and sutfered for."
After these
words, he uttered some others in prayer to God,
and so finished his life in perfect peace, in the
fiftieth year of his age.
Mr. Gough has preserved a letter of useful
instructions, addressed to his daughter, which
he left behind him. His will, made some time
before his decease, bequeathed out of his real
estate, his personal having been forfeited to the
king, a legacy to his poor friends in those parts
where he lived, and a token of his affectionate

remembrance

to several of his brethren and
low-labourers in the ministry.*

CHAPTER

fel-

H.

FKOM THE DECLARATION OF INDULGENCE TO THE
REVOLUTION.

A.D.

1674-1688.

When

the king published his declaration of
indulgence, the Quakers, who did not rank with
any political party merely to enjoy the ease
and liberty to which peaceable and virtuous subjects have a right, accepted the protection it afforded.
But those who were at liberty, from
that spirit of sympathy and brotherly concern
*
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which pervades the society, could not enjoy
their own exemption from penal statutes without exerting themselves for the relief of their
brethren who had been, for several years, kept

immured

George
in uncomfortable prisons.
Whitehead, Thomas Moor, and Thomas Green,
by the present disposition of government, waited on the king and council to solicit
the discharge of their friends, who, convicted
on transportation, or on prsenmnire, or for fines,
confiscations, or fees, were still in prison
and
they were so successful as to obtain the king's
letters patent, under the great seal, for their
pardon and discharge. In the accomplishing of
this business, a difficulty arose from the amount
of the fees to be paid in the sundry offices
through which the letters patent would pass, as
upward of four hundred persons would be included in them.* But when the lord-keeper,
Sir Orlando Bridgeman, generously and voluntarily remitted his fees, they applied to the king
to moderate the rest, who accordingly issued
his order, " that the pardon, though comprehending a great number of persons, do yet pass
as one pardon, and pay but as one."
Their success gave them an opportunity to
invited

;

show

the universality of their charily to other
Dissenters, many of whom were confined in
prison, and whose solicitors, observing the happy issue of the Quakers' suit, applied to Whitehead for his advice and assistance, to have the
names of their own friends inserted in the same
instrument.
In consequence of his advice, they
petitioned the king, and obtained his warrant
" This I was glad of" says
for that purpose.
Whitehead, " that they partook of the benefit
through our industry. And, indeed, I was never backward to give any of them my advice for
their help, when any of them in straits have
applied for it
our being of different judgments
and societies did not abate my sympathy or
charity, even towards them who, in some cases,
had been our opposers." The Quakers were
thus freed, for a time, from the severities of persecution.
The public testimony which tiiey
continued, in the severest times, to bear to the
principles they received as truth, and the firmness with which they held their meetings at the
appointed times and places, or, when kept out
of their places of worship by force, assembled
in the streets, baffled the scheme of establishing
uniformity, countenanced and assisted by the
temporizing conduct of other Dissenters and
abated the heat of persecution, and blunted the
edge of the sword before it reached the other
sects
the more ingenuous of whom, therefore,
;

;

;

esteemed

their intrepidity, regarded

them with

gratitude as the bulwark that kept off the force
of the stroke from themselves, and prayed that
they might be preserved steadfast, and enabled
to break the strength of the enemy.
Some of
the Baptists especially expressed a high opinion
both of the people and their principles, which
sustained them in undergoing sufit;rings that
others thought of with terror.t
When the revocation of the indulgence, and
the displeasure of the court against the Dissenters, let loose the whole tribe of informers, and
* The patent, when made out, contained eleven
skins of vellum.
+ Gough's History of the Quakers, vol. if, p. 364^
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persecuting magistrates,
prosecutions, in every mode of distress, were renewed against this people, at the capricious will
of every" justice. Severe proceedings against
them were grounded on the statute of praemuon the
nire of James I. for refusing to swear
obsolete statute of £20 per month for absence
from the parish church, which penalty, or two
thirds of a person's estate, were seized by exand for tithes, to excomchequer process
munication and procuring writs de excommunicatio capiendo to be issued, to throw them into
They became a prey to idle and profliprison.
gate informers, encouraged an(V- instigated by
and, instead of obtaining dutheir superiors

gave fresh

to

spirit

;

;

;

rable and effectual relief, their sufferings

became

heavier and more aggravated during the remainder of this reign to the end of it.*
In 1675, William Hall, of Congleton, being
fined £20 for a meeting at his house, had his
house broken open, and two cartloads of goods,
to the worth of £40, besides a mare, were carAbout the same time cattle and
ried away.
goods to the value of £100 were taken from
sundry persons in and about Nantwich and
from one person the bed on which he lay, and
;

even

dunghill in his yard.+
In the next year, prosecutions on the Conventicle Act subsided in London, but the rigorous enforcing of the ecclesiastical laws was
The number plunrarely or never suspended.
dered, excommunicated, imprisoned, and of
those who died in prison, was too large to be
recited. t
But while the penal laws were suffered to lie dormant in London, they were enforced with rigorous severity in other parts of
the nation. In one instance, a poor man, with
a wife and five children, had little to pay the
line for being at a meeting but his bed, which
the compassion of the officers would not permit
them to seize but the obdurate magistrate commanded them to take it. The wife, endeavouring afterward to maintain her children by baking a little bread, and selling it in the market,
it was seized at one time to the value of nineteen pence, and at another to the value of fourteen pence. From another person, for a fine of
£7, goods to the worth of near £18 were taken. i^
The distresses made this year in Nottinghamshire, upon the members of this society, for
tlie

;

religious assemblies only, amounted to
In the city of Hereford, as
prosecutions on the law were ineffectual to suppress their meetings, lawless violence and gross
abuse were offered by the populace the windows of their meeting-houses were broken by
stones, and sometimes the roof was untiled
their assemblies were interrupted by the sound
of the horn, shouting, and casting stones and
filth, and their persons assaulted.
The mob, instead of being restrained and punished for these
outrages, were, if not stimulated to them, abetted and encouraged in them by the magistrates
and clergy. Appeals to the Quarter Sessions
for redress against exorbitant exactions were
unsuccessful, as the juries were overawed, or
their verdicts for the appellants rejected.il
In the year 1677, the officers, encouraged by
the magistrate, who acted the part of an inform-

their

£712 and upward.

;

;

* Gough, vol.
t

Ibid., p. 414.

ji

Ibid., p!

ii.,

p.

420-424.

t Ibid., p. 406.
^ Ibid., p. 416, 417.

er, took away from six friends in Cheshire, for
one meeting, £200. In Gloucestershire, a jus-

tice of the peace, besides indicting at the sessions twenty- seven for absence from the national worship, who had suffered deeply before oa
the Conventicle Act, and levying heavy fines,
unmercifully beat some with his own hands,
plucked two cut of the meeting by the hair of
their heads, and drew his knife, if he had not
been prevented by his servants, to wound oth-

At Plymouth, their meetings were forcibly
interrupted and dispersed
their property suffered by fines and distresses, and their persons
were abused by the rabble, and by the officers
and soldiers of the garrison, who, among other
insults, threw squibs of fire and hot burning
coals upon them.
In many other parts they
were treated with no less severity. The parish
officers were sometimes instigated by menacing
letters, or impelled to act against their inclinations by the clergy exciting the justices to punish by fines and imprisonment, for neglect of
duty, such whose moderation and humanity rendered them reluctant to prosecute or plunder
ers.

:

their conscientious neighbours.*

Through the succeeding years they continued
to be harassed with prosecutions on all the variety of penal laws, which were rigorously enforced on great numbers of this society, who
the hardships imposed on them bymen with pious fortitude and resIn 1682, the persecution of this people broke out, and was carried on with uncommon outrage and cruelty at Bristol. The dam-

suffered

all

unreasonable
ignation.

age done to their meeting-houses was computed
at £150. A rabble of rude boys was encouraged
to insult and abuse the female part of the assembly, even women of repute and considera-

and to tear their dresses. The signal for
was, " Have a care of your hoods
Many of them were thrown into
prison, where their health was endangered for
want of room, many beds being crowded into
one small apartment and some were obliged to
lie on the ground, in a filthy place which had
been a dog-kennel. The remonstrances of the
prisoners to the magistrates on the straitness
and noisomeness of their prison, and the certificates of physicians on the subject, were treated
with equal disregard. " As their constancy in the
great duty of assembling to worship God, while at
tion,

this attack

and scarfs."

;

liberty, was invincible, so a prison could not confine the freedom of their spirits, or the impulse
of their consciences
they continued the practice of this duty in their imprisonment."
This
drew on them gross abuse, even from the sheriff, who fell furiously on several, threw one headlong down to the great hazard of his life, and
commanded another to be ironed and put dowa
into the condemned felons' place.
Many suffered, as in former years and other places, by
heavy fines and grievous distraints goods to
the value of £155 being seized to discharge a fine
of £79. When most or all of the men were imprisoned, the women kept up their religious meetWhen
ing, till they also were cast into jail.
their parents were in confinement, the children,
held
their
meetafter their example, regularly
ings, behaving on those occasions with much
gravity and composure, and undergoing many
Their age exempted
abuses with patience.
:

:

* Gough,

vol.

ii.,

p.

426-120, 438.
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ithem from the lash of the law, but their minori- take them, he was remanded. But Lower, on
ty could not screen them from furious assaults: account of his powerful connexions, was dissome were put in the stocks, others were un- charged. Soon after, Fox was removed by a
mercifully beaten with twisted whalebone sticks. habeas corpus to the King's Bench bar at WestPersecution was not at this period peculiar to minster. The judges, influenced by the reports
Bristol, but carried on, in most parts, with great and representation which Parker, the justice
animosity
and many families were ruined in who first apprehended him, had dispersed, reIn 1683, about eighty per- manded him to Worcester jail; only indulging
their circumstances.
sons were at one time committed to Chester hun with liberty to go down his own way, and
Castle, where they could find neither rooms at his leisure, provided he would not fail to be
nor lodgings for such a number, so that they there by the following assizes, in April, 1674.
were obliged for two nights, some of them to He accordingly appeared, when the judge, Turwalk about, others to lie on tables and bench- ner, who had before passed sentence of praemuAt nire against him at Lancaster, referred the
es, and some on flags spread on the floor.
He was
length thirty of them were put into a filthy dun- matter back again to the sessions.
geon, out of which the felons were then remo- then charged with holding a meeting at Trednation,
terriof
the
to
the
all
parts
ington
from
ved. In Somersetshire, informers were encourThough Fox vinfying of the king's subjects.
aged against them, and protected in perjury
misrepresentation,
from
this
their meeting-houses were defaced, and they dicated himself
were, in great numbers, imprisoned, fined, dis- yet, as he again refused the oaths, an indictWhen shut out ment was drawn up and delivered to the jury,
trained, and excommunicated.
of their meeting-houses for divers years, in and who, under the instruction of the chairman,
about the city of London, they assembled in the found the bih against him. This he determined
and, on refusing to give bail, or any
this they did in the year to traverse
streets in all weather
1683, for three months together, when the River other security for his appearance but his promback to prison. By the interwas
sent
ise,
he
Thames was so frozen that horses, coaches,
and carts could pass to and fro upon it, and a position of some moderate justices, however, in
There about two hours after he had liberty given him
street be erected and stand over it.*
was computed to be upward of seven hundred to go at large till the next Quarter Sessions.
members of this society in the different prisons In the mean time he attended the yearly meetof England this year. Sir Christopher Mus- ing in London, and delivered before some of the
grave, though a zealous churchman, expressed justices of the King's Bench a declaration of his
his utter dislike of the severe usage of this peo- fidelity to the king, and denial of the pope's subut, as his case was unple, saying, " The prisons were filled with them, premacy and power
that many of them had been excommunicated der cognizance of the Quarter Sessions at Worand imprisoned for small matters, and that it cester, the judges were unwilling to meddle
was a shame and scandal for their church to with it, not being regularly before them. At
use the Quakers so hardly on very trivial occa- the next sessions he appeared to traverse the
hut when he proceeded to show
sions."! Severe prosecutions, similar acts of in- indictment
justice, oppression, violence, and cruelty, against the errors which were suflficient to quash it,
this society, marked the year 1684, which were the oath was again required of him, and upon
his refusal to take it, the jury found him guilty.
ithe disgrace of the preceding years.
Among those who suffered from bigotry, An admonition of the consequence of a prajmuarmed with power, the name of George Fox nire being given him in court, this was, after
After his return from America he was sent out of court, clandestinely recordtakes the lead.
in 1673, as he was on his road to visit his moth- ed in his absence, for the sentence thereof; and
Here he
er on her deathbed, Fox and Thomas Lower, under it he was remanded to prison.
who was his wife's son-in-law, were seized as was seized with a great sickness, which rethey were in conversation in a friend's parlour duced him to extreme weakness, and made his
His wife came from the
at Tredington in Worcestershire, and sent to recovery doubtful.
the county jail. They applied, by letter, to the north to attend him, and solicit his discharge
lord-Iieutenant and deputy-lieutenant of the after continuing with him three or four months,
county, for the interposition of their authority and her endeavours to procure his release prostating their case, the illegal- ving unsuccessful, she went to London, and sofor their release
ity of their commitment, and Fox's solicitude licited the king in person, who would have rebut Fox declined obfor liberty to pay the last debt of affection and leased him by a pardon
duty to his dying parent. But the application taining his liberty in this mode, as he conceived
was ineffectual. Lower, by the interposition that it would be a tacit acknowledgment of
of his brother, who was the king's physician, guilt; and he declared, "he had rather lie in
might have obtained his liberty, as a letter to prison all his days, than come out in any way
dishonourable to the truth he made profession
Lord Windsor for his release was procured
but, bearing too great a respect to his father-in- of"
He preferred having the validity of his inlaw to leave him in prison alone, he suppressed dictment tried before the judges, and with this
the letter, and voluntarily continued his com- view procured a habeas corpus to remove him
panion there. At the Quarter Sessions they to the King's Bench bar. On his appearing bewere produced in court, when, on the examina- fore four judges, his counsellor, Mr. Thomas
tion, it appearing that they had been causeless- Corbet, advanced a new plea in his favour, and
ly imprisoned, and had a right to an immediate gained himself great credit by ably urging
release, the oaths of allegiance and supremacy " that by law they could not imprison a man
were lenderec to Fox, and on his refusing to upon praemunire." The judges required time
to consult their books and statutes on this plea,
* Googh, vol. ii., p. 522-525, 528-532, 547, 548.
24-30. and postponed the hearing until next day.
Ibid.,
508.
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;
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;

:

;

;
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They then proceeded, though they found the
advocate's opinion well founded, to examine the
indictment, m wiiich the errors were so many
and so gross, that they were unanimous in
judgment " that the indictment was quashed
and void, and that George Fox ought to be set
Thus he honourably obtained his
at liberty."
discharge, after an unjust imprisonment of a
year and almost two months.
Some of his enemies, insinuating "he was a dangerous man
to he at liberty," moved the judges that the
oaths might be tendered to him
but Sir Matthew Hale would not consent to it, saying, "he
had, indeed, heard some such reports of George
Fox, but he had also heard more good reports
of him."*
;

He appears to have been unmolested after,
till the year 1681, when he and his wife were
sued in small tithes in the E.xchequer, although
they had in their answer to the plaintiff's bill
proved that no such tithe had been demanded
or paid off her estate during forty-three years
she had lived there
yet, because they could
not answer upon oath, they were run up to a
writ of rebellion, and an order of court was issued to take them both into custody. Fox, understanding this, laid the case before the barons
of the Exchequer.
On the hearing of the cause,
a sequestration was earnestly pleaded for, on
the ground of his being a public man, as if that
affected the merits and justice of the cause
and was obtained, though at first two of the
barons declared that he was not liable to tithes
but one of them was afterward brought over to
decide with the adverse barons
the sequestration was, however, limited to the sum proved
due, to the great disappointment of the prosecutor's aim, who wanted it without limitation,
that they might he their own carvers in making
distraint.
In the course of this trial was produced an engagement, under the hand and seal
of George Fox, that he would never meddle
•with his wife's estate
this raised the admiration of the judges, as an instance of self-denial
rarely to be met with in these ages.f
In 1680, George Whitehead and Thomas Burr,
as they were on a journey from different quarters to pay a religious visit to their friends, happened to meet at Norwich. As the former was
preaching on the succeeding first day of the
week, a rude company, chiefly of informers,
rushed into the meeting with tumult and vio:

;

:

:

lence, and pulled him down
to the requisition
to show some legal authority for their proceedings, they returned abusive language, only with
an insinuation to the people " that he might he
;

a Jesuit."
The sheriff, coming afterward, took
them prisoners, and carried them before the recorder, Francis Bacon, Esq., who was a justice.
He examined them of their names, habitations,
and trades " if they were in orders, or had orders from Rome."
A fine of £20 each was demanded of them; on refusing to pay this, the
oath of allegiance was proposed.
While the
examination was going on, the informer, with
the sanction of the justice, went to seize tiieir
horses, but was disappointed in his attempt, as
they had been removed without the knowledge
01 the prisoners.
The recorder poured out his
bitter invectives, and threatened to
have them
;

hanged

if

Gough,

they did not abjure the realm, and
vol.

ii.,

p.

377-391.

if

f Ibid., p. 514, 515.

the king would, by his orders, enforce the exe>
cution of a statute made in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth.
They were then committed to jail
till the ensuing sessions.
Then, afier the recorder had, by taunting reflections and partial
proceedings, expressed his aversion to them,
they were discharged by the court from the
charges exhibited in the mittimuses; but asthey refused again the oath, which he insisted
upon administering to them, they were recommitted to prison till the following sessions.
In
the mean time he was deprived of his office
in
consequence of which change and the interposition of friends, they were, at the sessions^
cleared by proclamation, and discharged from
their imprisonment, after a confinement of sixteen weeks.
It showed the prejudice and enmity of this man, that he first insinuated that
they were probably papists
and when theyprocured certificates to the contrary, he wouldnot permit them to be read in the court.*
In the next and succeeding year, George
Whitehead was fined three or four times; and
the loss he sustained by distraints, and by the
expenses of inefficacious appeals, besides the
damage done to his house and goods, amounted
to £61 7s.
The evil of those seizures was aggravated by a particular instance of injustice ia
the distrainers, who would not suffer an inventory to be taken, or the goods, chiefly in grocery
ware, to be weighed or appraised.
On one occasion, two friends, for persuading the constables to moderation, and to suffer an inventory to
be taken, were apprehended and prosecuted for
a riot, on the evidence of one constable
for
;

;

;

which they were fined, committed to Newgate^
and confined there ten weeks.
The fines levied on this people, on the statute
of £20 for absence from the national worship,,
amounted, in the year 1683, to the enormous
sum of £16,400, for which several were distrainbut how much of these fines was actually
levied is not certainly known.
In this year, the case of Richard Vickris de-

ed

;

serves particular notice. He was the son of Mr.
Robert Vickris, a merchant and alderman of
Bristol
he embraced the sentiments of the
Quakers in his youth but, to divert him from
joining them, his father sent him abroad ta
travel in France.
Here he was a witness to
the superstitions of the ceremonious religion of
that country, which created a disgust, and confirmed him in the adoption of one that rejected
ceremony and vain show. His father's views
were disappointed, and on his return home he
openly professed himself a Quaker, at the riskof a variety of sufferings and hardships.
In
1680 he was imprisoned upon an excommunication
he was afterward, for attending meetings,,
subject to frequent fines and distraints, and at
last he was proceeded against on the statute of
the 35ih of Elizabeth.
At the sessions before
Easter, in 1683, he was indicted on that statute ;
demurring to the jurisdiction of the court, and
refusing to plead, he was committed to prison.
At a following sessions he was admitted to bail,
and at the midsummer sessions procured a habeas corpus.
His trial was hastily brought od
in .August, though he solicited time to prepam
He found means, however, to rehis defence.
tain counsel, who ably pleaded his cause, as;

;

;
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signed a variety of errors in his indictment, and
that the witnesses had not established
The court overruled
the charge against him.
every plea, and the jury (selected from men of
mean occupation) found their verdict guilty
and sentence was passed on him to conform, or
or suffer
abjure the realm in three months
death as a felon, without benefit of clergy. He
till
the next
sentence
under
this
prison
lay in
year, when, the time for his abjuring the realm
of
execution
liable
to
the
being expired, he was

of sufferings by confiscation to two thirds of the
estates of those who had been prosecuted on
the 23d of Elizabeth, a specification of this grievance was drawn up and laid before the Parliament then sitting, with a petition for relief, but
without effect.* Towards the close of this year,
George Fox, having returned from Holland, and
visited the meetings of his friends in various
parts of England, on coming to London found

which his enemies seemed determined to
proceed. That they might give some colour to
their design, they blackened and calumniated
his character, representing him as a person
disaffected to government, and endeavouring,
before they took away his life, to despoil him of
His wife, in her distress, dehis good name.
termined on a personal application to govern-

pish

showed

;

;

it,

to

ment

;

with this view, she took a journey to

London, and, by the assistance of her

friends,

got admission to the Duke of York, who bore
the chief sway at court, and laid her husband's
hard case before him. When he had heard it,
he replied, " that neither his royal brother nor
himself desired that any of his subjects should
suffer for the exercise of their consciences who
were of peaceable behaviour under his governAccordingly, effectual directions for
ment."
He was removed by
his discharge were given.
habeas corpus from Newgate in Bristol to London, and brought to the King's Bench bar there,
upon the errors in the indictment assigned by
Counsellor Pollexfen, he was legally discharged
by Sir George Jefferies. His father survived his
return only three days, by whose will he suc:

ceeded to his estate and seat at Chew Magna,
which he fixed his residence, and lived in
honour, conspicuous for his virtue and benevolence, and an ornament to his place and station.*
The Quakers, under the severe sufferings to
which their body in general, and some individual members of their society in particular, were
exposed, were not wanting in lawful and commendable measures to procure an exemption
from these grievous evils. In the year 1674,
in

application was made to the judges, before they
their several circuits, for their compassionate attention to the hard cases of several of
the sufferers, and to interpose their authority
to secure them relief, in the following address

went

:

"

To

"

Many

the king's justices appointed for the several

them engaged

in

fresh solicitations for relief

from prosecutions on the laws made against porecusants only
and he joined them in
but a sudden prorogation
these applications
of Parliament put a stop to their proceedings.
When it met again, he, William Penn, George
Whitehead, and others, renewed their suit, and
they conceived some hopes of relief, as many
of the members, convinced that they suffered,
grievously and unjustly, and were much misrepresented by their adversaries, manifested a
tender and compassionate regard towards them.
But the attention of Parliament was soon called,
off by the discovery of what was called the Poan advantage was taken of the alarm
pish Plot
this occasioned to increase the rigorous persecution of a people of opposite principles and conduct, under the pietext of the necessity, at this
season of danger, to exert additional vigilance
in guarding against seditious assemblies; and
;

;

;

some members, whose
and manner of life were

residence, occupation,
well known, were imprisoned under a pretended suspicion of being
Penn had sevpapists or concealed Jesuits. t
eral years before this been happily successful in
solicitations for friends suffering by heavy fines
and imprisonments in Ireland for, at a halfyearly meeting held at his house in 1670, an account of their sufferings was drawn up in an
address to the lord-lieutenant, which was presented to him, and an order of council obtained
for the release of those who were imprisoned.
:

In Scotland, the persecuted membersof this somet with an advocate in Barclay, and
owed some relief to his powerful exertions. In
1676, the magistrates of Aberdeen made a han-

ciety

dle of the declaration issued by the council at
Edinburgh, re-enforcing former acts of Parlia-

ment against conventicles, to oppress the Quakers, many of whom were seized, committed to
prison, detained near three months without being called before the commissioners, and, notwithstanding the able defence they set up, were

fined in different sums, but in general to a heavy
England.
amount, and remanded to prison till the fines
of our friends, called Quakers, being
were paid. Robert Barclay, being then in Lonprosecuted
to
great
continued prisoners, many
don, gained admittance to the king, delivered to
spoil by informers, and on qui-tam. writs, and by
him a narrative of the severe and irregular propresentments and indictments for £20 per menceedings of the magistrates, and interceded witli
sem, in divers counties throughout England,
him to recommend their case to the favourable
only on the account of religion and tender conOn this, the
notice of the council of Scotland.
science towards Almighty God, we esteem it
,king ordered the Earl of Lauderdale to recomour duty to remind you of their suffering conThe
consideration.
mend the narrative to their
dition, as we have done from time to time, hummatter was referred to the former commissionbly entreating you in the circuits to inquire into
but their
ers, in conjunction with three others
the several causes of their commitments, and
liberty was not obtained till the fines were
other sufferings which they lie under, and to
discharged by exorbitant and oppressive disease
you
for
their
can
and
extend what favour
AVhen, in 1680, the Quakers were
traints!^
relief, praying the Almighty to preserve and
maliciously represented as concerned in the Podirect you."+
Fox published a declaration,
George
pish Plot,
But little redress could be obtained. In 1677, addressed to the Parliament, in defence of himan accoant being taken, at the yearly meeting.
circuits throughout

;

Gough,
* Goi.gh, vol.

ii.,
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\ Ibid., p. 479.

ii.,

p. 425.

t Ibid., p. 433-435.
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self and friends, to remove such suspicions, professing it to be their " principle and testimony to
denv and renounce all plots and plotters against
that, in tenderthe'kin,!,^ or any of his subjects
ness of conscience, they could not swear or
;

but that they would use every endeavour
in their power to save the king and his subjects,
by discovering all plots and plotters that should
come to their knowledge and praying not to be
put on doing those things which they had suffered so much and so long for not doing."*
fight,

;

of humanity, and with a religious regard to justice

When

and equity.*

the system of legisla-

was matured and completed, it excited the
admiration of the universe. This oppressed society, in a few years, had the happiness and
honour of seeing its tenets fixed on the other
tion

side of the Atlantic in security and peace, and
itself extending through a wide territory, which
enlarged the domains of their native country,

and made a principal figure in the New World.
The wisdom and virtues of the founder of this
same year, a bill was brought into government, the excellent principles on which
Parliament to exempt his majesty's Protestant it was formed, and the prosperity to which it

When,

in

the

subjects, dissenting from the Church of England, from the penalties of the act of the 35th
of Elizabeth, the Quakers, with a laudable attention to their own ease, and from a generous
sympathy with their friends under persecution,

improved the favourable opportunity for promoDivers of them atting liberty of conscience.
tended the committee, when the bill was committed, early and late, in order to solicit the insertion of such clauses as might give ease to
the tender consciences of their friends, whose
was scrupulous in some matand they obtainters beyond other Dissenters
ed a clause to be inserted for accepting a declaration of fidelity instead of the oath of allegiAlthough" this design failed, by the bUl
ance.
being lost, yet a foundation was laid for revivmg
and completing it in tiie succeeding reign of
King William III. But in the following year
an event took place which must be considered
as giving a turn to the fortunes of this society,
and advancing them, in the event, to a peculiar
Sir Willdegree of respectability and influence.
iam Penn had, at the time of his death, a con;siderable debt due to him from the crown, either
for arrears or advances made to government in
.the sundry expeditions in which he was engaged, while he was employed as an admiral, both
under Oliver Cromwell and King Charles II.
To discharge this debt, the king, by letters pat•ent bearing date the 4th of March, 1680-1, grantreligious dissent

;

ed to his son William Penn, and his heirs, that
province lying on the west of the river of Delaware, in North America, formerly belonging to
the Dutch, and then called the New Nether-

This grant, by which Penn and his heirs
were made governors and absolute proprietors
of that tract of land, was owing to the influence
of the Duke of York, with whom Admiral Penn

lands.

In the summer of
a peculiar favourite.
Penn took possession of this province, and
in it on the most liberal principles with respect to the rights of conThe leading article of his new constiscience.

was

1682,

he formed a government

" That all persons living in
tution was this
province, who confess and acknowledge
the one almighty and eternal God to be the creator, upholder, and ruler of the world, and that,

on the Quakers, and gave
Civil sociin the political scale.
and from
ety has felt its obligations to them
this time their religious profession became more
and more secure and respectable. The prognostications of William Penn, it hath been ob" If
served, have been remarkably verified.
rose, reflected credit

them weight

;

friends here keep to God, and in the justice,
mercy, equity, and fear of the Lord, their enemies will be their footstool."
During the preceding period, from the declaration of indulgence to the end of Charles II. 's
reign, this society lost several active and eminent members by death.
Among these was William Baily, who died
1075, at sea, in his voyage from the West Indies.
He had preached among the Baptists at Pool ia
Dorsetshire, when, convinced by the ministry
of George Fox, he embraced the principles of
the Quakers in 16.5.'i, among whom he became a
bold and zealous preacher, iiot in England only,
but while he followed a seafaring life in distant
countries, being concerned to propagate righ-

teousness whenever an opportunity presented itself, and he displayed a like fortitude in suflTsring
for he was frequently impristor his testimony
oned in different jails, both during the time of
the commonwealth and after the Restoration.
He also suffered inuch corporeal abuse by blows,
by being thrown down and dragged along the
ground by the hair of his head, trampled upon
by a corpulent man, and his mouth and jaws attempted to be rent asunder. On a voyage from
Barbadoes, he was visited with a disease which,
terminated his life and sufferings. Among other sensible observations, expressive of the serenity of his mind, and of devout confidence and
hope, addressing himself to the master of the
vessel, he said, " Shall I lay down iny head ia
Well, God is the God
peace upon the waters
and though my body
of the whole universe
He aftersink, I shall live atop of the waters."
ward added, " The creating word of the Lord
endures forever."^:
;

H

;

:

*

this

hold themselves obliged in conscience to live
peaceably and justly in civil society, shall in nowise be molested or prejudiced for their religious persuasion or practice in matters of faith
and worship; nor shall they be compelled at
any time to frequent or maintain any religious
worship, place, or ministry whatsoever." This
settlement, in the first instance, afforded an asylum to many of his friends, who were glad to
remove to a government formed on principles

Gough,

vol.

li.,

p. 506.

and

Gough's History of the Quakers,

vol.

ii.,

p.

515,

vol. ui., p. 131-147.

Gough, vol. ii., p. 407-411.
This William Baily married Mary Fisher, a woman of singular ardour and resoluiion in the propaga+
+

tion of her religious principles for, besides going to
Boston in America, and meeting severe suffermgs
England, in a
there, she engaged, after her return to
more arduous undertakmg. This was to pay a visit
;

Sultan Mohammed IV.. encamped with his army
She proceeded on her way as far
near Adrianople.
consul stopped her,
as Smyrna, when the English
and sent her back to Venice. N ot disheartened from
made her way by
the prosecution of her design, she
land, and escaped any manner of abuse; through a

to

lon'^'journey of five or srs

hundred miles.

She went

HISTORY OF THE QUAKERS.
In 1679 died, at Goodnestone Court in Kent,
in the sixty-third year of his age, Isaac Pennington, of Clialfont in Buckinghamshire, an honourable, useful, and virtuous member of this society.
He was heir to a fair inheritance, being the
eldest son of Alderman Pennington, of London,
a noted member of the Long Parliament, and
nominated, though he never sat, one of tlie king's
His education had all the advantages
judges.
the schools and universities of his own country
afford
him his rank in life threw him into
could
the company of some of the most learned and
considerable men of the age; his understanding
was by nature good his judgment and apprehension quick his disposition was mild and affable
and his conversation cheerful, but guarded, equally divested of moroseness and levity.
;

;

;

;

From his childhood he was religiously inclined,
and conversant with the Scriptures the wonder of his acquaintance, from his awful frame
of mind and retired life. When he first met
with the writings of the Quakers, he threw them
and when he fell into conaside with disdain
versation with some of them, though they
engaged his affectionate regard, yet he could
Slot but view thern in a contemptuous light, as
a poor and weak generation. But afterward,
being invited to a meeting in Bedfordshire where
George Fox preached, his prejudices gave way
he joined the society, against all the influence
of connexions and worldly prospects, and became a very eminent and serviceable member
in it.
He diligently visited and administered to
the afflicted in body and mind. He opened his
heart and house to the reception of friends. His
preaching was very successful in proselyting
many and conforming many. He was an excellent pattern of piety, virtue, and the strictest
morality.
He was a most affectionate husband,
a careful and tender father, a mild and gentle
master, a sincere and faithful friend, compassionate and liberal to the poor
affable to all,
ready to do good to all men, and careful to injure none. But neither rank of life, benevolence
of disposition, inculpaple innocence of demeanour, nor the universal esteem of his character,
could secure him from the sufferings attendant
upon his religious profession. His imprisonments were many, and some of them long and
severe.
These he bore with great firmness and
serenity, and the sharp and painful distemper
which put an end to his life gave no shock to
his internal peace.*
In the next year, 1680, died, leaving behind
him deep impressions of grateful respect and
;

;

;

;

camp alone, and obtained an audience of the
who received her with great courtesy, and
heard her with much seriousness and gravity, invited
her to stay in the country, and offered her a guard to
Constantinople. This she declined, but reached that
city in safety without the least injury or insult, and
afterward arrived in England. The conduct of ihe
Mohammedans towards her, as Gough remarks, was
to the

sultan,

striking contrast to that of the professors of NewEngland. "
cannot but regret," he properly adds,
•"that the best religion the world was ever blessed
with, and in its own purity so far surpassing in excellence, should, on comparison with human infidelity, be so tarnished through the degeneracy of its
professors, who, under the name of Christians, in
morality, generosity, and humanity, fall far short of
those who name not the name of Christ."— (Jowg-A,
* Ibid., vol. ii., p. 439-447.
vol. i., p. 423.
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honourable esteem in the hearts of many, Giles
Barnadiston, of Clare in Suffolk, aged fifty-six.
He was born in 1624, of a respectable and opulent family, and being designed for the pulpit ia
the Establishment, he received a liberal education both in seminaries of literature and at the
university, where he spent six years. But when
he was called on to accept an offer of preferment
in the Church, and to take orders, from a consciousness of wanting the internal purity and
spiritual wisdom essential to a minister of the
Gospel, he resolutely declined the proposal.
Though in this instance he was governed by a
just and serious view of things, he had not firmness to resist the allurements of pleasure and
sensual gratifications.
On the breaking out of
the civil war, he obtained a colonel's commission in the army
but he soon grew weary of a
military life, accompanied with violence and
bloodshed, laid down his commission, and retired to Wormingford Lodge in Essex, commenced a stricter life than before, and became
thoughtful about the way of salvation.
In this
state of mind he felt an inclination to acquaint
himself with the principles of the Quakers, and
in 1661 invited some of them to his house
the
consequence of his conversation with George
Fox the younger, and George Weatherly, who
paid him a visit, was his joining himself with
this society
and he willingly took part in the
storm of persecution to which this people were
exposed, and constantly attended their religious
meetings in the hottest time of it. In 1669 he
;

;

;

to Clare, the place of his nativity, and
in the same year he made his appearance in the
ministry, in which he acquitted himself with
faithfulness, fervency, wisdom, and success. He
had but a tender constitution yet, animated by
a devotedness to the glory of God, and by a generous concern to promote the well-being of mankind, he took many journeys, and travelled into
Holland, as well as divers parts of England, to
make known to others what he judged to be the
truth.
He died on his return from London to
Chelmsford, after a short illness, in which he
expressed his resignation, " that the Lord was
his portion, and that he was freely given up to
die, which was gain to him."*
In 1681 died, at Stafford, where he had resided several years, and left a good report among
the inhabitants of the town, Thomas Taylor,
aged sixty-five years, an ancient and faithful
minister of this society.
He was born at or
near Shipton in Yorkshire, about the year 1616,
and received a liberal education at the University of Oxford.
He was first a lecturer in this
county, and then obtained a living in Westmoreland, which he held till the year 1652, when he
voluntarily relinquished it.
His audience was
principally composed of Puritans, among whom
he ranked, for he declined the use of ceremonies,
and would neither baptize children at the font,
nor sign them with the sign of the cross. On
having an interview with George Fox at Swarthmore, he embraced his doctrine, and joined him
as a companion in his travels and ministerialiahours.
He resigned his living on a conviction
of the unlawfulness of preaching for hire.
He
travelled through many parts of England, disseminating the doctrine of the Quakers, which
he maintained at Oxford against the learned Dr.

removed

;

Gough,

vol.

i;.,

p.

549-553.
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;
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Owen, at that time vioe-chancellor of the universily, with great advantage in the opinion of
the academies. But his travels were interrupted hy a succession of im()ris()ntnents, one of
•which lasted for ten years, till Charles II. issued his letters patent for the general discharge
Supported
of the Quakers from prison in 1672.
by consciousness of a good cause, and patient
acquiescence in the Divine disposals, he held his
integrity to the last.*
In 1684 died William Bennet, of Woodbridge
in SufTollv, a man of a religious turn of mind
from his infancy, which, as he grew up, led him
to associate with the strictest professors.
His
first connexions were among the Independents
he then joined the Quakers, and continued a
steady, serviceable, and honourable member of
their society till his death.
He travelled in the
exercise of his ministry, edifying his friends and
making converts, through many parts of England, adorning his character by the innocence
and integrity of his life, so as to gain universal
esteem, and to extort from his adversaries an
acknowledgment of his personal merit. Yet his
he appears to have
sufferings were remarkable
spent, at least in the latter part of his life, nearly
as much, if not more time in prison, than in the
enjoyment of his liberty till, growing weaker
and w^eaker by close and continued confinement, he fell a sacrifice to the sentence of partial magistrates and the forced construction of
unequal laws.
This year died also, in Carlisle jail, Thomas
Stordy, descended from a family of repute in
Cumberland, and born to the inheritance of a
;

William Gibson, of London.

He was

born at

Caton,

in Lancashire, in 1629, and in the civil
enlisted as a soldier.
Being in the garrison at Carlisle, he went to a Quakers' meeting,
with three of his comrades, to insult and abuse

wars

the preacher; arriving at the place before his
companions, after the minister had begun, he
was so impressed and affected, that, instead of
executing his purpose, he stepped up near to the

preacher to defend him from insult, if it should
be offered. From that time he frequented the
meetings of the socieiy, soon quitted his military employment, and after three years became a
preacher.
In 1662 he married, and settled near
Warrington, and his ministry, while resident in
that country, was very successful
and on his
removal, he left a good report, and impressions
;

memory. He afLondon, where his service was

of affectionate respect to his

terward fixed in
conspicuous against hypocrisy, formality, and.
libertinism, and his circumspect conversatioa

was a credit to his ministry. He suffered persecution in the loss of substance by various distraints, in divers imprisonments, and in personal
abuses.
In Shropshire, the jailer would not
permit his food to be taken to him, but obliged,
him to draw it up by a rope, and also threw him
down a pair of stone stairs, whereby his body
was greatly bruised, and beat him to that degree
that he was ill near six months.
He was engaged in some controversies concerning tithes ;
was the author of several treatises serviceable
at the time, and employed a part of his time in
his imprisonments in writing epistles to his
friends for their edification in righteousness.
handsome estate. About middle age he became He died, recommending union, and exhorting to
seriously thoughtful in the pursuit of pure reli- faithfulness and confidence in the Lord, at the
gion.
He first joined the Independents, among age of fifty-five, and his funeral was attended to
whom his talents in exhortations and religious Bunhill Fields by many hundreds of friends and
exercises were highly esteemed.
After some others.*
time he left them, and connected himself with
While the society derived honour, at this pethe Quakers in this society he spent the re- riod, from the virtues of character, and fortitude
mainder of his life, respected in his neighbour- under sufferings, of distinguished members, it
hood as a man of circumspect, sober, and tem- was greatly indebted to the able writings of
perate demeanour, upright in his dealings, obli- Penn and Barclay.
The former, the year beging in his disposition, hospitable in his house, fore the king's declaration, 1671, employed the
and liberally charitable to the poor around him. time of his confinement in prison in writing
But this honest, respectable citizen was harass- " The great Cause of Liberty of Conscience
ed by prosecution upon prosecution, and penal- briefly debated and defended," and several other
ty upon penalty
he was detained a close pris- pieces. In 1675, on account of the divisions and
oner at Carlisle, under a prasmunire, till released animosities prevailing in the nation, he publishby the king's declaration in 1672. He was fined ed a treatise, entitled " England's Present Infor a meeting, when he was under restraint sev- terest considered," to show the consistency of a
eral miles from it.
On the statute of the 23d of general liberty of conscience with the peace of
Elizabeth he was cast into jail, and confined the kingdom
and the remedies which he prothere several years, till his death.
Not long be- poses to be adopted for allaying the heat of confore his decease, being visited by some of his trary interests were " an inviolable and imparour superifriends, he encouraged them to faithfulness in tial maintenance of English rights
these words " If you continue faithful unto the ors governing themselves upon a balance, as
Lord while you live in this world, he will re- near as may be, towards the several religious
ward you, as he now rewards me, with his sweet interests and a sincere promotion of general
peace." He was so confident in his opinion and practical religion." Solid reasoning and a
concerning tithes, that he not only refused to multitude of authorities are employed to support
pay, but to receive them; for, inheriting from these propositions, which form the groundwork
" a work," says Gough, " wherein
his ancestors an impropriation of £10 per an- of a treatise
num, he quitted all claim to it fi)r himself, his the liberal charity of real Christianity, and the
heirs, and assigns forever, and, bya legal instru- candid spirit of genuine patriotism, are eminentment, released the owners of the lands from ly conspicuous." The preface, addressed to the
whence the tithes accrued.
higher powers, exhibits a pathetic representaAnother eminent minister and member of this tion of the severities of the times when " to
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

:

society,

who

fin
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this year,

was see the imprisoned was crime enough
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to visit the sick, to make a conventicle when which, with unprejudiced readers, answered the
whole barns of corn were seized, thrashed, and end of its publication, and gained the author the
parents left without their chil- approbation of the ingenuous in general."* It is
carried away
dren, children without their parents, and both some proof of the high estimation in which it
But that which aggra- hath been held, that Mr. Baskerville printed a
%vithout subsistence.
A Scots poet, wrivates the cruelty," he adds, " is, the widow's very elegant edition of it.
they have ting of the two famous Barclays, William and
escaped
their hands
not
mite hath
xnade her cow the forfeiture of her conscience, John, hath concluded with these verses upoa
not leaving her a bed to lie on, nor a blanket to Robert
cover her and what is yet more barbarous, and
"But, lo a third appears, with serious air
His prince's darling, and his country's care.
helps to make up this tragedy, the poor orphan's
See his religion, which so late before
milk, boiling over the fire, hath been flung to
Was like a jumbled mass of dross and ore,
the dogs, and the skillet made part of the prize;
Refined by fiim, aud burnish'd o'er with art,
Awakes the spirits, and attracts the heart. "t
so that, had not nature in neighbours been stronger than cruelty in such informers, to open her
In 1676 Barclay published a work entitled
bowels for their relief and subsistence, they " The Anarchy of the Ranters and other Libermust have utterly perished." In the same year tines, the Hierarchy of the Romanists and other
in which this piece appeared, Penn likewise pretended Churches, equally refused and refuwrote a treatise on oaths, to show the reason ted." This is pronounced to be a learned and
for not swearing at all.*
excellent treatise, containing as much sound
A work of extensive and permanent celebrity reasoning as any book of its size in ours, or
came this year from the pen of Robert Barclay, perhaps in any modern language. The desiga
entitled "An Apology for the true Christian Di- of it was to vindicate the discipline established
vinity, being an Explanation and Vindication of
among the Quakers against those who accused
the Principles and Doctrines of the People call- them of confusion and disorder on one hand, or
ed Quakers." It was prefaced with an address calumniated them with tyranny and imposition
to King Charles II., remarkable for its plainon the other. The causes and consequences of
dealing and honest simplicity, and as important, superstition on one hand, and of fanaticism oa
curious, and extraordinary as any part of the the
other, we are told, are laid open in this very
work. It has been admired both by our own curious and instructive work with much solidity
countrymen and strangers. The work itself has and perspicuity. t It drew upon its author, at
been universally allowed to surpass everything the time of its appearance, much reproach and
of its kind, and to set the principles of the Quainvective from certain Separatists, who had
kers in the fairest light possible.
The author risen up several years.
sent two copies of it to each of the public minThe leaders of these Separatists were Joha
isters then at the famous Congress of Nimeguen,
Wilkinson and John Story, two ministers in the
where it was received with all imaginable fa- north, who took disgust at the discipline of the
vour and respect, and the knowledge, charity, society, as an imposition on Gospel liberty, and
and disinterested probity of its author justly ap- setting up some men in the Church to usurp
plauded. It was printed in Latin at Amsterdam,
" pleading that
authority over their brethren
1676, and was quickly translated into High
nothing ought to be given forth in the Church
Dutch, Low Dutch, French, and Spanish. 'As
of Christ but by way of advice or recommendait attracted great notice, so it drew out various
tion
and that every man ought to be left at his
answers, abroad and at home some from the
liberty to act according to the light of his oWa
pens of men who had before gained a considerconscience, without censure or being accountaable reputation in the learned world.
These re- ble to any man, but to God, the sole proper
plies contributed to spread and advance the fame
judge of conscience. They particularly objectand it is remarkable, that
of Barclay's work
ed to women's meetings, as usurping authority
while these have been little regarded and sunk
in the Church, contrary to the Apostle Paul's
into oblivion, this treatise maintains its celebriprohibition.
They gained over adherents from
Though it had not the desired effect of the weaker and looser members of the society
ty.
;
stopping the persecution against the people in
and caused a rent and division in the quarterly
whose cause it was written, " yet it answered meeting of Westmoreland, to which they belong(as it is observed) a more important end, by
After several publications on this occasion,
ed.
showing that the pretences upon which they •pro and con, especially by William Rogers, a
were persecuted were false and ill-grounded
inerchant at Bristol, in favour of the Separatists,
and that those who on one side represented them
and in reply by Thomas Elwood and after the
as concealed papists, and such as on the other
matter had been referred to diflerent meetmgs,
hand denied their being Christians, were equally
and their objections been heard, they found
in the wrong, and equally misled by their prejudices."
The work did, in this view, great ser* Gough, vol. ii., p. 401^06.
Biographia Britan.,
vice to those of the author's persuasion while
Quakerism, which before had been looked on as vol. ii., second edit., art. Barclay. Diclionnaire des
Mosheim, however, has
Heresies, vol. ii., p. 460.
a heap of extravagancies and visions, assumed
not treated Ihi.s work with candour or justice, but;
in this treatise a systematic form, was reduced endeavours to depreciate it, and asperses the
author,
to fixed principles, and recommended itself to charging him with duplicity, and with giving a falla" It was cious account of the principles of this society, by
the judicious and enlightened mind.
an essay," says Gough, " to strip Quakerism of which he has exposed himself to the just animadthe disguise in which enmity or ignorance had versions of the historian of this society. Mosheim's
dressed it up, and to represent it to the world in Eccles. History, vol. v., p. 36, 7u>te (6), second edit.,
ut sivpra.
its genuine shape and complexion.
A work and Gough,
t Biograph. Brit., vol. ii., p. 602 of the second ed.
* Gough, vol. ii., p. 397-400
Gough, vol. iii., p. 15.
t Ibid, p. 592, 593.
:
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themselves too loosely compacted to adhere long
together; some, judging llieir separation to be
causeless, reunited themselves to the body of"
the society, and the rest soon fell to pieces and
dwindled away.*
When James II. came to the throne, the Quakers drew up a petition, as we have seen, stating their grievous sufferings by no less than
ten penal laws
but it is not certain whether
they had an opportunity of presenting it, for
their proceedings were interrupted by the landing of the Duke of Monmouth, which for a time
engaged all the attention of the court and the
nation.
But in March, 1685-6, they made an
;

application to the throne, soliciting the liberation of their imprisoned friends, and they obtained a warrant for their release, directed to Sir
Robert Sawyer, attorney-general. He was then
at his seat in Hampshire
that this business
might be expedited, therefore, George White;

injurious acts of the informers.
The reason of
was, that they had received a message fmm
person or persons in the Church, soliciting them to do or report nothing that might
invalidate the power of the infurmers.
But, on
Whitehead's pleading for justice to be done in
regard to matters of fact, the report was amended, and framed more to the purpose.
The
king, on receiving it, referred it to the lordchancellor, in order to correct the irregular proceedings of some justices and the informers.
He signified, also, his pleasure to the subordinate magistrates and justices, that they should
put a stop to the depredations of these men ;
instead, therefore, of being encouraged, they
were discountenanced. The court withdrawing its protection, other Dissenters prosecuted
them; and the scenes of their iniquity being
laid open, some fled the country, and the rest
this

a great

were reduced to beggary.*
head and John Edge, accompanied by RowThe Quakers, who had suffered more severeland Vaughan, waited on him there, and were ly than any other sect, that they might not
received and entertained with great civility, till seem less sensible of the relief they had reliberates could be made out for the prisoners in ceived, when addresses were presented to the
the city
after his return to London, by the ex- king for his declaration for liberty of conscience,
ertion of the said friends, the discharge of the also waited on him with an address of thanks
;
prisoners in different parts of the kingdom was first, from those of their society who resided in
obtained, t
or about London, and then in the name and on
The attention which the king gave their griev- behalf of the community at large. And while
ances, in this and other instances, encouraged the other Dissenters were censured in this busithem to present a complaint and petition against ness, as countenancing the king's dispensing
the informers and their iniquitous practices. power, the Quakers were guarded in this reThis was followed by a request to the king to spect for they expressed their hope " that the
examine into the truth of the allegations, by good effects of the declaration of indulgence on
giving the petitioners an opportunity to prove the trade, peace, and prosperity of the kingdom,
them to the informers' faces. The request was would produce such a concurrence from the
granted, and a commission was issued to Rich- Parliament as would secure it to their posteriard Graham and Philip Burton, Esqrs., who ty;" modestly hinting, it hath been observed,
summoned the informers, sufferers, and wit- their sentiments of what they apprehended yet
nesses to appear before them at Clifford's Inn, wanting to be done to complete the favour.t
the 4th of June, 1686.
Fifty-four cases were seWhen the bishops were committed prisoners
lected from which to establish their charges. to the Tower, and it was understood that they
When all the parties came to Clifford's Inn, the reflected on the Quakers as belying them, and
informers seeing the numerous company that reporting that they had been the cause of the
appeared against them, expressed their malice death of some of them, Robert Barclay paid the
" Here come all the devils in bishops a visit, and laid before them undeniable
in this ribaldry
hell ;" and observing George Whitehead, they proofs that some, by order of bishops, had been
"
cried,
And there comes the old devil of all." detained in prison until death, though they had
;

;

:

The first charge, proved in thirty-four cases,
was, that "they had sworn falsely in fact:"
then were laid before the commissioners sundry cases, wherein the doors of houses and
shops were broken open with violence, by constables and informers, to make severe and exorbitant distraints, by which household and
shop goods were carried away by cart-loads.
The commissioners grew weary before they had
gone through one fourth of the cases, and adjourned for ten days. At the second meeting,
the lawyer whom the informers had employed
to plead their cause was quickly silenced by
the number of facts and the evidence produced,
and before half the cases prepared for cognizance
"were examined, the commissioners thought they
had sufficient grounds for a report to the king.
A report was accordingly drawn up, to which
George Whitehead, on a sight of it, objected as
very deficient and improper being rather a proposal to limit prosecutions to the less rumous
penal laws, than a plain statement of facts, and
of the various perjuries, and of the illegal and
* Gough, vol. iii., p. 9-24.
Ibid., p. 164-169.
;

been apprized of their danger by physicians
not Quakers
but he added, " that
the change of circumstances,
they themselves were now under oppression, it
was by no means the intention of the people
called Quakers to publish such incidents, or tO'
give the king or their adversaries any advantage against them thereby." They were accordingly very careful to refrain from every
measure, in word or deed, that might in any
respect aggravate the case of the prisoners, esteeming it no time to aggravate old animosities,
when the common enemy was seeking an ad-

who were

;

since, through

vantage.J
When persecution subsided, and liberty of
conscience was enjoyed without molestation,
the Quakers thought it a convenient season to
apply for relief in a point where they were still
exposed to considerable trouble and detriment,
and at their yearly meeting in London, in the
summer of 1688, they drew up an address to
the king, soliciting him to interpose for their
*

Gough,

vol.

ii.,

p.

t Ibid., p. 189-195.

172-176.

t Ibid., vol.

iii.,

p. 198, 199.

—

;
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relief from sufferings for tithes, and in the case
The address was presented and well
of oaths.
received, but before the time for holding a Parliament arrived, the king found it out of his
power to redress their grievances or support
himself on the throne. The legal confirmation
and enlargement of their liberty were reserved
for the next reign.*
During the short reign of James II., the society of Quakers lost several respectable mem-

the most eminent of whom was Colonel
David Barclay, the father of the apologist, of
an ancient and honourable family in Scotland, a
man universally esteemed and beloved. He
adopted the principles of the Quakers in 1666,
and is said to have been brought over to them
by Mr. Swinton, a man of learning, very taking
in his behaviour, naturally eloquent, and in

bers

;

great credit among them.j The acquisition of
so considerable and respectable a person as
Colonel Barclay was of no small use to this
persuasion.
He was a man venerable in his
appearance, just in all his actions, had showed
his courage in the wars in Germany, and his
fortitude in bearing all the hard usage he met
with in Scotland, with cheerfulness as well as
patience
for he very soon found himself exposed to persecutions and sufferings on the
score of his religion. He spent, however, the
last twenty years of his life in the profession
with great comfort to himself, being all along
blessed with sound health and a vigorous constitution
and he met death, in the seventy-sixth
year of his age, September, 1686, at his seat at
Dry in Scotland, with resignation and patience
under great pain, and with the feelings of a
lively hope.
His last expressions were uttered
" Praises to the Lord
in prayer
Let now
thy servant depart in peace.
Into thy hands,
O Father, I commit my soul, spirit, and body.
Thy will,
Lord, be done on earth, as it is in
heaven." And soon after he breathed his last
and though he gave express directions, agreeably to his principles, that none but persons of
his own persuasion should be invited to his funeral, yet, the time being known, many gentlemen, and those, too, of great distinction, attended him to the grave, out of regard to his humanity, beneficence, and public spirit, virtues
;

;

!

:

* Gough, vol. iii., p. 199-202.
t This Mr. Swinton was attainted after the restoration of Charles II. for having joined Cromwell,
and was sent down into Scotland to be tried it was
universally believed that his death was inevitable ; but when he was brought before the Parliament
at Edinburgh, 1661, to show cause why he should
not receive sentence, having become a Quaker,
when he might have set up two pleas, strong in
point of law, he answered, consonantly to his rehgious principles, " that he was, at the time his pohtical crimes were imputed to him, in the gall of bitterness and bond of iniquity, but that, God having
since called him to the light, he saw and acknowledged his past errors, and did not refuse to pay the
forfeit for them, even though in their judgment this
;

should extend to his life." His speech was, though
modest, so majestic, and though expressive of the most
petl'ect patience, so pathetic, that, notwithstanding
he had neither interest nor wealth to plead for him,
yet the impression made by his discourse on that illustrious assembly was such, that they recommended him to the king as a proper object of mercy, when
they were very severe against others. Bioq. Brit.,
vol. ii., p. 590
and Burnet's History, vol. i., p. 182.
;
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which endeared him

to the

good

men

of all

parties.*

On

the 17th of July, 1688, died at Warwick,
in a good age, William Dewsbury, who was
early distinguished among the foremost members of this society by the depth of his religious
experience, the eminence of his labours in the
ministry, and the severity of his sufferings.
He
was first bred to the keeping of sheep, and thea
was put apprentice to a clothier. In early life
he was religiously inclined, and associated with
the Independents and Baptists.
In the civil
wars he entered into the Parliament army, but,
as he grew more seriously attentive to religious
considerations, the recollection of the words of
Christ, " Put up thy sword into the scabbard ;
if my kingdom were of this world, then would
my servants fight," affected his mind with a
lively conviction of the inconsistency of war
with the peaceable Gospel of Christ. Under
this conviction he left the army and resumed
his trade.

When

George Fox was

he joined him in fellowship and

in

at Wakefield,

the ministry.

travelled much in different parts of England
promote righteousness, and to propagate what
was, in his view, Divine truth for which, like
his brethren, he met with much personal abuse,
and was frequently thrown into prison at various places, at York, Northampton, Exeter, LonIn this last place he was
don, and Warwick.
detained till the general release by King James.
At length his health and strength were so impaired by the many violent abuses and long imprisonments he had endured, that he was obliged to rest frequently in walking from his house

He

to

;

to the meeting-place in the

same town.

A

dis-

in prison terminated his life.
seized with a sharp fit of it when in
London to attend the yearly meting, so that he
was obliged to return home by short journeys,
but survived his departure from the city only
seventeen days. To some friends who came
to visit him, he said, just before he expired,
" Friends, be faithful, and trust in the Lord your
God for this I can say, I never played the coward, but as joyfully entered prisons as palaces.
And in the prison-house I sang praises to
God, and esteemed the bolts and locks put upon,
me as jewels, and in the name of the eternal
God I always got the victory, for they could not
keep me any longer than the time determined
of Him."
Continuing his discourse, he said,.
" My departure draws nigh
blessed be God, I
have nothing to do but to die, and put off this
corruptible and mortal tabernacle, this body of
flesh that hath so many infirmities
but the life
that dwells in it ascends out of the reach of
and immortality and
death, hell, and the grave
eternal life is my crown forever and ever."
He concluded in prayer to the Lord for all his
people everywhere, especially for the friends
then assembled in London, reaping the present
reward of his fidelity, patience, and sincerity, in
the peaceful tenour of his mind, and looking
death in the face, not only without terror, but
with a holy triumph over its power.t
The history of this society has, with an impartial and commendable disregard to the distinction of sex, made honourable mention of

temper contracted

He was

;

my

;

;

;

* Gough, vol.
p. 590, 591,

ii.,

t

Gough,

iii., p. 181-183; and Biog. Brit,
second edition,

vol.

iii.,

p.

223-228.

vol.
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piety and zeal it was indebted.
One of these, at this period, was Rebecca Travis, born 1609, who had received a
religious education, and was a zealous professor
amon^ the Baptists. In the year 1654, prompttliose

women

to

wnose

ed by curiosity, but possessed with strong prejudices against the Quakers, as a people in the
north remarkable for simplicity and rusticity of
behaviour, a worship strangely different from all
others, and a strenuous opposition to all public
teachers, she attended a public disputation between James Naylor, then in London, and the
Baptists, in which it appeared to lier he had the
advantage, by close and powerful replies, over
his learned antagonists.
This excited her de
sire to hear him in the exercise of his ministry
she had soon an opportunity of gratifying her
wishes
and the result was, that from that
time she attended the meetings of this people,
and after some time laboured herself in the ministry among them, in London and its neighbourhood.
The impressions made on her mind by
the preaching of Naylor, and her observation of
his circumspect conduct, engaged her affectionate esteem for him, and she cheerfully adminis
tered every charitable service in her power to
his relief under his grievous sufferings
though
she was a woman of too much discretion and
stability in religion to carry her regard beyond
its proper limits, or to such extravagant lengths
as those weak people who contributed to his
downfall.
She had the character of a discreet
and virtuous woman, much employed in acts of
charity and beneficence of sympathetic tenderness towards the afflicted, and therefore (me of
the first of those faithful women to whom the
;

;

;

;

T H E R E VO LUTI ON
care of the poor, the sick, and the imprisoned

members of ihe community was assigned ; ibis
care, in conjunction with others, she religiously
discharged.
After a long life of virtuous and
ciiaritahle deeds, she died in much peace, on the
15ih of July, 1688, in the eightieth year of her
age.*
Another of these women, who was esteemed
an ornament to her profession, and who undauntedly suffered when it fell to her lot, was

Ann Downer,

first

well, a grocer in
to the celebrated

married

to

Benjamin Green-

Bishopsgate-street, and then

George Whitehead.

She was

one of the first who received llie doctrine of the
Quakers, when its ministers came to London,
and at length became a preacher of it. In 1656
she was sent for to attend George Fox and his
fellow prisoners at Launceston, and travelled,
thiiheron foot, two hundred miles on her journey she was instrumental to bring many over
to the doctrine she published, some of whom
were persons of account in the world. In 1658
she travelled in the southern counties and the
I*le of Wight.
She was remarkably conspicuous in her day fi)r her singular piety, benevolence, and charity, spending nmch of her time
:

in visiting the poor, the imprisoned, the sick,
the fatherless, and widows in their affliction ;
and in her exertions to do good had few equals.
She died on the 27th of August, 1686, aged sixty-three, expressing to her friends who visited
her the sentiments of resignat ion and lively hope,
and leaving impressions of affectionate regard to
her memory in the hearts of many whom she
had helped by her charitable services.!

REFLECTIONS
REVOLUTION AND THE ACT OF TOLERATION.
The Revolution is the grand event, in which
the affecting and interesting scenes and transactions of the preceding periods, from the Reformation to the accession of William III., happily and gloriously close.
Here the struggles
of the several parties have their termination
and though the Episcopal form of church government obtains at last an establishment and
permanent pre-eminence, yet that superiority is
made easy to the other parties by the security to
their respective religious professions, and by the
equality among themselves which they enjoy by
the Act of Toleration.
Here the reader pauses
with pleasure and hope humanity rejoices that
there is a period to the animosities and calamities that had torn and afflicted this country nearly a century and a half, and the prospect of
better times opens before the wearied mind.
The history through which he has been led, by
its various details, giveth him a strong impression of the importance and happiness of the era
to which he is at length arrived.
Here despotism hath drawn its last breath
here religious
hberty commenceth its reign royal prerogative
bows and yields to the voice of the people and
;

;

;

:

;

itself, though not entirely emancipated, yet walking at large and breathing the

conscience feels

open

air.

Our author's narrative affords convincing and
satisfactory proofs of the importance and felicity of the new state of things to which it brings
But yet some considerations, arising from
us.
facts not mentioned by him, may be properly
presented to the reader, to heighten his sense
of the deliverance effected by the Revolution.
Two singular doctrines had been industriously
disseminated
viz, "That there was no such
thing as passive obedience for the cause of religion
and that kings are so far infallible, as
that what religion they establish is the true worTo insinuate
ship of God in their dominion."
:

;

more

universally and effectually these sentiments, they were inserted and enlarged upon ia
common almanacs. t No doubt can remain
concerning the design of James II. from a review of the measures he actually executed and
yet it is useful and interesting to bring forward
ihe secret councils from whence those measures

the

;

* Gough, vol.

iii.,

p.

219-223.

t

lb., p.

X Crosby's History of the Baptists, vol.

183-195.
in., p.

88,
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flowed, and to exhibit the systematical plan, for
which, if they were not parts of it, and first attempts at the' execution of it, they were evidently calculated to prepare the way.
Some time before the abdication of James, a
" Memorial" was presented to him, drawn up
by a Jesuit, and exhibiting the methods he should
pursue, not only to root out the Protestant religion, but to prevent even the possibility of its
revival. The great outlines of the scheme were,
"that a council of reformation should be established, which, avoiding the name, as odious and
offensive at the beginning, should pursue some
nay,
good and sound manner of inquisition
should order, in divers points, according to the
diligent and exact proceedings of the Court of
Inquisition in Spain, that the authority of the
Church should take place of the king's authority, and the civil powers be subjected to the ecthat the state of the Catholic reliclesiastical
gion, and the succession of the crown, should
ght depend on
be so linked together, that one
and be the assurance of the other that new
ways of choosing Parliaments should be followed, particularly one very extraordinary, viz., that
the bishop of the diocess should judge concerning the knights of the shire, and, as they were
thought fit to serve in Parliament by such bishops or not, so they vv^re to confirm the election
The Catholic
or have a negative voice in it.
prince, whom God should send, is represented
as being well able to procure such a Parliament
Many new laws were to he
as he would have.
made, that should quite alter the whole constibut it was to be made treason forever
tution
for any man to propose anything for change of
the Catholic Roman faiih when it was once settled.
As to those in low circumstances, effectual care was to be taken to keep them low.
New methods were to be observed for letting
of lands, dispr)sitig of children, and ordering of
servants."
The ••Memorial" complains, "that
in Queen Mary's time, when so many were imprisoned, so many stripped of their estates, and
so many burned, there was a want of zeal, to
that
the grief and discouragement of many
some things were then tolerated upon constraint,
and
it is
and fear of farther inconveniences
added, that matters are not to be patched up
any more l)y such, gentle and backward proceedFor it is laid down as a first principle,
ings.
that as soon as a good Catholic prince should be
established upon the throne of these nations, he
must make accotmt that the security of himself,
;

;

m

;

;

;

;

lus crown, and successor dependeth principally
DM the assurance and good establishment of the
Catholic religion within his kingdom."
The
proposals in this piece were brought forward,
not merely as measures which the writer desired to see executed, but such as he apprehended, nay, was confident, the temper and circumstances of the nation would soon afTord an opportunity to accomplish.
Several things are
reckoned up, which gave great force to the Roman Catholics in England. It is said that England would more easily receive popery than any
other Protestant country
nay, that difficulties
which arose in some Catholic coimtries would
" All now," says the aunot be fi)und here.
thor, " is zeal and integrity in our new clergy (Almighty God he thanked for it !), and no
less in our laity, and Catholic gentlemen in
;
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England, that have borne the brant of persecution."

These specimens of the designs formed are
proofs to what extent the scheme of combining
the re-establishment of popery with arbitrary
power was to be carried and show what vast
consequences were involved in the success of
the spirited opposition that led James to abdicate the throne.
Important, valuable, and happy as was the
state of things introduced by this event, especially as it affected religious liberty, the operati<m of it was partial and limited
when even a
bill of rights, after the settlement of King William on the throne, defined our constitution, and ^
fixed the privileges of the subject, the rights of
conscience were not ascertained, nor declared
by that noble deed.
The Act of Toleration,
moved by Lord Nottingham in the House of
Peers, and seconded by some bishops, though
more out of fear than inclination,* exempted
from the penal statutes then in existence Protestant dissentients only, and not all of them, for
the Socinians are expressly excepted, nor did
secure any from the influence of the Corporation
and Test Acts. It left the English Catholics
it left
many penal
under severe disabilities
The same reign which
statutes unrepealed.
gave us the blessing of the Toleration .Act was
marked by an act of another complexion for
the prince to whom we owe the former was prevailed on to pass another statute, adjudging
;

:

;

;

heavy penalties,

fines,

and imprisonments

to

those who should write or speak against the
There are claims of
doctrine of the Trinity.
power over conscience not yet abolished there
are rights of conscience not yet fully recovered
and secured. The very term toleration shows
that religious freedom is not yet enjoyed in perfection
it indicates that the liberty which we
possess is a matter of sufferance, lenity, and indulgence, rather than the grant of justice and
right.
It seemeth to admit and imply a power
to restrain conscience and to dictate to faith,
hut the exercise of which is generously waived.
The time is, even now, at this distance from the
Revolution, yet to come when the enjoyment of
religious liberty shall no longer be considered as
a favour
the time is yet to come when Christians, of all religious forms and creeds, shall be
on the equal fooling of brethren, and of children
the
in the house of the same heavenly Parent
time is yet to come when acts of toleration shall
everywhere give place to bills of right.
But, though much is yet wanting to complete
and perfect the blessings of the Revolution, yet
we cannot but review the Act of Toleration aa
a great point gained, as a noble effort towards
the full emancipation of conscience.
The preceding periods had been only those of oppression
and thraldom. The exertions of any to procure
release from severe laws were rather attempts
to gain the power of tyrannizing over conscience
into their own hands, that they themselves might
be free, and all other parties remain slaves, than
liberal endeavours to ascertain and secure to
every one security and peace in following the
judgment of his own mind. The preceding ages
exhibit a series of severe statutes following each
other
from passing the act for burning of heretics in the rei^n of Henry IV., to the enacting
;

;

;

;

;

Sir

John Reresby's Memoirs,

p. 323.
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of that of uniformity, and of the Oxford convenAt the
ticle acts, in the reign of Charles II.
commencement of the Reformation, we have
seen, that on the one hand, they who could not
admit, from religious reverence lo the pope's
authority, the supremacy of the king, and, on
the other, they who discarded any of the six articles which he formed into a standard of faith,
were alike doomed to the sentence of death.
In the reign of Edward VI., the pious and amiable Hooper, for refusing to wear a particular
dress, was imprisoned
and Joan Boucher, who
religiously read and dispersed the New Testament, was burned at the stake. Intolerant statutes marked the government of Queen Elizabeth.
Persecution, in various forms, by laws and by
prerogative, stigmatized the successive reigns
of the Stuarts.
In the interval, during the suspension of their power, a severe ordinance
against heresy was passed the livings of the
Episcopal clergy were sequestered those ministers suffered under severe oppressions, and
Preshyierianism was found to be not more
friendly to the rigiits of conscience, or averse
from intolerance, than had been the fallen hierarchy.
Among two despised sects, hated and
persecuted by all parties, the Baptists and Quakers, among almost them only, the principles of
liberty had found able and generous advocates
their writings i)laced the rights of conscience on
a broad and liberal bottom.
But they could
support them hy the pen only they were never
in power, and, consequently, had never, in this
country,* an opportunity to carry their principles into practice, and to show that they could
rule according to the maxims for which, when
oppressed, they could forcibly plead.
This having been the state of things, the Act
of Toleration, the consequence of the Revolu;

:

;

;

;

-tion,

was a great

acquisition.

It

was

the

first

legal sanction given to the claims of conscience ;
it was the first charter of religious freedom ; it
was a valuable, important, and permanent seIt opened to
curity to the dissenting subject.

him

the temple of peace, and afforded the longTo adopt the language of
"wished-for asylum.
" The Toleration Act rendered
high authority
that which was illegal before, now legal the
dissenting way of worship is permitted and allowed by that act it is not only exempted from
punishment, but rendered innocent and lawful;
it is put under the protection,
it is established
:

were enlarged the volume in which are the
words of eternal life was laid open to examination."
And the state of knowledge and liberty
;

has been, ever since, progressive and improving.
To this general view of the effects of the Revolution, it is proper to add, "that it drew considerable consequences after it all over Europe.
It kept the Reformed interests from sinking, secured the liberty of the British and the Netherlands, and disappointed the French of that universal monarchy which they had been eagerly
expecting, and had great hopes of reaching.
And among other happy fruits of it, it was not
the least considerable that it was the means of
saving the poor Vaudois of Piedmont from utter
ruin, and of their re-establishment in their own
country.
These people were the remains of
the primitive Christians, who were never tainted with the papal corruptions and impurities.
In the year 1686, the Duke of Savoy, at the instigation of Louis XIV., because they would
not forsake their religion, drove them from their
houses and possessions, forced them out of the
valleys, and obliged them to take shelter among
the Switzers and others that would afford them
But in September, 1689, eight or
an asylum.
nine hundred of them assembled together in the
woods of Nion, not far from Geneva, crossed
the Lake Leman in the night, and entered Savoy under the conduct of their minister, M. Arnold. They marched through that country, fourteen or fifteen days' journey, in which march
they were obliged to climb up high mountains,
force divers strait passes, well guarded by soldiers, with swords in their hands, till at length
they reached their valleys, of which they took
possession, and in which, under the singular
protection of Providence, they maintained themselves, successfully encountering their enemies
who at any time assaulted them."*
Here seems to be a proper place, before the
history of this period is closed, to notice a noble
and generous exertion of a few Dissenters,
which has with great good effect been resumed
and perpetuated to the present times. It was
the founding of a school in Gravel Lane, Southwark, for the instruction of children in reading,

;

;

;

and not merely the connivance, of the law."t
been followed with a universal good efit hath been the bafect and happy influence
sis of the religious liberty enjoyed ever since
to the state of
respect
with
and
that period
freedom and religious inquiry in these kingdoms,
Before that
it was, as it were, a new creation.
period, darkness, in a manner, hung over the
spacious field of knowledge and Divine truth,
and the path to it was guarded by a flaming
That act said, " Let there be light, and
sword.
"The bounds of free inquiry
light there was."
It hath

;

;

* It is said in this country
for when the formhig
the government of Pennsylvania and Rhode Island in
America rested, the latter with the Baptists, and the
former wiih the Quakers, to their honour it should
be s;ii(l, that iheir conduct was consistent with the
arguments they had advanced, and liberty of conscience, on an extensive and liberal scale, was a leading feature of each constitution.
t Lord Mansfield.
;

* Calamy's History of his Own Times, MS.
Dr.
told several remarkable particulars con-

Calamy was

who came

after-

to solicit the assistance of

King

cerning this march by Mr. Arnold,

ward

to

England

William. One was, that when they were come pretty near to their valleys, they were in such straits for
provisions, that they were in great fear of starving.
But there came a sudden thaw, which in a night's
time melted the snow, and in the morning they discovered a considerable quantity of wheat standing in
the earth, ready for the sickle, which had been left
there from the preceding summer, and had been covered all winter by the snow the sudden fall prevented the proprietors from reaping it at the proper
season. These eestitute people beheld it with admiration and thankfulness, reaped it with joy, and
were supported by it after their return into their valleys, where, without such a supply, they might have
Another resource, especially for their minperished.
isters and schoolmasters, was derived from the overplus of the collections made for them in England during the protectorship of Cromwell, which had been
lodged by them, when their wants had been effectually relieved, in the hands of the magistrates of Geneva, on condition of receiving such an allowance
from year to year as was agreed on. Calamy, ut su;

pra.
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girls in sewing
and furnishing them with books
and with Testhese
arts,
for their instruction in
taments, catechisms, and Bibles. One Poulton
had opened a school in these parts, and given
puidic notice that he would teach the children
of the poor gratis. To counteract his designs,
and to afford the poor an easy opportunity of
having their children educated in Protestant
principles, three worthy gentlemen, Mr. Arthur
Shallet, Mr. Samuel Warburlon, and Mr. Ferdinando Holland, members of Mr. Nathaniel Vincent's church, instituted this seminary, which
has continued ever since, maintained by voluntary subscriptions, annual collections, and leg-

"writing,

and

and

aritlimetic,

and the

i<niUing.

acies.
The number of scholars at first was forthen to one
ty afterward it increased to fifty
hundred and forty and has since been two hundred.
It was the first institution of the kind
wherein the Protestant Dissenters were concerned and into it objects are received withSuch an institution
out distinction of party.
has the merit of being a rational, fair, and benevolent mode of opposing superstition and bigotry, abridging no one's security and rights, and
leaving the event to the operation of knowledge
and understanding and it reflects honour on
the spirit and resolution of its first founders,
who set it on fiiot in the reign of the tyrannical
;

;

;

;

;

pied in the illustration of all ihe texts usually
alleged as proofs of the Trinitarian doctrine.
out of the Old Testament are first
explained, then those out of the Gospels and
Acts, and, lastly, those out of the Epistles and
the Revelations.
This mode of discussing a
question, which depends purely on Divine reve-

The passages

lation, will be admitted to be proper and fair.
It showed that the author was not afraid to
lodge his appeal with the Scriptures, and it was
adapted to lead the reader into an investigation
of their meaning according to the rules of sober
criticism and just explanation.
It went, particularly, to obviate a reflection cast upon the
Unitarians, as exalting their reasonings above
the plain and express revelation of the Scriptures.
The first edition of this tract was in
12mo, in 1687. It was afterward reprinted in
a collection of Unitarian Tracts, in quarto, 1691.
The other tract published at this period, which
I have mentioned as worthy of particular notice,
was entitled " A Rational Catechism." It was
distinguished not only by the good sense, and
the vein of close but familiar reasoning which
ran through it, but by the peculiar method in
which it was drawn up. Catechisms, in general, have consisted principally, if not solely, of
speculative points, drawn from the theological
systems of the day, and of the country whore
they are published.
These are conveyed in an
authoritative manner, as absolutely necessary
to salvation
and are to be committed to memory, without any attempt to prove them by reasoning level to the capacity of the learner. The
author of this tract, conceiving that neglecting
to examine into the bottom of things was the
cause of that variety of opinions whence arose
rash judgments, animosities, hatreds, and persecution, began his piece with the first principles discernible in human nature
and, avoiding all sentiments controverted among Christians, confined himself to such truths only as all
agree in, and which lead directly unto practice,
professing not to advance everything that he
might think useful, but only what he judged
most useful. The dialogue into which form
the work is thrown divides itself into three
parts
the principles of natural religion
those
of Christianity, or the great advantages derived
from the Gospel; and the rules of conduct
which it supplies. The instructions and conclusions which the catechumen is led, in a
great degree, to draw for himself, and by his
own reflections, arise in a chain of reasoning
from this principle, "that every man seeks happiness;" which happiness must be, principally,
mental and spiritual. The means of attaining
to it in the knowledge of God and he practice
of his will are hence gradually developed. This
piece is ascribed to Mr. Popple.
It was first
printed, by license, in 1688
another edition of
it appeared 1690,
12mo and it was reprinted
at Amsterdam in 1712.*

prince, James II., when the Dissenters had scarcely emerged out of a state of
persecution.
It will not, it is presumed, be thought beneath the importance and dignity of general
history to mention here two small publications
which the press produced at this period, especially as the history through which the reader
has been led records the virtuous and manly
struggles made to secure the liberty of writing
and publishing on the subject of religion, according to ihe views any might entertain, and
exhibits memoirs of the progress of theological
The importance of publications is
inquiries.
also to be estimated, not by the number of pages, but by the nature of the subject, the ability
with which they are executed, and the effect
they produced, or the impression they were
calculated to leave, on the public mind.
One of the pieces, both anonymous, to which
we refer, was entitled " A brief History of the
in four LetUnitarians, called also Socinians
ters to a Friend."
The publisher to whom they
were written having left them some time with
a gentleman, a person of excellent learning and
worth, they were returned to him with a letter,
expressing great approbation of them, which
was printed with each edition. The first of
these letters represented the Unitarian doctrine
concerning the unity of God, the humanity of
Christ and the Holy Spirit, as the power and
inspiration of God
aimed to conform and prove
it by a series of scriptural arguments, and closed
with a concise history of it. The design of the
three following letters was to reply to the argu* Preface to the work.
Hollis's Memoirs, p. 263
ments of the orthodox and, that the answer
and a Critical Review of it in the Biblioth^que Unimight be full and satisfactory, they were occu- verselle Historique, torn, ix., p. 95, &c.

and bigoted

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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declaration of certain jirincipal articles of religion, set out by order of both archbishops, metropolitans, and the rest of the bishops, for the

unity of doctrine to be taught and hulden of all
parsojis, vicars, and curates : as well in testification of their common consent in the said doctrine, to the stopping of the mouths of them that
go about to slander the ministers of the Church
for diversity of judgmeyit, and as necessary for
the instruction of their people, to be read by the
said parsuns, vicars, and curates, at their possession taking, or fust entry into their cures ;
and also after that yearly, at two several times ;
that is to say, the Sunday next following Easter

only as are lawfully thereunto called by the high
authorities, according to the ordinances of the
realm.
5. "Furthermore, I do acknowledge the queen's
majesty's prerogative and superiority of government of all estates, and in all causes, as well
ecclesiastical as temporal, within this realm
and other her dominions and countries, to be
agreeable to God's Word, and of right to appertain to her highness, in such sort as in the late
act of Parliament expressed, and since then by
her majesty's injunctions declared and expound-

ed,

6. " Moreover, touching the Bishop of Rome,
I do acknowledge and confess that, by the Scriptures
and the Word of God, he hath no more
Day, and St. Michael the Archangel, or on some
authority than other bishops have in their provother Sunday within one month after those feasts,
inces
and
diocesses, and therefore the power
immediately after the Gospel.
which he now challengeth, that is, to be the suForasmuch as it appertaineth to all Chris- preme head of the universal Church of ChiA\t,
tian men, but especially to the ministers and and so to be above all emperors, kings, and prmpastors of the Church, being teachers and in- ces, is a usurped power, contrary to the Scripsiructers of others, to be ready to give a reason tures and Word of God, and contrary to the exof their faith when they shall be thereunto re- ample of the primitive Church and therefore
quired
I,
for my part, now appointed your is, for most just causes, taken away and aboll)arson, vicar, or curate, having before mine eyes ished in this realm.
7. " Furthermore, I do grant and confess that
the fear of God, and the testimony of my conscience, do acknowledge for myself, and require the book of Common Prayer and administration
of the holy sacraments set forth by the authority
you to assent to the same
of Parliament is agreeable to the Scriptures ;
1. " That there is but one living and true God,
of infinite power, wisdom, and goodness the and that it is catholic and apostolic, and most
maker and preserver of all things and that in for the advancing of God's glory, and the edifyunity of this Godhead there be three persons of ing of God's people: both for that it is in a
one substance, of equal power and eternity, the tongue that may be understood of the people,
and also for the doctrine and form of adminisFather, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
tration contained in the same.
2. " I believe, also, whatsoever is contained
in the holy canonical Scriptures, in the which
8. "And although in the administration of
Scriptures are contained all things necessary to baptism there is neither exorcism, oil, salt, spitsalvation
by the which, also, all errors and tle, nor hallowing of the water now used
and
heresies may sufficiently be reproved and con- for that they were of late years abused and esvicted, and all doctrines and articles necessary teemed necessary, whereas they pertain not to
the substance and necessity of the sacrament,
to salvation are established.
I do also most
firmly believe and confess all the articles con- and therefore be reasonably abolished
yet is
tained in the three creeds; the Nicene Creed, the sacrament full and perfectly administered,
Athanasius's Creed, and our common creed, to all intents and purposes, agreeable to the incalled the Apostles' Creed
for these do briefly stitution of our Saviour Christ.
contain the principalarticlesof our faith, which
9. " Moreover, I do not only acknowledge
are at large set forth in the Holy Scriptures.
that private masses were never used among the
3. " I do acknowledge, also, that church to be
fathers of the primitve Church, I mean, public
the spouse of Christ wherein the Word of God minisrtation and receiving of the sacrament by
the priest alone, without a just number of comis truly taught, the sacraments orderly ministered according to Christ's institution, and the municants, according to Christ's saying, Take
duly
used and that every ye, and eat ye,' &c., but also that the doctrine
authority of the keys
such particular church hath authority to insti- that maintaineth the mass to be a propitiatory
tute, to change, and clean to put away, ceremo- sacrifice for the quick and the dead, and a mean
nies, and other ecclesiastical rights, as they be to deliver souls out of purgatory, is neither
and to constitute others, agreeable to Christ's ordinance, nor grounded
superfluous or abused
makmg more to seemliness, to order, or edifica- upon doctrine apostolic, but contrariwise most
tion.
ungodly, and most injurious to the precious re4. "Moreover, 1 confess that it is not lawful
demption of our Saviour Christ, and his only
for any man to take upon him any office or min- sufficient sacrifice, offered once forever upon
istry, either ecclesiastical or secular, but such the altar of the cross.
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;
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;

'

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

forever.

Amen."

their idolatry, which bruit cannot but be most
dolorous to our hearts, mindful of that sentence
of the apostle, saying, " If ye bite and devour

one another, take heed,

lest ye be consumed one
of another."
purpo.se not at this present to
enter into the ground of that question which we
hear, of either part, to be agitate with greater
vehemency than well liketh us to wit, whether that such apparel is to be accounted among
things that are simply indifferent or not
but in
the bowels of the Lord Jesus we crave that
Christian charity may so prevail in you, we say,
the pastors and leaders of the flock within that
realm.
That ye do not to others that which ye would
not others should do to you.
Ye cannot be ignorant how tender a thing the conscience of
man is. All that have knowledge are not alike
persuaded
your consciences reclaim not at
wearing of such garments, but many thousands,
both godly and learned, are otherwise persuaded,
whose consciences are continually stricken with
these sentences
"What hath Christ Jesus to
do with BeliaH" "What fellowship is there
betwixt darkness and light 1" If surplice, corner cap, and tippet have been badges of idolaters in the very act of their idolatry, what have
the preachers of Christian liberty, and the open
rebukers of all superstition, to do with the dregs
of the Romish beast 1
Our brethren, that of
conscience refuse that unprofitable apparel, do
neither damn yours, nor molest you that use such
vain trifles if ye shall do the like to them, we
doubt not but therein ye shall please God, and
comfort the hearts of many which are woundedwith extremity, which is used against those godly, and our beloved brethren.
Colour of rhetoric
or manly persuasion will we use none, but charitably we desire you to call that sentence of pity
" Feed the flock of God which is comto mind
mitted to your charge, caring for them, not by
constraint, but willingly; not as though ye were
lords over God's heritage, but that ye may be
examples to the flock." And farther, also, we
desire you to meditate that sentence of the
apostle, saying, " Give none ofTence, neither to
the Jews nor to the Grecians, nor to the Church
of God." In what condition of time ye and we
both travel in the promoting of Christ's kingdom, we suppose you not to be ignorant and
therefore we are more bold to exhort you to
walk more circumspectly, than that for such,
For all
vanities the godly should be troubled.
If thethings that may seem lawful, edify not.
comniandment of authority urge the consciences
of your and our brethren more than they can
bear, we unfeignedly crave of you that ye remember that ye are called the light of the world,
and the earth.
All civil authority hath not the light of God
always shining before their eyes in their statutes

We

;

;

;

:

:

:

;

No. n.

A

the commandment of authority) such garments
as idolaters, in time of blindness, have used in

am

of that mind, also, that the holy
communion or sacrament of the body and blood
of Christ, for the due obedience to Christ's institution, and to express the virtue of the same,
outjht to be ministered unto the people under
and that it is avouched by certain
both kinds
fathers of the Church to be a plain sacrilege to
rob them of the mystical cup for whom Christ
has shed his most precious blood, seeing he himself hath said, Drink ye all of this ;' considering, also, that in the time of the ancient doctors
of the Church, as Cyprian, Jerome, Augustine,
Gelasius, and others, six hundred years after
Christ, and more, both the parts of the sacrament were ministered to the people.
Last of all, " As I do utterly disallow the extolling of images, relics, and feigned miracles
and also all kind of expressing God invisible, in
the form of an old man, or the Holy Ghost in
the form of a dove
and all other vain worshipping of God, devised by men's fantasy, besides
or contrary to the Scriptures as wandering on
pilgrimages, setting up of candles, praying upon
beads, and such like superstition which kind of
works have no promise of reward in Scripture,
but contrariwise, threatenings and maledictions
so I do exhort all met to the obedience of God's
law, and to the works of faith, as charity, mercy, piety, alms, devout and fervent prayer, with
the affection of the heart, and not with the
mouth only; godly abstinence and fasting, chastity, obedience to the rulers and superior powers, with such like works, and godliness of life
commanded by God in his Word which, as St.
Paul saith, hath the promise both of this life,
and of the life to come ;' and are works acceptable only in God's sight.
" These things above rehearsed, though they
be appointed by common order, yet do I, without all compulsion, with freedom of mind and
conscience, from the bottom of my heart, and
upon most sure persuasion, acknowledge to be
true, and agreeable to God's Word. And therefore I exhort you all to whom I have care, heartily and obediently to embrace and receive the
same that we all joining together in unity of
spirit, faith, and charity, may also at length be
joined together in the kingdom of God, and that
through the merits and death of our Saviour Jesus Christ to whom, with the Father and the
Holy Ghost, be all glory and empire, now and
10.

copy of the Letter sent to the Bishops and PasEngland, who have renounced the Roman
Antichrist, and profess the Lord Jesus Christ
tors of

in sincerity.

The superintendent

ministers, and commissioners of charges within the realm of Scotland, to their brethren the
bishops and pastors of England, who have renounced the
Roman antichrist, and do profess with them the Lord .lesus in sincerity, desire the perpetual increase of the Holy
Spirit.

By word and writ, it is come to our knowledge, reverend pastors, that divers of our dearest brethren, among whom are some of the best
learned within that realm, are deprived from
ecclesiastical function, and forbidden to preach,
and so by you, that they are straight to promote
the kingdom of Jesus Christ, because their consciences will not suffer to take upon them (at

but their affections oftand commandments
ime savour too much of the earth, and of worldwisdom.
And therefore we think that ye should boldly
oppose yourselves to all power that will or dare
extol itself, not only against God, but also against
all such as do burden the consciences of the
faithful farther than God bath burdened them by
But herein we confess our ofhis own Word.
;

t

ly

:
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we have entered farther reasonpurposed and promised at the beginning and therefore we shortly return to our
former humble supplication, which is, that our
brethren who among you refuse the Romish
rags, may find of you, the prelates, such favours
as our Head and Master commands every one
of his members to show one to another, which
•we look to receive of your gentleness, not only
for that ye fear to offend God's majesty, in
troubling of your brethren for such vain trifles
but also because ye will not refuse the humble
requests of us your brethren and fellow-preachers of Jesus Christ, in whom, albeit, there appear no great worldly pomp, yet we suppose ye
will not so far despise us, but that ye will esteem us to be of the number of those that fight

hoc acriores mihi addit ad deprecandum stimulos.
Nonnullos intelligo in Anglia hie esse non
Anglos, sed adventitios, Belgas quidem opinor,
partim viros, partim feminas, nuper ob improba-

against the Roman antichrist, and travail that
the kingdom of Christ Jesus universally may be
maintained and advanced. The days are evil;
is
iniquity abounds
Christian charity, alas
waxen cold and therefore we ought the more
diligently to watch
for the hour is uncertain
when the Lord Jesus shall appear, before whom
we your brethren, and ye, may give an account
of our administration.
And thus, in conclusion, we once again crave
favour to our brethren, which granted, ye in the
Lord shall command us in things of double more
importance.
The Lord Jesus rule your hearts
in his true fear to the end, and give unto us victory over that conjured enemy of all true religion ; to wit, over that Roman antichrist, whose
wounded head Satan, by all means, labours to
cure again, but to destruction shall he and his
maintainers go, by the power of the Lord Jesus
to whose mighty power and protection we heartily commit you.
Subscribed by the hands of superintendents,
one part of ministers, and scribed in our general assemblies, and fourth session thereof, at
Edinburgh, the 28th day of December, 1566.
Your loving brethren and fellow-preachers
in Christ Jesus,
Jo. Craig,
Rob. Pont,

ita habet humanee infirmipaululum luce deslituti
nobis relinquimur, quo non ruimus pracipites T
Atque hoc nomine Christo gratias quam maximas habeo, quod Anglorum hodie neminem huic
Quod igitur ad phanaticas istas
insanias video.
sectas attinet, eas certe in republica nuUo modo
fovendas esse, sed idonea comprimendas correctione censeo.
Verum enim vero ignibus ac
flammis pice ac sulphure eestuantibus viva miserorum corpora torrefacere, judicii magis ccecitate quam impetu voluntatis errantium, durum
istud ac Romani magis exempli esse quam
evangelicae consuetudinis videtur, ac plane ejusmodi, ut nisi a Romanis pontificibus, autbore
Innocentio tertio, primum profluxisset, nunquam
istum Perilli taurum quisquam in mitem Christi
ecclesiam importavisset. Non quod rnaleficiis
delecter, aut erroribus cujusquam faveam, dicta
h^c esse velim vitae hominum, ipse homo cum
sim, faveo
ideoque faveo, non ut erret, sed ut
resipiscat ac neque hominum solum, utinam et

fence, in that

we

ing than

;

;

!

;

;

;

Da. Lyndesay,
Guil. Gislisomus,
Jo. Spottiswood,
Jo.

Row,

No.

Jo.

Wiram,

Jaco. Mailvil,
Jo. Erskin,

Nic. Spital.

Ill,

John Fox's Letter to Queen Elizabeth, to dissuade
her from burning two Dutch Anabaptists for heresy in Smithficld.

1575.

Serenissima bcatissima princeps, regina
lustrissima, patri^ decus, sseculi

Ut

nihil

ab animo

abfuit longius

mam

quam

meo omnique

il-

ornamentum

!

expeetatione

ut majestatis tua; amplissi-

excellentiam molesta interpellatione obturbarem
ita vehementer dolet silentium hoc,
quo hactenus constanter sum usus, non eadem
constantia perpetuo tueri ita ut volebam licuisse.
Ita nunc praeter spem ac opinionem meam nescio
qua infelicitate evenit, ut quod omnium volebam
minime, id contra me maxime facial hoc tempore.
Qui cum ita vixerim hucusque, ut molestus fuerim nemini, invitus nunc cogor contra
naturam principi etiam ipsi esse importunus, non
re uUa aut causa mea, sed aliena inductus calamitate.
Quze quo acerbior sit et luctuosior.
;

ta dogmata in judicium advocatos.
Quorum
aliquot feliciter reducti publica luerunt pcenilen-

complures in exilium sunt condemnati,
idque rectissime meo judicio factum esse arhitror.
Jam ex hoc numero unum esse aut alterum audio, dequibus ultimum exustionis supplicium (nisi succurrat tua pietas) brevi est stalutia

;

endum.

Qua una

in re

duo contineri perspicio,

quorum alterum ad errorum pravitatem, alterum
attinet.
Ac erroribus
ipsis nihil possit absurdius esse, sanus
est qui dubitat, mirorque tarn faeda opin-

ad supplicii acerbitatem

quidem

nemo

ionum portenta

in

quosquam potuisse Chris-

Sed

tianos cadere.

tatis conditio, si divina

;

;

:

pecudibus ipsis opitulari possem.
Ita enim sum
(stulte fortassis haec de meipso, at vere dico),
macellum ipsum, ubi mactantur etiam pecudes,
vix praetereo, quin tacito quodam doloris sensu
mens refugiat. Atque equidem in eo Dei ipsius
valde admiror, venerorque toto pectore clementiam, qui in jumentis illis brutis et abjectis, quae
sacrificiis olim parabantur, id prospexerat, ne
prius ignibus mandarentur quam sanguis eorum
ad basim altaris effunderetur. Unde disceremus,
in exigendis suppliciis, quamvis justis. non quid
omnino rigori liceat, sed ut dementia simul adhibita rigoris temperet asperitatem.
Quamobrem si tantum mihi apud principis
tanti majestatem audere liceret supplex pro
Christo rogarem

clementissimam banc

regiae

sublimitatis e.xcellentiam, prae authoritate hac
mea {lege tua) qua ad vitam multorum consecran-

dum

pellere

{I.

conservandam

pollere) te divina

dementia, ut vita si fieri possit (quid enim
non posset iis in rebus authoritas tua !), misevoluit

rorum parcatur, saltem ut horrori obsistatur,
atque in aliud quodcunque commutetur supplicii genus.
Sunt ejectiones, inclusiones retrusae,
sunt vincula, sunt perpetua exiiia, sunt stigmata
et iT?ii^yuaTa aut etiam patibuia
id untmi valde
deprecor, ne piras ac flammas Smithfieldianas
jam diu faustissimis tuis auspieiis hue usque
sopitas, sinas nunc recandescere.
Quod si ne
id quidem obtineri possit, id saltem omnibus
supplicandi modis efflagito, ToiJro to K£7iapyiiibv
pectoris tui implorans, ut mensem tamen unum
aut alterum nobis concedas, quo interim ex;
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periamur, an a periculosis erroribus dederit dominus ut resanescant, ne cum c(trp rum jactura,
animaj pariter cum corporibus de aeterno peri-

things are direq^ed that belong to the state of
their church.
First, such as belong to the guidance of the whole body of it in the holy and
common assembly, gathered together in the
name of the Lord, that all things may be done
in them duly, orderly, and to edification.
2.
Then, also, such as pertain to particular perFirst, to all the members of that church,
sons.
that the good may enjoy all the privileges that
belong unto them
that ihe wicked may be corrected with ecclesiastical censures, according
to the quality of the fault, private and public, by
admonishing and by removing either I'rom the

cliteiUur exitio.*

No. IV.

A

Directory of Church Government, anciently contended for, and, as far as the times vould suffer,
practised by the first Nonconformists in the days
of Qur.cn Elizabeth, found in the study of the
must accumjdished divine, Mr. Thomas Cartwright, after his decease.

The sacred Discipline of
the

Word

the

;

Church described in

Lord's Supper by suspension (as it is commonout of the church by excommuniThe which belong specially to the ministers of public charge in the church to their
calling, either to be begun or ended, and ended
either by relieving or punishing them, and that
for a time by suspension, or altogether by dep-

ly called), or

of God.

Ciiurch, that is
necessary Ibr all times, is delivered by Christ,
and set down in the Holy Scriptures therefore
the true and lawful discipline is to be fetched
from thence, and from llience alone and that
which resteth upon any other foundation ought
to be estemed unlawful and counterfeit.
Of all particular churches, there is one and
the same right, order, and form tlierefore, also,

cation.

no one may challenge to itself any power over
others, nor any right which doth not alike agree

their turns.
But yet, in

to others.

as

The

discipline of Clirist's

;

;

:

The

ministers of public charges, in every parought to be called and appointed
to their charges by a lawful ecclesiastical calling, such as hereafter is set down.
All these, for the divers regard of their several kinds, are of equal power among them-

ticular church,

selves.

No man can be lawfully called to public charge
any church but he liiat is fit to discharge tlie
same. And none is to be accounted fit but he
that is endued wiili the common gifts of all the
godly, that is, witli faith, and a blameless life

in

;

and

farther, also, with those that are proper to
that ministry wherein he is to be used, and newherecessary for the executing of the same
;

upon, for

trial

of those

gilts, soiire

convenient

way and examination are to be used.
The party to be called must first be
then he
unto he

is

is

elected

;

to be ordained to that charge wherechosen by the prayers of that church

whereunto he is to be admitted, the mutual duties of him and of the church being before laid
open.

The ministers of the church are, first, they
In their examthat are ministers of the Word.
ination, it is specially to be taken heed unto
that they be apt to teach, and tried men, not utterly unlearned, nor newly planted and converted to the faith.
Now these ministers of the Word are, first,
pastors which do administer the Word and sacthen, teachers, which are occupied
raments
in wliolesome doctrine.
Besides, tliere are also elders, which watch
over the life and behaviour of every man and
deacons, which have care over the poor.
Farther, in every particular church thereought
to be a presbytery, which is a consistory, and,
Under the name
as it were, a senate of elders.
of elders here are contained, they who in the
Church mi. lister doctrine, and they who are
properly called elders.
By the common counsel of the eldership all

osition.

For directing of the eldership, let the pastors
be set over it or if there be more pastors than
one in the same church, let the pastors do it in
;

sent of the church.
Particular churches ought to yield mutual
help one to another
for which cause they are
to communicate among themselves.
The end of this communicating together is,
that all things in them may be so directed, both
in regard of doctrine, and also of discipline, as
by the Word of God they ought to be.
Therefore the things that belong hereunto
are determined by the common opinion of those
who meet so to coinmunicate together, and
whatsoever is to be amended, furthered, or procured in any of those several churches that belong to that assembly. Wherein, albeit, no particular church hath power over another, yet every particular church of the same resort, meeting, and counsel, ought to obey the opinion of
more churches with whom they communicate.
For holding of these meetings and assemblies, there are to be chosen, by every church
belonging to that assembly, principal men from
among the elders, who are to have their instructions from them, and so to be sent to the
assembly. There must also be a care had that
the things they shall return to have been godlyagreed on by the meetings be diligently observed by the churches.
Farther, in such assemblies there is also to
be chosen one that may be set over the assem;

blies,

duty

who may moderate and

His
direct them.
to see that the assemblies be held godly,

is

quietly,

Church History of

Britain, p. 104, 105.

and comely therefore it belongeth unto
end the conference with pray:

him

to begin and

er

to

;

i

the greater affairs of the church,

in choosing
and deposing of church ministers, nothing may
be concluded without the knowledge and con-

;

* Fuller'

all

excommunicating of any, and

in

;

pound
dled

;

know every man's
in

instructions

;

to pro-

order the things that are to be han-

to gather their opinions,

and to propound

what is the opinion of the greater part. It is
also the part of the rest of the assembly to
speak their opinions of the things propounded
godly and quietly.

The Synodical Discipline gathered out of the Synods and use of the Churches which have restored it according to the Word of God, and out
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an, Original
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APPENDIX.
of sundry Rooks that are written of
and eferred under c ain Heads.

the

same,

i

I

Of the Necessity of a Calling.
Let no man ihrust himself into the executing
of any part of public charge in the administration of the Word, sacraments, discipline, or care
over the poor. Neither let any such sue or seek
but let evfor any public charge of the church
ery one tarry until he be lawfully called.
;

The Manner of entering and determining of a

Call-

ing,

and against a Ministry of no certain Place,

and

the Desertion of

a Church.

Let none be called hut unto some certain
charge ordained of God, and to the exercising
of the same in some particular congregation
and he that is so called, let him be so bound to
;

church, that he may not after be of
any other, or depart from it without the conLei none be called but they that
sent thereof.
have tirst subscribed the confession of doctrine
and of discipline, whereof let them be admonjshed to have copies with themselves.
In the examination of ministers, the testimony of the place from whence they come is to be
demanded, whereby it may be understood what
life and conversation he hath been of, and
whether he hath been addicted to any heresy,
or to the reading of any heretical books, or to
curious and stratige questions, and idle specuor, rather, whetlier he be accounted
lations
sound and consenting in all things to the docWliereunto if
trine received in the church.
he agree, he is also to expound some part of the
Holy Scriptures twice or oltener, as it shall
seem meet to the examiners, and that before
the conference, and tliat church which is interested.
Let him also be demanded of the principal heads of divinity
and whether he will
diligently execute and discharge his ministry
and in the execution thereof propound unto himself, nut his own desires and commodities, but
the glory of God and edification of the church.
Lastly, whether he will be studious and careful
to maintain and preserve wholesome doctrine
and ecclesiastical discipline. Thus, let the minister be examined, not only by one eldership,
but also by some greater meeting and assembly.
that

;

;

;

Of Election.
Before the election of a minister, and the deliberation of the conference concerning the same,
let there be a day of fast kept in the church interested.

Of

the

Place of exercising this Calling.

Albeit it be lawful for a minister, upon just
occasion, to preach in another church than that
whereof he is minister, yet none may exercise
any ordinary ministry elsewhere but for a certain lime, upon great occasion, and by the consent of his church and conference.
of the Ministers of the Word ; and, first,
of the Order of Liturgy or Common Prayer.

Of the

Offi.ce

Let the minister that is to preach name a
psalm, or a part of a psalm, beginning with the
first, and so proceeding, that may he sung by
the church, noting to them the end of their singing, to wit, the glory of

God and

their

own

edi-

After the psalm, let a sh .it admonipeople follow, of preparing themVOL. II,—
K K

fication.

tion

to the

K
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then let there
selves to pray duly unto God
be made a prayer containing a general confession, first of the guilt of sin, both original and
actual, and of the punishment which is due by
the law for them both
then, also, of the promise of the Gospel, and, in respect of it, supplication of pardon for the said guilt and punishment,
and petition of grace promised, as for the duties
of the whole life, so especially for the godly expounding and receiving of the Word. Let this
petition be concluded with the Lord's Prayer.
After the sermon, let prayer be made again ;
first, for grace to profit by the doctrine delivered, the principal heads thereof being remembered then for all men, but chiefly for the universal Church, and for all estates and degrees of
the people
which is likewise to be ended with
the Lord's Prayer and the singing of a psalm,
as before.
Last of all, let the congregation be
dismissed with some convenient form of blessing taken out of the Scripture such as is Numb.,
vi., 24
2 Cor., xiii., 14.
:

:

:

;

;

;

Of

Preaching.

Let him that shall preach choose some part
of the canonical Scripture to expound, and not
of the Apocrypha. Farther, in his ordinary min-

him not take postils, as they are called,
some whole hook of the Holy Scripture, es-

istry, let

hut

pecially of the

New

Testament, to expound in

order
in choice whereof regard is to be had
both of the minister's ability, and of the edification of the church.
He that preacheth must perform two things
the first, that his speech be uncorrupt
which
is to be considered both in regard of the doctrine, that it be holy, sound, wholesome, and
profitable to edification
not devilish, heretical,
leavened, corrupt, fabulous, curious, or contenand also in respect of the manner of it,
tious
that it be proper to the place which is handled,
that is, which either is contained plainly in the
very words or if it be gathered by consequent,
that the same be fit and clear, and such as may
rise upon the property of the Word, grace of
speech, and suit of the matter and not be allegorical, strange, wrested, or far-fetched.
Novr
let that which is such, and chiefly which is fittest for the times and occasions of the church,
be delivered.
Farther, let the explication, confirmation, enlargement, and application, and the
whole treatise and handling of it, be in the vulgar tongue and let the whole confirmation and
proof be made by arguments, testimonies, and
examples taken only out of the Holy Scriptures,
applied fitly, and according to the natural meaning of the places that are alleged.
The second thing to be performed by him that
preacheth is a reverend gravity this is considered first in the style, phrase, and manner of
speech, that it be spiritual, pure, proper, simple,
and applied to the capacity of the people nor
such as huiman wisdom teacheth, nor savouring
of new-fangledness, nor either so affectate as it
may serve for pomp and ostentation, or so careless and base as hecometh not ministers of the
Word of God. Secondly, it is also to be regarded as well in ordering the voice, in which
a care must be had that (avoiding the keeping
always of one tone) it may be equal, and both
rise and fall by degrees
as also in ordering
the gesture, wherein (the body being upright)
:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

APPENDIX.
the guiding and ordering the whole body is to
follow the voice, there being avoided in it all
unseennly gestures of the head or other parts,
and often turning of the body to divers sides
Finally, let the gesture be grave, modest, and
seemly, not utterly none, nor too much, neither
like the gestures of players or fencers.
These things are to be performed by him that
preacheth
whereby, when need requireth, they
may be examined who are trained and exercised, to be made fit to preach
let there be, if
it may be, every Sabbath-day, two sermons, and
let them that preach always endeavour to keep
themselves within one hour, especially on the
week-days. The use of preaching at burials is
to be left as it may be done conveniently, because there is danger that they may nourish the
superstition of some, or be abused to pomp and
;

:

vanity.

Of the

Catechism.

Let the catechism be taught in every church.
Let there be two sorts one more large, applied
:

to the delivering of the sum of religion by a suit
and order of certain places of the Scriptures,
according to which some point of the holy doctrine may he expounded every week
another
of the same sort, but shorter, fit for the examination of the rude and ignorant before they be
admitted to the Lord's Supper.

ders
that if there be any cause of hinderance,
there may be stay made betimes
but if there
be no such thing, let them proceed (where need
may be) to the examining of their faith, before
the Communion.
Let this whole treatise of
discipline be read in the consistory
and let the
ministers, elders, and deacons be censured one
after another, yet so that the minister concerning doctrine be censured of ministers only.
Let them only be admitted to the Communion
that have made confession of their faith, and
submitted themselves to the discipline
unless
they shall bring letters testimonial of good credit from some other place, or shall approve themselves by some other sufficient testimony.
Children are not to be admitted to the Communion before they be of the age of fourteen
years, except the consistory shall otherwise determine.
On the Sabbath-day next before the Communion, let mention be made in the sermon of the
examination whereunto the apostle exhorteth,
and of the peace that is by faith in the day of
the Communion, let there be speech of the doctrine of the sacraments, and especially of the
Lord's Supper.
;

;

;

:

;

;

Of the

other

Parts of Liturgy or Divine Service.

All the rest of the liturgy or Divine service
consisteth in the administration of the sacraments, and, by the custom of the Church, in the
blessing of marriage
the most commodious
form thereof is that which is used by the churches that have reformed their
discipline according to the Word of God.

Of

Fasting.

Let the day of fasting be published by the
pastor according to the advice of the consistory,
either for supplication, for turning away of calamities present, or for petition of some special
grace.
Let the sermons upon the same day,
before and after noon (as on the Lord's Day), be
such as may be fit for the present occasion.

:

Of Sacraments.
Let only a minister of the Word, that is, a
preacher, minister the sacraments, and that after the preaching of the Word, and not in any
other place than in the public assemblies of the

Of Holy days.
Holydays are conveniently

to be abolished.

Of Marriage.
Let espousing go before marriage.

Let the

words of espousing be of the present time, and

without condition, and before sufficient witnesses on both sides.
It is to be wished that the
minister, or any elder, be present at the espousals, who, having called upon God, may admonChurch.
ish both parties of their duties.
First, may have
Of Baptism.
care of avoiding the degrees forbidden both by
Women only may not offer unto baptism those the law of God and man and then they may
that are to be baptized, but the father, if it may demand of them whether they be free from any
be, or, in his name, some other.
They which bond of marriage which, if they profess and be
present unto baptism ought to be persuaded not strangers, he may also require sufficient testito give those that are baptized the names of mony.
Farther, also, they are to be demanded
God, or of Christ, or of angels, or of holy offices, whether they have been married before, and of
as of Baptist, Evangelist, &c., nor such as sa- the death of the party with whom they were
vour of paganism or popery but chiefly such married, which, if they acknowlt-dge and be
whereof there are examples in the Holy Scrip- strangers, he may demand convenient testimony
tures, in the names of those who are reported of the death of the other party.
Finally, let
in them to have been godly and virtuous.
them be asked if they be under the government
of any
whether they whom it concerneth have
Of the Communion.
consented.
The espousals being done in due order, let
Let the time of celebrating the Communion
be made known eight days before, that the con- them not be dissolved, though both parties
Let the marriage be solemnigregation may prepare themselves, and that the should consent.
Before the marelders may do their duty in going to and visiting zed within two months after.
riage let the promise be published three several
whom they ought.
Sabbath-days
but first, let the parties espou.sOf signifying their Names that are to communicate. ed, with their parents or governors, desire the
Let them which before have not been receiv- publishing thereof of the minister and two elders
ed to the Lord's Table, when they first desire to at the least, that they may be demanded of those
come to it, give their names to the minister things that are needful and let them require to
seven days before the Communion, that care of see the instrumont of the covf nam of the marinquiring of them may be committed to the el- riage, or, at least, sufficient lesliiuony of the es;

:

;

;

;

;
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pousals. Marriage

may be

solemnized and bless-

ed upon any ordinary day of public prayer, saving upon a day of fast.

Of

Schools.

punishment.

Let children be instructed in schools, both in
other learning, and especially in the catechism,
thai they may repeat it by heart, and understand
wiien they are so instructed, let them be
it
brought to the Lord's Supper, after they have
been examined by the minister and allowed by
him.
:

Of
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Thirdly, that
public place, albeit few know it.
are made such by pertinacity and contempt.
Fourthly, that for the heinousness of the offence
are to be punished with some grievous civil

S/udents of Divinity, and their Exercises.

In every church where it may conveniently
be done, care is to be had that some poor scholars, studious of divinity, being fit for theological
exercises, and especially for expounding of Holy
Scripture, may, by the liberality of the godly
rich, be taught and trained up to preach.
Let that exposition, as often as it shall be
convenient to be had, be in the presence at least
of one minister, by whose presence they may
be kept in order, and in the same sort (as touching the manner of preaching) that public sermons are made which being ended, let the other students (he being put apart that was speaker) note wherein he hath failed in any of those
things that are to be performed by him that
preacheth publicly, as is set down before of
whose opinion let the minister that is present,
and is moderator of their exercise, judge and
admonish the speaker as he shall think meet.

They that are to be excommunicated, being
public charge in the church, are to be deposed also from their charges. They also are
to be discharged that are unfit for the ministry,
by reason of their ignorance, or of some incurable disease, or by any other such cause are disabled to perform their ministry but in the room
of such as are disabled by means of sickness or
age, let another be placed without the reproach
and farther, so as
of him that is discharged
the reverence of the ministry may remain untO'
him, and he may be provided for, liberally and
in good order.
When there is question concerning a heretic complained of to the consistory, straight let
two or three neighbour ministers be called, mea
godly and learned, and free from that suspicion,
by whose opinion he may be suspended till such,
time as the conference may take knowledge of
in

;

;

his cause.
The obstinate, after

admonition by the conthough the fault have not been so great,
and
are to be suspended from the Communion
if they continue in their obstinacy, this shall be
the order to proceed to their excommunication.
Three several Sabbath-days after the sermon,
publicly let be declared the offence committed
by the offender. The first Sabbath let not the
offender's name be published: the second, let
Of Elders.
it be declared, and withal a certain day of the
Let the elders know every particular house
week named to be kept for that cause in fasting
and person of the church, that they may inform
and prayer the third, let warning be given of
the minister of the condition of every one, and
his excommunicating to follow the next Sabbath
the deacons of the sick and poor, that they may
after, except there may be showed some suffitake care to provide for them they are not to
so, upon the fourth
cient cause to the contrary
be perpetual, neither yet easily to be changed.
Sabbath-day, let the sentence of excommunication be pronounced against him, that his spirit
Of Consistories.
In the consistory the most voices are to be may be saved in the day of the Lord.
He that hath committed great offences, opyielded unto.
In it only ecclesiastical things
Of them, first, they are to probrious to the church, and to be grievously
are to be handled.
be dealt with such as belong to the common di- punished by the magistrate's authority, albeit he
rection of the public assembly, in the order of profess his repentance in words, yet for the trial
liturgy, or Divine service, sermon, prayers, sac- thereof, and to take away the offence, let him
Then with for a time be kept from the Communion which,
raments, marriages, and burials.
such also as pertain to the oversight of every how often and how long it is to be done, let the
Farther, they consistory, according to their discretion, deterone, and their particular deeds.
after which, if the party repent, he is
are to cause such things as shall be thought mine
meet to be registered and written in a book. brotherly to be received again, but not until he
They are also to cause to be written in another have openly professed his repentance before the
book the names of them that are baptized, with church, by consent whereof he should have been
the names of their parents and sureties like- excommunicated.
If the ministers of any public charge of the
wise of the communicants. Farther, also, are
to be noted their names that are married, that church commit any such thing, they are to be
deposed
from their charge.
die, and to whom letters testimonial are given.
;

sistory,

;

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

Of the Censures.

None is to be complained of unto the consistory, unless first the matter being uttered with
silencing the parties' names, if it seem meet so
to be done by the judgment of the consistory.
In private and less faults, the precept of
Christ, Matt., xviii., is to be kept.

Of the Assemblies

of the Church.

Particular churches are to communicate one
with another, by common meetings and resorts
in them only ecclesiastical matters are to be
handled, and of those, only such as pertain to
concerning other
the churches of that resort
churches, unless they be desired, they are to deGreater and public offences are to be handled termine nothing farther than to refer such matby the consistory. Farther, public offences are ters to their next common and great meeting.
to be esteemed, first, such as are done openly
Let the order of proceeding in them be this
before all, or whomsoever, the whole church first, let the survey be taken of those that are
knowing of it. Secondly, such as be done in a present, and the names of those that are absent.
:

;

:
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there, be noted, that they may
give a reason at their next meeting of their ab-

and should be

sence, or be censured by the judgment of the
assembly. Next, let the acts of the last assembly of that kind be read, that ifany of the same
remain unfinished, they may be despatched
then, let those things be dealt in that are properly belonging to the present assembly, where
first the instructions sent from the churches are
to be delivered by every one in order, as they
sit together, with their letters of credence. Secondly, let the state of the churches of that resort be considered
to wit, how they are instructed and guided
whether the holy doctrine
and discipline be taught and exercised in them
and whether the ministers of public charges do
Furthermore, they
their duty, and such like.
shall determine of those things that do appertain to the common state of all the churches of
which
that resort, or unto any of the same
way may be sufficient for the oversight of the
churches. Lastly, if it seem meet, the delegates
present may be censured.
They that are to meet in such assemblies are
to be chosen by the consent of the churches of
that assembly and conference to whom it may
:

;

:

;

;

appertain.
Let such only be chosen that exercise public
function in the church of ministry or eldership,
and which have subscribed to the doctrine and
discipline,

and have promised

to

behave them-

them with the conferences from whence they
came.

The moderator is also, by the order and judgto give answer, either by
speech or by letters, to such as desire any answer and to execute censures, if any be to l>e
executed.
Farther, he is to procure all things
to be done in it godlily and quietly
exhorting to
meekness, moderation of spirit, and forbearing
one of another where need shall be, and referring it to the assembly to take order for such as
Lastly, he is to
are obstinate and contentious.
remember them of the next meeting following,
with thanks for their pains, and exhortation to
proceed cheerfully in their callings; and soct)uiteously to dismiss the assembly
Before such
time none may depart without leave of the assembly.
Those assemblies, according to their kinds,
have great authority if they be greater, and less
ment of the assembly,
;

;

they be less.
Therefore, unless it be a plain
and manifest unto all, if any think himself
injured by the less meeting, he may appeal siill
unto a greater, till he come to a general council, so that he ascend orderly from the less to
the next greater.
But it is to be understood
that the sentence of the assemblies be holden
firm until it be otherwise judged by an assembly
of greater authority.
if

act,

Assemblies or MeeLin^s are either Conferences or
Synods.

selves according to the Word of God
notwithstanding, it may he lawful also to be present
for other elders and other ministers
and likewise (if the assembly think it meet) for deacons,
and for students in divinity, especially those
that exercise themselves in expounding the Holy
Scriptures in the conferences, and be asked their
opinion
which in students is to this end, that
their judgment, in handling matters ecclesiastical, rnay be both tried and sharpened. But they
only are to give voice which are chosen by the
churches, and have brought their instructions

Conferences are the meetings of the elders of
a fesv churches, as, for example, of twelve.
There are to meet in a conference, chosen of
the eldership of every particular church, one
minister and one elder.
The conferences are
to be kept once in six weeks.
They are specially to look into the state of
the churches of that resort and conference,
examining particularly these several points
Whether all things be done in them according
to the holy doctrine and discipline of the Gosto wit, whether any questions be moved
pel
signed from them.
concerning any point of doctrine^
Whether
If there I'all out any very weighty matter to
the ecclesiastical discipline be duly observed!
be consulted of, let notice of it be given to the Whether any minister be wanting in any of
moderator of the assembly next going before, or those churches, that a sufficient one in due
to the minister of that church where the next
time may be procured 1 Whether the other minmeeting is to be the same is to send word of isters of public charge in the church be appointit in due time to the minister of every church
ed in every congregation ]
Whether care be
of that assembly, that they may communicate it
had of schools, and for the poor 1 Finally, they
aforehand with those to whom it appertaineth,
are to be demanded wherein any of them needthat the delegates resorting to the next meeting
eth the advice of the conference for the admay understand and report their judgments.
vancement of the Gospel among them.
In appointing of the place for the assembly,
Before the end of the meeting, if it shall be
regard must be had of the convenient distance,
so thought good by them, let one of the minisand other commodities, that no part may just- ters assembled in conference, either chosen by
ly complain that they are burdensome above
voice, or taking it by turn, preach publicly. Of
others.
his speech, let the rest judge among themselves,
In every such ecclesiastical assembly it is
the elders being put apart, admonish lum brothmeet there be a moderator he is to have charge erly, if there be any cause, examining all things
of the assembly, to see it kept in good order.
according to those rules that are before declared
He is always, if it may be conveniently, to be in the chapter concerning the things that are to
changed. The choice is to be in this manner:
be performed by those that preach.
The moderator of the former assembly of that
0/ Synods.
kind, or,
absence, the minister of the
;

;

;

:

;

:

:

in his

church where they meet, having
fitly

first

prayed

synod

is

:

to choose a moderator.
provide that the things done in the assembly
may be written, that the delegates of every

church may write them

the meeting of chosen men of
in them let the whole treain them, also, other
read
things first being finished, as was said before,
let all those that are present be censured, if it
may be done conveniently, and let them also

A

move the assembly many conferences
He being chosen is to tise of discipline be

to that purpose, is to

out,

and communicate

:
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have a communion in and with the church where perpetual but as far as it is not expressly confirmed by authority of the Holy Scripture, bui
lliey were called.
There are two sorts of synods the first is par- is applied to the use and times of the Church as
ticular, which compreheniielh both the provin- their divers states may require, according to
A provincial synod is the analogy and general rules of the same Scripcial and naiional synod.
the meeting of the chosen men of every confer- ture, is to be judged profitable for the churches
ence within the province. A province contain- that receive it, but may he changed in such
things as belong not to the essence of the disetli four and-twenty conferences.
A fit way to call a provincial council may be cipline upon a like godly reason, as the divers
the care thereof, except themselves will estates of the Church may require.
this
determine of it, may be committed to the parThe Form of the Subscription.
;

:

:

some conference within the
province which, by advice of the same C(mference, may appoint the place aiiii ;iine for the
meeting of tiie provincial synod.
To that church or eldership are to be sent
the matters that seemed, to the particular conferences, more difficult for them to take order
in, and such as belong to the churches of the
which is to be done diligently
whole province
and in good time, that the same may, in due
season, give notice of the place and time of tbe
synod, and of the matters to be debated therein,
that they which shall be sent may come the
beuer prepared, and judge of them according to
the aovice of the conferences.
Two ministers, and as many elders, are to be
sent from every conference unto the provincial
synod.
The same is to be held every half year,
It is to
or oftener, till the discipline be settled.
he held three months before every national
synod, that they may prepare and make ready
those things that pertain to the naiional. The
acts of the provincial synod are to be sent unto
the national, by the eldership of that church in
v\hii'h it was liolden
and every minister is to
he lurnished with a copy of them, and with the
reasons of the same. A national synod, or convocation, is a ineeting of the chosen men of every province within the dominion of the same
nation and civil government.
The way to call
it, unless it shall determine otherwise, may be
the same with the provincial, that is, by the eldership of some particular church, which shall
appoint the time and place of the next national
convocation but not otherwise than by the advice of their provincial synod.
Out of every provincial synod there are to he
chosen three ministers, and as many elders, to
be sent to the national.
They are to handle the
things pertaining to the churches of the whole
nation or kingdom, as the doctrine, discipline,
ceremonies, things not decided by inferior meetmgs, appeals, and such like. By the order of the
same, one is to be appointed which may gather
into one book the notes of every particular
church.
Thus much for particular meetings the universal followeth, which is called a generalorcECunienical council, which is a meeting of the chosen men of every national synod.
The acts of
all such councils are to be registered and reported in a book.
The discipline, entitled "The Discipline of
the Church," described in the Word of God, as
far as we can judge, is taken and drawn from the
most pi-.re fountain of tbe Word of God, and conlaiiielli in it the discipline of the Church that is
necessary, essential, and common to all ages of
the Church.
The synodical also adjoined, as it resteth upon
tiie same foundations, is likewi.se necessary and
ticular eldership of
;

;

;

;

;

The brethren of the conference of N., whose
names are here underwritten, have subscribed
this discipline after this manner: This disci-

we

allow as a godly discipline, and agreeWord of God yet so as we may b&
satisfied in the things hereunto noted, and desire the same so acknowledged by us, to be furthered by all lawful means, that by public authority of the magistrate and of our church it
may he established.
Which thing, if it may be obtained of her rign*
excellent majesty, and other the magistrates or
this kingdom, we promise that we will do nothing against it, whereby the public peace of the
Church may be troubled. In the mean time,
we promise to observe it, as far as may be lawful for us so to do, by the public laws of this
kingdom, and by the peace of our church.
pline

able to the

;

No. V.

A

Letter of the Puritan Ministers imprisoned to
her Majesty, in Vindication of their Innocence,
dated April, 1.592.

"May it please your excellent majesty,
" There is nothing, right gracious sovereign,
next to the saving mercy of Almighty God, that
can be more comfortable than your highness's
favour, as to all other your faithful and dutiful
subjects, so to us your majesty's most humble
suppliants, who are by our calling ministers of
God's holy Word, and by our present conditioa
now, and of long time, prisoners in divers prisons in and about the city of London, for v\ hich
cause our most humble suit is, that it may please
your most excellent majesty graciously to understand our necessary answer to such grievous
charges as we hear to he informed against us,
which, if they were true, might he just cause of
withdrawing forever from us your highness's
gracious protection and favour, which, above
all other earthly things, we most desire to enjoy.
The reason of our trouble is a suspicion
that we should be guilty of many heinous
crimes but these supposed crimes we have not
been charged with in any due and ordinary
course of proceeding, by open accusation and
But being called up to London by
witnesses.
authority of some of your majesty's commissioners in causes ecclesiastical, we have beeo
required by them to take an oath of inquisition
or office, as it is called, for not taking whereof
we were first committed to prison, and since
have continued there a long time, notwithstanding that all of us, save one, have been deprived
of our livings and degraded of our ministry.
" Wherefore, for thai the oath is the next and
immediate cause of our trouble, we have made
our answer first to that, and then alter also to
;

:
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the crimes that are suggested, and secretly informed against us.

The Oath.
reason why we took it
without limitation of any certain matter, infinite and general, to answer wliatsoever shall be demanded of us. Of this kind
of oath we find neither rule nor example in the
Word of God but contrariwise, both precepts
and precedents of all lawful oaths reported in
the same tend to this, that an oath ought to be
taken with judgment, and so as he that sweareth may see the bounds of his oath, and to what
condition it does bind him, &c.
But tiiis oath
is to inquire of our private speeches and conferences with our dearest and nearest friends
yea, of the very secret thoughts and intents of
our hearts, that so may we furnish both matter
of accusation and evidence of proof against ourselves, which was not used to be done in causes
of heresy or high treason
for these are the
words of the statutes of your most noble father,
Henry VIII. :* For that the most expert and
best learned cannot escape the danger of such
captious interrogatories(asthe law calleth them)
which are accustomed to be administered by the
ordinaries of this realm
as also that it standeth not with the right order of justice, or good
equity, that any person should be convicted, or
put to the loss of life, good name, or goods, unless it be by due accusation and witness, or by
presentment, verdict, confession, or process of
outlawry and farther, for the avoiding untrue
accusations and presentments which might be
maliciously conspired, and kept secret and unrevealed, till time might be espied to have men
thereof by malice convicted,' it was ordained
that none should be put to answer but upon accusation and presentments taken in open and
manifest courts, by the oath of twelve men.f
"

not

As

is

for the oath, the

because

it is

for always before the time of our trouble
we have lived in the daily communion of it, not
only as private men, but at the time of our restraint (as many years before) preached and exercised our ministry in the same
and at this
present most earnestly beseech all in authority
that is set over us, especially your excellent
majesty, that we may so proceed to serve God
and your highness all the days of our life.

hereof

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

Schism.

Rebellion.

" Another cnme suggested agamst us is, that
we should practice or purpose rebelliously to
procure such farther reformation of our church
as we desire by violent and undutiful means.
Whereunto our answer is, that we think it not
lawful to make a schism in the Church for anything that we esteem needful to be reformed in
it, so do we, in all simplicity and sincerity of
heart, declare, in the presence of Almighty God,
to whom all secrets are known, and of your excellent majesty, to whom the sword is given of
God for just vengeance and punishment of
transgressors, that for procuring reformation of
anythmg that we desire to be redressed in the
state of our church, we judge it most unlawful
and damnable by the Word of God to rebel, and
by force of arms or any violent means to seek
redress thereof; and moreover, that we never
intended to use or procure any other means for
the furtherance of such reformation than only

prayer to Almighty God, and most humble suit
to your excellent majesty, and others in authorwith suchlike dutiful and peaceful means
as might give information of this our suit, and
of the reasons moving us thereunto.
ity,

Supremacy.
"

The third crime misinformed against us is,
we impeach your majesty's supremacy.
For answer whereunto we unfeignedly protest
(God being witness that we speak the truth
herein from our hearts) that we acknowledge
that

" As to the charge of schism, and that we so your highness's sovereignty and supreme powcondemned the state of the Church, that we er, next and immediately under God, over all
hold it noi for any true, visible Church of God, persons, and in all causes, as well ecclesiastical
as it is established by public authority within the as civil, in as large and ample manner as it is
land, and therefore refuse to have any part or agnized by the High Court of Parliament in the
far

communion with it in public prayers, or in the
ministry of the Word and sacraments
if this
were true, we were of all men living the most
unthankful, first to Almighty God, and next to
your excellent majesty, by whose blessed means
we are partakers of that happy liberty of the
profession of the Gospel, and of the true service
of God, that by your highness's gracious government we do enjoy.
acknowledge unfeignedly, as in the sight of God, that this our
church, as it is by your highness's laws and au;

We

thority established

among

us,

having that

faith

professed and taught publicly in it that was
agreed of in the Convocation of 1562, and such
form of public prayers and administration of the
sacraments as in the first year of your most
gracious reign was established (notwithstanding anything that may need to be revised and
farther reformed), is a true visible Church of
Christ, from the holy communion whereof, by
way of schism, it is not lawful to depart.
" Our whole life may show the evident proof
*
i

An. 25 Hen. VIII., cap. xiv.
Ibid., cap. XV., § 3.

statute of recognition, as is set down in the
oath of supremacy enacted by the same
and
as It is farther declared in your majesty's injunctions, and also in the articles of religion agreed
in the Convocation, and in sundry books of learned men of our nation, published and allowed by
public authority.
add yet hereunto, that
we acknowledge the same as fully as ever it
was in old time acknowledged by the prophets
to belong to the virtuous kings of Judah
and
as all the Reformed churches in Christendom
acknowledge the same to their sovereign princes, in the confessions of their faith exhibited
unto them, as they are set down in a book named
the Harmony of Confessions, and the observations annexed thereunto.
" And besides the protestation, we appeal to
;

We

;

the former whole course of our lives, wherein it
cannot be showed that we ever made question
it
and more particularly by our public docand by our taking
trine, declaring the same
the oath of supremacy as occasion hath required.

of

;

;

Excommunication.
" It hath been odiously devised against us,

APPENDIX.
concerning tlie persons subject to excommunication, and the power tiiereof, how far it extendeth touching the former, we judge not otherwise herein than all the Reformed churches
that are this day in the Christian world, nor
than our own English Church, both always heretofore hath judged, and doth still at this present,
as may appear by the articles of religion agreed
by the Convocation, and by a book of homilies
allowed by the same, and also by sundry other
books of greatest credit and authority in our
church which is, that the Word of God, the
sacraments, and the power of binding and loosing, are all ordinances of Almighty God, graciously ordained for the comfort and salvation
of the whole Church and that therefore no part
or member of it is to be denied the comfortable,
wholesome aid and benefit thereof, for the furtherance of their faith, and (as need may require)
of their repentance, &c.
" For the other part, how far this censure ex;

;

;

profess that it deprivelh a man only
of spiritual comforts, as of being partaker of the
Lord's Table, and being present at the public
prayers of the Church, or such like, without taking away either liberty, goods, lands, government private or public whatsoever, or any other
Wherecivil or earthly commodity of this life.
fore, from our hearts we detest and abhor that
intolerable presumption of the Bishop of Rome,
taking upon him, in such cases, to depose sovereign princes from their highest seats of supreme government, and discharging their subjects from that dutiful obedience that, by the laws

tendeth,

we
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therefore refused to have any part or communion with it
upon which occasion, it is needful
for us to advise of the best way and means we
could to keep the people that we had charge to
instruct from such damnable errors.
"Farther also particularly, because some reckoned us to have part with their schism, and reported us to agree in nothing, but to differ one
from another in the reformation we desiie we
have special cause to confer together, that we
might set down some things touching such matters, which at all times, whensoever we should
be demanded, might be our true and just defence, both to clear us from partaking with the
schism, and to witness for us that we agreed in
the reformation we desire.
" But as touching the thing surmised of our
meetings, that we exercise in them all ecclesiastical jurisdiction, in making ministers, in cen:

;

suring and excommunicating, in ordaining constitutions and orders upon such censures to
bind any, we protest before God and the holy
angels that we never exercised any part of such
jurisdiction, nor had any purpose agreed among
us to exercise the same, before we should by
public law be authorized thereunto.
" Farther, also, touching such our meetings,
we affirm that they were only of ministers (saving in some parts where a schoolmaster, two or
three, desirous to train themselves to the ministry, joined with us), and the same, but of six or
seven, or like small nuinber in a conference,
without all deed of appearance that might be
offensive to any.

of God, they ought to perform.
Conferences.

" Concernmg our conferences, we have been
charged to have given orders, and made ministers, and to have administered the censures of
the Church, and, finally, to have exercised all
ecclesiastical jurisdiction.
To which sugges
lion we answer, that indeed of long time we
have used, as other ministers have done (as we
think in most parts of the land), to meet sometimes and conjjpr together; which being granted
to all good and dutiful subjects upon occasion to
resort and meet together, we esteem it is lawful for us to do so.
" For besides the common affairs of all men,
which may give them just cause to meet with
their acquaintance and friends, mutually to communicate for their comfort and help one with
another, men professing learning have more necessary and special use of such conferences, for
their furtherance in such knowledge as they
profess. But such as are professed ministers of
the Word have sundry great and necessary
causes so to do more than others, because of
the manifold knowledge both of divinity, and
also of divers tongues and sciences, that are of
great use for the better enabling them for their
ministry
in which respect the conferences of
the ministers were allowed by many bishops
within their diocesses, and to our knowledge
never disallowed or forbidden by any. Some
late years, also, have given us more special
cause of conferring together, where Jesuits,
Seminarists, and other heretics sought to seduce
many and wherein, also, some schismatics condemned the whole state of our church, as no
part of the true visible Church of Christ, and
;

;

Singularity.

" Which, though it be not subject to any punishment of law, yet is suggested against us by
such as favour not our most humble desire of a
farther reformation, to disgrace us, and make
us odious with others, and chiefly with your exwhereunto our answer is, that
cellent majesty
the discipline of the primitive Church is ancient,
and so acknowledged by the Book of Common
Pra3'er, in these words, 'that there was a godinstead
ly discipline in the primitive Church
whereof, until the said discipline may be restored again (which thing is much to be wished),
it is thought convenient to use such a form of
comminalion as is prescribed.'
"Farther, also, if it please your majesty with
favour to understand it from us, we are ready
to show, that in such points of ecclesiastical
discipline of our church, which we desire most
humbly may be reformed, we hold no singular
or private opinion, but the truth of the Word of
God, acknowledged to be such by all the best
churches and writers of ancient time, and of this
present age.
" Thus have we declared, right gracious sov;

;

ereign, truly and sincerely, as we will answer it
before God, and to your majesty upon our allegiance, what judgment we are of concerning
and farther
the matters informed against us
testify, that no minister within this land desiring a farther reformation, with whom we have
had any private acquaintance or conference of
these iTiatters (whosoever may be otherwise informed), is of any other mind or opinion in these
cases that have been named by which declaration, if (according to our earnest prayers to Almighty God) your majesty shall clearly discern
;

:
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us to stand free from all such matters as we are
charged with, our most humhie suit is, that your
majesty's gracious favour (which is inore dear
and precious to us than our lives) inay be extended to us, and that by means thereof we may
enjoy the comfortable liberty of our persons and
ministry, as we did before our troubles which, if
by your highness's special mercy and goodness
we may obtain, we promise and vow to Almighty
God, and your excellent majesty, to beiiave
ourselves in so peaceable and dutiful sort in every respect, as may give no just cause of your
highness's offence, but according to our callings,
both in doctrine and example as heretofore, so
always hereafter, to teach due obedience to
your majesty among other patts of holy doctrine
and to pray for your majesty's long and
blessed reign over us," &.C.*
;

;

No. vr.
Articles of Religion agreed upon ly
ops and Bishops, and the rest of

the Archbish-

the

Clergy of

Ireland, in the Convocation holden at Dublin, in

Lord 1615, for the avoiding of
Diversities of Opinions, and the establishing of
the year of our

Consent touching true Religion.
In these articles are comprehended, almost word for
word, the nine articles agreed on at Lambeth, the 20th of
November, lo9J. This mark * points at each of them,

JN.B.

and their number.

Of the Holy

Scriptures and the Three Creeds.

The ground

Such arc

these following

The
The
The

third book of Esdras.
fourth book of Esdras,
hook of Tobias,
Tlie book of Judith,
Additions to the book of Es'
ther.
The book of Wisdom,
The book of Jesus the Soi
of Sirach, called Ecclesi
asticus.

Baruch, with the Epistle
Jeremiah,

ot

The

Soiigof the Three Children,

Susannah,
Bel

aiid the

Dragon,

The Prayer of Manasses,
The first book of Macrahecs,
The second book of Macca-

4. The Scriptures ought to be translated out
of the original tongues into all languages, for
the common use of all men.
Neither is any
person to be discouraged from reading the Bible in such language as he doth understand, but
seriously exhorted to read the same with great
huiTiility and reverence, as a special means to
bring him to the true knowledge of God, and of

his own duty.
5. Although there be some hard things in the
Scriptures (especially such as have proper relation to the times in which they were first uttered, and prophecies of things which were afterward to be fulfilled), yet all things necessary
to be known untoeverlasiing salvation are clearly delivered therein
and nothing of that kind is
spoken under dark mysteries in one place, which
is not in other places spoken more familiarly
and plainly to the capacity both of learned and
unlearned.
6. The Holy Scriptures contain all things
necessary to salvation, and are able to instruct
sufficiently in all points of faith that we are
bound to believe, and all duties that we are
;

of our religion, and the rule of
and all saving truth, is the Word of God,
contained in the Holy Scripture.
bound to practise.
2. By the name of Holy Scripture we under7. All and every the articles contained in the
stand all the canonical books of the Old and Nicene Creed, the creed of Atbanasius,and that
New Testament, viz..
which is commonly called the Apostles' Creed,
ought firmly to be received and believed, for
Of the Old Testament.
they may be proved by most certain warrant of
Job,
The five books of Moses,
Holy Scripture.
Psalms,
1.

faith,

Joshua,
Judges,

Proverbs,

R.ith,

The

first

and second of Sam-

uel.

Tlie

first

The

and second of Kings,
and second of

Ecclesiastes,
The Song of Solomon,
Isaiah,
Jeremiah, his prophecy and

Lamentation,

first

Ezekiel,
Daniel,

Chronicles,

Ezra,

The twelve

Nehemiah,

less prophets.

Esther,

Of the New
The Gospel

according

Testament.

The
The

John,
The Acts of the Apostles,

Titus,

The

Epistle of St. Paul to
First

Second EpisTimothy,

First and

tle to

the Romans,

The

and Second Epis-

tle to the Corinthians.
Galatians,

Ephesians,
Philippians,
C'olossians,

Second EpisThessalimians,

First and

tle to the

iWatthew,

Mark,
Luke,

Philemon,
Hebrews,

The Epistle of St. James,
The two Epistles of St. Peter,

The

three Epistles of St.
John,
Jude,
The Revelation of St. John.

Of

Faith in the Holy Trinity.

There is hut one living and true God, everlasting.
Without body, parts, or passions, of
infinite power, wisdom, and goodness
the maker and preserver of all things, both visible and
invisible.
And in unity of this Godhead there
be three persons of one and the same substance,
power, and eternity, the Father, the Son, and
the Holy Ghost.
8.

;

9. The essence of the Father doth not beget
the essence of the Son
but the person of the
Father begetteth the person of the Son, by communicating his whole essence to the person begotten from eternity.
10. The Holy Ghost, proceeding from the Father and the Son, is of one substance, majesty,
and glory with the Father and the Son, very
and eternal God.
;

St

All which we acknowledge to be given by the
inspiration of God, and in that regard to be of
most certain credit and highest authority.
3. The other books, commonly called Apocryphal, did not proceed from such inspiration,
and therefore are not of sufficient authority to
establish any point of doctrine
but the Church
;

doth read them as books containing many worthy things for example of life and instruction of

manners.

Of God^s

eternal Decree

and Predestination.

11. God from all eternity did, by his unchangeable counsel, ordain whatsoever in time should
come to pass yet so as thereby no violence is
offered to the wills of the reasonable creatures,
and neither the liberty nor the contingency of
thft second cause is taken away, but established
;

rather.
*

12. "By the same eternal counsel God
hath predestinated some unto life, and repof both which
robated some unto death
there is a certain number, known only to
;

Strype's Ann., vol.

ult., p. 85,

&c.

APPENDIX.
diminished."
Predestination to

13.

life is

the everlasting

purpose of God, whereby, before the foundations
of the world were laid, he hath constantly decreed in his secret counsel to deliver from curse
and damnation those whom lie hath chosen in
Christ out of mankind, and to bring them by
Christ unto everlasting salvation, as vessels

made
«

to hononr.
14. " The

II.

Of

of
22.

things

bemg

ordained for the manifes-

;

be made sons of God by adoption
they be
made like the image of his only-begotten Son
Jesus Christ
they walk religiously in good
works, and at length, by God's mercy, they at;

;

tain to everlasting felicity.
* IV. "But such as are not predestinated to
salvation shall finally be condemned for
their sins."

consideration of predestination,

in Christ, is full of sweet, pleasant, and unspeakable comfort to godly persons,

and such as feel in themselves the working of
the Spirit of Christ, mortifying the works of the

when we have that
26. Works done

and their earthly members, and drawing
minds to high and heavenly things, as
well because it doth greatly confirm and establish their faith of eternal salvation to be enjoyed
through Christ, as because it doth fervently
kindle their love towards God
and on the con
trary side, (br curious and carnal persons lacking the Spirit of Christ, to have continually before their eyes the sentence of God's predestiflesh,

;

is

good-will,

before the grace of Christ
and the inspiration of his Spirit are not pleasing
unto God, forasmuch as they spring aot of faith
in Jesus Christ, neither do they make men meet
to receive grace (or, as the school authors say,
to deserve grace of congruity)
yea, rather, for
that they are not done in such sort that God
haih willed and commanded them to be done,
we doubt not but they are sinful.

their

nation,

all

Wherefore we have no power to do good
works, pleasing and acceptable unto God, without the grace of God preventing us, that we
may have a good-will, and working with us,

and our election

up

into the world,

;

rest to be spectacles of his justice.
15. Such as are predestinated unto life be
called according unto God's purpose (his Spirit
working in due season), and through grace they
obey the calling they be justified freely they

The godly

sin entered

standeth not in the imitation of Adam (as the Pelagians dream), but is
the fault and corruption of the nature of every
person that naturally is engendered and propagated from Adam, whereby it cometh to pass
that man is deprived of original righteousness,
and by nature is bent unto sin and. therefore,
in every person born into the world, it deserveth
God's wrath and damnation.
24. This corruption of nature doth remain
even in those that are regenerated, whereby the
flesh always lusteth against the Spirit, and cannot be made subject to the law of God.
And
howsoever, for Clirist's sake, there be no condemnation to hiu'h as are regenerate and do believe, yet doth the apostle acknowledge that in
itself this concupiscence hath the nature of sin.
IX. 25. "The condition of man after the
fall of .Adam is such, that he cannot turn
and prepare himself, by his own natural
strength and good works, to faith, and calling upon God."

choose out a certain number, towards whom he
would extend his undeserved mercy, leaving the

16

Sin, and the Slate

before Justification.

23. Original sin

tation of his glory, and his glory being to appear
both in the works of his mercy and of his justice, it seemed good to his heavenly wisdom to

;

Man, Original

Man

By one man

and death by sin, and so death went over
men, forasmuch as all have sinned.

himself"
all

the Fall of

cause moving God to predes-

tinate untolife is not the foreseeing of faith,
or of perseverance, or of goods works, or
of anything which is in the person predestinated, but only the good pleasure of God

For
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true holiness of his free-will), had the covenant
of the law ingrafted in his heart, whereby God
did promise unto him everlasting life, upon condition that he performed entire and perfect obedience unto his comiTiandments, according to
that measure of strength wherewith he was
endued in his creation, and threatened death
unto him if ne did not perform the same.

God, which can neither be increased nor

;

very dangerous.

17. We must receive God's promises in such
wise as they be generally set forth unto us in
Holy Scripture and in our doings, that will of
God is to be followed which we have expressly
declared unto us in the Word of God.

27. All sins are not equal, but some far more
heinous than others yet the very least is of its
nature mortal, and without God's mercy
maketh the offender liable unto everlasting dam;

own

;

nation.
28. God is not the author of sin
howbeit he
doth not only permit, hut also by his providence
govern and order the same, guiding it in such
sort by his infinite wisdom as it turneth to the
manifestation of his own glory, and to the good
of his elect.
:

Of the
18.

Creation and Government of

In the beginning of time,

all

Things.

when no

creature had any bemg, God by his word alone, in
the space of six days, created all things
and
afterward by his Providence doth continue, propagate, anil order them according to his own will.
19. The principal creatures are angels and
;

Of

men.

Christ, the Mediator of the Second Covenant.

The Son, which is the Word of the Fabegotten from everlasting of the Father,
the true and eternal God, of one substance with
the Father, took man's nature in the womb of
the blessed Virgin, of her substance
so that
two whole and perfect natures, that is to say,
the Godhead and manhood, were inseparably
joined in one person, making one Christ, very
God and very man.
29.

20. Of angels, some continued in that holy
state wherein they were created, and are by

God's grace fi)rever established therein others
fell from the same, and are reserved in chains
of darkness unto the judgment of the great day.
21. Man being at the beginning created according to the image of God (which consisted
especially in the wisdom of his mind and the
Vol. II. L l l

ther,

;

—

;

I

;
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30. Christ, in the truth of our nature, was
made like unto us in all things, sin only except-

filler

of the law
forasmuch as that which our
was not able to effect, Christ's justice
;

infirmity

and thus the justice and merhath performed
cy of God do embrace each other, the grace of
God not shutting out the justice of Goc in the
matter of our justification, but only shutting out
St. John saith) was not in him. He fulfilled the the justice of man (that is to say, the justice of
law for us perfectly for our sake? he endured our own works) from being any cause of deservmost grievous torments immediately in his soul, ing our justification.
30. When we say that we are justified by
and most painful sufferings in his body. He
was'' crucified, and died to reconcile his Father faith only, we do not mean that the said justifyfaith is alone in man without true repentoriing
for
sacrifice
not
only
be
to
a
and
unto us
ginal guilt, but also for all our transgressions. ance, hope, charity, and the fear of God (for
such
and
a faith is dead, and cannot justify) neither
hell,
descended
into
and
He was buried,
the third day rose from the dead, and took again do we mean that this our act to believe in Christ,
our faith in Christ, which is within us,
or
this
apperhis body, with flesh, bones, and all things
taining to the perfection of man's nature, where- doth of itself justify us. or deserve our justification
unto us (for that were to account ourselves
with he ascended into heaven, and there sitteth
at the right hand of his Father, until he return to be justified by the virtue or dignity of something that is within ourselves); but the true
to judge all men at the last day.
understanding and meaning thereof is, that alOJ the communicating of the Grace of Christ.
though we hear God's Word, and believe it
31. They are to be condemned that presume although we have faith, hope, charity, repentto say that every man shall be saved by the law ance, and the fear of God within us, and add
or sect which he professeth, so that he be dili- never so many good works thereunto, yet we
gent to frame his life according to that law, and must renounce the merit of all our said virtues,
for Holy Scripture doth set of faith, hope, charity, and all our other virtues
the light of nature
out unto us only the name of Jesus Christ where- and good deeds, which we either have done,
by men must be saved.
shall do, or can do, as things that be far too
32. * VHI. " None can come unto Christ un- weak, and imperfect, and insufficient to deserve
less it be given unto him, and unless he remission of our sins, and our justification; and
draw him. And all men are not so drawn therefore we must trust only in God's mercy,
by the Father, that they may come unto the and the merits of his most dearly-beloved Son,
Son [* VH.] neither is there such a suffi- our only Redeemer, Saviour, and Justifier, Jesus
cient measure of grace vouchsafed unto Christ. Nevertheless, because faith doth directevery man, whereby he is enabled to come ly send us to Christ for our justification, and that
unto everlasting life."
by faith, given us of God, we embrace the proin33. All God's elect are in their time insepara- ise of God's mercy and the remission of our sins
bly united unto Christ, by the efTectual and vital (which thing none other of our virtues or works
influence of the Holy Ghost, derived from him, properly doth), therefi)re the Scripture useth to
as from the head, unto every true member of his say, that faith without works, and the ancient
And being thus made one with fathers of the Church to the same purpose, that
mystical body.
Christ, they are truly regenerated, and made only faith doth justify us.
partakers of him and all his benefits.
37. By justilying faith we understand, not
only the common belief of the articles of the
Of Justification and Faith.
Christian religion, and a persuasion of the truth
are accounted righteous before God
34.
of God's Word in general, but also a particular
only for the merit of our Lord and Saviour Jeapplication of the gracious promises of the Gossus Christ, applied by faith, and not for our own
comfort of our own souls, whereby
works or merits. And this righteousness, which pel to the
we so receive of God's mercy and Christ's mer- we lay hold on Christ with all his benefits, havingtrust and confidence in God, that he
earnest
an
its, embraced by faith, is taken, accepted, and
will be merciful unto us for his only Son's sake.
allowed of God for our perfect and full justifica* VI. " So that a true believer may be certion.
tain, by the assurance of faith, of the for35. Although this justification be free unto
giveness of his sins, and of his everlasting
us, yet it eometh not so freely unto us that there
by Christ."
salvation
God showis no ransom paid therefore at all.
true, lively, justifying faith, and
38. * V.
ed his mercy in delivering us from our former
Spirit of God, is not extinsanctifying
the
captivity, without requiring any ransom to be
guished, nor vanisheth away in the regenpaid, or amends to be made, on our parts, which
finally
or totally."
either
erate,
thing by us had been impossible to be done.
And whereas all the world was not able of themSanctification and Good Works.
Of
selves to pay any part towards their ransom, it
39. All that are justified are likewise sanctipleased our heavenly Father, of his infinite meraccompanied with
cy, without any desert of ours, to provide for us fied, their faith being always
repentance and good works.
wheretrue
Son,
own
the most precious merits of his
40. Repentance is a gift of God, whereby a
by our ransom might be fully paid, the law fulso that godly sorrow is wrought in the heart of the
filled, and his justice fully satisfied
Christ is now the righteousness of all them that faithful for offending God, their merciful Father,
truly believe in him
he for them paid their by their former transgressions, together with a
ransom by his death he for them fulfilled the constant resolution for the time to come to
law in his life that now in him, and by him, cleave unto God, and to lead a new life.
41. Albeit that good woiks, which are the
every true Christian man may be called a fuled, from which he was clearly void, both in his
life and in his nature. He came as a lamh vvithout spot to take away the sins of the world, by
the sacrifice of himself once made, and sin (as

;

;

;

j

I

;

;

j

;

;

We

"A

;

:

;

;

;
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and follow after justification, cannot make satisfaction for our sins, and endure
God's judgment yet are they
of
severity
the
pleasing to God, and accepted of him in Christ,
and do spring from a true and lively faith,
which by them is to be discerned as a tree by
fruits

of

faith,

;

the

fruit.

The works wnich God would have his
people to walk in are such as he hath command42.

ed

in his

Holy Scripture, and not such works as

devised out of their own brain, of a
blind zeal and devotion, without the warrant of
the Word of God.
43. The regenerate cannot fulfil the law of
God perfectly in this life, for in many things
we offend all and if we say we have no sin,
we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us.
44. Not every heinous sin willingly committed after baptism is sin against the Holy Ghost
and unpardonable and, therefore, to such as
fall into sin after baptism, place for repentance

men have

;

;

is

not to be denied.

45. Voluntary works, besides over and above
God's commandments, which they call works of
supererogation, cannot be taught without arrogancy and impiety for by them men do declare
that they not only render unto God as much as
they are bound to do, but that they do more for
his sake than of bounden duty is required.
;

Of the Service of God.
Our duty towards God is to believe in him,
fear him, and to love him with all our heart,

46.
to

with all our mind, and with all our soul, and with
to worship him, and to give
all our strength
hirn thanks, to put our whole trust in him, to
call upon him, to honour his holy name and his
Word, and to serve him truly all the days of our
:

hfe.

47. In all our necessities we ought to have
recourse unto God by prayer, assuring ourselves
that whatsoever we ask of the Father in the
name of his Son (our only mediator and intercessor) Christ Jesus, and according to his will,
he will undoubtedly grant it.
ought to prepare our hearts before
48.
we pray, and understand the things that we
we
when
pray, that both our hearts and
ask
voices may together sound in the ears of God's
majesty.
49. When Almighty God smiteth us with affliction, or some great calamity hangeth over
us, or any other weighty cause so requireth, it
is our duty to humble ourselves in fasting, to
bewail our sins with a sorrowful heart, and to
addict ourselves to earnest prayer, that it might
please God to turn his wrath from us, or supply us with such graces as we greatly stand in

We

need

of.

50. Fasting is a withholding of meat, drink,
and all natural food, with other outward delights,
from the body, for the determined time of fast" As for those abstinences which are aping.
pointed by public order of our state for eating
of fish, and forbearing of flesh at certain times
and days appointed, they are noways meant to
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mind, that our fasting can bring us to heaven, or
ascribe outward holiness to the work wrought
for God alloweth not our fast for the work's sake
(which of itself is a thing merely indifferent), but

how it is affected
therein it is therefore requisite that first, before
all things, we cleanse our hearts from sin, and
then direct our fast to such ends as God will
allow to be good
that the flesh may thereby be
chastened, the spirit may be more fervent in
and
that
prayer,
our fasting may l)e a testimo-

chiefly respecteth the heart,
;

;

ny of our humble submission to God's majesty
him, and are
inwardly touched with sorrowfulness of heart,
bewailing the same in the aflliction of our bod-

when we acknowledge our sins unto

ies.

52. All worship devised by man's fantasy, hesides or contrary to the Scriptures (as wandering on pilgrimages, setting up of candles, stations, and jubilees, pharisaical sects, and feigned
religions, praying upon beads, and such like superstition), hath not only no promise of reward
in Scripture, but contrariwise, threatenings and
maledictions.
53. All manner of expressing God the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Ghost in an outward
form, is utterly unlawful as also all other images devised or made by man to the use of religion.
54. All religious worship ought to be given to
God alone, from whom all goodness, health, and
;

grace ought to be both asked and looked for, as
from the very author and giver of the same, and
from none other.
55. The name of God is to be used with all reverence and holy respect, and therefore all vain
and rash swearing is utterly to he condemned ;
yet notwithstanding, upon lawful occasions, an
oath may be given and taken, according to the
Wordof God, justice, judgment, and truth.
56. The first day of the week, which is the
Lord's Day, is wholly to be dedicated to the
service of God, and therefore we are hound
therein to rest from our common and daily business, and to bestow that leisure upon holy exercises, both public and private.

Of the

Civil Magistrate.

The

king's majesty under God hath the
sovereign and chief power, within his realms
and dominions, over all manner of persons, of
what estate, either ecclesiastical or civil, soever
they be, so as no other foreign power hath or
ought to have any superiority over them.
do profess that the supreme govern58.
ment of all estates within the said realms and
dominions, in all causes, as well ecclesiastical as
temporal, doth of right appertain to the king^s
highness.
Neither do we give unto him hereby
the administration of the Word and sacraments,
or the power of the keys, but that prerogative
only which we see to have been always given
unto all godly princes in Holy Scripture by God
himself; that is, that heshould contain all estates
57.

We

and degrees committed to his charge by God,
whether they be ecclesiastical or civil, within
be religious fasts, nor intended for the mainte- their duty, and restrain the stubborn and evilnance of any superstition in the choice of meats, doers with the power of the civil sword.
but are grounded merely upon politic consider59. The pope, neither of himself, nor by any
ations, for provision of things tending to the bet- authority of the Church or See of Rome, nor by
ter preservation of the commonwealth."
any other means with any other, hath any pow51.
must not fast with this persuasion of er or authority to depose the king, or dispose of

We
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69. But particular and visible churches (conany of his kingdoms or dominions, or to authorize any other prince to invade or annoy him or sisting of those who make profession of the
his countries, or to discharge any of liis subjects faith of Christ, and liveunder the outward means
of their allegiance and obedience to his majes- of salvation) be many in number wherein, the
ty, or to give license or leave to any of theui to more or less sincerely, according to Christ's in[

I

;

I

bear arms, raise tumult, or to offer any violence stitution, the Word of God is taught, the sacraor hurt to his royal person, state, or govern- ments are administered, and the authority of
ment, or to any of his subjects within his maj- the keys used is, the more or less pure are such
esty's dominions.
churches to be accounted.
60. That princes which be excommunicated
70. Although in the visible Church the evil he
or deprived by the pope may be deposed or mur- ever mingled with the good
and sometimes
dered by their subjects, or any other whatso- the evil have chief authority in the ministration
of the Word and sacraments, yet, forasmuch as
ever, is impious doctrine.
61. The laws of the realm may punish Chris- they do not the same in their own name, but in
tian men with death for heinous and grievous Christ's, and minister by his own commission
offences.
and authority, we may use their ministry both
62. It is lawful for Christian men, at the com- in hearing the Word, and in receiving the sacmand of the magistrate, to bear arms, and to raments. Neither is the effect of Christ's ordiserve in just wars.
nance taken away by their wickedness, nor the
grace of God's gifts diminished from such as by
Of our Duty towards our Neighbours.
liaith do rightly receive the sacraments minister63. Our duty towards our neighbours is to ed unto them, which are effectual, because of
love them as ourselves, and to do to all men as Christ's institution and promise, although they
we would they should do to us to honour and be ministered by evil men. Nevertheless, it
obey our superiors, to preserve the safety of appertaineth to the discipline of the Church that
men's persons, as also their chastity, goods, and inquiry be made of evil ministers, and that they
good names to bear no malice nor hatred in be accused by those that have knowledge of
our hearts to keep our bodies in temperance, their offences, and finally, being found guilty by
soberness, anil chastity
to be true and just in just judgment, be deposed.
all our doings
not to covet other men's goods,
71. It is not lawful for any man to take upon
but labour truly to get our own living, and to him the office of public preaching, or ministerdo our duty in that estate of life unto which it ing the sacraments of the Church, unless he be
pleaseth God to call us.
first lawfully called, and sent to execute the
64. For the preservation of the chastity of same.
And those we ought to judge lawfully
men's persons, wedlock is commanded unto all called and sent which be chosen and called to
persons that stand in need thereof
Neither is this work by men who have public anthority
there any prohibition by the Word of God, but given them in the Church to call and send minthat the ministers of the Church may enter into isters into the Lord's vineyard.
the state of matrimony, they being nowhere
72. To have public prayer in the Church, or
commanded by God's law either to vow the to administer the sacraments in a tongue not
state of single life, or to abstain from marriage
understood of the people, is a thing plainly retherefore it is lawful also for them, as well as pugnant to the Word of God and the custom of
for ail other Christian men, to marry at their the primitive Church.
own discretion, as they shall judge the same to
73. That person which, by public denunciaserve better to godliness.
tion of the Church, is rightly cut off from the
65. Tlie riches and goods of Christians are unity of the Church, and excommunicate, ought
not common, as touching the right, title, and to be taken of the whole multitude of the faithpossession of the same, as certain Anabap- ful as a heathen and publican, until, by repenttists falsely affirm
notwithstanding, every man ance, he be openly reconciled and received into
ought, of such things as he possesseth, liberally the Church by the judgment of such as have
to give alms to the poor, according to his abil- authority in tliat behalf
ity.
74. God hath given power to his ministers
66. Faith given is to be kept, even with her- not simply to forgive sins (which prerogative he
etics and infidels.
hath reserved only to himself), but in his name
67. The popish doctrine of equivocation and to declare and pronounce unto such as truly remental reservation is most ungodly, and tendeth pent, and unfeignedly believe his holy Gospel, the
Neither is
plainly to the subversion of all human society.
absolution and forgiveness of sins.
it God's pleasure that his people should be tied
^.Ojlhe Church and outward Ministry of the Gospel.
to make a particular confession of all tlieirknown
<^68.^ There
howsoever, any peris but ohe Catholic Churcii (out of sins unto any mortal man
containing the uni- son grieved in his conscience upon any special
whic'ii I'neie is no salvation),
ever were, cause, may well resort unto any godly and learnversal company of all the saints that
be gathered together in one body, ed minister, to receive advice and comfort at
;

.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

are or shall
part whereof is his hands.
uniier one head, Christ Jesus
yet milalready in heaven triumphant, part as
the Authority of the Church, General Councils,
this Church Of
itant liere upon earth. And because
and Bishop of Rome.
which
alone,
consist eth of all those, and those
75. It is not lawful for the Church to ordain
are elected by God unto salvation, and regenneiis contrary to God's Word
of
that
number
anything
erated by tlie power of his Spirit, the
place of Scripture
whom is known only unto God himself, there- ther may it so expoundto one
another.
Wherefore,
repugnant
be
it
and
that
fore it is called the catholic or universal,
although the Church be a witness, and a keeper
the invisible Church.
;

;
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of holy writ, yet, as it ought not to decree anything against the same, so besides the same
ought it not to enforce anything to be believed
upon necessity of salvation.
76. General councils may not be gathered together without the commandment and will of
princes; and when they be gathered together
(forasmuch as they be an assembly of men not
always governed with the Spirit and Word of

God), they may err, and sometimes have erred,
even in things pertaining to the rule of piety
wherefore things ordained by them as necessary to salvation have neither strength nor author;

unless it may be showed that they be taken
out of the Holy Scriptures.
77. Every particular church hath authority
to institute, to change, and clean to put away,
ceremonies and other ecclesiastical rites, as they
be superfluous, or be abused, and to constitute
other, makmg more to seemliness, to order, or
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ed unto all people, whether they be Jews or
Gentiles so that there is now no nation which
can truly complain that they be shut forth from
the communion of saints, and the liberties of
the people of God.
84. Although the law given from God by Moses, as touching ceremonies and rites, be abolished, and the civil precepts thereof be not of
necessity to be received in any commonwealth,
yet notwithstanding, no Christian man whatsoever is freed from the obedience of the com:

mandments which

are called moral.

Of the Sacraments of the New Testament.
85. The sacraments ordained by Christ are

ity,

not only badges or tokens of Christian men's
profession, but rather certain sure witnesses,

and effectual or powerful signs, of grace and
God's good-will towards us, by which he doth
work invisibly in us, and not only quicken, but
also
strengthen and confirm, our faith in him.
edification.
86. There be two sacraments ordained of
78. As the churches of Jerusalem, AlexanChrist
our Lord in the Gospel, that is to say,
dria, and Antioch have erred, so also the Church
of Rome hath erred, not only in those things baptism and the Lord's Supper.
Those
five which by the Church of Rome
87.
which concern matters of practice and point of
are called sacraments, to wit, confirmation, penceremonies, but also in matters of faith.
matrimony, and extreme unction,
ance,
orders,
79. The power which the Bishop of Rome
now challengelh, to be the supreme head of the are not to be accounted sacraments of the Gosuniversal Church of Christ, and to be above all pel, being such as have partly grown from coremperors, kings, and princes, is a usurped pow- rupt imitation of the apostles, partly are states
er, contrary to the Scriptures and Word of God, of life allowed in the Scriptures, but yet have
and contrary to the example of the primitive not like nature of sacraments with baptism and
Church, and therefore is, for most just causes, the Lord's Supper, for that they have not any
taken away and abolished within the king's visible sign or ceremony ordained of God, together with a promise of saving grace annexed
majesty's realms and dominions.
80. The Bishop of Rome is so far from being thereunto.
88. The sacraments were not ordained of
the supreme head of the universal Church of
Christ, that his works and doctrine do plainly Christ to be gazed upon or to be carried about,
And in such
discover him to be that man of sin foretold in but that we should duly use them.
the Holy Scriptures, '• whom the Lord shall con- only as worthily receive the same, they have a
wholesome
effect
and
operation
but
they that
sume with the spirit of his mouth, and abolish
receive them unworthily, thereby draw judgment
with the brightness of his coming."
upon themselves.
Of the Stale of the Old and New Testament.
;

81. In the Old Testament the commandments
of the law were more largely, and the promises
of Christ more sparingly and darkly, propounded
shadowed with a multitude of types and
figures, and so much more generally and obscurely delivered, as the manifesting of them
;

was

farther

82.

the

off.

The Old Testament

New

;

for both in the

is not contrary to
Old and New Testa-

ment

everlasting life is offered to mankind by
Christ, who is the only mediator between God
and man, being both God and man wherefore
they are not to be heard which feign that the
old fathers did look only for transitory promises,
for they looked for all the benefits of God the
Father, through the merits of his Son Jesus
Christ, as we now do
only they believed in
Christ which should come, we in Christ already
;

Of Baptism.

89. Baptism is not only an outward sign of
our profession, and a note of difference, whereby Christians are discerned from such as are no
Christians but much more, a sacrament of our
admission into the Church, sealing unto us our
new birth (and, consequently, our justification,
adoption, and sanctification) by the communion
which we have with Jesus Christ.
90. The baptism of infants is to be retained
in the Church, as agreeable to the Word of God.
9L In the administration of baptism, exorcism, oil, salt, spittle, and superstitious hallowing of the water, are for just causes abolished
and without them the sacrament is fully and
perfectly administered to all intents and purposes, agreeably to the institution of our Saviour
;

;

;

Christ.

come.
83.

The New Testament

is full

of grace and

truth, bringing joyful tidings unto

mankind, that
whatsoever formerly was promised of Christ is
now accomplished and so, instead of the ancient types and ceremonies, exhibiteth the things
themselves, with a large and clear declaration
;

of all the benefits of the Gospel.
Neither is the
ministry thereof restrained any longer to one
circumcised nation, but is indifferently propound-

92.

Of the Lord's Supper.
The Lord's Supper is not only

a sign of
the mutual love which Christians ought to bear
one towards another, but much more, a sacrament of our preservation in the Church, sealmg
unto us our spiritual nourishment, and continual

growth
93.

wine

in Christ.

The change

of the substance of bread and

into the substance of ilie body and blood
of Christ, commonly called transubstaniiation.
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repugnant nor grounded upon doctrine apostolic but conto plain testimonies of the Scripture, overlhrow- trariwise, most ungodly, and most mjurious
eth the nature of a saerannent, and hath given to that all-sufficient sacrifice of our Saviour
occasion to most gross idolatry and manifold Christ, offered once forever upon the cross,
cannot be proved by holy writ, but

is

;

superstitions.
94. In the outward part of the Holy Communion, the body and blood of Christ is in a most
lively manner represented, being no otherwise
present with the visible elements than things
signified and sealed are present with the signs
and seals that is to say, symbolically and relatively.
But in the inward and spiritual part, the
same body and blood is really and substantially
presented unto all those who have grace to receive the Son of God, even to all those that believe in his name.
And unto such as in this
manner do worthily and with faith repair unto
the Lord's Table, the body and blood of Christ
is not only signified and offered, but also truly
exhibited and communicated.
95. The body of Christ is given, taken, and
eaten, in the Lord's Supper, only after a heavenly and spiritual manner and the mean whereby the body of Christ is thus received and eaten
;

;

is faith.

The wicked, and such as want a lively
although they do carnally and visibly, as
St. Augustine speaketh, press with their teeth
the saerannent of the body and blood of Christ,
yet in nowise are they made partakers of Christ,
but rather to their condemnation do eat and
drink the sign or sacrament of so great a thing.
97. Both the parts of the Lord's sacrament,
according to Christ's institution and the practice of the ancient Church, ought to be ministered unto all God's people
and it is plain sacrilege to rob them of the mystical cup, for whom
Ciirist hath shed his most precious blood.
98. The sacrament of the Lord's Supper was
not by Christ's ordinance reserved, carried
about, lifted up, or worshipped.
99. The sacrifice of the mass, wherein the
priest is said to ofl'er up Christ for obtaining the
remission of pain or guilt for the quick and the
dead, is neither agreeable to Christ's ordinance,
96.

faith,

;

which

is the only propitiation and satisfaction
our sins.
Private mass, that is, the receiving the
Eucharist by the priest alone, without a competent number of communicants, is contrary to the
institution of Christ.

for all

100.

Stale of the Souls of Men after they he departed out of this Life, together with the general
Resurrection and the last Judgment.

Of the

101. After this life is ended, the souls of God's
children are presently received into heaven,
there to enjoy unspeakable comforts the souls
of the wicked are cast into hell, there to endure
endless torments.
102. The doctrine of the Church of Rome,
concerning limbus patrmn, limbus puerorum, purgatory, prayer for the dead, pardons, adoration
of images and relics, and also invocation of
saints, is vainly invented, without all warrant
of Holy Scripture, yea, and is contrary to the
;

same.
103. At the end of this world the Lord Jesus
come in the clouds with the glory of his
Father, at which time, by the almighty power
of God, the living shall be changed, and the dead
shall be raised, and all shall appear both in body
and soul before his judgment-seat, to receive
according to that which they have done in their
bodies, whether good or evil.
104. When the last judgment is finished,
Christ shall deliver up the kingdom to his Father, and God shall be all in all.

shall

The Decree of the Synod.
any minister, of what degree or quality soever he be, shall publicly teach any doctrine
If

contrary to these articles agreed upon, if, after
due admonition, he do not conform himself, and
cease to disturb the peace of the Church, let him
be silenced, and deprived of all spiritual promotions he doth enjoy.

No. VII.

ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF ENGL.^ND,

THE ARTICLES OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND,

Revised and altered by the Assembly of Divines, at Westminster, in ttie year 1643, mtli Scripture References.

ARTICLE

Of Faith

There

in the

ARTICLE

I.

Holy Trinity.

Of Faith

There

in the

I.

Holy Trinity.

but one(l) living- and true God, (2) everlastjng,(3) -without body, parts,(4) or pas.sions ;(5) of infinite
power,(6) wisdom, (7) and goodness ;(8) the maker and preof all things, both visible and invisible. (9) And in
unity of this Godhead there be three persons, of one substance, power, and eternity, the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost.(lO)

but one living and true God, everlasting-, without body, parts, or passions of infinite power, -wisdom, and
goodness the maker and preserverof all things, both visible
and invisible. And in unity of this Godhead there be three
persons, of one substance, power, and eternity, the Father,
the Sou, and the Holy Ghost.

ARTICLE II.
Of the Ward, or Son of God, which was made very Man.
The Son, which is the Word of the Father, begotten from

article II.
Of the Word, or Son of God, which was made very Man.
The Son, which is the Word of the Father, begotten from

is

everlasting of the

Father,(Il) the very(I2) and eternal

God,(l3) of one substance with the Father,(i4) took man's
nature in the -«'omb of the blessed Virgin, of her sul
stance ;(15) so that two whole and perfect natures, that
say, the Godhead and the manhood, were joined togethi
in oue person, never to be divided, whereof is one Christ,
very God and very man, (16) who for our sakes truly sufferI

is

;

;

everlasting of the Father, the very and eternal God, of
one substance -with the Father, took man's nature in the
womb of the blessed Virgin, of her substance so that two
whole and perfect natures, that is to say, the Godhead and
manhood, were joined together in one person, never to be
divided, whereof is one Christ, very God and very man, who
truly suffered, was crucified, dead, and buried, to reconcile
;

(1) Isa., xlvi., 9.
Rom., xvi.,26 -(4) Deut., iv.,
1 Cor., viii., 4, 6.-(2) Jer., X., 10.
1 Thes., i., 9.— (3) Psal. xc, 2.
John, IV., 24, with Luke, xxiv., 39.— (5) Acts, xiv., 15. James, i., 17.— (6) Jer., xxxii., 17, 27. Mark, x., 27.—
(7) Psal.cxlvii ,5.
Rom., xi., 33.— (8) Psal. cxix., 68, with Matt., xix., 17.— (9) Neh.,ix., 6. Col., i., 16, 17.— (10) Matt.,
16, 17 ; xxviii., 19.
2 Cor., xiii., 14 —(11) Prov., vii., 22-31. .lohn, i., 12,
(12) 1 John, v., 20.
1 John, iv., 7.

15, 16.

14—

iii.,

Rom.,

IX. ,5.— (13)

vii., 14.

Luke,

i.,

John,
33.

xvii., 5.

Gal.,

iv.,

Heb.,

i.,

4.— (16)

8,

with Psal. xlv., 6.— (14) John, x., 30. Heb.,
with Matt., i., 23. Rom., i., 3, 4.

Isa., vii., 14,

i.. 3.

— (15)

Heb.,

John,i., 14.

xiii., 8.

Isa.,
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ed most grievous torments in his soul from God,(l) was
crucified, dead, and buried, (2) to reconcile his Father to
us, (3) and to be a sacrifice, not only for original guilt, but
also for actual sins of men. (4)

his Father to us, and to be a sacrifice, not only for original
guilt, but also for all actual sins of men.

ARTICLE m.
and was buried,

As Christ died for us,
lieved that he continued
the pov7er and dominion
death and burial until
been

ARTICLE
so

it is

in the state of the dead,

to be be-

and under

of death, (5) from the time of his
his resurrection ;(6) wrhich hath
otherwise expressed thus he went down into hell.

III.

Of the going down of Christ into
As Christ died for us, and was buried, so
believed that he went down into hell.

Hell.

also is

it

to bu

:

ARTICLE

ARTICLE

IV.

Of the Resurrection of Christ.
Christ did truly rise again from death, (7) and took again
his body, with flesh, bones, and all things appertaining to
the perfection of man's nature, (8) wherewith he ascended into heaven, and there sitteth,(9) until he return to
judge(lO) all men(ll) at the general resurrection of the
body at the last day. (12)
AKTICLE

Of

the

V.

Holy Ghost.

very and eternal God, of one substance, (13) majesty,(14) and glory with the Father and the
Son, (15) proceeding from the Father and the Son. (16)

The Holy Ghost

is

AHTICLE

VI.

Of the Sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures for Salvation.
Holy Scriptured") containeth all things necessary to salvation ;(18) so that whatsoever is not read therein, nor may
be proved thereby, is not to be believed as an article of faith,
or necessary to salvation. (19)
By the name of Holy Scripture we understand all the canonical Books of the 01 and New Testament which follow
:

Of the Old

ARTICLE V.
Of the Holy Ghost.
The Holy Ghost, proceeding from the Father and

the
Son, is of one substance, majesty, and glory with the Father and the Son, very and eternal God.

ARTICLE VI.
Sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures for Salvation
Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary to salva-

Of ilie

so that whatsoever is not read therein, nor may be
proved thereby, is not to be required of any man that it
should be believed as an article of the faith, or be thought
requisite or necessary to salvation.
In the name of the Holy
Scripture, we do understand those canonical books of the
Old and New Testament, of whose authority was never any
doubt in the Church.

tion

;

Testament.

Of

Genesis, Exodus, &c.

of St.

the

Names and Number of the Canonical Books.

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, &c.

Of the New TestamentThe Gospel

IV.

Resurrection of Christ

Of the

Christ did truly rise again from death, and took again his
body, with flesh, bones, and all things appertaining to the
perfection of man's nature, wherewith he ascended into
heaven, and there sitteth. until he return to judge all men
at the last day.

And

Matthew, &c.

All which books, as they are commonly received, we do
receive, and acknowledge them to be given by the inspiration of God ; and in that regard, to be of most certain credit,
and highest authority.

the other books, as Hierome saith, the Church doth
read for example of life and instruction of manners, but yet
doth it not apply them to establish any doctrine such are
these following:
Third of Esdras, Book of Tobias, Fourth of Esdras, .Ju:

dith,

Ac.

All the books of the New Testament, as they are comreceive, and account them for canon-

monly received, we do
ical.

ARTICLE VII.
Of the Old Testament.
The Old Testament is not contrary to

the

New,

in the

doctrine contained in them ;(20) for both in the Old and
New Testament everlasting life is offered to mankind by
Christ, (21) who is the only mediator between God and
Wherefore they
jnan,(22) being both God and man. (23)
are not to be heard which feign that the old fathers did
Jook only for temporary promises.(24)
Although the law given from God by Moses, as touching
ceremonies and rites, do not bind Christians ;(25) nor the
civil precepts given by Moses, such as were peculiarly fitted
to the commonwealth of the Jews, are of necessity to be received in any commonwealth ;(26) yet notwithstanding, no
Christian man whatsoever is free from the obedience of
the commandments which are called moral. (27) By the
moral law, we understand all the Ten Commandments taken
in their lull extent.

ARTICLE VII.
Of the Old Testament.
The Old Testament is not contrary to the New
in the Old and new Testament everlasting life is

;

for

both

offered to

mankind by (Christ, who is the only mediator between God
and man, being both God and man. Wherefore they are
not to be heard which feign that the old fathers did look
only for transitory promises. Although the law given from
God by Moses, as touching ceremonies and rites, do not
nor the civil precepts thereof ought of
bind Christian men
necessity to be received in any commonwealth
yet notwithstanding, no Christian man whatsoever is free from the
obedience of the commandmenls which are called moral.
;

;

ARTICLE

Of the Three

VIII.

Creeds.

The

three creeds, Nice Creed, Athanasius's Creed, and
is commonly called the Apostles' Creed, ought
thoroughly to be received and believed, for they may be
proved by most certain warrants of holy writ.
that

which

1 Cor., xv., 3, 4.— (3) Ezek., xvi., 63
Mark, xiv., 33, 34.— (2) 1 Peter, ii., 24. Phil., ii., I.
10, 11.
Heb., ix., 26.— (5) Psal. xvi., 10, with
2 Cor., v., 12.— (4) Isa., liii., 10.
Eph., v., 2.
1 John, i., 7.
31.— (6) Rom., vi.,9. Matt., xii., 40. -(7) 1 Cor., xv., 4. Rom., viii., 34. Psal. xvi., 10, with Acts, ii.,
31.
Luke, xxiv., 34 —(8) Luke, xxiv., 39, with John, xx., 25, 27.— (9) Psal. Ixviii., 18, with Eph., iv., 8. Psal. ex., ],
-ivithActs, ii.,34, 35.
Mark, xix., 10. Rom., viii., 34.— (10) Acts, iii., 21. Psal. ex., 1, with 1 Cor., xv., 25,26. Acts,i.,
11.— (11) 2 Cor., v., 20. Acts, xvii., 34.— (12) Exod., iii., 6, with Luke, XX., 37, 38. Acts, xxiv., 14,15. 1 Cor., xv., 12,
1 Cor., iii., 16,
to the end.
John, v., 28, 29.— (13) 2 Sam.,xxiii., 2, 3. Isa., vi., 5, 8, with Acts, xxviii., 25, and v., 3, 4.
Eph.,
and vi., 19.— (14) Job, xxvi., 13, 33, 34. 1 Cor., xii. Matt., xx\-iii., 19. 2 Cor., xiii.. 14.— (15) 1 Cor., xii, 11.

(1) Isa.,

Rom.,

Acts,

iii.,

ii.,

liii.,

25.

24-27,

17, and 1 Cor., ii., 8, with 1 Pet., iv., 14.— (16) John, x-v., 26, and Matt., x., 20, and 1 Cor., ii., 11, 12, with Gal., iv.,
Gen., i., 2.
John, xvi., 14.
Isa., Ixi., 1.
2 Chron., xv.. l.and Rom., viii., 9, and Phil., i., 9.
Isa., xi., 2.
2.
2Tim., iii., 15. 2 Pet., i., 20, 21.— (18) Psal. xix., 7. 2 Tim., iii., 15-17. James, i., 21, 25. Acts,
i
xi.,32.— (19) Prov.,xxx.,5, 6. Isa., viii., 20. Acts, xxvi., 22, with ver. 20, 27. Gal., i., 8, 9. John, v., 39.— (20) Acts,
xxvi., 21,23.
2 Pet., ill., 2. Luke, xxiv., 44. Rom., iii., 31. GaL, iii., 21, 23, 24.— (21) Gen., iii., 15 xiii., 18, with
Rom., viii., .14.
Gal., iii., 8, 14.
Luke, i., 69, 70.
Isa., liii.— (22) Dan., ix., 17.
1
1 Cor., x., 2-4.
Acts, iii., 24.
John.ii., 1.
John, xiv., 6.— (23) Gal., iv., 4, 5. Acts, xx., 28. Phil., ii., 7, 8.— (24) Acts,
Heb.,vii.,25.
1 Tim., ii., 5.
jcxvi, 6, 7.
Rom., IV., 11. Gal., iii., 9. Heb., xi., 10, 16, 35.- (25) Gal., iv., 9, 10. Col., ii., 14, 16, 17. Heb., ix., 9,
10.— (26) Acts, ixY., 9, 10, 25, with Deut., xvii., 8-13. Rom., xiii.. 1, 5. Tit., iii., 1. 1 Pet., ii., 13, 14.— (27) Matt.,
ir., 17, to the end.
Rom., xiii., 8-10. Eph., vi., 1-3. James, ii., 8-12. Rom., vii., 25 iii., 31. Matt., vii., 12.
i.,

6,

^H) Rom.,

,

;

;

.
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ARTICLE

ABTICLB IX.
Of Original or Birth

Sin.

Of

Original sin(l) standeth not in the following of Adam,
as the Pelafjia-i's do vainly talk, (2) but, together with his
first sin imputed, it is the fault and corruption of the nature
of every man that naturally is propagated from Adam ;(3)
whereby man is wholly deprived of original righteousness,(4j and is of his own nature inclined only to evil.(5)
So that the lust of the flesh, called in Greek (pp6vi]jia aufKhi,
which some do expound the wisdom, some sensuality, some
the affection, some the desire of the flesh, is not subject to
the law of God ;(6) and, therefore, in every person born into
this world, it deserveth God's wrath and damnation. (7)
And this infection of nature doth remain, yea, in them that
are regenerate, {8j whereby the flesh lusteth always contrary to the Spirit.(9) And although there is no condemnation for them that are regenerate, and do believe, (10) yet
the apostle doth confess that concupiscence and lust is truly
and properly sin. (II)

ARTICLE

Of

Original sin standeth not in the following of Adam, as thePelagians do vainly talk, but it is the fault and cor.uplinn
of the nature of every man that naturally is engendered of
the offspring of Adam, whereby man is very far gone from
original righteousness, and is of his own nature inclined to
evil, so that the flesh lusteth always contrary to the Spirit,
and therefore in every person born into this world, it deserveth God's wrath and damnation. And this infection of
nature doth remain, yea, in them that are regenerated,
whereby the lust ol the flesh, called in Greek (ppdvriixa otijiKdi, which some do expound the wisdom, some sensuality,
some the affection, some the desire of the flesh, is not subject to the law of God.
And although there is no condemnation for them that believe and are baptized, yet the apostle doth confess that concupiscence and lust hath of itself
the nature of sin.

ARTICLE X.
Of Free- Will.

X.

Free- Will.

condition of man after the fall of Adam is such, that
he cannot turn or prepare himself, by his own natural
strength and good works, to faith and calling upon God ;(12)
wherefore we have no power to do good works pleasing and
acceptable to God, (13) without the grace of God by Christ,
both preventing us. that we may have a good will, and
working so eft'ectually in us, as that it determineth our will
to do that which is good, (14) and also working with us when
we have that will unto good. (15)

The

ARTICLE

Of

the Justification of

IX.

Original or Birth Sin.

condition of man after the fall of Adam is such that
he cannot turn and prepare himself by his own natural
strength and good works to faith and calling upon God.
Wherefore we have no power to good works pleasant and
acceptable to God, without the grace of God by Christ preventing us, that we may have a good will, and working witk
us when we liave that good v.iU.

The

ARTICLE

XI.

Man

before Ood.

Of the

We

are justified, that is, we are accounted righteous before God, and have remission of sins, (16) not for nor by our
own works or deservings,(17) but freely by his grace, (18)
only for our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ's sake, (19) his

whole obedience and satisfaction being by God imputed
unto us, (20) and Christ, with his righteousness, being apprehended and rested on by faith only.(21) The doctrine of
justification by faith only is a wholesome doctrine, and very
full of comfort ;(22) notwithstanding, God doth not forgive
them that are impenitent, and go on still in their trespass-

XI.

Justification of

Man.

We

are accounted righteous before God only for the
merit of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, by faith, and
not for our own works or deservings. Wherefore, that we
are justified by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine,
and very full of comfort, as more largely e.vpressed in the
homily of justification.

es.('23)

ARTICLE XII.
Of Good Workt.

ARTICLE XII.
Of Good Works.
Good works, which

are the fruits of faith, (24) and follow

away our sins, (26) and
endure the severity of God's judgment ;(27) yet are they,
notwithstanding their imperfections, in the sight of God
pleasing and acceptable unto him in and for Christ, (28) and
do spring out necessarily of a true and lively faith, (29) insomuch that by them a lively faith may be evidently known
as a tree discerned by the fruits. (30)
after justification, (25) csnnot put

ARTICLE
Of Works before

Albeit that good works, which are the fruits of faith, and
follow after justification, cannot put away our sins, and endure the severity of God's judgment, yet are they pleasing
and acceptable to God in Christ, and do spring out necessarily of a true and lively faith, insomuch that by them a
lively faith may be as evidently known as a tree discerned
by the fruit.

ARTICLE
Of Works before

XIII.

Justification.

before the grace of Christ and the inspiratioa
of his Spirit are not pleasant to God, forasmuch as they
spring not of faith in Jesus Christ, neither do they make
men meet to receive grace, or (as the school authors say)
deserve grace of congruity ; yea, rather, for that they arenot done as God hath willed and commanded them to bedone, we doubt not but they have the nature of sin.

before justification by Christ, and regeneration by his Spirit, are not pleasing unto God, (31) forasmuch
as they spring not of faith in Jesus Christ :(32) neither do
they make men meet to receive grace, or (as the school authors say) deserve grace of congruity ; yea, rather, for that
they are not done as God hath willed and commanded them
to be done, they are sinful. (33)

ARTICLE XIV.
Of Works of Supererogation.

ARTICLE XIV.

Of Works of Supererogation.
Voluntary works, besides over and above God's commandments, which they call works of supererogation, cannot be
taught(34) without arrogancy and impiety ;(35) for by them
we do declare that they do not only render unto God as
.John, iii., 5, 6.— (2) Job, xiv., 4
(1) Psal. 11., 5.
ii., 17, with 1 Cor., xv., 22.— (4) Col., ii., 13.

;

Voluntary works, besides over and above God's commandments, which they call works of supererogation, cannot be
taught without arrogancy and impiety for by them men
do declare that they do not only render unto God as much
;

Rom.,

xv., 14.

Gen.,

XIII.

Justification.

Works done

Works done

Rom.,

vii., 18.

vi.,

John,

6.

iii., 3, 5,

7.— (3) Rom.,

Eccl., vii., 29.-(5) Gen., vi., 5

;

viii.,

v.,

21.

12-19
Jer.,

Rom., viii.,
Col., i., 21.— (7) Eph., li., 3.
viii., 7.
1 Cor., ii., 14.
John, iii., I3.-(ll) Rom.,
17, 20, 23, 25.— (9) Gal., v., 17.— (10) Rom., viii., 1, 13.
Jleb., xi., 6.
Cor., ii , 14.
Eph., ii., 8-10. John, vi., 44, 6.i.— (13) Rom., viii, 8.
(14) Ezek., xi., 19, 20; xxxvi., 26, 27.
Phil., ii., 12, 13.
John, vi., 45. Eph.,
Jer., xxxi., 32, 33, with Heb., x., 11.
i., 19, 20.
1
1 Cor., iv.,7— (15) Heb., xiii., 21.
Heb., xii., 22. 1 Pet., v., 10.
1 Thes., v., 23, 24.
Phil., viii., 1, 6.
Phil., iii.,
Kings, viii., 57, 58.— (16) Rom., iv., 5-7. Psal. xxxii., 1, 2.— (17) Rom., iii., 20. Gal., ii., 16; iii., 10, II.
xvii., 9.

Rom.,

vii., 8.

James,

i.,

14.— (6) Rom.,

7.— (8) Prov., XX., 9. Rom., vii.,
Tiii., 17, 20.— (12) Eph., ii., 1,5.
1

6,

—

9— (18)

iii., 24.
Tit., iii., 7.— (19) Rom., iii., 24, 25
2 Cor., v., 18, 19.— (20) Rom., v., 9, 17-19; iii.,25,
v., 1.
24.
2 Cor., v., 21.— (21) Rom., in., 22, 25, 26, 28.
Isa., xxviii., 16, with Rom., ix., 33, aild 1
Gal., ii., 16.
Phil., iii., 9.— (22) 2 Tim., i., 13.
Rom., v., 1, 2, 8, 11 ; .xv., 13.
1 Pet., i., 8.— 123) Psal. Ixviii.. 20, 21.
Exod., xxxiv., 6, 7.
Luke, xiii., .3, 5.— (24) Gal., v., 6. James, ii., 17, 18, 22.— (25) Tit., ii., 14 ; iii., 7, 8. Eph., ii.,
8, 9, 18.— (26) Rom., iii., 20, 21
iv., 4-9.
Dan., ix., 18, 19.— (27) Neh., xiii., 22. Fsal. cxliii., 2. Job, ix., 14, 15, 19,
Col., i., 10.
Phil., iv., 18
20.
Exod., xxviii., 38.
Rev., viii.. 3, 4.-(28) 1 Peter, li., 5.
Ifeb., xiii., 16. 20, 21.
(29) James, ii., 16.
1 John, i., 4.— (30) James, li., 18, 19.
John, xv., 4, 5. 1 John, ii., 3, 5. Matt., xii., 33.— (31 ) Tit.,
i., 15, 16.
.Matt., vii., IS.
Rom., viii,8. Prov., xv., 8, 26 ; xxi., 27. Rom.,iii., 12.- (32) Heb., xi., 5.6. Gal., v., 6

26

;

Rom.,

;

IV., 6,

Pet.,

ii.,

6.

—

;

—(33) 2 Tim.,
Mark, xii., 30,

i., 9.

31.

John,

i.,

Phil., iv., 8,

13.

Rom.,

9.— (35)

viii., 7, 8.

Job,

Hag.,

ix., 2, 3, 20, 21.

li.,

14.

Isa.,

1-5 Ixv,., 2. 3.— (34) Matt.,
Prov., xx., 9.
Phil., in., 8-15.

Iviii.,

Psal. cxliii., 2.

;

v.,

48
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much as they are bound to do, but that they do more for
kis sake than of bounden duty is required ; whereas Christ
saith plainly, "
ye have done all those things that
are commanded you. say,
are unprofitable servants, we
have done that which was our duty to do."{l)

When

as they are bound to do, but that they do more for his sake
than of bounden duty is required; whereas Christ saith
" When ye have done all that are commanded to
you, say,
are unprofitable servants."
plainly,

We

We

ARTICLE XV.

Of

ARTICLE XV.

Christ alone without Sin.

Of

Christ, in the truth of our nature, was made like unto us
all things, sin only excepted, (2) from which he was
early void both in his flesh and in his spirit he came to
the Lamb without spot, (3) who, by sacrifice of him8elf(4) once made, (5) should take away the sins of the
world ;(6) and sin (as St. .Tohn saith) was not in him.(7)
But all we the rest, although baptized and regenerate, yet
offend in many things
and " if we say we have no sin, we
deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us. "(8)

Christ alone without Sin.

Christ, in the truth of our nature, was made like unto us
in all things, sin only except, from which he was clearly
void, both in his flesh and in his spirit.
He came to be a.
Lamb without spot, who, by sacrifice of himself once made,
should take away the sins of the world
and sin (as St.
John saith) was not in him. But all the rest (allhougK
baptized, and born again in Christ) yet oflfend in many-

;

;

things
and "if we say we have no sin,
selres and the truth is not in us."
;

;

we

deceive our-

Charles Herle, Prolocutor.
Henry Roborough, Scribe.
Adoniram Bvfield, ScribeN.B. The Assembly proceeded no farther in the

revisal.

their faction have laboured to raise the estimation of it to such a height, as if there were no other worship or way of worship of God among us

No. viir.

THE DIRECTORY FOR THE PUBLIC WORSHIP
OF GOD,
Agreed upon by the Assemlihj of Divines at Westminster ; examined and approved, Anno 16.54,
ly the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, and ratified by Act of Parliament the same
Year.

THE PREFACE.
In the beginning of the blessed Reformation,
our wise and pious ancestors took care to set
forth an order for redress of many things, which
they then by the Word discovered to be vain,
erroneous, superstitious, and idolatrous, in the
public worship of God.
This occasioned many
godly and learned men to rejoice much in the
Book of Common Prayer at that time set forth
because the mass, and the rest of the Latin
service, being removed, the public worship was
celebrated in our own tongue
many of the
common people also received benefit by hearing
the Scriptures read in their own language, which
formerly were unto them as a book that is seal;

;

ed.

Howbeit, long and sad experience hath made
manifest that the liturgy used in the Church
of England (notwithstanding all the pains and
religious intentions of the compilers of it) hath
pioved an offence, not only to many of the godly at home, but also to the Reformed churches
For, not to speak of urging the readabroad.
ing of all the prayers, which very greatly increased the burden of it, the many unprofitable
and burdensome ceremonies contained in it
have occasioned much mischief, as well by disquieting the consciences of many godly ministers and people, who could not yield unto them,
as by depriving them of the ordinances of God,
which they might not enjoy without conforming
or subscribing to those ceremonies, sundry good
Christians have been, by means thereof, kept
from the Lord's Table, and divers able and
faithful ministers debarred from the exercise of
their ministry (to the endangering of many thousand souls, in a time of sucli scarcity of faithful
pastors), and spoiled of their livelihood, to the
undoing of them and their families. Prelates and

it

(1)

Luke,

xvii.,

10,

with ver. 7-9.— (2)

Isa.,

liii.,

3-5.

Heb., ii., 17, with v., 15.— (3) Luke, i., 35, with Acts, iii.,
14.
John, xiv., 30.
2 Cor., v., 21. Heb., vii., 26.— (4) 1
Pet., i., 19.— (5) Eph., v., 2.— (6) Heb , ix., 26, 28
x., 11,
12.— (7) John, i., 29.— (8) 1 John, iii., 5. James, iii., 2.
1 John, i., 8, 10.
;

Vol. II.—

M

m m

but only the Service Book
to the great hinderance of the preaching of the Word, and (in some
places, especially of late) to the justling of it out,
as unnecessary, or, at best, as far inferior to the
reading of common prayer, which was made no
better than an idol by many ignorant and superstitious people, who, pleasing themselves in their
presence at that service, and their lip-labour in
bearing a part of it, have thereby hardened themselves, in their ignorance and carelessness of
saving knowledge and true piety.
In the mean time, papists boasted that the.
book was a compliance with them in a great
and so were not a little
part of their service
confirmed in their superstition and idolatry, expecting rather our return to them, than endeavouring the reformation of themselves in which,
expectation they were of late very much encouraged, when, upon the pretended warrantableness of imposing the fi)rmer ceremonies, new
ones were dady obtruded upon the Church.
Add hereunto (which was not foreseen, but
since hath come to pass), that the liturgy hatht
been a great means, as on the one hand to make.,
and increase an idle and unedifying ministry,,
which contented itself with set forms made to
their hands by others, without putting forth
themselves to exercise the gift of prayer, with
which our Lord Jesus Christ pleaseth to furnish all his servants whom he calls to that office
so, on the other side, it hath been (and
ever would be, if continued) a matter of endless
strife and contention in the Church, and a snare
both to many godly and faithful ministers, who
have been persecuted and silenced upon that occasion, and to others of hopeful parts, many of
which have been, and more still would be, diverted from all thoughts of the ministry to other
studies; especially in these later times, wherein
God vouchsafed to his people more and better
means for the discovery of error and superstition, and for attaining of knowledge in the mysteries of godliness, and gifts in preaching and
;

;

:

:

prayer.

Upon these, and many the like weighty considerations, in reference to the whole book ia
general, and because of divers particulars connot Irom any love to novelty, ortained in it
;

intention to disparage our first Reformers (of
whom we are persuaded that, were they now

APPENDIX.
they would join with us in this work, and
whom we acknowledge as excellent instruments, raised by God, to begin the purging and
building of his house, and desire that they may
be had of us and posterity in everlasting remembrance, with thankfulness and honour), but that
we may, in some measure, answer the gracious
providence of God, which at this time calleth
upon us for farther reformation, and may satisfy our own consciences, and answer the expectation of other Reformed churches, and the desires of many of the godly among ourselves,
and, withal, give some public testimony of our
endeavours for uniformity in Divine worship,
which we have promised in our solemn League
and Covenant we have, after earnest and frequent calling upon the name of God, and after
much consultation, not with flesh and blood, hut
with his holy Word, resolved to lay aside the
former liturgy, with the many rites and ceremonies formerly used in the worship of God,
and have agreed upon this following Directory
for all the parts of public worship, at ordinary
and extraordinary times.
Wherein our care hath been to hold forth such
things as are of Divine institution in every ordinance; and other things we have endeavoured
to set forth according to the rules of Christian
prudence, agreeably to the general rules of the
Word of God our meaning therein being only,
that the general heads, the sense and scope of
the prayers, and other parts of public worship,
being known to all, there may be a consent of
all the churches in those things that contain
the substance of the service and worship of
God and the nninislers may he hereby directed, in their administrations, to keep like soundness in doctrine and prayer; and may, if need
alive,

:

pardon, assistance, and acceptance in the whole
service then to be performed
and for a blessing on that particular portion of his Word then
to be read
and all in the name and mediation
of the Lord Jesus Chjist."
The pui)lic worship being begun, the people
are wholly to attend upon it, forbearing to read
anything except what the ministers is then
reading or citing; and abstaining much more
from all private whisperings, conferences, salutations, or doing reverence to any persons present or coming in as also from all gazing, sleeping, or other indecent behaviour, which may
disturb the minister or people, or hinder themselves and others in the service of God.
If any, through necessity, be hindered from
being present at the beginning, they ought not,
when they come into the congregation, to betake themselves to their private devotions, but
reverently to compose themselves to join with
the assembly in that ordinance of God which is
then in hand.
;

;

;

Of Public Reading- of the Holy Scriptures.
Reading of the Word in the congregation, being part of the public worship of God (wherein
we acknowledge our dependance upon him, and
subjection to him), and one means sanctified by
him for the edifying of his people, is to be performed by the pastors and teachers.

:

Howbeit, such as intend the ministry may occasionally both read the Word, and exercise
their gift in preaching in the congregation, if
allowed by the presbytery thereunto.
All the canonical books of the Old and New
Testament (but none of those which are commonly called Apocrypha) shall be publicly read
in the vulgar tongue, out of the best allowed
and unand yet so, translation, distinctly, that all may hear
be, have some help and furniture
derstand.
as they become not hereby slothful and negliHow large a portion shall he read at once is
gent, in stirring up the gifts of Christ in them
but it is
left to the wisdom of the minister
but that each one, by meditation, by taking heed
convenient that ordinarily one chapter of each
to himself, and the flock of God committed to
be read at every meeting and someTestament
him, and by wise observing the ways of Divine
times more, where the chapters be short, or the
Providence, may he careful to furnish his heart
coherence of matter requireth it.
and tongue with farther or other materials of
It is requisite that all the canonical hooks be
prayer and of exhortation as shall be needful
read over in order, that the people may be betupon all occasions.
ter acquainted with the whole body of the ScripOf the assembling of the Con^regalion, and their tures and, ordinarily, where the reading in
either Testament endeth on one Lord's Day, it
Behaviour in the Public Worship of God.
the next.
When the congregation is to meet for public is to begin
commend, also, the more frequent readworship, the people (having before prepared their
ing of such Scriptures as he that readeth shall
hearts thereunto) ought all to come, and join
think best for edification of his hearers, as the
therein; not absenting themselves from the
book of Psalms, and such like.
public ordinances through negligence, or upon
When the minister who readeth shall judge it
pretence of private meetings.
necessary to expound any part of what is read,
Let all enter the assembly, not irreverently,
let it not be done until the whole chapter or
but in a grave and seemly manner, taking their
and regard is always to be
psalin be ended
seats or places without adoration, or bowing
had unto the time, that neither preaching, nor
themselves towards one place or other.
other ordinances, he straitened or rendered teThe congregation being assembled, the minwhich rule is to be observed in all other
dious
ister, after solemn calling on them to the worpublic performances.
shipping of the great name of God, is to begin
Besides public reading of the Holy Scriptures,
with prayer.
to be exhorted to
" In all reverence and humility acknowledg- every person that can read is
read the Scriptures privately (and all others that
ing the incomprehensible greatness and majescannot read, if not disabled by age or otherwise,
ty of the Lord (in whose presence they do then
are likewise to be exhorted to learn to read),
in a special manner appear), and their own vileand to have a Bible.
so
;

;

;

;

;

;

We

;

;

ress and unworthiness to approach
near him,
with their utter inability of themselves to so
.great a work ; and humbly beseeching him for

Of Public Prayer before the Sermon.
After reading of the Word (and singing of the

;;
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psalm), the minister who is to preach is to endeavour to get his own and his hearers'' hearts
to be rightly affected with their sins, that they
may all mourn in sense thereof before the Lord,
and hunger and thirst after the grace of God in
Jesus Christ, by proceeding to a more full confession of sin, with shame and holy confusion
efface, and to call upon the Lord to this effect
" To acknowledge our great sinfulness first,
by reason of original sin, which (besides the
guilt that makes us liable to everlasting damnation) is the seed of all other sins, hath depraved
and poisoned all the faculties and powers of
soul and body, doth defile our best actions, and
(were it not restrained, or our hearts renewed
by grace) would break forth into innumerable
transgressions, and greatest rebellions against
the Lord, that ever were committed by the vilest of the sons of men.
And, next, by reason
of actual sins, our own sins, the sins of magistrates, of ministers, and of the whole nation,
unto which we are many ways accessory which
sins of ours receive many fearful aggravations,
we having broken all the commandments of the
holy, just, and good law of God, doing that which
is forbidden, and leaving undone what is enjoined
and that not only out of ignorance and
infirmity, but also more presumptuously, against
the light of our minds, checks of our consciences, and motions of his own Holy Spirit, to the
contrary, so that we have no cloak for our sins
yea, not only despising the riches of God's goodness, forbearance, and long-suffering, but standing out against many invitations and offers of
grace in the Gospel not endeavouring, as we
ought, to receive Christ into our hearts by faith,
or to walk worthy of him in our lives.
''To bewail our blindness of mind, hardness
of heart, unbelief, impenitency, security, Jukewarmness, barrenness
our not endeavouring
after mortification and newness of life, nor after the exercise of godliness in the power thereof and that the best of us have not so steadfastly walked with God, kept our garments so
unspotted, nor been so zealous of his glory, and
the good of others, as we ought and to mourn
over such other sins as the congregation is particularly guilty of, notwithstanding the manifold
and great mercies of our God, the love of Christ,
the light of the Gospel, and reformation of religion, our own purposes, promises, vows, solemn
covenant, and other special obligations, to the
contrary.
" To acknowledge and confess that, as we
are convinced of our guilt, so, out of a deep
sense thereof, we judge ourselves unworthy of
the smallest benefits, most worthy of God's
fiercest wrath, and of all the curses of the law,
and heaviest judgments inflicted upon the most
rebellious sinners
and that he might most justly take his kingdom and Gospel from us, plague
us with all sorts of spiritual and temporal judgments in this life, ami after cast us into uiter
darkness, in the lake that burnelh with fire and
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

brimstone, where

is

weeping and gnashing of

teeth for evermc^re.

"Notwithstanding all which, to draw near to
the throne of grace, encouraging ourselves with
hope of a gracious answer of our prayers, in the
riches and all-sufficiency of that one only oblation, the satisfaction and intercession of the
Lord Jesus Christ, at the right hand of his Fa-

4S&

and our Father and in confidence of the
exceeding great and precious promises of mercy and grace in the new covenant, through the
same Mediator thereof, to deprecate the heavy
wrath and curse of God, which we are not able
to avoid or bear
and humbly and earnestly to
supplicate for mercy, in the free and full remission of all our sins
and that only for the bitter
sufferings and precious merits of our only Savther,

;

;

;

iour Jesus Christ.

"That the Lord would vouchsafe to shed
abroad his love in our hearts by the Holy Ghost
seal unto us, by the same Spirit of adoption, the
full assurance of our pardon and reconciliation
comfort all that mourn in Zion, speak peace to
the wounded and troubled spirit, and hind up
the broken-hearted
and as for secure and presujnptuous sinners, that he would open their
eyes, convince their consciences, and turn them
from darkness unto light, and from the power
of Satan unto God, that they also may receive
forgiveness of sin, and an inheritance among
them that are sanctified by faith in Christ Jesus.
" With remission of sins through the blood of
Christ, to pray for sanctification by his Spirit
the mortification of sin dwelling in, and many
times tyrannizing over us
the quickening of
our dead spirits with the life of God in Christ
grace to fit and enable us for all duties of conversation and calling towards God and men
strength against temptations, the sanctified use
of blessings and crosses, and perseverance in
faith and obedience unto the end.
" To pray for the propagation of the Gospel
;

;

;

;

and kingdom of Christ to

all

nations, for the

conversion of the Jews, the fulness of the Gentiles, the fall of antichrist, and the hastening of
the second coming of our Lord
for the deliverance of the distressed churches abroad from
the tyranny of the antichristian faction, and
from the cruel oppressions and blasphemies of
for the blessing of God upon all the
the Turk
Reformed churches, especially upon the churches and kingdoms of Scotland. England, and Ireland, now more strictly and religiously united
;

;

in the solemn national League and Covenant
and for our plantations in the most remote parts
of the world
more particularly for that church
and kingdom whereof we are members, that
therein God would establish peace and truth,
the purity of all his ordinances, and the power
of godliness
prevent and remove heresy,
schism, profaneness, superstition, security, and
unfruitfulness, under the means of grace
heal
our rents and divisions, and preserve us from
breach of our solemn covenant.
" To pray for all in authority, especially for
the king's majesty, that God may make him
rich in blessings, both in his person and govern;

;

;

ment establish his throne in religion and righteousness, save him from evil coun.sel, and make
him a blessed and glorious instrument for the
conservation and propagation of the Gospel, for
the encouragement and protection of them that
do well, the terror of all that do evil, and the
great good of the whole Church, and of all his
kingdoms for the conversion of the queen, the
religious education of the prince, and the rest
of the royal seed for the comforting the afflicted Queen of Bohemia, sister to our sovereign ;
and for the restitution and establishment of the
illustrious Prince Charles, elector oalaline of
;

;

;

;
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the Rhine, to all his dominions and dignities
for a blessing on our High Court of Parliament
tvvhen sitting in any of these kingdoms respectively), the nobility, the subordinate judges and
magistrates, the gentry, and all the commonalfor all pastors and teachers, that God would
ty
fill them with his Spirit, make them exemplarily holy, sober, just, peaceable, and gracious in
sound, faithful, and powerful in
their lives
and follow all their labours with
their ministry
abundance of success and blessing
and give
unto all his people pastors according to their
own heart ; for the universities, and all schools
and religious seminaries of Church and commonwealth, that they may flourish more and
more in learning and piety ; for the particular
city or congregation, that God would pour out a
blessing upon the ministry of the Word, sacraments, and discipline, upon the civil government, and all the several families and persons
therein
for mercy to the afflicted under any
inward or outward distress
for seasonable
weather and fruitful seasons, as the time may
require; for averting the judgments that we
either feel, or fear, or are liable unto, as famine,
pestilence, the sword, and such like.
"And, with confidence of his mercy to his
whole Church, and the acceptance of our persons, through the merits and mediation of our
high-priest the Lord Jesus, to profess that it is
the desire of our souls to have fellowship with
God, in the reverend and conscionable use of
and to that purpose, to
his holy ordinances
pray earnestly for his grace and effectual assistance to the sanctification of his holy Sabbath,
the Lord's Day, in all the duties thereof, public
and private, both to ourselves, and to all other
congregations of his people, according to the
riches and excellence of the Gospel, this day
celebrated and enjoyed.
"And because we have been unprofitable
hearers in times past, and now cannot of ourselves receive, as we should, the deep things of
God, the mysteries of Jesus Christ, which require a spiritual discerning, to pray that the
Lord, who teacheth to profit, would graciously
please to pour out the Spirit of grace, together
with the outward means thereof, causing us to
attain such a measure of the excellence of the
knowledge of Jesus Christ our Lord, and in him,
of the things which belong to our peace, that
we may account all things but as dross in comparand that we, tasting the first-fruits
ison of him
of the glory that is to be revealed, may long for
a more full and perfect communion with him,
that where he is we may be also, and enjoy the
fulness of those joys and pleasures which are
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

at his right hand for evermore.
"More particularly, that God

would

in spe-

manner furnish his servant (now called to
dispense the bread of life unto his household)
with wisdom, fidelity, zeal, and utterance, that
he may divide the Word of God aright, to every
one his portion, in evidence and demonstration
of the Spirit and power
and that the Lord
would circumcise the ears and hearts of the
hearers, to hear, love, and receive with meekness the ingrafted Word, which is able to save
their souls; make them as good ground to receive in the good seed of the Word, and
strengthen them against the temptations of Satan, the cares of the world, the hardness of
cial

;

their

own

hearts,

and whatsoever else

may

hinder their profitable and saving hearing; that
so Christ may be so formed in them, and live
in them, that all their thoughts may be brought
into captivity to the obedience of Christ, and
their hearts established in every good word and
work forever."
judge this to be a convenient order in the
ordinary public prayers yet so as the minister
may defer (as in prudence he shall think meet)
some part of these petitions till after his sermon, or offer up to God some of the thanksgivings hereafter appointed, in his prayer before

We

;

sermon.

his

Of the Preaching
Preaching of the

God unto

of the Word.

Word

being the power of

salvation, and one of the greatest

most excellent works belonging

and

to the ministry
of the Gospel, should be so perforined that the
workman need not be ashamed, but may save
himself, and those that hear him.
It is presupposed (according to the rules for
ordination) that the minister of Christ is in
some good measure gifted for so weighty a service by his skill in the original languages, and
in such arts and sciences as are handmaids unto
divinity; by his knowledge in the whole body
of theology, but most of all in the Holy Scriptures, having his senses and heart exercised in
them above the common sort of believers and
by the illumination of God's Spirit, and other
gifts of edification, which (together with reading and studying of the Word) he ought still to
seek l)y prayer and an humble heart, resolving
to admit and receive any truth not yet attained,
whenever God shall make it known unto him.
All which he is to make use of, and improve in
his private preparations, before he deliver in
public what he hath provided.
Ordinarily, the subject of his sermon is to be
some text of Scripture, holding forth some
principle or head of religion, or suitable to some
or he may go on in
special occasion emergent
some chapter, psalm, or book of the Holy Scripture, as he shall see fit.
Let the introduction to his text be brief and
perspicuous, drawn from the text itself, or context, or some parallel place, or general sentence
of Scripture.
If the text be long (as in histories and parables it sometimes must be), let him give a brief
sum of it if short, a paraphrase thereof, if need
be
in both, looking diligently to the scope of
the text, and pointing at the chief heads and
grounds of doctrine wliich he is to raise from it.
In analyzing and dividing his text, he is to
regard more the order of matter than of words ;
and neither to burden the memory of the hearers in the beginning with too many members
of division, nor to trouble their minds with obscure terms of art.
In raising doctrines from the text, his care
ought to be, first, that the matter be the truth
of God
secondly, that it be a truth contained
in or grounded on that text, that the hearers may
discern how God teacheth it from thence thirdly, that he chiefly insist upon those doctrines
which are principally intended, and make most
for the edification of the hearers.
The doctrine is to be expressed in plain terms
or, if anything in it need explication, it is to be;

;

;

:

;

:
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opened, and the consequence also from the text
cleared.
The parallel places of Scripture, confirming the doctrine, are rather to be plain and
pertinent than many, and (if need be) somewhat
insisted upon, and applied to the purpose in
hand.
The arguments and reasons are to be solid,
The iland, as much as may be, convincing.
lustrations, of what kind soever, ought to be full
of light, and such as may convey the truth into
the hearer's heart with spiritual delight.
If any doubt obvious from Scripture, reason,
or prejudice of the hearers seem to arise, it is
Yery requisite to remove it by reconciling the

seeming differences, answering the reasons, and
discovering and taking away the causes of prejotherwise it is not ht to
udice and mistake
detain the hearers with propounding or answering with vain or wicked cavils, wliich, as they
are endless, so the propounding and answering
of them doth more hinder than promote edifica;

tion.

He

is

not to rest in general doctrine, although
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examine themselves whether they have attained those graces and performed those duties
to which he exhorteth, or be guilty of the sin
reprehended and in danger of the judgments
to

threatened, or are such to whom the consolations propounded do belong; that accordingly
they may be quickened and excited to duty,

humbled for their wants and sins, affected with
their danger, and strengthened with comfort,
as their condition upon exannination shall require.

And as he needeth not always to prosecute
every doctrine which lies in his text, so is he
wisely to make choice of such uses as, by his
residence and conversing with his flock, he fiiidelh most needful and seasonable
and among
;

these, such as may most draw their souls to
Christ, the fountain of light, hohness, and comfort.

This method

is

not prescribed as necessary

for every man or upon every text, but only recommended as being found by experience to be
very much blessed of God, and very helpful for

never so much cleared and confirmed, but to
bring it home to special use by application to
his hearers; which, albeit it prove a work of

the people's understandings and memories.
But the servant of Christ, whatever his method be, is to perform his whole ministry,
1. Painfully, not doing the work of,the Lord
great difficulty to himself, requiring much prudence, zeal, and meditation, and to the natural negligently.
2 Plainly, that the meanest may understand,
and corrupt man will be very unpleasant, yet
he is to endeavour to perform it in such a man- delivering the truth, not in the enticing words
ner that his auditors may feel the Word of God of man's wisdom, but in demonstration of the
to be quick and powerful, and a discerner of the Spirit and of power, lest the cross of Christ
thoughts and intents of the heart and that, if should be made of none effect abstaining also
any believer or ignorant person be present, he from an unprofitable use of unknown tongues,
.may have the secrets of his heart made mani- strange phrases, and cadences of sounds and
words, sparingly citing sentences of ecclesiasti.fest, and give glory to God.
In the use of instruction or information in cal or other human writers, ancient or modern,
the knowledge of some truth, which is a conse- be they never so elegant.
3. Faithfully looking at the honour of Christ,
quence from his doctrine, he may (when convenient) confirm it by a few firm arguments the conversion, edification, and salvation of the
from the text in hand, and other places of Scrip- people, not at his own gain or glory, keeping
ture, or from the nature of that commonplace nothing back which may promote those holy
in divinity whereof that truth is a branch.
ends, giving to every one his own portion, and
In confutation of false doctrines, he is neither bearing indifferent respect unto all, without neggrave,
nor
to
to raise an old heresy from the
lecting the meanest, or sparing the greatest in
their sins.
mention a blasphemous opinion unnecessarily
4. Wisely framing all doctrines, exhortations,
but if the people be in danger of an error, he is
to confute it soundly, and endeavour to satisfy and especially his reproofs, in such a manner
their judgments and consciences against all ob- as may be most likely to prevail, showing all
due respect to each man's pers-on and place, and
jections.
In exhorting to duties, he is, as he seeth not mixing his own passion or bitterness.
5. Gravely, as becometh the Word of God,
cause, to teach also the means that help to the
shunning all such gesture, voice, and expressions
performance of them.
public
adand
dehortation,
reprehension,
as
may occasion the corruptions of men to deIn
monition (which require special wisdom), let spise him and his ministry.
6. With loving affection, that the people may
him, as there shall be cause, not only discover
the nature and greatness of the sin, with the see all coming from his godly zeal and hearty
misery attending it, but also show the danger desire to do them good.
7. As taught of God, and persuaded in his
his hearers are in to be overtaken and surprised
by it, together with the remedies and best way own heart that all that he teacheth is the truth
of Christ, and walking before his flock as an exto avoid it.
earnestly, both in private
In applying comfort, whether general against ample to them in it
and public, recommending his labours to the
all temptations, or particular against some special troubles or terrors, he is carefully to an- blessing of God, and watchfully looking to himswer such objections as a troubled heart and self and the flock whereof the Lord halh made
him overseer so shall the doctrine of truth be
afflicted spirit may suggest to the contrary.
preserved uncorrupt, many souls c(mverted and
It is also sometimes requisite to give some
notes of trial (which is very profitable, espe- built up, and himself receive manifold comfoits
cially when performed by able and experienced of his labours even in this life, and afterward
ministers, with circumspection and prudence, the crown of glory laid up for him in the world
and the signs clearly grounded on the Holy to come.
Where there are more ministers in a congre.Scripture), whereby the hearers may be able
;

.

i

;

;

;

;

;
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gation than one, and they of different gifts, each
may more especially apply himself to doctrine
or exhortation, according to the gift wherein he
most excelleth, and as they shall agree between

themselves.

Of Prayer after Sermon.
The sermon being ended, the minister is " to
give thanks for the great love of God in sending
for the commuhis Son Jesus Christ unto us
;

for the light and
nication of his Holy Spirit
liberty of the glorious Gospel, and the rich and
heavenly blessings revealed therein as, namely, election, vocation, adoption, justification,
for the admisanctification, and hope of glory
rable goodness of God in freeing the land from
antichristian darkness and tyranny, and for all
other national deliverances for the reformation
of religion, for the Covenant, and for many temporal blessings.
" To pray for the continuance of the Gospel,
and all ordinances thereof, in their purity, powto turn the chief and most useer, and liberty
ful heads of the sermon into some few petitions
and to pray that it may abide in the heart, and
bring forth fruit.
" To pray for preparation for death and judgment, aed a watching for the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ to entreat of God the forgiveness
of the iniquities of our holy things, and the acceptation of our spiritual sacrifice, through the
merit and mediation of our great High-Priest
and Saviour the Lord Jesus Christ."
And because the prayer which Christ taught
his disciples is not only a pattern of prayer, but
itself a most comprehensive prayer, we recommend it also to be used in the prayers of the
;

—

;

;

;

;

Church.
And whereas, at the administration of the
sacraments, the holding public fasts, and days
of thanksgiving, and other special occasions,
which may afford matter of special petitions and
thanksgivings, it is requisite to express somewhat in our public prayers (as at this time it is
our duty to pray for a blessing upon the Assembly of Divines, the armies by sea and land, for
the defence of the king. Parliament, and kingdom), every minister is herein to apply himself
in his prayer, before or after sermon, to those
occasions
but for the manner he is left to his
liberty, as God shall direct and enable him, in
piety and wisdom to discharge his duty.
The prayer ended, let a psalm be sung, if with
convenience it may be done after which (unless some other ordinance of Christ, that concerneth the congregation at that time, be to follow), let the minister dismiss the congregation
with a solemn blessing.
:

;

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE
SACRAMENTS.
AND, FIRST, OF BAPTISM.

Baptism, as

is not unnecessarily to be denot to be administered in any
case by any private person, but by a minister of
Christ, called to be the steward of the mysteries
of God.
Nor is it to be administered in private places
or privately, but in the place of public worship,
and in the face of the congregation, whore the
people may most conveniently see and hear,
and not in the places where fonts, in the time

layed, so

it

is

of popery, were unfitly and superstitiously placed.

The child to be baptized, after notice given to
the minister the day beHire, is to bo presented
by the father, or (in case of his necessary absence) by some Cliristian friend in his place, in
professing his earnest desire that the child may
be baptized.
Before baptism, the minister is to use some
wordsof instruction. touchingthe institution, nature, use, and ends of this sacrament, showing,
" That it is instituted by our Lord Jesus
Christ that it is a seal of the covenant of grace,
of our ingrafting into Christ, and of our union
with him, of remission of sins, regeneration,
adoption, and life eternal.
That the water in
baptism representeth and signifieth both the
blood of Christ, which taketh away all guilt of
and the sanctifying
sin, original and actual
virtue of the Spirit of Christ against the dominion of sin, and the corruption of our sinful nature
that baptizing, or sprinkling and washing
with water, signifielli the cleansing from sin by
the blood and for the merit of Christ, together
with the mortification of sin, and rising from sin
to newness of life by virtue of the death and resurrection of Christ; that the promise is made to
believers and their seed
and that the seed and
posterity of the faithful, born within the Church,
have by their birth interest in the covenant, and
right to the seal of it, and to the outward privileges of the Church under the Gospel, no less
than the children of Abraham in the time of the
Old Testament the covenant of grace, for substance, being the same, and the grace of God
and the consolation of believers more plentiful
than before; that the Son of God admitted little
children into his presence, embracing and blessing them, saying, For of such is the kingdom
of God ;' that children, by baptism, are solemnly received into the bosom of the visible Church,
distinguished from the world and them that are
without, and united with believers and that all
who are baptized in the name of Christ do renounce, and by their baptism are bound to fight
against, the devil, the world, and the flesh that
they are Christians, and federally holy before
baptism, and therefore they are baptized
that
the inward grace and virtue of baptism is not
tied to that very moment of time wherein it is
administered, and that the fruit and power thereof reacheth to the whole course of our life and
that outward baptism is not so necessary, that
through the want thereof the infant is in danger
of damnation, or the parents guilty, if they do
not contemn or neglect the ordinance of Christ,
when and where it may be had."
In these, or the like instructions, the minister is to use his own liberty and godly wisdom,
as the ignorance or errors in the doctrine of baptism, and the edification of the people shall re;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

quire.

it

He

is also to

admonish

all that

"To

are present

look back to their baptism to repent of
lo
their sins against their covenant with God
stir up their faith
to improve and make the
right use of their baptism, and of the covenant
;

;

;

sealed thereby between

He
"

and

To

is lo

God and

their souls."

exhort the "parent

consider the great mercy of God to him
to bring up the child in the knowl-

his child

;

:

:
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grounds of the Christian religion,
and in the nurture and admonition of the Lord
and to let him know the danger of God's wrath
to himself and child if he he negligent, requiring
his solemn promise for the performance of his
edjie of the

:

duty."
This being done, prayer is also to be joined
with the word of instruction for sanctifying the
water to this spiritual use, and the minister is
to pray to this or the like effect
" That the Lord, who hath not left us as strangers without the covenant of promise, but called
us to the privileges of his ordinances, would
graciously vouchsafe to sanctify and bless his
own ordniance of baptism at this time that he
would join the inward baptism of his Spirit with
the outward baptism of water; make this baptism to the infant a seal of adoption, remission
of sin, regeneration, and eternal life, and all
other promises of the covenant of grace that
the child may be planted into the likeness of the
death and resurrection of Christ
and that the
body of sin being destroyed in him, he may serve
God in newness of life all his days."
Then the minister is to demand the name of
the child, which being told him, he is to say
(calling the child by his name), I baptize. Ihee jn
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Ghost.
As he pronounceth these words, he is to baptize the child with water; which, for the manner of doing it, is not only lawful, but sufficient,
and most expedient to be, by pouring or sprinkling of the water on the face of the child, without adding any other ceremony.
This done, he is to give thanks, and to pray
to this or the like purpose
" Acknowledging with all thankfulnes that
the Lord is true and faithful in keeping covenant and mercy that he is good and gracious,
not only in that he numbereth us among his
saints, but is pleased also to bestow upon our
children this singular token and badge of his
;

;
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frequently to be celebrated hut how often, may
be considered and determined by the ministers
and other church governors of each congregation, as they shall find it most convenient for
the comfort and edification of the people committed to their charge
and when it shall he
administered, we judge it convenient to be done
after the morning sermon.
The ignorant and the scandalous are not fit;
to receive this sacrament of the Lord's Supper.
;

:

Where this sacrament cannot with convenience be frequently administered, it is requisite
that public warning be given the Sabbath-day
before the administration thereof; and that either then, or on some day of that week, something concerning that ordinance, and the due
preparation thereunto, and participation thereof
be taught, that by the diligent use of all means
sanctified of God to that end, both in public and
private,

all

heavenly

may come

better prepared to that

feast.

When the day is come for administration, the
minister having ended his sermon and prayer,
shall make a short exhortation,
" Expressing the inestimable benefit we have
by this sacrament, together with the ends and
use thereof; setting forth the great necessity
of having our comforts and strength renewed
thereby in this our pilgrimage and warfare ;
how necessary it is that we come unto it with
knowledge, faith, repentance, love, and with
hungering and thirsting souls after Christ and
how great the danger to eat and
his benefits
drink unworthily.
" Next, he is, in the name of Christ on the
one part, to warn all such as are ignorant, scandalous, profane, or that live in any sin or offence against their knowledge or conscience,
that they presume not to come to that holy table, showing them that he that eateth and drinkelh unworthily, eateth and drinketh judgment
unto him.self;" and on the other part, he is in
especial manner to invite and encourage all that
love in Christ
that in his truth and special labour under the sense of the burden of their
providence he daily bringeth someinto the bo- sins, and fear of wrath, and desire to reach out
som of his Church, to be partakers' of his ines- unto a greater progress in grace than yet they
timable benefits, purchased by the blood of his can attain unto, to come to the Lord's Table, asdear Son for the continuance and increase of suring them, in the same name, of ease, refreshing, and strength to their weak and wearied
his Church.
" And praying that the Lord would still contin- souls."
After this exhortation, warning, and invitaue and daily ccmfirm more and more this his unspeakable favour that he would receive the in- tion, the table being before decently covered,
fant now baptized, and solemnly entered into the and so conveniently placed that the communihousehold of faith, into his fatherly tuition and cants may orderly sit about it or at it, the mindefence, and remember him with the favour that ister is to begin the action with sanctifying and
he showeth to his people that if he shall be taken blessing the elements of bread and wine set beout of this life in his infancy, the Lord, who is fore him (the bread in comely and convenient
rich in mercy, would be pleased to receive him up vessels, so prepared, that, being broken by him,
into glory
and if he live, and attain the years and given, it may be distributed among the comof discretion, that the Lord would so teach him municants, the wine also in large cups) having
by his Word and Spirit, and make his baptism first, in a few words, showed that those eleeffectual to him, and so uphold him by his di- ments, otherwise common, are now set apart
vine power and grace, that by faith he may and sanctified to this holy use by the word of
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

prevail against

the devil, the world, and the

in the end he obtain a full and final
and so be kept by the power of God
lliroiigh faith unto salvation, through Jesus
Christ our Lord."

flesh,

till

vicrtory,

Of

the Celchralion of the

ment of

the

The Communion,

Communion,

or Sacra-

Lord's Supper.

or Supper of the Lord,

is

institution and prayer.
Let the words of institution be read out of
the Evangelists, or out of the First Epistle of the
Apostle Paul to the Corinthians, chap, xi., verse
23 " I have received of the Lord," &c., to the
twenty-seventh verse, which the minister may,
when he seeth requisite, explain and apply.
Let the prayer, thanksgiving, or blessing of
:

the bread and wine be to this effect
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"

With humble and hearty acknowledgment good

of the greatness of our misery, from which neither man ni>r angel was able to deliver us, and
of our great unworthiness of the least of all
God's mercies to give thanks to God for all
Ills benefits, and especially for that great benefit
of our redemption, the love of God the Father,
liie sufferings and merits of the Lord Jesus Christ
the Son of God, by which we are delivered and
for all means of grace, the Word, and sacra;

;

ments and for this sacrament in particular, by
which Christ, and all his benefits, are applied
and sealed up unto us, which, notwithstanding
the denial of them unto others, are in great
mercy continued unto us, after so much and
long abuse of them all.
" To profess that there is no other name under heaven by which we can be saved but the
;

whom

alone we receive liberty and life, have access to the throne
of grace, are admitted to eat and drink at his
own table, and are sealed up by his Spirit to an
assurance of happiness and everlasting life.
" Earnestly to pray to God, the Father of all
mercies and God of all consolation, to vouchsafe his gracious presence, and the effectual
working of his Spirit in us, and so to sanctify
these elements, both of bread and wine, and to
bless his own ordinance, that we may receive
by faith the body and blood of Jesus Christ crucified for us, and so to feed upon him that he may
be one with us and we with him that he may
live with us, and we in him and to him who
hath loved us, and given himself for us."
All which he is to endeavour to perform with
suitable affections, answerable to such a holy
action, and to stir up the like in the people.
The elements being now sanctified by the
Word and prayer, the minister, being at the table, is to take the bread in his hand, and say, in
these expressions (or other the like, used by
Christ or his apostle upon this occasion),
" According to the holy institution, command,
and exaimple of our blessed Saviour Jesus Christ,
I take this bread, and having given thanks, I
break it, and give it unto you [there the minister, who is also himself to communicate, is to
break the bread and give it to the communiTake ye, eat ye this is the body of
cants]
Christ which is broken for you; do this in remembrance of him.' "
In like manner the minister is to take the cup,
and say, in these expressions (or other the like,
used by Christ or the apostle upon the same oc-

name

of Jesus Christ, by

;

:

'

casion),

:

the remission of the sins of
it.'

may,
"

many

;

drink ye

all

"

After
in

Of

Spirit,
in the

whereby they may be enabled to
strength of that grace, as becometh
received so great pledges of

who have

salvation."
The collection for the poor is so to be ordered
that no part of the public worship be thereby
hindered.

Of the Sanclification of the Lord's Day.
The Lord's Day ought to be so remembered
beforehand as that all worldly business of our
ordinary callings may be so ordered, and so
timely and seasonably laid aside, as they may
not be impediments to the due sanctifying of
the day when it comes.
The whole day is to be celebrated as holy to
the Lord, both in public and private, as being
the Christian Sabbath
to which end it is requisite that there be a holy cessation, or resting all
the day, from all unnecessary labours; and an
abstaining, not only from all sports and pastimes,
but also from all worldly words and thoughts.
That the diet on that day be so ordered as
that neither servants be unnecessarily detained
from the public worship of God, nor any other
persons hindered from the sanctifying that day.
That there be private preparation of every
person and family, by prayer for themselves,
and for God's assistance of the minister, and
and by such
for a blessing upon his ministry
other holy exercises as may farther dispose them
to a more comfortable communion with God ia
his public ordinances.
That all the people meet so timely for public
worship that the whole congregation may be
present at the beginning, and with one heart
solemnly join together in all parts of the public
worship, and not depart till after the blessing.
That wliat time is vacant between or after
the solemn meetings of the congregation in public be spent in reading, meditation, repetition of
sermons (especially by calling their families to
an account of what they have heard), and catechising of them, holy conferences, prayer for
a blessing upon the public ordinances, singing
of psalms, visiting the sick, relieving the poor,
and such like duties of piety, charity, and mercy, accounting the Sabbath a delight.
;

;

The Solemnization of Marriage.

;

"According to the institution, command, and
example of our Lord Jesus Christ. I take this
cup, and give it unto you [here he giveth to the
communicants] 'This cup is the New Testament in the blood of Christ, which is shed for
of

walk
those

Although marriage be no sacrament, nor peChurch of God, but common to
mankind, and of public interest in every commonwealth, yet, because such as marry are to
marry in the Lord, and have special need of instruction, direction, and exhortation from the
Word of God at their entering into such a new
condition, and of the blessing of God upon them
therein, we judge it expedient that marriage be
solemnized by a lawful minister of the Word,
that he may accordingly counsel them, and pray
for a blessing upon them.
Marriage is to be between one man and one
woman only, and they such as are not within
culiar to the

have communicated, the minister
the degrees of consanguinity or
a few words, put them in mind
all

God

Jesus Christ held
forth in this sacrament, and exhort them to walk
worthy of it."
The minister is to give solemn thanks to God
" For his rich mercy and invaluable goodness
vouchsafed to them in that .sacrament, and to
entreat for pardon for the defects of the whole
service, and lor the gracious assistance of his
the grace of

in

affinity prohib-

by the Word of God and the parties are
to be of years of discretion, fit to make their
own choice, or upon good grounds to give their
mutual consent.
Before the solemnizing of marriage between
any persons, their purpose of marriage shall be
published by the minister, three several Sabited

;

bath-days, in the congregation, at the place or
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places of their most usual and constant abode
And of this publication, the minrespectively.

who is to join them in marriage shall have
sufficient testimony, before he proceed to solister

emnize the marriage.
Before that publication of such their purpose
be under age), the consent of the
parents, or others under whose power they are
(in case the parents be dead), is to be made
known to the church officers of that congregation, to he recorded.
(if the parties

The like is to be observed in the proceedings
all others, although of age, whose parents
And in after
are living, for their first marriage.
marriages of either of those parties, they shall
without
to
marriage
exhorted
not
contract
be
first acquainting their parents with it (if with
conveniency it may be done), endeavouring to
obtain their consent.
Parents ought not to force their children to
marry without their free consent, nor deny their
own consent without just cause.
After the purpose or contract of marriage
liath been thus published, the marriage is not
Therefore, the minister
to be long deferred.
having had convenient warning, and nothing
being objected to hinder it, is publicly to solemnize it in the place appointed by authority
for public worship, before a competent number
of credible witnesses, at some convenient hour
of the day, at any time of the year, except on a
day of public humiliation. And we advise that
it be not on the Lord's Day.
And because all relations are sanctified by the
Word and prayer, the minister is to pray for a
blessing upon them to this effect
" Acknowledging our sins, whereby we have
of

:

made

ourselves less than the least of all the
mercies of God, and provoked him to imbitter
earnestly, in the name of
all our comforts
Christ, to entreat the Lord (whose presence
and favour is the happiness of every condition,
and sweetens every relation) to be their portion
and to own and accept them in Christ, who are
now to be joined in the honourable estate of
and that,
marriage, the covenant of their God
as he hath brought them together by his providence, he would sanctify them by his Spirit,
giving them a new frame of lieart, fit for their
new estate enriching them with all graces,
whereby they may perform the duties, enjoy the
comforts, undergo the cares, and resist the
temptations which accompany that condition, as
becometh Christians."
The prayer being ended, it is convenient that
the minister do briefly declare unto them out of
the Scripture,
" The institution, use, and ends of marriage,
with the conjugal duties which, in all faithfulexness, they are to perform each to other
horting them to study the holy Word of God,
that they may learn to live by faith, and to be
content in the midst of all marriage cares and
troubles, sanctifying God's name, in a thankful,
sober, and holy use of all conjugal comforts
praying much with and for one another watching over and provoking each other to love and
good works and to live together as the heirs
of the grace of life."
After solemn charging of the persons to be
ma'Tied before the great God, who searcheth
all hearts, and to whom they must give a strict
Vol. IL—N n n
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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of them
know any cause, by precontract or otherwise,
why they may not lawfully proceed to marriage,
that they now discover it: the minister (if no
impediment be acknowledged) shall cause first
the man to take the woman by the right hand,
saying these words
'•
I, N., do take thee, N., to he my married
wife, and do, in the presence of God, and before
this congregation, promise and covenant to be
a loving and faithful husband unto thee, until
God shall separate us by death."
Then the woman shall take the man by his
right hand, and say these words
" L N., do take thee, N., to be my married
husband, and I do, in the presence of God, and
before this congregation, promise and covenant
to be a loving, faithful, and obedient wife unto
thee, until God shall separate us by death."
Then, without any farther ceremony, the
minister shall, in the face of the congregation,
pronounce them to be husband and wit'e, accordand so conclude the
ing to God's ordinance
action with prayer to this effect
"That the Lord would be pleased to accompany his own ordinance with his blessing, beseeching him to enrich the persons now married, as with other pledges of his love, so particularly with the comforts and fruits of marriage, to the praise of his abundant mercy, in
and through Christ Jesus."
A register is to be carefully kept, wherein
the names of the parties so married, with the
time of their marriage, are forthwith to be fairly
recorded in a book provided for that purpose,
for the perusal of all whom it may concern.

account at the

last day, that if either

:

:

;

:

Concerning Visitation of the Sick.
the duty of the minister, not only to
teach the people committed to his charge in
public, but privately and particularly to admonish, exhort, reprove, and comfort them, upon
all seasonable occasions, so far as his time,
strength, and personal safety will permit.
He is to admonish them, in time of health, to
and for that purpose, they
prepare for death
are often to confer with their minister about
and in times of sickthe estate of their souls
ness, to desire his advice and help, timely and
seasonably, before their strength and understanding fail them.
Times of sickness and affliction are special
opportunities put into his hand by God to minister a word in season to weary souls, because
then the consciences of men are or should be
more awakened to bethink themselves of their
and Satan also
spiritual estates for eternity
takes advantage then to load them more with
therefore, the
sore and heavy temptations
minister being sent fi)r, and repairing to the
sick, is to apply himself, with all tenderness
and love, to administer some spiritual good to
It

is

;

;

;

:

his soul to this effect.

He may, from the consideration of the present
sickness, instruct him out of Scripture, that
diseases come not by chance, or by distempers
of body only, but by the wise and orderly guidance of the good hand of God, to every particAnd that, whethular person smitten by them.
er it be laid upon him out of displeasure for sin,
for bis correction and amendment, or for trial
and exercise of his graces, or for other special
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and excellent ends, all his sufferings shall turn of Christ and his merit, for a door of hope to
to his profit, and work together for his good, if every penitent believer.
When the sick person is best composed, may
he sincerely labour to make a sanctified use of
God's visiiation, neither despising his chasten- be least disturbed, and other necessary offices
about him least hindered, the minister, if deing, nor waxing weary of his correction.
[{ he suspect him of ignorance, he shall ex- sired, shall pray with him, and for him, to this
amine him in the principles of religion, espe- effect
" Confessing and bewailing of sin, original and
cially touching repentance and faith
and as he
:

;

seeth cause, instruct him in tlie nature, use, excellence, and necessity of those graces
as also
touching the covenant of grace, and Christ the
Son of God, the mediator of it, and concerning
remission of sins by faith in him.
He shall exhort the sick person to examine
himself, to search and try his former ways, and
his estate towards God.
And if the sick person shall declare any scruple, doubt, or temptation that is upon him, instructions and resolutions shall be given to satisfy and settle him.
If it appear that he hath not a due sense of
his sins, endeavours ought to be used to convince him of his sins, of the guilt and desert of
them of the filth and pollution which the soul
contracts by them
and of the curse of law,
and wrath of God, due to them; that he may
be truly affected with and humble for them
and, withal, to make known the danger of deferring repentance, and of neglecting salvation
to awaken his conscience,
at any time offered
and rouse him up out of a stupid and secure
condition, to apprehend the justice and wrath
of God, before whom none can stand but he
that, being lost to himself, layeth hold upon
Christ by laith.
If he have endeavoured to walk in the ways
of holiness, and to serve God in uprightness, although not without many failings and infirmior if his spirit be broken with the sense
ties
of sin, or cast down through want of the sense
of God's favour, then it will be fit to raise him
up, by setting before him the freeness and fulness of God's grace, the sufficiency of righteousness in Christ, the gracious offers in the
Gospel, that all who repent and believe with all
their heart in God's mercy through Christ, renouncing their own righteousness, shall have
life and salvation in him
it may also be useful
to show him that death hath in it no spiritual
evil to be feared by those that are in Christ, because sin, the sting of death, is taken away by
Christ, who hath delivered all that are his from
the bondage of the fear of death, triumphed over
the grave, given us victory, is himself entered
into glory, to prepare a place for his people so
that neither life nor death shall be able to separate them from God's love in Christ, in whom
such are sure, though now they must be laid in
the dust, to obtain a joyful and glorious resurrection to eternal life.
Advice also may be given, as to beware of an
ill-grounded persuasion on mercy, or on the
goodness of his condition for heaven, so to disclaim all merit in himself, and to cast himself
wholly upon God for mercy, in the sole merits
and mediation of Jesus Christ, who hath engaged himself never to cast off them who in
truth and sincerity come unto him.
Care also
must be taken that the sick person he not cast
down into despair, by such a severe representation of the wrath of God due to him for his sins,
as is not mollified by a seasonable propounding
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

actual, the miserable condition of all by nature,

as being children of wrath, and under the curse ;
ackowledging that all diseases, sicknesses, death,
and hell itself, are the proper issues and effects
thereof; imploring God's mercy for the sick person through the blood of Christ beseeching that
God would open his eyes, discover unto him his
sins, cause him to see himself lost in himself,
make known to him the cause why God smiteth
him, reveal Jesus Christ to his soul for righteousness and life, give unto him his Holy Spirit
to create and strengthen faith, to lay hold upon
Christ, to work in him comfortable evidences of
his love, to arm him against temptations, to
take off his heart from the world, to sanctify his
present visitation, to furnish him with patience
and strength to bear it, and to give him perseverance in faith to the end.
" That if God shall please to add to his days,
he would vouchsafe to bless and sanctify all
means of his recovery, to remove the disease,
renew his strength, and enable him to walk
worthy of God, by a faithful remembrance and
diligent observing of such vows and promises
of holiness and obedience as men are apt to
make in times of sickness, that he may glorify
God in the remaining part of his life.
;

"And if God have determined to finish his
days by the present visitation, he may find suclt
evidence of the pardon of all his sins, of his interest in Christ, and eternal life by Christ, as
may cause his inward man to be renewed, while
his outward man deeayelh; that he may behold
death without fear, cast himself wholly upun
Christ without doubting, desire to be dissolved
and be with Christ, and so receive the end of his
faith, the salvation of his soul, through the only
merits and intercession of the Lord Jesus Christ,
our alone Saviour, and all-sufficient Redeemer."
The minister shall admonish him also (as
there shall be cause) to set his house in order,
thereby to prevent inconveniences; to take care
payment of his debts, and to make restiwhere he hath done any
wrong, to be reconciled to those with whom he
hath been at variance, and fully to forgive all
men their trespasses against him, as he expects
forgiveness at the hand of God.
Lastly, the minister may improve the present
occasion to exhort those about the sick person
for the

tution or satisfaction

to consider their

own

mortality, to return to the

Lord and make peace with him in health to
prepare for sickness, death, and judgment and
all the days of their appointed time so to wait
until their change come, that when Christ, who
;

;

is

our

him

life,

shall appear, they

may

appear with

in glory.

Concerning Burial of

When

the

Dead.

any person departelh this life, let the
dead body, upon the day of burial, be decently
attended from the house to the place appointed
for public burial, and there immediately interred, without any ceremony.
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the customs of kneeling down,
and praying by or towards the dead corpse, and
other such usages, in the place where it Hes,
before it be carried to burial, are superstitious
and for that praying, reading, and singing, both
in going to, and at the grave, have been grossly
abused, are no way beneficial to the dead, and
have proved many ways hurtful to the living,
therefore let all such things be laid aside.
Howbeit, we judge it very convenient that the
Christian friends which accompany the dead
body to the place appointed for public burial, do
apply themselves to meditations and conferenand that the minces suitable to the occasion
ister, as upon other occasions, so at this time,
if he be present, may put them in remembrance
of their duty.
That this shall not extend to deny any civil
respects or deferences at the burial suitable to
the rank and condition of the party deceased
while he was living.

And because

;

;
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to pray (according as the present exigence requireth), with more special importunity and en-

largement than at other times; applying by faith
the promises and goodness of God for pardon,
help, and deliverance from the evils felt, feared,
or deserved
and for obtaining the blessings
which we need and expect, together with a giving up of ourselves wholly and forever unto the
Lord."
;

In all these, the ministers, who are the mouths
of the people unto God, ought so to speak from

upon serious and thorough premedthemselves and the
people may be much affected, and even melted
thereby
especially with sorrow for their sins,
that it may be indeed a day of deep humUiation
and afflicting of the soul.
Special choice is to be made of such Scriptures to be read, and of such texts for preaching,
as may best work the hearts of the hearers to
the special business of the day, and most dispose
them to humiliation and repentance insisting
most on those particulars which each minister's observation and experience tell him are
most conducing to the edification and reformation of that congregation to which he preachtheir hearts,

itation of lliern, that both

;

;

Concerning Public Solemn Fasting.

When some great and notable judgments areeither inflicted upon a people, or apparently imminent, or by some extraordinary provocations noas, also, when some special
toriously deserved
blessing is to be sought and obtained, public sol(which
is to continue the whole
fasting
emn
day) is a duty that God expecteth from that nation or people.
;

A religious fast requires total abstinence, not
only from all food (unless bodily weakness do
manifestly disable from holding out till the fast
be ended, in which case somewhat may be taken, yet very sparingly, to support nature, when
ready to faint), but also from all worldly labour,
discourses, and thoughts, and from all bodily
delights (although at other times lawful), rich
apparel, ornaments, and such like, during the
fast
and much more from whatever is, in the
nature or use, scandalous and offensive, as
gaudish attire, lascivious habits and gestures,
and other vanities of either sex which we rec;

;

ommend to all ministers, in their places, diligently and zealously to reprove, as at other
times, so especially at a fast, without respect of
persons, as there shall be occasion.
Before the public meeting, each family and
person apart are privately to use all religious
care to prepare their hearts to such solemn work,
and to be early at the congregation.
.So large a portion of the day as conveniently
may be is to be spent in public reading and
preaching of the Word, with singing of psalms,
fit to quicken affections suitable to such a duty,
but especially in prayer, to this or the like effect
" Giving glory to the great
:

majesty of God,

the creator, preserver, and supreme ruler of all
the world, the better to affect us thereby with a
holy reverence and awe of him acknowledging
his manifold, great, and tender mercies, especially to the Church and nation, the more effectually to soften and abase our hearts before
him humbly confessing of sins of all sorts,
with their several aggravations justifying God's
righteous judgments, as being far less than our
sins do deserve ; yet humbly and earnestly imploring his mercy and grace for ourselves, the
Church, and nation, for our king, and all in authority, and for all others for whom we are bound
;

;

;

eth.

Before the close of the public duties, the minown and the people's names, to
his and their hearts to be the Lord's,
purpose
and resolution to reform
with professed
whatever is amiss among them, and more particularly such sins as they have been more remarkably guilty of and to draw nearer unto
God, and to walk more closely and faithfully
with him in new obedience, than ever before.
He is also to admonish the people, with all
importunity, that the work of that day doth not
end with the public duties of it, but that they are
so to improve the remainder of the day, and of
their whole life, in re-enforcing upon themselves
and their families in private, all those godly affections and resolutions which they professed in
public, as that they may be settled in their
hearts forever, and themselves may more sensibly find that God hath smelt a sweet savour in
Christ from their performances, and is pacified
towards them, by answers of grace, in pardoning
of sin, in removing of judgments, in averting or
preventing of plagues, and in conferring of blessings, suitable to the conditions and prayers of
his people by Jesus Christ.
Besides solemn and general fasts enjoined byauthority, we judge that at other times congregations may keep days of fasting, as Divine
Providence shall administer unto them special
occasions.
And also, that families may do *'^^^
same, so it be not on days wherein the congregation to which they do belong is to meet
for
fasting or other public duties of worship.
ister is, in his

engage

;

Concerning the Observation of Days of Public

Thanksgiving.

When

any such day is to be kept. let notice
be given of it, and of the occasion thereof,

some convenient time

before, that the people

may the better prepare themselves thereunto.
The day being come, and the congregation
(after private preparations) being assembled,
the
minister is to begin with a word of exhortation,

up the people to the duty for which they
are met, and with a short prayer for God's, as-

to stir

;
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sistance and blessing (as at other conventions
for public worship), according to the particular
occasion ol" their meeting.
Let hiin then make some pithy narration of
the deliverance obtained, or mercy received, or

bly and gravely ordered
but the chief must be
to sing with understanding, and with grace in
the heart, making melody unto the Lord.
That the whole congregation may join herein, every one that can read is to have a psalmbook and all others, not disabled by age or
otherwise, are to be exhorted to learn to read.
But for the present, where many in the congregation cannot read, it is convenient that the
minister, or some other fit person appointed by
him, and the other ruling officers, do read the
psalm line by line, before the singing thereof
;

of whatever hatli occasioned that assembling
of the congregation, that all may better understand it, or be minded of it, and more affected
with it.
And because singing of psalms is of all other
the most proper ordinance for expressing of
joy and thanksgiving, let some pertinent psalm
or psalms be sung for that purpose, before or afAn Appendix, touching Days and Places of Pubter the reading of some portion of the Word,
lic Worship.
suitable to the present business.
There is no day commanded in Scripture to
Then let the minister who is to preach proceed
be
under
the Gospel but the Lord's
kept
holy
to farther exhortation and prayer before his sermon, with special reference to the present work Day, which is the Christian Sabbath.
Festival
vulgarly
days,
called holydays, havafter which, let him preach upon some text of
ing no warrant in the Word of God, are not to
Scripture pertinent to the occasion.
be
continued.
The sermon ended, let him not only pray, as
Nevertheless, it is lawful and necessary, upon
at other time after preaching is directed, with
remeiul)rance of the necessities of the Church, special emergent occasions, to separate a day
king, and state (it before the sermon they were or days for public fasting or thanksgiving, as
omitted), but enlarge himself in due and solemn the several eminent and extraordinary dispenthanksgiving for former mercies and deliveran- sations of God's providence shall administer
ces, but more especially for that which at the cause and opportunity to his people.
As no place is capable of any holiness, under
present calls them together to give thanks with
humble petition for the continuance and renew- pretence of whatsoever dedication or consecration,
so neither is it subject to such pollution by
ing of God's wonted mercies, as need shall be,
and for sanctifying grace to make a right use any superstition formerly used, and now laid
thereof
And so, having sung another psalm aside, as may render it unlawful or inconvenient
suitable to the mercy, let him dismiss the con- fiir Christians to meet together therein for the
and therefore we hold
gregation with a blessing, that they have some public worship of God
convenient time for their repast and refresh- It requisite that the places of public assembling
for worship among us should be continued and
nient.
;

:

;

But the minister (before

their dismission) is

solemnly to admonish them to beware of all excess and not, tending to gluttony or drunkenness, and much more of these sins themselves,
in their eating and refreshing; and to take care
that their mirth and rejoicing be not carnal, but
spiritual, which may make God's praise to be
glorious, and themselves humble and sober
and that both their feeding and rejoicing may
render them more cheerful and enlarged, farther to celebrate his praises in the midst of the
congregation, when they return unto it, in the
;

remaimng

part of that day.
the congregation shall be again assembled, the like course in praying, reading, preaching, singing of psalms, and offering up of more
praise and thanksgiving, that is before directed
for the morning, is to be renewed and continued, so far as the time will give leave.
At one or both of the public meetings that
^aV a collection is to be made for the poor (and
upon the day of public humilin "the liJie manner
bless us, and rejoice
iation), that .their loins may
And the people are to be
the mine with 1^3exhorted, at the end of the latter meeting, to
and
spend the residue of that day in holy duties,
charity one
testifications of Christian love and

When

employed

to that use.
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THE PREFACE.

Jes0s Christ, upon whose shoulders the government is, whose name is called Wonderful,
Counsellor, the mighty God, the everlasting Faof the increase of
towards another, and of rejoicing more and more ther, the Prince of Peace,*
who make the whose government and peace there shall be no
in the Litrd, as becoineth those
of David, and
throne
end, who sits upon the
joy of the Lord their strength.
upon his kingdom, to order it, and to establish
Psalms.
from
henceforth
justice,
Of Singing of
it with judgment and
God pub- even forever, having all power given unto him
It is the duty of Christians to praise
the con- even in heaven and in earth by the Father, who
licly, by singing of psalms together in
gregation, and also privately in the family.
In singing of psahns, the voice is to be tuna-

Isa., ix., 6, 7.

APPENDIX.
at his
2. That the ministers of the Gospel have as
own right hand, far above all principalities, and ample a charge and commission to dispense
power, and might, and dominion, and every the Word, as well as other ordinances, as the
name that is named, not only in this world, but priests and Levites had under the law, proved
also in that which is to come, and put all things Isa., Ixvi., 21, and Matt., xxiii., 34, where our
under his feet, and gave him to be the head over Saviour entitleth the officers of the New Testament, whom He will send forth, by the same
all things to the Church, which is his body, the
he being names as the teachers of the Old.
fulness of him that fiUeth all in all
Which propositions prove, that therefore (the
ascended up far above all heavens, that he might
duty being of a moral nature) it foJloweth, by
fill all things, received gifts for his Church, and
gave offices necessary for the edification of his just consequence, that the public reading of the
Scriptures belongeth to the pastor's office.
Church, and perfecting of his saints.
To feed the flock, by preaching of the Word,
Of the Church.
according to which he is to teach, convince, reThere is one general Church visible held prove, exhort, and comfort. 1 Tim., iii., 2. 2
Tit., i., 9.
forth in the New Testament, 1 Cor., xii., 12, Tim., iii., 16, 17.
To catechise, which is a plain laying down the
13, 28, together with the rest of the chapter.
The ministry, oracles, and ordinances of the first principles of the oracles of God, Heb., v.,
New Testament, given by Jesus Christ to the 12 or of the doctrine of Christ, and is a part of
general Church visible, for the gathering and preaching.
To dispense other Divine mysteries, 1 Cor.,
perfecting of it in this life, until his second com-

him from the dead, and

raised

him

set

:

—

:

ing,

Cor., xii., 28

1

;

Eph.,

iv., 4,

5,

compared

10-16 of the same chapter.
Particular visible churches, members of the
general Church, are also held forth in the New
Testament, Gal., i., 21, 22 Rev., i., 4, 20, and
Rev., ii., 1.
Particular churches, in the primitive times, were made up of visible saints, viz.,
of such as, being of age, professed faith in
Christ, and obedience unto Christ, according to
the rules of faith and life taught by Christ and
his apostles
and of their children. Acts, ii.,
38, 41
and ver. last, compared with v. 14
1
Cor., i., 2, compared with 2 Cor., ix., 13 Acts,
ii., 39
1 Cor., vii,, 14; Rom., ix., 16, and so
forward Mark, x., 14, compared with Matt.,
xix., 13, 14; Luke, xviii., 15, 16.*

with

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Of the
The

officers

Officers of the Church.

which Christ hath appointed for
of his Church, and the perfect-

Pastors.

The

is an ordinary and perpetual ofChurch Jer., iii., 15-17 prophesy-

pastor

ficer in the

:

;

administer the sacraments, Matt., xxviii.,
Mark, xvi., 15, 16. 1 Cor., xi., 23-25,

compared with

x., 16.

To bless the people from God, Numb., vi.,
23-26, compared with Rev., xiv., 5 (where the
same blessings, and persons from whom they
come, are expressly mentioned) Isa., Ixvi., 21,
where, under the names of priests and Levites
to be continued under the Gospel, are meant
evangelical pastors, who, therefore, are by office
to bless the people, Deut., x., 8.
2 Cor., xiii.,
14.
Eph., i., 2.
To take care of the poor, Acts, xi., 30 iv.,
;

;

34-37;

vi.,

2-4.

Gal,

llCor., xvi., 1-4.

ii.,

9, 10.

28.

1

Thess.,

Heb.,

v., 12.

xiii., 7, 17.

Teacher or Doctor.

The

Scripture doth hold out the name and tiof teacher as well as of pastor, 1 Cor., xii.,
Eph., iv., 11.
Who is also a minister of the Word as well
as the pastor, and hath power of administration
of the sacraments.
The Lord having given diflferent gifts, and
divers exercises according to these gifts, in the
ministry of the Word, Rom., xii., 6-8
1 Cor.,
xii., 1, 4-7, though these different gifts may
meet in, and accordingly be exercised by, one
and the same minister, 1 Cor., xiv., 3 2 Tim.,
iv., 2
Tit., i., 9
yet, where be several ministers in the same congregation, they may be designed to several employments, according to the
different gifts in which each of them doth most
tle

28.

;

ing of the time of the Gospel
1 Pet., v., 2-4
Eph., iv., 11-13.
First, it belongs to his office
To pray for and with his flock, as the mouth
of the people unto God, Acts, vi., 2-4; Acts, xx.,
36
where preaching and prayer are joined as
several parts of the same office, James, v., 15.
The office of the elder, that is, the pastor, is to
pray for the sick, even in private, to which a
blessing is especially promised
much more,
therefore, ought he to perform this in the public execution of his office, as a part thereof, 1
:

;

;

:

Cor., xiv., 15, 16.

To read the Scripture publicly for the proof
of which,
1. That the priests and Levites in the Jewish
Church were trusted with the public reading of
the Word, as is proved Deut., xxxi., 9-11;
Neh., viii., l, 2, 13.
;

Matt., xxviii., 19-20.
Eph., i., 20-22,
IV., 8-11, and Psalm Ixviii., 18.

1, 2.

To

19, 20.

And he hath also a ruling power over the
flock as a pastor, 1 Tim., v., 17.
Acts, xx., 17,

the edification
ing of the saints, are.
Some extraordinary, as apostles, evangelists,
and prophets, which are ceased.
Others ordinary and perpetual, as pastors,
teachers, and other church governors and deacons.

with

iv.,

ver.

compared

;

;

;

excel, Rom., xii., 6-8
1 Pet., iv., 10, 11.
And
he that doth more excel in exposition of Scriptures, in teaching sound doctrine, and in convincing gainsayers, than he doth in application,
and is accordmgly employed therein, may be
called a teacher or doctor (the places alleged by
;

the notation of the Word do prove the proposinevertheless, where is but one minister
tion)
in a particular congregation, he is to perform,
so far as he is able, the whole work of the ministry, as appeareth in 2 Tim., vi. 2; Tit., i. 9,
before alleged, 1 Tim., vi., 2.
A teacher or doctor is of most excellent use
as of old in the
in schools and universities
;

:

—

—
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schools of the prophets, and at Jerusalem, be others to take special care for the relief of
Acts, vi., 2, 3.
the poor.
where Gamaliel and others taught as doctors.
The number of each of which is to be propor-

—

Other Church Governors.

As there were in the Jewish Church elders
of the people joined with the priests and Levites
in ihe g^jvcrnment of the Church (as appeareth
in 1 Chron., xix., 8-10), so Christ, who hath instituted a government and governors ecclesiastical in the Church, iiath furnished some in his

Church, besides the ministers of the Word,
v'iih gifts for government, and with commission to execute the same when called thereun-

who

to,

his office.

most expedient

It is

that, in these

meetings,

one whose office is to labour in the Word and
doctrine, do moderate in their proceedings.
1

Tim.,

v., 17.

are to join with the minister in the gov-

ernment of the Church, Rom., xii., 7, 8 1 Cor.,
which officers Reformed churches
xii., 28
;

;

commonly

call elders.

Scripture doth hold out deacons as distinct officers in the Church.
Phil., i., 1. 1 Tim.,

—
—

8.

Whose

1 Tim., iii., 8, to
verse 15. Acts, vi., 1-4.
To whose office it
belongs not to preach the Word or administer
the sacraments, but to take special care in distributing to the necessities of the poor.
x\cts,
vi., 1-4, and the verses following.

office is perpetual.

—

Of

Of

the

Ordinances in a Particular Congregation.

The ordinances in a single congregation are,
prayer, thanksgiving, and singing of psalms (1
Tim., ii., 1
1 Cor., xiv., 15, 16), the Word read
(although there follow no immediate explication
of what is read), the Word expounded and applied, catechising, the sacraments administered,
collection made for the poor, dismissing the
people with a blessing.
;

Deacons.

The

iii.,

tioned according to the condition of the congregation.
These officers are to meet together at convenient and set times, for the well ordering the
affairs of that congregation, each according to

Particular Congregations.

It is lawful and expedient that there be fixed
congregations, that is, a certain company of
Christians to meet in one assembly ordinarily
for public worship.
When believers multiply
to such a number that they cannot conveniently
meet in one place, it is lawful and expedient
that they should be divided into distinct and
fixed congregations, for the better administration of such ordinances as belong unto them,
and the discharge of mutual duties. 1 Cor.,
" Let all things be done unto edifyxiv., 26
*
ing ;" and 33 and 40.
The ordinary way of dividing Christians into
distinct congregations, and most expedient for
edification, is by the respective bounds of their

—

Of Church Government, and

the several sorts of

Assemblies for the same.
Christ hath instituted a government, and governors ecclesiastical in the Church
to that
purpose the apostles did immediately receive
the keys from ihe hand of Jesus Christ, and did
use and exercise them in all the churches of the
world, upon all occasions.
And Christ hath since continually furnished
some in his Church with gifts of government,
and with commission to execute the same, when
called thereunto.
It is lawful and agreeable to the Word of
God that the Church be governed by several
sorts of assemblies, which are congregational,
:

classical,

and synodical.

:

Of

the

Power

in

came not to destroy the law, but to fulfil it.
Deut., XV., 7, 11.
Matt., xxii., 39 v., 17.
2dly. The communion of saints must be so
ordered as may stand with the most convenient
use of the ordinances and discharge of moral
duties, without respect of persons.
1 Cor., xiv.,
" I^et all things be done unto edifying."
26
Heb., X., 24, 25. James, ii., 1, 2.
3dly. The pastor and people must so nearly
cohabit together as that they may mutually perform their duties each to other with most conveniency.
In this company some must be set apart to
;

—

:

bear

office.

of

all these

Assemblies.

is

dwellmgs.
1st. Because they who dwell together, being
bound to all kind of moral duties one to another,
have the better opportunity thereby to discharge
them which moral tie is perpetual, for Christ such causes and
;

Common

lawful and agreeable to the Word of
that the several assemblies before mentioned have power to convene, and call before
them, any person within their several bounds
whom the ecclesiastical business which is before them doth concern
proved by Matt., xviii.
They have the power to hear and determine
It

God

;

do orderly come
before them.
It is lawful and agreeable to the Word of God
that all the said assemblies have some power to
dispense church censures.
diffijrences as

Of Congregational

Assemblies, that is, the Meeting of the ruling Officers of a particular Congregation for the Government thereof.

The
tion

ruling officers of a particular congregato call before

have power, authoritatively,

them any member of the congregation, as they
shall see just occasion.

To inquire into the knowledge and spiritual
estate of the several members of the congregation.

Of

the Officers

For
ought
the

of a Particular Congregation.

officers in a single congregation, there
to,

be one, at the least, both to labour in

Word and

doctrine,

and

to

rule.

—Prov.,

xxix., 18.
1 Tim., v., 17.
Heb., xiii., 7.
It is also requisite that there should he others
to join in government..
1 Cor., xii., 28.

—

And

likewise

it

is

requisite that there should

To admonish and rebuke.
Which three branches are

proved by Heb.,
17; 1 Thess., v., 12, 13; Ezek, xxxiv., 4.
Authoritative suspension from the Lord's Table of a person not yet cast out of the Church,
is agreeable to the Scripture
1st. Because the ordinance itself must not be
profaned.
xiii.,

:

;

APPENDIX.
2dly.

Because we are charged

from those

to

withdraw

thai walk disorderly.

,

And

there

was power and

authority, under

the Old Testament, to keep unclean persons
from holy things. Levit., xiii., 5. Numb., ix.,

—

2 Chron., xxiii., 19.
The like power and authority, by way of analogy, conlinues under the New Testament.
The ruling officers of a particular congregation have power authoritatively to suspend
from the Lord's Table a person not yet cast out
of the Church.
1st. Because those who have authority to
judge of and admit such as are fit to receive the
sacrament, have authority to keep back such as
shall be found unworthy.
2dly. Because it is an ecclesiastical business
of ordinary practice belonging to that congrega7.

tion.

When
they need

congregations are divided and fixed,
all mutual help one from another, both

weaknesses and muenemies

in regard to their intrinsic

tual dependance, as also in regard of
from without.

Of

Classical Assemllies.

Scripture doth hold out a presbytery in
the Church, both in the First Epistle to Timothy, iv., 14, and in Acts, xv., 2, 4, G.
presbytery consisteth of ministers of the
Word, and such other public officers as are
agreeable to, and warranted by, the Word of
God, to be church governors, to join with the
ministers in the government of the Church
as
appeareth Rom., xii., 7, 8
1 Cor., xii., 28.
The Scripture doth hold forth that many particular congregations may be under one pres-

A

;

;

byterial government.
This proposition is proved by instances

;

;

same

bonk.

2(lly.

The

ed. Acts, xi.,

elders of the Church are mention30 xv.,4. 6, 22; and xxi., 17, 18,
;

same book.
3dly. The apostles

of the

did the ordinary acts of
presbyters, as presbyters in that kirk; which
proveih a presbyterial church before the dispersion.
Acts, vi.
4thly. The several congregations in Jerusalem being one church, the elders of that church
are mentioned as meeting together for acts of
government. Acts, xi., 30; xv., 4, 6, 22; and
xxi., 17, 18, and so forward
which proves that
those several congregations were under one
presbyterial government.

—

;

And whether these congregations were fixed
or not fixed in regard of officers or members,
it is all one as to the truth of the proposition.
Nor doth there appear any material ditference
betwixt the several congregations in Jerusalem,
and the many congregations now in the ordinary condition of the Church, as to the point of
fixedness required of officers or members.
3. Thirdly. Therefore the Scripture doth hold
forth that many congregations may be under
one presbyterial government.
II. Secondly. By the instance of the Church
of Ephesus

The

;

for,

That there were more congregations than
Church of Ephesus, appears by Acts,
XX., 31, where is mention of Paul's continuance
at Ephesus in preaching for the space of three
years
and Acts, xix., 18-20, where the special
effect of the Word is mentioned
and verses 10
and 17 of the same chapter, where is a distinction of Jews and Greeks
and 1 Cor., xvi., 8, 9,
where is a reason of Paul's slay at Ephesus until Pentecost; and verse 19, where is mention
1.

one

in the

;

;

;

of a particular church in the house of Aquilla
and Priscilla, then at Ephesus as appears Acts,
xviii., 19, 24, 26.
All which laid together, doth
prove that the multitude of believers did make
more congregations than one in the Church of
;

:

Of the Church of Jerusalem, which
consisted of more congregations than one, and
I.

;

,

3dly. Because of the great sin and danger,
both to him that comes unworthily, and also to
2 Thess.,
the whole Church.— Malt., vii., 6.
iii
1 Cor., xi., 27, to the end of the
6, 14, 15.
1 Tim., v.,
chapter, compared w-ith Jude 23.

22.
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under one presbyterial government
because,
1st. They were one church, Acts, viii
ii., 47,
1
compared with v., 11 xii., 5; and xv., 4, of the

First.

these congregations were under one presbygovernment.
This appeareth thus
1. First. The Church of Jerusalem consisted
of more congregations than one, as is mani-

all

Ephesus.

2. That there were many elders over these
congregations, as one flock, appeareth
Acts, XX., 17, 25, 28, 30, 36, 37.
3. That these many congregations were one
fest,
church, and that they were under one presbyte1st. By the multitude of believers mentioned
rial government, appeareth Rev., ii., the first six
in divers places
both before the dispersion of verses, joined with Acts, xx., 17, 18.
the believers there by the persecution (mentionOf Si/nodical Assemblies.
ed in the Acts of the Apostles, chap. viii.
in

terial

:

many

:

;

the beginning thereof, witness chap, i., verse 1 1
The Scripture doth hold out another sort of
ii., 41, 46, 47
iv., 4
v., 14, and vi. of the same
assemblies, for the government of the Church,
book of the Acts, verses 1 and 7), and also after besides classical and congregational, all which
the dispersion, ix., 31 xii 24 and xxi., 20, of we call synodical. Acts, xv. Pastors and teachthe same book.
ers, and other church governors (as also other
2dly. By the many apostles and other preach- fit persons, when it shall be deemed expedient),
ers in the Church of Jerusalem
and if there are members of those assemblies which we call
were but one congregation there, then each apos- synodical, where they have a lawful calling
tle preached but seldom
which will not cimsist thereunto.
with chap, vi., verse 2, of the same book of the
Synodical assemblies may lawfully be of sevActs of ihe Apostles.
eral sorts, as provincial, national, and oecumeni3dly. The diversity of languages among the cal.
believers, mentioned both in the second and
It is lawful and agreeable to the Word of God
sixth chapters of the Acts, doth argue more that there be a subordination of congregational,
congregations than one in that church.
classical, provincial, and national assemblies,
2. Secondly.
All those congregations were for the government of the Church.
;

;

;

,

;

;

;

1
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Ordination is always to be continued ia
1 Tim., v., 21, 22.
i., 5.
Ordination
is the solemn setting apart of a
to be considered, either the doctrine of ordinaperson to some public church office. Numb.,
tion, or the power of it.
Acts, vi., 3, 5, 6.
viii., 10, 11, 14, 19, 22.
Touching the Doctrine of Ordination.
4. Every minister of the Word is to be orby
imposition
of
hands
and prayer, with
to
the
of
dained
ought
take
upon
him
office
No man
a minister of the Word without a lawful calling. fasting, by those preaching presbyters to whom
Tim.,
v.,
1
22.
Acts, xiv., 23 ;
Jolm, iii., 27. Rom., x,, 14, 15. .Ter., xiv., it doth belong.
xiii., 3.
Heb., v., 4.
14.
5. The power of ordering the whole work of
Ordination is always to be continued in the
ordination is in the whole presbytery, which,,
Church.— Tit., i., 5. 1 Tim., v., 21, 22.
Ordination is the solemn setting apart of a when it is over more congregations than one,.
Numb., whether those congregations be fixed or not
person to some public church office.
fixed in regard of officers or members, it is inActs, vi., 3, 5, 6.
viii., 10, 11, 14, 19, 22.
Every minister of the Word is to be ordained different as to the point of ordination. 1 Tim.,
by imposition of hands and prayer, with fast- iv., 14.
6. It is agreeable to the Word, and very exing, by those preaching presbyters to whom it
Acts, iv., 23, and pedient, that such as are to be ordained minis1 Tim., v., 12.
doth belong.
ters be designed to some particular church, or
xiii., 3.
Acts, xiv., 23. Tit.,
It is agreeable to the Word of God, and very other ministerial charge.
expedient, that such as are to be ordained min- i., 5. Acts, XX., 17, 28.
7. He that is to be ordained minister must
isters be designed to some particular church, or
Acts, xiv., 23. Tit., be duly qualified, both for life and ministerial
other ministerial charge.
abilities, according to the rules of the apostle.
Acts, XX., 17, 28.
i., 5.
1 Tim., iii., 2-6.
Tit., i., 5-9.
He that is to be ordained minister must be
abil8. He is to be examined and approved of by
ministerial
both
for
life
and
qualified,
duly
those by whom he is to be ordained.
1 Tim.,
ities, according to the rules of the apostle.
iii., 7, 10
v., 22.
Tim., iii, 2-6. Tit., i., 5-9.
9. No man is to be ordained a minister for a
He is to be examined and approved by those
particular congregation if they of that congre1 Tim., iii., 7,
by whom he is to be ordained.
gation can show just cause of exception against
10, and v., 22.
No man is to be ordained a minister for a him.— 1 Tim, iii.,. 2. Tit, i, 7.
10. Preaching presbyters orderly associated,
particular congregation if they of that congregation can show just cause of exception against either in cities or neighbouring villages, are
those to whom the imposition of hands do aphim.— 1 Tim., iii., 2. Tit., i., 7.
pertain for those congregations within their
Touching the Power of Ordination.
bounds respectively.
1 Tim., iv., 14.
Ordination is the act of a presbytery, 1 Tim.,
11. In extraordinary cases, something exiv,, 14.
The power of ordering the whole work traordinary may be done, until a settled order
of ordination is in the whole presbytery, which, may be had, yet keeping, as near as possible
when it is over more congregations than one, may be, to the rule. 2 Chron., xxix., 34-36 ;
whether those congregations be fixed or not XXX., 2-5.
fixed in regard of officers or members, it is in12. There is at this time (as we humbly con1 Tim.,
different as to the point of ordination.
ceive) an extraordinary occasion for a way of
iv., 14.
ordination for the present supply of ministers.
It is very requisite that no single congregaThe Directory for the Ordination of Ministers.
tion, that can conveniently associate, do asOF THE ORDINATION OP MINISTERS.
Under the head of ordination of ministers

2.

the

is

Church—Tit.,

3.

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

to itself all and sole power in ordination.
Because there is no example in Scripture
any single congregation, which might conveniently associate, did assume to itself all and
neither is there any
sole power in ordination
rule which may warrant such a practice.
2. Because there is in Scripture example of
an ordination in a presbytery over divers congregations: as in the Church of Jerusalem,
where were many congregations, these many
congregations were under one presbytery, and

sume
1.

that

;

this presbytery did ordain.

The preaching presbyters orderly associated,
either in cities or neiglibouring villages, are
those to whom the imposition of hands doth
appertain for those congregations within their
bounds respectively.
CONCERNING THE DOCTPINAL PART OF ORDINATION OF MINISTERS.

No man

ought to take upon him the office
of a minister of ihe Word without a lawful calling.— Juhn, iii., 27. Rom., x., 14, 15. Jer.,
1.

xiv., 14.

Heb.,

v., 4.

It being manifest, by the Word of God, that
man ought to take upon him the office of a
minister of the Gospel until he be lawfully called and ordained thereunto and that the work
of ordination is to be performed with all due
care, wisdom, gravity, and solemnity, we humbly tender these directions as requisite to be
observed.
1. He that is to be ordained, being either
nominated by the people, or otherwise commended to the presbytery for any place, must
address himself to the presbytery, and bring
with him a testimonial of his taking the Covenant of the three kingdoms of his diligence
and proficiency in his studies what degrees he
hath taken in the university, and what hath
been the time of his abode there and, withal,
of his age, which is to be twenty-four years ;
but especially of his life and conversation.
2. Which being considered by the presbytery,
they are to proceed to inquire touching the
grace of God in him, and whether he be of such
holiness of life as is requisite in a minister of
the Gospel ; and to examine him touching his

no

;

;

;

;
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learning anJ sufficiency, and touching the evidences of his calling to the holy ministry, and,
in particular, his fair

and direct calling

to that

place.
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gregation, nominated by themselves, shall appear
before the presbytery, to give their consent and
approbation to such a man to be their minister;
or otherwise to put in, with all Christian discre-

tion and meekness, what exceptions they have
THE R0LES FOR EXAMINATION ARE THESE.
against him
and if, upon the day appointed,
That the party examined he dealt, withal, there be no just exception against him, but the
in a hrotherly way, with mildness of spirit, and people give their consent, then the presbytery
with special respect to the gravity, modesty, and shall proceed to ordination.
5. Upon the day appointed for ordination,
quality of every one.
which is to be performed in that church where
2. He shall be examined touching his skill in
the original tongues, and his trial to be made he that is to be ordained is to serve, a solemn
hy reading the Hebrew and Greek Testaments, fast shall be kept by the congregation, that they
may the more earnestly join in prayer for a
and rendering some portion of some into Latin
and if he be defective in them, inquiry shall be blessing upon the ordinance of Christ, and the
;

1.

;

made more

strictly after his otiier learning,

whether he hath

skill in logic

and

and philosophy.

What

authors in divinity he hath read, and
And trial shall be
is best acquainted with.
made in his knowledge of the grounds of religion, and of his ability to defend the orthodox
doctrine contained in them against all unsound
and erroneous opinions, especially those of the
present age of his skill in the sense and meaning of such places of Scripture as shall be proposed unto him in cases of conscience, and in
the ciironology of the Scripture, and the eccle3.

;

siastical history.
4. If he hath not before preached in public,
with approbation of such as are able to judge,
he shall, at a competent time assigned him, expound before the presbytery such a place of
Scripture as shall be given him.
5. He shall also, within a competent time,
frame a discourse in Latin upon such a commonplace or controversy in divinity as shall be assigned him, and exhibit to the presbytery such
theses as express the sum thereof, and maintain
a dispute upon them.
6. He shall preach before the people, the presbytery, or some of the ministry of the Word appointed by them, being present.
7.

The

proportion of his

the place unto which he

gifts, in relation

is called,

to

shall be con-

sidered.

Besides the trial of his gifts in preaching,
he shall undergo an examination in the premises
two several days, and more, if the presbytery
shall judge it necessary.
9. And as for him that hath formerly been
ordained a minister, and is to be removed to another charge, he shall bring a testimonial of his
ordination, and of his abilities and conversa8.

tion,

whereupon

his fitness for that place shall

be tried by his preaching there (if it shall be
judged necessary) by a farther examination of
him.

labours of his servant for their good. The presbytery shall come to the place, or at least three
or four ministers of the Word shall be sent thither from the presbytery of which one, appointed
by the presbytery, shall preach to the people
concerning the office and duty of ministers of;
Christ, and how the people ought to receive
them for their work's sake.
6. After the sermon, the minister who hath
preached shall, in the face of the congregation,
demand of him who is now to be ordained concerning his faith in Christ Jesus, and his persuasion of the truth of the Reformed religion according to the Scripture
his sincere intentions
and ends in desiring to enter into this calling
his diligence in prayer, reading, meditation,
preaching, ministering the sacraments, discipline, and doing all ministerial duties towards his
;

;

;.

his zeal and faithfulness in maintaining
the truth of the Gospel, and unity of the Church
against error and schism his care that himself
and his family may be unblameable, and examples to the flock
his willingness and humdity,
in meekness of spirit, to submit unto the admonitions of his brethren and discipline of the
Church and his resolution to continue in his
duty against all trouble and persecution.
7. In all which having declared himself, professed his willingness, and promised his endeavours, by the help of God, the minister likewise
shall demand of the people concerning their
willingness to receive and acknowledge him as
the minister of Christ
and to obey, and submit
unto him. as having rule over them in the Lord;
and to maintain, encourage, and assist him ia
all parts of his office.

charge

;

;

;

;

;

8.

Which

laying their hands on him, which is to be accompanied with a short prayer or blessing, ta
this effect

3. In which he being approved, he is to be
sent to the church where he is to serve, there
to preach three several days, and to converse
with the people, that they may have trial of his
gifts for their edification, and may have time
and occasion to inquire into, and the better to
know his life and conversation.
4. In the last of these three days appointed
for the trial of his gifts in preaching, there shall
be sent from the presbytery to the congregation
a public intimation in writing, which shall be
publicly read before the people, and after affixed
to the church door, to signify that such a day,
a competent number of the members of that con-
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being mutually promised by the

people, the presbytery, or the ministers sent
from them for ordination, shall solemnly set him
apart to the office and work of the ministry, by

:

"Thankfully acknowledging the great mercy
God in sending Jesus Christ for the redemption of his people
and for his ascension to the
right hand of God the Father, and thence pouring out his Spirit, and giving gifts to men, apostles, evangelists, prophets, pastors, and teachers, for the gathering and building up of his
Church and for fitting and inclining this man
to this great work ;* to entreat him to fit him
with his Holy Spirit to give him (who in his
of

;

;

name we thus
fulfil the work
Here

let

set apart to this holy service) to
of his ministry in all things, that

them impose hands on

his head.
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both save himself, and his people committed to his charge."
9. This, or the like form of prayer and blessing being ended, let the minister who preached
briefly exhort him to consider of the greatness
of his office and work, the danger of negligence
both to himself and his people, the blessing

he

may

which

will

accompany

his faithfulness in this

and that to come and, withal, exhort the
people to carry themselves to him, as to their
minister in the Lord, according to their solemn
promise made before and so by prayer commending both him and his flock to the grace of
God, after singing of a psalm, let the assembly
be dismissed with a blessing.
10. If a minister be designed to a congregation
"who hath been formerly ordained presbyter, according to the form or ordination which hath
been in the Church of England, which we hold
for substance to be valid, and not to be disclaimed by any who have received it, then, there
being a cautious proceeding in matters of examination, let him be admitted without any new
life,

;

;

ordination.
11. And in case any person already ordained
minister in Scotland, or in any other Reformed
church, be designed to another congregation in
England, he is to bring from that church to the
presbytery here, within which that congregation
is, a sufficient testimonial of his ordination, of
his life and conversation while he lived with
them, and of the causes of his removal and to
undergo such a trial of his fitness and sufl^ciency, and to have the same course held with him
in other particulars, as is set down in the rule
immediately going before, touching examination and admission.
12. That records be carefully kept in the several presbyteries of the names of the persons
ordained, with their testimonials, the time and
place of their ordination, of the presbyters who
did impose hands upon them, and of the charge
to which they are appointed.
13. That no money or gift of what kind soever shall be received from the person to be or-

themselves for the work of the ministry, have

power to join in the setting apart others who
are found fit and worthy.
In those cases, unGod's blessing, the aforesaid difficulties
til, by
may be in some good measure removed, let some
godly minister in or about the city of London
be designed by public authority, who, being associated, may ordain ministers for the city and
the vicinity, keeping as near to the ordinary
rules forementioned as possibly they may
and
let this association he for no other intent or purpose but only for the work of ordination.
2. Let the like association be made by the
same authority in great towns, and the neighbouring parishes in the several counties, which
are at the present quiet and undisturbed, to do
the like fur the parts adjacent.
3. Let such as are chosen, or appointed for
the service of the armies or navy, be ordained
as aforesaid, by the associated ministers of London, or some others in the country.
4. Let them do the like when any man shall
duly and lawfully be recommended to them for
the ministry of any congregation, who cannot
enjoy liberty to have a trial of his parts and abilities, and desire the help of such ministers so
associated for the better furnishing of them with
such a person as by them shall be judged fit for
the service of that church and people.
;

THE CONTENTS OF THE FORM OP PRESBVTERIAL
CHURCH GOVERNMENT.

;

dained, or from any on his behalf, for ordination, or aught else belonging to it, by any of the
presbytery, or any appertaining to any of them,
upon what pretence soever.

^husfar

of Ordinary Rules, and Course of Ordination in the Ordinary Way ; that which concerns the Extraordinary Way, requisite to be now

practised, foliowcth.

In these present exigencies, while we cannot have any presbyteries formed up to their
whole power and work, and that many ministers are to be ordained for the service of the armies and navy, and to many congregations where
there is no minister at all
and where (by reason of the public troubles) the people cannot
either themselves inquire, and find out one who
may be a faithful minister for them, or have
any with safety sent unto them for such a solemn trial as was before mentioned in the ordinary rules, especially when there can be no
presbytery near unto them to whom they may
address themselves, or which may come or send
to them a fit man to be ordained in that congregation, and for that people
and yet, notwithstanding, it is requisite that ministers be ordained for them by some who, being set apart
1.

;

;

The

Of congregational assemblies,

preface.

Of the Church.
Of the officers of the Church.

government thereof.

Teaclier or doctor.
Other church governors.

Of classical assemblies.
Of synodical assemblies.
Of ordination of ministers.

Deacons.

Of particular congregations.
Of the officers of a partic-

Touching the doctrine of

ular congregation.

Of the ordinances

that is, the meeting of the
ruling officers of a particular congregation for the

or-

dination.

Touching the power of

in a par-

ordi-

ticular congregation.

Of church government, and
the several sorts of assemblies for the same.
Of the power in common of
all

these assemblies.

Coiicerning the doctrinal part
of the ordination of ministers.

The

directory for the ordination of ministers.

No. X.
The Assembly's Declaration of

the

Falsehood and

Forgery of a lying, scandalous Pamphlet, put
forth under the Name of their Reverend Brother, Master Alexander Henderson, after his Death.

The General Assembly of this kirk having
seen a printed paper, entitled " The Declaration
of Mr. Alexander Henderson, principal Minister
of the Word of God at Edinburgh, and Chiefcommissioner for the Kirk of Scotland to the
Parliament and Synod of England, made upon
his Deathbed ;" and taking into their serious
consideration how many gross lies and impudent calumnies are therein contained; out of
the tender respect which they do bear to his
name (which ought to be very precious to them
and

all

great

posterity, for his faithful service in the

work of reformation

in

these kingdonis,

wherein the Lord was pleased to make him emand lest, through the
inently instrumental)
malice of some, and ignorance of others, the
said pamphlet should gain belief among the
weaker sort, they have thought fit to make
known and declare, concerning the same, as
;

followeth

;

;
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and truth who giveth being, moving, and preservation to all creatures.*
II. In this divine and infinite Being there is
the Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit each
having the whole Divine essence, yet the essence undivided
all infinite without any beginning, therefore but one God, who is not to
be divided in nature and being, but distinguished by several peculiar relative properties, t
III. God hath decreed in himself, before the
world was, concerning all things, whether necessary, accidental, or voluntary, with all the
course to his majesty, at his departing from circumstances of them, to work, dispose, and
Newcastle, being very weak, and greatly de- bring about all things according to the counsel
cayed in his natural strength. When he was of his own will, to his glory (yet without become from Newcastle by sea to this kingdom, ing the author of sin, or having fellowship with
he was in such a weak, worn, and failed condi- any therein): in which appears his wisdom in
tion, as it was evident to all who saw him that disposing all things, unchangeableness, power,
and faithfulness in accomplishing his decree
he was not able to frame any such declaration
for he was so spent, that he died within eight and God hath, before the foundation of the world,
foreordained some men to eternal life, through
that
was
able
and
all
he
days after his arrival
to speak in that time did clearly show his judg- Jesus Christ, to the praise and glory of his
ment of, and affection to, the work of reforma- grace leaving the rest in their sin, to their just
tion and cause of God, to be every way the condemnation, to the praise of his justice. J
IV. In the beginning God made all things
same then that it was in the beginning and progress thereof; as divers reverend brethren who very good created man after his own image,
visited him have declared to this assembly, and filled with all meet perfection of nature, and free
but long he abode not in this honparticularly two brethren who constantly at- from all sin
tended him from the time he came home till his our, Satan using the subtlety of the serpent to
breath expired.
A farther testimony may be seduce first Eve, then by her seducing Adam,
brought from a short confession of faith under who, without any compulsion, in eating the forhis hand, found among his papers, which is ex- bidden fruit, transgressed the command of God,
pressed as his last words, wherein, among oth- and fell, whereby death came upon all his poser mercies, he declareth himself most of all terity who now are conceived in sin, and. by
obliged to the care and goodness of God, for nature the children of wrath, the servants of sin,
calling him to believe the promises of the Gos- the subjects of death, and other miseries in this
world, and forever, unless the Lord Jesus Christ
pel, and for exalting him to be a preacher of
them to others
and to be a willing, though set them free.<^
V. God, in his infinite power and wisdom,
a weak instrument, in this great and wonderful
work of reformation, which he earnestly be- doth dispose all things to the end for which they
were
created that neither good nor evil befalls
seeched the Lord to bring to a happy conclusion.
Other reasons may be added from the levity of any by chance, or without his providence and
the style, and manifest absurdities contained in that whatsoever befalls the elect is by his apUpon consideration of all which, pointment, for his glory, and their good.H
that paper.
VI. All the elect, being loved of God with an
this assembly doth condemn the said pamphlet
as forged, scandalous, and false, and farther de- everlasting love, are redeemed, quickened, and
clare the author and contriver of the same to saved, not by themselves, nor their own works,
be void of charity and a good conscience, and lest any man should boast, but only and wholly
a gross liar and calumniator, led by the spirit by God, of his free grace and mercy, through
Jesus Christ, who is made unto us by God, wisof the accuser of the brethren.
August 7, 1648. Ante meridiem. Sess. 31. dom, righteousness, sanclification, and redemption, and all in all, that he that rejoiceth might
rejoice through the Lord. If
due search and trial, they ilo find
worthy brother, Master Alexander
Henderson, did, from the time of his coming
from London to Newcastle, till the last moment
of his departure out of this life, upon all occasions manifest the constancy of his judgment
touching the work of reformation in these kingdoms, namely, in all his discourses and conferences with his majesty, and with his brethren
who were employed with him in the same trust
in his letters to the commissionat Newcastle
ers at London, and particularly in his last dis-

That

after

:

that their

;

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

No.

A

XL

*

Confession of Faith of Seven Congregations or
Churches of Christ in London, which are commonly, but unjustly, called Anabaptists ; published for the Vindication of the Truth and Information of the Ignorant : likewise for the taking off
those Aspersions which are frequently, both in
Pulpit and Print, unjustly cast upon them.

Printed at London,

Anno

1646.
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;
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life eternal, that we might
true God, and Jesus Christ
And on tlie contrary, the
Lord will render vengeance, in flammg fire, to
them that know not God, and obey not the Gospel of Jesus Christ.*
YIII. The rule of this knowledge, faith, and
obedience concerning the worship of God, in
which is contained the whole duty of man, is
(not men's laws, or unwritten traditions, but)
only the Word of God contained in the Holy
Scriptures
in which is plainly recorded whatsoever is needful for us to know, believe, and
which are the only rules of holiness
practise
and obedience for all saints, at all times, in all

VII. And this is
know him the only

whom

sent.

lie hatli

;

any part thereof, it can be transferred from him
to any other.*
XIV. This office to which Christ is called is
threefold
a prophet, priest, and king this number and order of offices is necessary, for, in respect of our ignorance, we stand in need of his
prophetical office
and in respect of our great
alienation from God, we need his priestly office
and in respect of our nverseto reconcile us
ness and utter inability to return to God, we need
his kingly office, to convince, subdue, draw,
uphold, and preserve us to his heavenly king-

—

:

;

;

dom!

XV. Concerning the prophecy of Christ, it is
whereby he hath revealed the will of God,
whatsoever is needful for his servants to know
and therefore he is called not only a
IX. The Lord Jesus Christ, of whom Moses and obey
and the prophets wrote, the apostles preached, prophet and doctor, and the apostle of our prohe is the Son of God, the brightness of his glo- fession, and the angel of the covenant, but also
who up- the very wisdom of God, in whom are hid all
ry, &c., by whom he made the world
holdeth and governeth all things that he hath the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, who
;

that

places, to be observed.

;

;

who also, when the fulness of time was
come, was made of a woman, of the tribe of Juto wit,
dah, of the seed of Abraham and David
of the Virgin Mary, the Holy Spirit coming down

made

;

;

upon her, the power of the Most High overshadowing her and he was also tempted as we are,
yet without sin.t
X. Jesus Christ is made the mediator of the
new and everlasting covenant of grace between
God and man, ever to be perfectly and fully the
prophet, priest, and king of the Church of God
;

forever continueth revealing the same truth of
the Gospel to his people.
XVI. That he might be a prophet every way
complete, it was necessary he should be God,
and also that he should he-man for unless he
had been God, he could never have perfectly
understood the will of God
and unless he had
been man, he could not suitably have unfolded
it in bis own person to men.iji
That Jesus Christ is God, is wonderfully
clearly expressed in the Scriptures.
He is called the mighty God, Isa., ix., 6.
That Word
was God, John., i., 1. Christ, who is God over
all, Rom., ix., 5.
God manifested in the flesh,
The same is very God, John,
1 Tim., iii., 16.
v., 20.
He is the first. Rev., i., 8. He gives
:

;

evermore
XI. Unto this office he was appointed by God
from everlasting and in respect of his manhood, from the womb called, separated, and
anointed most fully and abundantly with all
gifts necessary, God having without measure being to all things, and without him was nothing
made, John., i., 2. He forgiveth sins. Matt., ix.,
poured out his Spirit upon him.il
He is before Abraham, John., viii., 58. He
XII. Concerning his mediatorship, the Scrip- 6.
for was, and is, and ever will be the same, Heb.,
ture holds forth Christ's call to his office
none takes this honour upon him but he that is xiii., 8. He is always with his to the end of
Which could not
called of God, as was Aaron, it being an action the world. Matt., xxviii., 20.
of God, whereby a special promise being made, be said of Jesus Christ, if he were not God.
he ordains his Son to this office which promise And (o the Son he saith, Thy throne, O God, is
forever and ever, Heb., i., 8.
John., i., 18.
is, that Christ should be made a sacrifice for
Also, Christ is not only perfectly God, but
that he should see his seed, and prolong
sin
his days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall pros- perfect man, made of a woman. Gal., iv., 4.
Made of the seed of David, Rom., i., 3. Coming
all of mere free and absolute
per in his hand
grace towards God's elect, and without any con- out of the loins of David, Acts., ii., 30. Of Jesse
and Judah, Acts xiii., 23. In that the children
dition foreseen in them to procure it. IT
XIII. This office to be mediator, that is, to be were partakers of flesh and blood, he himself
prophet, priest, and king of the Church of God, likewise took part with them, Heb., ii., 14. He
is so proper to Christ, that neither in whole, nor took not on him the nature of angels, but the
seed of Abraham, ver. 16. So that we are bone
of his bone, and flesh of his flesh, Eph., v., 3(X
1 Thess., v., 9.
Acts, xiii.,38. 2 Cor., v.,
ii., 8, 9.
So that he that sanctifieth, and they that are
1 Cor., i., 30, 31.
21.
Jer., xi., 23, 24.
See
* John, VI., 36; and xvii.,3. Heb.,v.,9. 1 Thess., sanctified, are all of one, Heb., ii., 11.
Acts iii., 22. Deut., xviii., 15. Heb., i., I.
i.,8.
XVII.
Concerning
priesthood,
Christ,
havv.,
his
XV.,
6.
John,
39.
2
Matt.,
9,
t Col., li., 23.
Tim., iii., 15-17. Isa., viii., 20. Gal., i., 8, 9. Acts, ing sanctified himself, hath appeared once to put
iii., 22, 23.
away sin by that one offering of himself a sacri.
for

i5>

;

;

;

;

;

,

,

and xlix., 9, 10. Dan.,
i Gen., iii., 15 xxii., 18
and ix., 24, &c. Prov., viii., 23. John, i.,
13
Heb., i.. 8 ii., IC iv., 15 and vii., 14. Gal.,
iv., 4.
and ix., 10. Matt.,
Kev., v., 1.
i., 3
i., IG.
Luke., iii., 23, 26. Isa., liii., 3-5.
1 Tim.,ii.,5.
Heb.. ix., 15. John., xiv., 6. Isa.,
(J
;

vii.,

;

:

;

Kom

;

,

Prov.,

viii.,

23.

Isa., xi.,

Luke,

iv.,

2-5;
17, 22.

6;
John,

xliii.,

xlix.,
i.,

14,

Isa.,

Iii

,

10, 11.

John,

iii.,

16.

ii.,

Heb.,

5.

Luke,

viii., 15.

i.,

vii.,

33.

Ads,

24.

Dan.,

vii.,

14.

John, xiv.. 6.
22,23; and xxvi., 18,

iii.,

3 and iv, 14, 15. Psalm ii., 6. 2 Cor., v.,
i., 21.
John, xvi.,8. Psalm ex. ,3. Cant.
John, vi., 44. Phil., iv., 13. 2 Tim., iv., 18.
Matt.,
t John, i., 18; xii., 49, 50; and xvii., 8.
xxiii., 10.
Deut., xviii., 15. Heb., iii., 1. Gal., iii.,.

Heb.,
,

iii.,

;

Col.,

20.

1.

;

Tim.,
iv., 12.

t Deul.,

1

15; and Ixi., 1, 2.
26 and iii., 34.
IT Heb., v., 4-0.
Rom., viii., 32

1

Acts.,

;

ix., 0. 7.
II

*

;

1-3.

3.

1

Cor.,

John,
(/
Heb., i., 1.

i.,

i.,

24.

Col.,

18.

Acts,

ii.,

3.

Mai., iii.. 2.
Deut., xviii., 15.

hi., 22.

t

t
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by which he hath

,fice for sin,

fully finished

XXII. Faith

God required for the salvasuffered all things.
tion of his elect, and removed ail riles and shadows, &c., and is now entered within the veil
into the lioly of holies, which is the presence of
God. Also, he makes his people a spiritual
house, a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual
Neisacrifice acceptable to God through him.
ther doth the Father accept, nor Christ offer to
the Father, any other worsiiip or worshippers.*
XVIII. This priesthood was not legal or tem-

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

heaven, and having

;

;

in heaven and
govern his Church,

power

all

spiritually

and doth exercise his power over all, angels
and men, good and bad, to the preservation and
salvation of the elect, and to the overruling and

XXIV.

Faith is ordinarily begotten by the
preaching of the Gospel, or Word of Christ,
without respect to any power or agency in the
creature but it being wholly passive, and dead
in trespasses and sins, doth believe and is converted by no less power than that which raised
Christ from the dead.J
XXV. The preaching of the Gospel to the
conversion of sinners is absolutely free
no

destruction of his enemies.
By this kingly
applieth the benefits, virtue, and fruits
of his prophecy and priesthood to his elect, subduing their sins, preserving and strengthening
them in ail their conflicts against Satan, the
world, and the flesh, keeping their hearts in
by this his
faith and filial fear by his Spirit
miglity power he ruleth the vessels of wrath,
using, limiting, and restraining them, as it

;

;

to his infinite

XX. This

his

manifested

fully

among

reign

his

;

way

absolutely necessary, any
or terrors of the
law, or preceding ministry of the law, but only
and alone the naked soul, a sinner, and ungodly, to receive Christ crucified, dead, and buried,
and risen again who is made a prince and saviour for such sinners as through the Gospel
shall be brought to believe on him.ij
XXVI. The same power that converts to
faith in Christ carrieth on the soul through all
and
duties, temptations, conflicts, sufferings
whatsoever a believer is, he is by grace, and is
carried on in all obedience and temptations by
the same.
XXVII. All believers are by Christ united to

wisdom.

kingly power shall be more
when he shall come in glory to
saints, when he shall put down

and authority under his feet, that the
ghiry of the Father may be perfectly manifested
in his Son, and the glory of the Father and the
in ail his

;

members.^

XXI. Jesus Christ by his death did purchase
salvation for the elect that God gave unto him
these only have interest in him, and fellowship
with him, for whom he makes intercession to
his Father in their behalf, and to them alone
doth God by his Spirit apply this redemption
as also the free gift of eternal life is given to

;

;

II

;

them, and none
*

John,
Eph.,

by which union God is one with them,
and that all beand they are one with him
lievers are the sons of God, and joint heirs with

God

else.H
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xix.,
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;
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vii.,
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1
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•
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John,
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1
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John, xv., 13

;

Rom.,
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Rom, X.,
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24, 25.
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Matt.,

17.

Rom.,
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Ezek.,

16.

John,
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Eph.,

xvi., 16.
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1
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16
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iii.,
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Col.,
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15.
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Rom.,

Isa., Iv., 1,
iv.,
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John,
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Cor., i., 22, 24.
2 Cor., xii., 9. Phil.,
1 Cor., XV.. 10.
John, xv., 5. Gal., ii., 19, 20.

Acts, v., 30, 31
l|lPet.,i„5.
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2 Thess., i., 9, 10. John, xii.. 21, 26.
Eph., i., 14. Heb., v. 19 and vii., 25. Matt,,

xvii., 6.
1

12.

;
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Heb.,

29, 30.

16.

12, 15.

Acts, XX., 28.

22.

John,

21.

viii.,

ii., 5.

and

;

;

Heb.,

v., 2.
Col., i., 20.
Eph., ii., 14, &c
34.
Heb., viiL, 1 ; and ix., 24.
1 Pet.,
John, iv., 23, 24.
+ Heb., v., 6; viL, IG. &c., is., 13, 14; x., 10;

19.

Rom.,

as

requiring,

qualifications, preparations,

all rule

Son

eternity.

all

power he

seems good

is

;

porary, but according to the order of Melchisedeck, and is stable and perfect, not for a time,
but forever, which is suitable to Jesus Christ, as
Christ was the priest,
to him that ever liveth.
sacrifice, and altar
he was a priest according
to both natures
he was a sacrifice according
whence in Scripture it is
to his human nature
yet the ef
attributed to his body, to his blood
fectualness of this sacrifice did depend upon his
Divine nature therefore it is called tlie blood
of God.
He was the altar according to his Divine nature, it belonging to the altar to sanctify
that which is offered upon it, and so it ought to
be of greater dignity than the sacrifice itself t
XIX. Concerning his kingly office, Christ
being risen from the dead, and ascended into
earth, he doth
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the gift of God, wrought in
by
the hearts of the elect by the Spirit of God
which faith they come to know and believe the
truth of the Scriptures, and the excellence of
them above all other writings, and all things in
the world, as they hold forth the glory of God
in his attributes, the excellence of Christ in his
nature and offices, and of the power and fulness
of the Spirit in his workings and operations and
so are enabled to cast their souls upon this truth
thus believed.*
XXIII. All those that have this precious faith
wrought in them by the Spirit ran never finally
nor totally fall away, seeing the gifts of God
are without repentance
so that he still begets
and nourisheth in them faith, repentance, love,
joy, hope, and all the graces of the Spirit, unto
immortality
and though many storms and
floods arise, and beat against them, yet they
shall never be able to take them off that foundation and rock, which by faith they are fastennotwithstanding, through unbelief,
ed upon
and the temptations of Satan, the sensible sight
of this light and love be clouded and overwhelmed for a time yet God is still the same,
and they shall be sure to be kept by the power
of God unto salvation, where they shall enjoy
their purchased possession, they being engraved
upon the palms of his hands, and their names
having been written in the Book of Life from

and

;

ii.,

36.

1

t
;
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Christ, to wtiom belong all the promises of this
and that which is to come.*
XXVIII. Those that have union with Christ
are justified from all their sins by the blood of

life,

Christ, wliich justification is a gracious and full
acquittance of a guilty sinner from all sin, by

God, through the satisfaction that Christ hath

made by

his death for all their sins, and this applied (in the manifestation of it) through faith.
XXIX. All believers are a holy and sanctified
people, and that sanctification is a spiritual

grace of the new covenant, and an etfect of the
love of God manifested in the soul, whereby the
believer presseth after a heavenly and evangelical obedience to all the commands which
Christ, as head and king in his new covenant,
hath prescribed to them. J
XXX. All believers, through the knowledge
of that justification of life given by the Father,
and brought forth by the blood of Christ, have,
as their great privilege of that new covenant,

peace with God, and reconciliation, whereby
they that were afar off are made nigh by that
blood, and have peace passing all understanding
yea, joy in God through our Lord Jesus Christ,
by whom we have received the atonement.'^
All believers, in the time of this life,
are in a continual warfare and combat against
sin, self, the world, and the devil
and are liable to all manner of afflictions, tribulations, and
persecutions, being predestinated and appointed
thereunto and whatsoever the saints possess
or enjoy of God spiritually, is by faith
and outward and temporal things are lawfully enjoyed
by a civil right by them who have no faith.il

XXXI

;

;

;

XXXII. The

only

strength

by which the

saints are enabled to encounter with all opposition and trials is only by Jesus Christ, who is
the captain of their salvation, being made perfect through sufferings ; who hath engaged his
faithfulness and strength to assist them in all
their afflictions, and to uphold them in all their
temptations, and to preserve them by his power
to his everlasting kingdom.lf

XXXIII. Jesus Christ hath here on earth a
spiritual kingdom, which is his Church, whom
he hath purchased and redeemed to himself as
a peculiar inheritance which Church is a company of visible saints, called and separated from
the world by the Word and Spirit of God, to
;

the visible profession of the faith of the Gospel,
being baptized into that faith, and joined to the
Lord, and each to other, by mutual agreement
in the practical enjoyment of the ordinances
commanded by Christ, their head and king.**
XXXIV. To this Church he hath made his
1.
John, xvii., 21
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37,
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;
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;
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iv., 15.

Gal.,vi., 8.
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Matt., xxviii., 18. 19.

15, 16.
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John, x., 3,
Heb., xiii., 7,

v., 4.
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Pet., v., 1-3

Cor.,ix.,7, 14.

2 Cor.,
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Eph.,

vi., 1.

t Acts,
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xxvi., 18.

li.,

Church

pose on them either these or any other.J
XXXVII. That the ministers'lawfully called,,
as aforesaid, ought to continue in their calling
and place, according to God's ordinance, and
carefully to feed the flock of God committed to
them, not for filthy lucre, but of a ready mind.^
XXXVIII. The ministers of Christ ought to
have whatsoever they shall need, supplied freely by the Church, that, according to Christ's
ordinances, they that preach the Gospel should
live of the Gospel by the law of Christ.il
XXXIX. Baptism is an ordinance.of the New
Testament, given by Christ, to be dispensed
upon persons professing faith, or that are made
disciples
who, upon profession of faith, ought
to be baptized, and after to partake of the Lord's
Supper. IT
XL. That the way and manner of the dispensing this ordinance is dipping or plunging
the body under water; it being a sign, must an-

6, 7,

v., 19.

II

ill.,

;

John,

Rom., v., 9, 10. Isa., xx.
and
liv.,10. Eph., li., 13,14; and iv., 7.
Rom., v., 10, 11.
Rom., vii., 23, 24 and viii., 29, Eph., vi., 10,
11, &c.
Heb., ii., 9, 10. 2 Tim., iii., 13. 1 Thess.,
2 Cor.,

<)

;

;

1

Rom.,iii.,23,25,

19.

promises, and giveth the signs of his covenant,
presence, acceptation, love, blessing, and protection.
Here are the fountains and springs of
his heavenly graces flowing forth to refresh and
strengthen them.*
XXXV. And all his servants of all estates
are to acknowledge him to be their pruphet,
priest, and king; and called thither to be enroiled among his household servants, to present
their bodies and souls, and to bring their gifts
God hath given them, to be under his heavenly
conduct and government, to lead their lives in
this walled sheepfold and watered garden, to
have communion herewith his saints, that they
may be assured that they are made meet to be
partakers of their inheritance in the kingdom of
God and to supply each other's wants, inward
and outward (and although each person hath a
property in his own estate, yet they are to supply each other's wants, according as their necessities shall require, that the name of Jesus
Christ may not be blasphemed tlirough the neand also being
cessity of any in the Church)
come, they are here by himself to be bestowed
in their several order, due place, peculiar use,
being fitly compact and knit together, according
to the effectual working of every part, to the
edifying of itself in love.t
XXXVI. Being thus joined, every church:
hath power given them from Christ, for their
well-being, to choose among themselves ineefc
persons for elders and deacons, being qualified
according to the Word, as those which Christ
hath appointed in his Testament for the feeding,
governing, serving, and building up of his

Pet., v., 1-3.

Phil., iv., 15,
ex., 3.

Mark,
37, &c.

iv., 1.

viii.,

36,

16

xvi.,

t

t
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the saints have in the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ; and that, as certainly as the
body is huried under water, and risen again, so
certainly shall the bodies of the saints be raised
by the power of Christ, in the day of the resurrection, to reign with Christ.*
The word baptizo signifies to dip or plunge
(yet so as convenient garments be both upon
the administrator and subject with all .modesty).
XLI. The person designed by Christ to dispense baptism, the Scripture holds forth to be a
disciple; it being nowhere tied to a particular
church officer, or person extraordinarily sent,
the coiimussion enjoining the administration
being given to them as considered disciples, being men able to preach the Gospel.
XLII. Christ bath likewise given power to
his Church to receive in and cast out any memand this power is given
ber that deserves it
to every congregation, and not to one particular
person, either member or officer, but in relation
to the whole body, in reference to their faith
and fellowship.^
XLIII. And every particular member of each
church, how excellent, great, or learned soever,
and
is subject to this censure and judgment
that the Church ought not, without great care
and tenderness, and due advice, but by the rule
of faith, to proceed against her members. i^
XLIV. Christ, for the keeping of this Church
in holy and orderly communion, placeth some
special men over the Church, who, by their ofso,
fice, are to govern, oversee, visit, watch
likewise, for the better keeping thereof, in all
places by the members, he hath given authori;

;

;

and

ty,

another.

laid

duty upon

all to

watch over one

II

Also, such to whom God hath given
gifts in the Church may and ought to prophesy,
according to the proportion of faith, and so to
teach publicly the Word of God, for the edification, exhortation, and comfort of the Church. II
XLVI. Thus, being rightly gathered, and continumg in the obedience tii the Gospel of Christ,
none are to separate for faults and corruptions
(fi)r as long as the Church consists of men subject to failings, there will be difference in the
true constituted Church), until they have in due
order and tenderness sought redress thereof.**
XLVII. And althougli the particular congregations be distinct, and several bodies, every
one as a compact and knit city within itself, yet
so
are they all to walk by one rule of truth
also they (by all means convenient) are to have
the counsel and help one of another, if necessi

XLV.

:
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and
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members of one body, in theunder Christ, their head.*
A
magistracy is an ordinance
of God, set up by him for the punishment of
evildoers, and for the praise of them that do
well; and that in all lawful things commanded
by them, subjection ought to be given by us in
ty require

common

it,

as

faith,

XLVIII.

civil

the Ijord, not only for wrath, but for conscience'
sake
and that we are to make supplications
and prayers for kings, and all that are in authority, that under them we may live a quiet and
peaceable life, in all godliness and honesty.
The supreme magistracy of this kingdom we
acknowledge to be the king and Parliament (now
established) freely chosen by the kingdom, and
that we are to maintain and defend all civil
laws and civil officers made by them, which are
for the good of the commonwealth.
And we
acknowledge with thankfulness, that Gud hath
made this present king and Parliament honourable in throwing down the prelatical hierarchy,
because of their tyranny and oppression over us,
under which this kingdom long groaned, for
which we are ever engaged to bless God, and
honour them for the same. And concerning^
there is but one lawgiver,
the worship of God
which is able to save and destroy, James, iv.,
12, which is Jesus Christ, who hath given laws
and rules sufficient in his word for his worship
and for any to make more, were to charge Christ
with want of wisdom, or faithfulness, or both,
in not making laws enough, or not good enough
surely it is our wisdom, duty^
for his house
and privilege, to observe Christ's laws only.
Psalm ii., 6, 9, 10, 12. So it is the magistrates'
duty to tender the liberty of men's consciences,
Eccles., viii., 8 (which is the tenderest thing to
all conscientious men, and most dear unto them,
and without which all other liberties will not be
worth the naming, much less enjoying), and to
protect all under them from all wrong, injury,
so it is our duty
oppression, and molestation
not to be wanting in anything which is for their
honour and comfort, and whatsoever is for the
well-being of the commonwealth wherein we
and we believe it to
live, it is our duty to do
be our express duty, especially in matters of
religion, to be fully persuaded in our minds of
thelawfulness of what we do, as knowing whatsoever is not of faith is sin. And as we cannot
do anything contrary to our understandings and
consciences, so neither can we forbear the do;

:

:

;

;

ing of that which our understandings and conAnd if the magistrates
sciences bind us to do.
should require us to do otherwise, we are to
yield our persons in a passive way to their power, as the saints of old have done, James, v., 4.
And thrice happy shall he be that shall lose his
life for witnessing (though but for the least tittle) of the truth of the Lord Jesus Christ, 1 Pet.,

Gal,

v.;

v.

XLIX. But in ease we find not the magistrate to favour us herein, yet we dare not suspend our practice, because we believe we ought
go

to

faith

*

1

in obedience to Christ, in professing the
which was once delivered to the saints,

Cor.,

cxxii., 3.

15

;

vi.,

viii., 8, 9.
-t
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Rom.,
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17
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xiv., 33,
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;
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Psalm
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lCor.,iv.,17. Acts, xv., 2, 3. Cant.,
2 Cor., viii., 1, 4; and xiii., 14.
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13, 14.
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1
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Which faith is declared in tne Holy Scriptures, and tortures of men, to be stripped of all outand this our confession of faith a part of them, ward comforts, and, if it were possible, to die a
and that we are to witness to the truth of the thousand deaths, rather than to do anything
01(1 and New Testament unto the death, if ne- against the least tittle of the truth of God, or
cessity require, in the midst of all trials and afnot
as his saints of old have done
accounting our goods, lands, wives, children,
lathers, mothers, brethren, sisters, yea, and our
own lives, dear to us, so we may finish our
course with joy remembering, always, that we
flictions,

;

;

obey God rather than men, who will,
ought
when we have finished our course, and kept the
to
faith, give us the crown of righteousness
whom we must give an account of all our actions, and no man being able to discharge us of
the same.*
L. It is lawful for a Christian to be a magisand also it is lawful to
trate or civil officer
take an oath, so it be in truth, and in judgment,
to

;

;

own consciences. And
shall call what we have said heresy, then
we wilh the apostle acknowledge, that after
the way they call heresy, worship we the God
against the light of our
if

any

do

of our fathers, disclaiming all heresies, rightly
so called, because they are against Christ, and
to be steadfast and immovable, always abounding in obedience to Christ, as knowing our labour shall not be in vain in the Lord.*
God, plead thine own cause
Arise,
remember how the foolish man blasphemeth thee
daily.
Oh, let not the oppressed returned ashamed, but let the poor and needy praise thy name.
Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly
;

and in righteousness, for confirmation of truth,
and ending of all strife and that by rash and
vain oaths the Lord is provoked, and this land
;

mourns.
LI.

We are

is their

to give

unto

No.

all

due, as their place, age, estate, requires

THE FIRST PROPOSITION.

;

and that we defraud no man of anything, but
to do unto all men as we would they should do
unto us.t
LII. There shall be a resurrection of the
dead, both of the just and unjust, and everyone
shall give an account of himself to God, that
every one may receive the things done in his
body, according to that he hath done, whether
it be good or bad.ij

Concerning

Foundation of Knowledge.

THE SECOND PROPOSITION.
Ooncerning immediate Revelation.

give unto Christ that
•which is his; and unto all lawful authority that
which is their due and to owe nothing to any
man but love; to live quietly and peaceably, as
it becometh saints, endeavouring in all things to
keep a good conscience, and to do unto every
man (of what judgment soever) as we would
they should do unto us, that as our practice is,
so It may prove us to be a conscionable, quiet,
and harmless people (no ways dangerous or
troublesome to human society), and to labour
and work with our hands, that we may not be
chargeable to any, but to give to him that needeth, both friends and enemies, accounting it
more excellent to give than to receive. Also,
we confess that we know but in part, and that
we are ignorant of many things which we dedesire

the true

Seeing the height of all happiness is placed
in the true knowledge of God (this is life eternal, to know thee the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom thou hath sent),t the true and right
understanding of this foundation and ground of
knowledge is that which is most necessary to
be known and believed in the first place.

THE CONCLUSION.

Thus we

xn.

A CONCISE VIEW OF THE CHIEF PRINCIPLES
OF THE CIIRISTI.\N RELIGION, AS PROFESSED
BY THE PEOPLE CALLED QUAKERS. BY ROBERT BARCLAY.
men whatsoever

to

Seeing no man knoweth the Father but the
Son, and he to whom the Son revealeth him ,%
and seeing the revelation of the Son is in and
therefore the testimony of the
by the Spirit
Spirit is that alone by which the true knowledge
of God hath been, is, and can be, only revealed ;
who as, by the moving of his own Spirit, he converted the chaos of this world into that wonderful order wherein it was in the beginning, and
created man a living soul, to rule and govern
it, so
by the revelation of the same Spirit he
hath manifested himself all along unto the sons
of men, both patriarchs, prophets, and apostles;
which revelations of God by the Spirit, whether
by outward voices and appearances, dreains, or
inward objective manifestations in the heart,
and if any shall do us were of old the formal object of their faith, and
sire and seek to know
smce the object of the
that friendly part, to show us from the Word of remain yet so to be
God that we see not, we shall have cause to be saint's faith is the same in all ages, though set
forth
divers
administrations.
under
Moreover,
but if any man shall
thankful to God and them
impose upon us anything that we see not to be these Divine inward revelations, which we make
absolutely
necessary for the building up of true
commanded by our Lord Jesus Christ, we should
in his strength rather embrace all reproaches faith, neither do nor can ^ontradict the outward
testimony of the Scriptures, or right and sound
* Acts, ii., 40, 41
iv., 19
v., 28, 29; and sx., 23.
reason.
Yet from hence it will not follow that
Dan., iii., 16, 17
Phil., i., 28, 29.
1 Thess.. 111., 3.
these Divine revelations are to be subjected to
and vi., 7, 10, 22, 2.3. 1 Tim., vi., 13, 14. Rom.,
the examination either of the outward testimoKev.,ii.,20.
2Tim.,iv.,
1 Cor., xiv.,37.
xii., 1,8.
6-8.
Rom., xiv., 10, 12. 2 Cor., v., 10. Psal. xlix., ny of the Scriptures, or of the natural reason of
man, as to a more noble or certain rule or touch7; and 1., 22.
and x., 1, 2, 35. Rom., xvi., 23. stone for this Divine revelation and inward ilt Acts, viii., 38
Deut., VI., 13.
Rom., i., 9. 2 Cor., x., 11. Jer., lumination is that which is evident and clear of
Heb., vi., 16.
iv., 2.
itself, forcing, by its own evidence and clearRom., xiii., 5-7. Matt., xxii., ness, the well-disposed understanding to assent,
t 1 Thess., iv., 6.
21.
Titus, ill.
1 Pet., li., 15. 17
and v., 5. Eph.,

j

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

v.,

Riid vi., 1,
21, 23
^ Acts, xiiv., 15.
;

9.
1

Titus,

iii.,

Cor., v., 10.

*

1-3.

Rom.,

xiv., 12.

,'

;

t

Psalm

Ixxiv., 21, 22.

John, xvii.,

3.

X Matt., xi., 27.

,
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depraved and wicked seed. Man, thereas he is in this slate, can know nothing
yea, his thoughts and conceptions concerning
God and things S[)irilual, until he be disthat the whole
two contradictory sayings cannot be both true, joined from this evil seed, and united to the
nor both false; which is also manifest accord- Divine light, are unprofitable both to himself
Hence are rejected the Socunian
ing to our adversaries' principle, who (suppo- and others.
sing the possibility of inward Divine revelations) and Pelagian errors, in exalting a natural light
will nevertheless confess, with us, that neither as also those of the papists, and most ProtestScripture nor sound reason will contradict it; ants, who afKrm that man, without the true
and yet it will not follow, according to them, grace of God, may be a true minister of the
Nevertheless, this seed is not imputed
that the Scripture or souncK reason should be Gospel.
Bubjecied to the examination of the Divine rev- to infants until, by transgression, they actually
join themselves therewith
for " they are by
€lations in the heart.
irresistibly

as the

and

moving the same thereunto

common

even

;

principles of natural truths move
mind to a natural assent as
that
is greater than its parts

incline the

;

this

fore,

aright

;

;

:

nature the children of wrath, who walk according to the power of the prince of the air."*

THE THIRD PROPOSITION.
Concerning

the Scriptures.

From these revelations of the Spirit of God
to the saints have proceeded the Scriptures of
truth, which contain, 1.
faithful historical
account ol the actings of God's people in divers
ages, with many singular and remarkable providences attending them. 2. A prophetical account of several things, whereof some are al3. A full
ready past, and some yet to come.
and ample account of all the chief principles of
the doctrine of Christ, held forth in divers precious declarations, exhortations, and sentences,
which, by the moving of God's Spirit, were at
several times, and upon sundry occasions, spoken and written unto some churches and their
pastors
nevertheless, because they are only a
declaration of the Fountain, and not the Fountain itself, therefore they are not to be esteemed
the principal ground of all truth and knowledge,
nor yet the adequate primary rule of faith and
manners. Nevertheless, as that which giveth
a true and faithful testimony of the first foundation, they are and may be esteemed a secondary rule, subordinate to the Spirit, from
which they have all their excellence and certainty
for as by the inward testimony of the
Spirit we do alone truly know them, so they
testify that the Spirit is that guide by which
the saints are led into all truth ;* therefore, according to the Scriptures, the Spirit is the first
and principal leader. And seeing we do therefore receive and believe the Scriptures, because
they proceeiled from the Spirit; therefore, also,
the Spirit is more originally and principally the
rule, according to that received maxim in the
schools, " Propter quod unumquodque est tale,
illud ipsum est magis tale."
Englished thus
That for which a thmg is such, that thing itself
is more such.

A

;

:

:

THE FOURTH PROPOSITION.
Concerning

the Condition of

All Adam's posterity
Jews and Gentiles, as

Man

(or

in the Fall.

mankind),! both

to the first

Adam

or
earthly man, is fallen, degenerated, and dead,
deprived of the sensati(m or feeling of this inward testimony or seed of God and is subject
unto the power, nature, and seed of the serpent,
men's hearts, while they
which he sows
from
abide in this natural and corrupted state
whence it comes, that not their words and deeds
only, but all their imaginations, are evil perpetually in the sight of God. as proceeding from
;

m

;

THE FIFTH AND SIXTH PROPOSITIONS.
Concerning the Universal Redemption hy Christ,
and also the Saving and Spiritual Light, wherewith every

Vol.

II

_P

p p

viii.,

14.

is enlightened.

THE FIFTH PROPOSITION.
God, out of his infinite love, who delighteth
not in the death of a sinner, but that all should
live and be saved, hath so loved the world, that
he hath given his only Son a light, that whosoever believeth in him should be saved; who
enlighteneth every man that cometh into the
world, and maketh manifest all things that are
reprovable, and teacheth all temperance, righteousness, and godliness:! and this light enlighteneth the hearts of all in a day,! in order to salNor is it less universal
vation, if not resisted.
than the seed of sin, being the purchase of his
death, who " tasted death for every man :" " for
as in

Adam

made

be

die,

all

even so

in Christ shall all

alive. "^

THE SIXTH PROPOSITION.
According to which principle, or hypothesis,
the objections against the universality of
neither is it
Christ's death are easily solved
needful to recur to the ministry of angels, and
those other miraculous means, which, they say,
God makes use of to manifest the doctrine and
history of Christ's passion unto such who (living in those places of the world where the outward preaching of the Gospel is unknown) have
well improved the first and common grace: for
hence it well follows, that as some of the old
philosophers might have been saved, so also
may now some (who by Providence are cast into
those remote parts of the world, where the
knowledge of the history is wanting) be made
partakers of the Divine mercy, if they receive
and resist not that grace, a manifestation whereThis
of is given to every man to profit withal
certain doctrine, then, being received, to wit,
that there is an evangelical and saving light and
grace in all, the universality of the love and
mercy of God towards mankind, both in the
death of his beloved Son, the Lord Jesus Christ,
and in the manifestation of the light in the heart,
is established and confirmed against all the obTherefore Christ
jections of such as deny it.
all

;

II

* Eph., ii., 1.
t Ezek., xviii., 23.
nd

* John, xvi., 13. Rom.,
+ Roin.. v., 12, 15.

Man

t
11

Titus,

ii.,

Pro tempore,

for

i.,

1

9.

Cor.,

xii., 7.

Isa., xlix., 6.

11.
Eph.,
a time.

v., 13.

^

1

John, iii., 16
Heb., ii., 9.
Cor., IV., 22.
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hath tasted death for every man ;" not only
Ibr all kimls oi" men. as some vamly talk, but
the benefit of whose
for every one, of all kinds
offermgis not only extended lo such who have
the tlisnni.a outward knowledge of his deathand
sutrerini[s. as the same is declared in the Scriptures, but even unto those w ho are necessarily
excluded from the benetit of this knowledge by
some inevitable accident w hich knowledge we
willingly confess to he very piotitableand comfortabTe", but not absolutely needful niuo such,
from w horn God himself hath withheld it yet
they may be made partakers of the mystery of
his'death, though ignorant of the history, if they
suffer his seed and light, enlightening their
hearts, to take place, in which light, communion
wiih the feather and Son is enjoyed, so as of

and inward grace of God
he sufficient to work out salvation, yet in those
in whom it is resisted, it both may and doili

wicked men

become

be crucified and removed, and their hearts
united and subjected to the truth, so as not to
obey any suggestion or tenipiation of the evil
one, hut to be free from actual sinning and
transgressing the law of God, and in thai reYet doth this perfection still
spect perfect.*
admit of a growth and there remaineth a possibility of sinning, where the mind doth not
most diligently and watchfully attend unto the
to

••

;

;

;

Lord.

THE NINTH PROPOSITION.

;

to

become

holy,

Concerning Perseverance, and the Possibility of
falling

Although

Moreover, in
their condemnation.
it
hath wrought in part, to purify and
sanctify them, in order to iheir farther perfection, by disobedience such may fall from it. and
turn it to wantonness, making shipwreck of
faith
and after having tasted of the heavenly
gift, and been made partakers of the Holy Ghost,
again fall away.t Yet such an increase and
stability in the truth may in this life be attained, from which there cannot be a total apostacy.

and lovers of that

power, by whose inward and secret touches
they feel "themselves turned from the evil to the
good, and learn to do to others as they would
be done by
in which Christ himself atfirms all
to be included.
As they. then, have falsely and
erroneously taught, who have denied Christ to
have died for all men so neither have they
sutficiently taught the truth, who, atfirming him
to have died for all. have added the absolute necessity of the outward knowledge thereof, in
Older to the obtaining its saving etTect among
whom the remonstrants of Holland have been
chiefly wanting, and many other asserters of
universal redemption, in that they have not
placed the extent of this salvation in that DiTine and evangelical principl,e of light and life
wherewith Christ hath enlightened every man
that comes into the world
which is excellently
and evidently held forth in these Scriptures
Gen vi., 3. Deut.. xxx., 14. John, i., 7-9.

from Grace.

this gift

whom

;

;

;

THE TENTH PROPOSITION.

'

:

:

Tit.,

li.,

I

i

Concerning Justification.

1

As many as resist not this light, but receive
the same, in them is produced a holy, pure, and
spiritual birth, bringing forth holiness, righteousness, purity, and all those other blessed fruits
•which are acceptable to God. liy which holy
birth (to wit, Jesus Christ formed within us. and
•working his works within us), as we are sanctified, so are we justified in the sight of God,
according lo the apostle's words '• But ye are
•washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified, in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the
Spirit of our God."t Therefore, it is not by our
works wrought in our will, nor yet by good
•works, considered as of themselves, but by
Christ, who is both the gift and the giver, and
the cause producing the effects in us
who, as
he hath reconciled us while we were enemies,
doth also in his wisdom save us, and justify us
by those to
after this manner, as saith the same apostle else;

:

where, "According to his mercy he saved us,
by the washing of regeneration, and the renewing of the Holy Ghost."!

gift,

;

,

11.

THE SEVENTH PROPOSITION.

by this

;

;

X., 8.

the Ministry.

or light of God, all true knowledge in things spiritual is received and revealed
so by the same, as it is manifested and received in the heart, by the strength and power
thereof", every true minister of the Gospel is ordained, prepared, and supplied in the work of
the ministry
and by the leading, moving, and
drawing hereof, ought every evangelist and
Christian pastor to be led and ordered in his
labour and work of the Gospel, both as to the
place where, as to the persons to whom, and as
to the limes when, he is to minister.
Moreover, those who have this authority may and
ought to preach the Gospel, though wuhoui human commission or literature, as, on the other
hand, those who want the authority of this Divine gift, however learned or authorized by the
commissions of men and churches, are to beesteemed but as deceivers, and not true ministers
of the Gospel.
Also, who have received this
holy and unspotted gilt, as they have freely received, so are they Ireeiy to give.} without hire
or bargaining, far less lo use it as a trade to
get money by it
yet if God hath called any
Irom their employments or trades, by wliicli
they acquire their livelihood, it may be lawful
for such, according lo the liberty which they
leel given them in the Lord, to receive such
temporals, to wit, what may be needlul to them
for meat and clothing, as are freely given tliera
.\s

,

Rom.,

Concerning

'

;

whom

ihey have communicated

spirituals.

THE ELEVENTH PF.OPOSITION.
Concerning Worshtp.

THE EIGHTH PROPOSITION.
Concerning Perfection.
In

whom

brought

and pure birth is fully
body of death and sin comes

this holy

forth, the

All true and acceptable worship to God fs
offered in the inward and immediate moving
and drawing of his own Spirit, which is neither
for though
limited to places, times, nor persons
:

Rom., vi., 2, 14, 18, and viii.,
+ 1 Tun., i., 6. Heb., Ti., 4-€.
>

» Heb.,

li.,

9.

t 1 Cor.,

vi., 11.

J Tit.,

iii.,

5.

IS,

1

John,

% Matt.,

iii..

6.

x., 8.
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be to worship him always, in that we are to
fear helore him, ycl, as to tlie ouiward significatKMi thereof in prayers, praises, and preacliiiigs, we ouj>ht not to do it where and when we
will, but where and when we are moved lliereuiito by the secret inspirations of his Spirit in
which God heareth and accepteth
our hearts
of, and is never wanlmg to move us thereunto
when need is, of which he himself is tlie ai(»ne
proper judge.
All other worship, then, both
praises, prayers, and preachings, which man
sets about in his own will, and at his own appointment, which he can both begin and end at
Ills pleasure, do or leave undone as himself sees
meet whether they lie a prescribed form, as a
liturgy, or prayers conceived extemporarily, by
the natural strength and faculty of the mind,
they are all but superstitions, will-worship, and
abominable idolatry in the sight of God ;* which
are to be denied, rejected, and separated from,

we

;

;

in this day of his spiritual arising: however it
might have pleased him, who winked at the
times of ignorance, with respect to the simplicity and integrity of some, and of his own innocent seed, which lay, as it were, buried in the
hearts of men, under the mass of superstition,
to blow upon the dead and dry bones, and to
raise some breathings, and answer them, and
that until the day should more clearly dawn and
break forth.

than the former; yet seeing they are but the
.shadows of belter things, they cease in such as
have obtained the sub.'ilance.

THE FOURTEENTH PROPOSITION
Concerning the Power of the Civil Magistrate in
Matters purely Rdigtous, aid penaimng to the
Conscience.

Since God hath a.ssnmcd to himself the power and dominion of the conscience, who alone
can rightly instruct and govern it, therefore it
is not lawful for any whatsoever, by virtue of
any authority or principality they bear in the
government of this world, to force the consciences of others ;* and therefore all killing, banishing, fining, miprisoning, and other such things
which men are afflicted with, for the alone exercise of their conscience or difference in worship or opinion, proccedelh from the spirit of
(Jain the murderer, and is contrary to the truth
provided, always, that no man, under the pretence of conscience, prejudice his neighbour in
his life or estate, or do anything destructive to,
or inconsistent with, human society; in which
case the law is for the transgressor, and justice
to be administered upon all, without respect of
persons.
:

THE FIFTEENTH PROPOSITION.
Concerning

and Recreations,

the Salutations

tj-c.

Seeing the chief end of all religion is to redeem man from the spirit and vain conversaConcerning Baptism.
tion of this world, and to lead into inward comAs there is one Lord and one faith, so there munion with God.t before whom, if we fear alis one baptism
which is not putting away the ways, we are accounted happy, therefore all
filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good conthe vain customs and habits thereof, both in
science before God, by the resurrection of Jesus word and deed, are to be rejected and forsaken
Christ. t
And this baptism is a pure and spir- by those who come to this fear such as the la^
itual thing, to wit, the baptism of the Spirit and king off the hat to a man. the bowings and crinfire, by which we are buried with him, that, begings of the body, and such other salutations of
ing washed and purged from our sins, we may that kind, with all the foolish and superstitious
walk in newness of life ;t of which the baptism formalities attending them all which man has
of John was a figure, which was commanded invented in his degenerate state, to feed his pride
for a time, and not to continue forever.
As to in the vain pomp and glory of this world as
the baptism of infants, it is a mere human tra- also the unprol!lable plays, frivolous recreations,
dition, for which neither precept nor practice is sportings and gamings, which are invented to
to be found in all the Scripture.
pass away the precious time, and divert the
mind from the witness of God m the heart, and
THE THIRTEENTH PROPOSITION.
fiom the living sense of his fear, and from that
Concerning the Communion, or Participation of evangelical spirit wherewith Christians oughi
the Body and Blood of Christ.
to be leavened, and which leads into sobriety,
The comtnunion of the body and blood of gravity, and godly fear in which, as we abide,
Christ is inward and spiritual,!) which is the the blessing of the Lord is felt to attend us in
participation of his flesh and blood, by which those actions in which we are necessarily enthe inward man is daily nourished in the hearts gaged, in order to the taking care for the SUS'
of those in whom Christ dwells
of which things lenance of the outward man.
the breaking of bread by Christ with his disciples was a figure, which they even used in the
Church lor a time, who had received the subNo. XIIL
stance, for the cause of the weak
even as ab- The Toleratinn Act, entitled ''An Act
for exemptstaining from things strangled, and from blood,
ing their Majesties' Protestant Subjects dissentthe washing one another's feet, and the anointing from the Church of England from the Pening of the sick with oil ,^ all which are comalties of certain Laws.''
manded with no less authority and solemnity

THE TWEF-FTH PROPOSITION.

;

;

;

;

;

||

;

;
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FoRAs.\iucH as some ease to scrupulous consciences, in the exercise of religion, may be an
means to unite their majesties' Protestant subjects in interest and affection :%
effectual
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enacted by the king and queen's most
excellent majesties, and with the advice and
consent of llie lords spiritual and temporal, and
commons in this present Parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same, that neither
the statute made in the twenty-third year of the
I

.

Be

it

reign of the late Queen Elizabeth,* entitled " An
to retain the Queen's Majesty's Subjects in

Act

their due Obedience ;" nor that statute made
in the twenty-ninth year of the said queen, t en-

" An Act for the more speedy and due
Execution of certain Branches of the Statute
made in the twenty-third Year of the Queen's
Majesty's Reign," viz., the aforesaid acts nor
that branch or clause of a statute made in the
first year of the reign of the said queen, entitled
"An Act for the Uniformity of Comaion Prayer and Service in the Church and Administration of the Sacraments, "t whereby all persons,
having no lawful or reasonable excuse to be absent, are required to resort to their parish church
titled

;

or chapel, or

some

usual place

where the Com-

mon

Prayer shall be used, upon pain of punishment by the censures of the Church and also
upon pain that every person so ofTending shall
forfeit for every such offence twelve-pence;
nor that statute made in the third year of the late
King James the First, ^ entitled " An Act for the
belter discovering and repressing Popish Recusants ;" nor that after statute made in the
same year,ll entitled "An Act to prevent and
avoid Dangers which may grow by Popish Recusants ;" nor any other law or statute of this
realm made against papists or popish recusants,
except the statute made in the twenty-fifth year
of King Charles II., IT entitled "An Act for preventing Dangers which may happen from Popish
Recusants ;" and except, also, the statute made
in the thirtieth year of the reign of the said
King Charles JI.,** entitled " An Act for the
more effectual preserving the King's Person and
Government, by disabling Papists from silting
in either House of Parliament," shall be construed to extend to any person or persons dissenting from the Church of England, that shall
take the oaths mentioned in a statute made this
present Parliament, entitled "An Act for removing and preventing all Questions and Disputes concerning the assembling and sitting of
;

the present Parlianient," shall make and subscribe the declaration mentioned in a statute
made in the thirtieth year of the reign of King
Charles ll.,tt entitled "An act to prevent Papists from sitting in either Houseof Parliament."
Which oaths and declaration the justices of
peace, at the general sessionsof the peace to be
held for the county or place where such person shall live, are hereby required to tender and
administer to such persons as shall offer themselves to take, make, and subscribe the same,
anu thereof to keep a register. And likewise
none of the persons aforesaid shall give or pay,

as any fee or reward, to any officer or oflUcers
belonging to the court aforesaid, above the sum
of sixpence, nor that more than once, of his or
their entry of liis taking the said oaths, and making and subscribing the said declaration nor
;

* 23 Eliz., cap.

+

i.

t Ibid., cap. 11.
Ibid., cap. V.
11

** 30 Car

II.,

"^

29 Ehz., cap.

stat.2, cap.

•ft ibid., Stat. 2,

chap.

i.

vi.

3 Jac. 1., cap. iv.
Car. II., cap. ii.

f 25

above the farther sum of sixpence for any certificate of the same, to be made out and signed
by the officer or officers of the said court.
II. And be it farther enacted by the authority
aforesaid, that all and every person and persons
already convicted, or prosecuted in order to
conviction, of recusancy, by indictment, information, action of debt, or otherwise grounded
upon the aforesaid statutes, or any of them, that
shall take the said oaths mentioned in the said
statutes made this present Parliament, and make
and subscribe the declaration aforesaid, in the
Court of Exchequer, or Assize, or General or
Quarter Sessions, to be held for the county
where such person lives, and to be thence respectively certified into the exchequer, shall be
thenceforth exempted and discharged from all
the penalties, seizures, forfeitures, judgments,
and executions incurred by force of any of the
aforesaid statutes, without any composition, fee,
or farther charge whatsoever.
III. And be it farther enacted by the authority
aforesaid, that all and every person and persons
that shall, as aforesaid, take the said oaths, and
make and subscribe the declaration afi)resaid,
shall not be liable to any pains, penalties, or forfeitures mentioned in an act made in the thirtyfifth year of the reign of the late Queen Elizabeth,* entitled "An Act to retain the Queen's
Majesty's Subjects in their due Obedience."
Nor in an act made in the twenty-second year
of the reign of the late King Charles II ,t entitled " An Act to prevent and suppress Seditious
Conventicles." Nor shall any of the said persons be prosecuted in any ecclesiastical court
for or by reason of their nonconforming to the
Church of England.
IV. Provided, always, and be it enacted by
the authority aforesaid, that if any assembly of
persons dissenting from the Church of England
shall be held in any place for religious worship,
with the doors locked, barred, or bolted, during
any time of such meeting together, all and every
person or persons that shall come to and be at
such meeting shall not receive any benefit from
this law, but be liable to all the pains and penalties of all the aforesaid laws recited in this
act, for such their meeting, notwithstanding his
taking the oaths, and his making and subscribing
the declaration aforesaid.
V. Provided, always, that nothing herein con-

tained shall be construed to exempt any of the
persons aforesaid from paying of tithes, or other
parochial duties, or any other duties, to the
church or minister nor from any prosecution
in any ecclesiastical court, or elsewhere, for the
;

same.
VI. And be it farther enacted by the authority
aforesaid, that if any person dissenting from the
Church of England, as aioresaid, shall hereafter
be chosen, or otherwise appointed to bear the office

of high-constable, or petit-constable, church-

warden, overseer of the poor, or any other parochial or ward office, and such person shall scruple to take upon him any of the said offices, in
regard of the oaths, or any other matter or thing
required by the law to be taken or done in respect
of such office, every such person shall and may
execute such office or employment by a sufficient
deputy, by him to be provided, that shall comply
with the laws on this behalf; provided, always,

i.

25

Eliz., cap.

i.

t

22 Car. IL.cap.i.

;
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the said deputy be allowed and approved by such
person or persons, in such manner as such officer or officers respectively should by law have
been allowed and approved.
VII. And be it farther enacted by the authority aforesaid, that no person dissenting from the
Church of England in holy orders, or pretended
holy orders, or pretending to holy orders, nor
any preacher or teacher of any congregation of
dissenting Protestants, that shall make and subscribe the declaration aforesaid,* and take the
said oaths, at the General or Quarter Sessions
of the peace to be held for the county, town,
parts, or division where such person lives, vv-hich
court is hereby empowered to administer the
same and shall also declare his approbation of,
and subscribe the articles of religion mentioned
in the statute made in the thirteenth year of the
reign of the late Queen Elizabeth,! except the
34th, 35th, and 36th, and these words of the 20th
article, viz., " the Church hath power to decree
rites or ceremonies, and authority in controversies of faith;" nor yet shall be liable to any of the
pains or penalties mentioned in an act made in
the seventeenth year of the reign of King Charles
II. ,t entitled " An Act for restraining Nonconformists from inhabiting in Corporations ;" nor
the penalties mentioned in the aforesaid act
made in the twenty-second year of his said late
majesty's reign, for or by reason of such persons
preachmg at any meeting for the exercise of religion.
Nor to the penalties of £100 mentioned
in an act made in the thirteenth and fourteenth
of King Charles U.,^ entitled " An Act for the
Uniformity of Public Prayers, and administering
of Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies
and for establishing the Form of making, ordaining, and consecrating of Bishops, Priests, and
Deacons in the Church of England," for officiating in any congregation for the exercise of religion permitted and allowed by this act.
VIII. Provided, always, that the making and
subscribing the said declaration, and the taking
the said oaths, and making the declaration of
approbation and subscription to said articles, in
manner as aforesaid, by every respective person
or persons hereinbefore mentioned, at such General or Quarter Sessions of the peace as aforesaid, shall be then and there entered of record in
the said court, for whicli sixpence shall be paid to
the clerk of the peace, and no more provided
that such person shall not at any time preach in
any place but with the doors not locked, barred,
or bolted, as aforesaid.
IX. And whereas some dissenting Protestants scruple the baptizing of infants, be it enacted by ihe authority aforesaid, that every person in pretended holy orders, or pretending to
holy orders, or preacher, or teacher, that shall
subscribe the aforesaid articles of religion, except as before excepted
and also except part of
the 27th article teaching infant baptisin, and shall
oaths,
and
make
and subscribe the dectake the
every
laration aforesaid, in manner aforesaid
Buch person shall enjoy all the privileges, benefits, and advantages which any other dissenting
minister, as aforesaid, might have or enjoy by
virtue of this act.
X. And be it farther enacted by the authol-ity
;

;

;

;

*
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aforesaid, that every teacher or preacher in holy
orders, or pretended holy orders, that is, a minister, preacher, or teacher of a congregation, that
shall take the oaths herein required, and make
and subscribe the declaration aforesaid, and also
subscribe such of the aforesaid articles of the
Church of England as are required by this act in
manner aforesaid, shall be thenceforth exempted from serving upon any jury, or from being
chosen or appointed to bear the office of churchwarden, overseer of the poor, or any other parochial or ward office, or other office in any hundred, or any shire, city, town, parish, division,
or wapentake.
XI. And be it farther enacted by the authority aforesaid, that any justice of the peace may
at any time hereafter require any person that
goes to any ineeting for exercise of religion, to
make and subscribe the declaration aforesaid,
and also to take the said oaths, or declaration
of fidelity hereinafter mentioned, in case such
person scruple the taking of an oath and upon
the refusal thereof, such justice of the peace is
;

hereby required to commit such person to prison, without bail or mainprize, and to certify the
name of such person to the next General or
Quarter Sessions of the peace to be held for that
county, city, town, part, or division where such
and if such person so
person then resides
committed shall, upon a second tender at the
General or Quarter Sessions, refuse to make and
subscribe the declaration aforesaid, such person
refusing shall be then and there recorded, and
shall be taken thenceforth to all intents and
purposes for a popish recusant convict, and suffer accordingly, and incur all the penalties and
forfeitures of the aforesaid laws.
;

XII. And whereas there are certain other
persons, dissenters from the Church of England,
who scruple the taking of any oath, be it enacted
by the authority aforesaid, that every such person shall make and subscribe the aforesaid declaration, and also this declaration of fidelity fol-

lowing :*
I, A. B., do sincerely promise, and solemnly
declare before God and the world, that I will
be true and faithful to King William and Queen
Mary.
And I solemnly profess and declare
that I do from my heart abhor, detest, and renounce, as impious and heretical, that damnable doctrine and position, that princes excommunicated, or deprived by the pope, or any authority of the See of Rome, may be deposed or
murdered by their subjects, or any other whatsoever.
And I do declare that no foreign
prince, person, prelate, state, or potentate hath,
or ought to have, any power, jurisdiction, superiority, pre-eminence, or authority, ecclesiastical or spiritual, within this realm.
And shall subscribe a profession of their
Christian belief in these words
I, A. B., profess faith in God the Father, and
in Jesus Christ his eternal Son, the true God,
and in the Holy Spirit, one God blessed for evermore and do acknowledge the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament to be giv;

;

en by Divine inspiration.
Which declaraiion and subscription shall he
made and entered on record at the General Quarter Sessions of the peace for the county, city, or
place where every such person .shall then reGeo.

1.,

cap.

vi.
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that shall make
and subscribe the two declarations and profession aloresaid, being thereunto required, shall
be exempted from all the pains and penalties
of all and every the aforementioned statutes
made ayainst popish recusants or Protestant
Nonconformists, and also from the penalties of
an act made in tlie fifth year of the reign of the
late Queen Elizabeth,* entitled "An Act for the

acted by the authority aforesaid, that neither
this act, nor any clause, article, or thing hereia
contained, shall extend, or be construed to extend, to give any ease, benefit, or advantage to
any papist or popish recusant whatsoever, or
any person that shall deny, in his [ireaching or
writing, the doctrine of the blessed Trinity, as it
is declared in the aforesaid articles of religion.
XVII. Provided, always, and be it enacted by
assurance of the Queen's Royal Power over all the authority aforesaid, that if any person or
persons,
at any time or times after the lOili day
her
Dominions,"
Subjects
within
Estates and
for or by reason of such persons not taking or of June, do, and shall willingly and of purpose,
refusing to take the oath mentioned in the said maliciously, or contemptuously, come into an)''
act
and also from the penalties of an act made cathedral or parish church, chapel, or other
in the tiiirteenth and fourteenth years of the congregation permitted by this act, and disquiet
reign of King Charles II. ,t entitled "An Act or disturb the same, or misuse any preacher or
lor preventing Mischiefs that may arise by cer- teacher, such person or persons, upon proof theretain Persons called Quakers refusing to take of before any justice of the peace, by two or
lawful Oaths," and enjoy all other the benefits, more sufficient witnesses, shall find two sureties
privileges, and advantages, under the like limita- to be bound by recognisance in the penal sum of
tions, provisoes, and conditions, which any oth- £50, and in default of such sureties shall be comer Dissenters should or ought to enjoy by virtue mitted to prison, there to remain till the next
General or Quarter Sessions; and upon convicof this act.
XIII. Provided, always, and be it enacted by tion of the said ofll>nce at the said General or
the authority aforesaid, that in case any person Quarter Sessions, shall suffer the pain and penshall refuse to take the said oaths when ten- alty of £20, to the use of the king s and queen's
dered to them, which every justice of the peace majesties, their heirs and successors.*
XVIII. Provided, always, that no congregais hereby empowered to do, such person shall
not be admitted to make and subscribe the two tion or assembly for religious worship shall be
declarations aforesaid, though required there- permitted or allowed by this act until the place
unto, either before anyjusiieeof tlie peace, or at of such meeting shall be certified to the bishop
the General or Quarter Sessions, bef(jre or after of the diocess, or to the archdeacon of that archany conviction of popish recusancy as aforesaid, deaconry, or to the justices of the peace at the
unless such person can, within thirty-one days General or Quarter Sessions of the peace for the
after such tender of the declaration to him, pro- county, city, or place in which such meeting
duce two sufficient Protestsnt witnesses to tes- shall be held, and registered in the said bishop's
tify upon oath that they believe him to be a or archdeacon's court respectively, or recorded
Protestant Dissenter, or a certificate under the at the said General or Quarter Sessions, the reghands of four Protestants who are conformable ister or clerk of the peace whereof respectively
to the Church of England, or have taken the is hereby required to register the same, and to
oaths and subscribed the declaration above na- give certificate thereof to such person as shall
med, and shall produce a certificate under the demand the same, for which tliere shall be no
hands and teals of six or more sufficient men of greater fee or reward taken than the sum of
the congregation to which he belongs, owning sixpence.
him for one of them.
XIV. Provided, also, and be it enacted by the
No. XIV.
authority aforesaid, that until such certificate,
under the hands of six of his congregation, as The occasional Conformity Act, entitled " An Act
aforesaid, be produced, and two Protestant witfor Prescrvivg the Proles/ant Religion, by betnesses come to attest his being a Protestant
ter securing' the Church of England, as by law
Dissenter, or a certificate under ihe hands of
established ; and for confirming the Toleration
four Protestants, as aforesaid, be produced, the
granted to Protestant Dissenters by an Act, enpeace
shall,
and
justice of
hereby is required to
titled 'An Act for exempting their Majesties'
take a recognisance, with two sureties, in the
Protestant Subjects, dissenting from the Church
penal sum of £50, to he levied on his goods and
of England, from the Penalties of certain
chattels, lands and tenements, to the use of the
Laws,' " and fur supplying the Defects thereof;
king's and queen's majesties, their heirs and
and for the farther securing the Protestant Sucsuccessors, for his producing the same
and if
cession, by requiring the Practisers of the Law
he cannot give such security, to commit him to
in North Britain to take the Oaths and subscribe
prison, there to remain until he has produced
the Declaration therein mentioned.f
such certificate, or two witnesses as aforesaid.
Whereas, an act was made in the thirteenth
XV. Provided, always, and it is the true in- year of the reign of the late King Charles II.,
tent and meaning of this act, that all the laws
entitled "An Act for the well-governing and
made and provided for the frequenting of Divine regulating of Corporations ;" and another act
service on tlie Lord's Day, commonly called
was made in the five and-twentieth year of the
Sunday, shall be still in force, and executed
reign of the said late King Charles II entitled
against all persons that offend against the said "
.An Act for the preventing Dangers which may
laws, except such persons come to some conhappen from Popish Recusants," both which acts
gregation, or assembly of religious worship, alwere made for the security of the Church of
lowed or permitted by this act.
England, as by Ihvv established Now, fir the
XVI. Provided, always, and be it farther en* .>ee iieo. I., stat. ii., cap v., sec. iv.
*"
5 Eliz., cap. 1.
13
and
14
Car.
t
11., cap.
+ 10th of Queen Anne.
side.

And every such person

;

;

.

:
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better securing the said church, and quieting
the minds of her majesty's Protestant subjects
dissenting fiom the Church of England, and rendering thenn secure in tiie exercise of their religious worship as also for the farther strengthening the provision already made for the security of the succession to the crown in the house
of Hanover; he it enacted by the queen's most
excellent majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the lords spiritual and temporal, and
commons in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, that if any person or
persons, after the five-and-twentieth day of
March, which shall be in the year of our Lord
one thousand seven hundred and twelve, either
;

peers or commoners,

any

who have

or shall have

office or offices, civil or military, or receive

any

pay, salary, fee, or wages, by reason of any
patent or grant from or under her majesty,
or any of her majesty's predecessors, or of her
heirs or successors, or shall have any command
or place of trust from or under her majesty, her
heirs or successors, or from any of her majesty's predecessors, or by her or their authority,
or by authority derived from her or them, within that part of Great Britain called England, the
doiTiinion of Wales, or town of Berwick-uponTweed, or in the navy, or in the several islands
of Jersey or Guernsey, or shall be admitted into
any service or employment in the household or
family of her majesty, her heirs or successors
or if any mayor, alderman, recorder, bailiff,
town-clerk, common-councilman, or other person bearing any office of magistracy, or place'
of trust, or other employment relating to or
concerning the government of any of the respective cities, corporations, boroughs, cinqueports, and their members, or other port towns
within that part of Great Britain called England,
the dominion of Wales, town of Berwick, or
either of the isles aforesaid, who by the said recited acts, or either of them, were or are obliged
;

to receive the sacrament of the Lord's Supper,
according to the rites and usage of the Church
of England, as aforesaid, shall, at any time after their admission into their respective offices
or employments, or after having such patent or
grant, command or place of trust, as aforesaid,
during his or their continuance in such office or
offices, employment or employments, or having
such patent or grant, command or place of trust,
or any profit or advantage from the same, knowingly or willingly resort to, or be present at,
any conventicle, assembly, or meeting, within
England, Wales, Berwick-upon-Tweed, or the
isles aforesaid, for the exercise of religion in
other manner than according to the liturgy and
practice of the Church of England, in any place
within that part of Great Britain called England, dominion of Wales, and town of Berwick-

upon-Tweed, or the

isles aforesaid, at which
conventicle, assembly, or meeting, there shall
be ten persons or nnne assembled together, over
and besides those of the same household, if it
be in any house where thefe is a family inhabiting, or if it be in a house or place where there
is no family inhabiting, then where any such
ten persons are so assembled, as aforesaid
or
shall knowingly and willingly be present at any
such meeting, in such house or place as aforesaid, although the liturgy be there used, where
her majesty, whom God long preserve, and the
;

487

Princess Sjphia, or such others as shall from
time to time be lawfully appointed to be prayed
for, shall not there be prayed for in express
words according to the liturgy of the Church of
England, except where such particulnr offices
of the liturgy are used, wherein there are no
express directions to pray for her majesty and
the royal family, shall forfeit £40, to he recovered by him or them that shall sue for the same,
by any action of debt, bill, plaint, or information, in any of her majesty's courts at Westminster, wherein no essoin, protection, or wager
of law shall be allowed, or any more than one
imparlance.
And be it farther enacted, that every person
convicted in any action to be bj-ought, as aforesaid, or upon any information, presentment, or
indictment in any of her majesty's courts at
Westminster, or at the assizes, shall be disabled
from thenceforth to hold such office or offices,

employment or employments, or

to receive any
advantage by reason of them, or of any
grant as aforesaid, and shall be adjudged incapable to bear any office or employment whatsoever within that part of Great Britain called
England, the dominion of Wales, or the town
of Berwick-upon-Tweed, or the isles of Jersey
or Guernsey.
Provided, always, and be it farther enacted
by the authority aforesaid, that if any person or
persons who shall have been convicted as aforesaid, and thereby made incapable to hold any
office or employment, or to receive any profit
or advantage by reason of them, or of any grant
as aforesaid, shall, after such conviction, conform to the Church of England, for the space
of one year, without having been present at
any conventicle, assembly, or meeting as aforesaid, and receive the sacrament of the Lord's
Supper, according to the right usage of the
Church of England, at least three times in the
year, every such person or persons shall be capable of the grant of any of the offices or employments aforesaid.
Provided, also, and be it farther enacted, that
every such person so convicted, and afterward
conforming in manner as aforesaid, shall, at the
next term after his admission into any such office or employment, make oath in writing, in
some one of her majesty's courts at Westminster, in public and open court, or at the next
Quarter Sessions for that county or place where
he shall reside, between the hours of nine and
twelve in the forenoon, that he hath conformed to
the Church of England for the space of one year
before such his admission, without having been
present at any conventicle, assembly, or meeting as aforesaid, and that he hath received the
sacrament of the Lord's Supper at least three
times in the year which oath shall be there
enrolled and kept upon record.
Provided that no person shall suffer any punishment for any offence committed against this
act, unless oath be made of such offence before some judge or justice of the peace (who is
hereby empowered and required to t;ike the said
oath) within ten days after the said ofllsnce committed, and unless the said offender be prosecuprofit or

;

ted for the same within three months afier the
nors hall any jierson be
said offence committed
convicted for any such offence, unless upon the
oaths of two credible witnesses at the least.
;
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Provided, always, that this act, or anything although the same be not in the county whereprovided that the said,
therein contained, or any offence against the in he was so qualified
same, shall not extend or be judged to take congregation or place of meeting hath been, beaway or make void any office of inheritance, fore such officiating, duly certified and regisnevertheless, so as such person having or enjoy- tered or recorded according to the said act;
ing any such office of inheritance do or shall sub- and such preacher or teacher shall, if required,
stitute and appoint his sufficient deputy (which produce a certificate of his having so qualified
such officer is hereby empowered from time to himself under the hand of the clerk of the peace
time to make or change, any former law or for the county or place where he so qualified
usage to the contrary notwithstanding) to exer- himself, which certificate such clerk of the peace
cise the said office, until such time as the per- is hereby required to make
and shall also, beson having such office shall conform as afore- fore any justice of the peace of such county or
said.
place where he shall so officiate, make and subAnd it is hereby farther enacted and decla- scribe such declaration, and take such oaths as
red by the authority aforesaid, that the tolera- are mentioned in the act, if thereunto required.
tion granted to Protestant Dissenters, by the
And be it farther enacted by the authority
act made in the first year of the reign of King aforesaid, that on or before the fifteenth day of
William and Queen Mary, entitled " An Act for June next, all advocates, writers to the signet,
exempting their Majesties' Protestant Subjects, notaries public, and other members of the coldissenting from the Church of England, from lege of justice, within that part of her majesty's
the Penalties of certain Laws," shall be, and is kingdom of Great Britain called Scotland, shall
hereby ratified and confirmed, and that the same be and are hereby obliged to take and subscribe
act shall at all times be inviolably observed, for the oath appointed by the act of the sixth year
the exempting of such Protestant Dissenters as of her majesty's reign, entitled " An Act for the
are thereby intended from the pains and penal- better security of her Majesty's Person and Govties therein mentioned.
ernment," before the lords of session of the
And for rendering the said last-mentioned act aforesaid part of her majesty's kingdom, except
more effectual, according to the true intent and such of the said persons who have already taken
meaning thereof, be it farther enacted and de- the same and if any of the persons aforesaid
clared by the authority aforesaid, that if any do, or .shall neglect or refuse to lake and subperson dissenting from the Church of England scribe the said oath as aforesaid, such person
(not in holy orders, or pretended holy orders, or shall be ipso facto adjudged incapable, and disapretending to holy orders, nor any preacher or bled in law 10 have, enjoy, or exercise in any
teacher of any congregation), who should have manner his said employment or practice.
been entitled to the benefit of the said last-menAnd be it farther enacted by the authoritytioned act, if such person had duly taken, made, aforesaid, that in all time coming, no person or
and subscribed the oaths and declaration, or persons shall be admitted to the employment of
otherwise qualified him or herself, as required advocate, writer to the signet, notary public, or
by the said act, and now is or shall be prosecu- any other office belonging to the said college of
ted upon or by virtue of any of the penal stat- justice, until he or they have taken and subscriutes from which Protestant Dissenters are ex- bed the aforesaid oath, in manner as is above
empted by the said act, shall, at any time du- directed.
ring such prosecution, take, make, and subscribe
the said oaths and declaration, or, being of the
No. XV.
people called Quakers, shall make and subscribe
the aforesaid declaration, and also the declara- The Schism Act, entitled "An Act to prevent the
Growth of Schism, and for the farther security
tion of fidelity, and subscribe the profession of
of the Churches of England and Ireland, as by
their Christian belief according to the said act,
;

;

;

or before any two of her majesty's justices of
the peace (who are hereby required to take and
return the same to the next Quarter Sessions
of the peace, to be there recorded), such person
shall be and is hereby entitled to the benefit of
the said act, as fully and effectually as if such
person had duly qualified himself within the
time prescribed by the said act, and shall be
thenceforth exempted and discharged from all
the penalties and forfeitures incurred by force
of any of the aforesaid penal statutes.
And whereas it is or may be doubted whether a preacher or teacher of any congregation of
dissenting Protestants, duly in all respects qualified according to the said act, be allowed, by
virtue of the said act, to officiate in any congregation, in any county other than that in which
he so qualified himself, although in a congregation or place of meeting duly certified and registered as is required by the said act
be it declared and enacted by the authority aforesaid,
that any such preacher or teacher, so duly qualified according to the said act, shall be and is
hereby allowed to officiate in any congregation,
;

Law

established."*

Whereas, by an

act of

Parhament made in

the thirteenth and fourteenth years of his late
majesty King Charles II., entitled " An Act for
the Uniformity of Public Prayers, and Administration of Sacraments, and other Rites and Ceremonies
and for establishing the Form of
making, ordaining, and consecrating Bishops,
Priests, and Deacons in the Church of Eng;

land,"

it

is,

among

other things, enacted, that

every schoolmaster keeping any public or private
school, and every person instructing or teaching
any youth in any house or private family, as a
tutor or schoolmaster, should subscribe, before
his or their respective archbishop, bishop, or
ordinary of the diocess, a declaration or acknowledgment, in wliich, among other things,
was contained as follows ,viz., " I, A. B., do declare that I will conform to the liturgy of the
Church of England, as it is now by law established ;" and if any scho(dmaster or oilier person, instructing or teaching youth in any private house
or family, as a tutor or schoolmaster, should in*

12th of

Queen Anne.
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struct or teach any youth as a tutor or schoolmaster before license obtained from his respective
archbishop, bishop, or ordinary of the diocess, according to the laws and statutes of this realm,
lor which he should pay twelve-pence only, and

before such subscription and acknowledgment
made as aforesaid, then every such schoolmaster and other, instructing and teaching as aforesaid, should, for the first offence, sufTer three
munlhs' imprisonment, without bail or mainprize
and for every second and other such offence, should sutTer three months' imprisonment, without bail or mainprize, and also forfeit to his majesty the sum of five pounds.
And whereas, notwithstanding the said act,
sundry papists, and other persons dissenting
from the Church of England, have taken upon
them to instruct and teach youth, as tutors or
;

schoolmasters, and have for such purpose openup schools and seminaries, whereby, if
due and speedy remedy be not had, great danger might ensue to this church and state for
the making the said recited act more efTectual,
and preventing the danger aforesaid, be it enacted by the queen's most excellent majesty,
by and with the advice and consent of the
lords spiritual and temporal, and commons in
this present Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, that every person or persons who shall, from and after the first day of
August next ensuing, keep any public or private
sch(X)l or seminary, or teach and instruct any
youth, as tutor or schoolmaster, within that part
of Great Britain called England, the dominion
of Wales, or town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, before such person or persons shall have subscribed so much of the said declaration and acly set

:

knowledgment as

is before recited, and shall
had and obtained a license from the respective archbishop, bishop, or ordinary of the
place, under his seal of office (for which the
party shall pay one shilling, and no more, over
and above the duties payable to her majesty for
the same), and shall be thereof lawfully convicted, upon an information, presentment, or indictment, in any of her majesty's courts of record
at Westminster, or at the assizes, or before
justices of Oyer and Terminer, shall and may
be committed to the common jail of such county, riding, city, or town corporate as aforesaid,
there to remain, without bail or mainprize, for
the space of three months, to commence from
the time that such person or persons shall be
received into the said jail.
Provided, always, and be it hereby enacted,
that no license shall be granted by an archbishop, bishop, or ordinary, unless the person or
persons who shall sue for the same shall produce
a certificate of his or their having received the
sacrament according to the usage of the Church
of England, in some parish church, within the
space of one year next before the grant of such
license, under the hand of the minister and one
of the church-wardens of the said parish, nor
until such person or persons shall have taken
and subscribed the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and abjuration, as appointed by law,
and shall have made and subscribed the declaration against transubstanliation, contained in the
act made in the twenty-fifth year of the reign of
King Charles II., entitled " An Act for preventing Dangers which may happen from Popish

liave
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Recusants," before the said archbishop, bishop,
or ordinary which said oaths and declarations
;

the said archbishop, bishop, or ordinary is hereby empowered and required to administer and
receive
and such archbishops, bishops, and
ordinaries are required to file such certificates,
and keep an exact register of the same, and of
the taking and subscribing such oath and dec;

larations.

And be it farther enacted by the authorityaforesaid, that any person who shall have obtained a license, and subscribed the declaraand taken and subscribed the oaths as
above appointed, and shall at any time after,
during the time of his or their keeping any pub-

tions,

lic

or private .school or seminary, or instructing

any youth as tutor or schoolmaster, knowingly
or willingly resort to or be present at any conventicle, assembly, or meeting, within England,
Wales, or town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, for
the exercise of religion in any other manner
than according to the liturgy and practice of the
Church of England, or shall knowmgly and willingly be present at any meeting or assembly
for the exercise of religion, although the liturgy

be there used, where her majesty (whom God
long preserve), and the Elector of Brunswick, or
shall from time to time be lawfully appointed to be prayed for, shall not there
be prayed for in express words, according to
the liturgy of the Church of England, except
where such particular offices of the liturgy are
used wherein there are no express directions to
pray for her majesty and the royal family, shall
be liable to the penalties in this act, and from
thenceforth be incapable of keeping any public
or private school or seminary, or instructing
any youth as tutor or schoolmaster.
And be it farther enacted by the authorityaforesaid, that if any person licensed as aforesaid shall teach any other catechism than the
catechism set forth in the Book of Common
Prayer, the license of such person shall from
thenceforth be void, and such person shall be
liable to the penalties of this act.
And be it farther enacted by the authority
aforesaid, that it shall and may be lawful to and
for the bishop of the diocess, or other proper
ordinary, to recite any person or persons whatsoever, keeping school or seminary, or teachingwithout license as aforesaid, and to proceed
against and punish such person or persons by
ecclesiastical censure, subject to such appeals
this act or
as in cases of ordinary jurisdiction
any other law to the contrary notwithstanding.
Provided, always, that no person ofl^ending
against this act shall be punished twice for the

such others as

:

same

offence.

Provided, also, that where any person shall
be prosecuted without fraud or covin in any of
the courts aforesaid for any offence contrary to
this act, the same person shall not afterward
be prosecuted for the same offence in any of the
said courts while such former prosecution shall
be pending and carried on without any wilful
delay
and in case of any such after-prosecution, the person so doubly prosecuted may allege, plead, or show forth in his defence against
the same, such former prosecution, pending, or
judgment, or sentence thereupon given, the said
pleader first making oath before the judge or
judges of the court where such afler-proseca;
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4ion shall be pending, and which said oalh he Ireland, in the seventeenth and eighteenth years
or they are hereby empowered and required lo of his said late majesty King CJiarles If., enadminisier, that tlie said prior prosecution was titled "An Act for the Uniformity of Public
not cofiinienced or carried on by liis means, or Prayers, and .\drninistration of the Sacraments,
with his consent or procurement, or by any and other Rites and Ceremonies; and for esfraud or collusion of any other person, to his tablishing the Form of making, ordaining, and
linowiedge or hehef.
consecrating of Bishops, Priests, and Deacons
Provided, always, that this act, or anything in the Church of Ireland," it is enacted, contherein contained, shall not extend, nor be con- cerning schoolmasters, and other persons instrued to extend, to any tutor teaching or in- structing youth in private families in Ireland,
structing youth in any college or hall within ei- as in and by the above-recited act is enacted
ther of the universities of that part of Great Brit- concerning schoolmasters and others instructain called England, nor to any tutor who shall be ing youth in private families in that part of
employed by any nobleman or noblewoman to Great Britain called England and whereas it
teach his or her own children, grandchildren, or is reasonable, that where the law is the same,
greal-grandchildren only, in his or her family; the remedy and means for enforcing the execuprovided such tutor so teaching any nobleman tion of the law should be the same, be it thereor noblewoman's family do in every respect fore enacted, by the authority aforesaid, that all
qualify himself according to this act, except and every the remedies, provisions, and clausonly in that of taking a license from the bishop. es in and by this act given, made, and enacted,
Provided, also, that the penalties in this act shall extend, and be deemed, construed, and
-shall not extend lo any foreigner or alien of the
adjudged to extend, to Ireland, in as full and
foreign Reformed churches allowed or to be al- effectual manner as if Ireland had been expresslowed by the queen's majesty, her heirs or suc- ly named and mentioned in all and every the
cessors, in England, for instructing or teaching clauses in this act.
any child or children, or any such foreigner or
alien only, as a tutor or schoolmaster.
Provided, always, and be it farther enacted
No. XVI.
by the authority aforesaid, that if any person
who shall have been convicted as aforesaid, and The Rrpcal, entitled "An Act for strengthening
the Protestant Interest in these Kingdoms.^'*
thereby made incapable to teach or instruct any
Whebe.^s an act of Parliament was made in
youth as aforesaid, shall, afier such conviction,
conform to the Church of England for the space the tenth year of the reign of the late Queen
entitled " An Act for preserving the
Anne,t
of one year, without having been present at any
conventicle, assembly, or meeting as aforesaid, Protestant Religion by better securing the
of
Church
England as by Law established, and
and receive the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, according to the rites and usage of the for confirming the Toleration granted to Protestant
Dissenters, by an Act entitled Xn Act
Church of England, at least three times in that
year, every such person or persons shall be for exempting their Majesties' Protestant Subagain capable of having and using a license to jects dissenting from the Church of England
teach school, or to instructt youth as a tutor or from the Penalties of certain Laws ;' and for
schoolmaster, he or they also performing all supplying the Defects thereof, and lor the farther securing the Protestant Succession, by re-'
that is made requisite thereunto by this act.
Provided, also, and be it farther enacted, that quiring the Practisers of the Law in North Britevery such person so convicted, and afterward ain to take the Oaths and subscribe the Declaconforming in manner as aforesaid, shall, at the ration therein mentioned ;" and whereas part
next term after his being admitted to, or taking of the said act, as also another act hereinafter
upon him, to teach or instruct youth as afore- mentioned, have been found to be inconvenient,
said, make oath in writing, in some one of her be it therefore enacted by the king's most exmajesty's courts at Westminster, in public and cellent majesty, by and with the advice of the
open court, or at the next Quarter Sessions for lords spiritual and temporal, and commons in
that county or place where he shall reside, be- Parliament assembled, and by the authority of
tween the hours of nine and twelve in the fore- the same, that the said recited act, passed in
noon, that he hath conformed to the Church of the tenth year of the late Queen Anne,t from
England for the space of one year before such the beginning thereof to these words, " And it is
his admission, without having been present at hereby farther enacted and declared, by the auany conventicle, assembly, or meeting as afore- thority aforesaid, that the toleration granted to
Protestant Dissenters ;" and also one act made
said, and that he hath received the sacrament
of the Lord's Supper at least three times in the in the twelfth year of the reign of the late
Queen
Anne, entitled " An Act to prevent the
year, which oath shall be there enrolled, and
Growth of Schism, and for the farther security
kept upon record.
of England and Ireland as by
of
the
Churches
Provided, always, that this act shall not extend, or be construed to extend, to any person Law established," shall be and are hereby repealed,
annulled,
and made void.
who, as a tutor or schoolmaster, shall instruct
Provided, always, and be it enacted by the
youth in reading, writing, arithmetic, or any
part of mathematical learning only, so far as authority aforesaid, that if any mayor, bailiff", or
such mathematical learning relates to naviga- other magistrate, in that part of Great Britain
called England, the (huninion of Wales, or
tion, or any mechanical art only, and so as such
reading, writing, arithmetic, or matheinaiical town of i3erwic,k-upon-Tweed, or the isles of
learning shall be taught in the English tongue Guernsey or Jersey, shall knowingly or willingonly.
* 5lhof KingGeo. I.,cap. iv.
t 10 AnnEB.cap.ii.
And whereas, by act of Parliament made in
and 12 Annas, stat. ii.,cap. vii,
X lOAniise, cap. ii.
;

'

;
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ly resort to, or be present at, any public meet- considering him as the very Word of God, and
ing for religious worship, other than the Church calling him, as mentioned above, by the most
of England as by law established, in the gown, blasphemous appellations. These enthusiastic
or other peculiar habit, or attended with the en- tokens of devotion overthrew his reason, and
sign or ensigns of or belonging to such his of- he became (as he afterward confessed) actually
His friend and editor thus expresses
fice, that every such mayor, bailiff, or other crazed.
" He came to be clouded in his
magistrate, being thereof convicted by due his situation
understanding,
bewildered, and at a loss in his
course of law, shall be disabled to hold such ofjudgment. Thus, poor man he stood not in
fice or offices, employment or employments, and
and afterward he mentions
shall be adjudged incapable to bear any public his dominion," &c.
nevertheless, his conduct and his
office or employment whatsoever within that his recovery
part of Great Britain called England, the do- language during his whole life gave manifest tominion of Wales, and town of Berwick-upon- kens of insanity. At the time of which we are
now speaking, instead of rebuking the madness
Tweed, or isles of Jersey and Guernsey.
of his followers, he suffered them to go on with
After some slay
their blasphemous conduct.
in London, where he was imprisoned, he went
No. XVII.
to Bristol, and from thence to Exeter.
At ExNotice of James Naylor.
eter he was brought before Major Saunders,
to
prosecute
his
jourwith
leave
dismissed
and
who
inpersons
first
of
the
Naylor was one
vented and published the doctrines, and adopted ney but, after having gone twenty miles, he
for
not
tafined
20
marks
back,
was
brought
preacher
a
the manners of the Quakers, and as
of Quakerism was scarcely inferior in celebrity king off his hat, and committed to the coimmon
and
his
company
whence
he
vagrant,
jail
as
a
to George Fox himself; continually travelling
through the kingdom, and everywhere harangu- being delivered by an order from the council,
Bristol.
During
ing, not only in private rooms, where Friends they set out on their return to
usually met, but in streets and fields, wherever their progress through Somersetshire, their faof
absurdity
utmost
height
he could find an audience inclined to hear him. naticism reached its
He vi-as born at Ardisloe, near Wakefield, in and impiety for as he rode into Wells, GlastonYorkshire, and was bred up as a husbandman, bury, and other towns, his company spread their
and possessed some property there he lived garments before him, handkerchiefs, aprons,
twenty two or twenty-three years accordins^ to scarves, and the like, and even gloves, singing
October 24th, 1656.
then he married " Holy, holy, holy," &c.
the world, as he expressed it
and removed into the parish of Wakefield, where they came through Bedminster Naylor rode
were
six more in his
there
on
horseback,
and
he continued till the civil wars began, in which
he was a soldier in the Parliament's army, serv- company, one of whom, a young man, bare"
bridle, and anthe
horse
by
led
his
headed,
ing under several commanders, particularly under Lord Fairfax, and was at last quartermaster other uncovered before him, through the dirty
horses,
and none else,
dn Major-general Lambert's troop, in which ser- way in which carts and
vice he continued till disabled by sickness in usually go, and with them two men on horseScotland, after which he retired to his own back, with each of them a woman behind him,
home, having been a soldier eight or nine years, and one woman walking on the better way or
from which service arrears were due to him at path. In this posture did they march and in
Some five or six such a case, that one George Wetherley, noting
the time of his punishment.
years after this, being at plough, and meditating their condition, asked them to come into the
on the things of God, suddenly, says he, "I better road, adding that God expected no such
heard a voice saying unto me, Get thee out extremity but they continued on their way,
from thy kindred and from thy father's house.' not answering in any other notes but what were
And shortly after, going a gate-ward with a musical, singing Holy, holy, holy. Lord God
friend from my own house, having on an old of Sabbaoth,' &c.
" Thus continued they till by their wandering
having neither laken
suit, without any money
leave of wife or children, not thinking then of they came to the almshouse within the suburbs
Bristol, where one of the women alighted,
of
go
into
to
any journey, (as) I was commanded
the west (Westmoreland), not knowing whither and she, with the other of her own sex, lovingmarched on either side of Naylor's horse.
ly
but
I should go, nor what I was to do there
when I had been there a little while, I had giv- This Wetherley saith he supposes they could
be less deep in the muddy way than to the
not
en me what I was to declare and ever since I
have remauied, not knowing to-day what I was knees (and at this very time it happened to rain
so violently that the water ran in streams from
It was in 1652 that he was
to do to-morrow."
but somefirst noticed in Westmoreland as a preacher their cloathes), and he saith they sang,
among the Quakers, and there, after a very cu- times with such a buzzing, mel-oDious noyse,
rious examination before the magistrates, he that he could not understand what it was.
was imprisoned at Appleby for the apparent This the said Wetherley gave in upon oath.
blasphemy of his doctrines, and for the contu- Thus did they reach Ratclitfe Gate, with Timmacy of his behaviour in not pulling off his iiat, othy Wedlock, of Devon, bareheaded, and Mar&c. In ISf).'} he went to London, soon alter tha Symonds, with the bridle on one side, and
which it must have been that he made a prog- Hannah Stranger on the other side of the horse.
ress into the west of England, intending to go This Martha Symonds is the wife of Thomas
into Cornwall.
By this time he had by liis Symonds, of London, bookl)in(ler (and sister to
preaching attached to himself a considerable Giles Calvert, the bookseller, living at the Black
number ()f followers, men and women, who at- Spread-Eagle at the west end of Paul's, pubtended him with the most enthusiastic devotion, lisher of must of the fanatic books of that day),
:

!

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

'

'

'

;

;

;

;
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is the wife of John Stranger (alias Sianger), of London, combmal<er, who

and Hannali Stranger

Lord God of Israel.' Thus
did he ride to the High Crosse in Bristol, and
after tiiat to the Wliile Hart in Broad-street,
which the magistrates hearing, they were apprehended and committed to prison by Joseph
Jaci\Son, the mayor being searched, letters and
other papers, twenty-one in all, were found upon
them, some extracts from which are here subjoined, for the purpose of showing the great ignorance (rather than impiety), as well as the
inconceivable nonsense of the early Quakers."
san"-

'

Hilly, huly, holy

;

A

Letter

from Hannah Stranger

to

James Naylor,

of Exeter.

" James Naylor, in the pure feare and power
of God my soule salutes thee, thou everlasting
son of righteousnesse and prince of peace.
Oh how my soule travelleth to see this day,
!

which Abraham

did and

was

glad,

and shall

A. " Not as unto the visible, but as Jesus, the
Christ that is in me."
Q. " Whether art thou more sent than others 1"

A. "As to that, I have nothing at present
given me of my Father to answer."
Q. " Art thou the everlasting Son of God 1"
A. " Where God is manifest in the flesh,
there is the everlasting Son, and I do witness
God in the flesh. I am the Son, and the Son
of God is but one."
Q. "Art thou the Prince of Peace"!"
A. "The Prince of everlasting Peace is begotten in me."
Q. " Art thou the everlasting Son of God,
the King of Righteousness?"
A. " I am, and the everlasting righteousness
is wrought in me
if ye were acquainted with
the Father, ye would also be acquainted with
:

me."

V

all

Q. "Did any kisse thy feet
Oh suffer me
that are of faithfull Abraham.
A. "It might be they did but I minded them
There
to speake what the Lord hath moved.
not."
is one temptation neere, the like unto the first
Q. " How dost thou provide for a livelyhood 1"
and is like the wisdome of God, but it is not,
A. "As do the lillies, without care, being
and therefore it must be destroyed oh, it defimaintained by my Father."
I beseech thee
leth and hateth the innocent
Q. " What businesse hadst thou at Bristoll,
wait: my soule travelleth to see a pure image
or that way!"
the remainder being of
brought forth," &c.
A. " I was guided and directed by my Fathe same kind.
!

;

:

;

:

"

From London,

Another

letter

IGtli

ther."

day of the 7th month."

she begins thus

Q. "
A. "

:

"

Oh thou fairest of ten thousand, thou onlybegotten son of God, how my heart panteth after thee," &c.

Her husband, John Stranger, adds
script

this post-

:

What wentest
I

was

to

Q. "
A. "

What

estate hast thou "!"
take no care for that."
Q. " Doth God, in an extraordinary manner,
sustain thee without any corporeal food 1"
A. "Man doth not live, &c.
the same life is
mine that is in the Father, but not in the same
I

Remember my dear love to thy master thy
name is no more to be called James, but Jesus." measure."
The magistrates of Bristol, on Saturday, OcQ. " How art thou
tober 25th, examined the whole company, and
A. " I know not."
"

;

the several examinations are printed in the
pamphlet marked E, from which the following
passages are extracted
:

Being asked whether

his

name was James

Naylor, he replied, " The men of this world call
me James Naylor."
Q. " Art not thou the man that rid on horse-

back into Bristol! T' &lc.
A. " I rid into a town, but what its name was
and by the Spirit a woman was
I know not
and
commanded to hold my horse's bridle
some there were that cast down cloathes, and
sang praises to the Lord, such songs as the
I/ord put into their hearts, and it's like it might
be the song of Holy, holy, holy,' " &c.
Q. " Whether or no didst thou reprove those
;

;

'

women

1"

"Nay;

bad them take heed that
they sang nothing but what they were moved to
of the Lord"
Q. " Dost thou own this letter which Hannah
Stranger sent unto theeV
A. " Yea, I do own that letter."
Q. " Art thou, according to that letter, the
fairest of ten thousand
A. " As to the visible, I deny such attribute
to he due unto me
but if as to that which the
Father has begotten in me, I shall own it."
Q. •' Have any called thee by the name of
A.

but

I

V

;

thou for to Exeter"!"

Lawson (perhaps Launceston)

to see the brethren."

:

clothed

"!"

Q. " Dost thou live without bread "!"
As long as my heavenly Father will. I
have tasted of that bread, of which he that eateth shall never die."
Q. " How long hast thou lived without any
corporeal sustenance 1"
A. " Some fifteen or sixteen days, sustained

A. "

without any other food except the

Word

of

God."
hast a wife at this time ?"
A. " A woman I have, whom by the world is
called my wife
and some children I have,
which according to the flesh are mine," &c.,
Q. "

Thou

;

&c.
Martha Symonds being examined, saith " she
knew James Naylor formerly for he is no more
James Naylor, but refined to a more excellent
;

substance."
Q. " What
A. "
Lord."

I

was

made thee lead his horse "!" &c.
forced thereto by the power of the

Q. " He is styled in Hannah Stranger's letter
dost thou so
the fairest of ten thousand, &c.
:

esteem him!"
A. " Tiiat James Naylor of whom thou speakest is buried in me, and he hath promised to
come again."
Q. " Hast thou a husband
A. " I have a man, which thou callest my

V

husband."
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The author of " Rabshakeh's Outrage," &c.,
Q. " What made thee to leave him, and to
says that Mr. Grigge would not set out on his
follow James Naylor in such a manner 1"
and the journey until he had five pounds paid to him toA. " It is our life to praise the 1-ord
Lord my strength, who filletii heaven and earth, wards his expenses, and in all respects he expresses a very contemptuous opinion of him.
is manifest in James Naylor."
Q. " Oughtest thou to worship James Nay- These are his words; "Without reflecting on
the
magistrates of Bristol their wisdom, let me
thy
knees'!"
upon
didst,
lor, as thou
say it, it was not their master-piece to send
A. " Yea, I ought so to do."
such
a busie, pragmatical person as thou art to
so
do?"
to
Q. "Why oughtest thou
and London, there to make a speech to a committee
A. " He is the Son of Righteousness
of
Parliament,
which had in it neither head nor
the new man within him is the everlasting Son
of Righteousness; and James Naylor will be tail, nor good sense nor reason, but for the
Jesus when the new life is bom ia him," &c., greatest part composed of fawning, falsehood,
and pitiful, lame compliments, crying Sir, Gen&c.
The examinations of Hannah Stranger and tlemen, and Your Honours,' but speaking of noWedlock,
contain
thing of weight or importance relating to the
of
Timothy
and
husband,
her
matter of the same kind. The extravagance of matter then in debate. Reader, thou must know
that this envious person is a great speech maShe
says
them
all.
Dorcas Erbury goes beyond
and if
ker in the Common Council of Bristol
that James Naylor raised her from the dead.
"
he had so high an esteem of that which he made
In what manner?"
Q.
A. " He laid his hand on my head after I had in the Painted Chamber as to judge it polite and
been dead two dales, and said, Dorcas, arise !' learned enough to merit the public views, thou
mayest thence easily judge what sad oratory do
and I arose, and live, as thou seest."
Q. "Jesus Christ doth sit at the right hand serve the turn within the walls of that council."
of lie Father, where the world shall be judged The House of Commons appointed a committee
to examine the whole affair, which sat in the
by him
A. " He whom thou callest Naylor shall sit Painted Chamber, and of which "godly Mr.
Here
at the right hand of the Father, and shall judge Bamfield, of Exeter, was chairman."
James Naylor and his company were charged
the world with equity,"
The author of" Rabshakeh's Outrage," &c., with blasphemy in assuming, first, the gesture,
wishes it to be believed that the seven persons words, honour, worship, and miracles of our
who attended Naylor into Bristol were not Qua- blessed Saviour and, secondly, the names and
kers, giving as a reason because there were incommunicable attributes and titles of our
then many more than 700 Quakers in and about Lord. The committee re-examined all the prisBristol, not one of whom attended him, and oners, at which the answers given and the facts
On the proved seem to have been nearly the same as at
these seven were publicly disowned.
with this additional information, on
other hand, it does not appear that they were Bristol
inhabitants of Bristol, and therefore they could the oath of Thomas Perkins and Thomas Cole
not belong to the congregation at Bristol, but Thomas Perkins informeth, that "after Naythey might have belonged to some other con- lor's imprisonment at Bristol, Dorcas Erbury
and the
gregation
their language and manners were fell down at his feet and kissed them
those of the Quakers, and the two who were same evening one Alice Brooks fell on her
dismissed, Samuel Cater and Robert Crab, went knees before the said Naylor, and Naylor put
The his hands upon her head, and said, Stand fast,'
to the Quakers' meeting the same day.
And Thomas Cole informeth, that on the
writer would have done well if he had mention- &c.
ed how, and when, and where they were dis- 25th of October, Martha and Hannah Stranger,
owned by the Quakers but if they were dis- being called out of Naylor's room into their
owned at all, it was not until after their mad own lodging, they one after another kneeled bebehaviour at Bristol. As for Naylor himself, fore Naylor and laid their heads on his knees,
there is abundant evidence that he was a Qua- and he iaid his hands on their heads, making a
ker before and after his folly, and a principal groaning noise within himself, and before they
one he is considered as such in all the con- rose from their knees, he crossed his hands over
temporary books that I have seen, and was usu- their heads." And it appeared to the commithis editor, George Wetherley, in tee, by the information of John Baynam, deputy
ally called so
1716, himself a Quaker, and well acquainted to the sergeant of the House, to whose custody
with iiim, speaks of him as such, and generally Naylor and his company were conmiilted, " that
with great approbation
and Naylor himself the usual posture of James Naylor is sitting in
calls George Fox bis dear brolher George ; and a chair, and his company, both men and wornand when they were
en, do sometimes kneel
if Naylor was a Quaker, the probability is that
weary of kneeling, they sat upon the ground behis followers were of the same description.
The examination taken before the magistrates fore him, singing these and divers other words
of Bristol were attested by the mayor, sealed to the like purpose, Holy, holy,' &c., and thus
with the city seal, and sent by letter to Mr. Rob- they do usually all the day long;" but the inert Aldworth, their goodly town-clerk and bur- former never heard Naylor sing as aforesaid.
gess of Parliament, and upon this report the And he saith "there is great resort to the said
House sent a messenger for Naylor, who, with Naylor by divers persons, who most of them
four of his company, were sent off November kneel before him in the manner aforesaid."
10th.
With them the Common Council sent (However, the note says that this they did,
Mr. Philip Dorney, their clerk, and Mr. Williann whether James Naylor was absent or present.)
Grigge, a member of the Common Council, a "And Martha Symonds, in the posture aforetanner, living in St. James's parish, near the said, sung,
Tlus is the joyful day; behold, the
Quakers' Meeting-house, in Broadmead.
King of RighlKousness is come ;' " and farther
;

;

'

;

'

I

V

;

;

:

;

:

'

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

:
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the informer saith, "that he never

knew

the
any dislike, either hy reproof
or otheiwi&e, of that honour or worship which

Parliament and during that time be debarred
the use of the pen, ink, and paper, and sh;ill
have no relief but what he earns by liis daily

John Stranger and his wife, Martha Symonds,
Dorcas Erbury. and the rest, gave him as afore-

labours"
This inhuman sentence was fully executed on
the nnhrippy maniac.
Thursday, December 18,
he stood in the pillory in Palace-yard, and was
from thence whipped to the Old Exchange, receiving 310 lashes, one on crossing each gutter.
On this same day s<?veral petitions were presented to Parliament, containing complaints
against the growth and exorbitance of the peoone from Devonshire and
ple called Quakers
one frimi the ministers in NorthumExeter
berland. Durham, and Newcastle
one from the

8ai,l lv^v|(,r s'-'ow

And a member of the House being latesaid."
where Naylor is now a prisoner,
informs the committee " that he saw Naylor
and his company in the posture aforesaid, and
heard John Stranger and one of the women
sing Holy, holy, holy Lord God, and holy, holy
to thee, thee. Lord God ;' and while John Stranger sang these words, he did sometimes look
upward and sonnetimes upon James Naylor."
Another member informs us, as upon his own
view, to the same purpose. And at Naylor's
last examination before the committee, being
Wednesday, December 3, one William Piggot
did inform " that Naylor, sitting in a chair where
he is now a prisoner, one Sarah Blackberry
came to him and took him by the hand, and
said,
Rise up, my love, my dove, my fair one,
and come away why sittest thou among the
potsV and presently put her mouth upon his
hand, and sunk down upon the ground before
him." Being asked what he had finally to offer
in his own vindication, he said, "I do abiior
that any of that honour that is done to God
should be given to me, as I am a creature.
But
it pleased the Lord to set me up as a sign of
the coming of the righteous one and what hath
been done in my passing through the towns, I
was commanded by the power of the Lord to
suffer such things to be done to the outward
man as a sign I abhor my honour as a crealy at the place

'

'

;

;

:

ture."

The

several days, and the committee agreed that allthe charges were proved.
Their report, consisting of fifteen sheets of paper, was received and read in the House December 5th, and debated thirteen separate days,
when at last they convicted him of horrid blasphemy, and 7iem. con. voted him to he a grand
impostor, and deceiver of the people.
December 16, it was proposed that the punishment of
James Naylor should be death, and the question
being put, " the noes went forth 96, the yeas 82,
so it passed in the negative." On the next day
(Wednesday, the 17th) the House agreed to the
following sentence
''Resolved, That James Naylor be set on the
pillory, with his head in the pillory, in the Palace-yard, Westminster, during the space of two
hours, on Thursday next, and shall be whipped
by the hangman through the streets from Westminster to the Old Exchange, London, and there
likewise be set on the pillory, with his head in
the pillory, for the space of two hours, between
the hours of eleven and one, on Saturday next,
in each place wearing a paper containing an inscription of his crimes
and that, at the Old
Exchange, his tongue be bored through with a
hot iron, and that he be there also stigmatized
in the forehead with the letter B, and that he be
afterward sent to Bristol, and be conveyed into
and through the said city on horseback, bareridged, with his face backward, and there also
publicly whipped the next market-day after he
comes thither and that from thence he be committed to prison in Bridewell, London, and there
restrained from the society of all people, and
there to labour hard, till he shall be released by
trial lasted

;

;

;

:

;

;

justices of the peace, gentry, ministers of the

&c

Cheshire; another from the
mayor, aldermen, and ministers of Chester;
another from divers well-affected persons, gentlemen, ministers, &c., in Cornwall
and another humble remonstiance and petition from
the mayor, aldermen, and common council, ministers of the Gospel, and other chief inhabitants
of Bristol, in which they complain that "they
have lyen long under much reproach and ignominy, occasioned by the increase of a generation of seduced and seducing Quakers, who
were at first supported and upheld by some soldiers (Captain Beal and Captain Watson), then
in chief command, in the absence of the governor of the garrison." They complain of the
frequent disturbance which they gave to the
public worship, and of their confused and tumultuous meetings, and of their profaning the
Sabbath by multitudes of their proselytes flocking from all parts of the country round about us
on that day. They particularly complain of
Naylor, a ringleader and head of that faction ;
they complain that they have not power to restrain these enormities, and pray the Parliament
"to restrain the insolencies of this people, that
so the reproach, not only of this city, but of the
whole nation and government, may be rowled
Gospel,

,

in

;

away." All these petitions were referred to a
committee to consider of them, and to collect
the heads of a

bill

for suppressing the mi.schiefa

and inconveniences complained of
Saturday, December 2li, Jaines Naylor was
to have suffered the remaining part of his sentence, but on the morning of that same day a
petition was presented to the House, signed by
Joshua Sprigge, formerly an eminent Independent preacher, author of a book quoted above,
T. Z. and Jer. White [Cromwell's chaplain], C.
H., representing the wretched condition of the
prisoner, and the danger to his life if he should
receive the remainder of his punishment, and
praying in the name of many honourable persons, both citizens and others, wholly unconnected with him, for a week's respite, which
was granted. Meanwhile many well-affected
and respectable persons, of whoin Colonel
Scrope, some time governor of the castle and
fort of Bristol, was the first name shocked at
the inhumanity of the sentence, petitioned Parliament for a remission of the remaining part
of it.
Many of the members were against adbut being put to the vote,
mitting the petition
The petition was presented
it was admitted.
on Tuesday, December 23, at the bar of the
House, by Mr. Joshua Sprigge above mentioned,
accompanied by about one hundred eminent
;
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behalf of the whole. Mr. Sprigsre
^r.o t speech on presenting it, but it was
The petitioners then applied to
unsuccessful.
his iiighness the Protector, sliil without effect
On Wednesday, December 21, five Presbyterian
or Independent ministers, Caryl, Manton. Nye,

persons
made a

in

and Reynolds, went

Griffith,

to

James Naylor

Newgate, and'it was said that they did so by
but Naylor persisting
order of the Parliament
in his ordinary discourse and usual answers,
they left him wroth.
On Saturday, December 27, he suffered the
remaining part of his punishment. "About 11
o'clock he was carried in a coach from Newgate
to the Black Boy, near the Koyal Exchange,
in which house he continued till the clock had
struck 12 at noon, when, by divers on foot, with
halberds, he was guarded to the pillory, where,
when he came, they presently put his head into
the same, and having pinned it down, came up
Martha Symonds, and with her two ottiers, who
were said to be Hannah Stranger and Dorcas
Erbury the first seated hersell just behind on
the right, and the two latter before him, and
Robert Rich likewise accompanied him with
comfortable words, kissing and stroking on his
face.
He having stood till two, the executioner
took him out, and having bound his arms with
cords to the pdlory, and he having put forth
his tongue, which he freely did, the executioner,
with a red-hot iron about the bigness of a quill,
bored the same, and by order from the sheriff
held it in a small place, to the end that the beholders might see atid bear witness that the
sentence was thoroughly executed then having taken it out, and pulled the cap off that covered his face, he put a handkerchief over his
eyes, and putting his left hand to the back part
of his head, and taking the red-hot iron letter
in his other hand, put it to his forehead till it
smoked all of which lime Jairies never so much
as winced, but bore it with astonishing and
heart meltmg patience.
Being unbound, he
took the executioner in his arms, embracing
and hugging him
after which, Robert Rich,
through his ardent love, licked the wound on
his forehead.
And James was conveyed to the
Black Boy, and from thence to Mewgate."
in

;
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"Afterward he was sent by the sheriffs of
London to Bristol, and the sheriffs of Bristol
bad warrant under the speaker's hand to see
the sentence exeitnted as far as they were con(;erned therein.
January 16, iG.'ie-T, he arrived
at Lawfoid's Gate, where he slept.
January
17, this day James Naylor took horse at Lawand rode on a horse bareridged,
with his (ace to the tail, through the city without Redcliff Gate, and there alighted, and was
brought to the middle of Thomas-street, and
there stripped and tied to the horse, to be whipped from thence back again to the middle of
Broad-street."
Before his whipping the following order was
sent to the keeper of Newgate
" Mr. Roch
Cause Naylor to ride in at Law-

ford's Gale,

:

:

from thence along Wine-street to
the Tolsey, thence down Hisjh-street over the
There let
bridge, and so out at Redcliff Gate.
him alight, and bring him into Thomas-sireet,
and cause him to be stripped, and there made
fast to the carthorse, and in the market first
whipped from thence to the foot of the bridge,
thence to the end of the bridge,
there whipped
thence to the middle of Highthere whipped
thence to the Tolsey,
street, there whipped
thence to the middle of Broadthere whipped
street, there whipped, and then lane (turn into
there release him from the
the Tailors' Hall
carthorse, and let him put on his clothes, and
carry him thence to Newgate by Tower Lane,
the back way."
And whereas, of custom, the bellman goes
before and makes proclamation of the offence of
the offender, yet here the keeper commanded
the bellman to the contrary (as was said), and
suffered one Jones (a ci)ppersmith and ugly
Quaker) to hold back the beadle's arm whea
striking, so that in all the way the bell rang but
a trait of mercy in the midst of such,
six times
brutality which ought to be recorded to the
credit of the magistracy of Bristol.
All the while he passed along, his dear and
worthy friend, Robert Rich, the maniac above
mentioned, rode bareheaded before him, having
a mermaid's head (such was the length of his
After this
hair), singing " Holy, holy," &c.
This Robert Rich had been a merchant in the sheriffs of Bristol sent him up to the governL'ndon, an enthusiastic follower of Naylor, a ors of Bridewell, Londcm. who had before reperfect maniac, but religious and harinless. Af- ceived orders from the speaker as to that part
ter James Naylor had been on the pillory some of the sentence wherein they were concerned,
time, " he took a paper out of his pocket, and where he continued till the wise providence of
After his discharge from
placed it over his head, whereon was written, God released him.
It is written, Luke, xxiii., 3S, This is the King
Bridewell he returned to this city, and in a
of the Jews.'
But presently an officer stepped meeting with some of his friends he made a
up and pulled it down, and turned Robert Rich public recantation of his errors in so affecting
and the two women off the pillory but after a a manner that they were convinced of the sinwhile they lifted up Robert Rich again on the cerity of his repentance. He lived some time
pillory, where he stayed till James Naylor had afterward in this city in a serious and becoming
undergone his sufferings for that time, and held manner, and died on a journey from hence to
him by the hand while he was burning, and af- Wakefield, in Yorkshire, where he was born ia
terward licked and sucked the fire out of his 1616.— Sayer's History of Bristol, in 4to, 1828,
tongue, and led him by the hand from off the vol. ii., chap, xxix.— C.
pillory.
This also was very remarkable, that
notwithstanding there might be many thousands
No. XVIII.
of people, yet they were very quiet, few being
heard to revile him, or seen to throw any one The closing chapter of Godwin's History of the Commonweallh.
thing at him.
And when he was a burning, all
Character
the people before him, and behind him, and on Government of Cromwell considered.
Majorboth sides of him, with one consent stood bareof the Nation (rocr which he presided.
People
in genThe
hostile.
headed.
ity of the Nation
ford's Gate,

;

;

;

;

;

;

i

:

:

:

—

;

'

;

—

—

—

.
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eral favourable to the ancient Line of iheir
Spirit of Liberty ihal had sprunj up.
Kings.
Sentimrn/s extensively prevailing in bchnlf

—

—

Law. —Religious
— The People divided

of a Government according
Character of the Nation.
into

the

Hnmorous and

to

the

Demure.— The

—

Rdi
Noble and Rich unfriendly to Cromwell.
gious and Moral Character of the Protector.
He aims at the Reformation of the Law. His
Clemency and humane Disposition.
His Patronage of Letters and Learned Men.
A free
Parliament would have restored the Stuarts.
Arbitrary Imprisonments resorted to by CromUnpalatable Measures to which he had
well.
recourse.
Some of them unavoidable. Others
Dissatisfaction they
of a doubtful Character.
produced.
High Reputation of his Lawyers.
Its
Violent Character of his Administration.
Sequel of his Governapparent Versatility.
ment, if he had lived longer, considered.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Having traced the reign of Cromwell from its
Tise to its termination, it now becomes one of
tiie duties of history to look back on the sum
of the path through which we have travelled.
The first characteristic of this period of history, from the day on which the Independents
and army rose upon the Parliament, is, that the
affairs of the nation were directed by a small
portion of themselves, seizing on the supreme
authority by force, and retaining it by superior
talents and intellect.
The government of a nation, particularly in
such circumstances, is a complicated science,
with difficulty mastered in theory, and with
reduced to practice. It is comparatively easy for the philosopher in his closet to
invent imaginary schemes of policy, and to show
difficulty

how mankind, if they were without passions
and without prejudices, might best be united in
But, unforthe form of a political community.
tunately, men in all ages are the creatures of
passions, perpetually prompting them to defy
the rein, and break loose from the dictates of
Thus far as to the
sobriety and speculation.
general nature of man. And, besides these generalities, in each particular age rnen have aspirations and prejudices, sometimes of one sort,
and sometimes of another, rendering them very
unlike the pieces on a chessboard, which the
moves this way and that,
without its being necessary to take into his estimate the materials of which they are made,
and adapting his proceedings to their internal

skilful practitioner

modifications.
Neither the Republicans, who governed England for four or five years from the death of
Charles the First, nor Cromwell, who displaced
them, were fated lo lie on a bed of roses, or to
wander upon a soft and level carpet of verdure.
Let us apply this to the history of Cromwell.
The people of England, whom we may call
his subjects, were divided into different bodies
and factions of men, noneof them disposed passively to be guided by his wishes or his will.
The first consideration that occurs under this
head is that of the government under whicli
England had been placed for ages previously
to the civil war.
The thing most obvious to
the grossest capacity, and which, therefore, had
a mighty influence with a great portion of the
community, was, that we had had at the head

of our government an individual with the appellation of king.
From the days of William the
Conqueror at least, this office had continued in
an hereditary line, with such deviations as circumstances seemed to dictate, but never with
a total disregard of this ground of succession.
Charles the Second was the eldest son of his
father, the lineal descendant of the Edwards
and Henries, who figure so greatly in our history, and the legal successor of Elizabeth,
whose memory was dear, and worthily dear, to
the people of this country.
A prince, laying
indisputable claim, so far as this circumstance
is of force, to the crown of a country, is an intelligible object, to which persons of the plainest understanding may attach and devote themselves.
A great part of the people of England
had rallied round the standard of his father, and
been loyal to his cause; a very small portion
had, even in thought, thrown off the claim of
him and his son to the throne. It was impossible, therefore, that this circumstance, the existence of the lawful prince in exile, the multitudes of men that superslilioiisly loved him,*
and the great nuinbers who, without personal
partiality, had yet the feeling that the throne of
England was his proper place, and that England would never be as it should be without
him,t should not materially modify the purposes
and authority of Cromwell.
The next circumstance to which it was necessary for Cromwell, whether he would or not,
to attend, was the spirit of liberty which was
abroad in the land.

The men who understood

this best, and lovwith the purest affection, were the RepubAnd these men, alike from their talents,
their station in society, and their ascendency
in the army, were at all times formidable to the

ed

it

licans.

protector.

But there were various men and bodies of
men, who, without so illuminated an understanding, had still a strong partiality to the
These were the men who
doctrines of liberty.
claimed a government according to law and
they had always formed a considerable portion
And this, in howof the people of England.
ever confined i^ointof view, in a certain sense
;

is

liberty.

The

vilest of all slaveries is subjec-

tion to the arbitrary will of a

master:

to live,

as is said to be the case in some Oriental sovereignties, where the supreme magistrate can
at his pleasure take from you your property, and

subject you to corporeal punishment or death.
live under the empire of law has two advanthough, alas these advantages are often
visionary.
If the law be ever so iniquitous, you
seem to know what you have to look to, and
can shape your conduct accordingly. Unfortunately, however, where the law has interpreters, professional men whose business it is to
quibble on words and explain away equity, this
Secondly, we are
benefit is very equivocal.
told that justice is blind, and the law speaks the

To

tages

!

;

same language indifferently to all. But this is
by no means universally the case. The rich
man, and the man of powerful connexions, will
often he successful in the courts, where the poor
and the friendless man has a small chance.
These, however, are exceptions. In the ma-

The

Royalists.

t

The

Presbyterians.
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jority of cases

the p'ain
pursuits.

man

law

a rule serving to protect
in his honest undertakings and
is

The English people are habitually a calculaThey find themselves
ting and reasoning race.
more at home and more satislied with a logical
Hence the
process than most other nations.
suhtleties of law^ have been extensively cultivated among us. And we feel ourselves lietter
contented with the issue of our controversy, be
it what it will, when all is done by the application of a rule, than when the whole is disposed
of by barefaced power, and the sadden impulse
of an arbitrary will.
A third thing of material importance to Cromwell was the religious state of ihe community. In
this respect the English nation was much divided.
Many still adhered to the discipline and forms
of the old Episcopal Church as patronised by
Elizabeth the bulk of the nation seems to have
been wedded to the exclusive doctrines of Presbyterianism
and a party by no means contemptible for either numbers or importance,
were the strenuous advocates of independence
and toleration. Cromwell courted the Presby;

;

terians, but secretly,

and

in his heart,

was

the

friend of the Independents.
The latter of these parties, with all their numerous divisions, demanded the greatest degree of attention, on account of the fervour of
their religious enthusiasm.
large portion of
the Independents, and the whole body of the

A

Anabaptists, were strenuous Republicans, and
more directly and openly thwarted Cromwell in
his favourite projects than any other set of
men in the nation.
Nothing can be of greater importance in a
state than the religious dispositions of its members.
It not unusually happens t.hat, when all
other things give way, these will prove invincible to all the arts and the force that can be
brought against thein. The influence of the
priesthood, the inspirations of fanaticism, and
the salvation of souls, will often present an impenetrable barrier to all the designs of the politician.
And the influence of religious considerations was never so powerfulas in the times
of the English Commonwealth.
The enemies of the protector may be divided
into two classes, the grave and the humorous
The people of England, with the exception of
the Royalists, were for the most part sedate,
atrabilarious, and demure.
The adherents of
the house of Stuart ran into the opposite extreme of licentiousness and buffoonery. They
assailed Cromwell with all the weapons of ridicule, scurrility, and contempt.
This, however, scarcely rendered them less formidable on
occasions of moment. They hated him more
sincerely than they pretended to despise him,
and were perpetually ready with plots, conspiracies, and the dagger, to bring his power to a
sudden termination.
The ancient nobility and the great land proprietors of England are also well entitled to
consideration. A small number in these classes
were friendly to the present system, but the
great mass of them were by no means so.
This was an unnatural situation in the state,
and could only be found to prevail in unquiet
times.
The friends of constitutional liberty in
the early periods of the civil war, and the com-

VoL. II.—
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monwealthsmen afterward, bore down by theii
energies what are commonly found to be the
most influential, but the least enterprising part
of the community.
These, for the greater part,
took refuge in a sullen and temporizing neutrality.
The Earl of Northumberland may serve
as a specimen of this class.
It was reasonable
to expect that Cromwell would bear this description of men much in his mind and we find,
;

in fact, that

he did

so.

Such were the elementsof the nation Cromwell took upon himself to rule
and materials
more intractable to command could scarcely
be found in any climate or age.
The Lord
Protector of England had no friends, except
the few that he made so by his personal qualities, and his immediate powers of concilia;

tion.
The Royalists, and the votaries of liberty in general, the Episcopalians, the Presbyterians, and the Independents, the fanatics of
all descriptions, and a great part of the army,
were his inveterate foes.
He stood alone,
with little else to depend upon but the ener-

gies of his mind, and the awe which his character impressed on unwilling subjects.
And
all this happened, not so much from any ill qualities that could be ascribed to him, but as the
natural result of his ambition.
Plis enemies
for the most part confessed his talents and the
elevation of his soul, his high courage, his eminent sagacity, the vastness of his comprehension and his spirit, his intellectual intrepidity
of purpose, the inexhaustible resources of his
mind, his good-nature, his generosity, and the
clemency and humanity that governed his decisions.
His fault was ambition. The pride of
the English nation could not endure that a man

who

but the other day had been one of the
ranks, and whom they would scarcely allow to
be a gentleman, should now claim to be lord of
Divided they were among themselves into
all.
a thousand factions but they all agreed in this,
;

condemn

the protector.
only by dint of bringing these circumstances together that we are enabled to form
a judgment of the administration of Cromwell.
His was strictly a government of expedients ;
and he could only pursue the object he bad most
at heart by means of a thousand deviations and
in the most circuitous manner.
The object uppermost in the mind of the protector, as has repeatedly been said, was the true
interest and happiness of the people over whom
He believed of himself that he
he presided.
had only accepted the rule for the purpose oi
securing their welfare.
He was most anxious
for the moral and religious improvement of his
subjects, and aimed at the merit of being the
father of his people.
The character of Cromwell has been little
No wonder. The man who has
understood.
many enemies will be sure to be greatly misrepresented. And no man had ever so many
enemies in the compass of one island composed
of forty little counties, as Cromwell had. The
Restoration speedily followed upon his decease.
And it behooved the adherents of the house of
Stuart to blacken by all imaginable means the
memory of the protector, that they might thus
spread a sort of borrowed lustre, the result of
the darker shades of the picture, upon Charles
the Second.
to

It is
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Cromwell was

man most

sincere in his religion, and singularly devoted lo the cause of
good morals. It is thus that Milton speaks of
him " If ihou," says he, " the pairon of our
if he, of whom
liberty, and its tutelar divinity
we have held that no mortal was ever more just,
should
unspotted,
undermme
and
saintlike
more
our freedom, which he had so lately built up,
prove
only
deadly
and
destrucnot
this would
tive lo his own fame, but to the entire and universal cause of religion and virtue."
The beginning of Cromwell's public life was
answerable lo tins character. He says of himself, " I raised such men as had the fear of God
before them, and made conscience of what they
did and from that day forward they never were
Milbeaten, but beat the enemy continually."
ton expands this circumstance in his beautiful
language.
"He was a soldier thoroughly accomplished in the art of self knowledge, and his
firslsuccesses were against the internal enemies
of human virtue, vam hopes, fears, aspirings,
and ambitidn. His first triumphs were over
himself; and he was thus enabled, from the day
that he beheld an enemy in the field, to exhibit
the endowments of a veteran.
Such was the
temper and discipline of his inind, that all the
good and the valiant were irresistibly drawn to
his camp, not merely as the best school of martial science, but also of piety and religion
and
those who joined it were necessarily rendered
such by his example.
In his empire over the
minds of his followers he was surpassed neither
by Epaminondas, nor Cyrus, nor any of the
nost vaunted generals of antiquity. Thus he
formed to himself an army of men, who were
no sooner under his command, tiian they hecame the patterns of order, obedient to his
slightest suggestions, popular and beloved by
their fellow-citizens, ami to the enemy not more
terrible in the field than welcome in their quarters.
In the towns and villages where they sojourned, in no way oflensive or repacious, abbi.ciuiiiig from violence, wine, intemperance, and
impiety, so that suddenly the inhabitants, rejoicing in iheir disappointment, regarded them
not as enemies, but as guests and protectors, a
terror to the disorderly, a safeguard to the good,
and by precept and example the teachers of all
Milton concludes, " As long
piety and virtue."
as you, Cromwell, are preserved to us, he must
want reliance on the providence of God who
fears for the prosperity and happiness of the
English nation, you being so evidently the object
of Divine favour and protection."
Remarkably coincident with the above picture is what is related -if him in 1654 on the
authority of George Fox, the founder of the
Quakers.
Fox, being brought into his presence, " expatiated with that zest and unction
upon true religion, and a holy and disinterested
zeal for its cau.se, with which he was so remarkably endowed and the protector, who had been
accustomed deeply to interest himself in such
discourses, was caught by his eloquence.
He
pressed his hand, and said, Come again to my
house if thou and I were together but one hour
in every day, we should be nearer to each
other."
In perfect correspondence with this is the
declaration made by Cromwell respecting the
Protestants of Piedmont, that " the calamities
a

:

:

;

;

;

;

of these poor people lay as near, or rather nearer
to his heart, than if it had concerned the dear-.
est relations he had in the world."
One of the measures of Cromwell, which
may be cited as an example of his anxiety for
the moral and religious improvement of his
countrymen, is his ordinance for ejecting scan-

dalous and insufficient ministers among those
who received stipends from the public. This,
like almost all his measures, was made a sui)ject of misrepresentation.
Let us call to mind
" The
the judgment of Baxter on the subject.
commissioners under this act saved many a
congregation from ignorant, ungodly, drunken
teachers, that sort of men who intend no more
in the ministry than to say a sermon, as readers say their common prayers, and so patch a
few good words together to talk the people
asleep on Sunday, and all the rest of the week
go with them to the ale-house, and harden them
and that sort of ministers who either
in sin
preach against a holy life, or preach as men that
were never acquainted with it these they usually rejected, and in their stead admitted any^
that were able, serious preachers, and lived a
godly life, of what tolerable opinion soever they
were. So that, though many of them were
somewhat partial to the Independents, Separatists, Fifth-monarchy Men, and Anabaptists,
and against the Prelatists and Arminians, yet so
great was the benefit, above the hurt that they
brought to the Church, that many thousands of
souls blessed God for the faithful ministers
whom they let in, and grieved when the Prelatists afterward [in August, 1662] cast them,
out again."
In the instructions and orders given to the
major-generals in 1655, particular attention wasbestowed (m the question of the public morals.
They were required " in their carriage and conversation to promote godliness and virtue, and
lo endeavour, with the justices of peace, clergy,
and proper officers, to put down drunkenness,
blasphemy, and licentiousness to inform themselves of idle and loose persons, who had na
visible means of livelihood, that they might be
compelled to work, or sent out of the commonwealth lo take bonds of such masters of families as had been in arms against the Parliament
for the good and orderly behaviour of their servants and to put down in London and Westminster all gaming-houses and houses of ill.
fame."*
In Cromwell's speech respecting the omissions and imperfections of the petition and advice, he notices that they had said nothing reHe recspecting the reformation of manners.
ommends that particular attention should be
paid as to the education of gentlemen's sons. He
complains that in many cases our children are
sent into France, and return with all the licentiousness of that nation no care being taken to
educate them before they go, nor to keep them
He urin good order wlren they come home.
ges the necessity of something effectual being
without
morality,
public
done on the subject of
;

:

;

;

;

•

;

sparing any condition of men, and tiie youth ot
die nation, though they be noblemen's sons.
Let them be who they will that are debauched,
he adds, it is for the glory of God that nothing
Parliamentary History,

vol.

xx

,

p.

462,463,467.
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should save them
from just punishment and reformation; and
truly there was nothing for which he would more
bless God, than to see something done, and that
heartdy, not only in reference to the persons
mentioned, but to all the nation, that there
might be a general stop put to the current of
vice and wickedness.*
The reformation of the law was the perpetual
subject of Cromwell's solicitude. He says in the
speech just quoted, " If any man should ask me
how thi# is to be done, I confess I am not fully
prepared to enter into particulars. But I think,
at least, the delays of suits, the costliness of
suits, the excessiveness of fees, and those
things they call demurrers, loudly demand the
interference of the Legislature. "+
In a conversation recorded by Ludlow, Cromwell affirmed to him, that the main operation of
the law, as at present constituted, was to maintain the lawyers, and assist the rich in oppressing the poor.
He added, that Cooke, then
justice in Ireland, by proceeding in a summary
and expeditious way, determined more causes
in a week than Westminster Hall in a year.
Ireland, said Cromwell, is a clean paper in that
particular, and capable of being governed by
such laws as shall be found most agreeable to
justice; and these may be so impartially administered there, as to afTord a good precedent
to England itself, where, when we shall once
perceive that property may be preserved at so
easy and cheap a rale, we shall certainly never
allow ourselves to be cheated and abused as we
of outward

consideration

have been.
The clemency which Cromwell practised on
so many occasions is closely allied to those
moral and religious habits which he so remarkably cultivated.
Even with regard to his campaign in Ireland, which was stained with sanguinary proceedmgs the most alien to his nature, he says in his despatches. This bitterI am persuaded, will hereafter prevent
efTusion of blood
and adds. These are
the satisfactory grounds to such actions, which
otherwise cannot but work remorse and regret.
He would have saved the life of Love, the minister, bad it not been that he was necessarily
absent from the capital
and he told Manton
that Hewit, who was executed three months
before the death of the protector, should not
have died, but for his invincible persistence in
disingenuity and prevarication.
He never allowed sentence of death to pass upon any Republican but Sindercombe, the assassin; and
the short imprisonments that he imposed upon
the majority of those, both Republicans and
Royalists, who were accused of treason against
him, and their early dismission, have had the
effect with his enemies of inducing them to allege that he got up imaginary plots, to make it
appear that his government was in greater danger than that to which it was actually exposed.
The clemency of Cromwell was doubly meritorious, inasmuch as he was so extensively hated.
The consciousness of the ill-will of others
is the most irresistible spur to blood-guiltiness
and cruelty. It was this that made such monsters of Tiberius, and Caligula, and Nero.
But
the soul of Cromwell was so well balanced, that

ness,

much

;

;

p. 105, 106.

f Ibid., p. 105.

it

;

against him, could not for a nioiiient destroy the
serene and exemplary composure of his mind.
Another feature of the character of Cromwell
proper to be recorded in this place, is his anxiety for the prosperous condition of letters and
learning.
have seen in the eighth chapter
of this book how firm was the stand he made
against the mistaken fanatics who aimed at the
destruction of the universities, and to what
eminence science and polite literature consequently rose under him in those seminaries.
He also founded a college at Durham for the
convenience of students in the north, with a
provost, four professors, and a certain number
of fellows and tutors.*'
He settled a pension

We

He applied to Cudworth to recomhim proper persons to be employed in
and civil affairs t He made a proposal
to Dr. Meric Casaubon to write a history of the
on Usber.t

mend

to

political

He issued his orders that the paper employed by Dr. Bryan Walton in printing

civil war.ij

his Polyglot Bible should be allowed to be im-

We

ported duty free.
have already spoken of
the pensions and appointments bestowed by him
on Milton, Marvel, Hartlip, and Biddle.
Reviewing all these qualities and dispositions
in the Lord Protector of England, we should be
almost disposed to place him in the number of
the few excellent princes that have swayed a
sceptre, were it not for the gross and unauthorII

ized

manner

in

which he climbed

to this

emi-

nence, by forcibly dispersing the remains of the
Long Parliament, that Parliament by which he
had originally been intrusted with the command,
and then promulgating a constitution, called
the Government of the Commonwealth, which
originated singly in the council of military officers.
To this we must add, that he became
the chief magistrate solely tbrongh his apostacy,
and by basely deceiving and deserting the illustrious band of patriots with whom be had till
that time been associated in the cause of liberty.
With the admirable dispositions above enumerated, Cromwell committed the grossest
faults, left behind him a memory which few
were disposed to cherish and all his projects,
and his plans for a permanent settlement of the
people of England under a system of rational
liberty, and a dynasty of kings sprung from his
own issue, were buried in the same grave with
their author.
How happened thisl It was not for the
want of talents and the most liberal intentions.
But he was not free. He governed a people
that was hostile to him.
His reign, therefore
was a reign of experiments. He perpetually
;

* Peck'sMemoirsof Cromwell, Appendix, No 20
t Bernard, chaplain to Usher, in a Life of liim
published during the protectorate, p. 103, 104,
affirms this, and says the money passed regularly
through his hands. Parr, another of his chaplains,
a Life published nnder James the Second,
denies
it.
Such is the voice of fame.
t Life of Cudworth, prefixed to Intellectual System, p. 8, 9.
^ Aihence Oxonienses, vol. ii., p. 485, 486.

m
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This

fact is mentioned in Walton's original Preface to his publication in 1657, but was suppressed
11

afterward.
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from its centre and the
knowledge that the eyes of nine tenths of
those he governed were animated with hostility
nothing could inove

The advantage was

Councilof State

in 1652.

first givr;n

by the
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did the thing he desired not to do, and vv^s
driven from one inconsistent and undesirable
mode of proceeding to another, as the necessity
of the situation in which he was placed impelled him.
The nucleus of all the difficulties which Cromwell's administration had to struggle with is
comprehended in the assertion of Whitlocke,
confirmed by every page of this history, that the
calling a " truly free Parliament was the ready
way for the king's restoration." This consideration heightened the prejudices of all against
him, and gave new vigour to the hatred of the
Royalist, the man of rank, the Episcopalian, the
fanatic, and the leveller.

The Commonweallhsmen had

distinctly seen
and for that reason had set themselves by
every method they could devise to protract the
this,

dissolution of the Long Parliament, and, when
that event should occur, to provide that the
present silting members should be authorized to
take their places in the new Parliament withCromwell, during the last
out a fresh election.
period of the Long Parliament, did not see this,
or pretended not to see it, and made this policy
his ground of accusation against the Republicans, as if it had been dictated by no other motive than a grovelling ambition, and that they
could not bear, having tasted the sweets of
power, to resign it even for a moment, and
place themselves on the same level as their
fellow-citizens.
But he had no sooner, by the
strong hand of power, thrust them from their
places, and made a clear space for any practicable system of representative government, than
he was compelled to feel, and by his actions to
confess, the truth of the maxim which had regulated their conduct.
The worst and most unjustifiable things that
Cromwell did in his protectorate probably were
the frequent imprisonments without reason assigned, that he authorized from political motives.
When Harrison and others were repeatedly put
in durance for a week or a month, and then dismissed without anything farther being done
respecting them, it seems not unjust to conclude that this proceeding was by no means necessary, and that it affurded proof of some deficiency in Cromwell for holding the reins of a
In enumerating the good
civil government.
qualities of the protector, we spoke of the short
imprisonments he inflicted upon both Republicans and Royalists, as instances of his clemBut they may also be considered in anency.
other point of view. They are the indications
and the sallies of an arbitrary temper. Cromwell was drunk with the philtre of his power.
The impulses of his mind were quick and impatient and he decided to cut the Gordian knot
of difficulties, being destitute of the moderation
rcuuin^d to unloose it.
The protector did not
check himself in proceedings of this kind, when
against whom
individuals
was
of
question
the
But it may
there existed a presumptive case.
an undue
suffered
ever
he
whether
be doubted
precipitation to interfere, in the cardinal queswas
stale
the
of
tions upon which the safety

him

to omit, without striking a blow at the very
root of the political power which now guided
the helm of the state.
The dissolution of the

two Parliaments of 1654 and 1656 has appeared to be of this sort.
His conduct in the lawsuit of Cony, and respecting the resignation of
three of his judges, Rolle, Newdigate, and
Thorpe, could not have been other than it was,
without an immediate dissolution of the government.
Sometimes, however, his measures bore an
arbitrary stamp, at the contemplation of which
a cool judgment and an impartial mind feels itself called on to pause.
The extraordinary proviso in the government of the Commonwealth,
that the protector and council should have power
to raise money for the public defence, and to
promulgate laws and ordinances which should
be of force till the Parliament might otherwise
direct, was, perhaps, under all the circumstances
of the then state of England, unavoidable. But
the institution of the major-generals, and the
decimation of the income of the Royalists, were
proceedings that we shall find it more difficult
fully to vindicate.
The capricious exclusion of
one hundred of the representatives of the people at the meeting of the Parliament of 1656
was, perhaps, the most violent and astounding
of, all the acts of Cromwell.
It may be that
each of these acts was necessary to prevent the
immediate dissolution of the government and
a necessity of this kind is the strongest of all
arguments but such a necessity the contemplative politician and the historian can scarcely
at any time fully perceive
and the measures
must, therefore, always remain impressed with
at least a very equivocal character.
But all the actions of Cromwell of which we
have here spoken, as they had the appearance of
being dictated by the bare will of the chief magistrate, had a powerful tendency to increase
the number of his disapprovers and enemies.
The Royalists and the Republicans would probably never have been contented, and would have
condemned whateuer he did. But there was
another set of political critics who had a very
;

;

;

considerable influence in fixing finally the character of the protectorate.
These were the persons calling themselves friends of liberty, whose
favourite theme and object was a government
according to law.
The period of the protectorate was eminently
a period of accomplished lawyers.
There have
seldom existed in any epoch of English history
men more profound in this science than St.
John, and Glyn, and Maynard, and Hale to
:

whom we may

add Whitlocke, Widdrington,
of Charles the Second
sink into utter contempt in the comparison.
Clarendon has sufficiently described those of
the period that preceded, where he says, " The
damage and mischief cannot be expressed that
the crown and state sustained by the deserved
reproach and infamy that attended the judges,
who were made use of in the aflliir of shipmoney and other the like acts of power."'
It must be confessed, however, that the government of Cromwell was in a very imperfect
suspended.
A setdegree
a government according to law.
apA great part of his proceedings, as has
ptaied in the progress of our narrative, even tlement was the thing wanted. The state had
its
basis.
from
The
institution
wrenched
been
when lliey bore most the hue of an arbitrary
character, were such as it was impossible for of a king and a House of Lords had been abolish-

and Rolle.

The judges

;

..

«
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ed by the laws of February, 1649. It may, per- archy in a new race of kings, and most favourhaps, be admitted by the man who looks down able for the adherents of the house of Stuart.
upon all ages and nations from the unclouded The obvious inference to draw from these perregions of philosophy, that as good a constitu- petual vicissitudes was, England will never be
tion may be found as the constitution of the gov- well, nor her government fixed on a secure
ernment of England, as it previously existed in basis, till the restoration of the exiled family.
Sober and moderate men of various classes in
its elements, and as it has been practised since
But a beneficent and sound con- the community became daily more favourable
the year 1688.
stitution was the present desideratum, a consti- to, or more fixed in the opinion, that the old
tution in which the spirit of liberty should be constitution of government by king, lords, and
combined with the venerableness of order; and commons, as it had prevailed ever since the days
especially (which is implied in the very name of Edward the First, must be set up again.
What would have been the result, if Cromconstitution) a system in which sobriety and
consistency should be principal features, a sys- well's life had been prolonged to the established
of human existence, or ten years longer
period
what
to
tem in which every man should know
look to and to expect, in which the rights of all than it was, it may be allowed, and, indeed, it is
should be distinctly recognised, and where they almost unavoidable, that we should inquire.
should be never, or in as few and slight in- His character perpetually rose in the estimation
of his subjects.
He appeared to iliem every
stances as possible, impeached and violated.
But the administration of Cromwell was a day more like a king, and less like the plain and
government of experiments. He began with the unambitious descendant of the Cromvvells of
daring blow of dispersing the remains of the Hinchinbrook and Ramsey. His abilities were
Long Parliament, the only legitimate authority every hour more evident and confessed. At
at that time existing in England.
The power first he showed like a presumptuous demagogue,
of the state by that act devolved into the hands like the man in the Bible, who began to build,
of his council of officers.
They nominated an but was not able to finish. He was, such was
assembly of one hundred and forty-four persons, the judgment that in the beginning was passed
arbitrarily styled representatives for the difTer- upon him by many, a bold, bad man, a common
ent counties of England, for Ireland, Scotland, disturber and incendiary, well qualified to throw
and Wales, but really chosen by the council of everything into confusion, and to leave no
officers only.
This assembly is known in his- memory but that of calamity and desolation behind him. His capacity for government became
tory bythe name of Barebone's Parliament.
It
He looked into
was, after a sitting of somewhat more than five daily more unquestionable.
he
months, brought to an irregular termination. everything; he provided for everything
The council of officers then resumed the power stood, himself unmoved, yet causing every
of the state, and, four days after, produced an threatening and tempestuous phenomenon by
instrument, entitled the Government of the which he was assailed to fly before him.
Distinguished as were his talents for governCommonwealth, by which Cromwell, having
waived the title of king, was constituted Lord ing from the hour he assumed the sceptre, they
became more consummate. He felt his
daily
Protector of England, a Parliament regularly
chosen was directed to meet in the autumn of situation, and his ideas accommodated themHe dwelt at
that year, and afterward once in every three selves to whatever it required.
years, and in the mean time Cromwell and his home ;* he scarcely at any time dismissed the
council were authorized to raise money, and to character and the views that befitted the first
make such laws and ordinances as the public magistrate of a great country. Fluctuating and
welfare might require. The Parliament sat at uncertain as his government had been hitherto,
the appointed time, and after a session some- he deeply felt the necessity of its being renderwhat shorter than that of Barebone, during ed unalterable and unchanged. This had been
which it ran in almost all things counter to the especially his view in calling the Parliament of
purposes of the protector, was suddenly dis- 1656. Ill satisfied as he was with the tenure
solved without completing any one measure for of his government as it originated with the counthe maturing which Parliaments in this country cil of officers, he determined to obtain for it a
have usually been summoned. A second Par- legislative sanction. It was with this purpose
liament was assembled after an interval of that he was induced to concur in the otherwise
twenty months; and the first occurrence that unpalatable provisions, that no member of the
signalized their meeting was Cromwell's ex- House of Commons should henceforth be moved
clusion of one hundred of its members by his from his seat but by the will of the House itself,
sole authority.
This Parliament, however, that no law should be promulgated but by parthough with diminished numbers, entered on liamentary authority, and that another house of
the most important functions, gave to the pro- legislature should be constituted to stand betector a species of legal authority, and decreed tween the chief executive magistrate and the
It was with the
the existence of all future Parliaments in the representatives of the people.
form of two houses. Meanwhile, the experi- same purpose that he desired the title of king.
ment of a second house of the Legislature seem- He, no doubt, was profoundly convinced of the
ed to turn out unfortunately, and led to another truth of what he had said to Desborough and
example of an abrupt dissolution, a proceeding Fleetwood, that the diadem was but a feather
which, especially in critical times, must in a in a man's cap, to please children of whatever
But he, at the same time,
considerable degree tend to weaken the whole stature and age.
felt the truth of what was alleged by the lawyers,
fabric of the government.
The result of all this was most unfortunate that the name and the powers of a king are in;

for the friends of a Republican government, and
for those who desired the establishment of mon-

Tecum

habita.—Persi\is.
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And he saw
extricably bound up in our laws.
that the assumption of the crown was the only
sure method for obtaining that favourite purpose of his thougiUs, the entailing the chief
niaijistrat-y in the line of his descendants.
Tiio system of Cromwell's government was
more consistent and of greater steadmess, as it
He
related to other countries, than his own.
gave prosperity to Scotland he gave tranquillity
He was, perhaps, himself superior
to Ireland.
to the contagion of prejudices. But he saw that
government could not he carried on among the
people with whom he had to do but with a certain accommodation to prejudices. His authority, as it regarded foreign countries, had always
been great but it had lately been greater than
ever.
The homage that had been paid him by
the court of France was truly surprising and
he had, in the course of the last campaign, disarmed the hostility of Spain, and rendered the

the reverence of Christ's holy mysteries and
sacraments," passed through Parliament in the
month of April, 1559, and received the royal assent without any sanction from the convocatioa
of the clergy a circumstance which led Heath,
the Archbishop of York, to observe, "that not
only the orthodox, but even the Arian emperors
ordered that points of faith should be examined
by councils; and Gallio by the light of naturo
knew that a civil judge ought not to meddle
with matters of religion."*
Fond of pompous
ceremonies, and most tenacious of royal prerogatives, Elizabeth was little disposed to consult the feelings of those who desired to see
the work of reformation from popery carried
forward, and who longed to witness the ecclesiastical polity of the country in better agreement with the genius and pattern of the New
Testament. Her haughty temper led her to
maintain with unyielding firmness the supremthreatened invasion impossible. The govern- acy her father had usurped, and throughout her
ment of England had never been so completely long reign, to punish the unhappy Nonconformfreed from the fear of all enemies, both from ist, whether papist or Puritan, who dared to
without and withm, as at the period of the death question it, with a severity that will ever be a
of Cromwell.
In a word, we are almost com- reproach on her character and government. Her
pelled to conclude that, if he had lived ten years Sluart successors inherited all her Tudor nolonger, the system of his rule would continually tions, and resisted with equal dislike, thotigh
have grown more firm and substantial, and the not with equal success, the many attempts that
purposes and ideas to the accomplishment of were made for civil and ecclesiastical reformawhich he had devoted all the powers of his soul tion.
A combination of disastrous measures,
would not have been antiquated and annihilated
almost as soon as they were deprived of his throughout the reigns of James I. and Charle.s
I., at length brought on a civil war, which terenergies to maintain them.
minated in the overthrow of the prelacy, and
the decapitation of the king.
That impolitic
It was not difficult for a sagacious mind, rising above the atmosphere of prejudice, to fore- anil unconstitutional measure was, however,
followed
by
of
a
degree
religious
liberty before
see, from the death of Cromwell, that the resand while we must deplore many
toration of Charles the Second was inevitable. unknown
events
that
transpired during those twenty
The details of what occurred in the interval may
at some time be given but whether by the writer years of civd conflict and constrained legislaof these volumes under the title of a History of tion, yet it must be regarded by all impartial
persons as a period eminently favourable to reC.
the Restoration, is altogether uncertain.
ligious freedom, biblical learning, and true piety.
The Puritan ministers who had outlived the
cruelties of the preceding reigns now taught
No. XIX.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NONCONFORMISTS from the pulpit, the press, and the professor's
OF THE SEVENTEENTH AND NINETEENTH chair, those opinions which they had derived
CENTURIES.
from primitive Christianity as exhibited in the
{From the London Congregational Magazine for Word of God.
February, 1844.)
While, however, there prevailed among them
As it is now very frequently asserted that the a very general agreement respecting Christian
Nonconformists of England have changed their doctrines, as M'as demonstrated by their unaopinions on Christian doctrine and ecclesiasti- nimity on the doctrinal articles of the confession
cal polity, it may be interesting and seasonable of divines at Westminster, yet there existed
to take a rapid historical survey of the charac- considerable diversity of opinion upon all the
teristics, both of their ministers and people, two questions of church polity and discipline. Their
centuries ago and in the present age
which grand object, however, was to diffuse among
may assist the reader to ascertain what amount the people a knowledge of the truth as it is in
and it is probable that religion never
of truth there is in that assertion, and how far Jesus
was in a more prosperous state in this country
it reflects on the piety and intelligence of those
than during the period of their unrestricted
to whom it applies.

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

ministrations.
The restoration of the Stuart
family to the British throne was quickly followed by the second Act of Uniformity, which ejected from their livings more than two thousand
fomiity.
That legislative measure, which not ministers, who, on various considerations, chose
only prescribed a uniformily of Common Prayer rather to expose themselves and their I'amilies
and service in the Church and administration of to all the inconveniences of poverty and persethe sacraments, but also empowered the queen cution, than to sacrifice their consciences on
" to ordain and publish such farther ceremonies the altar of a state religion. These venerable
and rites as may be for the advancement of men were the fathers of nonconformity in the
God's glory, and edifying of his Church, and
* Neal's Puritans, chap. iv.

The existence of Nonconformity in this counmust be dated from the commencement of
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, whose taste and
temper led her to procure the first Act of Unitry

^
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seventeenth century, and it is the characteristics of them and their people that we propose
-to compare with those of the Nonconformists
of the present age.
In proceeding to portray the Nonconformist
ministers of the seventeenth century, we may
observe, that time

lias

not destroyed the efforts

of art to preserve, for the gratification of their
posterity, the venerated features of those extraordinary men.
We gaze upon their portraits,
and imagine that we behold in the countenances of the Puritans and the confessors of Bartholomew's Day the traces of inflexible firmness protracted labour, and unusual suffering
while in the pictures of the later Nonconform;

we

discover the fine intelligence, the philosophic wisdom, the poignant wit, and the courtly bearing, which were developed by their controversies, and demanded by their associations
But it is not with their appearance, but with
their characters that we have to do
and we
Shall attempt to describe them.
1. As Divines.
Besides the advantages which
they derived from having prosecuted their studies either in the British or Continental universities, at a period when the spirit of the Reformation had just unsealed the fountains of learning, and had cast therein the salt of godliness,
by which they were sweetened and sanctified
besides these advantages, the peculiar circumstances of their times were highly favourable to
ists

;

—

;

eminence in theological learning. While
war desolated the provinces, and a deadly
pestilence wasted the population of our cities,
and persecution forbade their approach to any
market town, they were necessarily shut up to
the seclusion of their studies for years together.
The activity of minds like theirs could only find
relief in the exercises of extraordinary devotion,
and in interesting efforts of intellectual labour.
To solve the problems of Christian casuistry, to
sound the depths of theological truth, to develop the secrets of Christian experience, to illustrate the duties of a life of godliness, were the
business of their days and nights through many
dreary years. Often, no doubt, they looked forth
from their secluded homes upon the giddy multitudes who were living in pleasure, and were
their

civil

dead while they lived, with tender compassion,
and longed for permission to beseech them in
But an
Christ's stead to be reconciled to God.
all-wise, though to them inscrutable Providence,
had determined that their profound views of Divine truth, their rich experience of the power
and grace of Christ, and their elevated maxims
of practical godliness, should not all evaporate
in the routine labours of the ministry, but should
be condensed like some precious essence, and
preserved in their works to refresh and gladden
succeeding generations. In those works our
fathers have bequeathed to us a rich inheritance.
In the expository labours of Ainsworth and
Hildersham, ofCradock and Greenhill, of Caryl
.ind Borroughs, of Gouge and Owen, of Henry
and Poole, what stores have we of sound criticism, and faithful interpretation of the sacred
While the wriiings of Bates and Howe,
text
Owen and Baxter, Manton and Flavel, Charnock and Goodwin, with a multitude of their
coadjutors, have supplied the text-books of most
who, in succeeding times, have wished to combine harmonious views of evangelical truth with
!
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an experience of its power in consoling the
heart and sanctifying the life.
Most blessed men
Your watchings and
prayers have not been in vain.
Multitudes,
since you entered into the joy of your Lord,
have learned from your labours tlie truth as it
is in Jesus; and while the works of licentious
!

poets and scofling philosophers are accumulating for them, from age to age, a fearful amount

of retribution, it is well for you that the fruits
of your assiduous studies, painful sufferings,
and persevering prayers continue to multiply
from age t(j age. and will at length he seen in
an innumerable company turned by your toils
to righteousness, among whom you shall shine
forth as stars forever and ever.
2. As Preachers
On this part of their character there exists a great diversity of evidence.
to
consult
the sermons of Dr. South,
Were you
you would find that he described their preach"
ing
as crude incoherences, nauseous tautoloHe
gies, and saucy familiarities with God."
will tell you that " Latin was with them a mortal crime; and Greek, instead of being owned
for the language of the Holy Ghost, was looked
upon as a sin against it so that, in a word,
they had all the confusion of Babel among them,
without the diversity of tongues." But this was
Happily, we possess testimony of a
Dr. South.
very different class.
In " The Directory for
the Publig Worship of God," &c., put forth by
the Assembly of Divines, there is a section on
preaching the Word, from which we shall see
that a very different method was recommended
by the preachers at Westminster.
" It is presupposed (according to the rules for
ordination) that the minister of Christ is in some
good measure gifted for so weighty a service,
by his skill in the original languages, and in
such arts and sciences as are handmaids unto
divinity, by his knowledge in the whole body of
theology, but most of all in the Holy Scriptures,
having his senses and heart exercised in them
above the common sort of believers and by
the illumination of God's Spirit, and other gifts
of edification, which (together with reading and
studying of the Word) he ought still to seek by
prayer, and an humble heart, resolving to admit
and receive any truth not yet attained, whenever God shall make it known unto him.
All
which he is to make use of, and improve, in his
private preparations, before he deliver in public
what he hath provided."
" He is not to rest in general doctrine, although never so much cleared and confirmed,
but to bring it home to special use, by applicawhich, albeit it prove a
tion to his hearers
work of great difficulty to himself, requiring
much prudence, zeal, and meditation, and to the
natural and corrupt man will he very unpleasyet he is to endeavour to perform it in
ant
such a manner that his auditors may feel the
Word of God to be quick and powerful, and a
discerner of the thoughts and intents of the
heart; and that if any unbeliever or ignorant
person he present, he may have the secrets of
his heart made manifest, and give glory to God."
" But the servant of Christ, whatever his

—

;

;

;

;

be, is to perform his whole ministry,
Painfully, not doing the work of the Lord

method
"

1.

negligently.
" 2. Plainly, that the

meanest may under-

,

—

;
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Stand, delivering the truth, not in the enticing
word's of man's wisdom, but in demonstration
of the Spirit and of power, lest the cross of
abstainChrist should he made of none effect
ing, also, from an unprofitable use of unknown
strange
phrases,
and
cadences
of
tongues,
sounds and words, sparingly citing sentences
of ecclesiastical or.other human writers, ancient
or modern, be they never so elegant.
"3. Faithfully, looking at the honourof Christ,
the conversion, edification, and salvation of the
people, not at his own gain or glory, keeping
nothing back which may promote those holy
ends, giving to every one his own portion, and
bearing indifferent respect unto all, without
neglecting the meanest, or sparing the greatest
;

neglected countrymen
and in many a barn or
in many a wood, have they at the midnight hour
addressed a hungry multitude on the truths of
;

the Gospel.
Thecity of London, too, when suffering under the successive calamities of plague

and

fire,

witnessed their compassionate zeal for

perishing souls. At the height of the pestilence,
ten thousand persons died in a single week ;
and under that appalling scourge, the Episcopal
clergy yielded to the almost universal panic, and
fled

from their pulpits, and abandoned their poor

parishioners to their fate. But the Nonconformist ministers, though proscribed, resolved to visit
the sick, relieve the poor, and to preach in the
forsaken pulpits ere the people died. And whea
the devouring fire had reduced the city to a
in their sins.
smouldering heap, and most of the churches
"4 Wisely, framing all his doctrines, exhor- were involved in the common ruin, regardless
tations, and especially his reproofs, in such a of the threatening penalties, they obtamed plamanner as may be most likely to prevail, snow- ces in which to preach to the inquiring multiing all due respect to each man's person and tudes, who, aroused by successive calamities,
place, and not mixing his own passion or bit- were constrained to ask, " What must we do to
terness.
be saved !"*
" 5. Gravely, as hecometh the Word of God,
3. As Nonconformists.
While a happy unishunning all such gesture, voice, and expres- formity of sentiment respecting the great verisions as may occasion the corruptions of men ties of the Gospel prevailed among them, there
to despise him and his ministry."
was no little diversity of opinion upon subjects
" 6. With loving affection, that the people connected with church government. The great
may see all coming from his godly zeal and majority of them were Presbyterians, who earhearty desire to do them good.
And,
nestly wished to see established by law a system
"7. As taught of God, and persuaded in his of church polity analogous to that of Scotland or
own heart, that all that he teaches is the truth
* "The silenced ministers had till this time
of Christ, and walking before his flock as an
example to them in it earnestly, both in pri- preached very privately, and but to a few. But when
the plague grew hot, and the ministers in the city
vate and public, recommending his labours to
churches fled and left their flocks in the time of their
the blessing of God, and watchfully looking to extremity, several of the Nonconformists, pitying the
himself and the flock, whereof the Lord hath distressed and dying people, that had none to call the
made him overseer so shall the doctrine of impenitent to repentance, nor to help them to prepare
truth be preserved uncorrupt, many souls con- for another world, nor to comfort them in their terverted and built up, and himself receive mani- rors, when about ten thousand died in a week, were
fold comforts of his labours even in this life, convinced that no obedience to the laws of any morlal
man whosoever could justify their neglecting men's
and afterward the crown of glory laid up for
souls and bodies in such e.Ktremities and, therefore,
him in the world to come."
they wished to stay with the people, enter the forDaniel De Foe himself, one of the ablest and saken pulpits, though prohibited, and give them what
most captivating writers of which our country assistance they could under such an awakening
can boast, has said of them, " They preached providence, and also visit the sick and get what resound doctrine without jingle or trifling; they lief they could for the poor, especially such as were
studied what they delivered they preached their shut up.
" The persons that set upon this work were Mr.
sermons rather than read them in the pulpit
Thomas Vincent, Mr. Chester, Mr. Janeway, Mr.
they spoke from the heart to the heart nothing
Turner, Mr. Grimes, Mr. Franklyn, and some others.
like our cold, declaiming way, entertained now Those often heard them one day who were sick the
as a mode, and read with a flourish, under the next, and quickly died. The face of death did so
ridiculous notion of being methodical but what awake preachers and hearers, that the former exthey conceived by the assistance of the great ceeded themselves in lively, fervent preaching, and
Inspirer of his servants, the Holy Spirit, they the latter heard with a peculiar ardour and attention j
delivered with a becoming gravity, a decent and, through the blessing of God, many were converted from their carelessness, impenitence, and
fervour, an affectionate zeal, and a ministerial
youthful lusts and vanities, and religion took that
authority, suited to the dignity of the office and
hold on the people's hearts as could never afterward
majesty of the work
and, as a testimony of be loosed.
this, their practical works left behind them are
" This unhappy fire (of London) made the way of
a living specimen of what they performed among
us.
Such are the large volumes of divinity re- the Nonconformists yet the plainer to them; for the
maining of Dr. Goodwm. Dr. Manton, Dr. Owen, churches being burned, and the parish ministers
peoDr. Bates, Mr. Charnock, Mr. Poole, Mr. Clark- gone, for want of places and maintenance, the
ple's necessities became unquestionable for they had
son, Mr. Baxter, Mr. Flavel, Mr. Howe, and othno places now to worship God in, save a few churches
ers too numerous to mention."*
that were left standing, which would not hold any
How perseveringly they preached under all considerable part of them; wherefore the Nonconthe discouragementsof their position, ought not formists opened public meeting-houses, and were
to be overlooked
they endured extraordinary very full. And as circumstances then stood, to have
fatigue, and exposed themselves to no common forbid the people to hear them had been, in effect, to
danger, that they might preach Christ to their forbid them all public worship of God. and require
them to live like atheists." Calamy's Abridgment oji
* Present State of Parties, p. 289, 290.
Baxter's Life and Times, vol. i., p. 130, 13[>.

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—
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of them were the friends of a
modified Episcopacy, and would have cheerful-

Geneva.

ly sat

down under

a system such as Archbishop

while others were ErasUsher, had proposed
tians, who would not have quarrelled with any
ecclesiastical polity that would not impose its
usages upon their conscientious observance.
The most active, though certainly not the
largest body, were the Independents, or, as they
preferred to be called, the Congregational brethren, and who principally maintained those opin;

With
ions which prevailed among ourselves.
this class we may include the Baptist brethren,
and many others, who were then contemptuously
called Sectaries, and some of whom unquestionably held mystical and eccentric opinions, but
who had learned at least one lesson, at that
time known only to a few how to distinguish
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and Argued," what were the great
points of objection with him and his brethren.
We learn on his authority that they were then
decidedly opposed to arbitrary power, and would
not swear that it is always unlawful to take up
arms against the king. They were fully convinced of the validity of ordination by presbyters, and would not renounce their own ministerial character, nor virtually disown the ordination of their brethren of the Reformed churches in general. They were familiar with the exercise of free prayer, and were reluctant to liave
that gift superseded by an unvarying formulary.
They had specific objection to the Book of Comtruly Stated

mon

Prayer, especially to the services of bap-

tism and the burial of the dead, and also to the
Athanasian Creed. They saw that extensive
church reform was necessary, and therefore
between spiritual and civil power, and to define, could not abandon the solemn League and Covwith something like correctness, the appropri- enant. But the greatest principle they asserted
ate sphere of each.
Between these advocates by their noble sacrifice was the supreme auof opposing systems of church order there were thority of conscience in matters of religion, and
no affinities but such as tiieir love of the Gos- the lawfulness of refusing obedience in matters
pel, and their unaffected integrity and honour of faith and practice to the impositions of the
supplied. What the heat of Christian love could civil power.
They generally believed in the
not accomplish, the fire of persecution effected, lawfulness of a state religion, and, consequently,
and these various bodies were fused into one were not dissenters from the principle of an esmass by that law which made them Noncon- tablishment, but objected to certain things imformists.
It is, perhaps, desirable to recite the
posed and practised by it. This led many of
leading requirements of the Act of Uniformity, the most eminent of the ejected ministers to at-

—

what great principles were
actually avowed by their resignation of their
ecclesiastical benefices, and to what extent we
are entitled to name the illustrious Iwo thousand
as our fathers in Nonconformity.
That act required 1. That they should virtually renounce their ordination by presbyters,
and submit to be episcopally ordained. 2. That
they should declare their unfeigned assent and
consent to all and every thing in the Book of
Common Prayer, and administration of the sacraments, and other rites and ceremonies of the
Church and they were required to subscribe,
" That the Book of Comex animo, these words
mon Prayer, and of ordaining bishops, priests,
in order to ascertain

:

;

:

and deacons, containeth in it nothing contrary
Word of God and that it may be lawused and that they themselves would use
the Form in the said books prescribed, in public prayer, and administration of the sacraments,
and no other." 3. That they should take oath
of canonical obedience, and swear subjection to
their ordinary, according to the canons of the
Church. 4. That they should abjure the solemn League and Covenant, and declare it an
unlawful oath, and not obligatory on those who
took it and lastly, 5. That they should declare
that it is not lawful, upon any pretence whatever, to take up arms against the king.
Now it must be conceded, respecting a law
of such ample and varied enactments, and for
the calm consideration of which no adequate
to the

;

fully

;

;

time was allowed, that
rately to determme in
body of Nonconformists

it

is

not possible accu-

tend the public services of the Church of Engand frequently to commune at her altars.*

land,

* The Rev. John Hinnfrey, an ejected minister,
writing to Ralph Thoresby, of Leeds, on the subject
of occasional conformity, says
" I will tell you first my own judgment and practice,
.

which is perhaps singu lar. There is our stated communion and our occasional communion. Our moderate Nonconformist Presbyterians are for their
stated communion with the congregations whereof
they are pastors or members, but they will join ia
their parish churches for occasional communion, or
else they think themselves guilty of schism.
Thus
Dr. Bates does some time in the year receive the
sacrament in his parish, and Mr. Baxter did often in
the parish I am.
But as for myself, I declare my
stated communion to be with the parish (where w©
have a very ingenious, diligent, and exemplary doctor
for our minister), and my occasional communion with
the Nonconformist meetings, where 1 go sometimes ;.
and sometimes I am called to preach. In short, I am.
a Nonconformist minister, but a conformist parishioner."
This is confirmed by the testimony of Dr.
John Sharp, archbishop of York, who, writing tO'
Thoresby on the same subject, says, " Mr. Humfrey,
I am sure, will vindicate your practice of communicating with us in the holy sacrament, because it is
what himself doth, both as to prayers and sacraments,
and so did Mr. Baxter for so long as he lived in my
parish (St. Giles's in the Fields, 1677), he seldom
failed, when he was well, of coming to our prayers
and sermons twice every Lord's day and receiving
the communion with us, kneeling at the rails, once
or twice every year this I speak of my own knowledge." Letttrs addressed to R. Thoresby, vol. i., p.
;

;

;

274, 321.

own words may

be quoted to com" I constantly join with the
prayer; I communicate in the
Lord's Supper with the Church of England I exhort
the people to communion, and I go into the cnurch
from my own house in the people's view, that I may
persuade them by my example as well as mv doc-

Mr. Baxter's

what degree the whole plete the evidence.
were affected by its re- church in common

quirements.
Some might object to all, while
others might only object to one or two of its
impositions.
As Mr. Richard Baxter, however,
may be considered as the leader and representative of the moderate and more numerous portion of the ejected ministers, we may fairly gather from his book, " The English Nonconformity
Vol. II.— S s s

;

trine."

Dr. John Owen was of another mind, and pubhshed " .\n answer unto Two Questions, with Twelve
Arguments against any conformity to worship not of

;
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Dr. Jolin Owen, however, and the Congregalional biptlireri in general, questioned the law-

these acts of occasional conformity,
and (lid not hesitate to gather separate churches
of believers wlierever they were prepared to do
fulness

ol'

so.

—

has sometimes been
insinuated that the Nonconformist ministers of
the seventeenth century were deficient in that
expansive zeal and benevolence which the love
of Christ in the heart invariably inspires.
A
candid view of their position, and that of our
country too at that period, would at once dispel
this notion, and show that, according to their
opportunities, they were as vigorous and devoted as any of their descendants.
The comipercial enterprise and the colonial empire of England were then in their infancy.
The few settlements we then possessed in the West Indies
and North America were not contiguous to any
great heathen nation.
The claims of the North
American Indians, however, were not overlooked by the Puritan ministers, when they had in^fluence over the minds and parses of their countrymen. During the Commonwealth they formed a society for the promotion of the Gospel
and Eliol, the apostle of the Indians, was one
-of their first and most successful missionaries.
After the ejectment, many of these confessors thought of the claims of the heathen. Baxter, writing to Eliot, says, " Though our sins
have separated us from the people of our love
and care, and deprived us of all public liberty of
the Gospel of our Lord, I greatly rejoice in the
liberty, help, and success which Christ has so
long vouchsafed you in his work.
There is no
man on earth whose work I think more honourto propagate
able and comfortable than yours
the Gospel and kingdom of Christ into those
-dark parts of the world is better work than our
devouring and hating one another. There are
many here who would be ambitious of being
your fellow-labourers, but that they are informed you have access to no greater number of Indians that you yourself and your present assistants are able to teach. There are many here,
I conjecture, who would be glad to go any4.

As

Philanthropists.

It

;

where

—

to Persians, Tartarians, Indians, or any
unbelieving nation, to propagate the Gospel.'"*
zeal,
also, for the extension of the Gospel
In
at home, they were fully equal to them that
"have succeeded them, not excepting the leaders
of Methodism themselves. Time would fail to
tell of their lengthened itinerancies, and of the
.perseverance with which they taught the people at the hazard of their liberty, if not their
lives.

Nor were they less willing to exert themWhen the negselves in more tranquil times.
lected condition of Wales was made known, an
most catholic
was
formed
the
on
association
principles, in 1674, to establish schools, and to
circulate tlieScriptures and other religious books
The names of Bates and
in that principality.

Divine institution."— (Works,

xxi., 519, 536.)
At a
later period of the history of nonconformithe Rev. Juhn Howe vindicated occasional conlormily (roin the attacks of Daniel Defoe.
That
powertul writer replied to Mr. Howe, which brought
the Rev. James Owen, of Shrewsbury, into the field,
and several other writers pro et conira on the same
* Orme's Life of R. Baxter,
eubjecl.
p. 166.

Baxter, of Gouge and Firmin, are associated
with those of TiUotson, Outram, Partrick, and
accomplish this benevolent ob-

Stillingfleet. to

ject.
It is an ancient proverb, founded upon obvious laws, "like priest, like people," and it was,
therefore, humanly impossible that such as adhered to their persecuted ministers should fail
to imbibe something of their zeal for doctrinal
and practical religion. The families of the Nonconformists of the seventeenth century were
trained tip to write and repeat the sermons they
heard, to attend lengthened fasts and family devotions, and to understand most of the theologiThe strictness of
cal questions of their times.
their manners accord with the sternness of their
rigid
observance of
thus
their
principles, and
the Sabbath, and their entire withdrawal from
frivolous amusements, exposed them to the ridTheir
icule and contempt of worldly minds.
liberality was proved by the contributions which
were made for the relief of the persecuted Piedmontese, and for the support of Christian missions to the Indians of New-England
After the Nonconformist ministers had made
their costly sacrifices, it was expected that persecution and reproach would break their spirits,
destroy their influence, and extinguish their
race.
By far the greater part of the twenty-six
years that elapsed between the return of the
Stuarts and the Revolution were years of unpitying severity and cruel wrong, both to them
and to their people. Mr. J. White collected a
list of the names of sixty thousand Nonconform*"

ists

who

suffered in various

ways

for their prin-

from the Restoration to the Revolution.
Nearly eight thousand perished in noxious dungeons during Charles II. 's reign, besides those
who died in bitter exile fnmi their native land.
It is computed that within three years propciples

amount of two millions of money
was extorted from these faithful confessors, by

erty to the

the forms of legal robbery and oppression
and happy would they have been could they
have purchased at such a price the liberty of
worshipping God according to the dictates of

all

;

own minds.
Persecution, however, rarely accomplishes its
it mostly exerts a conservative influence in favour of the system intended to be repressed.
Such was the effect of high-church
The people
malignity in the present instance.
pitied the suffering Nonconformists, admired
their holy, self-denying lives, and were thankful
for their constant devotedness to genuine Protestantism so that they, at length, formed the
strength of that party who narrowly watched
the popish tendencies and priestly intrigues of
the restored Stuarts, and had their full share in
consummating that work of England's freedom
at the glorious Revolution, which they or their

their

object, for

;

fathers commenced in what Clarendon calls
" the great rebellion.'"
But it is now time that we should speak of the
Nonconformists of our own age.
As those of the seventeenth century were di-

somewhat
ty,

* "Theiprotector," says Whitlock, " appointed a
solemn dayy of humiliation to be kept, and a large
contribution to be gathered throughout the nation."
The sum raised was £38,000. besides £2000 which
Oliver himself contributed. The New-England mission had property to the amount of £700 per annum.

APPENDIX.
Tided into several classes, so their descendants
continue to retain their denominational distinctions.
There exists at present, however, a far
greater uniformity of sentiment on questions of
church polity than obtained among the fathers
of nonconformity.
The Baptist and Congregational denominations maintain nearly the same principles of ecclesiastical government; and many of the English Presbyterian body, who have unhappily departed from orthodox opinions, are much more
]ii<e Independents than the Kirk of Scotland in

The evangelical Nonconformists
alone have now a much larger body of ministheir affairs.

were ejected on Bartholomew's day
while the principles of virtual nonconformity

ters than

;

have been spread and acted upon by a large and
influential body, once in close relationship with
Hhe Church of England, but now declaring its
separate and independent church existence
while the numerous offshoots of Wesleyan
Methodism have become still more decidedly
dissenting in their principles and practices.
Thus, within a century and a half, there have
grown up separate communities of evangelical
nonconforming Christians, who, in the aggregate number of their congregations, it is proba;

are fully equal to that of the Episcopal
Church itself, and are constantly extending their
influence throughout the land.
Our remarks,
however, must be restricted to those who avow
this nonconformity, and will apply to modern
dissenting ministers and churches, excepting
that inconsiderable portion of the whole body
who profess Unitarian opinions.
The theological sentiments of the living, working portion of modern Nonconformists, are decidedly influenced by the doctrinal views which

ble,

were maintained by their Puritan forefathers.
The fall and ruin of man the deity and incarnation of the Son of God
the priestly oflice
and atoning sacrifice of the Saviour; justification by faith, and salvation by free and sovereign grace
the work, power, and grace of the
Holy Spirit the regeneration of the human
heart, and the vital, experimental nature of true
godliness these, and their associated and subordinate truths, continue not only to be the
creed, but the consolation of the churches.
In
these principles the candidates for the pastoral
office in the various dissenting colleges are
trained and theiracceptanceamongthe churches greatly depends on the prominence they give
lo those great doctrines of the Reformation. In
the public worship of modern Nonconformists,
hymns are sung in accordance with those of the
first Christians, " Carmenque Christo quasi Deo
dicere ;" and their free prayers are characterized
by frequent invocations on the name of the Lord
Jesus.
Within a few years new editions of the
voluminous works of Owen, Baxter, Howe,
Bates, Charnock, Flavel, Heywood, and other
Bartholomew confessors, have been published
while the smaller treatises of these illustrious
men, and of their contemporaries, are continually issuing from the press in every variety of
form, to meet the increasing demand for their
doctrinal, experimental, and practical writings.
These, with similar facts, are sufficient to put
to shame the oft-repeated and designing slander that our churches are corrupted by the Socinian heresy.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;
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Their opinions on Churcn polity, as we have
said, are far more settled and uniform than were
those of the early Nonconformists.
It is now
almost universally agreed among at least the
older nonconforming bodies, " that the power of

Church is purely spiritual, and
in no way be corrupted with temporal or
power." " That Christ is the only head of
the Church, and the officers of each church under him are ordained to administer his laws impartially to all
and that their only appeal in
all questions touching their religious faith and
practice is to the Holy Scriptures ;"* that the
ministers of religion should be supported, not
by the imposts of civil governments, but by the
the Christian

should

civil

;

free-will ofl^erings of the people who enjoy their
services; that, consequently, national establishments of Christianity are calculated to deteriorate and impede the religion they propose to
extend.
It is for the maintenance of these opinions
that we are reproached with having fallen from
the sentiments of our forefathers, and adopted
" the various novelties and fancies which arose
about the time of the French Revolution." It
was, indeed, about that time that there appeared from the pen of the venerable William Graham, of Newcastle, " A Review of Ecclesiastical Establishments in Europe," fraught with
these sentiments deduced, however, not from
the writings of French encyclopaedists, but from
the pages of inspired Scripture.
But the illustrious John Locke recognised the
truth and justice of these opinions, when he
prepared the draught of a Constitution for the
State of South Carolina in 1682; and where he
learned them may be fairly gathered from the
testimony of a late distinguished statesman and
philosopher. Sir James Mackintosh: "Educated, then, among the English dissenters, during
the short period of their political ascendency,
Mr. Locke early imbibed that deep piety and
ardent love of liberty which actuated that body
of men
and he probably imbibed, also, in their
schools the disposition to metaphysical inquiries, which has everywhere accompanied the
Calvinistic theology. Sects founded on the right
of private judgment, naturally tend to purify
themselves from intolerance, and in time learn
to respect in others the freedom of thought, ta
the exercise of which they owe their own existence.
By the Independent divines who were
his instructers, our philosopher was taught those
principles of religious liberty which they were
the first to disclose to the world." Let those
who doubt the existence of these opinions in
the time of the Commonwealth, read Milton's
treatise " On the Means to Remove Hirelings
out of the Church," and they will find it contains a nol)le argument for the full application
of the voluntary principle.
But admit these to
be novel opinions, are they, therefore, necessarily erroneous
The progress of our views on
ecclesiastical freedom is not equal to the ad;

;_

!

vance which our countrymen have made towards political and commercial liberty. The
expulsion of the Stuarts, the accession of William and Mary, the Bill of Rights, the Act of
Settlement, and the long series of concessions
to popular claims which have followed those
* Declaration of Faith and Order, &c., of Congregational Churches.
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great events, have necessarily resulted from
great principles, which, by the good providence
of God, were imbodied in the constitutional
maxims and ancient usages of our Saxon ancestors. The germes of our liberties were there,
thougli it required the experience and the sufferings of ages to develop and mature them.
So we believe our church principles were prescribed and practised by the apostles of Jesus,
though it has required the labours and sufferings of sixteen centuries to demonstrate the
wisdom and the rectitude of acting upon them.
It is also alleged that modern Nonconformists have deteriorated in domestic and personal
religion.
In comparing their habits w-ith those
of their ancestors, there are shades of difference
to be seen sufficient to justify this remark, and
yet the present generation may not have retrograded.
The fact is, that various causes combined to produce a frightful declension in the seriousness of the Nonconformists a century ago.
Job Orton, in one of his letters, says, " It grieves
me to hear of a growing spirit of levity and dissipation among the people, which is very unfavourable to the interest of religion and a comfort of ministers, and which every good minister should exert all his powers to restrain
though, unhappily, some of our divines have set
themselves to plead for such a compliance with
fashionable amusements, as tends to the utter
ruin of our interest, and, I fear, will be greatly
injurious to the best interests of particular perStrange that all our learned and wise
sons.
fathers should be so wretchedly mistaken, in
labouring to keep their people from the course
of this world,' and the love of pleasure and dis;

'

sipation.
-liers'

But we

foolishly

throw off our

fa-

real excellences with their old fashions

and peculiar sentiments, and have not either
judgment to see the difference between them, or
not resolution enough to withstand the customs
and fashions of the age."
The blessed revival of religion, which commenced with the labours of the Methodists, and
which the writings of Watts and Doddridge so
greatly promoted, quickened the languid piety
of the old Independent and Baptist churches
and thus, at the present time, they are found
in a greatly revived state as compared with
that of the eve of Methodism, although they
may not be equal to the spirituality and devotedness of their eminent forefathers.
;

Beneficence towards mankind will supply a
towards God and the Nonconformists of the present day have been among
the earliest and most steady advocates of all
those noble efforts by which the sufl;erings of
humanity are ameliorated, and the ignorance of
For the abolition of the
mankind dispelled.
test of our piety

;

the West, and for
the suppression of infanticide, sutteeism, and
in the East, they
Hindoos
other cruelties of the
have pleaded in common with spiritual Christians of other communities with successful imWlien the education of the people
portunity.
had been entirely neglected, and the Sunday
School system, projected by a benevolent Episcopalian, languished in the hands of worthless
hirelings, the Nonconformist churches supplied
that voluntary agency which rescued the project
from extinction, and carried its blessings through
every districtof the nation. In the associations
slave-trade and slavery

in

for the diffusion of Bibles and other reIiffiou&
books, modern Nonconformists have fell themselves happy to unite with great and good men
of other conuiiunions, and have borne their full
share in the labours of the study and the platform, in pecuniary contributions, and personal
agency for the translation and circulation of the
Holy Scriptures and religious tracts at home
and abroad. The duty of missions to the heathen has been extensively recognised by the
Nonconformist churches during the last half
century, and the claims of our countrymen in
neglected districts, at home and in the British
colonies, have not been overlooked.
These diversified schemes of Christian philanthropy could not be permanently sustained
but by a large substratum of real religion.
Excitement may do much for a temporary object,
but a work that is to be continued through long
years of patient and apparently unproductive labour can alone be upheld by principles that rule
the conscience and regulate the life.
Still we
have need to be on our guard as to the outdoor
habits which religion has assumed.
It was the
devotional retirement of our forefathers that
gave firmness to their convictions, and nerved
their souls to deeds of moral heroism.
In the
light of the eternal throne they beheld the utter
vanity of all earthly things, and saw that to
" win Christ, and to be found in him," would far
transcend the concentrated honours and enjoyments of time.
Let us emulate their deep piety, and seek that
the hidden life of God in our souls may be invigorated by fervent, persevering prayer.
Let
the devotional writings of our eminently holy
ancestors be the chosen companions of our closet
hours, and, above all, the sacred Scriptures be
consulted as the only " oracle" to which we care
implicitly give heed.
Then we shall be fitted
for the work to which the providence of God
may call us, and act as becometh those " oa
whom the ends of the world are come." C.

—

No.

A

XX.

Brief Sketch of the Efforts made by the Nonconformists to Educate their rising Ministry taken from the History of the Protestant Dissenters.

Among those who engaged in the education
of youth, and presided over seminaries with
reputation and success, were Mr. Woodhouse,
Mr. Warren, Mr. Morton, Mr. Frankland, Mr.
Doolittle, Mr. Shuttlewood, and Mr. Veal.

No.

1.

Mr. Woodhouse' s Academy.

Mr. Woodhouse, though not ejected, not being fixed at that time in any place as a minister,
was silenced by the Act of Uniformity while
He afterward
he resided in Nottinghamshire.
married a lady of good fortune, the daughter of
Major Hubbard, of Leicestershire yet he did
not consider himself as excused from active and
;

useful exertions, but opened a seminary in tlie
manor-house of SherifTbales, near Shifl'nal, in
Shropshire, which flourished in King Charles
The mixII. 's reign, and obtained, celebrity.
the governture of sweetness with authority
ment of his academy gave him a beneficial influence over his pupils, whose studies he direct-

m
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ed with singular ability, diligence, and fidelity
youth from the most considerable families in
those parts were placed under his care. At one
time his students amounted to between forty
and fifty. Many, wlio afterward made an eminent tigure in the world as gentlemen and magis-

thors

trates, as well as excellent divines, were eduHe piously managed his house
cated by him.
as a nursery for heaven, as well as a school for
and on those who were intended for
learning
the pulpit, he frequently inculcated a faithful,
diligent aim to promote the salvation of souls
A list of
as a matter of the highest account.
some who received from him the principles of
learning and religion, especially of those who
were assistants and immediate successors to
the ejected ministers, and who sustained the
character themselves with exemplary assiduity
in its duties, does honour to his memory.*
When circumstances led him to break up his
seminary, his mind, which revolted at the
thought of a useless life, was greatly dejected

and explained were Heereboord, Magirus, Des
Cartes's " Principia,'" Rhegius, Rohault, and De
Stair, for both old and new physics.
In Anatomy, with Gibson was joined the perusal of
Blancardi " Anatomia Reformata," and Bartho-

;

;

;

and
ery

it

was

his frequent lamentation,

"Now

ev-

unpleasant, for I fear I shall live to
no purpose." But Providence soon opened to
him a new sphere of service, for he was invited
to he pastor of a congregation at Little St. Helen's, Bishopsgate-street, London, where he discharged the duties of his ministry with affection, zeal, and usefulness, till within a few days
of his death, which took place in 1700.
Dr. J.
VVoodhouse, the present dean of Litchfield,
the author of a translation and exposition of
the Book of the Revelation, a valuable work,
written in the spirit of true criticism, is his
great-grandson.
The late excellent Christian,
and candid bihlical critic, Mr. John Simpson, of
Bath, was descended from this worthy man,
and by marriage became more closely connected with the family of Woodhouse.
The students in the seminary at Sheriff hales
were conducted through a course of lectures on
field is

C

anatomy, and mathematics, beginning
usually with the first, and sometimes with one
or the other of these branches of knowledge.
These were followed by lectures in physics,
ethics, and rhetoric. They were heard successively in Greek and Hebrew at other times of
the day or week.
A law lecture was read one
day in the week to those who had entered at
the Inns of Court, or were designed for the law
and they who were intended for the pulpit were
conducted through a course of theological reading.
All the students were obliged to read, in
Natural Theology, Grotius's " De Veritate Christiana; Ileligionis," construing and giving the
sense of it as one of their Latin authors to
this succeeded the reading of Wilkins's " Principles of Natural Religion," Fleming's " Confirming Work," Baxter's " Reasons of the Christian Religion," Bates " On the Existence of
God, Immortality of the Soul, and Divinity of
the Christian Religion," and Stillingfleet's "Origines Sacras," with parts of Bochart. In Logic
they began with Burgedicius, which was gone
through a second time with Heereboord's f omrnentary
Sanderson, Wallis, Ramus, and his
logic,

:

:

;

commentator Dowman, were recommended
their private perusal.

The mathematical

to
au-

* See Palmer's Nonconformist's Memorial, vol.
297. 29S and Thompson's Account of Dissenting Academies, MS., p. 1,2.
il, p.

;

through

which they were conducted

were principally Galiruchius, Leybourn, Moxon, Gunter, Gassendi, and Euclid's Elements,

which were read
and

late.
In Geography, Echard,
furnished the textIn Natural Philosophy, the authors read

in History, Puffendorf,

books.

The writers adopted to guide them in
were Eustachius, Whitby,
More, and Heereboord's " CoUeg. Eihic;" and
in Metaphysics, Froamenius, Facchaeus, and
Baronius to whom were added Blank's " Theses," and Davenant or Ward's "Determinationes."
In Rhetoric they were assisted by
Radau, Quinctilian, and Vossius. In Law they
read " Doctor and Student," Littleton's " TenIn Theology, the
ures," or Coke on Littleton.
authors read and explained were, the Westminster Assembly's " Confession of Faith" and
" Larger Catechism," Corbet's " Humble Endeavour," Russonius's "Compendium of Turretin."
These were followed by Calvin's " Institutes," Pareus on Ursin, Baxter's " End of
Controversy," and " Methodus Theologiae,"
Williams's "Gospel Truth," Le Blane's "Theses," and Dixon's " Therapeutica Sacra."
In all lectures the authors were strictly explained, and commonly committed to memory,
On one day,
at least as to the sense of them.
an account of the lecture of the preceding day
was required before a new lecture was read
and on Saturday a review of the lectures of the
When an aufive days before was delivered.
thor had been about half gone through, they
went that part over again, and so the second
part passed under a second perusal, so that
and
every one author was read three times
after this they exercised one another by questions and problems on the most difficult points
line.

their ethical studies

:

;

;

that occurred.
Practical exercises accompanied the course
of lectures, and the students were employed at
times in surveying land, composing almanacs,
making sundials of different constructions, and
On one day of the week,
dissecting animals.
Latin, Greek, and Hebrew nouns and verbs
were publicly declined in the lecture-room disputations, after a logical form, were holden on
Friday afternoon they were accustomed to English composition under the form of letters and
speeches, and the students designed for the ministry, according to their seniority, were practised in analyzing some verses of a psalm or chapter, drawing up skeletons or heads of sermons,
and short schemes of prayer and devotional
specimens, according to Bishop Wilkin's method, and were called on to pray in the family on
the evening of the Lord's Day, and to set psalms
to two or three tunes.
On the Saturday evening, a didactical or polemical lecture on divinity,
either on Wollebius's "Compendium Theologiae," or on Ames's " Medulla Theologia;," was
read by the tutor to the senior class, and the
class was required to give the literal sense of
the author. On the Lord's Day morning, at the
time of family prayer, another lecture on divinity look place, when the junior class gave an account of some portion of Vincent's " Exposition
;

;
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of the Assembly's Shorter Catechism," repre- sentiments. While Bergedicius or Derodon.and
senting the sense of the autlior, on which the in Ethics Eustaehius, were used as text-books
tutor enlarged as the occasion dictated and the in the lecture-room, Locke, Le Clerc, and CumOnce a year there was a berland were guides to just thinking, close reasubject required.
repetition of ail the gratrmiars, especially of the soning, and enlightened views in their closets.
Oxford Latin Grammar, hy all the students. Mr. Warren was never confident or imposing ;
Tlie Hebrew was taught hy Bythnei's " Gram- never vehement or rigid in his own opinion,
mar" and " Lyra," as well adapted to each but open to argument, and disposed to prefer
other.*
the judgment of others to his own.
He was
reckoned am(mg the moderate divines of the
No. 2. Mr. Warren's Academy.
day ever studious of the things that make for
Mr. Matthew "Warren, of Oxford University, peace, and promote Christian harmony and love.
the younger son of Mr. John Warren, a gentle- He encouraged the free and critical study of the
man of good fortune, at Otterford, in Devon, Scriptures. Many young gentlemen who afterbeing ejected from the chapelry of Downhead, ward filled civil stations with respectability and
in Somersetshire, soon engaged, at the imporworth, and others who appeared in the ministunity of some friends, in the lionourable liter- try with credit and usefulness, were educated
ary employment of educating youth for the under him.
The name of Mr. Grove, whose geChristian ministry
and, after meeting with nius, character, and talents were formed in his
many difficulties and molestations in the reigns seminary, is ahme sufficient to do honour to its
of Charles IL and James IL, lie was for many president.* Mr. Warren died in 1706.
years at the head of a flourishing academy at
No. 3. Mr. Charles Morton's Academy.
Taunton, in Somersetshire. He was generally
acknowledged to be well qualified for his office
Mr. Charles Morton, ejected from the rectory
as tutor by a good share of useful learning, and of Blisland, in Cornwall, of Wadham College,
by humility, modesty, and good-humour, which Oxford, was descended from an ancient family
were distinguishing traits in his character pe- at Morton, in Nottinghamshire, the seat of J.
culiarly adapted to the various temper and ge- Morton, secretary to King Edward III.
He
nius of young persons, and to conciliate the af- was a general scholar, but was particularly emfections of his pupils.
Convinced of the great inent for his knowledge of the mathematics, on
importance, and even necessity, for the conduct which account he was greatly valued by Dr.
of luture life, of furnishing the youthful minds Wilkins, the warden of the college of which he
with principles of morality, he directed his par- was a fellow. After his ejectment he removed
ticular attention to the improvement of his pu- to a small tenement, his own property, in the
pils' understandings in that part of learning,
parish of St. Ives, where he resided till the fire
in reading lectures he had the happy art of ex- of London, in which he sustained great loss.
plaining things even to the lowest capacities. He was solicited by several friends to underHe had been himself educated in the old logic take the instruction of youth in acadetnical
and philosophy, and was little acquainted with learning, for which he had extraordinary qualithe improvements of the new
With this view he settled at Newyet it was ex- fications.
pressive of liberality of mind and good sense ington Green. He had a peculiar talent of winthat he encouraged his pupils in freedom of in- ning youth to the love of virtue and learning by
quiry, and in the study of those authors who the pleasantness of his conversation, and by a
were better suited to gratify the love of knowl- familiar way of making difficult subjects easily
edge and truth, even though they differed from intelligible. He drew up systems of the several
the writers on whom he bad formed his own arts and sciences for the use of his pupils, which
he explained in his lectures, and which the stu* From MS. papers with
which John Woodhouse dents copied. One, entitled Eutaxia, exhibited
Crompton, Esq., of Birmingham, favoured the author.
the principles of policy exactly correspondent
Among them is a certificate of the ordinaiion of Mr.
William Woodhouse, of Rearsby, in the county of to the English Constitution, asserting at once
Leicester, 21st of August, 1702.
This gentleman the rights and honour of the crown and the
was the son of the tutor. It is a document which liberties of the subject. It traced the original
shows the practice of the day, and the idea then en- of all government to the institution of God
tertained of the nature and efficiency of the service. enforced from the subject love to the person of
It runs thus: "Forasmuch as Mr. William Woodthe king, obedience to the laws, and a dutiful
house, of Rearsby, in the county of Leicester, has
submission to legal taxes for the support of the
desired to enter orderly, according to the rules of the
crown
and the laws. It confirmed the ordinary
Gospel, into the sacred office of the ministry, and
has requested us, whose names are underwritten, method of succession and, in case of total subversion
or failure, gave a right to the ordinessolemnly to invest him with the ministerial authority and knowing him to be sound and orthodox in his regni to restore the Constitution by the extrajudgment, of a pious and unblameable life, and suf- ordinary call of some person to the throne.
It
ticient ministerial abilities (no exception being made is pronounced by one who had seen it to have
against his ordination and admission), we have ap- been
so complete, ingenious, and judicious a
proved him, and proceeded solemnly to set him apart
system as to be equal, if not superior, to any
to the office of a presbyter, and all the parts and duprinted composition of the kind. He also drew
ties belonging to it, with fasting, prayer, and impoup a Compendium of Logic, which was the textsition of hands, and do, so far as concerns us, empower him to perform all the offices and duties of a book in Harvard College after he became t>resminister of Jesus Christ.
In witness whereof we ident of that American seminary, till it w js suhave hereunto set our hands, this twenty-first day of perseded by one on a more improved plan by
:

;

;

;

;

;

August, Anno Dom. 1702.

"John Doughty, Mini.ster of the Gospel.
MiCH.\EL Matthews, Minister of the Gospel.
Samuel Lawrence, Mmister

of the Gospel."

*

358;

Palmefs Nonconformist's Memorial,
Grove's Works, preface,

Sprint's Funeral

Sermon

for

vol.

i,

Warren,

p.

vol.

14;

ii.,

p.

and

p. 45, 46, 50.
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Mr. Brattle, minister of the churcn in Cambridge.
A copy of each, as rare specimens of
American literature, are preserved in the cabinet of the Historical Society.
A great many
young ministers were educated by him, as well
as other good scholars, and numbers of each
class were afterward very useful in Church and
state
and the seminary was marked by a universal sentiment of respect for the great and excellent men of the episcopal order, and an emulation of their virtues. Mr. Morton himself was a
pious, learned, and ingenious man
of a sweet
natural temper and a generous public spirit
an
indefatigable friend, beloved and valued by all
that knew him.
After having appeared in the
character of a tutor with reputation for twenty
years, he was so harassed with processes in the
ecclesiastical court that he found himself constrained to relinquish it and, being under great
apprehensions for the interests of the nation,
he emigrated to New-England in 1685, and was
chosen pastor of a church in Charlestown, over
against Boston, and vice-president of Harvard
College.
Mr. Morton died, Ai)ril, 1697, in the
eightieth year of his age.
In the Philosophical
Transactions of the Royal Society there is a
treatise of his, entitled "A Discourse on Improving the County of Cornwall," the seventh
chapter of which is on sea sand for manure.
He published several small treatises, as he was
an enemy to large volumes, and often said,
Mfya (iifkiov fieya KaKov, " a great book is a
great evil." Dr. Calamy has preserved, besides
his vindication of himself and brethren from
the charge of perjury, on account of teaching
university learning, "Advice to Candidates for
the Ministry under the present discouraging
Circumstances." It was drawn up in the reign
of Charles II., but deserves the frequent perusal and serious attention of those who bear that
Both these piecharacter in the present day.
ces afford proofs of the talents and excellent
spirit of the author.
It is to he regretted that
only few names of his students are come down
;

;

;

;

5ir

that his learning and character were esteemed,
that when the protector Cromwell had erfctccr
a college for academical learning at Durham, in
1657, Mr. Frankland was fixed upon to be a
tutor in it.
By the destruction of the institution at the Restoration he lost the office, and
the Act of Uniformity, with which he rt fused
to comply, though solicited to it by l3ishop Cosins with a promise of preferment, excluded Inm
from his living, and he retired to his own es
late at Rathmill.
Here the persuasions of
friends prevailed with him to open a private

academy, and so much was he encouraged

in

employment of his talents, that in
the space of twenty-nine years three hundred
young gentlemen had received their education
under him. In the mean time he repeatedly
changed the place of his abode, but still carried
this liberal

on his academy wherever he went. In 1674 he
removed to Natland, near Kendal, in Westmoreland, on an invitation to become the min-^
ister of a church there.
By the harassing operation of the Five-mile Act he was obliged to
leave that place, and removed, in succession, to
Dawsonfold in the same county, to Harthurrow in Lancashire, to Calton in Craven, in
Yorkshire, to AtterclifTe, near Sheffield, and
again to Rathmill.
He had the reputation of
being an acute mathematician, an eminent divine, sagacious in the detection of error, and
able in the defence of truth, and a sfilid interpreter of Scripture
a zeal to promote the Gospel in all places, united with great moderation,
humility of mind, and affability of deportment,
liberality to the poor, and an amiable attention
to all relative duties, formed in his character
;

leading features.

He was

generally beloved,

and very useful yet his patience and fortitude
were tried by many and various troubles, and
even after the Revolution to his death in 1698,
when he was sixty-eight years of age, there
was scarcely a year passed in which he did not
meet with some disturbance. Dr. Latham has
given us a list of his pupils.*
;

to us.*

No.

No.

4.

Mr. Richard FranklaiuVs Academy.

Mr. Richard Frankland, who was ejected from
a lectureship at Bishop's-Aukland, in the county of Durham, was born in 1630, at Rathmill,,
in the parish of Gigleswick, in Craven, a division of the West Riding of Yorkshire, and received his classical learning at a famous school
there.
In 1647 he was entered a student in
Christ College, Cambridge, of which Dr. Samuel
Bolton was master, where he made a good proficiency in human and sacred literature, and
imbibed a deep sense of religion. There he
took the degree of master of arts, and on his
removal from college, after a short residence at
Hexham on an invitation thither, he successively preached at Haughton-le- Spring, Lancaster, and Bishop's-Aukland.
The living of Aukland-St. Andrews, which was a valuable one,
was presented to him by Sir Arthur Haslerig.
It is a testimony that he was well known, and
*

Palmer's Noticonformist's Memorial, vol. i p.
p. 144; Continuation,
Dr. Eliot's American Biographp. 176-211
ical Dictionary, article Morton; Sam. Palmer's Defence of the Education in Dissenting Academies, p.
10; and Vindication of the Dissenters, in Answer to
Mr. Wesley's Defence, &c., 4to, 1705, p. 52-54.
,

273,274; Calamy's Account,
vol.

i.,

;

5.

Mr.

Dooliltle's

Academy.

Mr. Doolittle, A.M., of Pembroke Hall. Cambridge, was a native of Kidderminster, and
ejected from the rectory of St. Alphage, London Wall. He first oppued a boarding school
Moorfields, which was much encouraged and
patronised
he had twenty-eight pupils when
that malignant fever called the plague broke
out
on this he removed to Woodford Bridge,
on Epping Forest. Upim a license granted by
King Charles If. in 1672, he returned to the
vicinity of the city, became the pastor of a large
congregation in Monkwell-street,t and set up a
seminary on a more extensive plan, at Islingtim,.
to educate young men for the ministry, in which
in

;

;

* Calamy's Account,
vol.

i.,

vol.

i.,

Palmer's
p. 453.
p. 4»-8-491.

Continuation,
p. 284-288
Nonconformist's Memorial,
;

t This was the first meeting-house built after the
of London, 1662.
In the vestry is preserved,,
framed and glazed, the royal license which Mr. Doa
lit/le took out on the Declaration of fndulaence granted to the Nonconformists in 1672, signed by his majesty's command, Arlington.
It is thought to be the
only memorial of the kind existing in the city —See
fire

Wihnn's Dis.senli)ig Churches, vol. iii., p. I8G, 1S7,
where the author has given an exact copy of it for
the satisfaction of the curious.
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he had the assistance of Mr. Thomas Vincent,
M.A., of Christ Church, Oxford, ejected from
St. Mary Magdalen, Milii-street, London, a gentleman well qualified for the office. When the
Oxford Act passed he removed to Wimbledon,
and his lectures were privately attended by several of his pupils, who accommodated themselves with lodgings in the neighbourhood.
the names of those who studied under
are some who afterward made a figure,
and soared above the lessons they had received in the academy. Mr. Doolittle, though a
very worthy and diligent divine, was not very
eminent for compass of knowledge or depth of
thought.*

Among

him

No.

6.

Mr. John Shuttlcwood's Academy.

Mr. John Shuttlevvood, A.B., of Christ College, Cambridge, born at Wymeswold, Leicestershire, January 3, 1631, was ejected from
He
Ilaunston and Hoose, in the same county.
was a considerable sufferer for his nonconformfor not only was he deprived of his living,
ity
but was harassed with various prosecutions,
which obliged him to frequent removals, sometimes taking his abode in Leicestershire, and
sometimes residing in Northamptonshire yet he
could not secure his person from imprisonment,
His health
nor evade the seizure of his goods.
was much affected and injured by his ministerial labours in incommodious places and at unseasonable hours, and by the evils of persecution in those rigorous and cruel times.
His
troubles, however, did not prevent his keeping
seminary
Sulby,
Welford,
Northampat
near
a
tonshire, and at Little Creaton, where he lived,
and died in the year of the Revolution. It appears, from a memorandum in his pocket almanac, "that six students were added to his seminary in one year." It seems to have had a good
degree of reputation, and to have been somelimes flourishing. The list of students which
time has transmitted down to us reflects credit
on his academy, if not by the number of names,
yet by eminence of character to which they
Mr. Shuttlewood was a man of ability
rose.
and learning; an acceptable and useful preacher; much esteemed, not only in the places of
his residence, but through the neighbouring
Of this the concise but impressive
country.
inscription on his tombstone was an honourable
testimony, recording that he was " multum di;

;

lectus,

multum deflendus," much

beloved,

much

lamented.! He was the father of the dissenting
cause in that part of Northamptonshire in which
he fixed his residence.

No.

7.

Mr. Samuel Cradock^s Academy.

Among others who, when they were silenced by the Act of Uniformity, employed their
talents and learning for the instruction of youth,
was Mr. Samuel Cradock, B.D., fellow of Emanuel College, Cambridge, ejected from the rectory of North Cadbury, Somersetshire.
The
sacrifice he made of this valuable living to the
principle of conscience was compensated to him
* Palmer's Nonconformist's Memorial, vol. i., p.
80-88. Matth. Henry's Life, p. 77. Emlyn's Works,
vol.
t

ical learning.
In the number of those who
studied under him were some who were afterward distinguished by their stations in life and
by worth of character.
His lectures were
grounded on systems of logic, natural and moral philosophy, and metaphysics, composed by
himself and extracted out of a variety of authors.
His pupils were obliged to copy them
out for their own use
they considered this
a great drudgery
but Dr. Calamy, who was
one of them, was inclined to think that the
benefits attending this task overbalanced the
inconveniences and labour of it. Mr. Cradock
treated his pupils in a gentlemanlike manner,
lived upon his own estate, kept a good house,
and was much respected by all the gentlemen
around the country. This was the natural consequence of a mind truly catholic, that regarded with esteem every man for his goodness,
and secured the esteem of all who were truly
good a return for affable and courteous man:

;

:

ners. His deportment
his temper forgiving.

Palmer's Nonconformist's Memorial, vol.
;

and Thompson's

anicle Creaton.

MS.

ii.,

Collections, vol.

p.
u.,

was condescending, and
"

We

had," says Dr.

Calamy, "our innocent diversions, and used to
and visit any acquaintance we had at Bury,
Sudbury, Newmarket, Cambridge, and other
places in the neighbourhood
but I never knew
anything like debauchery among Mr. Cradock's
domestics." His publications remain as proofs
of his solid judgment, digested thought, clear
method, and unatfected style as a writer, while
they breathe the spirit of serious and manly piety.
His commentaries are still esteemed as
valuable, and his treatise entitled " Knowledge
Practice"
has been recommended as the
and
best book of the kind for young ministers.*
Among others who, after they were expelled
from the pulpit, assisted the studies of young
men, was Mr. Edward Veal, of Christ Church,
Oxford, and afterward of Trinity College, Dublin, who at first exercised his ministry in Dublin and its vicinity, and when he was deprived
ride

;

of his fellowship for nonconformity, became
chaplain to Sir William Waller, in Middlesex,
and on the death of his patron settled as a
minister with a congregation at Wapping, and
remained in this connexion to a good old age.
The infirmities of declining life obliged him to
relinquish his pulpit and academy some years
Mr.
before his death, June 6, 1708, a;t. 76.
Nathaniel Taylor, an eminent and popular
preacher, a pastor of the congregation at Salter's Hall, called by Dr. Doddridge, on account
of his vast wit and strength of expression, the
dissenting Soiilh, who died suddenly in April,
*

i.

12;i-128

by the will of a gentleman to whom he was
next heir, Mr. Walter Cradock, of Wickham
Brook, in Suffolk, who bequeathed his estate to
him.
He used to acknowledge, with great
thankfulness, this allotment of Providence in
his favour, and on the occasion took for his
motto, " Nee ingratus nee inutilis videar vixHe went some years after and resided
isse."
in the mansion of his deceased friend, but not
to indulge in useless inactivity.
For some
years he usually preached twice every Lord's
Day, gratuitously, to the neighbourhood, and
commenced an instructer of youth in academ-

Palmer's Nonconformist's Memorial, vol. ii., p.
Dr. Calamy's History of His Own Life and
and Doddridge's Preaching Lectures,

353, 354

;

Times, MS.

;

p. 82, ISino, 1804.
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only one of those who studied unMr. Veal, whose name has been delivered

deep and universal learning. Mr. John Ashwood, a pious and excellent man, whose life
fler
was written by Mr. Thomas Reynolds, and Mr.
down to us.
Oiliers deserve to he mentioned with respect Thomas Rowe, and Mr. Benoni Rowe, to whose
as assisting the studies of youth, especially of names celebrity is attached, studied under him.
Dr. Henry Langley, a judicious and solid dithose who were designed for the ministry,
1702.

is thfi

tluuigh the records of the limes supply hut very
few particulars relative to their mode of instruction, and those who enjoyed the benefit of it.

Among

these

was

The excellent Mr. Philip Henry, who, after
he was ejected from Wortlienbury, and removed to Broad Oak, till his death in 1696, frequently received into his house young gentlemen who had in other seminaries finished a
course of university learning, and were desirous
of the benefit of his instructions and counsels,
and who assisted in the education of his own
children.
One of the first who joined his family, in 1668, was Mr. William Turner, of Edmund's Hall, in Oxford, and afterward for many
years vicar ofWalhurton, in Sussex; a serious, laborious, and useful preacher, author of
an elaborate " History of all Religions," in 1695,
and of " A History of Remarkable Providences,
&c.," the plan of which was suggested by Mr.
Matthew Pool. Another, who had been a commoner in Edmund's Hall, and then pursued his
studies under Mr. Henry's roof, was his kinsman, Mr. Robert Bozier, a young man of pregnant parts, great application, and exemplary pi-

Pembroke College, Oxford, afterward appointed master by ordinance of Parliament, in 1647, and in the next year made canoa
vine, fellow of

of Christ Church, when, at the Restoration, he
was deprived of both these preferments by the
visiters, retired to

Tubney. near Abingdon, and

instructed young men in academical learning.
died September 10, 1779.
Mr. James Waters, of Uxbridge, whose daughter married Mr.
Mason, the author of the treatise on " SelfKnowledge," commenced his studies under Dr.

He

Langley.*
Mr. John Maiden, ejected from Newport, in
Shropshire, a man of great learning, an excellent Hebrecian, and a solid preacher, as well as
exemplary for piety and deep humility, afterward kept a private academy near Whitchurch,
in the same county, and had under his care

many young men of great promise, among others
Mr. Samuel Lawrence, after he left Mr. Henry,
at the time of his death, on May 23, 1681, ast.
60.t
Dr. Obadiah

Grew, ejected from St. Michael's,
Coventry, after the grant of public liberty, added to his ministerial labours the tuition of some
ety, who died of a fever, in the twenty-third young men for tlte ministry
an employment
year of his age, September 13, 1680, at Mr. Doo- for which he was as eminently qualified by solid
little's, Islington, into whose seminary he had
learning, sedateness of temper, and courteous
entered himself a few weeks before with Mr. manners, as by regular piety and great candour.
Matthew Henry.
Mr. Samuel Lawrence, of His death terminated his useful exertions OcNantwich, who spent some time in Mr. Mor- tober 22, 1689. Mr. Samuel Pomfret, a pious
ton's academy at Newington Green
Mr. John and popular preacher in London, who formed a
Wdson, of Warwick, pupil, also, of Mr. Thomas church of his own gathering about the end of
Rowe and Dr. Benion, of Shrewsbury, who the seventeenth century, and which consisted
studied likewise at Glasgow, placed themselves of more than 800 communicants, some years
under the direction of Mr. Henry. The great before his death, on the 11th January, 1721-22,
thing which he used to press upon those who commenced his academical studies under Dr.
were candidates for the ministry was, to study Grew.
the Scriptures and make them familiar. Bonus
Mr. Thomas Shewell, M.A., a native of Covtextimnus est bonus theologus was his favourite entry, educated in theUniversity of Cambridge,
maxim. He would say to them, "You come and ejected by the Act of Uniformity from the
to me as Naaman did to Elisha, expecting that vicarage of Lenham, in Kent, succeeded Dr.
I should do this or that for you, and, alas
1 can
Grew in his two characters of pastor and tutor,
but say as he did, Go, wash, in Jordan ; go study and conducted his academy till his death, Janthe Scriptures.
I profess to teach no other
uary 19, 1693.:
learning but Scripture learning." With this
Dr. Joshua Oldfield, who had been a student
view, it was his custom to recommend to them in Christ's College, Cambridge, on settling at
the study of the Hebrew, and the use of an in- Coventry as successor to Mr. Shewell, followterleaved Bible, into which to transcribe the ed the steps of his predecessors in teaching
expositions and observations which might oc- academical learning, and pursued this literary
cur in reading, and which often surpass those employment here for a considerable time with
that are to be met with in professed conimen- great reputation, till his removal to London in
laiors.*
1700, where he resumed it in conjunction with
Dr. Theophihis Gale, the learned author of other learned divines, though during his resi" The Court of the Gentiles" (who died in 1 678, dence at Coventry he met with much opposiand expressed his liberal zeal for the encour- tion from the spiritual courts. He was assistagement of learning by leaving all his real and ed in his labours as a tutor by his co-pastor
personal estate for the education of poor schol- Mr. Tong ^
ars, and by the bequest of the philosophical
Mr. Henry Newcome, of Manchester, who
part of his well-chosen library to students at had been forced to remove to Ellenbrook by the
home, and all the rest of it to Harvard College, Oxford Act, when he had liberty to license a
New-England), opened an academy about the place of worship in 1672, united with the charyear 1666, at Newington Green, for the direc- acter of the pastor that of the teacher of acation of which he was eminently qualified by his
* Theological and Biblical Magazine, ut ante,
p.
* Theological and Biblical Magazine, vol. vii., p. 349.
t Ibid., p. 311.
;

;

;

!

347.
.

Philip Henry's Lite, p. 128, 16U9.

Vol.

II

—T t

t

% Ibid., p. 312.

()

Ibid., p. 312, 313.
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Chapel, and Mr. Lowman's " Paraphrase and
demical literature, for which he was well qiial
Notes on the Revelation."
ified by his great proficiency in philnsophy and
Mr. William Wickens, stated by Calamy to
theology, and by liis ense and freedom in connmunicaling from his stores of acquired knowl- have been ejected from St. Andrew Hubbard,
After his death in 1695, Mr. John Chorl- Liltle East-cheap, London, though at the Resedge.
ton, a native of Salford, near Manchester, a toration it should seem he was not in possesstudent under Mr. Frankland, and first assist- sion of that living, but preacher at tlie Pouliry
ant and then successor to Mr. Newcome in his Compter, is in the list of those who presidud
pastoral office, also engaged in the liberal em- over private academies at Newington Green,
ployment of educating candidates for the min- where he preached to a small congregation til!
within two years of his death, September 22.
istry.*
It may be concluded that he
Mr. James Coningham, M.A., educated in the 1699, set. 85.
University of Edinburgh, taught academical was eminently qualified to assist theological
learning first at Penrith in Cumberland, where studies, from his familiar acquaintance with the
he began his ministry, and on removing to Old and New Testaments in the original lanManchester in 1700, to be co-pastor with Mr. guages, so that in his closet he seldom had reChorlton, united with him in his literary labours course to any translation. His favourite study,
He had to contend with persons next to the Holy Scriptures, was Oriental learnof tuition.
inimical to the Dissenters after Mr. Chorlton's ing, especially the Jewish laws and customs, ia
death in 1705, and was prosecuted by govern- the knowledge of which he had few equals.*
ment for keeping an academy. This seminary Mr. Stephen Lobb, son of Richard Lobb, Esq.,
appears to have been broken up on Mr. Coning- high-sheriff of Cornwall, and member of Parham's removal to London to succeed Mr. Stret- liament for St. Michael, in that county, in 1659
(who was the pastor of an Independent congreton, in 1712.t
Mr. Ralph Button, B.D., canon of Christ tion in Fetter, London, and made a conspicuChurch, Oxford, and orator of the University, ous figure among the Dissenters during the
who lost both his preferments at the Restora- reign of James II., and had a great share in the
tion, though he had celebrated that event in a controversy with Dr. Williams), is not to be
Hebrew and Latin poem, should be mentioned forgotten in the enumeration of those who dias one of those who devoted their time and rected the studies of candidates for the minisHe is said to have enjoyed every advantalents, when laid aside from their labours as try.
ministers, to the laudable employment of train- tage of not only a pious, but liberal education,
first
commenced
and
literature.
in a dissenting academy, and
After
ing up youth in science
to have possessed
he was expelled from his posts in the univer- then completed in Holland
sity, he removed with his family to Brentford, a discerning, penetrating spirit, a firm and sound
where he was induced by the persuasions of judgment, and great strength of mind and to
two gentlemen, who were knights, privately to have united with these natural abilities a closa
instruct their sons, for which he was cast application to study, and was a great master of
the art of reasoning. These qualifications will
into jail and suffered an imprisonment of
months. On the indulgence he removed to Is- justify us in forming a high estimate of his fitMr. ness Uor the proviiu^e of a tutor. He died in
lington and opened a private academy.
Baxter adds, to an encomium on his moral and the vigour of life, June 3, 1699. Mr. Francis
religious character, that he was an excellent Glascock (a gentleman, it is apprehended, of
scholar.
In the early part of his life he had Scotch extracti(m, and educated in one of the
been an eminent tutor in Exeter College, to a universities of JN'orth Britain) ought to be menvacant fellowship in which he had been previ- tioned in connexion with the two preceding
He was predecessor to Dr. Jabei^
ously chosen by the recommendation ol Dr. Pri- names.
deaux, its rector, in 1633. In 1642 he removed to Earle as pastor of a congregation which asLondon, on the breaking out of the civil wars, sembled, first in Drury-lane, and then in HanHe died in 1706, and
and had been elected professor of geometry in over-street, Longacre.
Gresham College. These situations had pre- a few months before his death had been chosen,
pared him for private tuition, and were proofs though a Presbyterian, a Tuesday's lecturer at
He died in 1680. Pinner's Hall, where he delivered, as well as
of his literary qualifications.
Among his pupils were Mr. Samuel Pomfret, in his own pulpit, many elaborate discourses,
under
studies
him; Mr. King, which discovered not less ability than they exwho finished his
and Sir Joseph Jekyll, the pressed zeal in defence of what he judged to be
of Wellingborough
son of a clergyman, afterward, as Mr. Whislon the great doctrines of the Gospel, more espeOn the occadelineates his character with force and con- cially the deity of Jesus Christ.
ciseness, " the most excellent and upright Mas- sion of the excellent Mr Morton's being induter of the Rolls." He was distinguished by his ced, by the rigour of the times, to seek a sphere
disinterested and steady attachment to the of usefulness and a peaceable asylum in Amercause of civil and religious liberty, and by the ica. Mr. Glascock, Mr. Lobb, and Mr. Wickens
ndertook to give private lectures to the stupatronage he afforded to sacred literature and
Instances of this were a pension dents deprived of his assistance by his einigra
its friends.
of £50 per annum to Mr. Whiston, and an tion, and disposed to form themselves into a
annual salary to Mr. Chubb, whom, before he class, and to others who, through the severity
of the times, were deprived of more public
fell into a skeptical state of mind, Mr. Whiston
had introduced to him. To Sir Joseph Jekyll means of improvement. Among these, while
were dedicated, by their respective authors, others of Mr. Morton's pupils went to Geneva,
B'.shop Butler's Sermons, preached in the Rolls was Mr. John Beaumont, a native of London.
;

;

,

;

'

* Theological

348, 349.

Theological and Biblical Magazine, ut

and Biblical Magazine, ut

ante, p.
t Ibid., p. 348, 349.

374.

ante, p.
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way for a kind intimacy ever after. He is
said to have been distinguished by a regard to
the strict and genuine sense of Scripture according to the best rules of interpretation.

who

received his classical education in St.
Paul's School under llie ieained Dr. Thomas
Gale, with whom his great love of learning
made him a favourite. Mr. Beaumont, wlien
he entered on the office of the minister, besides
preaching with great acceptance at Fareham,
in Hampshire, and other places, was successful
in raising and forming three congregations, one
at Swallowfield in Berkshire, a spcond at Peckham, and a third at Battersea in Surrey, and
assisted in gathering another at Cherisea in
the same county, and was afterward thirty-two
years pastor of a congregation at Deptford in
Kent, where he died in 1730. Dr. Gale, when
he was fit for the university, urged him, and
h'eld out offers to induce him, to enter in one of
the colleges at Cambridge, which he declined
from conscientious scruples on conformity. He
was ordained, after the Presbyterian model,
July 1, 1689, with Mr. Hughes, of Canterbury,
by Dr. Annesley, Mr. John Reynolds, Mr. RobHis first
ert Franklin, and Mr. John Quick.
settlement as a pastor was at Battersea, where
he spent five years. His character as a Christian was distinguished by a holy, blameless, and
inoffensive conversation, and by great patience
and resignation under uncommon afflictions,
and, as a divine, by his zeal in asserting the
doctrines that are called orthodox.*
Mr. Benjamin Robinson, who succeeded Mr.
Woodhouse in the pastoral connexion in Little
St. Helen's, and was for twenty years a minister of eminence in London, dying April 30, 1724,
in the early days of his ministry was engaged
in the education of youth.
The foundation of
his qualifications for this province was laid by
a considerable progress in the Latin, Greek,
and Hebrew languages, under Mr. Ogden, a polite scholar, and master of a school in Derby,
of which town Mr. Robinson was a native, from
whose care he was removed to pursue academical studies under Mr. Woodhouse.
At Findern, near Derby, where he was solemnly ordained to the work of the ministry in October,
1688, he first opened a grammar-school in 1693.
In this situation he was highly esteemed by
many worthy clergymen and others on account
of his learning and good sense, his unaffected
piety, and obliging deportment, and had offers
of preferment in the national Church yet these
circumstances, so honourable to his character
and so propitious to his pursuits, did not screen
hin; frnm a citation into the Bishop of Litchfield

Many were educated under him for the minisand some younger ministers, settled in his
neighbourhood, derived great benefit from the
light he cast on subjects in private conferences,
and at quarterly meetings held in Newbury, at
which it was customary to handle on some theological subject, in which mode of discussion
Mr. Robinson excelled.
He appears to have
been assisted in his academical department,
for a year or two, by Mr. Edward Godwin,*
who had studied under the learned Mr. Samuel
try,

Jones, at Tewkesbury, and settled as a minister in Hungerford, and became, in 1722, copastor with Mr. Robinson at Little St. Helen's.

To

was broken up by

his

removal

to

London.

Another gentleman usefully engaged at this
period in plans of education was Mr. Henry
Hickman, B D., whom the Act of Uniformity
deprived of a fellowship in Magdalen College,
Oxford, on which he went over to Holland.
On his return, he fixed his residence in a retired situation near Stourbridge, in Worcestershire, his native county.
Here he opened a
private seminary to read lectures in logic and
pbih)sophy.
He had the character of being a
man of excellent and general learning, a celebrated preacher, and an acute disputant.
The
titles of his publications afford a presumption
of his talents as a scholar and a disputant. He
was, in the latter part of his life, minister of
an English church at Leyden, and died at
Utrecht, in a very advanced age, in 1G91 or 2.
The names of two of his disciples are transmitted down to these times.
One was Mr.
John Ball, many years the revered minister of
a congregation at Honiton, in

Devon, where he
1745, in the ninety-first year of
had exercised his ministry in this
town above half a cenlury, and preached but a
few days before his death with great fluency
and vivacity. He was the son of a learned and
e.xcellent minister, Mr, Nathaniel Ball, ejected
from Royston, in Herts.
He spent some time
under Mr. John Short, also the son of a minister, ejected from Lyme Regis, in Dorsetshire,
a man of learning, and who educated young
died

May

6,

his age: he

;

and Coventry's court. But his acquaintance
with and personal application to Dr. Lloyd, the
bishop, and who afterward kept up an epistolary correspondence with him, soon relieved
him from the trouble of this litigious process.
Within a few years he removed to Hungerford
in Berkshire, where, at the earnest request of
his brethren in those parts, he opened an academy. This measure awakened enmity against
him, and a complaint was lodged against him
with the eminent prelate Bishop Burnet, who
sent for him as he passed through Hungerford
on the progress of a visitation, to whom he
gave such satisfaction, both as to his undertaking and his nonconformity, as paved the

Mr. Godwin's judgment Dr. Doddridge was

indebted for several important alterations and
improvements in the manuscript of his " Family Expositor," and by his friendly and assiduous services that excellent work was carried
through the press. Mr. Robinson's seminary

men for the ministry at Lyme gn^ Culliton.
Mr. Ball likewise studied at Utrecht, with
a
closeness of application that brought on a severe illness and a weakness of several
years.
He spoke the Latin tongue with great fluency
could read any book in Greek with the same
ease as in English, and generally carried the
Hebrew Psalter into Ihe pulpit to expound from
It.
He could repeat the Psalms by heart, and
seldom passed a day without hearing or reading six or eight chapters in the Bible.
It was
his usual custom to pray six times
a day
a
earned person, not pa rticularly favourable'
to
;

l

_'^ Theological and Biblical Magazine, ut ante,
p.
374-376; Wilson's History of Dissenting Churches,
vol. iii p. 436, 437-445
and Dr. A. Taylor's Funeral Sermon for Mr. Beaumont, p. 43-46.
,

;

1.,

* Wilson's History of Di.'^senting Churches,
vol.
Dr. Cuinming's Funeral Sermon for Mr'
p. 382.

Robinson,

p. 55, 5G, 57.
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went next to Geneva, where their sympathy was
exercised and their minds were afflicted by frequent reports of the sufferings of the Vaudois,
and the barbarities practised on them. Mr.
Cotton, on his return to England, continued in
to
was
liberal
the
poor.
the
He
In
capacity of a tutor for some months, as his
his
courted.
pastoral duties he was peculiarly diligent and health was much impaired. His income in that
catechising,
and
had
at
one
in
time
above
connexion
was very considerable. His prosactive
two hundred catechumens. A person, remark- pects, if he had inclined to any civil employable for his bias to Ueism, said of him, "that ment, were flattering, and, as he was determan is what a minister should be." Mr. Ball's mined for the ministry, he had the offer of a
name will occur in a subsequent period of this good living with the recommendation of the
history.
In the persecuting times of Charles former incumbent, as well as the friendship of
the patron, and the overture of maintaining a
II. and James II., Mr. Ball was co/inived at in
the education of a select number of gentlemen's reader to perform such offices as he should apsons, whose fathers did not accord with him in point.
But he chose to take his lot with the
sentiments for he was greatly beloved by per- Protestant Dissenters. He was first the pastor
sons of rank and influence, as well as of difTer- of a small congregation in Hoxton, with whom
he remained, under very little encouragement,
ent parties, in the neighbourhood.*
Another minister who studied a short time for five or six years. He then spent two or
under Mr. Hickman, and but a short time, on three years at Ware in Hertfordshire. He reaccount of the infirmities of his declining years, moved thence to settle with a congregation at
was Mr. Thomas Cotton, M.A., born at or near St. Giles's in the Fields, near Great RusselWorkly, in Yorkshire. His father was a con- street, Bloomsbury. He was very useful and
siderable iron-master in that county, and noted laborious, and when his health permitted, befor his great hospitality and kindness to the sides preaching, he expounded in the forenoon
ejected ministers one of whom, Mr. Spawford, and catechised in the afternoon.
He also supejected from Silkestone, he received into his plied as chaplain to the two ladies Russell, the
family as tutor to his son till his death.
Mr. widows of Lord Robert and Lord James, which
Cotton removed from Mr. Hickman's academy engaged much time and attendance. He was
to Mr. Frankland's, in Westmoreland, and fin- a man of good, useful learning, without show
ished his academical course of studies at Edin- of great piety and seriousness, without austerburgh about the year 1677. After this he was ity and moroseness and of great regularity in
engaged to be chaplain to Lady Sarah Hough- his whole behaviour, without being troublesome
ton, daughter of the Earl of Chesterfield, for to any body. His deportment showed the Chrisabout a year, when a severe illness obliged him tian, the minister, and the gentleman. He was
to leave that situation.
When he had recov- a solid preacher, and had a very happy talent
ered his health, he preached in his father's of suiting his discourses to particular persons
house till persecution obliged him to desist. and occasions. " From him I learned," said
By the advice of his friends, on this account, his nephew, Dr. Wright, " in a inanner that I
he accepted an invitation to go abroad as gov- have reason to be thankful for, that application
ernor to a young gentleman, with whom he is the very life of preaching." The scenes of
spent three years in travelling through several dragooning and persecution of which he had
When they were at Paris, been a witness made him an enemy to subigarts of Europe.
where during their stay they attended public scriptions to human articles of faith, and gave
ambassador's chapel, him a lively conviction of the necessity of
the
English
in
worship
and were greatly pleased with the useful and maintaining the great Protestant principle the
Dr.,
afterward
archbishop, right of private judgment. Mr. Cotton died in
serious preaching of
Wake, they received continual melancholy ac- 1730.*
counts of the deplorable state of the Protestants
in the southern parts of France, and they were
* In the " Memoirs" of his travels, written for his
afterward witnesses to many very afflicting in- own use, he related many affecting scenes of this
Assemblies of several kind of which he was a spectator, at Ludun, Poicstances of persecution.
At Poictou, in particular, he
tou, and Saumure.
thousands were broken up with floods of tears
numbers at
the nearest relations were rent from one an- was e.Kceedingly moved with the vast
last public worship, and the great difficulty
other; numberless families were utterly and their
with which the minister pronounced the blessing,
barbarously destrovjici
ministers were silen- when all broke out into a flood of tears. The last
some religious assembly on a lecture-day at Saumure, Mr.
^^^'- '.Vanished, or stnpped of all they had
were made slaves, and some put to the most Cotton could never recollect without lively emopersecution
tions the congregation all in tears, the singing of
the
of
reports
The
cruel deaths.
leaving Paris they the last psalm, the pronouncing of the blessing, and
all over France, which on
afterward all the people passing before their minisand
distressing
received at Lyons, were so
benedictions, were circumstantheir ters to receive their
laiMPnlahle that they resolved to turn
ces he wanted words to describe. The ministers
were
they
c<.urse to a Protestant country, and
and professors were banished, and he attended them
quickenec in the execution of their purpose by to the vessel in which they sailed. The affecting
Protestants sight of the vast assemblage which formed the chu rch
the, bitter reflections against the
devoted to banand tlie new insults and threatenings produced at Charenton, and of such numbers
and the most barbarous deaths,
by the intelligence which reached Lyons at that ishment, slavery,
The
a spectacle that overpowered the mind.
was
They
England.
in
rout
Monmouth's
time of
pleasant, and Iho
Slav at Saumure had been very
formed
in
that
town
had
they
acquaintance
agreeable
* Waldron's Funeral Sermon for Mr. Ball, p. 22,
i.,
invited their continuance in it, till it became a scene
2."?; and Palmer's Nonconformist's Memorial, vol.
of great danger and affliction especially after an or
him, owned that "he prayed like an apostle."
His great affability and good temper endeared
him to persons of all parlies, and for his general knowledge of the world and facetious
conversation, his company was esteemed and

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

p. 191.

;

—
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historical gleanings concerning the
academical institutions of the first Noncon-

These

foruiists, few and imperfect as they may be
deemed, are sufficient to expose the iniquity
and folly of the times. The necessity of such
institutions arose from the spirit of intolerance
whicli had excluded from the Church and from,
the universities so many men of learning and
The vexatious and continued persetalents.
cutions which pursued them into the retirements of science and literature, showed a viruIt was great
lence and malignity of temper.
injustice to debar men from the honourable and

employment of their acquirements, genius, and intellect
an employment highly useful to the community, and in many instances
necessary to the support of themselves and their
xamilies, as well as affording a solace when sipacific

;

der was issued to require all strangers, particularly
the English, to accompany and assist the severe proceedings against the Protestants. When the governor received authoritative directions to see their
church demolished, the tearing down of that temple
was extremely distressing the very graves were opened, and the utmost ravages committed. The destruction of it was attended with a remarkable occurrence,
which Mr. Cotton recorded as an instance of the
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lenced as ministers.

It

heightened this injus-

tice, done not to them only, but to the wliole
body of Dissenters, that the law made the universities the property of one persuasion, and

rendered private academies necessary for the
youth who were excluded by the Act of Uniformity from being candidates for the degrees
and preferments of those seminaries, and from
the advantages of being students in them, but
on the condition of conformity. This conduct
was, in reality, repugnant to the spirit and design of the Act of Toleration.
The Dissenters
were allowed by that act the just liberty of worshipping God according to their own consciences, and, in the first instance, the benefit of a
ministry of their own choosing; but these severities, by which the education of their youth was
obstructed, if not absolutely prevented, went to
preclude them from the enjoyment of a succession of ministers of learning and ability. With
great inconsistency, the end was granted, but
the means of attaining the end were denied to

them.

As in all cases, so in this, the measures dictated by a spirit of persecution were not only
unjust, but impolitic.
The evil and mischief
was not confined to the Dissenters, it affected
contradictory interpretations which the same act of the interests of the nation, on which it had an
Providence may receive, according to the different unfavourable aspect by obliging the more opuprinciples of those who pass their opinion on it.
A lent, at a great expense, and at the risk of imperson who was ambitious to have his daughter pull bibing
sentiments not congenial to the English
down the first stone of the church, had her taken
manners and Constitution, to send iheir youth
from him a few days after by death. The parent,
It affected the interests
and others of his persuasion, looked upon her death abroad for education.
as a speedy call to heaven, in reward of so merito- of literature. Where a competition of religious
rious an act the persecuted Protestants regarded parties exists, there is a rivalship in the means
it as a just and very affecting judgment.
On his of giving support to and reflecting honour on
journey from Poictou, Mr. Cotton was deeply im- each. " While the Protestant religion was pubpressed by the agitations of mind and the expres- licly professed in France, learning flourished
sions of an old genileman who came into an inn
there.
After the revocation of the edict of
nearly at the same instant with him, who stood leanThe priests having
ing on his staff, and shaking his head and weeping, Nantes, literature declined.
none
expose their ignorance, grew lazy and
to
"
cried out,
Unhappy France ! If 1 and mine were
Where a strict uniformity has been
but now entering into some country of refuge and sensual.
safety, where we might have liberty to worship God required, and no Dissenters tolerated, it has
according to our consciences, I should think myself been observed learning is at a low ebb, as in
the happiest man in the world, though I had only Italy and Spain."*
C.
this staff in my hand."
This person was found to be
the eldest son of a very considerable family, and posModeration a Virtue. By James Owen. Partii.,
sessed of a large estate. Dr. Wright's Sermon on the
Death of the Rev. Thomas Cotton, p. 31-36, notes.
p. 99.
;

;

—

—

;
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where he was five or six years,* from
whence he removed to New-England, and, after
residing there seven years, was sent into Eng-

land,

Hugh

A7i Historical and Critical Account of
ters, after the manner of Mr. B'lylc.

Pe-

L(»nd(tn

:

Printed for J. Noon, Cheapside, and A. Mil1751.
the Strand.

land by that colony to mediate for ease in cus-

toms and excise. The civil war being then on
foot, he went into Ireland, and upon his return
Hugh Pkters,* born in the year 1599, was was entertained by the Earl of Warwick, Sir
the son of considerable parents, of Foy in Corn- Tiumias Fairlax, and Oliver Cromwell, afierhis mother
His father was a merchant
-waii.
ward protector. t He was much valued by the
lar, in

;

of the ancient family of the Treffys,+ of Place,
He was sent to Cambridge at
in that town.
fourteen years of age, where, being placed in
Trinity College, he took the degree of Bachelor
He
of Arts in 1016, and of Master in 1622.
was licensed by Dr. Mountam, bishop of London, and preached at Sepulchre's with great
Meeting with some trouble on the
success. t
account of iiis nonconformity, he went to Hol<5i

* Chiefly extracted from " A Dying Father's last
to an only Child ; or, Mr. Hugh Peters's Advice to his Daughter," London, 1G60, r2mo.
t Thus the name is spelled in Pelers's Last Legacy
but the same family was lately, if it is not now in
being, in the same house, whose name is always, 1
However, from hence it is
think, spelled Treffry.
very apparent that Peters's parentage by the mother
was very considerable for the antiquity of the fam-

Legacy

;

ily is

known

to most, nor

does

it

yield in gentility to

no mean character in
the eves of those who value themselves on birth and

any of the Cornish

;

which

is

descent.
t His account of his coming to Sepulchre's, and
the success that he met with, will let us see some" To Sepulchre's I was brought
thing of the man.*
by a very strange providence; for preaching before
at another place, and a young man receiving some
good, would not be satisfied but I must preach at
Sepulchre's once monthly for the good of his friends.
In which he got his end (if I might not show vanity),
and he allowed thirty pounds per annum to that lecHe was a
ture; but his person unknown to me.
chandler, and died a good man, and member of ParAt this lecture the resort grew so great,
liament.
that it contracted envy and anger though I believe
above a hundred every week were persuaded from
there were si.x or seven thousand hearsin to Chrisi
ers, and the circumstances fit for such good work."
Great success this and what few preachers are
blessed with. But some, 1 know, would attribute this
to enthusiasm, which is very contagious, and produces
However this
surprising, though not lasting effects.
be, it is no wonder envy and anger were contracted
by it: for church governors are wont to dislike popular preachers, especially when they set themselves
I will
to teach in a manner different from them.
only remark farther, that Peters was as great a converter as our modern Methodists.
Never was there anything in the world more in<J
consistent with Christianity or good policy than persecution for conscience' sake. Yet such was the
madness of the prelates during the reigns of the Stuarts, as to harass and distress men most cruelly,
;

:

!

merely on account of nonconformity to ecclesiastical
ceremonies. Laud was an arch-tyrant this way, as
is known to all acquainted with our histories; nor
were Wren and others much inferior to him. The
verv spirit of tyranny actuated their breasts, and
made them feared and loathed while living, caused
them to be abhorred since dead, and will render them
infamous throughout all generations. J can add nothing to what Locke and Bayle have said on the
reasonableness and equity of toleration to them 1
Only
will refer those who have any doubts about it.
;

as to the popular objections of its being inconsistent
with the good of the state, and the wars and tumults
occasioned by it, I will beg leave to observe, that it is
evident to a demonstration that those communities
are more happy in which the greatest number of sect

Holland, the free cities of Germany, and
England since the Revolution, prove the truth of

abound.

my

assertion.
And 1 will venture, without pretending to the spirit of prophecy, to afUrm, that whenever
the sects in England shall cease learning and liberty
So that, instead of supwill be no more among us.
for they
pressing, we ought to wish their increase
are curbs to the state clergy, excite a spirit of enmlation, and occasion a decency and regularity of behaviour among them, which they would probably be
otherwise strangers to.
And for civil wars about religion ; they are so far
from arising from toleration, that, for the most part,
they are the effect of the prince's imprudence. " He
must needs," says an indisputable judge, '• have unseasonably favoured one sect at the expense of another he must either have too much promoted, or too
much discouraged the public exercise of certain forms
of worship
he must have added weight to party
quarrels, which are only transient sparks of fire when
the sovereign does not interfere, but become conflaTo maintain the
grations when he foments them.
civil government with vigour, to grant every man a
liberty of conscience, to act always like a king, and
never put on the priest, is the sure means of preserving a state from those storms and hurricanes which
the dogmatical spirit of divines is continually labourHad Charles the First had the
ing to conjure up."*
wisdom and prudence of this great writer, he never
had plunged his kingdoms into the miseries of a civil
war, nor, by hearkening to his chaplains, refused
;

;

;

terms which would have prevented his unhappy catastrophe
* It seems that he behaved himself so well during
his stay in Holland as to procure great interest and
reputation in that country for being afterward in
Ireland, and seeing the great distress of the poor
Protestants that had been plundered by the Irish
rebels, he went into Holland, and procured about
thirty thousand pounds to be sent from thence into
Ludlow's Memoirs, vol. iii.,
Ireland for their relief
;

p.

75.

t Mr. Whitlock shall be my voucher for this.f
Mr. Peters, says he, gave a large relation to the Commons of all the business of Lyme, where he was with
Again, t Mr. Peters, who
the Ear! of Warwick.
brought up letters from Sir Thomas Fairfax, was
called into the House, and made a large relation of
the particular passages in the taking of Bridgewater.
And<5 Mr. Peters was called into the House and gave
them a particular account of the siege of Bristol and
he pressed the desire of Sir Thomas Fairfax to have
Letters!! brought by Mr. Peters
recruits sent him.
from Lieutenant-general Cromwell, concei:ning the
taking Winchester Castle after which he was called
He^ came
in and gave a particular relation of it.
from the army to the House, and made them a narration of the storming and taking of Dartmouth, and
of the valour, unity, and affection of the army, and
presented several letters, papers, crucifixes, and other
popish things taken in the town. It is plain, from
these quotations, that Peters must have been in favour with the generals, and that he must have made
;

;

times.

Legacy,

p. 101.

It is

which he was treated by them attached him so
firmly to their interest, that in the end it cost him
his

life.

.

Anti-Machiavel En?., Trav.. p. 328,
t Wliitlock's Memorials, p. a2, Lond..
*

t

* Peters's

figure in the transactions of those
not improbable that the distinction with

some considerable

II

163.
Ibid., p. 175.

Il.id., p.

eilit.
17.'!2,

ll'Kl

t

1741.
fnlm.
p. 171
,

Ibid., p. 189.
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Parliament, and improved his interest with them
He was very
in the behalf of the unfortunate.*
zealous and active in their cause, and had preshim by
given
and
an
estate
him,
ents made
Ihem.t He assisted Mr. Chaloner in his last
JohnHotham.J
moments, as he afterward did Sir

He

could fight as well as pray,* though perhaps
capacity as a preacher he was most ser-

in his

cerning himself], " and told the audience that he had
something farther to commend unto them from Sir
John Holham, which was, that he had lived in abundance of plenty, his estate large, about .£2000 a year
at first, and that he had gained much to it
that in
the beginning of his days he was a soldier in the Low
Countries, anil was at the battle of Prague that at
his first going out for a soldier, his father spoke to
;

» " At his trial he averred he had a certificate under
the Marchioness of Worcester's hand, beginning with
these words I do here testify, that in all the sufJerings of my husband, Mr. Peters was my great friend.
And, added he, I have here a seal (and then produced
it) that the Earl of Norwich gave me to keep for his
sake for saving his life, which 1 will keep as long as
And how great the opinion was of his inI live."'
terests with the persons in power, we find from the
following words in a letter addressed to Secretary
Mr. Peters, presenting
Nicholas, March 8, 1648
yesterilay Hamilton's petition to the speaker, made
many believe he at last would escape.t Indeed, here
he was unsuccessful ; but his good-nature and readiness to oblige were manifested, and, one would have
thought, should have merited some return to him
:

:

when

in distress

t We find in Whitlock that he had £100 given
him when he brought the news of taking Bridgewater
£50 when he brought letters from Cromwell con-

cerning the taking Winchester Castle; that there
was an order for £100 a year for him and his heirs
and another oidonnance for £200 a year. J To all
which we may add the estate the Parliament gave
him, mentioned in the body of the article (if it was
distinct from the 100 and £200 per annum mentioned
by Whitlock), which was part of the Lord Craven's;
and the bishop's books (Laud's, I suppose), valued,
as he tells us, at £140; and likewise the pay of a
preacher as he could get it.i^ These were handsome
rewards, and show the Parliament to have 'oeen no
bad masters. But, notwithstanding, "he says he
lived in debt, because what he had others shared
in. "II
From hence generosity or prodigality of temper may be inferred but as it may as well be attribiited to the former as to the latter, I know not why
we should not consider him rather as laudable than
culpable.
Indeed, the clergy have been branded for
their covetousness though certain it is, there have
been some among them who have performed as many
generous, good-natured actions, as any of their ill;

;

;

willers.
X Mr. Chaloner was executedlT for what was called Waller's Plot, an account of which is to be found
He owned he died
in the historians of those times.
In compliance
justly, and deserved his punishment.
with Peters's request, he explained the part he had
in it, and being desired by him, Peters praye^l with
him."* The business of Sir John Hotham is well
known. Peters attended him on the scaffold, tt and
xeceived public thanks on it from him. I will transcribe part of his speech, and likewise of Peters's by
his command, that the reader may judge something
" I hope," said Sir
of his temper and behaviour.
John. "God Almighty will forgive me, the Parliament
and the court-martial, and all men that have had
anything to do with my death. And, gentlemen,
thank this worthy gentleman+t for putting me in mind
of it." Then Mr. Peters spoke again [he had before
mentioned the desire of Sir John not to have many
questions put to him, he having fully discovered his
mind to him and other ministers, but that he misht
have liberty to speak only what he thought fit conI

*

Exact and Impartial Account of the Trial of the Regi-

;

Son! when the crown of England
to this elilect
That
lies at stake, you will have fighting enough.
he had run through great hazards and undertakings;
and now coming to this end, desired they would take
notice in him of the vanity of all things here below,
as wit, parts, prowess, strength, friends, honour, or

him

what

:

else.

"Then, Mr. Peters naving prayed, and

him

after

sung the 38ih Psalm and Sir John,
kneeling behind the block, spent above a quarter of
an hour in private prayer after which, lying down,
the executioner at one blow did his office."*
see nothing here but great civility in Peters,
and the due discharge of his office. Here is nothing
troublesome or impertinent, but as one would wish
Let the reader comto have it in like circumstances.
pare the following account of Sir John's behaviour
with Rushworth's,and judge of the truth of the narration, and the justness of the epithet bestowed on
Sir John, they

;

;

We

Peters.
" The poor man (Sir John Hotham) appeared so
dispirited that he spoke but few words after he came
upon the scaffold, and suffered his ungodly confessor,
Peters, to tell the people that he had revealed himself
to him, and confessed his offences against the Parliament ; and so he committed his head to the block. "+
Peters, we see, said nothing like his having conThis,
fessed his offences against the Parliament.
therefore, is mere invention, like too many other
things to be found in this celebrated history the
charge of interpolations and additions against which
I am sorry, for the noble writer's sake, to find affirmed to be groundless, by so worthy a man, and so good
a judge, as Mr. Birch. t As to the epithet ungodly
conferred on Peters, the considerate reader will judge
of it as It deserves.
" Mr. Peters, at the be* Let us hear Whitlock.
ginning of the troubles in Ireland, led a brigade against
the rebels, and came off with honour and victory. "ij
;

So that we see he knew how to use both swords, and
could slay and kill, as well as feed the sheep, which,
in the opinion of Baronius, Christ gave Peter authority to exercise equally as occasion might require.
But to be serious. This leading a brigade against
the Irish rebels ought not to be imputed to Peters as
a crime, it being equally as justifiable as Archbishop
Williams's arming in the civil wars in England, or
Dr. Walker's defending Londonderry, and fighting at
the battle of the Boyn (in which he gloriously lost
||

more especially as the Irish,
his life) in Ireland
against whom Peters fought, were a bloodthirsty
crew, who had committed^I acts of wickedness hardly to be paralleled even in the annals of Rome papal.
Against such villains, therefore, it was meritorious
;

to engage,

and Peters was undeniably praiseworthy

;

times and seasons when the govv'n must
give place to arms, even at those times when our
laws, liberties, and religion are endangered by amAnd were
bitious, bloody, and superstitious men.
the clergy in all countries as much concerned for
these blessings as ihev ought, they would deserve
the reverence of all orders of men.
for there are

cides. Loud.. 4tn. lefiO, p. 173.

t Ormonu's Papers, published by Carte, vol.

Loud., 1739.
t See mile
<)
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He was hereunto moved by Mr.

worth.

.Tuly 5, 1643.
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p. 327, 398,

tt January

2, 1644.

Peters, says Rush-

* Fushworlh. p. 803, 804.
t Clarendon's History of the Grand Rebellion, vol. ii..
part ii., p. 622, Oxford, '1707.
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He was thought to be
viceable to the cause.*
deeply concerned in the king's death, and his
with
much severity by
treated
been
name has
reason of it.t He was appointed one of the triWhitlock tells us,* that when Sir Thomas Fairfax moved for storming Bridgwater anew, and it was
assented to, the Lord's Day before, Mr. Peters, in his
sermon, encouraged the soldiers to the work. And
at Milford Haven the country did unanimously take
the Engagement, and Mr. Peters opened the matter
to them, anfl did much encourage them to take it.f
He preached also in the market-place at Tornngton,
and convinced many of their errors in adhering to
the king's party. J
A man of this temper, it is easily
seen, must be of great service to any party, and seems
to deserve the rewards he received for in factions
it is the bold and daring man, the man that will spare
no pains, that is to be valued and encouraged, and
not the meek, the modest, and moderate one. A man
of wisdom would not have taken these employments
upon him, nor would a minister, one should think,
who was animated by the meek and merciful spirit
of the Gospel, have set himself from the pulpit to encourage the soldiers to storm a town in which his
brethren and countrymen were besieged. If storming
was thought necessary by the generals, they themselves should have encouraged the soldiers thereunto but Peters, as a minister of the Gospel, should
have excited them rather to spare the effusion of human blood as much as possible, and to have compassion on the innocent.
Peters, however, was not
singular in his conduct. The immortal Chillingworlh, led away with party spirit, and forgetting that
he was a minister of the Prince of Peace, attended
the king's army before Gloucester and " observing
that they wanted materials to carry on the siege, suggested the making of some engines after the manner
of the Roman testiidines cum f)luteis."i) Indeed, the
divines of both sides too much addicted themselves
to their respective parties, and were too unmindful
of the duties of their function.
t Every one knows he suffered for this after the
restoration.
He had judgment passed on him as a
traitor, and as such was executed,
and his head
afterward set on a pole on London Bridge.
*

;

;

;

||

Burnet^

"that he had been outrageous in
pressing the king's death, with the cruelty and rudeness of an inquisitor." Dr. Barwick says, " he was
upon no slight grounds accused to have been one of
the king's murtherers, though it could not be sufficiently proved against him."**
And we find in a satirical piece, styled Epul(B
tells us,

Thyestce, printed 1649, the following lines

:

" There's Peters the denyer (nay, 'tis said
He that (disguised) cut off his Master's head)
That godly pigeon of apostacy
Does buzz about his Anti-Monarchy,

His

scaffold doctrines."

One Mr. Starkey,

at his trial, ft

swore that " he

styled the king tyrant and fool, asserted that he was
fit to be a king, and that the office was dangerous, chargeable, and useless."
It was likewise sworn on his trial, that in a sermon
a few days before the king's trial, he addressed himself to the members of the two Houses, in these
terms :t} " My lords, and you, noble gentlemen, it is

not

you we

chiefly look for justice from.
Do not prefer
the great Barabbas, inurtherer, tyrant, and traytor,
before these poor hearts (pointing to the red coats)
and the army, who are our saviours."
In another sermon before Cromwell and Bradshavv, he said, " Here is a great discourse and talk
in the world ; what, will ye cut oft' the head of a
* Whitlock.
I)

8vo
II

IT
i.,

;

;

p.

162.

t Ibid., p. 447.

t

ers for the mmislry,* and a commissioner for
Protestant prince ? Turn to your Bibles, ami ye shall
find it there, Whosoever sheds man's blood, by man
shall iiis blood be shed.'
I see neither King Charles,
'

Prince Charles, Prince Rupert, nor Prince Maurice,
nor any of that rabble excepted out of it."* These,
and many other things of the like nature, were sworn
against him at his trial, and notwithstanding his denial of the most part of them, caused his condemnaSo that there seems prelty clear proof of his
tion.
guilt, and sufficient reason for his censure.
Let us now hear Peters speak for himself: " I had
access to the king, he used me civilly i, in requital,
offered my poor thoughts three times for his safety;
I never had hand in contriving or acting his death,
as I am scandalized, but the contrary, to my mean
power."t Which, if true, no wonder he should think
the Act of Indemnity would have included him, as
well as others, as he declares he did, of which we
shall speak more hereafter.
That he was useful and serviceable to the king
during his confinement, there is undeniable proof
Whitlock writes, " that upon a conference between
the king and Mr. Hugh Peters, and the king desiring
one of his own chaplains might be permitted to come
to him, for his satisfaction in some scruples of conscience. Dr. Juxon, bishop of London, was ordered
" And Sir John Denhain
to go to his majesty."!
being intrusted by the queen to deliver a message to
his majesty, who at that time was in the hands of
the army, by Hugh Peters's assistance, he got admittance to the king."^
These were considerable services, and could hardly have been expected from a man who was outrageous
in pressing the king's death with the cruelty and
rudeness of an inquisitor.
And as to what was said of his being supposed to
be the king's executioner, one, who was his servant,
deposed on his trial that he kept his chamber, being
and no stress was
sick on the day the king suffered
laid by the king's council on the suspicions uttered
against him on this head.
So that, in all reason. Dr.
Barwick should have forborne saying, " That he was
upon no slight grounds accused to have been one of
the king-'s murtherers."
Certain it is, he too much fell in with the times,
and, like a true court chaplain, applauded and justithough
fied what his masters did, or intended to do
he himself might be far enough from urging them
beforehand to do it. He would, perhaps, have been
pleased if the king and army had come to an agreement but as that did not happen, he stuck close to
his party, and would not leave defending their most
iniquitous behaviour.
Which conduct is not peculiar to Peters. Charles
the First, at this day, is spoken of as the best, not
only of men, but of kings and the Parliament is said
to have acted right in opposing his tyranny, and likewise in bringing him to the block, hy the stanch
No wickedness
party men of each side respectively.
is owned, no errors are acknowledged on the one
part, nor is there any such thing to be granted as
wisdom or honesty on the other. 'These are the
men that often turn the world upside down, and
spirit up mobs, tumults, and seditions, till at length
they become quite contemptible, and perhaps undergo the fate allotted to folly and villnny.
* These were men appointed by Cromwell to try
the abilities of all entrants into the ministry, and
likewise the capacity of such others as were preButler, according
sented, or invited to new places.
to his manner, has represented their business in a
ludicrous light, in the following lines:
" Whose business is, by cunning slight,
;

;

:

;

;

To cast a figure for men's light
To find in lines of beard and face
The physiognomy of grace

Ibid., p. 194.

Maizeaux's Life of Oliillingworth, p. 280, Lond., 1725,
and Rushworth, part iii., vol. ii., p. 290.
October 16, 1660.
History of his own Times, Dutch edit., in 12mo, vol.

p.

;

* Trial of the Regicides, p. 168.
t Peter.ss Legacy, p. 102.

264.

** Barwick's Life, Eng. trans.,
p. 296, London, 1724.
tt Trial of the Regicides, d. 159.
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amending the laws, though poorly

He

it.*

is

qualified for

accused of great vices, but whether

by the sound and twang of nose,
be sound within disclose
Free from a crack or flaw of sinning-,
As men try pipkins by the ringing."
Hudib., canto

And

if

If all

;

iii.

However, jesting apart, it must be owned the
thing in itself was good enough but instead of examining those who came before them in languages,
divinity, and more especially morality, things of the
highest importance, one shoul<l think, they used to
ask them whether they had ever any experience of a
work of grace on their hearts;' and according as
they could answer hereunto, were they received or
;

How

mucti more intelligible would it have
rejected.
been to have inquired whether they were " blameless, husbands of one wife, vigilant, sober, of good
behaviour, given to hospitality, apt to teach, not given to wine, no strikers, not greedy of filthy lucre,
Whether they
patient, not brawlers, not covetous
ruled well their own houses, and had a good report
of them which were without?"! I say, how much
.'

more intelligible and important would these questions
have been, yea, how much easier and more certainBut it
ly determined, than that above mentioned
is a very long time ago that these were the qualifica''.

required and expected from clergymen
for
ages past, subscription to doubtful articles of faith,
declarations very ambiguous, or most difficult to be
made by understanding minds, or the shibboleth of
the prevailing party in the Church, have been the
things required and insisted on. Whence it has come
to pass that so many of our divines, as they are styled,
understand so little of the Scriptures, and that they
know and practise so little of pure, genuine Christianity.
I would
not he thought to reflect on any
particular persons; but hope those in whose hands
the government of the Church is lodged will consider
whether they are not much too careless in their examinations of young men for ordinations
Whether
very many of them are not unqualified to teach and
instruct, through neglect of having carefully studied
the Word of God ? And whether their conversation
be not such as is unsuitable to the character conferred on them ? It is with uneasiness one is obliged to
hint at these things but surely it is more than time
that they were reformed, and St. Paul's rules were
tions

;

.'

;

put in practice.
A wise virtuous, prudent clergy, is the glory and
happiness of a community, and there cannot be too
much care taken to procure it.t But if triers neglect the means of doing this, and admit all who are
presented to a curacy to orders, if so be they will
make use of the terms in vogue, whether they understand them or no, they deserve censure, and are
answerable for all the sad consequences which flow
from ignorance, folly, and vice.
* He as good as owns this in the following passage " When I was a trier of others, I went to hear
and gain experience, rather than to judge when 1
was called about mending laws, I rather was there
to pray than to mend laws but in all these I confess I might as well have been spared-."iii
This is
modest and very ingenuous but such a confession
as few of our gentlemen concerned in such matters
would choose to make. They frequently boast of
the great share they have in business, though many
of them may well be spared. Let us confirm the
truth of Peters's confession by Whitlock "1 was
often advised with by some of this committee, and
none of them was more active in this business than
Mr. Hugh Peters the minister, who understood little
of the law, but was very opinionative, and would
frequently mention some proceedings of law in HolThe
land, wherein he was altogether mistaken. "|i
ignorance and inability of the man with regard to
:

;

;

;

:

*
t
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Calamy,
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London, 1724, 8vo.

See Hutchinson's Introduction to Moral Philosophy, b.
ch. viii., sect. 1.
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justly or not

a question *

is

He was executed

these matters, we see, are as plainly described here
as in his own words; though how to reconcile his
own opinionativeness and activity in it with his going
to the committee rather to pray than to mend laws, I
confess 1 know not.
Perhaps he had forgotten the
part he had acted.
This* " committee were to take
into consideration what inconveniences were in the
law, how the mischiefs that grow from delays, the
chargeableness and irregularities in the proceedings
of the law may be prevented, and the speediest way
to prevent the same."
In this committee with Peters
were Mr. Fountain, Mr. Rushworth, and Sir Anthony
Ashley Cooper, afterward Earl of Shaftesbury ancl
lord-high-chancellor, besides many others of rank and
No great matters followed from this comfigure.
nuttee, by reason of the hurry of the times and the
oppo.sition which the lawyers made to it.
But the
Parliament liad a little beforet passed an " act that
all the books on the law should be put into English,
and that all writs, process, and returns thereof, and
all patents, commissions, indictments, judgments,
records, and all rules and proceedings in courts of
justice, shall be in the English tongue only."
This
act or ordinance (to speak in the language of the
times of which I am writing) does great honour to the
Parliament, and is an argument of their good sense
and concern for the welfare of the people. It is
amazing so good a law should not have been continued by proper authority after the Restoration
But
it was a sufficient reason then to disuse a thing,
though ever so good in itself, that it had been enact!

Of such fatal consequences
But thanks be unto God we have
this most excellent ordinance
has been again revived, and received the sanction of
the whole Legislature. How much were it to be
wished that a committee of wise and prudent persons
were once more employed to revise, amend, and
abridge our laws that we might know ourselves how
to act, and not be necessitated to make use of those
who (we are sensible) live on our spoils. This would
add greatly to the glory of our most excellent prince,
and would be the best employment of that peace
which his wisdom has procured for us. But much
is it to be feared that our adversaries will be loo hard
for us, and that we shall be obliged, for a time at least,
But whenever the spirit of
to submit to their yoke.
ed by an usurped power.
are prejudices
seen the time

!

!

when

!

true patriotism shall generally possess the breasts of
our senators, I doubt not but that they will apply
themselves to our deliverance in good earnest and
bring it to perfection (as it was long ago done in Denmark, and very lately in Prussia), inasmuch as the
happiness of the community absolutely depends thereon.

*

I

will transcribe Dr.

Barwick

at large. J

"The

wild prophecies uttered by his (Hugh Peters's) impure mouth were still received by the people with
the same veneration as if they had been oracles,
though he was known to be infamous for more than
one kind of wickedness: a fact which Milton himself did not dare to deny, when he purposely wrote
his Apology, for this very end, to defend even byname
(as far as was possible) the very blackest of the conspirators, and Hugh Peters among the chief of them,
who were by name accused of manifest impieties by
their adversaries."
Burnet<J says likewise, •• He was
a very vicious man." And Langbainell hints something of an " affair that he had with a butcher's wife
Peters himself was not insensible
of Sepulchre's."
of his ill character among the opposite party, nor of
the particular vice laid to his charge by Langbaine ;,
but he terms it reproach, and attributes it to his zeal
" By my zeal it seems I have exposed
in the cause.
myself to all manner of reproach but wish you to
know that (besides your mother) [ have had no fellowship that way with any woman since I knew her,
having a godly wife before also, I bless God."^
* This committee was appointed Jan. 20, 1651.
;

t Oct. 25, 1650, Whitlock. p. 475.
« Hist , vol. i.. p. 264I Bavwick's Life. p. 155, 156.
Legacy, p. 106.
Dramatic Poets, p. 339.
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shortly after the Restoration, though doubtless
he had as much reasnn to think he should have

eseaped as

A man is not allowed to be a witness in his own
cause nor should, think, his adversaries' lestirnony
be deemed full proof. One loaden with such an accusation as Peers was, and suffering as a traytor,
when the party spirit ran high, and revenge actuated
the breasts of those who bore rule for such a one
to be traduced and blackened beyond his deserts, is
no wonder. It is indeed hard to prove a negative
and the concurring testimony of writers to I'eters's
bad character makes one with difficulty suspend asBut if the following considerations be
sent unto it.
•weighed, 1 shall not, perhaps, be blamed for saying
it was a question whether he was accused justly or

was

;

;

not.
1. The accusations against him came from known
enemies, those who hated the cause he was engaged
It may easily,
in, and looked on it as detestable.
therefore, be supposed that they were willing lo blacken the actors in it, or, at least, that they were susceptible of ill impressions concerning them, and ready
This
to believe any evil thing they heard of them.
will, if attended to, lessen the weight of their evidence considerably, and dispose us to think that they
may have misrepresented the characters of their oppoBarwick, at first sight, appears an angry, parnents.
tial writer; Burnet's characters were never thought
too soft they were both enemies to the Republican
Add
party, though not equally furious and violent.
lo this, that neilhei of them, as far as appears, knew
anything of Peters themselves; and therefore what
they write must be considered only as common fame,
than which nothing is more uncertain.
2. The times in which Peters was on the stage
were far enough from favouring vice (public vice, for
it is of this Peters is accused) in the ministerial character.
He must be a novice in the history of those
times who knows not what a precise, demure kind
of men the preachers among the Parliamentarians
were. They were careful not only of their actions,
but likewise of their words and looks, and allowed
not themselves in the innocent gayeties and pleasures
of life.
I do not take on me to say they were as
good as they pretended to be; for aught I know, they
might be, yea, perhaps were proud, conceited, cenBut then drunksorious, uncharitable, avaricious.
enness, whoredom, adultery, and swearing were
things quite out of vogue among them, nor was it
So that how vicious soever their
suffered in them.
inclinations might be, they were obliged to conceal
them, and keep them from the eye of the public. It
•was this sobriety of behaviour, this strictness of con•versation, joined with their popular talents in the
pulpit, that created them so much respect, and caused such a regard to be paid unto their advice and
The people in a manner adored them,
direction.
and were under their government almost absolutely.
;

So that the leading men in the House of Commons,
after the king's death, were in the
administration of affairs, were obliged to court them,
and profess to admire them. Hence it was that men
of such sense as Pym, Hampden, Holies, Whitlock,
Selden, St. John, Cromwell, &c., sat so many hours
hearing their long-winded, weak prayers and preachments ; that men of the greatest note took it as an
honour to sit with the Assembly of Divines, and
treated them with so much deference and regard.
For it was necessary to gain the preachers in order
to maintain their credit with the people; now certainly, if Petprs had been a man so vicious as he is
represented, he could have had no influence over the
people, nor would he have been treated by the then
for they must
great men in the manner he was
have parted with him even for their own sakes, unless they would have been looked on as enemies to
godliness.
But Peters was caressed by the great;
his prophecies were received as oracles by the peoand
ple, and he was of great service to Cromwell
therefore he could not surely (at least publicly) be
Jinown to be infamous for more than one kind of
and those who,

;

The charge

others *

against

In short, hypocrisy

the characteristic of Peters's age ; and
" Hypocntic zeal
Allows no sins, but those it can conceal."

I

;

many

wickedness, as Barwick asserts.

Drt/den.

3. Peters's patrons seem to render the account of
have seen that
his wickedness very improbable.

We

he was entertained by the Earl of Warwick,

.^ir

Thomas Fairfax, and Oliver Cromwell, and that he
was much caressed and rewarded by the Parliiunent.

How improbable, then, is it that Peters should be inHis p.itrons were never acfamous lor wickedness
cused of personal vices they were men who made
and the cause they
high pretensions to religion
fought for, they talked of (if they did not think it to
Now, with what face could
he) as the cause of God.
they have done this, if their chaplain, confidant, and
tool had been known lo have been a very vicious
man? Or how could they have talked against scandalous ministers, who employed one most scandalous? In short, how could they reward Peters
publicly, when they always professed great zeal for
godliness, and were for promoting it to the highest
pitch ?
Men of their wisdom can hardly be thought
nor is there anyto have acted so inconsistent a part
thing in their whole conduct which would lead one
From all these
to think they could be guilty of it.
I

;

;

;

considerations, therefore, I think it reasonable to
make it a question whether Peters was charged justly with great vices.
* " I thought the Act of Indemnity would have included me; but the hard character upon me excluded me."* And no wonder he should think so, if it
was true " that he never had his hand in any man's
All that
blood, but saved many in life and estate."!
was laid to Peters's charge was words but words,
yet, if we conit must be owned, unfit to be uttered
sider how many greater offenders than Peters escaped capital punishment, we may possibly think he
had hard measure. Harry Martyn, .lohn Goodwin,
and John Milton, spoke of Charles the First most reproachfully, and the two latter vindicated his murther
As early as 1643, we find
in their public writings.
Martyn speaking out plainly, " That it was better the
king and hie children were destroyed, than many ;"
which words were then looked on as so high and
dangerous, that he was committed by the House to
the Tower; though shortly after released and readmitted to his place in Parliament. i He continued
still virulent against the king, was one of his judges,
and acted as much as possible against him. Goodwin justified the seclusion of the members, winch
was the prelude to Charles's tragedy vindicated his
murther, and went into all the measures of his masters
and being a man of ready wit and great learnAnd as for Milton,
ing, was of good service to them.
there is no one but knows that he wrote most sharply
against King Charles, and set forth his actions in a
To take no notice of his writerribly black light.
tings against Salmasius and More, what could be
more cruel against Charles than his Iconoclastes
How bitter are his observations, how cutting his remarks on his conduct! How horribly provoking to
point out Sir Philip Sidney's Arcadia as the hook
from whence the " prayer in the time of captivity,"
delivered to Dr. Juxon, immediately before his death,
;

;

;

;

!

was chiefly taken ?^ One should have thought this
an indignity never lo have been forgotten nor forgiven, especially as it was ofTered by one who was secretary to Cromwell, and who had spent the best part
But
of his life in the service of the anti-royalists.
yet Milton was preserved as tc life and fortune (happy for the polite arts he was preserved), and lived in
great esteem among men of worth all his days.
Goodwin had the same good fortune; and Maiiyn
escaped the fate of many of his fellow-judges; thoiiiih
* Peters's LpEfacy,
p. 104.

t

Ilii I.,

J

Whitlock.

i

Vi(J.

;

\>.

lOii.

See note

*, col.

i.,

p.

501.

p. 71.
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him was

for compassing and imagining the death
of the k\ng, by conspirmg with Oliver Cromwell

times and places, and procnring the
demand justice, by preaching divers

at several
'

soldiers to

sermons to persuade them to take
on his trial he behaved no way abjectly or meanly,
comparing him to Barabhas, &c.
All this had the appearance of clemency, and Peters

off the king,

i

to which he
pleaded in his own defence, that the war began
before he came into England
that, since his
:

|

might reasonably have expected to share in it. But
por)r wretch
he had nothing to recommend him as
these had, and, therefore, though more innocent, fell
without pity. Martyn, as it was reported, escaped
merely by his vices;* Goodwin having been a zealous Arminian, and a sower of division among the
sectaries, on these accounts had friends; but what
Milton's merit with the courtiers was, Burnet says
not.
Though, if I am not mistaken, it was with
his having saved Sir William Davenant's life formerly, which was the occasion of the favour shown
I

to him.
Merit or interest, in the eyes of the then
courtiers, these had
but Peters, though he had
saved many a life and estate, was forgotten by those
in their distress he had served, and given
up to the hangman. But the sentence passed on
him, and much more the execution of it, will seem
'very rigorous it we consider that it was only for
words, for words uttered in a time of confusion, uproar, and war.
I am not lawyer enough to determine whether, by any statute then in force, words
were treason. Lord Strafford, + in his defence at the
bar of the House of Lords, says expressly,
statute makes words treason."
But allowing they
were, such a law must be deemed to have been hard,
and unfit for e.xecution, especially as the words were
spoken in times of civil commotion ; for in such
seasons men say and do, in a manner, what they list,
the laws are disregarded, and rank and character unininded, contempt is poured on princes, and the
nobles are had in derision. These are the natural
consequences of wars and tumults; and wise men
foresee and expect them.
But were all concerned
in them to be punished, whole cities would be turned into shambles. To overlook and forgive what
has been said on such occasions, is a part of wisdom
and prudence, and what has been almost always practised.
Never were there greater liberties taken with
princes, never more dangerous doctrines inculcated
by preachers, than in France during part of the reigns
of the 3d and 4lh Henry. " The College of Sorbonne,
;

whom

"No

by common consent, concluded that the French were
discharged from the oath of allegiance to Henry
the Third, and that they might arm themselves in
opposition to him."
In consequence of which, the
people vented their rage against him in satyrs, lampoons, libels, infamous reports and calumnies, of

which the most moderate were tyrant and

apostate.

And

the curates refused absolution to such as owned
they could not renounce him.J: And the same Sorbonists decreed all those who favoured the party of
Henry the Fourth to be in a mortal sin, and liable to

damnation

and such as resisted

;

hiin,

champions of

the faith, and to be rewarded with a crown of martyrdom.
These decrees produced terrible effects;
and yet, when Henry the Fourth had fully established himself on the throne, I do not remember that he
called any of these doctors to an account, or that one
of them was executed. That wise prince undoubtedly considered the times, and viewed these wretches
with pity and contempt for being the tools of cunning,
artful men, who veiled their ambitious designs under
the cloak of religion.
So that, really considering what had passed abroad,
and what passed under his own observation, Peters
had reason to think that the Act of Indemnity would
have included him. But setting aside all this, believe all impartial judges will think he had hard
measure dealt him, when they consider that those
who preached up doctrines in the pulpit as bad as
Peters's, and those likewise who, though guardians
of our laws and liberties, and sworn to maintain them,
(J

I

* Burnet, vol. i., p. 665.
t Trial, p. 5H1, fol.. Lontion, 1680.
i Mainil)oiir!rh's History of the Lpajue, translated by
Dryden, Oct 1664, Lond., p. 432 and 437.
.

I)

Ibid., p. 805.

\

i

;

he had endeavoured to promote sound
the reformation of learning and the
law, and employment of the poor
that, for the
better effecting these things, he had espoused
the interest of the Parliament, in which he had
acted without malice, avarice, or ambition and
that whatever prejudices or passions might posarrival,

|

religion,
j

;

;

sess the minds of men, yet there was a God
who knew these things to be true.
At the place of execution, when Chief-justice
Coke was cut down and cmbowelled, Hugh Peters was then ordered to be brought that he
might see it and the executioner came to him,
;

rubbing his bloody hands, and asked him how
he liked that work.
He told him he was not at
all terrified, and that he might do his worst.
And when he was upon the ladder, he said to
the sheriff, " Sir, you have butchered one of the
servants of God before my eyes, and have forced rne to see it, in order to terrify and discourage me, but God has permitted it for my support

and encouragement."

One of the prodigies of those times attended
Peters going to the gibbet,* which, as it may
delivered opinions destructive of them, even from the
bench 1 say, whoever considers the comparatively
mild treatment these men have met with, will be apt
to judge the punishment of Peters very severe. What
was the crime of Peters ? Was it not the justifying
and magnifying th'e king's death ? And is this worse
than the doctrine of Montague, Sibthorp, and Manwaring, which set the king above all laws, and gave
him a power to do as he list ? is this worse than the
opinion of the judges in Charles the First and James
the Second's time, whereby it was given for law, that
the king might take from his subjects without consent of Parliament, and dispense with the laws enacted by it
Far from it ; for the depriving the people of their rights and liberties, or the arguing for
the expediency and justsce of so doing, is a crime of
a higher nature than the murthering or magnifying
the murther of the wisest and best prince under
heaven. The loss of a good prince is greatly to be
lamented, but it is a loss which may be repaired;
whereas the loss of a people's liberties is seldom or
ever to be recovered and, consequently, the foe to
the latter is much more detestable than the foe to the
former.
But what was the punishment of the justifiers and magnifiers of the destruction of the rights
and liberties of the people? Reprimands at the bar
of one or other of the houses, fines, or imprisonment;
not a man of them graced the gallows, though none,
perhaps, would better have become it. Peters, therefore, suffered more than others, though he had done
less to deserve it than others, which we may well
suppose was contrary to his expectation.
* " Among the innumerable libels which they (the
fanatics) published for two years together, those were
most pregnant with sedition which they published
concerning prodigies. Among these, all the prodigies
in Livy were seen every day
two suns; ships sailing in the air a bloody rainbow it rained stones
a lamb with two heads catherdral churches everywhere set on fire by lightning; an ox that spoke; a
hen lurried into a cock; a mule brought forth; five
beautiful young men stood by the regicides while
they suffered a very bright star shone round their
quarters that were stuck upon the city gates.
A
certain person rejoicing at the execution of Harrison
the regicide, was struck with a sudden palsy
another inveighing against Peters as he went to the
:

'.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!;

!
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524
afford

some

an account

diversion to the reader,

I

shall give

of.

warned by his fate against going out of their
province,* and meddling with things which no

He was weak,

ignorant, and zealous, and,
consequently, a proper tool for ambitious, artful
men to make use of.* All preachers ought to be

was torn and almost killed by his own favourdog; with an infinite number of such prodi-

gibbet,
ite

How

What ridiculous tales are here!
to be preserved in a work called a history
fanatics, if Ihey reported these things, undoubt-

gious lies."*

worthy

The

edly reported lies; though many of them, in great
simplicity of heart, believed them.
However, it is
to relate idle stories to disgrace the
understanding or impeach the honesty of parties
for weak, credulous, superstitious men, are to be
found on all sides. The reader, as he has a right, is
welcome lo laugh at these stories and to contribute
to his mirth, 1 will add the following " relation of a
child born in London with a double or divided tongue,
which, the third day after it was born, cried A king, a
king, and bid them bring it to the king. The mother of the child saith it told her of all that happened
in England since, and much more which she dare not
utter.
A gentleman in the company took the child
in his arms, and gave it money, and asked what it
would do with it. To which it answered aloud, that
it would give it to the king."
This story matches
pretty well the others, and, 1 believe, will be thought
equally as ridiculous, and yet the relator of it (no
less a man than Bishop Bramhall) says he cannot
esteem it less than ? miracle. t But let us away with
these trifles they are fit for nothing but ridicule, and
can serve no purpose, unless it be to show the weakness of the human understanding, or the wickedness
of the human heart though these are many times,
by other things, but too apparent.
* Peters's weakness, ignorance, and zeal appear
from his own confession, as well as the testimony of
Whitlock, hefore quoted. Now such a man as this
was thoroughly qualified to be a tool, and could hardly fail of being employed for that purpose.
Fools are
the instruments of knaves; or, to speak softer, men
of small understandings are under the direction and
influence of those who possess great abilities.
Let
a man be ever so wise and ambitious, he never would
gain the point he aims at, were all men possessed of
equal talents with himself; for they would see his
aims, and would refuse to be made use of as tools to
accomplish them. They would look through his
specious pretences, they would separate appearances
from realities, and frustrate his selfish intentions; so
that his skill would stand him in little stead.
But as the bulk of men are formed, nothing in the
world is easier than to impose on them. They see
not beyond the present moment, and take all for gospel that is told them.
And of these, there are none
who become so easily the dupes of crafty, ambitio'is
men, as those who have attained just knowledge
enough to be proud and vain it is but to flatter them,
and you become their master, and lead them what
lengths you please; and if they happen to have active
spirits, you may make them accomplish your designs
even without their being sensible of it. Those who
have great things to execute know this, and therefore are careful to have as many of these instruments
as possible to manage the multitude when there is
occasion for which end they carefully observe their
foibles, and seemingly fall in with their notions, and
thereby secure them. Hence it has come to pass,
that real great men have paid very uncommon respect
to those they despised they knew they might be of
'
use, and therefore were worth gaining.
Peters must
necessarily have appeared in a contemptible light to
Cromwell but as his ignorance and zeal qualified
him for business, which wiser and more moderate
men would have declined, he was thought worthy of
being caressed, and had tliat respect paid him which

no great wisdom

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Parter's Hist, of his own Time, p. 23, translated by
Newlin, London, 1727, 8vo.
t Ormonde's Papers, by Cnrte, vol. ii., p. 208.

was necessary to keep him tight to the cause. And,
generally speaking, they have been men of Peters's
size of understanding who have been subservient to
the interests of aspiring statesmen, and the implements of those in power. Were not Shaa* and Pinker weak men, in assisting the then Duke of Gloucester, protector, afterward Richard the Third, to fix
the crown on his own head ? Armed with impudence,.
Shaa at Paul's Cross declared the children of Edward the Fourth bastards; and Pinker, at St. Mary'sHospital, sounded forth the praise of the protector;
both so full, adds the historian, of tedious flattery, as
no man's ear could abide them. What was John
Padilla'st priest, who did not fail every Sunday to
recommend him, and the sedition of which he was
the great promoter, with a pater-noster and an ave
Maria ? Indeed, ill usage from the rebels caused him
to change his note soon after, and to advise his people to cry out, Long live the king, and let Padilla
perish
To come nearer home. Was not Sacheveral a
weak, ignorant man, to be made the tool of a party
Would any but such a one have e.xposed himself by
a nonsensical sermon, set the nation in a flame, and
brought himself into trouble? But he was in the
hands of intriguing politicians, who spurred him on,
and made him the instrument of raising a cry of an
imaginary danger, which served many purposes to
themselves, though detrimental to the nation. .-Vnd
what chaiiacter have our Jacobite clergymen univerIf we will not be uncharitable, we
sally deserved ?
must impute their behaviour to ignorance, and the
influence they have been under; for men of sense
and penetration could never have set themselves to
infuse notions into their flocks, which have no other
tendency than to enslave body and soul. And men
uninfluenced would not run the risk of the gallows
for the sake of nonsense and absurdity, as Jacobitism
really is.
But they have been the dupes of wicked,
artful, and ambitious men, who have blinded their
understandings, and by flatteries and caresses gained
their affections, and consequently the poor wretches
are the objects of pity.
So that Peters, we see, was as his brethren have
been and are. His faults arose chiefly from his weakness, and his being in the hands of those who knew
how to make use of him. Had he contented himself
with obscurity, he had avoided danger which, indeed,
is the chief security for the virtue, ease, and welfare
of men, in such a noisy, contentious world as this.
* The business of the clergy is that of instructing
the people in piety and virtue. If ever they meddle
with civil matters, it ought to be only with an intent
to promote peace and happiness, by exhorting princesto rule with equity and moderation, and the subjects
This, i say,
to obey with willingness and pleasure.
is what alone concerns them, and if they confine
themselves within these bounds, they merit praise.
But if instead hereof they mix with civil factions,
and endeavour to promote hatred, strife, and contention
if they aspire to bear rule and attempt to embroil matters, in order to render themselves of some
importance, they then become not only really contemptible, but likew!.«e criminal.
"The clergy," as the Marquis of Ormondel justly
observes, "have not been happy to themselves or
others when iheyhave aspired to a rule so contrary
to their function."
Nature never seems to have intended the clergy, any more than the Gospel, for
'(

;

;

state affairs.

For men brought up

in colleges,

and

world, as they generally are, mnke
to intermeddle with
To govern well requires great
secular matters.
knowledge of human nature, the particularinierests,
dispositions, and tempers of the people one has to do
little

versed

in the

wretched work when they come

Ppped's History, p. 002. M., Lnnd.m, 1632.
t Bayle's Diet., article Paililhi (.Tnhnde).
vol. li., p. 457.
i Ormonde's Papers,
*
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way belong to them.
tioned

Bat perhaps they are cau

—

Since transcribing these papers
very learned gentleman* has
been so kind as to impart to me an account of
Peters's writings (his Last Legacy excepted,
from which a good deal has been inserted in this
work), which I doubt not will he highly acceptable to the curious ;t as likewise a letter from
PosTsr:RiPT.

for the press, a

vaJn.*

in

and more

with, the law of nations,
laws of the country. Great skill and address likewise are required to manage the different and contradictory tempers of men, and make them conspire
to promote the public happiness as likewise great

especially the

;

practice in business, in order to despatch it with speed
and safety. And therefore it is evident, that the
clergy, from the nature of their education, as well as
They
their profession, cannot be qualified for it.
should, therefore, seriously weigh their incapacity
for civil affairs, and how inconsistent they are with
the business to which they have solemnly engaged
to devote themselves. They should consider how
contemptible and ridiculous they render themselves
in the eyes of all wise and good men when they engage in parties, and most haiefiil when they siir up
wars and tumults. They should have the dignity of
their character before their eyes, and scorn to disgrace it by letting themselves out to ambitious, selfinterested men. These things they should do; and
a very small degree of knowledge and reflection will

for these their endeavours. Parson Paul made his
exit at the gallows, and the celebrated Atterbury died
in exile.
What has been, and is the temper since,
knows the Oxford affair is too fresh iu
memory to let us remain ignorant of ihe dispositioa
of many of the clergy
they are of Peters's busy,

every one

;

meddling disposition
merit his
Far be

;

though

I

hope they

will not

fate.

from me to point these reflections at the
whole body of the clergy; numbers of them have
been, and are men of great worth, who not only dignify their office, but add lustre to the human nature.
He must have lost all sense of excellence who is not
struck with the generosity of Tillotson, the integrity
of Clarke, the Christian sentiments of Hoadley, the
worth of Butler (on whose late advancement 1 beg
leave to congratulate the public), and the piety, humanity, and patriotism of Herring.
These and many others have been ornaments of
the body to which they belong, and have never stud
ied to embroil us, or promote a party spirit among
us.
Rectitude and benevolence, piety and self-government, have been their themes these with uncommon abilities they have taught and those who tread
in their steps cannot fail of being honoured now and
forever
But those who make it their business to
poison the minds of the people with factious and seditious discourses; those who censure their governors for actions of which they are frequently no competent judges, and traduce and vilify everything, right
or wrong those who join with the sworn foes of the
best of princes, and strive to promote an interest incompatible with the public good, are the men who
deserve titles which I do not care to give; and they
may be certain, that though, through the lenity of the
present government, they may escape unpunished,
yet contempt will be their portion from all men of
sense for when men pervert so excellent an office
as that of the ministry to the puposes of ambition
and the lust of power, hardly any censure too severe
can be cast on them.
* The Reverend Mr. Birch, F.R.S.
t In April, 1646, he preached a sermon before both
houses of Parliament, the lord-mayor and aldermen
of London, and the Assembly of Divines, which was
printed in quarto.
In this sermon he expresses his
desire that "some shorter way might be found to
further justice; and that two or three friend-makers
might be set up in every parish, without whose labour and leave none should implead another." He
proposed likewise that the Charter House should be
converted into a hospital for lame soldiers.
In the same year, 1646, he published at London, in
quarto, a pamphlet of fifteen pages, entitled " Peters's
last Report of the English Wars, occasioned by the
Importunity of a Friend pj-essing an Answer to some
Queries ;"
I. Why he was silent at the surrender of Oxford?
II. What he observed at Worcester, it being the

enable them to keep themselves from this, which is
one of the greatest blemishes which can be found in
their character.
-If this is not sufficient, let them call totheirminds
Peters, who, after having been sought to, and caressed by the most eminent personages, was obliged to
skulk about privately; was seized by the officers of
public justice; laden with infamy and reproach, and
embowelled by the hangman. He that hath ears to
hear, let him hear.
* No men in the world seem less willing to hearken to advice than the clergy; puffed up wilh conceit of their own knowledge and abilities, and being
used to dictate uncontrolled from the pulpit, they
with contempt hearken to instruction, and are uninfluenced by persuasion
for which reason, I say,
perhaps they are cautioned in vain; Peters'sfate will
not deter them, but engage in factions they still will.
After the restoration, the pulpits sounded loud with
the doctrines of passive obedience and non-resist-ance the Whigs and Presbyterians were represented
as villains the power of the Church was magnified,
and the regal power was represented as sacred as
that of God himself. Then Sam. Parker and his
fellows arose, full of rage and venom, who treated
-all who opposed them with ill manners and severity.
Then were Englishmen pronounced slaves, in effect,
by Hicks, in his Jovian and then was the infamous
Oxford Decree framed, which was doomed to the
flames by the sentence of the most august assembly
in the world, anno 1710.
The bishops stood firm by the Duke of York and
the whole clergy in a manner damned the Bill of Exclusion,
in short, such was their behaviour, that
they fell under great contempt, and were treated with
mnch severity. Under .Tames the Second they acted
the same part, and would undoubtedly have continued his fast friends, had he not given liberty to the
Dissenters, and touched them in their most tender

it

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

part, even

that of their revenue, by thrusting in
popish persons into their colleges. This alarmed
them; they suddenly tacked about, wished heartily
for the coming of the Prince of Orange, and prayed
for his success; he came and delivered them out of
the hands of their enemies; but they could not be
quiet and thankful
numbers of them refused to
own his government many of them joined in measures to restore the tyrant James, and a great part
did all that in them lay to blacken and distress their
deliverer.
Lesly, Sacheveral, &c., worked hard to
inculcate on men's minds the danser of the Church,
the designs of the Dissenters, the villany of the
ministry, during the first and glorious part of Queen
Anne's reign, in which they were but too successful.
When the Protestant succession took place, it
was railed at, and even cursed by these men, and
many of them attempted to set up an abjured pretender. Theirattempts, however, were vain; though

;

'

last

town

IV. If he

;

hand ?
best to be done with the army '
had any expedient for the present differ-

in the king's

What were

III.

;

j

',

ence?
V.

What

his thoughts

were

in relation to foreign

j
'

i

|

'

states
VI.

?

How

these late mercies and conquests might
be preserved and Improved ?
VII. Why his name appears in so many books, not
without blots, and he never wipe them off?
In this pamphlet he observes, p. 14, that be had
lived about six years near that famous Scotsnjan,
Mr John Forbes " With whom," says he. " travelled into Germany, and enjoyed him in much love
:

I

I
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Colonel Lockhart to Secretary Thurloe, concerning Peters, which, as very characteristic;!
of the man, and containing some curious particulars relating to hini, I cannot forbear giving
at lengih *

— C.

I

wise acquainted them with their obligations of oI>edience to his highness's government, and ali'ection to
his person.
He hath laboured among us here with
much goodwill, and seems to enlarge his heart towards us, and care of us for many other things, the
effects whereof design to leave upon that Providence
which has brought us hither. It were superfluous
to tell your lordship the story of our present condition, either as to the civil government, works, or
soldiery
he who hath studied all these more than
any 1 know here, can certainly give the best account
of them.
Wherefore I commit the whole to his information, and beg your lordship's casting a favourable eye upon such propositions as he will oiler to
your lordship for the good of this garrison.
"I am, may it please your lordship,
" Your most humble, faithful,
I

and sweetness constantly from whom I never had
but encouragement, though we differed in the way
of our churches.
Learned Amesius breathed his last
breath into tny bosom, who left his professorship m
Friezland to live with me, because of my church's
independency, at Rotterdam he was my colleague
and chosen brother to the Church, where I was^an
;

;

unworthy

pastor."
In 1647, he published at London, in quarto,
a pamphlet of fourteen pages, entitled "A Word for the
Army, and two Words to the Kingdom, to clear the
one and cure the other, forced in much Plainness and
Brevity, from their faithful Servant, Hugh Peters."
It appears by a pamphlet, printed in
1651, written
by R. v., of Gray's Inn, and entitled "A Plea for the
Common Laws of England," that it was written in
answer to Mr. Peters's " Good Work for a good
Magistrate, or a short Cut to great Quiet ;" in which
Mr. Peters had proposed the extirpation of the whole
system of our laws, and particularly recommended
that the old records in the Tower should be burned,
as the monuments of tyranny.

Colonel Lockhart to Secretary Thurloe.*
From Dunkirk, July 8-18, 1658.
May it please your lordship,
" I could not suffer our worthy friend, Mr.
Peters,
to come away from Dunkirk without a
testimony of
the great benefits we have all received from him
in
this place, where he hath laid himself
forth in great
charity and goodness in sermons, prayers, and
exhortaitions, in visiting and relieving the
sick and wounded and in all these, profitably applying the singular
talent God hath bestowed upon him to the
chief ends
proper for our auditory for he hath not only showed
the soldiers their duty to God, and pressed it
home
upon them, I hope to good advantage, but hath like*

"

,

;

;

[This part

"My
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"And obedient servant.
"Will. Lockhart."
own hand.}

written with Lockhart's

Lord,

"Mr. Peters hath taken leave at least three or
four times, but still something falls out which hinders
his return to England. He hath been twice at Bergh,
and hath spoken with the cardinal* three or four
times ; I kept myself by, and had a care that he did
not impor'.une him with too long speeches.
He returns loaded with an account of all things here, and
hath undertaken every man's business. I must give
him that testimony, that he gave us three or four
very honest sermons and if it were possible to get
him to mind preaching, and to forbear the troubling
himself with other things, he would certainly prove a
very fit minister for soldiers. I hope he cometh well
satisfied from this place.
He hath often insinuated
to me his desire to stay here if he had a call.
Some
of the officers also have been with me to that purpose but I have shifted him so handsomely, as I
hope he will not be displeased for I have told him
that the greatest service he can do us is to go to
England, and carry on his propositions, and to own
us in all our other interests, which he hath under;

;

;

taken with
'

is all

much

zeal."

Mazarine.

——

—

—

;

APPENDIX.
No. XXII.
[The follpwing Discourse was preached by
Mr. Mayhew, minister of Ihe West Church in
Boston.

It

comprises a lucid and well-timed

illustration of several important topics connected with the history of the Puritans, which re-

cent arrogant assumptions on the part of the
Oxooian ecclesiastics, and their like-minded
American consociates, render necessary again
to be examined and accurately understood.
Therefore, as the oracular opinions and decision of the Puritans, both .Anglo-American and
British, the seriDon is here annexed in perpeiu-

am

menioriam

rei

!]

Unlimited Submission and Nonresislance to the
Hifher Powers; with some Reflections on the
Resistance made to Krng Charles I., and on
(he Anniversary of his Death: in which the mys'erwus Doctrine uf that Prince's Saintship and
A Sermon preached
Marlyrdiim is unriddled.
HI the West Meeting-house, in Bosto7i, on the
Lord's Day after the thirtieth of January, 1750.

By Jonathan Mayhew.

Quid memorem infandas coedes?

Quid facta tyranni
Dii capiti ipsius generique rcservent.
sacerdos,

Necuon Threicius longa cum veste
Obloquitor.— Rom. Vat. Prin.
PREF.tCE.

"

heritage," from getting their foot into the stir-

Let them be once fairly mounted,
all.
and their "beasts, the laity," may prance and
flounce about to no purpose, and they will, at
length, be so jaded and hacked by these reverend jockeys, that they will not even have spiritenough to complain that their backs are galled
or, like Balaam's ass, to " rebuke the madness
rup at

;

of the prophet."

He that nileth over men must be just, ruling in the fear
David.
of God.
have said, ye are gods, but ye shall die like men, and
I
David.
fall like one of the princes.
Fear Gud, honour the king. Paul.
EH'era?

the iron sceptre of tyranny, were once fre?.
So they might probably have remained by a
seasonable caution against despotic measures.
Civil tyranny is usually snrall in its beginning,
like "the drop of a bucket," till at length, like
a mighty torrent, or the raging waves of tlie
sea, it bears down all before it, and deluges
whole countries and empires. Thus it is as to
ecclesiastical tyranny also
the most cruel, intolFrom small beginerable, and impious of any.
nings " it exalts itself above all that is called
God, and that is worshipped." People have no
security against being unmercifully priest-ridden but by keeping all imperious bishops and
other clergymen, who love to " lord it over God's

All

Scripture is profitable for doctrine, for
reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteWhy, then, should not those parts
ousness."
of Scripture which relate to civil government
be examined and explained as well as others'!
Obedience to the civil magistrate is a Christian duly, and why should not the nature,
grounds, and extent of it be considered in a
Besides, if it be said that
Christian assembly
it is out of character for a Christian minister
to meddle with such a subject, this censure
They write
will fall upon the holy apostles.
upon it in their epistles to Christian churches
and surely it cannot be deemed either criminal
or impertinent to attempt an explanation of
tieir doctrine.
It was the near approach of the thirtieth of
January that turned my thoughts to this subject.
On that day the slavish doctrine of passive obedience and nonresistance is often
warmly asserted, and dissenters from the Established Church represented, not only as schismatics, with more of triumph than of truth,
and of choler than Christianity, but, also, as
persons of seditious, traitorous, and rebellious
principles. God be thanked, one may speak freeand avow
ly both of government and religion
that he is engaged on the side of liberty, the
Bible, and common sense, in opposition to tyranny, priestcraft, and nonsense, without being
in danger either of the Bastile or the Inquithough there will always be some insition
terested politicians, contracted bigots, and hypocritical zealots for a party to take offence at
such freedoms. Their censure is praise their
A spirit of domination is alpraise is infamy.
ways to be guarded against both in Church and
State, even in times of the greatest security.
Those nations who are now groaning under
!

;

;

;

"The mystery of iniquity began to work"
But
in the days of some of the apostles.
the kingdom of antichrist was then in one rehowever
difspect like the kingdom of heaven,
ferent in all others. It was " as a grain of mustard-seed." This grain was sown in Italy, and^
though it were "the least of all seeds," it sooa
became a mighty tree. It has long since overspread and darkened the greatest part of Christendom, so that we may apply to it what is
said of the tree which Nebuchadnezzar saw in
his vision, " The height thereof reached unto
heaven, and the sight thereof to the end of all
the earth, and the beasts of the field have shadow under it." Tyranny brings ignorance and
even

it degrades men from
brutality along with it
it
their just rank into thQ class of brutes
damps their spirits it suppresses arts ; it ex;

;

;

tinguishes every spark of noble ardour and
generosity in the breasts of those who are
enslaved by it it makes naturally strong and
great minds feeble and little, and triumphs over
the ruins of virtue and humanity. This is true
of tyranny in every shape
there can be nothing great and good where its influence reaches.
For which reason it becomes every friend
to truth and human kind, every lover of God
and the Christian religion, to bear a part in opIt was a desire
posing this hateful monster.
to contribute a mite towards carrying on a war
produced the
that
common
enemy
against this
following discourse, and if it serve, in any
measure, to keep up a spirit of civil and religious liberty among us, my end is answered
There are virtuous and candid men in all sects
there are also
all such are to be esteemed
and alt
vicious men and bigots in all sects
such ought to be despised.
;

:

;

:

;

Jonathan Mayhew.
UNLIMITED SUBMISSION AND NONRESISTANCE
TO THE HIGHER POWERS.
Romans, xiii., I-" Let every soul be subject unto the
higher powers. For there is no power but of God tho
powers that be are ordanied of God. Whosoever, th««Bfore. resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God ;
and they that resist shall receive to themselves damnation.
For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to the evil.
Wilt thou then not bo afi.-iid of the power ? Do that which
For he is
is good, and thou shalt have praise of the same.
the minister of God to theo for jfood. But if thou do that
:

;

APPENDIX.
who disowned subjection to
the civil powers in being, where they.repectively livetl, there is mention made in several
places in the New Testament.
The apostle
Peter, in particular, characterizes them in this
manner " Them that despise government, presumptuous are they, self-willed; they are not
Now, with
("ivii, government may properly fall under a afraid to speak evil of dignities."
moral and religious consideration, at least so reference to these doting Christians, the apostle
speaks
in
the
passage
before
us.
far as it relates to the general nature and end
The apostle begins thus " Let every soul be
of magistracy, and to the grounds and extent
of that submission which persons of a private subject unio the higher powers ; for there is no
character ought to yield to those who are vest- poiver but of God : the powers that he are ordained
ed with authority.
This must be allowed by of God."* As if he had said, " Whereas, some
which

is evil,

be afraid

;

for

he beareth not the sword

tians in general,

vain for he is the minister of God, a revenger to
wrath upon hiin that doetli evil. Wherefore ye must needs
be subject, not only for wrath, but also for conscieiire'
sake.
For this cause pay you tribute also for they are
God's ministers, attending continually upon this very thing
Render, iherefore, to all their dues tribute to whom tribute
custom, to whom custom fear, to whom fear honis due
our, to whom honour.
;

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

who acknowledge the divine original of Chris- professed Christians vainly imagine that they
tianity.
For although there be a very plain wholly are excused from all manner of duty and
and important sense in which Christ's " king- subjection to civil authority, refusing to honour
dom 7s not of this world,'' his inspired apostles their rulers and to pay taxes which opinion is
have nevertheless laid down some general prin- not only unreasonable in itself, but also lends
ciples concerning the office of civil rulers and to fix a lasting reproach upon the Christian
now, as an apostle
I
the duty of subjects, together with the rea- name and profession
son and obligation of that duty. Hence it fol- and ambassador of Christ, exhort every one of
you
to
dutiful
submission
to those who
pay
all
lows, that it is proper for all who acknowledge
for there is,
the authority of Jesus Christ, and the inspi- are vested with any civil office
ration of his apostles, to endeavour to under- properly speaking, no authority but what is destand what is the doctrine which they have de- rived from God, as it is only by his permission
I may add,
livered concerning this matter.
It is the duty and providence that any possess it.
all

—

—

;

of Christian magistrates to inform themselves
"what it is which their religion teaches concerning the nature and design of their office,
and it is equally the duty of all Christian people
to inform themselves what it is which their religion teaches concerning that subjection which
they owe to the high powers.
This passage of Paul's is the most full and
express of any in the New Testament, relating
to rulers and subjects
therefore I thought it
proper to ground upon it what I had to propose
to you with reference to the authority of the
civil magistrate, and the subjection which is
<iiie to him.
There were some persons among the Christians of the apostolic age, and particularly those
at Rome, to whom Paul is here writing, who
seditiously disclaimed all subjection to civil authority refusing to pay taxes, and the duties laid
;

;

upon

their traffic

and merchandise

;

and who

magistrates, as such, although they
heathens, are appointed and ordained
for it is certainly God's will that so
useful an institution as that of magistracy
should take place in the world for the good of
civil society."
The apostle proceeds " Whothat

all civil

may be
God

of

;

:

soever, therefore, resisteth the poioer, resisleth the

ordinance of God ; and they that resist shall receive
to themselves damnation." "Think not, therefore,
that ye are guiltless of any crime or sin against
God when ye factiou^ly disobey and resist the
civil authority. For magistracy and government
being the ordinance and appointment of God, it
follows, that to resist magistrates in the execu* Every soul. This is an Hebraism, which signifies every man ; SO that the apostle does not exempt
the clergy, such as were endowed with the gift of
prophecy, or any other miraculous powers which subsisted in the Church at that day and, by his using the
Hebrew idiom, it seems that he had the Jewish con;

scrupled not to speak of their rulers without verts principally in his eye.
any due regard to their office and character.
The higher powers : more literally, the overruling
Some of these turbulent Christians were con- powers, which term extends to all civil rulers in
verts from Judaism, and others from Paganism. common.
By power, the apostle intends not lawless strength
Tiie Jews in general, long before this tune, had
and brutal/orcc, without regulation or proper directaken up a strange conceit, that being the petion, but just authority, for so the word here used
culiar people of God, they were therefore exproperly signifies. There may be power where there
empted from the jurisdiction of any heathen is no authority. No man has any authority to do wliat
princes or governors. Upon this ground it was is wrong and injurious, though he may have power
that some of them, during the public ministry to do it.
The powers that be: Those persons who are, in
of our blessed Saviour, came to him with that
question, " Is it lawful to give tribute unto Ccesar fact, vested with authority those who are in posWho those are, the apostle leaves Chrissession.
This notion many of them retained
or not?"
tians to determmefor themselves ; but, whoever they
after they were proselyted to the Christian
are. they are to be obeyed.
faith. As to the Gentile converts, some of them
Ordained of God: As it is not without God's provgrossly mistook the nature of that liberty which idence and permission that any are clothed with authe Gospel promised, and thought that, by vir- thority and as it is agreeable to the positive will
tue of their subjectoin to Christ, the only king and purpose of God that there should be somepersom
and head of his Church, they were wholly freed vested with authority for the good of society. Not
from subjection to any other prince as though that any rulers have their commission immediately
from God, the supreme Lord of the Universe, [f
Christ's kingdom "A«d been of this world," in
any assert that kings or any other rulers are ordainsuch a sense as to interfere with the civil powed of God in the latter sense, it is incumbent upon
ers of the earth, and to deliver their subjects them to show the commission which they speak of,
from that allegiance and duty which they be- under the broad seal of heaven, and when they do
fore owed to them.
Of these visionary Chris- this they will no doubt be believed.
;

;

;
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tion of therr offices

really to resist the will

is

and of God

for good to those that do well, but also
ministers to revenge, to discountenance,
punish
those that are unruly and injurious
and
to their neighbours."
The apostle proceeds:
" Wherefore ye must needs be .subject, nut only for
" Smce,
ivrath, but also for conscience' sake."

ordinance ol'God himself; and they who thusresist will accordingly be punished by God fur this
sin in common with others." The apostle goes
on " For rulers are not a terror to good works, but

his

:

WiU

to the evil.

er

Do

1

thou, then, not be a/raid oflhepoioand thou shalt have

therefore, magistracy is the ordinance of God,
rulers are, by their office, benefactors
to society, by discouraging what is bad and en-

that ichich is good,

praise of the same : for he is the minister of
" That you may see
to thee for good.'"*

God and since
the

couraging what is good, and so preserving peace
and order among men, it is evident that ye
ought to pay a willing subjection to them not
to obey merely for fear of exposing yourselves

truth and justness of what I assert, that magistracy is the ordinance of God, and that you sin
against him in opposing it, consider that even
pagan rulers are not, by ihe nature and design of
iheir office, enemies and a terror to the good and
virtuous actions of men, but only to the injuri-

ous and mischievous

to society.

;

wrath and displeasure, but also in point
Ye are under
of reason, duty, and conscience.
to their

an indispensable obligation, as Christians, to
their office, and to submit to them in
the execution of it." The apostle goes on
" For for this cause pay you tribute also : for they
are God's ministers, atteyiding continually upon
"And here is a plain reason,
this very thing."
for
also, why ye should pay tribute to them
they are God's ministers, exalted above the
common level of mankind, not that they may
indulge themselves in softness and luxury, and
be entitled to the servile homage of their fellowmen, but that they may execute an office no
less laborious than honourable, and attend conThis being
tinually upon the public welfare.
their business and duty, it is but reasonable
that they should be requited for their care and
diligence in performing it, and enabled, by tax-

Will ye not,

then, reverence and honour magistracy when
How
ye see the good end and intention of it
can ye be so unreasonable 1 Only mind to do
3'our duty as members of society, and this will
gain you the applause and favour of all good
For while you do thus, they are by their
rulers.
office, as ministers of God, obliged to encourage and protect you it is for this very purpose
The aposthat they are clothed with power."
" But if thou do that which is evil, be
tle subjoins

honour

:

!

;

;

:

For
afraid, for he bcareth not the sword in vain.
he is the 7ninistcr of God, a revenger, to execute
wrath upon him that docth evil."i "But, upon
the other hand, if ye refuse to do your duty as
of society
if ye refuse to bear your
if ye are
part in the support of government
disorderly, and do things which merit civil
chastisement, then, indeed, ye have reason to
be afraid for it is not in vain that rulers are
vested with the power of inflicting punishment.
They are, by their office, not only the ministers

members

;

;

es levied upon the subject, effectually to prosecute the great end of their institution the good
of society." The apostle sums up all in the
" Render, therefore, to all their
following words
dues : tribute, to whom tribute is due ; custom, to
whom custom ; fear, to whom fear ; honour, to
whom honour."* " Let it not therefore be said
of any of you hereafter, that you contemn government, to the reproach of yourselves and of
the Christian religion. Neither your being Jews
by natiof, nor your becoming the subjects of
Christ's kingdom, gives you any dispensation
for making disturbances in the government under which you live. Approve yourselves, thereBe
fore, as peaceable and dutiful subjects.
ready to pay to your rulers all that they may,
in respect of their office, justly demand of you.
Render tribute and custom to those of your

—

:

:

* For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to the
evil.
It cannot be supposed that the apostle designs
here, or in any of the succeeding verses, to give the
true character of Nero, or any other civil powers
then in being, as if they were, in fact, such persons
as he describes, a terror to evil works only, and not
to the good; for such a character did not belong to
them, and the apostle was no sycophant or parasite
of power, whatever some of his pretended successors have been.
He only tells what rulers would
be, provided they acted

up

to their character

and

office.

t It is manifest that when the apostle speaks of it
as the office of civil rulers to encourage what is

he speaks only of governors to whom tribute and custom belong;
good of and cheerfully honour and reverence all who
are vested with civil authority according to
society as such, not to dictate in religious concerns
not to make laws for the government of men's con- their deserts."
sciences, and to inflict civil penalties for religious
The apostle's doctrine, in the passage thus
crimes.
It is sufficient to overthrow the doctrine of
explained, concerning the office of civil rulers
the authority of the civil magistrate in aifairs of a
and the duty of subjects, may be summed up
spiritual nature (so far as it is built upon anything
which is here said by St. Paul, or upon anything in the following observations
That the end of magistracy is the good ot
else in the New Testament) only to observe, that all
the magistrates then in the world were heathen, im- civil society, as such.
placable enemies to Christianity
so that to give
That civil rulers, as such, are the ordinance
them^aulhorityin religious matters would have been, and ministers of God
it being by his permisin ettect, to give them authority to extirpate the sion and providence that any bear rule, and
Christian religion, and to establish the idolatries and
agreeable to his will that there should be some
superstitions of paganism. And can any one reasonably suppose that the apostle had any intention to
* Grotius observes, that the Greek words here
extend the authority of rulers beyond concerns merely civil and political, to the overthrowing of that re- used answer to the tribntum and vectigal of the Ro-

good, and to punish
civil

good and

evil.

what is
They are

evil,

to consult the

;

;

;

;

which he himself was so zealous in propagating? But it is natural for those whose religion cannot be supported upon the footing of reason and argument to have recourse to power and force, which
will serve a bad cause as well as a good one, and,
indeed, much better.
ligion

Vol.
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mans the former was the money paid for the soil
poll, the latter the duties laid upon some sorts
What the apostle here says deof merchandise.
serves to be seriously considered by all Christians
concerned in that common practice of carrying on an
illicit trade and running of goods.
;

and

j

t
;
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persons vested with authority in society for the
well-being of

it.

Thai which

is

here said concerning

civil ru-

It relers extends to all of them in common.
lates, indifferently, to monarchical, republican,
and aristocraiical government, and to all other

There is one very important and interesting
point which remains to be inquired into, namely, the extent of that subjection to the higher
powers which is here enjoined as a duly upon
all Christians.
Some have thought it warrantable and glorious to disobey Ihe civil powers in
certain circumstances
and in cases of very
great and general oppression, when humble remonstrances fail of having any effect, and,
when the public welfare cannot be otherwise

forms which truly answer the sole end of government, the happiness of society and to all
the different degrees of authority in any particular state
to inferior officers no less than
to the supreme.
provided for and secured, to rise unanimously,
That disobedience to civil rulers, in the due even against the sovereign himself, in order to
exercise of their authority, is not merely polit- redress their grievances
to vindicate their
ical sin, but heinous offence against God and natural and legal rights
to break the yoke of
religion.
tyranny, and free themselves and posterity from
That the true ground and reason* of our oh- inglorious servitude and ruin. It is upon this
ligation to be subject to the higher powers is principle that many royal oppressors have been
the usefulness of magistracy, when properly driven from their thrones into banishment, and
exercised, to human society, and its subservi- many slain by the hands of their subjects.
It
ency to the general welfare.
was upon this principle that Tarquin was exThat obedience to civil rulers is here equally pelled from Rome, and Julius Caesar, the conrequired under all forms of government which queror of Ihe world and the tyrant of his counanswer the sole end of all government, the good try, cut off in the senate-house. It was upon
of society
and to every degree of authority in this principle that Charles I. was beheaded beIt was upon
any state, whether supreme or subordinate.
fore his own hanqueting-house.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Whence

it

follows, that

if

unlimited obedi-

ence and nonresistance be here required as a
duty under any one form of government, it is
also required as a duty under all other forms
and as a duty to subordinate rulers as well as
to the supreme
and that those civil rulers to
;

;

whom

the apostle enjoins subjection are the

persons in possessiim
the powers that be
those who are actually vested with authority.
;

Some suppose the apostle in this passage enforces the duly of submission with two arguments
quite distinct from each other; one taken from this
consideration, thai rulers are the ordinance and the
ministers of God (ver. 1,2, and 4), and the other from
the benefits that accrue to society from civil government (ver. 3, 4, and 6). And, indeed, these may be
distinct motives and arguments for submission, as
they may be separately viewed and contemplated ;
but when we consider that rulers are noAhe ordinance and the ministers of God but only so far forth
as they perform God's will, by acting up to their office
and character, and so, by being benefactors to society, this makes these arguments coincide and run
up into one at last; at least, so far that the former
of them cannot hold good for submission where the
latter fails. Put the supposition that any man, bearing the title of a magistrate, should exercise his power in such a manner as to have no claim to obedience by virtue of that argument which is founded
upon the usefulness of magistracy, and you equally
take off the force of the other arguuient also, which
is founded upon his being the ordinance and the
minister of God for he is no longer God's ordinance
and minister than he acts up to his office and character by exercising his power for the good of society
this is. in brief, the reason why it is said above, in
the singular number, Ihe true ground and reason, &c.
The use and propriety of this remark may be more
apparent in the progress of the argument concerning
resistance.
t This must be understood with this proviso, that
they do not grossly abuse their power and trust, but
exercise it for the good of those that are governed.
these persons were, whether Nero, &c., or
not, the apostle does not say, but leaves it to be determined by those to whom he writes. God does
not interpose in a miraculous way to point out the
persons who shall bear rule, and to whom subjection
is due.
And as to the unalienable, indefeasible right
of primogeniture, the Scriptures are entirely silent,
or. rather, plainly contradict it, Saul being the first
king among the Israelites, and appointed to the royal
*

;

:

Who

this principle that

II. was made to fly
aimed at enslaving.
that revolution brought

James

that

country which he

Upon

this principle

was

about which has been so fruitful of happy consequences to Britain. But, in opposition to this
principle, it has often been asserted that the
Scripture in general, and the passage underconsideration in particular, makes all resistance
If
to princes a crime in any case whatever.
they turn tyrants, and become the common opought
welfare
they
to
pressors of those whose
regard with a paternal affection, we must not
pretend to right ourselves unless it be by prayand if
ers, and tears, and humble entreaties
these methods fail of procuring redress, we must
not have recourse to any other, but suffer ourselves to be robbed and butchered at the pleasure of the Lord's anointed, lest we should incur
the sin of rebellion and the punishment of damFor he has God's authority and comnati(m.
mission to bear him out in the worst of crimes,
so far that he may not be withstood or c(mNow, whether we are obliged to yield
trolled.
such an absolute submission to our prince, or
whether disobedience and resistance may not
be justifiable in some cases, notwithstanding
anything in the passage before us, is an inquiry
in which we are all concerned.
Now there is no necessity to suppose that
absolute, unlimited obedience, whether active
or passive, is here enjoined, because the precept IS delivered in absolute terms, without any
exception or intimation expressly mentioned.
are enjoined to be " suhjccl to the higher
powers" and to be " subject for conscience' sake ;'*
and because these expressions are absolute and
unlimited, or, more properly, general, some have
inferred that the subjection required in them
must be absolute and unlimited also at least,
so far as to make passive obedie nce and non;

We

;

digniiyduring hTs own father's~lifeFime ; and be was
succeeded, or, rather, superseded by David, the last.
born among manv brethren. Now. if God h^s not
invariably determined this matter.it must, of course,
be determined bv men and if it be determined by
men. it must be determined either in the way o( force
or of cnnipnct. and which of these is the most equitable can be no question.
;
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servants, and wives, in all cases whatever,
should obey their parents, masters, and husbands, respectively, never making any opposition to their will, even although they should
require them to break the conmiandments of
God, or should causelessly make an attempt
upon their lives'? No one puts such a sense
upon these expressions, however absolute and
unlimited.
Why, then, should it be supposed
that the apostle designed to teach universal
obedience, whether active or passive, to the
higher powers, merely because his precepts
are delivered in absolute and unlimited terms 1
If it be said that resistance and disobedience to
the higher powers are here said positively to be
a sin, so also is the disobedience of children to
therefore, no thought for the morrow," are pre- parents, servants to masters, and wives to husBut the
cepts expressed in at least equally absolute and bands, in other places of Scripture.
unlimited terms but Ihey are to be understood question still remains, "Whether in all these
with certain restrictions and limitations, some cases there be not some exceptions 1 In the
degree of love to the world, and the things of three latter it is allowed there are. Hence it
Nor, indeed, do the right follows, that barely the use of absolute expresit, being allowable.
reverend fathers in God, and other dignified sions is no proof that obedience to civil rulers
clergymen of the Established Church, seem to is in all cases a duty, or that resistance in all
be altogether averse to admitting of restrictions cases is a sin.
in the latter case, how warm soever any of
There is, indeed, one passage in the New
them may be against restrictions and limita- Testament where it may seem, at first view,
tions in the case of submission to authority, that an unlimited submission to civil rulers is
whether civil or ecclesiastical. Patience and enjoined " Submit yourself to every ordinance

resistance a duty ii all cases whatever, if not
tiiough there is
active obedience likewise
here no distinction btiween active and passive
obedience; and if either of them be required in
an unlimited sense, the other must be required
in the same sense also, because the expressions
are equally absolute with respect to both. But
that unlimited obedience of any sort cannot be
argued merely from the indefinite expressions
in which obedience is enjoined, appears hence,
that expressions of the same nature frequently
occur in Scripture, upon which it is confessed
that no such absolute and unlimited sense ought
For example " Love not the loorld,
to be put.
neither the things that are in the world ;" " Lmj
flat up for yourselves treasures on earth ;" " Take,
;

:

;

:

submission under private injuries are enjoined
much more pereinptory and absolute terms
than any that are used witii regard to submission to the injustice and oppression of civil rulers.
Thus " / saij unio yon, that you resist
in

:

not

evil

;

but whosoever shall smite thee on the right

htm the other also. And if any man
and take airay thy coal, let
him have thy cloak also. And whosoever shall
compel thee to go a mile with him, go iviih him
twain.'''
Any man may be defied to produce
such strong expressions in favour of a passive
and tame submission to unjust, tyrannical rulers, as are here used to enforce submission to
private injuries.
But how iew are there that
understand those expressions literally
and
the reason wliy they do not is because, with
submission to the Friends, common sense
cheek, turn to

will sue thee at the law,

;

shows that they were not intended to be so understood.
Some Scripture precepts which are more directly to the point in hand.
Children are commanded to obey their parents, and servants
their masters, in as absolute and unlimited terms
as subjects are here commanded to obey their
civil rulers.
Thus this same apostle: " Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is
Honour thy father and mother, which is

right.

the first

commandment with promise.

Set van ts,

be obedient to them that are your masters, accord-

ing

To every ordinance
of man for the Lord's sake."
of man. However, this expression is no strongof with relanotice
taken
before
er than that
tion to the duty of wives, " So let the wives he subBut
ject to their own husbands is everything."
the true solution of thisdiflSculiy is this: hy "every ordinance of man"* is not meant every command of the civil magistrate without excepevery order of magistrates appointed
by man, whether superior or inferior; for so
the apostle explains himself in the very next
words " Whether it be to the king as supreme,
or to governors, as unto them that are sent," &C.
But although the apostle
(1 Pet.,Mi., 13, 14).
has not subjoined any such explanation, the
reason of the thing itself would have obliged us
to limit the expression, "every ordinance of
man," to such human ordinances and commands,
as are not inconsistent with the ordinances and.
commands of God, the supreme lawgiver, or with
any other higher and antecedent obligations.
It is to be observed, also, that as the duty of
universal obedience and nonresistance to the
higher powers cannot be argued from the absolute, unlimited expressions which the apostle
here uses, so neither can it be argued from the
scope and drift of his reasoning, considered
with relation to the persons he was here opposing.
As was observed already, there were
some professed Christians in the apostolic ace
who disclaimed all magistracy and civil authority in general, " despising government and speaking evil of dignities ;"' some under a nittion that
Jews ought not to be under the jurisdiction of
Gentile rulers, and others, that they were set
free from the temporal powers by Christ.
Now
It is with persons of this licentious opinion
and
character that the apostle is concerned, and all
tion, but

:

with fear and trembling, imth singleness of your heart as unto Christ."
Thus,
also, wives are commanded to be obedient to
" Wines, submit yo\irsches unto
their husbands
your own husbands as unto the Lord ; for the husband 7s the head of the wife, even as Christ is the
HEAD OF THE Church. Therefore, as the Church
is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their
own husbands in everything." In all these that was directly to his point was to show that
cases submission is required in terms as abso* Literally, P!)prv human inslitution or appointment.
lute and universal as are ever used with respect
By which manner of expression the apostle plainly
to rulers and subjects
but who supposes that intimates that rulers derive
their authority immedithe apostle evei intended to teach that children, ately, not from God, but from Tnen
to the flesh,

:

;

s

;

;
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they were hound to submit to magistracy in
general.
This is a circumstance very material
to be taken notice of, in order to ascertain the
sense of the apostle for this is sufficient to
account for all that he says concerning the
duty of subjection, and the sin of resistance; to
the higher powers, without having recourse to
the doctrine of unlimited submission and passive obedience in all cases whatever. Were it
known that those, in opposition to whom the
apostle wrote, allowed of civil authority in general, and only asserted that there were some
cases in which obedience and nonresistance
were not a duty, there would then, indeed, be
reason for interpreting this passage as containing the doctrine of unlimited obedience and
nonresistance, as it must in this case be supposed to have been levelled against those who
denied that doctrine. But since it is certain that
there were persons who vainly imagined that
civil government in general was not to be regarded by them, it is most reasonable to suppose that the apostle designed his discourse
only against them.
Agreeably to this supposition, we find that he argues the usefulness of
civil magistracy in general
its agreeableness
to the will and purpose of God, who is over all
obligation
of submisand so deduces thence the
sion to it.
But it will not follow that becaase
civil government is a good institution, and necessary to the peace and happiness of human
society, therefore there are no supposable cases
so
in which resistance to it can be innocent
that the duty of unlimited obedience, whether
active or passive, can be argued neither from
the manner of expression here used, nor from
the general scope and design of the passage.
If we attend to the nature of the argument
with which the apostle here enforces the duty
Gf submission to the higher powers, we shall
find that it concludes, not in favour of submission to all who bear the title of rulers in common, but only to those who actually perform
the duty of rulers by exercising a reasonable
and just authority for the good of human sociNow the question before us turns very
ety.
much upon the truth or falsehood of this posiIt is obvious that the civil rulers whom
tion.
the apostle here speaks of, and obedience to
whom he presses upon Christians as a duty,
are good rulers,* such as are, in the exercise of
their office and power, benefactors to society.
Such they are described to be throughout this
passage.
Thus it is said that they are not " a
terror to good works, but to the evil ,•" that they are
God's " ministers for good ; revengers to execute
;

;

;

vpon him that doeth evil ;" and that " they
Peter
attend coniiniially upon this very thing."

iiratk

gives the same account of rulers
they are
" '••' pra'ise to thm that do well, and the punisha
descripand
character
This
doers:'
evil
ment of
are rulers
tion o"f rulers agree only to such as
govern
as
such
to
name
in
as
well
in fact, as
:

;

and act agreeably to their office. The
apostle's argument for submission to rulers is
wholly built and grounded upon a presumption
and
that thpy do, in fact, answer this character,

well

* By good rulers are not intended such as are good
in a moral or religimis, but only in a political sense ;
those who perforin their duty so far as their office
extends, and so far as civil society is concerned in
their actions.

is of no force at all upon the supposition of the
contrary.
If " rulers are a terror to good works,
and not to the evil ;" if they are not " ministers
for good to society," but for evil and distress, by
violence and oppression
if they " execute wrath
upon" sober, peaceable persons, who do their
liiity as members of society, and suffisr rich and
honourable knaves to escape with impunity
if, instead
of " attending continually vpon" the
good work of advancing the public welfare,
they attend only upon the gratification of their
own lust, and pride, and ambition, to the de;

;

struction of the public welfare
if this be the
cjise, the apostle's argument for submission
does not reach them. They are not the same,
but different persons from those whom he characterizes, and who must be obeyed according
;

to his reasoning.

Let

me

illustrate the apos-

argument by the following similitude. Suppose, then, it was allowed that the clergy are a
useful order of men that they ought to he " esteemed very highly in love for their works' sake;"
and to be decently supported by those whom
they serve, ''the labourer being ivorthy of his reivard" Suppose, farther, that a number of reverend and right reverend drones, who work
tle's

;

who preach perhaps but once a year, and
not
then not the Gospel of Jesus Christ, but the
divine right of tithes the dignity of their office
the equity of fine
as ambassadors of Christ
cures and a plurality of benefices the excellency of the devotions in that Prayer Book
which some of them hire chaplains to use for
them or some favourite point of Church tyrsuppose
anny and antichristian usurpation
such men as these, spending their lives in
and
idleness,
when
they
efl^eminacy, luxury,
or
are not idle, doing that which is worse than
suppose such men, merely by the
idleness
merit of ordination and consecration, and a
peculiar, odd habit, should claim great respect
and reverence from those whom they civilly
called the " beasts of the laity," and should demand thousands per annum for that good service which they never perform, and for which,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

they had peformed it, this would be much
more than a quantum meruit ; suppose this
should be the case, would not everybody be asif

tonished at such insolence, injustice, and imOught not such men to be told plainly
piety \
that they could not reasonably expect the esteem and reward due to the ministers of the
Gospel unless they did the duties of their office
Should they not be told that their title and habit
claimed no regard, reverence, or pay, separate
from the care, and work, and various duties of
their function ? and that w,hile they neglected
the latter, the former served only to render them
The
the more ridiculous and contemptible 1
application of this similitude to the case in hand
If those who bear the title of
is very easy.
civil rulers do not perform the duty of civil rulers, hut act directly counter to the sole end and
if they injure and opdesign of their office
press their subjects, instead of defending their
they have not the
good,
them
rights and doing
least pretence to be honoured, obeyed, and re'\

;

warded, according to the apostle's argument
the duty of
for his reasoning, in order to show
subjection to the higher powers, is built wholly
upon the supposition that they do in faa per-

form the duty of

rulers.
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has been said that the apostle nere uses ble to the will of God, do really resist the will
another argument for submission to the higher of God himself, and will therefore be punished
powers, besides that which is taken from the by him. But how does this prove that those
usefulness of their office to civil society, when who resist a lawless, unreasonable power, which
that their is contrary to the will of God, do therein resist
properly discharged and executed
power is from God that they are ordained of the will and ordinance of Godl Is resisting
God and that they are God's ministers and those who resist God's will the same thing
that this argument for submission to them will with resisting God 1 Or shall those who do so,
For rulers are
hold good, although they do not exercise their " receive to themselves damnation
power for the benefit, but for the ruin and de- not a terror to good works, but to the evil. Wilt
struction of human society.
But rulers have thou then not he afraid of the power I Do that
not authority from God to do mischief. They ichich is good, and thou shall have praise of the
are not God's ordinance, or God's ministers, in same ; for he is the minister of God to thee for
any other sense than as it is by his permission good." Here the apostle argues more explicitand providence that they are exalted to bear ly than he had before done for revering and subrule
and as magistracy duly exercised, and mitting to magistracy, from this consideration,
authority rightly applied, in the enacting and that such as really perform the duty of magisexecuting good laws laws attempered and ac- trates, would be enemies only to the evil accommodated to the common welfare of the sub- tions of men, and would befriend and encourage
jects, must be supposed to be agreeable to the the good
and so be a common blessing to sowill of the beneficent author and supreme Lord ciety.
But how is this an argument that we
"
of the universe, whose kingdom rideth over all,'' must honour and submit to such magistrates as
and whose " tender mercies are over all his works,'" are not enemies to the evil actions of men, but
it is blasphemy to call tyrants and oppressors
to the good
and such as are not a common
God's ministers. They are more properly ''the blessing, but a common curse, to society " But
messengers o/ Satan to buffet us." No rulers are if thou do that which is evil, be afraid ; for he is
God's ministers but such as are "just, ruling the minister of God, a revenger, to execute wrath
in the fear of God."
When once magistrates upon him that doeth evil." Here the apostle aract contrary to their office and the end of their gues from the nature and end of magistracy,
institution
when they rob and ruin the public, that such as did evil, and such only, had reainstead of being guardians of its peace and wel- son to be afraid of the higher powers
it being
fare, they immediately cease to be the "ordi- part of their office to punish evildoers, no less
nance and ministers of God," and no more de- than to defend and encourage such as do well.
serve that glorious character than common pi- But if magistrates are unrighteous if they are
rates and highwaymen. So that whenever that respecters of persons
if they are partial in
argument for submission fails, which is ground- their administration of justice then those who
ed upon the usefulness of magistracy to civil do well have as much reason to be afraid as
society, as it always does when magistrates do those that do evil.
There can be no safety for
hurt to society instead of good, the other argu- the good, nor any peculiar ground of terror to
ment, which is taken from their being the ordi- the unruly and injurious. So that in this case,
nance of God. must necessarily fail also no the main end of civil government will be frusperson of a civil character being God's minis- trated. What reason is there for submitting to
ter in the sense of the apostle, any farther than that government which does by no means anhe performs God's will by exercising a just and swer the design of government 1 " Wherefore
reasonable authority, and ruling for the good ye must needs be subject not only for wrath, but
It

;

;

;

;

.'

;

—

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

—

also for conscience' sake."
of the subject.
Here the apostle arLet us now trace the apostle's reasoning in gues the duty of a cheerful and conscientious
favour of submission to the higher powers, and submission to civil government, from the nature and end of magistracy, as he had before
it will appear how good and conclusive it is for
submission to those rulers who exercise their laid it down; as the design of it was to punish
power in a proper manner and how weak, and evildoers, and to support and encourage such
trifling, and unconnected it is, if it be supposed
as do well
and as it must, if so exercised, be
to be meant by the apostle to show the obliga- agreeable to the will of God.
But how does
tion and duty of obedience to tyrannical, op- what he here says prove the duty of a cheerful
pressive rulers, in common with others of a dif- and conscientious subjection to those who forferent character.
feit the character of rulers 1 to those who enThe apostle enters upon his subject thus courage the bad, and discourage the goodl
" Let every soul be subject unto the higher pow- The argument here used no more proves it to
ers for there is nopoiver but of God : the powers be a sin to resist such rulers, tlian it does to
that he are ordaiiied of God."
Here he urges "resist the devil, that he may flee from us." For
the duty of obedience, because civil rulers, as one is as truly the minister of God as the oth" For after this cause pay you tribute also ;
they are supposed to fulfil the pleasure of God, er.
are the ordinance of God.
But how is this an for they are God's ministers, attending co7itinualargument for obedience to such rulers as do not ly upon this very thing." Here the apostle arperform the pleasure of God, by doing good; gues the duty of paying ta.xes, from this conbut the pleasure of the devil, by doing evil and sideration, that those who perform the duty of
such as are not, therefore, God's ministers, but rulers are continually attending upon the pub" Whosoever, therefore, rcsistcth the lic welfare.
fhe devil's
But how does this argument conpower, resistelh the ordinance of God ; and they clude for paying taxes to such princes as are
that resist, shall receive to themselves damnation." continually endeavouring to ruin the public?
Here the apostle argues, that those who resist and especially when such payment would fa" Rena reasonable and just authority, which is agreea- cilitate and promote this wicked design
;

;

:

;

;

!

!

;
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der, therefore, to

tribute is due

;

aL

their

custom, to

dues

:

tribute, to

whom custom ;

whom

fear, to

uhomfcar honour, to whom honour." Here the
apostle sums up what he had been saying con;

here is a plain and positive reason against submission in all such cases, should they ever hapTherefore, in such cases, a regard to the
pen.
public welfare ought to make us withhold from
our rulers that obedience and subjection which
otherwise be our duty to render to
it would
them. If it be our duty, for example, to obey
the king merely for this reason, that he rules
for the public welfare, which is the only argument the apostle makes use of, it follov/s, by
parity of reason, that when he turns tyrant and
makes his subjects his prey to devour and to
destroy, instead of his charge to defend and
cherish, we are bound to throw off our allegiance to him, and to resist.
Not to discontinue our allegiance in this case, would be to join
with the sovereign in promoting the slavery and
misery of that society, the welfare of which
we ourselves, as well as our sovereign, are indispensably obliged to secure and promote. It
is true, the apostle puts no case of such a tybut by his grounding his arrannical prince
gument for submission wholly upon the good of
civil society, it is plain he implicitly authorizes,
and even requires us to make resistance whenever this shall be necessary to the public safety and happiness. Let me use this easy and familiar similitude to illustrate the point in hand
Suppose God requires a family of children to
obey their father and not to resist him, and enforces his command with this argument
that
the superintendence, and care, and authority of
a just and kind parent will contribute to the
happiness of the whole family, so that they
ought to obey him for their own sakes more
Suppose that this parent at
than for his.
length becomes distracted, and attempts, in his

His arcerning the duty of subjects to rulers.
" Since magistrates who
office well are common benefactors to society, and may, in tliat respect, be
properly styled the ministers and ordinance of
God and since they are constantly employed
in the service of the public, it becomes you to
pay them tribute and custom and to reverence,
honour, and submit to them in the execution of
This is apparently
their respective offices."
good reasoning. But does this argument conclude for the duty of paying tribute, custom,
reverence, honour, and obedience to those persons, although they bear the title of rulers, who
use all their power to hurt and injure the public ? such as are not God's ministers, but Satan's? such as do not take care of, and attend
upon the public interest, but their own, to the
ruin of the public? that is, in short, to such as
have no natural and just claim at all to tribute,
custom, reverence, honour, and obedience? It
is to be hoped that those who have any regard to
the apostle's character as an inspired writer, or
even as a man of comirion understanding, will
not present him as reasoning in such a loose,
incoherent manner, and drawing conclusions
which have not the least relation to his premises.
For what can be more absurd than an ar" Rulers are, by their
guinent thus framed
office, bound to consult the public welfare and
therefore you are bound to
the good of society
pay them tribute, to honour and submit to them,
even when they destroy the public welfare, and
Now,
are a common pest to society, by acting in direct mad fits, to cut his children's throats.
contradiction to the nature and end of their of- in this case, is not the reason before assigned
why these children should obey their parent
fice."
Thus, upon a careful review of the apo-stle's while he continued of a sound mind, their comreasoning in this passage, it appears that his mon good, a reason equally conclusive for disarguments to enforce submission are of such a obeying and resisting him, since he is become
It makes
nature as to conclude only in favour of submis- delirious, and attempts their ruin?
sion to such rulers as he himself describes those no alteration in the argument, whether this pawho rule for the good of society, which is the rent, properly speaking, loses his reason, or,
Common tyrants while he retains his understanding, does that
only end of their institution.
and |)ublic oppressors are not entitled to obe- which is as fatal in its consequences as anydience from their subjects by virtue of any- thing he could do, were he' really deprived of it.
But it ought to be remembered, that if the
thing here laid down by the inspired apostle.
The apostle's argument is so far from proving duty of universal obedience and nonresistance
to our king or prince can be argued from this
it to be the duty of people to obey and submit
to such rulers as act in contradiction to the passage, the same unlimited submission under
public good,* and to the design of their office, a republican, or any other form of government,
For if the and even to all the subordinate powers in any
that it proves the direct contrary.
end of all civil government be the good of so- particular state, can be proved by it as well,
which is more than those who allege it for the
ciety
if this be the thing that is aimed at in
and if the motive and mentioned purpose would be willing should be
constituting civil rulers
be
tainferred from it. So that this passage does not
argument for submission to government
ken from the apparent usefulness of civil au- answer their purpose, but really overthrows
This matter deserves to be
thority, it follows, that when no such good end and confutes it.
can be answered by submission, there remains more particularly considered. The advocates
no argument or motive to enforce it if, instead for unlimited submission and passive obedience
of this good end's being brought about by sub- always speak with reference to kingly or momission, a contrary end is brought about, and narchical government, as distinguished from all
and with reference to submitting
other forms
the ruin and misery of society effected by it

gument stands thus

:

execute their

;

;

;

:

:

!

:

:

;

;

;

;

to the will of the king, in distinction from all
This does not intend their acting so in a few subordinate officers acting beyond their compariicular instances, which the best of rulers may do
mission, and the authority which they have rethrougli mistake, but their acting so habiiualty, and
It is not pretended
ceived from the crown.
in a manner which plainly shows that they aim at
besides kings have a divine
nialung themselves great by the ruin of their sub- that any person
so that no one may
please,
they
what
right to do
jects.
*

;;
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resist

them without incurring the

guilt of fac-

If any other supreme
tiousness and rebellion.
powers o|)press the people, it is generally allowed that the people may get redress by resistance if other methods prove ineffectual
and if any officers in a kingly government go
beyond the limits of that power which they
have derived from the crown, the supposed
original source of all power and authority in
the state, and attempt illegally to take away
the property and lives of their fellow-subjects,
Ihey may be forcibly resisted. But as to the
sovereign himself, they say he may not be resisted in any case, nor any of his officers, while
they ccmtine themselves within the bounds
which he has prescribed to them. This is a
true sketch of the principles of those who defend the doctrine of passive obedience and nonresistance.
Now there is nothing in Scripture
which supports this scheme of political principles.
As to the passage under consideration', the
apostle here speaks of civil rulers in general
of all persons in common, vested with authority for the good of society, without any particular reference to one form of government more
than to another or to the supreme power in
any particular state more than to subordinate
powers. The apostle does not concern himself
with the different forms of government* This
;

;

;

he supposes left entirely to human prudence
and discretion. Now the consequence of this
is, that unlimited and passive obedience is no
more enjoined in this passage under monarchical government, or to the supreme power in
any state, than under ail other species of government which answer the end of government
all tlie subordinate degrees of civil authorifrom the highest to the lowest. Those, therewho would from this passage infer the
guilt of resisting kings in all cases whatever,
though acting ever so contrary to the design of
their office, if they will be consistent, must go
much farther, and infer from it the guilt of resistance under all other forms of government
and of resisting any petty officer in the state,
though acting beyond his commission in the

or to
ty,

fore,

most

manner

arbitrary, illegal

possible.

The

* The essence of government (1 mean good government, and this is the only government which the
apostle treats of in this passage) consists in the making and executing of good laws laws attempered
to the common felicity of the governed. If this be
in fact done, it is evidently in itself a thing of no consequence at all what the particular form of government is whether the legislative and executive power be lodged in one and the same person, or in different persons whether in one person, whom we call
an absolute monarch; whether in a few, so as to
constitute an aristocracy whether in many, so as to

—

;

;

;

constitute a republic ; or whether in three co-ordinate branches, in such manner as to make the government partake something of each of these forms,
and to be at the same time essentiallv different from
them all. If the end be attained, it is enough. Hut
no form of government seems to be so unlikely to aceomplish this end as absolute monarchy nor is
there any one that has so little pretence to a divine
original, unless it be in this sense, that God first introduced it into, and thereby overluined the commonwealth of Israel as a curse upon that people for
their folly and wickedness, particularly in desiring
such a government. 1 iSamuel, viii.
Just so God
bffore sent quails among them as a plague and a
curse, and not as a blessing.
Numbers, xi.
;

—

—
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argument holds equally strong

both cases.
All civil rulers, as such, are the ordinance and
ministers of God
and they are all, by the nature of their office, and in their respective spheres
and stations, bound to consult the public welfare.
With the same reason, therefore, ihat any deny
unlimited and passive obedience to be here enjoined under a republic or aristocracy, or any other established form of civil government, or to
subordinate powers acting in an illegal and oppressive manner, with the same reason others
may deny that such obedience is enjoined to a
king or mtmarch, or any civil power whatever.
For the apostle says nothing that is peculiar to
what he says extends equally to all othkings
er persons whatever vested with any civil office.
They are all in exactly the same sense the '' ordinance of God," and the "ministers of God;"
and obedience is equally enjoined to be paid to
them all. For, as the apostle expresses it,
''there is no power but of God."
And we are
required to ''render to all their dues" anil not
more than their dues. What these dues are,
and to whom they are to be rendered, the apostle saith not, but leaves to the reason and consciences of men to determine.
Thus it appears that the common argument
grounded upon this passage in favour of universal and passive obedience, really overthrows itself by proving too much, if it proves anything
at all
that no civil officer, in any case whatever, is to be resisted, though acting in express
contradiction to the design of his office, which
no man in his senses ever did or can assert.
If we calmly consider the nature of the thing
itself, nothing can well be imagined more directly contrary to common sense than to suppose that millions of people should be subjected
to the arbitrary, precarious pleasure of one single man, who has naturally no superiority over
them in point of authority, so that their estates
and everything that is valuable in life, and even
their lives also, shall be absolutely at his disposal, if he happens to be wanton and capricious enough to demand them. What unprejudiced man can think that God made all to he
thus subservient to the lawless pleasure and
phrensy of one, so that it shall always be a sin
to resist him
Nothing but the most plain and
express revelation from heaven could make a
sober, impartial man believe such a monstrous,
unaccountable doctrine and, indeed, the thing
itself appears so shocking, so out of all proportion, that it may be questioned whether all the
miracles that ever were wrought could make it
credible that this doctrine really came from
God.
There is not the least syllable in Scripture
which gives any countenance to it. The hereditary, indefeasible, divine right of kings, and the
doctrine of nonresistance, which is built upon
the supposition of such a right, are altogether
as fabulous and chimerical as transubstantiation, or any of the most absurd reveries of ancient or modern visionaries. These notions are
fetched neither from Divine revelation nor human reason and if they are derived from neither of those sources, it is no matter whence
tliey come or whither they go
only it is a
pity that such doctrines should be propagated
m society to raise factions and rebellions as
they have been, both in the last and in the present reign.
in

;

;

—

!

;

;

;
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A people really oppressed to a great degree
But then,if unlimited submission and passive
obedience to the higtier powers in all possible by their sovereign, cannot be insensible when

cases be not a duty, it will be asked, " How far
If we may innoare we obliged to submit 1
cently disobey and resist in some cases, why
Where shall we stop? What is
not in all?
This doctrine tends
the measure of our duty 1
to the total dissolution of civil government, and
of
such
scenes
wild anarchy and
introduce
to
confusion, as are more fatal to society than the
worst of tyranny."
After this manner some men object, and, indeed, this is the most plausible thing that can
be said in favour of such an absolute submission as they plead for.
But there is very little
strength or solidity in it for similar difficulties
may be raised with respect to almost every duty
of natural and revealed" religion.
To instance
only in two, both of which are near akin, and
exactly parallel to the case before us. It is unquestionably the duty of children to submit to
their parents, and of servants to their masters.
But no one asserts that it is their duty to obey
and submit to them in all supposable cases, or
universally a sin to resist them. Now does this
tend to subvert the just authority of parents and
masters] or to introduce confusion and anarchy into private families 1 How, then, does the
same principle tend to unhinge the government
of that larger family, the body politic 1
know, in general, that children and servants are
obliged to obey their parents and masters respectively.
know also, with equal certainty, that they are not obliged to submit to them
in all things, without exception
but in some
cases reasonably, and therefore innocently, may
resist them. These principles are acknowledged upon all hands, whatever difficulty there
may be in fixing the exact limits of submission.
Now there is at least as much difficulty in stating the measure of duty in these two cases as
in the case of rulers and subjects.
So that this
is really no reasonable objection against resistance to the higher powers, for it will hold equally against resistance in the other cases mentioned.
It is indeed true, that turbulent, vicious-minded men may take occasion from this
principle, that their rulers in some cases may
be lawfully resisted to raise factions and disturbances in the state, and to make resistance
where resistance is needless, and therefore sinful.
But is it not equally true that children
and servants of turbulent, vicious minds, may
take occasion from this principle that parents
and masters may in some cases be lawfully resisted, to resist when resistance is unnecessary, and therefore criminal
Is the principle
in either case false in itself, merely because it
may be abused, and applied to legilimate disobedience and resistance in those instances to
which it ought not to be applied 1 According to
this way of arguing there will be no true principles in the world, for there are none but what
may be wrested and perverted to serve bad purposes, either through the weakness or wickedness of men.*
;

We

We

;

!

gal establishment of religion, because it is a gross
perversion and corruption as to doctrine, worship,
and discipline, of a pure and divine religion brought
from heaven to earth by the Son of God, the only

King and Head of the Christian Church, and propagated through the world by his inspired apostles. All
commands running counter to the declared will of
the Supreme Legislator of heaven and earth are
null and void.
Therefore, disobedience to them is a
duty, not a crime.
Another thing that may be asserted with equal truth and safety is this, that no
government is to be submitted to at the expense of
that which is the sole end of all government
the
common good and safety of society. Because, to
submit in this case, would evidently be to set up the
means as more valuable, and above the end, than
which there cannot be a greater solecism and contradiction.
The only reason of the institution of
civil government, and the only rational ground of
submission to it, is the common safety and utility.
If, thfirefore, in any case the common safety and utility would not be promoted by submission to government, but the contrary, there is no ground or motive
for obedience and submission.
Whoever considers the nature of civil government,
must indeed be sensible that a great degree of implicit confidence must unavoidably be placed in those
that bear rule; this is implied in the very notion of
authority's being originally a trust committed by the
people to those who are vested with it, as all just
and righteous authority is: all besides is mere lawless force and usurpation.
Neither God nor nature
has given any man a right of dominion over any society, independently of that society's approbation and
consent to be governed by him. Now as all men are
fallible, it cannot be supposed that the public affairs
of any state should be always administered in the
best manner possible, even by persons of the great-

—

wisdom and

est

integrity.

Nor

is it

sufficient to le-

gitimate disobedience to the higher powers that they
are not so administered, or that in some instances
they are very ill managed ; for, upon this principle,
it is scarcely supposable that any government at all
could be supported or subsist.
Such a principle
manifestly tends to the dissolution of all government,
and to throw all things into confusion and anarchy.
But it is equally evident that those in authority may
abuse their trust and power to such a degree that
neither the law of reason nor of religion requires
that any obedience or submission should be paid to
them; but, on the contrary, that they should be totally discarded, and the authority which they were
before vested with transferred to others, who may
exercise it more to those good purposes for which it
is given.
Nor is this principle that resistance to the
higher powers, in some extraordinary cases, is justifiable, so liable to abuse as many persons seem to
apprehend it for, although there will be always
;

—
—

petulent, querulous men in every state
men
of factious, turbulent, and carping dispositions glad
to lay hold of any trifle to justify and legitimate their
caballing against their rulers, and other seditious
practices, yet there are, comparatively speaking, but
few men of this contemptible character. Mankind,
in general, have a disposition to be as submissive
and passive, and tame under government, as they
ought to be. Witness the greatest part of the known
world who are now groaning, but not murmuring,
While those who
under the heavy yoke of tyranny
govern do it with any tolerable degree of moderation and justice, and in any good measure act up to
their office and character by being public benefac-

some

!

people will generally be easy and peaceaand be rather inclined to flatter and adore than
and resist them. Nor was there ever any
general complaint against any administration which
lasted long but what there was good reason for. Till
people find themselves greatly abused and oppressed
by their governors, they are not apt to complain and

tors, the

We

*
may safely assert these two things in general without undermining government
one is, that
no civil rulers are to be obeyed when they enjoin
things that are inconsistent with the commands of
God. All such disobedience is lawful and glorious,
particularly if persons refuse to comply with any le:

ble,

to insult

;

—
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they are so oppressed.

Such a people,

if I

may

allude lo the ancient fable, like the hesperian
fruit, have a dragon for their protector and guarnor would they have any reason to mourn,

dian
if

;

some Hercules should appear

For
and

to

despatch him.

a nation thus abused to arise unanimously
to resist their prince, even to the dethro-

is not criminal, but a reasonable
of vindicating their liberties and just rights.
making use of the only means which God
has put into their power for mutual and selfdefence, and it would be highly criminal in
them not to make use of those means.
It
would be stupid tameness and unaccountable
folly for whole nations to suffer one unreasonable, ambitious, and cruel man to wanton and
riot in their misery
and, in such a case, it
would be more rational to suppose that they
who did not resist, than that they who did,
would receive to themselves damnation.

ning of him,

way

It is

;

KING Charles's saintship and martyrdom.

;

;

;

:

I.

was made

1

By whom

it

was made

]

Whether

that resistance was rebellion* or not l
the anniversary of King Charles's death
came at first to be solemnized as a day of fasting and humiliation'!
And why those of the
Episcopal clergy who are very high in the principles of ecclesiastical authority continue to
speak of that unhappy man as a great saint and
a martyr
For what reason, then, was the resistance to
King Charles made 1 The general answer to
this inquiry is this, that it was on account of
the tyranny and oppression of his reign.
Not

How

!

whenever they do find themselves thus abused and
oppressed, they must be stupid not to complain. To
say that subjects in general are not proper judges
when their governors oppress them and play the tyrant, and when they defend their rights, administer
justice impartially, and promote the public welfare,
is as great treason as ever man uttered
it is treason, not against one single man, but the state
against the whole body politic it is treason against
mankind; it is treason against common sense; it is
treason against God. This impious principle lays
the foundation for justifying all the tyranny and oppression of which any prince ever was guilty. The
people know for what end they set up and maintain
their governors, and they are the proper judges when
they execute their trust as they ought to do it when
their prince exercises an equitable and paternal authority over them ; when from a prince and common
father he exalts himself into a tyrant
when from
subjects and children, he degrades them into the class
of slaves plunders them, makes them his prey, and
unnaturally sports himself with their lives and for:

;

;

;

;

tunes.
* I speak of rebellion, treason, saintship, martyrdom, &c., in the scriptural and theological sense.
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;

ministers.

He committed many

illustrious

members of both houses of Parliament to the
Tower for opposing his arbitrary schemes. He
levied many taxes upon the people without consent of Parliament, and then imprisoned great
numbers of the principal merchants and gentry
paying them. He erected, or at least
revived, several new and arbitrary courts, in
which the most unheard-of barbarities were
committed with his knowledge and approbation.
He supported that more than fiend, Archbishop
Laud, and the clergy of his stamp, in all their
church tyranny and hellish cruelties.
He authorized a book in favour of sports upon the Lord's
Day, and several clergymen were persecuted by
for not

This naturally brings us to make some reflections upon the resistance which was made about
a century since to that unhappy prince, Charles
I., and upon the anniversary of his death.
This
is a point which I should not have concerned
myself about were it not that some men continue to speak of it with a great deal of warmth
and zeal and in such a manner as to undermine all the principles of liberty, civil or religious and to introduce the most abject slavery
both in Church and State so that it is become
a matter of universal concern. What I have to
offer upon this subject will be comprised in a
short answer to the following queries
For what reason the resistance to King
Charles
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a great while after his accession to the throne,
he married a French papist, and with her seemed to have wedded the politics, if not the religion of France.
For afterward, during a reign,
or, rather, a tyranny, of many years, he governed in a perfectly wild and arbitrary manner,
paying no regard to the Constitution and the
laws of the kingdom, by which the power of the
crown was limited, or to the solemn oath which
he had taken at his coronation.
It would be
endless, as well as needless, to give a particular account of all the illegal and despotic measures which he took in his administration partly from his own natural lust of power, and partly from the influence of wicked counsellors and

him and

his inquisitor prelate. Laud, for not
reading it to the people after Divine service.
When the Parliament complained to him of the
arbitrary proceedings of his corrupt ministers,
he told that august body, in a rough, domineering manner, that he wondered any one should
be so foolish and insolent as to think that he
would part with the meanest of his servants
upon their account. He refused to call any
Parliament at all for the space of twelve years,
during all which time he governed in an absolute, lawless, and despotic manner.
He took
all opportunities to encourage the papists, and
to promote them to the highest oflices of honour and trust. He abetted the horrid massacre
in

Ireland,

in

which two hundred thousand

Protestants were butchered by the Roman CathHe sent a large sum of money, which
he had raised by his arbitrary taxes, into Germany, to raise foreign troops, in order to force
more arbitrary taxes upon his subjects. He
not only by a long series of actions, but also in
plain terms, asserted an absolute, uncontrollable
power saying in one of .his speeches to Parliament, that, as it was blasphemy to dispute what
God might do, so it was sedition in subjects to.
dispute what the king might do.
Towards the
end of his tyranny, he went to the House of
Commons with an armed force,* and demanded
five of its principal members to be delivered up
to him.
All this was a prelude to that unnatural war which he soon after levied against his
olics.

;

own

dutiful subjects, whom he was bound by
the laws of honour, humanity, piety, and of
interest also, to defend and cherish with a paternal affection.
I have only time to hint all
these facts, -and many more of the same tenour
all

* Historians are not agreed what number of soldiers attended him in this monstrous invasion of the
Some say 300, some 400.
fnivileges of Parliament.
'I he
author of " The History of the Kings of Scotland" says 500,

I
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were two branches of the Legislature against
one; two of which had law, equity, and the Constitution on their side, against one which was impiously attempting to overturn law, and equity,
and the Constitution and to exercise a wanton,
licentious sovereignly over the properties, consciences, and lives of all the people
such a

by good authorities. So that the
language which John uses, concerning the just and beneficent deeds of our blessed
Saviour, may be applied to the unrighteous and
execrable deeds of this prince, " There are also
many other things which King Charles did, the
which, if they should he written every one, I suppose that even the world itself could not contain the
Now it was on acbooks that should be written."
count of King Charles's thus assuming a power
contradiction
to liis
above the laws, in direct
coronation oath, and governing the greatest
part of his time in the most arbitrary, oppressive manner, that the resistance was made to
him which at length issued in the loss of his
crown, and of that head which was unworthy

may be proved
•figurative

to

;

;

some inconsiderately ascribe to
Supreme Covernor of the world. I say
inconsiderately, because God himself does not
sovereignty as
the

govern in an absolutely arbitrary and despotic
manner. The power of the Almighty King
speak it with caution and reverence the power of this Almighty King is limited by the eternal laws of truth, wisdom, and equity
and the

—
;

wear it.
But by

whom was that resistance made!
a private junto, not by a small seditious
by
a few desperadoes, who, to mend
party, not
but by
their fortunes, would embroil the state

Not by

;

made a

prisoner.

This

is

indisputable.

Though,

properly speaking, it was not the Parliament,
but the army, who put him to death afterward
And it ought to be freely acknowledged, that
most of their proceedings, in order to get the
matter effected, and particularly the court by
which the king was at last tried and condemn
cd, was little better than a mere mockery of
justice.

The next question which naturally arises is
Was the resistance which was made to
the king by the Parliament properly rebellion
or noti The answer to which is plain, it was
It was a most righteous and glorious
not.
stand, made in defence of the natural and legal
rights of the people, against the natural and ilNor
legal encroachments of arbitrary power.
was it a rash and sudden opposition. The nation had been patient under the oppressions of
the crown, even to long suffering, for a course
of many years, until there was no rational hope
Resistance was
•of redress in any other way.
absolutely necessary in order to preserve the
nation from slavery, misery, and ruin. And
who were so proper to make this resistance as
the houses of Lords and Commons the whole
representative body of the people ; guardians of
the public welfare and each of which, in point
of legislation, was vested with an equal, co-orHere
dinate power, with that of the crown 1*
this

everlasting tables of right reason, tables that
cannot be repealed, or thrown down and broken
like those of Moses.
But King Charles sat himself up above all these, as much as he did above
the written laws of the realm
and made mere
humour and caprice, which are no rule at all,
the only rule and measure of his administration.
Is it not perfectly ridiculous to call resistance to such a tyrant by the name of rebellion! the grand rebellion]
Even that Parliament which brought Charles II. to the throne,
and which run loyally mad, severely reproved
one of their own members for condemning the
proceedings of that Parliament which first took
Upon the
up arms against the former king.
same principles that the proceedings of that
Parliament may be censured as wicked and rebellious, the proceedings of those who since opposed James II., and brought the Prince of Orange to the throne, may also be censured as
wicked and rebellious. The cases are parallel.
;

;

Commons

They
of England.
almost unanimously opposed the king's measures for overturning the Constitution, and changing that free government into a wretched, abIt was they, when the king
solute monarchy.
was about levying forces against his subjects,
in order to make himself absolute, who commissioned officers and raised an army to defend
themselves and the public and it was they that
maintained the war against him till he was
the Lords and

—

:

by the voluntary consent of the people. And agreeably thereto the prerogative and rights of the crown
are stated, defined, and limited by law, as truly and
strictly as the rights of any inferior officer in the
state, or of any private subject, and it is only in this
respect that it can be said that "the king can do
wrong." Being restrained by the law, while he confines himself within those just limits which the law
prescribes to him as the measure of his authority, he
cannot injure and oppress the subject. The king, in
his coronation oath, swears to exercise only such a
power as the Constitution gives him and the subject,
in the oath of allegiance, swears only to obey him in
The king is as much
the exercise of such a power.
;

bound by

his oath not to infringe the legal rights of
the people, as the people are bound to yield subjecWhence it follows, that as soon as the
tion to him.
prince sets himself up above law, he loses the king
in the tyrant: he does to all intents and purposes unking himself, by acting out of, and beyond that
sphere which the Constitution allows him to move
in.
In snch cases, he has no more right to be obey;
ed than any inferior officer who acts beyond his commission. The subjects' obligation to allegiance then
ceases of course and to resist him is no more rebelThere is an
lion than to resist any foreign invader.
essential diflerence between government and tyranny at least under such a constitution as the English.
The former consists in ruling according to law and
* The English Constitution is originally and es- equity, the latter in ruling contrary to law and equisentially free.
The character which Julius Csesar ty. So there is an essential difference between resisting a tyrant and lebellion; the former is a just
and Tacitus both give of the ancient Britons is this
That they were e.xtrernely jealous of their liberties, and reasonable self-deteiice; the latter consists in reas v.-ell as a people of a martial spirit. Nor have sisting a prince whose admirii.«tration is just and leNow
there been wanting frequent instances and proofs of gal and this is what demonstrates it a crime.
the same glorious spirit, in both respects, remaining it IS evident that King Charles's government was ilin their posterity ever since; in the struggles they legal, and very oppressive through the greatest part
have made for liberty, both against foreign and do- of his reign. Therefore, to resist him was no more
ineslin tyrants.
Their kings hold their title to the rebellion than to oppose any foreign invader, or any
throne solely by grant of Parliament, in other words, other domestic oppressor.
;

;

;

:

;

;

;
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If it be said that, although the Parliament
"which first opposed King Charles's measures,
and at length took up arms against him, were
not guilty of rebellion, yet certainly those persons were wiio condemned and put him to
death even this is not true, for he had univinged himself long before, and had forfeited his tiSo that
tle to tlie allegiance of the people.
those who put him to death at most were only
.guilty of murder, which, indeed, is bad enougii,
if they were really guilty of that, lohich is disCromwell, and those who were prinputahle.
cipally concerned in the nominal king's death,
miglit possibly have been wicked and designing
men. Nor shall I say anything in vindication
of the reigning hypocrisy of those times, or of
Cromwell's administration during the interregiium, for it is truth, and not a party that I am
But still it may be said that Cromdefending.
well and his adherents were not guilty of rebellion, because he whom they beheaded was not,
properly speaking, their king, but a lawless tyMuch less are the whole body of the narant.
tion at that time to be charged with rebellion
on that account, for it was not the national act
Much
it was not done by a free Parliament.
less still is the nation at present to be charged
with the great sin of rebellion for what their
ancestors did, or rather did not, a century ago.
But how came the anniversary of King
Charles's death to be solemnized as a day of
The true answer to
fasting and humiliation 1
•which inquiry is this: this fast was instituted
by way of compliment to Charles II. upon the
Restoration. All were desirous of making their
court to him of ingratiating themselves, and
of making him forget what had been done in
opposition to his father, so as not to revenge it.
To effect this, they ran into the most extravagant professions of affection and loyalty to him,
insomuch that he himself said, " It is a mad and
hair-i.iamcd loyalty which they profess.'" Among
Other strange things which his first Parliament
did, they ordered the thirtieth day of January,
the day on which his father was beheaded, to
be kept as a day of solemn humiliation to deprecate the judgments of Heaven for the rebellion wiiich the nation had been guilty of, which
was not a national thing, and which was not
rebellion in them that did it.
Thus they soothed and flattered their new king at the expense
of their liberties, and were ready to yield up
freely to Charles II. all that enormous power
which they had justly resisted Charles I. for
usurping to himself.

and it is a wonder that they do not
add something concerning the merits of his
death also.
But blessed saint and royal martyr
are as humble titles as any that are thought
worthy of him.
Now this may well appear to be a very strange
phenomenon for King Charles was really a
man black with guilt and "laden with rmqmly,"
as appears by his crimes before mentioned. He
lived a tyrant, and it was the oppression and violence of his reign that brought him to his untimely and violent end at last.
Now, what of
sufferings

;

;

saintship or martyrdom is there in all thisi
What of saintship is there in encouraging people to profane the Lord's Day? What of saintship in falsehood and perjury'! What of saintship in repeated robberies and depredations 1
What of saintship in throwing real saints and
glorious patriots into jails 1 What of saintship
in overturning an excellent civil constitution,

and proudly grasping at illegal and monstrous
power! What of saintship in the murder of thousands of innocent people, and involving a na-

King Charles, upon this
Irequently compared to our Lord
Jesus Christ, both in respect of the holiness of
his life, and the greatness and injustice of his

full of deadly poison."

solemniiy,

is

What
tion in all the calamities of a civil war
of martyrdom is there in a man's bringing an
immature and violent death upon himself^ by
•'
Is there any such
being wicked overmuch
thing as grace without goodness 1 As being a folfollowing
him] As
Christ,
without
lower of
being his disciple, without learning of him to
Or, as saintship withbe just and beneficent
If not, it will be hard to prove
out sanctity!*
Verily, one would be apt to
this man a saint!
suspect that that church must be but poorlystocked with saints and martyrs which is forced
to adopt such enormous sinners into her calendar in order to swell the number.
But, to unravel this mystery of nonsense as
well as of iniquity, which has already worked
for a long time among us, or, at least, to give
the most probable solution of it, it should be remembered that King Charles, this burlesque
upon saintship and martyrdom, though so great
an oppressor, was a true friend to "the Church;"
so true a friend to her, that he was very well
affected towards the Roman Catholics, and
would not, probably, have been very unwilling
this appears by
to unite Lambeth and Rome
his marrying a true daughter of the true " mother of harlots," which he did with a dispensation
from the pope, that supreme Lord, to whom,
when he wrote, he gave the title of Most Holy
His queen was extremely bigoted to
Father.
all the follies and superstitions, and to the hierarchy of Rome, and had a prodigious ascend!

V

!

—

The last query mentioned was this, "Why
those of the Episcopal clergy who are very high
in the principles of ecclesiastical authority continue to speak of that unhappy prince as a great
saint and a martyr 1
This they constantly do,
especially upon the thirtieth of January, a day
appropriated to the extolling of him, and to the
reproaching of those who are not of the Es" Out of the same mouth on
tablished Church.
this day prucetdeth blessing and cursing, therewith bless they their God, even Charles, and
therewith curse they'' the Dissenters; and their
" tongue can no man tame; it is an unruly evil,

;

|

:

ency over him

all

his

life.

It

was

partly

owing

he abetted the massacre of the
Protestants in Ireland; that he assisted in extirpating the French Protestants at Rochelle
to this that

any wonder that even persons who do not
own lusts should scoff at such saints
first and in the last days ?
But
perhaps it will be said that these things are mysteries, which, although very true in themselves, lay
undfrstandings cannot comprehend; or, indeed, any
other persons among us besides those who, being inwardly moved by the Holy Ghost, have taken a trip
* Is

walk

it

after their

as this, both in the

across the Allanlic lo obtain Episcopal ordination
and the indelible character. However, if these consecrated gentlemen do not quite despair of us, ills
hoped that, in the abundance of their charity, they
will endeavour to elucidate these dark points.
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that he all along encouraged papists, and popishly affected clergymen, in preiereiice to all
and that he upheld that monother persons
ster of wickedness, Archbishop Laud, and the
prelates of his stamp, in all their church tyranny and diabolical cruelties. In return for his
kindness and indulgence in those respects, they
caused many of the pulpits throughout the nation to ring with the divinely, absolute, and indefeasible right of kings
with the praises of
Charles and his reign, and with the damnable
sin of resisting the Lord's Anointed, let him do
what he would. So that not Christ, but Charles,
was commonly preached to the people. There
seems to have been an impious bargain struck up
betivcen the sceptre and the surplice for enslaving
both the bodies and souls of men.
The king appeared to be willing that the clergy should do what
they would set up a monstrous hierarchy like that
of Rome a monstrous inquisition like that of
Spain or Portugal, or anything else to which their
own pride and the devil's malice could prompt
them, provided always that the clergy would be
tools to the crown ; that they would make the people believe that kings had God's authority for breaking God's lav; ; that they had a commission from
;

;

—
—

shameful prevarication, slander, and falsehood I
But every petty priest, with a roll and a gown,
thinks he must do something in imitation of his
betters in law, and show himself a true son of
the Church
and thus, through a foolish ambition to appear considerable, they only render
themselves contemptible.
But suppose our forefathers did kill their
mock saint and martyr a century ago, what is
that to us now
If I mistake not, those gentlemen generally preach down the doctrine of
the imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity as
absurd and unreasonable, notwithstanding they
have solemnly subscribed it in their own articles of religion.
Therefore, one would hardly
expect that they would lay the guilt of the
king's death upon us, although our forefathers
had been the only authors of it. But this conduct is much more surprising, when it does not
appear that our ancestors had any more hand
in it than their own.
However, bigotry is sufficient to account for this and many other phe;

!

nomena which cannot be accounted

for in

any

other way.

Although the observation of this anniversary
seems to have been superstitious in its origiHeaven to seize the estates and lives of their sub- nal, and although it is often abused to very bad
jects at pleasure ; and that it was a damnable sin purposes by the established clergy, as they
to resist them, even when they did such thmgs
serve themselves of it to perpetuate strife, a paras deserved more than damnation.
This is the ty spirit, and divisions in the Christian Church
true key for explaining the mysterious doctrine yet it is to be hoped that one good end will be
of King Charles's saintship and martyrdom. answered by it quite contrary to their intenHe was a saint, not because he was in his life a tion it is to be hoped that it will prove a standgood man, but a good churchman ; ?iot because he ing memento that Britons will not be slaves,
was a lover of holiness, but the hierarchy ; not be- and a warning to all corrupt counsellors and
cause he was a friend to Christ, but the craft. ministers not to go too far in advising arbitraHe was a martyr in his death, not because he brave- ry, despotic measures.
ly suffered death in the cause of truth atid righTo conclude let us all learn to be free and
teousness, but because he died an enemy to liberty to be loyal.
Let us not profess ourselves vasand the rights of conscience ; and 7iot because he sals to the lawless pleasure of any man on earth,
died a7i enemy to sin, but Dissenters.
For these but let us remember, at the same time, governreasons, all bigoted clergymen and friends to ment is sacred, and not to be trifled with. It is
church power paint this man as a saint in life, our happiness to live under the government
though he was such a mighty, such a royal sin- of Prince George II., who is satisfied with runer and as a martyr in his death, though he ling according to law, as every other good
fell a sacrifice only to his own ambition, avaprince will.
It becomes us, therefore, to be
rice, and unbounded lust of power. From pros- contented and dutiful subjects.
Let us prize
tituting their praise upon King Charles, and of- our freedom, but not " use our liberty for a cloak
fering him that incense which is not his due, it of maliciousness."
There are men who strike
is natural for them to make a transition to the at liberty under the term licentiousness
there
Dissenters, as they commonly do, and to load are others who aim at popularity under the disthem with that reproach which they do not de- guise of patriotism. There is at present among
serve, they being generally professed enemies us more danger of the latter than of the former,
both to civil and ecclesiastical tyranny. We are for which reason I exhort you to pay all due recommonly charged, upon the thirtieth of Janua- gard to the government over us, and to " lead a
ry, with the guilt of putting the king to death, un- quiet and peaceful life."
And while I am speak;

;

:

;

;

der a notion that it was our ancestors that did it;
and so we are represented in the blackest colours, not only as schismatics, but also as traitors

and rebels
Those lofty gentlemen usually rail
upon this head in such a manner as plainly
!

shows

that they are either grossly ignorant of
the history of those times of which they speak,
or, what is worse, that they are guilty of the most

ing of loyalty to our earthly prince, be loyal
also to the Supreme Ruler of the universe, "6y
ivhoin kings reign, and princes decree justice.'"
To which king eternal, immortal, invisible, the
only wise God, be all honour and praise, do-

minion, and thanksgiving, through Jesus Christ
our Lord. Amen.

;
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ns. stand for note

Abbey

lands, given to courtiers, or sold to gentry, i., 35.
Abbot, Dr., his mild government, i., author's preface,

Made archbishop of Canterbury Lord Clarendon's
account of him, i., 256. His zeal for the Protestant cause
Accidentally kills a man and retires
in Bohemia, 268.
from court, 272. Writes to the king against the articles
of the Spanish match, 274. Is suspended for refusing to
license Siblhorpe's sermons, 286.
He favours the lecturers,
His death and character, 310.
21)8.
Abhorreis, refer to Petitioners.
Alijuraiion oath for discovering papists, 1., 453.
Abstract of certain acts, injunctions, and canons a book
published in 1584, against the discipline of the church, i.,

•220.

;

;

Accommodation, the committee of, i., 383. A grand one
between the Presbyterians and Independents, and their proceedings,

ii.,

139, n.

Antinomianism censured by the assembly of divines,
463.
Anti-toleration,

a pamphlet,

ii.,

i.,

19.

Ami

popes in Wickliffe's lime, i., 30.
Antritn, Marquis of, his case, i., 397. Charles

Il.'a letter

Duke of Ormond about him, 397.
Aphorisms of Dr. Whichcote, published by Dr.

to the

1753,

ii.,

Salter,

307.

Apologetical narration of the Independents, with re-

marks, i., 491.
Apocryphal writings, the Puritans against reading them
church, i., 246.
Apology, Bishop Jewel's, book of great repute, i., 118,

versy, 125.

Advertisement to the People, &c., a work in answer to
Martin Mar-Prelate, i., 189.
Advertisements or injunctions of the bishops for uniformity, i.. 91. The queen urged to enforce them, 91.
For due order of preaching, 95, 96, ns. For uniformity,
71.

Afternoon sermons, of suppressing them,
Agitators in the army, ii., 46.
Agreement of the people, ii., 79, 90

1.,

517.

Ainsworth, Rev. Mr., an account of him, his writings
de:ith,

i.,

242, 243,

and

vs.

Ainsworth, Mr., one of the heads of the Brownists,
198, 208.
Allein, Mr. J., of

Taunton, his sufferings and death,

i.,

ii.,

265.
Allen, Mr., his case, i., 211.
Allegiance, oath of, i., 245.

Altars ordered to be taken down, and tables placed in
i., 51.
Opinions of the learned on them, 51.
Altars again adopted by Land; author's preface, 13. Of
consecrating them, 509. Antiquity, &c., 511. Of their
llieir stead,

furniture,

and bowing

to

them, 512.

Ames, Rev. Dr. W., settles at the Hague, i., 242. His
death, character, and works, 318, and n.
Anabaptists, refer to Baptists.
Anagram on the word Puritan, with proposals for a
Roundheads'

feast,

119,

71.

Apology

14.

Aconlius on progressive reformations, i., 269, n.
Act of supremacy, the substance of, i., 32. Against appeals, 33.
For subscribing articles of faith only, 115.
Acts and Monuments, and Book of Martyrs, by Fox;
their character and effects, 90, 185, 186, n.
Adams, Mr., burned, i., 42.
Adamson, Mr. Patrick, liis confession, i., 255.
Address of the Puritans to the queen and council, and
answering all objections against them, i., 199, 200, and ns.
Adlaphorists in Germany, i., 51.
Admonition to Christians, a work written by Mr. Knox
occasions his being forbid to stay at Frankfort, i., 67.
Admonition to the Parliament for a reformation, i., 121.
The presenters imprisoned, 121. The second admonition,
121.
The heads of it, 122, 71., 123. It occasions a famouscontroversy between Cartwright and VVhitgift, 123. It is
called in liy proclamation, 124. Conclusion of the contro-

and

i.,

Britannicce,

in the

171.

S5,

notes.

a work written by Parker,
archbishop of Canterbury, i., 138.
Ancient historians, new editions, by Archbishop Parker,
Antiqiiitates

i.,

4.54,

n.

Anderson, Judge, his fury against the Non-conformists,

and particularly against Mr. Allen,

i.,

212.

.Annates, or first-fruits, taken from the pope and given
to the king, i., 34.
Again to Queen Elizabeth, 72.
Annesley, Dr., his sufferings, ii., 301.
Annotations that go under the name of the assembly of
divines, ii., 78.

Answer of the vice-chancellor of Oxford to the petition
of the ministers for reform, a work published about 1603,
i., 228, 229.
Answer to the reasons of the London clergy, containing
a c^nsurp on the Presbyterians, and defending universal
liberty of conscience, ii., 19.
Ant.-ipologia, a quarto volume, against the Independents,
i., 492.

Dr. ("osins,

Appeal
treatise,

i.,

Appeals

for the ecclesiastical proceedings,
i., 196.

a work by

to jiarliament, or Zion's plea against prelacy,

a

301.
to

Rome

forbid,

32, 33, 72, 74
81, n.
i.,

Apprentices' petition, i.,
Arbitrary methods of government, i., 297
Archbishops of England, their power before the Reformation, i., 29. Ordinances for abolishing them, bishops,
&c., and for the sale of their lands, 464.
Aichbishopsof Canterbury and York, their power before
the Reformation, i., 29.
Archy, his jest upon Prince Charles's going to Spain, i.,
274.
Upon Archbishop Laud, for which he is discharged
the king's service, 337, and n.
Allans, behaviour of two in prison, i., 65.
Arminians, their state under James I., author's preface,
i., 219.
Progress of the Arminian controversy in Holland,
2G3.
Its state at Charles's accession, 281.
Restraint of
the press in favour of it, 285. Jesuit's letter about its
growth, 288. Protestation of the commons against it, 292.
Ministers expelled the university for preaching against it,
304.
Rise of the Arminians at court, 270. Conferences
between them and the Calvinists, 284. Death and character of Arminius, 253. Arminianism and popery encouraged by Laud, 514, n.
Army. Parliament vote the raising of one, i., 423. Character of it, 42,5. Character of the king's, and the ravages
they committed, 428, 478.
Of the Parliament's, their
character and good discipline, 479. New modelled, ii., 5.
Rise of enthusiasm in it, 5, 38. Their separate views,
45.
Controversy between the Parliament and them, 46.
They seize the king at Holmhy, 47. Their declaration, 47.
They impeach eleven member.^ of the House of Commons, 48. Several members retire to them, 48. They
march to London, 49. Reasons of their deserting the king,
51.
Their proposals, 52. They unite with the Parliament,
55.
They are dissatisfied with the treaty of Newport, 89.
Their proceedings and remonstrance, 89. They seize the
king a second time, 90.
They march to London, and
purge the Parliament, 90. Resolve to impeach the king,
91.
Remonstrance of the Presbyterian ministers and others
against them, 91. Part of them, with the remainder of
the Parliament, proceed against the king, and put him to
death, 64. Scots army enter Englimd, i., 477 ii., 76, 125.
See Scots. Progress of the English army in Scotland. 126.
Quarrel between them and the Parliament, 131. They
depose Richard Cromwell, and restore the Rump-parliament, ii., 186. Their petition, 188. Behaviour of the officers, 198.
Origin of a standing army, 220, n.
Arrowsmith, Dr., some account of him, and of his Tac;

tica Sacra,

i., 483.
Arrow against Idolatry, and the Coiilinunion of Saints;
written by Ainsworth, i.. 242, 243, and ns.
Articles of religion devised by Henry VIII., i., 36. The
forty two articles in King Edward's reign, 45.
Articles set
forth by the bishops in Elizabeth's reign, 79. The thirtynine agreed on in convocation, and the controverted clause
of the twentieth considered. 87. They are subscribed, 88.
Act for subscribing articles of faith only, 115, 116. Many
deprived for not subscribing them, 119. Whiigift's three

INDEX.

542

Ministers suspended for not suliscribing
156.
His twenty four articles for tlie court <>1 hightlierii, 157.
Articles to
Liiiilielh articles, 209.
coiiiniission, 163, n.
be subscrihed l)v the clergy, and in what form, 2:i9. Lincolnshire luinisters' reasons against tliein, 246. Occai-ion
articles,

second separation, 248. Articles of the Church ot Ire2(i2.
At large in Appendix, VI., ii., 448. The five of
Articles of
Ratified in Parliament, 206.
206.
the Spanish match, 273. Sworn to by the king and prince,

a'

land,

Penh,

i

,

The

king's declaration before the ihiity-nine, 291.
Articles of visit.ition by the
in Ireland, 318.
Alterations made in the articles of the
Church of England by the assembly of divines, 463. See
also Appendix, VII., ii., 434. Articles of discipline in the
as emhlv's confession rejected by the Parliament, 41, and
Appendix, VIII., 457.
Ascanio licensed to import popish books, i., 182, n.
Ash, Mr. Simeon, his death and characier, ii., 246.
273.

Are received

bishops, 324.

Askew, Mrs. Anne, burned, i., 42.
Assembly of divines, steps towards calling it, i., 457.
Ordinance for calling it, 457. Names of the lay assessois,

A

The king foibids
458.
list of the divines, 458, 459.
their meeting, 459.
Episcopal clergy's reasons against the
assembly, with the answers to them. 460. Their chiiracter, 460.
Thev meet. 461. Rules agreed on by them, 462.
Their vow or protestation, 462. Regulations sent them by
the Parliament. 462. Their petition to the Parliament for
a fast, 463. Their alterations in the thirty-nine articles,
463. They censure Aniinomianism, 463. Scots commissioners appointed to join them, 464. Mr. Marshall and Mr.
Nye's letter to then). 464. Their debates on the solemn
league and covenant, 464. Theirexhortation to the taking
it, 467.
Their letter to foreign churches, 470. Episcopal
divines leave them, 473. The examination and approbation of ministers referred to them, 473. An account of the
several parties among them, 488. Their farther proceedings, 493.
Confer about discipline, 493. Their proceedings and advice about ordination, 494. They compose a
directory for public worship, 495. Debates about ordinaii., 7.
The power to ordain given them pro tempore,
They debate about the divine right of Presbytery. 8.
the power of the keys, 10. They petition against

tion,
8.

About

the ordinance for Presbyteries, 14. Are threatened with a
premuniie, 14. Questions propounded to them about the
divine right of Presbytery, 14. Are terrified, and appoint
a fast, 15. They recommend a new version of the Psalms,
20.
Their sentiments of the jus divinum, 24. Their proceedings upon their confession of faith. 40. Their larger
and shorter catechisms, 42. Scots commissioners take
leave of them, 42. Conclusion of the assembly, 77. Their
works, 78. Of the Annotations which go under their
name, 78. A farther account of their character, 78. The
confession. Appendix, No. VIII., 457. Assembly of Epi-.copal and Presbyterian divines to peruse the king's declaration, 213.

Associations of the Presbyterian ministers in the counUy, ii., 80, 137. Good etfects, 137. Not countenanced by
the London Presbyteriiuis, 137. To stand by the Prince
of Oiange, 341.
Assurance, act of, i., 87.
Asty, Mr., preaches for Mr. Tomkins, and the consequence, i., xvii., 71., of Neal's memoirs; agtin discussed,
Some account of Mr.
i., 225, of advertisement prefixed.
Asty, 225.

Augmentations, court of, i., 35.
Auricular confession, exfiediency of maintained, i., 331.
Axlon, Mr., his remarkable examination, i., 111-113, n.
Aylmer, Dr., made bishop of London, and from a favourer, becomes a persecutor, of the Puritans, i., 1.39. The
queen's letter to him for suppressing the prophesyings,
and his order thereon, 142, 143, n. His persecuting zeal,
His severities against the Puritans, 167, n. His
146, 71.
answer to the privy council's letter in behalf of Mr. Benison, 169.
His ill language to Mr. Merhury at his examinaHis dirterent sentiments before he was made a
tion, 169.
His inhuman treatment of Mr. Gardner, 178.
bishop, 170.
His death and character, 207. Anecdotes of him, 208, n.
His description of the female se.x, 218.

Bngshaw's readings against the bishops, i., 343. His
speech against the order, 370.
Bailey, William, memoirs of him and his wife, ii., 426, 7t.
Bainh im. James, knt., burned, i., 35.
Ball. Rev. Mr., his death and character, i., 349.
Ballard, a popish priest, executeil for a plot; his judgment of the Puritans and of Whitgift's writings, i., 182.
Bampfield, Mr., his sufferings, ii., 305, and 71.
Bancroft, Dr., first advances the notion of the divine
Dr. Reynolds's
right of Episcopacy in a sermon, i., 186.
remarks upon it, 186, n. He is made bishop of London,
208.
His behaviour at the Hampton Court conference,
Flatters King
231.
Is against a preaching ministry, 232.
James, 233. Is made president of the convocation, 237.

Made Archbishop of Canterbury, 240.

His temper, furious
proceedings, and persecution iif the Puriians, 241. His
letter to the bishops alujut conliirniity and subscription,
His death and character, 256, and n. Satire on his

241.

disith, 256.

Band of defence of the

Scots nation,

i.,

.336.

Baptism of infants, on what fciun<la ion adopted by the
Treatise on bapiism, ii , 2;')7, .362', .364.
i., 87, v.
Bapii-ts, their history, ii., 353.
f.r their ."entinients agree with those of Wicklitl'e, 353.
Articles devised
by Henry VIII. pointed against Iheni, 354. Their persecutions in the reign of Edward VI., 357.
And of Queen
prnclamaiion again<t their writings. 357.
Mary, 357.
persecuted in the reign of Elizabeth, 358. Form of
the abjuration oath tendered them, 358. Some of them
burned in Smithfield, 360. Many of them go into exile,
360.
Excellent sentiments charged upon them by their
enemies, 360. Plead for liberty of conscience, .361. Vindicate their principles, 348. Number of their congregations
refoimers,

How

A

How

in 1644. 362.
Their first congregation in London ascertained, .362.
Various ctiurches in the country mentioned,
363.
abused by Dr. Featley, 365. Instances of their
ministers who were cruelly persecuted, 368. Their state
during the protectorship, 372. Many of them in the army
of the Parliament, 375. Their bold remonstrance with
sketch of their history by MajorCromwell, 375, 71.
general Harrison, 377. Their condition after the restoration, 380.
From the declaration of indulgence to the revolution, 388.
Barber, Mr. Edward, his sufferings, ii., 368.
Barber, Mr., suspended, i., 159.
Barclay, Robert, intercedes for friends in Scotland, ii.,
425.
Of his Apology, and other works, ii., 428, 429. Of
his father, 431.
Bare-bones; of this appellation as applied to Parliament,

How

A

and other quaint terms applied to persons' names,
and n.
Barnadiston, Giles, memoirs of, ii., 427.

ii.,

133,

Barnes, Dr., burned, i., 40.
Barnes, Dr., succeeds Pilkington as Bishop of Durham,
His usage of Whiti., 14.5.
Is for severe measures, 145.
tingham, 145.
Barnstaple plundered, and the mayor hung by the king's
Taken by the Parliament forces, ii., 22.
soldiers, i., 479.
Barker, John, Life of Neal. i., xxi.
Baro, his case in the predestinarian controversy, i., 210.
Baronets, their institution, i., 260.
Barret begins the predestinarian controversy at CaraLridge,

i.,

209.

B

irrowe, the Brownist, his supplication to the Parliai.,
200. His supplication for a conference, 201..
for refusing it, 201.
His first examination, 201;
His second, 202. His trial, sentence, and execution, 202.
His letter against Archbishop Whitgift, 202.
Barrowists, see Brownists. /
Barwick, his mention of a particular oath for the uniA curious quotation from his Querela
versity, i., 481.
Account of ii., 193, and n.
Cavtribrigieiish: 485.
Bastwick. his sufferings, i., 317, 327.
Bates, Dr. G., an eminent Royalist; some observations
of his, ii., 144, 146.
Bayes, Life of Neal, i., xxii.
Bayly, Dr., some account of him, ii., 68.
B lynes. Rev. Mr., his death and character, i., 263, and n.
B ixter, Josiah. strange prosecution in this name, ii., 383.
Baxter. Richard, his character of the Parliament parly,
Keeps his |)eople
426. Of the Puritan clergy, 428.
i.,
from taking the solemn league and covenant, 469. His
account of the sectaries in the armv. ii., .38. His sentiments about the authors of the king's death, 99. He reHis behaviour in the
fuses the bishopric of Hereford. 216.
Savoy conference, 227-229. He and others imprisoned,
Apprehended agiin, 279. His farther sufferings, 287.
263.
Again
in prison, 308.
His
He is severely prosecuted, 301.
Long's
trial and scurrilous treatment from Jeffries, 317.
characterislical epitaph on, 317, 71.
Beal, Mr., writes against the proceedings of the bishops,^
His speech in Parliament against them, 197.
i., 166.
Beale, Dr., some account of him, i., 482.
Bedford, Earl of. his character, i., 351.
Beckington, sufferings of the church-wardens there, i,

ment,

Reasons

321.

Belenian, Mr., burned, i., 42.
Benefices, how the vacant ones were filled up, i., 453.
Parliament nominates to them, 473.
Benison, Mr., his sufferings, i., 168. The council's let-

The bishop's answer to
ter in his favour, 169.
Bennet, William, his death, ii.. 428.
Bernard, Rev. Mr., his sufferings, i., 298.

it,

169.

Berrv-street lectures, an account of, i., xx.
Best^ Paul, proceedings against him, ii., 20.
Beza. his ch.-iracter of Carlwrinht, i.. 14, 125. His leU
ter to the lord-treaaurer for a farther reformation and len1

ity, 120.

,

INDEX.
Bible translated into English, i., 36,
Reviewed and corrected
hisl.ops, 36.
IiiiriHliiced lor llie bei.etit uf llie public
Aj
Ils reading at'lei ward forbidden, 42.
p.npisu, 69.
oilier, called

Burned by the
y Cranmer, 36.
lo

churches, 38.

n buined by the
Anlion
at Geneva, 83.
Accouat of English
ishops' Bible, 111.
Bishops' Bible, 258.

Another
thd

i)7.

Book of Sports published,

|

Reiiiiirks,

hangman,

truiisUilioMS, 257.
Bid ides, i., 312.
Biddi g of prayers, rise of, i., 44.
Biddle, John, a gre.it 0|ipugiier of the doctrine of the
Triniiy, account of, ii.. 157, and ns.
Biluey, Mr., burned, i., 35.
Bilson, bishop, his opinion of Christ's sufferings, account
i., 210, and n.
Bircliel's madness and execution, i , 128.
Birkeiiliead, .Mr., some account of him, ii., 69.
Burn TynBislKip^ to lie chosen by conge d'etirc, i., 33.
dal's Testament, 34. To be appointed by letters patent

of him,

during ple:isure. 45. The oplninns of the Reformers about
the orders of bishops and priests, 41, n., 50. 5tj. Bishops'
proceedings about the habits, ill. The ditierence between
those and the primitive bishops according to Mr. Deering,
129. Their answer to the Puiitans' proposals for farther
Their own proposals, 173. Bishops'
reformation, 173
Bancroft's new doctrine about them, 186.
Bible, 111.
Debates in Parliament about their power, 197. Their cruelty set forth by the Brownists, in their petition to the

and v. Their early application to King
Endeavour to prepossess him Hgainst the
Entreat against alierations in the Church,
and reasons for il, 231. Are for making the king absolute,
236-251. Speech in Parliiiiiient against them, and their
courts, 2o3.
Dr. Leighton wriies against them, 301. Their
Their uninterrupted sucarticles of visitation illegal, 324.
cession m.iinlained, 33(J. Their power attacked by Bagshaw, 343. They press the et cetera onth in the canons,
Lord Digby's speech
347. They become odious, 348.
council,

199,

James

I., 228.
Puiitans, 229.

against them, 352.
Others, .369-372. Bill for depriving
them of Iheir votes in Parliament, 378. Whether they are
one of the three estates, 379. Thirteen of them impeachIssue of the imed, 388. They fall into neglect, 388.
Petitions for and against them, 402.
peachment. 4j2.
They are insulted, and their protestation, 404. Are impeached, 405. Apology for them, 405. Not brought to
The
trill, 1ml deprived of their voles in Parliament, 407.
act for ih it purpose, 408.
Ordinance for abolishing bishops, &c., and for the sale of iheir finds, ii., 35, 36. They
send U) Ihe ki.ig at Breda with instructions. 203. The old
surviving ones at the Restoration, 207. Translations of,
207.
N3W ones created, 207. Their views, 209. Abstract
of iheir reply to the proposals of the Presbyterians for a
ciiuprehension, 211. Their behaviour, 217. They are restored to their seats in P.irli uiient, 225. Their farther behaviour, 248, 261. Several of ihein refuse to publish
James's declaration, 336. Their address, and the king's
answer. 337. Seven of them sent to the 'Power, 337. They
court the dissenters, 338. Their advice to James, 340.
S<>iiie refuse the oaths to Williaiii and Mary, 344.
Bishops and presbyters, of the distinctions between them,
Of the sole right of ordination by the former, 265.
i ,3ii5.

Of

tlieir

right of jurisdiction, 366.

new ones erected, i., 35.
Blacklock, Samuel, becomes a Baptist, ii., 361.
Biackwiiod. Dr., his slavish position, i., 252.
Bl.ickwooa, Mr., some accoui.t of, ii., 391.
Blake, Bishop, liis opinion of ihe tendency of the doctrines of the Cliiirch ot Engl mil, i., 41, n.
Blake, .Ailiiiiial, his aclions in the Mediterranean, ii
Destroys the S|,iini.sh giUeons, 172. Death, charac156.
ter, and anecdotes of him, 172, 7i»-.
His body dug up. 236.
Bl isplieuiy and heresy, ordinance against, ii., 117.
Bloody statute, see Six Articles.
Blouat, Mr. Richard, goes to Holland to be baptized, ii.,
Bisliuprics,

Bohemia, Queen
Puritans,
Bohemia. 268.
necessity, 2)9.
tlie

i.,

of,

260.

She

is

King James's daughter, the delight
State of the Prote.-tant religion in
reduced with her f mily to great

The Loiig-parli iment zealous in her inwhich she thanks thein, 387. Neglected by her
brolhir King Charles I. and by Archbishop Laud and his
see
Palatine
party, 320;
Boleyn, .\nne, her m.nrriage with Henry VHL, i., 33,
A Irieiid to the reforiualion is beheaded, 36.
Bolt'in, Robert, his death and character, i. 302, and ns.

terest, for

;

Billion. Dr. Samuel, his death and character, ii., 155.
Bonner, Bishop of London, submits to King Edward's

injunctions, i:, 4.'5, and to the new service-book, 48.
But
being at last suspected is deprived, 50
Is restored by
Q.ueen Miry, 58. His unheard of cruelties to the Protestants, 64.
Deprived again, and imprisnnod by Queen
Eliz.ilieth, 77.

Books

The

Substance of it, 267.
i., 267.
Enforced anew, 312.
Burned by the
Encouraged liy Laud, 514.

368.
4.')4.

Booksellers, their complaints, i. 285.
Booth, Sir George, his insurrection, ii. 189.
Booh, Mr. Ab., his animadversions on Baxter's calumnies,

ii.,

374.

Boston, Joan of Salconibe, her hard usage, ii., 279.
Boihwell, Earl of, his infamous marriage with the
Queen of Scots, and miserable end, i., 105.
Boucher, Joan, narrative of, ii., 356.
Bound, Dr., his treatise on the Sabbath, i., 209. Suppressed, but prevails, 210.
Bourne, Dr. occasions a tumult by preaching against the

reformation,

Bowing
it, i.,

i., 58.
at the name of Jesus, opinion of the Puritans

tirst published, Ihe revival of learning, i., 34.
Bishop's Book, a remirkable one set forth, 38. AnBurnt and forbid, 42. None to be printed wiih-

other, 4 J.

of

Entbrced, 314. Bowing towards the altar, 315,
At the name of Jesus, 512. Antiquity of bowing to

107.

512.

the altar, 513.

Bowles, Edward, his death and character, ii., 246.
Bradbourne's Defence of the Sabbath day, i., 312. Answers to this work by White, and Dr. Pocklington's Sunday No Siibbath, 312.
His
Bradford, Mr. John, suffers martyrdom, i., 63.
clnritable temper, 65. He was against the habits, 92.
Bradshaw, Mr. publishes his English Puritanism, i., 248.
His death and character, 267.
Bradshaw, Petjeant, his declaration to Cromwell, abont
His death, 190,
his dissolving the parliament, ii., 132.

and

n.

Branihall, Bishop, his account of the Papists in the parliament army, ii. 30, 99.
Brandt's, Gerard, remarks on the execution of two Dutch

Anabaptists,

i.,

On

138, n.

persecution, 259, n.

Brayne, Mr. suspended, i., 163.
Brent, Sir Nat., account of him, ii., 67.
Brentford, taken by the king, i., 441.
Brethren of the second separation, i., 248.
Bridge, Rev. William, retires to Holland,
death and character, ii., 270, and n.
Bridgeman, Sir O., his generosity, ii., 421.

i.,

341.

His

Bridges, Dr. writes against the Puritans, and is answered by Fenner, i., 183.
Brief Discovery of False Churches, a work by H. Barrowe, i. 201.
Biightman's Rev. Mr., death and character, i., 252, and n,
Brindholme and Buttolph, two Papists, hangen, i., 40.
HisBrook, Lord, his death and char.acter, i,, 447.
favourable opinion of the Bajitists, ii., 365.
Brook, Lord, his Treatise of Episcopacy, ii., 36.5. Milton's eulogium on his charicter and principles, 365.
Broughton, Hugh, explains Christ's descent into hell,
i.,

210.

Browne, Robert, deprived, i., 119. History of him, 149.
Browne, S niuel, a man 'ger in Laud's trial, i. 523.
149, 150. With them commences
Brownists, their rise,
i

,

'J'heir principles, 150.
the third period of Puritanism.
Reasons of tlieir sepnrati n from the Church, 150. SeveTwo of their ministers executed
rities against them, 150.
Their numbers increase, 198.
for nonconformity, 153.
Their church settlement and administration ofthesicraments, lUt!. Their examination, and petition to the council,

199,

and

n.

Their sufferings, 202.

The

petition

of

who were in the London

prisons to the lord-treasurer,
Several of them flee to Holland, and there plant
churches, 208. Their history carried on, 242. Their opinion of tlie Church of England, 242-250.
Brownrigge, Dr., some account of, i., 482. His death, ii.^

those

203, n.

198,

and

n.

Brutp, Walter,

361.

of

543.

out license, 80. Prohibited and ca.strated by Lau<1, 515.
Popish ones licensed, and their importation connived at hy
him, 516. Books for and against King Charles's death, ii.^

some account

of,

ii.,

354.

Biicer, Martin, comes to England, and is made divinity
professor at Cambridge, i., 46. His opinion about the
His sentiments about ecclesiastical discihabits, 52, 92.
His bones dug lip and burned byflie Papists, 64.,
pline, 56.
Buckinghim, Duke of, a bad minister, i., 279. Stabbed

by Felton, 291.

Buckingham, Duke

of, his

speech for a toleration,

New

ii..

Biilkley, Rev. Mr., removes to
England, i., 321.
Bullinger. his opinions of the habits and ceremonies, i.,94.
Burgess, Rev. Dr.,'his speech against cathedrals, i., 381.
His death, ii., 256, and n.
Burleigh, lord-treasurer, his excellent letter to Archbishop Whitgifl, about his twenty-four articles, i., 164.
Burnet, Bishop, his opinion of the civil m.igistrate's
power to reform religion considered, i., 43. On the antiHis character
quity of liturgies, .364, n. Quoted. 464, n.
of Laud, 526. Of Charles 1., ii., 96. Of the authors of
the king's death, 98. Of the parties in Charles U.'s lime,
ii.,

243.

INDEX.
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Burroughs, Mr. J., i., xxii., n.
Burrouglis, Mr. Jereui., retires to Holland,
declnratioii in the nuine of the Independents,

death

i.

341.

ii

,

17.

by the Puritans, 93. Objected against by the Puritans,
232, 240. Defended by Bishop Moreton, &c., 247.
See

His
His

Rites.

character, 40.
BuiroMgh, Edward, his death, ii., 418.
Burton. Mr., his sufierings, i., 3)7, 327.
Bury, Mr. Edward, his sufferings, ii., 299.
Buslinell, Mr., ejected, ii., 148. His narrative, and the
comniissioners answer, 148.
Buller, Major, his report of Cromwell's last prayer, ii.,

Chadderton, Rev. Dr., his death and character, 1., 349.
Chambers. Dr. Humphrey, his death, ii., 246.
Chancellors, patents, and censures, canons about them.

;iiul

i.,

181.

some account of him, ii., 72.
Byfield, Mr., burned, i., 35.
Bytield, Rev., his death and character, i., 273.
Button, Mr.,

Cabal, their character, ii., 269. Their projects to make
the King absolute, 271. Are attacked by Parliament, 280.
Caliiis lost from the English, i., 70.
Calainy, Mr., a passage in his sermon about Christmas,
Sent to Newgate, ii., 250. His death and characi., 500.
ter, 258, n.

"

" Catherine"

See Calendar" and
under K.
Calvin's judgment of the English liturgy, i., 67. Of the
English ceremonies, 68.
Calvini
discountenanced at court, i., 272.
Cambridge address, ii., 298. Privileges invaded, 325.

m

Cameionians

Campion

in Scotland, ii., 310.
the Jesuit, &c., executed,

i.,

151.

Canne, Mr. and editions of his Bible, i., 244, 361, and n.
Canons, act for revising them never done, i. 34. Another act for it; which also comes to nothing, 50. New
ones, 173. Abstract of those of 1603, 238. Conclusion
and ratification of them, 240. Bishops obliged to rela,\
Book of canons for Scotland,
their rigour for a time, 241.
Canons of 1640, 345. Unacceptable to the clergy,
322.
347.
Execution of them suspended, 347. Speeches in Paragainst
liament
them and Resolutions of Parliament
;

;

Objections of the Commons against them,
are justified by Laud, 355.
Furniture
its decorations, i., 304.
of its altar consecrated, 315.
Capel, Mr. Richard, his death and character, ii., 108.
Careless, Mr., an eminent martyr, his disputes in prison,
and confession of faith, i., 65.
Carew, Mr., his suflferings, i., 167.
Caroline, Princess of Wales, her interview with Mr.

thereupon, 352.

354.

They

Canterbury cathedral,

Neal,

i.,

xix.

Carter, Rev. J., his death and character, i., 320.
Cartwright, Mr., his sentiments of the ecclesiastical sui., 74.
He opposes the hierarchy of the church
his positions, 114. He writes to the secretary, 115. He is
«xpelled the University, and retires beyond sea, 115. Being returned, he draws up the Puritans' second admonition to the Parliament, 121.
His famous dispute with
Whitgift, and his standard of discipline and church government, 123. His hard usage, 123. His second reply to
Whitgift, 125. A proclamation against him, 129. He !issists in framing a discipline for Guernsey and Jersey, 136.
Is chosen preacher to the English factory at Antwerp,

premacy,

;

144.
Returns to England, and settles at Warwick, 176.
Forbid by the Archbishop to answer the Rhemist Testament, 178. Examination of him and his brethren before
the high-commissioners; and articles exhibited against
him, which he refuses to answer on oath, 194. He is released, and restored to his hospital at Warwick, but his
brethren continue in suspension, 195. He defends himself
and his brethren from being concerned with Hacket, 196.
His death and character, 234. His confutation of the Rhemish Testament, and other works, 234.
Caryl, Joseph, his death and exposition on Job, ii., 275, n.
Carstairs, Mr., tortured,

ii.,

303.

Case, Thomas, his death, ii., 301, and n.
Cases of Conscience, by Perkins, mentioned, ii., 305, n.
Castlemain, Earl of, his censure of the Church's persecuting the dissenters, ii., 309.
Cathecisms, Assembly's larger and shorter, approved
and allowed by the Parliament, ii., 42.
Cathedral worship disliked by the Puritans, i., 107.
Request against them, 181. Decorations of them, 303.
Hacket's defence of them, 381. Burgess's speech against
them, 381. Memorandum for reforming them, 384. Their
Ordinance
stale at the beginning of the civil war, 423.
for seizing their revenues, ii., 20. Vacancies filled, ii., 2U7.
Cavaliers, refer to Royalists.
Cawdery, Mr., his sufferings, i., 185. His farther sufferand appeal to the court of exchequer, 195.
Cawton, Thomas, Charles's letter to him, ii., 195. His
death, 199, and n.
Censures of the Church, Puritans' opinion concerning

ings,

them,

i.,

347.

Chandler, Dr.,

i.,

xxiii., n.

Charles 1. when Prince of Wales, his oath to observe
the articles of the Spanish match, i., 273. His journey to
Madrid and letter to the pope, 274. His accession and
character, 278. His marriage, and character of his queen,
279. Character of his ministers, 279. His speech to his
first Parliament, 281.
His answer to the Commons' petition, 281.
He favours the Papists, 282. Contributes to
the loss of Rochelle, 282. Dissolves the Parliament, 283.
Raises money by arbitrary methods, 283-286. His coronation, 283.
His second Parliament, 284. Dissolved, 284.
His proclamation for putting an end to the disputes of the

249.

Ceremonies of the Church, debates in convocation about
them, i., 88. A considerable number of the clergy that
were for amending them, 88. Several of them scrupled

Calvinists and Arminians, 285.
Enters into a war with
France, 287. His third Parliament, and speech to them,
287.
Passes the petition of right, 287. Prorogues the Parliament, and answers their remonstrance, 288. His declaration before the thirty-nine articles, 291.
His arbitrary
proceedings, 293. 297. Speech at dissolving his third P.irliament, 295.
Reasons for dissolving them, 295. His
proclamations against prescribing a time for c;tlling parliaments, 295.
His instructions about lectures, 298.
His
progress into Scotland, .309. His usage of the Scots Parliament, 309. Revives the Book of Sports, 312. Forbids
the Puritans to transport themselves, 330. His reasons for
compiling the Scots liturgy, 334. He threatens the Scots,
337.
Resolves on a war with the Scots, 339. Marches
against them, but agrees to a pacification, 341. His instructions to his high-commissioner, 342.
Refuses to confirm the Scots acts of Parhament, 342.
Calls an English
Parliament, but dissolves them in anger, 343, 344. Continues to raise money by the prerogative, 345. Marches a
second time against the Scots, but is unsuccessful, 348.
Opens the Long-parliament, 351. His speech in favour
of the hierarchy, 369. Favours the papists, 373. His answer to the remonstrance of the Commons against them,
His design of bringing the army to Loudon, 375.
373, 374.
His ministers terrified, 376. Passes the act for continuing
the Parliament, 377. His conduct at passing the hills for
the abolition of the high-commission and star-chamber,
387.
Resolves on a progress to Scotland, 390. His concessions there, 390. He repents of them, 390. His impru-

dent conduct, 398. His letter in favour of the hierarchy,
The grand reFills up the vacant bishoprics, 399.
monstrance of the Commons presented to him, 399. His
answer to their petition, and to the remonstrance, 401.
Goes to the house to seize five of the members, 406.
Leaves Whitehall, 407. Passes the act to take away the
votes of the bishops, 408. Resolutions of his cabinet council at Windsor, 409.
Refuses the Scots mediation, 412.
His high language to his Parliament, 413. Denied entrance into Hull, and his proceedings in the north, 413.
Orders the courts of justice to follow him, 413. His answer to the Parliament's memorial, 414. And to their
proposals, 415. His preparation for war, 416. His proposals for borrowing money, 417.
Applies to the p.-ipists,
419.
His letter to the council of Scotland, 421. Sets up
the standard at Nottingham, 423. Of his clergy, 427. Of
his army, 428.
His proclamation for the better government of it, 428. His evil counsellor.^, 429. Pursues his
march to London after the battle of Edge-liill, 441. Takes
Reading and Brentford, 441. Retreats agJiin, 441. Motives of his march, 442.
His letter to the Duke of Hamilton, 442.
Encouraging i)rospect of his nffriir*, 44.3. His
truce with the Irish rebels, 443. Parliament's propositions
His own proposals,
to him at the treaty of Oxford, 444.
445.
His answer to tJie Parliament commissioners, 446.
Which breaks off the treaty, 446. His protilamations
against the city of London, 448. Success of his affairs,
448.
Makes reprisals on the Parliamentarians in relation
Dissolves their monthly fast, and apto the clergy, 453.
points another, 455. Prohibits the assembly of divines,
Brings
459. Forbids the taking of the covenant, 469.
over forces from Ireland, 469. Ill consequences of it to
His reply to the
his affairs, 470. His protestation, 470.
Remarks
assembly's letter to foreign Protestants, 472.
upon it, 473. He holds a Parliament at Oxfor_d, which
comes to nothing, 477. His letter to the queen, 477. CharHe
acter of his army, 479. Bad state of his affairs, 479.
Some arbitrary
forbids the use of the directory, 497.
clauses in his speeches and proclamations, 503. His conduct in the treatv of Uxbridge, 527. More letters of his to
the queen, 527, 532; ii., 22. His instructions to t.he commissioners on the head of religion, 529. His concessions,
531.
His letter to the Duke of Ormond, 5.32. Queen's ascendant over him, 533. His warrant to the Earl of Glamorgan about the Irish papists, 533. Progress of his forHe foces, and his defeat in the battle of Naseby, ii., 6.

399.

,
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divisions between the Pre.'sbytenans and Indepoiidents, 19.
His mel.incholy condition at O.ictord, 22.
ile escipes to tlie Scots army, and surrende:s himself to
them, 22. CiMiiniissions the Miuquis of Or.nond t ) conchide !i pence widi the Irish Papists, 22. The Scots' be-

mant? the

,

se's

ii,27.

His second, 28.

tions to

upon hs

him

His third. 30.

His last p;ipers, 3J.

at Newca-itle, 32.

I

Parli iment's proposiide
(Jrcat intercession

m

letter for a personal treaty, 35.
In what manner he lived
Holmby, 35. His separate views, 45. His farther answer lo the propositions of Newcastle, 47. He is seized
and carried to the army, 47. His motions with them, 50.
Cromwell and Ireton confer with him, 51. His mistaken
conduct. 51. Which proves his ruin, 51. Reasons of the
army's deserting him. 51. He escapes from Hamptoncourt, .52.
And is confined in the Isle of Wight, 52. Mo-

tive of his escape, 53.
His private treaty with the Scots,
54.
His concessions from the Isje of Wight, 54. He disapproves of the ordinance for abolishing Christmas, &c.,
55.
His clergy petition to be restored to their livings, .56.

Treaty of Newport between him and the Parliament, 81.
A prayer drawn up by his direction on that occasion, 81.
His reply to the Parliament's proposals, 82. His concessions on the article of religion, 82. Conference between
him and the Parliament divines about Episcopacy, 82.
His first paper. 82. His second, 83. His last, 84. His
final concessions, 85.
Arguments and motives to gain his

to

Arminiiis

Dr., his

was

suppressed,

i.,

285.

behaviour at Mr. Ghillingworth's inAccount of him, ii., 71. His death,

257, anil n.

piiiiclples, 30.

with him to comply, and the Lord ch.incellorof Sco:land's
His answer, 33. His
speech to him, 33. He refuses, .33
conference Willi the Scois comms-ione-s, 33. Scots kirk
will not irii>t him 'M. Their solemn warning declaration
about him, 34. Proceedings of the Scots Parliament in
They deliver him up to the English
lelaiion to him, .35.
Parliament, ,35. Whose commissioners receive him, and
convey him to Holmby-house, 35, and n. His pressing

Answer

Cheynel,

terment, 474, and n.

Conference betwenn him and
Hr. Henderson about Epi cnp:icv. 27. His first piper upon
h.ivionr towards him, 27.

Reiiitirl<s

Chear, Abraham, memoirs of, ii., 392.
Cheney's CDlleciiones Theiilogica; licensed, while Twis-

|

'

Chilli. igworih, Mr., his observations on the Bible, i.,
108.
His death and character, i., 474.
Cliiistmas. order for laying aside the observation of it,
i., 50J.
Ordinance for abolishing it, ii., 55.
Cliirrch, the Puritans' opinion concerning it. i., 243.

King James declares against the service of the Church of

when in Scotland, 227. What the Puritans
wanted to have reformed in it, 231, 234. Contbrmity to it
enforced, 236. Its canons, 2,;8. I^awfulness of sepnration
from it argued, 244. Persons obliged under a penalty to
come to it, 2.5. Second separation from it, 248. Laud's
schame for governing it, 297, and n. Its splendour, 303.
Its approaches towards popery, 328.
Design of uniting it
to the Church of Rcmie, .332.
Its service neglected,
Condition of it at the beginning of the civil war, 423.
O^iurch ales, 312. Church government, oath to prevent
Several schemes of it, 383. Church
alterations in it, 346.
livings, what the Puritans would have reformed concerning them, 22?. Church ornaments, ministers sorter for
preaching against them, 308. Churchwardens' oath, 324.
Pioclamaiion for repairing churches, 303. Its discipline
and hie-archy dissolved, 480. Of the consecration of them,
Of Church music, 512. Questions respecting
509, 510.
the divine right of Church government, ii., J4. Sentiments
of the assembly of divines uponit,25. Andqfihe London
ministers, 26. Whether the Church of Rome is a true
Church Laud's design of reconciling the Church of EngEngland,

;

land to

it,

529.

Church of Engl.and becomes independent of the pope
and foreign jurisdiction, i., 33. By what authority and in

what way reformed, 41. Reformation of its offices,
Of its doctrine, 54. Farther reform of its pulil'c offices,
A more complete reform designed by Edward VI.,

46.

consent, 86. States of Scotland press him to consent, 86.
54.
56.
His speech to the commissioners, 87. His letter to the
prince. 89.
He is seized by the army a second tiitie, 90. Reconciled to Rome in Q.ueen Mary's reign, 61. ReformHis trial resolved on, 91. Voice of the nation against it, ed again under Elizabeth, 76. The mischiefs occasioned
91.
His tritil and e.xecution, 94, and n. His character, by the act of uniformity, 77, 82. The first separation of
95.
His works, and particularly of Eikoon Basilike, !I6. the Nonconformists from it, 105. Some of her ministers
di.sguised Papists, 126.
Statute to oblige persons to attend
Bonks published for and against his death, 96.
church, 148. Survey of its ministers, 180/ A most severe
were the authors of his de^th, 97.
act to punish those who refused to go to it, 198. Another
Charles H., his letter about the Marquis of Antrim,
397. Scots treaty with him in Holland, ii.. III. Condi- act of the same kind that does not pass, 213. Its low
Restored, 205.
It applies to
tions of it, 1 14. He arrives in Scotland, 114. Is crowned condition, ii., 127, 180, 193.
there, 122.
His oath, 122. He signs the covenant and a the dissenters for assistance in James's reign, 330, 3.38.
Chutch-lands alienated, i., 55.
Restored by Queen
declaration, 122. He marches lo EngUmd with the Scots
army, 126. Preparations of the Parliament against him, Mary, 61.
Churchwardens, conclusions of the Puritans concerning
326.
Marches his army to Worcester, and is defeated by
Cromwell, 127. Escapes into France, 127. Neglects the them, i., 140.
Civil magistrate. Puritans' opinion concerning him, i., 249.
Pieibyterians. and turns his eyes towards the Papists, 127.
.Plots In his favour, 142 176.
Address of the Anabaptists Civil liberties of England destroyed, 332. Whether relito him, 180. He abjuies the Protestant religion at the ligion may be reformed without the civil magistrate, ii., 28.
Civil war, preparations for it, i., 417. It opens. 423. AuPyrenees, 194. Proofs of his being a Papist before, 195.
But he denies it to foreign Protestants. 195. His letter to thors of it, 428. Grounds and reasons on which it prothe Rev. Mr. Cawton, 19.5. French ministers employed to ceeded, 430. Miseries and desolation of that between the
write that he is a Protestant, 195, 196. E.xtract from his king and Parliament, 478. Conclusion of the first, ii., 22.
letter to the House of Conimins, 196.
Steps towards his Views of the parties, 45. The second civil war, 75. Rerestoration, 199.
Terms on which the Scots and English marks on the consequent confusion, 77.
Clapham, Enoch, on the diffi;rent sects of religion at
Presbyterians would lesore him, 200. Monk corresponds
with him, 201. His declaration from Breda, 201. He is that period, ii., 361.
Clarendon, Lord, his History quoted, i., xi. His account
invited home without any terms, owing in part to Lord
Clarendon, 202. A deputation of lords and conimnns, of the Papists, 332. His representation of the times, 333.
with some ministers, wait on him at Breda, 2112. The His high principles, and attachment to the bi.«hops, ii., 209.
bishops send to him with instructions, 203. He lands, and His speech to the Parliament, 225. Promotes the net of
Tides through the city to Whitehall, 204.
His views, 209. uniformity, 242. His speech against the Nonconformists,
Abstract ot' his declaration concerning ecclesiastical affiiirs, 255. His fall, 259, and us.
Clarke, Matthew, some account of him, i., xix.
213.
Opinion of some churchmen concerning it, 215.
Clarke, Hugh, his death and character, i., .320.
Acceptable to most of the Presbyterians. 216. Rejected
Claike, the name adopted by Richard Cromwell for
by the House of Commons, 217. HismarriMge,224. Made
a. piemiiniie to call
him Papist, 225. His speech to his some years, during his residence near Romsey, ii., 204,
and
n.
P.irlianient, 235.
His pretended zeal for the hierarchy,
Clarke, Samuel, his death, &c., ii., 301, and n.
249. His concern for the Papists, 249.
His declaration
Clarkson, Mr., his recantation, ii., 498, and v.
<;<incernine indulgence, 249.
His speech to Parliament in
Clarkson, David, his death and character, ii., .3.32, and n
support of it. 2.50. He moves for a general tfileration, 260.
Cl.asses, conclusions of the Puritans concerning them,
His management with ihe dissenters, 263. His design of
^overnins absolutely, 269. His new declar.ation of indul- i., 140. Their proceedings in them, 185.
Clayton, Dr., some account of, ii.. 67.
gence, 272. He gives it up, 276. Is displeased with liis
Clergv, their rights surrendered into the pope's hands,
Parli' ment, 279.
And publishes a severe order against
the dissenters. 279. His arbitary government and declara- i., 29. Their tyranny and cruelties, 31, and n., 33. 35, 73.
tion about Parliaments, 298.
His order for persecuting the Brought under Ihe statute of premiinire, and on what conditions pardoned by Henry VHI., 32.
Their submissi(m,34.
dissenters 308. His death and character, 311. and n.
Charnock, Mr. Stephen, his death and character, ii., A stop put to their cruelties for a time by the rupture be296. and n.
tween the king and the pope, 35. The king's injunctions
Charke, Mr., expelled the university for preaching to them, 37. The majority of them for Popery, 44. Yet
agMinst the hierarchy, i., 121.
comply with the new service-book, 46. Their marriages
Charters taken away, ii., 300.
legitimated. 55.
Are for restoring Popery in Queen Mary's
Cliauncey, Rev. Mr., his sufferings, i., 299. His recan
reign, 60.
Numbers rejected for being married, 59. Many
ind retires to New- England, 321. Some account for the reformation that recanted ander Queen .Mary, and
In convocation they were
of him, and of his works, 340. and n.
afterward turn again, 65.
Chaunlries given to the king, i., 36.
against tlie reformation in the beginning of Queen ElizaVoL. II.— z z
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inconsiderable number that quitted
The sad slate of those
tl-e r livings <>n that accmint. 82.
that remained in the Church, 86. 181. Hardsliips of the
Selden'a character of them, 276.
coiiniry clergy, 170.
Their priile and ambition, 326. Their approach towards
Popery, 33J. Cai on concerning their conversition, 347.
QualProceeiliiigs agiinsl the clergy for malignancy, 450.
ity of those ejected, and sequestration of their estates, 452.
Their hardships. 453. Quality of those who succeeded
them. 4.53. Their hardships from the solemn league and
Nuinl)ers ejected, 486. Compared with
covenant, 470.
the ejected ministers at the restoration, 487. Hardships
on boih sides, 488. Lauil ch trged with attempting to set
power in them, .503. Parliament's care
independent
up an
Bill for punishing scandalous
for
reirnlar clergy, 533.
clergymen, 445. See Committee and Scandalous. Sufferings of the Episcopal clergy, 449. How far they contributed to the king's death, ii., 98. Their forwardness,
Act for it, 217.
203. Sequestered clergy restored, 20.5.
Their behaviour and character, 248, 261. Clergymen belonging to Cithedrals whose offices were abolished, probeth's reign, 77.

The
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vision for their maintenance, 118.
Clerk-ales, i., 312.
Clubmen, their rise, i., 478.
Coale, Josiah, his death. &c., ii., 420.
Colchester, siege of, ii., 75.
College, Stephen, executed, ii., 298.
Collins, Anthony, publishes Priestcraft in

Perfection,

and other works, which e.xcite controversy, i., 89, n.
Collins, Dr., s(mie account of, i., 482.
Collins, Mr. John, his death and character, ii,, 333.
Colman, Mr., his death and character, ii., 39.
Comber, Dr., some account of him, i., 482.
Commentary on the Ephesians, and Dioclesian's Trials,
two treatises by Mr. Baynes, i., 263, and n,
Commentiries on the Colossians and St. Peter, published by Mr. Byfield, a divine of great piety, capacity, and
learning,

i.,

and people, ii., 251, 252. The act revived, 265.
Convention Parliament, their sentiments as to the authors of the king's death, ii., 99. Convention in 1660,201.
Invite the king home without terms, 202.
Are turned
into a Parliament, and give up everything the court desire,
202.
Their acts, 217. Convention in 1688 offer the crown
Convocations, how held formerly, and their power, i.,
Restrained by Henry Vlll., 34. Original of them, 56.
all their powers from the king, 72.
In Queen
Mary's reign subscribe to transuhstantiation, 59. In the
beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign ag linst the Reformation, 77. They next agree upon the thirty-nine articles,
87.
But are divided about the ceremonies, 88. Another
increases the hardships of the Puritans. 115. Defends pluralities and non-residence, 173.
Continues sitting Hfter
the Parliament, 182. Address the queen against the bill
to prevent pluralities, 187.
Make some regulations in
spiritual courts, 21.3.
Proceedings of the convocation of
1603, 237. Their book of canons, 238.
Denounce e.xcommunication on all who reflect on them, or question their
authority, 239. Proceedings of that of 1640, 344. Continued after the dissolution of the Parliament, 344. Their
hook of canons, 345. Objections of the Commons to them,
354. The last in Charles's time, 353.
Of the sitting of
the convocation after the Parliament, 507.
Meeting of
convocation, ii., 231. Ordered to review the liturgy, 231.
Proceedings of the convocation in King William's reign,
29.

They have

348.

Cooke, Mr., secretary, i., 292.
Copes, of their use, i., 512.
Coppe, Rev. Mr., his sufferings, ii., 368.
Copping, Mr., the Brownist, executed, i., 153.

273.

Commissioners, ecclesiastical, sse High-commission.
illegal, charged upon Archbishop Laud,

Commitments,
i.,

Connecticut colony founded, i., 340.
Constitution given up an<l destroyed, ii., 307, and n.
act, and sad consequences of it to ministers

Conventicle

505.

383. The sub-commiitee, 383. Their propositions and queries, 383. They
break up, 385. C<miniittee for preaching ministers, and
for scandalous ones, 391, and n.
One for scandalous ministers. 449.
One for plundered ministers, 450, 451. Coun-

Committee of accommodation,

i..

try conniiittees, 452.
Committee to examine clergymen
their method of examination, 474.
Conmiittee of sequestration, 480.
Another for scandalous ministers, with the
Earl of Manchester's warrant to them, 485. His letter to
them, 480. Their method of proceeding, 486. Committee
;

of accommodation between the Presbyterians and Independents, ii., 16. Committee of safety, 190.
Common Prayer-hook levised, i., .54. Established by
See Service-book. Puritans' obact of Parliament, 55.

Corbet, Edward, his death, ii., 231.
Corbet, John, his death, character, and works, ii., 296.
Cornish, Rev. Mr., suspended for pleaching on the evening of the Lord's day, and Mr. Devenish of Bridgewater,.
325.

i.,

Cornish, Alderman, executed, ii., 313.
Cornwall, petition of the inhabitants of, to the Parliament, for better ministers, i., 146.
Cornwell, Francis, his history, ii., 390.
Coronation oath, alterations in it, objected to by Laud,
The king scruples about it, with regard to the
i., 506.
Church, 507; ii., 29, 85.
Corporation act, ii., 22G.
Cosins, Rev. D., his book favouring Popery, i., 330.
Censured in Parliament, 359, and ns. Account of him,
481.
His behannur at the Savoy conference, ii., 230.
Reinarkable passage in his will, 248.
Cotton, Rev. Mr., removes to New-England, i., 317.
Covenant, see Solemn League.
Covenant or vow to stand by the Parliament, i., 447.
Coverdale, Miles, assists in translating ihe Bible, i., 30.
Made coadjutor, and then Bishop of Exeter, .53. Retires
out of the kingdom, 58.
His sufferings and death, 90.
Much followed by the Puritans, 104.
Council table, its arbitrary proceedings, i., 280. Council
of officers and agitators, ii., 46. Council of state, a new
one, ii., 128. Dismissed by Cromwell, 132.

Queries concerning it, 384.
it, 246.
ComiTion wealth government set up, ii., 107, and n. Opposed by the Scots, 107. Scotland united to it, 127. Their
power and wise conduct, 130, 132.
Communion-tables placed instead of altars, reasons for
Reformation in the communion service, 4fi,
it, i., 51, 81.
54.
Canon about them, 239. Turned into altars, 303.
Votes about them, 391.
Commutation of penance, i., 347, 506.
Coinprebensinn attempted between the Presbyterians
and Indtpciidints in vain, ii., 15. Presbyterians' address
Another project for it, 261. Quashed by the
for it, 209.
Farther fruitless attempts for it, 279. Atbishops, 263.
tempt in Parliatnent for it, 294, 346.
Compton, Bishop, his character and conduct, ii., 325,
and ns.
Concealments, commission of, i., 151.
Conference at Lambeth, i., 166, 167.
Conferences between the Romish priests and Protestant

prehension or toleration, ii., 209, 242. Their, behaviour,
217. Their licentiousness, 237. Their proceedings to establish arbitrary power, 281.
Coward, William, institutes the lectures in Berry-street,

divines,

i.,

jectitms to

i.,

.\.\iii.

Conferences of the Puritans, vindicated by them,

i.,

194.

Confession of faith of the authors of the Admonition to
Parliament, i„ 122, n. Assembly of divines' proceeding
upon a confession of faith, ii., 41. Presented to Parliament, who debate on it, 41. Articles of discipline rejected,
but the whole received by the Scots, 41. Censures upon
41.
Corifession of faith. Baptists',
389.

it,

when

published,

ii.,

364,

Confirmation, what the Puritans disliked in it, i., 107.
Conformity, terms of, disliked by many, and remarks
thereon, i., ,S2. The queen requires full conformity, 148.
Severe act lo enforce it, 148, 197. Proclamition for enforcing it, 234.
Bancroft's letter about pressing it, 241.
Terms of it by the act of uniformity, ii., 241.
Conformists, difference between the old ones and many
of the present, i., 93. No difference in points of doctrine
between the Puritans and Conformists, 108, and n.

Country clergy, their hardships, i.,
Countryman's catechism, or the
tithes,

ii.,

170.

Church's plea for

130.

Court of Charles

II.,

their

views with respect

to

a com-

xxi.

Cowel, Dr., his extravagant positions concerning tlic
prerogative, i., 252.
Cox, Dr., brings in King Edward's service-hook at Frankfort, and breaks up the old congregation, i., 67.
Co.x, B., his sufferings, ii., 368.
Cox, Mr. Benjamin, some particulars of, ii., 391.
Cranford, James, his death, ii., 176.
Cranmer, Archbishop, gives sentence of divorce for
Henry VIIl., i., 33. Promotes the Reformation, 34. Reviews and corrects Tyndal's Bible. 36. Appointed to dispute against Lambert the martyr, 39. His power decline.-',
His judgment concerning the Episcopal jurisdiction,.
His persecuting principles, 48. Causes Joan of Kent
He is
to be burned as herelic-s, 49.
zealous for the habits, 51. But relaxes his opinion about
them, 52. His sentiments about discipline, .51). Not satisHe is
fied wiih the liturgy, though twice reformed. 56.
sent to the Tower, '58. Tried for hiirb treason, 59. Declared a heretic, 60. Degraded, and recants, 64. Retracts

42.
48.

and George Van Paris

INDEX.
his recnntnlion, ano is burned, €4. Was utterly against
the Popisli habits at lasl, 02. Craunier's Bible, 258.
Creed Cliurch, manner of its consecration by L.iud., i.,
302.
Crisp. Dr., of London, his death and character, i., 447.
Crofton, Mr., his sufferings, ii., 217.
CKiniwell, Lijrd, a fiiend to the Reformation, i., 34.
Arrested,
liliule visitor general of tiie nionasteiies, 3.5.
and beheiided without trial, 39. Cause of his fall discuss
41), and n.
Cromwell, Oliver, designs to go to NewEngland, i.,
340, 399.
His character, ii., 5. His bravery and coi.diict
He and Ireton confer with the
in the battle of Naseby, 6.
king about his restoration, 51. Reasons of his deserting
him, 51, and 7!. His speech in Paiiianient, 155. He reduces

ed,

the Welsh, 75. Defeats the Scots under Duke Hamilton,
70.
Returns to London, ilO. His speech on the motion
Reduces Ireland, 108. He and
for trying the king, 91.
his aimy petition for a toleration, 110. Marches against
the Scots, and defeats them at Dunbar, 115. Invites the
Scots ministers to return to their churches, 115. His letMinisters'
ter to the governor of Edinburgh castle, 115.
reply, and his answer, 116. Reply to the governor's complaint, 116.
Chosen Chancellor of O.xford, and his letter
to the university thereon. 116. Progress of his army in
Scotland, 126. Defeats the king at Worcester, 127. His
letter to the Parliament, 126.
He and his army quarrel
with Parliament, 131. Advises about a new form of gov-

ernment, 131. His ambitious designs, 131. Ffircibly disgolves the Long-parliament, 131. Dismisses the council
of state, 132. He and his council of cflicers assume the
government, 132. His form of summons for a new Parliament, 133. Declared protector by the council, 134. His
instalment and oath, 135. Mr. Baxter's testimony to his
government, 136. His first council, 136. State of the naHis grandeur
tion at his assuming the protectorship, 138.

and wise management, 138. Gives peace to the Dutch,
138.
High reputation among foreign nations, 1.38. French
ambassador's speech to him, 139. His domestic enemies,
139.
His management of the Cavaliers, Presbyterians, tmd
Republicans, 139. His friends, 139. Incorporates Scotland
and Ireland with England, 140. Royalists plot against
him, 140. Executes the Portuguese ambassador's brother,
140.
Calls a new Parliament, goes in state, and his
speech, 140. Second speech appoints a recognition of
the government, 141.
He dissolves them, 141. Plots
against him, 142.
His vigilance, 142. Severity to the
Royalists, by decimation, 142.
For univeral liberty of
conscience, and his speech to Parliament for that purpose,
Bates's testimony to it, 144.
144.
Is for encouraging
learning, 152.
Appoints new visitors for the universities,
152.
His zeal for the Protestant religion, and his letter to
the Prince of Tarento, 153, 159. Appoints major-generals,
156. Enters into an alliance with France, 156.
Sends
Blake to the Mediterranean, 156. Publishes a severe ordinance against the old sequestered clergy, but is willing
to dispense with it, 158.
Reasons of the severities against
the Papists, 158. Is for encouraging the Jews, 159. Assists the Protestants in the valleys, 159.
His letter to the
Duke of Savoy, 160. Calls a new Parliament, 162. Assists the Protestants at Nisines, 167.
His letter to Cardinal
Mazarine, 167. Debates about giving him the title of king,
liis reasons for declining it, 169.
His title of protector
confirmed, and his second instalment, 170. His grandeur,
and wise administration, 171. His treaty with France,
172.
Constitutes an upper house of Parliament, and his
speech at their dissolution, 173. Purges the army, and
projects a union of the whole reformed interest, 174.
Resigns his chancellorship of Oxford, 174'.
Appoints his son
Henry Lord-lieutenant of Ireland, 175. His only remaining descendants, 175. Success of his arms abroad, 176.
Plots against him, 176. His sickness, and last prayer, 181.
His death, burial, and character, 181. As a soldier and
statesman, 182. His public, religious, and moral character,
183.
His enthusiasm, 183. Objections against him, 183.
Sum of his character, 184. Poems on, 184. His body
taken up after the Restoration, 218.
Cromwell, Henry, appointed by his father Lord-lieutenant of Ireland, ii., 175. Some account of him and his
family, 175.
His letters to his brother, 187. His letter to
Fleetwood, 187. Others, 188,219.
Cromwell, Richard, chosen Chancellor of O.xford, ii.,
Proclaimed protector, 185. Calls a Parliament, and
173.
obliged by the army to dissolve them, 186. Resigns the
protectorship, 188, and n. Resigns hi.s chancellorship,
and absconds, 203. His character, 204. Death and character of his wife, 283, n.
Crosby's History of English Baptists, i.. 39; ii., 105.
Cross in baptism, objections of the Puritans against it,
Bishop Rudd's moderating speech about, 237.
i., 107.
;

Puritans' objections, 247.
Cro-jse, Dr.,

accoimt

of,

Parker's treatise on, 252.
ii.,

71.

Crosses pulled down, i., 455. and n.
Crowder, Mr., hard treatment of i., 305.

Crowly, Mr. sufTerings of, i.. 102.
Cud worth, Dr., account of, i., 482, and n.
D.
Daill6, of Paris, his letter
lijiion,

ii.,

on the king's constancy

De L'Angle on

the same,

196.
Damplin, a Papist, hanged, i., 40.
Danger of the church, cry of, ii., 282.
Dangei field's plot, ii., 290. Proceedings against
James's reign, 316.

D'Anvers,
of,

ii.,

in re-

1U6.
ii.,

eminent minister and

.an

writer,

him

in

an account

393.

Darrel, Mr., his sufferings for pretending to cast out unclean spiriis, and his protestation, i., 211.
Davenant, Bishop, censured, i., 301. Death and char
atter, and benefactions to Queen's College, Cambridge,
394.

Davenport, Rev. M., removes to New-England, i., 317.
Davenport, Christopher, account of the work he wrote
under the title of Franciscus de Clara, i., 331, and n.
Day, Bishop, deprived, i., .55. Restored, 58.
De icons, conclusions of the Puritans concerning them,
i.,

140.

Dead bodies of considerable persons in Cromwell's and
Parliament times dug up, ii., 218.
Dead, praying for them, i., 44.
Deans and chapters, bill for abolishing them, i., 381.
Resolutions of the Commons ag'iinst them, 382.
Declaration of faith by the Reformers in prison, i., 65.
Of articles of religion set forth by the bishops, 82.
Declaration of the Ministers, to justify those who refused
the garments, i., 103.
Declaration to encourage sports on the Lord's day is-

sued by James

I., i.,

267.

Deering, Mr., articles of his examination; deprived, i.,
His death and character, 142.
Deering, Sir Edward, his speech against the hierarchy,

129.
i.,

380.

Defence of the ministers' reasons for refusal of subRook of Common Prayer, i., 248.
Defender of the faith, the origin of that title, i., 31.
Defenders in Bohemi.t, some account of, i., 268.
Delaune, Mr his sufferings, ii., 304, and ns.
Delegates, rise of the court of i., 34.

scription to the

,

Delinquents, ordinance for seizing their estates, i., 453.
Dell, Wiliam, a Baptist minister, some account of, ii.,
390.

Demonstration of Discipline, proceedings against the
supposed author, i., 191.
Denne, Mr. Heniy, his disputation in prison with Dr.
Featly, ii., 21, n. His sufferings, 368. His death and
character, 238, n.
Derby, Earl of, defeated, ii., 127.
Descent of Christ into hell, controversy about it, i., 210.
Design of this work, i., 9.
Detestation of the Errors of the Times, by the assembly
of divines, ii., 37.
Devon and Cornwall ministers' protestation of their loyalty,

i.,

250.

De Witt murdered,

ii.,

174.

Dewsbury, William, his death and character, ii., 431.
Digby, Lord, his speech against the bishops and new
canons, i., 352. Another for reforming the hierarchy, 371.
Another against the Earl of Strafford, .376.
Diodati of Geneva, his answer to the letter of the assembly of divines, i., 472, 7i.
Dippers dipped, ii., 21, n.
Directory for public vv'orship established, i.. 495. The
king forbids the use of it, 497. University of Oxl'oid's objections, Ii.. 59.
The king's objection to it, 86. Aj)pendi.x,
VIII., ii., 4.57.
Directory for ordination of ministers, ii., 7 Appendix,
IX., ii., 468.
Disciplina Ecclesiae, by Travers, i., 172.
Discipline of the Church, Reformers' opinion of, i., 40,
and n., 56, 57. Puritans' objections, and complaints of the
want of it. 106. The Commons address the queen to re;

form it, 116. Rules for it agreed upon by the ministers of
Northampton, 117. Associations of the Puritans for restoring it, 135. Their book of discipline, 172. Another
treatise, called the Abstract, 172.

Bill to reform it, 172.
to the book of discipline, 182.
What
the Puritans wanted reformed in it, 228. Innovations in
it, 383.
Bishop Williams's scheme of it, 384.
Disney, Dr., his life of Jortin quoted, ii., 80, n.
Dispensing power, arguments for .and against it; the
Commons vote against, ii., 276. The Dissenters renounce
it, 276, 328.
Exercised by James II., and decl;u-ed legal
by the judges, 321.
Disputation at Oxford between the Reformers and Pa
Another appointed by Giieen Elizabeth. 75.
pists, i., 60.
Dissenters, Protestant, fiiends to their countrv, i., xi

Form of sitbscription

Grievances on them,

xii.

Bill for their ease,

ii.,

277.

Se

IWi.

543

verity of the court ngainst them revived, 280. Bill for easing
Proceeding.-^ thereon
llitiii withdrawn by the clerk. '293.
Their persecution revived Liy
ill the next P.irliaineiil, 297.
Treatises in favour of
order of Ising unci council, 298.
Tlieir farther sufferings, 299. Their persecutiieiii. 299.
tion coinpired with the Reformers in Mary's reign, 309.
Persecution revived in James's reign, 316. Some turn
from the Church to them, 319. Tlieir methods to conceal
Reasons for their not writing against
their meeiings, 319.
Popery, 320. The end of their prosecution by the penal
laws, 321. Computation of sufferers, and estimation of
Commission of inquiry into their losses by
dam-igp.s, 322.
the Ciiurcli party, 323. They are courted by the king and
Church, 326. Admitted to serve otiiccrs, 331. But will
not acknowledge the dispensing power, 331. Addresses
of some of them, w ho are jealous of the king's conduct,
328. The Church applies to them for assistance, with assurances of favour in better times, 329. Prince of Orange's
advice to them. 330. Reasons for their not being for abrogating the penal laws at this crisis, 331. Are courted by
the bishops in their distress, with fair promises, 338. Conduct of the Tories towards them since the Revolution, 350.
Distractifins in the state, i., 394.
Divine Beginning and Institution of Christ's true, visi
ble, and material Church, by Mr. Jacob, i., 262.
Divisions between the first Reformers that fled to Frankfort

and Geneva,

i.,

x.

Doctrinal Puritans,

i.,

x.,

209.

Doctrine of the Cliurch, Reformers' opinions on, i., 40,
Doctrines reformed, 54. Reformation of it desired in
n.
the conference at Hampton Court, 231. Innovations in it,
383.

Dod, Mr., his death, character, and sayings, ii., 21, and n.
Dorislaus, Dr., circumstances of his death anecdotes of
;

him.

ii.,

108.

and

n.

Dorset, Devon, Somerset, and Hampshire, ravaged by
i., 478.
Downer, Ann, a woman of eminent strengtii of piety
and intellect, ii., 432.
Diivining, Dr., and Mr. Marshall, defended against a
charge of Dr. Grey, i., 442, n.
Downing, Dr., his death and character, i., 501.
Drelincourt, his letter on the king's constancy in religion,

the king's troops,

ii.,

195.

Drop of Honey, a tract, ii., 394.
Dublin University founded, i., 261.
Du Moulin, Lewis, some account of him, ii., 71.
sentiments about the authors of the king's death, 99.

His

Dunbiir, battle of, ii., 115.
Dunkirk delivered to the English, ii., 176. A story of
Cromwell in relation to it, 176. Sold to the French by
Charles II., and Lord Clarendon's hand in it, 238, and n.
Dnppa, Dr., account of, ii., 207.
Diiry, Mr., writes against the Jews, ii., 159.
Dutch and French churches, their address to James I.,
and his answer, i., 228. Address to the Bishop of London,
and his answer, 240. Laud obliges them to conformity,
and his injunctions to them they are broken up, 319. See
;

Gertnan and Dutch Church. Disturbed by Archbishop
Land, 520.
Dutch war, under the Long-parliament, ii., 130. Cromwell puts an end to it, 138. Under Charles n.,252. The
second, 274. Ended, 280. Holland overrun by the French,
274.

Dyke, Mr., suspended his parishioners
treasurer intercede for him in vain, i., 168.
;

and the

lord-

Earle, Dr. J., nccount of, i., xxii.
Katon, Rev. John, his death, character, and work entiHoneycomb of Free Justification, i., 395.
Ecclesi[istical courts, their power extended by Laud, i.,

tled the

323. Ecclesiastical commission e-icted, ii., 323. To prepare m ileiials for a bill of compi ,nension, 346. Reasons
alterations in the liturgy, 347.
iws, see Canons.
historians, remarks on,
i.. 423.
^''"Z-\n[\ ii-lit,
Edmund-' St., Church in Salisbury

Proceedings, 347.

si.'.inst

E?cle.-^i isilcal

I

I''cclesj')<iic;il

i.,

;

painted win-

'

dows, i., ?07.
<
i
i,r
Edinburgh Castle surrendered, II., 116.
Edwiid VI born, i., 38. Succeeds his father,

44.

The

minority, 44. The Reformare^eiicv apiiniincd during his
His injunctions aliout religion, 4.5, and
tion -Kivuice- 44.
Prohibits all preaching,
His lir<t 'service-book, 47.
7,
acand whv, 46. Insurrections in his reign, and on what
Severities on account of religion in his lime,

count, 48.

His reluci-ince to sign the warrant for Joan
piety, 52.
execution for heresv, 49. An instance of liis
His letter to the archbishop to dispense with the habits in
Hooper's consecration,.52. His patent for establishing the
German Church in London, 53. His hook of articles, 54.
His second service book, 54. Appoints a royal visitation
about the Church plate, 55. How far the Reformation

48

Lords and Commons, 499.
Elenchus Religionis PapisticEe denies the divine right of
the order of bishops, i., 317. Other works ascribed to
him, 327. E.xtract from the Elenchus, 427.
Elizabeth, Ciueen, restores King Edward's liturgy, i., x.
Erects a court of high commission, x. Carries her prerogative as high as Charles I., xi. Illegitimated by her father, 36.
Her danger and sufferings in her sister's reign,
69.
Her accession to the crown, 70. State of the nation
and of religion at that time, 71. She forbids all preaching
for a time, 71.
The supremacy restored to her by Parliament, 72. She appoints ecclesiastical commissioners, 73.
Is afraid of reforming too far, 76, 86.
Her injunctions
about religion, 79. She retains images, and several Popish
ceremonies in her chapel, 81.
Assists the confederate
Protestants in Scotland, 84. The pope writes to her, 85.
She is averse to the married clergy, S7. Her supremacy
confirmed. 87. She writes to the archbishops to enforce
the act of unifonnity, 90. Refuses to ratify the bishops'

She visits the University of
A remarkable instance of her stretching
the prerogative, 108. Her dangerous sickness, and the
hazard of the Reformation at that time, 1 10. She assists
the confederate Protestants of France and Holland, 111.
Rebellion of her popish subjects. 111. She is excommunicated by the pope, 111. Proceedings of her P.irliament
thereupon, 112. She is very arbitrary with her Parliament, 115, 117, 120. And stops their attempts for a farther reformation, 124. Her inveteracy against the Puriadvertisements, 91, 96, 100.

Cambridge, 101.

She was f;ttans, and attempt to suppress them, 127.
vourable to the Papists, 1.37. Persecutes the Anabaptists,
137.
Her reasons for putting down the religious exercise-s
of the clergy, 142, and n., 144. Her letter to the Bidiop of
Lonilon for that purpose, 142, n. Grindal's honest advice
to her, 143.
For which she sequesters and confines him,
144.
Her designed marriage with the Duke of Anjon,
147.
She forbids a fast appointed by the Commons, 147.
And the private fastings of the clergy, 147. She requires
full conformity, 148.
Continues to assist foreign Protestants, 151.
Grants a commission of concealments, 151.
Grants a new ecclesiastical commission, 160. Stops the
Parliament's proceedings for a farther reform, 174.
plot of the Papists against her life, 175.
Rejects the bill
for the better observation of the Sabbath, 176.
Stops
other bills for reform, 182. Another plot of the Papists
against her, 182. Puritans petition her, but in vain, 184.
Her conduct in the Spanish invasion. 187. She again
stops the proceedings of Parliament, 188. Prohibits the
books against the Church, 190. Her arbitrary messages
to the Parliament, 197.
She repents of putting Barrovve
and Greenwood, two Brownists, to death, 202. Dislikes
the predestinarian controversy, 210. She again stops the
Parliament's proceedings, 212, 213. Her death and char-

A

acter, 216.
The editor's
reign, 216-218.

supplemental reflections on

Boucher's

iier

Elizabeth, Princess, iriarried to the elector palatine,

John, his speech in Parliament, i., 292.
of his portrait, 29.5, ns.
dies in prison
Elliott, Rev. Mr., removes to New-England, i., 305.
Elliot, Sir

i.,

He

;

Elliston, Mr., his sufferings,

xv.

its

proceeded, and the king's desire of proceeding farther, 55.
He laments that he could nol restore the primliive disciHis death and character, 56. Sentiments of
the Reformers in this reign. 57. By his will appoints La'dy
Jane Grey his successor, 57. His laws about religion repe;iled, 59.
But revived by Ciueen Elizabeth, 72. His
service-book re-established, with alterations, 76.
Edwaids, Dr., some account of him, ii., 69.
Edwards's Antapologiii, against the Independents, i.,
492.
His Gangiffina, ii., 37.
Ejected ministers, their sufferings, ii., 245. Names of
those who survived the Revolution, 351. See Ministers.
Eikoon Basilike, a spurious book, ii., 96.
Elders, Puritans' opinion concerning them, i., 249.
Elector p,-ilaiiue takes the covenant, and sits in the assembly of divines, i., 468. His answer to the committee of
pline, 56.

i.,

170.

Engagement, a new oath established to the coimn-^n'
wealth, ii., 107, 110. Refused by the Presbyterians, 110.
Reasons fur and
Cavaliers and sectarians take it. 111.
agiinst it. 111. Tendered to the universities, 116.
England's Complaint, against the canons, i., 347.
English Pope, i., 331.
English Puritanism, by Mr. Bradshaw, 1., 248.
Enthusiasm, rise of it in the army, ii., 6, 38.
Episcopacy, rise of the controversy about its divine
The controversy carried on, 206. Restored
right, i., 186.

Pamphlets for and against, 36.3. Bi<hop Hall's defence of it, iind answer by Smectymnuus, 363.
Debated in the treaty of U.xBill for its abolition, 422.
the king and Mr. Henderson, it.,
Between
hiidge 529.
Abolished by Parliament, 36. Debated in the treaty
27.
of Newport, 82. Archbishop Usher's sentiments about it.
in Scotland, 255.

89.

State of before the Restoration, 193.

Restored ia

Scotland against the king's mind, 234. Restored in Ire234.
Abulished in Scotland, 234. Which excites
to the government and to the English DisCromwell tolerates Episcopalians, 13G.
senters, 34S).
Erastians, their opinion of Church government, i., 491.
Their chief patrons in the assembly of divines and in the
Parliament, 491. Their objections to the divine right of
Presbytery, ii.,8. Their conduct, 10. Their opinion about
suspension and e.vcommunication, 11.
Erasmus'.'* Paraphrase on the Gospels in English, ordered to be set up in churches, i., 80.
Erastus's famous book, De Excommunicatione, i., 213.

Field conventicles, act against, ii., 310.
Fifth monarchy men, their plot against Cromwell, ii.,
176.
Their insurrection after the Restoration, 220. Disowned by the Independents, the Baptists, and tlie Quakers, 221, 222.
Fifths of estates allowed wives and children of delinquents, i., 453. And of ejected clergymen, 488.
Finch, lord-chief justice, his character, i., 280.
Finch, Rev. Mr., his case, i., 450.
Finch, Dr., sent to invite the Prince of Orange, by the
heads of colleges, to Oxford, ii., 341.
Fire of London, ii., 257. Produces a sort of liberty to

His

the Nonconformists, 2.58.
Firmin, George, his character of Mr. Marshall, ii., 162.
First-fruits and tenths, see Annats.
Fisher, Bishop, refuses to take the oath of succession

hiiiil,

ilisatfection

principles, 220.

Erudition of a Christian man, i., 40, 41, and n.
Essex, Earl of, his character, i., 350. Character of his
party, 351. Arrives in London after the battle of EdgeHe is removed,
Is defeated in Cornwall, 478.
hill, 441.
ii., 5.
His death and character, 39.
Essex, petitions for their deprived ministers, i., 159, 168.
Names of those that were suspended, 167, n.
Et catcra oath, i., 346, 355.
Evans, Dr. John, account of, i., xx.
Evans, Catherine, travels and history of, ii., 416.
Evvins, Mr., some particulars of him, ii., 392, and n.
E.xchequer shut up, ii., 271.
ExcUitiion bill brought in, ii., 290, 297.
Exc(jmmunication, Puritans' notion of it, i., 198. Terrible consequences of it in spiritual courts, 242.
Canon
about it, 347. Opinions of the Presbyterians, Independents,
and Erastians on it, ii., 10. Ordinance of it, 11.
Executions for Treason, i., 64.
Exercises, religious, see Prophesy ings.
Exeter besieged by a popish faction in Edward VI.'s
time, i., 48.
The inhabitants relieved by Lord Russell,
48.
It surrenders to the Parliament army, and the Princess Henrietta, the king's daughter, made prisoner there,
but escapes to France, ii., 22.
Exhortation to the Governors, by Mr. Penrj', i., 203.
Exhortation to the taking of the solemn league and covenant, i., 467, 468.
Exiles for religion in Queen Mary's days, i., 58, 66.
Their petition to her in behalf of the sufferers at home,
63.
Disputes among them about the ceremonies and service-book, which gave rise to the Puritans, 66. They appeal to Calvin, 67. Some of them set up the Geneva discipline, 68.
Their reasons for laying aside the rites and
ceremonies, 68. They return home on Queen Elizabeth's
accession, and with what temper, 7J. Their good resolutions, 71.
See Reformers.
F.
Factories, English, in Holland, regulations of
jected by Laud, i., 308.

them

pro-

Fagius comes to England, i., 46. His bones dug up and
burned by the Papists, 64.
Fairfax, General, his character, ii., 5. King's clergy petition to him, 56.
Counter-petition of the Presbyterian
clergy to him, 57. He suppresses the Cavaliers in Kent

and Essex,

and supremacy, i., 34. Beheaded, 37.
Fisher, Samuel, his death, ii., 257.
Fitz-Harris's

i.,

Family of

love, an enthusiastic sect, i., 137.
Farmer, Richard, some account of, ii., 392.
Fast voted by tiie Commons; forbid by the queen, i.,
147.
Parliament's monthly one, 454. The king's in opposition, 455.
Parliament's kept on Christmas-day, 500.
Occasional fasts, 455.

Fastings of the clergy put down, i., 147.
Feasts of dedication, i., 31 1 ; ii., 303. Their rise, 306.
Featly, Dr., expelled the assembly of divines, and taken
into custody as a spy, i., 473. His death, ii., 20. An account
of his book against the Baptists, 20, n. His challenge in
defence of the Church of England, 20. His character,
and last prayer, 21.
Fell, Dr., vice-chancellor of Oxford, treats the Parliament's visiters with contempt, ii.. 63. Is deprived of his
vice-chancellorship, and taken into custody, 63. Some
further account of him, CS. His death, &c., 333.
Fell, Mrs. M., persecuted, ii., 412.
Fellows, form of inducting the new ones at Cambridge,
i., 484.
Felton slabs the Duke of Buckingham, i., 291.
Fenner, Mr., defends the Puritans, i., 183.
Feoffees censured in the star-chamber, i., 306.
Ferrars, Bishop, burned, i., 63. He was against the
92.

Field, Mr.. RUs|)ended, i., 159.
Field and Wilcox ittiprisoned for the admonition to the
Parliament, i., 121. Their apology. 121. Their supplica-

Their confession of faith, 122, .and n. Their
conference with the archbishop's chaplain, and hard
usage, 123.

ii.,

297.

514.

His death, 188.
Fletcher, Dr., made Bishop of London, and persecutes
the Puritans
the queen displeased at his second marriage his death, i., 208.
Ford, Mr., and others, expelled the university for preaching against Arminiasm and the new ceremonies, i., 304.
Foreign Protestants take sanctuary in England, i., 53.
Their sentiments about the habits and ceremonies, 94.
Foreign Protestant churches disowned, 320. Laud dis;

;

courages them, 517, 520.
Forma promissionis et abjurationis, i., 130.
Forms, &c., a variety of them in different churches, allowed even by the Papists, i., 47. This complained of in
the Church of England, 91.
Fownes, Mr. George, history of, ii., 393.
Fox, Mr. John, his letter to Dr. Humphreys, i., 86. His
Acts and Monuments, 91. Neglected by the Church for
scrupling the habits, 91. Summoned before the commisIntercedes with the
sioners, but refuses to subscribe, 98.
queen to spare some Anabaptists that were condemned to
be burned, 138. His death and character, 185.
Fox, George, account of him and his parents, ii., 118,
and ns; 119, and 7is. Is joined by others, 120, 406, 412.
Foxes and Firebrands, authors of, i., 287.
France, war with it, i., 287. French ambassador's speech
Their conquests, 261. Declare
to the protector, ii., 138.
war with the Dutch, and overrun their country, 274.
Their minister's employed to enforce the idea of King
Charles's being a Protestant, 195. Their conduct after
the Restoration, 2.35.
Frankfort, the congregation there, and their manner of
worship, i., 66. Interrupted by Dr. Cox and his party, 67.
The congregation divided again, and their new book of
discipline, 68.

75.

first Reformers' opinion about it, i., 40, n.
Falkland, Lord, his speech for reforming the hierarchy,
Against the Earl of Strafford, 376.
i., 371.
False news, proclamation against spreading, ii., 274.

tion, 122.

plot,

Fleetwood, Lieutenant-general, for deposing Richard
Cromwell, ii., 186. Henry Cromwell's letter to him, 187.

Frederic, elector palatine, marries the Princess Eliza268.
Defeated

Faith, the

Popish garments,

sham

Five members, king goes to seize, ii., 406, and n.
Five-mile act against Nonconformist ministers, ii., 25.5, n.
Five points, a declaration forbidding to preach on them,

beth, i., 260. Chosen King of Bohemia,
and driven out of his kingdom, 269.

Freemen of London disfranchised for not going to church,
i.,

108.

Free-will, the first Reformer's opinion about it, i., 40.
Rise of the controversy about it, 65. See Predestination.
Fieke, Dr., made Bishop of Norwich, i., 140. His seAnd against the Brownverity against the Puritans, 145.
ists, and his articles against the justices, 150.
French Church in London restored, i., 83. See Dutch.
French match, i., 275. Completed, and the consequen

cesof it, 279.
Frewen, Dr., an account

of, ii., 207, and n.
Frith, John, burned, i., 35.
Frith, Simon, publishes a book against friars, i., 35
Fuce, Joseph, his sufferings, ii., 413.
Fuller. Mr., his sufferings, i., 242.
Fuller and Grey's idea of superstittion, i., 394, n.
FundRmentals in religion, attempts to settle them,
143. Committee to draw up the articles, 143

i.,

Gag, a new, for the old Gospel, some account of, i., 276
of Apello Ca!sareiii, 276. 283, 284.
Gale, Mr. Theophilus, his death and character, ii., 290,

And
and

n.

Galloway, Mr. P., his account of the Hampton Court
conference, i.. 231.
Gangraena, Mr. Edwards's, ii.. 37.
Gaping Gulf, a treatise against the French match with
the queen, i.. 147.
Gardiner, Bishop, sent to the Fleet prison for protesting
His farther
against the injunctions and homilies, i., 45.
persecution, 48. Deprived of his bishopric, .'53. Restored
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Commissinnen to persecute the
Prolestants. 6'2. His cruelty to Dr. Taylor the m;iriyr, fi'2.
His f irther (nieUies, and reuiark:il)le illness and dentil, 63.
Gardiner, Mr., his melancholy case and hard usage, i.,

hy Queen Mary,

58.

Garments, Popish, see Habits.
GKtiker, Tlionias, his death, ii., 1.')4.
Gaches, Raymond, his letter to Mr. Baxter on the king's
constancy in religion, ii., 195.
G:itford's treatise for the vindication of the use of the
common prayer mentioned, ii., 147.
G inden. Dr., his protestation against trying the king, ii.,
91.
The nulhor of Eikoon Basilike, 96. His behaviour
in the S,ivov conference, 230.
Gaunt, Mrs., burned, ii., 318.
Gawton, Mr., his bold letter to the bishop of Norwich,
141.

General assembly in Scotland, their protestation against
up bishops there, i., 255. General assembly at
Glasgow, 337. Dissolved, but continues silting, and their
reasons for it, and then- acts, 338. They depose the bishops, 338. General assembly at Edinburgh, 341. Their
setting

reasons to induce the convention of states to assist the
English Parliament, 464.
General and particular Baptists, i., 497.
Geneva di-icipline set up by some of the English exiles
at

Geneva,

Geneva
Geneva

i.,

68.

divines, their opinions of the habits,

i.,

94.

Bible, account of it, i., 83. 257.
Gerhard and Vowel executed, ii.. 140.
German and Dutch Church established in London, i.,
53.
Put down ^v aueen Mary, 58. Restored under
Queen Elizabeth, 83. Forbid to admit Puritans to their
conununion, 133. See Dutch.
Geimany kindly shelters the Reformers who fled from
Queen Mary's persecution. Disputes there occasioned by

.

Gerrard, Mr., burned, i., 40.
Gibsdn, William, history of,
Girti)rd, Mr., his sufferings,

Giles's, St.,

ii.,

i.,

:

267.

Gunpowder

plot,

i.,

244.

428.

To be fathered on the Puritans,

i.,

Habernfield's

303.

tion to

i.,

Gloria pnfri, of standing up at it, i., 513.
Gloucester, city of, besieged by Charles L, but relieved
by the Earl of Essex, i., 448.
Godfathers and godmothers, opinion of the Puritans
"

about them, i., 107.
Godfrey, Sir Ed., particulars of his murder,

234.

41, V.
ii.,

plot.

Archbishop Laud's conduct

in rela-

520.

in general, 106.

Hacket executed, and the Puritans not concerned with
him, i., 196.
Hackett, Dr.. his defence of deans and chapters, i., 381.
Hackston, Mr., his execution, and invincible courage, ii.,
310.

409.

Goring. Lord, his character, i., 478.
Gosnold, .lohn, some account of, ii., 394.
Gospellers, congregations of Reformers so called in
Queen Mary's reign, their places of meeting, their discov66.

Gouge, Dr. William, his death and character, ii., 138.
Gouge, Thomas, his death, ii., 300.
Gough's history of the Quakers, ii., 405.
Govan, Captain, e.xecuted in Scotlanil, ii., 234.
Government, the change of in Cromwell's turning out
the Long-parliament, ii., 132.
Government of women, a book aeainst, i., 119.
Granger, remarks from him, i., 371, n.
Great seal, a new one ordered by Parliament, i., 476.
Greaves, Mr., some account of him, ii., 69.
Greenhim, Mr., suspended, i., 141.
Greenville, Rich., his character and behaviour in the
war. i., 478.
Greenwood, the Brownist minister, tiled with Barrow,
and executed, i.. 202.
Greenwood, Dr., some account of him, ii., 70.

Greenwood. Dr. D, vice-chancellor of Oxford,

it, i.,

Habits or vestments, the Reformers' opinions of them,
The heads of the two parties, 47. Rise of the
i., 47.
controversy about them, 51. Hooper refuses them, 51.
Judgment of foreign divines about them, 52. And of the
reforming clergy at home, 53. The Puritans write to the
courtiers against pressing them, but the bishops are for
enforcing them, 91. More sentiments of the first Reformstate of the question, 92-94. The English
ers about them
laity averse to them, 95, 103.
The bishops' injunctions
for enforcing them, 95, n.
Dr. Humphreys and Sampson
cited, and examined about them, 96.
"i'heir arguments
against them, 96, n. Reasons of the deprived clergy for
refusing them, 99. n. They are scrupled by the UniversiAbstract of the reasons of the dety of Cambridge, 101.
prived ministers against them, 103. And of the Puritans
;

ii.,

and n.
Good, Mr., of Exeter, prevails with the ministers to
enter into an association of concord, ii., 137.
Goodman, a priest, reprieved by the king, i., 373.
Goodwin, Dr. Thomas, retires to Holland, i., 341. Death
and character, ii.. 291, and n.
Goodwin, John, some account of him and his writings,
Writes in defence of the king's death, 97. His
ii., 45.
book burned, 219.
Gooil works, our first Reformers' opinion about them, i.,
Goodyear, Thomas, his ill-treatment,

ii.,

H.

church consecrated by Laud,

i.,

White's smart letter to him, 110. Is made Arch108.
bishop of York, 115. Suppresses a letter to the queen
from the elector palatine in favour of the Puritans, 117.
Cannot go the lengths of Archbishop Parker, 119. Sanips plain dealing wiih him, 1,35.
He is made Archbishop of Canterbury, 139. Petitions to him in behalf of
Mr. Stroud, 141.
He regulates the piophesyings, 142.
Refuses to put them down, and writes to the queen in
For which he is sequestered and contheir behalf, 143.
fined, 144.
He submits in part, 144. Licenses Puritan
Admits of Presbyterian ordinaministers to pieich, 145.
tion, 1,52.
His deith and character, 155.
GroBvenor, Dr. B., i., xxii.
Growth of Power, and Argument to Grand Juries suppo~ed by Andrew Marvel, great rewards offered for the
author, &c., ii., 282.
Giialter, his advice to the English Reformers, i., 71, 72.
His letters against the habits, 94.
Giiei-nsey.and Jersey, reduced to conformity, i., 251.
Guest, Dr., Bishop of Rochester, his opinion of the ceremonies, i., 93.
Guise, Dr. John, i., xxi.
Gunning, Bishop, his behaviour in the Savoy conference, ii., 229, 230. His zeal against the Nonconformists,

167.

533.

fate,

Grindal, Dr., made Bishop of London, i., 78. Was
against the habits, though he coi.formed, 92. Of a mild
temper, 96, 102. Several Puritans examined before hiin,

Guthrie, Mr., e.xecuted in Scotland,

Gillibrand's almanac, i., 515.
Gilpin, Mr. Bernard, his death and character, i.. 154.
Glamorgan, Earl of, his treaty with the Irish Papists,

and

357.

245.

the Interim, 51.

ery,

317, -128, 336,340.
Grievances complained of by the Puritans, 1., 180. In
Petitions about thein, 254.
In religion, 400.
Grimstone, Sir Harbottle, his speech against Laud, i.,

.303,

the slate, 253.

178.

i.,

527, 533; il., 23, 27, 31, 57, 7.5, 76, 87, 88, 108, 133, 153.
71, 176, 207, 208, 217, 5K2, 238, 240, 267, 271, 284, 286, 302,

52">,

ii.,

116.

HiEretico comburendo, De, act repealed,

Hakewell,

Dr.,

account

of,

ii.,

iii.,

206,

and

n.

67.

Hale, Matthew, made lord-chief-justice by Cromwell,
His upright conduct, 424.
ii., 138.
Hales, Judge, his hard usage, i., 59.
Hales, John, of Eton, his death, character, and works,
ii..

168, n.

Hall, Bishop, his divine right of Episcopacy, i., 342.
Revised and altered by Laud, 343. His defence of liturgies, answered by Smectymnuus, 303.
His concessions
about liberty of prayer, 364. His farther defence of Episcopacy, 365. His death and character, ii., 167.
Hall, William, of Congleton, persecuted, ii., 422.
Hamilton, Marquis of, sent high-commissioner into Scotland, i.. 337.
Declnims against lay elders, 338.
Duke
Hamilton enters England with the Scots army is defeated
by Cromwell, ii., 76.
Hammond, Dr., his vindication, ii., 45. Farther account of
him, 79. His protestation against trying the king and putHis death and character, ii., 224.
ting him to death, 91.
Hampden, Mr., his character, i., 351. His -death, &c.,
;

475.

Grenville, Sir John, brines letters from the king at
Breda to the House of Lords, and his reward for it, ii.,
21)1. and n.
Grey, l,ady Jane, proclaimed queen, i., 58. Tried for
high treason, and executed with her liuribind, .59.
Grev, Dr., his examination of Mr. Neal's historv. i., 225.
Quo'ed, and ob^erveil on in notes, 227, 235, 248, 251, 2.52,

Hampton Court conference, proclamation for it, i., 229.
Persons concerned in it, 230. First day's confi-rence, 230.
Second day's conference, 231. Third day's conference,
233.
Puritans refuse to be concluded by it, and their rea-

271, 274 278. 289, 297, 309, 313, 310, 330, 352, 3.53, 35(i.
357, 373, 391, 396, 397, 409, 419, 442, 443, 446 409, 473,

wealth, &c.. of bishops, by

sons, 234.

Happiness, on, by Mr. Bolton,

Harbour
vancement,

for
i.,

faithful
139, 170.

i., 306, 7i.
Subjects, a treatise

Ay 'flier,

against the
before his own ad-

INDEX.
"Haidcastle. Thomas, account of, ii., 302.
irtii.in, Mr., account of, ii., 72.
Harris, Dr. Williain, account of, i., xxii.
Harris, Dr., of Honiton, his history quoted, i., 230, 266,
277, 37«; ii., 30, vs.
Harris, Dr., of Trinity College, account of, ii.,70.
H.irris, Dr. John, his death, ii., 184.
Harris, Dr. Robert, his deatli, ii., 185, n.
H irsnet, Bishop, and others, grounds of his and their

H

rise a I court, i., 275, and n.
Harvey, Mr., -suspended, i., 141.
Harwood, Dr., his character of Fell's
334.

Greek Testament,

ii.,

Hayden, Rev. Mr., of Devonshire, hia sufferings, i., 307.
Heads of colleges in Oxford that suhniitted to the P.irli_unent and kept their places, ii., 66.
Their characiers,
67.
List of those who were ejected, and of those who
succeeded, 68-72. Their behaviour, 72. Heads and fellows of colleges restored, 206.
Heath, Bishoj), deprived, i., 51, 53. Restored, 58. His
speech against the act of uniformity, 76. Deprived again,
77.

Heavens, Elizabeth, and Elizabeth Fletcher, their cruel
ii., 408, and n.
Helwise, Thomas, account of ii., 371.

trealinent,

Henchman, Bi.'ihop, character of, ii., 206, n.
his speech against bishops in the
His conference with the king
i., 529.
about Episcopacy, ii., 27, 28-32, n. Appendi.v X., ii., 474.
Henry VIH., his birth and character, i., 31. Obtains
the title of defender of the faith by the pope, for writing
against Lntlier, 31. Moves the pope to be divorced from
his Queen Catherine, and appeals to the principal universities of Europe, 32.
Breaks with the pope for not granting
the divorce, and assumes the title of supreme head of the
Church, 32. Is divorced, and marries Anne Boleyn, 33.
The clergy submit to him obtains the first-fruits and
tenths, .34.
Monasteries surrendered to him, and suppressed, 35.
Articles of religion devised by him, 36. He
is e.\communicated by the pope, 37.
His injunctions in
consequence, for regulating the behaviour of the clergy,
37.
Obst icles to a I'artlier reformation in his reign, 38.
He persecutes the Protestants and Papists, 40, 42. State
of the Reformation at his death, 42. His death, 43.
Henry, Prince, his death and character, i., 260, ji.
Henry. Philip, his sufferings, ii., 299.
Henderson, Mr.,
treaty of Oxbridge,

;

;

Henshaw's, Bishop, persecuting spirit, ii., 267, re.
Heretics, ri.se of the penal laws against, i., 30. Some
of those laws repealed, 33, 45. Revived in Queen Mary's
reign, 62.
Again repealed, 72. Several burned, 49.
Herle, Charles, one of the assembly of divines, i., 459.
His opinion of the apoUigetical narrative of the Independents, 492.
Prolocutor, and one of the committee of the
assembly of divines, for forming the confession of faith
and catechism, ii., 40. His speech at the conclusion, 42.
His death. 199.
Hertford, Earl of, cho.sen protector and governor of Ed-

ward

VI.,

i.,

44.
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History of Nonconformity, ii., 228, n. Account of their
meetings, 283. Conformists' Plea, 299. Nonconformists'
Plea, 304.
Hislriomasti.t, a book against plays, by Mr. Prynne, i.,
316. and n., 317.
Hitton, Mr., burned at Smithfield, i., 35.
Hoadley, Bishop, a reflection of his, i., 475, n.
Holdsworth, Dr., some .accoimt of i., 482.
Holdgale, archbishop of Yoik, sent to the Tower, i., 58.
Holli-s, Denzil, his character, i., 351.
Hollis, the cosmopolite, his memoirs quoted, i.. 518, n.
Holmby House, Charles I. carried thither, ii., 35.
Holt, in Norfolk, the religious eJiercises there commended by the privy council, i., 134.
Homilies, first book of i., 45.
second book, 83.
Honiton magistrates, at its quarter se.ssions, act with

A

great severity towards some Quakers,
Hood, Dr., account of ii., 67.

ii.,

405.

Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, account of i., 206.
Hooker, Rev. Mr., removes to New-England, i., 317
Hooper, Bishop, his character, i., 51. Refuses the habits, and his reasons for it; ill treated for it. 52.
Complies
a little, and is made Bishop of Gloucester his character
.as a bishop and a preacher, 52.
Imprisoned by Queen
Mary, 58. His martyrdom, and e.xcellent letter to BuUin;

ger, 62.

Horn, Dr., flies beyond sea, i., 58. Made Bishop of Winchester, 78. Preaches for the habits, but was not fond of
them at first, 91, 92.
Hornbeck, Professor, translates into Latin the Independents' declaration of faith, ii., 178.
Hothain, John, his character, i., 351.
Proclaimed a
traitor by the king, 413.
House and field conventicles in Scotland, ii., 310.
Howe, John, his conversation with Archbishop Tillotson. on his sermon preached 1680, i., xiv., n.
Howe, Samuel, account of, and his Sufficiency of the
Spirit's Teaching, i., 361, n.
Howe, John, chaplain to the protector, one of the synod
of the Independents, ii., 178. Imprisoned, 217. Against
the dispensing power, 328. Anecdote of 329, n.
Howgill, Francis, his sufferings, ii., 413. Death, &.C.,
420.
Hoyle, Dr., account

of,

70.

ii.,

Hubbard, Mr., i., .\xi.
Hubberlhorn, Richard, his death, ii., 418.
Huhbock, Mr., his sufferings, i., 195.
Hubert, a

man who

suffered for the fire of I^ondon,

ii.,

258, n.

Huddlestone's treatise,

A

Short and Plain

Way,

ii.,

127.

Hughes, Dr. O., i., xxii.
Hughes, George, prevails on ministers to enter Into an
association of concord, ii., 137. His death and character,
ii.,

261,

71.

Hull, the king denied entrance there, i., 413.
Humble petition and advice, ii., 170.
Humphreys, Dr., his letter ag.ainst the habits, i., 93.
Cited with Mr. Sampson before the ecclesiastical commis-

Their

them, and their answers to

Hertford, marquis of, his declaration concerning chiuch
government, i., 530, n.
Hevvet, a poor apprentice, burned, i., 35.
Hewet, Dr., his trial, ii., 177. He is condemned and

sioners, 96.

executed, ii., 177.
Heylin, his reflection upon Edward VI., i., 56.
Heywood, Justice, stabbed by n Papist, i., 373.
Hierarchy, objections of the Puritans against it, i., 106.
Opposed by Cartwright, 115. The Brownists' opinion of
it, 199, n.
Petitions against and in favour of it, 367. Ministers' petition for reforming it, 369.
The king interposes
in favour of it, 369
Speeches for and against it, 369, 370,

Hunt, Dr., J., ii., xxii.
Hutchinson, Colonel, adopts the principles of the BapAccount of his family, 378. Is violently
ii., 378.
persecuted, 379. Chosen member of Parliament, 379. His
death and character, 380.

378.

High-church

clergy, their character

and conduct,

ii.,

248. 299.

High-commission Court, erected by Queen Elizabeth,

i.,

The rise of it, 72. A great grievance to the subject,
The first in Queen Elizabeth's reign, 81. Their proceedings, 9.5, 97, 98. Their new injunctions, with the
X.

72

consequences of ihem, 100. Their arbitrary doings, 123.
Their farther proceedings, 127, 131. A new one appointed, and the preamble to the commission, 160, and 71. The
reason of Ihe name, and their jurisdiction, 161-163. Their
interrogatories framed by Whitgift, 163, n. Their prohibition to preach in the city without a licence, 184.
Their
jiowers debited in Mr. Cawdery's case, 195. Tiieir cruTheir i)r(iceedings
elty set forth liy the Brownists, 199.
against the I'uritans. 249.
Petition of the Parliament
against it, 254. Grievances in its execution, 254. Summarv account of their arbitrary proceedings, 280. Farther
acciimt of ihem, 339. Act for its abolition, 336.
High court of jiislite for the trial of Charles I., ii., 94.
Hilder ham, Mr., his form of recantation and sufferings,
His death and character. 305.
i., lai.
Hill. Dr.. account of, i., 48.3.
His death, ii.. 138, and n.
Hill, Mr., called Consul Bibuhis by Laud, i., 523.

letter to

the archbishop's questions, 96, n. Humphrey's letter to
the queen he obtains a toleration, and at last conforais,
97.
His death, 188.
;

tists,

Jackson, Arthur, his death, ii., 258, n.
Jacob, Mr. Henry, i., 244.
Sets up Independency In
En-land, 262.
Jacomb, Thomas, his death, ii., 332, n.
Jamaica taken from the Spaniards, ii., 155.
James I. born, i., 105. Writes to Queen Elizabeth in
favour of Mr. Udal, 193. Writes to her again in favour of
Mr. Cartwright and his brethren, 195. From a rigid C.^lvinist becomes an Arminian, and an enemy to the Puritans, author's preface, 219.
His children, 227. His behaviour previous to his coining to England, and liis declaration

in

the general as.<embly in favour of the kirk; his

sudden change, 297. Application of the P.ipi-.ts, bi.iliops,
French and Dutch churches to him; his answer to the
hitter; application of the Puritans to him, 228.
Procia
Illation for the Hampton Court conference, 229.
His behaviour in it, 230, 231, 233, ?ts. His speech at the first
day's conference: is satisfied about some little scruple.s,
230. His reason for permitting Popi-h hooks, 2!2.
His
speech about uniformity, and against Presbytery. 232.
Is flattered by the bishops, 232.
His letter to Mr. Bl ike
about the Puritans, 232. He resolves to enforce confoimity, and publishes a proclamation for that purpose, 234.
Proclamations against the Jesuits and Puritans, 236. His
speech to his Parliament, 236. His arbitrary proceedings,
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Deminds the opin236, 233.
Ratifie? the canons, 240.
ion of tlie twelve juilges in regard to proceedinjjs against
His solemn prntesMt.DU against lathe Puiituis, C4I.
the gunpowder plot was disvoiirinu' I'opery, '241.
cuveied to him, -'45. His severe speech .-igui.isl the Paritans, and lii> teiulerness and respect to the Papists, 24.5.

ag\inst sectiries, 24.

How

;

Their separate

Their

viewrs, 46.

behiviour with regard to the king's death, 93. How fir
thry were concerned in it, 98. Friends to the protector,
139.
Hold a synod, and agree up )n a confession of faith,
177-180, n. Monk's letter to ihem, 196. Their behaviour

Monk and the Presbyterians, 198. Their rise,
through the war, 198. Their state
at the Restoration, 208. Tliey disown Venner's insurrecSiuninons tion, 221. Their address to King J.imes, 328.
al);ri.' ;i;l
Indians, corporation for propagating the Gospel among
r iliiiiunt to Whitehall, and makes an arbitrary]
llii;
Their remonstrance thereon, 253. them, ii., 113.
sine, 'i V.) ilifiii, 253.
Indulgences granted by the Church to Protestint Non'I'liiii (iLiitiiii] I'l liim in I'avourof thePuritins, and against
Dissolves them in anger, 255. conformists not iirejudiciul to it, i., xi. Nonconformists'
tlie liiLiii ciiiiiiiiis.sidii, 254.
Trans- petition for it, ii., 249. Charles's declaration concerning
I'ri.jrit lor rti.slciring Kjiiscopacy in Scotland, 255.
His zeal against it, 249. Supported by his speech to the Parliament; adlation ut" the liible in his reign, 258.
Vorstius, 258. Slate of his court, 260. Marries his daugh- dress of the Commons against it, 250. The king moves
the Parliament petition against
Calls a Parliament, and for a general indulgence
ter to the elector palatine, 261).
dissolves them in anger, 281. His discourse in the star- it, 260. Another project for it, and how it was resented,
new declaration of indulgence, 272. The Noncliamber, 2J2. His progress into Scotland, and behaviour 271.
His weak management in the affair of Bohe- conformists not forw.-ird to accept it by the dispensing
there, 21)5.
mia, 268. Of a zealous Calvinist he becomes a favourer power, 27.1. James's declaration of indulgence, 326. His
of the Arminians, 270. His speech to his Pariiament he second appointed to be read in all churches consequenadjourns them; writes to the speaker, and dissolves them, ces, 335-339.
Infant baptism, on what ground it was founded by the
His in271.
Rela.xes the laws against Papists, 271, 274.
junctions to restrain preaching of Calvinism, 272. His pro- Reformers, i., 87, n.
Informers, i., 321. Their infamous lives and deaths;
ceedings in the Spanish match, 273. Speech to his Parliiment, 275. His remarkable answer to their petition, arc encouraged by the court and bishops, ii., 284.
Ingoldsby, Colonel, his case, ii., 217, n.
275.
His letter to the pope, 275. He dies; summary
Injunctions of Henry VUI. on the clergj', i., 37. Of
character of him and his
state of religion in his reign
court, 275-278.
Supplemental remarks to his reign by the Edward VI., 45, 7i. Of Mary, 59. Of Elizabeth, 79. Of
James to restrain the preaching of Calvinism, 272. ineditor, ii., 3(JU.
James II., his first speech to the privy council, ii., 315. junctions again-t lecturers, 315.
Innovations in the Church, i., 302. Authors of them
Universities' addresses to him, 316. The Quakers', 310.
Meets censured in Parliament, 355. Votes against them, 362.
Begins with arbitrary and severe methods, 316.
his Parliament, 316.
His severe prosecution of the Whigs, Commitlee for considering them, 383. Bill against them,
Laud charged with countenancing them, 508.
317. His speech to his Parliament, 318. Open war be- 443.
Institution of a Christian Man set forth, i., 40.
tween him and the Church, 319. He caresses the DisInstrument of government for the protector, Jbslractof
senters, 321.
Erects an ecclesiastical commission, 324.
His standing army, 324. Invades the privileges of the it, ii., 134. Articles relating to religion, 135.
Insurrections, i 37, 48, HI
ii., la9, 220, n.
universities, 325.
He courts the Dissenters his speech in
Intellectual System, by Cuduorlh, some account of this
council for liberty of conscience his declaration for indulgence, 326, 327, ns. Goes a progress, 331, n. Changes e.xcellent work, i., 483, n.
Interim
in
Germany,
what,
and
its consequences, i., 51.
331.
rash
Goes into
and
the m.igistrates in corporations,
Interrogatories, Whitgift's tvventy-fotu-, i., 163, it. The
violent measures, 331.
Attempts to convert the princess
of Orange to Popery, and the prince, 334. His queen de- lord-treasurer's remarks on them, i63.
Invocation of saints favoured by the clergy, i., 3.30.
clared to be with child, 335. His second declaration for
Invociition to saints, and Montagues other writings comliberty of conscience, 335.
His answer to the bishops, 337,
Sends the bishops to the Tower, 337, n. Suspected mented on, i., 283, 285, 330.
n.
Joan of Kent burned; Cranmer the occasion of it; her
He has intelligence of
birth of the Prince of Wales, 339.
the Prince of Orange's e.\i>e(litlon his preparations against character discussed, i., 49, n.
Johnson, Mr., a rigid Brownist, i., 242.
the Prince of Orange, 339, 340. He leaves the kingdom,
Johnson, Robert, suspended, i., 119. His sufferings and
Outlines of a memorial presented to him by a Jesuit
341
death, 130.
for entirely rooting out the Protestant religion, 433.
Johnston, Mr., his address to the Protestant officers ia
383.
James, J., his sufferings, ii.,
_
James's army, and his sufferings on that account, ii., 324, n.
Janevvay, James, his death, ii., 279.
Jones, lord-chief-justice, his observation to the king,
Januaiy 30th, act for its observation, ii., 217, n.
with his reply, ii., 321, ji.
Jeanes, Henry, his death, ii., 246.
Joy, George, translates the Psalter, Jeremiah and the
Jenkyn, Mr. William, his sutleiings and death, ii., 309, n.
Song of Moses, i., 257.
Jetfries, Judge, his scurrilous treatment of Mr. Baxter,
Ireland, abstract of the reformation there, i., 261. Scots
His cruelties in the, west of England, 318. He is
ii., 317.
settlements there, 261. State of religion there, 289. The
taken and sent to the Tower, 341.
thirty-nine articles received there, 318. Reduced by CromJennings, Dr., i., xxi.
well, ii., 108, 109.
Ordinance for encouraging religion and
Jerome, Mr., burned, i., 40.
Incorporated with England, 140.
Jersey and Guernsey, reformation there, and their book learning there, 112.
Popery revives there, 220.
Episcopacy restored, 235.
of discipline, i., 136. Reduced to conformity, 251.
Jesaev, Henry, memoirs of, ii., 253. His great kindness Condition of it in James's reign, 325.
Ireton confers with the king, ii., 51. His speech in Parto tlie Jews, 253.
Burnet's opinion of the hand he had in the
Jesuits' let- liament, 55.
Jesuits, proclamation against them, i., 236.
king's death, 99.
His death and char.acter, 128, n.
ter about the growth of Arminiani^-m, 288.
Irish forces brought over by the king, i., 469. The afJewel, Bishop, subscribes in aueen Mary's reign, but
afterward recants, i., 65. His letter to Bullinger about a fair debated in the treaty of Uxbridge, 528. Earl of Glathorough reformation, 72. lie preaches for the habits, 91. morgan concludes a treaty with the Irish Papists, 533.
But inveighed against them belbre, 92. His death, cliar- As also does the Marquis of Orinond, ii., 23.
Irish insurrection and massacre, i., .395.
Spreads terror
acter, and writings, 118.
Jews, Cromwell is for encouraging and admitting them, over England, 396. Concern of the English court in it,.
Earl of Essex's account of it the Marquis of An397.
Mr. Jessey's goodness to them, 253.
ii., 159.
Taken trim's, 397. Proceedings of the Parliament upon it, 398.
Images
pirt taken fnnn churches, i., 39.
Judges, their opinion about deprivations, prohibitions,
wholly away, 39. Set up again, 60. Images and crucifixes
and petitums, i., 241. Their chiiracter, 280. Their opincountenanced by Laiul their antiquity, 508.
ion of the convocation's sitting after the dissolution of the
Impropriations, of buying them up, i., 517.
Parliatiient, 344.
Indemnity, act of, by the Long parliament, ii., 128.
Julian the Apostate, a book published in 1682, some acIndependent cbuicb government, its rise, i., 207. Independents, who was the first of them, 243. Rise of tbeni count of, ii., 324, n.
Junius succeeded in the divinity chair of Leyden by ArTheir manner of erecting a church, 262.
in England, 262.
niinius, i., 253.
Their history continued, 361.
Jurisdiction of bishops and presbyters, i., 365.
lndc|iondents in the assembly of divines, i., 491. Their
curiJiirv, judges of law as well as fact, ii., 113, 7i.
Vindication of Uiem, 4!l3.
niiohijiuiic;!! n.-innlion, 491.
Debali's wiili tlii.'iii iiboni ordin ition, ii., 8. Their objec- ous return of one for Sussex, 1.33, v?.
The divine right of an
./as dioiuum. ii., 10, 14, 23.
tions to till' divini' riKhiol'Pie^bylcry, 8.
They complain
against

a. id r.;solu!e progress

Guernsey and Jersey,
His prerogative advanced

Cun!ir;ii< tlie (Jliurch governtiient of
l)ut

alMuard

duslroys it, 251.
law by the bishops' creatures, 251.
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and
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tbe :issrnilily, lb.

Their opinion about
Design (jf a c(im-

cxcciniiiinnicaiion, II.

by

Presbyterians, 16.
Their pi(ii;<:sMls lor a toleiruion, l'7-19. Tliey are coUrtcd
by the king, 19. Oppose the Piesbyterians' remonstrance
ilicni

(b/t'eaied

tlie

ministrv, 143.
Justices of Norfolk. Suffidk, their answer to the bishops'

ev:iiigelic:il

Their sup-,
articles of inipeacliment against tlieni, i., 1.50.
plic.ition to the council in behalf of the Piiiitans, 1.53.
Justification, our first reformers' opinion about, i., 40, n.

;

EX.
Jnxon, Bishop, made lord-high-treasurer,
His deaih, ii., 253.

i.,

325, 3U6,ns.

K.
Kalendiir reformed,

i.,

86.

Kiitlierine,

Queen, divorced from Henry Vin.,

Keach, Mr.

B., liis sufl'erings, his publications,

i.,

ii.,

33.

383-

387.

Kennet, Bishop, his

remark on the ordinance exhorting

On the breaking off the treaty of
to repent uice, i., 443.
0.\foid, 447.
Kentish ministers, their supplication to the council, i.,
15>).
Numbers suspended, 157.
Key to open Scripture Metaphors, ii., 304, ?i.
Keys, the power of, contention about, ii., 11.
Keyser, John, committed to
i.,

31,

jail

on a charge of heresy,

?i.

Ket. a tanner, heads a Popish faction in Norfolk; dispersed by the Earl of Warwick, and the leaders executed,
i.,

48.

Killingworth, G., his tract on baptism, i., xxiii.
Kimbolton, Lord, his character, i., 351.
Kingly power of reforming the Church debated,

Canons about it, 345.
King's Book in Henry VHI.'s
i.,

time,

i.,

and abstract of

44.
it,

41,"4'2, n.

King's inauguration-day, canon about it, i., 345. Debates about the title of king, ii., 169. The protector's reasons for declining it, 170. Attainder of llie king's judges;
trials and execution, 217-238.
Kingsmill, Andrew, his death and character, i., 114.
Kirk of Scotland, James I. declares solenmly in favour
of it, i., 227. But afterward deserts it, 237. Kirk disciIts low condition, 128.
pline, an account of, ii., 42, n.

Courted by Monk, 196.

i.,

Kirk's cruelties in the west of England, ii., 318.
Kneeling at the sacrament, by what authority enjoined,
76.
Exceptions of the Puritans against it, 107, 246, 247.

Knight, Mr., his sufferings, i., 167.
Knight, Rev. Mr., his sermon against the prerogative, i.,
His bold answer upon being questioned by the court,

271.
272.

Knollys, Rev. H., his sufferings, ii., 3G8-370.
Chosen
Knox, Mr., banished from Frankfort, i., 67.
Begins the
pastor by the English exiles at Geneva, 68.
His death and tliaracter,
reformation in Scotland, 83.
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against the Scots, 338. Excites the clergy to contributa
towards the war, 3J9. Revises and alters Bishop Hall's
book of Episcopacy, 342. Is insulted by the populace,
344. The secretary's letter to him against pressing the ct
Justifies the canons, .3.55.
cetera oath in the canons, 348.
Is impeached of high treason, 356.
The Scots charge
against him, and his reply, 356, ?i. Sir H. Grimstone's
speech against him, 3.57. Committed to the black rod,
3.57.
Heads of his impeachment, 3.)7.
He speaks for
liimself, and is sent to the Tower, 358.
Suspended from
His superstitious remarks on Lord
his jurisdiction, 393.
Brooke's death, 447. Suspended by Parliament, 473. Trial
for high treason; articles of impeachment; his answer
order and method of trial summary of the charge, 501.
;

Impeachment opened by Serjeant Wild, and the archbishop's speech, 502. First branch of the charge, subverting the rights of Pariiament, with tlie archbishop's
Arbitrary speeches made by him for the king,
reply, 503.
Second charge,
503. Arbitrary speeches of his own, 504.
attempting to set aside the laws, with his reply, 503-507.
Of ship-money, tonnage, and poundage, 504. Of pulling
down houses for the repair of St. Paul's, 505. Illegal
commitments and prohibitions in the spiritual courts, .505.
Bribery, 505. Commutation of penance, 506. Alterations
Attempt to set up an indein the coronation oath, .506.
pendent power in the clergy, .506. Sitting of the convoca-

Third general charge, attion after the Parliament, 507.
tempting to alter religion, and introduce Popish innovations, with his answers, and the manager's replies, 307.

Images and crucitixes, 508. Consecration of churches and
and feasts of dedication, 509. His letter to Sir N.

altars,

Introducing divers superstitions into divine
Brent, 510.
worship. 512. Promoting the book of sports, 514. Encouraging Arminianisin and Popery, 515. Prosecuting PmiReconciling the Church of England with Rome,
tans, 517.
assuming Papal titles, discouraging foreign Protest ints,,
corresponding with Popish priests, 517. Managers' conclusion, 520.
His speech at the close of his trial, 521.
His character of the
Censures of his behaviour, 5^2.
witnesses, and censure of the managers, 522, 523. PetiCondemned by bill of
ti(ms for justice against him, 524.
attainder, 525, n. His last speech, prayer, and execution,
524, 525, n.

Laurence, Mr., suspended, i., 146.
Dr., account of him, ii.,

Lawrence,

67.

Laws, Popish,
Laws, motion

repealed, i., 45.
for translating them into English,
attempts to regulate them, 130.

127.

ii.,

113.

Lawsuits,
Lay-assessors

Lactantius and others, their opinion of images, as parts
of divine worship, i., 508.

Lad, Mr., his

sufferings, i., 242.
Laity, English, their zeal against Popery and the habForm of subscription for them, 130.
95.
Lambert, Colonel, imprisoned in Jersey, ii., 217, 238.
Lambert, John, burned in Smithfield, i., 40.
Lambeth articles, i., 209. Disliked by the court, 230.
Lambeth chapel, superstitious pictures in it, 304.
Lancashire provincial assembly, ii., 79.
Laney, Dr., account of, i., 482.

'

its, i.,

Langbain, Dr., some account of, ii., 67.
Langley, Mr. John, his death, ii., 175, n.
Langley, Dr., account of, ii., 71.
Lascels and others burned, i., 43.
Lasco, John, obtains a patent for establislung a church
of foreign Protestants in London, i., 53. His book De Ordinatione Ecclesiarum Peregrinarum in Anglia,55. Com
manded by Ciueen Mary to leave llie kingdom, 58. Returns in Elizabeth's time resigns as minister of the Dutch
church, 83.
Lather, Mr., account of, i., 331.
Latimer, Bishop, promotes the Reformation, i., 34. Resigns his bishopric on account of the six articles, and is
imprisoned, 40. Complains of the alienation of church
revenues, 55. Is sent to the Tower, 58. Burned at OxWas against the habits, 91.
ford, 63.
Laud, Bishop, of his temper, principles, and conduct,
author's preface, i., 220, 279, 280. Made Bishop of London, becomes prime minister, 291.
His answer to the
Commons' remonstrance, 292. Libels against him, 295.
His scheme for governing the Church, 297. His behaviour
His consecraat pis>ing sentence on Dr. Leighton, 302.
tion of Creed church, 302.
His care of the press, .308. His
bthaviour in Scotland. 309. His regulation of the king's
chapel at Edinburgh, 309. His letter about wakes and
;

revel.-i,

311.

Mukes

alterations in the ^ervice book, 314.

His account of the state of his province, 316. He obliges
the French and Dutch churches to conformity. 319. His
exceptions to the brief for the Palatine ministers, 320.
Farther account of his province, 321. Increases the power
of the ecclesiastical courts, 323. Makes new statutes for
Oxford, 324. His speech in the star-chamber, .327. More
libels ag linst him, 329.
He complains against the king's
Stirs up the king to hasten his preparations
jester, 337.

Vol. ii.—4

A

Layin the assembly of divines, i., 458.
Causes of the increase of lay-preachers, 73.
Rise of it in the army, 5. Discouraged by the Parliament,
36; Appendix, No. IX., ii., 408.
Laying on of hands, controversy about, ii., 388. Goselders,

ii.,

9.

noid's treatise about, 394.
Leavesly, T., i., xxii.

Lecturers, an account of those in Berry-street and SailKing's instructions about lecturers ;.
i., XX., xxi.
character and proceedings against them, 298. Injunctions
Bishop Slontague's articles of inquiry
against them, 315.
c(mcerning them, and Bishop Pierce's usage of them, 325.
Legate Bartholomew burned for Arianism, copy of the
writ for burning him, i., 259, n.
Legate's coiu-t in England under Wolsey, i., 31.
Legenda Lignea, a work published by the Papists, ii.,

ers' Hall,

127.

Leicester taken by storm by Charles

I.,

and the inhabi-

tants u.sed cruelly, ii., 6.
Leighton, Dr., writes against the bishops; his sentence,
His petition to the
sufferings, and character, i., 301, 302.
Long-parliament, and release, 359.
Lenthal, William. Esq his character, i., 351. Reprimanded by the speaker, ii., 204.
,

Leps(ms, the order of them settled, i., 86.
L'Estrange, Roger, account of, ii., 282, 289, ns.
Letter of the assend)ly of divines to foreign Protestants,
i.,

470.

The

king's reply to

Levellers oppose the
persed,

ii.,

it,

471.

new commonwealth, who

are dis-

107.

Lever, Mr. Thomas, his letter to the Puritans in prison,
111.
He re.^igns his |)reliend, 119. His death, 144.
Lewis, John, burned for denying the divinity of Christ,
i.,

158, n.

Ley, Mr. John, liis death and chnricter, ii., 246.
Libellous
Libellers, seditious, to suffer death, i., 148.
books, 413. Ordinance against seditious libels, ii., 11,3.
Liberty of pr yer. defence of it, i., 303. Bishop Hall's
concessions about it, 3()3. Liberty of conscience settled
Voted by Cromwell's little Parliain Scothmd, ii
128.
ment, 134. Est blished by his Instrument of government,
1.3.5.
James's speech in council for it, 326. See Indul,

gence.
Licenses for preachinc to be renewed, i., 9.5, n., 100,
119,139. Licences to marry, 347. Ordinance for appointCopy of Ctiailes's license for
ing licensers of books, 456.
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a Noncnn'brmist

ministpr to preach,

ii.,

273, n.

Partiality

of licencers, 320. n. Lice ce-ottice, 321, 32 n.
Lil'e and Miuineis ol True Chrisliaiis, by Robert Browii,
>,

149.

i.,

Lightfoot, Dr., accnunt of him, i., 484.
Lilburne, Mr., lu-i lenience and siiti'erinas i-, 329.
Li bunie, Ciilonel, his tri il and character, ii., 113, n,
Linihorch qiioled on per-ecution. i., 259, n.
Linciilnsliire ministers' reasons for not subscribing,

i.,

24G-250.
Lindrey, Mr., his representation of Wightinan's opinions,

M.'ijor-generals appointed, ii., 156.
Man, Isle of. Bishop of, has no birony, but is equally a
bishop, as to jurisdiction and ordination, but has no place
in Parliament, i., 3;9.
Manchester, Earl of. his character, i., 480. His proceeding in refortning the Uiiiver.vity of Cambridge, 480.
His
warrant to the commitiee for scandalous ministers, his instruction to them, and letter to them, 485.
His method of
ejecting the scandalous or malignant minister, a^id filling
Ihe vacant benefice, 4S6.

Mansel, Dr., account (if, ii., 68.
Manton, Dr., his deatl^ and character, ii., 287, n.
Manwaring, Dr., his sermon, i.. 285. His severe senis pirdimed and preferred, 287, 288.
Marcus Antoninus, Gataker's valuable edition of, ii.,

n.
Lisle, Lady,

i., 2.->9,

ii., 318.
List of the a<se{iilily of divines, i., 453.
Liichfield and Coventry, Bi hop of, his sermon, i., xii.
Litchfi..ld and Coventry, Bishop of, his letter for putting
down the prophesying*, i., 143.
Little Parliament, called by Cromwell, ii.. 133.
Liturgy, King Edw,;rd's first, i., 47. See Service-book.
The tir.st ages used none, 47. Exceptions of the Puritans
against it, 106.
New li.uigy conhrined by Parliament,
47, !)4.
Reasons for anie uling it, 157. Abstract of the
contriiversy on the anliqu ty of liturgies, 3(53
Reasons
for setting it aside. 4 5.
Re-toiud, ii., 205. Reviewed, altered, iidditinns; sent .Tiiunded to the king, council, and
peers. 231-2)3, n*.
Farther alterations proposed in it, 262.
Livings, the augment it on of poor ones, liy tithes and
first-fruits, ii., 113.
Ordinance for uiiiting small ones, ai.d
dividing greater, 149.
Loan, a metliod of raising money, i., 283. Persons imprisoned on account of it, 285.
hoe, Thomas, his death, ii.. 420.
Lollards, Wickliffe's followers so called, statutes against

them, i., 30, 31. Repealed, 3i. 45.
London, lines of circumvallation drawn round
King's

I

roclamations iigainst

it, i.. 443.
448.
Commotions there,
on their approach, 49. Proit,

48.
Submits to the army
vincial assemblies there, 43, 78.
London cleray, proceedinjis of the ecclesiastical
misioners against them, i., !)8. Reas' ns of those
ii.,

com-

who

were deprived

for refusing tlie haljits, 99, n.
Sad conse103.
Abstract of their reasons for nonconformily, 103. Their petition to the convocniion to be restored. 1.59. Classical division of the prov-

quences of these proceedings,

ince of London,

London

ii., 2.5.

ministers assert the divine right of Presbytery,

ii., 25.
Their paper of considerations and cautions, 25.
Their testimony to truth, and against error, 44. Their
aversion to a toleration, 44. Their vindication of them-

selves, 50.

London, citizens of, their petition to the Parliament
for better ministers, i., 140. Sad condition for want of
preachers, 103. Its ch irter taken away, ii., 301. Bishop
of London suspended, 325, ns.
Londonderry built, i., 261.
Long-parliament, see Parliament.
Lord's-day, public sports on it, i., 154. The bill for the
better observance of it rejected by the queen, 176.
Wakes
on it countenanced, 311. Declaration for sports on it, its
morality, 31^, Votes for the strict observance of it, 391.
It was strictPy observed by the Parliament party, 424.
Ordinance for a stricter observance of it, ii., 118, 166.
Lords disagree with the Commons, i., 392. House
laid aside,

ii.,

of,

91.

Lords of the council

with the bishops' proceedings against the Puritans, and write to them about it,
i.,

dissatisfied

165.

Love, Mr., his sermon at Uxbridge, i.. 528. His trial, ii.,
Evidence against him, his defence, intercessions for
him, his speech on the scaffold, his execution and charac123.

123-125, ns.

ter, his history,

Love, Alderman, renounces the dispensing power in the

name

of the Dissenters,

ii.,

276.

Low-church clergy, their character,
Lower, Thomas, iind George Fox,
persecution, &c.,

Lowman,

ii.,

ii., 248.
particulars of their

423.

Moses, account

of,

i.,

Ludlow, Major general, taken
I^mhington. Thomas, account

xxii.

into custody, ii., 162.
of, ii 237, n.
,

Lutherans, their uncharitableness,

i.,

6G.

tence,

154, n.

Marriages of the clergy legitimated, i., .55. Gueen Elizabeth averse lo them, 87. Ordinance relating to marriages,
134.
Act for contirming them, 218.

ii.,

Marri;ige ring, forhiditing it, and licensing it for monev,
disliked by the Puritans, i., 107.
Marshall, S., his death, ii., 161, n. His body dug up,
286.
Marston Moor, battle of, i., 478.
Martin Mar-Prelate, a satirical pamphlet, i., 189.
Martin, Dr., account of. i.. 482.
Martyn, Peter, invited to England, and had the divinity
chair at Oxford, i., 46.
His opinion about the htibit-i, 52,
94, 96.
Ordered to leave the kingdom in Queen Mary's
reign, 58.
His wife's body dug up, 69.
Marvel, Mr. Andrew, writes agiiinst Parker, ii., 264.
Mary, Queen, her accession lo the crown, i., 50. Her

declarations about religion, 58. Her treatment of the Suffolk men, 58.
She restores Popery, 59. Her injunctions
to the bishops, 59.
Her marriage with Philip of Spain,
60.
She restores the church lands, 61. Rases out what-

was done against the monks, 62. Burnings of the
Protestants in her reign, 62-64. Her fiery zeal, 64. N umber of those who were put to death for religion in her
time, 64, and n. Cilaiiiities under her government, her
sickness, death, and character, 70.
Mary, queen of Scots, her bigotry and 11! conduct, :., 105.
Her favourite and husband murdered, 105. She is obliged
to resign her crown to her son, and is put lo death by
Uueen Elizabeth, 106.
Mary, Queen, dissenting minister's address to her, ii.,
344.
Mass books called in, i., 51. Mass and real presence
asserted, 330. Mass houses pulled down, ii., 341.
Massachusetts' Bay colony, rise of it; their church
covenant; hardships; farewell request to the Church of
England numbers that went over, i., 299, 300.
Massacre at Paris, a terrible one, i., 127.
Masters turned out of the University of Cambridge, their
character, i., 482. Character of their successors, and their
induction, 484.
Mather, Richard, removes to New-England, i., 322.
Mather's Increase, his voyage to England with addresses, and his reception at court, ii., 327, n.
The queen's
reply to him, 344, n.
Matthew's Bible, i., 36, 257.
Maunsel, Mr., his sufferings, i., 242.
May 29th, act for its observation, ii., 218.
May, Thomas, his body dug up, ii., 236.
Maynard, Seijeant, one of the managers of Laud's trial,
his reply to King William, i., 523.
Meal-tub i)lot, it., 290.
Mede, Joseph, his character, works, and death, i., 340.
Meetings, pamphlets in favour of separate, ii., 283.
Members of Parliament committed to prison, i., 261, 271,
J95.
They are fined, 294.
Merbury, Mr., his examination and imprisonment, i., 169.
ever

;

Merchants, committee of, appointed by Cromwell for
promoting trade, ii., 159.
Merchants' lecture at Pinners' Hall, ii., 275.
Merit maintained, i., 331.
Mercurius Auliciis, a paper by J. Berkenhead against
he Parliament, ii., 69.
Mercuries and diurnals printed in Oxford, and dispersed,
notwithstanding the restraints on the press, i., 457. Their
nature,

M.
Macauly's History of England,

i.,

235, n., 512, 513, 525,

526, ns.

Macail. Hugh, his sufferings and last words, ii., .324.
M'GiU's proj-ecution for his Essay on the death of
CIn-ist, adduced as a proof of the intolerance of Scotch
Pre^bvlerianisiM, ii 5!), n.
Maildox, Bishop, his opinion of the habits, i., 53, 101,
,

128,

1.53,

183, ns.

Madve, Rev.

Mr., iind others, censured for preaching on
301.
its privileges invaded, ii., 326.
Magistrates, contests about their election, ii., 300.

prcdotination,

i

,

Magdalen College, Oxford,

57.

ii.,

Midwife's oath, i., 230.
Miles, Dr. Henry, account of,
Militia, debates about it, i.,
houses for dis|insing of it, 411.
Uxhridge',

i.,

i.,

xxv.

Ordinance of both
Debated at the treaty of

4119.

528.

Millenarv [letilion of the Puritans, i., 228.
Milton, John, his books burned, ii., 219. Hia death and
character, 280.
Ministers suspended and deprived for nonconformity, i.,
,

119,

124, 129, 141, 146, 157,

167, 168, 170, 182, 184, 195,

321, 32.5, 326. 340. Ministers retire to Holland,
Purit m.s' opinion of mini<iters of the word. 249.
Ministers petition for reforming the hierarchy, 369. Qual-

240, 241,
242, 340.

71.,

INDEX.
Of their succesity of those ejected by Parliament, 452.
Ministers
Ci)iniiiitlee for examining them, 474.
sors, 4.'>4.
sent II) reform the Univeisily of Oxford, their conduct and
sucr.ess,

ii.,

57, 58.

Queen Elizabeth's
Nonconformist, i., xi.
aversion to them, instituting a new court lo deprive tliemof
Some of thi;m quit their livings, ii., 242.
their livings, xi.
Ejected by ihe act of uniformity; their hardships greater
and than the loytlian the Papists' at the Refornialiim
alists in the time of the civil war; compared with the
new preachers; Dr. Bates's account; their sufferings Mr.
Baxter's account other accounts, 243-245. They pre ich
during the plague, which brings lliem under farther hardSome take the oath in ihe five-mile acl the
shi|)s, 255.
generality refuse, and go into banishment; their names
Ministers,

;

;

ment

charges,

Their conclusions for regulating it, 140. What the Puritans wanted to have reformed concerning ministers, 22!),
232. Ministers forbid to meddle in politics, ii., 113. ComSee
missioners for the approbation of ministers, 144.
Triers. Ordinance for ejecting .scand;ilous ministers, 147.
Instructions of the commissioners, objections, 147. Commissioners for Wales, 149. Presbyteiian ministers wnii on
the king at Breda ; their address and reception, ii., 202.
Minshull, Dr., account of, i., 484.
Mischief and Hurt of the Mass, a book written by the
Reformers against those who temporized in Mary's reign,
66.

i.,

Mobbings,

i.,

;

Monasteries

to

visited,

a commonwealth, ii., 107.
and suppressed their revenues,
;

i.,

;

;

to

it, ii.,

61.

Negus, Mr., deprived, i., 167.
Neile, Archbishop, his death and character,

Newbury,

battle of,

i.,

4-18,

i.,

349.

479.

Newcastle, ParliaineiU's propositions to the king there,
Which he refuses to consent to, 33. His answer
ii., 32.
to them, 47.
Newcomen, Matthew, his death his concern in the assembly's catechism, ii., 265.
New-England, the foimdation of that colony, i., 208.
;

Puritans seitle there, 270, 299, 305, 317, 323, 339.
Newhaven colony, i., 317.

Newlin, Dr., account of, ii., 68.
Newman, J., account of, i., xxii.
Newm in, Samuel, author of the Concordance, removes
to

New-England,

i.,

340.

New Orders, a pamphlet in ridicule of the Parliamentary party in Charles l.'s time, with an anagram on the
word Purit in, i.. 454, 45.5, ns.
New

Plymouth cohmy, i., 270.
Newport, treaty of, ii., 81.
Testament, first translated into English by Wlckliffe, i., 30.
Then by Tyndal, with the whole Bible, 34,
36.
Tyndal's Testament burned by the bishops, 34. See
Bible.

35.

Money, new methods of raising it, i., 260, 283.
Monk, General, reduces Scotland, ii., 127. Marches to
England for a free Parliament, 190. Abjures Ihe king,
and swears to be true to the commonweallh he enters
the city, 190. Restores the secluded members, 191. His

Nicolas, Robert, one of the managers of Laud's

character, 192. His letter to the Inde|)endenls, 190. To
the Parlian)ent, 197. Courts the Presbyterians, and the
Scots kirk, 197. He corresponds with the king, 201. His
protection of the Quakers, 409.
Monks and priors executed by Henry VIII., i., 37. One
directs

an insurrection,

37.

Monmouth's rebellion; atfects Dissenters; executions
in the west of England on account of it, ii., 317, 318.
Monopolies, grievances by them, i., 253, 2.55.
Montague, Dr., his book favouring Popery, i., 276. Cited
before the Commons censured, and a letter by several
Articles ag.iinst him, 284.
bishops in his favour, 283.
Made Bishop of Chichester, 288. His articles of inquiry
concerning lectures, 325. His farther favouring of Popery,
330. His death and character, 394.
;

Monthly

fast,

i.,

424.

Montrose, Marquis of, executed, ii., 114.
Monuments of superstition, removal of them ordinance
manner of its e.xecution, i., 455.
for that purpose
Moore, Stephen, i., 362.
;

;

Moore and Philly, their travels, ii., 417.
More, Thomas, refuses the oath of succession and supremacy beheaded for it, i., 34, 37.
Moreiand, Samuel, sent by Cromwell to the Duke of
;

Savoy, in behalf of the oppressed Protestants, ii., 160.
Moreton, Bishop, his vindication, ii., 180.
Morgan, a priest, executed, ii., 39.
Morley, Bishop, his behaviour in the Savoy conference,
230.

Morning

lecture, the rise of it, i., 424.
Morrice, Mr., attorney, his arguments against the oath
ex officio, i., 196.
He moves the House of Commons
against it, and against the spiritual courts, and is imprisoned, 197.

Morton, John, account of, ii., 372.
Miisgrave, C, his saying on the severe treatment of the

Quakers,

ii.,

trial, i.,

523.

Nimeguen, peace

of,

ii.,

288.

Nismes, the protector assists the Protestants there,

;

ii.,

;

New

344, 360, 392, 403.

Monarchy turned

4:t7.

Defends himself from some
Cursory view of the period of which he
226.

p.

;

:

Their di-tress, 2153.
Their address to the Prince of Orange, 342. Their address
lo him after he was king, and to Queen Mary, 343, 344.
Ministry, Puritans' complaint of the ab.ise of it. i., 106.

i.,

ii.,

writes and of the design of this history uniformity of
opinion in religion; persecution of all parties when in
power the clergy invested with civil power that reformation in religion has not arisen from the clergy freedom in religion, in subnrdinaiion to the civil power the
present times, in conirast to the forraei turbulent ones, ii.,
101-104.
Negiiive oath, i., 413. University of Oxford's objectioa

;

registered in the bishops' courts, 236.

555
for vol.

ii.,

167.

AbNonconformists, friends to their country, i., xi.
See Puristract of their reasons for nonconformity, 99, n.
tans.
Curious description of them by Archbishop Parker,
i., 218.
Sutferings for nonconformity, 321. The beginning
of their persecution, ii., 217. Their hardships before the
act of unifiirmiiy, 233. Their sufierings afterward, 245.
Their views, 247. They petition for indulgence, 249.
Their hardships from the conventicle act, and cautious
conduct, 252. They set up meetings, 258. Project of a
comprehension for them, 260. Proposals of indulgence
for such as could not be comprehended, 263.
Their persecution revived, 267. Are not forward to accept indulgence by the dispensing power, 273. Penal laws against
them, 278. Altempis for an acctmimodation frustrated by
the bishops, 280. People compassionate their sufferings,
281.
Their principles and practlce.s, 283. Pamphlets ia
their defence, 283.
See Dissenters.
Nonconformist ministers, refer to Ministers, Ministry.
Nonsubscribers to Whitgift's articles, their supplications
to the council, i., 157, 158.
Petitions of gentlemen and
pirishioners in their behalf, 159. Nonsubscribers, number
of them, 241. Nonsubscribing loyalists, act for their relief, ii., 251.
Non-jurors, their rise, ii., 344. Their practices, 347.
Northampton, rules for discipline agreed upon there, and
Scarcity of preachers
the prf)phesyings there, i., 118.
there, 146.
Northumberland, Earl of, his rebellion, i.. 111.
Norton, Rev. Mr., removes to New-England, i., 319.
Norwich, visitation of that diocess, i., 128. Prophesyings supres>^ed there, 134.
Novice Presbyter Instructed, a pamphlet in answer to
the Busy Bishop, ii., 45.
Noy, Attorney-general, his character, i., 280.
Nye, Philiji, removes lo Holland, i., 341. His death, ii.,

423.

O.

N.
Nag's Head consecration, a fable, i., 77 ii., 180.
Naseby, battle of, ii., 6.
Nation, distracted state of it, i., 394, 409. Petitions to
the Parliament to provide for the safety of it, 409. State
of when Cromwell assumed the government, ii., 138. Unhappy state of it in Charles II.'s time, 2U6, 285. State of,
;

at

James

II.'s acces.oion, 315.

Oak

whence so called, i., 48.
tried for the death of Ann Martin, i.,
his sufferings, ii., 370.
Oates, Titus, proceedings against him for perjury, ii.,
316, n.
Oaih, ex officio, what, and the unreasonableness of it, i.,
161, 164, 180.
The Puritans' ohjeciion to it, 194. Attorney
of reformation,

O.ites,

498.

Samuel,

And

Maurice's arguments ag.iin-t it, 196. Many of the Puriit. and discover their synods, and their reasons
for it, 196.
Their opinion of it, 2.50.
O.uh for churchwardens, i., 324. The oath called et

Nature and Properties of God, a very exceptionable
work, written by Conradus Vorstius, i., 253, n.
Naylor, James, ii., 164-166.

tans take

Ne:il, D iniel, his life, i., xvii. Animadverted on, 49, n., 7.5.
His ri'view quoted, .56, »., 215, n. Vindicated iigainst
Bishop Warbnrton, 59, n.. 93, h., 1.54. n. Defended acainst
Bishop Mnddox. 101, v.. 183, n. His letter to Dr. Fr.incis
Hare quoted, wilh an extract from it, editor's advertise-

calrra. 346.

Occa.sioml conformity bill, ii., 3.50. Appendix XIV., 486.
Ochinus comes to Kngland, i., 4!!.
CEcolampadius, with other foreigners, against altars,

7>.

i.,

51.

;

IN]

556
Offices of the church rernnnerl, i., 4G.
O^'ilby, a Scots baron, sent In Spain by James
Okey, Colonel, one of the regicides, ii.. 218.
from H(]|l;inil, with others, iind executed, 238.

I., i.,

numbers formidable in Eliz^beth's lime, and Iheir expectations from her death
they rise in the mirth, hut are
suppressed. 111.
Their first ojien separation from the
Church, HI.
Penal laws against tliem. 111, 176, 215.
Their ex|.ectations from King James, 228. His tenderness
towards them, and ofii^rs to meet them half way, 236.
Remonstrances of the Parliament against them, 271. Laws
against them relaxed, 271. Articles m their favour in the
Spanish match, 271. Laws agiinst them suspended, and
they are favoured and promoted at court. 331. Their
numbers and influence, and Lord Clarendon's account of
hem, 332. Prnceedings against them; the king favours
them, 373. Applies to Ihem to assist him in the war, 419.
Two thirds of their estates seized oath for discovering
them, 453. Some in the Parliament army, ii., 39. Stories
of their having a hand in the king's death, 99. P.apal
titles assumed by Laud, i., 517.
Reasons for the protector's severity against Papists, ii., 158.
Their expectations
at the Restoration, 208.
Their views, 209. They declare
their principles, 23.5.
Their farther views, 247. The
Commons address the king against them, 277, 280. Their
insolence, 281.
Act to disqualify them from silting in Parliament, 289. Many of them in King James's army, 332.
Parker, Archbishop, publishes the ecclesiastical laws,
under the title of Reformatio Legum Anglicarum, i., 50.
His consecration, 77, it.
Confirmed by Parliament, 78.
Visits his diocess, settles the order of lessons, 8.5.
His
zeal against the Puritans, 91,90, 100.
Was not fond of
the habits at first, 92. His questions to Humphreys and

277.

;

Brought

OI:ive, St., and Si. Saviour's churches iu Southwark,
tuninlts ifi ihcni, i., 3i)2.
Oldenb irnevelt lakes the side of the Arminians in the
dis|)uies in Holland, i., 203.

Oliver, Dr., account ol', ii., 68.
Orange, Prince of, made stadtholder. ii., 274. His bravery and success against the French, 274. His marriage
wiih the Princess Mary, 286. His advice to the Dissenters,
329. His reply to James about the penal laws and test,
334.
Hise.xpedition, 339.
His declaration, 340. His progress, 341.
His answer to the dissenting ministers' address,
343.
He and his princess proclaimed king and queen,
342.
See William in. James endeavours to convert the
Princess of Orange to Popery, 334. See Mary.

1

;

Ordinal, a new one in King Edward's time, i., 50, 54.
Ordinance of Parliament, e.xhorting to repentance, Bishop Kennet remark upon it, i., 444. Ordinance for sequestration of benefices and estates of the clergy, &c., i., 452.
For removing monuments of superstition, 455. Manner
of e.iiecuting it, 456. For licensing bonks, 456. For calling an assembly of divines, 457. For the committee of
sequestrations, 480. For enforcing the use of the directory, 496.
For the better observation of the Lord's day,
499. For the ordination of ministers, ii., 7.
For suspension from the sacrament; provisos in it, 11, 12.
For
erecting i)resbyteries, 13. The Scnts e.vceptions to it, and Sampscm at their examintition, 96, n. His violent proEnglish Presbyterians petition against it, 13, 14. Another ceedings, 97, 100, 101. His complaints, 102, 1,36. His zeal
ordinance for that purpose, 80. For abolishing archbishops for uniformity, 126. His letter upon Mr. Deering's being
and bishnps, .35. And for the sale of their lands, 36. For restored by the council, 129. He incenses the queen
abolishing Christmas and other holidays; it occasions tu- iigainst the religious exercises of the clergy, and suppresses
mults, 55, 56.
A terrible ordinance against blasphemy them in the diocess of Norwich, 134. His conduct in a
and heresy, 79. Ordinance against seditious libels, 113. sham plot, which he defends, 135, 136. Visits the Isle of
For taking away the penal laws, and suppressing vice, Wight his severe proceedings there disliked by the queen,
117.
For the stricter observation of the Lord's day, 118, and his angry letter thereon, 136. His death "and charac166.
In regard to marriage, 134.
For commissioners for ter, 138.
approbation ot public teachers, 144. For ejecting scandaParker, Robert, retires to Amsterdim, i., 242. His suflous ministers, 147. For imiting small livings, and divi- ferings, and wonderful preservation, 2")2.
ding greater, 151. Against the old sequestered clergy, 157.
Parker, Bishop, writes fnr the court, ii., 332.
AgHinst Papists, 166.
Parkhiirst, Bishop of Norwich, inveighs against the
;

Ordination of ministers, see Ordinal.
Ordination in foreign churches, and not Episcopal, alto be valid by our lirst Reformers, i., 57.
Adinitte<l by Archbishop Grindal, 152.
Of Episcopal and Presbyterian, 3b5.
Assembly of divines consult about ordination
ordinance of Parliament in pursuance thereof, 494.
Directnry for it debates about it power of it given to the
assembly of divines ;)ro tempore, ii., 7, 8.
Orleans, his confession of some resolutions of the qiteen
and cabinet at Windsor, i., 428. His opinion of General
Monk, with others, ii., 192. About the debates in Parliament, 235.
Ormoud, Marquis of, his treaty with the Irish Papists,

lowed

;

;

ii.,

;

23.

Osbaldeston, Mr., his sentence, i., 329. Released by the
Long-parliament, 359.
Osborne, Mr., his opinion as to the discovery of the
powder-plot, i., 244.
Osbourne, John, presents Mr. Brightman with the rectory of Haunes in Bedfordshire, who dies while riding
with him, i., 252.
Owen, Hugh, appointed by Cromwell one of the commissioners fur Wales, ii., 149.
Owen, bishop of St. Asaph, and Owen of Landaflj impeached with other bishops, i., 388.
Owen, John, his death .and character, ii., 306, n.
Oxenbridge, Mr., subscribed the book of discipline, i.,
183, n.

Oxford, transactions

see University. Treaty of, i.,
444. Broke otf, 446. 0.xford Parliament, 476. Visitation
of, ii., 58.
O.vford decree, 304, v. Oxford Parliament, 297.
Heads of colleges send to the Prince of Orange, and sign
the association, 341.
Oyer and Terminer, the penal laws put in execution by

way

of,

i.,

of,

127.

habits, i., 92.
His tiniorousness, 128. Laments the persecution of the Puritans, 133. His approbation of the religious exercises of the clergy, 133.
He is forced to suppress them, 134. His death and character, 134.
Paris gardens, in Snuthwaik, the seat of public sporSs
on the Lord's day, i., 154.
Paris, George Van, burned, i., 49.
Cranmer, the cause
of, 49.

Parisian massacre, i., 127.
Parliament, attempts in it towards a farther reformation,
115, 117, 120, 127, 174, 181, 197.
First session of James
his speech and remarks, 236.
Proceedings, 236, 25.1.
King's speech, petitions of grievances, 254. Dissolved,
255.
Another called, and dissolved, 261. Another, with
the king's speech; their declaration, remonstrance against
i.,

I.,

Papists

;

petition

and protestation

;

dissolved, 271.

Anoth^

with the king's s|)eech petition against Papists, king's
answer, 275. The first of Charles I. petition against Papists, king's answer, 281.
Dissolved, 283. His second,
284.
His third, 287. Remonstrance, king's answer, 288.
Proceedings, 291. Keep the speaker in the chair while
they make a protestation, 293.
Dissolved, 295.
Th«
Short-parliament, 343. Sad condition of the court at calling of ihe long one, 348.
Character generally, and of the
leaders of both houses, 350. Opens, appoints conrmitlees,
er,

;

;

Speeches against the

351.

late

canons, objections to

them, 352, 353. Proceedings against Laud, .355. Set prisoners of the prerogative free, 358. Censure the authors of
the

Church innovations,

362.

Petitions for

Vote the innovations dowi>,
and against the hierarchy, ,367. Speech360.

es on them, 369, 370. Resolutions thereon, 372. Proceedigs, &c., against Papists, 373.
Against the Earl of Slraffnril, 374.
Court plot against them, 375. Act for its continir ince, 377.
Snlenin vow, 377. Debate on depriving
the bishops of their votes on abniishiug derms and chapters, 378-:!8i.
Abolish the high-commission corrrt and
star-chamber, 386. Imperrch tliirieen bishops, 388. Declaration on sitting on a Sriiiday. 388.
Proceedings on the
i

;

O.
Paget, Ensehius, hi.f sufferings; articles against him;
causes of his depiivation his sufferings, i., 170, 171.
Palatine, elector, marries James I.'s diugbtpr, to the
satisfaction of the Puritans, i., 200.
Is ch( sen King of Bohemia, 208. Is lurned nut of his kingdom ,ind electorate,
being biselv deserted by his father in law, 209. M.iriifeto
in favour of the Palatine finiily, .387.
Brief lor the Palatine ministers, with Liud's exceptions, 320.
Palatine
family greu favouiites of the Puritans, 499.

insurrection. 398.
Grand rem instrance, 399. Declanrtion of their inteniions, 400.
Petition presented with remonstrance, 401. King goes to seize five meniheis, 406.
City of London for them, 406. They take away the bishops' votes, 408.
King resolves to break with therrr, 409;
I'etiiions to Ihem
king's reply, their anproceedings
swer, 40C. Accepi the Scots urediation, llicir declaration
concerning rernriiration, 412. A|)point a negative oath,
P.ilmi'i-, Dr., account of, ii., 71.
413.
Proceedings, riremnrial, 414. Their nineteen propoPalmer, Herbert, his death and character, i., 483, 7i.
sitions, 415.
Pi-rparalinns for war, borrow morev and
ii., 74.
Confi-derate with the Scots 420.
Reply to
plate, 417.
Papists ri^e for the old religion in King Edward's reign, the general a-senibly's letter, 421.
Abolish Episcopacy,
i., 48.
Their demands, and are suppressed, 48. Their] 422. Vote the raising of an army, 423. Character of
;

Irrsli

;

;

INDEX.
those

who

tonk part with

it,

425.

Whether

the king

may

adjaiirii P.-irliaineiit, 295.

;

'
|

P.irliument sue Cm peace, i.. 441. The nice point of
their treiilins with tlie Scots, 44:i. Tlieir ordiniince exTheir propositions at the
horting to repentance, 443.
Their five liills, 445. Phvts against
tre.itv of Oxford, 444.
them" 447. Low state of iheir affiirs, 448. Their proceedings with regard to tlie clergy, 4.W-454. With regird
to ihe Sabbath, and monthly and occasional fasts, 4.54.
Ordinance for removing monnments of superstition, 455.
Orders for restraining the press, 456. They call an assemlily of divines, 456. And send tlieni regulations, 452.
They call in the Scots, 463. Agree to the solemn league
and covenant, 465. Order the taking it throughout the
nation, 467. Their proceedings on tlie king's bringing
over the Irish forces, 470. They order a new great seal

A

,

j

\

'

Penn and Me.ad, their tritii, ii.. 268. Injustice and cruAcquitted,
elty of the court, 268. Jury threatened, 2U9.
Recorder's speech, 269, n.
259.
Penal laws taken away by the Rump-parliament,

A

trial,

Perkins, William, his death, character,

Parsons, Mr., his sufferings,

:

ii.,

217.

and

writings,

i.,

213.

Cromwell's
in Cromwell's inftrnnient, 135.
Parliament, 133. His second, and his speech to them
their proceedings; his second speech ; a test or recognition
appointed them; farther pioceedinas
dissolved; speech
His third; obliged to recog:it their dissolution, ]4(i-144.
nise the government; their acts. 162, 163. Proceedings.
Upper h(nise appointed. 172. Rad consequences of
IG'.I.
Rich; rd Cromwell's Parliament, 186.
it; dissolved, 173.
Armv compel him to dissolve them, 186. The riitnp reutnrcd, 186. Turned out ag: in, 189.
Restored as .in secUidcd members re.:tored bv BIr)nk, 190. Proceedings of
Restore Presbytery, 192.
the Pirliament hereon, 101.
i)i-;solve themselves, 192.
Parliament. King Charles [L, see Convention, riiaracTheir ads, 22.5. Act of uniformity,
ler of ii., 22.5, w.
230-241. Vote asi inst the dis|>en ing power, 276. Thev
address the king against P pi<ts, 279, 280. Are dissolved.
291.
Bring in the bill of exclusion, and ;ire dissolved. 2r0.
Bring in the hill of exclusion a semnd time. 293. Their
vcite.j. !ind dis olution. 295.
Revive the exclusion hill, 297.
Sitddenlv dissolved. 207. .iMines the Second's Parliame"t,
316. The'r jiroreedinss, 316. They are dissolved, 319.
For King WMllam's, see Conven'ion.

condemnation, decltiration, and complaints to the
His protestation, 204. Is executed in a

treasurer, 204.
hurry. 2J5.

of Parliament

;

ii.,

117.
King Charles's Ptirliament to put them in execution,
summary account of them, 278. Consequences
260.
of thetn, 278.
Penn, William, his grtint, and consequences, ii., 426.
Pennington, Isaac, memoirs of, ii., 427.
Penry, Mr., the Brovvnist, his history, i., 202. Is taken,
204. His petition to the queen unfinished, 203, n. His

questions propounded to the assembly about the jjts diviviim in matters of church government, 14. They .nttempl
an acconiiiind.ition between the Presbyterians and liideObtain a complete conquest over the king,
(lejidents, 15.
Their management with the Presbyterians, 24. Their
22.
propositions to the king at Newcastle, 32. Their commissioners receive the king from the Scots, and convey him
They abolish archbishops and bi-hops,
to Holmby, 35.
and dispose of their lands, 35, 36. Their proceedings to
please the Presbyterians, 36. They debate on the assem1 ly's confession of faith, tmd reject the articles of disciApprove and tutthorize their catechisms, 42.
yiine, 41.
C(mtroversy between them and the army. 48. Eleven of
their members impeached, 48. Tumults in the house, 48.
Upon which several of the members letire to the army,
Proceedings of the remainder, 49. Which were nn48.
miJIed upon the army's marching to Lonilon, 49. They
agree to the proposils of the artiiy, 53. Their votes of
non-addresses to the king, and remonstrance, 55. They
send nfinisters to reform the University of Oxford, and resolve on a visitation of it, 57, 58. They resolve to support
Presbyterians prevail among them in
their visitors, 63.
the ab.sence of the army, 77. They make a terrible ordinance against blasphemy and heresy, 80. Their ordinance
Their
for the farther establishment of 'Pre«hyterv, 80.
pioposals to the king in the If^le of Wight, 81. Repiv of
their divines to the king's papers about E))i-cop^cy, 82-85.
Their ciaimiissioners press his consent, 86. Their proceedings upon the artny's marching to London; they are
purged by the army, 90. Votes of the remainder, who
resolve to try the king, 91. And establish a high court of
justice for that purpose, 94.
Parli mient called the Rump, and why. set up a commonwealth, ii., 107, 77. Their measures to support their
Vindicate themselves. 111. St.ite of reliiiuthority, 110.
Their preparations nsiainst the
gion under them, 113.
king and Scots iirmy, 126. Publish an act of indemnity,
and choose a new council of state, 128. Their Dutch \
Quiirrel
with
the
army,
130.
Cromwell dissolves
130.
them by force, 131. Their character, 132, n. New model

;

Pembroke, Efirl of, made Chancellor of Oxford, and
His proceedings, 65. Reports the
ii., 64.
behaviour of the university to Parliament, 65.

visits in person,

They nominate men to livings, 473.
to he made, 476.
Character of their army, 479. Division among their genThey order the assembly of divines to confer
erals, 4ri0.
about church government, 494. Tliey establish and enforce the use of the directory, 495. Enforce the observation of the Lord's day, 499. Abolish Christmas, 500; ii.,
.55.
Pass a bill of attainder against Laud, i., 524. Their
instructions to their commissioners in the treaty of Uxbridge upon religion; their reply to the king's concession,
.528-.532.
Their army new modelled, 534. Their care for
a regular clergy, ii., 6. They reject the clause of the divine right of Presbytery, 10. Tlieir ordinance for suspenAnd for erecting presbytersion from the sacrament, 11.
ie.s, i:;.
Their reply to the Scots' exceptions. 14. Their

first
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Paske, Dr., account of, i., 482.
P.issive obedience revived, ii., 217.
Patrick, Dr., his friendly debate, and a remarkable instance of his candour, ii.. 264.
Of pulling down
Paul's, St., Chitrch repaired, i., 303.
Of pulling down houses for its repair, 505.
its cross, 455.
Commutation of penance for it, 506.
proverb on tlxis
afPiir, 525.
Pearson, John, his death, ii., 333.
Pelagians, their opinions pointed out as obnoxious in
the articles devised by Henry VI1£., i., 36.

Pern, A., his death, ii., 1.54.
Persecution of the Protestants under Henry VIII., i., 35,
or those called heretics in Edwa d VI. 's lime, 49.
.39, 42.
Of the
Ol^ the Protestants in Queen Mary's reign, 62.
Protestants in France and the Low Countries, 111. Of
the Anabaptists in England, 138. Of the Brownists, 150,
198.
See .Anabaptists, Brownists, Puri.ans.
Perth, five articles of, i., 266.
Petitions of the ministers in seve'al counties against
subscription, i., 158. Of gentlemen, and parishioners for
Their petitions to Parliament,
their ministers, 1.59, 168.
To the convoctition, 175. To the queen,
172, 173, 179.
See Supplication. Petition for liberty of con184, 195.
science for the Puritans, 250. Petition of the Parliament
And against the ecclesiastical comin their favour, 254.
Against the growth of Popery, 281. Of the
mission, 254.
Of the
Calvinists against the king's declaration, 291.
Scots against the liturgy, 3.35. Of Dr. Leighton to the
Long-pnrliament, 359. Of that Parliament to the king,
401.
Of the lord-tiiayor, &c., to the Parliament, 402. Of
the London apprentices, 402. Of the Puritan clergy for
reformation, 403. Petitions for and against the hierarchy,
Of the city ministers, for
Petition of right, 287.
367, 402.
Petition for unorsettling discipline and worship, 494.
dtiined preachers, ii., 73.
Petitioners and ahhorrers, ii., 292.
Peyton, John, a zealous churchman, appointed governor
of Jersey and Guernsey, to root out the Geneva discipline,
and plant the English liturgy and ceremonies his proceedings and success, i.. 251.
Philip, King, marries Queen Mary, i., 60. His riches,
and view in the connexion, 60, n.
Philips, Arthur, professor of music, ii., 68.
Philpot, a Papist, hanged, i., 41.
;

Philpot, Mr., his

martyrdom

;

his intolerant spirit, 63, n.

Piedmont, sttfTerings of the Protestants there are asby Cromwell, ii., 160.
Pierce's Vindication of the Dissenters, i., 30.
Pierce, Bishop, his usage of the lecturers, i., 325.
Pilkington. Bishop of Durham, writes to the Earl of Leic"sier against the habits, i., 90. His death and character,
;

sisted

142.

Pinfold, Dr., notice of,
Pitt, Dr.,

account

of,

319, n.
68.

ii.,

ii.,

Plague, the great one anecdote relative to it, ii., 254, n
Plays put down, i., 424; ii., 73.
Pint again>t the Long-parliament; consequences of it,
Plots against Parliament, 445.
i., 375.
Plumbers' Hall, the Puritans ineeting there apprehended
and examined, i., 108. They are imprisoned, 109.
;

Plundered ministers, committee for, i., 450.
Pluralities and non-residence, the hill against them op
lo«ed by the convocation, i., 173. Rejected by the lords,
174.
Another hill to prevent them, which the convocation
also addresses the qiteen agiinst, 187. Puritans conipltiiii
of them, 232. Bill agiinst them, 445.
Pecock. Dr., some account of, ii., 67. n.
Pncklington. Dr., censured in PaHiament for his works,
" Sunday no Sabbrith," and " Christian Altar," i., 360.
Polev. Mr., his receipts for money and plate of St.
John'sCambndge. for the king's use, i., 419.
Encouraged by Mr. Cawton,
Pohglot Bible, ii., 174.

\m.v.
Pole, Cardinal, reconciles the

kingdom

to

Rome,

i.,

CI.
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hec.iiise not severe enough against
herelicp, 69.
Hi.s deutli, 70.
P.n)l, Malt., Iiistlealh, ii., 291, n.
Pope's power and e.xloitions in England, i., 29. Restrained liy the statutes ut |.rovisors and premunire, 29.

Loses his influencf,

VIII. quarrels with him, and for what,
in England alioli>hed liy Parliament, 33.

Henry

amhorily

be taken against

Laws

37.

it,

His

:f2.

O

illi

He

to

ejtcommiinicatea Henry VllI
him repealed in Queen M.uy's time,

34.

•ig!\inst

,

Revived hy Queen P^lizabeth, 72, 87. His .-lutlionty
61.
abolished in Scotland, 85, 106. He admonishes Queen
And e.xcnnirnunicates her, 111. Pope's
Elizabeth, 85.
England, 519, 520.
Popery revived under Queen Marj', penal laws ngain.st
the Reformers put into e.vecution, numbers fly to Germany,
Switzerland, and Geneva, i, i.^. Sad picture of ii, 57. It
is restored by Parliament, 59.
A bloody reli^iion, 64. 65,
90.
The people of England's aversion to it, 95. Itg.iins
ground in Queen Elizabeth's time, 126, 137, 151, 205.
Statute against seducing her subjects to it, 148. Advances
to it in James l.'s reign, 275.
In Charles I.'s reign, and
nuncios

in

Increase in Ireland, 289. Advances of
cause, 281-293.
the Church of England towards it, 330. Its great increase,
Canons against it, 345. Popery connived at and en-

331.

couraged by Laud, 514. His correspondence with Popish
priests, and countenancing them, 520.
Popeiy revives in England, ii., 220, 235. And in Ireremedies proposed by
land, 220.
Its growth in England
Parliament against it, 270, 271. Its progress, 319. Clerjiy
;

forbid to prerich against it, but write agaiuHl it, 319.
sons for the Dissenters not writing against it, 320.
Popish laws repealed, i., 45.
Popish bonks licensed, i., 182.

Rea-

Popish bishops deprived, i., 77.
Their behaviour to
Elizabeth, 85. Popish lords petitioned against, 402.
Popish confederacy to e.xtirpate the Protestant religion,

Queen

Popish plot
court,

ii.,

;

alarms the nation, but not credited at

288.

Pordage, Dr., ejected

;

his

pamphlet and answer,

ii.,

account of, ii., 68.
Portuguese ambassador's brother executed, ii., 140.
Powel, v., his vindications; his sufferings and death,
151, n., 273, n.,

36»-367.

158.
Prayers for the dead, opinion of the
them, i., 42, n. Of bidding prayer, 45.
i.,

Reformers about

Preachers, the great scarcity of good ones formerly in
the Church, i., 82, 85, 102, 146, 147, 163, n.. 179-184. Diligence of the Puritan preachers, 139. Preaching ministers
desired by the Puritans, 232. Preaching on conformity.
346.
Votes for encouraging it, 391. Petition for imordained ones, ii., 73. Committee for preaching ministers,
i.,

i

proposals ag linst the bishops. 212. The beginning of their
sutlerings; they apply to the king, 213.
Abstract of their
second paper of e.xception.s and requests, 213. The king's
declar- tion acceptable to most of thens, 213. Some accept
preferments, 216. Are in despair on the Commons rejecting the king's declaration, 216.
Their troubles, 2iJ2.
Sli;im plots fathered on them, 226, 251, 288, 297.
Their
hardships in the Savoy conference, 228. They descend to
entre.ilies, 229.
Behaviour of their divines at the conference, 2.30. Their hardships before the act of uniformity,
233. Their conduct after the act, 242. Their difliculties,
242.
See Nonconformists and Dissenters.

Presbyterian government
Presbytery established by
in Scotland, i., 205.
English Presbyterian churches
Holland, 242. Ordination by Presbyters defended tlieir
jurisdiction, 366.
Propositions for establishing it in the
treaty of Uxbridge, 529.
Divine right of it debated, ii., 8.
Carried in the Jissembly of divines, but dropped in Parliament, 10. Petitions to admit the divine right of it, 10.
Established by way of probation, 13. Exceptions of the
Scots, and their amendments to it proposed, 13.
Parliament's reply, 14. Questions sent to the assembly of divines, about its divine right, 15.
Attempts for a farther
establishment of it, 24. London ministers assert it to be
jure divino, 24. How far the establishment of It prevailSettled in Scotland, 43, n. University of Oxed, 26, 80.
ford's objections to it, 59.
It is established without limitation of time, 80.
Presbyterian government established,
111. Endeavours to support it. 142.
Restored, 192. Abolished at the Restoration, 205, 207. Restored in .Scotland,
;

law
in

;

449.

Preaching forbid,

i.,

Press restrained, i., 104, 176. A private one set up by
the Puritans, 188. Discovered, ami its promoters prmlshed,
190.
Restraint of it, in favour of Arminianism and Popery,
Laud's care of it, 308. Farther restraint of it, 329.
Orders for restraining it, 456. Abuse of by Laud, 515.

285.

Powers, civil and ecclesiastical, i., 74.
Poynet, Dr., translated to the see of Winchester, i., 54.
His death, 69.
Practice of Prelates, a pamphlet published by the Puritans,

A

Their ministers made king's ch plains, 205. Address
liir a comprehension;
abulract of their first proposals;
iheir reception, 209-211.
Abstract of a defence of these

202.

349.

148, n.
Potter, Dr.,

;i.,

liament, 122. Their state under Cromwell, 137. Copies
of tesdirionials to ministers, 137. Enemies to Cromwell'8
governnjent, 139. Are for restoring the king, 189. Are ia
full possession of the nation, 191, 199.
Are courted by
Monk, 197. Terms on which they would restore the king,
2U0.
Their vain expectations from the court, 201.
depiitalion of their ministers wait on the king at Breda,

36, 46, 58, 71.

Predestination and free-will,

rise of the controversy
about them, i., 65. Revived in the University of Cambridge sentiments of the Church on this head, 209, 210.
Premunire, the statute of, i., 29.
Prerogative, acts in favour of, i., 39. Advances of it,
Sibihorpe and Manwaring's sermons for it, 285.
252.
Presbyterians, their ordination admitted by Archbishop
Grindal. i., 152. Their first church in England established
at Wandsworth, 126. Presbyterians in the assembly of
divines, and their chief patrons in the Parliament, 490.
Their severity in enforcing uniformity in the use of the
Their reply to the Independents about the
directory, 496.
divine right of Presbytery, ii., 9. Their zeal to have that
;

Are offended at the provisos in the
ordinance about suspension from the sacrament, 13. Pethe ordinance for presbyteries, because it
powet
enough,
14.
Defeat the design of a
not
gave them
comprehension for the Independents, 15. Their reply to
the proposals for a toleration, 16. Argue against the lawfulness of a separation; their high notions of uniformity,
Censured in a
and against liberty of conscience, 17.
pamphlet, 19. Petition against sectaries seconded by the
Their
Petition again against sectaries, 36.
Scots, 24.
aversion to a toleration, 44. Their separate views, 45.
Their proposals, 53. Counter-petition of their clergy, and
an ordinance in their favour, 56. Their provincial assemblies, 43, 78.
Their country associations, 79. A terrible
ordinance passed by their influence against blasphemy
and heresy, 79. Remonstrance of their ministers against
the proceedings of their army in relation tt) the king, 91.
Their farther vindication, 92. Whether they are charge
able with the king's death, 98. Their conduct towaids
the commonwealth government; refuse the engagement
110.
Proceedings against them, 116.
plot against Par

right established, 10.
tition against

;

A

Again

fettered,

ii.,

Preston. John,
Price,

Samuel,

247.

i.,

275, 276, 281.

i.,

xxi.

His death, 296, n.

Prince of Wales, king's letter to him, ii., 89.
Prisoners of the prerogative released by the Long-parliament, i., 358.
Proclamation for the Hampton Court conference, i.,
229.
To enforce conformity, 234. Against Jesuits and
Puritans, 235.
Against Papists in Ireland, 289. Against
prescribing a time for calling Parliaments, 295. For repairing churches, 303. For preventing the emigration of
the Puritans, 330. For the better government of the king's
army, 428.
Proclamation, acts concerning them, i., 39. Repealed, 45.
Professors in the University of Oxford, who submitted
to the Parliament, ii., 67.
Of those who were ejected, 68.
Of those who succeeded, 68. Their behaviour, 72.
Prohibitions granted to stop proceedings in the bishops*^
courts, i., 212.
Prohibitions in the spiritual courts, 505.
Prophesyings, the ri-e of, and orders about them; confessicm of faith signed by the members, i., 118. They increase, 133.
Are supi ressed in the diocess of Norwich;
the council's letter to continue thom, 134. They are regulated in other dioceses, 142.
Queen's reasons for putting
them down her letter to the Bishop of London fhr that
purpose, 142, n. Letter of the Bishop of Litchfield and
Coventry to his archdeacon, in compliance therewith, 143.
Giindal refuses to put them down, and writes to iho queen
in their favour, 144.
They are totally suppressed, 144.
Attempt to revive them to no purpose, i76.
Protestants unhappily adopt the persecuting conduct of
the Papists, i., 49. Burned in Queen Mary's time, 65.
Private congregations of them, 66. A mixed execution of
;

Protestants and Papists, 40. Protestants in France and
the Low Countries cruelly persecuted, 110, 111. See Persecution and Reformers. Protestant interest in Germany
ruined by King James, 269.
Union of it protected by
Cromwell, ii., 174. Protestants turned out, and Papists put

King James, 332.
Protestation of Puritan ministers on the king's suprema250.
Of lovaltv, from the Devon and Cornwall
i.,
250.
Of tlie general assembly in Scotland,
against Episcopacy, 255. Of the Commons, against Arminianism, 292. Against that, and tonnage and poundage,
293. Of the Scots, against imposing the lituigy, 335. Of
Of the bishops; objections
the Long-parliament, 377.

into otfice by
cy,

rriinisters.

it, 404,405.
ProtestaUon of the king's supremacy,

against

made in

the

name

NDEX.
of the afflicted ministers, and opposed to the shnmeful
calufii;ii!ili.)iis of the prelates, i., 2ol>.
Hrovincial asseniljly of Liindon, the first, ii., 43. GenThe second, and their petition to
eral rules fur it, 43.
The third and fourih, 78. Lancashire
Pailiiiinent, 43.
Assembly of London, their proceedings,
assembly, 78.
15(i.

Pmvisors, the statute

Prowd, Mr., his

of,

letter to

i.,

29.

Lord

Burleigli,

i.,

147.

Prynne, his sentence with Bislwiuk and Burton in the
Their second sentence, 327.
star chamber, i., 316, ns.
Released by the Long-parliaDisgust-; the nation, 328.
ment, 358. His memento against the liing's death, ii., 91.
Psalms, a new version of, ii., 20.
Account of the pub
Puritans, origin of that term, i., x.
Editor's adverlication of the present work in 1732, xx.
tisement, xvi. Their doctrines agreeable to VVicklitTe, 30.
Their rise also, 66. Their sentiments concerning the suThey were for unifornuty in religion as
premacy, 74.
well ;is"the other Reformers, 79. When and on what account they began to be called Puritans, 76. Several of

them refuse

bishoprics, 77.

Their principles compared

with those of the other Reformers, 78. Some of them refuse livings, and others comply for the present, 85. Their
proposals in convocation for a farther reformation, 88.
write to tlie courtiers against the habits, 91. Their
Other things in the
reasons against them, 91-94, ns.
Church disliked by them, 93. Deprived for refusing the
Unihabits, 98.
Farther severities against them. 100.
Sad
versity of Cambridge favourable to them, 101, n.
consequences of iheir deprivation to themselves and ihe
under,
104.
Some
Church, 102. The hardships they were
continue in the Church, others separate, 105. Their obAgree with the Conjections against the hierarchy, 106.
formists in doctiine, 108. A meeting of them broke up at
Plumbers' Hall, and their examination before the Bishop
and
zeal. 109.
Their
Their
sufferings
of London, 108.
loyalty, 10.
The laws against the Papists turned against
them, 112. Their courage and integrity in confessing
what they believed to be the truth, 112, n. The ditficullies they laboiued under in their ordinations, H6, 140.
Farther hardships put upon them by the clergy in convocation, 117.
And by Archbishop Parker, 119. More of
them suspended, 119. They apply to Parliament, 121.
Their admonitions to them, 121. They gain ground, and
A severe perseerect a presbytery at Wandsworth, 126.
cution began agiinst them, 127. They offer a public dis
Deprived for refusing lo subscribe two
putatioii, 128.
forms of Ihe ecclesiastical commissioners, 130. New forms
of sub cription. 130. Their ministers caressed by the peojile, 131.
Their separate communions, and the protestaDutch and French churches
tion of the members, 132.
forbid to aduiit them lo their c<jmmunion, 133.
A sham
Diligence of their preachers
plot fathereil on them. 136.
their associations; and conclusions therein, 139, 140.
More of their ministers suspended, 141. Several of them

They

1

;

ord.-iined

at

Antwerp,

1-14.

Fartlier

severities

against

ibem. 14.5, 148. The ihird period of Pu itanisin commences with the Brownists, 149, n. They are received into
gentlemen's houses, 151. Supplication of the justices in
A great many more of tlxur ministers
their favour, 153.
suspended, 157. The hardships they were under from
Petitions in their favour, 158.
Whitgifi's articles, 158.
The lordlreisurer and the council write to the archbishop
They cbtain a kind of conferin their favour, 164, 165.
ence at Lauibeth, 166. Bishop Aylmer's severities against
them, 167. More of their ministers su-pended. 167. Their
farther hardships, 170. Their book of discipline, 172.
Apply to Parliament; their proposals for reform; their
Bishops' answer lo their proposal, 173.
supplication, 172.
173.
They apply to convocation, 175. Their apology lo
the Church, and proposals to the archbishop, 175. SupBill for farther reform,
plicate P.-irliament again, 179.
181.
Ballard's judgment of them, 182. They remove farther from the Church; their form of subscription to the
book of discipline, 182. Names who signed the biM)k of
Farther sufferings, 183. Tlieir quiet
di>cipline, 183, n.
behaviour; petition the queen, 184. Apply to the court
of aldermen, bin in vain, 184. Proceedings in their classApply .isain lo Parliament, 187. Farther siifferes, 185.
The ministers address the queen, and vindic ite
ings. 193
themselves from all charges, 195, and Appendix V., ii.,
S line of them take the oath ex officio, and discover
415.
their synods i.. I9'i Their opinion of the nature of Christ's
sufierHigs, 210. Th^y are turned over to the assizes, 21 1.
The ctinlroversy between them and the church ce ises for
a time 212. Summary of the controversy with ihem in
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, 213. Their principles and
Francis Walsinghtm's account of the
character. 214.
queei's conduct low-irds them, 215. James I. an enemy
They increase under his reign, and the
to them, 219.
ciu.se, 219.
Combined against by the Arnfinians, 219.
Millenary ppti
Tlieir expectatiions from James I., ai7.
Answered by the University of Oxford, 229.
tion, 238.
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Conference with the bishops at Hampton Court, 230-234.
Proclamation against tlieni, 236. Struggles in convociition
to no purpose; Bishop Rudil speaks in their favour, 237.
Canims against them, 238. To suffer excommunicaiion,
Persecution of them furiously carried on, 240-242.
Many retire to Holland, 242. Differ about the lawfulness
of separation frmn the Church, 245. Gunpowder plot lo
be fathered on ihem, 245. Their arguments returned upon
that of the bishops against tolerating them, 245. Offer a
public disputation, 245.
Arguments against subscribing
the book of conunon prayer, 246. Against tfie ceremonies,
and particularly the surplice. 246, 247. Against the cross
in baptism, and kneeling at the sacrament, 247.
Agiinst
ceremonies, 246. Remove farther from the Church, and
the occasion, 247. Their principles about religion in general, the Church, ministers of the word, elders, and churchcensures, and concerning the civil magistrate, 248, 249.
Their protestation on the king's supremacy, 250. And petition for liberty of conscience, 2.50.
They protest their
The unreasonableness of persecuting them,
loyalty, 250.
Petition of Parliament in their favour, 254.
251.
Several
emigrate to Ireland, 261. Rejoice at the elector palatine
being chosen King of Bohemia, 268. They settle in NewEngland. 269. Distinction of church and state Puritans
270.
Doctrinal Puritans, 272. Gain ground, 275.
Bishop
Williams favourable to them, 286.
More emigrate to
New-England, 299, 317, 321, 340. Hardships in relation to
the book of sports, 313. Indiscreet zeal, 321. Their coiirForbade to leave the kingdom they increase,
;»ge, 329.
330. What they aimed at in Chirles I.'s time, 38.5. Their
Character of the Purii.ini
petition for reformation, 402.
clergy; Iheir political behaviour; Iheir vindication, 426.
Sufferings of the Puritan clergy, 448. Of those who were
ejected ai the Restoration, 487. Severely prosecuted by
Laud, 517. The name of Puritans is sunk, and they are
spoken of under other titles, 488, n. Changed to that of
Protestant Nonconformists, ii., 247.
Pym, Mr., his speech in Parliament, i., 292. Character,
.351.
Death, and vindication of himself, 476, n. His body

239.

;

dug up,

ii.,

236.

auakers, their ri.se, i., .38, 118-121. First called bv that
name, 120, n. Their behaviour, 120. Their doctrines, 121,
Their forgiving temper under injuries illustrated by
facts, 131, n.
Their extrav.agances, 163, m. They address
King Charles, and avow their innocency, 222. Petition for a
toleration, and an act against them, 236, n. Their sufferings,
237, n., 2.52. The effect of the act of uniformity and corporation act on them, 240, n. Their courage, 2(58, n.
PubThey address in
lish an account of their sufTering.s, 299.
Address King James on his accession, 315, n.
vain, 303.
«.

Summary

account of their sufferings, 321, n. The penal
laws on which they suffered, 322, n. Their address of
thanks for James's indulgence, .327, n. Their history continued from the protectorship of Cromwell to the declaration of indulgences, 1674, 405.
Their situation under Oiomwell. 40.1.
Many persecuted in the west, 405. General
Monk's kindness towards them, 409. Their monthly and
yearly meetings, 415. Their general character, 418. 'Their
history continued from the declaration of indulgence to
tne Revolution. A.D. 1674-1688, 421. Avail themselves of
the declarationof indulgence, 421. Their charity to other
Dissenters, 421. Their persecutions, and particular sufferings, 422-425.
Exert themselves to promote liberty of conscience, 425. Grant of William Pcnn, 426.
Memoirs of
principal members, tnen and women, 418-421, and 420-431.
They abrogate sexual distinctions, 431.
dueen of Charles I., her character and influence over

Her negotiations in Holland, 409,
i., 279, 428.
A chief means of bringing on the civil war, 428.
to the king, and men and money, 443, 448.
King's letter to her, 477. Laud forbids the clergy to pray
for her conversion, 519.
Letters of the king to her, 527 j
Queen's letters, with his answers, i., 532. She
ii., 22.
presses him to comply with the Presbyterians, ii., 33.
Queen-mother, her Catholic court at Somerset House,

the king,
416.

Sends arms

ii.,

235.

Queen of Bohemia,

refer to Bohemia.
Querela Cantabrigiensis, by Dr. Barwick,

Ridcliffe, Dr., account of, ii., fia
Ralphson, Mr., his sufferings, ii.,305.
Rapin, remarks on, i., 385.
Rawlin, Mr., i., xix.
Reading taken by the king, i., 441.
Earl of Essex, 448.

i.,

485.

Retaken by the

Reasons taken out of God's Word, by Mr. Jacob, a zealous Puritan, i., 243.
Rebellion, the Puritans vindicate themselves from the
charge,

i.,

196.

Recognition of the government imposed by Cromwell

on his Parliament,

ii.,

141.

;
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st'ite of religion in England before it, i.,
Rise of it in
Wicklifte's alleiiipls tow.irds it, :iO.
VIII. 's time, 'S.i. A remarkable circiiinstiince at
Its farther progress, anil by wliorii favourthis perioil, 33.
ed, 34.
Tlie body of inferior clergy ag unst it, and also tbe
monks and fri.irs, 34. Account of it in this reign, 33-43.
Obstacles to its proeress, 39. Stale of it at the king's
42.
Tlie parties for and against it, on Edward VI. 's
deatli,
succession, 44, n.
The beginning and progress of it in this reign, 42. Ref
orinalion of the coniniunion and other offices, 46, 54. Of
the ecclesiastical laws which do not take place, 50. Of
the doctrines of the Church, 54. Blemishes of the Reformation, 55. It was left imperfect, 55. Farther progress
of it intended, 55, 57. Hopes of the progress of the Reformation done away by Mary, 58-66. Revives under Elizabeth, 71. Advice of foreign divines about it, 71. The
clergy in convocation against it, 77. The populace for it,
81.
Goes on but slowly, 86. Attempts in convocation for
a farther reforination, 88. Unsuccessful but by a single
pro.xy, 89.
It is in great danger by the queen's sickness,
110.
Popish confederacy to banish it out of the world,
] 11.
Parliament for a farther reform, 1 15, 116, 120. Stop-

Eeformntion,

29.

Reasons of the English exiles at Genevi against them,
See also Ceremonies. Canon about them, 34b.
Roberts, Dr., account of, ii., 71.

47.
68.

Henry

ped by the queen, 115. Farther proceedings in Parliament
in favour of it, 179, 182. Again stopped by the queen, 182,
187.
Reformation of doctrine required in the Hampton
Court conference, 231. Reform in the manners of people
remarkable in the Parliament times, and in their army,
425.

Reformers in Henry VIII.'s time, their sentiments in
sundry points, i., 40, n. Their fatal mistake about uniformity, 47, 76.
Are divided about the habits or vestments, 47.

Many of them of persecuting principles, 48. Which g ve
great advantage to the Papists, .50. Several fly beyond
Kpa in Uueen Mary's reign, 53. SeeE.\iles. The declaration of faith of those that were imprisoned, 61.
Divided
about discipline and ceremonies in Queen Elizabeth's
time, 77. Their declaration of faith in the beginning of
her reign, 85.
Refugees return in Edward VI.'s reign, i., 44. In Queen
Elizabeth's time, 71. See Exiles.
Regency appointed during the minority of Edward VI.,
i

Regicides

tried,

and many executed,

ii.,

218, n.

Three

more executed,

238.
Relics and im;'ges destroyed, i-, 35.
Religion, sad state of it, i., 128, 143. Religious assemblies broke up, 1.35.
Puritans' opinion of religion, 248.
Unsettled state of it, 391-393. Parliament's proposilit ns
relating to it, 415. Debated at the treaty of Uxbridge. 529.
Propositions relating to it sent to the king at Nevvc is'le,
State of it, 73. Under the Rump-parliament, 113.
ii., 32.
Articles relating to it in Cromwell's instrument of government, ) 35. AHairsof it in histime, 142. Committee draw
up the fundamentals of it, 143. Article relating to it in
the humble petition and advice, 170. State of it after the
Restoration, 237.
Religion of Protestants a Safe
to Salvation, an excellent treatise by Chillingworth, i., 474.
Remonstrance of Parliament against Papists, i., 271. Of
King Charles's third Parliament, 288. Of the Long-parliament against Papists, 373. Their grand remonstrance
and petition, 400, 401.
Removal of certain Imputations, a pamphlet published
hy the ministers of Devon and Cornwall to vindicate their
loyalty, i., 250.

Way

Republicans, two sorts

of, and Cromwell's management
plot against him, 142.
adopted at the Reformation, i., x.
Restoration of Charles II., ii., 199. The times preceding,

of them,

ii.,

139.

Responses,

They

first

and that followed. 208.
Revels, refer to Wakes.
Revolution, reflections on, and on the act of toleration,
ii.,

pish habits, 92.

Rogers, John, his suflTerings. i., 326. N. Rogers retires
New-EngI ind, 32;). Ezekiel Rogers retires also, 340.
Romish miss.-ils, foundation of the morning and evening
Common Prayer-book, i., 47.

to

services of the

Root and Branch petition, i., 367, 368.
Speeches for the former, 369.

Counter

petition,

368.

Rosewell. Mr., his
pardoned, .309.

Roundhead and

trial,

308.

ii.,

He

is

condemned, but

Cavalier, origin of those appellations,

403.

i.,

Rouse, Mr., his speech in Parliament, i., 292.
Rowe, Mr. John, his death, &c., ii., 287, n.

Royal.— Stale of the royal family, ii., 153. Origin of
the Royal Society, 174. Cromwell's management of the
Royalists, 1.39. their plots against him, 140, 142, 176.
His severity against them by decimation, 142.
Rudd, Bishop, his speech in convocation on the cross in
baptism, and in fiivour of the Puritans, i., 237.
Rupert, Prince, his character and behaviour in the war,
i., 4T8.
His bad conduct in the battle of Naseby the king
displeased with him, ii., 6.
Russel, Lird, beheaded, ii., 302.
;

Rye-hou.se

plot,

ii.,

302.

Nonconformists charged with

Quakers exonerate themselves from

303.

it,

it,

303.

Sabbath, controversy about it, i.. 208. See Lord's day.
Strict observation of it, 454.
Ordinance for that purpose,
499.

44.

i.,

Robinson, John, the rtrst Independent, i., 243. His parting speech to his congregation at their going to New-Ens^
laud,269.
Robinson's Plan of Lectures on the various degrees of
religious tyranny, ii., 24, »i.
On the directory, 42, n.
Rochelle, siege of, i., 282.
Rockrey, Mr., expelled the university for nonconform ity
to the habits, i., 141.
Rogers, Ji)hn, assists in translating thp Bible, i., 36.
Preferred, 44. His martyrdiim, 62.
Was against the Po-

432.

Reynolds, Dr., his remarks on Bancroft's sermon about
the divine right of Episcopacy, i., 186, n. His part in the
Hampton Court cimference, 231. Hisdealli and character,
and the remarkable case of him and his brother, 2.52.
Reynolds, Dr. Edward, account of, ii., 69. His behaviour
in the Savoy conference, 230. His death, 284, n.
Rhemist Testament, Ciutwright forbid to answer it, i.,
178, 258.

Ridley, Dr.. preaches against images in churches, i., 44.
Succ('eds Bonner in the bishopric of London, 50. Is very
zealous about the habits, 52. Relaxes in his opinion of
them, 53. Burned with Bishop Latiiner at Oxford. 63.
utterly against the Popish garmen's at last, 92, 103.
Ring in marriage, why the Puritans disliked it. i., 107.
Rippon, Mr., the Brownist, inscription on his coffin, i.,
200.
Rippon, treaty of, i., .348.
Rippon, Dr., his edition of the Baptists' confession of
faiih, noticed with others, ii
389.
Riles and Ceremonies, of retaining the Popish ones, i.,

Was

,

Sacrament, act for administering in it both kinds, i., 45.
Sacramentaiies, who, 38. Reformation of the service, 46,
54.

Sacramental test, a national blemish, i., xii., 222.
Sarr imetilaries pe secuted, i., 38.
Sadler, Rev. Mr., his case published, ii., 146.
Saints' days, dislikfd by the Puritans, i., 106. Abolished,

ii.,

55.

Salisbury entered by a party of armed horse during the
and the judges seized by the Royalists, ii., 142.
They are defeated, and the letiders executed, 142.
assize.s,

Salkield, Mr., his sufferings, ii., 306, v.
Sale of bishi'ps' lands, ordinance for it, ii., 36, 86.
Salteis' Hall lectures, i., xx.
Saltmarsh, Mr., his extraordinary death, ii., 74.
Samaritan Bible, some particulars of it. ii., 161, n.
Siunpson, Mr., letter of agiinst the habits, 1., 93.

Proceedings of the ecclesiastical commissioners ag.ainst him
and Dr. Humphrey.s, 96, 97, ns. He is deprived, 97. Resigns his lecture. 135. His plain dealing with Grindal,
135.
His death and character, 188.
Sancrofl, archbishop, his circular letter to his clergy,

Stnderson, Dr., some account of, ii., 69, n. His senti:'Ct of uniformiiy, 242, n.
Sandys, bishop of Worcester, inveighs against the habits, i., 92, 93.
Reminds tlie queen of the great scarcity of
preachers, 100. Translated to London, and his charge to
the clergy, 1 15. His letter to the treasurer for suppressing
the Puritans, 124. Made Archbishop of York, 1.39. His
proceedings against Dean Whittingham, 14.5. And other
Puritans. 183.
His death remarkable passage in his will,

ments concerning the

;

188, V.
Stiville,

Lord, his letter to encourage the Scots,

Savoy confessiion,
Savoy conference

ii.,

i.,

343.

178.

names of

the divines on both sides
opening of the conference; haidships of the Pr<!sbyteriins
in it
a disputation propo.sed behaviour of the conunissioners; of the dispuimts; of the auditors; censures of
the conference, ii , 227-231.
Saunders, Mr., burned at Coventry, i., 62.
;

;

;

Saunders, Dr., account of, ii., 67.
Scandalous ministers, committee for them, i., 449.
White's publication, called the First Century of them;
other testimonies of their character, 451. The Earl of
Man(he>ter's warrant empowering it to ,oct, 486.
Schism, Puritans vindicate themselves from this and
other ch.irges, i., 195. Schism bill: repealed by George
I., ii., 3.50; Appendix XV., XVI., 490, 491.
Scholars of the Univertiiy of Oxford, for their Insolence are e.vpelled, ii., 66.

;

INDEX.
School in Gravel-lane, SoutJiwark, ii., 435.
Schoolmasters restrained, i., 177.
Scotland, the Reformation there, i., 83. Their confesFarther account of
sion of faith, and kirk discipline, 84.
Their kirk discipline esiablislied, 106.
atiairs there, lO.'i.

A

the kirk affairs there, 206. Scots divines
write to the bishops against imposing the habits, 94. Behaviour of James I. before his accession to the English
Episcopacy
restored there against the sense
227.
crown,
of the nation, 255. His progress and proceedings there,
Laud's behaviour
Charles's progress there, 308.
265.
Book of canons for that kingdom, 322. And
there, 309.
Charles's second progress. 390. Progress of
liturgy, 334.
the English army there, ii., 114, 126. Reduced by Monk,
and united to the commonvveallh, 127. Low condition of
the kirk; liberty of conscience settled; the kirk insulted,
Incor128. State of Scotland then, and afterward, 128.
porated with England, 140.
Episcopacy restored, 233.
Summary of the persecution there; proceedings of the
government; which occasion an insurrection, 310. Of
house and field conventicles, 310. Effects of the persecuHis declara
tion, 310.
Its afftiirs in James's reign. 325.
tion there, 327. Presbytery restored, 350.
Their declinator
Scots bishops consecrated, i., 265.
are
deposed,
They
against thp general assembly, 338.
339. Scots liturgy, 3.34. Imposed by the prerogative, 334.
Occasions tumults, 334. Reasons against it. 335. PetiScots Parliament,
tions against it, and a protestation, 335.
342. Scots settlemenis in Ireland, 2G1. Their discipline
and ordinations, 262. Scots tables, and solemn league
King's concession to them,
and b.uid of defence, 336.
337. Preparations of the English court against them, 338.
Are encouraged by the English, 343. Their charge against
Laud, 356. Abstract of the pacification with them declared faithful subjects, 389.
Offer their mediation between the king and English Parliament, 412. Their letter
to the Parliament, 420.
First Scots war, 339, 341. The
second, 348. Scots called in by the English parliament
and assembly of divines, 463. Their re:isons for assisting
the Parliament; they appoint a solemn league and covenant, 464.
Their unbounded zeal in imposing it, 467.
Their army enters England, 477. Their exceptions to the
ordinance for erecting presbyteries in England, ii., 13. The
Parliament's reply, 14. Tlieir declaration against tolerilion, 19.
The king surrenders himself to their army, 22.
Their zeal against sectaries, 24. Their behaviour to the
king, 27. Their kirk will not trust him, and publish a
solemn warning and declaration
proceedings of their
Parliament in relation to him, 34. They deliver him up,
and publish their reasons, 34. They receive the whole
Westminster confession of faith, 42. Their commissioners
take leave of the asseinbly, 42. They appoint a fast for
the distractions of England, 42. Account of the discipline
in their kirk, 42, n.
King's private treaty with them, 53.
Their army enters England under Duke Hamilton, and is defeated by Cromwell, 76. They press the king's consent in
the treaty of Newport, 86. "They protest against putting
him to death, 94. Their declaration against the English,
Condi111. Their treaty with the king in Holland, 111.
tions of it, 114. Cromwell marches against them, 114. DeHe invites their ministers to
feats them at Dunbar, 115.
return, 115. Tlieir army under the king marches to England, 126. Are defeated at Worcester, 127. Low state
of the kirk, 127. Terms to restore the kins, 200. New
ficots bishops made, 233. Their character, 234, 310. Character of the Scots Presbyterians, and their sufferings, 310.
Scripture, whether to be interpreted by antiquity and

snmnmry of

;

;

;

tradition, ii., 29, 30.
Scriptures, debates

i.,

36.

See

" Scruple-shop," appellation of the conference held by
the divines sent to reform the University of O.vford, ii., 58.
Seaman, Dr., account of, i., 482.
Be-Baptisl, a title given to Mr. Smith, i., 243.
Secret History of the Court and Reign of Charles II., i.,
233, 236, 277, ns.
Sectaries, canon against them, 1., 346. Presbyterians'
remonstrance against them, ii., 24. The Independents opjiose it, 24.
Presbyterians' petition, 36. Edwards's Gangra;na written against them, 37. Baxter's .account of them

Lord Clarendon's and Bishop Bramhall's,
Sedgwick, O., his death, ii., 175.
Sees, vacant ones, debates about

38.

from

llie

17.

Church, 248.

Sequestrations, committee of. i., 480.
Servants, time for their rrcrealion, ii., 55.
Service-book, or liturgy. King Edward's first, i., 47. Occasions insurrections, 48. His second service-book, 54.
belter designed by Cranmer, 56.
Disputes about it among
the English exiles, 66. Calvin's judgment of it, 66. Reviewed and established under Queen Elizabeth, 76. The
pope oflers to confirm it, 85. Motives for amendments in
it, 157.
Service of the Church, what the Puritans wanted
amended, 228-232. Laud's alteration in the service-book,
314.
Of retiding the .second service, 513.

A

i.,

Settle, Mr., his examination and troubles, i., 183.
Seward, Dr., his reply to Mr. Henderson about bishops,
530.
Sexual distinction, wisely abrogated by Quakers, ii., 431.

Shaftesbury, Earl
sent to the

of,

deserts the cabal,

ii.,

277.

He

is

Tower, 298.

Shaxton, Bishop, a friend to the Reformation, i., 34.
Resigns his bishopric, but turns apostate and prosecutor,
39.

Sheldon, Archbishop, account

of,

ii.,

Promotes

68, n.

the act of uniformity; his character, 240. Proceedings at
the opening of his theatre, 264, v. His letter to the bishops against the Nonconformists, 267. Another, 280. His
death, 286, 7is.

Sheppard, Mr., removes to New-England, i., 318.
Sheifield, Mr., tried in the star-chamber for demolishing
in St. Edmund's Church, Salisbuhis defence and sentence, <., 307, 509.
Ship-money, tonnage, &c., promoted by Land, i., 504.
Shorter, .T.. lord-mayor his behaviour, ii., 331.
Shower, John, his reception ;it Geneva, ii., 302, n.
Sibhes, Dr., his death, character, and works, i.. 323, n.
Sibthorpe's sermon, i., 286. He is preferred, 287.
Sidney, Algernon, executed, ii., 302, n.
Sims, John, his sufferings, ii., 370.
Simpson, Cuthbert, put to the rack and burned, 1., 66.
Singleton, John, .account of, i., xviii.
Singularity, the Puritans vindicate themselves from that
and other charges, i., 195.
Six articles, statute of, i., 39. Their rigour abated, 42.
Repealed, 45.
Skippon, Major-general, encourages his soldiers, i., 441.
His bravery in the battle of Naseby, ii., 6.
Smallbrook. Dr., on the danger of the Church and Dis-

some painted windows
ry

;

senters,

i.,

436.

Smart, his sufferings,

i., 299, n.
reply to Bishop Hall's defence of liturliturgy, 364.
They are
Their petition about
Episcopacy and liturgy, 367.

Smectvmnuus

gies,

i.,

363.

And

of' the English
by presbyters, 365.

for ordination

Smith, George, i., xxi.
Smith, John, examined with other Puritans by Archbishop Grindal, i., 108.
Smith, Mr., and other Brownists, their sufferings, i.,
199, 243, n.
Snape, Dr., spirit of his writings, i., 475, n.
Snelling, Mr., his sufferings, i., 313.
Society for propagating the Gospel, ii., 253.

uting Bibles in Wales, 280, n.
Socinianism, canon against

it,

i.,

For

distrib-

345.
i.,

33G.

Solemn

vow

of the Long-parliament, 377. Ordered to be generDrawn up and passed by the Scots deEngland; where it is agreed to, 464.
copy of it, 46.5. Manner of taking it, 467. An exhortation
Unreasonableness of imposing it,
to the taking it, 467.
Instructions for taking it in the country, 468.
468, 469.
The king forbids the taking it, 469. The influence it had
on the clergy, 469. Ordered to be read and hung up in
churches, 500. Presbyterians' petition to have it imposed
on the whole nation, ii., 36. Abstract of the University
of Oxford's reasons against it exceptions against the prethe covenant in general contradictions and doubtface
absurdities in pursuing
ful expressions in the covenant
the ends of it of the salvos for ttiking it, 59-62. The solemn league declared illegal, 225.
Song of Solomon tind the Revelations, commentaries on,
ally taken, 377.
bates upon it in

;

A

;

;

;

;

;

them, ii.. 194.
Selden, Mr., hia recantation, i., 266. His ciiaracter of
the clergy, 276, n. His sentiments concerning convocations, 461, n.
On the Parliament at O.xford, 477, n. His
speech against suspensions and excommunications, ii., 11.
His death and character, 153, ns.
Self-denying ordinance, ii., 6.
Self-emplovment in Secret, by Corbet, an excellent
work, ii., 296".
Seminaries, Popish, erected, i., 137. The oath taken by
the students, 137.
Separation from the Church of England, the rise of it,

B

it, 343.
A second separatioa
Debates about the lawfulness of

bishop Laud's sentiments of
it, ii.,

Solemn league and covenant renewed,
about translating them,

Bible.
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105. The chief leaders of It, 108. It increases, 148.
Protestation of the members of those that joined the separate Church, 132. Theirassembliesbrokeup, 135. Arch-

i.,

filling

by T. Brightman, i.. 252.
Sons of the clergy, origin of the society for, ii., 160.
Spanish invasion, i., 187.
Spanish match, i., 273. Broken off; 274.
Spanish Plate fleet taken, ii., 163. Another destroyed,
Sparke, Dr., in the conference at Lambeth, i., 166.
Speeches of James I. to his Parliament, i., 236, 253,271,
Of Bishop Rudd, about the cross in bapti-^m, and in
favour of the Puritans, 237. Speech against bishojM and

275.
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their courts, 253. Speeches in Parliament, i291, 292, 352,
369, 381.
Of King Charles I. at dissolving his third Parliament, 295. In favour of the hierarchy, 369.
Spiritual courts, on what ground their authority now
stands, and how limited, i., 33. Olyeclions of the Puritans
against them, 106. Their e.xtorlion and rigorous proceedDebates in Parliament about them, 197,
ings, 112, 131.
212.' Prohibitions to stop proceedings in them, 212.
Spratt's H istory of the Rye-house Plot, ii., 302, n.
Spurstow, Dr., account of, i., 484.
Spurstow, William, his death and character, ii., 259.
Squire, Mr., his case, i., 450.
Standing army, origin of, ii., 220, n. James's, 324. Mr.

Johnson's letter to them, 324, n. New modelled by the
admission of Papists, 332.
Star-chamber, account of, i., 194. A great grievance,

Account of, 280. Act for abolishing it, 386.
Statutes of Oxford, i., 512, 513.
Staunton, Dr., account of, ii., 71. Hi? death, 273, 7iStay against straying, by J. Ball, i., 348.
Stern, Dr., account of, i., 482.
Sternhold and Hopkins' version of the Psalms complained of by the assembly of divines, and Rouse's version
adopted, ii., 20.
On his change of senStillingfleet's Irenicum, ii., 223.
timents, 224, n. Writes against Dissenters, 295.
Stordy, Thomas, history of, ii., 428.
Strafford, Earl of, advises a second war with the Scots,
His impeachment and trial; e.\eculion and chari., 339.
acter, 374-376.
195.

Stretten, R., his sufferings,
Strickland, Mr., forbid tiie

queen,

ii.,

306.

House of Commons by the

115.

i.,

Stringer, Dr., account of, ii., 69.
Strong, William, his death, ii., 154.

His body dug up,

236.

Stroud, Mr., his sufferings, i., 124. His farther troubles,
and petitions in his favour, 141.
Strype, Mr., his errors in the memorials of Cranmer,
i.,

Taylor, Francis, his death and works, ii., 209, n.
Taylor, Thomas, memoirs of, ii., 407.
Temple, William, sent to Holland, and concludes a triole
^
alliance,

of,

ii.,

341.

Subscriptions to liuman forms, the unreasonableness of
imposing them, and the difficulties the clergy labour under
See Articles. Form of subscription
therefrom, i., 116.
Subscription required by
for the clergy and laity, 130.
Whitgift, 156-158. Subscription required of the clergy,
239.
Numbers refuse, 241. Lincolnshire ministers' reasons against it, 246. Occasions a second separation, 248.
Succession and supremacy, the oath of, 1., 34. Uninterrupted succession of the bishops, 330.
Suflerings of Christ, dispute about the nature of them,
Suffolk men, how treated by Queen M.ary, i., 58.
Supplication of the Puritans to the Parliament, with
their survey

and

liill

annexed,

i.,

179.

See Petitions.

Supplication of the Beggars, a book, i., 34.
Puritans' objections to, i., 246.
Surplice, see Habits.
Supremacy, .net of, i., 32. Oath administered, 33. Executions for refusing it, 37-40. It may as well be prejudi57.
An act for restoring it
religion,
cial as serviceable to
under Elizabeth, 72. Powers vested in the crown thereby, 73.
An act to confirm it, 87. Puritans' sentiments
Reasons for
Protestation about it, 249.
about it, 195.
amending the act of, 254.
Survey of the Church, as to its ministers, in the years
1585, 1586,

i.,

180, 184.

Suspension from the sacrament, ii., 10. Ordinance and
rules lor it, 11, 12.
Swaffield, J., of Salisbury, his sufferings, ii., 279.
Switzerland, entertain with great humanity the early

Reformers of England, who fled from the persecutions of
Queen Mary, i., s.
Swinton, Mr., some account of, ii., 431, n.

Symmonds,

Mr.,

i.,

450.

i.,

172.

;

tithes,

ii.,

130.

on Episcopacy, 1., 363. Against visof the University of Oxford, ii., 68. On King Charles's
death, 97.
Toleration, proposals for it by the Independents, ii., 16,
17-24. London ministers declare against it, 44. Petitioned
for by Cromwell and his army, 110.
Debates on the reasonableness of toleration, 264. Attempted in Parliament,
and the Duke of Buckingham's speech for it, 282. Act of
toleration brought in and passed, 345, n. See the act, Appendix XIII., 483. Reflections on this act, 432.
Tombes, Mr., account of, i., 498. His death, ii., 285.
Triers admit hiin, and acknowledge the Baptists, 392.
Tomkins, Martin, account of, i., xvii. The affair between Mr. Asty and him discussed, 225, 226.
Titles of pamphlets

iters

Tomkins's plot, i., 447.
Tonnage and poundage,

i.,

294, 295.

Tonstal, Bishop, deprived, i., 55. Restored, 58. Deprived again, 77.
Tories, account of, ii., 293. King William made uneasy
by them, and their conduct to the Dissenters since the
Revolution, 350.
Towle, Thomas, his request to the editor, respecting an
assertion relative to Mr. Asty, i., 225.
Tracts in three vols, folio, against Popery, noticed, ii.,
320. ns.
i.,

Travels, Mr., testimonial of his ordination to Antwerp,
Concerned in the Lambeth conference, 166. His
144.
Suspended, 177. Supplicates the council,

troubles. 171.

and Hooker's answer

to

it,

177.

He

is

silenced for

life,

9.

Synods of the Puritans, conclusions

in

them,

1.,

140, 185,

See Classes.

194, 196.

Synopsis Criticorum, 5 vols,

commentary,

ii.,

folio,

off,

532.

Triers appointed for the approbation of ministers; their
copy of their presentation, ii.,
instructions
Complaints and objections to them their proceedMr. Baxter's opinion of them, 147. Of their
ings, 146.
of
Tombes,
and acknowledgment of the
Mr.
admission

names and

291, n.

;

145.

;

Baptists, 392.

Trigg, Hannah, her sufferings, ii., 413.
Trigland, Dr., the Dutch minister at the Hague written
to prove the king's steadfastness in the reformed faith,

to,

ii.,

195.

Tuckney,

Dr.,

account

of,

i.,

483.

ii., 270, n
in the city,

His death,

Tumults about the Pariiament-house, and
403.

Turner, Dr., account of, ii., 69.
Tutchin, Mr., sentenced to such whipping that he petitions to be hanged, ii., 318.
Twisse, Dr., prolocutor to the a.ssembly of divines, i.,
458.
His death and character, ii.. 40.
Tyndal's translation of the New Testament, and of the
whole Bible, i., 36. He suffers martyrdom, 36.

by Pool, some account

ordered in the room of altars, i., 51.
Table-talk, by Selden, i., 461, ji., 477, n.
Tarente, Prince of, Cromwell's letter to, ii., 153.
Taxes, grievous ones on the people, i., 448.
Taylor, Dr., his martyrdom, i., 62. He derided the Popish garments, 92.
I

Travis, Rebecca, account of, ii., 432.
Treaty of Ripp m, i., 348. Of Newport, ii., 81. Parliament's proposals, and the king's reply, 81. Conference
between the king and the Parliament divines about Episcopvcy, 82. King's final concessions, 86-88. Treaty of
Oxford, i., 444-446. Of Uxbridge, 527. The commissionTreaty begins, 528. Debates about the militia,
ers, 527.
About Ireland, 528. About religion, 529. Breaks
528.

i.,

Synderconibe's plot, ii., 163.
Synod of Dort; oath; behaviour of the remonstrants,
and of the English divines, i., 263-265. Censures on the
synod, 265. Debates about the subordination of synods,

of; his

sitting,

178.

i.,210.

ii.,

261.

Test-act; original design of it, i., xii. Its hardship, 223.
Test-act brought into the house; receives the royal assent, ii., 277.
King William for taking it off, 345.
Testimonials to ministers, copies of, ii., 137.
Thacker, Mr., executed, i., 153.
Theodosius's law, a usurpation on conscience, i., 43.
Theses MartinianjE, a satirical work, i., 189.
Thirty-nine articles, see Articles.
Thomas, Serjeant, his speech against the bishops, i.,
Against (leans and chapters, 382.
370.
Thompson, John, his sufferings, ii., 280.
Tilloison, Archbishop, his sermon anecdote relating to
the quotation, i., xiv., n., 79. Account of ii., 230,280. His
answer to Archbishop Shelden, 272, n.Timothy and Titus not called bishops in the Alexandrian copy of the Bible, i., 365, n.
Titchbourne, Alderman, one of the lay-commissioners
for the approbation of ministers, ii., 144.
Tithes, Selden's History of, i., 266, n. Petitions against

xvi.

Stubbs, Mr., writes against the queen's match, for which
his right hand was cut off, i., 147.
End of the male line
Stuarts, character of the, i., 227.

ii.,

Templars received the sacrament

V.
V.ncancies in the University of Oxford filled up, ii., 73
Valentine, Mr., committed with others to the Tower,
>' 294.

Van Paris, George, burned for a heretic, i.. 49.
Vane, H. sen., his character, i., .351. H. Vane, jun., his
speech in Pariiament, 369. His trial ; his execution and
behaviour on the scaffold, ii.. 239.
Vanists, a sect during the Parliament times, a., 38.

INDEX.
i.,

Its

189.

Vassal, Mr., and other merchants, their goods seized,
i.,

ii.,

220.

Vestments of the priests, see Habits.
Ve.vatious citations, canon about them, i., 347.
Vezey, Bishop, resigns, i., 54.
Increase after the
Vices, ordinance against, ii., 117.
Restoration, 237.
Vicliris, Richard, his case, ii., 434.
View of Public Wants and Disorders, by Mr. Penry in
1588,

i.,

203.

Viiliers Barbara, Charles II. spends on her the money
that the sale of Dunkirk produced, ii., 238, n.
Vincent, Thomas, his death, ii., 289, n., 302.
Vindication of the Presbyterian Government and Ministry,

ii.,

18. n.

Vines, Dr., account of, i., 483, ii., 155, n.
Virginia, a bishop designated for it, ii., 311, n.
Visitation Royal, in Edward VI.'s time, for promoting
the Reformation, i., 42. To examine the church plate, 55.

Another in Elizabeth's reign, 79.
Vitalian, Pope, first introduced music and chanting of
prayers into the Church, A.D. 666, i., 513.
Voltaire censured, i., 77, n.
Vorstius, his opinions, and James I.'s zeal against him,
Votes of no more addresses to the king, ii., 55.
Vowel and Gerhard e,\ecuted, ii., 140, n.
Udal, Mr., his examination, i., 190. His imprisonment
His trial; he is convicted, 1<)2.
in the Gatehouse, 192.
The judges offer him a submission, which he refuses, but
His petition, 192. His reasons
offers one of his own, 192.
His sentence, 193. His confor arrest of judgment, 192.
Petitions to be banished, 193. His
fession of faith, 193.
death in prison, and character, 193.
Undertree's sham plot, i., 135.
Uniformity in religion, the unreasonableness of forcing
it, i., 44, 108.
The Reformers' mistaken opinion of its necessity, 47, 75, 77.
Debates about it, ii., 17. Acts of uniformity brought into Parliament, and passed authors or
promoters of it; conduct of the Presbyterians; ministers
quitting tlxeir livings, and ejected by that act, 239-246.
Uniformity, act of, i., 76. Complaint made of the nonohservance of it the queen's order to enforce it, 90.
Universities visited, i., 69. Their sad state, 86. See
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. New visiters for
them, ii., 152. Heads of colleges, (fcc, restored at the
Restoration new creations in the universities, 206. A
general licentiousness prevails in them, 264. Their addresses to King James upon his accession, 315.
University of Oxford visited by the Papists, who burn
all the English Bibles, i., 69
Their answer to the Puritans' millenary petition, 229.
Their famous decree, 272.
Their new statutes, 324. Address in favour of the hierarchv, 381. Their loyalty, 417. Vice-chancellor's letter in
behalf of it, 418. The chancellor's answer, 418. Condition of the university, 462.
Ministers sent to reform it, ii.,
Ordinance for visiting it, 58. Abstract of their rea57.
sons against the covenant, 59. The visitation opened, 02.
They use the visitors ill, and will not submit, 63. Earl of
Pembroke, being made chancellor, visits them in person,
64.
Insolence of the scholars, 66. Heads of colleges, 67.
Their behaviour, 72. Vacancies in the universities filled
;

;

;

up, 58-73.
University of Cambridge, their privilege of licensing
preachers, i., 101. They scruple the habits, 101. Petition
of some of the students for better ministers, 147. The predestinarian controversy liegins there, 209. Declare highly
for the Church, 229.
Thank the Oxonians for their answer to the Puritans, 229. Votes of Parliament against
subscriptions there, 362.
Address in favour of the hierarchy their loyalty, 381. Their behaviour, 480. Visitation
of it, 481. Their revenues preserved, ii., 20.
Usher, Archbishop, i., 261. His notion of Episcopacy,
363, 366, n. Ilis reduction of it to a synodical government,
384.
His sentiments about Episcopacy, and scheme for
reducing it to the form of Presbytery, ii., 88. His death
and character, 160, 101, ns.
;

Utenhovius, i., 340, n.
Utrecht and other places sought as an asylum from the
abuse of church power, i., 242.
Uxbridge, treaty of, i., 527.

W.
Wakes and

revels on the Lord's day countenanced, i.,
Laud's letter and the Bishop of Bath and Well's
answer about them. 311, 312.
Waldron, Mr., his memorandum In Mr. Neal's history,
311.

ii.,

Walker, Thomas, account of, ii., 69.
Walker, George, his death, ii., 129.
on the Sufferings of the Clergy,

308, n.

Walker, Dr.,
243, 244, ns.

i.,

434;

ii.,

Wallingford House party depose Richard, ii., ISO.
Wallis, Dr., account of, ii., 71, n.
His letter to Mr.
Boyle, on the opening of Archbishop Sheldon's theatre,
264, n.

Walloon Church, i., 156, n.
Wandsworth, the first presbytery held there, i.,
Warburton replied to for his censures on Neal's

128.
history,
59, 93, 108, 146, 148, 151, 152, 154, 159, 176, 177, 181, 190,
223, 227, 233, 252, 266, 268, 274, 275, 276, 299, 320, 329, 374,
396, 399, 404, 406, 416, 432, 425, 427, 431, 400, 468, 477, 499,
528, .533 ii., 50, 79, 89, 90, 97, 98, 99.
i.,

;

Warcup, Mrs., of Berkshire, shelters Dr. Humphreys
and other persecuted Protestants, i., 97.
Ward, Samuel, account of, i., 482.

Ward, Dr. Seth, account of, ii., 71, n.
Waring, Mr., account of, ii., 69.
Warmistre, Mr., his speech in convocation, i., 353.
Warner, H., arrested on a charge of heresy, i., 31, n.
Warner, Dr., his sentiments on the King's Book, i., 31,
n.
Other remarks of his, 62, C3, 81, 85, 87, 100, 108, 197,
198, 239, 233, 356, 282, 354.

Warwick, Earl of, his character, i., 351.
Welsh Bibles, eight thousand printed by Mr. Gouge,

ii.,

300.

Wentworth,

258, n.

i.,

state of that principality, 149-151.

294.

Vaughan, Bishop, translated to London, and his answer
to the French and Dutcli churches, i., 340.
Vaughan, J., his character and conduct, ii., 269, n.
Venables and Penn take Jamaica, ii., 156.
Venner's insurrection,

563

Wales, act for propagating the Gospel there, ii., 1 12, 149.
good effects, 130. Commissioners for Wales, 149. Sad

VariiE Lectiones, an unfinished pamphlet against the

Church, seized,

Peter, his

answer

to

the archbishop,

i.,

115.

His bold speech to Parliament, 120.

Westminster bishopric erected, i., 35. Suppressed, 55.
Westfield, Bishop, his death and character, i., 500.
West of England, Kirk and Jeffries' cruellies there, ii.,
318.

Whig

and Tory, rise, ii., 293. Sufferings of the Whigs,
Severely prosecuted by King James, 318.
Whichtote; Dr., account of, i., 483, n. ii., 307.
Whilaker, Jeremiah, his death, ii., 155. William Whit-

307.

;

aker, 279.

White, William, his bold and smart
Grindal,

letter to

Archbishop

110.

i.,

White, Mr., his remarkable examination, i., 131. n.
White, Mr., his publication entitled Century of Scandalous, Malignant Priests, i., 451.
Ilis death and character,
533. n.

White, T., his letter about the growth of Popery,
White's speech against the order of bishops, 370.
White, Jeremy, some account of his manuscript

i.,

367.

list

of

Dissenters' siiflerings, ii., 322.
Whitehead, Mr., his death and character, i., 119.
Whiteliead, George, and T. Biur, their per.->ecution, ii
424.
Whiteing, Rev. Mr., removes to New-England, i., 327.
Whitgift, Dr., writes for dispensing with the habits at
Cambridge, i., 102. But afterward defends them, 102. Is
Cartwright's great antagonist, 114. Answers the admonition to the Parliament; his standard of discipline and

church government, and his severe usage of Cartwright,
123.
His defence of his answer against Cartwright's reply,
and his ungenerous treatment of his adversary, 124. Made
Archbishop of Canterbury, 156. His three articles, and
his power of imposing them examined, 156.
His primary
157.
His reason for subscribing his articles,
Remonstrates to the council against the petitions of
the people for their deprived ministers, 159. Peiitions the
for a new ecclesiastical commission, 160.
His
twenty-four articles of inquiry, 163, n. Which he justifies, 164.
His reasons for the oath ez officio. 165. Hiscomplaintof Mr. Beale in the star chamber, 166. His behaviour in the Lambeth conference, 166. Mis letter to
the queen against the bills for farther reform, 174. His
reasons against marrying at all times in the year, 175. He
reJKCts the proposals of the Puritans, 175.
Gets the press
restrained, 176.
Licenses Popish books, 182. His treatment of Mr. Settle, 183. His new articles of visitation,
190.
Sir F. Knolly's letter to the treasurer about his
arbitrary proceedings, 195.
His examination of Barrow the
Brownist, 201. Bairow's saying of him, and letter against
visitation,

158.

queen

him, 202.

He complains of prohibitions

being granted, but

He sends express to James
upon the death of Queen Elizabeth, 228.
in vain, 213.

I.

in

His

Scotland
letter

to'

Cecil about the Puritans, 230. His behaviour in the Hampton Ctmrt conference, 231. His flattering speech to

Kins
James, 233. His death and character, 235.
Whitelocke, Bulstrode, his speech in the assembly of divines, about the divine right of Presbytery, ii., 8.
About
suspension and excommunication, 11. His speech on the
motion for translating the laws into English, 118. Hi.s
conference with Cromwell about altering the government,
Whittingham, dean of Durham, writes

to the Earl of

INDEX,
Leicester agninst pressins the habits, i., 91. His troublps.
145.
Validity of liis (>i.liii;ition disputed, 14.5. His death
and chaiatier, 145. H id a sharp in translating the Geneva Bible. Mnd Psalms i" metre, 145.
Wicklirte. accDunt of liiin, his doctrines and writings, i.,
29.
Agreed in some points with the Baptists, and with
the Puritans, 2;), 71.. 30. His doctrines condemned at Rome
and Lon(li>n, 30. He first translated the New Testament
His followers termed Lollards, and perinto English, 30.
His New-Testament, 257.
seeuied, 30.
VViggirig;on, iMr., his suft'erings, 1., 179.
for heresy,

Wighiman, Edward, burned
Wightwick, Mr., account

i.,

of,

ii.,

Worcester, battle

Workman,

i,,

307.

it,

Wren, Bishop,

visitation,

his articles

of

i.,

363
1.,

He

324.

\a

His ordination de-

nied, 152.

Wright, Robert, history of, ii., 387.
Writ, de hcsrctico comburendo, i., 31, 34.

Put in execu-

tion, 138.
i.,

Wyat's rebellion, i., 69. Falsely accuses the Princess
Elizabeth as being concerned, but denies it on the scaffold,

259, n.

b9.
393.

152.
Wilkins, Dr.,

Wyke

i.,

account of, ii., G9. His character, and his
replv to the Duchess of Newcastle, 70, n. His replv to
King Charles, 266. His death, 275.
Wilkinson, John and Henry, account of, ii., 70. Death
of Henry, 74.
Wilkinson and Story, leading separatists, ii., 429.
William III., the dissenting ministers' address to him,
ii., 343.
Recnmniends to Parliament to qualify all his
Protestant subjects for serving the government, 345. Is
made uneasy by the Tories, 350.
Williams, Bishop, favourable to the Puritans, i., 286.
His trial and cruel sentence, 328. Set at liberty by the
Long-parliament, 358. Chairman of the committee for innovations, his letter to the subcommittee, 383. His scheme
of church discipline, 384.
His visitation, 393.
Made
Archbishop of York, 399.
Williams. D.miel, his firm stand against the dispensing

power, ii., 328, n.
Wilmol, Lieutenant-general, his character, i., 478.
Wilson, Mr., suspended and ill treated, i., 186.
Wilson, Rev. Mr., his sufferings, i., 202.
Wilson, Thcmias, his death, ii., 129.
Windsor, resolutions of the cabinet council at, i., 409.
Withers, George, deprived for objecting to the habits,

ii.,

208.

370.

most ancient Church of the Independ-

177.

Yarrington, Captain, committed to prison on a false
charge, ii., 226.
Yates, Mr., and others, their books suppressed, and the
publi.sher« questioned by the star-chamber, i., 291.
York, Duke of, his views at the Restoration, ii., 209
He abjures the Protestant religion, 271. His second marriage, 279.
Bill for excluding biin the succession, 289
292, 297.
See .lames II,
York and Lancaster, contentions between the houses
improved by the Catholic clergy to their advantage, i.,
;

30.

Young, Justice, his severity to the Brownists,
Young, Dr. account of, i., 483,

i.,

200.

Z.

Zanchius and other divines, their opinions attacked,

i.,

Zanchy, Professor, writes by order of the elector palatine to
Is

1.,

A

Woodhridge, Benjamin, his death,

ii., 309.
Francis, his death, ii., 129.
in Devonshire, fourteen west-country clothiers hung there by the king's party of soldiers, "though
they were not in arms, i., 479.
Wolsey, Cardinal, his legatine power, i., 31. His fall
and death, 32.

Woodcock,

Woodhoiise,

THE

Queen Elizabeth

in

favour of the Puritans,

i.,

117.

against ceremonies, 246.
Zealand, the pastors and elders

sembly of divines,
land,

ii,,

tlie

ii.,

210.

Bishop Aylmer's character of them, i., 218.
Sketch of them from Hislriomasti.t, 316, n. Better traits
of them, 41)9. n. Their zeal for peace, 448. Ba|Ptisin by
2,'iO,
First introduced as actresses,
se.vunl distinction properly disregarded, 431.

Mr. Andrew, his sufferings,

Yarmouth,
ents,

Women.

women.

ii., 127.
sutierings,

of,

liis

censured by the Parliament, 360.
Wright, S., i., x.vii.
Wright, Mr., his sufferings, i., 151.

Wilco.\, Thomas, his death, ii.,
Wild, Serjeant, opens the impeachment against Laud,
502. Laud's character of him, 523.
Wilkin, Mr., writes to the treasurer in favour of the Pu-

ritans,

Mr.,

Worship, primitive manner of

ii.,

i.,

472.

of, addressed by the asTiie king removes into Zea-

142.

Zion's plea against prelacy, by Dr. Leighton

ofhim, i., 301.
Zouch, Dr., some account

;

account

m

Hia concern
the
67.
manifesto against the covenant, 59, n.
Zuinglius, with other learned foreigners, against altars,
i.,

51.

of,

ii.,

,

Zurich, divines of, written to by the Nonconformists
on the subject of wearing the habits; opinions of those
learned foreigners on the habits and ceremonies, i., 9.3.
Zuylestein, Mr., gives the Prince of Orange the strongest assurances of the English Protestants ap.)earing in his
favour on his landing, ii., 339.

END.
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ERRATA.
The editor regrets that his absence from the city when the first number of this work
was passing through the press occasioned the omission of a few lines in the original
notes of Toulmin. They are restored by this errata and the editor takes this opportu;

nity to state, that the mistake is wholly his

own, and not

to

be ascribed to the publish-

ers.

—

P. 53
" Mr. Neal, in his review of the transactions of this year, has also omitted to inform his readers that the doctrines established by the Reformers
by no means met with an implicit reception from all.
The doctrine of the Trinity was denied by many, and
Unitarian sentiments were so plainly avowed, and
spread so fast, that the leading churchmen were
alarmed at it, and feared their generally prevailing.
Mr. Strype's words are, Arianism now showed itself so openly, and was in such danger of spreading
farther, that it was thought necessary to suppress it,
'

by using more rugged methods than seemed agreeable to the merciful principles of the profession of the
Gosnel.' "
Lindsey's Historical Vietv of the State of
the Unitarian Doctrine and Worship, p. 84.
Ed.

—

P. 63.
" The title of this piece plainly indicates
that no calm investigation of truth, or candid retracting of intemperate language and spirit, is to be ex-

pected in it. Mr. Lindsey has given it at length in
his History of Unitarian Worship,' with pertinent,
judicious, and valuable remarks, to which with pleasure we refer the reader, p. 84 to 194."— Ed.
'

P- 65.

— " Mr. Neal's language and

not here the most correct. Disputes, arising from
differences of opinion on points of speculation, may
be proofs of the frailty of our nature ; as they show
that all cannot attain to precise ideas, a clear discernment, and comprehensive views on subjects that are
attended with many difficulties.
But how do they
indicate the corruption of human nature? That betrays itself in the intemperate spirit and language
with which they are managed, and should be imputed, not to human nature, but to the want of self-government in those individuals who thus offend. It is
not proper indiscriminately to condemn disputes, because such censures operate as discouragements and
bars to the investigation of the truth." Ed.

138.—" It should be added, that one ground of
odium which fell on those who were called Ana-

P.
tlie

was their deviation from the established
creed, in their ideas concerning the person of Christ
and the doctrine of the Trinity, which shows at howearly a period of the Reformation Unitarian sentiments arose among the more thoughtful and inquisbaptists,

itive,

sentiments are

their

but the hand of power was
growth and spread." Ed.

lifted

up

to suppress
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